




Revisions and Corrections

AREA Proceedings, Volume 48 (1947)

Changes in the text for correction of typographical errors, and to take account of

revisions, deletions and additions requested by committees.

Page 249, first line of last paragraph under Tracks, delete "while" before "coaches."

Page 260. first sentence of the paragraph beginning "The greatest infestation" and ending

with the word "given," to be deleted and the following inserted:

"The committee finds that no general statement can be made regarding all

the conditions of infestation of wood piles by marine borers along our extensive

coast line. On the west coast, the greatest infestation varies from a point a short

distance below the mud line to above the high water (cut-off) depending upon

whether limnoria or teredo prevail. The greatest infestation on the north Atlantic

coast line is somewhere between the bottom and the low water line, while on

the south Atlantic and east Gulf coast it is m the area between high and low

water."

Page 293, paragraph (e) following paragraph 18 (a) to be deleted and the following

inserted

:

"Fire protection shall be installed in the structure to meet requirements of the

railroad and local or state codes, with due consideration for the requirements of

the underwriters."

Page 387, second line under 14. Brace plates and washer plates, change "down" to

"shown."

Pages 391-393, see discussion, pages 930-936.

Page 456, second fine under Materials, change "air-training" to "air-entraining."

Page 457, second paragraph, fourth line, change "powered" to "powdered." Same page,

fourth paragraph, third line, change "air-entrained" to "air-entraining."

Page 648, third paragraph, second line, change "either direction" to "both directions."
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Handbook of Instructions for the Care and Operation

of Maintenance of Way Equipment

Advance Report on Assignment 3 of Committee 27—Maintenance

of Way Work Equipment

N. W. Hutchison (chairman, subcommittee), W. R. Bjorklund, G. E. Boyd, C. H. R.

Howe, E. C. Jackson, R. K. Johnson, W. H. Moore, C. E. Morgan, John O'Farrell.

C. H. Ordas, G. R. Westcott, F. F. Zavatkay.

This report is presented as final, with the recommendation that the instructions for

the care and operation of maintenance of way equipment be adopted for publication

in handbook form as a supplement to the Manual. These instructions, which appear

on following pages, have been set to a narrow column width to facilitate reprinting in

handbook form if adopted and the Board of Direction authorizes publication.

The material for the handbook was collected from various sources such as railroad

books of rules, bulletins and manuals; manufacturers' operating and service manuals;

United States Government bulletins; publications of various standards associations and

technical societies; and from text books.

Through their representatives on Committee 27, various railroad officers had the

opportunity of inspecting and commenting on the material in the handbook. In addition,

certain applicable sections were submitted to approximately 250 work equipment manu-

facturers and their criticism was invited, for the purpose of insuring that they contain

no statements that might be detrimental to their products. It also was edited in its

entirety by a special editing committee consisting of G. E. Boyd, R. K. Johnson, C. H.

Ordas, G. R. Westcott, and your subcommittee chairman.

The instruction books published by manufacturers are usually thorough but concise,

and it is not the intent that this handbook replace them; however, they are frequently

issued in a size which does not fit in one's pocket, and on only a few types of machines

is there a compartment in which to place the book to insure its preservation.

To one experienced in maintaining and operating work equipment, many of the

instructions contained in this handbook are elementary. To prove valuable to the inex-

perienced, for whom it is primarily intended, it must be elementary, and this was the

deliberate intention of your committee. However, experienced operators and repairmen

cannot fail to benefit by frequent reference to the handbook, if only to refresh their

memory concerning matters about which they might grow careless.

The handbook may prove too elaborate to suit the purpose of those railroads with

little equipment and may contain too little detail to fulfill the needs of others. No
attempt has been made to provide instructions for dismantling and reassembling work
equipment, nor was it possible to include instructions for all of the types of machines

that may be in service but not universally used. For those roads that do not find the

handbook suitable for their specific purpose, it may be used as a basic guide from which
to prepare handbooks of their own.

In spite of the precaution taken to insure that the instructions be simple, easily

understood, and accurate, your committee is fully aware of the fact that constant refer-

ence to it will disclose inevitable errors and instructions that may be contradictory to

generally accepted practice. To insure that this handbook may become more valuable
and authentic with the passage of time, your committee will welcome from Associa-
tion members, from manufacturers, and from others, comments for improvement.



Maintenance of Way Work Equipment

Preface

These instructions have been prepared for the guidance

of operators, repairmen, supervisors, and others entrusted

with the care and operation of maintenance of way work

equipment. The term "work equipment" as used in this

handbook refers to all portable machines and power tools

used to perform maintenance of way work.

The object of this handbook is to provide, in condensed

form, general information that should be known by those

concerned directly with maintenance of way work equip-

ment. Many of the instructions are elementary but it is

believed that even experienced operators and repairmen

will be benefited by frequent reference to these instructions.

Most work equipment manufacturers publish, and fur-

nish with their machines, precise and adequate instruction

books. Many railroads also have issued, in various forms,

commendable instruction manuals and bulletins. This hand-

book is not to be regarded as a substitute for the instruc-

tions of the manufacturers or of the railroads but rather,

as a supplement to them.

It has been impossible to include instructions for all of

the various types and makes of maintenance of way work

equipment, particularly those that are in the process of

development. The instructions have been restricted to those

machines which are considered as being in general use.

Where instructions for specific machines are not included,

the general instructions should be followed, where they are

applicable. Detailed instructions for dismantling, over-

hauling, and assembling work equipment are purposely

omitted.

Acknowledgment is made of valuable help received in

the preparation of this handbook from work equipment
manufacturers. Acknowledgment is also due B. G. Elliott,

E. L. Consoliver, and the McGraw-Hill Book Company,
co-authors and publishers respectively, for their permission

to use material from a textbook entitled "The Gasoline

Automobile," and to the publishers of "Motor, the Auto-
motive Business Magazine" for their permission to use

material in various issues of this magazine, particularly

those sections on gasoline engine troubles and diagnosis of

engine noises.

Committee 27

—

Maintenance of Way Work
Equipment. Subcommittee 3
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Section 1—General

General Instructions

100. Operators and others working on or near work

equipment must be governed by the book of rules, safety

rules, and all other instructions published by their companies.

101. The instructions in this manual are not a substitute

for manufacturers' or railroad instructions. Where these

instructions conflict with other instructions, those prepared

by manufacturers or your company should be followed.

102. A good machine operator will give the machine he

operates the same care and attention as he would if it

were his own. He is responsible for its safe handling on

the ground, on a car, or while it is being loaded or

unloaded.

103. A clean, well lubricated and properly adjusted

machine indicates a safe and efficient operator.

104. Each machine operator should be selected on the

basis of his mechanical aptitude. He must familiarize him-

self with the parts of his machine, its adjustments, and its

lubrication. He should become familiar with all of the

general instructions and also those pertaining specifically

to the machine in his charge.

105. The operator of a machine must give his undivided

attention to its operation. Others on or near the machine

must not distract his attention, except as necessary in case

of emergency. Only authorized employees are permitted to

be on, use, operate, adjust or repair work equipment,

whether working or idle. Tinkering with a machine is

prohibited.

106. The operator of a machine should become familiar

with the sound made by it when it is operating correctly.

Any knocking or other unusual noise must be investigated

promptly and the cause found and corrected.

107. At the end of each day's work, the operator should

inspect his machine and make such repairs and adjustments

as are required. If conditions are found which he cannot

correct, the proper officer must be notified in detail. He
must also see that brakes are set, that housings are applied

and locked, that the open ends of vertical exhaust pipes are

covered, and that any other attention is given that may
be required to prevent pilferage, or damage by weather.

108. When it is known that a machine is to remain id'e

for some time, the precautions stated above should be

taken, and in addition, protective grease or oil should be
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applied where necessary to prevent damage from corrosion.

Fuel tank, fuel lines, and the carburetor should be drained.

All parts of the cooling system should be drained also unless

it is fully protected by an antifreeze solution, after which

the engine should be idled for a few seconds.

109. If a machine is to be transferred, the above pre-

cautions must be taken where they apply, and the rules

for loading and blocking machines in transit must be

observed.

110. When a machine is sent to a shop, or if it is not in

good operating condition when transferred, a detailed work

list of necessary repairs must be furnished to the receiving

officer.

111. Upon receipt of a new or transferred machine, in-

spection must be made to make sure that it is in good

operating condition. If in poor condition, this fact must

be reported promptly to the proper officer. Failure to do

so implies that the machine was in good condition when

received.

112. When ordering parts for work equipment, the fol-

lowing information should be given:

1. Name, make, and model of machine.

2. Manufacturer's serial number of machine.

3. Railroad machine number.

4. Symbol number and description of part, as shown
in parts list.

5. If the parts required are for the engine or for ac-

cessories such as the generator, magneto, carburetor,

etc., give the make and manufacturer's serial num-
ber of the engine or accessory, in addition to the

symbol number and description of the part.

113. When necessary to make temporary repairs to work
equipment, permanent repairs must be made as soon

thereafter as possible.

114. All parts removed from a dismantled machine, in-

cluding spark plugs, batteries, gears, coils, etc., whether

scrap or second-hand, must be shipped to the place desig-

nated. If such parts are usable or repairable, they must be

packed to prevent damage in shipment.

115. All repair parts on hand should be protected against

damage and corrosion, and should be kept in the original

package if possible, with each package distinctly marked.

116. Where undersized or oversized parts are applied to

a machine, a plate showing this information in detail must
be attached to the machine and this plate preserved.

117. Tools, grease guns, repair parts lists, and all instruc-

tion books should be kept with the machine.

118. Manufacturer's identification plates on work equip-

ment must be preserved and kept on the equipment. These

plates should not be covered with paint. When painting.
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the plates may be covered with grease and then the paint

and grease wiped off.

119. All machines must be operated within their rated

capacity and not overloaded.

120. The governor and safety valve on any machine must

not be tampered with. Adjustments or repairs to these

appliances should be made only by qualified persons.

121. Gages, meters, and similar appliances are furnished

to show the operating condition of a machine. They should

be maintained in good working order and observed

frequently.

122. Pipe wrenches or pliers should not be used on

square or hexagon nuts. To do so, rounds the corners and

makes the nuts difficult to remove or tighten.

123. Use care in handling clutches. Avoid the slipping

of a clutch except on machines where this is necessary.

Clutches should be engaged gradually.

124. Belts that are too tight put undue strain on the

engine crankshaft and bearings. Flat belts should be kept

just tight enough to prevent slippage under ordinary

operating loads.

125. When relacing belts the ends should be cut square

and even and should be securely laced. Do not attempt to

lace endless cord belts.

126. When replacing a belt it should not be forced on

by turning a pulley. The pulley should be loosened and

then tightened after the belt is in place.

127. Belt pulleys must be kept in line.

128. The wedging action of a V-belt against the flanges

of the pulley makes it unnecessary to keep it as tight as

a flat belt. A V-belt should bow out noticeably on the

slack side.

129. When one belt of a multi-V-belt drive requires

replacement, the entire set should be replaced with belts

of matched length and section. Otherwise, due to wear in

the old belts, the new belt will carry most of the load and

wear out rapidly.

130. A specially prepared hydraulic fluid should be used

in hydraulic brakes and other hydraulic appliances. The

use of petroleum or resinous products may cause damage

to the parts.

131. In cleaning machines, clean cotton rags should be

used. Waste should not be used for this purpose.

132. When necessary to dismantle a machine along the

right-of-way, particular care should be taken in reas-

sembling, that the parts are free from grit and dirt.
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General Safety Instructions

200. Safety is the first and most important consideration

in the operation and maintenance of work equipment. In

all cases of doubt and uncertainty the safe course must be
taken. When in doubt as to the safe course, consult your
superior officer.

201. Additional safety instructions are given in this hand-

book under the sections for individual machines and must
be observed by men operating those machines.

202. Safety appliances are provided for the protection

of employees and must be kept in place while a machine

is in operation.

203. Safety appliances must be maintained in first-class

condition and must not be changed except when authorized.

204. Safety goggles must be worn when performing work

that is dangerous to the eyes.

205. Safety shoes should be worn where there is a hazard

of foot injuries.

206. Oily rags or oily waste must not be left on or close

to any machine.

207. Machine operators, or others working near work
equipment, must not wear loose or ragged clothing or loose

fitting gloves that may catch in moving parts of a machine.

208. Before starting work equipment, notice must be

given to nearby employees.

209. Cleaning, oiling or adjusting moving parts of a

machine must not be done while the machine is running.

210. When an on-track machine is removed from the

track, it must be secured in such a position that all parts

will clear passing trains.

211. All parts of off-track machines must clear passing

trains.

212. When repairs are being made to the underside of

work equipment, it must be adequately blocked. Getting

under a machine which is supported by jacks only, is

prohibited.

213. Set screws must not be permitted to project from
moving or stationary parts of a machine where they create

a hazard.

214. Dust and cobwebs should not be permitted to

accumulate on electrical apparatus because of the fire

hazard.

215. When men are working on the track and noisy
machines are operating nearby, a careful lookout must be
kept and warning given of approaching trains or other
hazards.
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216. Never use the fingers for alining two holes for the

insertion of rivets, bolts, or pins. Use a drift pin.

217. Reaching through or shifting moving belts with the

hands is prohibited.

218. Hands must not be used for brushing chips from

drills or from other moving tools and machines.

219. Approved respirators should be used when spray

painting or performing work in fumes or dust where a

health hazard is present.

220. Brakes must be tested frequently and kept in good

working order.

221. Where gasoline and welding gases are stored in

buildings, tool cars or other enclosures, adequate circulating

ventilation must be provided for the escape of flammable

vapors.

General Lubrication Instructions

Description. A lubricant is a material whose function it

is to separate two adjacent moving surfaces, thereby

reducing frictional resistance.

Crude petroleum, from which lubricants are derived, con-

sists essentially of the elements carbon and hydrogen. Those

from the West Virginia, Pennsylvania, and Southeast Ohio

fields contain wax and are known as paraffin base oils;

crudes from the Gulf Coast and California contain asphalt

and are termed asphaltic or naphthalene base oils; mid-

continent oils have a mixed base composition, containing

both paraffin and asphalt.

Grease is a combination of lubricating oils and a soap,

or a mixture of soaps, with or without fillers. Some of the

common soap bases used are lime, soda, aluminum, and

lead. Some of the fillers used are asbestos, mica, clay, and

talc. The consistency of grease may vary from very hard

to semifluid.

In selecting a lubricant, it is necessary to give consid-

eration to the following requirements:

1. It must maintain an unbroken film between the

moving surfaces to prevent destructive wear.

2. It must dissipate excessive heat and keep working

parts below critical temperatures.

300. Many machine failures are caused directly or indi-

rectly by lack of, or improper lubrication. Application of a

lubricant is ineffective unless it reaches and protects the

wearing and bearing surfaces.

301. It is essential that the correct lubricant be used.

The operator of a machine must know what oils and

greases are suitable for use with his machine and must
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know how, where, and when to apply them. In the absence

ol other specific instructions, the machine manufacturer's

instructions should be followed relative to the kind of

lubricant and the method of application.

302. Lubricants should be protected carefully to insure-

that dirt does not get into them. They should be kept in

closed containers.

303. All grease and dirt must be removed from lubrica-

tion fittings and from the nozzle of a grease gun before

grease is applied. Caps must be kept on grease cups at all

times except when filling.

304. Care should be exercised in applying lubricants to

ball or roller bearings. Excessive lubricant will cause heat-

ing and excessive pressure will damage the seals. On plain

bearings, the lubricant should be applied until it comes out

at the side of the bearings, after which the excess should

be wiped off.

305. The outside of exposed chains should not be lub-

ricated, except as recommended by the manufacturer. The

rollers and pins generally require lubrication. When chains

require cleaning, they should be soaked in kerosene and

then dried. They should then be soaked in hot oil and all

oil on the outside surface carefully removed.

306. The correct grease or oil as recommended by the

machine manufacturer should be used in transmissions and

differentials. This must always be sufficiently fluid so that

it will not channel. Transmission and differential oil should

be changed twice a year, or oftener as necessary, using a

grade suitable for the temperature. In changing, oil should

be drained while warm and the transmission and differ-

ential flushed out with light oil. Oil in the transmission

should be maintained at the correct level. Plugs are usually

provided to indicate the correct level.

Loading and Blocking Work Equipment
For Transit

400. When loading work equipment for movement in

revenue trains, the operating rules of your company cover-

ing loading must be observed. Where it is available, refer-

ence should also be made to the current copy of "Rules

Governing the Loading of Commodities on Open Top Cars"

as published by the Association of American Railroads.

The following general instructions, which may or may not

be covered by the rules of your company or the AAR
Loading Rules, should be observed.

401. It must be known that the load does not exceed

the load capacity of the car, remembering that loads con-
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centrated between the trucks, on the ends, or on the sides

of the car, may overload the car even though the total

weight is less than the capacity of the car. In case of

doubt, the load should be approved by an authorized

inspector.

402. When loading rotary or swinging types of equip-

ment, such as cranes, shovels, derricks, etc., it must be

known that the load is secured for safe movement. If in

doubt, the load must be approved by an authorized

inspector, before the car is permitted to be moved.

403. All booms must be lowered and securely anchored

against excessive movement in any direction. When the

end of the boom rests on, and is anchored to an idler car,

sufficient play should be provided for lateral movement

when the train rounds a curve, and for longitudinal

movement between the cars.

404. It must be known that the load is within the limits

of the clearance diagram for the territories over which

the load will move.

405. The machine must be secured to prevent shifting

in any direction.

406. Work equipment having a high center of gravity

or narrow base must be secured to prevent it from tipping

over in transit.

407. Machines with heavy counterweights must have

blocking under the counterweights.

408. Heavy equipment with flanged wheels should have

blocking under the wheels and a hardwood runway on the

car, to prevent the wheel flanges from cutting into the

floor of the car.

409. Pneumatic-tired equipment should be so blocked

that the weight of the machine is taken off the tires and

so that the tires will not be subjected to scuffing.

410. Before loading equipment, the car floor should be

inspected to see that it is in sufficiently good condition to

support the load.

411. Anchors, lock pins, and jacks must be secured.

412. All loose parts of machines must be boxed or se-

curely fastened to prevent loss, damage or possibility of

derailment.

413. Wire ropes should be disconnected from buckets

where practicable

414. All windows and doors must be shut and securely

fastened.

415. Air lines leading to machines must be closed.

416. Fuel lines, fuel tank, and carburetor must be drained

if the machine is loaded in a closed car, except in regularly

assigned tool cars placarded "Inflammable."
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417. When freezing weather is expected, radiators must

be drained unless it is known definitely that they are

adequately protected by antifreeze solution.

418. Any hand-cranked machine should be loaded with

sufficient clearance to permit cranking.

Section 2—Gasoline Engines

General

Note: Instructions under the heading of Gasoline Engines,

paragraphs 500 to 811, inclusive, pertain particularly

to four-cycle engines but should be followed for two-

cycle engines where they apply. Additional instructions

for two-cycle engines may be found under the section

on motor cars.

Description. The elementary parts of a gasoline engine

consist of a cylinder, valves, piston, connecting rod, and

crankshaft. The piston moves back and forth, or reciprocates,

within the cylinder as a result of the combustion of the

fuel within the cylinder, and transmits energy through the

connecting rod to the revolving crankshaft.

The fuel (gasoline), before it will ignite with expansive

force and drive the piston, must be vaporized and mixed

with the correct amount of air. This is accomplished by

the carburetor.

The mixture of fuel and air must be ignited to cause

combustion in the cylinder, which is accomplished by an

electric spark at the spark plug. The spark is furnished

from dry cell batteries, a storage battery, or from a mag-

neto. The spark must occur at the spark plugs at an exact

time and in the correct cylinder, which is accomplished by

a timer or distributor.

The term "cycle," as applied to the operation of an

internal combustion engine, means the complete series of

steps or events necessary to get the fuel mixture into the

cylinder, ignite and burn it, and take the burned gases

out of the cylinder. This series of events in a four-cycle

engine is as follows:

1. The taking of the fuel charge into the cylinder.

2. The compression of the fuel charge.

3. The ignition, combustion and expansion of the fuel

charge.

4. The ejection of the burned gases from the cylinder.

In two-cycle engines these four events occur in two

strokes of the piston, or one revolution of the engine crank-

shaft; in a four-cycle engine the four events occur in four
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strokes of the piston, or two revolutions of the engine

crankshaft. In four-cycle engines the four strokes of the

piston are usually referred to as the intake stroke, the

compression stroke, the power stroke, and the exhaust

stroke.

Gasoline engine operation depends upon five essential

things:

1. An unfailing fuel supply.

2. Dependable ignition.

3. Good compression.

4. Adequate lubrication.

5. Adequate cooling.

500. Gasoline is highly flammable and extreme care must

be exercised in its use and handling.

501. Gasoline must be stored and handled in approved

containers; never in open top containers.

502 Where gasoline is stored in buildings, tool cars or

other enclosures, adequate circulating ventilation must be

provided for the escape of flammable vapors.

503. Gasoline engines must not be operated inside of

buildings unless provision is made to carry off the exhaust

gases or unless the building is properly ventilated. Gasoline

engine exhaust contains carbon monoxide gas which is

deadly.

504 Smoking and the use of oil lanterns or any open-

flame light are prohibited when filling a gasoline tank, or

under any other conditions where gasoline is exposed.

Filling of a gasoline tank after dark should be avoided

but, if this is necessary in an emergency, a flashlight should

be used.

505 When filling a gasoline tank, the nozzle or spout

of the gasoline container must touch the tank opening

before and while the gasoline is being poured, to prevent

explosion from sparks caused by static electricity. They

should not be permitted to touch an exposed storage

battery and create a spark.

506. Straining gasoline through a chamois skin is pro-

hibited because of the danger of static electricity. Approved

funnels, fitted with fine mesh wire, are available and should

be used for this purpose.
_

507. Gasoline engines must be stopped and the ignition

turned off before filling the gasoline tank.

508. A gasoline tank should not be overfilled. Allow for

expansion.
f

509 Applying a flame or any hot object to any part ot

the fuel tank, fuel lines or carburetor is prohibited. These

parts should be removed from the machine and all vapor

expelled, preferably by steam, before repairs are made

to them.
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510. When loading a gasoline operated machine for ship-

ment, the fuel tank, fuel lines, and carburetor must be

drained, unless other contrary rules are in effect.

511. Fire extinguishers, charged with carbon tetrachloride

or carbon dioxide should be provided where gasoline

engines are in use or where gasoline is stored.

512. When cranking an engine, the spark must be re-

tarded and the crank handle grasped with the thumb on

the same side of the handle as the fingers. The crank

should be pulled up against compression but not revolved

rapidly. The engine should not be started by rocking the

flywheel against compression.

513. It is the duty of any man assigned to operate a

machine powered by a gasoline engine to familiarize him-

self with all the essential parts and functions of the machine

and the engine.

514. Before a new or overhauled engine, or one that has

been standing idle, is started, it should be given a systematic

inspection to see that it has sufficient oil and grease where

required, that there is fuel in the tank and that there is

water in the cooling system.

515. New or overhauled engines should always be broken

in gradually. They will give better performance and longer

life if they are not worked too hard during the breaking-in

stage. More than the ordinary amount of lubrication is

required during this period.

516. When the overhauling of an engine is completed,

a thin film of oil should be applied to each cylinder wall

before the cylinder head gasket and cylinder head are re-

placed, to facilitate initial starting and minimize cylinder

wear.

517. When a new or overhauled engine is placed in

service, or the cylinder head has been removed and replaced

for any reason, the cylinder stud nuts should be checked

for tightness as soon as the engine gets hot, pulling them
down snugly and evenly.

518. When dismantling an engine, certain parts must be

marked to insure that they are returned to their original

place and position. This is especially important for the

replacement of pistons, rings, bearings, valve assemblies,

wrist pins, butterfly valve plates, and governor parts.

519. When an engine is stored for long periods, lubricat-

ing oil may drain away from the cylinder walls and piston

rings, causing them to rust. To prevent this, when the

engine is taken out of service and while it is still hot, the

spark plugs should be removed and a small quantity of

gas engine oil poured into each cylinder, the engine turned

over a few times, and the spark plugs replaced. Each thirty

days during the period of idleness, oil should be inserted

in a similar manner.
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520. Gasoline engines should be given a thorough inspec-

tion by a competent repairman at least once a year, and

more often if in constant service, and overhauled if

necessary.

521. When an engine is equipped with a governor, and

the governor or carburetor is removed and reapplied, the

governor must be correctly adjusted.

522. Anyone not thoroughly familiar with the timing of

a gasoline engine should not attempt to time it.

523. Racing an engine is prohibited. It increases fuel

consumption, causes rapid wearing of parts, causes exces-

sive vibration and strains the engine unnecessarily. In win-

ter, after an engine is started, it should be permitted to

warm up at low speed before the load is applied.

524. When applying a copper-asbestos lined cylinder head

gasket, the side of the gasket with stencil markings should

be up. Some makes of gaskets are marked "this side up."

Ordinarily, not more than one gasket should be used

between the cylinder head and engine block.

525. Engines should never be operated at high speed

except when under load, nor permitted to idle for long

periods.

526. If an engine is hard to start, find the cause and

correct it.

Fuel System

Description. The fuel system consists of the gasoline

tank, fuel line, fuel pump, carburetor, intake manifold,

exhaust manifold and air cleaner.

550. When filling the fuel tank, care should be taken

to prevent trash, dirt or water from getting into the tank.

Dirt and moisture should be wiped from the filler cap

and tube before filling.

551. Frequent inspection must be made of gasoline filters

in fuel lines and all accumulated dirt or water removed.

552. The filler cap in the gasoline tank must be kept in

place except when filling the tank. The air vent in the cap

must be kept open.

553. The gasoline tank, fuel line and connections must

be inspected frequently for leaks.

554. The carburetor must be kept in correct adjustment.

Before changing the carburetor adjustment, it should be

known that the trouble is not elsewhere. The engine

normally should be warm when adjustments are made. Do
not tinker with a carburetor as long as it is operating

satisfactorily.

555. Avoid excessive use of the choke. The choke valve

should be completely open after the engine is warm and

is running normally.
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556. Air cleaners should be checked daily and cleaned

as necessary. Cleaners of the oil bath type should be refilled

with clean engine oil to the correct level.

557. When an engine is not in use for a long period

the valve between the gasoline tank and carburetor should

be closed.

Ignition System

Description. The ignition of the combustible gases within

the cylinder of a gasoline engine is accomplished by means
of an electric spark. The requirements for producing such

a spark are:

1. A source of electric current of low potential. This

current is called the primary current and is usually

six volts.

2. A means of producing, through the medium of an

induction coil and an interrupting device, a second-

ary current of sufficiently high potential to produce

a spark within the cylinder.

3. A mechanism for causing the spark within each

cylinder to occur at the most effective time.

4. A spark gap within each cylinder.

5. The necessary wiring, switches, and condensers.

The type of ignition system used depends on the type

of engine. The usual combinations are:

Function Two-cycle engine Four-cycle engine
1. Source of electric Dry cell battery Wet cell battery or

current magneto
2. Raising potential Spark coil Plain coil and breaker
3. Timing the spark Timer Primary side of

.
distributor

4. Distributing the spark Secondary side of
to various cylinders distributor

5. Providing a spark gap Spark plug Spark plug
(It should be noted that the magneto combines within itself the

first four of the above functions.)

600. The ignition system should be kept dry.

601. All wire connections should be kept tight and free

from corrosion.

602. Only wire of the correct size and kind, suitably

insulated, should be used in the ignition system.

603. If ignition wires become broken, temporary repairs

may be made by splicing and taping but the broken wires

should be replaced promptly.

604. Insulation on wires may become softened by the

action of grease or moisture, and shorting of the current

results. Such wires should be replaced promptly.

605. For additional instructions covering ignition see Dry
Cell Batteries. Storage Batteries, Distributors, Generators

and Starting Motors, Magnetos, Spark Plugs, and Motor
Cars.
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Lubrication System

Description. The three usual methods of providing lub-

rication to the various parts of a gasoline engine are splash,

gravity and pressure. In a splash system the oil is placed

in the crankcase and splashed by the revolving cranks to

the parts to be lubricated. In a gravity system an oil pump
raises the oil from the crankcase to a point above the parts

to be lubricated, to which the oil flows by gravity. In a

pressure system a pump forces the oil from the crankcase

to the parts to be lubricated.

The correct lubrication of a gasoline engine is one of the

most important necessities in its design, construction and

operation. The life and service of an engine depend directly

upon its lubrication ; therefore, the best of attention and

care should be given to the selection of the proper lub-

ricant and to its effective use in the engine. Viscosity of an

oil is simply a measure of its fluidity or thickness at a

certain temperature and has no relation to quality or any

other property. SAE numbers represent a classification based

on viscosity.

Engine troubles such as scored cylinders, leaky and loose

piston rings, worn, hot, and cut bearings, misfiring cylinders,

dirty spark plugs and excessive fuel consumption are due

largely to inefficient or defective lubrication.

There are four important functions that a motor oil must

perform:

1. To minimize friction and wear.

2. To absorb and dissipate heat.

3. To serve as a piston seal.

4. To carry away contaminants.

650. The important points to remember about engine

lubrication are:

1. Use oils of known quality only.

2. An oil should be selected which has the correct

body for the particular service and temperature in

which the engine is to be used.

3. Oil should be drained from the crankcase when it

becomes dirty or contaminated and replaced with

fresh oil. The oil pan should be cleaned as required,

and at least once a year. During winter weather

the oil needs to be changed more frequently.

4. The correct oil level should be maintained in the

crankcase of the engine at all times.

5. The oil pressure should be kept correctly adjusted.
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6. The oil filter, if an engine is so equipped, should

be serviced regularly and the cartridge replaced

when it has served its useful life, as indicated by

dirt or sludge.

651. To be effective as a lubricant and as a cooling agent,

oil must circulate freely. Oil lines, oil pump screen, and

oil filters must be kept clean.

652. No engine should be started until the operator has

assured himself that the crankcase oil is at the proper level

and that other lubrication has been provided.

653. When starting an engine, it should be idled slowly

until the oil is flowing freely, before a load is applied. This

is particularly important in cold weather. Unnecessary

idling should be avoided.

654. Under ordinary conditions, crankcase oil should be

changed every 50 hours of operation. With a new or rebuilt

engine, the oil should be changed every 20 hours during

the first 100 hours of operation. Where an effective oil

filter is used these requirements may be modified. Lighter

oil is required during cold weather; heavier oil during hot

weather. Seasonal changes in grade should be made as

necessary.

655. Never drain oil or fill with oil while the engine

is running. Drain the oil while the engine is hot.

656. The oil level should never be permitted to get too

low nor too much above the full mark on the oil level

indicator. Overfilling a crankcase causes excessive quan-

tities of oil to be thrown against the cylinder walls, result-

ing in oil pumping, smoking, excessive carbon deposits, and

fouled spark plugs.

657. The breather cap must always be replaced after oil

is put in, to prevent dirt from entering, making sure that

the cap is clean before it is replaced.

658. When observation indicates that more oil is beinii

used than should be used, report of this fact shou'd be

made to the person in authority.

659. In new four-cycle engines, or when cylinders have

been rebored or new rings installed, one-half pint of light

engine oil should be mixed with each gallon of gasoline

during the first 100 hours of operation.

660. In cold climates an oil shouM be used which has

a pour point at least 10 deg. F. below the lowest temperature

to be encountered.

661. To prevent dirt or water from entering the engine

while filling with oil, the filler cap and the top of the

filler tube should be wiped off before the cap is removed.

662. When an engine is badly worn it is not advisable

to use a heavier bodied oil to compensate for the wear

of parts. Excessive clearances make oil pumping inevitable
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regardless of the grade of oil used. The use of heavier oils

will simply result in greater carbon deposits and clogging

of the lubrication system. No oil, no matter how heavy,

can take the place of metal that has been worn away.

663. On pressure lubricated engines an oil pressure gage

is usually provided. If the gage fails to register normal

running pressure, the engine should be stopped immediately

and the necessary adjustments or repairs made.

Cooling System

Description. Combustion of fuel within the cylinders of

a gasoline engine results in high temperature in the cylinders

and in the liberation of a great amount of heat. Some

means must be provided to carry away this heat in order

to prevent the cylinder wall temperature from becoming

too high, which might result in warping and distortion

of the cylinder block. The ideal cooling system is one that

will maintain a constant temperature; a gasoline engine

will not operate efficiently if it is too hot or too cold.

Therefore, a cooling system must provide a means of

keeping an engine from becoming overheated but yet

prevent it from running too cold.

The ordinary water-type cooMng system on four-cycle

gasoline engines consists of water jackets cored out of the

cylinder and cylinder head castings, through which the

water is caused to circulate by a water pump or thermo-

syphon. The upper connection from the top water manifold,

or cylinder head, leads to the top of the radiator; the

bottom connection, from the cylinder jacket, connects at

the bottom of the radiator. A fan, normally located im-

mediately behind the radiator, assists in cooling the water

as it passes through the radiator. Some cooling systems are

equipped with a thermostat which regulates the temperature

of the water, by directing all or part of the water through

a pipe which by-passes the radiator when the water is

too cool.

In air-type cooling systems, fins or ribs are cast on the

outside of the cylinders and a current of air passing over

these ribs picks up the excess heat and cools the cylinder

walls. Forced movement of the air past the fins is provided

in some cases.

700. It is important that the cooling system be drained

and refilled frequently and at least each 30 days, unless

an antifreeze or rust preventive is in use. It is better to

use clean, soft water in the cooling system if it is available

because hard water deposits an insoluble scale on the walls

of the water jacket and the radiator. When necessary to
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remove this scale, an approved cleaner should be used, in

accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.

701. Frequent inspection of the cooling system should

be made to make sure that the system is full of water and

is not leaking, or clogged.

702. The radiator cap on an engine should be kept in

place to keep dirt out of the radiator. Removal of the

radiator cap does not help to keep the engine cool.

703. Do not put cold water into an overheated engine.

704. On air-cooled engines nothing should be placed in a

position that will prevent free air circulation about the

engine, except in extremely cold weather at which time

protection from cold air will be beneficial.

705. The correct type of grease must be used in the

water pump. Any grease that will not withstand hot water

is unsuitable for this purpose.

706. Close attention should be given to the water pump
packing and especially when the cooling system contains

antifreeze. The correct type of packing should be used

and the packing gland should be pulled down just enough

to prevent leakage. Too much pressure on the packing

may score the pump shaft so that no packing will hold.

707. The purpose of the thermostat is to prevent cir-

culation of the water through the radiator if the tem-

perature of the engine is below that required for good

operation. If the engine warms up too slowly or not at

all, a check should be made to see if the thermostat is

working. If an impermanent antifreeze is used, the insertion

of a thermostat, operating at a temperature higher than

normal, will increase the loss of antifreeze through

evaporation.

708. When in doubt as to whether the water in the cool-

ing system will freeze when a machine is unattended, the

cooling system must be drained.

709. Any machine loaded for shipment must have the

water completely drained from the cooling system, unless

it is definitely known that it is fully protected by antifreeze.

710. Where alcohol is used as an antifreeze, it should

be added to the radiator in the proportions shown below,

to prevent freezing at the stated temperatures:

Amount of Alcohol

Pints

Outdoor per gal.

Temperature of water Percent

+ 20 l.S 20

+ 10 2.S 30
3.25 40

— 10 3.5 45
— 20 4 50
— 30 5 60
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711. If alcohol is used as an antifreeze, it must be

remembered that it will evaporate or boil away faster than

water. Therefore, frequent checks must be made of the

effectiveness of the solution. This is generally done with a

hydrometer, marked to show directly the freezing point of

the mixture. Many hydrometers show separate scales for

various types of antifreeze. Be sure that the correct scale

is used.

712. Hydrometer readings vary with the temperature of

the cooling solution at the time the reading is taken. Since

the hydrometer is usually calibrated at 60 deg. F., the

solution will freeze at a temperature lower than that indi-

cated by the hydrometer if the temperature of the solution

itself is below 60 deg. On the other hand, if the temperature

of the solution is above 60 deg., it will freeze at a tem-

perature higher than that shown by the hydrometer.

Readings taken when the cooling system is at normal op-

erating temperature are not to be entirely relied upon for

this reason. They should be taken after the engine has been

running but has cooled down.

713. Ethylene Glycol (Prestone and similar prepared

antifreeze) does not evaporate and is safer than alcohol.

However, when it is used, attention must be given to the

following:

1. All connections, such as hose, gaskets, and pump
packing must be tight enough to prevent leakage,

for this liquid will seep through openings that will

hold water.

2. If ethylene glycol enters the crankcase, gumming and

sticking of moving parts will take place. In such a

case, the oil should be drained and the inside of the

crankcase cleaned thoroughly.

714. Neither kerosine nor calcium chloride should be used

as antifreeze solutions.

715. For instructions on cooling of two-cycle engines,

reference should be made to the section on motor cars.

Gasoline Engine Troubles

Note: This section on gasoline engine troubles is prepared

primarily for the benefit of qualified repairmen. Other

persons, unless qualified to do so, should not attempt

to make adjustments or correct indicated defects.

750. Engine Won't Start Or Is Hard To Start

1. Defects in ignition wiring and connections:

(a) Poor ground between distributor and engine.

(b) Loose or corroded connections.
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(c) Loose, corroded, or burned ignition switch

contacts.

(d) Poor ground between coil and its mounting.

(e) Failure of either the primary or secondary wir-

ing due to insulation cracked, oil soaked, wet

or worn through, or wire strands broken. (Note:

Repairs made by splicing and taping should be

considered as temporary and the wiring should

be renewed promptly.)

(f) Poor ground connections on low tension wire.

(g) Loose or corroded high tension terminals or

cable sockets.

(h) High tension cables connected to wrong spark

plugs.

(i) Stray cable strand shorting plug.

2. Defects in distributor:

(a) Distributor cap wet, dirty or cracked.

(b) Excessive clearance between distributor cap in-

serts and rotor.

(c) Breaker points burned, cracked, pitted, dirty, or

gap too wide or too close.

(d) Breaker arm spring weak or broken; breaker

arm sticking; breaker arm grounded due to

worn or broken insulating bushing.

(e) Breaker cam loose.

(f) Breaker pigtail lead wires loose or broken.

(g) Grounded rotor.

(h) Distributor shaft bushing or bearing loose or

worn,

(i) Improper ground between distributor and engine.

(j) Weak or shorted condenser.

(k) Breaker arm rubbing block loose or badly worn.

(1) Loose breaker plate terminal posts.

(m) Distributor cap inserts bent, loose or badly

burned.

(n) Breaker arm plate loose or not correctly

grounded.

(o) Incorrect timing. (Note: If timing is only

slightly off, adjustment of what is sometimes

called the octane selector may be all that is

necessary. If the timing is badly off and has

not been disturbed, look for a loose gear on

the distributor shaft or loose cam on top of

the shaft.)

(p) Rotor spring broken, loose or bent.

(q) Broken, bent or worn distributor shaft.

(r) Distributor cap rotor contact missing or broken.

(s) Defective coil.

(t) Distributor drive gear or coupling broken or

loose on shaft.
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3. Defects in battery:

(a) Dead cell in battery.

(b) Poor ground connection between battery and

frame.

(c) Cable from starter to battery broken or terminal

cracked.

(d) Undersized battery cables.

(e) Battery in low state of charge or completely

discharged.

(f) Battery terminals loose or badly corroded.

(g) Cable loose in terminal socket.

4. Defects in spark plugs:

(a) Fouled plugs (Note: This means that the elec-

trodes and the portion of the insulator within

the cylinder are wet or coated with oil or

carbon.)

(b) Pre-ignition from the use of spark plugs of a

too hot type.

(c) Use of plugs of a too cold type.

(d) Spark plug gap too wide or too narrow.

(e) Ignition wires connected to the wrong plugs.

(f) Stray cable strand shorting plug.

(g) Center electrode loose in insulator.

(h) Plugs shorted because of insulator being cracked,

glaze scratched, melted or oil soaked, or portion

outside of cylinder damp or dirty.

(i) Spark plug gap filled with oil, water or fuel.

(j) Dirty or damaged spark plug threads.

(k) Plug too long or too short.

(1) Absence of plug gasket.

5. Defects in starter:

(a) Burred teeth on starter pinion or flywheel gear.

(b) Starter switch not grounded correctly.

(c) Bendix drive stuck or broken.

(d) Excessively heavy oil in starter drive.

(e) Broken flywheel ring gear.

(f) Broken starter pinion.

(g) Loose connections or broken cable.

6. Defects in fuel system:

(a) Lack of fuel.

(b) Clogged fuel line.

(c) Leaks in fuel system.

(d) Clogged filler cap vent.

(e) Vapor lock.

(f) Broken or loose choke wire.

(g) Clogged carburetor.
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(h) Improper mixture of air and gasoline,

(i) Inoperative fuel pump,

(j) Water in fuel supply,

(k) Poor grade of fuel.

(1) Intake manifold and cylinders flooded with fuel,

(m) Incorrect mixture of gasoline and oil (two-cycle

engines)

.

7. Loss of engine compression:

(a) Spark plugs loose in cylinder head.

(b) Cylinder head studs loose.

(c) Broken, badly worn, weak or stuck piston rings.

(d) Improperly installed or damaged cylinder head

gasket.

(e) Valves held open because of insufficient tappet

clearance; warped, corroded or gummed valve

stems or worn guides.

(f) Valves broken or poorly seated.

(g) Valve springs weak or broken,

(h) Loose valve inserts.

(i) Pitted valve seats.

(j) Pistons cracked or burned.

8. Miscellaneous causes:

(a) Water in cylinders.

(b) Valves incorrectly timed.

(c) Excessive internal friction of engine parts be-

cause of insufficient clearances.

(d) Cracked cylinder block or cylinder head.

(e) Broken or loose camshaft or timing gears.

(f) Loose throttle or governor valves.

(g) Engine "seized" because of overheating,

(h) Defective or dirty impulse coupling.

(i) Defective magneto as a result of broken coils,

worn or sticking brushes, or being soaked with

oil or water.

(j) Sludge formation as a result of water in the oil.

(k) Broken or jammed internal parts of the clutch

or transmission.

751. Engine Misses

1. Fouled, broken or shorted spark plugs.

2. Improper spark plug gap.

3. Spark plugs too hot or too cold.

4. Faulty ignition.

5. Faulty valve condition.

6. Leaking cylinder head gasket.

7. Leaking manifold gasket.

8. Cracked cylinder head or piston.

9. Incorrect timing.
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10. Unequal compression in cylinders.

11. Faulty fuel system.

12. Overheated engine.

13. Water in gasoline.

14. Poor grade of gasoline.

15. Clogged exhaust pipe.

16. Shorted condenser.

17. Engine too cold because thermostat not operating.

752. Engine Lacks Power

1. Valve seats worn.

2. Valves broken or failing to seat properly.

3. Faulty ignition.

4. Improper timing.

5. Incorrect gas mixture.

6. Cylinders or pistons scored.

7. Piston rings weak, worn, broken or sticking.

S. Crack or holes in top of piston.

9. Muffler stopped up.

10. Loose governor or throttle valve.

11. Badly diluted oil.

12. Clogged air cleaner.

13. Incorrect operation of fuel system.

14. Unequal or insufficient cylinder compression.

15. Overheated engine.

16. Engine too cold because thermostat not operating.

17. Misalined connecting rods.

18. Use of oil that is too heavy.

19. Excessive internal friction in engine (Note: This

may be due to the use of expansion rings under

the piston rings, use of rings with too great wall

pressure, too tight bearings, etc.).

20. Loose or worn timing gears.

21. Loose choke.

753. Poor Engine Compression

1. Incorrect seating of valves or carbon on valve seats.

2. Sticking valves or weak valve springs.

3. Warped or broken valve heads.

4. Bent valve stems.

5. Scored cylinder walls, pistons and piston ring faces.

6. Excessive clearance between cylinder walls and

pistons.

7. Tapered or eccentric cylinder bore.

8. Worn piston ring grooves.

9. Undersize piston rings.

10. Insufficient piston ring tension.

11. Piston rings stuck in grooves.

12. Valve tappets sticking.

13. Valve tappets set too close.
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14. Loose or cracked spark plugs.

15. Leaking cylinder head gasket.

16. Loose or warped cylinder head.

17. Faulty spark plug gaskets.

18. Grade of oil too light to seal the pistons.

754. Overheated Engine

1. Lack of water.

2. Radiator clogged.

3. Accumulation of sludge or dirt in engine block.

4. Radiator too small.

5. Leaks in water system.

6. Slipping fan belt.

7. Mixture too lean or too rich.

8. Leaking valves.

9. Spark plugs loose.

10. Water pump failure.

11. Excessive carbon in combustion chambers.

12. Poor quality fuel.

13. Spark retarded or too far advanced.

14. Water hose obstructed.

15. Incorrect timing.

16. Incorrect pitch on fan blades.

17. Radiator core surface blocked.

18. Overloaded engine.

19. Lack of, or badly diluted oil.

20. Limed cylinders.

21. Choke valve not open.

22. Stuck water pump vane or impeller; loose pulley

on pump shaft or broken pump shaft.

755. Backfiring

1. Incorrect valve timing.

2. Intake valves sticking, warped or broken.

3. Intake valve tappets sticking or set too close.

4. Mixture too lean or too rich.

5. Intake manifold leaking.

6. Weak intake valve springs.

7. Incorrect ignition timing.

8. Cracks in cylinder head, block or pistons.

9. Leaking cylinder head gasket.

10. Pre-ignition resulting from overheated engine.

11. Incorrect wiring from distributor to spark plugs.

12. Sticking distributor governor.

13. Poor quality of gasoline.

14. Distributor cap and wires wet or shorted.

756. Explosions in Muffler

1. Incorrect timing.

2. Weak spark.
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3. Valves not seating properly.

4. Exhaust valves warped.

5. Mixture too rich.

757. Excessive Smoke From Exhaust

1. Too much oil in crankcase.

2. Mixture too rich.

3. Oil too light to seal pistons.

4. Defective or worn piston rings.

5. Worn bearings.

6. Worn cylinders and pistons.

7. Worn intake valve stems and guides.

8. Carbon in exhaust pipe or muffler.

758. Faulty Carburetion

1. Carburetor adjusted incorrectly.

2. Leaking valves.

3. Leaking intake manifolds.

4. Closed shut-off valve.

5. Water or ice in fuel.

6. Water or sediment in fuel tank.

7. Obstruction in fuel system.

8. Incorrect float level or worn float valve.

9. Faulty fuel pump diaphragm.

759. Excessive Fuel Consumption

1. Faulty ignition.

2. Excessive fuel pump pressure.

3. Leaks in fuel system.

4. Choke valve partially closed.

5. Idling speed too fast.

6. Unequal or insufficient cylinder compression.

7. Clogged muffler, exhaust or tail pipe.

8. Overheated engine.

9. Excessive internal friction.

10. Incorrect valve timing.

11. Pistons or cylinder walls scored.

12. Operating at unusually high speed for long periods.

13. Periods of long idleness.

14. Too low operating temperature.

760. Excessive Oil Consumption

1. Worn pistons and cylinders.

2. Badly diluted oil.

3. Oil of poor quality.

4. Leaks in lubricating system.

5. Cracked oil pan.

6. Oil pan drain plug loose or cross-threaded.

7. Pistons and rings broken, worn or scored.

8. Lack of tension in piston rings.
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9. Faulty oil seals in crankshaft.

10. Broken oil pan gasket.

11. Restricted oil return grooves.

12. Worn valve stems or valve stem guides.

13. Oil of incorrect viscosity.

14. Cylinders scored or cylinder block warped.

15. Chipped bearing.

16. Crankshaft journals out of round.

17. Abnormally high crankcase temperature.

18. Continuous high speed operation or too low idling

speed.

19. Excessive oil in oil pan.

20. Too much clearance on main and connecting rod

bearings.

761. Excessive Engine Vibration

1. Excessive lash in timing gear or chain.

2. Timing gears worn or sprockets loose on camshaft

or crankshaft.

3. Engine loose in mounting.

4. Eccentric timing gear.

5. Loose timing chain.

6. Excessive clearance at front camshaft or front

crankshaft bearing.

7. Loose fan blade.

8. Fan out of balance.

9. Uneven cylinder compression.

10. Distributor points not synchronized.

11. Sprung or unbalanced crankshaft.

12. Scored pistons or pistons too heavy or too light.

13. Loose flywheel.

14. Fan belt worn or broken.

15. Engine not firing properly.

762. Faulty Generator

1. Generator drive pulley of incorrect size.

2. Fan belt slipping.

3. Generator drive pulley loose.

4. Cut-out relay points failing to close.

5. Generator regulator not operating properly.

6. Commutator not concentric.

7. Open-circuited armature.

8. Grounded armature.

9. Generator pole piece loose.

10. Short circuit between commutator bars.

11. Bent or worn armature shaft.

12. Brushes worn or incorrectly seated.

13. Incorrect type brushes.

14. Brush springs weak or broken.
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15. Commutator glazed, charred or dirty.

16. Brush holder arms sticking.

17. Field coils open-circuited, short-circuited or burned

out.

18. Brushes oily or soft, as a result of excessive

lubrication.

19. Insufficient undercutting of commutator mica.

763. Necessity For Too Frequent Battery Charging

1. Short circuit in ignition system.

2. Leaky cell.

3. Generator not working.

4. Fan belt slipping.

5. Too frequent use of starter.

6. Battery plates badly sulfated.

7. Battery plate separators ineffective.

8. Incorrect water level (results in plates becoming

sulfated)

.

9. Corroded battery terminals or ground connection.

10. Starter commutator badly worn or burned.

11. Overloaded circuit.

764. Premature Fan Belt Failure

1. Rough or broken fan pulley flanges.

2. Misalined belt pulleys.

3. Belt too tight or too loose.

4. Incorrect belt.

5. Oil or grease on belt.

6. Belt striking or rubbing fan blades.

7. Operation at sustained high speeds.

8. Belt overloaded, as a result of excessive friction in

the accessories operated by the belt.

765. Low Oil Pressure

1. Oil badly diluted.

2. Oil too light.

3. Oil pump intake screen clogged.

4. Air leak in oil pump suction line.

5. Broken oil pipe or tube.

6. Inaccurate oil pressure gage.

7. Loose bearing.

8. By-pass set incorrectly.

9. Worn connecting rod bearings or main bearings.

766. High Oil Pressure

1. Oil too heavy or too cold.

2. Inaccurate oil pressure gage.

3. Restricted oil passage at relief valve.

4. Relief valve adjusted incorrectly.

5. Relief valve stuck.
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767. Manifold Leaks

1. Broken or damaged gaskets.

2. Loose manifold nuts.

3. Clogged muffler, exhaust pipe or tail pipe.

4. Cracked manifold.

768. Insufficient Fuel Delivery

1. Clogged or broken fuel pump.

2. Punctured or worn fuel pump diaphragm.

3. Clogged gasoline tank vent hole.

4. Clogged gasoline line or strainer.

5. Vapor lock.

6. Air leak at gasoline line connections.

7. Clogged carburetor.

Diagnosis of Engine Noises

Note: This section on diagnosis of engine noises is prepared

primarily for the benefit of qualified repairmen. Other

persons should not attempt to diagnose engine noises

unless qualified by experience to do so.

800. Spark Knock

1. Improper timing.

2. Use of spark plugs that are of a too hot type.

3. Burned spark plug electrodes or insulators.

4. Incorrect carburetor mixture.

5. Pre-ignition (This may be caused by an overheated

engine or by the use of a too hot type of spark

plugs.)

6. Hot engine valves.

7. Overloaded engine.

8. Poor quality fuel (The relation between the amount

of spark advance and the octane rating of the fuel

should not be overlooked. With high octane fuel

the spark can be advanced much more without

producing a spark knock, than with low octane fuel.)

801. Crankshaft Noise

1. Loose crankshaft gear or sprocket.

2. Loose flywheel.

3. Diluted engine oil or insufficient oil supply.

4. Sprung crankshaft.

5. Misalined bearings.

6. Worn or loose main bearings or connecting rod

bearings.

802. Connecting Rod Noise

1. Eccentric or out-of-round crankpins.

2. Insufficient oil supply.
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3. Misalined connecting rods.

4. Excessive connecting rod clearance.

5. Worn or loose wrist pins and bushings.

S03. Piston Noise

1. Collapsed piston skirts.

2. Insufficient piston pin clearance.

3. Excessive clearance between piston and cylinder wall.

4. Misalined connecting rod.

5. Tapered or eccentric cylinder bore.

6. Broken or stuck piston rings.

7. Scored piston.

S. Frozen piston pin.

804. Piston Pin Noise

1. Loose piston pin clamp screw.

2. Excessive piston pin clearance.

3. Insufficient piston pin clearance.

4. Loose piston pin.

5. Clogged oil passage through connecting rod.

805. Valve or Valve Lifter Noise

1. Imperfect lifter adjusting screw.

2. Weak or broken valve springs.

3. Excessive clearance between valve stem and tappet.

4. Loose lifter assembly.

5. Excessive clearance between lifter and guide.

6. Misalined lifter.

7. Lower end of lifter arm broken, worn, chipped,

rough, or scored.

8. Incorrect clearance between valve stem and guide.

9. Warped valve head.

10. Rough cam surfaces.

11. Loose valve seat insert.

806. Oil Pump and Distributor Drive Shaft Noise

1. End play in oil pump or distributor drive shaft.

2. Oil pump loosely mounted.

3. Worn, damaged or improperly meshed gears.

4. Loose shaft coup'ings.

807. Fuel Pump Noise

1. Scored rocker arm or camshaft eccentric.

2. Worn rocker arm or pin.

3. Loose connection between engine and fuel pump.

4. Loose or broken rocker arm contact spring.

5. Warped spring on vacuum side.

808. Generator Noises

1. Loose connection between generator and engine.

2. Improper alinement of generator drive belt.
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3. Loose or cracked generator pulley.

4. Excessive end play in generator shaft.

5. Worn generator bearings.

6. Insufficient lubrication of generator bearings.

7. Brush noises caused by:

(a) Brushes loose in holder.

(b) Rough or dirty commutator.

(c) High mica between commutator bars.

(d) Brushes not seating properly.

(e) Improper brush spring tension.

(f) Hard spots on brushes,

(g) Loose pole shoes.

809. Water Pump Noises

1. Loose pulley shaft.

2. Loose impeller.

3. Excessive end play in pump shaft.

4. Excessive clearance between shaft and bushings.

5. Broken impeller or impeller pin.

6. Impeller blades rubbing against pump housing.

7. Rough bearing.

8. Excessively hard or tight water pump seal.

9. Improper lubrication of pump.

810. Fan and Fan Belt Noises

1. Bent or distorted fan.

2. Incorrect pitch on fan blades.

3. Fan shaft bushing loose.

4. Improper lubrication of fan shaft bushing.

5. Excessive end play in fan shaft.

6. Unbalanced fan blade assembly.

7. Loose fan hub or fan blades.

8. Fan blades striking radiator or fan belt.

9. Cracked or warped fan pulley.

10. Misalined fan belt pulleys.

11. Belt too loose or too tight.

12. Foreign matter on belt or pulleys.

13. Incorrect fan belt.

14. Worn or badly burned belt.

15. Loose assembly bracket.

811. Miscellaneous Engine Noises

1. Manifold heat control valve rattle.

2. Loose or broken engine supports.

3. Loose exhaust pipe at manifold connections.

4. Foreign object in exhaust passage or manifold.

5. Loose engine side pan.

6. Loose timing chain.
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Section 3—Gasoline Engine

Appliances

Dry Cell Batteries

Description. A dry cell consists of a cylindrical zinc shell

around the inside of which has been placed a piece of

absorbent paper saturated with sal-ammoniac and zinc

chloride, dissolved in water. The zinc shell forms the neg-

ative side of the cell, terminating in the side binding post;

the carbon element or rod down through the center of the

cell forms the positive side, terminating in the center bind-

ing post. The space between the absorbent paper and the

carbon is filled with a mixture of powdered carbon and

manganese dioxide, which acts as a depolarizing agent. The

top is sealed with a special compound to make it water-

tight. The entire cell, except the top, is wrapped with

pasteboard to prevent the zinc from making contact with

other zinc cans in the set. Dry cell batteries are usually

used with two-cycle engines only.

850. Dry cells should be kept in a dry place, away from

extremes of heat or cold. Severe cold retards the chemical

action in the cells so that they do not deliver their full

strength, whi'e excessive heat stimulates the chemical

action and shortens the life of the cells.

851. Dry cells deteriorate rapidly in storage. Only a

small stock should be kept on hand and the oldest should

be used first.

852. Dry cells should be stored in a vertical position and

no metal should be permitted to come in contact with the

binding posts.

853. The well-known No. 6 dry cell, commonly used for

ignition, has a potential of about 1.5 volts when new and

the voltage drops only slightly as the current strength of

the cell diminishes. For a six-volt ignition system there-

fore, only four cells should be used; otherwise the voltage

will be too high for other parts of the ignition system.

These should be connected in series, i.e.. the center binding

post of the first cell to the side binding post of the second

cell, and so on. If used with spark coil and timer, as on a

two-cycle engine, either wire may be connected to either

side of the battery.

854. In attaching wires, the binding nuts should be

screwed down tightly, but not enough pressure should be

applied to tear the post from its connection with the carbon

or zinc element of the cell.
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855. Dry cells should be fixed firmly in their container

because jarring of the cells is detrimental and there is a pos-

sibility of the terminals contacting each other and estab-

lishing short circuits. Triangular, wooden strips, cut to size,

should be used to fix batteries firmly in their containers.

Waste, rags or paper may be used temporarily only because

they will absorb moisture and may set up short circuits.

Stones or other hard, irregular objects should not be used.

856. No metal objects should be carried in the battery

box; they are likely to short circuit the cells.

857. To secure long life from dry cells used with a spark

coil, adjust the coil gap to 1/32 in. and adjust the spring

so that the draw on the battery will not exceed 1 amp.

858. The ground and the timer wires should be inter-

changed about every two months to reverse the direction

of the current through the timer. This will increase the

life of the contact points.

859. Battery connectors should be inspected and cleaned

periodically to insure good contact.

860. Before discarding dry cells they should be tested

with an ammeter, and only those that test less than 8 or

10 amp. should be discarded. If a condenser is used on

the timer, additional service can be obtained from cells

that test less than 8 amp.

861. In testing with an ammeter, it should not be held

in the circuit longer than necessary to get the reading

because the battery is discharging at its maximum rate

while the ammeter is so connected.

862. Below-zero temperatures will reduce the strength

of dry cells. In testing cells during freezing weather they

should first be warmed.

Storage Batteries

Description. Lead-acid storage batteries are electro-

chemical devices for storing energy in chemical form so

that it can be released as electricity. Storage batteries in

this service consist of a container constructed usually of

asphaltum composition, containing three or more cells,

each of which has a pressure of approximately two volts on

open circuit. Each cell consists of a jar in which are placed

two kinds of lead plates; positive and negative. These

plates are insulated from each other by suitable separators

and are submerged in a solution of sulfuric acid and water,

called the electrolyte. When the plates are so submerged
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in an electrolyte of the correct proportions of acid and

water, and given an initial charge, the battery is capable

of discharging, or giving off current. During the process

of discharging, the acid content of the solution is chemically

absorbed by the plates until the solution has lost so much

of its acid content that the chemical action ceases and the

battery is completely discharged and incapable of giving

off further current. If an electric current of the correct

characteristics is then passed through the battery, in the

proper direction, the chemical action is reversed and the

acid is given up by the plates and absorbed by the elec-

trolyte until the solution has recovered its original acid

strength and the battery is then charged.

900. All cells in a storage battery should be tested fre-

quently, and more often during freezing weather. Testing

should be done with a hydrometer syringe of an approved

type. In taking a hydrometer reading, the top of the bat-

tery should be cleaned off carefully before removing the

vent cap or plugs. The tube of the syringe should be in-

serted in the cell until it rests on top of the plates. Hydro-

meter readings taken immediately after adding water are

of no value ; the battery must be charged for about an

hour after adding water before a reading is taken. Read-

ings from 1.270 to 1.285 indicate a fully charged battery;

below 1.150 the battery is practically discharged and should

be charged promptly. After taking hydrometer readings,

or after adding water, the vent plugs must be replaced

and tightened.

901. Storage batteries should be kept well charged, es-

pecially during cold weather, since the freezing point of

the electrolyte goes up as the state of charge of the battery

goes down, and battery capacity is greatly reduced by

cold. The following table illustrates a typical range of

specific gravities for a cell in various stages of charge,

with the temperature of the battery acid at 80 deg. F.:*

Specific Condition
Gravity

f Battery
(Hydrometer Percent

reading) Charged

1-280 100
1.250 75
1.220

"
so

ii9o ;;;; 2S
II30 Discharged
I-000 Entirely water

* The tables were taken from Storage Battery Technical Service
Manual prepared by The Association of American Battery Manu-
facturers.
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The electrolyte of a battery in various stages of charge,

will start to freeze at the temperatures indicated below :f

Specific

Gravity Freezing

(Corrected Temperature

to80deg.F.) Deg.F.

1.280 —90
1.250 —62
1.200 —16
1.150 + 5

1.100 +1°
1.000 +32

902. Water is lost from a battery because of evaporation

and the decomposition of the water during charge. This

must be replaced by adding distilled water.

903. After a battery has been idle for some time the

water level should be checked. Unless the electrolyte has

been spilled, no fluid of any other kind should be added.

Cells should not be too full because, during charging or

discharging of a battery, the electrolyte expands through

heat and displacement by gas bubbles, and some of it will

be lost through the vent holes, corroding the battery

terminals and connectors. Water should not be added higher

than Y% in. above the top of the separators.

904. The electrolyte level should not be permitted to

fall below the top of the separators at any time. Exposure

of the plates will cause a deposit of sulfates to form on

them and shorten their life.

905. Batteries should not be overcharged or charged at a

rate that will cause the electrolyte temperature to rise above

110 deg. F. because this will cause permanent injury to

the battery.

906. Charging a battery in excess of what is required is

harmful to the battery.

907. A greenish or white deposit on battery terminals

indicates corrosion. Under such conditions, the parts should

be soaked with a solution of baking soda or ammonia and

cleaned with a stiff brush, being careful that none of this

cleaning solution gets into the battery, after which they

should be washed with water and wiped dry. Further cor-

rosion can be prevented by covering the parts with a light

coating of vaseline or No-Oxid grease.

908. The battery should be kept firmly fastened in the

battery box.

909. Connections on battery terminals should be kept

'ight and clean.

910. Neither gasoline nor kerosine should be permitted

to come into contact with a storage battery.

911. Extrerrre care must be taken to prevent an electric

arc, a lighted cigarette or flame of any kind from comine

t See footnote on page 35.
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close to a storage battery while it is being charged, because

of flammable gas. Adequate ventilation should be provided,

to prevent the accumulation of flammable gases, when

charging batteries in a closed building.

912. A storage battery should be kept clean and dry.

°13. A storage battery should not be connected or dis-

connected from the circuit while a machine is running.

914. A discharged or weak condition of a battery may
be attributed to one of the following causes:

1. Generator either not charging the battery or charg-

ing it at an insufficient rate or for an insufficient

period of time.

2. Battery plates not kept properly covered with the

electrolyte.

3. Engine not driven fast enough to charge the bat-

tery at a sufficient rate.

4. Voltage regulator points corroded, or the regulator

unit not correctly adjusted.

5. Excessive use of starting motor.

6. Ignition switch left on while engine not running.

7. Cracked battery jar.

8. Excessive sediment in battery or defective sepa-

rators.

9. Loose generator, cut-out or battery connections.

10. Corroded battery terminals.

11. Overfilling.

12. Use of impure water in filling.

13. Short or open circuits in wiring.

14. Grounded generator or motor armature winding.

15. Frozen battery.

16. Broken or worn out battery plates.

Carburetors

Description. A carburetor is a device for vaporizing

gasoline and mixing it with air to form a combustible mix-

ture suitable for driving an internal combustion engine. Its

essential parts are: (1) A float chamber into which gasoline

enters through a float valve. Being controlled by a float,

this valve admits only enough gasoline to maintain a fixed

level in the chamber. (2) A mixing chamber in which

gasoline is vaporized and mixed with air to form the com-

bustible gaseous mixture. (3) One or more needle valves

and jets, located between the float chamber and the mixing

chamber, through which the gasoline passes and is sprayed

into the mixing chamber.

Both the gasoline and the air are drawn into the mixing

chamber by the suction of the receding piston. The amount
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of gasoline in the mixture is regulated by the needle valve.

Ordinarily, air enters the mixing chamber freely but when
a richer mixture is required, that is, more gasoline and

less air, an air valve or choke may be closed to cut down
the amount of air. The amount of fuel mixture entering

the combustion chamber is regulated by a throttle valve,

controlling the amount of suction. Modern carburetors have

many auxiliary parts designed to obtain a better vapor-

ization and mixing of the air and gasoline.

950. The adjustment or cleaning of a carburetor should

never be undertaken by anyone who is not thoroughly

familiar with its construction and operation, and only then

when it becomes necessary. Carburetors are often blamed

for poor engine performance and are needlessly tampered

with when the trouble lies elsewhere.

951. An engine should be warmed up to normal operat-

ing temperature before carburetor adjustments are made.

The person making an adjustment should mate sure that

a good spark is occurring in each cylinder at the correct

time; that each cylinder has good compression; that the

intake manifold and connections are free from air leaks;

and that gasoline is being furnished to the carburetor.

952. A great many troubles attributed to carburetors are

not due to the carburetors but to other engine troubles,

particularly in the ignition system. However, when it is

definitely known that the trouble is in the fuel system,

the trouble may be found in one of the following:

1. Lack of fuel at carburetor.

2. Poor gasoline.

3. Inoperative choke valve or throttle valve.

4. Excess of gasoline.

5. Improper fuel-air mixture.

6. Carburetor out of adjustment.

7. Carburetor passages clogged.

8. Air leaks in intake manifold or carburetor con-

. nections.

9. Obstruction in fuel lines.

10. Inoperative fuel pump.

953. The most common things affecting the operation of

a carburetor are dirt and water. A carburetor should be

cleaned out periodically by dismantling it and blowing it

out with air. The jets should not be cleaned out with wires

or drills.

954. A carburetor mixture which is too rich is indicated

by sluggish operation, flooding of the engine, misfiring at

low speeds, and a heavy, black exhaust with a disagreeable

odor. A weak mixture manifests itself by overheating of

the engine, a loss of power, and backfiring through the

carburetor.
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Air Cleaners

Description. The air supply for an engine, coming from

the immediate vicinity of the engine, is very likely to

contain dust, dirt particles, and other foreign matter which

should be excluded from the carburetor and the engine

cylinders. Air cleaners, installed usually at the mouth of

the air inlet, are used for this purpose. These cleaners are

usually cylindrical and contain a filtering element of some

description, coated with oil. Others are of the oil-bath

type, in which the air reverses direction over a bath of oil.

1000. For an air cleaner to operate effectively, it is very

important that all connections between the cleaner and

the engine be air tight.

1001. Air cleaner filtering elements must not be permitted

to become clogged with dirt or dust. If the engine operates

better with the air cleaner removed, this is an indication

that the cleaner needs servicing. Generally, servicing will

be required each week of operation, but may be required

more or less often, depending upon the amount of dirt or

dust in the air.

1002. If manufacturer's instructions are available they

should be followed in servicing an air cleaner. Otherwise,

be governed by the following:

For oil-bath type cleaners, remove the old oil and sed-

iment from the oil sump and refill to the indicated level

with clean engine oil, using oil of the same viscosity as

that in the crankcase.

At intervals, depending upon dust conditions, the filter

element should be removed and washed with gasoline,

being very careful that the element is thoroughly dry and

free from gasoline vapor before it is replaced. Vertical type

filter elements should be dipped in light oil or kerosine

after cleaning; horizontal types should not.

To clean felt-filter type cleaners, remove the felt, brush

out any accumulations of dirt and dust. Wash felt in

kerosine, dry thoroughly and saturate with light engine oil

before reassembling.

1003. Accumulations of dust or dirt should be wiped

from the air intake frequently.
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Distributors

Description. A distributor on a gasoline engine has two

functions: (1) To direct the high-tension current to the

spark plug of the correct cylinder at the correct time;

(2) The making and breaking of the primary circuit which,

together with the functioning of the induction coil, raises

the potential of the secondary current to that necessary

to produce a spark. The breaker points are two small con-

tact wafers, one stationary and one on a movable arm.

A small cam, with as many lobes as there are cylinders,

revolves and separates the two points slightly, interrupting

the current in the primary winding of the coil every time

a spark is required at one of the plugs. Both the cam and

the rotor, by which contact in the high-tension circuit is

made at the proper time, are revolved through a series of

gears by the engine crankshaft.

A very important auxiliary to the operation of a dis-

tributor is a condenser, which is connected in parallel

with the breaker points. Its functions are to cause a more

rapid collapse of the magnetic field in the coil, thereby

increasing the potential in the secondary circuit, and to

prevent arcing at the distributor contact points.

1050. The distributor cap should be removed and the

contact points inspected every 40 to 60 hours of operation.

If they are found dirty they should be cleaned. If uneven

or pitted, they should be honed with a stone especially

prepared for this purpose. A fine, flat file or a piece of

No. 00 sandpaper may be used in an emergency if such

a stone is not available. Emery cloth should never be used

to clean contact points.

1051. If contact points are burned or pitted, the renewal

of the points is the best remedy. If only one point is

pitted, to hone off the corresponding high spot on the

other point only reduces the effective area of the points.

Rapid pitting of points indicates a condenser of incorrect

capacity; if pitting is on breaker arm side, the condenser

capacity is too great; if on fixed point side, the capacity

is too small, provided the negative terminal of the battery

is grounded. If the positive terminal of the battery is

grounded, the opposite condition obtains. In renewing

points, see that they are fitted flatly together, bending

the breaker arm slightly if necessary.

1052. The gap between open contact points should be

set to conform to the instructions of the engine manufac-

turer. Generally, the rubbing block should be on a high

sector of the cam to obtain maximum point opening.
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1053. Distributor caps need no attention except to wipe

them out from time to time to remove any dust that might

have accumulated. This may be done by using a rag

moistened with carbon-tetrachloride or other approved

cleaner. It should, however, be dried thoroughly before-

being replaced.

1054. A cracked distributor cap may often be kept in

service until a new one is obtained, by drying it out

thoroughly and coating it inside and out with shellac.

1055. Each bearing of a breaker-distributor unit should

be given one or two drops of clean cylinder oil about every

50 hours of operation. Oil should be kept off the contact

points. A trace of clean oil or grease placed on the cam

will keep it from rusting. Distributors should not be over-

lubricated.

1056. The cap and rotor should be inspected frequently

for carbonized paths which indicate that secondary current

is leaking to ground over the Bakelitc surface.

Oil Filters

Description. In the normal operation of an engine, lub-

ricating oil tends to become contaminated with dust,

carbon and water, and diluted with unburned fuel. In order

to keep the oil clean, many engines have oil filters built

into the oil circulating system. Oil niters are constructed

in various ways but usually the principle is that of passing

the crankcase oil through fine metal mesh or fabric screens.

Most filters are arranged in such a manner that if the

filtering element becomes clogged, the oil will pass through

a by-pass, thus eliminating the danger of a lubrication

failure.

1100. In some types of filter, the filtering element can

be taken out, cleaned and put back in service. Usually

this should be done each 50 hours of operation. Manu-

facturer's instructions should be followed in cleaning the

element.

1101. In certain types of filter, the filtering element or

cartridge must be renewed when it becomes clogged. No
definite time for renewal can be set because of the vary-

ing conditions of operation. However, when the oil on the

oil level gage, or dip stick, is black and foul, the element

should be renewed.

1102. The crankcase should be drained when a filter

element is renewed and refilled with clean oil, adding

sufficient to recharge the filter.
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Generators and Starter Motors

Description. Electric starting and generating systems

usually consist of a generator, a voltage control, a sto-

rage battery, and a starting motor. The purpose of the

generator is to charge the storage battery, and it is con-

nected to and driven by the engine and runs continuously

when the engine is running. The generator has the further

important function of supplying current for the operation

of electrical accessories, up to the rated output of the

generator. The starter motor is mounted on the flywheel

housing and engages the engine flywheel only when the

starter switch is closed.

1150. Starting motors and generators, if provided with

oilers for lubrication of the bearings, should be oiled with

five or six drops of light, high grade oil. The generator

should be oiled lightly about every two weeks and the

starter motor about every two months. Care should be

taken that neither is over-lubricated and oil should be kept

off the commutator or brushes.

1151. If the commutator appears black or scored, the

surface should be smoothed with a commutator cleaning

stone. A piece of No. 00 fine sandpaper may be used if a

stone is not available. Emery cloth should never be used

for this purpose. Oil, grease, and foreign matter should

be kept off the commutator.

1152. Brushes should move freely in their holders and

should seat correctly on the commutator. When new

brushes are installed, they should be made to fit perfectly

on the commutator.

1153. Generators and starting motors should be kept dry

and free from dust and grease.

1154. When generator covers are replaced, care should

be taken to see that the opening is completely closed to

exclude all dirt, water, and oil from the commutator and

brushes.

1155. If a generator becomes inoperative, examine the

field fuse (if there is one) to see whether it is blown. Also

examine the fuse clips to see if they are making good

contact on both ends of the fuse.

1156. Never run a generator when it is connected to a

storage battery without first removing the field fuse. Gen-

erators not equipped with a field fuse should be grounded

by placing a wire between the output terminal and the case.

1157. If everything about a generator appears to be cor-

rect, but the ammeter fails to show a charge when the
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engine is running above the cutting-in-speed, a repairman

should be consulted. Repairs and adjustments to a generator

should be made only by a qualified man.

1158. Some machines are equipped with a voltage reg-

ulator. The machine operator should not attempt to adjust it.

Magnetos

Description. On some gasoline engines, magnetos are

used to furnish the necessary current to create a spark

and fire the combustible mixture of gasoline vapor and

air. They operate on the principle that if a wire be moved

across the magnetic field between the poles of a magnet

so as to cut the lines of force, an electric pressure will

be generated in the wire. Magnetos consist essentially of a

permanent magnet to supply the field, and a revolving,

or stationary, winding in which the current is generated.

The rotor of the magneto is revolved, through a series of

gears, by the drive shaft of the engine. Some engines have

the magneto built into the flywheel. Magnetos are of

two types, relative to the advance of the spark: (1) Fixed

spark, in which the amount of spark advance may usually

be adjusted but when set remains unchanged regardless

of the speed of the engine; (2) Manually controlled, where,

by a hand-controlled lever, the amount of the advance

may be changed at will to conform to the engine speed.

1200. Magnetos should be adjusted or repaired only by

those who fully understand them ; others should let them

strictly alone.

1201. Ignition failures are often blamed on magnetos

when some other part is at fault. Before attempting to

adjust a magneto, in case of engine failure, other parts

of the ignition system should be tested. If poor ignition

is indicated, the magneto may be tested by removing the

spark plug wire and holding it about Y\ in. from the

cylinder head. If, upon rotating the armature, a spark

jumps across the gap, the magneto is not at fault. On
flywheel-type magnetos the wire should be held about

% in. from the cylinder head. In holding the wire it

should be held by the insulation to prevent shock.

1202. Extreme caution should be used in oiling magnetos.

Excess oil will seriously damage a magneto by causing

arcing at the contact points. Oil should be put only into

receptacles provided for that purpose. The oil used should

be light, clean and of a good quality. A few drops every

SO hours of operation should be sufficient. Many magnetos

are furnished with factory-packed bearings and no oiling

of these should be attempted.
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120.?. The distributor block and the high-tension slip

ring should be removed about every 100 hours of operation

and cleaned with a soft cloth, moistened with carbon-

tetrachloride or other approved cleaner. The parts should

be allowed to dry thoroughly before being replaced.

1204. The contact points of the interrupter should be

examined every 75 hours of operation to see that they are

clean and have the correct opening. If they are dirty they

should be cleaned with carbon-tetrachloride, applied with

a feeler gage or similar instrument. If uneven or pitted,

they should be honed with a stone especially prepared

for this purpose. A fine, flat file, or No. 00 sandpaper

may be used in an emergency if a stone is not available.

The contacts should not be filed or sanded unless abso-

lutely necessary. If they are badly pitted or uneven, they

should be renewed. In cleaning points, care should be

taken to see that no lint or grease are deposited on them.

1205. Magneto wiring should be examined carefully at

least once each year. If cables are cracked or worn they

should be replaced. All connections must be kept clean

and tight.

1206. If a magneto armature is removed, a connecting

bar of iron should be laid across both poles to prevent

their demagnetization. The bar, called a keeper, should be

placed before the armature is entirely removed and it

should be kept in place until the armature is replaced.

1207. If magnets are removed, care should be exercised

in replacing them to see that they are replaced correctly;

otherwise the magnetic power is neutralized.

1208. The instructions of engine builders usually give,

in degrees of arc, the amount of spark advance recom-

mended. In the absence of this information, the advance

should be such that there will be a slight "ping" when

the engine is accelerated under full load.

1209. If a magneto is equipped with a hand-operated

spark control, the spark should be retarded when cranking

the engine by hand, to prevent kick-back.

1210. If a magneto is not equipped with a hand-operated

spark control, those on hand-cranked engines should have

an impulse coupling. This is a device on the magneto drive

that permits the drive to run ahead of the magneto rotor.

By the action of a spring, the rotor then speeds up to

overtake the drive just in time to cause the spark at the

moment the piston reaches top dead center. The impulse

starter cuts out when the engine fires and speeds up.

1211. The impulse coupling must be kept free from dirt

or other substances that might prevent free movement of

the parts. Kerosine or non-inflammable cleaning fluid may
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be used for cleaning it, taking care that the cleaning fluid

does not get on other parts of the magneto.

1212. Failure of a magneto to operate properly some-

times results from a poor ground. It is usually grounded to

the engine, and looseness or any insulating condition in the

mounting should be corrected.

1213. When a magneto is equipped with an impulse

coupling, the engine should not be permitted to idle at

such slow speed as to trip the coupling arms. This will

wear out the impulse coupling and often damage the entire

magneto.

1214. High tension cables should be fully inserted into

the magneto terminals for good operation.

Spark Plugs

Description. The function of a spark plug is to provide

suitable electrodes inside the cylinder, between which the

high-voltage current from an induction coil or magneto

can jump, to produce a spark for ignition purposes. The

two electrodes are insulated from each other, the center

one being surrounded with insulating material, usually

porcelain or mica, while the other is attached to the steel

spark plug shell which is grounded when screwed into

the cylinder head.

1250. Good contact between the spark plug shell and

the engine is necessary, to serve as an electrical grounds

for the dissipation of heat, and to prevent the blow-by of

hot gases which cause overheating.

1251. Spark plugs should be kept reasonably tight, using

a wrench designed for the purpose. The cylinder head

threads should be kept free from carbon and foreign matter

in order that the spark plug may be screwed in against

the gasket by hand without difficulty.

1252. Spark plugs of correct heat range should be used;

that is, a hot plug for a cold engine and a cold plug for a

hot engine.

1253. If electrodes burn or the porcelain cracks from

heat when there is no blow-by around or through the

plug, the plug is too hot.

1254. If the firing end of a spark plug fouls quickly, too

cold a plug may be the cause.

1255. Carbon deposits on porcelain or oil in spark plugs

will cause shorting of the current across the deposits on

the insulator instead of sparking across the gap.

1256. Accumulations of dirt, grease or moisture on the

outside surface of the porcelain will cause shorting of the

current. For this reason, the porcelain should be kept clean.
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1257. Spark plugs may be cleaned by scraping the elec-

trodes, porcelain, and inside of the shell with a thin-bladed

knife, or by sand blasting.

1258. If the porcelain becomes cracked, the current may

be shorted and the plug fail to fire.

1259. Avoid damage to the porcelain by striking it with

tools or by attempting to bend the center electrode.

1260. In adjusting the gap between the electrodes of a

spark plug, always bend the shell electrode, or side wire;

never bend the center wire or put any pressure on it.

1261. There is no standard distance at which spark plug

electrodes should be set. Recommendations of the manu-

facturer should be followed.

1262. To determine which cylinder is missing fire, spark

plugs may be short-circuited one at a time, with the engine

running, by holding a hammer head or the blade of an

insulated screwdriver from the cylinder head to the plug

terminal, or the wires may be detached from the spark

plugs, one at a time, and the change in engine speed noted.

If there is no change in the engine speed, the plug being

so tested is not firing.

1263. Separable spark plugs may be taken apart for

cleaning. When reassembling, see that the gaskets are in

good condition, are placed correctly, that the spark plug

parts are screwed tightly together, and the spark gap

checked.

1264. All dirt should be removed from around spark

plugs before they are removed.

Section 4—Diesel Engines

General

Description. The essential difference between a gasoline

engine and a diesel engine is in the kind of fuel used, the

method of supplying the fuel to the combustion chamber,

and the method of igniting the fuel. In a conventional

gasoline engine, the fuel is drawn into the cylinder by

suction and is ignited by an electric spark. In a full-diesel

engine the fuel is a special type of fuel oil and is injected,

either by compressed air or by a fuel pump, just before

the end of the compression stroke. The oil is injected into

the cylinder through spray nozzles which break it up into

fine particles, the heat of compression repeatedly igniting

the atomized fuel, thus producing continuous combustion.

A semi-diesel engine uses oil for fuel but the ignition is not
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accomplished by the heat of compression but by other

means, such as an electric spark or an ignition tube.

Both the full-diesel and semi-diesel engines, because of

their high compression, are generally started by mechanical

methods, such as an electric starter, an auxiliary gasoline

engine, or compressed air, depending upon the size of the

engine. In some semi-diesel engines, ignition tubes or start-

ing plugs are heated before the engine is started which

not only furnish the ignition for starting but also for

operation after starting.

1300. Many of the precautionary measures recommended

for the care and operation of gasoline engines are also

applicable to diesel engines and should be observed where

they apply.

1301. For efficient operation of a diesel engine, a good

grade of fuel must be used.

1302. The most important qualification of diesel fuel is

cleanliness. It is necessary to keep all dirt, dust, water,

and sediment out of the fuel, fuel pump and nozzles. Fuel

oil must not only be clean when it is put into the engine

but all grit and water must be prevented from getting

into the fuel system.

1303. Never use crankcase drainage oil for fuel.

1304. When a diesel engine is operating continuously,

the starting engine should be run for a few minutes each

day to dissipate condensation and renew the oil film on

the bearing surfaces.

1305. When the fuel flow is broken and air is allowed

to get into the fuel system, the fuel system must be

primed.

1306. A smoky exhaust indicates that oil is passing

through the engine without being burned. This may be

caused either by overloading the engine or by faulty fuel-

injection equipment.

1307. In two-cycle diesel engines, it is important that

the vent in the blower chamber be kept open to prevent

an accumulation of oil and fuel which might otherwise be

drawn into the cylinders and which may burn the injector

tips.

1308. All fuel injection nozzles should be kept tight and

cleaned according to manufacturer's instructions. An extra

set of injection nozzles should be kept on hand for use in

an emergency.

1309. All fuel and oil filters should be kept scrupulously

clean and given regular attention. This will eliminate many

costly fuel-injection pump and nozzle troubles.

1310. The fuel-injection pump should not be operated

with one or more fuel lines shut off or blocked. The result-

ing high pressure may ruin the pump.
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1311. Before starting a new engine, an overhauled en-

pine, or one that has been standing idle for a long period,

the following should be done:

1. Check the fuel supply.

2. Check the lubrication.

3. Check the water in cooling system.

4. Turn the engine over by means of the hand crank

three or four times to start the oil circulating and

to distribute the oil which is already on the surfaces.

5. Check the air cleaners.

1312. The fact that a diesel engine sounds as if it were

running smoothly does not indicate that this is actually

the case. The more a diesel engine is worn or contaminated

with sludge, the smoother it seems to run. Operators and

repairmen, accustomed to judging the operation of a gaso-

line engine by its sound, should not be misled by unusual

quietness in the operation of a diesel engine.

Diesel Engine Troubles

Note: This section on diesel engine troubles is prepared

primarily for the benefit of qualified repairmen. Other

persons should not attempt to make adjustments or

correct indicated defects unless they are qualified to

do so.

1400. Lack of Fuel. A lack of fuel at the engine may

be the result of no fuel in the tank or the shutoff cocks

being closed. If the fuel tank is empty and a new supply

is added, it may be necessary to bleed air from the fuel

system before the engine will start. After the engine starts,

the operation may be somewhat erratic until all of the air

in the fuel lines has been expelled.

1401. Lack of Fuel Pressure. A lack of proper fuel

pressure may be caused by defective pump operation, too

thin fuel, clogged fuel filter, or a leaky suction line.

1402. Fuel Too Heavy To Flow. If the fuel is too heavy

to flow at normal operating temperatures, a lighter fuel

should be used. In cold weather, the cooling solution, the

lubricating oil, and the intake air are frequently heated

in order to insure starting. The cooling solution and lub-

ricating oil are removed from the engine, heated and re-

turned to the engine. The intake air may be heated by

heating the intake manifold with a blow torch just before

starting the engine.

1403. Water in Fuel. In order to remove water from

the system, it may be necessary to drain the entire fuel

system and replace the old fuel with a new supply.
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1404. Improper Fuel. If the fuel is suspected to be of

improper quality the system should be drained and refilled

with fuel of known quality.

1405. Dirt in Fuel. The fuel should be drained, the

system cleaned, and new fuel added.

1406. Dirty Fuel Filter. A dirty fuel filter should be

cleaned thoroughly or replaced. Some types cannot be

cleaned but must be replaced.

1407. Fuel Injection Too Late. The timing of the fuel

pump should be examined and the pump retimed if

necessary.

1408. Air in Fuel Lines. The presence of air in the fuel

lines interferes with the proper flow of fuel through the

system. Air may be removed by venting the system. Vent

plugs are provided for the fuel pumps. Air in the lines may

be removed by disconnecting the fines at the nozzles until

the air bubbles are discharged.

1409. Leaky Suction Line. A leaky suction line on the

fuel pump will draw air into the fuel lines. Air leakage

may be prevented by tight joints.

1410. Incorrect Fuel-Pump Timing. The timing of the

fuel pump should be checked and reset if necessary.

1411. Low-Compression Pressure. A low-compression

pressure will interfere seriously with the ignition of the

fuel charge. Worn cylinders or liners, stuck or broken

piston rings, improperly operating or worn engine valves,

and leaking cylinder-head gasket are the principal reasons

for low-compression pressure. A clogged air cleaner or

silencer may also restrict the flow of air to the cylinders

and produce a low-compression pressure.

1412. Glow or Starting Plug Burned Out. If the engine

is equipped with special glow or starting plugs, starting

may be impossible or difficult if one or more of these are

burned out. Defective plugs should be replaced.

1413. Sticking Fuel-Injection Pump Plungers. In most

cases, a sticking plunger may be located by removing the

inspection cover plate and watching the plungers while

the engine is running. Usually the plunger may be released

after the engine has been shut down.

1414. Spray-Nozzle Valve Sticking. The nozzle should be

removed and cleaned.

1415. Stuck Spray-Nozzle Valve Stem. A thorough clean-

ing usually eliminates the trouble.

1416. Clogged Spray Nozzle. This results in a weak or

missing cylinder which can be located by cutting out the

cylinders one at a time with the engine running under load.

The cylinders are cut out by disconnecting the fuel lines
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at the nozzles. The cutting out of a good cylinder will

result in a marked decrease in engine speed, while a weak

cylinder will produce little or no change in engine opera-

tion. A clogged nozzle should be removed and cleaned.

1417. Troubles with spray nozzles are the result of the

following:

1. Fuel leaking around nozzle holder:

(a) Joint between nozzle and holder not tight.

(b) Spray nozzle opening dirty or plugged.

2. Fuel leaking excessively through spray-nozzle holder

by-pass:

(a) Joint between nozzle and holder not tight.

(b) Spray-nozzle opening dirty or plugged.

(c) Spray-nozzle valve stuck shut.

(d) Spray-nozzle valve loose in nozzle body.

3. Spray-nozzle valve sticking shut or open:

(a) Dirt in nozzle.

(b) Incorrect lubrication of valve stem.

(c) Insufficient lubricating qualities of fuel.

(d) Spray-nozzle body and valve corroded from

water or acid in fuel.

Section 5—Self-Contained Machines

Tie Adzers

Description. Tie adzers are designed to adze cross ties

and cannot be used for any other kind of track work.

Their purpose is to adze the ties to a flat surface and

furnish an even and firm bearing for the tie plates. The

adzing is accomplished by a revolving cutter head equipped

with cutting teeth, powered through a belt drive by a

gasoline engine. Normally three machines are used together,

the first making an initial or rough cut; the second making

the major cut; the third making the finishing cut.

1500. Adzer machine operators must wear safety shin

guards and goggles. Others working near such machines

should also wear goggles. Persons passing or standing near

adzing machines, while they are in operation, should

shield their eyes against flying chips. These machines may

be equipped with a metal shield attached to the operator's

handle-bars, to minimize the danger from flying objects.

1501. Before an adzer is put into operation, safety

guards must be in place and it must be known that all

dirt, ballast, spikes or other material have been removed

from the immediate vicinity of the ties to be adzed. Bal-

last in the tie cribs must be lowered far enough below the
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top of the tie so that the adzer bits will not contact the

ballast while ties are being adzed.

1502. Under conditions where it is unusually dusty, adz-

ing machine operators should wear respirators or dust

masks of some description.

1503. Drive belt guards must be kept in place and in

good condition.

1504. Adzer bits must be clamped firmly in their correct

position.

1505. When adzer bits have become so worn that less

than three-fourths of the depth of the clamp is holding

the bits they should be discarded.

1506. When adzing machines are towed along the rails,

the speed should not exceed 10 mph.

1507. Cutter heads must be adjusted as required, to keep

adzed surfaces in the proper plane. A two-way spirit level

on the frame of the newer machines is for this purpose.

To obtain a perfectly level seat for the tie plates, the cutter

head should be brought down to bear on a level, sawed

tie, £he two cutter spindle housing nuts loosened and the

cutter head adjusted with the housing set screw, so that

all of the cutter bits in the head bear on the flat, level

tie. The head must be reset when rail of a different height

is encountered.

1508. Adzer cutter heads should be kept reasonably in

balance. When they vibrate excessively they should be

taken out of service until the unbalanced condition is

corrected.

1509. Guide rollers must be raised before running over

crossings, switches, and guard rails. The engine should

always be stopped before the guide rollers are raised.

1510. When an adzer is set off the track, the guide

rollers should be raised to prevent the admission of grit

and dirt into the guide roller bearing.

1511. The guide rollers must be correctly set to gage so

that the same margin of adzed surface appears on each

side of the tie plates after the track is gaged and spiked.

1512. Special attention must be given to the drive belt

to make sure that it does not run against the pulley

flange. When this occurs, the guide pulley must be raised

or lowered so that the belt runs evenly between the flanges.

1513. Belt tension should be adjusted by forward or

backward movement of the engine on the frame.

1514. The engine must not be cranked by pulling on

the drive belt.

1515. For easy adjustment to different rail heights, the

adjusting screws on the engine base should be kept well

lubricated with cup grease.
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IS 16. Due to the unusual amount of dust that is raised

by the operation of adzing machines, particular care must

be given to the air cleaner and breather cap. Oil in the air

cleaner should be changed each day that an adzer is in

operation. The entire air cleaner unit should be cleaned

thoroughly after every 100 operating hours. The breather

cap must be cleaned frequently.

1517. Engine governors should be set to hold the cutter

head speed to approximately 1700 rpm. and never above

1750 rpm.

Mole Ballast Cleaners

Description. This type of machine is designed for clean-

ing ballast only and cannot be used for any other type of

work. The tracks necessary for its operation are laid on

the ends of the track ties, being anchored by anticreepers

which fit down over the side of a tie and engage slots in

the tracks. The machine is supported on these tracks by

four support arms where center ditch ballast is cleaned,

and by two support arms on one side and a tractor wheel

on the other side, where shoulder ballast is cleaned. Digging

points, attached to digging arms, at the front of the

machine, loosen the ballast and pull it onto an endless belt

conveyor. This conveyor moves the dirt and ballast to a

shaker screen through which the dirt falls to a screw con-

veyor which, in turn, ejects the dirt from the machine to

a belt conveyor or dirt chute. The clean ballast falls back

into place in the center ditch or on the shoulder. The

forward movement of the machine is accomplished through

a series of sprockets and chains from the drive shaft to

the rear support arms.

1700. The shaker screen must not be cleaned with a

metal rod while the machine is running. A small stick may

be used for this purpose.

1701. Dirt must not be removed from the end of the

screw conveyor while the machine is running, if this can

be avoided. When necessary to do so, a small stick should

be used; not the hands.

1702. It must be known that the rear conveyor locking

pin is in proper working condition. Cup grease on the

moving parts of this device will facilitate quick removal

of the conveyor from the track to clear trains.

1703. It must definitely be known that the machine in

its working position will clear all trains, both while it is

in operation and at night, or when unattended.

1704. The engine is governed to give 50 to 52 strokes per

minute under load. The speed governor should not be

changed unless the engine, due to loss of power, will not

maintain this speed.
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1705. Because of the dirt which falls through and on

these machines, it is extremely important that they be

adequately and correctly lubricated. All excess lubricant

should be wiped off after the lubrication is completed.

1706. The oil level in the digging head must be main-

tained to the correct height.

1707. Where possible, the rear conveyor should be op-

erated on the right side to eliminate reversing the direction

of the drum gears.

1708. The machine should not be operated when the

ballast is too wet to screen readily. Under such conditions

the ballast is not cleaned and rapid wear on the screw

conveyor takes place. In addition, the wet dirt may stall

the conveyor screw and break a shaft.

1709. The machine should not be operated in frozen

ballast.

1710. The machine operator should watch carefully for

obstructions such as cross drains, signal cables, grade and

curve stakes, large rocks, etc., to prevent damage to the

machine, and to the track appliances.

1711. Where ballast is so hard packed that it will stall

the engine at slow speed, no attempt should be made to

dig through by slipping the clutch and racing the engine.

Use of picks, bars, or other satisfactory methods should

be used to loosen the ballast.

1712. When digging through a road crossing, or at similar

places, the forward movement of the machine should be

controlled by throwing the travel gear into neutral as the

machine loads up with ballast and back into gear as it

frees itself. This can be done without use of the engine

clutch because of the very slow speed.

1713. Slow speed should be used where the digging is

very hard or where a large quantity of ballast is to be

handled.

1714. Oil in the air cleaner should be renewed each day

that the machine is in operation. The entire air cleaning

unit should be thoroughly cleaned after each 100 hours

of operation.

1715. The breather tube must be kept in its correct

position.

1716. Before the machine is shut down at night, the

main conveyor, screen, and rear screw conveyor should be

free of all ballast and dirt.

1717. When the machine is not in use and is taken out

of the track, it should be blocked up under the support

arms. The weight of the machine should never be permitted

to rest on the engine crankcase.
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Power Ballasters

Description. A power ballaster is a track-mounted,

mechanical tie tamping machine which operates on the

principle of a drop hammer. Tamping bars are attached,

by means of hinged shoes, to a crosshead. The tamping

bars strike the ballast in the tie cribs and transmit the

blow in an oblique direction under the ties.

1750. Before starting the machine, a check should be

made to see that the correct shoe assembly is mounted.

1751. Adjustments to the crosshead portion of the machine

must be made only when the crosshead is locked by the

crosshead latch, or when the tamping shoes and crosshead

are resting on the ground and the engine is stopped, with

the gears in neutral position.

1752. At all times, except when the machine is actually

tamping, the tamping crosshead must be securely locked

at the top of the stroke, by the crosshead latch.

1753. Ample clearance must be provided between engage-

ment of the forward and reverse propelling clutches, to

prevent overheating.

1754. This machine must be operated with the tamping

shoes in front.

1755. The worm gear clutch should be kept sufficiently

tight to prevent slippage when the crosshead is being

lifted; otherwise the clutch linings will be badly worn or

burned out.

1756. Correct and adequate lubrication of this machine

is very essential.

1757. The rate of speed of the machine in tamping

should be not less than 35 blows per minute.

Air Dump Cars

Description. Air dump cars are designed to dump a load

automatically by tilting the car bed sideways. There are

two principal classes of dump cars. The first is known as

the pedestal or center-hinged type, in which the body

rotates vertically to either side on hinges attached to

pedestals located along the center sill of the car. The second

is known as the trunnion type, in which the entire body

of the car is tilted to a sloping position by turning on

trunnions supported by, and located over, the center of

the truck side frames. In the latter, the sides fold down
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to form aprons, thus permitting material to be dumped

farther from the track than is the case with the pedestal-

type car.

The dumping is accomplished by the application of com-

pressed air from the train line or from a separate air line

from the locomotive air reservoir or an air storage tank

on the car. Ordinarily, cars may dump to either side;

individual cars may be dumped separately or all of the

cars in a train may be dumped simultaneously. Some dump

cars are equipped with drop ends to permit the use of

crawler type ditchers in the cars.

2000. Especial care should be exercised when loading

dump cars to see that the safety appliances are not

damaged.

2001. Air dump cars of the pedestal type should not,

under any circumstances, be transported in high-speed

trains. When they are moved over the road, either loaded

or empty, they must be locked securely. If a car cannot

be locked properly, it must be taken out of service until

this condition is corrected. Modern trunnion-type cars may

be moved safely in trains in their normal upright position

by locking the air valve in neutral position.

2002. Before cars are dumped, it must be known that

all persons are in the clear.

2003. On pedestal-type cars a safety chain should be

available for fastening the car trucks to the track if there-

is any danger of the car overturning when the load is

discharged.

2004. Immediately after the load is dumped out of a

pedestal-type car, and it is returned to normal loading

position, it must be securely locked.

2005. When locomotives are not equipped with a separate

air supply line, the dump cars must be secured with hand

brakes before the air-brake line is disconnected from the

locomotive.

2006. Dump cars must not be overloaded and should

not be loaded so that there is an abnormally heavy weight

on one side.

2007. During freezing weather the storage reservoir

should be drained frequently.

2008. All working parts should be kept adequately oiled

or greased.

2009. Hot material must not be loaded into dump cars.

2010. Push poles should not be used for dumping or

righting dump cars.

2011. Dirt should not be permitted to remain on dump
cars for long periods.
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2012. Heavy loads must not be dropped from such

heights as to damage the car. Striking any part of the

car violently with a loading bucket should be avoided.

Ballast Drainage Cars

Description. A ballast drainage car is similar to a heavy

motor car, to each side of which is attached an adjustable

frame or arm carrying digging teeth or scarifying teeth.

The digging teeth are forced longitudinally through the

ballast shoulder as the power unit moves along the rails,

loosening the compacted ballast at the ends of the ties,

thus permitting better drainage. This machine may also be

equipped with other attachments, such as discing arms and

blades for reshaping the ballast shoulder after scarifying,

blades for plowing off the ballast shoulder, and a device

for equalizing the distribution of ballast. The arms carrying

the various attachments are raised and lowered by air.

2100. Instructions applicable to the care and operation

of motor cars are also applicable to drainage cars.

2101. Digging teeth should be kept above the subgrade,

to avoid disturbing it. The depth to which the teeth dig

should be regulated by the support chains, rather than by

the pneumatic control.

2102. On the first trip, the teeth should not be set to

dig too deeply. Stalling the machine and attempting to

overcome the stall by repeated starts will damage the

machine.

2103. A sharp lookout must be made for solid obstruc-

tions, such as drains, signal cables, old foundations, etc.,

to see that the teeth do not strike them.

2104. A sharp point should be kept on the undercutter.

2105. Scarifier teeth should be raised from the ballast

when the machine is stopped, and should not be lowered

again until the machine is in motion.

2106. In using the blading attachment, do not take a

heavier cut than the machine will easily handle; make a

second cut if necessary.

2107. When discing, the discs and baffles should be set

to give the desired result, whether moving the ballast in

or out, or in dressing the shoulder.

2108. The bolts which attach the scarifier teeth to the

arms, and the scarifier arms to the frame, are designed to

shear off when the teeth strike an immovable object. When
replacing these bolts, mild steel bolts of the correct size

should be used and these bolts should be kept tight, to

avoid breaking the teeth or damaging other parts of the

machine.
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Motor Cars

Description. A motor car is a small vehicle, powered by
a gasoline engine, equipped with flanged wheels for opera-
tion on railroad tracks, to transport men and tools. There
are a variety of methods for transmitting the power from
the engine to the wheels. Motor cars may be powered
with either four-cycle or with two-cycle engines. Where
a motor car is powered by a four-cycle engine, reference

should be made to instructions 500 to 811, inclusive, for

the care and operation of the engine itself. Instructions

for two-cycle engines are included in the following.

2150. Motor cars must be operated in accordance with
rules published by your company. Where the instructions

in this handbook conflict with those of your company,
you must be guided by the company instructions.

2151. The rules herein covering the operation and main-
tenance of motor cars should, where applicable, be observed
for push cars, trailer cars, and velocipedes.

2152. A motor car must not be operated by any person
not properly qualified.

2153. The gasoline tank should be filled at the end of

the day's work to avoid having to fill it in the dark in

case of an emergency call at night, and to avoid con-
densation of moisture in the tank.

2154. Care should be exercised in handling a motor car

with a crane in order to prevent damage to the car.

2155. No adjustments should be made to a motor car

while it is in motion.

2156. A motor car must be carefully inspected daily by
the foreman or assigned operator, to make sure that

wheels, axles, and brakes are in proper working condition

and that no parts are loose; that an ample supply of the

correct type of fuel is in the tank, with no leaks in the

fuel tank or fuel lines; that a sufficient supply of oil is in

the crankcase and transmission (four-cycle cars only) ; and
that there is water in the radiator or hopper. Once a week
the car should be inspected thoroughly, cleaned thoroughly
and all loose nuts tightened.

2157. When not in use motor cars should, wherever pos-
sible, be locked, be protected against fire, and housed or
covered with a fireproof and waterproof canvas cover.

2153. If any unusual noise is heard during the operation
of a motor car, the car must be stopped, removed from
(he track and the reason for the noise found and corrected.
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2159. Motor cars must be kept clean and correctly

lubricated.

2160. Wheels of motor cars must be checked periodically

with an approved gage. Cracked or otherwise defective

wheels, such as those that are sprung, have flat spots or

loose rivets, should be replaced.

2161. Wheels on the drive axle should be of the same

circumference to prevent the car from nosing against one

rail. All wheels should be kept in correct gage, alinement,

and tram.

2162. If possible to avoid it, wheels should never be

driven off with a sledge hammer; a wheel puller should

be used.

2163. Driving chains should be kept at the proper ten-

sion. They should not be so tight as to cause undue wear

on themselves or on the chain sprockets. The drive

sprockets should be kept in alinement.

2164. The disc on friction-drive cars should be kept

free from oil and dirt and should be polished with fine

sandpaper or emery cloth. This should be done only when

the engine is not running. No sand or other abrasive

should ever be applied to the fiber friction.

2165. Excessive slipping of clutches on motor cars should

be avoided. However, on modern cars, a reasonable amount

of slipping is permissible in starting. If equipped with

selective transmission, the motor car should be started in

low gear.

2166. On belt-driven cars, the pulleys should be kept in

good alinement and the belts tightened no more than

enough to handle the load. Excessive belt slippage should

be avoided but some slipping is permissible in starting.

2167. Belt dressing should not be used on motor car belts.

If undue slippage occurs because of a glazed belt, its inner

surfaces and the pulley faces should be cleaned with a

cloth saturated with carbon tetrachloride or other approved

cleaner, after which a small amount of tire talc or powdered

soapstone should be applied.

2168. In starting direct-connected cars, the car should

be pushed from the rear only and should be boarded from

the rear.

2169. Free-running engines on motor cars may be started

either by cranking or by pushing the car. If started by

pushing, the car should be stopped to let the men get on,

unless it is a one-man car.

2170. A motor car should not be run backwards except

as necessary in an emergency. Then it should be run very

slowly and turned as soon as possible.

2171. All members of a force who regularly ride on a

motor car should be assigned definite seats on the cai
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and definite duties in setting the car on and off the track.

This is especially important when it becomes necessary to

handle the car quickly in an emergency.

2172. Any motor car operator should look to the rear

frequently for his own protection. Where more than one

person is on the car, someone other than the operator

should be assigned to serve as a lookout to the rear.

2173. All motor and trailer cars used for transporting

men must be equipped with safety rails, tool guards, and

other safety appliances as required.

2174. No person shall ride on a car that is being towed

unless the car is equipped with seats, safety rails, wheel

guards, and brakes.

2175. All occupants of a motor car must be seated before

the car is started and must remain seated while the car is

in motion. They must not permit their legs to hang over

the ends or sides of the car. They must not sit in the tool

tray. Temporary or insecure seats on a motor car are

prohibited.

2176. A motor car must be operated carefully and at

slow speed over road crossings, turnouts, derails, and es-

pecially over interlocking devices. It must not be run

through the spring rail side of frogs or through self-

guarded frogs; occupants of the car must dismount and
push the car through or lift it over.

2177. A motor car must not be put on or taken off

the track while its engine is running, except in an
emergency.

2178. Care must be exercised in placing a motor car on
or off the track. The wheels should be lifted over the rails

and not bumped against them. Tools should be loaded

carefully to avoid damage to the car.

2179. Bars, pick handles, or other appliances must not

be wedged between frame members as a means of lifting a

motor car.

2180. When removing or turning motor cars at road

crossings, cramping the wheel flanges in the crossing flange-

way should be avoided; otherwise the wheels may be
sprung or the axles may be bent. The front wheels should

be taken out of the flangeway before picking up the rear

end and turning the car.

2181. A motor car must not be overloaded with men,
tools or materials.

2182. Tools and materials must be placed on a motor
car in an approved manner so that they do not fall off

while the car is in motion.

2183. Brakes must be tested each time a motor car is

started, by applying them after running a short distance.

2184. When descending grades, a motor car should be
kept in gear and not permitted to coast.
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2185. When stopping a car under ordinary conditions,

the brakes should be applied gradually. In wet weather,

or on frosty rail, the power should be left on sufficiently

to keep the wheels turning while the brakes are applied

because sliding wheels have little braking power. In ap-

proaching road crossings, frogs, and derails in wet weather,

more distance should be allowed in which to stop the car.

2186. The carburetor on a two-cycle engine should be

adjusted to give as rich a mixture of fuel and air as the

engine will take without four-cycling, or firing on each

second revolution only. Too lean a mixture will cause

backfiring or "sneezing," and the engine will overheat.

2187. A satisfactory carburetor adjustment should not

be disturbed. If a richer mixture is required for starting

a cold engine, the choke should be used.

2188. Choking is not necessary when an engine is warmed

up. If the engine speed drops, under a heavy load, the

spark should be retarded.

2189. With dry-cell ignition not more than four cells

should be used.

2190. The spark coil should be wedged tightly in the

coil box so that it does not rattle. No tools, pieces of metal,

damp waste or similar material should be carried in the

coil box or battery box. Such things may cause a short

circuit and run the batteries down.

2191. The spark coil gap should be set at 0.03 in. or

1/32 in. The spring tension should be adjusted so the

draw on the battery will be about 1 amp. If adjusted

to get the loudest "buzz," the life of the dry cell batteries

will be materially reduced. Vibrator points should seat

against each other so that they are perfectly matched.

2192. The coil should never be "buzzed" while the spark

plug wire is disconnected, unless this wire is grounded. In

testing to determine whether the coil is producing a spark,

the wire should be about % in. from the "ground," and

never more than % in.

2193. The timer should be kept clean. Timer contacts

should be kept in correct adjustment.

2194. Two-cycle engines are lubricated by mixing the

lubricating oil with the gasoline. This mixture is often

called "mixed gas." The fuel tank on this type engine

should be stenciled "Use Mixed Gas Only" because failure

to provide suitable lubrication may cause heavy maintenance

expense.

2195. The oil used in mixed gas should be of high

quality, and the amount and grade should be as specified

by the engine manufacturer. Both oil and gasoline should

be measured; the color of the mixture cannot be depended

upon to determine whether the mixture is correct.
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2196. The gasoline and oil must be thoroughly mixed

before being placed in the fuel tank. No attempt should

be made to add additional oil to the tank because it may

clog the carburetor jets and the engine may lose power

or stop for lack of sufficient gasoline.

2197. To avoid damage to hopper-cooled or condenser-

cooled engines during freezing weather, the hopper should

not be over-filled and the water should not be permitted

to freeze a second time before the ice from a previous

freezing has been completely thawed.

2198. On condenser-cooled engines, the condenser should

be protected from extremely cold air, to prevent the

condensed vapor from freezing.

2199. Alcohol is unsuitable as an antifreeze in hopper-

cooled engines. It will boil away rapidly because of the

high temperature at which engines of this type operate.

2200. Motor car set-offs must slope away from the

track.

Vapor Spray Cleaners

Description. This type of machine is designed for clean-

ing buildings, track appliances, work equipment, etc.,

through the medium of a spray, consisting of hot water

and a cleaning compound, propelled through a nozzle by

force, against the object to be cleaned. The propelling

force may be compressed air or steam, the heat being sup-

plied by an electric or kerosine heater. The type of heat

and power is dependent upon the available source of fuel

or current. Some types are operated by a gasoline engine.

2300. If the machine is being used indoors, fresh air is

necessary to furnish oxygen for combustion of the fuel

in the heater and for ventilation.

2301. Before starting the burner it should be known that

circulation is free, as indicated by a full stream of water

being issued through the nozzle.

2302. Before starting in freezing weather, to insure that

the packing is not frozen to the plunger, the water pump
cylinder should be heated with hot water, steam, or a

torch.

2303. If dry, blue steam issues from the nozzle, which

is an indication that an insufficient supply of water is

passing through the heating coils, the unit should be shut

off at once and allowed to cool down.

2304. The burner jet strainers and the jet should be

cleaned periodically. The solution tank also should be

drained and washed out with a water hose.
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2305. Care should be taken in choosing the type of

cleaning compound to be used, to make sure that it is not

detrimental to the heating coil, and is not flammable.

2306. In freezing weather, all water pipes, the water

tank and the solution tank should be emptied at the end

of each day's operation, or when the machine is shut

down. This should be done according to the manufac-

turer's instructions because the heating coil and piping in

this machine will not drain by gravity.

Air Compressors

Description. An air compressor is a machine for com-

pressing air. The compressed air is stored temporarily in a

storage reservoir and when released through pipes, hose,

valves, etc., expands with considerable force, thus operat-

ing pneumatic machines or tools. Generally the portable

compressors used by railroad maintenance of way forces

are powered by gasoline engines. Pistons attached to the

compressor crankshaft compress the air and force it into

the storage reservoir, usually attached to the machine, where

it is held in its compressed state until released through

the tools.

Compressors are rated in size by the number of cubic

feet of free air (air at atmospheric pressure) compressed

in one minute against a reservoir pressure of 100 lb. The

sizes in common use for maintenance of way work are 55,

60, 105, 160, and 210.

2350. Compressors should not be operated unless the

pressure gages are marked to show that they have been

tested and inspected within the period designated.

2351. All air reservoirs must have dates plainly marked

showing when they were originally put into service and

last given a hydrostatic test.

2352. Gasoline or kerosine must never be used to flush

out a compressor crankcase. Flushing oil should be used.

2353. Fusible plugs in air receivers must not be removed

or replaced with any other kind of plug. Their purpose

is to release the pressure in case of excessive heat or fire.

2354. The oil level in a compressor crankcase must not

be higher than necessary, in order to minimize the danger

of fire in the air receiver which might result from ignition

of the oil. On the other hand, the oil level should not

be permitted to get so low as to endanger the bearings.

2355. Alcohol or other volatile matter must not be used

in the air compressor reservoir to prevent air tools from

freezing. A piece of hot carbon coming from the com-

pressor may ignite the alcohol-air mixture and cause an

explosion.
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2356. If the pressure drops in the air reservoir, see if

all fittings and tank seams are tight. This may be done

with soapy water. No attempt should be made to repair

leaks while the machine is under pressure.

2357. Compressed air must not be used to blow dirt or

dust from a person or his clothing.

2358. When in operation, compressors must be firmly

supported and blocked in a level position, with the wheels

off the ground.

2359. Air valves must be open when an air compressor

is started and the compressor allowed to warm up slightly

before the valves are closed.

2360. As soon as the compressor has acquired its normal

operating temperature after the start of each day's work,

the safety valve must be tested to see that it is set to

"pop-off" at the correct specified pressure. The safety valve

must be set and sealed by an authorized person, and the

operator should not try to adjust it. If it does not operate

properly, the compressor should be shut down, the safety

valve removed, and the proper authority notified.

2361. Where compressors are equipped with hand-

operated clutches, they must be released when starting a

cold compressor, and must be re-engaged slowly, but

should not be permitted to slip excessively.

2362. Compressor valves should be removed and cleaned

with carbon tetrachloride or other approved cleaner, after

every 30 days' operation for single-stage, and every 90

days for two-stage compressors. If gasoline should be used

for cleaning the valves, or any other compressor parts,

these parts must be absolutely dry before they are replaced,

to prevent an explosion.

2363. At the close of each day's work, the air pressure

must be blown off, leaving the reservoir drain valve open.

If necessary, water must be blown from the reservoir and

air lines at frequent intervals during the day.

2364. The oil pressure in the compressor should be

checked at least daily and the oil should be changed when

necessary.

2365. On self-propelled compressors, the air to the propel-

ling motor should be shut off when this motor is not

being used.

2366. All connections must be air tight.

2367. Air intake filters must be kept clean.

2368. The automatic unloader is set for the most effi-

cient operation of the compressor and should not be

changed except by a repairman or other qualified person.

2369. When pipe lines for air distribution are not used,

the air hose should be connected to the after-cooler rather

than to the reservoir, to protect the hose from heat and oil
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Concrete Mixers

Description. These machines are designed for mixing

concrete, and in some cases, asphaltic or similar mixes.

Generally they are operated by a gasoline engine, through

gears or belts connecting the engine drive shaft with a

revolving mixing drum, the interior of which is equipped

with blades for agitating the sand, cement, water, and

aggregate.

2450. In setting up a concrete mixer for operation it

should be level, with the wheels blocked and raised off the

ground if possible.

2451. The charging skip must be kept clean, but must

not be struck with sledges, picks or other damaging tools.

2452. Lifting cables of the skip must be kept clean, in

correct adjustment, and well lubricated, with the excess

grease wiped off.

2453. Water lines, valves, and fittings to the water tank

should be kept free from leaks. Water must be drained

from the tank and water lines during idleness of the

machine, and especially during freezing weather.

2454. The mixing blades must be kept in good condition.

2455. In general, hot water should not be used on

mixers equipped with water tanks because hot water will

damage the leather valves. However, some mixers have

specially constructed water valves to withstand hot water.

2456. Only mixers assigned to that service should be used

for mixing bituminous or other oily mixes and after mixing,

the drum must be cleaned thoroughly with kerosine.

2457. Concrete should not be permitted to harden in

the mixing drum. At the end of a day's work, the mixing

drum should be cleaned by putting about a half charge

of coarse aggregate and full charge of water into the drum,

allowing the mixer to run for about 5 min. and then

dumping it.

2458. When a concrete mixer is to be stored or remain

idle for a long period, it should be cleaned thoroughly

and coated lightly with oil, to prevent rusting.
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Cranes and Shovels

Description. The construction and operation of cranes

and shovels are essentially the same. Cranes are normally

used for heavy lifting by means of a boom and cable, one

end of the cable being fastened to a hoisting drum; the

other end, after passing through a series of sheaves, being

fastened to a stationary part of the crane. Cranes are

used with a variety of lifting hooks, tongs, and buckets.

Shovels usually have a shorter boom which is used to

support and control a dipper stick, on the lower end of

which is attached a bucket equipped with digging teeth.

These units may be powered by a steam engine, gasoline

engine, diesel engines, or electric motor which operate the

boom hoisting drum, the cable hoisting drum, the rotating

mechanism and the propelling mechanism. For railroad

work they may be mounted on fiat cars, used on standard

or narrow-gage track, or be crawler-mounted or tire-

mounted.

2500. All operators and others concerned with the opera-

tion and maintenance of cranes and shovels should obtain

and read a copy of the American Standard Safety Code

for Cranes, Derricks, and Hoists published by the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers, 29 West 39th St., New
York, N. Y.

2501. Standing near or under any part of a crane while

material is being handled, is prohibited, except as required

in line of duty.

2502. Riding on the sill, step or fixed deck of a revolving

machine while it is in operation or being moved, is

prohibited.

2503. Employees or others must not stand close to a

wire rope or chain while a pull is being made.

2504. The use of cranes and shovels is subject to certain

hazards that cannot be met by mechanical means, but only

by the exercise of intelligence, care and common sense.

Serious hazards are overloading, dropping or slipping of

the load by improper hitching or slinging, obstruction to

the free passage of the load, using an appliance for a

purpose for which it was not designed, and rear-end

swinging of cranes.

2505. Cranes and shovels shall be examined for loose

parts and defects each day on which they are to be used,

and any defects shall be corrected before the machine is

again operated.

2506. Cranes and shovels shall be operated only by ex-

perienced operators, learners under the supervision of an

experienced operator, a repairman, or an inspector. No one
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but an authorized person shall enter the cab of a crane

or shovel.

2507. No person shall operate a crane or shovel unless

he can read and understand the signs, notices, and operat-

ing instructions, and is familiar with the signal code used

by the ground signalman.

2508. No person with defective eyesight or hearing or

who is mentally or physically unfit shall operate a crane

or shovel.

2509. Crane operators must know the safe lifting capacity

of the cranes they operate, based on their age and condition.

The crane must not be loaded beyond the safe working

load. Most crane capacity ratings are based on the crane

being level, on solid footing, and in first class condition.

Crane operators must use good judgment in handling a

load to see that it can be handled safely. In using a magnet,

clamshell bucket, dragline bucket, lifting blocks, slings,

etc., their weight must be considered as part of the

total load.

2510. Cranes and shovels on or near the track must

discontinue work, clear main track with all parts, and

swinging parts must be locked when trains approach, with

the boom of track-mounted equipment over the center

line of the track on which the unit stands. The load,

bucket, or magnet must be lowered to the car or to the

ground.

2511. All track-mounted cranes or shovels, must be fully

equipped with standard flagging equipment, which must be

kept in position and condition for immediate use in case

of an emergency.

2512. Crane and shovel operators are entirely responsible

for the safe operation of every part of the machine. In

case of doubt, where the operator considers the machine

unsafe for the work to be done, it shall be his duty to

shut down the machine and report its unsafe condition

to his immediate superior.

2513. The operator of a crane or shovel must not start

a traveling movement, or swinging of the boom, without

first ascertaining the location of other workmen and giv-

ing them notice of the movement to be made. The operator

is responsible for seeing that full understanding exists with

an assigned workman as to signals for operation. One man
and one only, is permitted to give signals to the operator,

except in an emergency.

2514. Warning whistles, bells or horns must be provided

and kept in good condition.

2515. The signalman must precede the crane during

operation when it moves in the vicinity of pole lines, struc-

tures, or workmen, and give correct signals to insure safe

movement.
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2516. The operator must see that workmen are in the

clear when loads are suspended or being carried. The brake

pedal or hand brake lever should be used to hold the load;

foot-pedal latches cannot always be depended upon, and

should not be used for this purpose, where safety is

involved.

2517. Before raising the boom or starting a move with

the boom raised, the operator must know that proper

clearance is provided for overhead wires or structures.

2518. A load should not be lifted more than a few

inches until the operator assures himself that the load is

well secured and properly balanced, that the brakes are

functioning properly, and that the load can be lowered

without dropping it.

2519. Blocking a crane under the side away from the

load is a safety precaution that should be taken, to prevent

tipping in case of a cable breaking, or a load slipping.

2520. The operator must test and know that boom-lino

brake and clutch, and hoisting-line brake and clutch are

in good working condition.

2521. Side pulls with cranes are prohibited unless author-

ized by a responsible person who has determined that the

stability is not thereby endangered, and that the various

parts of the crane will not be overstressed.

2522. The operator must not leave the controls of a

machine while a lift is being made nor leave a load

suspended during his absence from the machine.

2523. The crane operator must raise and lower a load

steadily and gradually; dropping or jerking of the load or

tackle is prohibited.

2524. Whenever possible to do so, the load should be

kept as near the ground as possible.

2525. Hoist chains and cables must not be wrapped

around the load; the load must be attached to the lifting

hook by means of slings or other approved devices.

2526. Care must be taken to see that the chain or rope

with which a load is lifted does not become kinked or

caught against obstructions while moving the load, and

that the load itself does not come in contact with any

obstruction. Heavy loads must be controlled with taglines

to prevent twisting of the hoisting cable.

2527. The operator must not hoist a load while anyone

is riding on the load, hook or bucket.

2528. The operator shall avoid, insofar as possible, carry-

ing loads or swinging the boom over people.

2529. The operator must make a daily inspection of

hoist brake bands, brake band pins, boom brake bands and

connections, boom drum worm and worm gear, boom and

hoist cables and clamps, boom bridles and connections,

boom, hooks, and slings.
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2530. Gear covers that have been removed for repairs

or inspection must be replaced before the machine is

operated.

2531. Drum brake bands must be kept dry if possible.

When wet, the brakes will slip, creating a hazard.

2532. With track-mounted cranes, the application of

safety clamps to the rail when lifting heavy loads should

be carefully done. Enough slack should be left to prevent

the clamps from withstanding the entire load. When using

safety clamps, it should be known that the ties are sound

and the rail tightly spiked.

2533. Fire tools on steam-powered outfits must not be

hung on the outside of the cab.

2534. Tools or materials must not be carried on the

fixed deck of revolving machines.

2535. Wire ropes, bearings, gears, friction clutches, chain

drives, and other parts subject to wear must be inspected

at frequent intervals and unsafe conditions reported

promptly. Intervals between inspections must be short

enough to insure that the equipment will never be operated

when in an unsafe condition.

2536. Hooks which have become bent by overloading

shall be discarded and must not be bent back and reused.

2537. On curved track, care must be used in raising a

load with a track-mounted crane from the low side, to

prevent overturning.

2538. Slewing a boom with a load should be done slowly,

in order that the load not swing out beyond the radius at

which the load can be safetly handled.

2539. Booms must not be swung while a crane is travel-

ing, except where necessary for the completion of work.

2540. Under no circumstances should more than one line

be operated from a single drum.

2541. Where possible, a crane should be close enough

to the load to be lifted so that the boom radius will be at

a minimum.

2542. In lifting a load, the boom tip sheave should

always be directly over the load, if possible.

2543. Buckets or magnets must be removed from cables

when it is necessary to lift heavy loads with chains or

slings.

2544. Cables of correct size and proper type should

be used.

2545. Cables should be inspected regularly, replacing those

broken, damaged, or badly worn.

2546. All sheaves and drums should be inspected at the

time of cable inspection. When the groove of a sheave

becomes worn excessively over nominal cable diameter, the

sheave should be discarded or regrooved. Sheaves or drums
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having badly scored or grooved surfaces should be

smoothed or replaced.

2547. Sheaves or drums having cracked or broken flanges,

rims, spokes, or hubs, must be replaced. If guards or

fastenings are missing or broken, they must be replaced or

repaired.

2548. The roller path on revolving type cranes or shovels

should be kept free from grit, sand, broken glass or any

other abrasive.

2549. Open gears, including turntable assembly, should

be coated with a heavy lubricant (applied hot in cold

weather) , as often as may be required to keep the parts

well lubricated. Dirt and old grease should first be removed.

2550. Cables and sheaves should be kept well lubricated.

2551. When brake and clutch linings become saturated

with oil or become glazed, they must be removed and

cleaned with carbon tetrachloride or other approved cleaner.

Never apply resin, belt dressing or similar compounds to

brake bands or clutch bands, as this will cause slipping

or chattering.

2552. On steam cranes, proper precautions must be taken

to guard against freezing during cold weather.

2553. The boom must be lowered before inspections, oil-

ings or repairs are made, if these operations are hazardous

with the boom raised.

2554. A crane should not be used to pull a car by

attaching the hoist line to the car.

2555. Electric cable used with electromagnets should not

be used as a tagline; steel cable manufactured for the

purpose should be used.

2556. When loading a crane or shovel for shipment, the

rear of the revolving deck must be blocked up to proper

height to support the counterweight and relieve strain on

the center pin when the boom is lowered. All tie rods

must be in place and the boom securely fastened. Swing-

ing cab doors must be locked or otherwise securely

fastened. If the boom is fastened down on an idler car,

sufficient play should be provided to permit required lateral

movement when rounding curves, and longitudinal move-
ment between the cars.

2557. When loading a crane or shovel for shipment, the

operator, or other competent person, should be present to

insure that it is loaded correctly for safe movement in

a train.

2558. When booms are removed from a machine, the

revolving portion of the machine must be adequately

blocked to support the counterweight.

2559. In making repairs to cranes or shovels, care should

be taken that the overall dimensions are no greater than

originally, because of clearance in transit.
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2560. Propelling controls must be secured in unmeshed

position before a machine is moved in a train, to prevent

stripping the gears.

2561. Truck wedges or truck jacks must be removed or

released before such machines are moved in a train.

2562. Where possible, when movement is made in a

train, the boom should be in a trailing position, so that

the heavy end of the crane or shovel is nearest the

locomotive.

2563. Crawler-mounted machines shall not be moved on

a public highway until a permit, if required, has been

obtained from the proper authorities.

2564. Long moves of a crawler-mounted machine of

this type, moving under its own power, should be avoided

because of the heavy strain on the machine due to its lack

of balance. When such machines must be moved under

their own power, the propelling mechanism and crawlers

must be lubricated frequently.

2565. All inspection certificates, operating instructions,

and any other notices that are required to be posted in

the cab, must be in place, in order and up-to-date.

2566. For the care of cables and chains, see sections in

this handbook on wire rope, and lifting chains.

Rail and Bonding Drills

Description. These machines are designed for drilling

bolt holes and bond wire holes in rail, frogs, switches, etc.

They are generally operated by a small gasoline engine,

through belts, chains, or gears to a drill spindle. A flanged

roller is provided by which the machine may be moved

along the rail. Some machines of this type are equipped

with an extension bar, carrying a roller which rests on the

opposite rail, to assist in balancing the machine.

2800. Drill bits must not be changed while the engine

is running.

2801. The drill bit must be fastened firmly in the chuck,

and correctly alined.

2802. All holes should be drilled at right angles to the

rail and the drill should be level, to reduce breakage of

bits and to minimize the strain on the drill shaft and

shaft bearings.

2803. The feeding pressure should not be excessive,

should be applied constantly and gradually, and should

be reduced just as the bit point breaks through the opposite

side of the rail.

2804. Dull bits should not be used.
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2805. The engine should never be operated faster than

at the speed recommended by the manufacturer; to do so

heats the bits and dulls them. Slow drilling speed will make
the bits last longer.

2806. No attempt should be made to drill into half-blind

holes or to drill rail through a bolt hole in an angle bar.

This may break the drill or chuck.

2807. When drill bits are sharpened, the cutting edge

should be ground to the full width of the drill bit and at

the proper angle.

2808. The use of water or other cooling liquid will speed

up the drilling and minimize the burning of drill bits. A
small amount of cup grease placed on the point of the

drill bit before drilling is commenced will prolong the life

of the cutting edge of the bit.

Electric Motors

Description. An electric motor is a device by means of

which rotation is produced, through the reaction of a

magnet on a magnetic field, created by passing a current

through a coil or loop of wire. Each motor is composed

of a stationary field, termed the stator, and an armature

which rotates, called the rotor. Electric motors may op-

erate from direct current only, or from alternating current

only ; while some, known as universal motors, are so con-

structed that they may be operated either by direct or

alternating current. The majority of small electric tools

used for maintenance of way work are powered by uni-

versal motors, the current being furnished from a portable

generator. Power lines or electrical outlets are not generally

available along the right-of-way.

3000. Before any motor is plugged into an electrical out-

let, it must be known that the voltage is correct for the

motor and that the correct type of current is being used.

3001. Electric motors should not be overloaded. To do

so causes excessive heat which may destroy the insulation

and melt the solder on connections.

3002. Faulty performance of a motor is often caused by

poor commutation or incorrect speed. Overheating of an

armature is frequently traceable to defective field windings

or improperly connected field coils.

3003. Motors should always be protected against dirt,

excessive heat, moisture, acids, alkalis, chemical compounds,

and gases. They should be lubricated according to the

manufacturer's instructions, in the receptacles provided but

oil and grease should be kept away from other parts of

the motor.
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3004. The armature is the heart of any motor and is

usually the first part to indicate a lack of proper care.'

When removed from the motor, the armature should not

be permitted to roll around loose on a floor or bench, it

should be lifted only by its shaft, and its weight should

never be allowed to rest on the commutator or coils.

3005. An electric motor should be kept free from dust

by occasional use of low-pressure compressed air or a

hand bellows, making sure that the air is free from moisture.

The motor should be running when this is done.

.5006. Brushholders should be kept in adjustment so that

the pressure on all brushes is as light and uniform as pos-

sible. Excessive pressure is not only unnecessary but is

undesirable.

3007. Brushes should be checked frequently to make
sure that they move freely in their holders. New brushes

should be trimmed to make full contact with commutators.

3008. Unusual noises in an electric motor may be caused

by vibration, as a result of:

1. Unbalanced or bent shaft.

2. Excessive end play in shaft.

3. Obstruction of the ventilator, causing overheating.

4. Loose parts.

5. Faulty alinement.

6. Insufficient lubrication of gears and bearings.

Generators

Description. A generator is a machine for producing

electrical current and may be used as a power unit for

operating electric tools, for electric lighting, for electric

welding, etc. The generators under this heading are con-

fined to those used for these purposes and not those that

are built into certain machines to charge storage batteries.

They are covered by rules 1150 to 1158, inclusive.

An electric generator operates on the principle of electro-

magnetic induction. A loop of wire, revolving between the

two poles of a magnet, cuts the magnetic lines of force,

setting up an electromotive force in the loop, thus causing

a current to flow around it. The magnets are generally

referred to as the field and the revolving loop of wire

as the armature, although either may be the rotating part

and the other the stationary part. In portable generators

the rotated part is usually driven by a gasoline engine.

3600. Before making any repairs to a generator the engine

should be stopped.
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3601. When a generator is set up for operation it should

be in a level position and should be firmly blocked.

3602. If some, or all, of the tools being operated from

a generator fail to operate, it is generally an indication

that the power supply line is open at some point. The
connections, fuses, and tubes should be examined for

defects.

3603. Voltage fluctuation, evidenced by intermittent

slowing down and speeding up of the tools, indicates that

there is something wrong and the generator should be
shut down until a correction is made. It may be caused

by overloading the power plant, or there may be a short

circuit, loose connections or some other defect in the wiring

or in the tools.

3604. To obtain correct voltage, the recommended gen-

erator speed must be maintained. The generator should

not be operated below or above the rated speed.

3605. The load should not be greater than the rated

capacity of the generator.

3606. When three-phase current is produced, special care

must be exercised to see that there are no loose connec-

tions or shorts in the cables or motors. Any break in the

cable, causing single-phasing, will result in serious over-

loading of the generator or serious reduction in power
at the tools.

3607. If the voltmeter does not operate correctly the

connections at the brushes and brushholders should be

examined.

3608. Collector ring brushes should make good contact

and should not be stuck in their holders. The rings should
be cleaned if they become dull or pitted, and should not
be lubricated.

3609. A frequent cause of generator trouble is an accum-
ulation of oil and dirt on brushes, brushholders, com-
mutator, and collector rings. The interior of a generator

should be cleaned by blowing with low-pressure com-
pressed air, or a hand bellows, making sure that the air

is free from moisture. A moisture-soaked generator should
be dried out thoroughly before it is operated.

3610. Commutator, brushes, and brushholders should be
cleaned with a non-lint clean cloth. If these parts arc

unusually dirty or sticky, the cleaning may be done with
carbon tetrachloride or other approved cleaner, while the

generator is at rest.

3611. The tension on brushes should be equal and the
brushes should fit in their holders so that thev are free

to move without sticking or binding, but not so loose

that they chatter or get out of alinement.

3612. If the commutator becomes rough it should be
smoothed with a commutator cleaning stone. No. 00 sand-
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paper may be used if a stone is not available. Never use

emery cloth or emery paper. After cleaning, the dust

.should be blown away.

3ol3. At the first sign of commutator sparking, the

cause should be located and corrected at once. Sparking

may be caused by one or more of the following:

1. Rough, flat or high spots on the commutator

surface.

2. Brushes not moving freely in brushholders.

3. Insufficient brush tension.

4. Excessive load, voltage or vibration.

5. Open-circuited or short-circuited armature and field

windings.

6. Accumulation of carbon or dirt in the undercut

slots.

7. Dirty or glazed brushes, or dirty commutator.

8. Brushes not in correct position.

Q. Poor face on brushes, if replacement brushes have

just been installed.

10. Whipping armature.

11. Defective bearings.

3614. All electrical contacts should be kept tight, clean

and bright.

3615. Oil and grease should be kept off rubber insulation.

3616. Cable connections should be disconnected with a

straight pull.

Grinders

Description. Grinders, as applied to maintenance of way

work, are confined to grinding welds, rails, frogs, switch

points, etc. There are many types for doing this work but

nearly all are powered by a gasoline engine. Electrically

operated grinders are frequently used where current is

available. Some grinders operate on one or both rails, the

grinding wheels being operated directly from the engine

by belts; others operate through flexible shafts from the

engine to the grinding wheel; some operate through

reciprocating abrasive blocks. A variety of grinding wheels

and appliances are used to perform various kinds of

grinding.

3700. Grinding machine operators must wear dust-proof

goggles over their eyes at all times while grinding. They

should also wear approved respirators where grinding wheel

dust constitutes a hazard.

3701. The governor should not be tampered with. The

normal operating speed of grinding wheels should be that
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recommended by grinding wheel manufacturers, as indicated

on the blotter of the wheel.

3702. Grinding wheel guards must be kept in place and

in good condition.

3703. The engine should never be started while a grind-

ing wheel is in contact with any surface.

3704. Dirt protector caps are furnished for those appli-

ances operated by a flexible shaft. These caps should be

kept fastened over the end of the spindle housing when

disconnected from the flexible shaft.

3705. Because of abrasive dust and steel particles, an

air cleaner must always be used and kept in good con-

dition. It should be of the oil-bath type and it should

have the oil renewed and the filter element washed once

every eight hours of operation. This reduces the wear on

engine cylinders, pistons, and rings.

3706. Spindle housings should not be entirely filled with

grease because of the danger of overheating; about one-

third full is sufficient. If the spindle runs hot, the old

grease should be washed out and the spindle relubricated.

3707. The grinding wheel must fit properly on the spindle.

It should fit snugly but should not be forced on.

3708. Spindle nuts must be tightened only enough to

hold the wheel firmly.

3709. Washers or flange facings of compressible material,

such as blotting paper, must be used between the wheel

and the face plates.

3710. Grinder operators should refer to the instructions

in this handbook on grinding wheels and on flexible shafts.

Power Track Jacks

Description. Machines of this type are gasoline operated

and track-mounted, and are designed for making heavy
raises in track without the use of ordinary track jacks.

The machine is clamped to the rails, the track and machine
being lifted through the medium of a lifting spud, operating

through a series of gears and racks, or hydraulic pumps.
The lifting spud, equipped with a flat shoe on the bottom,

is placed on the roadbed or ballast between the ties, and
a powerful force is exerted which lifts the track.

4300. Care should be taken that the spud is always
between and not on the ties, before the power is applied.

4301. A machine of this type is subject to heavy shock
and it is important that all nuts be inspected frequently

and tightened as necessary.

4302. Jack screw nuts should be tested for thread wear
frequently. When as much as & in. wear has developed in

one of these nuts, it should be replaced.
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4303. When lifting track, the elevation on one side should

never be permitted to get more than 14 in. higher than

the elevation on the other side.

4304. In raising the lifting spud, its travel should be

stopped before the spud shoe contacts the bottom of the

packing ring retainer.

4305. When jack screws become bent they must be

removed and straightened, or replaced.

4306. When the jack is not in use the rams should be

fully retracted, to protect them from grit and moisture.

The rail clamps also, should be released.

4307. When moving the machine longitudinally over the

rails, it must be known that the spud shoe and rail clamps

are raised, to avoid hitting ties, crossings or track appliances.

Mowing Machines

Description. Mowing machines are constructed in a wide

variety of types but the general basic principle of operation

is that of a reciprocating sickle operated through guards

on a cutter bar by belts or gears, from a gasoline engine.

Some of these machines are track-mounted; some are of

the off-track type, mounted on four rubber or steel-tired

wheels; others have one or two wheels which support the

engine, the machine being propelled by power but con-

trolled by an operator on foot.

4600. Before changing sickles or doing any other work

around a cutter bar, the machine must be stopped, the

engine shut off and the machine locked against movement.

No repairs or adjustments should be attempted while the

engine is running. Work on the cutter bar assembly should

be done only when it is in a horizontal position, and the

work should be done from the side opposite the guard

points.

4601. No person must walk in front of the sickle bars

while the machine is in operation.

4602. If and when it becomes necessary to clean vegeta-

tion from knives and cutter bars, a stick should always be

used. The hands should never be allowed to come in contact

with the knives.

4603. Care should be taken to prevent the cutter bars

from striking wire or other obstructions that will cause

damage to the machine.

4604. Cutter bars are designed to operate at a balanced

speed. The speed of the engine should be kept down to a

point where the cutter bar does not whip or vibrate.

4605. Guard bolts must be kept tight and the guards

lined so that the sickle fits snugly on the ledger plates.
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4606. The sickle must be kept sharp and broken or worn

sections renewed as often as required to properly cut

vegetation of the type for which the machine is designed.

4t>07. Pitman rods and boxes must be inspected fre-

quently, properly adjusted, and correctly lubricated.

4608. The knife clips should be kept tight at all times,

so that the sickle runs flat on the ledger plate.

4600. The drag bar should be kept tight. If it is loose,

vibration will occur in the bar and cause excessive wear.

4610. When a mowing machine is being moved and is

not engaged in weed cutting, the cutter bars must be raised

and securely fastened.

4611. When using an off-track mower on rough ground,

the wheels should be set to a gage wide enough to prevent

overturning.

4612. Off-track mowers must not foul the track unless

protected by a flag.

4613. Off-track mowers must not be bumped over ties

or rails. If necessary to cross open track, thick boards must

be placed next to the rails and the machine eased over,

to prevent the breakage of wheel spindles, or other damage.

Pile Drivers

Description. The construction of a standard pile driver

is essentially the same as that of a crane or shovel except

that, instead of a boom, it is equipped with a vertical

frame (leads), designed to control the direction of the pile

and guide the course of the hammer, and a horizontal

attachment to balance the uprights and insure the stability

of the device as a whole.

Combination pile driver-cranes are available in which the

boom supports the pile driving leads. A strut, between the

base of the boom and the base of the leads, holds the leads

in position.

Generally, on-track pile drivers are operated by steam,

with the pile hammer also being driven by steam. They

may however, be operated by a gasoline engine, a diesel

engine, or electric motor, with which types the hammer is

generally driven by compressed air.

4700. The operator of a pile driver must observe all of

the instructions in this handbook for cranes and shovels

where they apply.

4701. A pile driver-crane while supporting the leads and

hammer, must not be used as a crane to lift heavy loads.

4702. The operator of a pile driver must not be out of

reach of the controls at any time in which the unit is
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moving under its own power, while the pile hammer is

.suspended, or while the pile hammer is operating.

4703. The pile hammer must be at its designated position

in the leads and correctly toggled when the leads are being

raised, lowered or battered.

4704. Steam hose of an approved type must be used with

steam hammers and it must be equipped with a safety

chain at the hammer connection, to provide protection to

workmen, in the event that the hose is blown off under

pressure.

4705. When a pile driver is tied up, the leads must be

lowered and the traveling gear disengaged.

4706. In driving piles, the operator must closely watch

the pile hammer hose to see that it does not become fouled.

Water Pumps

Description. The majority of water pumps used in rail-

road maintenance work are of the centrifugal type which

operate on the principle of suction created in the intake

line by impeller blades, which also force the water out

through the discharge line. Centrifugal pumps are of two

types; (1) straight, in which a foot valve is used to pre-

vent loss of prime; (2) self-priming, in which water is

recirculated within the pump body in order to create and

maintain the prime. Both types are equipped with strain-

ers to eliminate the possibility of refuse being drawn into

the pump.

5000. Pumps should be set up in a level position and

placed as near the water level as possible.

5001. Before starting a pump it must be known that

there is no sediment or foreign matter in it.

5002. A water pump must not be operated without a

suction strainer, which should be cleaned at least once each

day that the pump is in operation.

5003. Before starting a pump in freezing weather a check

should be made to see that the impeller is not frozen fast.

5004. The suction line and all connections must be

absolutely tight if a pump is to operate correctly.

5005. All piping should be run in as direct a line as

possible.

5006. Packing glands should not be screwed up too

tightly. To do so will cause heating and may possibly burn

out the packing or score the shaft.

5007. Pumps should always be drained thoroughly dur-

ing freezing weather, at the close of the day's work or

when they are to be shut down for any appreciable length

of time.
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5008. If a pump does not operate properly, the cause

may be:

1. Leaks in the suction line or connections.

2. Suction lift too high.

3. Liquid too hot for suction lift.

4. Pump not primed.

5. Clogged suction strainer.

6. End of suction line too shallow in liquid.

7. Defective rotary seal or packing.

8. Incorrect seating of foot valve.

9. Sharp kinks in hose or loose hose lining.

5009. A pump should not be run empty, unless especially

designed to be operated in this manner. The impeller wear-

ing surfaces, which have very little clearance, are apt to

bind, heat, and cut.

5010. If a pump is moved between periods of operation,

it should be checked to see that the priming water in the

pump body has not been lost through spillage or evaporation.

5011. When a pump is shut down for long periods or

put into storage, it should be thoroughly drained and a

light grade of lubricating oil poured into the discharge

until the impeller is partially submerged. The engine should

then be turned over slowly by hand a few times and the

oil then drained out. This prevents formation of rust

between the impeller blades and the pump case.

Rail Saws

Description. The portable machines in use for sawing

rail in the field are similar in construction and operation

to stationary power-operated hacks saws used in shops.

The saw blade is attached to a reciprocating arm which

is operated through gears or belts from a gasoline engine,

electric motor or pneumatic motor. The machine is clamped

to the rail during the sawing operation.

5500. No attempt should be made to adjust or repair

the machine while it is in operation.

5501. The base of the machine should rest firmly against

the rail base, and it should be level if possible.

5502. Cooling liquid should be applied to the cutting

blade while the machine is operating.

5503. Rail saws should be operated at the speed recom-

mended by the manufacturer.

5504. Hardened rail surfaces should be slotted slightly

before sawing is begun.

5505. Keeping saw blades sharp eliminates the necessity

for applying excessive pressure to the counterweight.
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5506. Saw blades should be kept reasonably tight, to

insure straight cuts.

5507. The saw arm should be supported by hand at the

end of the cut, to avoid breaking the saw blade.

5508. The machine should not be moved while a cut is

being made. This will inevitably break the saw blade.

Spike Pullers

Description. Spike pullers are track-mounted machines

and operate from a gasoline engine through belts to a

flywheel which, through gears and a crank, raises and

lowers a lifting arm. Lifting tongs, supported overhead by

springs and fitted with spike jaws, are hooked over the

lifting arm as it travels upward, and pull the spikes.

5550. The men operating the tongs should keep their

arms stiff to minimize the danger of injury in case the

tongs kick back.

5551. In spotting the spike puller, the toe of the support

shoe should extend beyond the spike to be pulled, to pre-

vent the rear of the machine from being raised off the

rails. It should be so adjusted that the full length of the

shoe is in contact with the rail while the spikes are being

pulled. It should not ride more than % in. above the top

of the rail head.

5552. The correct spike tong block should be attached

to the tongs. Rail of different heights require different sized

blocks.

5553. Spike tongs should engage the spike immediately

after the hook begins its upward travel, but the tongs

should not be engaged when the hook has traveled one-half

or more of its upward travel; the increased impact will

damage the tongs and frame.

5554. The tongs should be kept tight and well lubricated.

5555. The spike jaws should be kept sharp but not to a

knife edge.

5556. The crank capscrew should be kept tight at all

times.

5557. Because of the shock to which spike pullers are

subjected, the entire machine should be inspected each

week of operation and all loose nuts tightened.

5558. When a spike puller is being moved along the

track and is not pulling spikes, the support shoe should

be removed to prevent it from hitting uneven rails at

joints. The propelling handle should also be disconnected

by removing the cotter key from the drive sprocket.
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Spreaders

Description. Spreaders are track-bound machines and are

classified as MCB equipment. They have wings for spread-

ing earth or ballast which may be adjusted to various

heights above the roadbed and at various angles. Although

these machines are generally used to spread wasted material

for widening roadbed, the modern types have wings de-

signed to cut slopes and standard ditches. Attachments

permit these machines to perform a variety of other types

of work.

5600. When necessary to work around any of the parts

that are supported by air pressure, these parts must be

blocked up securely so that they cannot fall and cause

injuries.

5601. When placing a spreader in storage or in a train,

except when working, the following must be observed:

1. All valves must be so set that the car brakes will

operate but so the spreading mechanism will remain

inoperative.

2. The front plow must be raised to its highest posi-

tion and locked with the pins furnished for this

purpose. These pins must be held in position with

cotter keys.

3. All wings must be positively and securely fastened

so that they cannot swing out from the side of the

car.

5602. When not in operation, the crosshead of the front

plow must rest in the safety hook. At the end of the work

day, or when the machine is to be shut down for a reason-

able length of time, all safety fastenings must be put on

the front plow and the main wings, and the operating air

reservoir must be cut out.

5603. Tools and accessories used with the spreader must

be kept in the tool box or so placed on the spreader that

they cannot fall off and cause injuries or create derailment

hazards.

5604. When the wings are swung out from the car, the

operator must be careful that he does not lose control of

its movement. If so. the wings may swing too fast and

the brace joint may be broken.

5605. When spreaders are engaged in flanging, the front

plow must be blocked in the guides so that the weight of

the plow will not rest on the top of the rail.

5606. When the side wings are used, every precaution

must be taken to make sure that they are correctly blocked

and set to prevent damage to the wings and braces.
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5607. Before locking the wing of a spreader in any posi-

tion, the band-sloper arm must be placed halfway between

vertical and horizontal positions.

5608. All chains, slides and sliding posts should be oiled

each day of operation.

5609. Cylinders must be oiled by removing the plug in

the valve manifold and pouring in about one-half pint of

engine oil, after which this oil should be blown into the

cylinders.

5610. If the spreader is equipped with hydraulic locks,

care must be used in filling the locks with oil, to prevent

air from being trapped in the ram. Oil should be poured

into the ram slowly and the ram should be entirely full

before the plug is replaced. All connections in the hydraulic

system must be kept tight.

5611. All drains in the air lines and the reservoir must

be opened occasionally to allow accumulated water to drain

off. During freezing weather they must be drained at the

end of each day of operation.

Tie Cutters

Description. These machines are mounted over one rail

on flanged rollers, with a hinged supporting arm reaching

to the other rail for balance. A reciprocating saw blade

operates by a belt drive, through a rocker arm, from a

gasoline engine. The saw blade consists of a long, tapered,

vertical arm equipped with a removable cutting blade hav-

ing two teeth and two rakes. The speed of cutting and

the depth of the cut are controlled by the operator through

a lever arm, to which the top of the saw blade is pivoted.

The machine is clamped to the track so that it will be

rigidly held while cutting is in progress.

5800. When starting the cut, the saw blade should be

brought down carefully but firmly.

5801. A small hole must be dug on each side of the tie

at the point where the cut is to be made, to eliminate

striking of the ballast by the saw teeth.

5802. Raker teeth should run out on both sides of the

tie to clean the sawdust away from the cutting teeth and

to reduce the strain on the saw blade and the machine

generally.

5803. When the tie is cut through, the saw should be

raised immediately to prevent dulling of the saw teeth

caused by contacting the ballast.

5804. The rail clamp set screws should be kept sharp

so that the clamp will not work loose while a cut is being

made.
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5805. Under no circumstances should the governor-

controlled speed of the engine be increased. If slow cutting

is encountered, it is due to a dull or incorrectly sharpened

blade.

5806. When resharpening saw blades, the gage furnished

with the machine should be used.

Tie Tamping Machines

Description. These self-contained machines are operated

by a single cylinder, two-cycle, air-cooled gasoline engine

in which the force of the piston, driven by the combustion

of a charge of gasoline and air ignited by a spark plug,

is conveyed to the shank of the tamping tool. Larger

machines, operating in the same manner, are used for

breaking concrete and other demolition work. The machines

under this heading should not be confused with tie tamping

outfits that consist of pneumatic or electric tools operated

from a compressor or generator.

5850. These machines should not be operated inside

buildings, mines or tunnels unless there is good ventilation.

5851. Gasoline and oil should be drained from the ma-

chine when it is to remain idle for a considerable period.

5852. Lubrication is accomplished by mixing oil with

gasoline as in other two-cycle engines. The mixing should

be done correctly according to manufacturer's directions,

and before the gasoline and oil are put in the fuel tank.

5853. If the machine operates, but shows a marked

decrease in power, the trouble may be due to overheating

caused by lack of proper oil in the fuel, loose spark plug,

timer points too far apart, piston spring too short, or piston

rings worn or collapsed.

5854. Mica core spark plugs only should be used in these

machines. No attempt should be made to use porcelain core

plugs because the porcelain will crack from vibration in a

very short time.

5855. High-test or aviation gasoline should not be used

in these machines. In hot weather third-grade gasoline will

give best results.

5856. The air intake must be kept clean. It should be

washed at least once every week with kerosine or other

approved solvent.

5857. Carbon should be cleaned from the exhaust ports

once each week or oftener if necessary. If the machine

must be dismantled for any reason, carbon should then

be cleaned from the intake ports. To prevent excessive

accumulation of carbon, a small quantity of kerosine

should be poured through the exhaust port into the cylinder,

at the close of the day's work.
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5858. All wires must be kept free from oil and grease.

The cable should not be kinked and tools or other heavy

objects must not be permitted to drop on it.

5859. If the machine starts "cutting out" immediately

upon beginning operation, it may be caused by:

1. Weak battery.

2. Broken primary wire or loose connections in the

primary circuit, such as the timer.

3. "Short" in the primary circuit.

4. Timer out of adjustment.

5. Insufficient tension in timer springs.

6. Loose or poor spark plug.

7. Coil failure.

8. Failure of carburetor or its improper adjustment.

Track-Type Tractors

Description. The essential difference between track-type

tractors and other four-wheel vehicles, is the substitution

of endless tracks, made up of track shoes hinged together

and operating over a series of rollers, for the conventional

wheels. This type of construction gives much greater trac-

tion, especially on soft or slippery surfaces. A great variety

of work, using various appliances, may be done by machines

of this kind. Many machines with endless track mountings

are not classified as tractors.

The instructions under this heading refer only to those

machines with endless tracks that are used to pull or push,

and do not cover any of the appliances used with the

tractors.

5900. The operator should never attempt to get on or

off a tractor while it is in motion.

5901. Caution should be taken while working on hillsides

or on rough ground, because of the danger of slipping, or

tipping over.

5902. A new tractor should be operated under a light

load only for the first 10 days of operation.

5903. The tractor operator should frequently observe the

track wheels to see that they are all revolving.

5904. Dirt should not be allowed to accumulate on a

tractor.

5905. When descending grades, the throttle should be

put in idling position and the tractor kept in gear. It

should never be permitted to descend steep grades unless

it is kept in gear.

5906. Unless necessary to clear some obstruction, no at-

tempt should be made to steer a tractor while ascending

or descending a steep grade. The steering jaw clutch may
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become disengaged on one side, resulting in a sudden turn

of the tractor and probable overturning.

5907. Extremely short turns should be avoided to reduce

wheel wear, and a short turn never should be made at high

speed. Brakes for turning should be used only at low

speeds.

5908. Bolts and nuts in the grousers should be kept tight.

5909. Tractor tracks should be adjusted according to the

manufacturer's instructions but should be loose enough to

facilitate steering and reduce wear.

5910. During cold weather, if a tractor has been idle

and the treads are frozen to the ground, they should not

be loosened by moving the tractor but by prying them

loose with a bar. To prevent the tracks freezing to the

ground the tractor when idle should be run onto wood, if it

is available.

5911. The manner of hitching vehicles or equipment to

a tractor determines to a great extent, its life. The hitch

on the implement should be such that it is as nearly level

as possible with the tractor drawbar.

Automobile Trucks

Description. Automobiles are in such general use that

a description of them is considered unnecessary.

6000. The driver of an automobile truck must be licensed,

and know and obey all of the driving laws and regulations

of the federal government and of the state, city, or county

in which the truck is operated.

6001. Ordinary driving courtesies, warning signals, etc.,

must be observed.

6002. In case of accident, however slight, to persons or

property in connection with, or near any truck, the driver

must obtain the names and addresses of as many witnesses

as possible. Injured persons must be properly taken care

of before the driver leaves the scene of the accident. In

cases of collision with another automobile, the driver must

obtain the name and address of the driver of the other

vehicle and of other persons therein, the license number

of the other vehicle, condition of the weather, and any

other pertinent information. The accident must be reported

immediately to his superior officer. In addition to the fore-

going, state or local laws governing automobile accidents

must be observed.

6003. Extra precautions must be taken in passing schools,

or at other locations where children may be playing.

6004. When approaching a railroad crossing, the truck

must be stopped and the driver must make sure that no
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train is approaching. This is doubly important when the

truck is loaded with men.

6005. Running the engine in a closed or unventilated

garage is prohibited. If this is necessary during repairs

or adjustments, windows and doors of the garage must be

opened, or the exhaust must be carried out-of-doors by

an exhaust pipe extension.

6006. At the start of each day of operation the driver

must test the brakes, lights, windshield wiper, horn and

other necessary appliances, to see that the truck is in safe

operating condition.

6007. The brakes must be carefully used and kept in

correct adjustment. Brake adjustments must not be made

by unqualified persons.

6008. Trucks equipped with hydraulic brakes must have

the fluid level in the hydraulic brake reservoir checked at

least once a month, and additional fluid added as neces-

sary. The fluid recommended by the manufacturer should

be used in such brakes.

6009. Under slippery conditions, care must be taken

against spinning of the wheels, with consequent danger of

skidding. When conditions warrant it, tire chains must

be applied.

6010. A fire extinguisher must be kept in the cab of

the truck; the driver must know that it is charged and in

good working condition, and he must know how to

operate it.

6011. In case of fire on a truck, the driver must bring

the truck to a stop immediately and put the fire extinguisher

into use, making every effort to prevent panic among other

employees on the truck and to prevent them from jumping

from the truck before it comes to a complete stop.

6012. When parking on a grade, the engine must be

shut off, the truck left in the gear that will hold the truck,

the hand brake set, and the wheels cramped toward the

side of the road, or the curb. If available, chocks should

be placed in the correct position at the rear wheels.

6013. Trucks must always be driven at a reasonable and

safe speed. Speeding or reckless driving is prohibited.

Trucks of lJ/2-ton capacity must not be operated at a speed

greater than 35 mph., except in an emergency.

6014. A truck must be slowed down when approaching

a curve, when approaching the crest of a hill, when pass-

ing a school or where children are playing, when approach-

ing a restricted speed zone, where the visibility is limited,

or under any other conditions where slow speed is a

necessity for safety.

6015. Before passing another vehicle, or obstruction of

any kind, the truck must be slowed down to a safe speed.
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6016. Coasting down hills is prohibited. On steep hills

the truck must be kept under control by shifting to second

or first gear.

6017. Trucks that are ordinarily operated only during

daylight hours should have the headlights and tail light

checked frequently, to insure that they will operate correctly

in case of required night operation.

6018. When driving a truck at night, the driver must

provide himself with flare lights or fusees, to be used in

case of a breakdown on a traveled road. When a break-

down occurs, the truck must be removed from the traveled

portion of the road as quickly as possible.

6019. The driver should not move a truck while other

employees are in the act of boarding or leaving the truck.

Except in emergencies, sudden starts and stops must be

avoided.

6020. A truck must not be backed up until the driver

is certain that there are no persons, vehicles or other

obstructions behind him.

6021. Employees must not stand in a truck while it is

moving and the driver must see that this rule is enforced.

6022. The tail board of a truck so equipped, must be

left down while employees are being transported in the

body of the truck. If the truck is equipped with rear

doors or gates, they must be securely fastened in the open

position. Under no circumstances shall persons be trans-

ported in the body of a truck with the rear doors or gate

locked shut.

6023. Employees must not sit on the floor of a truck

while it is moving. When sitting on the end of side seats,

employees must not let their feet hang outside of the truck.

6024. Riding on material that is likely to shift, or in

that part of a truck where a shifting load is' liable to

injure the occupants, is prohibited.

6025. Only authorized or assigned persons are permitted

to ride in a truck. The truck operator, while driving, must

not engage in needless conversation with other riders.

Scuffling in any part of a truck is prohibited.

6026. A truck should be equipped with a well-stocked

first-aid kit.

6027. A truck must not so occupy any thoroughfare as

to obstruct traffic or constitute a menace to other drivers.

6028. United States mail trucks, police cars, fire trucks,

military cars, ambulances, and funeral processions must be

given the right-of-way on any street or highway.

6029. A truck driver must acquaint himself with the

mechanical details of the truck in order that he may make

minor repairs.

6030. Tires must be kept correctly inflated and a truck

must not be operated on a flat tire except in an emergency.
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Spare tires should be rotated with the other tires, to prevent

their deterioration from idleness.

6031. Care must be taken that tires do not abruptly

contact a curb, except when necessary for safety in

descending slippery hills.

6032. When necessary to pass through deep water, the

driver should lightly apply the brakes several times while

passing through the water and again after clearing it. This

will help to prevent foreign matter from collecting on the

brake lining.

6033. Slipping the clutch and using it to hold the truck

on a hill should be avoided.

6034. Truck wheels must be checked once a year for

alinement. This must be done promptly after any collision

in which the truck is involved, and before the truck is again

operated.

6035. A truck driver must exercise care to avoid low

bridges, wires, trees, etc., and must not cross any bridge

on which the load limit is less than the weight of his

truck and its contents.

6036. A truck must not be loaded beyond its rated

capacity.

6037. The foregoing instructions must be observed by

the operator of any automobile owned by his company,

where they apply.

Weed Burners

Description. These machines are designed for burning

vegetation, between the rails and on the ballast shoulders.

The larger machines are self-propelled and have five burner

heads; one between the rails and two on each side of

the track. The outside burners are usually so mounted

that they can be swung outward as required and all burn-

ers can be controlled from the operator's position. Two
engines are provided ; one for operating the oil pump and

blower, and the other for propulsion. Small, single-burner

machines may be mounted on a small non self-propelled

track car, or for operation on the ground, and are used

mainly for burning in yards or on side tracks.

6400. Each large weed burner must carry two 2^-gal.

fire extinguishers. The operator must know that the fire

extinguishers are with the machine, that they are charged,

that they are readily accessible, that they are in good

working condition, and he must know how to use them.

6401. Careful inspection must be made at every oppor-

tunity to see that there arc no leaks in the fuel lines.
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6402. The machine must always be moving when the

burners are operating, and the burners should not be

lighted while the machine is standing.

6403. When passing over bridges or near other struc-

tures that are liable to catch fire, the flames must be

turned off.

6404. Care must be exercised in handling all fuel and

lubricants, to avoid spilling them and creating fire hazards.

If oil is spilled on bridge timbers or a timber crossing, the

oil should be covered with sand or earth.

6405. All necessary precautions should be taken to pre-

vent the spread of fire. Men with fire fighting equipment

should follow the machine to keep fires from spreading

beyond control. A final inspection of the track must be

made, long enough after the burning, to see that all fires

are out.

6406. When practicable, the machine should be operated

in a direction opposite to the direction of the wind, so

the heat will be blown away from the machine, and the

operator.

6407. These machines should never be operated at a

speed less than 3 mph. Higher speed decreases the fire

hazard. They should not be operated faster than 20 mph.

Oven-type burners should be operated at faster speeds

than those of the torch type.

6408. When the burning work is finished, it should be

known that the burner heads are cool enough to prevent

fires, before the machine is left unattended.

6409. Water should never be thrown on the burner

heads to cool them.

6410. Burner heads should be watched and new ones

ordered far enough in advance to insure that they are on

hand before the existing heads have to be replaced.

6411. Calorizers, strainers, and fuel lines should be

cleaned each operating day.

6412. Care should be taken to keep dirt from entering

the fuel. A very small particle of foreign matter may clog

an atomizer.

6413. Hose for handling oil must be suitable for the

purpose. Rubber lined hose is not suitable because rubber

disintegrates in contact with oil and the rubber particles

may clog the atomizers.

6414. No attempt should be made to operate a weed
burner in heavy rain or when the wind velocity is IS mph.
or more in any direction, or where there is a tail wind
of 4 mph. or more.
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Arc Welders

Description. Arc welders are designed to furnish a low-

voltage, high-amperage arc between two metallic objects,

one called the welding rod and the other the parent metal.

The arc melts the metal in the rod and the parent metal,

forming a weld. The electrical current is produced by an

electric generator, of suitable current characteristics, which

may be powered by either a gasoline engine or an electric

motor. Portable arc welders are generally powered by a

gasoline engine.

6450. Men performing arc welding, and all others work-

ing around these machines, who must look at the arc from

time to time, must wear an approved type of helmet or

hand shield, with lens of suitable color shade, to protect

their eyes and skin from the rays produced by the arc.

6451. A shield should be supplied with each arc welding

machine to confine the injurious rays. On this shield should

be painted a warning—"Do Not Look at the Arc."

6452. Welding generators should be set up as nearly

level as possible, and should be kept clean and dry.

6453. Excessive heat in any cable or connection is an

indication of a defect, or overloading.

6454. Welding should not be performed in freezing

weather unless the temperature of the object to be welded

has been substantially raised above the freezing point.

6455. Electrodes should be kept as clean and dry as

possible because coated rods readily absorb moisture. They

should be handled carefully, and kept away from oil.

6456. The contacts of ground clamps must be kept clean

with a file or grinding wheel. That part of the metal to be

welded that comes in contact with the ground clamp must

be thoroughly cleaned with a wire brush before the clamp

is applied.

6457. A ground cable laid loosely on the metal to be

welded is not satisfactory. A C-clamp or other device for

securing the ground cable should be used.

6458. Welding cable should be kept straight and not

coiled while welding, because of magnetic flux, which affects

the weld.

6459. When performing arc welding on track in signal-

circuited territory, the following precautions should be

observed:

1. The return circuit must be equipped with two

ground plates, one of which shall make firm con-
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tact with the top of the rail on each side of the

track joint being welded.

2. When welding frogs, the ground plates must be

placed on the frog.

3. Care must be exercised to see that the ground plates

are not permitted to touch the opposite rail of the

track on which the welding is being done. This will

cause serious damage to signal apparatus.

4. The welding electrode and ground plates must never

be dropped in the ballast or be permitted to come

in contact with the ground while the generator is

running. When they are not being used they should

be carefully laid on the end of a tie.

5. The insulated cable in the circuit between the gen-

erator and electrodes must be kept free from in-

sulation defects which might permit current to leak

to earth. All spliced or bolted metallic connections

must be thoroughly insulated with at least three

layers of rubber tape, covered over all with at least

two layers of friction tape.

6. At points where the cables are run under or over

the rails of any track, additional protection to the

insulation must be provided, by using a piece of

dry wood between the cable and rail, or by sliding

a short section of rubber hose over the cable.

7. If there is any doubt on the part of the foreman

or operator in charge of arc welding as to his ability

to supervise or perform arc welding on a track

without disturbing signal indications, the responsible

officer should be consulted before the work is

started.

6460. At insulated joints, great care must be taken to

see that an electrical connection is not established between

the two rails, and an arc must not be struck on either

rail without first attaching the ground clamps to the rail

on which the arc is to be struck.

6461. Welder operators must frequently observe the sig-

nals in the vicinity of where the welding is being done,

to see that they are operating correctly. If not, the weld-

ing apparatus should be checked for defects and, if a defect

is not found in their equipment or method, the responsible

officer should be notified at once.

6462. When two welding machines are working together

on one rail, both machines should work on the same

polarity and the current output, or ampere setting, of each

should be approximately equal.

6463. The ground and electrode holder for an idle arc

welder should be clear of the rail or any common ground

while another arc welder is working on the rail.
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Power Track Wrenches

Description. These machines are operated through a

series of gears, or chains, to chuck spindles. The machine

is mounted over one rail on double-flanged rollers, with

a bar extending to the other rail on which is fastened a

dolly wheel to give balanced support. The machine is

pivoted so that the clutch spindles can be swung to either

side of the rail. Machines of this type may be equipped

for application of attachments for boring ties or for

tightening screw spikes and rail clip nuts.

6500. Before operating a power track wrench the required

torque, or force to be applied to the nut, should be estab-

lished by an authorized person and the machine set ac-

cordingly, after which the setting should be checked

frequently, but not changed except to restore the original

setting.

6501. After the torque has been correctly set, the slipping

of the clutch or "snapping over" of the overload mechanism

will indicate that the required force has been applied to

the nut, and the power should be released immediately and

not reapplied.

6502. Failure to release the power when the clutch starts

to slip, or reapplying it after it has been released, will

cause unnecessary wear on the clutch and may result in

unequal tension in the bolts.

6503. Permitting the overload mechanism to take hold

after it has "snapped over" puts a great strain on the

entire mechanism and may result in unequal tension in

the bolts.

6504. The governor should not be held down to get

increased speed or power, nor the clutch thrown in and

out to get an additional turn of the nut.

6505. If tight or frozen nuts cannot be started with the

low-speed chuck in reverse without straining the machine,

they should be loosened with a hand wrench.

6506. Chucks should be revolving before they are applied

to the nuts.

6507. Proper sized chucks should be used and a full grip

on the nut should be taken. A side grip on a nut causes

undue lateral strains in the machine. Unnecessary chuck

wear is caused by taking too short a hold on a nut or by

taking an eccentric hold.

6508. Clutch faces must be kept free of grease.

6509. The clutch should be thrown in and out smoothly

and should be held at just sufficient pressure to keep it

engaged.
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6510. In running up nuts on new work, the operator

will find it necessary to hold the bolt in the oval hole

of the angle bar with his toe, while he engages the socket

on the nut.

6511. When possible, where bolts are rusted, the threads

at both ends of the nut should ba liberally daubed with

a mixture of kerosine and black oil at least two days

before tightening. Kerosine will loosen the rust while the

black oil will remain to protect the threads. Accurate

tension cannot be applied to rust-caked bolts.

6512. In maintenance tightening, especially where bolts

and nuts are rusted, each nut should be backed off a few

turns before tightening; otherwise uneven bolt tension will

result.

6513. If bolts are badly rusted, many will break before

the nut will turn. A supply of new bolts should be kept

with the machine to provide replacements.

6514. Bolts should not be overtightened in cold weather.

To do so may result in many broken bolts due to over-

tension when the weather becomes warm, with consequent

possibility of buckling track.

6515. On machines having overload release arms, rubber

washers between the arms must be kept in place.

6516. If the machine is chain-driven, the chain should

be adjusted by means of the eccentric so that there is a

little slack but not enough so that the chain will rub on

the frame. When making this adjustment, set the eccentric

off-center in the direction that will raise, rather than lower,

the wrench arm.

6517. On chain-type machines, when the wrench socket

is on the nut, the adjusting set screws on the wrench arm

should be set so that they barely clear the main wrench

frame, to avoid buckling of wrench arm, or derailing the

machine. This adjustment may be necessary when changing

from one weight of rail to another.

6518. On chain-type machines, the wrench arm must not

be permitted to ride the rail in moving from one joint to

the next. If it is not desired that the wrench arm support

springs be tightened and the spring chains shortened, so

that the arm will swing clear of the rail, the arm should

be pushed to one side, thus allowing the socket, rather than

the wrench arm, to ride the rail.
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Section 6—Auxiliary Tools and
Appliances

Ball and Roller Bearings

Description. Ball and roller bearings minimize friction

between the stationary and moving parts of any machine,

and are generally known as antifriction bearings. Types

of ball and roller bearings differ according to the appli-

cation to be made of them. The balls or rollers are housed

in suitable containers, comprising raceways and cages, and

are kept in their correct position with respect to the races,

and to each other, by the separator, cage or retainer. In a

typical design the inner race will fit on the shaft or journal,

the outer race being held by the frame or other rigid part

of the housing. Rotation of the shaft sets up a relative

motion between the rolling elements and the respective

inner and outer surfaces of the raceways.

7050. Ball and roller bearings should be handled with

extreme care, to insure that the balls, rollers, and races

are not nicked or scored.

7051. New bearings are wrapped in grease-proof paper

to keep them clean and protect them against moisture.

They should be kept in the original wrapping until ready

for use.

7052. New bearings should not be taken apart. They are

assembled correctly at the factory.

7053. Oil or grease should not be washed out of a new

bearing.

7054. Unnecessary handling of bearings should be avoided.

Finger marks are hard to work off and perspiration starts

ccrrosion.

7055. Cages and retainers are made of soft metal and

care should be taken in handling to see that they are not

damaged.

7056. Ball and roller bearings should be kept in as nearly

perfect alinement with the shaft as possible, in order that

the balls or rollers work freely and do not slide.

7057. Where grease is used to lubricate antifriction

bearings, the housing should be packed only y2 to % full.

More than this amount will cause the bearings to drag,

causing heat and loss of power in the machine. Grease

should not be put in with grease guns or compression cups,

unless the bearings have relief vents.

7058. Grease for ball and roller bearings should be as

free from acid-forming tendencies as possible, in order to

protect the highly polished surfaces.
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7059. All foreign matter should be kept out of ball and

roller bearing lubricants.

7060. Where it is known to be necessary, ball and roller

bearings should be removed and cleaned periodically. Bear-

ing cleaning solutions are generally kerosine or gasoline,

but petroleum solvents, intended for cleaning bearings, are

preferred.

Steam Boilers

Description. Steam boilers consist of a cylindrical steel

container in which water is heated to form steam and

which confines the steam until it is ready for use. Boilers

may be classified as vertical or horizontal; single-flue or

multiple-flue. They are equipped with a pop or relief safety

valve; steam gages; water glass; inspirator or injector;

blow-off cock; water-level gage cocks, and washout plugs.

The majority of steam boilers used with railroad work

equipment are of the vertical type and use coal or oil for

fuel. Many boilers are equipped with boiler feed pumps

and other special attachments.

7100. The instructions which follow shall apply except

where they conflict with local ordinances or state laws.

In case of conflict, the local or state boiler laws shall govern.

7101. Most railroads have strict regulations covering the

inspection and care of steam boilers. The operator of steam

powered equipment must be entirely familiar with the

boiler regulations of his company, must be familiar with

the steam boiler code in the state in which the boiler is to

be used, and be licensed where required. The instructions

which follow are, in some cases, a duplication of instruc-

tions contained in published boiler codes but are con-

sidered of sufficient importance as to warrant repetition.

7102. Only boilers that meet state requirements shall be

used in that state.

7103. It is the duty of the operator of a steam boiler

to see that the current inspection and boiler wash cer-

tificates are kept posted and preserved in legible condition.

7104. In the absence of instructions to the contrary, a

steam boiler must not be operated when it is overdue for

inspection or boiler wash.

7105. The operator of a steam boiler must know the

location and condition of the fusible plug.

7106. The operator must know the safe working pressure

of the boiler in his charge. This is usually displayed on

the badge plate of most boilers.

7107. The operator must know that the safety valve

is working at the correct release pressure. Safety valves
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must be made to operate once each shift to see that they

are in operating condition. Safety valves should be set

only by licensed operators or inspectors.

7108. An unlicensed operator is not permitted to adjust

the safety valve or to replace it with a different type or

size.

7109. Steam gages and safety valves must be tested at

prescribed intervals to conform to boiler test codes.

7110. If the steam gage shows no pressure when there

is actual pressure in the boiler, the boiler must not be

again used until the gage is tested, repaired or replaced.

7111. Gage cocks should be used to determine the water

level. The water glass must not be entirely relied upon

because these glasses may become clogged.

7112. If the water in a boiler is allowed to drop below

sight in the water glass or below the lowest water gage

cock, the fire under the boiler must be immediately with-

drawn or smothered, and the excess steam pressure relieved,

before the water supply is replenished.

7113. The boiler pressure shall be relieved in one of

two ways:

1. If time is available, relieve the pressure by radiation.

2. Blow steam off slowly, consuming at least a half

hour's time on small boilers, and an hour on boilers

of 100 hp. or more.

7114. If a boiler foams, it should be blown down by

filling with water to the top of the water glass, the in-

jector or feedwater pump shut off and the blow-off cock

opened wide, leaving it open until a full glass of water is

discharged. If the trouble is especially bad, it may become

necessary to repeat this operation one or more times in

order to remove sufficient dirty water from the boiler, and

replace it with fresh water, to insure good operation.

7115. Never leave a boiler that is under pressure un-

attended, unless it is known to be safe to do so.

7116. Repairs should not be made while boilers are

under pressure.

7117. Boilers having any of the following defects shall

be withdrawn from service until after proper repairs are

made:

1. Cracks in cylindrical boilers or headers.

2. Bags or bulges in shells of externally fired boilers,

or unstayed surfaces of internally fired boilers.

3. Bulges in arch or water tubes.

4. Any gage cock inoperative.

5. Any safety valve inoperative.

6. Pressure gage inoperative.
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7. Boiler showing indication of having been low in

water.

8. Two or more adjacent staybolts broken.

7118. When cutting in boilers in a battery, the inspector,

the engineer, or other employee in direct charge of the

work, should see that the pressures on the several boilers

are equalized before opening the cutting-in valve. The valve

should be opened very slightly at first, and then very

slowly until they are completely open, taking at least one

minute to complete the operation. The operator should

hold himself in readiness to close the valves immediately

if there is the slightest evidence of any unusual jar or

disturbance of any kind about the boilers.

7119. When starting a fire in a cold boiler, a slow,

even fire must be used until steam has started to generate.

7120. Before opening the blow-off cock to drain exces-

sive water from the boiler, the operator must know that

there are no persons in the path of the hot water.

7121. Plugging flues or removing one or more flues and
plugging the flue holes are not permitted.

7122. When fire box sheets have been subjected to intense

heating due to low water, the boiler must be inspected

and approved before it is used again.

7123. Water glasses should be blown out several times

each day of operation.

7124. Sediment must be blown from a boiler as necessary.

7125. Flues, combustion chambers, smoke boxes, etc.,

must be kept free of soot and cinders.

7126. Scale, mud or other sediment must not be per-

mitted to accumulate on crown sheet, flue sheet or

mudring.

7127. The firebox door should not be left open for the

purpose of cooling an overheated boiler. This will cause

damage to the flues and firebox sheets.

7128. Acid that is frequently used to clean injectors

should not be permitted to enter the boiler.

7129. Ashes should not be permitted to accumulate under
the grates. This has a tendency to burn out the grates.

7130. When a boiler is taken out of service for any
considerable period, or in cold weather, it should be blown
out while hot. Drafts should be left open.

7131. Boilers when released from service must be thor-

oughly drained and the inside given a light coating of oil

or rust preventive.

7132. The main steam valve leading from a boiler to the

operating machinery must be closed during the time the

machine is out of service.

7133. Steam powered work equipment must not be set

up for operation, or parked under, wooden structures.
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7134. A boiler should never be washed with cold water

if warm water is available.

7135. Boiler tubes should be cleaned either with an

approved flue cleaner or blown out with compressed air.

Steam should only be used when neither of these are

obtainable.

7136. The following are common causes of poor steaming

in boilers:

1. Mud and scale within the boiler.

2. Soot clogged flues.

3. Leaks at flues or sheet seams.

4. Excessive ashes or restricted opening at the draft

pan door.

5. Air leaks around smoke box, hood or stack.

6. Fire bed too heavy.

7. Grates clogged with clinkers.

7137. The following are common causes of injector

failure:

1. Clogged screen at end of suction pipe in supply tank.

2. Clogged suction pipe.

3. Air leaks in suction pipe.

4. Injector and boiler check valve clogged with scale

or mud.

5. Hot water in supply tank.

6. Worn or damaged injector or boiler check parts.

7. Low steam pressure.

8. Foaming water in boiler.

Electric Cable

Description. Electric cable is used for conducting elec-

trical current from a generator or power line to electrical

appliances. That used with railroad work equipment is

generally insulated with a rubber coating sometimes rein-

forced with fabric. Cable may contain one or several wires,

depending upon the use to be made of it.

7300. In selecting a cable, it should be known that it

will be correct as to rated voltage for the tools to be

operated and have wire heavy enough to carry the current

without too great a drop in voltage and that it is suffi-

ciently flexible for the required purpose. It should be

equipped with approved connections. A ground conductor

should be provided in the cable if it is to be used with

portable tools. Manufacturers of electric tools usually

specify the kind of cable to be used with the tools, and

their recommendations should be followed.
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7301. When moving a cable, it should not be dragged

over rough or sharp surfaces. Strains at connections and

terminals are particularly to be avoided.

7302. Electric tools should not be picked up or dragged

around by the cable.

7303. Where possible, the cable should be kept straight

while in use instead of coiled, twisted or kinked.

7304. Heavy objects should not be dropped on electric

cable nor permitted to rest on it.

7305. A cable should not be connected to an electrical

outlet longer than necessary.

7306. Deep cracks or cuts in the casing of a cable should

be repaired promptly ; otherwise the insulation will be

damaged and the cable rendered unfit for further service.

Imperfectly insulated cable should not be used.

7307. Where required, strain-relief chains should be used

on electric cable, between the cable and the tool, to relieve

the strain on the connections.

7308. When a cable is spliced, the conductor joints

should be soldered. Insulation and jacket compounds that

cover the joints should be vulcanized, if possible.

7309. When not in use electric cable should be stored

in a dry, cool place. It should be loosely coiled, with no

sharp kinks or bends, away from direct sunlight, grease,

and oil. If particularly dirty or greasy, it should be cleaned

before it is stored. In cleaning, gasoline or other rubber

solvents should not be used.

Lifting Chains

Description. Lifting chains are composed of a series of

iron or steel links, formed by forging or welding. Chains

are manufactured in stock sizes and lengths but can be

made in any size, within certain limits, and in any length.

The links of chains are usually made as short as is con-

sistent with easy play, in order that they not be bent when

wound around drums, sheaves, etc., and that they may be

more easily handled in slinging large objects.

7400. Men using lifting chains should inspect them daily

to detect any defect that might make the chains unsafe

for service. When such defects are found, the chain should

be taken out of service until it is satisfactorily repaired

and in safe condition. Such defects may be cracks, distor-

tion, elongation, or any unusual amount of wear in any

of the links. Defects may also be found in the large rings

and hooks. The rings tend to collapse and the hooks

straighten out when overloaded. All chains used for heavy

lifting should be annealed periodically.
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7401. So-called "patent links," "repair links" or "figure

eight" links should not be used in making repairs to chains

that are used for lifting loads.

7402. Repairs to chain links by the oxyacetylene weld-

ing process should not be permitted on chains used for

lifting.

7403. Chains being used in continuous service operating

over sheaves or pulleys should be lubricated with an

approved lubricant.

7404. Lifting chains must be kept free from twists or

kinks when in service.

7405. Chain used as a pulling bail or loading chain on a

dragline bucket is not considered as lifting chain and may

be used until it breaks or until the operator considers it

unfit for further service.

7406. The table indicates the approximate safe working

loads and the approximate weight for wrought iron new

chain of various sizes. Chain sizes are determined by the

diameter of the rod from which the links are made. Prac-

tically, the size is based on the diameter of the iron after

the links are formed and the chain made.

Approx.
Weight

Safe Per
Size of Working 100 Ft.

Chain Load of Chain
in. lb. lb.

YA 1,060 78

-h 1,655 115

Y% 2,385 166

i
7
g 3.250 220

Yz 4.240 275

f«j 5,370 350

H 6,630 430
VA 9.540 615

H 12,960 820
1 16,950 1,045

\Yz 20,040 1,310

1 % 24,750 1,600

UA 29,910 1,930

1
lA 35,600 2,335

1^ 41,800 2.740

134 48.450 3.180

V4 55,300 3,650

2 63,300 4.100

(From Standard Specifications for Iron and Steel Chain. ASTM
|V "nation A 56-39.)
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Electromagnets

Description. Electromagnets are designed to lift iron,

steel, and other metals that have magnetic properties. They
consist of a steel frame enclosing magnetic coils. When the

current is turned on, the coils temporarily magnetize the

plates on the under side of the magnet, which lift the load.

When the current is turned off, these plates are quickly

demagnetized, which drops the load.

7600. When using a magnet, the operator must be careful

to avoid exceeding the safe lifting capacity of the crane,

because of the weight of the magnet. He should use good

judgment in estimating the weights of the materials he

handles, remembering that pig iron weighs considerably

more than the same bulk of steel turnings.

7601. Cables to magnets must be inspected by the crane

operator each day of operation.

7602. Wire terminals entering the magnet should be kept

in good condition, and all cable connections and bolts

kept tight.

7603. Cables should not be permitted to twist around

each other. A tagline should be fastened to the magnet

to prevent its turning, or safety hooks applied.

7604. The contact bars on the circuit breaker or con-

trols should be inspected daily when in constant use, for

burns caused by sticking contacts.

7605. The circuit breaker switch box should be kept

clean and dry so that dust and moisture cannot get to the

contact surfaces.

7606. Magnets should not be permitted to rest on or

against steel cars.

7607. The current to a magnet should remain off between

the dropping of a load and the moment at which it rests

against the next load. This helps to prevent the generator

and magnet from becoming overheated.

7608. Devices for taking up slack in the magnet cable

should be kept in good operating condition.

7609. Magnets should be placed on the load carefully and

as squarely as possible on a flat surface. The side of the

magnet should not be permitted to strike the load; this

will loosen the magnet parts. An electromagnet must not

be used as a skull-cracker, that is, dropping it on castings

or scrap to break them.

7610. All dust, and especially graphite, should be blown

or cleaned out from around the terminals to avoid grounds

or short circuits.
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7611. A magnet must never be dropped in water to cool

it. This causes severe strain on the magnet castings and

can break the water-tight seal, thus subjecting the coils

to damage from moisture. If a magnet gets too hot, it

should be allowed to rest and cool off gradually.

7612. When not in use, a magnet must be stored off the

ground on wood blocks and protected from rain or other

moisture.

Cement Guns

Description. Cement guns are operated by compressed

air and are designed to spray cement on concrete or

masonry structures to repair them, to cover metal for

prevention of corrosion, and to apply a finish to previous

construction. The materials for a cement gun are mixed

dry and are introduced into the upper chamber, which

alternately is under pressure and free of pressure, and flow

into the lower chamber which is continually under pressure.

The mixed material is fed through the outlet in the lower

chamber, where it enters the hose, and is carried along

at high velocity to the nozzle, where water enters. The

cement mixture is expelled through the nozzle orifice by

compressed air.

7800. Any large material or foreign matter should be

prevented from entering the gun, to prevent clogging. It is

best to screen all material through a screen of a size

recommended by the gun manufacturer.

7801. All connections should be air tight.

7802. The interior of the gun, feed wheel, nozzle, and

hose should be blown clean periodically during the day's

work.

7803. When not in use, hose lines should be coiled to

prevent kinks, and no heavy object should be placed on

them. The hose should be stored in a cool, dry place.

7804. The sand used in cement gun mixtures should

not have an excess of moisture. If too wet it should be

dried out before using.

Paint Spray Guns and Equipment

Description. Paint spray guns and equipment are designed

to spray paint on surfaces, as compared with hand applica-

tion by brushes. The paint is placed in a pressure tank, the

pressure being supplied by an air compressor, and the paint

is forced through rubber hose to spray guns controlled by
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the operator or painter. In other cases, the paint is carried

in a small paint container attached to the gun.

7820. Respirators should be used by men operating or

working near paint spray guns.

7821. All movable parts of spray guns should be oiled

each day of operation.

7822. All gaskets and connections must be kept tight.

7823. Holes in the air cap of a spray gun must be kept

free of dried paint or foreign material. Cleaning should

first be tried with a solvent. If this is unsuccessful, a broom
straw, pipe cleaner, or some other soft implement should

be used. A sharp instrument is liable to damage the air cap.

7824. Paint spraying equipment should never be set

aside for future cleaning. It should be cleaned immediately

after use.

7825. In cleaning, the spray gun should not be immersed

in the solvent; this dries out the packing and destroys

the lubrication. Spray guns should not be dismantled unless

absolutely necessary. Certain parts are removable for

cleaning; other parts should be left alone. All parts that

can be cleaned should be cleaned thoroughly after use, dry-

ing them with compressed air. Caustic alkali solutions

should never be used to clean aluminum parts.

7826. The packing in the fluid needle packing nut should

be kept pliant by occasional oiling.

7827. The pressure tank lid should always be fastened

securely with clamps before pressure is introduced into the

tank. Air should be released into the pressure tank grad-

ually. Otherwise the paint may be scattered and clog the

passages in the tank lid. Pressure should always be released

from the tank before removing the lid.

7828. Valves or pet cocks on spraying equipment should

not be used for air or fluid adjustments but should either

be entirely open or entirely shut.

7829. When nozzles or fluid tips become clogged with

dry paint, they should be removed from the gun and then

soaked in paint thinner and the loosened paint removed
with a brush or lint-free cloth.

7830. The safety valve and the gage on the pressure tank

must be kept clean and in good working order.

7831. Paint to be used in paint spraying equipment

should be strained immediately before being placed in the

paint container.

Rubber Hose

Description. Rubber hose is manufactured in a wide

variety of sizes, styles, and thicknesses. Its primary purpose

is to serve as a closed vessel through which liquids or gases
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may be transported, by pressure, by gravity, or by suction.

Some hose is composed of rubber alone; some is composed

of rubber and fabric; some is strengthened or covered by

metal. Flexibility is its chief advantage. Some hose, for

special purposes, is constructed entirely of metal.

7900. Air hose should be blown out with compressed

air at the beginning of the day's work, before it is attached

to the tools.

7901. Hose couplings should be inspected each day and

all leaks and loose connections corrected.

7902. Hose of a correct size must be used and not sub-

jected to excessive pressures.

7903. Do not permit kinks or short bends in hose.

7904. Except when necessary, hose should not be exposed

to the sun.

7905. Oil, grease, and acid should be kept away from

rubber hose.

7906. Hose should never be dragged over rough surfaces.

7907. When a hose collapses at some point, the defective

piece should be removed promptly and an approved con-

nection applied.

7908. Hose should be loosely coiled when not in use.

7909. Do not permit water or other liquid to remain in

idle hose.

7910. When in storage, hose should be kept in a dry

place and no heavy objects should be placed on it.

7911. Hose used with paint spraying equipment should

be constructed with special solvent-resisting lining. Ordinary

rubber hose is damaged by paint solvents.

Wire Rope

Description. Wire rope is designed primarily to be used

under tension, such as lifting, towing and for other uses

where great flexible strength is required, especially in serv-

ice where manila or sisal rope is short-lived. Wire rope is

usually constructed of iron or steel wires. The wires are

wound spirally into strands and the strands, in turn, are

wound spirally into finished rope. Lay refers to the man-

ner in which this is done. Wire rope may have a hemp

center or metallic core.

8900. When new wire rope is received in a coil, it should

be rolled out straight on the ground before being put onto

the sheaves, to avoid kinks. If a kink is formed, it should

be straightened out before the rope is used.

8901. Wire rope should not be handled with bare hands.

Leather gloves should be used and, even with gloves, the
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rope should not be permitted to "pay out" through the

hands.

8902. After installation of new wire rope, frequent

periodic inspection should be made after a strain has been

put on the rope, to see that the clamps and clips are

secure. When the end fastenings of wire rope become defec-

tive, sufficient length must be cut from the end of the rope

to permit making a new fastening, being sure that there

is no corrosion or other defect in the refastened end.

8903. All spliced rope in service must be inspected and

tested more frequently than new rope. Splicing should be

done only by a person who is skilled in the procedure.

8904. Cable clamps should be correctly installed. The

saddle part of the clamp should always be placed on the

load side of the cable, regardless of the number of

clamps used.

8905. Wire rope must run straight and evenly on the

sheaves and drums. Overlapping, crossing or chafing against

other objects should be avoided.

8906. One end of a wire hoisting rope must be securely

fastened to a drum or reel, and the rope must never be

fully unwound. At least one and one-half full turns should

remain on the drum or reel. The lifting end must be

securely fastened with a tapered socket or oval thimble,

and approved clamps.

8907. Wire rope being used as a drag cable on a dragline

bucket may be kept in service until it breaks or until it is

considered unfit for further service.

8908. Wire rope should not be bent over small diameters

or run over sheaves too small for the rope.

8909. Wire rope should not be dragged over rough

objects.

8910. The following are some of the more common
causes of failure in wire rope:

1. Use of rope of incorrect size, construction or grade.

2. Allowing ropes to drag over obstacles.

3. Lack of proper lubrication. Wire rope should be

periodically lubricated with a penetrating wire rope

lubricant, prepared for this purpose.

4. Sheaves and drums of inadequate size that cause

short radius bends.

5. Over-winding or cross-winding on drums.

6. Sheaves or drums defective and out of alinement.

7. Rope jumping sheave flanges.

8. Effects of heat, moisture or acid fumes.

9. Improper size clamps, thimbles or other fittings.

10. Improper seizing of rope ends, permitting rope to

untwist.

11. Kinking.
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12. Severe overloads, reverse bends, and other excessive

strains.

13. Grit penetrating strands and wires, causing internal

wear.

14. Excessive fleet angle. The fleet angle is the hori-

zontal angle between the center line of the sheave

and the rope as it winds or unwinds on the drum.

This angle should be kept as low as possible.

8911. When ordering new wire rope the correct size

should be ordered, because the diameter and grooving of

the sheaves will only accommodate rope of the correct

size. The following table indicates the minimum recom-

mended tread diameter of sheaves and drums for ropes of

various constructions:

Construction Minimum
Wires per Tread

Strands Strand Diameter

6 7 42 d
18 7 36 d
6 19 30 d
6 37 lBd
8 19 21 d

Note: d is the diameter of the rope in inches. The
diameter of any wire rope is the diameter of a circle which
just encloses it.

8912. The safe working load of wire rope used for hoist-

ing must be known when it is put in service. The following

table indicates the breaking strength for various sizes and

construction of wire rope, manufactured from various

classes of steel:

Breaking
Construction Approx. Strength in Tons

Rope Wires Weight Mild Improved
Diameter Per Per Ft. Plow Plow Plow

in. Strands Strand lb. Steel Steel Steel

14 6 7 0.09 2.00 2.30 2.64
6 19 0.10 2.00 2.39 2.74
8 19 0.09 .. 2.04 2.3S

" 6 37 0.10 .. 2.25 2.S9

Vi 6 7 0.38 7.79 8.96 10.3
" 6 19 0.40 8.13 9.35 10.7
" 8 19 0.36 .. 8.02 9.23

6 37 0.37 .. 8.85 10.2
" 18 7 0.43 .. 8.57 9.85

H 6 7 0.84 17.2 19.8 22.7
6 19 0.90 18.0 20.7 23.8

" 8 19 0.82 .. 17.8 20.S
" 6 37 0.87 .. 19.6 22.6
" 18 7 0.97 .. 19.0 21.8
1 6 7 1.50 30.0 34.5 39.7
" 6 19 1.60 31.6 36.4 41.8
" 8 19 1.45 .. 31.3 36.0
" 6 37 1.55 .. 34.6 39.8
" 18 7 1.73 .. 33.3 38.3

(From Simplified Practice Recommendation R-198-43 for Wire Rope,
II. S. Department of Commerce and National Bureau of Standards.
Icbruary 15, 1943)
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For metallic-center construction, add 7J4 percent to the

above breaking strengths. The working strength is obtained

by dividing the above breaking strengths by the factor of

safety. Generally, a safety factor of 5 or more should

be used.

8913. Crude oil should not be used for wire rope lubrica-

tion. It may contain impurities that are harmful to the

core and the wire. Whenever possible, the lubricants should

be hot when applied, to get the best penetration.

8914. Wire rope used on dragline outfits, which are neces-

sarily drawn through mud and sand, should be kept well

wiped and oiled.

8915. When in storage, wire rope should be protected

against rust by a protective coating of noncorrosive lub-

ricant. Wire rope should never be stored on or near piles

of coal or cinders because these cause the small, individual

wires to rust quickly.

Timber Saws

Description. Timber saws used in railroad maintenance

work are usually operated by electric motors, compressed

air motors, gasoline engines, or flexible shafts. Some timber

saws operate on the principle of steel discs with cutting

teeth; others have endless chains with cutting teeth.

9000. No part of the body should be permitted to come

close to or contact a saw while it is running, except as

necessary for its operation. No person should stand in front

of a rotary saw while it is in operation.

9001. Men operating saws must see that their footing is

secure at all times.

9002. When moving a saw from one point to another,

the motor must be stopped.

9003. Saw blades should be kept sharp.

9004. Except to take an occasional burr from a tooth,

no attempt should be made to sharpen cutting teeth in the

field without a "jig."

9005. All saw teeth should be of uniform height, and

the gullets of uniform depth. Teeth should be correctly

and evenly set.

9006. In sharpening chain saws, manufacturer's instruc-

tions should be followed.

9007. A saw should not be forced to such an extent that

it repeatedly stalls the engine, or motor.

9008. If an electrically-driven saw stalls under heavy

load, back the saw blade from the timber before cutting

off the switch. Shutting off the switch under a heavy load

materiallv decreases the life of the switch.
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9009. The saw blade should be moving at full speed

before it is applied to the work.

9010. An accumulation of sawdust at the cut should be

avoided.

9011. The work should be properly supported at each

side of the cut, to prevent binding of the saw blade.

9012. When not in use or when being shipped, a saw
should be kept in a specially constructed wooden box and
the blade or tooth belt and guide coated with a liberal

film of heavy oil.

9013. In cutting timber, it should be done in a manner

to prevent the timber from falling and jamming the saw.

Flexible Shafts

Description. Flexible shafts are used to transmit rotary

motion from an engine to a spindle at some distance from

the engine, and to use this transmitted motion at any point

within the operating range of the shaft. Usually the shaft

consists of a core composed of multiple layers of helically

wound wires which transmits the power, the successive

layers being wound in opposite directions. This core is en-

closed in a flexible casing usually having a helically wound,

flat spring steel liner, which acts as a bearing for the core.

This casing may be composed of steel, fabric, rubber or a

combination of these materials.

9030. When attaching a flexible shaft to a power unit

it must be known that the shaft is wound in the correct

direction so that the twist imparted by the engine shaft

tends to tighten the winding on the outside of the shaft,

rather than unwind it.

9031. Flexible shafts should be inspected frequently and

probably at least once each month of operation, removing

all grit and dirt, cleaning the parts with kerosine or other

approved cleaner, and new light bodied, graphite-free

grease applied. The shaft housing should also be flushed

out. All parts should be permitted to dry thoroughly before

being replaced, and especial care should be taken to see

that the parts do not collect dirt and dust while being

cleaned.

9032. Flexible shafts should not be subjected to short

bends or kinks. When necessary to bend the shaft, the work

and the engine should be so arranged that the bends are

shifted from time to time to distribute the bearing pressure

and lengthen the life of the shaft.

9033. When in use and not in use, flexible shafts should

be kept as nearly straight as possible and in a horizontal
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position if possible. No heavy objects should be placed

on them.

0034. Flexible shafts must not be coupled together with-

out a ballbearing connector between the sections.

903S. To avoid buckling of the shaft, it should not be

overloaded.

0036. Flexible shafts should not be used as a towing

cable to pull a machine.

9037. Too much grease should not be applied to a

flexible shaft. To do so will cause heating and damage the

shaft. As long as the core has a slight film of grease

throughout its length, there is sufficient lubrication.

Graphite-free grease should be applied at the driving end

of the shaft because its motion will then have a tendency

to spread the grease towards the driven end. A flexible

shaft should never be lubricated with oil unless its speed

is greater than 6000 rpm., in which case machine oil or a

light bodied sponge grease should be used.

Electric Tools

Description. Although the great majority of electric tools

used in connection with railroad maintenance are of the

rotary type, there are some that operate on a reciprocating

principle, such as electric tie tampers and electric hammers.

The rotary type tools consist of a small electric motor

which turns a shaft for operating other parts of the ma-

chine, usually through gears. Some motor shafts have un-

balancing weights to obtain vibration. Other electric tools

depend upon the movement of a piston inside of wire

coils, which act as field magnets. These tools obtain current

from a generator or power line.

9200. The operator should know before putting an elec-

tric tool into use whether the current and voltage from

a generator or power line are the same as the current and

voltage shown on the plate of the tool and whether the

motor is designed for the kind of current to be used.

9201. For safety, an electric tool should usually be

grounded when in use, especially where dampness is present

or where abrasive dust is apt to create grounds.

9202. Cable should always be disconnected from the

source of power before any adjustments or repairs are

made to any electric tool.

9203. If the motor fails to start, runs hot, or lacks power,

look for a broken wire in the cable, a blown fuse, lack

of contact between brushes and commutator, poor contact

at plug connections, loose motor case bolts, or for broken,

dirty, dry, or tight ball bearings.
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9204. Electric tools using abrasives, such as sanders, sur-

faces, polishers, portable grinders, and in some cases saws,

should be cleaned at least once a week.

9205. Air holes in the motor should be kept free of dirt.

Cleaning the motor should be done by blowing low-pressure

compressed air into and through it, while the motor is

running.

9206. Many electric tool failures can be traced to lack

of attention to carbon brushes. They should be inspected

frequently, kept free from dirt or dust, and should always

operate freely in their guides without sticking and with

proper spring tension.

9207. Heat in any electrical connection indicates a defect

or overloading.

9208. Electric tools should not be dragged around by

the cables.

9209. Where required, strain relief chains should be used

to relieve strain on the cable connections.

9210. Gear cases should never be filled with grease to

more than half full.

9211. Overloading and stalling of electric tools should

be avoided. Overloading may be minimized by keeping

saw blades, drill bits, and cutting tools sharp.

9212. Chucks should never be tightened or loosened with

a pipe wrench, hammer or chisel. A chuck key, of the

correct size, should be used.

9213. Electric tools should be stored in a clean, dry place

when not in use.

Pneumatic Tools

Description. Although the great majority of pneumatic

tools used in railroad track maintenance are operated on

the principle of a reciprocating piston, there are some that

operate through rotary air motors. In the reciprocating

types the blow is imparted through a piston to a tool. In

the rotary types, pistons actuated by compressed air are

attached to a crankshaft which, through gears, revolves a

shaft, to which may be connected spindles, chucks, etc.

Other rotary tools operate as a turbine, the shaft being

rotated by the force of compressed air against vanes.

9230. A teaspoonsful of thin oil should be poured into

the air inlet before operating each day, and at two or

three hour intervals during the working day.

9231. Tools should be handled with care at all times and

not thrown around.

9232. Hitting the tool to loosen the bit or bar from the

sleeve should be prohibited.
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9233. Light oil should always be used in lubricating,

because heavy oil will gum and clog the tool.

9234. On pneumatic tools equipped with pressure gun

fittings, the tools should be greased according to manu-

facturer's instructions.

9235. When the consumption of air in a pneumatic tool

reaches SO percent above the rated consumption for a new

tool, it should be sent in for inspection and repairs.

9236. Plunger leathers must be kept soft to prevent air

leakage.

9237. Throttle valves should be lubricated with com-

pressor oil at the close of each day's work, to prevent rust

as a result of moisture in the air supply.

9238. When pneumatic tools are to be idle for long

periods they should be immersed in an oil bath, after all

rubber parts have been removed.

9239. All nuts and bolts on pneumatic tools should be

kept tight to prevent air leakage.

9240. Compressed air must not be used to blow dust or

dirt from a person or his clothing, and should not be

directed towards any person for any purpose.

9241. Pneumatic tools must not be disconnected from the

air hose until the supply line valve is closed and the

pressure is relieved.

9242. Pneumatic tools should be operated only at the

pressure prescribed for the type of tool in use.

Grinding Wheels

Description. Grinding wheels are used for machining or

removing large or small quantities of material from the

surfaces of metallic objects. There are a great many sizes

and varieties of grinding wheels, but for railroad mainte-

nance work the sizes and shapes are more or less limited

to flat, circular wheels for grinding and cutting, and cup

wheels. The grit, or abrasive, which is the material that

actually does the grinding, may be aluminous oxide or

silicon carbide of various sized grains. The bond, by which

the grit is held together, may be vitrified clay, synthetic

resin, rubber, shellac, silicate of soda, or bakelite. The grade

is the strength of the bonding material. The structure is

the spacing of the grit within the bond and may be

classified as open, medium, or dense.

9600. All persons who operate grinding wheels should

obtain and study the pamphlet published by The American

Standards Association, 70 East 45th St., New York, 17.

N. Y.. entitled, American Standard Safety Code for the

Use, Care, and Protection of Abrasive Wheels.
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9601. Grinding wheels must not be operated at speeds

greater than those recommended by the wheel manufac-

turer. This speed is usually stamped on the side of the

wheel. Care must be taken to differentiate between the rec-

ommended operating speed and the speed at which the

manufacturer has tested the wheel.

9602. The maximum speeds permissible under the safety

code for various types of grinding wheels with standard

shapes, are as shown in the following table and must not

be exceeded except under conditions specified in Section 9,

paragraph 9.1, Operating Speeds, as shown in the American

Standard Safety Code.

Vitrified and Silicate Bonds Organic Bonds
Types of Low Medium High Low Medium High
Wheels Strength Strength Strength Strength Strength Strength

Surface Speed, Ft. per Min. (Peripheral Speed)

Straight

wheels .. 5500 6000 6500 6500 8000 9500
Taper wheels 5500 6000 6500 6500 8000 9500
Recessed
wheels .. 5500 6000 6500 6500 8000 9500

Cylinder
wheels .. 4500 5500 6000 6000 8000 9500

Dish and
flaring cup 4500 5500 6000 6000 8000 9500

Deep re-

cessed cup 4500 5000 5500 6000 7500 9000

9603. The peripheral speed approved by the wheel manu-

facturer shall not be exceeded even though it may be lower

than the speed allowed by the above table.

9604. A new grinding wheel should be operated at its

maximum speed for about one minute before being applied

to the work, to avoid the danger of damage that may have

occurred to the wheel between the time it was tested by

the wheel manufacturer and the time it is ready to mount.

The operator should stand aside while the wheel is being

tested.

9605. All grinding wheels, except those excluded under

the American Standard Safety Code, must be provided

with protection hoods, protection flanges, protection bands,

or protection chucks. In general, for railway track grind-

ing, such protection must be provided for wheels having

a diameter of more than 3 in. and operating at a peripheral

speed greater than 3000 ft. per min.

9606. Immediately upon receipt, all grinding wheels should

be closely inspected and tapped gently (while suspended)

with the handle of a screwdriver. If the wheel is sound

it will have a clear ring; if cracked or damp it will have

a dull sound. Unless it is known to be free of defects it

must not be used. Wheels must be free from sawdust when

applying the test; otherwise the sound will be deadened.

It should also be noted that organic bonded wheels do not

emit the same clear, metallic ring as do vitrified and

silicate wheels.
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9607. Before mounting, all wheels shall again be closely

inspected to make sure that they have not been damaged

in transit, storage, or otherwise.

9608. After mounting a new wheel, care should be taken

to see that the protection hood is correctly replaced.

9609. A cold wheel should not be forced against the

work. It should be applied gradually and given a chance to

warm up. This will minimize the danger of heat shock

developing cracks in the wheel.

9610. Wheels must fit freely on spindles and must not

be forced on. A wheel with a hole too large to fit properly

on the spindle should not be mounted. This condition may

be corrected by proper rebushing.

9611. Soft metal bushings in wheels should not extend

beyond the sides of the wheel.

9612. Blotters or flange facings of compressible material

shall be used between the faces of the wheel and its flanges.

9613. Spindle nuts should be tightened just enough to

hold the wheel firmly ; otherwise the clamping strain is

liable to damage the wheel or its associated parts.

9614. Generally, grinding with the flat side of a wheel

that is less than one inch thick is hazardous and is pro-

hibited when more than 25 percent of the original thick-

ness of the wheel has been ground away, and where there

is a possibility of considerable sudden pressure being applied

to the side of the wheel.

9615. Wheels should be tested occasionally for balance,

and rebalanced if necessary. Wheels out of balance through

wear, which cannot be balanced by truing or dressing, must

be discarded.

9616. All surfaces of wheels, washers, and flanges in con-

tact with each other, should be free from foreign material.

9617. A grinding wheel should not be forced beyond its

capacity, by applying excess pressure.

9618. If a grinding wheel should break during its opera-

tion, a careful inspection should be made to make sure

that the hood, spindle, and nuts haven't been damaged,

and that the flanges haven't been bent or sprung out of

balance.

9619. Wheels used in wet grinding must not be per-

mitted to stand partly immersed in water. The water-soaked

portion may throw the wheel dangerously out of balance.

Grinding wheels should otherwise be protected from

absorption of moisture.

9620. Extreme care should be exercised in the handling

and storage of grinding wheels. Straight wheels should be

stored on edge; thin wheels should be laid flat to prevent

warping; cylinder and cup wheels should be stored on their

flat sides with cushioning material such as corrugated paper

between them.
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Index

(Numbers of articles)

Adjusting moving parts of a machine 209
Adzers, tie 1500-1517
Air cleaners 556, 1000-1003
Air compressors 2350-2369
Air-cooled engines 704
Air dump cars 2000-2012
Air lines 415
Alcohol as antifreeze 710, 711
Antifreeze solutions 710, 711, 713, 714
Arc welders 6450-6463
Automobile trucks 6000-603 7

B

Backfiring engine 755
Ball bearings 304, 7050-7060
Ballast cleaners, mole 1700-1717
Ballast drainage cars 2100-2108
Ballasters, power 1750-1757
Batteries, dry cell 850-862

testing 860, 861

Batteries, storage 900-914
charging, 763, 902, 905, 906
defects in 750-753
freezing of 901

testing 900
Battery terminals, corrosion of 907
Bearings, ball 304, 7050-7060

lubrication of anti-friction 304
roller, 7050-7060

Belt failure, fan 764
Belts 124-129, 217
Boilers, steam 7100-7137
Bolt tighteners 6500-6518
Bonding drills 2800-2808
Boom, lowering 403
Brakes, 130, 220
Breaking in new engines 515
Burners, weed 6400-6414

Cable, electric 7300-7309
Cap, radiator 702

Carburetor 509, 521, 554, 557, 950-954
cleaning 953
draining 416
mixture 954
troubles 758, 952

Care of machines
at end of working day 107

during freezing weather 417
when idle 108
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Cars, air dump 2000-2012

ballast drainage 2100-2108

motor 2150-2200

Cement guns 7800-7804

Chains, lifting 7400-7406
lubrication of 305

Changing crankcase oil 654-657, 659-662

Charging storage batteries 763, 902, 905, 906

Choke, use of 555

Cleaners, air 556, 1000-1003

mole ballast 1700-1717
vapor spray 2300-2306

Cleaning work equipment 131, 209, 953

Clearing track 210, 211

Clutches 123

Compression, engine 750-757, 753

Compressors, air 2350-2369

Concrete mixers 2450-2458

Connecting rod noise 802

Cooling system, gasoline engine 700-715
draining 417, 700, 708, 709

inspection 701

Cooling system, two-cycle engine 715

Corrosion of battery terminals 907

Counterweights 407

Cranes 2501-2566

Crankcase oil

changing 654-657, 659-662
excessive use of 658

Cranking an engine 512

Crankshaft noise 801

Cups, grease 303

Cutters, tie 5800-5806

Defects in:

distributor 750-752
fuel system 750-756
ignition wiring 750-751
starter 750-755
storage battery 750-753
spark plugs 750-754

Diesel engine troubles 1400-1417
Diesel engines 1300-1312
Differential, lubrication of 306
Dismantling work equipment 132, 51

S

Distributor noise 806
Distributors 1050-1056
Drainage cars, ballast 2100-2108
Draining

carburetor 416
cooling system 417, 700, 708, 709
fuel tank 416

Drills, rail and bonding 2800-2808
Drivers, pile 4700-4706
Dry cell batteries 850-862

testing 860, 861
Dump cars, air 2000-2012
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E

Electric cable 7300-7309

Electric motors 3000-3008

Electric tools 9200-9213

Electromagnets 7600-7612

Engine troubles, diesel 1400-1417

Engines, diesel 1300-1312

Engines, gasoline 500-526

air-cooled 704

backfiring 755

breaking in 515

compression 750-757, 753

cooling svstem 700-715

cranking 512

dismantling 518

fuel system 550-557, 768

hard to start 750

idling 525, 653

ignition system 600-605

inspection 520

knocks 106

lacks power 752

lubrication 650-663

missing 751

noises 106, 800-811

overhauling 514-517

overheated 703, 754

racing 523

starting 526, 652, 653, 750

storage 519

timing 522

troubles 750-768

vibration 761

Exhaust, smoke from 757

Explosions in muffler 756

Extinguishers, fire 511

Fan belt failure 764

Fan belt noise 810

Fan noise 810

Filling gasoline tank 504, 505, 507, 508, 550

Filters, gasoline 551

Filters, oil 651, 1100-1102

Fire extinguishers 511

Flexible shafts 9030-9037

Freezing of storage batteries 901

Freezing weather, care of machines during 417

Fuel consumption, excessive 759

Fuel lines 509, 553

Fuel pump noise 807

Fuel system, gasoline engine 550-557, 768

defects in 750-756

Fuel tank 416, 509, 552, 553, 557
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Gases, storage of welding 221
Gasoline

filters 55

1

handling 500, 501
storage 221, 501, 502, 511
straining 506

Gasoline engines 500-526
cooling system 700-715
fuel system 550-557, 768
idling 525, 653
ignition system 600-605
inspection 520
lubrication 650-663
noises 106, 800-811
racing 523
starting 526, 652, 653, 750
timing 522
troubles 750-768

Gasket 524
Gasoline tank, filling 504, 505, 507, 508, 550
Gage, oil pressure 663
Generator and starter motor 1150-1158

defects in 762
noise in 808

Generators 3600-3616
Goggles 204
Governors 120, 521
Grease cups 303
Grease guns 117, 303
Grinders 3700-3710
Grinding wheels 9600-9620
Guns, cement 7800-7804

grease 117, 303
paint spray 7820-7831

H
Handling gasoline 500, 501
Hose, rubber 7900-7911
Hvdraulic brakes 130
Hydrometer readings 712, 900

Identification plates 118
Idle machines 108
Idling of gasoline engines 525, 653
Ignition svstem, gasoline engine 600-605
Ignition wiring

connections 601
defects in 750-751
insulation 604
repairs 603
sizes 602

Inspection

cooling system 701
gasoline engine 520
work equipment 111, 514

Instructions, manufacturer's 101, 117
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J

Jacks, power track 4300-4307

K

Knock, spark 800

Knocks in gasoline engines 106

Leaking manifold 767

Lifting chains 7400-7406

Lifting magnets 7600-7612

Lines, fuel 509, SS3

oil 651

Lists, repair part 117

Loading and blocking machines 400-418, 510, 709

Lookout for approaching trains 215

Lubricants, protection of 302

Lubrication
anti-friction bearings 304

chains 305
differential 306

fittings 303

gasoline engine 650-663

transmission 306

water pump 705

work equipment 300-306

M
Magnetos 1200-1214

Magnets, lifting 7600-7612

Manifold, leaking 767

Manufacturer's instructions 101

Meters 121

Missing engine 751

Mixers, concrete 2450-2458

Mole ballast cleaners 1700-1717

Motor cars 2150-2200
Motors, electric 3000-3008

Mowing machines 4600-4613

Muffler, explosions in 756

N

Noises
connecting rod 802

crankshaft 801

distributor 806

fan 810
fan belt 810
fuel pump 807

generator (gasoline engine) SOS

gasoline engine 106, 800-811

oil pump 806

piston 803
piston pin 804
valve or valve lifter 80S

water pump 809
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Oil

changing crankcase 654-657, 659-662

consumption, excessive 658, 760

filters 651, 1100-1102

lines 651

moving parts of machine 209

pressure 765, 766

pressure gage 663

pump noise 806

pump screen 651

Ordering parts for work equipment 112

Overhauling 514-517

Overheated engine 703, 754

Overloading work equipment 119

Packing, water pump 706

Paint spray guns and equipment 7820-7831

Painting work equipment 118

Parts for work equipment, repair 112, 114-116

Parts lists, repair 117

Pile drivers 4700-4706

Piston noise 803

Piston pin noise 804

Plates, identification 118

Plugs, spark 1250-1264

Pneumatic tools 9230-9242

Power ballasters 1750-1757

Power track jacks 4300—4307
Power track wrenches 6500-6518

Pressure, oil 765, 766

Pressure gage, oil 663

Protection of lubricants 302

Pullers, spike 5550-5558

Pump noise

fuel 807

oil 806
water 809

Pump screen, oil 651

Pump, water (gasoline engine)

lubrication 705

packing 706

Pumps, water 5000-5011

Racing a gasoline engine 523

Radiator cap 702

Radiator, draining 417
Rail drills 2800-2808
Rail saws 5500-5508
Receipt of new machine 111

Repair parts for work equipment 112, 114-116

Repairs to ignition wires 603

Repairs to work equipment 113, 212
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Respirators 219

Roller bearings 7050-7060

Rope, wire 413, 890O-8O1S

Rubber hose 7900-701

1

S

Safety

appliances 202, 203

goggles 204

instructions, general 200-220

shoes 205

valves 120

Saws, rail 5500-5508

timber 9000-9013

Screen, oil pump 651

Screws, set 213

Selection of machine operators 104

Shafts, flexible 9030-9037

Shipment of machines 109, 110

Shoes, safety 205

Shovels 2501-2566

Smoke from exhaust 757

Spark knock 800

Spark plugs 1250-1264

defects in 750-754

Spike pullers 5550-5558

Spray cleaners, vapor 2300-2306

Spray painting equipment 219, 7820-7831

Spreaders 5600-5611

Starter motors and generators 1150-1158

Starter, defects in 750-755

Starting a gasoline engine 526, 652, 653, 750

Steam boilers 7100-7137

Storage
gasoline 221, 501, 502. 511

gasoline engine 519

welding gases 221

Storage batteries 900-914

charging 763, 902, 905, 906

freezing of 901

testing 900

Straining gasoline 506

Tamping machines, tie 5850-5859

Tank, filling gasoline 504, 505, 507, 508. 550

Tank, fuel 416, 509, 552, 553, 557

Terminals, corrosion of battery 907

Testing batteries

dry cell 860, 861

storage 900
Thermostat 707

Tie adzers 1500-1517

Tie cutters 5800-5806

Tie tamping machines 5850-5850

Tighteners, bolt 6500-6518

Timber saws 9000-9013
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Timing a gasoline engine 522
Tinkering 105
Tools, electric 9200-9213

pneumatic 9230-9242
Track jacks, power 4300-4307
Track wrenches, power 6500-6518
Tractors, track-type 5900-5911
Transfer of machines 109-111
Transmission, lubrication of 306
Troubles

carburetor 952
diesel engines 1400-1417
gasoline engines 750-768

Trucks, automobile 6000-6037
Two-cycle engines, cooling of 715

Valve and valve lifter noise 805
Valves, safety 120
Vapor spray cleaners 2300-2306
Vibration, engine 761

W
Water pump, gasoline engine

lubrication 705

noise 809
packing 706

Water pumps 5000-5011
Weed burners 6400-6414
Welders, arc 6450-6463
Welding gases, storage of 221
Wheels, grinding 9600-9620
Wire, ignition

connections 601

defects in 750-751
insulation 604
repairs 603
sizes 602

Wire rope 413, 8900-8915
Wrenches, power track 6500-6518
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To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, submitted as information page 125

2. Methods for obtaining a more intensive use of existing railway facilities.

No report.

3. Methods or formulas for the solution of special problems relating to more
economical and efficient railway operation.

Formula for length of side tracks submitted for approval and publication

in the Manual page 145

4. Effect of higher speed on railway revenues, operating expenses, and charges

to capital account.

Progiess report, presented as information page 145

5. Economics of railway location and operation as affected by railway electri-

fication, collaborating with Electrical Section, Engineering Division, AAR.

No report.

6. Development of modern power units and the effects on the economics of

railway location and operation.

No report.

7. The general course of the cost of railway transportation and operation over

the past 100 years, the principal determining elements and the economic

significance.

No report.

AREA Bulletin 462, November 1946.
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8. Coordinated highway service and its effect on the economics of railway

operation.

Progress report, presented as information page 167

9. Economics of operation of union railway passenger terminals.

No report.

The Committee on Economics of Railway Location

and Operation,

F. N. Nye, Chairman.

ILutijer g^ampaon &o*e

Died May 17, 1946

Luther Sampson Rose was born on October 24.

1868, at Meadville, Pa., the son of L. A. and Viola

Sampson Rose, the eldest of three children. His father

was a train dispatcher of a predecessor company of the

Erie Railroad during the Civil War.

After one term at Wittenberg college he entered

Rose Polytechnic Institute, Terre Haute, Ind., graduating

with the degree of B.Sc. in 1892.

Before entering college he had worked on five

different railroads in various capacities, such as tele-

grapher, station agent and yard clerk, and in 1892 he

entered the service of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chi-

cago & St. Louis (now a part of the New York Central)

.

Starting as a rodman, he became a track supervisor in

1897, and served in that capacity for five years. From

1899 to 1907 he was district engineer maintenance of way, which position under the

organization then in effect involved not only the track, bridge and building, and signal

and interlocking maintenance, but also included the accounting for the expenditures

made in these activities and the storekeeping of all materials used.

From 1907 to 1914 he served as signal engineer of the Big Four and as such made

the plans and supervised the construction of the first automatic block signal system

installed.

He was a member of the New York Central System Signal and Train Control Com-
mittee and of the committee of four New York Central System men to investigate and

keep in touch with the developments of apparatus having to do with automatic train

Stop and train control.

From 1914 to 1918 he served as valuation engineer for the Big Four, and was a

member of the New York Central System Lines Committee on Valuation Methods and

Procedure. From the spring of 1918 to the end of Federal Control he served as assistant

to the federal manager including jurisdiction over 11 different railroads.

From 1923 to his retirement in 1938 he served as general manager of the Peoria

& Eastern Railway (New York Central lessee) having jurisdiction over operation and

maintenance of the entire property, and for a period of five years also had charge of

solicitation of freight traffic.
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He was a life member of the AREA, becoming a member in 1901. He served on

various committees, including 12 years on the Committee on Track, during two of

which he was chairman. He was a member of the Committee on Economics of Railway

Operation for 17 years, serving as chairman for two years; and following the consolidation

of that committee he served for three years on the Committee on Economics of Railway

Location and Operation.

At the age of 70, upon his retirement in 1938 after serving the New York Central

System for 46 years, he took up the study of law at the University of Cincinnati,

completing the course in 1942 and was admitted to the Ohio State Bar.

He was married on October 3, 1900, to Nora Price, daughter of Corwin and Sara

Sprague Price of Springfield, Ohio. Mrs. Rose and their one daughter, Eleanor, survive him.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

E. E. Kimball (chairman, subcommittee) , E. G. Allen, C. H. Blackman, C. W. Breed,

G. W. Hand, C. H. R. Howe, W. B. Irwin, M. F. Mannion, P. E. Needham, F. N.
Nye, J. F. Pringle, E. H. Roth, L. K. Sillcox, J. E. Teal, J. A. Wood.

The matter covered by this report is partially and very briefly treated in the Manual

under the heading "Comparative Freight Train Performance Charts," which lists a few

references to the Proceedings where some applications of the charts can be found.

The principles behind these charts are believed to be fundamental and more im-

portant than the charts themselves. For this reason the report is submitted as Manual

material, subject to the customary procedure for editing and preparing it for adoption

next year.

Ill ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY OPERATION

TRACK CAPACITY AND TRAIN PERFORMANCE

The Economics of Railway Operation depend upon I Economics of Railway Location

and II Power both of which are subjects included in the Manual. None of these subjects

can be covered completely without considering all three.

Therefore economic studies of railway operation must consider all factors that have

to do with the location of a railroad, the type of motive power and several other factors

which cannot be set forth until studies are made of operations.

Two such factors are track capacity and train performance, which are subjects of

this report. Consideration of these two factors will open up ways for reconsidering all

the elements associated with the Economics of Railway Location, including those per-

taining to different types of motive power and other improved facilities in order to

discover latent sources of important operating advantages and greater economies.

Summary

Briefly summarized the report deals with the following:

1. Development of an absolute expression for track capacity which is referred to

as potential track capacity. Thus a means is provided for comparing the track capacity

actually used in any operation with the absolute maximum which can never be realized
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2. Development of a graphical method for representing and comparing operating

statistics of different periods and for different locations.

3. Describes how to select comparable test periods in order to study the effect of

any improvement in equipment or facilities or any changes in methods of operation on
train performance.

4. Effect of speed limits, motive power capacities and profile or freight train

performance.

5. Effect of volume of traffic or the determination of the proper weight of train

to obtain the best average road time.

6. Form for calculating typical train-hour diagrams from train performance charts.

7. Shows a method for estimating the maximum number of trains that can be

operated over a given section of railroad when the potential track capacity of the section

is known and an actual train performance chart is available based on typical train-hour

diagrams.

8. General effect of passenger trains on freight train performance.

9. Reference is made to a section of the Manual: "Operating Data Required for a

Study of the Economic Justification of Line and Grade Revision," for an example that

indicates the procedure in regard to the application of investment costs and operating

expense units.

10. Other cases can be similarly analized and the proper units applied.

Track Capacity and Train Performance

Track Capacity—Yards and Sidings

Track capacity in the case of yards and sidings is a physical limitation which can be

expressed in terms of the number of cars that the tracks will accommodate standing. It

can be ascertained from track plans which show the number of tracks and their length

by assuming an average length of car say 45 to SO ft. for freight cars.

Track Capacity—Main Line

This method for determining track capacity is not exactly satisfactory for deter-

mining the capacity of main line tracks because in this case cars are assembled in trains

which must have room to move, consequently the number of cars which the main line

tracks will accommodate is not a true measure of their capacity.

Potential Track Capacity or Maximum Track Utilization

It is assumed that the maximum theoretical capacity of the main line of a railroad

is reached when the tracks are used the maximum possible length of time, based on

theoretically perfect operation of trains.

Therefore what is meant by track capacity is really maximum track utilization

which calls for perfect arrangement of tracks in order to obtain perfect operation of

trains and full use of the tracks.

The terms Potential Track Capacity and Maximum Track Utilization are used to

denote these theoretically perfect conditions and are synonymous.

Potential Track Capacity Single-Track Line

One way to describe track capacity as applied to main line track is to assume a

single-track line 100 miles long with sidings or passing tracks 10 miles apart. This line

will be made up of 10 single-track sections between sidings. When these sections are all

occupied at the same time it can be assumed that the road is being operated at full
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capacity. On this basis there will be 10 trains on the line at the same time and if this

condition lasts for 24 hours then the daily capacity of the line can be expressed by the

product of the number of trains constantly on the line and the number of hours per

day or in this case: 10 X 24 = 240 train-hours.

One way to have every single-track section occupied at the same time is to dispatch

trains so that each train will meet another going in the opposite direction at every siding.

Theoretically this can be done by starting trains simultaneously from opposite terminals

at intervals equal to twice the distance between sidings, in this case 20 miles apart. That

is, if each train makes 10 mph. they will have to be started from the terminals at intervals

of every two hours.

At 10 mph., each train will be on the road 10 hours and since the trains are two

hours apart it is possible to dispatch 12 trains from each terminal in 24 hours, that is.

24 trains, each train taking 10 hours, makes 240 train-hours.

If the trains make \2]/2 mph. and are spaced 20 miles apart they would be started

from the terminals at intervals of 1.6 hours; consequently IS can be dispatched from

each terminal in 24 hours or a total of 30 trains, and since each train is on the road

8 hours, the total train hours is 8 X 30, or 240 as previously found.

Track Capacity of a Double-Track Line

If the above illustration is carried a step or two farther the track capacity of a

double-track line can be shown. Suppose there are two lines each 100 miles long, one

having 10 single-track sections between terminals and the other 50 single-track sections

between terminals. The capacity of the latter line with 50 single-track sections will be

50 X 24 = 1200 train-hours or 5 times the capacity of the former (10 X 24, or 240 train-

hours). In the case of the line with 10 single-track sections there will be the equivalent

of 10 sidings against 50 sidings for the 50-section line. If the sections are all a mile long

in both cases—just sufficient to accommodate one train—then the amount of side track

in the two cases is proportional to their relative capacities.

When a point has been reached where the sections between sidings are the same

length as the sidings, then the next step is double track. Assume this is the condition for

the 50-section line and to make it double track will require 50 miles of additional side

track. By the above reasoning the capacity of the double track will be twice the capacity

of the 50-section line and 10 times the capacity of the 10-section line. Or the theoretical

capacity of any line depends upon the amount of passing track installed. For example,

a double-track line will have four times the theoretical capacity of a single-track line

if the miles of track in passing sidings for the single-track line amount to only one-fourth

of the main line mileage.

This is not strictly true unless a limit is placed on the headway between trains on

double-track lines. In the case of single-track lines the minimum headway between trains

in the same direction is twice the distance between center lines of sidings which in the

limiting case is four train lengths. On double-track lines trains in the same direction

may be operated theoretically on any headway, but in order for the above rule to be

true trains in the same direction must be operated one train length apart, that is, two

train lengths between head ends.

These assumptions are based on theoretical conditions only. They cannot be achieved

in actual cases. The reason for making them is to have an absolute basis for defining

track capacity free from practical limitations, that is, a basis by which actual cases can

be judged as explained later.

Thus the potential track capacity or maximum theoretical track utilization can be

obtained from the following formula, where
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TH = Train hours per day
LR = Miles of road (first main track)

Lo = Miles of other main track

Lb = Miles of single track (sum of the lengths of single-track sections)

Lt= Length of train including loco, and caboose in feet.

(LR + Lo)
Potential track capacity TH = y2 f X5280 X 24

For double track L = Lr

and TH = / X 5280 X24

For single track Lr— La = miles of sidings

(LR— La )

and TH= ~
T X 5280 X 24
JUT

Lr
Theoretically Ls cannot be less than —

Otherwise there will be an excess amount of passing track which cannot be used effectively

and which does not contribute anything to the potential capacity of the line. In other

words, the formula for single track assumes that all of the sidings are equal and just

the length of one train and that they are exactly spaced for theoretically perfect operation

without delay at meeting points.*

In addition, potential track capacity as shown by the formulas depends upon the

length of train being greater for short trains than for long ones. In general, the length of

trains on any individual railroad will be about proportional to the weight, consequently

the weight of trains will have a secondary effect upon the potential track capacity.

Interesting studies have been made of various track arrangements and methods of

operation to show some of the theoretical requirements and possibilities of fleet operation,

also the primary effect of operating more than one class of trains. However, these studies

are necessarily so limited in their application that they are really little more than examples

of a few simple cases, but the method is fundamental and is used in practice by train

dispatchers and those compiling time tables.f

Actual Track Capacity

The potential track capacity for any existing line can be determined by means of

the above formulas which assume that the amount of passing track is divided up and

exactly distributed to meet theoretical conditions for maximum utilization.

In practice the conditions are not ideal. Consequently it is impossible to obtain the

theoretical maximum utilization because passing tracks are either not properly spaced or

are of improper length, hence they are not fully effective. For these reasons and because

of the irregularity caused by numerous operating conditions in dispatching trains, the

actual track capacity of a specific section of line can only be determined from actual

operating experience. Until the traffic reaches a point where it taxes the capacity of the

facilities to handle it, there is no way of telling what the track capacity actually amounts

to or how much time the tracks can be used.

In any operation it is possible to ascertain how much time the tracks are actually

used, that is, the total hours trains of all services are on the road, or in other words,

* In this latter connection it should be mentioned that when the speed of trains is not uniform
over the entire run it is important to space the sidings equal time intervals apart (based on the sum
of the times out and back from one siding to the next) rather than equidistant.

t AREA Proceedings, Vol. 22, 1921, pp. 744-759; Vol. 32, 1931, pp. 643-692.
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the total train-hours required per day or month to handle a given volume of traffic.

If need be these train-hours can be compared with the total train-hours corresponding

to the potential track capacity to see how nearly they approach the theoretical maximum.

Traffic Capacity (Tonnage)

The term traffic capacity refers to the volume of traffic which can be moved over

the line in a given time. Therefore, it depends upon the number and weight of trains

which can be operated in the given time.

The maximum number of trains which can be operated will depend upon how much

time the tracks can be used (actual track capacity) and upon the speed of trains; that is,

the time required for them to run over the line.

In practice the road times are not uniform because they depend upon a great many
conditions; variations in the capacity and condition of the motive power, variations in

the weight of trains, weather conditions, skill in handling trains and conforming to

operating restrictions imposed by the profile and alinement of track, etc. Thus it will

be seen that if the maximum traffic capacity is ever determined it will be necessary

to specify a large number of conditions on which it is based. However, a practical solution

can be obtained in another way on the basis of train performance as will be explained

later.

Train Performance

Any train operation on the road involves three fundamental factors, namely, train

miles, gross ton miles, and train-hours road time.

In other words, these three factors determine train performance in about the same

way that three dimensions determine the size of a box. Thus by analogy it may be

possible to tie in train performance with track capacity and vice versa.

All Class I railroads in the United States report train-miles, gross ton-miles, and

train-hours road time for their systems to the Interstate Commerce Commission every

month. The railroads usually compile the data by operating divisions and sometimes by

subdivisions, also by direction for through and local freight trains separately. Thus the

fundamental data is generally available for comparing the volume of traffic handled by

months, also other operating statistics from which it is possible to make monthly

comparisons of train operations.

For some statistical purposes the railroads have found it convenient to use the unit

gross ton-miles per train hour as a measure for comparing freight train performance at

various times or for comparing one division or railroad with another.

For the purpose of this discussion it is more convenient to use the expression train-

hours per 100 train-miles (or in special cases train-hours per trip) as the measure of

train performance. This measure is also applicable to passenger trains as well as

freight trains.

Log of Train Performance

Log of train performance is a term applied to graphic representations of train

performances by months. Thus in Fig. 1 the numbered dots represent the actual per-

formance of through freight trains for two 12-month periods and points V the average

monthly performance for the year. That is, the performance for the year point V is

obtained by dividing the total train-hours for the year by the total train-miles for the

year in hundreds. The time thus obtained is plotted against the total train-miles or total

gross ton-miles per year (upper or lower diagram) divided by 12.
1
Passenger car-miles

would take the place of gross ton-miles in the case of passenger train performance.

1 In some studies it is necessary to adjust the data on the basis of 30 days per month and the same
with the average for the year.
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The difference between the upper and lower diagrams is due entirely to variations

in the average weight of trains.

This chart shows the variations in traffic volume—train miles and gross ton-miles

—

from month to month and likewise the variations in the average road time per 100

train-miles due to variations in the volume of traffic and numerous other conditions,

winter and summer temperatures, character of trains and contents, etc.

The points taken by themselves do not indicate any definite trend but usually a

straight line can be drawn through the average point V in such a way that more than

half of the points will be along it. As explained later, the intersection of this line with

the horizontal axis will give the minimum road time to or the shortest time that any

train is likely to take. When drawing the straight line (average road time) the points in

the upper and lower diagrams must be considered because the minimum road times in

both diagrams must agree. Also the minimum road time must be reasonable.

Dots which are above the line indicate performances which are better than average

and conversely for dots which are below the line. In one of the years illustrated dots 8

and 10 indicate that the best performances were obtained in August or October.

Test Periods

In cases where special studies are limited to specific locations it is usually found

that the territory covered by the standard statistics extends beyond the points con-

templated in the study. In such cases it would be wasteful of time and effort to attempt

to compile a whole years' statistics for the particular section to be investigated. Instead

it is customary to base the investigation on a detail study of actual train operations

during a selected test period as described below.

For example, in order to be sure of selecting a representative test period for a

"before and after" study of performance on a specific section of railroad it is advisable

to prepare a log of train performance for the "before and after" periods from standard

statistics for the whole division of which the particular section to be studied is a part.

Fig. 1 shows such a chart for a 12 -months period prior to 1939 and for a similar period

after 1940, based on statistics for a whole division. During 1939 and 1940 a number of

changes took place, some of which caused a difference in the volume of traffic handled

and others a difference in the road time.

In the case of Fig. 1 it will be noted that the best performance during the "after"

period was obtained during August or October (points 8 and 10), whereas the perform-

ance during August (point 8) in the "before" period is below average. Obviously, the

month of August would not be picked for study because in one case the performance

is better than average and, in the other case, worse than average. Thus any comparison

based on August performance would be misleading.

On the other hand the best performance in the "before and after" periods was ob-

tained during October, and it will be seen that a comparison based on October perform-

ance would show about the same relative difference that would be shown by comparing

the averages for the two 12-months' periods. Thus misleading comparisons can best be

avoided by selecting the months of best performance during the comparison periods.

When comparative periods have been selected, the next step is to consult dispatcher

sheets for a test period that covers a span of at least 9 consecutive days (or for a period

long enough to obtain 100 or more trains in each direction) and compile a list of trains

operated, showing the date, engine and train number of symbol, train weight and time

on the road between the specified points for every train operated. Segregate the through

freights from the local freights and passenger trains and make a study of each class

separately if necessary.
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The reason for suggesting a 9-day period is in order to spread the time over more

than a week, care being taken to pick dates which do not include two Saturdays or two

Sundays (for example) if they are not typical of week day traffic. The totals for a

9-day test period divided by 0.3 will represent a typical 30-day month which can be

compared with other months of the year to make sure that the overall conditions during

the test period are not unusual.

From the list of trains, find the one or ones that took the shortest time to and plot

this time along the horizontal axis. Then determine the average road time and plot

it to correspond to the number of trains operated during the test period or prorated

for a longer period of a month or a year as desired.

A comparison of the typical train performance for two periods for the section of

road considered can be shown by drawing straight lines through the minimum road

times on the horizontal axis and the average road times corresponding to the number

of trains operated. The resulting chart will be similar to the Log of Freight Train

Performance, Fig. 1, except for the scattering of dots.

As will be seen from Fig. 1 the average train-miles and gross ton-miles per month,

also the average hours per 100 train-miles, are greater during the "after" period than

during the "before" period. If it is desired to compare the performances on the basis

of handling the same gross ton-miles (290 million) then the average road time cor-

responding to the average gross ton-miles per month in the "after" period amounted

to a little more than four hours, whereas if the same gross ton-miles had been handled

in the "before" period the average road time per 100 train-miles would have amounted

to about 4^4 hours, found by extending the line average road time "before" in the lower

diagram until it corresponds to 290 million.

The number of train-miles that would have been required, that is, the number of

train-miles corresponding to 4^4 hours amounts to about 110 thousand against 100

thousand actually operated in the "after" period. Or if it is desired to compare the

performances on the basis of 200 million gross ton-miles, the time in one case would be

3.5 hours against 4 hours in the other and the number of train-miles approximately

70 thousand in one case against 77 thousand in the other.

Train-Hour Diagrams

For some studies it is advantageous to go over the list of trains just referred to and

arrange them on the basis of road time, starting with the train that took the longest

time and ending with the train that took the shortest time. When these data are plotted

the chart will resemble the train-hour diagram shown in Fig. 2.

It will be seen in the case of Fig. 2 that 21 trains out of a total of 112 trains

operated were on the road 5 hours or longer. Also there were fewer than 22 trains that

were on the road less than 3.5 hours and there was only 1 train that was on the road

3.1 hours, the minimum time. There were a few trains, about seven which were on the

road more than seven hours.

The chart also shows the weight of the individual trains, that is, the train which

was on the road 8.8 hours weighed about 2600 tons, whereas the train that was on the

road 3.1 hours weighed about 3200 tons. The heaviest train, which weighed about 5400

tons, was on the road 4.3 hours. Thus it will be seen that the heaviest train did not

consume the most time; neither did the lightest train take the shortest time. However,

in general the weight of the trains in the top half of the diagram will average less than

those in the bottom half.
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Fig. 2.—Train-Hour Diagram and Tonnage Chart—Through Freight Trains

Eastbound—9 Day Test Period.

If desired, symbol trains can be identified by special reference marks to denote the

fact that they did or did not receive special attention.

Crew-Hour Diagrams

Crew-hour diagrams are the same as train-hour diagrams except that they are

based on the crew time instead of road time. When the two diagrams are shown together

the crew time and the road time do not generally apply to the same train.

Crew-hour diagrams can be used to show the hours actually worked, the hours paid

for at straight time rates, the actual hours overtime and the. punitive overtime hours.*

Analysis of Train-Hour Diagrams

It will be seen that train-hour diagrams can be divided into two parts; one part

which is regular in shape, is a rectangle and the other part which is irregular roughly

follows the probability curve as explained later.

If all trains could be operated perfectly or as well as the best, then the train-hour

diagram would be a rectangle having the minimum time to as a base.

In practice a few trains can be operated somewhere near perfectly when they are

given a free run and are not interfered with. On this basis it is possible to determine

the shortest time on the road by calculation or by tests when the type and capacity of

the motive power, profile and alinement of the track, weight of trains and operating

restrictions are known. In general the calculated or test results will be supported by the

value of to from the train-hour diagram. Hence the rectangular portion of the train-hour

diagram can be predicted quite accurately.

Ordinarily the performance of a vast majority of trains depends upon a wide

variety of conditions which may combine in such unpredictable ways that few trains

2 AREA Proceedings, Vol. 22, 1921, pp. 751-7S9; Vol. 32, 1931, pp. 662-687.
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ever escape interference from one cause or another. As a matter of fact due to these

variable causes it is impossible to be certain about the road time of any train until the

trip has been completed.

This irregular shaped or unpredictable portion of the train-hour diagram is referred

to as the interference segment. Thus interference covers everything connected with train

operation that is not perfect, which means that the size and shape of the segment reflects

the effect of imperfections on train performance.

In order to study the effect of imperfections it is necessary to isolate as many con-

ditions as possible and then compare the theory with actual statistical data when

available.

For example, statistical data are available which support the theory that for a given

set of conditions the average interference time is proportional to the number of trains

operated in a given time. Or the average road time is equal to the minimum time to

plus a constant times the number of trains. That is, the average road time can be

represented by a straight line. (See Log of Freight Train Performance Fig. 1.)

TAV = t + KN
Where TA v = average road time

to = minimum road time

K = interference factor which depends upon track capacity and other

miscellaneous conditions

N := number of trains in a given time

In the above formula the minimum time to for a given route depends upon the type

and horsepower capacity of the motive power and upon the weight of trains. Thus if

the profile and alinement of the route are fixed, the minimum time to can be calculated for

various weight trains based on the horsepower characteristics of the motive power. Or,

if the horsepower characteristics of the motive power are fixed then the minimum time to

for various weight trains can be calculated based on curve and grade characteristics of

different proposed routes.

In this way it is possible to compare the theoretical performance of several types

and capacities of motive power with various weight trains over different routes. In other

words the theoretical performance is predictable for a wide variety of conditions.

The interference term KN in the above formula not only depends upon the character

of service, track arrangement, dispatching methods, etc., but also on imperfections inherent

in the motive power adequacy and the distribution of track facilities, or in the skill

of operators or efficiency of supervision.

The sources of some imperfections may be recognized and easily corrected. Others

may be hidden or difficult to account for and remedy. About the only way that some

of these causes can be isolated and studied is to check the theory against actual statistical

data when available.

For this purpose it is convenient to start with an analysis of the predictable portion

of the train-hour diagram by investigating the effect of the weight of trains on train

performance.

Effect of Weight of Train on Train Performance

Based on a Given Type and Class of Motive Power

Assume for this purpose that the profile and alinement of the route are fixed, the

speed restrictions definitely determined and the type and horsepower characteristics of

the motive power specified.
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Then if the route is 100 miles long and the motive power is designed for a maximum
speed of 80 mph., one of the boundaries can be established. That is, any train which is

allowed to run at 80 mph., would cover 100 miles in 1.25 hours and no train could

cover the distance in a shorter time unless it was allowed to run faster. Thus the vertical

line X, Fig. 3, forms one boundary.

Now suppose the speed limit for 15 miles of the 100 miles is 50 mph., and for the

other 85 miles it is 75 mph. Then the time consumed would be 0.3 hours for the 15

miles and 1.13 hours for the 85 miles, or a total of 1.43 hours, which is the shortest

time any train could make if it observed the speed limits imposed by the track. Line Y.

A locomotive running light over the line would not be able to make the run in

1.43 hours because of the time lost in getting up to speed, slowing down for speed

restrictions and in stopping. Assume this loss amounts to 0.2 hours, then the shortest

time a train of zero weight would correspond to 1.63 hours. Thus the "western" boundary

which started out as a line at 1.25 hours has shrunk to a point at 1.63 hours by applying

some of the imposed conditions, before even a start can be made at hauling a train.
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The next step is to calculate the road time for three or four trains of different

weight based on the profile and alinement of the route, taking into account all speed

restrictions. When the road times are plotted, curves similar to AB, A'B', etc., will be

obtained. It will be found that, in general, the speed restrictions cease to have any

appreciable effect when the train weight is enough to determine how fast the train will

run, based on the characteristics of the motive power. Thus it is assumed that for trains

weighing more than 3000 tons the effect of imposing speed restrictions is negligible, hence

the curve AB represents what the motive power is capable of doing.

For lighter trains the performance is affected by conditions imposed by the speed

limits as indicated by the dotted line.

If the trains are double headed then the curve AB becomes A'B', because two loco-

motives would be able to haul a 4000-ton train as fast as a single locomotive would

haul a 2000-ton train and so on. Thus it is a simple matter to adjust the calculated

curve to cover locomotives of various horsepower capacities, provided they have similar

characteristics.

If the characteristics of the locomotives are different, then the curve AB would

have to be recalculated because it may curve upwards or downwards instead of being

a straight line as just assumed. See Curve A"' B'".

Likewise the curve A"B" which corresponds to AB except that it applies to trains

in the opposite direction over the profile would have to be calculated. It has been

assumed to curve downward to indicate that the grades in the reverse direction are

opposing.

Comparison of Calculated with Actual Performance

In order to make this comparison it is necessary to obtain statistical data based

on a test period as previously explained if it is not otherwise available. Assume for

purposes of illustration a simple example as follows:

Gross tons handled 40,000 tons

Average train weight 4,000 tons

Minimum road time 2.35 hours

Average road time 4.00 hours

In Fig. 4 the calculated or test performance curve AB with various weight trains is

transferred from Fig. 3 and point b is plotted to correspond to the average weight of

train, 4000 tons. The calculated road time for this weight train is 2.35 hours, which is

assumed to check with the minimum road time found during the test period.
3

The calculated road times for 2500, 3000, and other weights of trains are projected

down to the middle diagram as indicated. It would require 10 trains of 4000 tons each to

handle 40,000 tons, thus point b is plotted on the vertical line corresponding to 4000 tons

and 10 trains.

If 40,000 tons were handled in 5000-ton trains it would require 8 trains and so on

for other weight trains. By plotting points on the vertical lines corresponding to the

number of trains and the weight, a curve CD can be drawn from which the minimum

road time (or for that matter the average road time) of trains of various weights, can be

obtained assuming perfect operation, every train having a free run.

However the average road time as determined from actual operation during the

test period amounts to 4 hours, based on 4000-ton trains. Thus in the bottom diagram

the point b' is plotted to correspond to 10 trains and an average road time of 4 hours.

8 Sometimes it happens that no train during the test period was given a dear track.
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Then the minimum road time 2.35 hours, based on 4000-ton trains, is projected

down to the horizontal axis of the bottom diagram and the solid sloping line (4000 tons

per train) is drawn connecting the minimum road time, 2.35 hours, with the average

road time, 4.0 hours. Thus the interference time, based on 10 trains, is 4 minus 2.35, or

1.65 hours.

To find the real or actual performance for any other weight trains, draw the 2500,

3000 and other tonnage lines parallel to the 4000-ton line through their corresponding

minimum times. Then project from the number of trains to the corresponding weight

of train, for example from 16 trains to the 2500-ton sloping line, and locate the point

corresponding to 16 trains, which is 4.6 hours.

The 'curve EF indicates how the average road time will vary with different weight

trains when the traffic amounts to 40,000 gross tons and shows that the average road

time will be a minimum when the trains weigh between 4000 and 5000 tons.

It is interesting to note that if a similar analysis is applied to other traffic densities

the weight of train that will produce the best average road time will increase with higher

densities and decrease with lower densities.

Different types of motive power are not equally affected by the same operating

conditions, and some types of motive power introduce conditions which are not common
to all. Consequently the amount of interference will very likely vary with different

types of motive power and this will affect the slope of the slanting lines in the bottom

diagram of Fig. 4 by an unknown amount which can only be determined from experience

with more than one type.

Thus it is possible for management to determine approximately when the character-

istics of the motive power are being used to their best advantage or what to expect from

changes in train weights based on fixed facilities and typical operating methods.

In the same way it is possible to determine the inherent advantages or different

types of motive power over a wide range of train weights by substituting, for example

A'"B'" for AB.

When these data concerning motive power are obtained, the next step is to inves-

tigate the imperfections pertaining to track facilities, methods of dispatching trains, etc.

The typical train-hour diagram as explained below offers one of the best methods for

conducting such investigations.

Typical Train-Hour Diagrams

In order to follow some of the discussion that follows later it is convenient to assume

that each train during the test period is represented by a cardboard strip, each strip

being cut so that its length is proportional to the hours on the road and its width

proportional to the weight of the train. When the strips are sorted according to length

and stacked, the view from the front would look like the train-hour diagram and the

view from the end would resemble the tonnage diagram, Fig. 2.

Both operations, plotting the data train by train or cutting strips are too cumber-

some for practical purposes. Instead it is more convenient to use an emperical formula

which is based on the equation of the probability curve and which has been found

sufficiently accurate for most practical purposes, besides possessing some mathematical

advantages that are helpful in final analyses.

The formula produces a smooth curve which is called the Typical Train-Hour

Diagram. A form for calculating the curve follows, together with a few examples to

illustrate applications of the form and the typical train-hour diagrams.
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FORM FOR CALCULATING
TYPICAL TRAIN HOUR DIAGRAMS

ITEM

1 NUMBER OF TRAINS

2 TIME FOR 20% OF TRAINS (.ZZ")

3 « « 80% » » <?o)
4 t2-+,

5 MINIMUM ROAD TIME + -.593+,

6 AVERAGE t.+ 1.113 +.

N

*2

1
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observed and the average time is obtained by dividing the total train-hours for the test

period (actually 488.75 hours) by the number of trains (112).

Thus given the performance chart, Fig. 6, Train Hour Diagrams OABC-OLMN,
etc., Fig. 7, can be calculated.

Effect of Track Utilization on Train Performance

Assume that studies are to be made to determine means for improving train

performance over a given operating district exclusive of motive power.

The logical point from which to start such an investigation is to determine the

performance based on present operating methods and existing facilities.

Suppose present operation consists of 30 trains, the average road time 5.23 hours

and the minimum road time 3 hours. From these data the present train performance

represented by the straight line B can be plotted as shown in Fig. 6.
6 Then from this

chart the average road time for any other number of trains can be found. For example,

the average road time for 40 trains would be 5.97 hours.

The potential track capacity of the district or section involved can be calculated by a

formula based on the amount of passing track and length of train. Assume it amounts

to 600 train-hours. Then if all trains could be operated perfectly or as well as the best,

then the train-hour diagram as previously stated would be a rectangle having the

minimum time t as a base, in this case 3 hours. Or the maximum number of trains that

could be operated based on perfect performance would be 600/t o , or in this case 200

90

80

20
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trains. Thus the potential track capacity of the section can be represented by rectangle 1

in Fig. 7.

The time the tracks were actually used can be obtained by calculating the typical

train-hour diagram OABC for comparison with the potential train-hours shown by
rectangle 2, Fig. 7. The train-hour diagram OABC represents 157 train-hours compared

to 600 train-hours represented by rectangle 2 and shows 30 trains compared to a theo-

retical of 200 in the case of perfect performance, rectangle 1, or 60 trains based on

every train taking 10 hours rectangle 2.

Obviously a greater number of trains could have been operated if they had been

available. If the number had been 40, then the typical train-hour diagram would be

OA'B'C whose base is 10 hours or just equal to the base of rectangle 2, and whose area

is 239 train-hours against a potential capacity of 600.

Still the number of trains is not as great as it could be if every train took 10 hours.

If 50 trains were operated, then the base of the typical train-hour diagram OA"B"C"
would have amounted to 11.75 hours. Consequently the base of the rectangle must be

increased to 11.75 hours as indicated by rectangle 3. When the base of the rectangle is

increased the height must be decreased proportionally in order to keep the area constant

at 600 train-hours, or to 51 trains. Thus, as the height of the typical train-hour diagram

increases the height of the rectangle decreases. When they are equal the corresponding

number of trains, in this case 50, will represent the maximum number of trains that can

be operated, based on present facilities and operating methods and skills.

Thus in this example the maximum number of trains amounts to 50 or 25 percent

of the theoretical maximum and the total train hours equals 316 or nearly 53 percent

of the potential track capacity.

In this connection attention is called to the fact that actual train-hour diagrams are

frequently distorted as indicated in Fig. 2. For this reason the above estimate of the

maximum number of trains should be scaled down, depending on how much the actual

diagrams are distorted—perhaps to SO percent.

For purposes of illustration it is assumed that the next step will be to investigate

some of the imperfections to see if there is not some way to remedy them. It may be

necessary to estimate the probable effect of a number of plans, for example, one plan

may be merely to double the track capacity, in which case it is a simple matter to

determine what the train performance will be, that is, it is only necessary to plot line A
by doubling the ordinates of curve B. For example after the track capacity is doubled

it would be possible to operate 60 instead of 30 trains over the section without exceeding

an average road time of 5.23 hours. If only 30 trains were operated after the track

capacity was doubled the average road time would be reduced from 5.23 hours to 4.12

hours which means that the unpredictable or interference time is cut in half.

Assume upon investigation it is found that passing tracks are so imperfectly spaced

that they are only partially effective and that dispatching methods can be improved to

such an extent that the interference time can be cut an equal amount by a combination

of the two possibilities, rearrangement of passing tracks and the addition of an improved
dispatching system without changing the potential track capacity of the section.

The typical train hour diagram OLMN resulting from either one of these plans is

shown in rectangle 4, Fig. 7. The chief difference between the two plans concerns the

maximum number of trains that can be operated. By doubling the track capacity the

maximum number of trains will be increased from 50 to 100, whereas the typical train-

hour diagram OL'M'N' shows that the maximum number of trains is limited to 67", or

about 33 percent of the theoretical number, based on no change in track capacity.
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The total time the tracks can be used under this condition amounts to 369 train-

hours or 61.5 percent of the potential track capacity, subject to adjustment for distortion

as noted earlier.

Passenger Trains

The problem becomes more complex when passenger and freight trains are operated

over the same tracks. The performance of either class is affected by the presence of the

other. Probably freight train performance is affected more by passenger trains than is

the performance of passenger trains by the operation of freight trains, because freight

trains must take more than their share of delays in order to let passenger trains meet

their schedules.

Because of this fact passenger trains are given a free track when possible, conse-

quently they can come closer to perfect operation, that is, the interference time for

passenger trains is much shorter than for freight trains. Theoretically if all the trains

were passenger trains the interference time would be the same as in the case of all

freight trains. For this reason it seems reasonable to assume freight train performance

is doubly affected by the operation of passenger trains, because every passenger train,

if considered as a freight train, would add something to the interference, but since it is

a passenger train the interference is passed on to freight trains and reflected in freight

train performance. It will be necessary to collect statistical data before the effect of

passenger train operation on freight train performance can be isolated definitely.

An attempt was made, in some of the early studies, to show the effect of operating

two classes of trains based on theoretically perfect operation, from which the conclusion

can be drawn that for every passenger train operated two freight trains must be annulled

in order that the passenger trains can be operated perfectly.

Thus in the previous example if it were proposed to operate 10 passenger trains in

addition to the 30 freight trains, then the effective potential track capacity so far as the

freight trains are concerned would be reduced by 2 X 10, or 20 trains making the area of

rectangle 1 equal to 180 X 3, or 540 train-hours. Consequently on this basis it would be

necessary to adjust the dimensions of rectangles 2, 3 and 4 accordingly. In addition it

would be necessary to recalculate the typical train-hour diagram OABC in order to

adjust for the additional interference caused by the added passenger trains.

If only passenger trains are operated greater care would be used in scheduling and

dispatching them than in the case of freight trains, otherwise they would show the same

amount of interference as freight trains, but the minimum road time would be less due

to the fact that they are lighter and can run faster. Thus it may be possible in some

cases to isolate conditions so as to show what can be accomplished by better skill in

scheduling and dispatching trains.

Miscellaneous

In Figs. 1 and 6 the minimum times t have been assumed to be the same during

the comparative periods "before and after". As indicated in Fig. 4 the minimum time

depends upon the profile and alinement of the line, speed restrictions imposed, capacity

of motive power and weight of train, which are factors that do not affect track capacity.

Consequently when the minimum times to are not the same in the comparative periods,

then it is probable that some change took place that involved one or more of the

factors just mentioned, change in profile, speed restrictions, motive power capacity, or it

may be due to the fact that more trains could be given a clear track.
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Report on Assignment 3

Methods or Formulas for the Solution of Special Problems

Relating to More Economical and Efficient

Railway Operation

B. T. Anderson (chairman, subcommittee), E. Y. Allen, C. W. Breed, S. B. Clement,

L. E. Dale, J. M. Farrin, Fred Lavis, J. M. MacBride, H. J. McKenzie, C. P.

Richardson, B. J. Schwendt, H. M. Shepard, F. C. Teske, V. P. Turnburke, H. P.

Weidman, J. S. Worley.

Last year your committee submitted a progress report on length of sidings for

freight train operation as described in the Proceedings, Vol. 47, 1946, page 52. The

formula for siding length for freight trains with minor revisions is now submitted with

the recommendation that it be adopted and published in the Manual.

FORMULA FOR SIDING LENGTH FOR FREIGHT TRAINS

L=(AXB) + Y, where
L = Length of siding between switch points

A = Cars per train

B = Average length of car

Y = C + D + E + F+G + H + I, where
C := Length of locomotive
D = Length of caboose

E = Stopping distance in siding

F = Sack in cars

G = Length of two turnouts

H = Length of signal clearance per siding

/ = Length of highway crossing

Each railroad should substitute the values applying on a project. If more than one

locomotive is used per train or the factors are modified, the formula should be changed

accordingly.

Report on Assignment 4

Effect of Higher Speed on Railway Revenues, Operating

Expenses and Charges to Capital Account

J. A. Schoch (chairman, subcommittee), B. T. Anderson, J. W. Barriger, C. W. Breed,

G. W. Hand, J. M. MArBRiDE, M. F. Mannion, F. H. McGuigan, Jr., P. E. Need-
ham, F. N. Nye, J. F. Pringle, R. W. Rogers, H. F. Schryver, B. J. Schwendt,

L. K. Slllcox, H. W. Snyder, V. P. Turnburke, F. G. Walter, J. A. Wood.

Preface

In the analyses submitted herewith, an attempt has been made to point out the

major variables which influence the trends in investment and operating costs with

increase in train speed. Individual cases may show quite different trends due to the

infinite number of possible combinations of variable factors. Due to the many variables

to be considered, it is impossible to establish a formula that would be generally applicable

for all situations. This treatise sets forth the major factors influenced by speed and

discusses how a change in each of these factors affects investment and operating costs.
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For a particular application, it is necessary to apply the characteristics and costs which

are inherent to the specific case.

In addition to the many variables encountered, practically no cost figures are

available which are commonly accepted as representative of high speed operation. For

example, the cost of maintaining the same motive power will vary widely on different

properties. Then too, a relatively few high speed trains are usually operated in con-

junction with a large number of intermediate and slow speed trains so that it becomes

extremely difficult to proportion the costs to the different types of trains. The figures

used in preparing tables and curves included in this report, together with an explanation

of their origin, are given in the appendix. Since this report is being prepared during

a period when material and labor costs are increasing materially, the unit costs used

are those which were in effect prior to January 1946.

Summary

From this study, the factors which influence operating passenger trains at high

speeds may be summarized as follows:

1. Economy.—High speed passenger trains can be very profitable if potential

travelers are available.

2. Track.—Much improvement work, particularly curve reduction, must be

done to make tracks suitable for speeds of 100 mph. or more.

3. Train Weight.—Increased expenditures are justified to bring about further

reduction in weight of cars and locomotives.

4. Streamlining.—The utmost in streamlining does not appear to be economical.

5. Train Size.—The maximum train size that traffic justifies is most economical.

6. Other Factors.—An analysis of other factors which influence first cost and

operating expenses will show possibilities of marked reductions in cost.

This is an age in which a great deal of emphasis is placed on saving in time. Higher

train speeds are a certainty. In 1930, there were only a few trains operating on 1100

route miles of track making a schedule speed from terminal to terminal of a mile a

minute or faster. In 1936, there were 644 such trains operating over 40,200 route miles

and, 1942, the number had increased to 1529 trains operating over 85,870 route miles.

In the future, the desires and needs of the passenger will dictate the speeds at which

trains will be operated.

General

Higher train speeds not only hold forth appeal and allurement to the riding and

shipping public but also afford the railroads a means of competing more effectively with

other forms of transportation. The fastest speeds ever attained on rails with standard

railway equipment have been achieved by American trains. Many records runs were

made at the turn of the century. The world's record of 127.2 mph.—which has not yet

been exceeded—was made by a Pennsylvania train in 1905. However, this maximum
speed record was established on a short run of three miles. Of much more significance

are the present-day scheduled runs over longer distances, making normal stops and

observing all speed restrictions. High speed services are common today in which schedule

speeds in excess of 60 mph. are maintained.

The term "higher speeds" is vague in that it may apply to either maximum operating

speed or schedule speed (based on the time consumed between terminals). Passengers

and shippers are interested only in the latter since this represents the time in transit.
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Many factors influence the schedule speed to be established with optimum results for a

given service. While an average speed of SO mph. may be sufficient on a particular run,

it may be entirely inadequate for another. For cross-country runs of 1000 miles or more,

a high speed service will definitely be demanded.

In passenger service, high speed daylight runs, leaving at a late afternoon hour and

arriving at a destination before midnight, have proved extremely popular. Another

popular service is the overnight run, leaving between 10:00 p.m. and midnight and

arriving at destination between 7:00 and 8:00 a.m. A modern merchandise freight service,

which leaves in the early evening and arrives at destination the next morning, is also in

demand. The speed required to perform these services will depend largely upon the

distance to be traveled and the service offered by competition.

The prerequisites of high speed train operation are adequate motive power capacity

and suitable rolling stock and track. As train speeds are increased, the capacity of motive

power required increases nearly as the cube of the speed. Rolling stock and track must

be suitably designed and maintained to give safe and comfortable riding. While, in

general, higher speed operation will attract more revenue, increases in speed are accom-

panied by higher operating costs and must eventually be confronted with the law of

diminishing returns. Very few of the railroads in the United States are now suitable

for operating at speeds of 100 mph., or more, except for short stretches. However, much

can be accomplished toward increasing the schedule speed without increasing the maximum

operating speed. In passenger service, a schedule speed of 75 mph. may be realized in

many services without exceeding 100 mph. maximum.

In a general study of this kind, it becomes extremely difficult to establish the bases

upon which the study is to be made. Unless related to specific conditions, comparative

figures for investment and operating costs are of little value except as indications of

trends. It is the purpose of this study to analyze how the major variable factors influence

these trends.

Since operating speeds, train weights and conditions of service are so widely different

for passenger and freight services, this study is divided into two parts; part 1 deals

with passenger service and part 2 with freight service. Each of these two parts is further

subdivided into the three phases of the subject assignment ; namely, the effect on charges

to capital account, operating expenses and railway revenues.

Part 1—Passenger Service

Many factors affect the capital investment required for high speed passenger train

operation and the resulting operating expenses. There are practically no records that

show how these costs vary with train speed. To use available data for the purpose of

comparison would be confusing and deceiving, since they cover operating conditions so

complex and so widely different. In this study, the approach has been to choose basic

conditions representative of the average conditions to be met and then determine how

investment and operating costs vary with the factors which influence these costs.

It is relatively simple to determine the trend in capital costs and operating expenses

for motive power and rolling stock with increases in maximum operating speed. How-

ever, operating expenses vary greatly with the number of hours the equipment is

actually in service. At the present time, practically all high speed trains are operating

in assigned runs, which results in a high annual mileage per train. As high speed operation

becomes more general, this equipment will be operated in a pool and the average number

of hours in revenue service will vary greatly, depending upon the services to be met.
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Due to the many variables encountered, such as different types of motive power

used, mixtures of standard and light weight equipment, and the combination of pas-

senger and freight operations over a wide range of speeds, it is almost impossible to

arrive at the cost of preparing and maintaining the track and roadbed for high speed

operation. In addition, such preparation is frequently accompanied by the installation

of a better foundation, heavier rails and larger ties. While these items contribute to

a better roadbed over which trains may be operated safely and comfortably at high

speed, it has been verified by experience that such construction leads to the most

economical maintenance for all services.

The main factors which affect both capital and operating costs are:

1. Profile and alinement of track

2. Weight of train

3. Type of motive power

4. Type of service

5. Number of high speed trains

6. Utilization

7. Maximum train speed

In this study to determine the effect of higher speed operation on charges to capital

account, operating expenses and operating revenues, fixed conditions have been assumed

for items 1 to 6, inclusive, and the trend established with the maximum speed increasing

from 80 to 120 mph. How a change from conditions assumed for each of the above

factors affects the established trends will be discussed later. The assumed conditions

for each of the above factors are outlined briefly in the following paragraphs.

Profile and Alinement

The 470-mile stretch of double track used as a basis of this study is probably

typical of average conditions to be met if mountainous sections are excluded. Forty

percent has a rolling profile and a large amount of curvature. The grades range up to

one percent. Thirty percent of this section has curved track and about one-third of the

curvature ranges between 2 and 8 deg. The remaining 60 percent has relatively few

light grades and very little curvature. The ruling grade is 0.38 percent. Only 2>y2 percent

of this section is curved track and maximum curvature is 2 deg. 20 min.

Weight of Train

The different types of cars that make up passenger trains vary considerably in their

average weight. They range from approximately SO tons for baggage cars to as much

as 100 tons for certain diners. The average weight for modern high speed trains with all

cars of present-day design will rarely exceed an average of 60 tons per car. This average

car weight without passenger load has been used as the basis of this study.

The enthusiastic reception of the streamliners and their increasing popularity since

their introduction in 1934, together with the outstanding record of handling a large

volume of traffic during the war years, have established them as the modern standard.

In addition to these intangibles, there is the direct saving due to the reduction in train

weight and resistance. Modern construction leads to a reduction of approximately 20

percent in the air resistance factor as compared to old standards of design. Consequently,

this study is based on modern streamlined design.

The consist of streamliners operating in the nation today ranges between 3 and

17 cars. Of the total of 115 trains of this type, 66 percent contains 8 cars or more. The
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average for these trains is 13 cars. For this study, a train consist of 16 cars has been

used. Allowing five tons per car for an average load, the train weight is 1040 tons,

exclusive of motive power.

Types of Motive Power

What the motive power of the future will be cannot be forecast at this time. During

the next decade, developments now being pursued will produce more outstanding im-

provements in motive power than have appeared during any corresponding period in the

history of the railroads. Shortly, four distinct types of motive power will be available

for moving traffic on American railroads. It is the opinion of this committee that each

of these types will have a field of service in which it can perform most economically.

The selection of the proper type will be determined by such basic factors as availability,

reliability, flexibility, speed-tractive effort characteristic with sustained horsepower at

high speeds, tracking characteristics, first cost, and maintenance and operating costs.

The electric locomotive ranks first in almost all of these factors. The highest capacity

(up to 10,000 rail hp.) can be built into a single cab with greatest weight efficiency.

Modern designs weigh about 35 to 50 tons per 1000 rail hp. It is the standard by

which all other types are measured. However, the additional cost of wayside installations

required for an electrification and the difficulty in financing its relatively high first cost

have limited its application to lines of heavy traffic density or lines with special operating

problems. High speed train operation will greatly enlarge this field. In addition, recent

developments in hydro-electric power—with still further projects under consideration

—

supplemented by efficient coal-burning power plants, may not only bring extensive

electrification of American railroads within the realm of possibility but also of economy.

The forte of the steam locomotive has been its low first cost. During recent years,

it has become saddled with so many auxiliary devices that it is rapidly losing this

advantage. These additions, together with large capacity tenders, have resulted in a total

weight out of all proportion to the adhesive or useful weight. More important from

the standpoint of high speed passenger train operation is that dynamic augment increases

as the square of the speed. These factors, together with its relatively low availability and

high maintenance costs, lead to the conclusion that the steam reciprocating locomotive

has possibly reached its economical limit for high speed passenger trains. Even so, there

are instances of modern steam motive power units averaging about 25,000 miles per

month in high speed passenger runs. Locomotives of this type have been built up to

8000 rail hp., with a weight of about 70 to 75 tons per 1000 rail hp.

Further determined effort radically to improve the steam locomotive may be

rewarded with gratifying results. The elimination of reciprocating and unbalanced parts

removes one of the handicaps to high speed train operation. Another item which most

obviously needs attention is the boiler. Concentrated study and endeavor on these items

alone may lead to a steam locomotive with a high pressure boiler and a steam turbine

geared drive which will put it back in the running for hauling high speed passenger trains.

Due to the many advantages of the diesel electric locomotive, most of the new

streamlined high speed passenger trains will be diesel-powered. Of all types of motive

power the diesel locomtive ranks last, however, in space and weight efficiency. To date,

the largest capacity built in a single cab is 2500 rail hp. (3000 engine hp.). Most recent

designs weigh 90 to 100 tons per 1000 rail hp. While all weight is adhesive weight, the

motive power capacity for hauling passenger trains at 100 mhp. or more results in a

locomtive weight several times the adhesive weight required. For most economical opera-

tion, it is just as important to reduce the weight of motive power to minimum require-

ments for adhesion as to reduce the weight of cars.
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The development of the gas turbine locomotive has not progressed to the point that

its place can be definitely established. Progress to date indicates that it will have much

better weight efficiency than either the steam or diesel locomotive and its first cost and

operating efficiency will be at least comparable with the diesel.

From the previous discussion, it may readily be seen that the cost of operation will

vary materially with the type of motive power used. However, the type of motive power

and the relative performance and cost of operation are matters worthy of separate study.

This particular study is based on diesel-electric motive power. Locomotive capacity has

been determined on the basis of requirements for balancing the train on straight and

level track at the maximum operating speeds considered. While straight and level track

is the exception rather than the general condition, some basis must be established to

determine relative performances.

Type of Service

High speed services are characterized by infrequent stops of short duration. In

existing high speed schedules, the average distance between stops ranges from less than

SO miles to more than 100 miles. For this study, an average run of 120 miles has been

assumed. The average length of each station stop has been taken as S min.

Number of Trains

While theoretically, the cost of preparing the track for a given train speed is inde-

pendent of the number of trains to be operated at high speed, a greater number of high

speed trains usually warrants a greater expenditure for the elimination of or reduction

in speed restrictions. For the purpose of simplicity, this study has been made on a train

basis, assuming that 13 high speed trains are required.

Utilization

Operating costs will vary greatly with train utilization. Some services will permit

operating trains 350,000 miles or more annually, while others may be limited to less than

one-half this amount. In order to show the variation in operating costs due to this

factor, consideration has been given to variation in train-hours between 4000 and 6000

hours annually.

Maximum Train Speed

In this country, no train would be considered as high speed if it did not reach a

maximum speed of 80 mph. Most streamliners operating today are limited to a maximum

speed of 90 mph. This study covers a range in maximum train speeds of 80 to 120 mph.

Effect on Charges to Capital Account

Studies made by the railroads to determine the wishes of the traveling public show

that speed, comfort, safety and low cost are among the most important considerations.

High speed, comfortable and appealing streamlined trains are requisites for the attraction

of the prospective postwar traveler. Of equal importance are improvements in track,

servicing facilities, passenger stations and personal services, including the purchase of

transportation, checking of baggage, delivery of hand baggage, and the like, which are

expected by the public.

While the effect of speed on the first cost of rolling equipment and the preparation

of the roadbed and track are not subject to exact determination, the trend can be indi-

cated readily. The cost of other improvements will vary widely with local and particular

conditions to be met. To capture and retain passenger traffic, these improvements will
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have to be made at the lowest possible cost consistent with requirements. No attempt is

made to include these auxiliary costs as a part of this study, although they may be of

considerable magnitude.

Existing designs of diesel locomotives are capable of operating at maximum speeds

of 120 mph. No increase in cost is involved due to speed alone. However, more locomotive

capacity is required as the train speed increases and this results in a corresponding increase

in first cost. Based on conditions outlined previously, the relative locomotive capacities

required with the different maximum operating speeds are shown in Fig. 1. The first

cost will vary directly as the capacity. The schedule speeds which can be maintained

with all existing speed restrictions observed are shown by the broken line.

Modern streamlined cars can also be operated up to speeds of 120 mph. The first

cost depends largely upon the class of car, degree of luxury and quantity on order.

While cars now building will have only minor changes, consisting primarily of improve-

ment in trucks, structural details, interior decorations and equipment, higher speeds will

call for further improvement in riding qualities and brake equipment. Progress still

remains to be made in better spring characteristics, and roll stabilizers. In addition, the

brakes should be improved to reduce the time and distance required for stopping trains.

These improvements will result in a very slight increase in the first cost of the complete

car. Both of these items will permit the maintenance of the same schedule speed with

less locomotive capacity so that their additional cost will be more than offset by lower

cost of motive power.

The expense of preparing the track for high speed service must be considered. A
smooth and comfortable ride may be obtained on a given track up to speeds of 80 mph.

:

but if speeds are increased to 100 mph. or higher, the ride on this same track may be

neither smooth nor safe. Better drainage, deeper ballast, heavier rails, larger ties, improved

fastenings and the respacing of signals combine to provide a track suitable for high

speed operation.

In addition to the strength of the track and its foundation, consideration must also

be given to its general layout. The elimination, or at least a reduction in the number, of

speed restrictions and the amount that the maximum speed must be reduced are primary

factors in maintaining high schedule speeds. Curves are probably the most general

obstacle to sustained maximum speeds. To make curves suitable for maximum speeds,

it is important that the trains pass from straight track to curve without abrupt change.

This necessitates the use of long easement curves or spirals.

The cost of preparing the track may be influenced by the amount of freight traffic

and freight train speeds. Certainly it varies with the roadbed conditions, existing track

structure, grades, curvature, signal spacing, railroad and highway crossings, bridges,

tunnels and the number of towns traversed. All of these factors represent obstacles to

higher speeds. Such obstructions impose speed restrictions and if their spacing is unduly

short, trains may be unable to accelerate and decelerate between such limits. Track

changes are necessary to remove or reduce the number of restrictions.

Only those costs incurred by the high speed traffic are chargeable to it. Renewals

of ties, rails, other track material, ballast and even revision of signal facilities are usually

necessary for handling freight tonnage and passenger trains at intermediate speeds. The

light ax^ loadings and balanced driving wheels inherent to the streamliners materially

reduce the track stress per wheel as compared to conventional equipment. It is con-

ceivable that this reduction may be greater than the increase due to higher speeds. On

the other hand, the cost of ballasting and alining track necessary to bring about an

improvement in line and surface to handle higher speeds is definitely chargeable to the
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higher speed operation. Other items of cost which are directly chargeable are the elimina-

tion or reduction of curves, additional highway crossing protection, respacing of signals,

track revisions, additional track drains, and similar improvements. Even these improve-

ments are reflected in greater economy of operation for other trains.

Taking all of the above factors into account, an estimate has been made of the

charges to capital account for preparing the roadbed of the stretch of track under con-

sideration for the higher train speeds. To make an exact estimate would require an

accurate knowledge of terrain, obstructions and other factors influencing the cost. Fur-

thermore, in track changes of this kind, a segregation must be made between main-

tenance and capital charges. Figures submitted by one railroad represent the actual

charges to capital account for track changes made when the operation of high speed

streamliners was inaugurated on its lines. These values have been given due consideration

but it is felt that they are typical of a service with relatively low traffic density and

through sparsely populated territory. The estimated unit figure—either per track mile

or per train—here used is several times higher and is probably more representative of

average conditions. Since this cost estimate includes reductions in curvature which either

eliminate a speed restriction or at least raise the permissible operating speed, a higher

schedule speed can be maintained than shown by the broken line in Fig. 1. With the

speed restrictions reduced, these schedule speeds can be met with lower locomotive

capacity and correspondingly reductions in first cost and operating cost. If the same

motive power capacity is retained, then higher schedule speeds can be maintained. This

is indicated by the dot and dash line in Fig. 1.

The expenditures that can be economically justified for the elimination of or reduc-

tion in curvature can be determined only after extensive analysis and study. Obviously,

it is both impractical and uneconomical to eliminate all speed restrictions. No change

has been made in speed restrictions through the towns traversed. Furthermore, no at-

tempt has been made to eliminate speed restrictions entirely. It has arbitrarily been

established that existing curves will be reduced only enough to raise the speed limit to

two-thirds of the maximum speed. For instance, with maximum train speeds of 100 mph.,

curves would be reduced to 3 deg., and to 2 deg. with speeds of 120 mph.

Based on these general conditions, the total cost of preparing the track has been

estimated for the maximum train speeds contemplated, and this total has been prorated

to the total number of high speed trains. Fig. 2 has been prepared showing the relative

first costs for rolling equipment and the preparation of track for the different schedule

speeds as shown on Fig. 1.

Effect on Operating Expenses

Many of the items which make up operating expenses are not affected by higher

speed. Only those items are considered which increase with train speed. These are

tabulated below:

1. Engine crew expense

2. Cost of fuel

3. Motive power maintenance

4. Car maintenance

5. Track maintenance

Engine Crew Expense

With higher train speeds, the capacity of motive power increases, as shown in Fig. 1.

This results in a corresponding increase in the total weight on drivers with a consequent
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increase in crew expense. Fig. 3 shows the relation between engine crew expense and

train speed.

Cost of Fuel

From speed-time curve calculations, the horsepower-hours and hours of engine idling

have been calculated for the various train speeds. From these data, the cost of fuel and

lubricating oil has been determined. The relation between the cost of these items and

train speed is shown in Fig. 3.

Motive Power Maintenance

Many services in connection with the maintenance of motive power are neither

proportional to the locomotive capacity nor to the miles operated. For instance, the

cost of a turn-around for a single-cab locomotive—even though its dimensions may differ

appreciably—will not vary as the rating of the locomotive. In like manner, the cost of

making periodic inspections, such as daily and monthly inspections, has no relation to

the number of miles the locomotive operates. Other work, such as painting, is usually

done on a time basis rather than on a mileage basis. In view of these conditions, the cost

of motive power maintenance is divided into two factors; one is a fixed amount based

on time with no relation to the number of miles operated, and the other is a variable

amount directly proportional to the miles operated.

For diesel motive power, the fixed amount varies greatly with locomotive capacity

since the number of cabs increases directly with capacity.

Fig. 4 shows the relation between the cost of maintenance per locomotive-mile and

train speed. Since the number of miles operated varies directly with the number of hours

in service, curves have been drawn for 4000, and 6000 hours of operation annually.

Car Maintenance

The cost of maintaining car specialties is largely proportional to the hours operated

rather than the number of miles traveled. On the other hand, the maintenance of the

car body and trucks varies directly with the mileage. On this basis, the cost of main-

tenance per car-mile decreases somewhat with an increase in schedule speed, but varies

little, if any, with an increase in the number of hours in service.

Track Maintenance

After the roadbed and track have been made suitable for high speed operation, a

higher standard of maintenance must be adopted. The effect of small irregularities is

magnified as speed increases. Furthermore, higher speeds hasten the development of

these irregularities. Consequently, small defects must be repaired promptly. It also becomes

desirable to do this work in such a way as to avoid interference with the passage

of trains.

Aside from the increase in cost with higher train speeds, the cost of maintaining

the track is influenced by climatic conditions, soil conditions, weight of rail and other

conditions of track. Available maintenance costs cannot be broken down to show how
much is due to high speed trains and how much is due to other traffic. It therefore

becomes necessary to derive its relation to train speed from a theoretical study or from

experience and judgment. One railroad, based on its experience, estimated that this cost

would increase in accordance with the following percentages:
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Table 1

Speed-
m ph. Ratio

80 100

90 105

100 no
120 125

An analysis of the track maintenance costs for a number of railroads shows that

these costs for roads with predominately passenger traffic are 35 percent higher than for

roads where traffic is largely freight. A comparison of the weighted averages of track

stress per wheel for the different train speeds shows that the intensity is 33 percent

greater at 120 mph. than at 80 mph. It is obvious that the increase in track maintenance

will be materially less than this amount since rail life is affected to a greater degree by

repetition of shear stress than by its intensity. Other bases of comparison could be made

which might show different results.

The relation between track maintenance cost and train speed, as tabulated below,

appears reasonable:

Table 2

Speed-
mph. Ratio

80 100

90 105

100 112

120 130

This study has been based upon the above relation.

Fixed Charges

Fixed charges include interest, depreciation, insurance and taxes. There is no uniform

rate of interest since the rate on equipment trusts depends upon the credit position of

the railroad and the time of issue. The charge for depreciation is even less definite since

there is considerable difference of opinion as to the proper rate chargeable against this

type of train. In like manner, there is considerable variation in the tax rate levied against

property. In this study, fixed charges have been determined at 7.5 percent of capital

investment for both rolling equipment and track.

Fig. 5 has been prepared to show the variation in the cost of fixed charges and items

of operating expense affected by higher train speed. It is intereseting to note that a train

operated 4000 hours annually at a maximum speed of 80 mph. costs just as much per

train-mile as the same train operated at 98 mph. if operated 6000 hours annually. For

these items, the cost is about 14 percent greater for the same train at all speeds when

operated 4000 hours as compared to 6000 hours annually.

Effect on Railway Revenues

Throughout the war, revenues of more than $10 per train-mile were not uncommon

for the streamliners. Even prior to the war, the growth in revenues and net income had

expanded greatly. A typical example is a service started by one railroad in 1939 with a

single train of 7 cars. By 1941, it had grown to three trains of 14 cars each. No data

are available to show how much traffic increased due to the faster service or how much

was diverted from other trains.
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Experience during the war years has demonstrated that passenger service can be very

profitable when trains are fully loaded. To keep the trains loaded will be a more difficult

task as competing forms of transportation again come into full operation. That the

railroads intend to make it difficult for competitors to lure passenger traffic from them

is evidenced by the resumption of their program—halted during the war—to revitalize

and improve passenger service.

There is hardly any question that comfortable, modern trains—operated where

potential travel volume is high—will attract sufficient patronage to yield a profit. The
speed at which such trains will have to run will depend primarily upon competition, type

of service required to be attractive and local conditions. Regardless of the speed, the

service rendered must be good.

In the final analysis, the choice of train speed is one of economics. Certainly, higher

train speeds are not warranted unless more passengers are hauled. An analysis of the

increase in operating expenses with higher train speeds was presented earlier in this study.

From these results, Fig. 6 has been prepared to show the additional number of passengers

per car needed so that the fares they pay will balance the additional expense. It is

interesting to note that the increase in number of fares is very nominal. Past experience

proves that these extra fares will be forthcoming. For example, the introduction of air

conditioning, in spite of its comparatively high cost, spread rapidly because it increased

passenger traffic. In like manner, higher train speeds are attended by higher revenues as

substantiated by the results obtained with the streamliners.

Alternates Considered

Up to this point, the study has been based on fixed conditions for (1) profile and

alinement of track, (2) weight and size of train, (3) number of trains, (4) type of motive

power, and (5) type of service. Under these conditions, the variations in capital charges

and operating expenses have been determined for various operating speeds and various

hours in service. In the following pages, a discussion is presented covering conditions

differing from the fixed conditions assumed. The alternates considered are:

1. Change in profile and alinement

2. Change in train weight

3. Change in number of trains

4. Change in streamlining

5. Change in train size

6. Change due to other factors

Change in Profile and Alinement

A change in profile and alinement will result in a corresponding change in both

capital charges and operating expenses. If conditions are more severe than those assumed,

the investment for equipment and preparation of roadway is increased and operating

expenses are higher. Conversely, both items of cost are reduced with less severe

conditions.

The cost of cars will not change with track conditions. On the other hand, the capacity

of motive power required to make a certain schedule speed with a fixed weight of train

will vary appreciably. The cost of locomotives will, of course, be determined by the

capacity required. The greatest change, however, will be in the cost of preparing the

roadway for higher train speeds. Reference to Fig. 2 shows that the cost per train of

making track changes is about one-half as great as the increase in cost of rolling equip-

ment. Under different conditions, this relation might change very materially.
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Some items of operating expense will be greatly affected by a change in track

conditions, while others will be affected very little, if any. Engine crew expense, cost of

fuel and motive power maintenance will vary proportionately with a change in motive

power capacity. Car and track maintenance will be affected only slightly for different

track conditions once the investment has been made to make the track suitable for the

higher speed. Fixed charges will, of course, vary with investment cost.

Except for mountainous territory, it is predicted that the effect of higher train

speeds on any track section will be essentially the same as the relations outlined in this

study, with the exception of the cost of making track changes and the fixed charges

resulting from this investment. The cost of these items will vary widely for different

track sections.

Change in Train Weight

The weight of cars has a tremendous effect on the cost of operating trains at high

speed. To illustrate this effect, a comparison is made between car weights of 65, 55

and 45 tons loaded.

The reduction in weight of a car can be brought about in several ways. First of all,

the design can be reduced to the minimum requirements of AAR specifications. A general

reduction in strength and ruggedness throughout the design would result in a correspond-

ing reduction in car weight. Such a procedure would probably reduce the first cost but

the maintenance cost would increase and availability would be low due to the necessity

of continuously servicing less rugged mechanical equipment. To obtain extreme light

weight, aluminum or other light materials should be used to the maximum extent prac-

tical on the body and interior appointments. New alloys with improved properties are

now available, especially in low alloy high tensile steel and aluminum. The cost of these

materials has been steadily reduced during the past five years.

The total weight of material in the structural shell of a car represents only 25 to

35 percent of the total weight of the completed car. The weight of the trucks represents

about this same percentage. This indicates the necessity for a thorough study of the

weight of specialties, finish materials and accessories.

Light weight can also be achieved by the elimination of parts or a reduction in the

number or luxury of appointments. However, the present general standard of railway

passenger car design is considered essential in modern railway service, and luxury and

comfort are necessary to attract business.

Some of the factors discussed will lead to higher first cost, while others will result

in lower cost. This is true of maintenance costs. The aim should be to arrive at the

lightest weight consistent with safety, low cost, comfort and appearance. Without regard

to the first cost or maintenance of the cars themselves, an attempt has been made to

determine how other items of first cost and operating expenses are affected by a reduction

in the weight of cars.

The motive power capacity required to haul the same number of cars on the same

schedule varies materially with car weight. The following tabulation gives a comparison

for a 16-car train with loaded car weights of 65, 55 and 45 tons:

Table 3

Max. Engine Horsepower
Speed- 65-ton 55-ton 45-ton
mph. Cars Cars Cars

80 4,500 4,050 3,600

90 5,450 4,900 4,350

100 7,000 6,300 5,550
120 12,000 10,750 9,600
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The reduced locomotive capacity results in a corresponding reduction in first cost of

motive power and lower operating expense for such items as engine crew expense, cost

of fuel and maintenance of motive power.

It appears unlikely that the cost of making changes in the track for high speed

operation will change materially with lighter weight cars. In like manner, the cost of

track maintenance will not vary greatly since it is influenced more by train speed than

by axle loading. Assuming the first cost and maintenance cost of cars and track remain

the same, regardless of car weight, Fig. 7 has been prepared showing the variation in

operating expenses with car weight at different maximum train speeds. It may be noted

that the gain from light weight cars increases rapidly with train speed.

The savings capitalized at 7.5 percent show that for each pound of reduction in

weight, the following approximate capital expenditures are justified:

Table 4

Justified

Expenditures

Max. Per Lb.

Speed- 4000 6000

mph. hours hours

80 $0.54 $0.76

90 0.70 0.98

100 0.93 1.30

120 1.57 2.20

The savings outlined for light weight cars are solely the result of lower motive power

capacity. It is, therefore, even more important to reduce the weight of the motive power

itself. The following tabulation shows the reduction in motive power capacity based on

the predicted weight of 55 tons per 1000 hp. rating of the prime mover for gas turbine

locomotives.

Table 5

Max. Gas
Speed— Diesel Turbine
mph. Power Power

80 4,500 4,100

90 5,450 4,900

100 7,000 6,100
120 12,000 9,600

The saving in motive power capacity is equivalent to that obtained by reducing the

weight of each car of a 16-car train by 10 tons with train speeds up to 100 mph. and

twice that amount at 120 mph. This would justify an increase in first cost for this type

of motive power of approximately one-third more than for diesel power of the same

rating.

Change in Number of Trains

The number of trains operated has no effect on the five items of operating expense

considered in this study. Since the cost of preparing the track has been prorated to the

number of trains, any change in the number of trains operated will affect the fixed

charges. The following tabulation shows the relation of fixed charges and items of

operating expense affected by higher train speeds for 4 and 13 trains based on cars

weighing 65 tons and 4000 hours of operation annually.
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Table 6

Miles

Per 4 13

Hour Trains Trains

80 100 100

90 108 106.S

100 122.5 116

120 160 149

Change in Streamlining

The effect of streamlining becomes more pronounced as speed increases or with

extremely short trains of one to three cars. The present design of streamliners results in

approximately a 20 percent reduction in the air resistance factor as compared to con-

ventional cars of older design. It is estimated that the practical limit in streamlining

might reduce the air resistance factor as much as 40 percent. The relative capacities of

motive power required for the two conditions are shown in the tabulation below:

Table 7

Max. Engine Horsepower

Speed- Extreme

mph. Streamliners Streamlining

80 4,500 4,400

90 5,450 5,250

100 7,000 6,500

120 12,0C0 10,750

Again assuming that the first cost and maintenance cost of cars and track do not

vary with the amount of streamlining, the variation in operating expenses for a 16-car

train at different maximum train speeds is shown in the following tabulation:

Table 8

Items of Operating

Max. Expense Affected by Speed

Speed- Extreme

mph. Streamliners Streamlining

80 100.0 99.3

90 106.5 105.0

100 116.0 112.5

120 149.0 141.5

If the highest degree of streamlining were adopted, some added cost would be

involved. It may be seen from the above tabulation that very little is gained. The

practical objection to maximum streamlining is the increase in maintenance cost. Addi-

tional shrouding and/or enclosures of equipment are undesirable as they collect dirt and

ice and interfere with inspection and maintenance.

Change in Train Size

Assuming that a certain number of 16-car trains are required to handle a given

volume of traffic on the stretch of track used for this study, then twice the number of

8-car trains and 1.33 times the number of 12-car trains would be necessary to take care

of this same volume of traffic. On this basis, there would be no change in investment

for rolling equipment and preparation of roadway.
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Of the five items of operating expense previously considered, only engine crew

expense and locomotive maintenance would be affected by train size. The relation of

these items for 16, 12 and 8-car trains is brought out in the following tabulation:

Table 9

Speed- Size of Train

mph. 16 Cars 12 Cars 8 Cars

80 39.0 44.4 54.2

90 43.8 49.1 59.6

100 51.2 56.4 66.8

120 75.7 80.9 91.4

It may be noted from the above that the cost of these two items of operating expense

increases about 5 cents per mile with 12-car trains and 15 cents per mile with 8 car

trains. In addition, the train crew expense increases 33.3 percent with 12-car trains and

is doubled with 8-car trains.

The smaller train has the advantage of minimum walking distance for the patrons

and greater convenience, particularly at stations with short platforms. A greater number

of smaller trains also provides more frequent service to the riding public.

Change Due to Other Factors

Other factors which influence both the first cost and operating expenses are the

distances between stops and the duration of the stop. These factors will be fixed usually

by potential traffic and local conditions on a particular run.

Removal of the electrical load from the car axle will reduce both the first cost and

operating expenses. A comparison can be made readily by tabulating the relative number

of cars that can be hauled with the same motive power capacity over a given profile

at various train speeds.

Table 10

Number of Cars With
Speed- Locomotive Electrical Load Supplied By
mph. Rating-hp. Locomotive Other Source

80 4,500 16 18.7

90 5,450 16 18.35

100 7,000 16 18.0

120 12,000 16 17.55

Appendix

Basic Data Used in Calculating Curves and Tables

Fig. 1

(a) Solid Line Curve.—This curve, showing relations between motive power capacity

and train speed, was determined by calculating the locomotive capacity required to

balance a trailing train of 1040 tons on straight and level track at 80, 90, 100, 110 and

120 mph. The AREA train resistance formula was used, including the air conditioning

load. The locomotive weight is based on 76 tons per 1000 engine hp. or 90 tons per

1000 rail hp.

(b) Dotted Line Curve.—With locomotive capacities as indicated by curve (a) con-

tinuous speed-time curve calculations were made for conditions as described under the

heading Type of Service. All speed restrictions now in force on the railroad were

observed, regardless of the maximum train speed.
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Fig. 1.—Diesel Engine Horse-
power and Schedule Speed with
Train of Sixteen 65-Ton Stream-
lined Cars.
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(c) Dot and Dash Line.—This curve shows the schedule speeds that can be main-

tained with the same train and same locomotive capacity after making the curve reduc-

tions as discussed under Fig. 2.

Fig. 2

(a) Dotted Line Curve.—This curve was based on a cost for diesel motive power

of $85 per diesel engine horsepower. Average cost of each of the 16 cars is $80,000.

Sixteen times $80,000 plus $85 times diesel engine capacity shown on Fig. 1 gives the

total cost of rolling equipment.

(b) Solid Line Curve.—This curve is the sum of curve (a) and the cost of

preparing track.

As explained in the report, to make an accurate estimate would require detail knowl-

edge of the terrain, obstructions and conditions peculiar to this particular track section.

Since this information was not available, a "guestimate" has been made, guided by some

available data and on judgment and experience.

180
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As explained under the heading Profile and Alinement, the track section under

consideration is relatively free of grades and curves for 60 percent of the distance, while

the remaining 40 percent has a large amount of grades and curves. These sections will

be designated as A and B. Under present conditions, A has a top speed limit of 80 mph.

and B a corresponding limit of 70 mph. The cost of track changes was derived as

follows:

Cost of Preparing Track tor 100 mph. (Unit Costs)

Section A Section B
Ballasting and alining $ 250 $1250

Miscellaneous 50 100

Signals and highway crossings 1500 2500

Number of curve reductions 30

dOO

180

c
$160

Xl40

120

100
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Fig. 3

Engine Crew Expense.—Based on the following:

Weight on
Drivers— Cents

Lb. per Mile

140,000 15.62

170,000 15.88 .

200,000 16.05

250,000 16.23

300,000 1631
400,000 16.65

500,000 16.97

700,000 17.60

900,000 18.25

1,100,000 18.90

1,300,000 19.55

1,500,000 20.20

1,700,000 20.85

These values will vary somewhat for different sections of the country but not

enough to have any bearing on the result.

Cost of Fuel and Lubricating Oil.—The number of engine horsepower-hours and

hours of engine idling were determined from speed-time curve calculations. Gallons of

fuel oil were determined from 0.4 lb. of fuel per hp. hour and 5.5 gal. per hour for

each 1000 engine hp. capacity while idling. Cost of fuel oil was 5.5 cents per gal. Cost

of lubricating oil was 15 percent of the fuel oil cost.

Fig. 4

Locomotive Maintenance.—A study of the maintenance of single-cab locomotives

shows essentially a fixed annual charge for turnarounds, periodic inspections, painting

and like services without any particular relations to locomotive rating. On one railroad,

this figure is $7500 per locomotive. With diesel locomotives of multiple cabs, the number

of cabs increases directly in proportion to capacity. For this type of power, it has been

assumed that the $7500 figure applied to a two-cab 4000-hp. diesel engine. It was further

assumed that if the locomotive's capacity is doubled (4 cabs) then this fixed amount

increases only 80 percent. On this basis, the fixed amount was derived from the following

formula:

£

£

300
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Cents per mile = $150° + $1 " 5 (e"gine hp - }

annual mileage

Regular maintenance of locomotive equipment is of course proportional to mileage.

A reasonable figure appears to be 4.0 cents per mile per 1000 engine hp. of locomotive

capacity. Total locomotive maintenance per mile is the sum of these two values. From

this, the following values of maintenance were calculated:

4000 Hours

Max. train speed—mph 80 90 100 120

Schedule speed—mph 58.2 63.7 68.5 76.5

Engine hp 4,500 5,500 7,000 12,000

Annual miles 233,000 255,000 276,000 306,000

Loco, maint.—cents per mile 21.5 25.8 32.4 54.4

6000 Hours
Annual miles 349,500 382,500 414,000 459,000

Loco, maint.—cents per mile 20.4 24.5 30.9 52.3

Car Maintenance.—The cost of maintaining cars was determined on the basis of

2 cents per car-mile plus a fixed sum of 60 cents per hour in operation.

Max. train speed—mph 80 90 100 120

Schedule speed—mph 58.2 63.7 68.5 76.5

Car maint. cents per mile 3.03 2.94 2.87 2.78

Maint. per train per mile, cents 48.5 47.0 46.0 44.6

Track Maintenance.—Track maintenance varies with the gross ton-miles per mile

of track. For 80 mph. operation, this is taken to be $2200 per mile. For higher speeds,

maintenance is increased in accordance with Table 2.

Max. speed—mph 80 90 100 120

Extra cost per mile (dollars) 110 260 660

Total dollars (940 track-miles) 103,400 244,500 620,000

Total dollars per train (13 trains) 7,950 18,800 47,700

Cents per train-mile

4000 hours 3.4 6.8 15.6

6000 hours 2.1 4.5 10.4

For greater accuracy, allowance should be made for increase in track maintenance

due to increase in gross ton-miles with the greater hours of operation. This would raise

the maintenance figures per track-mile with 6000 hours operation about 10 percent,

depending on the gross tons originally. No attempt has been made to take this into

account.

Fixed Charges
Interest 3.25 percent

Depreciation 3 percent

Insurance and taxes 1 .25 percent

Total 7.5 percent

Max. speed—mph 80 90 100 120
Total investment train (equip, and track) . 1,667,000 $1,850,000 $2,060,000 2,650.000

Fixed charges 125,000 139.000 155.000 199,000

Annual mileage (4000 hours) 233,000 255,000 276,000 306,000

Cents per train-mile (4000 hours) 53.6 54.5 56.0 65.0

Annual mileage (6000 hours) 349,500 382,500 414,000 459,000
Cents per train-mile (6000 hours) 35.8 36.3 37.4 43.3

Total maintenances per train-mile (items affected by speed plus fixed charges)
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per train equals 576. Since 3.25 hp. are required per ton at 80 mph., then 177 additional

tons can be hauled or 2.7 65-ton cars. At 120 mph., 6.12 hp. are required per ton. Then

576/6.12 = 94 tons or about 1^2 65 ton cars. Intermediate values are determined the

same way.
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Foreword

Highway motor transport has become an important factor in the transportation

of passengers and freight in the past two decades. Further expansion of these highway

Utilities in coordination with rail transportation to afford greater public convenience is a

subject of national concern and is therefore of vital interest to railroads seeking to make

themselves more useful to the public.

This survey dealing with the development and growth of highway transportation

and its adaptability, in cooperation and coordination with that of rail transportation,

is designed primarily to place before the railroads known and pertinent features of the

subject in order that they may be better informed of this development, the extent to

Which railroads are already making use of motor transport and its possibilities in service

improvement.

Railroads already engaged in highway motor transport have employed various

methods suitable to the conditions peculiar to their respective operations. This sub-

committee, therefore, in presenting the essential facts relating to this type of trans-

portation, its history, present status and probable future, vouchsafes no opinion as to

the most desirable method to employ, leaving it rather to the individual railroad, if it is

interested, to study the various methods and to make whatever use thereof, if any,

it may deem advisable.

The report of the subcommittee consists of five sections, as follows:

1. Factors common to the development of all highway transport; effect of the

war; future or outlook for highway transport; and rail-highway operations.

2. Highway transport of property.

3. Highway transport of passengers by for-hire carriers.

4. Highway transport by private passenger automobiles.

5. Appendices containing information, statistics, maps, charts, etc., which were

omitted from the text.

This subcommittee expresses its appreciation for the assistance received from W. L.

English, general manager, The Frisco Transportation Company; I. B. James, president,

All American Bus Lines, Inc.; T. L. James, president, Burlington Transportation Com-
pany; Orrin Jurgenson, executive assistant, Southern Pacific Company; E. C. Nickerson,

manager, Traffic Research and Development, New York, New Haven & Hartford Rail-

road; R. I. Wells, assistant to chief traffic officer, Missouri Pacific Lines; and its

secretary, E. R. Feldman.

Comments, Conclusions and Recommendations

1. In a comparatively short period of 40 years there has been a most remarkable

development in the automotive and highway fields. The investment of public and private

funds in highways and motor vehicles now exceeds the investment in all other forms

of transportation, including railways, inland waterways, pipe lines and air lines, (a).*

2. In this brief period the number of automobiles on public streets and highways

has grown from 8000 to 1900 to 29,507,113 in 1941. The number of registered commercial

* Letters in parentheses refer to sources from which data were obtained; sources are listed on pp.
172-173.
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motor vehicles increased from in 1900 to 4,948,044 in 1941. Total motor vehicles

increased from 8000 in 1900 to 34,455,157 in 1941.

3. The number of miles of improved highway (surfaced) increased from 153,530 in

1904 to 1,127,674 in 1942. In 1900 the best macadam two-lane highway cost about $9000

per mile. The construction cost of highways generally in 1900 was less than $3000 per

mile, (b) . The present construction cost of a modern rural two-lane highway ranges from

$40,000 to $70,000 per mile, and a four-lane highway from $100,000 to $700,000 per

mile. The construction cost of the superhighway known as the Pennsylvania Turnpike

averaged $425,000 per mile.

4. Technological improvements and mass production have brought about marked

economies in the automotive field—for example:

The average wholesale price of automobiles was reduced from $1189 in 1910 to

$656 in 1940, for a much better motor vehicle, (c).

The average wholesale price of a motor truck was reduced from $1610 in 1910 to

$765 in 1940, and the 1940 model was much more efficient, (c).

The average cost of gasoline was reduced from 29^4 cents per gal. in 1920 to 12^4

cents per gal. in 1940, exclusive of tax. (d)

.

The average cost of a tire for a light passenger automobile was reduced from

$28.10 in 1910 to $14.75 in 1941, and the life increased from 3000 to 26,000

miles, (e).

5. The automobile and bus replaced much of the short-haul passenger service of

the railroads and interurban electric lines.

6. The truck replaced the horse-drawn commercial vehicle in the terminal and
local areas, and to some extent, the short-haul service provided by the railroads.

7. The commercial motor vehicle operating in the local or terminal zones performs

a service which is to a large extent complementary to rail and other carrier services.

8. Over 93 percent of total highway truck hauls are under 50 miles; the remaining

7 percent are 50 miles and over. However, hauls of 50 miles and over account for more
than 50 percent of total net ton-miles.

9. The major factors which contributed to the growth of commercial highway motor
transport may be summarized as follows:

(a) Nation-wide system of improved highways built and maintained with public funds.

(b) Technological improvements and mass production methods in the automotive

field.

(c) Relative ease of entering the highway transport business.

(d) Free reciprocity agreements among the states.

(e) Various exemptions to regulations.

(f) Sporadic enforcement of regulations.

(g) Greater size and weight limitations.

(h) Rates lower than those offered by other forms of transportation.

(i) Wage scales lower than those of the railroads.

(j) Less stringent packing requirements in some cases than those required by
competitors,

(k) Extent and completeness of service including pickup and delivery.

(1) Flexibility of service.

(m) Delay in the regulation of interstate motor carriers until 1935.

(n) Faster service on truck hauls up to first morning delivery than that offered

by competitors,

(o) Personalized service by truck and bus operators.
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10. The improved highway was at first designed for the automobile and the small

truck, but the laws of the country had not caught up with the rapid development in

the motor vehicle world, and there was nothing to prevent the long-haul operator from

using these highways for the high speed movement of large and heavy trucks and

truck-trains. Before the public realized it the commercial motor vehicle in long-haul

service had enormously increased highway costs—first, by seriously damaging the pave-

ments which were built for the automobile and light truck, and second, by making ft

necessary to build stronger and wider highways. The question was raised—should the

highway be designed to fit the truck, or should the truck be designed to fit the highway?

As soon as the highways were made stronger to handle heavier trucks, the trucking

industry succeeded in getting legislative action which permitted still heavier and larger

trucks. This appears to be a vicious circle, which will go on forever unless the private

motorist and the general taxpayer more fully appreciate that their rights are being

interfered with, and that their motor vehicle and property taxes are and will continue

to be higher because of the comparatively few large trucks requiring the very expensive

highway.

11. It is the small minority of the total trucks that are operating in the long-haul

field which requires the building of highways stronger and wider than those needed by

the private automobile and local truck. It is this small minority that wants still higher

size and weight limits.

12. If the plans of highway administrators are carried out, highway transport will

provide stronger competition for other transport agencies. The better highways and

improved vehicles will reduce operating costs of highway transport to levels lower than

without these two factors. Although highway transport pays in part for the use of the

highways through gasoline taxes and other fees, motor transport does not pay its fair

share of highway costs. This is particularly true of the users of the heavier vehicles.

If one agency of transport provides all the facilities which it uses and pays all its costs

of operation while a competing agency obtains its facilities, or a large part of them,

free or for inadequate compensation, obviously rates cannot be fixed by regulation, or

otherwise, which will properly reflect the true economy and fitness of the two agencies.

Unless the total costs of transportation by each agency are borne by that agency, a

situation exists which undermines effective rate regulation. The result of subsidies is to

obscure the inherent advantages of each agency, to foster unsound economic conditions,

and to develop an unbalanced, inefficient and perhaps inadequate transportation system.

These results are the exact opposites of those the national transportation policy seeks to

accomplish.

13. Very often in the past, motor vehicle revenue has been arbitrarily allocated to

certain classes of roads without a proper consideration of the needs and uses of the

highway system as a whole. A concentration of available motor vehicle funds on heavy-

duty trunk lines leaves less revenue available for the improvement of other roads

—

hence, the cost of maintaining and improving secondary highways and city streets has

rested more heavily on the general taxpayer. Highway administrators should give more

attention to (1) the adequacy of motor vehicle revenues as a whole to meet highway

needs, and (2) a scientific method for allocating funds to state highways, secondary

roads and city streets which will take into consideration traffic needs.

14. Existing laws should be changed so that no federal funds shall be allocated for

the construction of a highway which is being built at a cost in excess of the amount

necessary to construct a highway adequate for the use of private automobiles and light

weight trucks until such construction has been approved by the Interstate Commerce

Commission as being in the public interest.
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15. The determination of weights and dimensions of vehicles should continue to be

vested in the proper state authority responsible for the safety and protection of life

and property.

16. Although the Joint Committee of Railroads and Highway Users in 1933 unani-

mously recommended that a commercial motor vehicle operating outside of its home

state should pay an additional fee—the automotive interests have succeeded in having

many states grant free reciprocity to operators of commercial motor vehicles. This is

becoming universal and encourages long-haul trucking. States should enter into reciprocal

agreements for issuance of special licenses for commercial vehicles to cover states other

than the home state at equitable rates to be determined by the conditions which prevail.

17. Opportunity should be given for rail carriers to engage, either directly or through

subsidiaries, in motor vehicle service on highways on equal terms with all others and

without discrimination in favor of or against other transportation agencies in the same

f.eld. This should include right to purchase, equally with all others, lines then in operation

as well as to establish new lines. This was the recommendation of the Joint Committee

of Railroads and Highway Users in 1933.

18. Since enforcement of motor carrier regulation is not fully accomplished, it

places motor carriers that do comply with the regulations at a disadvantage. It also

gives the violators an unfair competitive advantage over other transportation agencies

that are closely regulated. Adequate government funds and personnel should be furnished

to provide for the enforcement of regulatory laws now in existence.

19. Numerous and important operations by motor vehicles used in carrying property

for compensation are now exempted from regulation both to the detriment of those

carriers whose operations are regulated and to the promotion of unsound economic con-

ditions. The operations of motor vehicles used in carrying property for compensation

consisting of ordinary livestock, fish or agricultural commodities which are now exempted

from regulation by the Interstate Commerce Act and various state regulatory acts should

be regulated in the same manner and to the same extent as other operations for

compensation.

20. Numerous operations of other than for-hire motor carriers of property are

detrimental to regulated carriers of property and should be regulated. Acts regulating

transportation by motor vehicles should define the private carrier as one who hauls his

own products in his own vehicles as a necessary function of his business which is other

than transportation, and who receives no compensation for transportation either directly

or indirectly.

21. The so-called "itinerant peddler" or "gypsy trucker" conducts extensive opera-

tions over the highways which are demoralizing to local markets, injurious to essential,

established business, and contrary to public interest. Any private carrier of property who

engages in the transportation on the highway of any commodity not of his own produc-

tion, for-hire or for the purpose of sale by such carrier as principal or agent, unless he

has a bona fide established place or places of business regularly and continuously used

for sale of such commodity, and any private carrier of persons who arranges as agent

or principal to transport passengers on a share-expense or other irregular fare basis,

should be required:

To secure a license to operate from the duly authorized regulatory authority;

To have financial responsibility or adequate provision for surety or insurance,

bond, or agreement, for protection of other users of highways, passengers, shippers

and the general public; and
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In the interest of public safety on highways, to meet requirements as to qualifica-

tions and hours of service for drivers, as prescribed by regulatory authority.

22. Railroads have found that by the use of trucks and buses, they frequently are

able to serve the public interest better and provide a more economical and expeditious

service. The types of service consist of one or more of the following:

(a) Pickup and delivery service;

(b) Intraterminal transfer;

(c) Substitution for line haul rail service in short haul areas surrounding the

larger points; and

(d) Substitution for other line haul rail service.

Railroads have found through experience with their truck operations that in order

to perform an efficient coordinated rail-truck service in the public interest, it oftentimes

is necessary that they be permitted to handle freight moving solely by truck as well as

by rail-truck.

23. Where the volume of passenger or freight traffic, in the short-haul field, is

sufficient, the railroads can frequently provide a cheaper or better transportation than

the commercial motor vehicle.

24. By regulatory legislation on the part of the states and federal government truck

operations on the highway have been divided into two general classifications, carriers

for-hire and private carriers; the latter representing those who carry their own goods

in their own vehicles. Prior to the war, private carrier operations were growing more

rapidly than those of the for-hire operators and had come to represent more than one-half

of the total traffic moving by motor carrier on the highways. In the field of motor

freight traffic it seems likely that all motor carriers will handle a total ton-mileage at

least equal to pre-war proportions and probably greater. Indications are that the per-

centage of all motor carrier traffic which will be handled by private operators will

increase above its prewar figure of 50 to 60 percent. As a result thereof in relation to

all motor carrier traffic, that which will be handled by the regulated carriers will decline

and that which will be handled by the common carriers particularly will decline the

most. This means that in the future a greater proportion of highway traffic will move
free from the kind of regulations accorded the for-hire carriers.

25. The truck and bus operators have been offering constantly improved equip-

ment and service to the public. There is no doubt that in the post-war period, the

highway transport agencies will offer even better equipment and service. The total

operating costs of commercial highway transport operators have been increasing steadily

over the years, largely because of increasing wage rates and maintenance expenditures.

Although truck rates have been increasing, higher operating expenses have resulted in a

fairly continuous rise in the operating ratio. In the post-war period, higher gross weight

limits, light weight equipment permitting greater pay loads, improved roads, and other

equipment improvements will tend to reduce expenses; however, the total operating

costs will be dependent to a large extent upon future wage rates, taxes, fuel and tire

costs, and cost of equipment.
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Primary Factors Common to the Development of all Highway Transport

A. Expanded and Improved Highways.—The three primary factors in the develop-

ment of highway transport of today have been an expanded system of improved rural

roads, freedom from highway tolls, and the rapid development of the internal combustion

engine. These factors have interacted one upon the other.

(a) Since 1904 rural highway mileage has increased from approximately two million

miles to three million miles, and improved mileage from 150,000 miles to 1,100,000 miles;

the highest standards of improvement, and consequently the major portion of expendi-

tures, have been made upon the state systems containing approximately 500,000 miles

of which 85 percent have been paved or surfaced, while of the remaining 2.5 million

miles of rural roads only about 29 percent has been improved by paving or surfacing.

Pavements and surfaces vary both in type and condition; the type ranges from the

cement concrete or bituminous concrete pavement to the ordinary gravel or crushed

stone surface or even the lowly clay and sand surfaces; the condition varies from the

newest construction to a worn-out pavement or surface.

(b) The entire program of highway improvement has been founded upon a highway

free from toll. The improvement from 1904 to 1916 was made very largely from property
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taxes for highway purposes. After the federal government entered the highway field in

1916, it was provided that those roads participating in federal funds should be toll-free;

this policy was also continued for roads improved by other public funds.

(c) The invention and development of the internal combustion engine, usually

called the gasoline engine, has brought about the substitution of a self-propelled vehicle

for all highway transportation services for the previous horse-drawn vehicle and resulted

in a widespread demand for highway improvement.

B. Toll Roads and Other Toll Facilities.—There are some minor exceptions to the

general policy of highways' freedom from tolls in the case of certain tunnels and bridges

and of one experiment in the construction of a toll road. In 1940 there were about 240

toll bridges and 6 toll tunnels and some 561 ferries operated as toll facilities. Of the toll

bridges 126 are private and 114 are public and of the toll ferries 502 are private and

59 public. The superhighway known as the Pennsylvania Turnpike, which is not operated

by the state but rather by an instrumentality of the state called the Pennsylvania Turn-

pike Ccmmission, has been a success financially because interest charges and amortization

costs are assumed on only approximately six-tenths of the original construction cost.

The remaining four-tenths was an outright gift from the federal government.

C. Public Aids.—The policy of highways free from toll has not prevented the

charging of imposts or highway user taxes for motor vehicle use of the highway but

these payments have fallen far short of meeting the highway costs.

(a) Previous to 1921 relatively small amounts were derived from highway user

taxes and both the highway expenditures and highway user taxes are not available for

the period without resort to estimates.

(b) In the period 1921-40, both inclusive, total expenditures on highways and

streets for construction and maintenance amounted to $39,184,412,000, and total highway

user payments for the period amounted to $14,386,495,000, so that the highway users

failed to pay the cost by $24,797,917,000.

(c) The question of subsidy to users of public thoroughfares has been studied by

several groups, and there is general agreement that the payments by highway users do

not, by large amounts, equal street and highway costs. Those groups which found that

the highway users as a whole are receiving very little, if any subsidy, reached such a

conclusion only after imposing on the general taxpayers more than one-half of total

costs of building and maintaining the streets and highways—thus assigning less than

one-half of the costs to the users of the facilities.

Effect of the War on Highway Transport

War-time construction of highways involving federal funds has been limited to

projects essential to the war effort; for such projects appropriations have totaled

$330,000,000. Construction of state highways not involving federal funds has been cur-

tailed even more than federal construction. Construction of local roads and streets

was reduced to practicaly nothing by 1943.

The supply of the five essential items for civilian highway motor transport,—tires,

repair parts, new vehicles, fuel, and manpower,—has been sharply curtailed by the war

in order to meet the needs of the armed forces. Rationing of supplies by the government

has been applied in order that the most essential operations might have first call.

Wages paid by for-hire motor carriers have increased generally to the limit permitted

by the so-called "Little Steel" formula, which is 15 percent above those paid on January

11, 1941. Some increases have been greater and the excesses may or may not have been

attributed to inequalities within an area. Ratios of compensation of all employees to

total operating expenses have increased annually for both truck and bus operators.
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Freight rate increases have been granted to motor carriers which were not allowed

rail carriers. A general relaxation in enforcement of laws controlling the sizes and weights

of trucks and buses by the states, largely because of the manpower situation, has been

coupled with statutory changes permitting larger and heavier vehicles. State reciprocity

agreements have been extended in numbers and scope. Some of these measures have

war-time limitations, others have not.

The control of all highway motor transport has been included under the direction

of the federal Office of Defense Transportation as a war-time measure. A certificate of

war necessity has been required for the operation of every commercial motor vehicle.

Control measures include those related to the amount of loads, routes, extension of

operations, pooling of traffic, equipment supply and usage, exchange of traffic, and

speed restrictions.

Total vehicle mileage of property carrying vehicles has decreased annually since the

1941 peak but total ton-mileages of carried loads have remained practically equal to

those of 1940. This means that average carried loads have increased. In 1940, the ton-

mileage of carried loads was divided about equaTy between single unit trucks and large

combinations; since then the share of the latter has increased to about two-thirds.

While the ton-mileage of intercity trucks has not changed much during the three

year period, 1941-1943, the percentage of total intercity freight traffic carried by highway

transport declined from an annual average of 8 percent in the period 1937-1940 to

4.S percent in 1943.

The war has resulted in an almost three-fold increase in the number of revenue

passengers carried by intercity buses and in 2^ times as many passenger-miles. This has

been accompanied by an unprecedented decrease in private automobile travel.

Future or Outlook for Highway Transport

A. Expansion, Improvement and Condition of Highways.—Since two of the three

primary factors in the development of highway transport have been an expanded system

of improved rural roads and freedom from highway tolls, it is important to inquire into

the outlook for these factors as reflected in the plans of the U. S. Public Roads Admin-

istration and the various state highway administrative agencies. The plans of these

highway administrators for the next 25 years indicate that,

—

(a) Highways will continue to be free from toll;

(b) The greater part of highway user revenues will be expended on main state

highways including the federal-aid system, major city streets, and main county

roads, all totaling approximately 600,000 miles;

(c) All other roads and streets, totaling approximately 2.S million miles, will be

constructed and maintained principally through the expenditure of revenue

from other sources, such as ad valorem property taxes;

(d) The federal-aid system of primary rural roads and city streets will exceed

250,000 miles;

(e) The federal-aid system of secondary rural roads will consist of approximately

300,000 miles;

(f) The advancement of plans will be continued ior the construction of an

interregional superhighway system consisting of approximately 40,000 miles

to be superimposed on the present federal-aid system, connecting principal

metropolitan centers. Such system is to be located in public rights-of-way

having a width of not less than 224 ft. and where feasible 300 ft. and is

to be designed with a width of 12 ft. for each traffic lane to accommodate
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commercial vehicles 60 ft. in length traveling at minimum speeds varying from

60 mph. in fiat topography to 35 mph. in mountainous topography; the

design of the pavements and bridges will be for a gross vehicle weight of

approximately 35 tons and an axle weight of 18,000 lb.; the design will

provide for minimum passenger automobile speeds varying from 75 mph. in

flat topography to 55 mph. in mountainous sections;

(g) Construction costs and probably costs of rights-of-way for projects involving

federal aid will be shared by the federal government to an extent of at least

50 percent, but this share may be greater in the case of the superhighways;

(h) Public funds will be used for the development and construction (including

acquisition of land) of facilities in cities for parking motor vehicles off the

right-of-way

;

(i) Highway facilities involving federal funds will be provided for speedy access

to transportation terminals;

(j) Access to the superhighways will be limited to important intersections spaced

at relatively long intervals;

(k) Railroads will share in the construction costs of railroad-highway grade

crossing eliminations; and

(1) Approximately three quarters of a billion dollars will be expended annually

for construction on the 40,000 miles of superhighways.

Plans for highway construction in the years immediately following the war involve

the expenditure of $7-billions for rebuilding, widening, or relocation of 158,500 miles of

highway and 30,000 bridges on the main state and federal-aid systems; $4-billions on

other state system roads and bridges; $4-billions on county roads; $5-billions on city

streets; or a total of approximately $20-billions in the five years after cessation of

hostilities. The planned expenditure of $4-billions per year for each of the first five

post-war years would seem to indicate that the condition of the highway plant after

the war will be one which has been seriously impaired by heavy war-time traffic.

B. Commercial Vehicles.—Although vehicles now being used by the armed forces

may be available for commercial use after the war, it is believed that their use in over-

the-road or intercity transport will be generally impractical.

Resumption of the manufacture of motor vehicles for civilian use depends largely

upon the fulfillment of war contracts by peace-time truck and bus manufacturers.

Gradual fulfillment will bring about gradual resumption ; in case of a sudden termination,

new motor vehicles may be available within six months. It is likely that production

during the first two years will be largely limited to prewar models. New models of

trucks and buses will incorporate design and technological improvements made possible

by new materials, war-time experiences, and new methods. New models of automobiles

will progress improvements to meet consumer demand.

C. Regulation.—Regulation of the motor carrier industry in the future will in

general take on the shape of that extended to transportation agencies at large. The aim of

the national transportation policy as set forth in the Transportation Act of 1940 is

stated to be "developing, coordinating and preserving a national transportation system

by water, highway and rail, as well as other means, adequate to meet the needs of the

commerce of the United States, of the Postal Service and of the national defense."

There are a number of decisions by the administrative and judicial bodies concerning

the regulation of a rail-highway coordinated service in interstate or foreign commerce
which may serve to indicate the future for such operations. Since there are two methods
of securing certificates of public conv<yv»"'-" <*n<\ nscsssjtv, either by application or by
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purchase, the decisions in the report concern such acquisitions by rail carriers or their

subsidiaries. Some of the decisions of the commission and its divisions may be subject

to criticism and they are not all consistent with one another, but it seems clear that a

fairly consistent effort has been and is being made to grant the type of authority the

record will support. This is conclusively shown by the fact that many commission

orders, both under the certificate provisions and the unification provisions of the net.

contain no service restrictions whatever.

D. Combination of Small Operations into Large Systems.—There will continue to

be mergers in the bus and truck fields.

E. Wages.—Data concerning wage rates of truck and bus drivers are important

because of two reasons:

(1) Drivers constitute the largest proportion of all employees, more than one-half

of truck-line employees and approximately one-half of bus-line employees; and

(2) Drivers' hourly wage rates are among the highest paid to any class of em-

ployees in the truck and bus transport industries, and are not exceeded by

any class except foremens' and journeymens' rates in some geographical

districts.

In previous years drivers' average hourly wage rates varied by geographical district

as well as by the class of carrier affording the employment (specifically Class I, II or

III, divided according to the ICC). Class I carriers, both truck and bus, paid the highest

rates in all districts, eastern, western and southern. Truck drivers within each carrier

class were paid the lowest rates in the southern district and the highest rates in the

eastern district. Bus drivers within each carrier class were paid the lowest rates in the

southern district and the highest rates in the western district, with one exception,

—

drivers of Class III carriers were paid highest rates in the eastern district. Indications

are that future average rates will follow this pattern.

Average hourly wage rates paid truck drivers and helpers have increased nationally

from year to year since 1936; such annual increases varied from a low of 2 percent to

a high of 7 percent. Coincident with the rate increases there were general decreases in

number of hours worked per week. There are no indications that these trends will change

in the immediate future.

Average hourly wage rates of truck drivers are generally lower than those of bus

drivers and there are no indications of a future change in this relationship.

The immediate future for wage rates in the bus and truck transport industry is

problematical. National policy respecting inflation controls is of very great moment.

There is some reason to believe that wage rates induced by war-time conditions will

not be lowered. Over-time payments in excess of hourly base rates should be lessened

as more employees become available. Unionization of employees will, in all probability,

continue with a subsequent sustained wage-rate or income. Extras and allowances for

non-productive time will increase overall wages paid by property and passenger motor

transport operators in the future; the extent of such items in the payroll of the future

is unknown.

F. Cost of Operations.—Operating costs or expenses in the postwar period are

unknown at present. However, by analyzing recent authentic reports of operating ex-

penses of Class I (ICC) motor carriers, the trend of such expenses for truck operations

has been obtained for the period after 1940 and for bus operations for the period after

1938. Data on trucking expenses are presented on "line costs" for 1942-1944 and on all

expenses for 1941 and 1942; nation-wide data are not available in report form for

other years.
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The analysis of "line cost" expenses includes all expense account items reported

to the ICC except three general accounts, (1) Terminal expense, (2) Sales, tariff, and

advertising expense, and (3) Administrative and general expense. The reports covered

in the "line cost" analysis are those of all Class I common carriers of property engaged

preponderantly in intercity service. Total expenses per intercity vehicle-mile of these

carriers amounted to $0,319 in 1943, and of this amount $0,215 or 67.4 percent rep-

resented "line costs." For the United States as a whole, as well as for each geographical

region, there has been an upward trend in "line costs" since 1942. The general account

known as Equipment maintenance and garage expense increased 56 percent for 1943 over

1942 and 16 percent for 1944 over 1943, due to the necessity of continual usage of old

equipment, inferior replacement parts, scarcity of skilled mechanics, and increased wages

of employees. The general account known as Operating rents had an increase second

in importance to Equipment maintenance and garage expense. Next in importance of

the increases was that of Transportation expense, which reflected the upward trend in

drivers' and helpers' wages.

An analysis of all expenses per vehicle-mile as reported by Class I (ICC) common

carriers of general freight by motor which operated owned equipment principally and

engaged preponderantly in intercity service shows that the only decrease in the general

account items of expenses for 1942 over 1941 occurred in Sales, tariff, and advertising

expense. Other items increased generally. For the years 1939, 1940, 1941 and 1942, total

expense per vehicle-mile, the amount and percentage of increase over the preceding year,

and the amount and percentage of increase over 1939, are as follows:

Amount of

Total inc. over Percentage Amount of

expense per preceding inc. over increase Percentage

vehicle-mile year preceding over 1939 inc. over

Year (dollars) (dollars) year (dollars) 1939

1942 0.304 0.026 9.4 0.052 20.6

1941 0.278 0.020 7.8 0.026 10.3

1940 0.258 0.006 2.4 0.006 2.4

1939 0.252

From the above statistics the increase of $0,026 for 1942 over 1941, representing

9.4 percent, is found to consist in the main of increases in the three largest (from a

monetary standpoint) general account divisions, (1) Equipment maintenance and garage

expense, (2) Transportation expense, and (3) Terminal expense. Among these three

divisions, the subdivisions generally responsible for the increases were four in number,

(1) Repairs to revenue equipment, (2) Drivers' and helpers' wages and bonuses, (3) Ter-

minal employees, and (4) Collection and delivery. Increases in other general account

divisions, although not as important in monetary values, were percentage-wise of con-

siderable magnitude. Many of the increases were due to war-time conditions, such as

usage of old equipment, shortage of experienced help, increased wage rates, taxes, etc.

In the post-war period the causes of some of these increases will be removed.

An analysis of all expenses per vehicle-mile as reported by Class I (ICC) common

carriers of passengers by motor which were engaged preponderantly in intercity service

during the years 1939, 1940, 1941 and 1942 shows an upward trend in total expenses

per bus-mile and a similar trend in all general account divisions except three, (1) Traffic,

solicitation, and advertising expense, (2) Operating rents, and (3) Amortization chargeable

to operations.

Average total expenses per bus-mile for each of the four years, the amount and

percentage of increase over each preceding year, and the amount and percentage of

increase over 1939, for the aforementioned passenger carriers, are as follows:
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Amount of

Total inc. over Percentage Amount of

expense per preceding inc. over increase Percentage

bus-mile year preceding over 1939 inc. over
Year (dollars) (dollars) year (dollars) 1939

1942 0.234 0.018 8.3 0.036 18.2

1941 0.216 0.013 6.4 0.018 9.1

1940 0.203 0.005 2.5 0.00S 2.5

1939 0.198

From the above statistics the increase of $0,036 for 1942 over 1939, representing

18.2 percent, is found to consist in the main of increases in the three largest (from a

monetary standpoint) general account divisions, (1) Equipment maintenance and garage

expense, (2) Transportation expense, and (3) Station expense. The percentage increases

for 1942 over 1939 in each of these three divisions were 26, 20, and 46 percent, respectively.

In the first named division, the major increase was for Repairs to revenue equipment.

In the second named division, the major increase was for Drivers' wages and bonuses;

and in the third it was for Commissions paid.

Many of the increases which make up the general increase in average expenses per

bus-mile are in all probabi'ity due to war-time conditions, such as the usage of old

equipment, lack of experienced help, increased wage rates, and others. Some of these

causes will be removed in the post-war period; others may have a permanent effect on

operating expenses.

G. Traffic.—The volume and nature of future highway traffic will depend on funda-

mentals such as location of population, natural resources, technological changes, travel

habits, policies of competitors, and public policy with respect to regulation and public

aid. Eliminating the unknown, it appears that bus traffic will continue to be heavy until

private automobile usage returns to prewar proportions, after which time bus traffic will

be at least equal to prewar proportions. In the field of motor freight traffic, it seems

likely that all motor carriers will handle a total ton-miles ge at least equal to prewar

proportions and probably greater. Indications are that the percentage of all motor carrier

traffic which will be handled by private operators will increase considerably above its

prewar figure of 50 to 60 percent and, as a result thereof, in relation to all motor carrier

traffic, that which will be handled by common carrier may decline from its prewar

amount of 20 to 25 percent. Private auto travel will increase beyond prewar proportions

as car registrations increase.

Nature and Extent of Present Coordinated Highway-Rail Operations

A. Freight.—A review of coordinated rail-highway freight services being rendered

by 25 railroads and the Railway Express Agency, Inc., is the basis for this section.

Coordination may be attributed to a variety of reasons, all of which were directly a

result of the necessity for railroads to maintain a complete common carrier service.

Coordinated services are generally carried on by one or more of four arrangements,

(1) wholly owned subsidiaries of the railroads, (2) Railway Express Agency contract,

(3) use of existing railroad organization, and (4) other contractors under rail supervision.

The 25 railroads aforementioned provide a coordinated rail-highway service for

handling l.c.l. freight on approximately 69,000 route-miles. A variety of standard highway
equipment is in use and some special rail-car equipment for vehicles or demountable
vehicle bodies is furnished by a few railroads.

Operating authorities obtained presently by railroads or their subsidiaries are secured

either by application to the various state commissions and the ICC or through purchase
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of existing rights. Some railroads or their subsidiaries have acquired an interest in a

carrier by purchase. In numerous cases, contracts involving no purchase of interest or

rights are made with certificated carriers for highway services. Equipment for highway

transport may be owned by the railroad, its subsidiary, an affiliate, or an independent

motor carrier. The personnel actually operating the equipment is usually employed by

the owner of the equipment. In some operations, only rail freight is trucked; in others

either rail or truck freight is handled ; the conditions of the franchise determine this

feature. In coordinated services, any single railroad may follow one or more of the

practices under discussion; the choice is generally dependent upon various factors, such

as availability of operating rights, territory to be served, initial cost, frequency and

extent of service to be rendered, availability of reliable independent common carriers

by motor, limitations placed by state commissions and the ICC, and others.

Coordinated rail-highway freight service involving over-the-road movement of l.c.l.

freight, as well as station-to-station transfer and collection and delivery of such freight,

is rendered for the benefit of the public by most railroads today. The experiences of

such railroads indicate that there are economies and ancillary advantages indirectly obtain-

able through coordination and that they both inure to the benefit of the railroad's

operating and traffic departments.

Railway Express Agency, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of the railroads, engages

in the performance of rail-truck coordinated services. As of December 31, 1942, the

Agency operated 275 truck routes totaling 8339 miles for its express traffic and 120

over-the-road routes totaling 7007 miles under contracts for the accounts of 38 rail lines;

subsidiaries of the Agency operated an additional 18 routes totaling 1020 miles for rail

lines and 31 routes totaling 1506 miles for their own accounts. The types of traffic

moved for rail accounts are generally l.c.l. freight, U. S. mail, baggage, milk and cream,

rail supplies and express. Certificates authorizing the transportation of commodities for

the rail lines are restricted so as to limit the service to that which is auxiliary to or

supplemental of Agency service or railway service and to shipments moving on a through

bill of lading or express receipt covering, in addition to a motor carrier movement, an

immediately prior or immediately subsequent movement by rail. The Agency also

engages in the station-to-station transfer of l.c.l. freight and baggage as well as truck

collection and delivery.

B. Passenger.—A review of coordinated rail-highway passenger services in which

25 railroads are engaged directly or indirectly is the basis for this section. The railroads

entered this field for a variety of reasons. Coordinated services are generally carried on

through one or more of four arrangements, (1) wholly owned subsidiary of the railroad,

(2) an affiliate of the railroad, (3) by the railroad directly, and (4) by a contractor

under railroad supervision.

The total route mileage over which a coordinated rail-bus service was furnished

by or in cooperation with the 25 rail lines amounted to 74,400 miles. Equipment usually

consists of standard buses of 20 to 37-seat capacity. Some bus operations handle U. S.

mail, baggage, express or newspapers.

Operating authorities are obtained either by application or by purchase of existing

rights. Some railroads or their subsidiaries have acquired an interest in a carrier by
purchase.

There are two nation-wide bus systems, the Greyhound and the National Trailways.

Eight of the 18 bus companies associated with the Greyhound System are affiliated with

railroads. Of the 50 odd companies comprising the National Trailways System, only a

small minority are affiliated with railroads. The National Trailways System is one in-
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volving only voluntary cooperation between individual companies, while the Greyhound

System has a more or less financial control over its associated companies.

General Study of Highway Freight Transport

A. Additional Factors in Its Development.—There were factors in the development

of highway freight transport in addition to the three primary factors previously shown

to have been (1) an expanded system of improved roads, (2) freedom from highway

tolls, and (3) the development of the internal combustion engine.

Technological improvements during the past 20 years in the construction and opera-

tion of motor trucks have been of great importance and their effect on the movement

of highway freight has been widespread. All motor truck registrations increased from

approximately 1,000,000 vehicles in 1920 to almost 5,000,000 in 1941. Approximately

50 percent of all motor truck sales in 1940 represented vehicles suitable for intercity

haulage. Such vehicles numbered more than 400,000. About 75,000 vehicles were sold

in 1940 which were capable of carrying pay-loads ranging from 5 tons to 25 tons at speeds

of 50 mph. in relatively level country. Annual mileage performance ability of a motor

truck has increased in the past 20 years from 10,000 to 100,000 miles. Gasoline is the

fuel most commonly used but diesel oil is fast gaining in favor for over-the-road

operations.

The motor carrier industry was without effective government regulation until the

Federal Motor Carrier Act of 1935. Such freedom from regulation encouraged a wide-

spread expansion of operations because operators were unrestrained with respect to rates

and service.

Early state legislation concerning sizes and weights of motor vehicles favored long

vehicles and the trend with respect to weights has been generally one of increase. State

reciprocal agreements have been increasing in numbers and scope and thus have

encouraged the development of highway freight transport.

The enforcement of motor carrier regulatory measures is far from complete and is

fraught with numerous difficulties inherent in the very nature of highway transport

—

millions of vehicles traveling 3 million miles of roads and streets. The difficulties sur-

rounding effective enforcement result in a certain amount of development in the highway

transport field which, from any point of view, is not healthy.

Numerous exemptions provided in state regulatory acts and the Federal Motor

Carrier Act permit a vast amount of hauling to be carried on without any regulation,

all to the benefit of highway transport development and particularly the long-haul

operator.

For many years trucking employees were not unionized, wage rates were relatively

low; the driver was often freight solicitor, loader, hauler, unloader, and collector all in

one, in addition to being the vehicle owner and was usually concerned only with making

a living. Vehicles were bought for a small down-payment with the balance financed on

an easy time-payment plan. Vehicle sales in 1940 were still financed in a similar manner

although on not quite so easy terms.

The collection of freight from, and the delivery thereof to the shipper's place of

business, has been an important contribution to the development of motor trucking.

B. Growth of Highway Freight Transport.—Both local hauling and long distance

hauling by motor truck in the United States have grown from nothing 40 years ago to

approximately 50 million vehicle-miles in 1938; of this amount approximately one-third

was intracity, between one-fifth and one-fourth was made up of travel on rural roads

with one-way trip lengths of less than 20 miles, and about 45 percent consisted of travel

on rural roads and their urban extensions with one-way trip lengths of 20 miles or more
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Of the more than 34 million vehicle-miles not intracity, one-third represented one-way

trip lengths of less than 20 miles and two-thirds represented one-way trip lengths of

20 miles or more.

As the mileage of intercity pavements and the performance ability of the vehicle

increased, so the length of haul has increased. The latter has been stimulated by other

important factors, which have generally diminished the cost of truck operations.

Motor vehicle freight moving intercity totalled approximately 25 billion ton-miles

for the United States in 1926; it has been estimated at 55 billion ton-miles in 1940.

All motor freight traffic other than intracity is estimated at 75 billion ton-miles. The

average pay-load carried on an intrastate haul is less than that on an interstate haul.

Interstate traffic accounted for approximately one-third of all rural ton-miles in 1940,

and intrastate for two-thirds.

Pick-up and delivery service, from its inception in the early 1920's, has grown to

such an extent that practically all railroads provide for it. Railroads have made general

use of motor trucks for terminal transfer of freight, for substitute service in connection

with their l.c.l. traffic and in some cases for a direct common carrier service by motor.

Total route mileage over which highway freight transport is now being furnished by

railroads exceeds 80,000 miles and it is likely that more than 10,000 vehicles are used

directly and indirectly in this intercity service.

Owing to the lack of necessary data, it is impossible to estimate the amount of

traffic diverted from the railroads to highway carriers, but specific examples of such

diversion indicate appreciable amounts.

The record of smaller intrastate operations combining into larger systems has not

been assembled. Motor freight carrier integration under the ICC for the seven years

ending September 30, 1942, involved 1429 unification applications, averaging more than

two carriers per application ; approximately four-fifths of the applications were approved.

It is a noticeable fact that motor carrier operations also have grown recently by

extensions to existing services.

Extensive operations have developed in the field of freight forwarders.

C. Extent of Prewar Operations by Types of Carriers.—The number of motor

vehicles engaged in the interstate transport of freight by for-hire carriers is estimated

at from 135,000 to 200,000 in 1939; the total number used in intercity service, both

inter and intrastate by for-hire carriers is estimated to be approximately 250000 and

total for-hire trucks are estimated to number in excess of 600,000 vehicles for the same

year. For-hire vehicles handled about 40 to 50 percent of the total ton-miles of carried

load on rural roads in 1939 or 1940 and this percentage was divided about equally

between the common and contract carriers. The remainder of the rural ton-mileage was

carried by vehicles of private operators. In ton-mileages, the amounts are believed to be

conservatively estimated at 15 billions, 15 billions, and 30 billions, respectively.

Of approximately 3.8 million trucks operated privately in 1939, one million were

said to be "farm" trucks. Many of the so-called farm trucks are used for the movement
of stock, food, and produce over much longer distances than were customary in the past.

It is believed that the percentage of total rural ton-mileage handled by privately operated

trucks has been increasing from year to year in normal times.

D. Nature of Highway Freight Competition.—From the standpoint of the length

of haul, highway carriers offer strong competition for the railroads. Interstate traffic in

considerable amounts is moving by highway transport. On the hauls of many, if not

most of the commodities, the trucks cover the entire distance from the point of origin

to the market. The length of haul varies to a great extent with the character of the

commodities being transported.
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Scheduled speeds of common carrier vehicles were in the neighborhood of 30 to

35 mph. in 1940. Actual running speeds of SO to 60 mph. are attained with gross weights

of 50,000 lb. over fairly level routes.

Highway freight service is a complete door-to-door service of sufficient flexibility

to be readily adapted to the needs of its patrons.

Rates which are published by the common carriers are generally competitive with

rail rates. During the war such common carrier motor freight rates have been increased

from 6 to 10 percent; whether or not such increases will remain in effect after the war

is problematical.

A study of rural traffic on state highways indicated that the total ton-mileage

of carried loads was divided among the general commodity classifications in the following

proportions:

Percent

Manufactures and miscellaneous 66

Products of agriculture 17

Animals and products 10

Products of mines 4

Products of forests 3

Traffic having both its origin and destination in a city accounted for about 53

percent of all ton-mileage carried on rural roads in 1940.

The itinerant peddler or "gypsy" trucker is a menace to all regulated transport

agencies. He takes business away from the legitimate truckers as well as from the rail-

roads. He operates in a carrier "twilight zone'' as he is not truly a private carrier and is

certainly not a contract or common carrier ; his operations are protected and promoted

by various exemptions from regulation by state and federal laws.

Over-the-road motor truck transport has brought about an expansion of the freight

forwarder's activities beyond the larger centers and into the smaller municipalities.

E. Regulation.—The intrastate operations of for-hire carriers are general'y regulated

in greater or lesser degree by the states; the private carriers are generally unregulated

except as to safety. All states administer laws regarding sizes and weights of motor

vehic'es and there is considerable variation among the states with respect to the

allowable sizes and weights.

Operations of for-hire motor carriers engaged in the transportation of property in

interstate or foreign commerce are generally regulated by the ICC. The commission

prescribes only requirements for the promotion of safety in the operation of private

carriers. Certain important operations are exempted from regulation in the Federal

Motor Carrier Act.

F. Taxation.—All states require the payment of taxes on gasoline used as vehicle

motor fuel; the amounts to be paid by an operator vary among the states directly upon

the amount of fuel used and the rate of the tax. All states require the payment annually

of a vehicle registration fee ; the amounts of such fees for property carrying vehicles

vary widely among the states. As of January 1, 1943, the payment of ad valorem

property taxes on motor trucks was required in 31 states; the amounts of taxes on a

typical vehicle vary widely among those states. Sixteen states require the payment of

taxes on the gross receipts earned by the operations of property carrying vehicles of

common and contract carriers; the rate of tax varies widely among the states and there

are exemptions or deductions allowed by some states. Several states require an annual

payment of administrative fees on vehicles of common and contract carriers. A few

states require the payment annually of fees based on either weight or mileage operated
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or both as compensation to the state for the use of the highway facilities; such taxes

are generally collected for operations of vehicles of for-hire carriers only.

G. Ratio of Total Operating Costs to Gross Earnings.—Operating ratios of all

motor carriers of property having annual gross operating revenues above $100,000 which

were regulated by the ICC were for each of the six years beginning with 1938 and

ending with 1943 as follows: 97.3, 95.1, 95.6, 94.8, 94.2 and 96.6.

General Study of Commercial Highway Passenger Transport

A. Additional Factors in Its Development.—There were factors in the development

of commercial highway passenger transport in addition to the three primary factors

previously shown to have been (1) an expanded system of improved roads, (2) freedom

from highway tolls, and (3) the development of the internal combustion engine.

Other important technological improvements which contributed to the development

of highway transport of passengers have been pneumatic tires, power brakes, weight

reducing alloys, better motive fuel, and air conditioning or ventilation. To a greater or

lesser degree these made possible better designs for buses which resulted in more comfort

for passengers and an increase in the carrying capacity of the individual bus.

Motor carriers of passengers in interstate traffic were without government regulation

until the Federal Motor Carrier Act of 1935. Intrastate traffic was regulated in some

degree by most states before 1935 and since then state regulation has improved. Such

relative freedom from regulation encouraged a widespread expansion of operations in

view of the fact that operators were generally unrestrained with respect to fares and

service. State regulation of sizes and weights of buses developed slowly in the 1920's and

1930's and even now a few states do not limit the loads or dimensions of buses. State

reciprocal agreements have been increasing in number and scope to the benefit of the

carriers. The enforcement of laws concerning bus transport has been much more complete

than for property transport.

The relatively low wage rates of bus employees as compared with rail employees,

lack of employee retirement benefits, and lack of unionization of employees favored the

development of bus transport. Buses have been sold on time-payment plans for years

long and the practice still continues, although on terms less generous than previously.

B. Growth of Commercial Highway Passenger Transport.—The trend in mass

transportation for the city has been definitely toward buses. City bus service, intra and
suburban, has grown from 1932 when 16,225 buses travelled 536,650,000 bus-miles, and
handled 1.3 billion passengers to 45,610 buses traveling 1,471,000,000 bus-miles and
handling 8.25 billion passengers in 1943. Long haul or intercity service has grown from
1932 when 26,700 buses traveled 976,300,000 bus-miles and handled 357,000,000 pas-

sengers to 27,700 buses traveling 1,287,000,000 bus-miles and handling 963,000,000 pas-

sengers in 1943. Included in the intercity figures are the operations by railroads or their

subsidiaries. Railroad-bus operations, excluding operations of rail-affiliated bus com-
panies associated with the Greyhound System, increased from 31 steam roads operating

375 buses on 4488 route-miles in 1925 to 57 steam roads operating 1759 buses on 44,727

route-miles in 1941.

Throughout the development of bus transport, weak or small lines have combined
into stronger systems. The two largest systems today are the Greyhound with operations

of 72,000 route-miles and the National Trailways on 52,000 route-miles.

C. Nature of Competition by Highway Passenger Carriers.—A test check of trip

distances traveled by passengers of Class I (ICC) intercity carriers made in December
1942, showed that 3.4 percent of the tickets sold were for trips of more than 250 miles;

this small percentage accounted for 29.2 percent of all passenger-miles. In general, no
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distances in the United States are too great for travel by bus. Prior to war-time speed

restrictions, maximum speeds of intercity buses varied from 45 to 55 mph.; such speeds

provide sustained schedule speeds of 35 to 40 mph. Average scheduled speeds for buses

operating from New York to St. Louis and from Chicago to San Francisco in 1939

were somewhat more than 30 and 35 mph., respectively.

Bus operators can and do provide a frequent service for both local and long

distance traffic. Since frequency of service is the primary element desired by city traffic,

a fare differential below rail rates is not necessary. Economy is the primary element

considered by the prospective long-distance bus traveller, and bus fares are accordingly

made lower than rail fares; the amount of the differential varies but may average

around 25 percent.

As bus passengers get on and off between cities served on an intercity run, the

load factor throughout a long distance trip averages about 50 to 60 percent.

Intercity buses operated by Class I (ICC) carriers obtained revenues in 1941 from

handling express in the amount of $1,774,000; from handling newspapers, $677,000;

from handling U. S. mail, $173,000; and from handling baggage, $42,000. Speed and

frequency of service afforded by buses favor the handling of small packages at high

rates in express service and of newspapers to villages without adequate rail service.

Early investments in terminal facilities were negligible and "curb-stone depots" were

common. Since the development of bus transportation has taken place after the develop-

ment of retail business sections of cities, the motor carriers placed their terminals in

locations convenient for patrons. Buses are believed to me not as comfortable in riding

qualities as trains. Owing to the flexibility of their service, buses may readily reach

off-rail places of scenic value. Privileges relative to continuity of travel by bus are not

generally available to the extent afforded by the railroads. Sleeper buses, although

operated at one time in very limited numbers, are not in use now. Most buses engaged

in long distance hauling stop at intervals for meals and rest-room accommodations; the

quality of these service facilities has improved from year to year.

D. Regulation.—The intrastate operations of passenger carriers are regulated in

greater or lesser degree by 47 states. Sizes and weights of buses are fixed by statute in

most states. Operations of for-hire carriers of passengers by motor engaged in interstate

or foreign commerce are regulated by the ICC; certain relatively unimportant operations

are exempted from regulation.

E. Taxation.—All states require the payment of taxes on gasoKne used as bus fuel;

the amounts to be paid vary among the states directly upon the amount of fuel used

and the rate of the tax. Some states require the payment of taxes on fuel other than

gasoline, such as diesel oil. All states require the payment annually of a vehicle registra-

tion fee; the amounts of such fees vary widely among the states. As of January 1,

1943, the payment of ad valorem property taxes on buses was required in 30 states;

the amounts for a typical bus vary widely among those states. Sixteen states require

the payment of taxes on the gross receipts earned by the operations of intercity pas-

senger carriers; the rate of tax varies among the states and there are exemptions or

deductions allowed by some states. Several states require the annual payment of admin-

istrative fees for each bus. A few states require an annual payment of fees based

variously on weight, capacity, or mileage operated or a combination thereof as

compensation to the state for the use of the highway facilities.

F. Ratio of Total Operating Costs to Gross Earnings.—Operating ratios of all motor

carriers of passengers having annual gross operating revenues above $100,000 which were

regulated by the ICC were for each of the five years beginning with 1938 and ending

with 1942, as follows: 87.1, 85.8, 87.8, 82.4 and 67.2.
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Private Passenger Automobiles

A. Primary Factors in the Development of Private Automobile Travel, Its Growth,

and the Nature of Such Travel.—The three primary factors which influenced the develop-

ment of all highway motor transport, viz., an expanded system of improved highways,

freedom frcm tolls, and the development of the internal combustion engine, were just

as important in the development of private automobile travel as they were to commercial

highway transport. Other important factors were a progressively lowered initial cost of

the vehicle, decreased operating costs, greater availability of maintenance and repair

service, and increase of buying on installment plans, a general improvement in the

vehicle and its performance ability, improved standards of living, and convenience of

flexibility of service.

Automobile registrations in the United States increased from two million in 1915

to almost 30 million in 1941. Total passenger car travel in 1940 was estimated as 240

billion vehicle-miles; this represented four-fifths of all travel by all motor vehicles.

The retail selling price of the average automobile has declined since 1925 more than

the urban cost of living. Direct operating costs in 1938 were less than one-half of the

1926 amount; such costs (including gasoline, oil, tires, and maintenance) for a sedan

retailing at about $900 were around two cents per mile in 1938. Annual costs vary

according to the depreciation allowed and annual mileage traveled; annual costs for

that type of car carrying five passengers and traveling 10,000 to 20,000 miles per year

usually vary from about 1 cent to 34 cent per passenger-mile. Installment buying

increased more than four-fold from 1928 to 1937. The average age of cars in use

increased 50 percent from 1924 to 1938. Progress in all its phases has been the watchword

of the automobile industry.

The U. S. Public Roads Administration estimated that 42.5 percent, or 102 billion

vehicle-miles, of all automobile travel in 1940 was for "social and recreational purposes"

and that 57.5 percent, or 138 billion vehicle-miles, was for "business purposes." The

average car was said to have been operated 7800 miles during a single year in the late

1930's; the length of the average trip, one-way, during such a year was said to have

been only 14.6 miles. Trips of more than 100 miles accounted for 1.5 percent of all trips

but 22.7 percent of the annual mileage; the length of the average trip, one-way, of

more than 100 miles was estimated as 235 miles.

The record of mo,tor vehicle accidents involving death or injury as well as property

damage is bad. During 1941, 40,000 persons in the United States were killed and

1,500,000 were injured in motor vehicle accidents. Excessive vehicle speed is the primary

cause of the great majority of all such accidents. Instead of discouraging excessive

speed, highway plans encourage it.

B. Rail-Passenger Car Coordinated Travel.—Practices to coordinate long-haul rail

service with the use of private automobiles in short-haul or local service were in effect

by various railroads before the war. Some railroads provided an auto rental service at

large stations which was available to rail patrons at nominal payment rates; this service

was popular not only because of its convenience but also because the cost of the

coordinated service was lower for business men than the cost of a trip entirely by auto.

For the tourist who desired to be relieved of long auto drives but wished the use of

his own car at destination, many railroads provided a service enabling the traveler to

check his auto in an auto-baggage car in the same train with him at reasonable rates;

this service was popular but was discontinued during the war. A number of rail lines

provide auto parking facilities on railroad property for rail passengers; this service is

most prevalent in suburban areas.
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C. Effect of the War.—Automobile production was discontinued in February 1942.

Travel has been curtailed due to shortages of tires, fuel, repair parts, and vehicles. Total

car registrations have decreased more than 5 million since 1941. The curtailment of

private auto transportation has resulted in an unprecedented use of commercial pas-

senger transportation facilities in both local and intercity service. Revenue passenger-miles

of intercity buses have increased 2j4 times; local trolley and bus traffic has more than

doubled; and domestic air carriers have experienced an increase in passenger-mileage

of 100 percent. Revenue passenger-miles of Class I railroads have increased four-fold

since 1940.

A
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8. Plastic pipe and fittings for small water lines, conveying of chemical solutions,

etc.

Final report, presented as information page 201

9. New developments in water conditioning for diesel locomotive radiators and

flash boilers.

Progress report, presented as information page 203

The Committee on Water Service

and Sanitation,

E. M. Grime, Chairman.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

H. F. King (chairman, subcommittee), R. C. Bardwell, W. M. Barr, C. W. Brown, Jr.,

I. C. Brown, R. E. Coughlan, B. W. DeGeer, T. W. Hislop, Jr., A. W. Johnson,

C. R. Knowles, W. B. Leaf, G. E. Martin, H. L. McMullin, G. F. Metzdorf, R. H.

Miller, Theodore Morris, H. E. Silcox, T. A. Tennsyson, Jr.. R. E. Wachter, K. J. Weir.

Your committee recommends the revision of the following item in the Manual:

Page 13-16.1

Specifications for Hydrants and Valves

Delete the subject matter under the above heading and insert the following:

The American Water Works Association adopted Specification 7Fl for valves April

28, 1938, and Specification 7F3 for fire hydrants January 3, 1940.

Report on Assignment 2

Cause of and Remedy for Pitting and Corrosion of Locomotive

Boiler Tubes and Sheets, with Special Reference to Status

of Embrittlement Investigations

R. E. Coughlan (chairman, subcommittee), R. C. Bardwell. W. M. Barr, R. W. Chorley,

J. H. Davidson, C. H. Edwards, M. A. Hanson, T. W. Hislop, Jr., H. F. King,

C. R. Knowles, Ray McBrian, R. H. Miller, Theodore Morris, R. M. Mullen, S. E.

Printz, R. W. Seniff, J. M. Short, R. M. Stimmel, J. E. Tiedt, C. P. Van Gundy.

This report is offered as information.

During the past year your committee has continued to observe the progress of the

use of various materials now in service on different railroads as a preventive of inter-

crystalline corrosion.

The results obtained from the use of sodium nitrate are continuing to be very

satisfactory. The results obtained from the various organic compounds are also very

satisfactory.

The committee has further developed what information is now available on the use

of welded boilers in railroad service.
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The original locomotive welded boiler, which has been in service on the Delaware &

Hudson Railroad for a number of years, is still operating in a satisfactory manner.

The Canadian Pacific Railway has put two welded boilers in service during the

past year.

The information received from the locomotive manufacturing companies develops

the fact that the Delaware & Hudson are now having a welded boiler built for a mallet

type locomotive. This boiler will be in service at an early date. The New York Central

Railroad also have one welded boiler being completed at the locomotive works.

The Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad have 10 welded boilers on

order, the Chicago & North Western Railway have 6 welded boilers on order and the

Chesapeake & Ohio Railway have 5 welded boilers on order, all of which will be in

service during the coming year and from which, undoubtedly, important information

can be obtained at a later date.

Report on Assignment 3

Progress Being Made by Federal or State Authorities on

Regulations Pertaining to Railway Sanitation,

Collaborating with Joint Committee on Railway Sanitation, AAR

H. W. Van Hovenberg (chairman, subcommittee), R. C. Bardwell, C. W. Brown, Jr.,

R. E. Coughlan, J. H. Davidson, B. W. DeGeer, R. N. Foster, R. H. George, F. L.

Guy, S. H. Hailey, J. P. Hanley, A. W. Johnson, O. E. Mace, G. E. Martin, W. A.

McGee, G. F. Metzdorf, E R. Morris, M. F. Neuzil, A. B. Pierce, H. E. Silcox,

D. C. Teal, T. A. Tennyson, Jr., E. R. Trodd, R. E. Wachter, K. J. Weir.

Your committee submits the following report of progress in connection with the

AAR sanitation research project, made effective January 1, 1946, with the retainment

of a consultant director on sanitation research and establishment of headquarters in the

Mt. Clare shops of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad in Baltimore. This project is financed

by an authorization of $200,000 by the AAR and its immediate objective is that of the

study and development of a satisfactory means for the handling and disposal of the

toilet wastes from passenger carrying railroad cars. Operation of the project dates from

March 1, 1946, following the selection of personnel and the occupancy of office and

laboratory space.

The activities include:

1. An epidemiological study of the present methods of disposing of human
excreta on railroad rights-of-way and at terminals. Literature in this and foreign

countries is being reviewed. The findings have been essentially negative.

2. A review of the past experience of representative railroads on the extent

of past research and development on the problem of sewage handling and disposal.

3. The installation of test apparatus on cars in service to determine the habits

of passengers in using the toilets and on the quantities and physical and bac-

teriological characteristics of the wastes involved. The U. S. Public Health Service,

the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company, the Pennsylvania Railroad, and the

Sewage Treatment Plant for Washington, D. C, are collaborating in this activity.

4. A review of patents which discloses that they now exist on almost every

conceivable method of treatment and disposal of the wastes from toilet hoppers.
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5. A classification and course of practical study within the scope of maceration

and disinfection. Such disinfection studies have been confined mainly to electrical

means. A contract has been authorized for the preparation of a schematic drawing

of a device which it is claimed will automatically convey, disintegrate, filter and

disinfect the complete toilet wastes. The research staff consists of L. K. Clark,

W. A. Hazlett and Dr. Abel Wolman.

The members of the Joint Committee on Railway Sanitation have been circularized

from time to time during 1946 through the AAR in connection with forthcoming changes,

and revisions of the interstate quarantine regulations as well as changes in the U.S.P.H.S.

Sanitation Manual for Land and Air Conveyances, particularly with reference to proposed

requirements for toilet facilities in dining cars. Members on the Joint Committee on

Railway Sanitation representing the Engineering Division, AAR, are R. C. Bardwell.

A. B. Pierce and H. W. Van Hovenberg.

Report on Assignment 5

New Developments in Lime-Soda Ash Water Softening

Plants and Equipment

R. W. Seniff (chairman, subcommittee), R. C. Bardwell, I. C. Brown, R. E. Coughlan,

J. H. Davidson, B. W. DeGeer, C. H. Edwards, R. N. Foster, R. S. Glynn, J. P.

Hanley, M. A. Hanson, E. C. Harris, C. R. Knowles, W. B. Leaf, G. A. Little,

H. L. McMullin, E. R. Morris, M. F. Neuzil, J. M. Short, T. A. Tennyson, Jr.,

K. J. Weir.

Your committee submits the following final report as information concerning new
developments in lime-soda ash water softening plants and equipment.

Summary

It appears that the outstanding improvement in cold lime-soda ash softening of

locomotive boiler feed water has been the use of a suspended sludge bed. This process

involves the mechanical agitation of the sludge from the water, which is formed during

its treatment, by either motorized agitator or hydraulic means or a combination of both

for the purpose of suspending the sludge in a layer several feet in thickness and using it

as a treating agent by passing the water which is being treated through this sludge bed.

The chemicals (lime, soda ash and a coagulant) are proportioned into the raw water

as it enters the reaction chamber which is designed to cause the uniform distribution and

flow of the water through the sludge which acts as an accelerator for the chemical reac-

tion. Each particle of sludge is believed to act as a nucleus for the deposit of the

precipitate from the incoming water.

This principle has long been used in the chemical laboratory where fine solid material

is added to solutions to hasten precipitation and produce a coarse rapid settling or easily

filterable floe.

Some of the commonly accepted advantages of the suspended sludge bed method

as applied to lime-soda ash water treatment are:

1. The acceleration of the chemical reaction which permits shorter retention

time and smaller settling tanks. Old type equipment can frequently be increased

in capacity or efficiency by substituting this method for the gravity sedimentation

tanks by simply building the necessary equipment into the existing tank.
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2. More complete chemical reaction resulting in decreased sludge carryover

and in a softer effluent.

3. Reduction in the quantity of chemicals required to produce a given degree

of softening.

4. Less commonly recognized is the ability of an active sludge bed to trap,

either by adsorption or absorption, certain organic materials such as sewage and
oil to a sufficient degree to make the method of interest where it is necessary to

treat sewage polluted water for boiler feed.

The following are the comments of some of the committee members who have had
experience with this kind of treatment.

B. W. DeGeer reports:

Plant No.l No. 2 No. 3

Date placed in service January 1941 February 1941 August 1944
Capacity in gpm 150 250 1000

Analysis in gpg.
Raw Treated Raw Treated Raw Treated
Water Water Water Water Water Water

Total dissolved solids 73.7 61.7 38.0 35.0 6.5 12.5

Total hardness 31.5 0.7 25.0 1.5 4.0 0.8

Total alkalinity 23.0 10.3 17.0 9.0 4.6

The water from Plants No. 1 and No. 2 is not filtered. Plant No. 3 was
installed for the primary purpose of removing organic and suspended matter from

the water. The organic solids of the raw water at this station are usually greater

than the mineral solids. The suspended solids are sometimes very high. The typical

treatment procedure is to apply 1.0 lb. of iron sulfate per 1000 gal. to the raw
water before the other chemicals are added. This treatment is followed by 1.2 lb.

of lime, 1.12 lb. of soda ash, 0.20 lb. of each of sodium aluminate clay, and

mangesium sulfate and 0.052 lb. of chlorine per 1000 gal. Following this treatment

and sludge bed contacting, the water is filtered through gravity sand filters. The
effluent is clear and colorless.

E. M. Grtme reports:

I believe it is correct to say that the outstanding improvement made during

the last two or three years in the lime-soda cold softening process is that of

passing the water through a thick bed of accumulated sludge. The lime-soda

process as developed for use on railroads by the late Dr. Koyl employs a reaction

tank where the mixing and coagulation took place and then all of the product

passed over to the settling tank where, as it slowly rose to the top of the tank,

a blanket of sludge became suspended in the settling tank and accomplished in

ordinary operation clarification by filtering out the rising sludge.

With modern arrangements the mixing may still be done in the reaction tank,

but the mixing paddles are slowed down to such an extent that an accumulation

of sludge takes place in the bottom of the tank to a depth of 6 to 12 ft., depend-

ing on local conditions such as character of sludge, temperature of the water,

etc., and as the mixture of chemicals and water is delivered at the base of the

downcomer it passes upward through this accumulated sludge at such a slow rate

that as it reaches the overflow to the settling tank it is almost clear and the

reaction practically complete. It seems that by this method there is a more
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intimate contact which results in thorough chemical reaction and utilization of

any unreacted chemical which may remain in the sludge.

In some cases, especially where the plant design was inadequate for the

present increased water demand, this has been accomplished by the construction

of an additional reaction tank; at other plants where the original design was more

liberal it has been possible to accomplish the same results by rearranging the

downcomer to deliver the water at the center of the tank and at the same time

slowing down the mixing paddles, which work could be accomplished at nominal

expense.

Studies indicate that by these changes in the original lime-soda treating facili-

ties it has been possible to make a saving of ten percent or more in the usage of

chemicals, and at the same time reduce to about 0.6 the hardness of the finished

product.

C. R. Knowles reports:

Developments in the design of lime-soda ash water treating plants over a

period of years may be graphically illustrated by tracing the evolution of a

specific roadside treating plant.

In 1908 an intermittent type softening plant was installed comprising two

26-ft. diameter, 20-ft. stave tanks each provided with an agitator, treated water

draw-off piping and sludge blowoff valves; and a chemical tank for preparing

the chemical charge for treating a tank of water. This plant utilizing the two

75,000 gal. capacity tanks, had a rated capacity of approximately 18,000 gal.

per hour.

By 1917 the demand exceeded the capacity of the original plant and led to its

conversion to a softener and the continuous type. This was effected by equipping

one of the original tanks with an 8-ft. diameter centrally located downtake with

a mechanical agitator and a pipe spider sludge pick up system. In addition a

head box was installed on the first tank to measure the incoming water and to

provide means for actuating a continuous, proportioning chemical mixer and

feeder, also installed at that time. With the two tanks operating in series, and

with accurate and proportional chemical feed, a capacity of 35,000 gal. per hour

was realized from the reconstructed installation.

By 1945 deterioration of the original wood tankage, now 37 years old, and

additional water needs, necessitated the next move. The two old 26-ft. diameter

tanks were removed and there was erected in their stead a single 24-ft. diameter

16-ft. stave wood tank in which was installed a sludge blanket unit. The old

water control and chemical feeding equipment, installed in 1917, was retained for

use with the new softener installation. These changes gave the plant a capacity

of 42,000 gal. per hour.

Summary:

(a) In 1908 a reaction tank capacity of 150,000 gal. was required to produce

18,000 gal. per hour of treated water.

(b) In 1916, 150,000 gal. tank capacity, utilizing continuous type operation

produced 35,000 gal. per hour of treated water.

(c) In 1945 a single tank with an actual water capacity of approximately

40,000 gal. equipped with a sludge blanket mechanism produced 42,000 gal. per

hour of treated water.

Putting the matter another way, the intermittent softener provided for seven

to eight hours detention time; the continuous type softener about four hours
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= 50,000 -

= 25,000

Fig. 1.—Graphic Comparison of Lime-Soda Ash Water Softening Plant Reaction

Tank Capacity Required to Soften 10,000 Gal. Per Hour of Water
for Locomotive Boiler Feed.

detention time, and the accelerator softener about one hour detention time.

(See Fig. 1.)

It might also be well to offer a few comments on the application of a

finishing treatment to lime-soda treated water, designed to improve steam con-

ditions, prevent after precipitation, the incrustation of injectors and reduce foam-

ing. A number of roads are using organic materials, sodium hexameta phosphate

and other chemicals, apparently with success. In all probability these methods

will become more extensively used in the future; therefore, it would appear proper

to include a finishing treatment in the study of improved methods.

G. E. Martin reports:

The Illinois Central has three plants of this type having capacities of 350,

750 and 750 gpm. respectively.

Mr. H. M. Schudlich reports:

We have not installed any of the so-called modern lime-soda plants, Spauld-

ing Precipitators etc., but have added a "reaction tank" to some of our old

plants. This "reaction tank" operates on the same general principle; as the raw

water plus the necessary chemical is conducted up thru the old sludge bed.

Mechanical agitation is not used as we have obtained excellent results without

it. Sludge carryover is disregarded as the water is then settled in a continuous

100,000-gal. tank, finally filtered thru a sand pressure filter and delivered to the

wayside storage tank. The finished water can be easily kept at 0.5 to 0.8 grains

hardness with alkalinity of 20 to 25 percent.

We have six sand pressure filters in use, the largest of which is 8 ft. in

diameter and 22 ft. long, a pair of these handling 700 gal. per minute and put

into service in 1929. They have been overhauled once since installation but the

benefits we have received have outweighed this small cost. At Glendive, Mon-
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tana, where we have the above double unit in operation, it has eliminated the

cleaning of the long pipe line. We are pumping about 145,000,000 gal. a year

thru this line.

R. W. Seniff reports:

Date placed in service February 1943

Capacity in gpm Rated 200 Operated at 250

Analysis in gpg.
Plant No. 1 Raw Treated

Total dissolved solids 28.3 25.1

Total hardness 15.3 0.6

Total alkalinity 10.4 6.4

The source of water at this water station is the Chicago Sanitary and Ship

Canal which carried the sewage from the City of Chicago and consequently con-

tained considerable organic matter and industrial waste. The purpose of the plant

was the removal of these wastes to reduce foaming of the locomotive boilers.

The water is treated with lime, soda ash and sodium aluminate, passed through

the sludge bed and filtered through gravity sand filters. The retention time is 50

min. The finished water is clear and colorless. The concentration at which the

water in the locomotive boilers foamed increased from 58 to 290 grains per min.

Gravity and filtration was essential in this instance because even traces of the

sludge which was extremely light because of its organic content caused a marked

increase in the tendency of the boilers to foam.

T. A. Tennyson, Jr., reports:

A 75 percent reduction in silica is obtained by the use of sodium aluminate

and recirculation of the sludge.

K. J. Weir reports:

Mechanical agitation has been eliminated and the hydraulic type controlled

by a nozzle has been substituted in older plants. Newer plants were equipped with

hydraulic agitation.

Report on Assignment 7

Relative Effectiveness of Cathodic Protection and Painting

in Preventing Corrosion of the Interior of Steel Tanks

T. W. Hislop, Jr. (chairman, subcommittee), R. C. Bardwell, W. E. Bickel, J. J. Dwyer,
C. E. Fisher, R. N. Foster, R. H. George, R. S. Glynn, K. P. Howe, A. W. Johnson,

H. F. King, G. A. Little, G. E. Martin, W. A. McGee, Theodore Morris, A. B. Pierce,

S. E. Printz, D. C. Teal, R. M. Stimmel.

This report of progress is offered as information.

Corrosion

Under-water corrosion of steel is based on the generally accepted electrochemical

theory; the metal dissolving, first forms ferrous hydroxide and, with further oxidation

from the dissolved oxygen contained in the water, builds up a wall of iron rust around

the pitted area. In this reaction, the steel is the anode or positive pole and rust is the

cathode or negative pole, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Corrosion of the interior of steel water tanks varies widely and is dependent upon

the nature of the water contained therein and is relative to the pH value and oxygen

content thereof. Thus, waters low in the pH range or high in oxygen content, will produce

much more corrosion than those in the higher pH range or with lower oxygen content.

One railroad reports no detrimental effects from corrosion to its steel water tanks

after 35 years of service, without any protection provided other than the initial paint

applied at the time of erection, while others report that serious corrosion takes place

within three to five years after paint has been applied. Tanks in the latter category and

FERRIC HYDROXIDE

(RUST)

" -CATHODE

FERROUS HYDROXIDE

Fig. 1.

others which are more slowly affected are worthy of due consideration for adequate

corrosion protection in extending the lives thereof. Usually many times the cost of

adequate corrosion protection is expended for the maintenance or repair of a tank

only partially corroded.

Paint Protection

Actual experiences with different class paints indicates protection for only one to

four years. Thus, it would seem that periodic painting is essential if maximum results

are to be realized by this method of protection. Before the paint is applied, the metal

surface requires thorough cleaning and both operations run into thousands of dollars

per unit over an extended period. In addition, the out-of-tank service is to be con-

sidered. This runs from a few days to weeks, depending on the size and condition of the

tank, and generally adds to the cost of painting and usually is inconvenient to operation.

Cathodic Protection

Cathodic protection of steel water tanks has been in use about ten years. All rail-

roads reporting state that their steel tanks thus protected are in as good condition today

as when the protection was first applied. Also, that where applied to tanks previously

affected by corrosion, the products of corrosion had sloughed off. In 1941 about 25

installations were in use by railroads, while today there are in excess of 150 installations.

Cathodic protection involves the principal of the electric cell; the steel tank serves

as the cathode, while anodes are provided and suspended in the water contained within

the tank. A continuous direct current flow is required and is usually provided from

105-120 volt, 60 cycle a. c. supply which is transformed to reduced voltage and rectified

to d. c. The current requirements are chiefly governed by the corrosive characteristics

of the water. Waters low in temporary hardnesses are generally considered more corrosive

than those with high temporary hardness. Sufficient direct current is supplied to assure

that no points will become electro-positive, the amounts varying from 8 to 35 volts and

1 to 13 amp. for railroad installations thus far made.
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The cost of these installations vary somewhat with the size of the tank and is

usually equivalent to about the cost of one painting, including cleaning in preparation

thereto.

Tanks which have been painted will require less expensive installations due to the fact

that less current is required because cathodic protection is only needed for the protection

of the metal exposed by paint imperfections.

Because of the small amount of current consumed and the limited renewels of the

anodes, the relative cost of operating this equipment is considerably less than that for

periodic, satisfactory painting necessary to give equal corrosion protection. The great

advantage in applying cathodic protection is that it can be installed in the majority of

cases without taking the tank out of service, whereas, painting requires considerable

out-of-service time, as mentioned heretofore.

As cathodic protection gives protection only to the under-water surfaces, painting

of the inside roof and side walls above the mean water level is required, to give protection

to these areas.

Equipment Requirements

As direct current is required, it can be furnished from alternating current rectified

as heretofore mentioned, or from motor-generators or windmill or gas engine generators.

Voltmeters and ammeters, fuses, switches, voltage regulation switches or terminals which

are a requisite, are placed in a panel, housed in a metal cabinet as are the transformer

and rectifier when alternating current is employed.

The annodes employed are usually carbon, graphite, iron, mild steel, aluminum,

stainless steel, platinum, copper, etc. Their number and spacing are governed by the

surface area and shape of tank to be protected. Their spacing within the tank is important

for while a single anode, placed within the center, will suffice for a tank of small

diameter, it is necessary to space three or more in larger tanks so that they are within

at least one quarter of the tank diameter from the metal to be protected. Risers or

downcomers of softener tanks should have separate anodes for assured prctection.

In climates where freezing is encountered and when ice formation is prevalent within

the tank, it is recommended to remove the anodes for the duration in order to prevent

them from being torn from their moorings by shifting of the ice. During the period of

ice the metal is assured protection, for oxygen is excluded by the ice cover. It has been

found in some cases that a slight film of calcium and magnesium salts is plated on the

surface of the cathodic metal by this process which usually is sufficient to give this same

protection for the duration of anode removal. It is recommended where ice conditions

are encountered that the anodes be designed to last only for about ten months and

replaced each year at the end of freezing weather. Typical installations of cathodic

protection to elevated and standpipe type water tanks are depicted in Fig. 2.

Anode Life

The table below will give the relative life of different anodes.

Electrochemical

Equivalents
Lb. per Cu.In.per

Anode Amp. Year Amp. Year

Iron 20.1 71.0

Graphite 2.2 27.0

Nickle 21.3 66.5

Aluminum 6.4 65.7

Zinc 23.5 71.4
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In the case of graphite, sloughing off of particles will usually be greater than the

electrochemical value, unless encased within a suitable material.

External Electrodes (Grid Anodes)

There are at least three installations of cathodic protection to railroad water tanks

using grid anodes which have been in service about two years. Reports indicate that

they are thus far successful in preventing corrosion. These anodes are installed on the

outside of tank. (See Fig. 3 for typical installation.) The equipment used to furnish

direct current to these anodes is identical with that described above. It seems to have

been proved that these anodes are not successful where the water within tank has more

than 22 grains per gal. total dissolved solids.

Cathodic Protection by Galvanic Couple

It has been reported that corrosion protection of pipe lines, cables and domestic

hot water tanks with magnesium anodes has been successful and that trial applications

within cold water storage tanks are now being made. The successful outcome of these

tests may be the means of supplying cathodic protection to tanks where other methods

are not deemed practical and to an even greater number of tanks if it proves more

economical.

Basis of Cathodic Protection

As the steel tank is the cathode of the electric cell set-up, hydrogen is evolved at

this pole from the electrolysis of the water. The positively charged hydrogen ions are

attracted to the negatively charged steel, thus forming a film of hydrogen thereon which

excludes the oxygen therefrom. Oxygen is the requisite of corrosion. A current density

of 3 amp. per 10,000 sq. ft. of under-water metal surface is usually sufficient to set up

desired conditions.

Conclusion

Cathodic protection, properly installed and maintained, has given more effective

corrosion protection than paints applied to date. It has the added advantage that the

tank does not have to be taken out of service.

Report on Assignment 8

Plastic Pipe and Fittings for Small Water Lines, Conveying
of Chemical Solutions, etc.

H. E. Silcox (chairman, subcommittee), W. E. Bickel, C. E. Fisher, F. L. Guv, S. H.
Hailey, J. P. Hanley, T. W. Hislop, Jr., G. F. Metzdorf, R. M. Mullen, A. B. Pierce,

H. M. Schudlich, J. M. Short, J. E. Tiedt, E. R. Trodd, R. E. Wachter, K. J. Weir.

During World War II an effort was made to provide a substitute in the pipe and

tubing field for such strategic materials as aluminum, stainless steel, nickel, copper, brass,

tin and rubber, the use of which was highly restricted and a very limited supply of

which was allocated for use in the water service and chemical field

Plastics, in general, are synthetic resins of high molecular weight polymerized from

simple compounds by means of heat, pressure and catalysis. The fabrication of plastic

into pipe and tubing requires materials which can be formed by dry extrusion, as this
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is considered the most efficient method of manufacture, producing tubing of unlimited

length. The chemically resistant and tough thermoplastic resin which is used in the

manufacture of pipe is composed basically of petroleum and brine, is tasteless and odor-

less, possessing excellent electrical and thermal properties.

The plastic tubing is flexible, yellowish translucent in color, and is available in

outside diameter sizes ranging from Y% in. to 24 in < with waH thickness of 0.01S in. to

0.12S in. It weighs approximately %. of corresponding size of metal tubing, is used with

flared type fittings and can be bent or shaped with a standard bending tool. The bending

operation should be carried out in accordance with manufacturer's instructions as to

heating.

The fittings used with plastic tubing are of the flared union type similar to those

used with copper tubing and are made of black opaque molded plastic. These fittings

are made in union couplings, elbows and tees, with connections threaded for standard

pipe thread. In flaring the tubing end for fittings, a standard flaring tool may be used,

care being taken in the operation as plastic does not require excessive pressure for

flaring.

Standard plastic pipe is produced by a modified extrusion process which assures

a smooth, round product having dimensions similar to those of extra heavy wrought

iron or steel pipe. The present sizes range from y2 in. through 4 in. (iron pipe sizes)

with weights approximately J4 those of comparable sizes of iron pipe. This type of

plastic pipe is opaque black and is manufactured in 10-ft. lengths with plain ends.

The plastic pipe can be threaded with standard pipe threading tools, either hand or

power driven, with two minor changes. As this pipe is less rigid than metal pipe, a

longer guide sleeve is desirable for proper centering, and in order to produce clean, sharp

threads, cutting tools should be ground to produce a front rake angle of S to 10 deg.

The insertion of a round wood plug into the end of pipe will afford further protection

for the production of good threads. Best results are obtained when operating between

SO and 100 deg. F. At lower temperatures heated dies are advisable but not essential.

This class of pipe can be connected by autogenous welding by placing pieces on

hot plate (chrominum or nickel surface) heated to 350 to 450 deg. F., care being taken

not to overheat the material. Hold until molten material appears, then place pieces

together in proper position, press firmly and allow to cool.

Standard plastic threaded 90-deg. elbows, tees, couplings, caps, plugs, companion

flanges and reducing couplings are now available for use. If desired, standard malleable

iron or brass threaded fittings may be used with this pipe. In addition to the above,

plastic welded fabricated fittings may be obtained in the event welded connections are

desired in place of threaded.

Plastic tubing and pipe have a tensile strength ranging from 4000 to 8000 psi. and

will withstand hot water temperatures of 170 deg. F. continuously and up to 212 deg. F.,

intermittently. It does not support combustion, and is rated as self-extinguishing. How-

ever, since it melts near 310 deg. F., fire or high temperature is destructive. As sunlight

darkens its color, pipe intended for exposure is black. The piping is hydraulically smooth,

and by virtue of its elasticity, water-hammer pressures are Yn. to % as great as in

iron pipe. As its heat conductivity is only 1/4500 that of copper, it affords frost pro-

tection in services and suffers inappreciable temperature loss in hot water lines. Deposits

do not tend to adhere to the surface and the pipe is corrosion resistant. Under certain

conditions, rats have been observed to attack this material.

Plastic pipe expands 0.83 ft. per 100-ft. length for a temperature rise of 100 deg. F.

Therefore distortion must be controlled. Temperatures of 10 deg. F. or less cause an
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embrittling effect. Bursting pressures of standard pipe vary from 460 to 1300 psi. at room
temperature, depending on size, with recommended working pressure of 90 to 260 psi.

The flexible plastic tubing has a bursting pressure dependent on size varying from

400 to 1900 psi. at ordinary temperature, with a recommended working pressure of

115 to 370 psi.

Plastic pipe and tubing has a wide range of desirable properties; being chemically

resistant, it is adaptable for handling chemicals used in water treatment, sulfuric acid,

sodium chloride, hypo-chloride, ferrous sulfate and many others; however, its use with

such chemicals as ammonium hydroxide, dioxane, bromine liquid, chlorine (liquid under

pressure), or chlorine water is not recommended by some manufacturers.

A number of pump manufacturers are using heads of transparent plastic material

on small pumps for feeding soda ash, lime slurry, aqua ammonia activated carbon,

aluminum sulfate, sodium sulfate, sodium silicate, diluted acid, ferric chloride, sodium

glassy phosphates and hypochlorite solution in the treatment of water and sewage. This

type plastic head has proved satisfactory and enables the operator to observe the action

of working parts and check valves, as well as the movement of the liquid being fed.

The use of plastic pipe and tubing in the railway water supply field has not been

very extensive; however, a canvass disclosed installations of 2200 ft. or 1-in., lj^-in.

and 2-in. standard plastic pipe handling mine drainage water and drinking water line

laid in cinder fill. After three years' service, the pipe shows no pitting either inside or

outside. Other installations of this class pipe are used in handling copperas solution in

water treating plants. At the end of 3J^ years' service, the pipe is still in good condition,

the interior surface showing a very light deposit, which after drying is easily brushed off

leaving the inside surface as smooth as new pipe. The indications of a longer life in

this service are good compared with previous use of wrought iron and copper which

required renewal in 6 or 8 months. Plastic tubing is being used successfully in chlorinator,

hydrochloride and air lines.

In laying the standard plastic pipe underground, the lengths should be coupled with

standard slip couplings to allow for expansion and flexibility. With the use of either pipe

or tubing, it is important to allow for expansion.

According to a canvass of the railway field, no serious displacement in the use of

metals for water pipe line service is forseen; however, the obvious advantages peculiar

to plastic pipe in counteracting corrosion trouble and in the handling of chemical

solutions which cannot be successfully handled with metal pipe, should not be negated.

Report on Assignment 9

New Developments in Water Conditioning for Diesel Locomotive

Radiators and Flash Boilers

M. A. Hanson (chairman, subcommittee), W. E. Bickel, I. C. Brown, J. H. Davidson,

B. W. DeGeer, R. S. Glynn, E. C. Harris, T. W. Hislop, Jr., H. M. Hoffmeister,

H. F. King, G. A. Little, O. E. Mace, G. E. Martin, Ray McBrian, H. L. McMullin,
R. M. Mullen, M. F. Neuzil, H. M. Schudlich, R. M. Stimmel, T. A. Tennyson, Jr.,

J. E. Tiedt, R. E. Wachter, K. J. Weir.

Your committee submits the following progress report:

A previous report was made to your committee on a similar assignment "Use of

Water for Diesel Locomotives and Air Conditioning, with Character of Water Required,

Conditioning, etc." This report is found in the Proceedings, Vol. 44, 1943, pages 160
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and 161. Considerable progress has been made since that report was written. A ques-

tionnaire was sent to the various railroads operating diesel locomotives of which 17

railroads, operating 816 diesel locomotives and 191 Clarkson type steam generators,

replied. A tabulation of the results of the questionnaire is shown below:

Cooling Systems
No. of

Railroads

A. Kind of water used?

1. Cooling water without pretreatment 6

2. Lime soda treated water 3

3. Demineralized water 2

4. Steam condensate 7

5. Rain water 1

6. Zeolite treated water 1

7. Ice drippings 1

B. Special treatment for scale?

1. Yes 11

2. No 6

C. Special treatment for corrosion?

1. Yes 12

2. No 5

Clarkson Type Steam Generators

A. Kind of water used?

1. Water without pretreatment 7

2. Lima soda treated water 5

3. Demineralized water
4. Steam condensate 2

5. Zeolite

6. Wayside treatment 2

B. Special treatment for scale?

1. Yes 7

2. No 3

C. Special treatment for corrosion?

1. Yes 6

2. No 3

Type of Chemical Feeders

1

.

Feeder on locomotives 7

2. Independent feeders at terminals

3. Independent feeders at intermediate stations

Coil Life

1

.

Less than one year S

2. No data 3

3. No failures to March 1946 2

The problem of corrosion prevention throughout the entire cooling system of a

diesel locomotive becomes quite complex due to the number of different metals encoun-

tered. The cooling system of the diesel locomotives built by one of the leading manu-
facturers has the following metals in contact with the cooling water:
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Surge tank—Low carbon steel

Piping—Copper

Pump wear ring—Phosphor bronze

Impellor housing—Cast iron

Liners—Copper nickel molybdenum cast iron

Liner retainer ring—Cast steel

Crankcase plates—Low carbon steel

Radiator headers—Aluminum

Radiator flange—Brass

If a diesel locomotive is to be operated successfully, corrosion, scale and sludge in

the cooling system cannot be tolerated. Figs. 1 to 8 show the conditions of portions of

cooling systems in which proper water treatment was not maintained.

Due to the inconclusive information available as to the actual condition of the

cooling systems of diesel locomotives operating in various water territories a series of

corrosion tests using various waters and corrosion inhibitors were made. These tests

indicated that raw waters up to a total of 23.2 gpg. T.D.S.; zeolite treated waters up to a

total of 23.2 gpg. T.D.S.; and distilled water responded very similarly to alkaline chromate

corrosion inhibitors if used in sufficient concentration. Soluble oils were ineffective in

preventing corrosion in any of the waters tried. The use of nitrites for corrosion prevention

has not been tried but should be investigated.

In order to confirm the findings of these tests a number of diesel locomotive cooling

systems were inspected after operating for a period of years under controlled water

conditions using alkaline chromate inhibitors.

Fig. 1.—Showing Conditions in Portions of the Cooling System.
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Fig. 2.—Illustrating Corroded Condition.

Railroad A operating 33 diesel locomotives used for cooling water make-up, raw

city water varying in T.D.S. from 8.7 to 23.2 gpg. and total hardness from 7.7 to

15.7 gpg. These waters were hand dosed with 2 lb. of sodium dichromate and 1 lb. of

soda ash per 100 gal. This resulted in a pH of 8.2 to 9.0 after the locomotives had been

operated for 48 hours. Since sodium dichromate and soda ash were added together in

dry form to the cooling water, carbon dioxide was liberated into the cooling system,

temporarily lowering the pH of the cooling water until the locomotive was operated for

a sufficient length of time for the carbon dioxide to be released. The chromate content

and pH were checked by analysis weekly and additions of treatment made as required.

Considerable difficulty was experienced in maintaining the desired treatment at all

times. One reason for loss of treatment in one design of locomotive was the overfilling of

the cooling system during refilling. It should be filled, when shut down, only to a pre-

determined level in the surge tank below the radiator level. If filled completely, 25 to

30 gal. of water will be lost at the overflow when the locomotive is started. Another

source of loss was the overflowing of the cooling system with steam condensate during

the periods the locomotives were kept on steam heat to prevent freezing. This is done

by turning steam directly into the cooling system.

Inspection of these locomotives after two years' service revealed a generally good

condition. One type of locomotive showed some erosion-corrosion (corrosion accelerated

by erosion) on the cylinder liners at the baffle openings but no other corrosion. See

Fig. 9. A small amount of sludge was deposited in the low velocity areas. The erosion-

corrosion is being overcome by removing the baffles, thus reducing the velocity of the

cooling water at these openings. This type of locomotive uses a cast iron engine frame

in contact with the cooling water.

The other type of locomotives being operated is a low carbon steel welded construc-

tion engine frame in contact with the cooling water. In these locomotives very slight
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Fig. 3.—Crack Between Retainers 14 and 15.

pitting was found and also a small amount of sludge. The aluminum radiator headers

were in excellent condition.

Railroad B operated 28 diesel locomotives with similar waters to railroad A, using

zeolite treated water exclusively with a hand dosed proprietary alkaline chromate

phosphate after treatment at the rate of lYi lb. per 100 gal. of water. The cooling

waters were analyzed weekly for chromate content, pH and hardness. The necessary

corrections were made as required.

Additions of the proprietary compound were made to maintain a minimum of

XYz lb. of sodium chromate per 100 gal. of water. A minimum pH of 8.S was allowed.

The pH was raised by the supplementary dosage of soda ash as necessary. A maximum
hardness of Yz gpg. was allowed. If a higher hardness was found the entire cooling

system was drained and recharged.
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Fig. 4.—Sludge Settlement in Water Chamber Adjacent to Stress Plate in Engine.

Fig. 5.

—

Fracture at No. 4 Retainer.
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This railroad also operated two types of locomotives, one with a cast iron engine

frame of a slightly different design than that on railroad A and another with welded

low carbon steel frame design identical with that found on railroad A.

Inspection of the cooling system of the cast iron type engine frame after five years'

service and the welded construction after two years' service revealed an excellent condi-

tion throughout. No corrosion, sludge or scale was found anywhere in the cooling systems.

See Fig. 10.

Fig. 6.-—Fractured Stress Plate Between Retainers 2 and 3.

No definite data are available on the results of the use of high hardness or high

T.D.S. waters. This subcommittee will welcome any information available concerning

the use of such waters in diesel cooling systems. Such reports should be accompanied

by specimen analysis of the waters used, data on length of time such waters were used,

and if possible, photographs of critical parts of the cooling systems.

Although good results have been secured in some instances by hand dosing alkaline

chromate type after-treatments to the locomotive cooling systems as the number of diesel

locomotives increase, the difficulties of securing uniform dosages also increase to the

degree that automatic proportioning equipment and storage facilities may be justified.

This overcomes the loss in treatment from overfilling the cooling systems and will aid

in securing uniform treatment.

The following recommendations are made for the prevention of corrosion, scale and

sludge in diesel cooling systems:

Limited to waters of a maximum of 23.2 gpg. T.D.S.

1. Use only clear waters with turbidity not exceeding 1.0 gpg.

2. Pretreat the waters to zero hardness.

3. After-treat the water to maintain a minimum of V/2 lb. of sodium chromate

per 100 gal. with a pH of 8.5 to 9.

4. Maintain a hardness in the cooling system at all times below y2 gpg.
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Fig. 7.—Outer Wall of

Cylinder Liner Partially

Removed. Upper Portion

Corrosion Products Intact.

Lower Part Corrosion
Products Removed.

5. Analysis at least once each week by the railroad's chemists to make certain

these standards are maintained.

6. Inspection of the cooling systems at overhaul periods to insure the desired

results are being accomplished.

Clarkson Type Steam Generators

The only type steam generator being considered in this report is the Clarkson type

steam generator as it is the only design in extensive use on railway diesel locomotives.

In the field of small high output boilers the problem of water conditioning must be

considered in connection with the design of individual boilers as relatively small changes

in design and operation can greatly modify the water conditioning required.

To date there have been relatively few installations of water conditioning equipment

solely for diesel steam generators. Most commonly the existing water conditioning equip-

ment previously installed for locomotive steam boilers has been used. This very fre-

quently has not given satisfactory coil life on railroads having high T.D.S. and/or high
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Fig. 8.—Photograph at X magnification of a portion of the cor-

rosion products intact on the liner shown in Fig. 7. The corrosion

products were a mixture of Fo03 and FerS0i. There was less than 2.0

percent carbonate scale.

hardness waters and with low hardness waters high in silica, particularly if coupled with

high steam demand requiring capacity operation of the steam generator. Distilled water

without after-treatments has not been satisfactory. The various compound feeders installed

on the locomotive units in general have not given satisfactory proportioning and/or

have required excessive maintenance.

The chief source of coil failures has been:

1. Corrosion and/or corrosion-erosion of the inlet end of the outer coil.

2. Plugging of the soil with scale usually in the intermediate coil.

3. Burning of the inner coil due to scale.

4. Soot blower damage of the outer coil.

Corrosion and/or corrosion-erosion of the inlet end of the outer coil can occur

with considerable rapidity to the extent of requiring coil renewal in six months. No
practical method has yet been found for correcting this condition definitely in all cases.
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Fig. 9.—Liner Showing
Corrosion -Erosion Liner
Two Years Old

See Fig. 11. In order to extend the life of the outer coil the manufacturer has recently

changed the design so as to increase the radius of the inlet bend, increased the thickness

of the bend and changed from single-strength to extra-heavy tubing for the first two

turns of the coil. This should prolong the life of this coil considerably.

Most cases of completely plugged coils investigated have been the result of the

incomplete. acid washing of the coils. The partial washing loosens part of the scale in the

coil and when the steam generator is fired the loose scale is carried along by the water

and steam until it lodges against a partial obstruction, resulting in complete blockage.

Complete blockage may also be produced by operating the steam generator with an

improper fuel-water ratio resulting in insufficient water being carried over in the steam

separator to purge the coil of the loose sludge and soluble boiler salts. In order to

determine more easily that sufficient return water is being carried over to the steam

separator the manufacturer is equipping the new steam generators with a sight glass so

the flow of return water can be seen. This can easily be applied to existing steam

generators.
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Fig. 10.—Liners Five Years Old Showing an Excellent Cooling System Condition.

A number of instances of failure of the inner coils due to burning of the inner side

of the coil has been reported. The failures from this source investigated have been due

to silica scale and/or calcium sulfate scale on the inner side of the tube.

The analysis of the scale which caused one inner coil failure was as follows:

Percent

Silica 24.70

Iron and aluminum oxides 15.00

Calcium carbonate 4.09

Calcium oxide 14.56

Calcium sulfate 34.80

Magnesium oxide 2.56

Oil Trace
Moisture and organic 3.32

Loss undetermined, etc 0.97

Total 100.00

The scale could not be removed by acid washing. Partial removal of similar scale

has been accomplished b\" bumping of the inner coil with a specially designed air gun

tool prior to washing.

The raw make-up waters which produced this condition were what are normally

considered excellent steam locomotive boiler water supplies. The T.D.S. ranging from

2.0 to 9.3 gpg., the alkalinity from 1.3 to 2.4 gpg., the total hardness from 0.3 to 3.7 gpg.

and the silica from 0.3 to 0!8 gpg.

Coil damage due to soot blowers is probably the result of leaking soot blower

valves. However, it may be the result in some cases of the soot blower valves being

so installed that they trap condensate when they are not being used, resulting in water

impinging on the coil when used. Typical soot blower damage is shown in Figs. 12 and 13.
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Fig. 11.

Fig. 12.

Fig. 13.

It can easily be mistaken for water corrosion. To correct this condition the manufacturer

has recently improved the soot blower valve design and installed test valves on the soot

blower to facilitate the detection of leaking soot blower valves.

The ideal water supply for these steam generators would be a completely demineral-

ized and deaerated water which would give complete elimination of scale and corrosion.

Because of the space available on the locomotives is limited the practicability of

deaeration is questionable.

A number of tests for suitable water conditioning for these steam generators are now
underway or will be in the near future.

Demineralization equipment has now been installed by a manufacturer of a Clarkson

type steam generator in cooperation with a chemical company for tests in connection

with a new steam generator in stationary service. Since the effluent from the demineral-
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Fig. 14.

izer will be quite corrosive the control of corrosion will be attempted by pH control

and various organic oxygen absorbers. This test may also give some idea as to the silica

tolerance of this type steam generator.

One railroad is preparing a test to determine if the addition of potassium carbonate

directly to the supply tanks using raw city waters will change the character of the

scale formed in the coil sufficiently so that it will not adhere to the coil walls.

The test department of one railroad is proposing the operation of a steam generator

as a stationary unit on a lime soda treated water with and without various after-

treatments.

These tests when concluded should give some basis for definite recommendations.

In addition a number of demineralizer plants with proportioning after-treatment feeders

are being or recently have been installed. It is too soon to be able to evaluate the results

accomplished definitely.

There is need for further investigation of the feasibility of the use of zeolite treat-

ment together with after-treatments for pH control, particularly on low T.D.S. waters.

The subcommittee will welcome any information on such usage.
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Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

No report.

2. Design and specifications for highway crossings at grade over railway tracks,

both steam and electric, collaborating with Committee 1, and with American

Society of Municipal Engineers, and American Transit Association.

No report.

3. Comparative merits of various types of grade crossing protection, collaborating

with Signal Section, AAR, and Highway Research Board.

Progress report, presented as information page 218

4. Requisites for location, number and arrangement of automatic signals, auto-

matic gates and auxiliary signs for rail-highway grade crossing protection,

collaborating with Signal Section, AAR, and AAR Joint Committee on Grade

Crossing Protection.

No report.

5. Method of classifying grade crossings with respect to public safety.

No report.

6. Plan of barrier for dead-end streets.

Final report, including plans presented for adoption and inclusion in the

Manual page 218

The Committee on Highways,

A. P. Button, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 462, November 1946.
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Report on Assignment 3

Comparative Merits of Various Types of Grade Crossing

Protection

Collaborating with Signal Section, AAR, and Highway Research Board

G. P. Palmer (chairman, subcommittee), W. E. Axcell, H. D. Blake, Bernard Blum,
H. E. Brink, A. R. Dewees, T. J. Jaynes, R. B. Kittredge, F. A. Stone, R. R. Strother,
E. G. Wall, R. E. Warden.

Your committee submits the following progress report as information.

This year tests were continued on reflectorized signs other than button signs with

the following results:

Scotchlite Reflector.—This is a flexible resin backing to which glass spheres (30,000

per sq. in.) are bonded and then cemented to wood or metal crossbuck signs.

Signs installed at Central Avenue, Chicago, December 10, 1940, have deteriorated

some since last year. About 5 percent of the material has peeled off but the signs are still

effective.

Signs at 109th Street, Chicago, installed April 14, 1941, are still in fair shape.

The signs at Stearns Road, Chestnut Ridge Road and Maddock Road, installed in

November 1941, have deteriorated and have been removed from service.

Alzak Signs.—This sign, installed March 3, 1941, at 104th Street, Chicago, using

metal letters of the Arbuckle type, is still as good as last year after five years' service.

Cuneo Sign.—The sign, installed April 5, 1943, at Lawndale Avenue, Chicago, facing

north, is practically worn out.

Mirolite Sign.—The sign, installed January 7, 1944, at Lawndale Avenue, Chicago,

facing south, also has lost its effectiveness.

This report is submitted as information, with the recommendation that these tests

be discontinued, and that consideration be given to different types of automatic and

manual crossing protection.

Report on Assignment 6

Plan of Barrier for Dead-End Streets

T. J. Jaynes (chairman, subcommittee), H. E. Brink, H. C. Charlton, H. B. Christianson,

A. R. Dewees, C. I. Hartsell, A. E. Perlman, T. M. Pittman, L. S. Rose, R. R.
Thurston.

This is a final report and your committee submits the following plans for adoption

and publication in the Manual.

TYPES OF BARRIERS FOR DEAD-END STREETS

1947

These plans show three types of barriers and the locations recommended for their

use, and the stop sign.

1. Rail barrier—recommended for general use.

2. Wooden barrier—recommended for use in closing grade crossings and where

conspicuous and substantial barriers are required.

3. Concrete wall barrier—recommended for use where differences in grade planes

exist and where highways descend sharply toward railroad.

4. Sign for barrier.
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-"- \Z" Minimum -""|

12

SCALE IN INCHES

Chain link Mric
No. G wire 2" mesh
fastened to raitb>4

bolts or spoi weldinq,
where Pedestrian
Trdfft'o is to be
excluded

.

SCALE IN FEET

Fig. 1.-—Rail Barrier Recommended for General Use.

Specifications.—Rail shall be preferably 90-lb. section or heavier, straight and free

from physical defects and shall be cleaned of all rust, scale or grease and set in concrete

l—2—2>y2 mix.

Rails above ground shall be painted black and white 6-in. stripes. The entire surface

above the ground shall be painted with one coat of red lead paint, two coats of approved

white paint and the stripes shall be formed with one coat of black paint.

No paint shall be applied in wet or freezing weather.
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Metdl Stop Siqn

Yellow Back. Ground
BtaeK. Letters

ROAD" or "STREET

Reflector-White

Reflector- Red

BletcK Borderz^r

SCALE IN FEET

Fig. 4.—Sign for Barrier.

Note: The sign shall be in accordance with recommended
practice of the American Association of State Highway Officials.
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8. Communication systems in yards and terminals.

No report.

9. Facilities for conveyor handling of l.c.l. freight at freight houses, collaborating

with Committee 6.

No report.

The Committee of Yards and Terminals,

G. F. Hand, Chairman.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

L. L. Lyford (chairman, subcommittee), J. E. Armstrong, H. Austill, M. H. Dick, W. H.
Giles, G. F. Hand, M. J. J. Harrison, E. M. Hastings, W. J. Hedley, W. H. Hobbs,

J. E. Hoving, C. E. Merriman, C. A. Mitchell, C. H. Mottier, E. E. R. Tratman,
R. W. Willis.

Your committee has reviewed the terms and definitions in the Glossary portion of

the Manual, originated by Committee 14, for the purpose of deleting those not used in

the chapter, and those denned with sufficient accuracy in a dictionary of collegiate grade.

It has also reviewed the definitions of the remaining terms and recommends the following

changes and additions:

Delete from the Glossary the following terms and definitions:

Assisting Gradient Station—Combination
Concourse—Passenger Terminal—Freight
—Train —Passenger
Escalator —Rail and Water
Moving Statrway Track—Throat
Passenger—Suburban or Commuter Yard—Flat—Double
—Through —Single

Ramp —Poling

Scale

Insert the following terms and definitions in lieu of those now in the Glossary:

Platform—Trucking.—A platform on which freight, baggage, mail and express are

handled to and from cars.

—High.—A platform at or near car floor elevation.

—Low.—A platform at or near top of rail elevation.

—Passenger.—A platform provided primarily for passengers, arriving or departing on
passenger trains.

Track.—An assembly of rails, ties and fastenings over which cars, locomotives and trains

are moved.
—Body.—Each of the parallel tracks of a yard upon which cars are placed or stored.

—Crossover.—Two turnouts with track between, connecting two nearby and usually

parallel tracks.

—Departure.—One of the tracks in a departure yard on which outgoing cars are placed.

—Drill.—A track connecting with the ladder track, over which locomotives and cars

move back and forth in switching.

—Storage.—One of the body tracks in storage yards or one of the tracks used for storing

equipment.
—Team.—A track on which cars are placed for transfer of freight between cars and

highway vehicles.

—Wye.—A triangular arrangement of tracks on which locomotives, cars and trains may
be turned.

Track Capacity.—The number of cars that can stand in the clear on that track.
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Yard—Capacity—Working.—The number of cars that can be regularly dispatched from
the yard in successive 24-hour periods.

—Gravity.—A yard in which the classification of cars is accomplished by a locomotive

with the material assistance of gravity.

—Hold.—A yard for the temporary holding of cars.

—Storage.—A yard in which idle equipment is held awaiting disposition.

Insert the following term and definition not now in the Glossary:

Float Bridge.—A structure with an adjustable apron to connect tracks on land with
those on a car float, thus permitting cars to be transferred between the land and
the car float at varying water levels.

The committee also recommends the reapproval of the definitions of the following

terms now in the Glossary:

Car Retarder —Repair
Incline —Rider
Lobby —Running
Master Track Scale —Scale

Platform—Station —Side

Railway Track Scale —Sorting

SroiNG —Spur
Station—Loop —Station

—Stub —Stub
—Through —Transfer
Terminal Transfer Slip

Track—Bad Order Waiting Room
—Caboose Yard
—Classification —Capacity—Standing
—Hold —Classification

—House —Coach
—Icing —Departure
—Industrial —Flat

—Interchange —Hump
—Ladder —Receiving
—Lead —Sorting

—Passing —Zone
—Receiving

Your committee submits for publication in the Manual the following material, which

consists of a complete revision of the "Locomotive Terminals" section, incorporating in

it material assigned to Committee 14 by action of the Board of Direction following the

decision to eliminate from the Manual Chapter 23—Shops and Locomotive Terminals,

for which there is now no standing committee:

IV LOCOMOTIVE TERMINALS

1947

41. Functional Considerations

(a) In the establishment or modification of any large railway terminal, it is neces-

sary to determine whether separate locomotive terminals should be provided for freight

and passenger equipment, or whether the power for both types of service should be

handled in a single facility. Convenience, expedition, low unit operating costs and carrying

charges involved in both alternatives must be given proper consideration. In the case

of a modification where only one company is involved, which has a locomotive terminal

of adequate capacity, or one that can be readily enlarged to meet all requirements,

economy will favor the retention of such terminal in service, unless it is prohibitively

remote from either the passenger station or the center of freight activities.
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(b) In situations where the railway terminal is joint with two or more railways,

either for passenger or freight service, or both, there are additional factors to be con-

sidered in making a decision. (1) In case only the passenger terminal is joint, it is more

likely to be advisable to have it include a joint locomotive terminal handling passenger

equipment exclusively, together with shops equipped to make all required running repairs,

but there is no arbitrary rule to be applied. All costs involved must have exhaustive

analysis and be weighed against the manifestly superior expedition, simplicity of operation,

and avoidance of conflicting movements of power to and from the station to be derived

under the delegated unity of control and responsibility of the terminal management.

(2) In the case of a joint freight terminal, if a substantially new layout is to be

substituted for several individual layouts, it may be advisable, as in the case of a joint

passenger terminal, to provide a new joint freight locomotive terminal, but where existing

separate facilities are merely coordinated and delegated to joint management it will

generally be advisable to rely upon the existing facilities.

42. Location and Arrangement

421. General Requirements

(a) A new locomotive terminal should be so located that provision can be made

for the movement of locomotives to and from their trains with a minimum use of

tracks on which there are other thoroughfare movements, a minimum of reverse or

conflicting movements, and a minimum of light engine mileage.

(b) In designing a locomotive terminal layout, a thorough study of the traffic

and operating requirements of the terminal should be made jointly by the engineering,

operating and mechanical departments. This study should include consideration of the

following data:

1. Type and size of locomotives to be handled.

2. Number of locomotives handled in each direction daily, by classes.

3. Schedule of arrival and departure of locomotives, by classes.

4. Number of locomotives arriving during peak period.

5. Time within which locomotives arriving must be hosteled, by classes.

6. Maximum number of locomotives in terminal at one time.

7. Number of locomotives repaired daily, by classes of work.

8. Number of locomotives under repair at one time, by classes of work.

9. Amount of fuel (coal, diesel or fuel oil) issued daily.

10. Amount of water consumed daily.

11. Amount of sand consumed daily.

12. Number of men required to operate the terminal.

(c) A locomotive terminal should be designed not only for present requirements

but also with provision for future expansion.

(d) The locomotive terminal must be coordinated with all other facilities so that

the movement of each locomotive may be orderly and expeditiously made from the time

it is detached from its train in the yard or at the station, serviced and again attached

to a train.

(e) The required servicing facilities should be provided and arranged in the sequence

in which it is desired that incoming and outgoing locomotives be served by them.

(f) Separate facilities may be required for the various types of locomotives.
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422. Site

The selection of a proper site requires a study of all factors affecting costs of

construction and operation, including:

(a) Land value.

(b) Cost of preparing site.

(c) Foundation conditions, drainage, sewage disposal, water supply, electricity.

(d) Relation to existing or proposed yards and to passenger and freight stations.

(e) Labor supply, including housing facilities and transportation.

(f) Availability of public fire fighting apparatus and stations.

423. Track Layout

(a) The layout should be arranged for all locomotives to enter the locomotive

terminal from the same end, but a separate exit should be provided for additional flex-

ibility in movement and to insure that the terminal will not be tied up in case of

derailment or other trouble at the main entrance.

(b) Entrance tracks should be so located and with such capacity as to permit the

prompt receipt of locomotives immediately on arrival, with space between those which

may have to wait their turn for servicing. Locomotives requiring different types of fuel

may well be routed over different tracks between the entrance and the turntable. Where

climatic conditions permit outside storage, sufficient tracks should be provided near the

exit for holding locomotives already prepared for service.

(c) The layout should provide for the orderly movement of locomotives without

reverse movement.

(d) Crossovers should be so arranged that yard locomotives, or others that do not

require turning, may be serviced without crossing the turntable.

(e) All approach and departure tracks to and from the turntable should line across

the table with engine house tracks to permit convenient movement of dead locomotives

or carloads of supplies into or out of the engine house. Radial stub end tracks, on side

of turntable opposite engine house and in line with pit tracks, are sometimes desirable.

Stall angle of engine house should be such that when extended beyond a half-circle the

pit tracks will line up across the turntable.

(f) Sufficient tangent should be provided on all turntable approach tracks to permit

all engine trucks to be on straight track before passing onto turntable.

43. Engine House

The preferred form of engine house will depend largely upon the type or types of

locomotives to be housed. The circular form is preferable, under ordinary conditions,

for steam locomotives. Diesel and electric power can be handled best in a rectangular

house. Other special conditions may make a rectangular house desirable, such as restricted

location, small number of locomotives handled, greater ease of providing a "Y" than a

turntable. At shops where a transfer tab!e is used, a rectangular engine house served by

the transfer table may be desirable.

The length of stall along center line of track for steam locomotives should be at

least 20 ft. greater than the overall length of the locomotive and tender, so as to provide

trucking space of 10 ft. in width in front of the pilot and space in which to detach the

tender and provide a walkway between it and the engine without opening the door.

44. Turning Facilities

Unless the locomotives to be handled are exclusively of the diesel or electric type

with operating controls at both ends, some form of turning facility such as a turntable,

a balloon or loop track, or a wye track must be provided.
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441. Turntable

(a) Use of a three-point turntable is preferable. If a balanced type table is used,

it should be long enough so the locomotive can be balanced when the tender is empty.

In some cases the life of the old balanced type turntables may be extended and economy

affected by converting them to the three-point bearing type.

(b) A deck turntable is usually more economical, but in the balanced type a through

table may be desirable where the use of a deck structure would greatly increase the cost

or make satisfactory drainage difficult.

(c) Mechanical power for operating turntables should be provided. Where current

is available, electricity is the most reliable means of operating. The power wires may be

led to the table either overhead or underground, care being taken to minimize the danger

of interruption in case of fire, storm, inadequate drainage or other emergency. Where

electric power is not available, a compressed air motor may be used.

(d) The deck of the turntable should be wide enough to provide a walk on each

side, and should be protected with hand rails.

(e) The turntable pit should be paved and adequately drained.

(f) The circle wall preferably should be of concrete masonry, with proper sup-

ports and fastenings for rails on the coping. A timber or steel coping is preferable to a

rigid concrete masonry coping.

(g) The circle rail preferably should be supported on a concrete base with the load

properly distributed by ties, plates, or castings.

(h) Easy access to the parts of a turntable, for the oiling of bearings, painting and

inspection, should be provided in the design of the pit, unless ample provision is made

in the turntable itself.

(i) Thorough lubrication, systematic cleaning of both table and pit, and careful

inspection at regular intervals are essential to satisfactory operation of a turntable. The

table should be raised and the center thoroughly inspected at least once a year.

(j) Radial tracks should be kept in good line and surface. Radial track and turntable

rails should be maintained with proper spacing between their ends and at proper relative

elevation.

(k) Some mechanical means of locking the turntable in line with a radial track

should be provided.

45. Servicing Facilities

451. Coaling Station

(a) Coaling stations should be so located as to serve as many locomotives as possible

on their regular routes. There are two general locations for coaling stations: Those at

engine house leads at terminals, and those adjacent to main tracks between terminals.

At terminals, coaling stations should be so located as to serve both inbound and outbound

tracks as recommended for the engine terminal layout.

(b) Coaling stations can readily be arranged to deliver coal on one or more tracks.

Each location should be studied separately and the most suitable track arrangement for

that particular installation selected.

(c) Complete information on the design of coaling stations may be found in

Chapter 6—Buildings.

452. Fuel Oil Stations

4521. General

(a) Fuel oil stations should be so located as to serve as many locomotives as possible

on their regular routes, either in the locomotive terminal or on the main tracks.
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(b) Where oil is used as fuel for steam locomotives, the facilities required include

those for unloading it from cars, for holding it in storage, and for delivering it to

locomotive tenders. Fuel oil for diesel locomotives requires similar facilities for unloading

and storage and for delivery to the locomotive.

(c) The details of design necessarily vary with the composition and gravity of the

oil to be used and the climatic conditions to be encountered, as these affect the temperature

which must be maintained in the oil for convenient handling.

4522. Unloading Facilities

(a) Fuel oil for steam locomotives should be unloaded from tank cars by dis-

charging directly into a trough or boxes of steel or concrete between the rails of the

track on which cars stand for unloading. Where boxes are used, they should be spaced

at car-length intervals for convenience in spotting cars for unloading. The trough or

boxes should be equipped with metal covers, kept closed when not in use. The unloading

facilities should be located on a track assigned for this purpose, preferably at some

distance from buildings or other tracks, so that it will be unnecessary for locomotives

to pass over them. While tank cars are being unloaded, a sign warning against disturbing

them should be posted between the first car and the switch.

(b) The unloading trough or boxes should deliver oil by gravity through a pipe

line to a depressed sump, from which it may be pumped to a storage or delivery tank.

Such pipe line should be of sufficient size and be laid with sufficient grade so that the oil

will flow by gravity to the sump as fast as it will be discharged from the total number

of cars which will be opened at any time. This should not be in excess of the capacity

of the pumps.

(c) Sumps may be of steel or reinforced concrete and should be covered. They

should have a capacity of not less than one carload. If of steel, the pit in which they

are located should be drained or the sump should be anchored to prevent displacement

by ground water when empty. The sump should be vented to draw off gases generated

by heating oil in the sump tank, and, in some circumstances, it may be desirable to

install an oil trap or barrier in the pipe line leading from the sump to the track trough

or box to prevent the flow of gases from the sump to the track trough or box.

4523. Storage

(a) The storage capacity which should be provided depends largely upon reliability

and source of supply and probable variations in the market price of oil. In general, there

should be at each station sufficient storage to protect against any interruption which may
occur in the delivery from the regular source of supply. Additional storage for the

purpose of taking advantage of variations in market conditions may either be located

at various terminals where oil is used, or concentrated at one convenient point.

(b) Cylindrical steel tanks of 55,000 and 80,000 barrels capacity, erected on leveled

earth foundations, provide convenient and economical storage, and can commonly be

obtained promptly and at less cost because they are standard construction with tank

manufacturers. Roofs should be provided of steel or of wood frame and sheathing,

covered with asbestos, composition, tar and gravel, or sheet metal roofing. In permanent

installations, or where oil having large gasoline content is to be handled, gas-tight steel

roofs equipped with breather pipes having outlets outside the dike, and floating roofs,

have the advantage of reducing evaporation of gases and danger of fire. Each tank

should be surrounded with an earth dike, enclosing below the elevation of the top of the

dike a volume equal to V/2 times the capacity of the tank. Where a specified type of
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construction is used, designed to minimize splashing and wave action, the capacity within

the dike may be reduced.

(c) Adequate means should be provided for the escape of gases evaporating from

the surface of the oil. The character and extent of such provisions required will depend

on the tightness of the roof and the character of the oil. They should be designed to

reduce the circulation of air over the surface of oil to a minimum consistent with means

of precluding the generation of pressure due to the accumulation of gases.

(d) Provision should be made for draining off water and refuse which may settle

in the bottom of storage tanks.

4524. Delivery

(a) Oil may be delivered to locomotives or tenders by gravity from elevated steel

tanks or under direct pump pressure. In general, the former method is more convenient

and economical. If the gravity system is used, particular attention should be given to

the introduction and proper location of cutoff valves in the delivery lines, so that the

flow of oil from the tanks can be immediately controlled.

(b) The size of delivery tank required varies with local conditions, as to the receipt

and handling of oil, but the capacity should, in general, be not less than the average

amount of oil to be delivered in 24 hours.

(c) Valves should be provided for draining off water and refuse which may
accumulate in the bottom of delivery tanks.

(d) Delivery columns should be so constructed that the spout can be swung to

position and the valve opened from the locomotive or tender to be served. Spouts should

have maximum freedom of movement in both horizontal and vertical directions, con-

sistent with the prevention of leakage. They should be provided with a drip bucket,

reversible end elbow, or other means to prevent drip.

(e) Meters should be provided in delivery pipe lines for accurately measuring

deliveries of oil.

(f) Some wastage of oil around an engine terminal is inevitable and provision

which will reduce such wastage to a minimum is an important item in the design of

facilities for handling oil. If all unnecessary waste and leakage is eliminated, the cost

of recovery of waste oil is generally in excess of the value of the oil. Where such waste

is excessive or becomes a nuisance, and causes damage to neighboring property, it becomes

necessary to provide traps in drainage channels or sewers, equipped with baffles, to

catch the waste oil, separate it from water, and permit its recovery by dipping or

pumping back to the sump.

4525. Heating

(a) Where heavy oil is used or where low temperatures are experienced, it is neces-

sary to provide means for heating oil in cars, tanks and pipe lines, in order that it may
flow freely. Such heat is best provided by steam pipes.

(b) Pipe coils in tanks cars, which can be readily connected by flexible hose or pipe

to steam pipe lines from the pump house, provide satisfactory means for heating before

unloading. The discharge of live steam directly into the oil in the car may be resorted

to in case heating coils are out of order or the car is not equipped with coils.

(c) Similar steam pipe coils provide satisfactory heat for storage and delivery tanks.

In larger tanks they are more effective if enclosed with the end of the discharge line

leading from the tank in a wood box so that the heat will be applied directly to the oil

as it leaves the tank, and not disseminated through the whole tamk full of oil. The

heating of oil in pipe lines will often prove advantageous and may be accomplished by
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the introduction of small steam pipe lines inside the oil lines, or by enclosing steam line

inside an insulating box alongside the oil line. The latter method simplifies construction

and maintenance, but requires more extensive first installation and greater consumption

of steam in proportion to the results obtained.

(d) Where steam lines are installed in oil lines, it is necessary to take precaution

against excessive heating. On this account, the steam line should not be larger than

necessary for heating the pipe line. Steam for tank coils and other purposes may better

be carried outside the oil lines.

4526. Small Fuel Oil Stations

While the foregoing recommendations apply primarily to the larger stations, yet the

general principles apply to the small stations except that their application requires special

adaptation to the problem. In some cases, the oil is used direct from the cars; in other

cases, storage from one or more cars is combined with delivery tanks, delivery being

made either by gravity, pumps or air pressure.

453. Sanding Facilities

From an operating standpoint it is desirable to supply locomotives with fuel and

sand at the same time, but for diesel locomotives separate facilities are advisable to

prevent mixing sand with fuel oil. The specifications should provide for the requirement

of unloading, storing and drying of green sand and for the elevating, storing and delivery

of dry sand to locomotives. Complete information on the design of various types of

sanding facilities may be found in Chapter 6—Buildings.

454. Water Facilities

Sufficient water columns should be provided to serve all steam locomotives entering

and leaving the terminal.

455. Cinder Pits

4551. Types of Pits

Locomotive cinder pits and methods of disposal of locomotive cinders may be

conveniently grouped in the following types:

(a) Cinders discharged directly on the track and removed by shoveling. This method

is suitable only for points where a few fires are partially cleaned between terminals. The

track ties at such points should preferably be of steel, concrete or other noncombustible

material. Where wood ties are used, steel plates securely fastened to the ties should be

applied between the rails to prevent burning ties and to facilitate shoveling the cinders.

(b) Shallow shovel pits, with rails supported on noncombustible walls, metal ties

or pedestals. These may be with or without adjoining depressed track for standing cars

into which cinders are to be loaded. This type provides a comparatively inexpensive

installation for branch line terminals or other points where only a few locomotives are

cared for. It is particularly suitable if power is not readily available for mechanical

handling and if part time labor can be used as required.

(c) Water pits where cinders are discharged into pits nearly full of water, from

which they are removed and loaded into cars by clamshell bucket operated by locomotive

crane or overhead crane.

The water pits have the advantage of a larger storage capacity for cinders, making

it necessary to load them out only at convenient intervals and providing protection against

emergencies when, for lack of cars or other reason, prompt disposal of cinders is im-

possible. The deep pits impose the risk of drowning or scalding men who fall into them,
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unless they are fully equipped with walkways for working around engines, and with

hand-rails and grates at the open portions. Water pits, with proper protection, are suitable

only for installation at large terminals where the local conditions may justify the

expensive installation of pit and crane.

Water pits are of two classes:

(1) Shallow pits which extend longitudinally between the rails of one track,

cinders being loaded by an overhead traveling or gantry crane into cars on

an adjoining track.

(2) Deep pits, which extend between and serve adjoining tracks, or alongside a

single track. They may be long enough to serve two or more locomotives

in line, or more nearly square or circular in shape, serving only one locomotive

on each track.

(d) Pits where cinders are discharged into hoppers and thence into buckets or

continuous conveyors; the buckets or conveyors are power operated and empty directly

into cinder cars. This type has the advantage of comparatively low cost of installation

and operation in proportion to its capacity and efficiency. A single bucket or conveyor

may serve several tracks. These are suitable for either large or small terminals. They

may have some disadvantage in case of shortage of cinder cars.

4552. Arrangement of Pits

The following features of track layouts are favorable to rapid handling of engines

over cinder pits and should be provided wherever possible:

(a) Sufficient track standing capacity at the approach to the pit to accommodate

all engines which may arrive in fleets in rush hours, and which cannot be immediately

taken care of on the pit.

(b) Crossovers and other track connections to open yard or running tracks so that

preferred attention may be given to any engine regardless of its time of arrival, and so

that cinder cars may be switched with a minimum interference with the movement of

engines over the pit.

(c) Except at minor terminals, two or more tracks over the pit.

(d) Sufficient track space beyond the pit to enable the pit to be cleared of engines

regardless of all other terminal work, particularly operations at the turntable.

(e) Track connections between the pit and the turntable to allow engines to proceed

outbound without using the turntable.

456. Inspection Pits

Inspection pits are for the purpose of inspecting locomotives as to needed servicing

or minor repairs:

(a) Before entering the engine house, to save dispatching time. (In a terminal

turning 40 locomotives per day, it has been estimated that a saving of iy2
min. per locomotive may be effected.)

(b) In cases of engines running through a terminal or switch engines working

on a 24-hour shift, all the engine house work is done while engine stands

on the inspection pit.

(c) Where engine house facilities are not modern or are too small for the power.

(Other conditions may obtain to warrant installation, but on account of varied

requirements and practices on different railroads, the use of inspection pits

is not universal.)
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Inspection pits are usually located on the inbound track near the entrance to the

terminal. The pit should be of suitable depth for inspection of the locomotives to be

handled and of a length not less than the longest locomotive to be inspected, and provided

with ample drainage.

Convenient access should be provided by a stairway. In some instances, direct access

has been provided from the inspector's office by a tunnel.

Fixtures should be provided for general lighting, and service outlets for extension

cord attachments for detail inspection.

A telephone should be provided for communication with the engine house, and may
be supplemented by the installation of a pneumatic tube system for sending reports to

the engine house.

457. Locomotive Washing Facilities

(a) The washing platform should be located between the cinder pit and the turn-

table, since the locomotive should not be washed until after the fires have been cleaned.

(b) At important terminals where locomotives are washed, platforms between and

outside the rails should be provided for drainage purposes and for the use of workmen.

The platform should be of permanent construction, preferably concrete, with a top

surface that can be readily cleaned. The surface of the platform should be approximately

level with top of rail. Any wooden ties or blocks used as rail supports should be of

treated timber.

(c) The platform should be of sufficient size to provide drainage and to accom-

modate the men cleaning the locomotive. The platform should extend a minimum of

7I/2 ft. from the center of track. Where the washing is done on adjoining tracks, the

platform should be continuous between the tracks. The platform should be approximately

10 ft. longer than the longest locomotive and its tender.

(d) The platform should be adequately sloped and should have a sufficient number
of openings leading to a sewer in order to remove waste water from the platforms as

rapidly as possible. A catch basin or basins should be provided to keep dirt out of the

sewer system. In case oil is used in the cleaning process, it is desirable to provide some

means of preventing the oil from entering the sewer system and possibly to provide an

arrangement for reclaiming it.

(e) At terminals where the washing of locomotives is done at night, the platforms

should be provided with adequate lights. If the general lighting at the terminal is not

adequate, it may be supplemented with incandescent lamps mounted on poles at the

side of the platform or with additional flood lights.

(f) If a stationary machine is used in the washing process, a building should be

provided near the washing platform to house the machine and auxiliary apparatus. At

terminals where a portable machine is used, it may be housed in the engine house or

some other convenient building.

(g) Where oil is used in the cleaning process and where the amount of cleaning

warrants, a storage tank should be provided and the oil piped directly to the machine.

Otherwise the oil may be kept in barrels or drums and delivered by hand to the machine.

(h) An engine laundry drainage system can be designed with a depression between

the rails so it can also be used as a blowoff pit when the number of engines serviced

and method of servicing will permit.

458. Blowoff Facilities

At some engine terminals, the number of engines serviced and the manner of

servicing is such that separate blowoff pits are required. These may be located between
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the engine laundry and the turntable, or on the outbound engine lead, so that engines

can be blown down after leaving the roundhouse.

The blowoff pit should be of a permanent type of construction, preferably of con-

crete. The depth and length of the pit should be such that water, condensed steam and

sludge will not overflow at the ends of the pit. The floor should slope down to one end,

with an opening leading to a sewer.

46. Miscellaneous Facilities

461. Office

Adequate office facilities should be provided for the officer in charge of the terminal

and his staff.

462. Service Buildings

One or more structures should be provided at a convenient location to house the

following:

Locker, toilet and wash rooms for employees.

Flagging equipment and supplies.

Buildings used for storing oil and lanterns should be of fireproof construction.

463. Communication Facilities

Adequate telephone or other communication facilities should be provided.

464. Lighting

Lights should be so located as to facilitate the servicing and turning of locomotives,

without throwing a glaring light into the eyes of enginemen.

465. Fire Protection

(a) Fire hydrants with hose houses and equipment should be located at various

points on the terminal, so as to permit the use of at least two streams of water on any

structure.

(b) Mains and hydrants should be located with due regard to future expansion

of the terminal.

(c) Water mains should be built in loops.

(d) The locomotive terminal should be equipped with chemical extinguishers con-

veniently placed as protection, especially against oil and electric fires.

(e) A fire road should be provided to furnish access to fire fighting facilities and

to all buildings.

47. Repair Shops

(a) Repair shops should be located at important intermediate terminals where bad

order equipment can be moved to them over the shortest convenient routes from various

parts of the system.

(b) Separate shops are usually maintained for (1) locomotives, (2) passenger cars,

and (3) freight cars.

(c) Repair shops should be designed and equipped to handle major overhauling and

rebuilding of equipment and may be used for building new equipment.

(d) Information on the design of shop buildings and appurtenances will be found

in Chapter 6—Buildings.
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48. Storehouses and Material Yards

The storehouse for a locomotive terminal or repair shop is often combined with the

system, district or division storehouse, and even when this is not the case, the storehouse

may serve several shop and terminal facilities. In view of these conditions, only the

most general requirements can be given, as the size and location will be governed by the

services required.

The subject of storehouses is taken to include not only the storehouse proper but all

auxiliary facilities, consisting of substorehouses, oil storage, material platforms, paint

stores, lumber storage yard and sheds, material racks, sheds for coal, coke, charcoal,

firebrick, locomotive arch brick, storage for generating of oxygen and acetylene, scrap

dock and reclamation sheds, etc. Substorehouses for shops and terminals are not necessary

where the store delivery system is in operation.

481. Location

The location of storehouses and their auxiliary facilities, switching tracks, etc., must

be given due consideration by all departments concerned, giving weight to proper loading

and unloading of cars, switching, delivery of material to users, the possibility of future

expansions, the type and extent of roadway, and equipment to be used in handling

material.

482. Tracks and Driveways

Track facilities should be provided for the receipt of incoming materials, for the

loading out of material for distribution to other points, and for the shipment of scrap.

Paved roadways should connect the storehouse with public highways and all parts

of the shops and terminal served by the storehouse. These roadways should not only be

provided to serve in the distribution of materials, but should also provide easy access

for fire apparatus, including sufficient space at hydrants for manipulating equipment.

These roadways should be 18 ft. in width, leading to all fire hydrants. They should

never be blocked, and should have signs properly posted; in all cases, quick access

should be provided for the city fire department.

483. Platforms and Racks

Casting platforms at large shops should be served by an overhead traveling crane

for their entire length. This crane should also cover the track or tracks serving the

platform, so as to reduce to a minimum the handling of the castings from car to platform.

At small terminals, a locomotive crane or other self-propelled type may be used for this

purpose.

Iron racks, pipe racks, etc., should meet the requirements of local conditions. They

should, however, be located so as to reduce to a minimum the handling from the car

to storage and from storage to point of usage. Castings and other heavy bulky material

should be stored on open platforms, and at large shops should be under a traveling crane.

Where sheet iron is stored, all sheets thicker than No. 10 may be stored outside, except

where climatic conditions prevent. They may be stored on edge in racks made of steel

posts embedded in concrete piers, but if the sheets are to be handled by magnet and

crane, they should be stored flat.

If ground space permits, tank and firebox steel should be stored adjacent to the

shop that will use the material. These racks will then be provided with an overhead

monorail that would economically handle the material into the shop.

Platforms should be supported directly on the ground, and if the floor level is

elevated it should be on a fill between retaining walls.
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484. Oil Houses

State, municipal and other building requiremnts should be consulted, as the

following recommendations are only supplemental thereto.

Oil houses at terminals should be located not less than SO ft. from adjacent buildings.

They should be served with a track and located preferably near one end of the

storehouse.

485. Paint Stores

Where practicable, paint stores should be part of the oil house; otherwise, a

separate fire-resistive building should be provided, located convenient to the paint shop.

Where the paint store is part of the oil house, it should be separated from the oil

storage portion with a fire wall.

The shelving or bins should be of steel or other noncombustible material.

Cylindrical tanks should be used for storage of paints which have to be kept mixed

and tanks in which paints are stored should be equipped with agitators and should be

evaporation proof.

486. Lumber Sheds

These should be located in the material yard, with sufficient tracks so that switching

and handling may be reduced to the minimum.

487. Miscellaneous Storage

(a) Torpedoes and fuses should be stored preferably in main building in a place

segregated from regular storehouse material, with adequate provisions for excluding

moisture and for fireproofing the compartment.

(b) Coal, coke, charcoal bins or sheds should be so located and constructed as to

permit of unloading materials direct from car and close to place where the material

is to be used. At large storehouses, these units of the facility should allow for unloading

of these materials from cars to shed or bins by clam shell, crane, or conveyor.

(c) Oxygen and acetylene tanks should be stored in a separate building located not

less than SO ft. from the main building.

(d) Fire brick and fire clay locomotive arch brick should be stored in weather-tight

sheds as close to place where material is to be used as possible.

49. Scrap Yard and Reclamation Plants

(a) Scrap yard and reclamation plant should be so located as to minimize handling

and trucking of material between them. Ample space should be provided for handy

unloading, sorting and classifying of scrap so as to obtain the greatest possible classifi-

cation of the various grades and corresponding advantage of selling prices.

(b) The scrap plant, when the amount of material to be handled warrants, should

include a crane runway 80 ft. to 100 ft. wide, of sufficient length, having a sufficient

number of cranes of 10 tons to IS tons capacity, and equipped with magnets to handle

the material in process of classification. Runways should be provided to facilitate the

trucking of material to the reclaim area.

(c) An inbound and outbound track located adjacent to and inside the runway

rails or supports, preferably connected at both ends. In case locomotives are to be

dismantled, a stub-end track between the tracks should be provided.

(d) The building or buildings should be centrally located with respect to the scrap

area, of sufficient length and width to meet individual requirements, and be served by

a depressed track for loading reclaimed materials. It should be constructed of fireproof
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material, adequately heated, and with electric lights arranged to suit each particular

operation.

(e) The building should be provided with a suitable floor, and the runways outside

should be paved to facilitate the handling of materials.

(f) There should be adequate provisions for the storage of necessary fuel, such

as coal and oil.

(g) The plant should be equipped with modern machinery and appurtenances

necessary to insure satisfactory workmanship, selected and arranged to minimize manual

work and movement of material through the shop.

Report on Assignment 3

Scales Used in Railway Service

M. J. J. Harrison (chairman, subcommittee), J. E. Armstrong, H. Austill, E. G. Brisbin,

G. F. Hand. E. M. Hastings, H. O. Hem, E. K. Lawrence, H. C. Propst, C. L.

Richard, H. M. Roeser, D. J. Strauch, J. N. Todd, F. E. Townsend, O. H. Watson,
T. A. Yager.

Proposed Revision of Section 55 of Chapter 14 of Manual

Pages 14—107 to 14-109, inclusive, of the Manual cover tolerances, SR requirements,

and regulations for large-capacity scales. This material was last revised in 1938, and at

that time closely followed the corresponding material adopted by the National Confer-

ence on Weights and Measures and recommended for uniform adoption by the National

Bureau of Standards.

Since 1938, certain revisions have been adopted by the National Conference on

Weights and Measures, and these have had the effect of making obsolete the present

Manual material. Your committee has carefully reviewed the material adopted by the

National Conference on Weights and Measures, and recommends the withdrawal of the

present section of the Manual, and the adoption in lieu thereof of the following material,

which is based on currently effective National Conference recommendations and differs

therefrom only in arrangement.

55. LARGE-CAPACITY SCALES—TOLERANCES,
SR REQUIREMENTS, AND REGULATIONS

1947

Definitions

For purposes of the application of the requirements hereinafter stated, a large-

capacity scale is one having a nominal capacity of more than 400 lb. ; a vehicle scale

is a large-capacity scale designed to be used to determine the weight of a motor truck

or wagon, loaded or unloaded ; a livestock scale is a scale having a capacity of 6000 lb.

or more and used primarily for the weighing of livestock on the hoof; a coal mine or

tipple scale is a scale used primarily for the weighing of loads of coal for the purpose

of determining the wages of miners; an automatic-indicating scale is a scale which

embodies or to which is attached a mechanism actuated by the applied load, which

automatically shows the weight of any applied load within its nominal capacity, and

which may be used with other indicating elements to determine quickly weight values

exceeding its own nominal capacity.
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Tolerances

For railway track scales, the manufacturers' tolerances and the maintenance toler-

ances are set forth in Paragraph SIS—8 (pages 14-39 and 14-40) of Chapter 14 of the

Manual.

The manufacturers' tolerances on new hand-operated grain-hopper scales are set

forth in Paragraph 56-XVII (pages 14-123 and 14-124) of Chapter 14 of the Manual.

For vehicle scales, livestock scales, and coal mine and tipple scales, the maintenance

tolerances to be allowed in excess or deficiency for tests at increasing loads approximately

centered on the load-receiving element, are 2 lb. per 1000 lb. of test load (0.20 percent)

on weighbeam, reading-face, and unit-weight indications, and V/2 lb. per 1000 lb. of

test load (0.15 percent) on ratio; for other large-capacity scales, the corresponding

maintenance tolerances are shown in Table 1413. For all scales referred to in this

paragraph, the maintenance tolerances are subject to the following provisos:

Table 1413.

—

Maintenance Tolerances for Large-Capacity Scales Except Railway
Track, Grain-Hopper, Vehicle, Livestock, Coal Mine and Tipple Scales.

Load Tolerance on
(The amount of known weighbeam, read-

weight on the load- ing face, and unit-

receiving element) Tolerance on ratio* weight indications

Lb. Ounces Ounces

to 99, incl J/2 1

100 to 199, " 2 2

200 to 299, " 3 4

300 to 399, " 4 6

400 to 499, " S 8

500 to 599, " 7 10

600 to 799, " 8 12

800 to 999, " 11 16

1000 and over ?4 lb. per 1000 lb. 1 lb. per 1000 lb.

* This tolerance is applicable only to parts requiring the employment of counterpoise weights.

(a) The indications of a scale shall be accurate within tolerance when a load equal

to or less than the capacity of the scale divided by the number of main load bearings

is applied, as nearly as may be, through any one of the main load bearings, and when

a load of one-half the capacity of the scale is distributed over any part of the load-

receiving element; provided, however, that in the test of a vehicle scale the indication

with the test load applied at any main load bearing may be in error by twice the basic

tolerance, but the mean of the errors with the load applied at any laterally opposite

main load bearings shall not exceed the basic tolerance.

(b) On an automatic-indicating scale, the tolerance shall not be less than the value

of one of the minimal graduations on the reading face, or 1/500 of the capacity of the

reading face, whichever is less, except that the tolerance shall not be less than 1 lb.

when the minimal graduation on the reading face is 1 lb. or more.

(c) On an automatic-indicating scale, the tolerance on any beam and the tolerance

on ratio shall not be less than the minimal value arrived at by the operation of

proviso (b).

(d) On an automatic-indicating scale under test with both increasing and decreasing

loads, the spread between indications under a given test load, for increasing-load and for

decreasing-load, shall not exceed the sum of the tolerance in excess and in deficiency for

the load in question.
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(e) On an automatic-indicating scale used exclusively in determining weights for

the sole purpose of fixing charges for the transportation of freight, the tolerance shall

be twice that specified above.

(f) On a beam scale, the tolerance shall not be less than the value of one of the

minimal graduations on the weighbeam.

(g) On a vehicle scale, when the amount of test weights used is not less than

8000 lb., the tolerance shall not be less than S lb. when the value of the minimal

graduations on the weighbeam or reading face is 2Yz lb. or less, 10 lb. when such value

is 5 lb. or 10 lb., or 20 lb. when such value is 20 lb.

For new or newly rebuilt motor truck, built-in, self-contained and portable scales,

the applicable tolerances are set forth in Paragraph 54-XIX (page 14-101) Chapter 14

of the Manual.

SR Requirements

The SR of a large-capacity scale, at any load not greater than its nominal capacity,

shall not exceed the value of two of the minimal weighbeam graduations, except that

the SR of a vehicle scale shall not be required to be less than 10 lb.

The SR of a new or newly rebuilt large-capacity scale, at any load not greater

than its nominal capacity, shall not exceed the value of one of the minimal weighbeam

graduations.

Regulations

A scale shall be maintained in correct zero-load balance.

A scale shall not be subjected to loads greater than its capacity.

A vehicle scale or a livestock scale shall not be used for weighing loads of less

than 1000 lb.

Tolerances on Counterpoise Weights (Customary System)

Weight Tolerance

(lb.) (grains)

10 20

8 18

5 13

4 12

3 10

2 8

1 5

(ounces)

10 4

8 3

5 2

4 2

2, 1 or y2 1

Editorial Note.—The above material follows that adopted by the National Conference

on Weights and Measures and promulgated by the National Bureau of Standards in its

handbook H-29.
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Report on Assignment 4

Bibliography on Subjects Pertaining to Yards and Terminals

Appearing in Current Periodicals

E. E. R. Tratman (chairman, subcommittee), F. T. Darrow, M. H. Dick, F. A. Hess,

J. E. Hoving.

The annual bibliography is presented in its usual form, with brief introductory

statements as to certain matters noted in the railroad and technical press. Only one new

book on the general subject has come to attention, "Rights of Trains," originally by

H. W. Forman, but rewritten and expended by Peter Josserand. An article on 19th Cen-

tury Train Sheds in the Architectural Forum for February 1946, by C. L. V. Meeks, deals

with American and English designs.

In relation to railroad freight yards, it is of special interest to note that the new
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy hump classification yard at Galesburg, 111., has been

named officially the "Willis Yard," in recognition of its designer, R. W. Willis, assistant

chief engineer. Of modern terminal facilities in general, a note of interest is the proposition

for a terminal authority in Chicago, as discussed before the Western Society of Engineers

by Joshua D'Esposito.

In the problem of coordination of railway and highway transport, the English

railways and road traffic associations have agreed upon certain regulations for coop-

erative instead of sharply competitive service. Furthermore, the present socialist govern-

ment in England is continuing its plans for nationalization or government ownership of

the railways, road traffic, and inland and coastal navigation. In Ireland, this coordination

has been actually effected by the government in the organization of the Irish Transport

Company (Coras Iompair Eireann), covering all types of transportation.

Communication systems continue in development, but in this country mainly for

communication with trains and yard operations, while in England they seem to be used

mainly for information to the staff and passengers at large stations. A curious and

potentially dangerous situation has occurred at some of the large terminal stations in

London, due to the shortage of trains and cars and the insistence of the public in travel-

ing, despite warnings and requests to stay at home. Thus at holidays, when certain trains

were announced as to be running, people would flock to the station many hours before

train time, the concourse soon filled and the crowd was augmented continually by fresh

arrivals from the queues in the streets and from the local underground rapid-transit

lines. People would faint or get bruised in the jostling or would lose their hand baggage

in the surging of the crowd. Fortunately the crowd was generally good natured, having

the one thought of getting aboard a train.

General

Accounting—Regulation for depreciation, ICC—AREA, Proceedings, 1946, p. 260.

Air Freight—For supplies—Railway Age, 1946, April 6, p. 743—Aviation, 1946, April,

p. 41.

Air Terminals—Air conditioning—Canadian Transportation, 1946, May, p. 255.

Air Transportation—Mechanical Engineering, 1946, July, p. 605. Marine Engineering,

1946, July, p. 119.

Buildings—Housing and transport of maintenance gangs—AREA, Proceedings, 1946,

p. 174.
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Buildings—Testing laboratory at Chicago, Rock Island Lines—Railway Age, 1946,

February 16, p. 359.

Buildings—Waterproofing methods—AREA, Proceedings, 1946, p. 251.

Buildings—Prefabricated—AREA, Proceedings, 1946, p. 117—Railway Engineering &
Maintenance, October, Railway Bridge & Building Association, Proceedings, 1946.

Buildings—Protection from termites—AREA, Proceedings, 1946, p. 142.

Buildings—Glass blocks for stations and shops—Railway Engineering & Maintenance,

1945, September, p. 880—Modern Railroads, 1946, June, p. 11.

Buildings—Modernizing obsolete structures—Railway Engineering & Maintenance, 1945,

October, p. 1000.

Bus Terminal—Down-town station at Toronto—Canadian Transportation, 1946, Septem-

ber, p. 524.

CTC—Single or multiple track—Signal Section, AAR, 1946, Vol. 43, No. 1, pp. 15, 32

and 38.

CTC—On Chesapeake & Ohio—Railway Signaling, 1946, July, p. 467.

CTC—On St. Louis-Southwestern—Railway Signaling, 1946, February, p. 114.

CTC—Note: Many other installations described in Railway Signaling, 1946.

Coal Tipples—Shipping coal at mines—Coal Age, 1946, January and March, pp. 68, 83

and 87.

Communications—On trains and trains to fixed points—Signal Section, AAR, Vol. 43,

No. 1, p. 47—Railway Signaling, 1946, January, pp. 37, 39—Railway Age, 1946,

January 5 and May 18, pp. 64 and 1020.

Communications—Train and yard service, B&O—Railway Signaling, 1946, March and
July, pp. 209, 477—Railway Age, 1946, February 16, p. 356, March 2, p. 457

—

Railway Mechanical Engineer, 1946, March, p. 142.

Communications—Denver & Rio Grande Western—Canadian Transportation, 1946, May,
p. 239.

Communications—Detroit, Toledo & Ironton—Railway Age, 1946, May 4, p. 916—Rail-

way Signaling, 1946, April, p. 176.

Communications—Loud speakers, Railway Express Terminal at Long Island City—Rail-

way Age, 1946, May 11, p. 965—Railway Signaling, 1946, July, p. 479.

Communications—Radio at Reading Railroad Yard—Railway Signaling, 1946, March,

p. 188—Railway Age, 1946, March 9, p. 509.

Communications—Train to train, Seaboard Air Line—Railway Age, 1946, June 8,

p. 1141—Railway Mechanical Engineer, 1946, May, p. 278—Railway Signaling, 1946,

May, p. 334.

Coordination—ICC limits to rail-owned trucking—Railway Age, 1946, March 23, p. 650.

Coordination—Truck service by Texas & Pacific—Railway Age, 1946, July 13, p. 71.

Coordination—Rail-barge rates on the Mississippi River—Railway Age, 1946, March 23,

p. 650.

Coordination—Road-rail freight transportation proposed by British Socialist Government
—Railway Gazette (London) 1946, July 26, pp. 80 and 87.

Costs—Analysis of operating costs—AREA, Proceedings, 1946, pp. 277 and 314.

Fires—Costly for railroads—Railway Age, 1946, February 2, p. 319.

Fires—Prevention and protection—Railway Bridge and Building Association, Proceedings,

1946—Railway Engineering and Maintenance, 1945, November, p. 1155.

Fireproof Wood—Railway Age, 1946, May 4, p. 909—Wood Preservers Association,

Proceedings, 1946—Railway Engineering and Maintenance, 1946, February, p. 178.

Floors—Surface finish-—Railway Engineering and Maintenance, 1946, April and July,

pp. 440 and 752.

Grade Crossings—Signs and automatic electric gates—Signal Section, AAR, Vol. 43, No. 1,

pp. 19 and 234.

Nationalization—English Socialist Government proposes Nationalizing the Railways

—

Railway Gazette (London), 1946, July 26, p. 87, September 13, p. 267.

Ore Dock—Ore Dock at Port Arthur, Canadian National—Railway Age, 1946, January
26, p. 235.

Platforms—High-Level Passenger Platforms—Railway Age, 1946, June 22, p. 1210.

Scales—Track Scales for Wheel Loads, Illinois Central—Western Society of Engineers,

Proceedings, 1945, September, Vol. 50, No. 3, p. 118.

Scales—Track Scales for Wheel Loads, Southern Railway—Railway Age, 1946, Februarv

16, p. 366.
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Sidings—Length for Freight Trains—AREA, Proceedings, 1946, p. 52.

Sidings—Revision for CTC on Missouri Pacific—Signal Section, AAR, 1945, Vol. 43,

No. 1, p. 15.

Signaling—Electronic Apparatus—Signal Section, AAR, 1946, Vol. 43, No. 1, pp. 247

and 256.

Signaling—Improvements in Norfolk Terminal, Virginian Ry.—Railway Age, 1946, June
15, p. 1176—Railway Signaling, 1946, June, p. 406.

Signaling—In Yard Limit Territory—Signal Section, AAR, 1946, Vol. 43, No. 1, p. 34.

Signaling—Train Operation by Signals—Signal Section, AAR, 1946, Vol. 43, No. 1, p. 58.

Smoke—Elimination at Terminals—Railway Mechanical Engineer, 1946, January, p. 11

—

Railway Age, 1946, July 13, pp. 42 and 51.

Snow—Removal at Yards and Stations, Canadian National Railways—Engineering News-
Record, 1946, May 21, p. 75—Railway Engineering and Maintenance, 1945, November
and December, pp. 1123 and 1264.

Track—Manganese Castings for Special Work—AREA, Proceedings, 1946, p. 515.

Track—Rail Anchor Tests—AREA, Proceedings, 1946, p. 527.

Track—Weed Control on Missouri Pacific—Railway Engineering and Maintenance, 1946,

April, p. 416.

Track—Spring Switches at Sidings, Central of Georgia RR—Railway Age, 1946, July 20,

p. 134—Railway Signaling, 1946, June, p. 397.

Track—Switch Targets with Reflectors—Signal Section AAR, 1946, Vol. 43, No. 1, p. 249.

Track—Maintenance in Heavy Traffic Yards—Railway Engineering and Maintenance,

1945, October, p. 1026—1945 Proceedings Roadmasters Association.

Track—Stabilizing with cement, grout and bituminous compositions—AREA, Proceedings,

1946, p. 320—Railway Engineering and Maintenance, 1945, July, p. 738.

Track—Electric Switch Locks—Signal Section, AAR, 1946, Vol. 43, No. 1, p. 70.

Track—Train Dragging Detector—Signal Section, AAR, 1946, Vol. 43, No. 1, p. 116.

Train Capacity—Capacity on single track—Signal Section, AAR, 1946, Vol. 43, No. 1,

pp. 23 and 32.

Train Hour—Value of Train Hour—Signal Section, AAR, 1946, Vol. 43, No. 1, p. 40.

Passenger Stations and Terminals

Cape Town—Terminal Station on new foreshore; 24 platforms—The Engineer (London),

1946, May 3, p. 407.

Chicago—Proposed Terminal Authority—Western Society of Engineers; Journal, 1945,

September, Vol. 50, No. 3, p. 123.

Chicago—Union Station, Lounge in Women's Room—Railway Engineering and Main-
tenance, 1946, September, p. 940.

Chicago—New Union Station to replace four existing stations on south side—Engineering

News-Record, 1946, March 1. p. 73—Railway Age, 1946, January 12, p. 154.

Chicago—Illinois Central Improvements—Proceedings, Western Society of Engineers,

1945, September, Vol. 50, No. 3, p. 117 (includes improvements at Rantoul, 111.).

Cincinnati—Aluminum Roof for Union Station—Engineering News-Record, 1946, April

11, p. 515—Railway Age, 1946, June 1, p. 1109—Railway Engineering and Main-
tenance, 1946, June, p. 630.

El Faruquia, Egypt—New Station on Egyptian State Railways—Railway Gazette (Lon-

don), 1946, July 5, p. 22.

Detroit—Modernizing Fort Street Union Station—Railway Age, 1946, February 2, p. 290.

London—Underground Station used as War Factory—Railway Gazette (London), 1946,

March 1, pp. 210, 226.

London—Views of Stations on First Underground Railways in 1868-1870—Railway
Gazette (London), 1945, December 21, pp. 636, 641, 644.

London—Proposed Government rearrangement of terminal stations and connections for

Main and Suburban Lines—The Engineer (London), 1946, May 10 and 17, pp. 437

and 455—Railway Gazette, 1946, March 8th and May 10th, pp. 247, 504 and 522.

London—Fluorescent Lighting on platforms at Victoria Terminal Station—Railway
Gazette (London), 1946, June 14 and July 26, pp. 651 and 96.

Manchester—New Station planned to replace five bombed stations—Railway Gazette
(London), 1946, January, p. 88; May 24, p. 557.
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Montgomery—Modernized Union Station at Montgomery, Ala.—Railway Age, 1946, June

8, p. 1139.

Montreal—Signal System of Canadian National Terminals—Railway Gazette (London),

1945, February 22, p. 194.

New Orleans—Proposed Terminal for Seven Railroads—Engineering News-Record, 1946,

April 18, p. 533.

New Orleans—Illinois Central, New Trainshed—Proceedings, Western Society of Engin-

eers, September, 1945, Vol. 50, No. 3, p. 118.

New York—Painting the Grand Central Station—Railway Engineering and Maintenance,

1945, September, p. 875.

Orlando—Modernized Station for Atlantic Coast Line—Railway Age, 1946, March 23,

p. 633.

Pittsburgh—New Station Planned by Pennsylvania Railroad—Engineering News-Record,

1946, March 21, p. 399.

Prince—Modern Small Station at Prince, W. Va., by Chesapeake & Ohio Railway—Rail-

way Age, 1946, July 13, p. 48.

St. Paul—Winter Preparations at Union Station—Railway Engineering and Maintenance,

1946, September, p. 868.

Southampton—New Passenger and Freight Marine Station for Southern Railway (Eng-

land)—Railway Gazette (London), 1946, June 7, p. 622—The Engineer (London),

1946, June 7 and July 5, pp. 511 and 8.

Toledo—New Terminal for New York Central—Engineering News-Record, 1946, February

28, p. 308.

Bus Stations—Toronto, Canada, Rutland, Vt. and Pensacola, Fla., also Prefabricated

Stations in Small Towns—Bus Transportation, 1946, February, p. 77, June, pp. 97

and 104, July, p. 40.

Bus Terminal—To serve New York Airport—Engineering News-Record, 1946, July 4,

p. 11.

Stations—Bombed Stations at the London, Midland and Scottish Railway (England)—
Railway Engineering and Maintenance, 1945, October, p. 996.

Stations—Colors for Painting—Railway Engineering and Maintenance, 1946, p. 524;

AREA, Proceedings, 1946, p. 114.

Stations—Prefabricated Design for Small Stations—Bus Transportation, 1946, June, p. 97

—Railway Age, 1946, January 5 and June 15, pp. 61 and 1183—The Engineer

(London), 1946, February 15, p. 149—Railway Gazette (London), 1946, March 8,

pp. 238 and 253.

Stations—Modernizing of Canadian National and Canadian Pacific—Railway Engineering

and Maintenance, 1946, January, p. 64.

Stations—Servicing Cars at Terminals—Railway Age, 1946, March 23, p. 611.

Stations—Smoke Prevention—Railway Age, 1946, July, pp. 42 and 57—Railway
Mechanical Engineer, 1946, January, p. 11.

Stations—Design and Planning of Large Passenger Stations in England—Railway Gazette

(London), 1946, March 1 and 8, pp. 210 and 247 (Abstract of paper read before

Institution of Civil Engineers, London).
Stations—Floor Levels—Railway Engineering and Maintenance, 1946, January, p. 76.

Stations—Station "Housekeeping" and appearances—Railway Age, 1946, July, p. 13.

Ticket Office—At Boston, for Eastern Air Lines—Architectural Record, 1946, April,

p. 104.

Freight Stations, Terminals and Yards

Chicago & Northwestern—Motor-truck Wrecking Crane for Chicago Terminal—Railway
Mechanical Engineer, 1946, February, p. 82.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy—"Willis" Gravity Yard at Galesburg, 111., named for the

designer R. W. Willis, Assistant Chief Engineer—Railway Age, 1946, July 20, p. 104.

Missouri-Pacific—Car Icing Methods at Dupo, 111.—Railway Age, 1946, April 27 and
May 18, pp. 870 and 1015.

New York Central—Car Retarder Yard at Buffalo operated in snow storm—Railway
Signaling, 1946, January, p. 36.

New York, New Haven & Hartford—Yard Record Card System, Railway Age, 1946,

February 23, p. 394.
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Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific—Waybills Handled by micro-filming—Railway Age,
1946, April 27, p. 867.

Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac—Classification Potomac Yard with Car Retarders
—Railway Signaling, 1946, January, p. 57.

Car Retarders—Increasing use, Railway Age, 1946, January 5, p. 53—Railway Signaling,

1946, January, p. 47.

Car Retarders—On Concrete base, Pennsylvania Railroad—Concrete for Railroads, Vol. 9,

No. 1, p. 7.

Forwarders—Bill regulating use of Truckers—Railway Age, 1946, February 2 and 23,

pp. 299 and 418.

Freight House—Belt Conveyors for L.C.L. freight at Birmingham Freight House, Lon-
don, Midland & Scottish Railway (England)—The Engineer, (London), 1945,
November 2 and 9, pp. 337 and 375—Railway Gazette (London), November 16,

p. 510.

Freight Traffic—Improvements to Expedite Traffic—Railway Age, 1946, May 18, pp. 991,
997 and 1015.

Grain Handling—Storage and Shipping Plant of Buenos Aires Great Southern Ry.
(Argentina)—The Engineer (London), 1946, July 19, p. 48.

Lift Truck—To Operate in Box Cars—Railway Age, 1946, April 20, June 15 and 22;

pp. 817, 1187 and 1223.

Lighting—Fluorescent Lighting for Freight Houses, Shops and Offices—Engineering News-
Record, 1946, July 25, p. 73—Railway Mechanical Engineer, 1946, January, April
and July, pp. 41, 195 and 364.

Ore Dock—At Port Arthur for Canadian National Railways—Railway Age, 1946,
January 26, p. 235.

Produce Market—For New York City—Civil Engineering, 1946, September, p. 392.
Produce Terminals—Design and Equipment—AREA, Proceedings, 1946, p. 102.
Signaling—Signals in Yard-Limit Territory—Signal Section, AAR, 1946, Vol. 43, No. 1,

p. 34.

Switching Locomotives—Oil-Electric Locomotives for Yard, Transfer and Industrial
Service—Railway Age, 1946, March 2, April 6, June 1 and 8, pp. 440, 724, 1107,
1128 and 1131—Canadian Transportation, 1946, March and April, pp. 143 and 173

—

Mechanical Engineering, 1946, June, p. 547.

Switching Locomotives—Elgin, Joliet & Eastern, Oil-Electric Transfer Engine—Railway
Age, 1946, July 20, p. 106.

Switching Locomotives—New York Central, Oil-Electric Hump Pushers—Railway Age,
1946, February 23, p. 403—Railway Mechanical Engineer, 1946, March, p. 146.

Switching Locomotives—Oil-Electric engines for Yard and Road Service—AREA, Pro-
ceedings, 1946, pp. 54, 57 and 61—Railway Mechanical Engineer, 1946, June, pp. 289
and 299—Railway Age, 1946, May 4, p. 913.

Switching Locomotives—Comparison of Oil-Electric and Steam Locomotives in Yard and
Switching Service—AREA, Proceedings, 1946, p. 57.

Yard Service—Cost Analysis—AREA, Proceedings, 1946, pp. 283, 291, 297.
Yards—Lighting Speeds Yard Operation—Electrical World, 1945, December.
Yards—Safety in Yard Operation—National Safety, 1946, July.

Locomotive Terminals and Railroad Shops

Ashpits—Protection of Concrete—Railway Engineering & Maintenance, 1946, June,
p. 644.

Car Repairs—Car Repair Yard, Chicago (Proviso) ; Chicago & North Western Ry.

—

Railway Mechanical Engineer, 1946, July, p. 352.

Coaling Station—Coaling and Sanding Plants—Railway Age, 1946, March 16, pp. 567
and 571.

Enginehouse—Floor Construction—Railway Engineering and Maintenance, 1946, April,

p. 440.

Engine Terminal—Improvements on Norfolk & Western—Railway Age, 1946, August 24,

p. 337.

Engine Terminal—Cleaning Locomotives by steam jet; Southern Railway, (England)—
Railway Gazette (London), 1946, May 24, p. 581.

Engine Terminals—Reducing Terminal Time—Railway Age, 1946, June 29, p. 1251

—

Railway Fuel and Traveling Engineers Association Proceedings 1946.
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Engine Terminals—Locomotive Washing Plant at Alexandria, Va.—Railway Age, 1946,

August 10, p. 221.

Engine Terminals—Servicing Oil-Engine Locomotives, American Railway Bridge and

Building Association, 1946 Proceedings—Railway Engineering and Maintenance, 1946,

October.

Shops—Car-Wheel Shops—Railway Mechanical Engineer, 1945, December, 1946, June

and August, pp. 310 and 389.

Shops—For Oil-Engine Locomotives at Alexandria, Va., Southern Ry.—Railway Age,

1946, August 10, p. 218.

Shops—Advantages of Color. Cleanliness and noise reduction—Railway Age, 1946, Janu-

ary . 12 and February 16, pp. 138 and 353—Railway Mechanical Engineer, 1946,

March, p. 136—Railway Engineering and Maintenance, 1945, November, p. 1148.

Shops—Bus Repair Shops—Bus Transportation, 1946, June, pp. 51, 61 and 81.

Shops—Motor Vehicle Repairs on London, Midland & Scottish Ry. (England)—The
Engineer (London), 1946, February 1, p. 103—The Engineer (London), 1946, March

1, pp. 210, 223, 225.

Shops—Mechanical Handling of Materials—AREA Proceedings 1946, pp. 182, 190 and 192.

Shops—For Maintenance of Way Equipment—AREA Proceedings 1946, p. 182—Railway
Age, 1946, May 23, p. 612—Railway Engineering and Maintenance, 1946, March,

p. 300.

Shops—Repair Shops for Oil and Gasoline Engines—Railway Mechanical Engineer, 1946,

May, p. 271—AREA Proceedings 1946, pp. 196 and 202—Railway Age, 1946, April

6 and 13, pp. 714 and 770, June 8 and 22, pp. 1131 and 1215—Modern Railroads,

1946, March, p. 6.

Stores—Stores Building for Canadian Pacific at Montreal—Canadian Transportation,

1946, June, p. 289.

Turntables—Circle Rail in Pit—Railwav Engineering and Maintenance, 1945, December 7,

p. 1288.

Turntables—Length 135 ft. for Union Pacific—Canadian Transportation, 1946, May,
p. 235—Modern Railroads, 1946, June, p. 11.

Turntables—Renewing and Modern Conditions—Railway Engineering and Maintenance,

1946, August, September and October, pp. 833 and 933—Roadmasters Proceedings,

1946—American Railway Bridge and Building Association Proceedings, 1946.

Water Service—Cleaning Water Mains—Railwav Engineering and Maintenance, 1946,

July, p. 741.

Water Service—At Murray Yard, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy—Railway Engineering
and Maintenance, 1946, January, February and April, pp. 70, 169 and 431.

Water Stations—Water and Coal taken at one spotting of engine—Railway Engineering
and Maintenance, 1946, June, p. 635.

Water Stations—Steel standpipe with electric protection from corrosion—Railway En-
gineering and Maintenance, 1946, September, p. 941.

Water Stations—Maintaining Water Facilities—Railway Engineering and Maintenance,
1946, January, February, April and June, pp. 70, 169, 431 and 635.

Water Stations—Specifications for Timber Tank and Tower—AREA, Proceedings, 1946,

p. 77.

Water Stations—Tank moved across Tracks—Railway Engineering and Maintenance,
1946, p. 833.

Water Supply—Water for Trains and for oil-engine locomotives—Railway Age, 1946,

August 24, p. 332—AREA, Proceedings, 1946, p. 70.

Rail-and-Water Terminals

Car Ferrv—Buenos Aires-Ibicuv and Ibicuy-Zarate, in Argentina—The Engineer (Lon-

don), 1946, August 16, p. 138.

Car Ferry—Central of New Jersey; Tilting Gage for safe loading of car-floats in New
York Harbor—Railway Mechanical Engineer, 1946, August, p. 425.

Car Ferry—Cuba-Florida Service of Florida East Coast—Railway Age, 1946, May 25,

p. 1072.

Car Ferry—England-Belgium service resumed with new twin-screw oil-engine equipment;

London & Northeastern Railway (England)—Railway Gazette (London), 1946, July

26, p. 103.
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Car Ferry—New Twin-Screw oil-engine vessels for Malmo-Copenhagen line (Sweden-

Denmark)—Railway Gazette (London), 1945, November 2, p. 455—The Engineer

(London), 1945, October 5, p. 271.

Fenders—For Piers and Quays—The Engineer (London), 1946, March 8, p. 221.

Ferry Craft—At Owen Sound, Canada—Canadian Transportation, 1946, June.

Ferry Craft—Military Landing Craft to carry trucks and trailers on Gulf Waterway

—

Railway Age, 1946, May 25, p. 1079.

Ferry Terminal—Staten Island Terminal at New York burned June 25—Engineering

News-Record, 1946, July 11, p. 72.

Freight—Freight Handling at Marine Terminals—Canadian Transportation, 1946, Janu-

ary, p. 51.

Marine Terminal—New Railway Station and Steamer Facilities at Southampton, Eng-

land, Southern Railway—The Engineer (London), 1946, June 7, p. 54—Railway

Gazette (London), 1946, June 7.

Rates—Joint Rail-Barge rates on Mississippi River—Railway Age, 1946, March 23, p. 650.

Towboats—Oil-Engine Twin-Screw boats for Mississippi and Illinois rivers—Marine

Engineering, 1946, August, p. 102.

U. S. Military and Engineering Work in the War

"Civil Engineering" 1945

October Airfields in the Pacific

November Bridge in Guam by Seabees

November Tunneling for Water on Guam
November German War Bridge used by U. S. Forces

November U. S. Floating Power Plants in Belgium

December Tank Farm on Midway Island

1946

February Malaria Control in Assam
March Rebuilding Saipan

March Callendar-Hamilton War Bridges

March Building Airports in Pacific Islands

April Testing Bailey Bridge to Failure

Reconstruction of Manila Harbor

"Railway Age" 1946

Railroad Records in the United States during the War, March 23, p. 631; April 20,

p. 821, June 29, p. 1249.

"Engineering News-Record" 1945

October 4 Developments on Okinawa
October 4 Seabees Build Sewers on Guam
October 11 Bailey Bridge on Shweli River, Burma
October 11 Pontoon Airstrips

October 18 Bridge and Precast T-Beam Units

October 18 Divers recover sunken airplanes

October 18 Breakwater on Guam
November 1 Bridge Reconstruction in France

November 15 Asphalt Plant for paving airfield on Tinian

November 29 Malaria Campaign in Nicaragua

November 29 Philippine Hospitals of Sheet Steel

December 27 Oil Tanks in Solid Rock at Pearl Harbor

1946

February 7 Rehabilitation of Manila
February 28 U. S. Plans, Yangtse River Dam
May 2 Converting Barracks into Homes
May 2 ' U. S. Army Pipe Lines to China

May 23 Rebuilding Nijmegen Steel Arch Bridge

June 13 War Equipment for Peace Use
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June 27 Suspension Bridge Replaces Steel Arches at Dusseldorf

June 27 Water Supply on a Coral Island

July 11 Timber Sewer in Paraguay
August 1 U. S. Airports in Atlantic area

August 8 Rebuilding Manila
August 8 France rebuilds railroad bridges

August 22 Floating Bridge in Burma
August 22 Airbase in the Azores

Report on Assignment 6

Effect of Lengthening of Locomotive Runs on Location

and Arrangement of Locomotive Servicing Facilities

H. Austill (chairman, subcommittee), W. H. Bettis, W. O. Boessneck, E. G. Brisbin,

H. F. Burch, M. H. Dick, R. B. Elsworth, G. F. Hand, H. H. Harsh, W. H. Hobbs,
A. S. Krefting, H. C. Lorenz, C. E. Merriman, R. W. Willis.

Your committee submits the following report as information.

Since the first railways were constructed in this country there has been a rather

constant improvement in the motive power which resulted in increased power per unit

and the use of tenders with greater water and fuel capacity. This in turn resulted in an

ability to run locomotives longer distances between stops for water or fuel.

The railways soon found it possible to operate locomotives greater distances without

stopping to clean fires and inspect them.

Few early day railways had water tanks spaced more than IS miles and many had

them spaced only 5 or 6 miles apart, with fuel stations no more than SO miles apart.

Wellington, in the 6th edition of "The Economic Theory of the Location of Railroads"

(1910) said:

"The tendency is strong to increase the length of locomotive runs and of divisions.

Locomotive runs were formerly from 80 to 100 miles. At present they range by preference

from 120 to ISO miles . .
."

Today many freight runs exceed 300 miles, and passenger runs of 1000 miles are

not uncommon.

The lengthening of runs has generally been preceded by the replacement of lighter

units with more powerful locomotives having larger tenders, and this has caused some

major adjustments in operating facilities, including the abandonment or re-spacing of

water and fuel stations, and the conversion of some intermediate terminals into wayside

servicing facilities.

Generally, locomotive runs have been lengthened by extending the run to a terminal

already existing, and the total number of locomotives required to perform the service

has been reduced.

It has been possible in some cases to close engine terminals, and in certain circum-

stances the necessity for enlarging terminal facilities has been eliminated by lengthening

of runs.

In a number of instances where runs have been lengthened the facilities for servicing

locomotives are still required to protect local service, hence they have not been aban-

doned, although it has been possible to decrease the number of hostlers and other

employees, and curtail engine house and fuel expense at intermediate engine houses or

terminals, because of the reduction in the number of locomotives being handled. Also,
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where it has been found possible to abandon intermediate terminals a saving in property

investment, taxes and maintenance of tracks and facilities has resulted.

Some facilities for more rapid water and fuel delivery have been constructed in

conjunction with the lengthening of runs, but this was generally done for the purpose

of saving time.

Main line inspection pits, fueling and diesel shop facilities have been constructed

primarily because of a change in type of power.

The construction of new oil, water, fuel, sand, inspection and lubrication stations

can generally be ascribed to a change in the type of power or to the substitution of diesel

for steam, and not primarily to lengthened runs.

The committee addressed the following questionnaire to Class I railroads:

What is the longest locomotive run on your line?

In freight service

In passenger service

What was the longest locomotive run on your line in 1936?

In freight service

In passenger service

How many of the following service facilities have been discontinued due to

lengthened runs?

Fueling stations

Water stations

Sand stations

Cinder handling stations

Inspection and lubrication station

What additional facilities have you constructed due to lengthened runs?

The replies received from this questionnaire are tabulated on the folded insert.

The committee finds that the lengthening of locomotive runs has had little direct

effect on the location of locomotive servicing facilities but has resulted in a rearrangement

of facilities at some locations.

Report on Assignment 7

Facilities for Servicing Streamline Trains in Coach Yards

C. E. Merriman (chairman, subcommittee), C. J. Astrue, H. Austill, V. J. Bedell,

E. G. Brisbin, J. C. Bussey, F. W. Creedle, W. H. Giles, G. F. Hand, W. H. Hobbs,

J. E. Hoving, V. R. Walling, J. B. Whiting, R. W. Willis.

This is a final report submitted as information, and including recommendations

for the revision of the Coach Yards Section of the Manual.

General

The term "streamline" as applied to trains operating today refers mainly to the

weight, type and surface treatment of the cars, rather than to appearance or type of

locomotive pulling the train. So-called "streamline" trains can be divided into two general

classifications:

1. A train made up entirely of the newer type, light weight equipment, either

articulated or nonarticulated which, together with the locomotive, operates

regularly as a unit.
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2. A train made up entirely of the newer type, light weight, nonarticulated

equipment of variable consist which, together with locomotive, is not regularly

operated as a unit.

Information has been gathered covering the facilities in 10 different coach yards

where streamline trains are handled. In some yards streamline equipment, except for

diesel locomotives, is being handled satisfactorily along with regular equipment, using

existing facilities. In some yards special tracks and/or facilities have been provided to

service a portion or all of the streamline trains. In those yards where new and separate

layouts or special facilities have been provided, the reason has been largely to take care

of certain trains which are regularly operated as a unit in quick turn-around service.

The material analyzed, although quite limited, reflects the quest for means of

increasing the availability of passenger equipment and suggests certain recommended

features which should be considered for coach yards servicing streamline trains. Although

some suggestions are modifications of material now in the Manual, others are in addition

thereto.

Tracks

A uniform spacing of not less than 20 ft. between track centers is desirable for

tracks on which servicing work is done, especially where platforms between them are

obstructed by supports to overhead service lines, brake shoe racks or above-platform

service outlets. Such obstructions should be located off center of platforms to provide

a wider passageway on one side. Where there are no platform obstructions, or where other

considerations make it necessary, spacing may be reduced to 16 ft. or to alternate

spacing of 16 ft. and 14 ft. Such narrow spacing, however, should be considered only

in cases of extreme necessity and when all servicing can be done from one side, as it is

practically impossible to do any trucking or servicing work between tracks spaced 14 ft.

apart. (Manual 14-18, (g))

Coach yard tracks used for storage of extra cars do not require any particularly

wide spacing or any special car servicing features other than steam for cold weather

storage and possibly electricity for battery charging and air conditioning equipment.

Coach yard tracks should be placed on as nearly a level gradient as possible.

Tests made by a railroad at its coach yard in Chicago showed that while coaches

with friction bearings would stand on 0.3 percent gradient while a 0.1 percent grade

was the steepest on which a coach with anti-friction or roller bearings would stand.

These tests were made under favorable August temperatures on track in good condition;

probably better than average for yard tracks. (Manual 14-18, (j))

Platforms

Platforms should be placed between all tracks on which cars are serviced.

Platform construction preferably should be of concrete crowned not less than ^ in.

to the ft. The width will vary with the track centers and the type of construction used

to support the adjacent tracks. The edge of a platform adjacent to a track constructed

with ties and ballast is usually placed level with top of rail and approximately 5 ft. 6 in.

from the center of the track. A combination curb and gutter should be placed along

edges of platforms with gutters sloped longitudinally to inlets spaced for proper drainage.

The section of gutter should provide for a curtain wall of suitable depth to cut off

excessive seepage to the platform bed. If it is desired to carry any service lines below

the surface, the platform or curb and gutter section should provide for conduits as

required. (Manual 14-18, (n) (o) (p))
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Where the platform is adjacent to a track supported by longitudinal concrete slabs,

jacking pads, or pit walls, the rails may be raised above platform if desired. In the

interests of cleanliness, sanitation and reduced track maintenance expense, consideration

should be given to track construction calling for rails supported by longitudinal concrete

slabs, with paving between slabs to present a completely paved area which can be

washed. Such construction is especially desirable for tracks at commissary platforms or

on which diners are re-stocked.

Supply Lines and Service Outlets

Water hydrants should be spaced at distances apart equivalent to the average length

of cars. Although hydrants frequently are placed in alternate spaces between tracks,

there is substantial advantage in locating them between all tracks. Care should be taken

to see that construction of water hydrant outlets complies with requirements prescribed

by the United States Public Health Service and other bodies having jurisdiction over

such installations. (Manual 14-18, (f))

Steam and air connections as well as outlets for electrical service should be in

accordance with recommendations now in the Manual. (Manual 14-18, (s) (t) and

14-18.1, (u))

In larger yards having a number of through tracks, and where it is desired to keep

servicing lines below ground, it generally will be found advantageous to carry the supply

lines across the yard in a tunnel or pipe conduit, centrally located and with outlet boxes

to serve each track.

Inspection Pits

One or more inspection pits equal in length to the longest train should be provided

for underneath inspection. Working room can be provided either by a full depth pit, or

by raised running rails resting on extended walls of shallow pits. A simulated inspection

pit may be effected by elevating the rails on longitudinal upright sections of timber or

concrete. Where rails are elevated above adjacent paved areas, inspection and repair

work will be facilitated to some extent, especially under conditions of heavy snow, but

such elevation will make ramps in platform paving necessary at fire and service roadways

which cross the yard.

Pit construction preferably should be of concrete. The rails can rest directly on the

concrete walls, if desired, without plates or cushions, and be anchored in place by means

of bolted down rail clips. Pit should be well drained and equipped with recessed flood

lights for general lighting and plug receptacles for service lights and tools.

Where all inbound trains pass over a single pit for inspection, other tracks properly

equipped should be provided for servicing and repair work. Work performed at such

a single pit should be confined to inspection only, and oiling of bearings while cars are

spotted over it should be avoided if possible.

Where servicing and light repair work is to be done on inspection pits, several

tracks each with a full length pit may be required, the number depending on the number

and schedule of trains to be serviced and length of time required to condition each

train. A multiple-track pit arrangement should provide for several wheel drop pits with

jacking pads so spaced that several wheels can be dropped simultaneously on any given

track with a minimum of car spotting. Each track should also be provided with the

other facilities necessary for complete servicing of cars, such as paved platforms, service

outlets for water, air, steam and electricity, and an adequate drainage system. (Manual

14-18.1, (w))
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An average depth of pits for car inspection and light repairs of about 38 in. below

top of running rails will provide good working space below cars, although average

depths ranging from 25 to 54 in. are in use.

One or more pits equipped for inspection, servicing and routine running repairs to

locomotives should be provided for locomotives not to be shopped. Servicing facilities

at locomotive pits should include fuel, sand and water. Coal burning engines will require

separate coaling and cinder pit facilities.

Locomotive pits should be of sufficient length to accommodate the largest group

of power units to be serviced at one time, and have a minimum depth below top of

running rails of about 42 in. Facilities for wheel replacement or the removal of trucks

for motor work, in the case of diesel locomotives, are usually provided at another

location.

In cases where the locomotive usually remains with the train and the work of inspec-

tion, servicing and making light repairs is done on a single track, the locomotive pit

should be located near the end of track, either as a separate pit or as a continuation of

the car pit. It is not unusual that a transfer table be installed in conjunction with the

locomotive pit to facilitate the changing of trucks or power units of diesel-electric

locomotives.

Concrete jacking pads should be provided along car repair track pits. Pads should

be built integrally with the track pit walls and extend laterally each side a minimum

of 6 ft. from the center of the track, and for a sufficient distance along the track each

way from the drop pits to provide proper jacking space. On track pits assigned to repair

work only, continuous jacking pads extending the full length of the pit are desirable.

An inside width of 3 ft. for repair pits will provide a ledge for jacking or blocking

on the inner side of rails. A jacking pad, at least one car in length and continuous

between rails for center jacking, is sometimes provided on one or more repair tracks.

Provision should be made for sufficient storage of car wheels. Where double wheel

storage tracks are used for mounted wheels, a spacing of 6 in. between track centers

should be used in accordance with AAR specifications. If extra or replacement power

units or trucks are stored on wheel tracks, adequate housing for these units should be

provided. (Manual 14-18.1, (x))

In the interest of increased efficiency and exactness in maintaining modern passenger

equipment at a high degree of serviceability, consideration should be given to covering

at least a portion of the area devoted to car servicing and repair work. The protection

afforded by a building with semi-covered sides, preferably of fireproof construction, will

substantially reduce the expense of conditioning trains and expedite repair work under

unfavorable weather conditions. Complete housing of pits on tracks assigned to repair

work is desirable, but a minimum should be that required to cover a car spotted either

way over wheel drop pits. Completeness of enclosure and heating should depend on

severity of climate.

Other Facilities

The yard should be sufficiently lighted for night operation. General lighting can be

provided by flood lights on high poles or towers, or by lights suspended well above

top of car level and spaced about a car length apart between tracks. General lighting

at lower levels is less satisfactory than higher level lighting because of shadows, improper

light for top of car work and interference with switching and other operations due to

glare. However, when the general lighting system cannot be adapted to provide the

additional light frequently desired at certain points in the yard, supplementing lights on

low standards, either fixed or portable, may be used. (Manual 14-18.1, (z))
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A mechanical train washer is well adapted to washing the sides of trains, especially

streamline trains, including diesel locomotives. Mechanical washing of train roofs is also

desirable, but due to variations in car heights and roof contours, as well as to numerous

roof obstructions on present equipment, mechanical washing is usually confined to the

sides; roofs and ends being washed by hand. The track served by a mechanical washer

should be tangent through the washer and for at least one car length each way.

Where possible, the washer should be at a fixed location on a track over which all

inbound trains to be washed can be moved. Where conditions make it necessary however,

a washer of the portable type, mounted on cross rails to serve two or more parallel

tracks may be used.

Separate washing platforms are usually provided for locomotives, which do not lend

themselves to mechanical washing.

Where rugs and carpets are removed from cars for cleaning, suitable facilities should

be provided. Air cleaning is usually done on open platforms, preferably roofed over, but

shampooing facilities should be enclosed.

Car pullers are frequently provided to reduce switching. The portable electric-powered

type is flexible and well-adapted to this service.

In yards where dining cars are re-stocked, commissary facilities will be required.

Other facilities, some or all of which may be required, include:

1. Service building providing offices, toilet, wash, locker and lunch rooms. (Manual

14-18.1, (v))

2. Storehouse.

3. Building providing space for necessary repair shops. (Manual 14-18.1, (y))

4. Refuse disposal. (Manual 14-18.1, (z))

5. Fire protection. (Manual 14-18.1, (z))

6. Bottling plant for refilling gas cylinders.

7. Locomotive fuel oil storage with lines to servicing points.

Recommendation

Your committee recommends that Section 25, Coach Yards, of the Manual, beginning

on page 14-17 and extending through page 14-18 and part of page 14-18.1, be revised

as follows. These revisions are presented for adoption.

25. Coach Yards

251. General

(a) It is desirable that coach yards and their appurtenant facilities, incidental to

car inspecting, repairing, battery charging, cleaning, icing and watering, and all servicing

ot passenger train equipment including streamline trains, should be an integral feature

of every large passenger terminal, whether or not more than one railway is accommodated,

and whether or not the forces so engaged are in the charge of the terminal management.

(b) In some joint terminals each line retains jurisdiction of all such forces provided

for servicing its own equipment. The Pullman Company always does so. The plan of

having all servicing of railway equipment performed with terminal forces would seem

in any case to deserve consideration, although either plan may be made to work smoothly

and efficiently.

(c) It is definitely preferable to have all coach yard switching performed by and

under full control of the terminal management in all cases of joint operation where

the coach yard is an integral part of the joint terminal, but not otherwise ordinarily.
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(d) Facilities usually provided in a coach yard will in most cases be satisfactory for

servicing streamline trains of light weight non-articulated equipment. However, separate

and specially equipped tracks are frequently provided for servicing certain streamline

trains, either articulated or non-articulated which, together with the locomotive, are

regularly operated as a unit, usually in quick turn-around service.

(e) Although separate facilities may be provided for particular trains or types of

equipment, the servicing of all passenger train equipment in a single yard is desirable.

252. Layout and Details

(a) The coach yard should be placed convenient to the station and mechanical

facilities.

(b) The location of a coach yard should be determined by the economic balance

among the following factors:

1. Available sites.

2. Land values.

3. Cost of construction.

4. Convenience to the station and other facilities.

5. Cost of moving equipment between station, coach yard and engine house.

6. Possible need for future expansion.

(c) The capacity required in a coach yard depends upon:

1. Number of cars and trains to be handled.

2. Class of equipment.

3. Standard of maintenance.

4. Schedule of equipment layover.

5. Frequency of cleaning.

(d) It is common practice to hold trains for cleaning and waiting for less than

24 hours on one track.

(e) There are two general types of coach yard layouts: Stub track and through

track. There is also an intermediate type made up of through tracks, but operated

generally as two systems of stub tracks. Operation is most efficient in a system of

through tracks.

(f) Tracks.

1. Tracks of equal length and equal to the length of the longest trains give

greatest operating efficiency.

2. A uniform spacing of not less than 20 ft. between track centers is desirable

for tracks on which servicing work is done. Where platforms between them are

obstructed by supports to overhead service lines, brake shoe racks or above-

platform service outlets, such obstructions should be located off center of plat-

forms to provide a wider passageway on one side. Where there are no above-

platform obstructions, and where other conditions make it necessary, the spacing

may be reduced. However, consideration should be given to the clear platform

width required for the proper performance of servicing work and the clearances

required for trucking equipment.

3. Coach yard tracks used for storage of extra cars do not require particularly

wide spacing or any special car servicing features other than steam for cold

weather storage and possibly electricity for battery charging and air conditioning

equipment.

4. Tracks should be arranged in groups at the leads to facilitate switching.

Auxiliary leads and tail tracks of ample length should be provided.
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5. Curvature of tracks should not exceed 12 deg. 34 min. through turnouts or

otherwise.

6. Coach yard tracks should be placed on as nearly a level gradient as possible.

For equipment with friction bearings, the gradient should not exceed 0.3

percent, and for roller or anti-friction bearings not more than 0.1 percent.

7. A wye or loop track should be provided for turning equipment. Movements

on a loop track are more expeditious.

8. Special tracks for making up or breaking up trains are sometimes required.

9. Only light or running repairs are made in a coach yard.

10. The track bed in coach yards should be well drained.

11. In the interests of cleanliness, sanitation and possible reduced maintenance

expense, consideration should be given to track construction calling for rails

supported by longitudinal concrete slabs with paving between slabs to present

a completely paved area which can be washed. Such construction is especially

desirable for tracks at commissary platforms or on which diners are re-stocked.

(g) Platforms.

1. Platforms should be placed between all tracks on which cars are to be serviced.

2. Platform construction preferably should be of concrete, crowned not less than

is in. to the ft. The width will vary with the track centers and the type of

construction supporting adjacent tracks. The edge of a platform adjacent to a

track constructed with ties and ballast usually is placed level with top of rail

and approximately 5 ft. 6 in. from the center of the track. With this type of

construction a combination curb and gutter should be placed along the edges

of platforms with gutters sloped longitudinally to inlets spaced for proper

drainage. The gutter section should provide for a curtain wall of suitable

depth to cut off excessive seepage to the platform bed. If any service lines are

to be carried below the surface, the platform or curb and gutter section should

provide for conduits as required.

(h) Supply lines and service outlets.

1. In larger yards having a number of through tracks, and where it is desired to

keep servicing lines below ground, generally it will be found advantageous to

carry the supply lines across the yard in a tunnel or pipe conduit, centrally

located and with outlet boxes to serve each track.

2. Water hydrants should be spaced at distances apart equivalent to the average

length of cars. Although hydrants are frequently placed in alternate spaces

between tracks, there is substantial advantage in locating them between all

tracks. Construction of water hydrant outlets should comply with require-

ments prescribed by the United States Public Health Service and other bodies

having jurisdiction over such installations.

3. Hot water is usually provided in tubs at convenient locations.

4. Air connections for cleaning should be spaced the same as cold water hydrants.

For testing air brakes, connections should be provided through a double con-

nection at the center of each track or through single connections at each end

of each track.

*S. Electrical service outlets in coach yards having alternately wide and narrow

track centers, preferably should be located in the center of the narrow service

platform. In coach yards having uniform track centers, outlets preferably should

Reference, Vol. 43, 1942, pp. 142, 712.
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be located at the edge of the platform, each outlet serving only one track.

Direct current battery charging outlets when serving two tracks, should have

two receptacles and should be located at intervals of one average car length.

When serving only one track, the outlets may be located either at intervals of

one average car length, with one receptable, or at intervals of two average

car lengths, with two receptacles. Air conditioning outlet for 220-volt a.c,

when serving two tracks, should have two receptacles and should be located

at intervals of either one or two average car lengths, preferably one, along

those tracks used for servicing either direct-mechanical or electro-mechanical

air conditioned passenger cars. When serving only one track, these outlets may
be located at intervals of either one average car length, with one receptacle

at each location, or two average car lengths, with two receptacles.

6. Steam supply connections should be provided in the same manner as air

connections for testing air brakes,

(i) Inspection and repair pits.

1. One or more inspection pits equal in length to the longest train should be

provided for underneath inspection. Working room can be provided either by a

full depth pit, or by raised running rails resting on extended walls of shallow

pits. A simulated inspection pit may be effected by elevating the rails on longi-

tudinal upright sections of timber or concrete. Where rails are elevated above

adjacent paved areas, inspection and repair work will be facilitated to some

extent, especially under conditions of heavy snow, but such elevation will make

ramps in platform paving necessary at fire and service roadways which cross

the yard.

2. Pit construction preferably should be of concrete. The rails can rest directly on

the concrete walls, if desired, without plates or cushions, and be anchored in

place by bolted down rail clips. The pit should be well drained and equipped

with recessed flood lights for general lighting and reptacles for service lights

and small tools.

3. Where all inbound trains pass over a single pit for inspection, other tracks

should be provided for servicing and repair work. Work performed at such

a single pit should be confined to inspection only and the oiling of bearings

while cars are spotted over it should be avoided if possible.

4. Where servicing and light repair work is done on an inspection pit, several

tracks, each with a full train length pit may be required, the number depending

on the number and schedule of the trains to be serviced and the length of

time required to service each train. A multiple-track pit arrangement should

provide for several wheel drop pits with jacking pads so spaced that several

wheels can be dropped simultaneously on any given track with a minimum
of car spotting. Each track should also be provided with the other facilities

for the complete servicing of cars, such as paved platforms, service outlets for

water, air, steam and electricity, and an adequate drainage system.

5. An average depth of pits for car inspection and light repairs of about 38 in.

below the top of running rails will provide good working space below cars,

although depths ranging from 25 to 54 in. are in use.

6. Concrete jacking pads should be provided along car repair track pits. The pads

should be built integrally with the track pit walls and extend laterally each

side a minimum of 6 ft., from the center of the track, and for a sufficient

distance along the track each way from the drop pits to provide proper jacking
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space. On track pits assigned to repair work only, continuous jacking pads

extending the full length of the pit are desirable.

7. An inside width of 3 ft. for repair pits will provide a ledge for jacking or

blocking on the inner side of rails.

8. A jacking pad, at least one car in length and continuous between rails for

center jacking, is sometimes provided beyond the repair pit on one or more

repair tracks.

9. Consideration should be given to covering at least a portion of the area devoted

to car servicing and repair work. The protection afforded by a building with

semi-covered sides, preferably of fireproof construction, will reduce the expense

of conditioning trains and expedite repair work under unfavorable weather

conditions. Complete housing of pits on tracks assigned to repair work is

desirable, but at repair pits where wheels are changed or truck work is per-

formed the housing should be at least sufficient to cover a car spotted either way
over the wheel drop pits and provide a passageway at end of car. The extent

of the enclosure and heating should depend on the severity of the climate.

10. At coach yards where locomotives operating on unit or streamline trains are

handled, special facilities usually are necessary. These facilities depend upon

the types of locomotive equipment and the service required.

(j) Other facilities.

1. The yard should be sufficiently lighted for night operation. General lighting can

be provided by flood lights on high poles or towers, or by lights suspended well

above top of car level and spaced about a car length apart between tracks.

General lighting at lower levels is less satisfactory than higher level lighting

because of shadows, improper light for top of car work and interference with

switching and other operations due to glare. However, when the general light-

ing system cannot be adapted to provide the additional light frequently desired

at certain points in the yard, supplemental lights on low standards, either fixed

or portable, may be used.

2. Provision should be made for sufficient storage of car wheels. Double wheel

tracks for mounted wheels should be spaced 6 in. between track centers. If extra

or replacement power units or trucks are stored on wheel tracks, adequate

housing for these units should be provided.

3. A mechanical train washer is well adapted to washing the sides of trains,

especially streamline trains, including diesel locomotives. Mechanical washing

of train roofs is also desirable, but due to variations in car heights and roof

contours, as well as to numerous roof obstructions on present equipment,

mechanical washing is usually confined to the sides, roofs and ends being

washed by hand. The track served by a mechanical washer should be tangent

through the washer and for at least one car length each way. Where possible,

the washer should be at a fixed location on a track over which all inbound

trains to be washed can be moved. Where conditions make it necessary however,

a washer of the portable type, mounted on cross rails to serve two or more

tracks may be used. Separate washing platforms are usually provided for

locomotives which do not lend themselves to mechanical washing.

4. Suitable cleaning facilities should be provided for rugs and carpets which are

removed from cars for cleaning. Air cleaning is usually done on open platforms,

preferably roofed over, but shampooing facilities should be enclosed.

5. Car pullers are frequently provided to reduce switching. The portable, electric-

powered type is flexible and well adapted to this service.
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6. In yards where diners are re-stocked, commissary facilities will be required.

7. Other facilities, some or all of which may be required, include:

(a) Service building providing offices, toilet, wash, locker and lunch rooms

(b) Storehouse

(c) Building providing space for necessary repair shops

(d) Refuse disposal

(e) Fire protection

(f) Bottling plant for refilling gas cylinders

(g) Locomotive fuel oil storage with lines to distributing points.
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To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, including recommended deletion of certain words from the

Glossary of the Manual page 2S9

2. Study of metal and other protective casings for pier structures under water.

Progress report, presented as information page 25Q

3. Reasonable life of steel casings immersed in sea water.

No report.

4. Prepare abstract of the Truman-Hobbs Act and outline procedure under the

act, collaborating with AAR Committee on Waterway Projects.

No report.

5. Procedure with regard to rivers and harbors projects, collaborating with

AAR Committee on Waterway Projects.

No report.

6. Recommended minimum clearances on inland waterways, particularly on

large canals.

Final report, presented as information, with a recommendation for the

reapproval of an item now in the Manual page 261

7. Study different methods of constructing closures in flood control levees

crossing railroads.

Final report, presented as information page 262

The Committee on Waterways and Harbors,

Benjamin Elkind, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 462, November 1946.
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Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

W. G. Nusz (chairman, subcommittee), Benjamin Elkind, W. D. Faucette, H. F. King,
F. D. Kinnie, R. W. Marye, R. J. Middleton, J. D. Moffat.

Your committee has carefully reviewed all of the words defined in the Glossary

of the Manual that are credited to Committee 25 and recommends that the following

with their definitions be deleted.

Anchorage Bogue

Apron Dyke
Bayou Dredge-Work, with all subdivisions

Crevasse Embogue
Foreshore Levee and subdivisions

Navigable Pier

Port Seawall

Terminal Spud

These words are sufficiently so well defined in dictionaries of collegiate grade that

the committee does not consider it necessary that they be included in the Glossary.

Report on Assignment 2

Study of Metal and Other Protective Casings for Pier

Structures Under Water

R. W. Marye (chairman, subcommittee), Benjamin Elkind, G. F. Hand, C. S. Kirk-
patrick, J. F. Leonard, C. B. Martin, J. Y. Neal, W. G. Nusz, R. D. Pierson,

J. P. Ray, E. F. Salisbury, W. R. Swatosh, E. F. Wendt.

Your committee submits the following report of progress, presented as information,

outlining briefly the reasons for applying jackets of metal, concrete, etc., to pile founda-

tions of pier structures, and the types of jackets that have had service application, or

test, for the prevention of attack by marine borers. It is proposed to present a report

at some later date concerning jackets applied for the prevention of abrasion.

Protective casings are applied to piles for the following purposes:

1. Prevention of attack on treated or untreated wood piles by marine borers,

which are found only in salt or brackish water.

2. Prevention of abrasion by ice or shipping.

The following types of pile protection have had use, or have been experimented

with more or less successfully, for the prevention of attack by marine borers:

I. Concrete Jackets:

(a) Cast-in-place, using.

1. Removable forms of sheet metal in half sections, appropriately locked

together for ready placement and removal.

2. Wood forms, assembled by locks or bolting.

3. Galvanized corrugated culvert pipe in half sections, or plain sheet metal,

bolted together.
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4. Terra cotta pipe or concrete pipe, slipped over the pile before capping.

When methods 3 and 4 are used the casing remains in place as addi-

tional protection to the concrete poured in the space between pile and

casing,

(b) Precast concrete jackets.

II. Sheet aluminum jackets locked together longitudinally by extruded aluminum

slides, grooved to fit correspondingly crimped edges of the casing. The space

between casing and pile is filled with a sand-asphalt or sand-tar filler. Appli-

cation is made after the pile has been driven and capped. This process is

patented.

III. Enclosing the entire structure with bulkheads of copper-bearing steel sheet

piling, and filling with sand to a point of mean high water. While this method

of protection is not strictly speaking a jacketing procedure, nevertheless it has

been followed in lieu of individual jackets, and as such may well be considered.

IV. Copper wire spirally wound around the pile and fastened with copper staples.

Chemical action between the sea water and copper is assumed to inhibit attach-

ment of marine borers and other marine life to the piles.

The greatest infestation of wood piles by marine borers, such as the tredo, limnoria,

etc., is to be found in the area between high and low water, and in many instances

it has unfortunately been assumed that by protecting the pile with impenetrable jackets

between those limits full protection would be given. Experience has shown that it is

necessary to protect the pile from a point above high water down and into the ground.

It is difficult to procure adequate penetration below the ground line when applying the

jackets by cast-in-place methods, and this has been one of the reasons for two or more

installations employing piles having precast concrete jackets. At times waters become

infested with marine borers after the pier has been in service for some time, and in

such instances application of jacket protection must follow cast-in-place methods.

In general the use of metal casings, filled with concrete between the casing and the

pile, has been occasioned by the greater ease with which such casings can be installed

by bolting together in sections, especially where it is necessary to work with little head-

room between the cap and the water surface. When the metal casing is left in place

it is expected that the thin sheet metal will be rather rapidly corroded to such an extent

that it no longer of itself affords protection.

The difficulties to be encountered in applying concrete jackets in place, using either

metal casings left in place, or removable forms of metal or wood are:

1. Providing adequate closure of the bottom of the form to prevent escape of the

concrete. (Devices have been patented for the purpose.)

2. Procuring sufficient penetration of the soil to provide full protection of the

pile, and assurance against future exposure of the pile by erosion of the soil.

3. Keeping the metal jacket or form properly spaced with respect to the surface

of the pile.

4. Depositing concrete under water, especially in such thin sections.

5. Tidal currents frequently make it difficult or impossible to work except in

periods of slack water.

In recognition of the difficulties briefly outlined above, two or more installations

have been successfully made by precasting concrete jackets around the piles before

driving. One such project, recently completed, was the reconstruction of the Southern
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Railway's coal pier in Charleston Harbor, S. C. This project has been well described

and illustrated in the December 1945 issue of Railway Engineering and Maintenance and

the December 1, 1945, issue of Railway Age.

Certain forms of marine life successfully attack concrete, and their continued attack,

plus wave and chemical action of sea water, erode concrete jackets in some harbors.

The ideal service life of jacket protection will be coincident with that of the portion

of the pile which is exposed to atmospheric conditions above high water. However,

present information indicates that the life of concrete jackets, with or without metal

casings, is far from uniform in the harbors of this country, and this subject will have

continued investigation.

At least one test has been made of jackets consisting of a sheet aluminum casing

filled with sand-asphalt and sand-tar mixtures between the casing and the pile. The test

piles were untreated longleaf yellow pine, and the jackets were applied in place. When
the piles were pulled and the jackets removed for inspection of the timber, after being

in position for about three years, it was found that there was practically no corrosion

of the aluminum jackets and no evidence of penetration of the jacket by marine borers.

The two unprotected control piles of identical timber had been destroyed between high

and low water marks. Naturally the cost of such protection per foot of pile is high,

and consideration would have to be given to possible indentation of the soft metal

casing with consequent displacement of the filling material.

In one harbor where the combined attack by marine life and sea water has caused

rapid deterioration of concrete jackets on piles of adjacent piers, a pier has been pro-

tected by driving sheet piles of copper bearing steel as a bulkhead, enclosing all the

wood piles of the substructure. The enclosed space was then filled by pumping in sand.

The protection is effective. The ultimate service life of the steel sheet piling has not yet

been determined.

Tests have been made of wood piles that were protected by winding copper wire

spirally around and fastening the wire with copper staples before driving the piles, to

produce a chemical action in sea water which would be toxic to marine borers and shell

fish seeking attachment to the pile. This method will be further investigated by the

committee to ascertain its effectiveness and the probable life of the protecting wire.

Report on Assignment 6

Recommended Minimum Clearances on Inland Waterways,
Particularly on Large Canals

J. D. Moffat (chairman, subcommittee), Benjamin Elkind, N. D. Hyde, H. F. King,

W. G. Nusz, F. R. Paisley, G. P. Palmer, P. T. Simons.

Your committee presents a final report as information, with a recommendation for

reapproval of material in the Manual.

This subject has heretofore been given careful consideration, not only by sub-

committees of the AREA, but by the American Society of Civil Engineers, the Western

Society of Engineers and, to some extent, the Association of American Railroads.

Consideration was given to correspondence and published proceedings of these

organizations, which include thorough studies of the subject and reports and testimony

presented by several naval architects. The result of previous studies has been the adoption

of a resolution by the Western Society of Engineers, American Society of Civil Engineers

and the American Railway Engineering Association. The resolution in all cases is prac-
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tically the same and is published in the AREA Manual under date of 1939 and reads

as follows:

Proper clearances for structures over navigable waters are those that will not

interfere unduly with the operation of either land or water transportation, cause

unwise expenditures to be made for physical readjustments, or place burdensome

restrictions on their future expansion. There must be an economic balance in the

interest of both forms of transportation.

Since the adoption of this resolution the United States Engineers and the railroad

engineers have had considerable negotiations in connection with the proposed improve-

ment of the Sag Channel and allied waterways at Chicago, where a minimum clearance

of 25 ft. for fixed bridges has been agreed upon. During the late war many new types

of water craft have been considered and some have been built, but it is believed that

the naval designing engineers have not reached a point where the design of craft is now

standardized for each waterway throughout the United States.

Any action that might be taken by this subcommittee should be in cooperation

with committees of all other engineering societies and should have the approval of the

Chief of Engineers of the United States Government and the War Department, which

would undoubtedly involve establishing a minimum clearance for each individual water-

way throughout the country. To follow this procedure would require a great deal of

effort and would be extended over a long period of time.

It is therefore suggested that the action of this subcommittee be limited to a

reaffirmation of the resolution now published in the Manual.

Conclusion:

Your committee recommends the reapproval of the following item in the Manual,

Page 25-13:

Clearances for Structures Over Navigable Waters

Report on Assignment 7

Methods of Constructing Closures in Flood Control

Levees Crossing Railroads

F. D. Kinnie (chairman, subcommittee), Benjamin Elkind, W. D. Faucette, G. F. Hand,

C. S. Kirkpatrick, R. J. Middleton, C. B. Martin, W. G. Nusz, G. P. Palmer, J. P.

Ray, E. F. Salisbury, P. T. Simons, W. R. Swatosh.

This is a final report submitted as information.

In the majority of instances it is to avoid excessive track grade over the top of a

levee system that gaps are provided permitting railroad tracks to remain at their estab-

lished grade through the levee, and it is axiomatic that all gaps and openings so provided

in a closed levee system must be sealed during flood stages. The use of these gaps

undoubtedly reduces the cost of flood projects, as the expense of raising railroad tracks,

including bridges, so as to avoid closure structures would add materially to the cost

of the project.

Substantially all barricade structures are planned, built, maintained and operated

by some form of quasi public corporation or agency created and perpetuated under the
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civil code of laws with power to assume sponsorship and control over the levee protective

system, and as a corollary it is incumbent upon such agency or organization to see that

adequate barricades are erected in due course whenever flood waters threaten to

encroach on the gaps and openings in the levee. Railroad companies that operate through

gaps provided in a levee system seldom assume any obligation to maintain the

barricades.

Inasmuch as the Congress has charged the Army engineers with responsibility of

flood control it must follow that most plans on major flood control projects will in the

future originate under directions of the Army engineers and that railroad companies

will accept and approve rather than originate satisfactory plans for barricades.

In the interest of promoting uniformity in barricade design and simplicity in main-

tenance, an electric general pattern, from the railroad viewpoint, is offered in evidence.

Empirical data on barricades favor three general types of structure, namely:

1. For shallow or low openings of less than S ft. sandbag barricades are

recommended.

2. For medium deep openings ranging in height from 5 to 18 ft. stop-log bar-

ricades make the best closures.

3. Where the levee system has openings rising more than 18 ft. above the track

each case should be considered in the light of the special circumstances to

determine whether a stop-log structure or gated structure will serve the

better end.

Before selecting the kind of closure best suited to any particular location all con-

trolling factors must be considered and balanced against exigencies which may alter or

possibly control the type of closure most practical to seal the levee opening. A concrete

example of such an extenuating situation is the case of a small creek with 10 to 100

square miles of drainage area having steep grades at the headwaters. It flows through

a city located on the banks of a large river, with protection from flood water by a levee

system along the river, and auxiliary levees extended parallel with the banks of the

creek. A railroad crosses the creek through gaps provided in the auxiliary levees. Fre-

quently such a creek will cause more damage over a period of years than the large

river, because flash floods allow insufficient time between the occurrence of the storm and

the arrival of the flood crest to permit the erection of adequate barricades against the

flood waters. Such cases will generally justify the added cost of leaf-gates even for low

openings, because they can be quickly closed to seal the gaps. Consideration should also

be given to the length of time required to complete the closure. A sandbag closure at

openings less than 5 ft. high might be more desirable for single and possibly double-track

crossings, but where multiple tracks are involved, the time required to make the

closure with sandbags is too great and some other form of closure, possibly stop logs,

is preferable.

Large streams rise slowly as a rule and advance warnings are transmitted several

hours ahead of the rising waters so that ample time is available for continued railroad

operation before it becomes necessary to erect stop-log and sandbag barricades to bar

the flood waters.

Many local problems remain to be discovered and solved or adjusted in the indi-

vidual design of the closure. To illustrate this point, attention is directed to the level

track grade through a closure. Here it is advisable to build a small summit of approxi-

mately one foot in the track grade at the point where a barricade is to be erected. This

summit will enable train operations to be continued until the track on the river side

is actually inundated by flood waters.
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Building for Storage of Stop Logs, Bags to Hold Sand, Roofing Paper,

Nails and Other Material.

SAND BAGS SHOULD BE
STACKED ALONG THE RIVER
FACE OF THE CLOSURE TO
EFFECT A SEAL BETWEN TOP
OF SILL AND BOTTOM OF
STOP LOGS.

View Showing Manner of Placing Stop Logs Across the Top of Rails.
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CURTAIN WALL

View Showing Abutment Sill and Curtain Wall in Relation to Track.

>&^
"STEEL BEARING PLATES IN WELL TOP

AND BOTTOM RECEIVE HORIZONTAL THRUST
FROM VERTICAL POST

— STEEL SOLE PLATE ANCHORED
IN CONCRETE

CENTER SUPPORT BETWEEN TRACKS FOR
MULTIPLE TRACK ARRANGEMENT EACH
SUPPORT SUSTAINS THE PRESSURE OF FULL
HEAD OF FLOOD WATER FOR ONE-HALF THE
DISTANCE EACH SIDE TO NEXT SUPPORT

View Showing a Center Support and Brace.
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Horizontal or side clearances on all abutments, piers and permanent structures rising

above the top of rail should be not less than V/2 ft. from the center line of track. In the

case of a multiple-track arrangement where removable center piers and braces are used,

only the outside tracks will require the full side clearance of not less than V/2 ft.

Sandbag Closures

It seems unnecessary to specify a plan or method of building a sandbag closure.

However, it is essential that the sponsoring organization maintaining the levee system

knows at all times where sufficient bags are obtainable and have ample sand stored near

the site on the land side of the closure. Cloth bags deteriorate when held in storage

for a long period and since in most cities there is a commercial concern that deals in

empty sacks of various sizes, it is best to purchase them locally if obtainable in sufficient

quantity.

At places where the closure is higher than 5 ft. a sill should be built to the same

elevation as the top of rail and extended entirely across the gap from the abutment on

the right to the abutment on the left, and where the subgrade is of pervious material,

a curtain wall of steel or reinforced concrete sheet piling should extend from the sill

down to impervious formation.

Stop-Log Closures

Excluding special problem cases, stop-log barricades are the best structures for

closing gaps from 5 to 18 ft. high. The 18-ft. height is a conventional figure, rather

than a limit in stop-log design beyond which comprehensive plans should be considered.

In fact, stop-log closures 30 ft. high are not considered inordinate, but gaps more than

18 ft. high as a rule involve additional components, such as the interruption to traffic,

increased maintenance costs, and detQur routing of trains at frequent and prolonged

intervals which warrant a circumspective consideration of the entire undertaking with a

view to resorting to such alternatives as a raise in the track grade to reduce the height of

the closure, a complete change of line, or a gated structure.

Stop logs must be securely wedged in recesses provided in the vertical supports at

both ends of the logs and the wedges securely nailed to the stop logs. Wood wedges

should be driven from the river side into the wheel flange grove in the sill below the

stop logs to complete the closure, after which sandbags are stacked on the river side

for the full length of the sill to seal the joint between the bottom stop log and the sill

more effectively.

As a precautionary measure of added safety for stop-log closures, particularly for

openings higher than 5 ft., sandbags should be stacked on both sides of the stop logs

to % the total height of closure.

The drawings illustrate the general plan of building a stop-log closure.

Gated Structures

Each gated structure is an individual problem with certain inherent problems that

seldom if ever, appear elsewhere. Only a few general observations seem appropriate.

Where low gates are used the sill may be built parallel to the ties and to the

elevation of the top rail similar to the sill of a stop-log closure. This kind of gate and
sill will require a center support with a brace to receive the loose end of the gates

in the closed position.

While in the open position, gates should swing back into and remain flush with the

surface of a recessed housing provided in the side of supporting piers or abutment and
be securely anchored and padlocked in this open position.
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Gates higher than 5 ft. should close with a nosing point on the river side of the

closure. The angle of intersection between the extended center line of two gates in the

closed position should be approximately 40 deg. The nosing point of each gate should

have 6-in. by 6-in. wood strips, beveled to the angle of closure and securely anchored

with bolts to the metal end frame of the gate. When closed for use, the nose end of

gates should be drawn together and anchored with a ratchet pulling jack having an

"L" type lock link at each end that will quickly engage a swinging link fastened to

each gate. A tie chain with one end attached to masonry pier or abutment and the

other end attached to the gate should also be provided to prevent the gate swinging

beyond the closed position.

Sills should be provided for all gated closures and also a curtain wall where the

material below the sill is of a pervious nature.

Working Agreement

Coordinated flood control throughout the United States has been in progress only

10 years and inchoate but successive federal legislation during this period, particularly

recent enactments, connotes control measures of the near future that will be expanded

eventually to goals not yet anticipated. Working and planning in the field of flood control

should be predicated on a program in perpetuity.

A profound obligation rests upon the railroad superintendent in charge of train

operation to see that his trains, especially passenger trains, are safely delivered into a

large city or terminal where food and shelter, as far as possible, will be available during

a flood siege. It is little short of a catastrophe to maroon a loaded passenger train in

some isolated village where accommodations are wholly inadequate for the needs of a

large group of passengers. By the same token, it is equally important that the sponsor

of a levee system see to it that barricades are erected across railroad tracks, stopping all

train movements through the gaps in ample time to safeguard life and property within

the area protected by levee. Some railroad tracks located through gaps are known to be

vital arteries of traffic movement that must be held open and in operating condition

until the very last moment of safety has arrived. Other tracks are less important. The

sponsor who maintains a levee system is entitled to full knowledge concerning railroad

requirements at each gap in the levee and the relative importance of its position with

respect to other gaps. Likewise the railroad superintendent is entitled to full knowledge

of the sponsor's planned program of procedure along with as much advance notice as

possible of the specific time that the sponsor will barricade the track. Written

memorandums in the nature of working agreements are strongly recommended.
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E. H. Barnhart A. B. Montville L. A. Olson

G. K. Davis O. K. Morgan H. A. Palmer
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W. D. Faucette C. B. Niehaus W. M. Post

J. S. LrLLiE W. G. Nusz J. M. Trissal
Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, including recommended revisions page 268

2. Form of agreement for advertising signs on railways, including signs in

coaches.

Progress report, presented as information page 280

3. Form of construction contract for minor projects.

Progress report, presented as information page 284

The Committee on Uniform General Contract Forms,

W. R. Swatosh, Chairman.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

O. K. Morgan (chairman, subcommittee), W. D. Faucette, N. D. Hyde, J. S. Lillie,

A. A. Miller, F. L. Nicholson, W. G. Nusz, H. A. Palmer, W. M. Post, W. R. Swatosh.

The committee recommends the complete elimination from the Manual of the section

entitled Form of Proposal contained on page 20-1.

The committee presents revised drafts of a Form of Construction Contract on pages

20-1 to 10 and a Form of Cost-Pius Percentage Contract on pages 20-11 to 20. The

text of both of these agreements is the same as that contained in the approved agree-

ments in the Manual, except that new clauses have been added and several of the old

clauses revised to conform to the language contained in the new clauses, with the view

of having these contract forms conform more closely to present laws effecting terms of

employment between contracting parties and also to comply with current insurance

requirements. These forms are presented for adoption with the recommendation that

present forms in the Manual be eliminated therefrom and the revised forms printed

therein.

The committee also recommends reapproval of the text appearing under heading

Form of Bond on page 20-10 in the Manual.

AREA Bulletin 462, November 1946.

268
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FORM OF CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT
1947

THIS CONTRACT, made this day of , 19 ,

by and between a corporation organized and

existing under the laws of the State of , hereinafter

called the Company, and ,
hereinafter

called the Contractor.

Witnesseth: That, in consideration of the covenants and agreements herein con-

tained, to be performed by the parties hereto, and of the payments hereinafter agreed

to be made, it is mutually agreed as follows:

The Contractor shall furnish all of the materials, superintendence, labor, tools, equip-

ment and transportation, except as hereinafter specified, and shall execute, construct and

finish, in an expeditious, substantial and workmanlike manner, to the satisfaction and

acceptance of the Chief Engineer of the Company, all of the work required for

, in

accordance with the plans identified by the signatures of the Contractor and the Chief

Engineer, dated , 19 .... , and described

, and

the Specifications hereto attached, all of which are made a part of this contract.

The work covered by this contract shall be commenced on or before the

day of , 19 .... , and shall be completed on or before

the day of , 19

(For those desiring a liquidating damage clause the following reading is suggested

for insertion at this point, as given in Note 1.)

(For those who believe that a so-called "bonus" clause not only strengthens the

"liquidated damages" clause, but is also an urge to the Contractor for early completion,

as well as being fair and equitable, the following reading is suggested at this point,

as given in Note 2.)

And in consideration of the completion of the work described herein, and the ful-

fillment of all stipulations of this contract to the satisfaction and acceptance of the Chief

Engineer of the Company, the Company shall pay, or cause to be paid, to the Con-

tractor, the amount due to the Contractor, based on the following prices:

(Here insert a schedule of Items and Prices.)

1. Terms of Employment

The Company reserves no control whatsoever over the employment, discharge,

compensation of or services rendered by the Contractor's employees, and it is the inten-

tion of the parties to this agreement that the Contractor shall be and remain an Inde-

pendent Contractor, and that nothing in this agreement contained shall be construed as

inconsistent with that status. The Contractor agrees to pay the contributions measured

by the wages of his (its) employees required to be made under the Unemployment
Compensation Insurance, Social Security and Retirement Laws or similar laws, State and

Federal, applicable to the work hereunder undertaken by the Contractor or his (its)

subcontractors, and to accept exclusive liability for said contributions; the Contractor

further promises and agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Company, its successors

and assigns, from any and all liability arising therefrom.
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2. Intent of Plans and Specifications

All work that may be called for in the specifications and not shown on the plans,

or shown on the plans and not called for in the specifications, shall be executed and

furnished by the Contractor as if described in both these ways; and should any work

or material be required which is not detailed in the specifications or plans, either

directly or indirectly but which is nevertheless necessary for the proper carrying out

of the intent thereof, the Contractor is to understand the same to be implied and

required, and shall perform all such work and furnish any such material as fully as if

they were particularly delineated or described.

3. Contractor's Understanding

It is understood and agreed that the Contractor has, by careful examination, satis-

fied himself as to the nature and location of the work, the conformation of the ground,

the character, quality and quantity of the materials to be encountered, the character

of equipment and facilities needed preliminary to and during the prosecution of the

work, the general and local conditions, and all other matters which can in any way

affect the work under this contract. No verbal agreement or conversation with any

officer, agent or employee of the Company, either before or after the execution of this

contract, shall affect or modify any of the terms or obligations herein contained.

4. Land of Company, Use of, by Contractor

The Company shall provide the land upon which the work under this contract is

to be done, and will, so far as it can conveniently do so, permit the Contractor to use

so much of its land as is required for the erection of temporary construction facilities

and storage of materials, together with the right of access to same, but beyond this,

the Contractor shall provide, at his cost and expense, any additional land required.

5. Consent to Transfer

The Contractor shall not let, transfer or assign this contract as a whole, without

the consent in writing from the Company. Parts or portions of the work and the

furnishing of and delivery of materials may be subcontracted with the consent of the

Chief Engineer, but such consent does not relieve the Contractor from any of his

obligations and liabilities under the contract.

6. Risk

The work under this contract in every respect shall be at the risk of the Contractor

until finished and accepted, except damage or injury caused directly by Company's agents

or employees.

7. Engineer and Chief Engineer

Wherever in this contract the word Engineer is used, it shall be understood as

referring to the Chief Engineer of the Company, acting personally or through an

assistant duly authorized in writing for such act by the Chief Engineer, and wherever

the words Chief Engineer are used it shall be understood as referring to the Chief

Engineer in person, and not to any assistant engineer.

8. Waiver

It is expressly understood and agreed that any waiver on the part of the Company

or the Engineer, of any term, provision or covenant of this contract, shall not constitute

a precedent, nor bind the Company or the Engineer, to a waiver of any succeeding

breach of the same or any other of the terms, provisions or covenants of this contract.
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9. Adjustment of Dispute

All questions or controversies which may arise between the Contractor and the

Company, under or in reference to this contract, shall be subject to the decision of the

Chief Engineer, and his decision shall be final and conclusive upon both parties.

10. Bond

The Contractor unless notified to the contrary, shall, at the time of the execution

and delivery of this contract, and before the taking effect of the same in other respects,

furnish and deliver to the Company a written bond of indemnity to the amount of

dollars in form and substance and with surety thereon

satisfactory and acceptable to the Company, to insure the faithful performance by the

Contractor of all the covenants and agreements on the part of the Contractor contained

in this contract.

This bond shall remain in force and effect for the full amount or such smaller

sum as may at any time be specified by the Chief Engineer.

11. Permits and Insurance

Before doing any work under this contract the Contractor at his (its) own expense

shall secure and keep in effect until the entire work is completed and accepted the

following items:

(a) All permits, licenses and authorizations of a temporary nature required by

Federal, State, County or Municipal authorities and assume payment of salaries and

expenses of city and other public inspectors, policemen or officers which may be

required in connection therewith. (Permits for permanent structures will be secured

and paid for by the Company.)

(b) Fire insurance in the name of and payable to the Company for the benefit

of the Contractor or the Company as the Chief Engineer shall find their interests

to appear. Such policies to cover such structures or structural material and supplies

on hand and subject to damage as a result of fire, in such amount as necessary

to cover their value.

(c) Workmen's Compensation insurance covering employees of the Contractor

or any subcontractor, as required by the State or States in which the work is to

be performed, so that the Company shall be fully protected from any liability or

claims for damages for personal injury, including death, which may arise while

engaged upon the work covered by this contract. The Contractor shall submit to

the Chief Engineer evidence by certificate that such insurance in satisfactory amount

is in force.

(d) Public Liability Insurance Standard, Intermediate or Full Coverage,

whichever form of coverage the Chief Engineer designates, shall be furnished in

amounts of $ , $ , and Property Damage insurance in amount

of $

(e) Contractor's Contingent Public Liability and Property Damage insurance,

if there are one or more subcontractors, in the same amounts as required in (d)

above.

Policies required in (d) and (e) shall be endorsed to cover the collapse and

explosion hazard in addition to all other hazards unless endorsement be waived

by the Chief Engineer, and shall expressly provide that if during the course of this

work watchmen, flagmen or other employees of the Company are loaned or

assigned to the Contractor to perform work in connection with the work under
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this contract, such employees, while so engaged, shall be considered employees of

the Contractor for the purpose of this insurance.

All the policies must be written by reliable and well-rated companies acceptable

to the Chief Engineer. The policies shall be so written that they protect both the

Contractor and the Company against any action which may be instituted against

either of them. Certified copies of all policies shall be submitted to the Chief

Engineer for approval. When approved they shall be retained by the Company

and the Contractor notified of their approval.

12. Indemnity

The Contractor shall indemnify and save harmless the Company from and against

all losses and all claims, demands, payments, suits, actions, recoveries and judgments of

every nature and description made, brought or recovered against the Company by

reason of any act or omission of the Contractor, his agents or employees, in the

execution of the work or in guarding the same.

In case no bond is furnished the Company may require indemnity insurance in

amount, form and substance, satisfactory and acceptable to the Company, which

insurance shall provide for the protection of the Company against failure of the Con-

tractor to comply with the conditions of this covenant. The Contractor shall take out

and pay the premiums on such insurance.

13. Superintendence

The Contractor shall constantly superintend all of the work embraced in this

contract, in person or by a duly authorized representative acceptable to the Company.

14. Notice—How Served

Any notice to be given by the Company to the Contractor under this contract

shall be deemed to be served if the same be delivered to the person in charge of the

office used by the Contractor, or to his representative at or near the work, or deposited

in the postoffice, postpaid, addressed to the Contractor at his last known place of

business.

15. Protection

Whenever the local conditions, laws or ordinances require, the Contractor shall

furnish and maintain, at his own cost and expense, necessary passageways, guard fences

and lights and such other facilities and means of protection as may be required.

16. Timely Demand for Points and Instructions

The Contractor shall provide reasonable and necessary opportunities and facilities

for setting points and making measurements. He shall not proceed until he has made

timely demand upon the Engineer for, and has received from him, such points and

instructions as may be necessary as the work progresses. The work shall be done in

strict conformity with such points and instructions.

17. Preservation of Stakes

The Contractor shall carefully preserve bench marks, reference points and stakes,

and in case of wilful or careless destruction, he will be charged with the resulting

expense and shall be responsible for any mistakes that may be caused by their

unnecessary loss or disturbance.
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18. Report Errors and Discrepancies

If the Contractor, in the course of the work, finds any discrepancy between the

plans and the physical conditions of the locality, or any errors or omissions in plans or

in the layout as given by points and instructions, it shall be his duty to immediately

inform the Engineer, in writing, and the Engineer shall promptly verify the same. Any
work done after such discovery, until authorized, will be done at the Contractor's risk.

19. Inspection

All work and material shall be at all times open to the inspection, acceptance or

rejection of the Engineer or his authorized representative. The Contractor shall give

the Engineer reasonable notice of starting any new work and shall provide reasonable

and necessary facilities for inspection even to the extent of taking out portions of

finished work; in case the work is found satisfactory, the cost of taking out and

replacement shall be paid by the Company. No work shall be done at night without

the previous approval of the Engineer.

20. Defective Work or Material

The Engineer shall have power to reject or condemn all work or material which

does not conform to this contract and any omission or failure on the part of the

Engineer to disapprove or reject any defective work or material shall not be construed

to be an acceptance thereof.

The Contractor shall remove, at his own expense, any work or material condemned

by the Engineer, and shall rebuild and replace the same without extra charge, and in

default thereof the same may be done by the Company at the Contractor's expense, or

in case the Chief Engineer shall not consider the defect of sufficient importance to require

the Contractor to rebuild or replace any imperfect work or material, he shall have

power and is hereby authorized to make an equitable deduction from the stipulated

price established under the terms of this agreement.

21. Change of Facilities of Other Utilities

If in the conduct of the contemplated work any temporary changes or alterations

in water, oil or gas pipe lines, sewers, drains, conduits, fences, trolley tracks, electric

line or power lines, telephone or telegraph or other wires, poles, etc., are necessary, either

for the convenience of the Contractor or for the performance of the work, the respons-

ibility for making such changes will rest with the Contractor unless otherwise provided

elsewhere in this agreement ; and he shall arrange for such changes to be made at his

own expense.

If such changes are of a permanent character and made necessary by the improve-

ment itself and not incident to the performance of the work, then in that case such

changes will be arranged for by the Company or others without cost to the Contractor.

22. Work Adjacent to Railway or Other Property

Wherever the work embraced in this contract is near the tracks, structures or

buildings of the Company or of other railways, or persons, the Contractor shall use

proper care and vigilance to avoid injury to persons or property. The work shall be so

conducted as not to interfere with the movement of trains or other operations of the

railway; or, if in any case such interference be necessary, the Contractor shall not

proceed until he has first obtained specific authority and directions therefor from the

proper designated officer of the Company and has the approval of the Engineer.
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23. Rights of Various Interests

Wherever work being done by Company forces or by other contractors is contiguous

to work covered by this contract, the respective rights of the various interests involved

shall be established by the Engineer, to secure the completion of the various portions

of the work in general harmony.

24. Contractor Not to Hire Company's Employees

The Contractor shall not employ or hire any of the Company's employees without

the permission of the Engineer.

25. Order of Completion; Use of Completed Portions

The Contractor shall complete any portion or portions of the work in such order

of time as the Engineer may require. The Company shall have the right to take pos-

session of and use any completed or partially completed portions of the work, notwith-

standing the time for completing the entire work or such portions may not have expired;

but such taking possession and use shall not be deemed an acceptance of the work so

taken or used or any part thereof. If such prior use increases the cost of or delays the

work, the Contractor shall be entitled to such extra compensation, or extension of time,

or both, as the Chief Engineer may determine.

26. Changes

The Company shall have the right to make any changes that may be hereafter

determined upon, in the nature or dimensions of the work, either before or after its

commencement, and such changes shall in no way affect or void the obligations of this

contract. If such changes make any change in the cost of the work, an equitable

adjustment shall be made by the Chief Engineer to cover the same, but the Contractor

shall not claim compensation for anticipated profits.

27. Extra Work
(a) No bill or claim for extra work or material shall be allowed or paid unless the

doing of such extra work or the furnishing of such extra material shall have been

authorized in writing by the Engineer.

(b) The price for such work shall be determined by the Chief Engineer, who may
either fix a unit price or a lump sum price, or may, if he so elects, provide that the

price shall be determined by the actual cost, to which shall be added

percent to cover general expenses and superintendence, profits, contingencies, use of

tools, Contractor's risk and liability. If the Contractor shall perform any work or

furnish any material which is not provided in this contract, or which was not authorized

in writing by the Engineer, said Contractor shall receive no compensation for such

work or material so furnished, and does hereby release and discharge the Company
from any liability therefor.

(c) If the Contractor shall proceed with such extra work or the furnishing of

such extra material after receiving the written authority therefor, as hereinbefore pro-

vided, then such work or material, stated in the written authority of the Engineer,

shall be covered, governed and controlled by all the terms and provisions of this

contract, subject to such prices as may be agreed upon or fixed by the Chief Engineer.

(d) If the Contractor shall decline or fail to perform such work or furnish such

extra material as authorized by the Engineer in writing, as aforesaid, the Company

may then arrange for the performance of the work in any manner it may see fit, the

same as if this contract had not been executed, and the Contractor shall not interfere

with such performance of the work.
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28. Unavoidable Delays; Extension of Time on Parts of Work

If the Contractor shall be delayed in the performance of the work from any cause

beyond his control, he may, upon written application to the Chief Engineer within

three days of such delay, be granted such extension of time as the Chief Engineer shall

deem equitable and just.

29. Suspension of Work

The Company may at any time stop the work, or any part thereof, by giving

days' notice to the Contractor in writing. The work shall be

resumed by the Contractor within ten days after the date fixed in the written notice

from the Company to the Contractor so to do. The Company shall not be held liable

for any damages or anticipated profits on account of the work being stopped, or for

any work done during the interval of suspension. It will, however, pay the Contractor

for expense of men and teams necessarily retained during the interval of suspension;

provided the Contractor can show that it was not reasonably practical to move these

men and teams to other points at which they could have been employed. The Company

will further pay the Contractor for time necessarily lost during such suspension at the

rate of percent per annum on the estimated value of materials,

equipment and fixtures furnished by the Contractor on the work which is necessarily

idle during such suspension, said rate of percent per annum being

understood to include depreciation, interest and insurance. But if the work, or any part

thereof, shall be stopped by the notice in writing aforesaid, and if the Company does

not give notice in writing to the Contractor to resume work at a date within

of the date fixed in the written notice to suspend, then the

Contractor may abandon that portion of the work so suspended and he will be entitled

to the estimates and payments for work done on such portion so abandoned, as provided

in Section 38 of this contract.

30. Failure of Performance by Contractor

(a) If the Chief Engineer of the Company shall at any time be of the opinion that

the Contractor is neglecting to remedy any imperfection in the work, or is not progress-

ing with the work as fast as necessary to insure its completion within the time and as

required by the contract, or is otherwise violating any of the provisions of this contract,

the Chief Engineer, in behalf of the Company, shall have the power, and it shall be his

duty to notify the Contractor in writing to remedy such imperfections, proceed more

rapidly with said work, or otherwise comply with the provisions of this contract.

(b) If on the expiration of ten days after the serving of such written notice upon

the Contractor, the Contractor shall continue to neglect the work and shall fail to

satisfy the Engineer of his efforts, ability and intentions, to remedy the specified

deficiencies, the Company may terminate the employment of the Contractor and may

take possession of the work and of all materials, tools and appliances thereon, and

employ such means as may be, in the Engineer's judgment, necessary to finish the work.

In such case the Contractor shall receive no further payment until the work shall be

finished, when, if the unpaid balance that would be due under this contract exceeds

the cost to the Company of finishing the work, such excess shall be paid to the Con-

tractor; but if such cost exceeds such unpaid balance, the Contractor shall pay the

difference to the Company.

(c) Upon failure of the Contractor to comply with any notice given in accordance

with the provisions thereof, the Company shall have the alternative right, instead of
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assuming charge of the entire work, to place additional forces, tools, equipment and
materials on parts of the work for the purpose of carrying on such parts of the work,

and the Contractor shall be allowed therefor the contract price. The Company may
retain the amount of the cost of such work, with percent added,

from any sum or sums due or to become due the Contractor under this contract.

31. Annulment Without Fault of Contractor

The Company shall have the right at any time, for reasons which appear good
to it, to annul this contract upon giving notice in writing to the Contractor, in which

event the Contractor shall be entitled to the full amount of the estimate for the work
done by him under this contract up to the time of such annulment, including the

retained percentage. The Contractor shall be reimbursed by the Company for such

expenditures as in the judgment of the Chief Engineer are not otherwise compensated

for, and as are required in preparing for and moving to and from the work; the intent

being that an equitable settlement shall be made with the Contractor.

32. Removal of Equipment

In case of annulment of this contract before completion from any cause whatever,

the Contractor, if notified to do so by the Company, shall promptly remove any part

or all of his equipment and supplies from the property of the Company, failing which

the Company shall have the right to move such equipment and supplies at the expense

of the Contractor.

33. Failure to Make Payments

Failure by the Company to make payments at the times provided by this contract

shall give the Contractor the right to suspend work until payment is made, or at his

option, after thirty days' notice in writing, should the Company continue to default,

to terminate this contract and recover the price of all work done and materials provided

and all damages sustained, and such failure to make payments at the time provided shall

be a bar to any claim by the Company against the Contractor for delay in completion

of the work, due to such suspension or failure to pay.

34. Liens

If at any time there shall be evidence of any lien or claim for which the Company
might become liable, and which is chargeable to the Contractor, the Company shall

have the right to retain out of any payment then due or thereafter to become due, an

amount sufficient to completely indemnify the Company against such lien or claim, and

if such lien or claim be valid, the Company may pay and discharge the same, and deduct

the amount so paid from any moneys which may be or become due and payable to

the Contractor.

35. Monthly Estimate

So long as the work herein contracted for is prosecuted in accordance with the

provisions of this contract, and with such progress as may be satisfactory to the Chief

Engineer, the said Chief Engineer will, on or about the first day of each month, make
an approximate estimate of the proportionate value of the work done and of acceptable

material furnished or delivered upon the Company's property at the site of the work,

up to and including the last day of the previous month. The amount of said estimate

after deducting percent and all previous payments, shall be due and

payable to the Contractor at the office of the Treasurer of the Company on or before

the day of the current month.
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It is understood and agreed that the monthly estimates and certificates on unfinished

work shall, in no case, be taken as an acceptance of the work, or a release of the

Contractor from responsibility therefor, and that in computing the final estimate the

Chief Engineer need not be bound by the preceding estimates and certificates.

36. Cleaning Up
The Contractor shall, as directed by the Engineer, remove from the Company's

property and from all public and private property, at his own expense, all temporary

structures, rubbish and waste materials, resulting from his operations.

37. Acceptance

The work shall be inspected for acceptance by the Company promptly upon receipt

of notice in writing that the wotk is ready for such inspection.

38. Final Estimate

Upon the completion and acceptance of the work, the Chief Engineer shall issue

a final estimate over his signature, covering work provided for in this contract, com-

pleted and accepted by him, under the terms and conditions thereof, whereupon the

balance found to be due the Contractor, including the retained percentage, shall be paid

to the Contractor at the office of the Treasurer of the Company within

days after the date of said final estimate, provided that, before the payment of said final

estimate, the Contractor shall submit evidence satisfactory to the Chief Engineer that

all payrolls, material bills and outstanding indebtedness in connection with the work

have been paid.

This Contract shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the legal

representatives and successors of the parties respectively.

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have executed this contract, in

, the day and year first above written.

Company,

Attest: By

Secretary.

Contractor

Witness: By

Note 1.—And, whereas, time being the essence of this contract and it is agreed that

the Company would suffer loss by the failure of the Contractor to have said work

completed in all its parts on said day, and as it might be difficult and expensive to

accurately compute the amount of such loss; in order to avoid such expense and diffi-

culty, the Contractor hereby expressly covenants and agrees to pay to the Company the

sum of Dollars per day for each and

every day, Sundays and legal holidays only excepted, after said

day of , 19 . . . ., during or upon which the said work or any part

thereof remains incomplete and unfinished, not as a penalty, but as the liquidated actual

losses which the Company will suffer on account of any failure on the part of the Con-
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tractor to have said work completed in all of its parts on said day; and that any sum

which may be due the Company for suck losses may be deducted and retained by the

Company from any balance which may be due the Contractor when the said work

shall have been finished and accepted as hereinafter provided. It is, however, agreed

that in case any failure to complete the said work or some part thereof on said day

shall be due to any cause beyond the Contractor's control and for which the Chief

Engineer has granted an extension of time, such delays form no part of the number

of days for each and every one of which the Contractor is to pay the Company the

sum of Dollars as herein specified.

Note. 2.—If the work is completed by the Contractor prior to the date herein

given, then the Company agrees to pay the Contractor an equal amount as given for

each day said completed work is available for use by. the Company as determined by

its Engineer.

Cost-Plus Percentage Construction Contract

Your committee recommends that Form of Cost-Pius Percentage Construction Con-

tract, page 20-11, be revised as follows:

In the introduction delete the third paragraph and replace with two new paragraphs.

To Be Deleted

The Contractor shall furnish all of the materials, superintendence, labor, tools, equip-

ment and transportation, except as hereinafter specified, and shall execute, construct and

finish, in an expeditious, substantial and workmanlike manner, to the satisfaction and

acceptance of the Chief Engineer of the Company, all of the work required for

in accordance with the plans furnished or to be furnished during the progress of the

work and identified by the signature of the Engineer, together with the specifications

hereby included and the instructions hereafter to be given by the Engineer.

Proposed Form

The Contractor shall furnish all of the materials, superintendence, labor, tools, equip-

ment and transportation, except as hereinafter specified, and shall execute, construct and

finish, in an expeditious, substantial and workmanlike manner, to the satisfaction and

acceptance of the Chief Engineer of the Company, all of the work required for

in accordance with the plans furnished or to be furnished during the progress of the

work and identified by the signature of the Chief Engineer, together with the specifica-

tions hereby included and the instructions hereafter to be given by the Chief Engineer.
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The Company reserves no control whatsoever over the employment, discharge,

compensation of, or services rendered by the Contractor's employees, and it is the

intention of the parties to this agreement that the Contractor shall be and remain an

independent contractor, and nothing in this agreement contained shall be construed as

inconsistent with that status. The Contractor agrees to pay the contributions measured

by the wages of his (its) employees required to be made under Unemployment Com-
pensation Insurance, Social Security and Retirement Laws or similar laws, State or

Federal, applicable to the work hereunder undertaken by the Contractor or his (its)

subcontractors, and to accept exclusive liability for said contributions; the Contractor

further promises and agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Company, its successors

and assigns, from any and all liability arising therefrom.

Revise sections 7, 28, 37 and paragraph (f) of section 39, as follows:

To Be Deleted

7. Power of Engineer

The Engineer shall have power to reject or condemn, all work or material which

does not conform to this contract; to direct the application of forces to any portion of

the work which, in his judgment, requires it; to order the force increased or diminished,

and to decide questions which arise between the parties relative to the execution of the

work.

Proposed Form
7. Power of Engineer

The Engineer shall have power to reject or condemn all work or material which

does not conform to this contract, and to decide questions which arise between the

parties relative to the execution of the work.

To Be Deleted

28. Order and Discipline

The Contractor shall at all times enforce strict discipline and good order among
his employees, and any employee of the Contractor who shall appear to be incompetent,

disorderly or intemperate, or in any other way disqualified for or unfaithful to the work
entrusted to him, shall be discharged immediately on the request of the Engineer, and
he shall not again be employed on the work without the Engineer's written consent.

Proposed Form
28. Order and Discipline

The Contractor shall at all times enforce strict discipline and good order among
his employees, and any employee of the Contractor who shall appear to be incompetent,

disorderly or intemperate, or in any other way disqualified for or unfaithful to the work
entrusted to him, shall be discharged immediately, and he shall not again be employed
on the work.

To Be Deleted

37. Settlement for Wages
Whenever, in the opinion of the Chief Engineer, it may be necessary for the progress

of the work to secure to any of the employees engaged on the work under this contract

any wages which may then be due them, the Company is hereby authorized to pay said

employees the amount due them or any lesser amount, and the amount so paid them
as shown by their receipts, shall be deducted from any moneys that may be or become
payable to the Contractor,
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Proposed Form

37. Settlement for Wages
Whenever it may be necessary for the progress of the work to secure to any of

the employees engaged on the work under this contract any wages which may then be

due them, the Company is hereby authorized to pay said employees the amount due

them or any lesser amount, and the amount so paid them, as shown by their receipts,

shall be deducted from any moneys that may be or become payable to the Contractor.

To Be Deleted

(j) Bonds and Insurance.—The cost of premiums on bonds and insurance required,

if paid by the Contractor.

Proposed Form

(f) Bonds and Insurance.—The cost of premiums on bonds, governmental assess-

ments and insurance required, if paid by the Contractor.

Report on Assignment 2

Form of Agreement for Advertising Signs on Railways,
Including Signs in Coaches

Hugh Everett, Jr. (chairman, subcommittee), N. D. Hyde, E. H. Barnhart, G. K. Davis,

A. A. Miller, A. B. Montville, C. B. Niehaus, L. A. Olson, H. A. Palmer, G. W.
Patterson, J. M. Trissal.

Your committee submits the following tentative draft of agreement as information.

The Manual now contains an approved form of agreement for advertising signs on

railway property. In the judgment of the committee the revising of that form to enlarge

its scope does not appear practical, therefore your committee in order to complete its

assignment prepared the agreement combining individual advertising in railway coaches

with advertising in railway coaches to be handled exclusively by one agency.

Each member of the Association who is interested in the tentative draft of the

agreement as prepared is urged to give your committee the advantage of his criticisms

and suggestions.

FORM OF AGREEMENT FOR ADVERTISING SIGNS
IN RAILWAY COACHES

This agreement, made this day of 19 . . .
.

, by and

between , .
.

, a corporation organized and existing under

the laws of the State of , hereinafter called the Company,

and , hereinafter called the Licensee.

WITNESSETH:

The Licensee desires to display advertising matter in the coaches of the Company,

now therefore

It is mutually agreed as follows:
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1. License

The Company, insofar as it lawfully may, hereby gives to the Licensee * (exclusive)

permission *(to solicit and obtain contracts in its own name, but not in the name of

the Company, for advertising matter to be displayed, and) to display advertising matter

in the passenger coaches of the Company, subject to the following terms and conditions:

2. Coaches

The passenger coaches in which advertising matter is to be displayed; the location,

size and manner of displaying advertising matter in such coaches; the trains in which

such coaches are to be operated; and the extent that any such coaches are to be placed

in operation shall be determined by and entirely at the discretion of the Company.

*3. Mouldings

When necessary, the Company shall remove or alter parcel racks in passenger

coaches in which advertising matter is to be displayed, and shall install and maintain

the necessary mouldings for the display of advertising matter, all at the sole expense

of the Licensee. Before any such installation or alterations involving an expense in

excess of $ total, the consent of the Licensee shall be obtained. All

mouldings or other equipment so installed shall remain the property of the Company.

4. Display Copy

The form, substance, nature and subject matter of all advertising matter displayed

under this agreement shall be subject to the prior approval of the Company and no

right to display any advertising matter shall accrue to the Licensee until such approval

has been secured. Any advertising matter displayed which, in the opinion of the Com-
pany, is objectionable, shall be removed by the Licensee without expense to the

Company, regardless of any prior approval by the Company.

*5. Permits, Taxes and Costs

The Licensee shall obtain any necessary consent from public authorities to conduct

the advertising business contemplated under this agreement and shall bear the entire

cost of soliciting advertising business, producing and distributing advertising matter,

and any and all other expense incidental thereto, including any taxes or assessments

which may be levied or charged against or because of the advertisements, business or

property of the Licensee or against the Company or property of the Company by virtue

of the display of such advertising matter, and no reduction shall be made from the

gross receipts for advertising on account thereof in determining the Company's proportion

of the revenue from such advertising matter.

*6. Rates

The Licensee shall establish a schedule of rates, satisfactory to the Company, and

all contracts made by the Licensee for advertising to be displayed under this agreement

shall be subject to the approval of the Company prior to becoming effective.

*7. Contracts

All contracts made by the Licensee in connection with this agreement shall contain

a provision for their termination and the discontinuance of the advertising in the event

it should be declared unlawful or in the opinion of the Company is prejudicial to its

interests or otherwise objectionable. Such contracts shall in no respect be inconsistent

with the terms of this agreement.

* See note at end of agreement.
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*8. Company Displays; Blank Spaces

The Company shall have the right to display, in any way it desires, railroad notice

bulletins and any other printed or written matter of interest to or for the information

of employees or patrons. If the Company desires the Licensee to perform any service

in connection with the display of any matter under the provisions of this section, the

Company will pay to the Licensee the actual expense incurred by the Licensee. The

Licensee shall inform the Company monthly as to spaces not contracted for and these

spaces shall be available to the Company for its own purposes if desired or the Company

may require that all spaces be filled with suitable notices or other material to the end

that there will be no blank spaces in any form or rack. Any encroachment by the Com-

pany upon the space available to the Licensee for the display of advertising matter shall

be only as is mutually agreed upon between the Licensee and the Company.

*9. Storage Space

Where conditions permit, the Company shall allow the Licensee reasonable space

at convenient points for the handling and storing of advertising matter to be displayed

but shall not be required to assume any expense or responsibility for loss or damage in

connection therewith, nor shall the Licensee be required to pay rental for such space.

*10. Transportation

The Company, where permitted by law, shall carry free of charge all advertising

matter to be displayed under this agreement without any liability for loss, damage,

claims and expense in connection therewith. The Licensee shall assume all expense in

connection with the transportation of its property, employees, agents and servants in

connection with the performance of its covenants hereunder, except that the Company
shall furnish to the employees of the Licensee, so far as it legally may, free transportation

on said passenger coaches for the sole purpose of placing, or removing and changing

advertising matter covered by this agreement. As between the parties hereto, the Com-
pany shall be the sole judge of what free transportation may be issued under this

clause.

11. Operations of Licensee; Conduct; Rubbish

The Licensee shall conduct its operations in the cars and on or about the premises

of the Company in such a manner as not to impede or interfere with the arrangement

and operation of the Company's facilities. It shall keep the cars and premises of the

Company clean of rubbish and litter incident to its activities and require proper conduct

on the part of its officers, agents and employees while in the cars or on the property

of the Company.

|12. Display Space

The Licensee is authorized under this agreement to display sq. ft. of

advertising matter in each passenger coach of the Company designated under the

provisions of Section 2 of this agreement.

13. Payment

The Licensee shall pay to the Company f( per
,
payable on the

day of ) *(a sum equal to percent of all money collected

under contracts for the display of advertising matter under this agreement, on the

day of each calendar month)

.

t See note at end of agreement.
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*14. Accounting

The Licensee shall set up a method of accounting and shall keep its books, adver-

tising accounts and records pertaining to the business covered by this agreement in a

manner satisfactory to the Company, and such books, accounts and records shall at all

times be available during business hours for examination by a representative of the

Company. The Licensee shall furnish to the Company on or before the 15th day of

each month, a statement showing the details of all contracts for display of advertising

entered into during the preceding month.

15. Liability

The Licensee hereby agrees to compensate or save harmless, as the case may be, the

Company, in respect of any and all claims for damages, and from all liability, loss and

expense whatsoever arising from death or from injury to person or property (including

property of the Company) or otherwise, which shall have been occasioned in whole

or in part by the acts or omissions of, or otherwise, of said Licensee, its servants, agents

or employees, and from any and all claims for damages, and from all liability, loss and

expense, arising from death or from injury to persons or property or otherwise, resulting

to said Licensee, or to any person or persons employed by said Licensee and engaged

in and about said business while in. upon or about the cars, stations, platforms, yards

or any other part of the Company's premises, or while going to or from engagements

in said business, other than as passengers traveling in the trains of the Company, upon

regularly purchased transportation, whether due to the negligence of the Company, its

agents or servants, or otherwise; and also against any and all claims for damages and

from all liability, loss and expense arising from death, or from injuries to persons or

property resulting from the presence in, upon, or about any car, station, platform and

yard of said Company, of any article brought, carried or otherwise placed in, upon, or

about the same by said Licensee, its servants, agents or employees.

The Licensee hereby covenants and agrees to indemnify and save harmless the

Company from and against any claim, demand, suit, recovery or judgment against said

Company by reason of the publication, use. character, nature or style of any advertise-

ment placed in. or upon the property of the said Company under and pursuant to this

agreement.

The Licensee hereby releases the Company of and from all liability for loss of,

damage or injury to any advertisements, or to any rack, frame, or contrivance therefor

while in or on the property of the Company during the term of this agreement.

In case suit or claim shall be brought against the Company upon any claim by or

on behalf of any person, firm or corporation for death by wrongful act, personal injury,

or for injury to property for which the Licensee has assumed the responsibility as herein

provided, the Licensee shall, at its own expense, defend such suit and pay any final

judgment that may be awarded therein against the Company, provided that the Com-
pany shall give prompt notice of such claim, or the service of summons in such suit to

the Licensee, in case the Licensee shall furnish to the Company an address to which

notice may be mailed.

*16. Termination

In the event the Company's proportion of the revenue under this agreement during

any calendar year is less than the Company shall have the right to

terminate this agreement by giving to the Licensee written notice of termination at

least thirty (30) days prior to the date of termination specified in such notice. It is

further understood and agreed that if the Licensee, its successors or assigns, shall fail
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to keep substantially and perform any covenants, agreements or duties herein contained

to be kept or performed by it, or shall become bankrupt or insolvent, or attempt to

assign any benefit or right created by this agreement, save as herein permitted, or shall

make any assignment for the benefit of its creditors, or in case any Receiver for the

Licensee shall be appointed, or the Licensee shall fail to make any payment required

by the terms of this agreement for a period of days after the same

becomes due and payable, then the Company may without notice terminate this agree-

ment forthwith, and all the rights of the Licensee hereunder, and may without being

under any liability for so doing, and without notice, remove all or any part of the

advertising matter displayed, under this agreement. The termination of this agreement,

as herein provided or otherwise, shall not relieve either party hereto from any obligation

which shall have been incurred prior to such termination.

17. Term
This agreement shall take effect as of and

shall continue until , *(and from year to year thereafter

unless terminated by either party giving to the other party at least

days prior notice in writing).

18. Assignment and Successors

This agreement or any rights, privileges or obligations herein granted or created,

shall not be assigned by the Licensee without the written consent of the Company.

The stipulations, covenants and agreements, above set forth, shall apply to and

bind the successors of the respective parties to this agreement unless terminated as

provided herein.

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have executed this agreement in

, the day and year first above written.

Company

Attest:

BY

Licensee

Witness BY

* Use only in case of exclusive rights.

t Use only in case of agreement for a specific amount of advertising space.

Report on Assignment 3

Form of Construction Contract for Minor Projects

L. A. Olson (chairman, subcommittee), E. H. Barnhart, G. K. Davis, Hugh Everett, Jr.,

W. D. Faucette, J. S. Lillie, O. K. Morgan, A. B. Montville, F. L. Nicholson,

C. B. Niehaus, W. G. Nusz, G. W. Patterson, W. M. Post, J. M. Trissal.

Your committee submits the following tentative draft of agreement as information.

At the present time the Manual does not contain a form of contract for minor

construction projects. The committee has drafted a form which it believes can be used

as a satisfactory contract for the majority of cases where a short form of contract will
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fulfill the necessary requirements. With a slight alteration, to cover special conditions,

it can be made to satisfactorily cover any type of minor construction projects.

Members of the Association who are interested in the tentative draft of agreement

are requested to give the committee their suggestions for its improvement.

FORM OF CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT FOR MINOR PROJECTS

THIS CONTRACT, made this day of , 19

by and between , a corporation organized

and existing under the laws of the State of

hereinafter called the Company and

hereinafter called the Contractor.

Witnesseth: That, in consideration of the covenants and agreements herein con-

tained, to be performed by the parties hereto, and of the payments hereinafter agreed

to be made, it is mutually agreed as follows:

The Contractor shall furnish all of the materials, superintendence, labor, tools,

equipment and transportation, except as hereinafter specified, and shall execute, construct

and finish in an expeditious, substantial and workmanlike manner, to the satisfaction

and acceptance of the Chief Engineer of the Company, all of the work required

for

in

accordance with the plans dated , 19 . . .
.

, and described

and the Specifications, dated , 19 . . .
.

, all of which are

incorporated herein and made a part hereof by reference.

The work covered by this contract shall be commenced on or before the

day of , 19 ..... and shall be completed on or

before the day of , 19

Extra work may be done under this agreement if authorized in writing by the

Company's Chief Engineer at lump sums, unit prices or cost plus terms as mutually

agreed upon between the Company's Chief Engineer and the Contractor.

1. Independent Contractor

The Company reserves no control whatsoever over the employment, discharge,

compensation of or services rendered by the Contractor's employees and it is the inten-

tion of the parties to this agreement that the Contractor shall be and remain an

independent Contractor and that nothing contained in this agreement shall be construed

as inconsistent with that status.

2. Inspection and Status of the Chief Engineer

The work shall be subject to all times to the inspection, acceptance or rejection

of the Chief Engineer or his duly authorized agents. To prevent disputes and litigation

it is mutually agreed that the Chief Engineer shall in all cases determine the amount or

quantity of the various kinds of work and the quality of materials and workmanship to

be paid for under this contract, and he shall decide all questions which may arise relative

to the work covered by the contract. Any doubt as to the meaning of the specifications

and the drawings and any obscurity or discrepancy as to their wording and intent
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will be explained by the Chief Engineer and this explanation shall be final and binding

on both parties to this contract. The Chief Engineer may amend or correct any errors

or omissions in the plans and specifications when such amendments or corrections are

necessary to make definite the intent indicated by a reasonable interpretation of the

contract requirements.

3. Permits, Licenses, Insurance

Before doing any work under this contract the Contractor at his (its) own expense

shall secure and keep in effect until the entire work is completed and accepted the

following items:

(a) All permits, licenses and authorizations required by Federal, State, County

or Municipal authorities and assume payment of salaries and expenses of city and

other public inspectors, policemen or officers which may be required in connection

therewith.

(b) Fire insurance in the name of and payable to the Company for the benefit

of the Contractor or the Company as the Chief Engineer shall find their interests to

appear. Such policies to cover such structures or structural material and supplies on

hand and subject to damage as a result of fire, in such amount as necessary to cover

their value.

(c) Workmen's Compensation insurance covering employees of the Contractor or

any subcontractor, as required by the State or States in which the work is to be per-

formed, so that the Company shall be fully protected from any liability or claims for

damages for personal injury, including death, which may arise while engaged upon the

work covered by this contract. The Contractor shall submit to the Chief Engineer

evidence by certificate that such insurance in satisfactory amount is in force.

(d) Public Liability Insurance, Standard, Intermediate or Full Coverage, whichever

form of coverage the Chief Engineer designates, shall be furnished in amounts of

$ , $ , and Property Damage Insurance in amount of

(e) Contractor's Contingent Public Liability and Property Damage Insurance, if

there are one or more subcontractors, in the same amounts as required in (d) above.

Policies required in (d) and (e) shall be endorsed to cover the collapse and

explosion hazard in addition to all other hazards unless endorsement be waived

by the Chief Engineer, and shall expressly provide that if during the course of

this work watchmen, flagmen or other employees of the Company are loaned

or assigned to the Contractor to perform work in connection with the work

under this contract, such employees, while so engaged, shall be considered

employees of the Contractor for the purpose of this insurance.

All the policies must be written by reliable and well-rated companies acceptable

to the Chief Engineer. The policies shall be so written that they protect both the

Contractor and the Company against any action which may be instituted

against either of them. Certified copies of all policies shall be submitted to the

Chief Engineer for approval. When approved they shall be retained by the

Company and the Contractor notified of their approval. Notice of cancellation

of policies shall be forwarded to Chief Engineer.

4. Unemployment, Social Security and Retirement Insurance

The Contractor agrees to pay the contributions measured by the wages of his (its)

employees required to be made under the Unemployment Compensation Insurance,
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Social Security and Retirement Laws or similar laws, State and Federal, applicable to

the work hereunder undertaken by the Contractor or his (its) subcontractors, and to

accept exclusive liability for said contributions; the Contractor further promises and

agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Company, its successors, and assigns from

any and all liability arising therefrom.

5. Performance Bond

Should the Company require the Contractor to post a Performance Bond it will

be necessary for the Contractor to qualify and procure same from an acceptable bonding

company and the cost of such bond will be paid for by the Company.

5. Watchman and Work Train Service

The Company will, without cost to the Contractor, furnish all flagman, watchman

and pilot service which, in its opinion, is required to protect the operation of its

facilities. Any work train service required in connection with the work covered by this

contract will be furnished by the Company at the expense of the Contractor.

7. Terms of Payment

Note: Delete any of the following paragraphs that do not apply:

(a) The Contractor shall furnish all transportation, equipment, labor and materials

required in the performance of its undertakings hereunder for a lump sum

price of

which the Company agrees to pay and the Contractor agrees to accept in full

payment for the work.

(b) The Contractor shall furnish all transportation, equipment, labor and materials

required in the performance of its undertakings hereunder according to unit

prices which are set up in Schedule "A" attached hereto, which sums the

Company agrees to pay and the Contractor agrees to accept in full payment

for the work.

(c) For any work done under this agreement, on a cost-plus percentage basis, the

Company will pay to the Contractor the sum of the actual net cost, as herein-

after specified, paid by the Contractor in accordance with the provisions of

this contract in the accomplishment of the work, plus fixed percentages for

overhead and profit.

(1) Equipment rental, as per 8- (a)

(2) Material used, actual cost at the site of the work as invoiced to the

Contractor

(3) Direct labor, as per 8-(b)

(4) Compensation and Liability Insurance, actual cost to Contractor

(5) Overhead, percentage of Item (3)

(6) Profit, percentage of the sum of Items (2) to (5), inclusive

(7) Subcontract work, net cost as billed to the Contractor

(8) Handling and supervision of subcontract work, percentage of Item (7)

8. Information to be Furnished by Contractor

The Contractor, along with his bid or prior to the award of contract, shall furnish

the Company the following information:
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(a) List of equipment and rate of pay for each item

(b) Classification of labor and rate of pay for each classification

(c) List of subcontractors

(d) Percentage for overhead

(e) Percentage for profit

(f) Percentage for supervision and handling of subcontracts

The Contractor shall, if requested to do so, give the Company access to his (its)

books and records to the extent necessary to verify the bills for work done on a cost-

plus percentage basis.

9. Monthly Payments

The Company upon requisition by the Contractor will make monthly payments

on account of the contract for all work completed less ten (10) percent and all previous

payments. Such payments shall in no case be taken as an acceptance of the work or a

release of the Contractor from responsibility therefor.

10. Final Payment

Before final payment is made the Contractor shall submit evidence satisfactory to

the Chief Engineer that all payrolls, material bills, and other indebtedness connected

with the work have been paid. After completion of the work and acceptance by the

Company and upon requisition by the Contractor the Company will pay within thirty

(30) days all moneys due and owing to the Contractor for work done under this contract.

In Witness Whereof, the parties hereto have executed this agreement in

, the day and year first above written.

Approved and Accepted By

Company Its

By

Its



Report of Committee 6—Buildings

H. C. Lorenz, Chairman,
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Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual—Part 1

G. A. Belden (chairman, subcommittee), H. M. Church, C. E. Close, A. G. Dorland,
A. T. Hawk, F. H. Lovell, J. B. Schaub.

The committee recommends the adoption of the following revisions of the subject

matter now appearing in the Manual in Chapter 6—Buildings:

Page 6-6 and 6-7, paragraph 214, Pile Foundations

Specifications for Buildings for Railway Purposes

II

EXCAVATION, FILLING AND BACKFILLING

The last paragraph at bottom of page 6-6 and first paragraph at top of page 6-7

should be revised to read:

Piles shall be driven by a steam or drop hammer to refusal, or until the penetration

obtained by a 3000-lb. hammer falling 15 ft. (or by a hammer and fall producing the

same mechanical effect) does not exceed x/2 in. per blow for the last 5 blows. They shall

be driven in the location shown on the drawings, without variation of more than 1 ft.

in any direction.

The contractor shall excavate around and cut off the piles at the elevations shown,

and properly prepare the piles to receive the masonry or other parts of the structure.

The cut-off tops of all creosoted piles shall be given at least two applications of hot

creosote oil before the masonry is placed. Piles shall be cut off in horizontal planes unless

otherwise shown on the drawings. Where the contract provides that the piles shall be

furnished and driven by the railway company, the contractor shall provide in his bid

for excavating around and cutting off the piles as described above.

Page 6-9, revise paragraph 313 to read:

III

SEWERS AND DRAINAGE

313. Cast Iron and Concrete Pipe

Cast iron pipe, cast iron fittings and special castings shall be used where called for

on the plans or as directed by the engineer. Cast iron pipe and fittings shall be of the

bell and spigot pattern, and shall be manufactured in accordance with ASTM Specifica-

tion A 44, Cast Iron Pit-Cast Pipe for Water or Other Liquids, or ASTM Specification

A 142, Cast Iron Culvert Pipe, as called for, and shall conform with the grades and

weights shown on the drawings. Joints in cast iron pipe shall be made with lead and

oakum or with cement mortar as directed by the engineer.

Where concrete pipe is called for, it shall be manufactured in accordance with ASTM
Specification C 14, Concrete Sewer Pipe (not reinforced), or ASTM Specification C 75,

Reinforced Concrete Sewer Pipe, or ASTM Specification C 76, Reinforced Concrete

Culvert Pipe, as indicated on the drawings or as specified. Joints in concrete pipe shall

be made in the same manner and with the same mortar as specified for Vitrified Sewer

Pipe.
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Page 6-93. paragraph 1804, Cast Iron Pipe and Fittings

XVIII

PLUMBING

The last paragraph at the bottom of page 6-93 shall be revised to read:

Water supply pipes larger than .... in. diameter, located below ground, shall be

cast iron pipe, either bell and spigot pattern or flanged and shall be manufactured in

accordance with ASTM Specification A 44, Cast Iron Pit-Cast Pipe for Water or Other

Liquids of the weight and strength specified or shown on the drawings with fittings to

correspond.

Page 6-30, paragraph 2, revise to read:

X

BUILT-UP ROOFING

2. Materials

Pitch.—Pitch for built-up roofs shall be the best quality, straight-run, American

coal-tar pitch, distilled direct from coal tar and free from water or ammonia.

For use on roofs having a slope not greater than 2 in. per ft., the pitch shall conform

to current ASTM Specification D 450, Type A.

For use on roofs having slopes greater than 2 in. per ft. and not exceeding 6 in.

per ft., the pitch shall conform to current ASTM Specification D 6S4, Coal-Tar Pitch

for Steep Built-up Roofs.

Asphalt.—Asphalt for built-up roofs shall conform to current ASTM Specification

D 312, Asphalt for Use in Constructing Built-up Roof Coverings.

Asphalt Primer.—Asphalt primer for use on concrete or gypsum decks, shall conform

to current ASTM Specification D 41, Primer for Use with Asphalt in Dampproofing and

Waterproofing

Roofing Felts.—Coal-tar saturated felt shall conform to current ASTM Specification

D 227, Coal-Tar Saturated Roofing Felt for Use in Waterproofing and in Constructing

Built-up Roofs.

Asphalt-saturated rag felt shall conform to current ASTM Specification D 226,

Asphalt-Saturated Roofing Felt for Use in Waterproofing and in Constructing Built-up

Roofs.

Asphalt-saturated asbestos felt shall conform to current ASTM Specification D 250,

Asphalt-Saturated Asbestos Felts for Use in Waterproofing and in Constructing Built-up

Roofs.

Asphalt-saturated mineral coated cap sheets for use on built-up roofs laid with

asphalt-saturated rag felts shall conform to current ASTM Specification D 371, Wide
Selvage Asphalt Roofing Surfaced with Coarse Mineral Granules.

Asphalt-saturated asbestos felt cap sheet for use on built-up roofs laid with asphalt-

saturated asbestos felts shall conform to current ASTM Specification D 655, Asphalt-

Saturated and Coated Asbestos Felts for Use in Constructing Built-Up Roofs.

Ready or Prepared Asphalt Roofing.—This type of roofing shall be delivered at the

site in the original sealed packages of the manufacturer, and each package shall be

properly wrapped and marked for ready identification.
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Asphalt roofing surfaced with powdered talc or mica shall conform with current

ASTM Specification D 224.

Asphalt roofing surfaced with coarse mineral granules shall conform to current

ASTM Specification D 249.

Page 6-216. The following paragraph is to be added after the end of paragraph 7:

Passenger Stations

8. Parking Facilities

Where practicable, passenger stations should be so located that provision can be

made for parking automobiles without blocking driveways or interfering with the

approaches to the station. Such parking areas should be paved and provision made for

adequate lighting and drainage.

Page 6-217, revise last paragraph under this heading to read:

Location and Design of Sign for Passenger Stations

Fig. 602 illustrates the recommended uses of signs and a type of built-up sign. Where

wood posts are used for supporting signs, the posts should be given a preservative treat-

ment that will permit painting, and wherever possible, they should preferably be of

concrete or metal.

Revision of Manual—Part 2

A. G. Dorland (chairman, subcommittee), A. T. Hawk, R. H. Snyder, J. E. South,

O. W. Stephens, W. E. Webb.

The Board of Direction authorized Committee 6—Buildings and Committee 14

—

Yards and Terminals to incorporate in those chapters the material heretofore included in

Chapter 23—Shops and Locomotive Terminals. The portion of Chapter 23 assigned for

inclusion in Chapter 6 has been reviewed and revised and is offered for adoption and

publication in the Manual.

In the detail recommendations which follow your committee mentions only the

paragraphs that are submitted for transfer to Chapter 6. All others have either been

offered by Committee 14 for inclusion in the Manual or deletion.

Pages 23-5 to 23-9

Enginehouse Design

Paragraph 3, Door Openings, to be included without change.

Paragraph 4, Doors, to be included as written, with the following addition:

Provision shall be made to properly fasten the doors while in an opened position.

Paragraph 5, Tracks and 6, Position of Locomotive, to be included without change.

Paragraph 13, Cross Section of House and 14, Framing, to be revised to read:

Cross Section and Ventilation

The modern enginehouse should be one of the following types:

(a) Monitor.—A building designed with one break in the roof, or if desirable,

a complete monitor. Such designed structures should be provided with sash

and louvers, depending on the climate.

(b) Ridge.—A building designed with an almost flat roof and having continuous

ridge ventilators over each stall.
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Enginehouses should have ample ventilation and be constructed so that the roof

framing supporting the roof deck is in radial lines and without pockets, so as to permit

free passage of smoke. In connection with ventilation of the structure, refer to Ventilation

of Shop Buildings, Proceedings, Vol. 48, 1947, page 319.

Paragraph IS, Smoke Jacks, to be included without change.

Paragraph 16(a), Windows, to be included without change.

Paragraph 16(b), Windows, to be revised to read:

The openings in outer walls should be made as large as practicable, with the largest

glass or light area consistent with the strength of the structure. These openings may be

filled in with sash, glass blocks, corrugated wire glass or other fixed, translucent materials.

As far as practicable, a continuous row of ventilators or sash should be provided at the

tops and bottoms of the openings, unless adequate mechanical ventilation is provided.

In general, the lower sill should be not more than 4 ft. from the floor.

Paragraphs 16(c) and (d), Windows and 17(a), Heating, to be included without

change.

Paragraph 17(b), Heating, to be revised to read:

It is recommended that the general temperature of the house be not less than

SO deg. F. with all exterior openings closed.

Paragraph 17(c) to (f) to be included without change.

Paragraph 18(a) to (d) incl., Piping, to be included as written, with the following

addition:

(e) Fire protection shall be installed in the structure to meet regulations of the

underwriters and local authorities, as well as requirements of the railroad.

Paragraph 19(a) to (d) inch, Electric Lighting and Power Wiring, to be included as

written, with the following addition:

(e) Illumination can be accomplished by using incandescent, fluorescent or mercury-

vapor lighting.

Paragraph 20, Machine and Tool Equipment, to be included without change.

Paragraph 21, Mechanical Handling Devices, to be revised to read:

The common use of self propelled and operated industrial tractors, trucks and

portable cranes reduces the need for overhead cranes, pit cranes or monorails.

Pages 23-11 to 23-13

Locomotive Cinder Pits

Paragraph 4 to be placed ahead of present paragraph 3.

Paragraph 4, in the first line of paragraph 4 (a) insert the word cinder so as to read,

"A cinder pit should be designed . .
."

Remainder of Paragraph 4 to be included without change.

Paragraph 3 to be placed after paragraph 4 and to be included without changes with

the following additional paragraphs:

Receiving hoppers of mechanical cinder handling plants should be of sufficient

length and capacity to accommodate the ash pan of the largest locomotive to be served

by the plant. Capacity of the cinder bucket should be at least half of the hopper, and

should be designed so as to minimize spillage of cinders into the bucket pit.

At mechanical cinder handling plants sufficient space should be allowed between the

bucket house or other obstructions and the pit track, and between the several locomotive

tracks (in multi-track plants) to enable the fire knockers to work on both sides of a

locomotive.
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Paragraph 5 on page 23-13 to be included without change.

Pages 23-21 to 23-27

Storehouses for Shops and Locomotive Terminals

Paragraphs 104 to 207, inch, to be included without change, except for the following

addition:

Pallet handling with self-propelled lift trucks for quick handling and stacking is

desirable in large storehouses.

Paragraphs 208 to 211, inch, (with the exception of last sentence in paragraph 211)

to be included without change. The last sentence of paragraph 211 to be revised to read:

If so placed, fire walls should be erected to effectually serve as cut-offs between all

sections of the building.

Paragraph 212 to be included without change.

Paragraph 213, first sentence to be revised to read:

The open type of racks, preferably of steel or other fireproof material, with adjustable

shelves, adapts itself better to the unit storage of material and is recommended.

The remainder of paragraphs 213 to 215 inch, to be included without change.

Oil Houses

Paragraph 503 to be included without change.

Paragraph 504, Light and Heat, to be revised to read:

Lighting should be by electricity and controlled by switches placed outside of

building. Lighting fixtures and lamps should be of explosion proof type. To maintain

temperature at which heavy oils can be pumped, steam heat should be provided.

Paragraphs 505 and 506 to be included without change.

VII Lumber Sheds

Paragraph 702 to be included without change.

Pages 23-31 to 23-34

Locomotive Coaling Stations

Paragraphs 1 to 14, inch, to be included without change.

Pages 23-35 to 23-38

Change heading to read:

Coaling Stations, Mechanical Type

Paragraphs 1 to 4, inch, to be included without change.

Paragraph 5 to be deleted.

Paragraphs 6 to 10, inch, to be included without change.

Paragraph 11 to be deleted.

Paragraph 12 to be included without change.

Paragraph 13 to be revised to read:

Windows and Doors

The contractor shall install necessary doors to provide access to structure and such

windows as are necessary to afford ample light in all parts of the plant for the purpose

of general inspection and safe performance of operator's duties.

Paragraphs 14 to 20, incl., to be included without change.
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Pages 23-39 to 23-50

Locomotive Sanding Facilities

The entire text, pages 23-29 to 23-47, incl., to be included without change.

Illustrations Nos. 2315, 2316, 2317, 2318 and 2319 to be deleted.

Pages 23-53 to 23-56

Figs. 2320 and 2321 to be replaced by Figs. 1 and 2, respectively; Figs. 2322 and

2323 to be reprinted without change and renumbered Figs. 3 and 4.

All other material on pages 23-53 to 23-56 to be deleted and replaced in Chapter 6

by the following:

Drop Pits, Jacks and Tables

Pit jacks and pit tables are used in enginehouses, shops, and in coach and freight

yards. The pit jack is used to drop only one pair of wheels, provided the axle is free

of pulleys, motors or other attachments. The pit table is used to drop a pair of wheels

or a complete truck.

Drop Pits

Drop pits are provided to accommodate pit jacks or pit tables and must be designed

to take care of the particular equipment selected. Manufacturers of pit jacks or of pit

tables can assist railway engineers in designing drop pits.

The requirements for jacks or tables are governed by the class of equipment to be

handled, and the depth and size of the pits must be determined accordingly. The pits

should be deep enough to handle the largest wheel along the pit, clear of all rail cover

supports, and should be wide enough to allow side clearance for men to pass around

the dropped wheels.

The pits should be well protected when in operation by safety gates or chains, and

when not in use must be adequately covered. An overhead crane, a jib crane, a monorail

and hoists, or a portable crane is usually necessary to handle this pit covering. When

crane facilities are not available, pit covering platforms may be so designed that they

may be lowered and brought beneath a working table top in a nested position to provide

a pit opening at the release track, an alternate arrangement is a wheeled table top

which can be rolled away on the release track; the use of this wheeled table top enables

any track to be used as a working track or as a release track; it also results in a saving

in the pit depth.

The floor around drop pits in buildings or the area around outdoor drop pits should

be designed to resist wear due to blocking and the heavy wheel loads. These surfaces

may be of plain or reinforced concrete, or of treated wood on a concrete base.

The walls and floor of the pit should be made of reinforced concrete, waterproofed

to prevent seepage. Good drainage of pit should be provided; if the bottom of pit is too

low to have suitable drainage by gravity, a sump must be provided with a pump;

adequate grating should cover this sump.

The walls of the pit should be perpendicular to the tracks to be served if these

tracks are parallel. In a roundhouse the walls must be constructed on arcs of a circle

having their center coincide with the center of the turntable. The dimensions of walls and

floors and details of reinforcing will vary with soil conditions.

Stairs should be provided for entering or leaving the pit. If the size or design of

the pit does not allow room for these stairs, a ladder recessed in the wall should be built

and if possible the stairs or ladder should be placed in the end wall at the end where

sump is built.
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The pit rails may be fastened to the floor of the pit by anchor bolts, or bolted to

short ties set at least half way in the concrete with their outer ends flush against the

side pit walls to allow free walking space. Only new rails should be used and they

should be carefully set to true alinement and grade.

It is desirable to construct the stalls being served by the drop pit of sufficient length

to handle all work with closed doors in cold and inclement weather.

The support of the rails across the pit for pit jacks should be designed so as to be

readily removed.

Fig. 1 shows one 3-track pit in a roundhouse so located and constructed as to take

care of all wheel work. Dashed lines indicate the location of the pit when these stalls

can be extended. Locomotives can be headed in or backed in if neecssary.

Fig. 2 shows three 2-track pits in a roundhouse, the one nearest the turntable for

handling tender trucks, the center one for drivers and trailers, and the third one for

front trucks.

Fig. 3* shows a typical section of a drop pit and a section of end wall. This is for a

pit table.

Fig. 4 shows three sections of drop pits for pit jacks; one for drivers, one for front

trucks, one for trailer trucks.

Pit Tables

Pit tables may be raised or lowered by hydraulic or electric power. Some pit tables

are 4-screw electrically operated, some 2-screw, and some 1-screw, and may be built

so as to be self locking in any position.

When 4 screws are used they are placed near the corners of the table, which may

be held at any height with an unbalanced load. Provision is made for elevating the

top 5 in. above the floor so that certain wheels may be raised a corresponding distance

in order to perform work necessary on tires or spring rigging. Most tables have take-up

reels (spring operated) for the power cables and are motor racked, racks preferably being

mounted on the pit wall at the end, making proper provisions for clearances. Tables are

now available in lengths from 4 ft. to 25 ft., and with capacities from S tons to ISO tons.

In order that complete 6-wheel tender trucks, or 4-wheel trailer trucks with boosters

can be dropped complete on an 11 -ft. table top, single or double-shoulder pits may be

placed beside the main drop pit. These shoulder pits are about 24 in. deep from the base

of rail, and of a width to suit the needs. They are equipped with swing gates pivoted

to the side walls, and are self-supported on their outer ends, and have rails on their tops.

When swung along the track they are locked to the table top and serve as bridges over

which the equipment is moved.

Some installations have detachable section tops, consisting of a long top with one

or two small tops locked within it at the ends. Both the main tops may be used as a

single top in handling multiple pairs of drivers, complete trucks of the 4-wheel, 6-wheel

and 8-wheel types, and can drop individual pairs of wheels on the small table top,

leaving the large one in place.

Where platforms or planks are used as pit covers to span the pit between the table

tops located at the stall tracks, the side walls of the pit should be recessed to bring the

top surface of platforms level with shop floor.

Pit tables for diesel-electric locomotives should be large enough to handle complete

trucks or single pairs of wheels with motors. At some terminals these locomotives are

being handled by four portable jacks.

* Figs. 3 and 4 are Figs. 2322 and 2323 on Manual page 23-S6.
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Change heading to read:
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Passenger Car Shops

Introduction, and paragraphs 1 to 4, incl., to be included without change.

Paragraph S to be deleted.

Paragraph 6 to be revised to read:

Where separate provisions are made for stripping and trimming, the minimum track

spacing should be 20 ft. and in the truck shop 15 ft.

Paragraphs 7 and 8 to be included without change.

Paragraph 9 to be deleted.

Paragraphs 10 to 12, incl., to be included without change.

After paragraph 12 insert the following:

Drop tables and inspection pits may be provided.

Paragraphs 13 to IS, incl., to be included without change.

Figs. 2301 and 2302 to be deleted.

Pages 23-16 and 23-17

Freight Car Repair Shops

Paragraphs 1 to 16, inch, to be included without change.

Paragraph 17 to be deleted.

Pages 23-17 to 23-19

Car Paint Shops

Paragraph 101 to be revised to read:

Paint shops should be separate buildings or separated from car shops by fire walls

and cars should be prepared for painting outside of the paint shop.

Paragraphs 102 to 201, inch, to be included without change.

Paragraph 202 to be deleted.

Paragraphs 203 to 302, inch, to be included without change.

Paragraph 303 to be deleted.

Paragraphs 304 to 307, incl., to be included without change.

Paragraph 30S to be revised to read:

Special attention should be given to ventilation of the lacquer room. (See Ventilation

of Shop Buildings, Vol. 48, 1947, page 319.)
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Report on Assignment 6

Use of Recently Developed Building Materials

in Railway Buildings

W. E. Webb (chairman, subcommittee), C. M. Angel, H. M. Church, C. E. Close,

G. V. Coffey, D. W. Converse, N. D. Howard, L. H. Laffoley, J. B. Schaub, E. W.
Scripture, O. W. Stephens, S. G. Urban, J. W. Westwood.

This is a final report presented as information.

In recent years many new building materials have become available; many of which

are now common and no longer seem new. These are varied and appear in nearly all

phases of building supplies, from cement and concrete products to interior and exterior

finish materials and those for roof construction. While these products usually appear

first in new construction projects, they may be used equally well in maintenance and

repair problems.

While some of the materials discussed in this report are relatively new and have

only recently come on the market, the others, though not new, are not in general use in

the railroad industry and are described because of their value as building construction

items. The products discussed do not necessarily complete the field of recent developments.

The building materials discussed in some detail in the following pages are:

Corrugated glass Vinyl resin floor tile

Glass block Structural aluminum

Insulating glass units Precast concrete shapes

Silicone resin paints Air-entrained concrete*

Enameled steel tile Cement base paints

The descriptions include physical and mechanical properties as well as outlines of

the uses for the materials as related to railroad facilities.

Corrugated Glass

General

The uses of corrugated wire glass as a structural material include applications as

siding, roofing in skylight, marquise and canopy construction, in the construction of

sawtooth type roofs, and as enclosure material for elevator shafts and for some fire

hazards.

A plain corrugated glass may be used for such interior uses as partitions, decorative

panels and special lighted panels.

The Glass

Corrugated wire glass is a corrugated sheet of glass Y% in. in thickness with wire

netting incorporated in it during the process of manufacture. For exposure subject to

direct sunlight, a light absorbing corrugated wire glass is available. Glare is reduced by

the absorption of blue light rays and a soft diffused light is provided even on full

sunlight exposures.

Light

Light transmitted through the translucent white wire glass sheet is well diffused and

reduces shadows to a minimum, approximately 85 percent of the light being transmitted.

Matter on this subject withdrawn; see page 313.
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Application

Corrugated wire glass sheets may be applied directly to the structure or structural

members. The sheets are laid edge to edge with a space between to provide for expansion
;

the joints normal to the corrugations are lapped. Standardized fastenings available in

aluminum, copper, galvanized steel, lead-clad iron, and stainless steel attach the glass

to the structural members; preformed sealing strips and asphaltic lined metal caps seal

the joint and prevent infiltration of air.

In all exterior construction, lap joints and fastenings are made so that condensation

is drained to the outside before contacting any supporting members.

The glass may readily be used in conjunction with corrugated metal, corrugated

asbestos, or other roofing or siding material.

Plain Corrugated Glass

For interior purposes such as partitions and decorative light panels, plain corrugated

glass may be used, either smooth finished or sand blasted on one or both sides. These

interior panels and partitions in corrugated glass (without wire) present an attractive

appearance with the corrugations set vertically or horizontally. Partitions, so formed,

aid in the daylighting of interior areas, since the translucent material transmits light to

those enclosed areas where artificial light must otherwise be provided.

These sheets are available up to 55 in. in width and 10 ft. in length. Where more

than one sheet is set in a panel or partition, the edges are ground to a smooth fit and

the sheets are set together making an impreceptible joint. Corners may be formed in a

similar manner. The sheets may be supported by a sill and header with stops, either

straight or coped to fit the corrugations.

Plain corrugated glass may readily be reused where panels or partitions are to be

removed and relocated. The high salvage possibilities are valuable where provision must

be made for future alteration or removal.

Glass Block
General

Glass block is valuable as a material in solving the problem of transmission of light

into the interior or walled structures without the use of conventional windows. By its

use, the amount of light to be provided through an exterior wall may be increased

without material sacrifice in the heating problem of the structure.

Glass block presents an attractive appearance where used extensively in new con-

struction to provide large light areas or for architectural effect, or where used in the

replacement of large windows in existing buildings.

The Blocks

Glass blocks are partially hollow evacuated blocks made of water-clear pressed

glass which are sealed in the process of manufacture. The blocks are manufactured in

three sizes; 5^4 in. by 554 in.; ?24 in. by T*A in.; 11^4 in. by 11^4 in.; all having a thick-

ness of 3% in. Corner blocks are manufactured in the 5^4 in. and 7^4 in. sizes. A variety

of designs, as smooth or ribbed blocks, provide different conditions for the transmission

of light, including the light directional block with small prisms inside the block designed

to direct the light toward the ceiling of the room.

Panel Construction

The selection of the blocks to be used in a panel, as well as other features, such as

visibility, ventilation, and distribution of light depends upon the requirements for the

lighting of the interior space and what use is to be made of the room.
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Where visibility is required or desirable in a portion of the panel, a small plain

glass window (sash and frame) may be inserted in the panel, or any portion of the panel

may be constructed with clear glass sash. The remainder of the panel is filled out with

the glass block that will provide the best conditions of lighting. For ventilation only,

a small plain glass window, placed in the panel for convenience in operation and servicing,

is usually sufficient. The blocks may be selected for size in proportion to the size of the

panel and for design in accordance with the lighting requirements or appearance. The

light-directional blocks should not be used below the line of vision because of glare;

plain blocks used in this area eliminate the glare.

The blocks are laid with nonshrinking and waterproof cement mortar with metal

wall ties inserted as required. The edges of the blocks, plain or corrugated, are roughened

with a bond coating to provide good bonding with the mortar joints. A recess or chase

must be provided in the masonry adjacent to the panel in order to receive the end blocks

and provide for the expansion of the glass. Expansion strips in this space prevent fillint:

of the space during construction and provide insulation. The joints at both edges of the

glass block are packed with oakum and the exposed joints sealed with caulking compound.

Long panels require additional lateral support between the jambs. A structural

shape, such as an I-beam, is inserted as a mullion and at the same time provides for

expansion as at the jamb of the panel. These joints are also packed with oakum and

sealed with caulking compound.

Replacement of Windows

Where sash areas in existing structures are to be replaced with glass block, some

preparation for the installation of the glass block must be made after the sash have

been removed. The sill must be built up to proper height and prepared with asphalt

emulsion. Also the chase at the jambs must be cut or prepared by adding brick, frame,

or steel construction.

Heat Losses

The lower rate of heat transmission through panels of glass block, when compared

with that through plain glass windows, provides a substantial saving in heat units. The

heat transfer coefficient U for the smooth face blocks in a 15-mph. wind is 0.49 (manu-

facturer's data) as compared with 1.13 for windows. Infiltration of air is reduced to a

minimum by the caulking of the joints and by reducing crack length to that around

the small ventilating sash.

Maintenance

Glass block panels are strong and not subject to ordinary breakage. However, an

individual block, if broken, may be removed and replaced. Washing may be accomplished

by wetting, brushing, and rinsing with a stream from a hose.

Interior Uses

Interior partitions may be made up entirely, or in part, of glass block. It makes

attractive walls and aids in lighting all interior areas. By using glass block on interior

walls daylight may be transmitted to interior hallways or other enclosed areas which

otherwise must be artificially lighted.

These partitions may be laid up with lime mortar or they may be assembled with

prefabricated wood fillers. Where wood fillers are used sufficient lateral support should

be provided and members at the ends of the panels should be afforded sufficient stiffness

to resist the force required to wedge the blocks securely. Edges of the wood fillers may
be painted to harmonize with other wall decorations. Such an installation may be removed

with complete salvage for reuse in another location.
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Insulating Glass Units

General

The insulating glass units are formed by sealing dehydrated air between two or

more panes of glass. A patented metallic seal, bonding metal to glass, seals the panes

of glass into a unit with J4 in. or ^ in. of dry air between the panes.

The double units are formed by sealing two panes of glass into a unit with a single

air space; triple units, by sealing three panes of glass into a unit incorporating two air

spaces. For other requirements, especially where low temperatures and high humidity set

up extreme conditions, quadruple units (four panes of glass) provide the additional

insulating value required. The insulating properties of the units and the dehydrated air

in the space eliminate condensation on the glass.

The Glass

The glass used in the assembly of the units may be ordinary double strength

window glass or plate glass. While the double strength glass will produce a satisfactory

unit, some distortions in vision may result from irregularities in the glass. Plate glass,

ground and polished, will not give these distortions.

Certain figured glasses, heat-absorbing glass, safety glass, or colored glass may be

made up into units in accordance with the requirements and conditions of heat, light

and exposure.

Size of Units

The units, made up with the J^-in. space, give more insulating value than those

with the 34-in - space, but increase the thickness or depth of the units. The use of plate

glass will also increase the thickness. The thickness must be taken into account in the

sash and frame work into which the insulating glass units are to be set.

The minimum size for the double and triple units is 8 in. by 8 in. Maximum sizes

vary with the type of unit and with the kind of glass of which it is to be assembled.

On some installations, where large units were used, the glass has cracked.

While these units are now made up to order, some efforts have been made to establish

certain standard sizes. Those established standard sizes may be ascertained from the

manufacturer.

Setting and Glazing

Care must be exercised in setting the units to avoid chipping the glass edges or

damaging the airtight seal. A bed of good nonhardening glazing compound should be

laid before placing the unit. Heavy units should be placed on soft surface setting blocks

(soft lead, or steel or aluminum with soft lead tops) spaced at the quarter points in the

horizontal length of the unit.

Units should not be forced into the sash or frame, because distortions which result

from uneven pressure against the unit could break the seal. All voids around the unit

should be filled with glazing compound before the face glazing is applied.

Uses

Double units may be used in glazing wood or metal windows or doors for practically

any purpose in structures requiring heating or air conditioning. Any movable frame

supporting the units should be of rigid design to prevent damage to the units.

Triple units may be used for large stationary units for large light areas in stations,

office buildings, or where there are conditions of high humidity.
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Heat Transfer

The insulating glass unit resists transmission of heat units. The sealed air space or

spaces offer resistance to the conduction of heat from one surface to the other surface

of the unit, while permitting light and radiant heat waves to pass through the unit (heat

absorbing glass absorbs part of the heat waves).

The heat transfer coefficients (values of U) given by a manufacturer are:

Y\in. Viin.
Glass air space air space

Double unit—Mj-in. double strength 0.62 0.57

j4-in. plate glass 0.57 0.53

Triple unit—J^-in. double strength 0.42 0.37

j4-in. plate glass 0.39 0.35

The weights of units per square foot vary from 3|4 lb. for a double unit in double

strength glass to 8% lb. in safety glass; and 5J4 lb. for a triple unit in double strength

glass to 10% lb. in plate glass.

Silicone Resin Paints

The silicones are a series of products formed by joining carbon atoms or organic

groups into a framework of silicon and oxygen. The framework is in many respects

similar to those which exist in common mineral silicates. Many interesting and valuable

materials have been developed from the numerous possible combinations and variations

in this series of polymers, which is new to the commercial field. Among the more common
are heat and moisture-resistant insulations for electric motors, low and high-temperature

greases, heat-stable fluids, antifoam compounds, and heat and moisture-resistant resins

and varnishes.

Several series of resins have been developed which can be used singly or blended

together in making thermo-setting heat-resistant paints and enamels to produce a wide

variety of finishes ranging from low-baking highly flexible enamels to high-baking less

resiliant enamels having very high resistance to solvents and corrosive agents. These

resins should be baked from 280 deg. F. to 480 deg. F. for periods of time ranging from

1 to 16 hours, depending on the type of finish desired. Some blends air-dry to a non-

tacky finish, so that for certain applications, such as the interior of smokestacks, the

baking can await natural baking conditions accompanying the use of the stack. Such

silicon resin paints and enamels will withstand continuous exposure to temperatures of

500 deg. F. for such applications as ovens, smokestack, exhaust manifolds, radiators, and

other similar uses. Tests of some blends have shown no cracking or checking after 7000

hours at 480 deg. F.

Driers may be used to accelerate the drying of silicone resin paints. Cobalt zinc and

manganese driers appear to be the most effective. Special care is required in selecting

pigments to avoid those of poor thermal stability. Even some of the heat stable inorganic

pigments cause the resin to gel and are therefore unsuitable. Pigments which have been

found satisfactory include aluminum paste, titanium pigments, and lithopone. Solvents

employed are aromatic liquids, although small percentages of naphthas, ketones,

chlorinated hydrocarbons and similar aliphatic compounds may be used.

Metal surfaces subject to high temperatures require special preparation to insure

satisfactory adhesion. Sand blasting or chemical cleaning (Bonderizing or Parkerizing)

is essential. On some surfaces an acid etch, followed by a dichromate treatment is

sufficient.
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The producers of the silicone resins do not supply the finished paint or enamel. The

resins are supplied to paint manufacturers, who blend and pigment them according to

the purpose for which they are to be used. Paint manufacturers furnish recommendations

for their use and directions for application.

Enameled Steel Tile

General

The enameled steel tile may be applied on any interior wall surface, particularly

where a washable surface is desired. It may be used for walls or ceilings of corridors,

lobbies, reception rooms, washrooms, toilets and locker rooms, cafeterias, dining rooms

and first aid rooms. The tile is manufactured in a variety of colors and shades from

which color schemes and patterns may be worked out in good color harmony and

pleasing arrangement.

The tile is manufactured in baked enamel and porcelain enamel. While the baked

enamel finish is subject to marring and scratching by sharp objects, the porcelain enamel

is not subject to such damage or ordinary breakage and its surface finish will not check,

craze, or crack.

The Tile

The tiles are pressed steel blocks of 20-gage metal (cups with a depth of about

J4 in.) enameled on both sides. The blocks are manufactured in multiples of \y2 in.

with the largest size 6 in. by 12 in. By varying the sizes and matched colors, designs may
be obtained to suit the desire of the purchaser. The tile, including foundation board,

installed weighs 2>y2 lb. per sq. ft. Special shapes, similarly enameled in matching colors,

form the corners, base, and top of wainscot.

Application

The tile may be used in new construction or in repairing or remodeling existing

structures. To the surface, wall or ceiling, to be covered is attached a foundation sheet,

consisting of a scored waterproofed fiber board of about Y2 in. thickness. The entire

sheet is scored at 1^-in. centers in both directions with a groove deep enough (about

% in.) to receive the overturned lip of the metal tile.

The sheet may be attached to masonry or frame walls which are true and uniform,

and which will permit attachment of the sheet. Irregularities in existing walls must be

built up with additional rough coat plaster. In frame construction the base for the

foundation sheet may be 1-in. sheathing, rough coat plaster (or existing plaster) or

1-in. by 2-in. nailers on 6-in. centers.

The tiles, buttered with waterproof adhesive, are pressed firmly on the foundation

sheet. Cuts in individual tiles which may be necessary to fit around plumbing fixtures

are made with a carborundum saw and the edges dressed. Such cuts are usually covered

by the trim of the fixture involved. A rapid-setting waterproof white or colored cement

grout is screeded over the entire wall, the joints are pointed and the tiles are cleaned

with a sponge and fine steel wool. The thickness of the finished installation is A in.

Insulation

A steel tile installation has a thermal insulation value equivalent to l/2 in. of rigid

insulation material.
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Vinyl Resin Floor Tile

For a great many years various flexible floor covering materials, such as asphalt tile,

rubber tile, and linoleum have been on the market. They have all suffered from one

disadvantage or another, such as lack of strength, difficulty in securing good colors, and

lack of resistance to attack by various chemicals.

In recent years floor coverings made from vinyl resin have been developed. This

development has been delayed by the war and it is only now that vinyl resin coverings

are becoming available on the market.

Vinyl resin floor coverings are manufactured in three forms. One form is the rigid

or only moderately flexible tile, made from the unplasticized resin. The second is a rela-

tively flexible tile, made from the plasticized resin. The third form is a roll floor covering

similar to linoleum, made from the plasticized resin. This last is not strictly speaking

a floor tile but serves similar purposes. The composition of the vinyl resin floor coverings

embraces, generally, the vinyl resin as the binder, asbestos or similar material as the

aggregate, and pigment.

The vinyl resin floor tiles have the same advantages as other similar floor coverings

mentioned above. They are resilient, long wearing, relatively easy to apply, easily replaced,

adaptable to diverse conditions of subfloor, and relatively economical.

The distinguishing features of the vinyl resin floor coverings are, high strength and

consequently good wearing qualities, durability, and resistance to attack by oils, greases,

acids, alkalis, and practically all generally used chemicals. They can be installed safely,

on grade or below grade. They have high resistance to impact and very high flexural

strength, so that they may be installed on both wood and concrete subfloors.

Owing to the light color of the resin, it is possible to secure a wide range of bright

colors. Tile are furnished in both plain colors and marbled effects. Both straight and

coved bases are supplied. Standard sizes for vinyl resin tile range from 3-in. by 3-in. to

18-in. by 24-in., and 6-in. hexagonal. The standard thickness is %-m., but fk-in. is

supplied on special order.

Vinyl resin tile are easily maintained because of their smooth finish and resistance

to oils, greases, and other chemicals. They may be cleaned with any kind of soap, and

sweeping compounds may be used. Waxing is recommended.

Since vinyl resin floor coverings are ductile, they require protection from point-

loads, such as furniture legs and heavy objects. Protection may be secured with cushion

glides, soft rubber casters, or desk shoes.

Vinyl resin tile and floor coverings are installed in a manner similar to asphalt or

rubber tile, or linoleum. Manufacturers furnish detailed directions and generally recom-

mend installation by approved contractors. They can, however, be installed by good

competent labor.

Structural Aluminum
General

The aluminum used in the manufacture of structural materials is in the form of

alloys. Just as copper, manganese, silicon, and chromium vary the characteristics of steels,

so do they vary the characteristics of the aluminum alloys. Some of the alloys are suitable

for the manufacture of more than one product or for use in more than one process of

manufacture as sheet, plate, extrusions, or rolled shapes; other alloys are suited to a

specific manufacturing process, as the ASlS for forgings and those alloys suitable for

castings.

The characteristics of the aluminum alloys that make them particularly suitable for

many structural and architectural uses are:
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1. Light weight in combination with strength.

2. Good resistance to corrosion.

3. Ductility, permitting the stamping of architectural patterns.

4. Appearance.

The Alloys

The wrought alloys are produced in many forms by rolling, extruding, drawing

and forging. These alloys are designated by the letter "S" following the number desig-

nating the chemical composition, as 17S or 27S. Cold work, annealing and heat treatment,

including solution heat treatment, are used in their proper sequence to produce the

strength and hardness required in a given product.

In the selection of the proper alloy for a specific structural use, consideration must

be given to the characteristics of the alloy and the purpose for which it is to be used,

including the requirements of strength, durability and economy.

The following 5 alloys are cited as representative of the aluminum alloys used for

structural purposes out of a listing of IS:

Alloy Temper Available Commodities

3S O to H Sheet, plate, extrusions,

rolled shapes, tubing,

rod, bar, wire

14S WtoT Extrusions, rolled
shapes, rod, bar, wire,

forgings

17S T Sheet, plate, extrusions,

rolled shapes, tubing,

rod, bar, wire, rivets,

forging

61S W and T Sheet, plate, extrusions,

rolled shapes, tubing,

rod, bar, wire, rivets

43 As cast Castings

Outstanding
Characteristics

Workability,

weldability,

resistance to corrosion

High strength and
hardness

Good strength, mod-
erate workability

Good strength, best

cold workability of

heat-treated alloys,
weldability, resist-

ance to corrosion

Typical Uses

Sheet metal work,
tanks, piping, chemical

equipment

Heavy-duty forging
structural members of

aircraft

General structural ap-
plications, rivets

Structural applications

where good strength
and resistance to cor-

rosion are desired

Weldability and re- Architectural trim,

sistance to corrosion sewage disposal plant

pipe fitting

O designates fully annealed alloy.

H designates fully hardened material; degrees of hardness are represented bv fractions:

Ya h, yA H.
T designates heat treatment.

W designates an intermediate temper of the alloy after a solution heat treatment and

before aging.

Physical Properties

The weight of wrought alloys used for structural purposes varies from 165.9 lb. to

174.5 lb. per cu. ft.

The modulus of elasticity as used for design purposes is 10,300,000 lb. per sq. in.

The low modulus of elasticity is deemed to cushion the shock of impact and to decrease

the stresses due to misalinement of the structural members. The deflections in structural

members designed for the use of aluminum allov should be given thorough study.
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The coefficient of thermal expansion for the alloys commonly used for structural

purposes varies from 0.0000114 to 0.0000128 in. per in. per deg. F. Secondary stresses in

structures of aluminum alloys induced by temperature changes are lower than those in

similar steel structures because the lower modulus of elasticity of aluminum compensates

for the greater coefficient of thermal expansion.

The aluminum alloys used for structural purposes have good resistance to atmospheric

corrosion as well as to the agents of corrosion which have an inherent association with

the structures of the railroad industry, smoke and salt brine. Painting is advised as

protection against severe conditions of corrosion, particularly, where corrosive agents will

be found, such as those of certain industrial processes and in mine waters.

The mechanical properties of six aluminum alloys are listed as follows:

Tension Compression Hardness Shear
Elonga- Brinell

Yield Ultimate Hon Yield 500 kg., Yield Ultimate
strength strength percent strength 10-mm. strength strength

Alloy lb.fsq.in. lb.fsq.in. in 2 in. Ib./sq.in. ball Ib./sq.in. Ib./sq.in.

3S-0 6,000 16,000 40 6,000 28 4,000 11,000

14S-T 58,000 68,000 13 58,000 130 36,000 42,000
17S-T 37,000 60,000 22 37,000 105 22,000 36,000

24S-T 46,000 68,000 22 46,000 120 28,000 41,000

52S-0 14,000 29,000 30 14,000 45 9,000 18,000

61S-T 39,000 45,000 15 39,000 95 26,000 30,000

Products Available

Many of the shapes are produced by extruding the metal through dies. Larger sec-

tions, such as load carrying sections, are rolled. Fabrication of built up members is

accomplished by riveted construction and may be performed in any shop equipped for

similar steel fabrication.

The structural shapes available are as follows:

Angles up to 6 in. by 6 in. by 11/16 in.

Bulb angles up to 5 in. by 3% in. by Y% in.

Tees up to 5 in. by 3 in. by Y% in.

Zees up to 6 in. by 6 in. by 11/16 in.

Channels up to 12 in. by 3^4 m - by % in.

H-Beams up to 8 in. by 8 in.

I-Beams up to 12 in. by S l/2 in.

Plates, l/i in. to 1J4 m - thickness, up to 132 in. in width (Available sizes

vary with type of alloy)

.

The architectural shapes available are as follows:

Handrails Mullions

Spindles and newels Mouldings

Pilasters Copings

Cornices and facia Thresholds

Columns Window sills

Door jambs Trim

Glass frames

Miters are assembled with a mechanical joint, and fittings such as handrail brackets

and ends are cast.

Architectural panels or spandrels in aluminum are made by casting, by stamping

from sheet or extrusion. The design may be built up by using the extruded sheet and
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the stamped panel in combination. Such designs or panels provide effective ornamentation

for either the interior or exterior architectural treatment of a building.

Light weight, finish and the possibilities for varied designs make the use of aluminum
alloys desirable in extensive exterior spandrels. Provision must be made for anchorage

of the spandrels to the structural members. A protective coating is recommended for

application to both surfaces of the spandrel; an alkali resistant bituminous paint should

be used on the back or enclosed surface; transparent or colored finishes may be used as

desired on the exposed surface.

Structural Uses

Recent developments have extended the uses of the aluminum alloys to include

structural framing members. Light weight and resistance to corrosion have been primary

factors in the growth of these uses as structural members. The experience of one railroad

with aluminum sash prompted the renewal of roof trusses in an engine house with

aluminum.

Structural sections of aluminum alloys are applicable to trusses, columns, beam,

girders, purlins, and other uses in building construction.

Construction Units

Items which are available in aluminum as construction units are:

1. Window frames and sash (double hung)

2. Storm sash

3. Industrial sash, including:

Pivoted ventilators
\
prefabricated in bars and

\

Multiple ventilators / assembled at the site
)

4. Doors:

Entrance doors—suitable for office construction

Overhead roll type doors—industrial type doors for larger openings.

Roofing

Aluminum sheet is a light weight roofing material. It is available fiat (with pre-

formed joints) or corrugated, although some of this material is too light gage to be

recommended for industrial uses. The batten type, sheet and batten attachments in

aluminum, was used recently in the renewal of the roof on the Cincinnati Union Terminal.

Siding

Siding material is available in aluminum sheet and clap board type.

A wall construction now available uses aluminum for the exterior and steel for the

interior, with insulation between. Certain city codes will permit its use only for industrial

purposes.

Finishes

The bright natural finish of the aluminum alloys dims slightly after continued

exposure to ordinary atmospheric conditions. A process known as "alumilite" has been

developed to augment the minutely thin natural film of aluminum oxide, thereby adding

greater protection to the enclosed metal. The alumilite finishes serve as protection against

weather, wear, or chemical attack as well as to add color to the metal if desired. The
color of the finish will range from a clear transparent film to one that is translucent or

opaque, depending upon the nature of the alloy and the procedure employed. The

alumilite finish produces an excellent base for paints, enamels and lacquers.
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Certain types of vitreous enamels may be applied to aluminum, but their applica-

tion is limited at present. The relatively low melting point of aluminum (about 1200

deg. F.) restricts the enamel to low melting compositions. The finely ground enamel,

mixed with turpentine or water, is brushed or sprayed on the aluminum in a uniform

coat. The coated aluminum is then heated to temperatures from 950 to 1050 deg. F.

Precast Concrete Shapes
General

The use of precast concrete shapes in construction is not new but has been greatly

developed in recent years. Some of the products of this type which are of particular

application to railroad buildings are:

Concrete blocks

Precast concrete beams

Precast roof slabs

Asbestos cement corrugated siding and roofing

Asbestos cement lumber

Impregnated asbestos cement sheet

Concrete piling

Concrete piping

Concrete wash fountains and shower stalls

Reinforced precast concrete slabs for grade crossings

Precast signal bases

Precast watchmen's huts and other small structures

Concrete Block

Concrete blocks are generally available in any part of the United States and have

recently greatly expanded in use as replacements for other masonry materials in short

supply. They generally fall into three classes: cinder block, lightweight manufactured

aggregate block, and standard aggregate block.

The cinder blocks, produced by using cinder aggregate and portland cement, are

light in weight and have relatively high insulating value. They generally have high

absorption. Precautions must be taken in the use of blocks made from cinders to assure

that the cinders are relatively low in iron pyrites. Otherwise calcium sulfate will be

formed causing pop-outs and spalling of the areas surrounding the pyrites.

Lightweight aggregate blocks are usually produced from manufactured aggregates

such as blast furnace slag, or from natural lightweight aggreates found in certain lava

deposits. These blocks are light in weight, with high structural value, have good insulat-

ing properties, and generally relatively high absorption. Concrete blocks made from

normal aggregates use natural sand and gravel or other natural aggregate, and cement.

Their insulating value is not as high as that of blocks using manufactured lightweight

aggregate or cinders. They are much lower in absorption and have high srtuctural value.

Usually, not as many units can be handled per day by the mechanics laying up the

block as can be handled with the lightweight aggregate units. Transportation charges

are high due to the greater weight.

The advantages of using concrete block in building construction are:

Saving in steel

Production of a fireproof structure without the use of forms

Economy in heating due to insulating properties

High sound insulation

Ease of installation and removal
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Buildings constructed of concrete block can be waterproofed by applying coats of

metallic waterproofing, cement parget coats, including metallic aggregates, or coats of

cement paint. In the case of open textured blocks, coats containing an aggregate are

desirable prior to painting. With close textured block of low absorption, painting with

a cement pain", will give satisfactory waterproofing.

Concrete blocks should be properly aged before laying. If blocks which have not

been sufficiently aged are used, as frequently happens under present conditions, there

will be excessive shrinkage and the joints may open up, causing leakage.

Precast Concrete Beams and Roof Slabs

Concrete floor and roof slabs of various kinds and designs have been developed.

They offer similar advantages to those of concrete block in the construction of buildings.

One type of slab consists of a precast hollow concrete slab with prestressed steel

reinforcement. The advantages of this type of unit are that the hollow construction

provides the strength of a solid 6-in. slab, using no more concrete than would be

required for a 3-in. slab, and the hollow construction provides a high degree of fire

protection and sound insulation. These units are available in all lengths up to 22J4 ft.

Solid reinforced concrete beams are also available, manufactured both by casting in the

usual manner and by a new rolling process.

A floor or roof slab made from precast units is grouted in between the units with

any suitable grouting material. A cement floor topping may be installed over the precast

units, or they may be covered by hardwood block laid in mastic. The precast unit floors

may be covered with linoleum or asphalt tile or with a hardwood or plank floor on

sleepers bolted to the slab.

Built up roofing may be applied over the precast unit roof slabs.

There are also manufacturers of reinforced precast slabs, made in both flat and

channel types. These slabs are designed to support a uniform load of 250 lb. per sq. ft.

They usually come in 2-ft. widths and have standard lengths on flat type from 5 ft.

to 5 ft. 6 in., and on channel type from 6 ft. to 8 ft. Thicknesses vary from l 1/* in. to

3$i in, depending on type and span. Such slabs are made with gravel aggregate; the

flat type slab standard dimensions being 5 ft. length, 2 ft. width, \Yz in. thickness. The
weight is 17 lb. per sq. ft. Produced from lightweight aggregate a similar slab weighs

12 lb. per sq. ft.

Asbestos Cement Corrugated and Flat Siding and Roofing

Corrugated siding and roofing made from a mixture of asbestos and cement is

produced by a number of manufacturers. The sheets are usually produced in 42 in.

widths and in various lengths from 3 ft. to 11 ft. The corrugated type weighs about

4.1 lb. per sq. ft., with an average thickness of Y% in. Flat sheets are supplied in thick-

nesses of from Y% in. to 2 in. The Y% in. thickness weighs approximately 4 lb. per sq. ft.

This type of building product is quite well known and has been in general use for

some time. Its advantages are high resistance to weather and corrosion, resistance to

temperature variations, non-combustibility, and resistance to temperature without

cracking or bucking.

The corrugated type of sheet has fairly high strength sufficient for most construction

purposes for which it is used. It is frequently employed for switch towers, freight houses,

way stations, relay batteries and tool sheds, pedestrian overpasses, smoke baffles, round-

houses and car shops, and in roundhouses particularly for smokejacks, smoke ducts and

ventilators. The flat sheets are quite similar to the corrugated sheets but have less

strength. They are suitable for use at temperatures up to 600 or 700-deg. F. Their value
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lies in good strength, resistance to weathering and corrosion, durability, resistance to fire,

comparatively light weight, and attractive appearance. They are used in all types of

buildings for walls, ceilings, and partitions. They may also be used for ducts, bins, and

table and bench tops.

An important advantage of the sheet siding and roofing is the ease of construction

and speed with which large units may be erected. The manufacturers provide recom-

mendations for painting where desired.

Asbestos Cement Lumber

Asbestos cement lumber is supplied in thicknesses from x/% in. to l/i in. It has an

approximate weight in % in. thickness of 1.2 lb. per sq. ft., a brinnell hardness of 20 to

30, moisture absorption IS percent to 25 percent, and modulus of elasticity 1,500,000 to

3,000,000 lb. per sq. in.

A number of manufacturers also make asbestos shingles for use either as roofing

material or for application on the sides of buildings. These shingles, made in various

colors and textures, are fire resistant, termite-proof, and do not require protective

painting.

Impregnated Asbestos Cement Sheet

A number of manufacturers produce a treated asbestos cement sheet which is

highly resistant to moisture, chemical fumes, and gases. Both surfaces of the sheets are

treated with a bituminous compound which penetrates into the pores and acts as a seal

against attack by destructive fumes and liquids. The material is supplied in a medium

brown color. It is used for fume hoods, smokejacks, ceilings, side walls and partitions,

in subways and basements where a moisture resistant board is required, and in locations

of exposure to chemical fumes.

Concrete Piling

Precast concrete piles are well known and have been in use for a number of years.

The value of concrete piling has long been recognized.

Concrete fence posts, lamp posts, and other similar precast shapes are similar in

nature. They have the advantages of freedom from rotting and from attack by termites.

Concrete Pipes

Concrete piping is made to meet rigid government specifications, is used for water

and sewage installation. It has the advantages of good strength, resistance to corrosion,

and ease of installation.

Concrete Wash Fountains and Shower Stalls

Precast concrete wash fountains and shower stalls are in wide use. They are eco-

nomical, easy to install, and give satisfactory service. Some are marketed as cast while

others are ground down to give a finish similar to terrazzo.

Reinforced Precast Concrete Slabs for Grade Crossings

A number of companies have made reinforced precast concrete slabs for grade

crossings. The use of such slabs saves considerable expense by avoiding the necessity

of mixing, placing and finishing the concrete on the site, of blocking off the street until

the concrete is cured, and of providing watchmen for rerouting traffic. They have this

advantage in making repairs at grade crossings: that the precast slabs can be placed as

soon as the base has been compacted, thereby permitting immediate opening up to traffic.

Such slabs can be precast by the railroad as well as purchased from manufacturers.
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Precast Signal Tower Bases and Precast Watchmen's Huts

The practice has been increasing of precasting various small buildings and shapes,

including signal tower bases, watchmen's huts, and other small buildings. This may be

done by the railroad at some convenient location. Advantages of this practice are that

concrete mixing on the site, which is uneconomical for small construction, is avoided.

The precast buildings and shapes can be erected without a construction crew of skilled

mechanics, and can be put into service immediately. A further advantage is that at a

central construction yard the fabrication of these units can be carefully controlled, as

would not be practical on individual small job sites.

Air-Entrained Concrete

(Text under this head of the committee's report as published in Bulletin 463,

December 1946, was withdrawn at the request of the committee.)
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Cement Base Paints

General

Painting masonry surfaces presents a problem rather different from that of most

other surfaces. Oil paints and similar coatings are not suitable, at least where any

moisture is or may be present. The most satisfactory, and perhaps the only satisfactory

treatment is a cement base paint, that is, a paint in which the binder is portland cement.

On the other hand, a great deal has been claimed for cement base paints, par-

ticularly with respect to protection against weather, stoppage of leaks, and the securing

of "dry basements." Much that is claimed is gross exaggeration or, in some cases, mis-

representation. Cement base paints will, however, perform certain useful functions and

do fill a need for a coating suitable for decorating and to a certain extent protecting

masonry surfaces. In view of the misapprehensions which have become current through

undue publicity, this discussion has been prepared to indicate what cement base paints

will do and what they will not do, what they are, and how they should be used for

best results.

Definition—Type Formulations

Portland cement paints consist chiefly of portland cement (usually white) and small

amounts of one or more of the materials: hydrated lime, finely divided inert material

such as silica, water repellents such as a stearate, hygroscopic salts, and pigments. This

type of paint is usually furnished as a powder to which water is added just prior to

application.

The pigments are necessary to give color to the coating where the decorative effect

of color is desired. Pigments of high quality are necessary in order to secure the desired

tint without weakening of the cement binder. Mixing on the job is usually not satis-

factory owing to the difficulty of distributing the pigment uniformly through the paint

by any but mechanical means.

A small amount of water repellent stearate is usually considered desirable to improve

the resistance of the paint to water penetration. Small quantities of certain salts improve

the hardening properties of the cement binder.

Hydrated lime, finely divided silica, and similar materials are diluents; the active

binding ingredient is the portland cement. A small amount of lime may be helpful in
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improving the workability of the paint but the proportion of lime should be very low

and a properly ground paint without any lime is generally adequately brushable. The

only apparent reason for adding these diluents is to lower the cost and cheapen the

product. Strength and durability of the paint film are decreased as the proportions of

finely divided materials other than portland cement are increased.

Field of Application

Portland cement paints are particularly adapted for decorative and protective coat-

ings on brick, masonry tile, stucco, concrete blocks (including cinder, light weight ag-

gregate, and stone blocks), and concrete walls for either the exterior or the interior. On
exterior application a good coating of cement paint seals the pores, reduces rain pene-

tration and natural corrosion, as well as providing decoration. Where reduction of

permeability is a prime objective, application on the exposed side is best. Since exterior

surfaces are exposed to staining, sooting, and other dirt accumulations, the decorative

quality of a good coating may be diminished long before the protective qualities are

significantly affected. On interior applications pleasant enduring washable colors are

obtainable. Light moisture conditions can be sealed with a good application of the paint,

but severe moisture conditions or actual water leakage are rarely subject to complete

correction by a cement paint alone. Where basement moisture conditions stem from

condensation of water out of an atmosphere of high humidity onto the cool walls, the

use of a cement paint will have little or no effect in reducing the moisture. A cement

paint will not insure a "dry basement" where severe moisture conditions, actual leakage,

or condensation exist. The cement paint does, however, provide an excellent decorative

covering for a positive direct waterproofing treatment such as powdered iron brush or

parget coats.

Cement paints are not suitable for floors or other surfaces subject to mechanical

abrasion, nor for application on surfaces previously coated with an oil or similar paint.

Factors Affecting Successful Application and Use

The factors governing the successful application of cement paints may be considered

in four groups:

1. Preparation of the surfaces

2. Mixing the paint

3. Method of application

4. Curing

1. Preparation of the Surfaces—New concrete or stucco surfaces should be allowed

to age at least one month before painting to permit the evaporation of excess moisture

and removal of efflorescence. If tinted paints are to be used particular care should be

taken that efflorescence is stopped and that the efflorescent material is removed by brush-

ing or, in severe cases, by acid washing prior to painting. With cement paints, as with

all other types of paints, the surface should be clean, free from oil or grease, and loose

scale. Beyond that the preparation required for cement paints depends on the surface

to be coated. Smooth finished concrete surfaces, such as those cast against metal forms,

very smooth plywood forms, or trowelled surfaces, require light sand-blasting or an

acid etching with a 20 percent solution of hydrochloric (muriatic) acid followed by

thorough rinsing in order to provide a "tooth" for the paint. Rough finished concrete,

smooth textured concrete blocks, and masonry tile or brick usually require no further

readying treatment other than moistening. Coarse textured cinder blocks or other types

of rough concrete blocks usually should be given a preliminary treatment with specially
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prepared mortars or given a brush coat, using a stiff-bristled brush, of a mortar propor-

tioned 1 part cement to 3 parts fine sand (passing the No. 50 sieve) with water added

to give a thick slurry. After this treatment has hardened for 1 or 2 days (kept moist to

provide curing) the cement paint can be applied in the usual manner. All surfaces should

be well moistened but contain no actual free water (in other words, not dripping wet)

prior to application. Concrete surfaces will need to receive several light sprayings with

water since the rate of penetration is low. Highly absorptive surfaces such as brick, tile,

and concrete block can receive a heavy spraying with water before the application of

the paint with only sufficient elapsed time to permit the excess water to drain or

evaporate from the surface.

2. Mixing the Paint—Sufficient water should be added to the paint to form a paste,

then further dilution made with continued stirring until a rich cream-like consistency is

obtained. Where a colored coating is being applied, care should be taken that the same

proportions of powder and water are used for each batch. A batch should ordinarily be

good for 2 to 3 hours after mixing, although in hot or drying weather excessive stiffening

may occur in this time. Usually the first coat should be of somewhat thinner consistency

than the second coat. If the paint contains sand or finely divided silica, frequent stirring

of the paint during application is imperative.

3. Method of Application—Spray application is not recommended where weather-

proofing or moisture sealing is desired because spraying tends to leave pinholes in the

coating. Where decoration only is the objective, the spraying method may be utilized

For brush application the brush to be used depends on the surface texture presented.

For smooth textures such as concrete, hollow tile, or brick, a whitewash brush is suitable.

For rougher textures such as concrete block, a roofing brush is best suited. For extreme

coarse texture a fender brush is recommended. In all cases the coating should be applied

with vigorous scrubbing. On rough textures the brush should be stroked from all direc-

tions. If moisture sealing is desired a second passage of the brush (with little or no

paint) should be made a few minutes after the first pass in order to fill in pinholes

resulting from the bursting on entrapped bubbles.

For surfaces exposed to weathering the covering should be neither too thin nor too

thick. Several relatively thin coatings will give far superior weathering to 1 or 2 thick

coats, since the thick coats tend to craze badly in the weather. Ordinarily 2 coats are

sufficient, but on rough textured surfaces 3 or more coats may be required to give the

desired appearance or sealing coverage. If the paint is brushed out too thinly, however,

poor hiding power will result and the paint film will be of low strength.

4. Curing—A cement paint requires moisture for the proper hydration of the cement

if the film is to be sufficiently hard and dense to have enduring qualities. For that reason

exterior painting should not be done in the direct sun or on a hot day, or in a drying

wind. Cloudy or damp days are best. The coating should be kept damp for at least

2 days by fairly frequent spraying with a fine mist. If the masonry base has been properly

saturated prior to application of the paint this will retard excessive drying. Interior

painting, particularly in basements, requires less attention, but if such painting is done

in the wintertime when furnace heat is used, some moistening by spraying with water

is recommended.
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Report on Assignment 7

Ventilation of Railway Shop Buildings,

Particularly for Diesel Locomotives

R. H. Snyder (chairman, subcommittee), C. M. Angel, C. E. Booth, C. M. Burgess,

D. W. Converse, C. 0. Coverley, L. B. Curtiss, J. P. Gallagher, A. T. Hawk, V. V.
Holmberg, C. D. Horton, F. H. Lovell, J. E. South, O. W. Stephens, S. G. Urban,
W. E. Webb.

This is a final report offered as information.

Considerable thought and study has been made by the railroads in recent years to

provide better working conditions in the various types of shop buildings. Proper ven-

tilation of buildings is very important in that certain hazards are reduced and efficiency

is increased.

The following information pertaining to better ventilation of these buildings is based

on extensive research and may be easily adjusted to any ventilation requirements.

What is Ventilation?

Ventilation means the movement of a volume of impure air from within a building

to the outside. The volume of air to be exhausted should be mathematically established

and should be based on a desirable number of air changes per hour.

Ventilation Information

Blacksmith Shop

As an average, there are two types of blacksmith shop.

1. The small type where only individual open coal furnaces are operated.

(a) If no crane interferes, small hoods over these coal furnaces may be installed

with a proper stack. These stacks should be capped off with the proper design

of ventilator, rather than a common rain cap. The common rain cap so often

used does not have any pulling power, since sufficient displacement is not

present, and may cause the passing wind to enter this stack and create a

down draft.

Where individual stacks are used the height of the stack with the ventilator

should be such that the top of the ventilator is on an even line with the peak

of the roof of the shop. Fans may be used in these stacks when necessary.

(b) Exhausts from forges may be collected in properly apportioned ducts and

then be discharged through one or more central stacks. This system, of course,

presupposes the use of low velocity suction fans.

(c) Downdraft system may be the same type as described in (b) . except that the

ducts would be in the floor. This method would be used where overhead

construction, such as cranes, would interfere with overhead ducts.

The sides of the hood over the coal furnaces should be built on a 45-deg. angle.

The diameter of the hood should be at least 2 ft. larger than the diameter of the coal

furnace and should start at about 7 ft. from the floor. To secure satisfactory ventilation,

the formula giving the proper size of the stack and ventilator should be based on 10

percent of the area of the hood.

Example:

If the diameter of the coal furnace is 5 ft., the hood should be not less than 7 ft.,

equal to a cross-sectional area of 38 sq. ft. The cross section of the stack and ventilator
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should have an area 10 percent of the 38 sq. ft., equal to 3.8 sq. ft., or 30-in. diameter

(the nearest standard size).

For the general ventilation of the small blacksmith shop a minimum of 8 air

changes an hour should be provided. Round natural-draft ventilators or ridge ventilators

can be used. It is important that air inlets be checked and the area of the air inlets

should be at least twice the area of the outlet.

In case overhead cranes interfere with the hoods and stacks over the coal furnaces,

20 air changes per hour should be provided. This will necessitate the use of motor driven

fan ventilators. The reason for this is that in the morning when the shop opens and the

coal furnaces are started, there would not be enough heat created to accelerate the smoke

columns to rise fast enough if fans were not used.

Telescopic hoods from the working height of the hood could be installed so they

could be lowered when the fires are being started. Dampers in roof fan ventilators are

essential. During the cold months, dampers should be closed at night so that the heat

in the building produced during the day will be preserved during the night.

2. The large type blacksmith shop

In buildings where steam hammers and heat-treating furnaces are used and where

the ventilation condition covers heat and smoke, the proper size ventilators is figured

on a different basis. The furnaces are mostly heated by oil or gas and it should be an

established rule that the operators for the blacksmith shop should know the quantity

of oil or gas which is being used for these furnaces. The correct air changes required

in these large blacksmith shops will be based on the oil or gas consumption in terms

of Btu.

As a matter of information, the following Btu. heat values are in use.

Natural gas 1000 Btu. per cu. ft.

. Manufactured gas 500 Btu. per cu. ft.

Fuel oil, type C, 145,000 Btu. per gal.

If the estimated gallons of oil or cubic feet of gas have been established, the correct

amount of air exhaust is based on the following formula:

(Btu. X 55) '-T- (60 X 25) — cubic feet of air to be exhausted.

The figure 55 stands for the cubic feet of air which will absorb one Btu. per one

degree of temperature (F.). The figure 25 stands for the average temperature difference

to be obtained. The figure 60 is used to establish a per minute basis of air to be exhausted.

Either a ridge ventilator or fan ventilators may be used.

If the air inlets are adequate and the surrounding buildings are not much higher

than the blacksmith shop building, a ridge ventilator of the proper size may be used,

but if air inlets are interfered with and higher buildings surround the blacksmith shop,

fan ventilators should be used. When motor driven fan ventilators are used, experience

shows they should be spaced on an average of 20 ft. apart. Air inlets should be figured

on a 2 to 1 basis.

Example

:

Blacksmith shop has the following dimensions:

80 ft. wide and 200 ft. long, an average height of 30 ft., total cubical capacity

of 480,000 cu. ft.

Located in the building are 20 furnaces each consuming 25 gal. per 8-hour day.

This gives 500 gal. total or 62*4 gal. per hour. Btu. value per gallon is 145,000.
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62J4 X 145,000 Btu. = 9,062,500 Btu. Allowing a 15-percent loss in the heat value

through the building, it will be necessary to take care of 7,703,125 Btu. per hour.

To arrive at the cubic feet that absorb the given Btu. value, the following formula

is used:

(7,703,125 X 55) ~- (60 X 25) = 282,448 cu. ft. per min.

If the building is located and proper air inlets are installed so that a ridge ventilator

could be used, then to arrive at the proper size of the ridge ventilator, the calculation is

as follows:

Air velocity through ventilator at a 30-ft. height and a 25-deg. difference of tem-

perature shows 400 lin. ft. per min. The square foot exhaust area for the 282,448 cu. ft.

of air to be exhausted will be 282,448 -^ 400 = 706 sq. ft.

The ridge ventilator should be installed over the whole length of the building,

namely 200 ft. The size or width of the 200-ft. ridge ventilator will be 706 -i- 200 = 3.5

ft. or 42 in., and since the nearest standard unit is 48 in., the recommendation should

be that a 48-in. ridge ventilator 200 ft. long be installed.

If air inlets are deficient and higher buildings surround the blacksmith shop, the

recommendation will be the use of motor-driven fan ventilators. Since the building is

200 ft. long and ventilators spaced on an average of 20 ft., the recommendation should

be 10 fan ventilators, each to exhaust a minimum 28,245 cu. ft. per min.

One solution to this problem, according to the established exhaust capacity of the

various fan units, would be a 54-in. roof ventilator with a 48-in. fan running approxi-

mately 870 rpm. (3 hp.), which will give close to 30,000 cfpm. Dampers in ridge and

fan ventilators are required.

Boiler House

Twenty air changes per hour with proper air inlets are ordinarily needed; however,

this could be varied according to the local conditions. Ridge or round natural-draft

ventilators can be used. Dampers are required.

Carpenter Shop

Two to three air changes per hour are needed. Round natural-draft ventilators

should be used with dampers. The advantage of using round ventilators in this case is

that there may be a certain section of the building where more ventilation may be

required than originally recommended, and it is a simple matter to install fan units in

existing roof ventilators, which will increase the air changes at least 3 to 4 times that

furnished by natural-draft ventilators.

Change House or Washer, Locker and Toilet Building

Where mechanical ventilation is used in such buildings, 10 to 15 air changes per hour

should be considered. Proper air inlets are essential.

Diesel Engine Repair Shop

There are two types used, roadway and terminal; of these the terminal-type repair

shop will be discussed since it covers practically all the activities required in maintaining

diesel locomotives.

Since different types of diesel engines have the gas exhaust located in different places

on top of the engines, it is not always practicable to build hoods similar to those used

in steam engine roundhouses.

Ventilation in this shop will cover two separate requirements; first, that section

of the shop where tuning and light repairs are done, and, second, where heavy repairs
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are made. In designing new shops, the tuning-up section generally has a low ceiling,

whereas the heavy repair section has a rather high ceiling since there is need of a

heavy crane.

Tuning and Light Repair Section

In this section, usually no cranes are used. The height between the top of the diesel

engine and the ceiling varies. The tuning up of each engine takes about IS to 20 min.

If new valves or piston rings are installed, the engine has to run at least one to two

hours continuously.

The large freight and passenger diesel engine averaging 4000 hp. for two units and

having a total length of approximately 140 ft. will exhaust from 6000 to 7000 cfpm. for

every 8 cylinders.

The fumes exhausted contain a maximum of 0.5 percent of CO (carbon monoxide)

and an approximate 2 percent of S02 (sulfur dioxide). Carbon monoxide is a deadly

fume which must be exhausted at once. Sulfur dioxide, although not poisonous, reacts

unfavorably on the eyes. The exhaust velocity of the gases runs from 1000 to 3000 lin. ft.

per min. depending on the speed of idling. The temperature of the gases runs around

400 deg. F.

By actual test and observation, the most practical way to remove these fumes,

especially when the operator speeds the motor, is to install the required number of fan

ventilators on the roof of the low section. There should be one fan ventilator for every

20 ft. with a minimum capacity of 10,000 cfpm. At least 7 to 8 fan ventilators should

be installed for a 2-unit 4000-hp. locomotive having a total length of about 140 ft. This

type of installation eliminates obstructions over the top of the diesel, making it more

convenient for the men working.

To create a reservoir and quicken the time of exhausting the fumes when an engine

is being tested a baffle of about 6 ft. should be installed between the low and high

sections of the shop.

Heavy Repair Section

In the high section of the repair shop, ventilation of gases is more simple. From 12

to IS air changes an hour are necessary depending on the height of the building. All

ventilators should be of the motor-driven type. Furthermore, each one should be equipped

with a damper which should be motor controlled. A 3-way push button control should

be installed for the following purposes:

(a) To operate the ventilators on natural-draft with damper open and fan not

running.

(b) To operate the fan.

(c) To close the ventilator.

By this control, operation of the fan units with the dampers being closed will be

eliminated.

Air inlets are important and should be placed under the platform section as well

as above the working platform at a height of approximately 4 to S ft.

Cleaning Room
This section of the shop needs SO air changes per hour. It is desirable that the

cleaning tubs be located in a line against the wall and a baffle should be used to prevent

fumes traveling in the other part of the room. Fan ventilators should be used.
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Battery Room
The battery room should have 30 air changes an hour. Fan ventilators should be used.

Foundry

Foundry buildings are of two types, namely those making steel castings and those

in which castings are of nonferrous metal.

For the steel casting foundry, 20 air changes per hour are needed. The use of a

ridge ventilator depends on the air inlets and the location of the building in relation

to the surrounding other structures. If conditions are favorable, a ridge ventilator may
be used, otherwise fan ventilators. Dampers should be provided in both fan and ridge

ventilators.

In a nonferrous foundry it is common practice to erect a baffle or hood over the

crucibles or electric furnaces and exhaust the fumes by fan ventilation. The required air

changes in the section of the baffles should be based on 120 air changes per hour.

In the pouring section of the nonferrous foundry, 20 air changes per hour are

necessary and fan ventilators should be used to carry away the lead fumes present.

Laundry

Laundry buildings are hot and humid and therefore require 18 to 20 air changes

per hour. Hoods should be installed over the large mangles. Proper distribution of

incoming air is essential. Fan ventilators should be used because they will give a more

even ventilation control during the hot and cold seasons. All ventilators should have

dampers.

Machine Shop and Erection Shop

These two buildings generally adjoin each other and operate as a unit. The erection

shop is always high. Two air changes per hour are required. Natural-draft ventilators

may be used. Sometimes there is a section in the erection or machine shop where a great

deal of welding is done. In that welding section, 10 air changes per hour are necessary,

using fan ventilators.

Paint Shops

Where equipment is painted with ordinary paint, 10 air changes per hour with

a good supply of air inlets are necessary to dry the paint more quickly. Natural-draft

ventilators may be satisfactory with ridge ventilators being used in some cases. Where

equipment is painted with other than ordinary paint, ventilation is necessary to the

extent of 60 to 100 air changes per hour with fan ventilators equipped with hoods and

having explosion-proof motors.

In this connection refer to Proceedings, Vol. 45, 1944, page 154, report on assign-

ment 3: Design of facilities and equipment for spray painting of rolling stock.

Roundhouses

If a steam locomotive stands properly under its smokejack, there should be no
necessity for ventilation improvements. The louvres so often used in roundhouses should

be eliminated because there is no control during the change of seasons. Ridge-type ven-

tilators with dampers located on the upper part of the roof and over each stall to give

25 to 35 air changes an hour should be used.

Recommendations should be made for the testing of materials to be used in the

manufacture of the ventilators on the various railroad shops. Most railroad companies

have their own testing organizations and these should be consulted.
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Shop Offices

The fans of fan ventilators should preferably be operated at a low speed, thereby

eliminating the noise created by the fans at high speed.

General

The drawing gives a complete picture of the present philosophy for better ventilation

of shop buildings, including the elimination of monitor construction and especially of

top-hung sash for ventilation.

A ventilator, regardless of the material of which it is made, should be constructed

on a definite engineering principle. It should have certain established ratios between the

stack dimensions and its height and width; also, it should produce as straight a flow

of air as possible towards the exhaust and eliminate any unnecessary inside louvres. No
wind should enter the ventilator from the bottom when it is deflected from the roof.

To obtain the best results in regard to capacity and all-around utility, the following

dimensions and ratios should be included in any ventilator that is being used on railroad

buildings, and will give assurance to the railroad management that the properly

constructed roof ventilator is being installed. The ratios are as follows:

The total height of the roof ventilator should not be less than 1.8 times the

diameter of the ventilator stack. The total width of the roof ventilator should

be 2 times the diameter of the ventilator stack and the exhaust area outlet should

not be less than 3 times the ventilator stack area.

Of course, in all cases care shall be taken to see that local, state and other governing

codes, laws, etc., are complied with in applying the above outlined requirements.
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To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, including recommended revisions page 328

2. Analysis of operations of railways that have made marked progress in the

reduction of labor required in maintenance of way work.

Progress report, presented as information page 328

3. Economies to be effected by more intensive supervision of gangs by super-

visory officers.

Final report, presented as information page 331

4. Labor economies derived from continuous welded rail in special locations.

No report.

5. Labor economies to be derived by stabilizing roadbed by grouting methods.

Final report, presented as information page 332

6. Means of increasing or conserving labor supply.

No report.

7. Labor economies to be derived by adherence to safety precautions.

No report.

The Committee on Economics of Railway Labor,

J. S. McBride, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 463, December 1946.
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Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

G. M. O'Rourke (chairman, subcommittee), Lem Adams," E. J. Brown, H. G. Carter,

H. A. Cassil, C. C. Haire, N. D. Howard, W. G. Powrie, G. M. Strachan, W. H.
Vance, E. C. Vandenburgh.

Your committee recommends the revision or the reapproval of the following items

in the Manual:

Page 22-2

Employees

Delete the seventh paragraph which reads as follows:

The adoption of a plan of employee representation will, through improvement of

the spirit of cooperation, serve largely to stabilize labor and reduce the problem of

obtaining new employees.

Page 22-3

Mechanical Equipment

Revise the second paragraph in this section, the first at the top of the page, to read

as follows:

The labor economy of using on-track and off-track roadway machines has been

demonstrated and their use is recommended.

Report on Assignment 2

Analysis of Operations of Railways that Have Made Marked
Progress in the Reduction of Labor Required in

Maintenance of Way Work

W. H. Vance (chairman, subcommittee), Lem Adams, C. W. Baldridge, F. J. Bishop,

W. H. Brameld, E. J. Brown, F. G. Campbell, H. A. Cassil, W. E. Cornell, P. A.

Cosgrove, J. P. Ensign, C. C. Haire, R. C. Heckel, H. E. Kirby, Roy Lumpkin,
E. H. Mcllheran, F. R. Michael, G. W. Miller, H. L. Miller, G. M. O'Rourke,

R. L. Schmid, Edward Wise, Jr.

This is a progress report presented as information.

Subject 2 has been a regular assignment of Committee 22 for many years. At its

organization meeting on April 9, 1943, the committee selected the Denver & Rio Grande

Western as the road to study, particularly its use of off-track work equipment in main-

tenance of way operations. However, because of conditions brought on by the war,

it was not possible to carry out this assignment until 1946.

The successful and economical operation of off-track work equipment, especially

grading equipment, on a line traversing a rough mountainous territory, and also the

variety of uses to which such equipment can be applied, are of sufficient interest to

justify bringing it to the attention of the Association.

In addition to trucks especially fitted for use by the various maintenance of way

forces, including dump trucks for grading operations, this road has off-track equipment

as follows:
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Crawler draglines with shovel attachments of Y% to V/z cu. yd. capacity.

Crawler tractors, 35 to 85 hp., equipped with bulldozer and trail-builder blades,

winch, front-end loader, overhead loader and carryall scraper.

Tractor-mounted loader (overhead type).

Tractor-mounted tie tamper compressors.

Pneumatic-tired off-track weed mowers.

The variety of uses to which the D&RGW has put its off-track grading equipment,

and the many classes of work performed expeditiously, efficiently and economically with

these machines since the beginning of their use in 1937, are of special interest. A list

and brief description of some of the work done and the experience gained should prove

helpful to many Association members in planning and prosecuting their own work.

Some of the many kinds of work for which this road has used its off-track grading

equipment include:

Restoring, widening and strengthening roadway embankments.

Ditching and cut widening.

Ditching, stream channel cleaning and channel changes, both on and off the

right-of-way.

Embankment construction and cut excavation in connection with line changes.

Slide cleaning and washout filling.

Filling bridge openings.

Snow removal.

Assisting at derailments, clearing track and clean-up work.

General material handling.

Laying rail with crawler cranes.

Restoring, Widening and Strengthening Roadway Embankments

Where material can be secured from side borrow, bulldozer and trail-builder blades

are effectively used in restoring the width of fills having a height of 8 ft. or less. Up to a

height of 3 ft., the trail-builder blade is angled and used to lift the material directly in

place, operating the machine parallel with the track. For heights of 3 to 8 ft., bulldozers

are operated at right angles to the track and push the material up directly into place.

Crawler draglines are used where the height of embankment exceeds 8 ft., working

along the tops or toes, whichever is more suitable. These draglines work alone and

reach out for needed material, except where telephone and telegraph lines interfere, in

which case bulldozers are used to push the borrow material against the toes of the fills,

from which place it is rehandled by the dragline. On fills too high for a dragline to

reach the widening material when operating from natural ground level, the material is

cast up to a convenient height, from which level the dragline is operated to bring up

the additional material required from a surplus piled along the base by either a dragline

or bulldozer.

Ditching and Cut Widening

Much cut widening and ditching has been done with draglines working from the

tops of side slopes. In this same operation the excavated material has often been deposited

along the top, forming a levee to keep surface water out of the cut.

For straight ditch cleaning and widening, use is made of crawler tractors equipped

with bulldozer and trail-builder blades, tractor-mounted front-end loaders, and loaders

of the overhead type, these units traveling back and forth in the cut, wasting the material

at the ends. It was found economical to limit the use of tractors equipped with bulldozer
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or trail-builder blades to cuts of 500 ft. or less in length, and of tractor-mounted front-end

loaders, with 1-cu. yd. buckets, to cuts of 1000 ft. or less in length.

The tractor-mounted loader of the overhead type, equipped with a lj4-cu. yd.

bucket, was found capable of cleaning and widening long cuts, disposing of all its own
dirt, with the maximum economical length of haul approximately 1000 ft. In cuts longer

than 2000 ft., the machine works its way to a selected location where it then cuts itself

a ramp up the slope, from which point forward it can waste all excavated material

along the top, and, where needed, form a levee along the top to prevent drainage water

from flowing down the face of the cut. Ramps are usually spaced 1000 ft. or less apart.

Clearing Tracks in Case of Slides and Derailments

The use of draglines, crawler shovels and bulldozers for clearing track of rock and

dirt slides, demonstrated that such work can be done much more quickly and eco-

nomically with this type of equipment than is possible with on-track equipment. Off-track

machines can be cut into a job at any advantageous intermediate points, from which

points they can work in either or both directions, whereas the on-track machines can

work in one direction only from one or the other extreme end of the obstruction.

Bulldozers, equipped with winches, have proved very effective in assisting in clearing

main track in case of serious derailments. They can work between wrecking cranes,

pushing or pulling wrecked cars and equipment clear of track, and thus save much time

in opening a line for service.

In the month of August 1946, seven draglines were engaged in ditching, grading,

channel cleaning, loading dirt and rock, and repairing a washout. These seven machines

moved 51,323 cu. yd. of material.

Three crawler cranes were used in laying rail and handling track material in

connection therewith.

In the same month, 11 crawler tractors were engaged in ditching, grading, channel

cleaning, restoring embankments, constructing dykes for flood protection, slide removal

and repairing washouts. These 11 machines moved 83,820 cu. yd. of material.

Time Reporting and Cost Methods

The D&RGW maintains a cost group within the personnel of its engineering depart-

ment. This was set up because the accounting department established a centralized

accounting routine several years ago, which does not permit the engineering department

to have available information in sufficient time to estimate current maintenance costs,

control expenditures, and exercise adequate supervision.

Of particular interest are the daily time and material reports used for both the

centralized accounting routine and the engineering department cost methods. This report

was put into effect after a careful study of the methods used by other railroads and is

made each day by all foremen, including work equipment and work-train forces. One

copy of the report is sent to the accounting department, one to the division superin-

tendent, one to the cost group in the chief engineer's office, and a copy is retained at the

source. The accounting department uses the original for preparing the payroll and ac-

counting distribution. The division engineer checks the time and is responsible for the

names appearing on the payrolls, as well as for the distribution shown on the report for

the work done. When its copy of the report is received, the cost group sets up its own
distribution, translated into costs in connection with the various projects, and the main-

tenance allowance granted, and uses the data to supervise costs and efficiency. Under

this plan the chief engineer and his staff know within a few days all the activities, the

overtime, work done for other departments, etc., of his forces.
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The purpose of the cost system in the engineering department is also to determine

efficiency as to type of work, performance of the personnel, and the various organiza-

tions, as well as to control the maintenance costs of the various subdivisions of the

department; i.e., they get the cold figures and do not rely solely upon the observations

and viewpoints of their field supervisors, which may be unsupported by data.

The administrative officers in the engineering department take the position that they

cannot exercise proper supervision of the various activities being carried on without

adequate cost studies, and must have quickly available proper data covering various

maintenance and construction operations. It was stated that former accounting methods

and routine were such that it was impracticable to obtain the information required until

it was too late, and that they were unable, when circumstances required, to apply

corrective measures. It was further stated that the plan now used by the D&RGW
enables them to save substantial amounts.

It has been the experience of this railroad that by the proper use and manning of

off-track grading equipment lower unit costs and sizeable savings have been affected.

For the year 1945, the estimated saving in work-train expense was in excess of a

third of a million dollars.

Reduction in unit costs of earthwork, compared with the use of on-track work

equipment and work trains, ranged from 40 percent to as high as 90 percent.

In one case of cleaning slides from the main track, using a bulldozer to push the

slide material over the river side of the embankment, the track was cleared approximately

nine times as rapidly as was possible with either of the on-track steam ditchers engaged

at the ends of the same job.

Conclusions

The results secured from the intensified and varied use of off-track work equipment

by the Denver & Rio Grande Western, as described in the foregoing, seem well worth-

while. A careful study of the practices of this road, with a view to profiting from its

experience, should commend itself to those upon whom rests the responsibility for

maintaining the highest possible state of track maintenance at the lowest possible cost.

Report on Assignment 3

Economies to be Effected by More Intensive Supervision
of Gangs by Supervisory Officers

W. G. Powrie (chairman, subcommittee), E. J. Bayer, F. J. Bishop, W. H. Brameld,

E. J. Brown, F. G. Campbell, J. B. Clark, W. E. Cornell, J. P. Ensign, C. C. Haire,

L. A. Loggins, Roy Lumpkin, J. B. Martin, A. K. McKeithan, Jr., H. L. Miller,

A. G. Reese, W. H. Vance, H. J. Weccheider, C. R. Wright.

This is a final report submitted as information.

The term supervisory officer as used in this report is assumed to embrace those

officers above the rank of foreman who are directly in charge of gang operations. Obvi-

ously, it would be difficult to evaluate the effect of more intensive supervision by these

officers in dollars and cents. For this reason your committee limited its study to a general

investigation of supervisory procedures and the results obtained. A questionnaire was sent

to 45 railroads in the United States and Canada to determine how supervisory officers

kept in contact with gangs and what benefits could be expected from more frequent

inspections of work of all types of maintenance of way and structure gangs.
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In general, answers to the questionnaire developed that the track supervisor or

roadmaster responsible for track work in the territory where a gang was working was

directly responsible for the character of work done by gangs. Division and district

engineers were expected to make periodic checks of the work as their time and duties

permitted. In addition, general officers, such as general roadmasters and maintenance

engineers, also made frequent inspections of gang work. Some railroads reported that

when a considerable amount of work was to be undertaken, the supervisor was furnished

an assistant to follow gang work exclusively.

All railroads answering the questionnaire reported definite benefits from more fre-

quent inspections of track, bridge and building and signal gangs. Some benefits reported

were as follows:

1. Makes sure that work is being performed in accordance with established

standards of maintenance.

2. Makes possible the study of capabilities and characteristics of the foremen, with

a view toward placing them in positions they are best qualified to fill, and

removing those not capable of carrying out their responsibilities.

3. Assures correlated deliveries of materials with the progress of the gangs to

insure efficient production.

4. Makes sure that materials provided are properly designed and manufactured

for the purpose intended.

5. Permits exchange of ideas from gang to gang for improvement in work and

safe practices.

6. Assures that proper tools and equipment are on hand and fully utilized, and

also makes available for use additional equipment which, from the broad picture

of all gangs activities, are known to be available.

7. Demonstrates interest in the work and encourages the gang foremen to be more

alert and aggressive.

8. Eliminates tendency of gangs to do unnecessary or unproductive work, and

helps coordinate maintenance of way work with other departments.

Conclusion

Economies can be expected from more intensive supervision of all maintenance of

way gangs. Supervisory officers should make frequent enough inspections to insure that

sufficient work is being produced in a safe manner, and in accordance with standards.

Report on Assignment 5

Labor Economies to be Derived by Stabilizing Roadbed

by Grouting Methods

G. M. Strachan (chairman, subcommittee), C. W. Baldridge, E. J. Bayer, F. J. Bishop,

J. C. Bradley, F. G. Campbell, P. A. Cosgrove, J. P. Ensign, C. G. Grove, C. C.

Haire, L. A. Loggins, J. B. Martin, E. H. Mcllheran, F. R. Michael, W. H. Miesse,

G. W. Miller, H. L. Miller, G. M. O'Rourke, A. G. Reese, R. L. Schmid, E. C.

Vandenburgh, Edward Wise, Jr.

This is a final report presented as information:

During the last few years considerable interest of railroad engineers has been directed

to the economies of roadbed stabilization by pressure grouting. As of this date, more
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than 26 railroads are using this process of roadbed stabilization with satisfactory results.

Grouting of the roadbed has proved economical in first costs and has shown marked

savings in both operation (elimination of slow orders) and maintenance of track, as will

be noted from the typical experiences of the following representative railroads.

The Pennsylvania

The Pennsylvania was one of the pioneers in track stabilization by the grouting

method, having first started pressure grouting for the elimination of water pockets in

1936 at North Point, Md.

In the latter part of 1938, near Ft. Wayne, Ind., five water pockets, varying in

length from 62 to 90 ft., were grouted with satisfactory results. The cost of the work

was $1000 and the maintenance saving to January 1, 1940, was 1902 man-hours. Since

then, the estimated saving has been 360 man-hours per year.

During 1945 pressure grouting of the roadbed was done on the following divisions

with man-hour savings as shown:

Month Total Man-hours
Grouting Number of length saved to

Division was done locations track ft. Nov. 1,1945

Columbus May 11 629 135

Toledo June 6 7,300 2528

Chicago Term July 7 1,856 442

Indianapolis August 9 839 752

Cincinnati August 5 710 288

St. Louis October 6 3,210 407

Ft. Wayne October 1 78 none

Total 45 14,622 4552

On the above locations the total cost of track grouted averaged $1.35 per track foot,

or a total of $0.91 per cu. ft. of grout injected. Generally, on the Pennsylvania the riding

qualities of the track have been improved by grouting and the surface holds up better.

There have been no speed restrictions on any of the spots grouted.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

The Santa Fe has maintained a leading position in track stabilization by pressure

grouting, and following are typical examples of what has been accomplished:

On the Pecos division, the single-track line between Taiban and LaLande, a distance

of 5 miles, was grouted "out of face" in May-July 1944. The average grout consump-

tion was 2.18 cu. ft. per track foot. Prior to stabilization there was expended an average

of 151 man-hours of labor per mile per month in spotting this track, and since grouting

only 28 man-hours per mile per month have been spent; a labor saving of approximately

81 percent. Stabilizing this stretch of track also allowed the removing of a 50-40 mph.

slow order of long standing which resulted in quite a monitary saving because of the in-

crease in speed of trains. Traffic on the line before grouting averaged 37.1 million tons per

year and after grouting 40.7 million tons per year.

On the Slaton division, the single track from M.P. 748 to M.P. 749, a distance of

one mile, was grouted in February-March 1943. This stretch of track had previously

been tile drained, but the drains had ceased to function. The average grout consumption

was 1.45 cu. ft. per track foot. Prior to stabilization there was spent in spotting this mile

of track a total of 246 man-hours per month, and after grouting a total of 114 man-

hours per month, a saving of 132 man-hours per month or 54 percent. Also, prior to

grouting occasional slow orders were in effect, but after grouting slow orders were
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unnecessary. Traffic on this mile was 10.1 million tons per year prior to grouting and

13.3 during the test period after grouting.

On the Santa Fe, pressure grouting has in all cases improved track conditions as to

riding qualities and safety, but in a few cases it has been felt that the single grouting

did not produce maximum benefits and these locations have been treated a second time

to obtain the results desired. Maintenance savings as demonstrated by a time-book check

have run from 10 percent to a maximum in extreme cases of 81 percent.

Illinois Central

The Illinois Central during years 1944 and 1945 did considerable pressure grouting

and the following are typical examples:

On the Illinois division, Champaign district, approximately 4% miles of track were

grouted in 1944-1945 and on this territory the division engineer reported that the savings

in man-hours expended yearly since grouting ran from nothing to better than 75 percent,

with an average of about 40 percent. These figures were obtained from the section

foreman on each location where grout was placed, and are considered sufficiently accurate

to give a good basis for comparison.

On the Iowa division, Omaha district, this work consisting of 13,870 track feet was

the first pressure grouting done on the railroad in 1944, and was a contract job con-

sisting of stabilizing soft spots on the Clara and Euclid sections that would go down

as much as J^ to 1^2 in. in a week. Since these spots have been grouted, they have not

required attention for as long as 10 months.

On the Illinois Central it is still too early to determine the permanent results of

grouting, but the results to date are very gratifying and without a doubt the conditions

at the troublesome spots have been improved, if not cured. During 1944-1945 there was

grouted a total of 19^4 miles of track at a considerable saving in track maintenance

and with only minor failures.

New York Central

The New York Central was one of the first railroads to experiment with pressure

grouting for stabilizing roadbed. The work was started in a small way in June 1940,

and has continued on a steady increasing scale each year, as will be noted from the

following table of grouting and maintenance costs:

Year Track Ft.

1941 1,647

1942 4,907

1943 11,882

1944 17,943

1945 21,429

* Per linear foot.

Results on the New York Central have been very satisfactory but it will be neces-

sary to observe the behavior of the track for a longer time before it will be possible to

state definitely that this grouting is a permanent cure for the difficulties presented by

soft subgrade.
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Baltimore & Ohio

The Baltimore & Ohio, during 1945, grouted 21,832 lin. ft. of track roadbed. This

work covered several small projects, and following is a tabulation of the various sections,

showing the total hours spent on line and surface maintenance before and after grouting:

Division

Baltimore

Toledo ..

Lin. ft. of

roadbed
Location grouted

. West of Bay View 3890
Rosedale 720
East of White Marsh 1878
.Ottawa 1375

Deshler 1882

Test period
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Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, including recommended revisions page 33S

2. Standardization of parts and accessories for railway maintenance motor cars.

Progress report which includes recommendations for revision of the

Manual page 339

3. Manual of instructions for care and operation of maintenance of way
equipment.

Final report, submitted for adoption pages 1 and 340

4. Portable conveyors.

Progress report, presented as information ! page 341

5. Snow removal equipment.

Progress report, presented as information page 344

6. Railway owned automotive equipment.

Final report, presented as information page 357

7. Concrete handling equipment.

Final report, presented as information page 360

8. Diesel engines.

No report.

9. Power jacks.

Final report, presented as information page 362

AREA Bulletin 463, December 1946.
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10. Machinery and equipment for stabilizing roadbed.

Progress report, presented as information page 363

The Committee on Maintenance of Way Work Equipment,

Edgar Bennett, Chairman.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

C. H. R. Howe (chairman, subcommittee), G. E. Boyd, N. W. Hutchison, R. K. Johnson,

C. R. Knowles, Jack Largent, C. E. Morgan, A. W. Munt, F. H. Rothe, J. N. Todd,

F. F. Zavatkay.

Your committee recommends the revision or the reapproval of the following items

in the Manual:

Glossary

Delete the following terms:

Air Compressor
—Double Acting
—Multiple Stage

—Single Acting

—Single Stage

Air Hose
Air Receiver
Ampere Hour
Ampere-Hour Capacity
Armature
Armored Hose

Ballast Cleaner

Ballast Crusher
Ballast Discer

Ballast Plow
Ballast Tamper
Ballast Unloader
Bearing, Anti-Friction

—Axle
—Plain
Box, Battery

Brake
Brake Shoe
Bucket, Automatic

Bushing (Bearing)

Bushing (Pipe Fitting)

Cam
Carburetor
Castellated Nut
Chain Drive
Crane, Crawler
—Locomotive

Direct Drive Engine
Drill Press

Drop Hammer

Flange
Flanger
Flash Point

Free Running Engine

Gasket
Governor, Air

Grinder, Tool

Ice Cutter

Mixer, Batch
—Continuous

Packing
Paint Spraying Machine
Power Tools

Rotary Snow Plow

Self-Cleaning Car
Side Dump Car
Snow Melter
Snow Plow
Spark Gap

Tamper
—Air
—Electric

—Mechanical
Tool Tray
Track Crane
Track Laying Machine
Track Oiling Machine
Two-Speed Transmission

Weed Burner
Weed Destroyer

It is also recommended that the definition of Diesel Engine, now on page 14 be

transferred and placed under the heading Engines, now printed on page 16.

It is further recommended that the definition of Rail Saw be revised to read:

A power machine, provided with a saw of either tooth or friction type, used to

cut steel rails.
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Page 27—1

Standardization of Parts and Accessories for Railway
Maintenance Motor Cars

Revise item 3, as follows:

Gasoline tanks should be made of not less than 22 B.W. gage terne plate, be

cylindrical or oval in shape with convex ends, and seams locked and soldered, or welded.

Filler openings should be l§4 in. inside diameter equipped with bayonet type cap having

gasket and inner splash cone, l/16-in. vents being provided in cap and splash cone.

Page 27—9

Methods of Maintaining Motor Cars

Submitted for reapproval without change.

Report on Assignment 2

Standardization of Parts and Accessories for Railway-

Maintenance Motor Cars

R. K. Johnson (chairman, subcommittee) , F. L. Etchison, C. R. Knowles, Jack Largent,
R. M. Leeds, W. H. Moore, C. E. Morgan, A. J. Neff, E. H. Ness, John O'Farrell,

C. H. Ordas, P. G. Petri, M. C. Taylor, J. N. Todd.

This is a progress report which includes recommendations for revision of the

Manual.

During this year your committee has given consideration to establishing certain

tolerances and specifications for Fig. 2710, AREA 16-in. and 20-in. Bolted Demountable

Plate Wheel, Using ^5-in. Insulating Bushing for Motor Cars with 1-7/16-in. Axles,

now in the Manual.

No tolerance for concentricity or wobble is shown, no specification is shown to

cover the plate used in the manufacture of the demountable plate wheel, and the hub
as shown indicates malleable iron only can be used.

Recommendation

The committee recommends that:

To Fig. 2710 the following be added and printed in the Manual:

(a) 0.016 in. maximum eccentricity and 0.024 in. maximum wobble in 16-in.

diameter wheels.

(b) 0.020 in. maximum eccentricity and 0.030 in. maximum wobble in 20-in.

diameter wheels.

(c) Steel used in the manufacture of wheel plate SAE 1010.

(d) Hub may be made of malleable iron with reinforcing ribs or forged steel

SAE 1025 without reinforcing ribs.
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Report on Assignment 3

Manual of Instructions for Care and Operation of Maintenance
of Way Equipment

N. W. Hutchison (chairman, subcommittee), W. R. Bjorklund, G. E. Boyd, C. H. R.
Howe, E. C. Jackson, R. K. Johnson, W. H. Moore, C. E. Morgan, John O'Farrell,

C. H. Ordas, G. R. Westcott, F. F. Zavatkay.

This report is presented as final with the recommendation that the instructions for

the care and operation of maintenance of way equipment be adopted for publication

in handbook form as a supplement to the Manual. These instructions, which appear

on pages 1 to 121, inclusive,* have been set to a narrow column width to facilitate

reprinting in handbook form if adopted and the Board of Direction authorizes publication.

The material for the handbook was collected from various sources such as railroad

books of rules, bulletins and manuals; manufacturers' operating and service manuals;

United States Government bulletins; publications of various standards associations and

technical societies; and from textbooks.

Through their representatives on Committee 27, various railroad officers had the

opportunity of inspecting and commenting on the material in the handbook. In addition,

certain applicable sections were submitted to approximately 250 work equipment manu-

facturers, and their criticism was invited for the purpose of insuring that it contained

no statements that might be detrimental to their products. It also was edited in its

entirety by a special editing committee consisting of G. E. Boyd, R. K. Johnson, C. H.

Ordas, G. R. Westcott, and your subcommittee chairman.

It is not the intention of your committee that this handbook replace the instruction

books published by manufacturers. In the majority of instances their instructions are

precise and cover the subject well. Frequently, however, they are issued in such size

that they cannot be conveniently carried in one's pocket and on only a few types of

machines is there any pocket or compartment in which to place the instruction book

to provide for its preservation.

To one experienced in maintaining and operating work equipment, many of the

instructions contained in this handbook are elementary. To prove valuable to the inex-

perienced, for whom it is primarily intended, it must be elementary, and this was the

deliberate intention of your committee. However, experienced operators and repairmen

cannot fail to benefit by frequent reference to the handbook, if only to refresh their

memory concerning things about which they might grow careless.

The handbook may prove too elaborate to suit the purpose of those railroads with

little equipment and may contain too little detail to fulfill the needs of others. No
attempt has been made to provide instructions for dismantling and reassembling work

equipment, nor was it possible to include instructions for all of the types of machines

that may be in service but not universally used. For those roads that do not find

the handbook suitable for their specific purpose, it may be used as a basic guide from

which to prepare handbooks of their own.

In spite of the precaution taken to insure that the instructions be simple, easily

understood, and accurate, your committee is fully aware of the fact that constant

reference to it will disclose inevitable errors and instructions that may be contradictory

to generally accepted practice. To insure that this handbook become more valuable and

authentic with the passage of time, your committee will welcome from Association mem-

bers, from manufacturers, and from others, comments and suggestions for improvement.

See also Bulletin 461, September-October 1946.
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Report on Assignment 4

Portable Conveyors

F. F. Zavatkay (chairman, subcommittee), C. M. Angel, C. W. Engle, C. L. Fero, E. B.

Harris, A. A. Keever, R. M. Leeds, F. H. McKenney, R. A. Morrison, P. G. Petri,

J. L. Starkie, S. E. Tracy.

Your committee submits the following progress report as information.

In a review of the various makes, types and specifications of portable conveyors

powered by gas engine and also by electric motor, your committee has found that the

applications in railway maintenance of way have been confined to portable conveyors

known as belt type car unloaders, designed especially for unloading bulk material from

hopper cars and used with feeders on top of rails or in shallow pits, beneath rails of the

unloading track and also troughed belt conveyors, known as general purpose conveyors,

and designed and constructed especially for use in handling brick, material in bags, small

boxes or loose parts.

The third type of portable conveyor referred to is built in various sizes and power

according to the use to which it is to be put and the capacity specified in tons per hour

to be handled, and can be supplied by at least eight manufacturers, more or less specialists

in that field.

Because of the limited use made in maintenance of way work of portable conveyors,

your committee cannot offer any comparative data on maintenance and operating costs

of the various types and sizes of conveyors available, but submits tables indicating the

cost of operation and maintenance of two sand conveyor machines used exclusively for

loading engine sand. The committee also submits two illustrations depicting the use of

these machines in the sand pit where the maintenance and performance data were

accumulated.

Power Operated Conveyor Used in Sand Pit.
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Conveyor Handling Engine Sand.

Your committee realizes that there is a wide field of definite economy in the appli-

cation of portable conveyors to railroad work, especially in the handling of bridge and

building and roadway materials where such materials may be unloaded from cars for

storage in the open or in material depots, or loading material for shipment, or in use

on construction projects to reduce the expense of handling by manual labor. This equip-

ment has a definite place in maintenance of way work.

Cost of Loading Engine Sand at Provincetown Pit, Season 1944

Cars engine sand loaded 686

Cars loaded for use of maintenance of way dept 7

Miscellaneous cars loaded

Total cars loaded 693

Total tons loaded 25,987.5

Labor—actual loading $ 3,811.50

Material—actual loading 136.05 $3,947.55

Cost of loading and unloading conveyors 502.75

Repairs to conveyors before use 726.81

Repairs to conveyors while in use 178.04

Caulking openings in sand cars 9.00

Repairs to pit track, throwing pit track and trimming bank 1,206.60 $2,623.20

Total cost of loading $6,570.75

Per Car Per Ton

Cost of actual loading only $5.6963 $0.1519

Cost including all expenses $9.4816 $0.2528

Cost of Loading Engine Sand at Provincetown Pit, Season 1945

Cars engine sand loaded 753

Cars loaded for use of maintenance of way dept 5

Miscellaneous cars loaded

Total cars loaded 758
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Total tons loaded 28,425

Labor—actual loading $ 4,160.14

Material—actual loading 151.20 $4,311.34

Cost of loading and unloading conveyors 310.93

Repairs to conveyors before use 191.54

Repairs to conveyors while in use 254.51

Caulking openings in sand cars 9.00

Repairs to pit track, throwing pit track and trimming bank 1,254.80

Total cost—exclusive of actual loading 2,020.78 $2,020.78

Total cost of loading $6,332.12

Per Car Per Ton

Cost of actual loading only $5.6878 $0.1517

Cost including all expenses $8.3539 $0.2228

Bulk Material Handling Conveyors

Type

Drag conveyors

Lengths—20 ft., 25 ft., 28 ft., 30 ft., 35 ft.

Troughs—18J^ in. wide, 22 in. wide
Power—5 to 10 hp. electric motor—5 to 10 hp. gas engine

Wheels—36 in. and 48 in. dia.

—

Z z/2 in. to 10 in. tread

Flights—4 to 4J4 in. high, spaced 21 in. apart

Drive—steel roller chains and machine sprockets

Hoisting winch—self locking worm
Discharge chute—5 ft. long with wire mesh or taper bar screen, adjustable

Weights—300 lb. to 6000 lb.

Special models

Built in length 40 ft. to 55 ft.

Power moved crawler conveyor

Lengths—25 ft., 30 ft.

Troughs—flaring skirt boards, 25 in. wide, 10 in. deep

Power—10 hp. elec. motor, 15 hp. gas eng.

Flights—4 in. high, spaced 18J4 m - centers

Transmission—automotive type, 3 speeds forward, one reverse

Power hoist—worm gear, for raising and lowering

Discharge chute—5 ft. long with wire mesh or taper bar screen, adjustable

Weight—7800 lb. to 8200 lb.

Medium and heavy duty car unloaders (drag type)

Width—20 in. and 29 in.

Length—16 ft. and 19 ft.

Power—5 hp. elec. motor, 7 hp. gas eng.

Flights—1 in by 1J4 in. tubular steel, spaced 15 in. centers

Wheels—24 in. dia. to 36 in. dia. 4 in. tread

Capacity—50 tons to 75 tons per hour
Weight with elec. motor—1950 lb. to 2700 lb.

Belt type car unloader

Length—14 or 17 ft. centers

Height above rails—3J4 in.

Discharge height—25 in and 37 in.

Power—3 hp. elec. motor, 4^2 hp. gas eng.

Wheels—24 in. dia. 4 in. tread (8 in. adjustment)

Belt—18 in. wide, 4-ply, 28 oz. duck, rubber covered both sides

Skirt boards on inclined section—24 in. high

Head pulley—8 in. dia. crown faced steel pulley, lagged

Drive—steel roller chains and machined sprockets to head shaft
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Type

Capacity—45 tons coal per hour
Weight—14 ft. elec. 1500 lb., 14 ft. gas eng. 1600 lb.

Weight—17 ft. elec. 1665 lb., 17 ft. gas eng. 1765 lb.

Flat belt conveyor
Length—20 ft. to 40 ft.

Trough—6 in. deep with 3/16 in. steel skirt boards

Power—3 hp. elec. motor to 5 hp. elec. motor, 4J4 hp. to 10 hp. gas eng.

Wheels—fixed or swivel type, 48 in. dia.

Drive—steel roller chain and machined sprockets

Discharge chute—screen type, 54 in. long (screen mesh to suit)

Capacity—50 to 60 tons coal per hour
Weight with elec. motor—1750 lb. to 3500 lb.

Flat belt power moved conveyor
Length—25 ft. to 35 ft.

Trough—18 in. wide, 7 in. deep with 3/16 in. skirt boards

Power—5 to T%. hp. elec. motor, 10 hp. gas eng.

Wheels—36 in. dia. 8 in. tread, fixed type spindles

Drive—steel roller chains, machined sprockets, mitre gear and shaft drive between
countershafts

Transmission—enclosed type mounted on side of conveyor
Capacity—60 tons coal per hour
Weight with chute—elec. motor 4200 lb. to 5200 lb., gas eng. 4350 lb. to 5200 lb.

Special purpose conveyor
Drag type reloader, 15 ft. and 20 ft. lengths (for coal and coke)

Slat conveyor for bales, packages, etc. (width and length to suit)

20 in. conveyor for reclaiming materials from floors in foundry and shops

40 ft. conveyors with 24 in. belts, elec. motor and special frame, capacity 85-bu.

grain per min.

Troughed belt conveyor
Belt—14 in., 18 in., 24 in., 3-ply, 28 oz. duck, rubber covered

Lengths—20 ft., 25 ft., 30 ft., 40 ft., 50 ft., 60 ft.

Power—elec. motor 2 hp. to iy2 hp., gas eng. 4 hp. to 15 hp.

Receiving hopper—36 in. long, 22 in. wide to 46 in. long, 33 in. wide

Wheels—36 in. dia., 42 in. dia., 48 in. dia. (to suit)

Capacity—30 yd. to 100 yd., sand, gravel or crushed stone per hour

Weight—1600 lb. to 6600 lb.

Concrete conveyor (portable)

Belt—24 in.. 4-ply duck rubber covered

Lengths—30 ft., 40 ft., 50 ft., 60 ft.

Power—elec. motor 5 hp. to l l/2 hp., gas eng. 10 hp. to 15 hp.

Receiving hopper—60 in. long, 30 in. wide, 15 in. deep

Wheels—42 in. or 48 in. dia. 6 in. tread

Capacity—2 cu. yd. per min.

Weight—4500 lb. to 9500 lb.

Report on Assignment 5

Snow Removal Equipment

A. W. Munt (chairman, subcommittee), G. E. Boyd, R. E. Buss, C. L. Fero, A. J.

Flanagan, J. G. Hartley, A. A. Keever, Francis Martin, E. H. Ness, J. C. Ryan,

G. M. Strachan, S. E. Tracy.

This progress report is presented as information.

Equipment for handling snow ranges from hand shovels to large track mounted

snow plows. Of these the use of the first is the least efficient, the most arduous and, in

the long run, the most costly. The following report attempts to describe types of snow

handling machines used in railroad work.
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Truck Mounted Snow Blower

Truck mounted snow blowers for railroad use are a fairly recent development and

at present there are about three makes available. These embody practically the same

basic principles except that the machine shown in Fig. 1, in addition to being an off-track

machine, is specially equipped for on-track operation.

The machine consists of three main parts which are the truck, the snow blower

and the front assembly. The truck is a four wheeled drive and has a gross vehicle weight

of 31,000 lb. Being specially built for snow fighting it is sturdier than conventional

trucks, having a stronger chassis, a larger cab, reinforced springs and a larger steering

wheel. It might be powered by either a gasoline or diesel engine. Generally an engine

developing 113 hp. is used. It is equipped with hydraulically operated flanged caster

wheels to guide the unit on the track and the traction is given by the tires which contact

the rails. When the machine is used on roadways the caster wheels are raised high enough

to clear any obstructions. The blower assembly consists of two large augers which convey

the snow to a propeller on the front of the machine. The speed of the propeller blows

the snow upward through a telescopic and revolving chute. The chute is operated by

fast moving cylinders from the driver's cab and turns at an angle of 220 deg. In the

case of the railroad unit, the chute is slightly higher than standard in order to permit

blowing of snow into cars. This machine will load snow into either cars or trucks or

blow it into open fields for a distance of about ISO ft. The blower assembly is driven by

a power unit mounted on the rear of the chassis. Gasoline or diesel engines may be used.

Generally an engine developing 173 hp. is used. The front assembly and the blower are

operated by controls mounted in the cab of the truck. Two men are usually required to

operate the machine.

In using this machine for clearing snow from yard tracks, the general procedure on

most roads is first to spread the snow across five or six tracks into a windrow with a

spreader, then operate the snow blower through the windrowed snow and blow it into

open-top cars standing on an adjacent track. The machine will load a 30-yd. car in

approximately 2 min. Where there are vacant fields or open places adjacent to the tracks

the snow instead of being loaded, can be blown across several tracks and scattered over

the vacant areas.

In clearing snow from teamways and station roadways, the practice is to use the

machine for either loading snow into trucks or blowing it away if space permits. The use

of this machine for loading snow into cars and trucks has proved to be one of the fastest

methods known. However, the capacity of the machine is restricted to the number of

cars or trucks which are available to keep the machine operating. One road reports that

the daily capacity of the machine is curtailed due to time lost in switching out loaded

cars of snow for disposal; also trucks cannot keep the machine operating to capacity

due to the amount of time lost in hauling the snow away for disposal. Another road

reports lack of sufficient traction when the machine is being used on track due to the

small area of contact between the tires and rails, particularly when there is snow on the

rails. This trouble was overcome by keeping the rails swept clean ahead of the rear

drive wheels. This machine can be converted for summer use by removing the blower

apparatus and adding a platform to the chassis. When thus equipped it makes a powerful

truck for hauling material around terminal yards.

Snow Loader and Melting Tank Unit

The snow loader and melter unit is a fairly recent development and at present there

are but two units available, one that is furnished by a manufacturer and the other that

consists of melting tanks made up of two converted engine tenders furnished by a rail-
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Fig. 1.—Front and Side Views Showing Truck Mounted Snow Blower.

road and a loader that is supplied by a manufacturer. The snow loader and melting

tank unit shown in Fig. 2 is built as a complete unit by a manufacturer. The melting

tanks supplied with this unit have more capacity than the tanks made up by the railroad.

Snow melting units have been in use on one road for about four years while two other

roads started using them about a year ago.
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Fig. 2(a).—Side View of Snow Loader and Melter.

;JS£28S8SB|ff

Fig. 2(b).—Track-Mounted Snow Loader Used with Snow Melter.
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The purpose of this machine is to facilitate removal of snow in terminal yards and

relieve the problem of loading and disposing of snow by other methods, utilizing work

trains, loaders, trucks, hand shovelers, etc. Such methods of snow removal according to

some roads have been costing about 60 cents per cu. yd. of snow removed. Using the

melter unit, the costs have been reduced to approximately 10 cents per cu. yd.

The procedure generally followed in using the snow melting unit is to operate the

machine at a slow speed clearing the snow from between the tracks and from both sides.

Snow is converted into water which is then dumped into ash pits, storm sewers located

in the yard, or some other place of disposal.

The equipment consists of two separate car units. The track-mounted snow loader

and a melting tank unit. The loader is designed around a standard AAR center sill and

mounted on trucks, the length of the car being 30 ft. The melter unit consists of tanks

and other necessary equipment mounted on a 70-ton, 50-ft. flat car. In operation the

two units work in tandem.

The method consists of coupling the loader and tank units ahead of a locomotive,

which furnishes motive power and the steam used to melt the snow. The melter train

requires only a single track for passage while picking up a width of approximately

13 ft. of snow from yard tracks. The snow may be picked up either as it has fallen or

from windrows made by a spreader in advance of the melter. At stations snow is plowed

on to tracks by small equipment ahead of the melter. Snow is removed from the track

by the loading unit and is carried upward by two continuous belt conveyors, then into

a hopper at the top of the melting unit.

The melting process is accomplished by dumping snow directly into water heated

to near boiling point by direct steam injection. The melting unit consists of a large and

small tank, mounted on a flat car, with a cabin for the train crew located between the

tanks. To start the process of melting, the heating tank is filled with about 4000 gal.

of water and steam is admitted for 10 or IS min. or until the water is near boiling

temperature. While heating, the train is moved to the track where it is to pick up snow,

then the flood gates between the tanks are opened, giving an initial depth of about

30 in. of hot water on the bottom of both tanks. Snow discharged from the loader falls

into the hot water directly in front of a bank of steam injection nozzles which cause

agitation and circulation of the dissolving snow and also keep the accumulating water

heated. The rate of admission of steam is adjusted to the rate of pickup of snow. As both

tanks fill in unison, the steam is slacked off gradually, so unnecessary energy is not

wasted. While loading snow, one man remains on top of the tanks to operate the bank

of valves to control the jets and regulate the steam to correspond with the amount of

snow being dumped into the melting tank, so that the water, when ready to dump, is

only slightly above freezing temperature. When melted snow has filled both tanks, the

loading process is halted and the gate valves between the tanks are closed. Water is re-

tained in the smaller or heating tank and steam is turned on to again bring it to a boiling

temperature. The water in the larger or melting tanks is dumped at a convenient point

of disposal and by the time this is accomplished, the water in the heating tank is boiling

and the cycle starts over again.

The loader has an air-controlled scraper blade permitting operation from 3 in.

above top of rails to 2J4 in. below. Hinged wings, raising and lowering with blade, are

moved in and out individually by air, from a minimum width of 9 ft. to a maximum
width of 13 ft. Above the scraper a feeding spiral aids the flow of snow on to the

conveyors and breaks up any bridging tendency.

The loader is provided with an operator's cab which is equipped with a seat, heater,

defrosters, windshield wiper, lights, and devices to control the loading unit and train
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movement. A signal line to the locomotive cab enables the operator to halt operations

when necessary.

Loader conveyors are driven by a 52-hp. gasoline engine. Engine clutch, starter and

throttle are also located in the enclosed cab for convenience and efficiency of control.

The melting tank as furnished by the manufacturer has a capacity of 16,000 gal.

and the heating tank a capacity of 4500 gal. The melting tank made up by the railroad

has a capacity of 8000 gal. and the heating tank 4000 gal. A cabin for operating personnel

is placed between the two tanks, heated by radiation from the heating tank.

The locomotive should have an auxiliary 2^-in. pipe installed from the steam

turret forward so that steam can be passed through a 2%-in. flexible joint setup to the

header pipe of the melting unit. This connection is usually made at about brake hand-

wheel height. The melting unit operator has control of the steam. For transporting over

main line track, the loader meets clearance requirements of 5^2 in. above the rails.

Since snow varies so much in its characteristics, no records are available at present

to prove the rate and capacity of the melting unit. However, one road reports that this

is sufficient to meet most conditions. The capacity of the loader is suitable to meet any

volume of snow it may require to elevate and has a capacity of about 20 cu. yd. per min.

The equipment is generally used for gathering and melting snow as it falls or imme-

diately following a snowfall. It can also be used in conjunction with spreaders or in

windrows of snow, the only difference being that the melting capacity will be retarded

due to the greater density of snow.

A locomotive of sufficient size should be used with this unit so that it will keep in

continuous operation. The rate at which the plant operates depends on the size of the

locomotive which in turn is dependent upon the particular snowfall characteristics in the

area where it is to be used.

Weed Burner Used as Snow Melter

The weed burner has been used by one road for about IS years for melting snow

from switches in yard track areas. While this machine is built essentially for weed burn-

ing, it has been developed into an effective snow melting machine for use where snow

is not too deep. Two models of one manufacturer are now generally in use; one which

came on the market in 1937 and the other in 1940. Both are self-propelled on-track

machines. The older model is equipped with eight torch type burners that are mounted

on two adjustable arms, there being four torches to each of the arms. The newer model

as shown in Fig. 3 is smaller than the old model and is designed somewhat differently.

It has five torches, each of which is mounted at the end of a separate arm, the center

arm being fixed while the two on each side are manually adjustable, both vertically and

laterally. In preparing the burners for snow fighting service, the center arm and torch

on the newer model are removed. The torches on these machines are somewhat larger

than those on the older machines and produce a hotter flame; thus the melting capacity

is approximately equivalent to that of the larger unit.

In preparing the weed burners for winter service, the burner arms are placed and

anchored in the proper position for snow melting work. On the older model machines,

the arms are fixed at such an angle that the four torches on each of them straddle one

rail, that is, with two torches on each side of the rail. In preparing the newer model

machine the middle arm is removed and the other four arms are fixed in such positions

that there is a torch on each side of each rail. In both models of machines the torches,

when arranged for snow melting work, are fixed at a height of about 14 in. above

the top of rail. Generally the most effective procedure is to operate the machine at a
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Fig. 3.—Weed Burner Used for Melting Snow.

slow constant speed throughout the length of the switch points, the rate of speed being

judged by the operator on the basis of the conditions encountered. When moving between

switches, the machine proceeds at a faster speed, but the torches are not cut out. The

result, therefore, is that the burners melt a certain amount of snow between the switches

and thereby help to prevent drifting.

Experience has shown that weed burners are exceptionally effective in disposing of

snow at switches and one road claims that the machine will do the work of as many as

100 men with brooms, and do it better. The burners melt all the snow around and

under the switch points and the bridle rods. One road claims that the heat generated by

the torches is such as to cause much of the moisture to be evaporated so that little

difficulty is encountered due to the formation of ice. However, it is the opinion of other

roads that the question of ice formation is largely contingent on density of snow to be

melted, prevailing temperatures, depth of frost in the ground and drainage facilities at

the switches.

Conveyor Type Snow Loader

A number of conveyor type snow loaders are available either in off-track or on-track

units. The same basic features are embodied in the design of the various machines, the

most popular off-track unit in use on most roads at present being similar to the unit

shown in Fig. 4. The conveyor type snow loader consists of a tank type chassis with

caterpillar crawlers and a belt type flight conveyor boom. The foot or feeding end of the

boom is equipped with a spiral feeder which feeds the snow on to the conveyor belt.

The head or discharge end of the boom is fitted with a spout which discharges the snow

at the rear of the machine. A side discharge shuttle conveyor is available for attaching

to the head end of the flight conveyor when it is desired to discharge snow to either side

of the machine. The machine is powered by a 38-hp. gasoline engine which propels the

unit and drives the conveyor. This machine is also available equipped with pneumatic

tires, both machines being self-propelled off-track units. The loader is operated by one

man who controls the operation from a platform mounted on the side of the machine.

The practice on most roads is to use this machine for picking up snow from road-

ways, platforms and between yard tracks. Usually the snow is first windrowed with a
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Fig. 4.—Conveyor Type Crawler Mounted Snow Loader.

tractor snowplow followed by the snow loader which picks up the snow and discharges

it into trucks at the rear or at the side of the machine. For loading on to flat cars the

snow is windrowed close to the cars and the loader works down the windrow, loading the

snow on to the cars. As this operation requires that the machine load parallel with the

cars, the side discharge attachment is always used. The machine will handle snow up to

3 or 4 ft. deep and has a capacity of 10 to IS cu. yd. per min. It has a crowding speed

of approximately 10 to 20 ft. per min., depending on the depth of snow. It will run in

either direction and has a traveling speed of 3 mph. forward and 0.S mph. in reverse.

The spiral feed drive is equipped with an overload release sprocket which protects the

driving mechanism from breakage if any foreign material should happen to become

jammed in the conveyor.

This crawler mounted machine can be converted for summer use by removing the

snow loader boom and attaching a bucket loader boom. When thus equipped the machine

can be used for loading engine sand and cinders into cars or for unloading gravel, cinders

and sand from cars, the unit being self-propelled crawls along inside the cars, picking up

and unloading as it moves from one car to another.

Railroad Snowplow

At present there are two makes of snowplows in use; one that is built by a manu-
facturer and the other as shown in Fig. 5 that is railroad constructed. The models built in

recent years are all steel construction and are generally in use on most roads today. The

makes are similar in design except that the railroad constructed plow has a separate

hinged nose section which can be lowered or raised between or above the rails and

movable 6-ft. hinged wings which can be adjusted out 3 ft. from the side of the plow,

while the manufactured plow has a fixed or solid nose and is equipped with a flanger,
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Fig. 5.—Single-Track Snowplow, Above; Double-Track Snowplow, Below.

wing elevators and has a retractable drawbar at the front end. Both plows are furnished

in both single-track and double-track types.

Railroad snowplows are used mainly for plowing snow from main line and branch
line tracks where snow is deep enough to impede or stop progress of trains. Plows
equipped with wing elevators will lift and throw the snow clear of the right-of-way, while

the plows without wing elevators will throw the snow well clear of the track. The wines
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on this type are usually used to assist in throwing the snow clear and also push back

snow in cuts or where it has accumulated beside the track.

On main line track, these plows are usually operated between 20 and 35 mph.,

depending upon the locality and depth of snow. On some roads, plows are also used in

conjunction with spreaders for plowing and spreading passing tracks. In operation, the

two units work in tandem.

Snowplows are operated by air supplied from the air reservoir on the locomotive,

the air being piped through to the main reservoir on the plow. On the railroad con-

structed plow, a large capacity fast operating air cylinder is connected through rods and

crank arms to the nose of the plow for quick lifting, and a smaller air cylinder controls

the downward movement of the nose and is somewhat slower operating. The wings are

operated by large capacity air cylinders which control the outward and inward move-

ment. The nose and wings are controlled by air valves located in the cupola which accom-

modates the men operating the plow. The locomotive whistle is also controlled from the

plow by means of a cord extending from the cupola back to the locomotive.

Snowplows are usually operated by two men who control the operation of the plow

and the sounding of signals governing the movement of the train.

Track-Mounted Spreader Used in Snow Service

While the spreader was built primarily as a ballast spreading machine, it is used in

place of, and sometimes in addition to, snowplows. At present there is but one spreader

available and various models are in use, ranging from the older types of 20 years ago

to the modern type spreader-ditcher as shown in Fig. 6. The spreader-ditcher type is

heavier and longer than previous models and has a longer wing spread, making it par-

ticularly adaptable for spreading snow across yard tracks. The newer spreader can be used

as a snowplow by equipping it with a detachable type high plow making the machine

a combination unit which can both plow and spread snow. When thus equipped, one

spreader will often do the work that is otherwise required to be done by a plow and a

spreader working as separate units. The plow attachment is built for either single or

double-track operation.

Some roads report that the newer spreader when used as a snowplow is not restricted

to slow speed movements but can be run at speeds up to 30 mph. on main line track.

One road reports that the spreader can be used as a snowplow for main line track but

it will not elevate the snow fast enough to throw it clear if the snow is deep. However,

in light snow the wings can be used in cuts to compact the snow to provide additional

room and can also be used to carry the snow out of cuts. The primary use for spreaders,

however, is in large yards where the tracks are cleared by pushing the snow off one

track to another successively throughout the width of the yard to a point where it can

be piled or loaded. The same procedure is used in clearing snow from passing tracks.

In extreme ice conditions a special ice cutter, attached to the front of the plow is

used to gouge out ice accumulations between the rails to top of ties. The ice cutter

consists of a number of steel teeth mounted on a casting which conforms to the contour

of the plow nose. The whole assembly is attached to the nose of the plow and is raised

and lowered with it.

When operating the newer type spreaders equipped with long wings, in spreading

deep heavy snow, the wings should not be operated at too acute an angle. To do so is

likely to cause the wing post to bend, the reason being that when the wings are

operating too close to the body of the car, the wing braces do not take a sufficient
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Fig. 6.—Four Views of a Spreader-Ditcher Used in Snow Handling.

amount of the thrust set up by the pressure of the wings in contact with the snow

and tend to push the wing forward placing excessive strain on the wing post. However,

if an experienced operator is assigned to the handling of the spreader and reasonable

care is exercised, little difficulty will be experienced.

Spreaders are used for snow handling by practically every railroad confronted with

snow problems and are considered essential snow fighting equipment.

Small Tractor Plow

A number of small tractors are available which are suitable for snow handling.

While the design of these machines may vary slightly, they all embody the same basic

principles and can generally be used for the same purpose. The tractor shown in Fig. 7

is similar to those used on a number of roads.

The small tractor is used mainly for removing light snow from station platforms,

sidewalks and driveways. One road reports that it has also used it successfully for plowing

snow from switch leads and cleaning up after larger machines have removed the bulk

of the snow. The machine can be equipped with either a blade or a rotary power brush..

Generally the blade is used for removing snow up to 6 in. in depth. The blade can

either be set straight or at an angle. The brush is used for sweeping light snow as it

falls or, up to 2 in. in depth. Heavier snow tends to clog up the brush and retard the

sweeping action.

The machine is not generally recommended for use in snow more than 6 in. deep.

In deeper snow the machine, due to its light weight and small pneumatic tires, does not

develop sufficient traction to propel the unit. To obtain maximum traction, the tires

should be equipped with chains, also the unit may be weighted down to decrease wheel

slippage.
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Fig. 7.—Small Tractor Plow.

The tractor is mounted on two small wheels and is powered with a 5 or 6-hp. air

cooled gasoline engine which propels the unit through a clutch, transmission and differ-

ential drive. It can be operated in either forward or reverse direction and is handled

by a man walking behind who controls the motor and steers the machine.

Other attachments such as lawn mower and sickle bar are available for use with

the machine during the summer months for mowing lawns, cutting weeds and light brush.

Tractor-Bulldozer

While this machine was originally designed for earth moving purposes, it has been

used as snow handling equipment for many years. In addition to using the regular

bulldozer equipment, other attachments such as overhead loaders and V-type snowplows

similar to that shown in Fig. 8 can be used for snow handling.

The bulldozer blade is used mainly for cleaning snow from teamways, shop yards,

driveways, enginehouse territory or where the snow can be pushed in the clear. It can

also be used for windrowing snow and is sometimes used for pushing back and leveling

off snow dumps. The bulldozer is generally used in snow up to 2 ft. in depth which is

about the maximum depth that can be cleaned up in one pass without spilling snow

over the top of the blade. It will, however, handle practically any depth of snow by

making a number of passes through to clean up. The blade can be straight or at an

angle. Usually the blade is set at an angle for plowing and straight for pushing.
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Fig. 8.—Tractor-Bulldozer Equipped with V-Plow and Wings for Handling Snow.

The V-type snowplow attachment is usually used for handling deep snow on road-

ways where there is sufficient clearance to make a snow bank on either side. It will push

the snow higher and farther back than the bulldozer blade. Usually a cab is provided

to house the operator when this attachment is used.

The overhead loader attachment consists of a 3 -yd. bucket, front-mounted on an

"A" frame, the arms of which are pivoted at the rear axle of the tractor. The bucket

can be hoisted from ground level at the front of the tractor and swung overhead to

discharge its load at the rear. The hoisting of the bucket and frame is controlled by

cables connected to a reversing transmission at the rear of the tractor. The overhead

loader is used chiefly for loading snow into trucks, railroad cars or any place where
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snow cannot otherwise be disposed of. Usually it is the practice to first windrow the

snow so that it can be picked up by the loader.

Due to the loader attachment picking up and discharging its load at the rear, the

tractor does not need to be turned to unload but can be operated forward and reverse

to complete the loading operation. The loader is capable of loading up to 250 yd. of

snow per hour depending on loading conditions. The tractors used with the attachments

are usually diesel powered and range in size from medium to large depending on the

particular snow handling requirement. Generally it is found that a medium sized tractor,

powered with a 40 or 50-hp. engine will handle most snow fighting equipment.

Report on Assignment 6

Railway Owned Automotive Equipment

Jack Largent (chairman, subcommittee), F. L. Etchison, A. J. Flanagan, C. H. R. Howe,
R. M. Leeds, Francis Martin, W. H. Moore, A. J. Neff, T. M. Pittman, J. L. Starkie,

M. C. Taylor. F. F. Zavatkay.

Your committee submits the following final report as information

A comprehensive report appeared in the Proceedings, Vol. 40, 1939, starting on page

316, Appendix D, under the same subject, and the following information will supplement

that report.

The use of automotive equipment for handling men, materials and supplies, con-

tinues to increase on railroads generally, being limited only by their inability to obtain

sufficient vehicles during the war and thus far in the post-war period. It is apparent

that reliance on highway transport has spread rapidly from eastern and northern roads,

with greater density of traffic, to southern and western roads in areas where suitable

highways are conveniently located to rail lines, because of the economy of using off-track

equipment to avoid delay and hazard in busy terminal areas and on heavy traffic lines.

With advancing labor costs, there is a definite increase in use, and plans are being

considered for the employment of additional company owned truck equipment, when

available, by most railroads in their large shops, stores departments, and signal and

Fig. 1.—Truck with Special Body Equipped for Welding.
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Fig. 2.—Rear View of the Truck Shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3.—Truck with Special Body with Removable Sides and Extension Hoist.
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Fig. 4.—Rear View of Truck Shown in Fig. 3.

electrical departments, as well as in the maintenance of way departments, for work on

roadway, bridges and buildings, and for water service, engineering and the maintenance

of work equipment. The greatest interest is being shown in pick-up and service trucks

under 2-ton capacity, and in some dump trucks to 5 tons. Precedents have been estab-

lished by some roads in designing and building special truck bodies, equipped with lifting

apparatus and winches, for handling loads, and others for handling special tools, welding

equipment, supplies and parts for repairing and servicing work equipment on line of

road. Others provide specially arranged seating for gang transport.

An interesting trend is indicated by the large number of widely diversified sizes and

types of tracks and buses assigned to the handling of large track and bridge and building

gangs. The ability to pick up men at or near their homes and move them long distances

to work has assisted greatly in competing for labor in areas where labor is not readily

available or it is impossible to provide suitable camping arrangements in such localities

for adequate forces. Handling employees by highway buses or trucks reduces the personal

injury hazard compared with long motor car trips on main line track in heavy traffic

territories. Some western roads resort to long hauls by bus or truck in handling Mexican

Nationals recruited under contract for track labor. Considerable labor from western

Indian tribes has been recruited only by agreement to transport them by highway to

the jobs and to return them at stipulated times.

Reports were received from 22 railroads, through a questionnaire, showing the auto-

mobile units owned and on order for each type and size of vehicle, and the department
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to which they are assigned. The number of company owned highway vehicles at the

time of this reporting, including units on order, varied between 38 on the railroad report-

ing the fewest vehicles, and 444 on the railroad reporting the largest number of vehicles.

As an indication of the general trend in this class of equipment, the railroad reporting

the greatest number of vehicles owned stated that it had on order a number of vehicles

equivalent to 13 percent of the number now in service. These reports further reveal that

the highway vehicles on the railroad owning the largest number represent the equivalent

of one for every 4.14 miles of main track, and the railroad reporting the smallest number

of highway vehicles has one for each 209 miles of main track.

Report on Assignment 7

Concrete Handling Equipment

F. H. Rothe (chairman, subcommittee), C. M. Angel, C. W. Engle, J. G. Hartley, E. C.

Jackson, W. B. Lee, Francis Martin, E. H. Ness, P. G. Petri, T. M. Pittman,

J. L. Starkie, G. M. Strachan.

This is a final report submitted by your committee as information.

It covers the broad field of equipment which is used in handling concrete and other

material; it ranges from shovels and wheelbarrows to large installations of towers,

elevators, chutes, cableways and pumping equipment. It is difficult to make specific

recommendations because of the diverse arrangements required at different locations;

therefore, only a general idea can be given of the equipment and the application of it.

The volume of the concrete to be handled is a major factor in determining the size

of the equipment which may be used economically. The type of structure and topography

of the surrounding ground are also major factors in determining the type of equipment

to be used to deliver the concrete from the mixer to the forms.

In selecting concrete handling equipment, consideration must be given to the eco-

nomical delivery of aggregates to the mixer. Wherever possible, the force of gravity

should be utilized for delivery of both aggregates and concrete.

Paving Mixer.-—-This machine is a well-known type of concrete handling equipment.

It is usually mounted on crawler treads, is self-propelled and driven by an internal

combustion engine; it is so arranged that aggregates may be dumped into the loading

skip from dump trucks. The discharge side of the mixer is equipped with a boom and

traveling dump bucket to deliver the concrete to the desired location. The paving mixer

is adaptable to numerous types of work.

Truck Mixer.—This machine consists of a concrete mixer, usually from 2 to S cu. yd.

capacity, mounted on a suitable automobile truck chassis. Some of these mixers are

driven by the truck engine through a power take-off, others are equipped with an

additional internal combustion engine to drive the mixer. The truck mixer is used

extensively for the delivery of ready mixed concrete which is mixed enroute to delivery

point. This machine is charged at some central point where provision has been made

for loading by gravity or some mechanical device. The truck mixer provides an economical

means of both mixing and placing concrete.

Elevators.—Both single and multiple type elevators are in common use. They gen-

erally consist of one or more towers equipped with necessary cables, sheaves and hoisting

equipment, so that wheelbarrows or buggies may be elevated to permit delivery of the

concrete to the forms. Some elevators are equipped with dump buckets and receiving

hoppers so that the concrete may be elevated, dumped into the hopper and from that

point delivered by means of wheelbarrows, buggies or suitable chutes.
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Concrete Buggy.—This is a two-wheel cart, designed for hauling concrete and

dumping it into the forms. The capacity usually ranges from 5 to 12 cu. ft. It is mounted

on either steel or pneumatic tires, although the load can be handled with less effort on

pneumatic than on steel tires.

Concrete Mixer.—There are numerous styles and sizes, ranging from a simple belt-

driven drum of about 2 cu. ft. capacity up to machines with a capacity of 2 cu. yd.,

or more, equipped with loading skip, water measuring equipment and batch recorders.

All types of mountings are used for these machines, from skids to railroad cars, some of

which are self-propelled. Either side or end loading and discharging mixers are available.

From the above, it is apparent that there is a mixer to meet almost any requirement.

Portable Hoppers.—These devices are available up to about S cu. yd. capacity,

mounted on rubber tires. They provide a convenient reservoir for receiving concrete from

the mixers and frequently prevent delay to the mixing operations when anything interferes

with delivery of the concrete to the forms.

Cableways.-—These devices are usually used on large construction work such as

dams and are frequently designed for the specific project on which they are to be used.

Some are arranged to carry dump buckets which deliver the concrete to the forms;

others deliver the concrete into a hopper from which it may be conveyed to the forms

by chutes, buggies, etc.

Pumpcrete.—This is a trade name applied to machinery used to force concrete

through a pipe line from the mixer to the forms, which consists of a remixing hopper,

two valves, a piston and a cylinder. The machinery is usually driven by an internal

combustion engine when used as a portable unit. On large projects the pumpcrete machine

is frequently mounted on a concrete base and driven by electricity.

Pumpcrete machines are made in various capacities satisfactory for delivery of con-

crete up to 1000 ft. horizontally or 120 ft. vertically. Pumping concrete 1 ft. vertically

Rear View of Power Jack.
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requires the same power which is required to propel it 8 ft. horizontally. Pumpcrete

provides a satisfactory method of placing concrete under water. The procedure for

pouring concrete under water is as follows:

After the pipe line is in place, the drop pipe is disconnected from the elbow. A tight

plug of burlap or excelsior is inserted in the drop pipe. The pipe line up to the drop

pipe connection is then pumped full of concrete and the drop pipe connected so that

concrete pumping can be resumed. The function of the plug in the drop pipe is to

prevent separation of the concrete on the vertical drop after passing the elbow. The end

of the drop pipe must be kept on the bottom below the surface of the concrete until

the concrete has been delivered.

There are numerous types and sizes of concrete handling buckets available up to

1% cu. yd. capacity. They include both tip type and bottom dump buckets. Some of

the bottom dump buckets are equipped so the flow of concrete from the bucket can

be controlled.

Report on Assignment 9

Power Jacks

J. N. Todd (chairman, subcommittee), C. M. Angel, R. E. Buss. C. L. Fero, A. J.

Flanagan, W. B. Lee, F. H. McKenney, R. A. Morrison, C. H. Ordas, J. C. Ryan,

M. C. Taylor, S. E. Tracy.

This is a final report submitted as information.

The power jack is a track-mounted machine on four wheels, smaller than motor

car wheels, and is about the same weight as a heavy section motor car. It is used for

Side View of Power Jack.
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light raises of track as in reballasting, for greater raises as when raising dips in main

track, and sometimes for skeletonizing tracks. It is insulated so as not to operate track

signals.

The mechanism includes a one-cylinder air cooled gasoline engine of about 6 hp.,

two pumps, two hydraulic cylinders or rams with hinged connections to a long shoe

that goes between the ties, two operating levers, and two rail clamps controlled by one

handle. The operating levers are so arranged that the rams may be operated at the

same time or one operated independently of the other.

Lifting is accomplished by the hydraulic rams which operate with oil at high pressure

supplied by the two pumps which are chain driven by the engine described above. Where

a lift is to be made the jack is spotted with the shoe located between the ties. When
the operator steps on the operating platform his weight automatically sets the brakes.

This platform is so pivoted on the brake shaft that it also acts to accelerate the engine.

As soon as the operator steps off the platform, the brake is released and the engine speed

is lowered to idling. Furthermore, the operator can control the speed of the engine

while on the platfrom, by tilting the platform backward or forward.

Having spotted the machine at the desired location, it is then clamped to the rails

by the two clamps operated from a single lever located directly in front of the operator.

The rams move downward by having oil under pressure admitted to the cylinders. This

forces the shoe down on the ballast between the ties until it has a firm footing, after

which any additional movement of the rams exerts an upward pressure, and the jack

together with the track are raised to the desired level. The amount of movement of

the rams and the resultant lift of track are governed by the amount of oil admitted to

the hydraulic cylinders. When the levers are pushed down the rams move downward,

when raised the rams move upward. These controls work independently, thus making

it possible to raise one side of the track or both sides at once.

The maximum lift is 20 in. but it is not practical to raise more than 8 in. because

enough ballast material cannot be unloaded for more than that amount of raise.

This machine is considered by those who have used it as practical and efficient for

the purposes for which it is intended.

Report on Assignment 10

Machinery and Equipment For Stabilizing Roadbed

C. E. Morgan (chairman, subcommittee), W. R. Bjorklund, G. E. Bovd, R. E. Buss,

C. W. Engle. F. L. Etchison, J. G. Hartley, E. C. Jackson, A. A. Keever, F. H.
McKennev, R. A. Morrison, A. J. Neff, John O'Farrell, J. C. Rvan, G. M. Strachan,

G. R. We'stcott.

This is a final report presented as information.

The first report on the grouting equipment for roadbed stabilizing was presented

by Committee 1—Roadway and Ballast, under Assignment 5, roadway protection

—

stabilization of roadbed, and was published in the Proceedings, Vol. 47, 1946, page 320.

There are at present two methods for the application of the grout to the roadbed.

The first is the hydraulic or direct pressure process, and the second is the air pressure

or pneumatic method.

The hydraulic pump machine applies the principle of a mechanical force pump into

which the grout or slurry flows by gravity after mixing and is then in turn forced

through the hoses to the grouting points. Stopping the pump or closing the valve removes
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Complete Layout, Including Compressors, Tractor, Tanks and Mud-Jack.

Grouting Machine Mounted on Weed Burner Outfit.

the pressure at once from the line carrying the grout and lets it recirculate back to the

mixing compartment.

The other types of machines in use are composed of varying mixing systems in

which after mixing the slurry, compressed air is introduced into the chamber above

the mix which in turn forces the slurry out through the valves and hose lines. The latter

type is in general use where very small units are being tried out on a rather small scale.

This method also lends itself to larger operations by employing both larger mixers and

larger compressors.



View Showing Driving of Hollow Points.

Side View of Mud-Jack.
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Grouting Machine
Mounted on Railroad
Flanged Wheels.

The method of mounting all such machines as the grouting machines, air com-

pressors, concrete mixers and the pumps, differs not only with each railroad but is greatly

dependent on the place to be worked. Where wide shoulders and flat areas are available

the crawler tread mounted or rubber-tired units are popular. Some grouting machines

are mounted on motor car flanged wheels with standard axles and bearings. One railroad

doing work in a tunnel employed a weed burner machine by mounting the grouting

machine on the burner frame, using the engine to make the unit self-propelling and to

utilize the oil tanks as a water supply. Extra push cars attached to the unit were used

to transport the materials for the grout mix. This equipment was especially suited to

the tunnel work and the entire outfit was quickly moved out of the tunnel for the

passage of trains.

The handling of the sand, cement, and other materials, including water, in view

of the quantities needed, is a very important part of the work and the equipment

required should not be overlooked.

On a large out-of-face grouting operation, a work train was used to move tanks,

fill them with water, and unload sand and cement at each station where the mixing

machines were placed. This work train serviced several different grouting machines.

A typical grouting operation of comparatively small size would include the following

equipment for off-track work:

1—60-cu. ft. air compressor for driving of hard moil points.

1—io5-cu. ft. air compressor for driving hollow grouting points.

1—Crawler tractor to pull machinery along the right-of-way.

1—Grouting machine.

Necessary water tanks.

1—Demolition tool 75-85-lb. with lj4-in. chuck.

2—Demolition tool 50-60-lb. with lJ4-in. chuck.

6—Slurry injection points 6 ft. long.

6—Slurry injection points 10 ft. long.

12—Driving heads for slurry injection points.

A—Pulling ratchets for extracting moil points and slurry points.

2—150 or 200-ft. sections of 1^-in. grout hose, preferably of a braided type hose

so it can be in one piece.

2—150 or 200-ft. sections of 1-in. air hose for demolition tools.

1—ioo ft. section of 1-in. air hose for moil point drivers.



Report of Committee 17—Wood Preservation

C. S. Burt, Chairman,
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10. Development of specifications for the treatment of wood to make it fire

resistant, including: (a) methods of treatment; (b) chemicals; (c) wood
preservatives and amount thereof to be added to fire-resistive salts; (d)

performance test methods; and (e) interpretation of test results.

No report.

11. Preliminary conditioning of forest products for treatment by artificial

methods of seasoning.

No report.

The Committee on Wood Preservation,

C. S. Burt, Chairman.

Report on Assignment 5

Destruction by Termites and Possible Ways of Prevention

Hermann von Schrenk (chairman, subcommittee), S. J. Buckman, W. F. Clapp, F. W.
Gottschalk, O. E. Hager, B. D. Howe, M. F. Jaeger.

There are a number of errors that need to be corrected in the report presented

by Subcommittee 5, in the Proceedings, Vol. 47, 1946, pages 142 to 168, inclusive.

N. R. Gutherie of the Socony Vacuum Oil Company, who treated the test pieces,

has called attention to the fact that there should be a change on page 163 of this report

dealing with copper naphthenate. He emphasized that in all statements about concen-

trations of copper used in treatment, the amount recorded should be on the basis of the

copper content. He explained that the reasons for the different values of copper in

Series "S" and Series "C," described in this test, was due to the use of naphthenic acids

of different molecular weights. It is therefore suggested that the following corrections

be made on page 163 of this report under the description of copper naphthenate:

Delete all references to the percentage of copper naphthenate in the "S" and "C"

Series in section 2 on page 163.

Attention was further called to apparent inconsistencies in the report of the results

of inspection of Lots 1 and 2 on pages 164 and 165. In checking back into the original

field records of the inspection, it was found that this was the case and also that there

were errors of transcription in Lots 3 and 4. The records were changed accordingly.

Attention should further be called to the fact that at the time this report was

presented on the floor by the chairman at the 1946 convention, a change was suggested

in the second paragraph of the conclusions on page 168. This was on account of some

criticisms that had been received. In the second paragraph of the conclusions the following

clause was inserted after chemical compounds, "the quantities of such compounds

retained."

Portions of pages 163, 164, 165, and 168 embodying these corrections are

reproduced below:

Page 163 (Proceedings, Vol. 47, 1946)

Revise so that first 11 lines under "Copper Naphthenate" will read as follows:

1. Source—Socony Vacuum Oil Company—St. Louis, Mo.

2. Composition—Copper naphthenate dissolved in either Stoddard's Solvent or in

light gas oil.

"200 S" series contains copper naphthenate equivalent to 2-percent copper, dissolved

in Stoddard's Solvent.
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"100 S" series contains copper naphthenate equivalent to 1-percent copper, dissolved

in Stoddard's Solvent.

"200 C" series contains copper naphthenate equivalent to 2-percent copper, dissolved

in light gas oil.

"100 C" series contains copper naphthenate equivalent to 1 -percent copper, dissolved

in lfght gas oil.

Page 164

Under "Results of Inspection" at bottom of page, revise table to read as follows:

Lot 1.—Douglas Fir Dipped in Copper Naphthenate, 100-C and 200-C and
the Untreated Control

Series Mark Post No. Row Symbol O S M
17A.

Post No.
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Copper Naphthenate applied by pressure

Cclcure applied by open tank (equivalent to pressure)

Ascu applied by pressure

Pentachlorophenol applied by pressure

Trichlorbcnzene applied by pouring on ground around posts

Hooker Solvent T applied by pouring on ground around posts

Report on Assignment 7

Incising Forest Products

W. P. Arnold (chairman, subcommittee), C. S. Burt, R. F. Dreitzler, F. W. Gottschalk,

F. W. Hillman, B. D. Howe, R. S. Hubley, R. P. Hughes, A. J. Loom, T. H. Strate.

An investigation was made during the past year to determine the effect of incising

in accordance with AREA specifications on the penetration into white fir, eastern spruce

and yellow birch cross ties. Each tie treated was incised for half its length. After treat-

ment two sections were taken from each half of each tie as shown in the illustrations.

The ties were semi-seasoned and treated by heating in oil under vacuum followed

by the Rueping process, under the following cycle:

1. Cylinder filled with creosote and 1/3 of the creosote dropped out.

2. 6 hours heating under vacuum at 160 deg. F.

3. Blowback.

4. 40 lb. initial air.

5. 5 hours pressure (2 hours to reach 125 lb.) at 200 deg. F.

6. Blowback.

7. Yz hour final vacuum.

The following retentions of creosote were secured:

Retention
lb. per

Species Tie No. cu.ft.

White fir 7 6.4

White fir 10 8.5

Spruce 13 6.6

Spruce 16 3.1

Spruce 18 4.3

Birch 2 8.3

Birch 5 9.1

Birch 6 11.3

Examination of the sections as illustrated shows that no improvement is obtained in

these species by incising. The white fir used in these tests should not be confused with

Douglas fir with which definite benefit is obtained through incising.
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Report of Committee 3—Ties

C. D. Turley, Chairman, John Foley* F. G. Campbell, Vice-

M. L. Bardill T. H. Friedlin Chairman,

R. S. Belcher W. E. Gardner L. E. Peterson
H. J. Bogardus L. E. Gingerich Arthur Price

W. C. Bolin B. D. Howe W. W. Rohrbough
W. H. Brameld E. A. Humphreys E. F. Salisbury
H. F. Brown C. E. Jackman T. D. Saunders
W. J. Burton C. T. Jackson W. D. Simpson
R. E. Butler R. H. Jordan J. G. Sutherland

•B. S. Converse Roy Lumpkin W. H. Vance
R. L. Cook T. P. Lynch A. W. White
H. R. Duncan R. B. Midriff

Committee

*Died May 18, 1946.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, consisting of revisions or reapproval of all items adopted

prior to 1930, submitted for adoption page 377

2. Extent of adherence to specifications.

Progress report, presented as information page 378

3. Substitutes for wood ties.

Progress report, presented as information page 378

4. Tie renewals and costs per mile of maintained track.

Progress report, presented as information page 379

5. Cause and control of splitting in railroad ties.

No report.

6. Ways and means for retarding the destruction of ties by mechanical wear.

No report.

7. Reasons for the removal of ties.

No report.

The Committee on Ties,

C. D. Turley, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 463, December 1946.
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3Tof)tt Jfolep

John Foley, for many years a recognized au-

thority on railroad ties, died on May 18, 1946. Born

in New York City in 1880, he was educated at the

College of the City of New York and at Columbia

University, before taking up the study of forestry

at the Biltmore Forest School. After five years' em-

ployment in the U. S. Forest Service, he entered the

service of the Pennsylvania Railroad in 1907 as as-*

sistant forester. He was advanced to forester in 1912

and his authority was extended over the entire Penn-

sylvania system in 1920. He occupied this position

until 1928, after which he served for four years as

assistant to the purchasing agent. In 1932 he resumed

the position of forester and continued in that capacity

until his retirement on March 1, 1946.

His service with the Pennsylvania was inter-

rupted during both world wars. During the earlier

war he served the U. S. Railroad Administration as associate manager, Forest Products

Section. Prior to, during, and subsequent to World War II he was head commodity

specialist and technical consultant on forest products problems of the Office of Production

Management, the War Production Board and the Civilian Production Administration.

Mr. Foley became a member of the AREA in 1920 and was immediately asked to

serve on the Committee on Ties, with which he was identified until his death. During

his 26 years with this committee, he served consecutive 11 -year terms as vice-chairman

and chairman.

While Mr. Foley's primary interest was in cross ties, he was also recognized for his

wide and detailed knowledge of matters relating to all uses of lumber, as well as the

preservative treatment of wood. He served 18 years as a member of the Committee on

Wood Preservation and represented the Association on the Central Committee on Lumber

Standards, serving for an extended period as its chairman. He was a fellow in the Society

of American Foresters, a member of the Advisory board of the Charles Lathrop Pack

Forestry Foundation, and a past-president and honorary member of the American Wood-

Preservers' Association.

In the death of John Foley, the Association, as well as the Committee on Ties,

suffered a grievous loss.
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Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

C. D. Turley, (chairman, subcommittee), R. S. Belcher, W. H. Brameld, W. J. Burton,

H. R. Duncan, Roy Lumpkin.

Your committee recommends the revision or the reapproval of the following items

in the Manual approved prior to 1930.

Page 3-1

Q

Marking Ties for Service Records

1926

Revise item 2 -as follows:

Dating nails should be driven into the outer thirds of the tops of the ties, 10 in.

inside the inner flange of the rail and upon the line side of the track.

Revise item 5, line 2 by substituting aluminum for zinc.

Page 3-19

Installation and Keeping Records of Cross Tie Test Sections

1927

Submitted for reapproval without change.

Page 3-21

Specification for Tie Plugs

1925

Submitted for reapproval without change.

Page 3-27

Fundamentals to be Considered in Designs of Substitute Ties

1923

Submitted for reapproval without change.

Page 3-28

Conservation of Timber Supply

1920

Revise item 2 as follows:

Ties should be protected against mechanical wear by a well maintained and properly

designed track structure. Items which tend to retard the destruction of ties by mechanical

wear are: (1) size of rail; (2) type of rail joint; (3) continuous welded rail; (4) tie

plates of correct type and size, securely fastened to the tie; (5) adzing and boring of

ties; (6) rail anchors; and (7) track maintenance.
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Report on Assignment 2

Extent of Adherence to Specifications

W. D. Simpson (chairman, subcommittee), M. L. Bardill, R. S. Belcher, H. J. Bogardus,
W. C. Bolin, H. F. Brown, W. J. Burton, B. S. Converse, R. L. Cook, H. R. Duncan,
T. H. Friedlin, L. E. Gingerich, B. D. Howe, E. A. Humphreys, C. E. Jackman,
C. T. Jackson, Roy Lumpkin, T. P. Lynch, R. B. Midkiff, Arthur Price, W. W.
Rohrbough, E. F. Salisbury, T. D. Saunders, W. H. Vance, A. W. White.

This is a progress report presented as information.

The committee has again been able to engage in the travel necessary in making field

inspections to observe the extent of adherence to specifications as was its practice prior

to the war. During the summer and fall two trips were made to inspect the ties in

seasoning yards of three railroads, totaling 640,000 ties. These ties were mainly sawed

and hewed oak with some gum and some mixed hardwoods. They were produced in West

Virginia, Virginia and in the Carolinas.

The committee was impressed with the generally satisfactory housekeeping conditions

of the yards and with the obvious efforts of the purchasers of these ties to hold up the

quality of their inspection and handling in storage. The only divergence from best practice

that the committee found was generally in the manufacture of the ties, for in that par-

ticular they were not up to pre-war standards. It was noted that an appreciably larger

percentage of the ties in storage were of the smaller sizes than were found before the war.

The committee is encouraged that so many roads have been able to maintain the

quality of their inspection during the war, and by the knowledge that those lines which

did allow their inspection to become lenient are taking steps to avoid the acceptance of

substandard ties. Poor manufacture and what is possibly an excessive percentage of

Size-1 and Size-2 ties are conditions that can be corrected if the buyers are disposed

to insist upon the quality, sizes and workmanship for which they pay, and adhere

strictly to the AREA specifications.

Report on Assignment 3

Substitutes for Wood Ties

W. E. Gardner (chairman, subcommittee), M. L. Bardill, W. C. Bolin, W. H. Brameld,
R. L. Cook, T. H. Friedlin, E. A. Humphreys, L. E. Peterson, E F. Salisbury. A. W.
White.

This is a progress report, submitted as information.

A statement showing all test installations of substitute ties which had been reported

to the committee was published in the Proceedings, Vol. 41, 1940, page 648. Since that

time no additional installations of substitute for wood ties have been reported.

Practically all of the substitutes for wood ties in the original 193 installations

reported have now been removed from track. Their performance generally was not satis-

factory and their service life did not justify the extra cost over that of wood ties;

however, it is felt that with the experience gained from the tests and the use of new

materials developed within the last several years, satisfactory substitutes for wood

railroad cross ties can be produced.

Of the 26,962 Brown concrete ties installed, 510 in 1925, 17,293 in 1927, 7582 in

1928, and 1577 in 1930 at 15 different locations on the Pennsylvania, 8028 are still in

service.
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Of 1,329,386 Carnegie, unsymmetrical steel I-beam ties, installed at various locations

on 20 different railroads during the period 1904 to 1923, only 455 still remain in service.

These ties are in light traffic yard tracks and are a part of the 2000 installed on the

Duluth. Missabe & Iron Range in 1905.

Of 983 Snyder composite (steel and concrete) ties installed in Derry yard on the

Pennsylvania in 1906, 966 still remain in service.

The Delaware & Hudson installed 149,317 Dalton ties during the period 1927 to

193S and report that 147,393 were still in service at the end of 1944. These ties made

from scrap rail and joint bars, are apparently giving satisfactory service. They cannot

be used where track circuits are necessary as no means are provided for insulation.

Since wood preservation by creosote came into common use, the general opinion

of railroad men has been that any satisfactory substitute for the wood tie would cost

more per tie-year than a wood tie but because of the current high prices of wood ties

the subject is again being given much consideration and study.

The committee wishes to call attention to Fundamentals to be Considered in Designs

of Substitute Ties as covered on page 3-27 of the Manual.

Report on Assignment 4

Tie Renewals and Costs Per Mile of Maintained Track

C. D. Turley (chairman, subcommittee), W. C. Bolin, W. H. Brameld, W. J. Burton,

B. D. Howe, C. T. Jackson, R. H. -Jordan, T. P. Lynch.

Information reported annually to the Interstate Commerce Commission by railroads

in the United States and to this Association by railroads in Canada, regarding the number

and cost of the cross ties laid in replacement is supplied for 1945 in Tables A and B.

These tabulations were given advance publication in Bulletin No. 460, June-July 1946,

in order to make the information available as promptly as possible.

A decrease over 1941, 1942, 1943 and 1944 in the number of ties applied in 1945

probably reflects a shortage of manpower in track maintenance, rather than a shortage

of ties or reduced requirements by the railroads.

The rise in the cost of ties began in 1941 and extended through 1942, 1943 and

1944, continued through 1945.

A thorough knowledge of general practices and of traffic and maintenance conditions

on individual railroads is necessary before comparisons can be made.



Report of Committee 29—Waterproofing

G. E. Robinson, Chairman, L. H. Laffoley C. A. Whipple, Vice-

G. E. Boyd J. A. Lahmer Chairman,
A. B. Chapman R. L. Mays T. M. von Sprecken

J. P. Gallagher F. J. Pitcher J. P. Walton
W. G. Harding W. E. Robey H. T. Welty
M. L. Johnson

Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, including one recommended revision below:

2. Waterproofing of railway structures.

No report.

The Committee on Waterproofing,

G. E. Robinson, Chairman.

Report on Assignment 2

Revision of Manual

H. T. Welty (chairman, subcommittee), J. P. Gallagher, L. H. Laffoley, F. J. Pitcher.

Your committee recommends the following addition to the Principles Governing the

Waterproofing or Dampproofing of Railway Structures:

On page 29-14, under heading of Specific Cases, Article 4. Add to the present para-

graph a sentence reading as follows: Special attention should be given to the drainage

and to the position of the fill in order to prevent the pocketing of water.

AREA Bulletin 463, December 1946.
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S. F. Grear, Chairman,
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Cheater 3Tameg J^ogue

News of the sudden death on November 4, 1946, of Chester James Hogue, was
received in Chicago while Committee 7, of which he was a member for 26 years, was
in session.

Mr. Hogue was born in Portland, Ore., September 19, 1875, the son of a pioneei

lumberman. His formal education was completed at Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology, where he earned degrees in both architecture and civil engineering. He practiced

his profession for two decades, and from 1917 until his retirement in February 1946 he

directed the trade promotion and technical services of the West Coast Lumbermen's

Association. He was a foremost authority on the use of wood as an engineering material

and at the time of his death he was writing a technical reference book on this subject.

He was active on committees of professional and technical societies.

Mr. Hogue was an engineer of clear perception, possessed masterful qualities, excel-

lent judgment, high courage, as well as wisdom acquired by wide experience, and was

ever mindful of professional and business ethics of the highest order.

With the death of Chester Hogue the engineering profession and the lumber industry

sustained a serious loss, as did Committee 7.

Report on Assignment 4

Improved Design of Timber Trestles

F. H. Cramer (chairman, subcommittee), W. N. Downey, Hugh Everett, Jr., Nelson
Handsaker, H. T. Livingston, W. H. O'Brien, W. A. Oliver, E. R. Shultz.

Your committee presents below a paper on experimental installations of treated

laminated stringers.

Service Test of Laminated Timber

By W. H. O'Brien
Engineer, Southern Pine Association, New Orleans, La.

A report on the effect of creosoting and incising on the strength of laminated Douglas

fir beams is to be found in the Proceedings, Vol. 46, 1945, pages 186 and 187. The results

justify the assumption that timbers of other woods also can be creosoted without

delamination or other development of weakness in the glue lines.

Considerable development in the use of glued laminated lumber took place during

the war. In the construction field it was used for long span beams and girders and for

arches in spans up to 200 ft. Refinements in glues and in fabricating techniques over

those in use at the start of the war were necessary in order to provide glue laminated

lumber possessing adequate resistance to exposure.

Southern Railway Tests

The Office of Production Research and Development of the War Production Board

sponsored an extensive research program at two pilot plants to develop reliable glues and

sound fabricating procedures, and gave consideration to the possibility of developing
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a satisfactory glue laminating process for use outdoors in the structural field where the

demand for sizes of timbers difficult to obtain locally constitutes a problem. The program

included test installations of glued laminated structures, and the first one undertaken

was in cooperation with the Southern Railway System, which installed the material

described below in an open-deck trestle at Alexandria, Va., September 1945.

The items in the schedule for this installation are as follows: 6 stringers, 8 in. by

16 in. by 27 ft.; 4 caps, 12 in. by 14 in. by 13 ft.; and 16 posts, 12 in. by 12 in. by 12 ft.

The specifications of the Southern Railway called for waterproof-synthetic-resin

glue in fabricating the timbers, which were to have stress values equivalent to dense

select structural shortleaf for the stringers and caps (2000 psi. fiber stress in bending)

and to dense structural square edge and sound shortleaf for the posts (1200 psi. com-

pression stress parallel to grain). The specifications also called for the supervision of the

selecting and placing of the integral parts by the Southern Pine Association, the inspec-

tion of the lumber to be used in fabrication by the Southern Pine Inspection Bureau,

and the approval of the completed members by the Southern Railway, the War Produc-

tion Board, and the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory.

Lumber Used for Laminating

The items were fabricated by Gamble Brothers, Inc., Louisville, Ky., who operated

one of the two pilot plants referred to above. In each of the three items half of the

pieces were laminated with 2-in. stock and the other half with 1-in. stock, in order to

test their comparative performances. The four caps had three plies of 24-in. red oak

on their tops and on their bottoms, in order to provide extra resistance to compression

and abrasion in conformance with Southern Railway practice. The 2-in. lumber was

surfaced to approximately l 1/* in. and the 1-in. lumber to approximately ^4 in -

The lumber in the caps and posts was edge-glued 6-in. and 8-in. material ripped

to produce laminations 12J^ in. wide. Edge joints were offset in adjacent laminations

by at least 2 in. All the lumber in the caps and posts was full length.

All the laminations in the stringers were scarf-jointed for length. The scarf joints

in the outer laminations were arranged so as not to occur near points of maximum
bending moment. The scarf joints were spaced at least 3 ft. apart in the outer 2

laminations of 2-in. lumber and in the outer 4 laminations of 1-in. lumber. In the interior

laminations the minimum spacing was 2 ft. for both thicknesses. With the exception of

7 boards of 1-in. lumber which were edge glued, all lumber used in the stringers was

full width.

All the lumber used was southern pine except the oak used on the outer laminations

of the caps. In the outer 2 laminations of 2-in. lumber and the outer 4 laminations of

1-in. lumber, tight sound knots not exceeding J^-in. in average diameter were permitted.

In lumber used for interior laminations, such knots were limited to one with an average

diameter of 1J4 m - m any 2 ft. of length. It was required that the annual rings in each

piece average at least 5 per in. of radius and that the lumber be kiln dried to a maximum
moisture content of 12 percent.

The southern pine lumber for the fabrication of the laminated timbers comprised

three grades in the following percentages of the total quantity supplied: B and better,

57.7 percent; C, 25.7 percent; and No. 1 dense, 16.6 percent.

Examination of the items fabricated showed that those of 1-in. boards were mostly

sapwood while those of 2-in. material contained individual planks with from to 100

percent heartwood and averaged between 30 and 40 percent heartwood.
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Gluing and Assembly

A resorcinol type synthetic resin adhesive was used for the gluing of all edge joints,

and of the scarf joints in stringers, which were serrated, had a slope of 1 to 8, and
were pressed for 24 hours at room temperature.

All laminations were glued with phenol-formaldehyde synthetic resin applied at the

rate of 60 lb., plus or minus 10 lb., per 1000 sq. ft. of glue line, in spreads of about

30 lb. on each face. The clamp pressure was 1 50-200 psi.

All items were cured in a humidified hot chamber at 180 deg. F., but after 11 hours

at 180 deg. F. the stringers were subjected to 210 deg. for 8 hours. Thermocouples

assured a temperature of at least 160 deg. F. at the innermost glue line for at least

10 hours.

Preservative Treatment

The Southern Railway specified a final retention of 10 lb. per cu. ft. of 80-20

creosote-coal tar solution by the Rueping process for the glued laminated timbers, which

is the preservative treatment given solid timbers for Southern trestles. The items were

treated at the Chattanooga, Tenn., plant of the Southern Wood Preserving Company,
where they were also surfaced to size and bored and framed according to the plans

supplied.

The treatment was supervised by a representative of the U. S. Forest Products

Laboratory, and proceeded as follows:

Initial air pressure 30 psi.

Treating pressure 175 psi. (to be brought up to maximum in 2 hours)
Pressure period 6 hours, or until a gross absorption of 20 lb. per

cu. ft. was reached •

Treating temperature 195 deg. to 200 deg. F.

Final vacuum 1 hour

The treating procedure had no apparent effect on the timber. There was no evi-

dence of delamination or checking clearly attributable to the creosoting. When the trestle

bents were erected one stringer had 2 glue-line slits about 3 in. long and $4 in. deep on

one end. Four stringers had checks less than y2 in. deep on one end. These ends faced

the south during over a month's exposure awaiting erection. Three stringers had shell

shake on their narrow faces, which were probably closed when the pieces containing

them were glued and which would not have opened if the surface on which they show

had been turned inward.

The net retention determined by tank-gage readings was considered misleading

because the treating cylinder was filled only to about 16 percent of its capacity by the

timbers. A check on the gage results was provided by one cap, post and stringer of 2-in.

laminations and corresponding items of 1-in. laminations which were weighed before

and after treatment. The tank-gage readings showed a net retention of 15.89 lb. per

cu. ft. The weight measurements showed net retentions of 5 to 12.6 lb. per cu. ft. For

the 6 timbers weighed, the average retention was 7.76 lb. per cu. ft., which can be

regarded as an average for the whole charge.

To provide information regarding the behavior of these laminated timbers in service,

each of them has been marked for identification and will be thoroughly inspected

periodically by representatives of the Southern Railway and the Forest Products

Laboratory.

Since the net retention of creosote in these laminated items did not come up to the

amount specified, further study was undertaken to determine if other treating schedules
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might result in higher retentions. For this purpose Gamble Brothers mafic six 12-in. by

12-in., 4-ft. laminated beams from nominal 1-in. lumber, using the same glue and assem-

bly technique as for the items described above. The beams were end sealed to minimize

end penetration. Both Lowry and Rueping processes were applied by the Wood Pre-

serving Division of Koppers Company, Inc., at Orville, Ohio, in treating the beams with

No. 1 creosote. The results, while not conclusive, indicate that penetration through the

glue lines can be obtained by increasing the length of the pressure period.

Until further studies establish the procedure for obtaining sufficient penetration

of the glue lines, the following features, based on the experience with the trestle timbers

under discussion, should be considered in future preparation of laminated timbers for

railroad use.

Borings perpendicular to the glue lines and between the glue lines showed that the

adhesive prevented penetration by the preservative, and demonstrated the importance

of three requisites as follows: Glued joints to be at least 15/& in. from each surface,

both outer and inner laminations to be wholly sapwood, and at least 2^4 in. of sapwood

at each edge of each lamination. The dried boards and planks comprising the laminations

provide timbers of such uniformly low moisture content that they are less likely to check

and split than solid sticks of the same size, and therefore less likely to afford entrance

for fungi spores into untreated wood. Thus there is some offset to the decreased pro-

tection from decay resulting where comparatively shallow penetration by preservative

is obtained.

To assure the necessary depth of treatable wood, the surface layers in a laminated

timber should be of sufficient thickness to permit any required surfacing without

decreasing the specified net dimensions of the piece.

To lessen the likelihood of shake development in the surface layers of laminated

lumber, the top and bottom laminations should each be laid with the side of the piece

on which the annual rings are convex turned outward.

Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Tests

Another test installation of laminated lumber has been undertaken by the Chesa-

peake & Ohio Railway, which in January 1946, installed the two beams described below

at Newport News, Va.

The beams are 24-in. by lS-in. by 16-ft. and were laid flat—the lS-in. dimensions

being vertical. Rails are fastened to the beams by spiking directly into the beam through

a 7-in. by 10-in. tie plate. There are no cross ties.

The beams were fabricated by Rilco Laminated Products, Inc., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

The lumber used was No. 1 Douglas fir of 2 -in. nominal thickness dressed to l(Hs in.

Before using, 25 percent of the material was tested and found to have a moisture content

of 18 to 20 percent.

A phenol resin glue was used and applied at the rate of 48 lb. per 1000 sq. ft.

of glue line. A clamp pressure of 100 psi. was applied for a minimum of 48 hours, after

which the piece was allowed to cure for 4 days before surfacing. The temperature during

clamping and curing was maintained at a minimum of 70 deg. F.

The lumber was treated with Minalith by the full-cell process. The net retention

of salts was 1.76 lb. per cu. ft.

Another test on laminated stringers is being planned by the Chesapeake & Ohio.

It comprises 10 laminated stringers 7^2-in. by 16-in. by 14-ft. The lumber used was

2 by 8 No. 1 Douglas fir, dressed to 1^-in. by 7^2-in. These beams have been treated

with Minalith by the full-cell process. After two of these stringers have been subjected

to laboratory tests the remaining eight will be installed at some point on the railway.
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Report on Assignment 5

Specifications and Design of Fastenings for Timber Trestles,

Including Metal Joint Connectors

W. O. Nelson (chairman, subcommittee), G. S. Crites, H. G. Heinlen, B. E. Jacocks,

L. P. Keith, W. G. Kemmerer, A. A. Visintainer.

Your committee presents the following specifications for approval and inclusion in

the Manual to replace Specifications for Metal Details Used in Wood Bridges and

Trestles, pages 7-5 and 7-6.

SPECIFICATIONS AND DESIGN OF FASTENINGS FOR TIMBER
TRESTLES MATERIAL

1947

1. Wrought Iron

Wrought iron bars and shapes shall conform to current ASTM specifications A 207.

2. Malleable Iron

Malleable iron castings shall conform to current ASTM specifications A 47, Grade

35018.

3. Cast Iron

Cast iron shall conform to current ASTM specifications A 48, Class No. 30.

4. Rolled Steel

Rolled steel plates, bars and shapes shall conform to current ASTM specifications

for steel, A 7.

5. Cast Steel

Cast steel shall conform to current ASTM specifications for carbon steel for

miscellaneous industrial uses, A 27, Grade B-l.

Types of Fastenings

6. Nails, Spikes and Drift Pins

Nails, spikes and drift pins shall be made of wrought iron or rolled steel, square or

round, as called for on the plan. Where special heads are not specified, the manufac-

turer's standard heads will be acceptable. Nails and spikes used for fastening timbers

shall be, preferably, of a type having grooved, barbed or otherwise deformed shanks

for greater holding power.

7. Through Bolts

Through bolts shall be made of wrought iron or rolled steel with U. S. standard

square or hexagon heads and nuts unless otherwise specified on the plans.

8. Washers

Cast washers shall be made of malleable or gray iron. The outside diameter shall

be not less than 3% times the diameter of the bolt on which it is used and its thickness

equal to the diameter of the bolt. The diameter of the hole shall be Y% in. larger than

the diameter of the bolt.
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Plate washers shall be made of wrought iron or rolled steel. The outside diameter

shall be not less than 2>y2 times the diameter of the bolt on which it is used, and they

shall not be less than Y^ in. thick. The diameter of the hole shall be V% in. larger than

the diameter of the bolt.

9. Packing Spools and Separators

Packing spools and separators shall be made of malleable or cast iron, to a size

and shape called for on the plans. The diameter of the hole shall be lA in. larger than

the diameter of the bolt.

10. Lag Screws

Lag screws, including steel drive dowels and spikes with spirally grooved shanks

shall be made of rolled steel. Heads for lag screws shall be U. S. standard unless otherwise

specified.

11. Special Castings

Special castings, including such parts as gib plates, angle blocks, etc., shall be made

of cast or malleable iron. They shall be true to pattern, free from wind, without

injurious defects and of the size and shape specified on the plan.

12. Cap Stringer Fastenings

These include such types of fastenings as shown in Fig. 709 of the Manual. They

shall be made of wrought iron or rolled steel of the size and shape specified on the plan.

13. Metal Joint Connectors

Spiked grids, cast shear plates and claw plates shall be made of malleable iron.

Split rings, toothed rings, bull dog types, pressed shear plates and clamping plates

shall be made of rolled steel.

They shall be of the size and design specified on the plan.

14. Brace Plates and Washer Plates

Brace plates and washer plates include such types of fastenings as are shown in

Fig. 703 of the Manual. They shall be made of rolled steel to the size of detail down

on the plan.



Report of Committee 28—Clearances

J. E. South, Chairman, J. E. Fanning A. R. Harris, Vice-

J. E. Armstrong C. D. Horton Chairman,
C. O. Bird R. E. Kennedy W. E. Quinn
E. S. Birkenwald R. W. Mauer J. H. Shieber
W. T. Davis Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

The following material now appearing in Chapter 28—Clearances, of the

Manual is submitted for reapproval:

Notes pertaining to clearances now on page 28-1.

Fig. 1.—Clearance Diagram for Railway Bridge, page 28-2.

Fig. 2.—Clearance Diagram for Turntables, page 28-3.

Fig. 3.—Clearance Diagram for Single Track Tunnel, page 28-4.

Fig. 4.—Clearance Diagram for Double Track Tunnel, page 28-5.

Fig. 5.—Clearance Diagram for Buildings and Sheds Adjacent to Side

Tracks, page 28-6.

Fig. 6.—Clearance Diagram for Warehouse and Engine House Doors,

page 28-7.

Fig. 7.—Clearance Diagram for Platforms, page 28-8.

Fig. 9.—Equipment Diagram—Unrestricted, page 28-9.

Fig. 10.—Equipment Diagram—Unrestricted for Mainlines, page 28-10.

2. Clearances as affected by girders projecting above top of track rails, struc-

tures, third rail, signal and train control equipment, collaborating with Signal

and Electrical Sections, Engineering Division, and with Mechanical and
Operating—Transportation Divisions, AAR.

No report.

3. Provide clearance diagrams for recommended practice, collaborating with

committees concerned.

No report.

The Committee on Clearances,

J. E. South, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 464, January 1947.
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Report of Committee 15—Iron and Steel Structures

E. S. BlRKENWALD,
Chairman,

P. E. Adams
J. L. Beckel

J. E. Bernhardt
R. T. Blewitt
R. N. Brodie
A. W. Carpenter
C. H. Chapin
A. B. Chapman
R. P. Davis
H. A. Dise
A. M. Gruber
G. V. Guerxn, Jr.

0. E. Hager
G. A. Haggander*
Shortridge Hardesty
M. L. Johnson

* Died April 14, 1946.
**Died March IS, 1946.

Jonathan Jones
R. A. Kane
R. L. Kennedy
M. B. Lagaard
H. T. Livingston
C. T. G. Looney
F. M. Masters
D. V. Messman
N. W. Morgan
C. T. Morris
Cornelius Neueeld
N. M. Newmark
O. K. Peck
F. J. Pitcher
A. G. Rankin
C. H. Sandberg
O. E. Selby**

R. W. Mabe, Vice-Chairman,
T. C. Shedd
C. E. Sloan
G. L. Staley
H. C. Tammen
F. E. TURNEAURE
R. A. Van Ness
T. M. von Sprecken

J. P. Walton
C. E. Webb
H. T. Welty
C. D. Williams
A. R. Wilson
W. M. Wilson
L. T. Wyly
J. E. Yewell
W. L. Young

Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Glossary: Additions thereto submitted for adoption and publication in the

Manual page 390

Revisions of Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges and of other parts

of Chapter IS of the Manual, submitted for adoption and publication in

the Manual page 391

2. Specifications for fusion welding and gas cutting for steel structures, col-

laborating with ASTM Committee A-l on Steel, and the American Welding

Society Conference Committee on Bridges.

No report.

3. Design of expansion joints involving iron and steel structures.

No report.

4. Relation between fatigue of metals and bridge design.

Final report, presented as information page 394

5. Progress in design of bridge details.

No report.

6. Shortening of eyebars to equalize stress.

Progress report presented as information in Bulletin 460, June-July 1946.

(Also Monograph section, Proceedings, Vol. 48, 1947)

The Committee on Iron and Steel Structures,

E. S. Birkenwald, Chairman,

AREA Bulletin 464, January 1947.
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<{*>ii9tabc Linton 2£agganciec

The committee directs attention to the memoir to Mr. Haggander appearing in the

Proceedings, Vol. 47, 1<H6, pages 751 and 752.

Oscar £ I latum- 1 1) &elbp

Oscar Ellsworth Selby, a member of the Association since 1904 and a life member
since 1938, died at Cincinnati on March 15, 1946. Born at Centerville, Ohio, on March 9,

1867, Mr. Selby received his later education at the University of Iowa.

Mr. Selby's railway experience began in 1887 with the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

Railroad, serving on various railroads until 1899 when he became assistant engineer of

the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad at Louisville, Ky., transferring

to Cincinnati in 1905 when he was advanced to bridge engineer and engineer of bridges

and buildings until 1915 when he was made principal assistant engineer, in which capacity

he served until his retirement on April 1, 1937.

Although he was identified with five different committees, his primary interest was

in the work of the Committee on Iron and Steel Structures of which he was a member
from 1912 until his death. He served consecutive four-year terms as vice-chairman and

chairman, but will be remembered best by his associates for his valuable service as a

member of the committee's editing subcommittee.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

C. E. Webb (chairman, subcommittee), E. S. Birkenwald, J. L. Beckel, A. B. Chapman,
R. P. Davis, O. E. Hager, Shortridge Hardesty, Jonathan Jones, F. M. Masters,

C. T. Morris, C. H. Sandberg, T. C. Shedd, G. L. Staley, R. A. Van Ness,

T. M. von Sprecken, J. P. Walton, A. R. Wilson.

Glossary

The committee recommends the following additions to the Glossary.

Camber.—Slight convexity built into a span to counteract sag resulting from elastic

deflections. 15

Caulking.—Tightening a rivet by driving the edge of its head into surface of another

piece. 15

Hammer Blow.—A periodic vertical force due to the centrifugal force of the unbalanced

parts on the revolving drivers of a locomotive. 15

Master Lever.—A lever used in the operating control of a movable bridge, which must

be thrown to set warning signals and possibly derails before power can be obtained

to withdraw rail locks or perform any other step in the movement of the bridge.

Conversely, after return of the bridge to normal position, it must be impossible to

throw this lever to clear the signals and derails to traffic until the bridge has been

seated and all bridge locks restored. 15

Nosinc.—A transverse, horizontal motion of a locomotive which exerts a lateral force

on the supporting structure. 15

Recupping.—Reforming head of a rivet after it has been driven. 15
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Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges

The committee recommends the following changes in the Specifications for Steel

Railway Bridges.

Emergency War Specifications, sheets E-15-1 and E-15-2. Delete in its entirety.

Information To Be Given Bidders.

Question 6—page 15-2

Change the word "painting" to "paint."

205—page 15-7

Add at the end of the paragraph:

In open deck structures where two or more longitudinal beams under the rail are

properly diaphragmed and symmetrically spaced under the one rail, they may be

considered as equally loaded.

206—page 15-7

The following should be substituted for paragraph (b)

.

(b) The direct vertical effect:

Downward forces, distributed equally to the two rails and acting normal to the

top-of-rail plane, due, in the case of steam locomotives, to hammer blow, track irreg-

ularities, speed effect and car impact, and equalling the following percentage of the

axle loads:

(1) For beam spans, stringers, girders, floorbeams, posts of deck truss span carrying

load from floor beam only, and floor beam hangers

For L less than 100 ft 100-0.60Z,

For L 100 ft. or more 18Q0
-f- 10

£-40

(2) For truss spans 4000_ , 1S
Z+25

or due, in the case of rolling equipment without hammer blow (diesels, electric locomo-

tives, tenders alone, etc.) to track irregularities, speed effect and car impact, and

equalling the following percentage of axle loads: 4- 16
L-ZO

L= length, in feet, center to center of supports for stringers, longitudinal girders

and trusses (main members)

or L = length, in feet, of the longer adjacent longitudinal beam, girder or truss for

impact in floor beams, floor beam hangers, subdiagonals of trusses, transverse

girders, supports for longitudinal and transverse girders and viaduct columns.

(c) The total impact:

The total impact included in the design consisting of roll and vertical effect shall not

exceed 75 percent for steam locomotives and 60 percent for rolling equipment without

hammer blow.

208—page 15-8

Delete third paragraph and substitute the following:

Each pair of stringers, girders, or truss members shall be made of equal section and

shall be proportioned to resist the maximum forces on either the high or low side of

superelevated track. In designing a stringer, girder, or truss member on the low side for

live load due to the foregoing provisions, no allowance for impact forces shall be included.

However, when designing for a reduced speed, impact shall be allowed, less the relief from

centrifugal force at such speed.
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418—page 15-16

Add at the end of last sentence of the last paragraph:

. . . except that if a filler is less than J4 i"- thick it shall not be extended beyond

the splicing material, and additional rivets are not required.

501—page 15-23

Add at end of paragraph:

Where permitted, welding shall conform to the current AWS specifications for

welded highway and railway bridges.

527—page 15-26

Revise first sentence to read:

The ends of stiffeners on beams and girders at points of bearing, as denned in

Article 432, shall be milled or ground to bear against the flange, or else shall be grooved

and fully butt welded to the flange.

703—page 15-30

Delete first eight words of the second sentence, making it read:

There shall be added etc.

824—page 15-35

First sentence: delete the words "or of any universal mill plate up to and including

36 in. in width."

Second sentence: delete the words "over 36 in. in width."

Table 1501—page 15-36

Change figures in following columns for the thicknesses given

48 in. to 60 in. to 72 in. to

Under 60 in. 72 in. 84 in.

48 in. excl. excl. excl.

y2 to s/& excl 3.5

H to H excl 3 3.5

Va to 1 excl 2.5 3 3.5

1 to 2 incl 2.5 2.5 3 3.5

to the following:

y2 to H excl 4

% to Ya excl 4 4

3/4 to 1 excl 3.5 4 4

1 to 2 incl 3.5 3.5 4 4

XII—Steel Castings, page 15-47 to 15-49

Delete 1201 to 1216 and substitute the following:

1201. Steel Castings

Except as otherwise specified in this section, steel castings shall conform to the

requirements of Grade 65-35 of the current specifications of the ASTM, Designation A 27.

All castings shall be full annealed.

The chemical composition shall conform to the following table:

Max.
Percent

Carbon 0.30

Manganese °^°

Silicon 0-60

Sulfur 0.06

Phosphorous 0.05
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except that for each reduction of 0.01 percent carbon below 0.30, an increase of 0.04

percent manganese above 0.70 will be permitted, to a maximum of 1.00 percent.

The tensile requirements shall be as follows:

Tensile strength, minimum, psi 65,000
Yield point, minimum, psi 33,000
Elongation in 2 in., minimum, percent 24
Reduction of area, minimum, percent 35

Repair by welding, if necessary, shall be undertaken only after inspection and upon

approval by the engineer or his representative.

Rules for Rating Existing Iron and Steel Bridges

The committee recommends the following changes in the Rules for Rating Existing

Iron and Steel Bridges.

107—page 15-122

The following should be substituted for this article:

To the axle loads under consideration there shall be added the impact force produced

by live load in motion. Impact shall not be added to the lateral forces.

108—page 15-122 to 15-124

The following should be substituted for this article:

108. Determination of Impact

(a) The impact for which provision will ordinarily be made shall be determined

by the rules for impact in the current AREA Specifications for Steel Railway

Bridges.

(b) For spans 50 ft. and under, the impact is determined as follows:

Impact at 10 mph. or under equals 0.4 as much as that provided in Article

206 of the aforementioned specifications.

Impact at 40 mph. or over equals that provided in Article 206 of the

aforementioned specifications.

Impact values between 10 and 40 mph. shall be a straight line variation.

(c) For spans longer than 50 ft., the impact is determined as follows:

Impact at 10 mph. or under equals as much as that provided in Article

206 of the aforementioned specifications.

Impact at synchronous speed or over equals that provided in Article 206

of the aforementioned specifications.

Impact values between 10 mph. and the synchronous speed shall be a

straight line variation.

Note: Synchronous speed occurs when the critical period of vibration

of a span, in revolutions per second of locomotive drivers, is

i/-,
in which d and D are thed+D

central deflections in inches, for dead load and maximum static live load,

respectively.
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Report on Assignment 4

Relation Between Fatigue of Metals and Bridge Design

Jonathan Jones (chairman, subcommittee), C. H. Chapin, A. B. Chapman, Shortridge

Hardesty, C. T. G. Looney, F. M. Masters, N. W. Morgan, C. T. Morris, C. H.
Sandberg, T. C. Shedd, H. C. Tammen, F. E. Turneaure, J. P. Walton, C. E. Webb,
C. D. Williams, A. R. Wilson, W. M. Wilson.

This is a final report submitted as information:

Since 1940, your committee has served:

(1) To report and interpret to Committee IS the research results of experimental

work on fatigue strength of welded joints conducted by W. M. Wilson at

the University of Illinois, under the direction of the Committee on Fatigue

Testing (Structural) of the Welding Research Council of Engineering

Foundation.

(2) To convey to the Committee on Fatigue Testing the opinions of bridge

engineers as to the proper relation of fatigue research to the service of railway

bridges.

During this period, the Association of American Railroads made annual contributions

to the work of the Welding Research Council Committee and appointed representatives

to the Committee on Fatigue Testing (Structural).

Establishment of a Subcommittee on Tests of Flexural Members with G. M. Magee,

research engineer, Engineering Division, AAR, chairman, by the Committee on Fatigue

Testing (Structural) resulted in the development and carrying out of an extensive

program of tests simulating welded girders and weld-attached, cover-plated beams.

The Committee on Fatigue Testing (Structural) also established a Subcommittee

on Bridge Reinforcement Details with J. E. Bernhardt, AREA, chairman, which developed

and carried to completion a program on the comparative behavior in fatigue of different

practical methods of shortening eyebars and tests of details for reinforcement of over-

stressed members by the welding on of additional material.

Publications, to date, are as follows:

By the Committee on Fatigue Testing (Structural), Welding Research Council, 29

West 39th Street, New York 18, N. Y.:

Report No. 1—Effect of Periods of Rest on the Fatigue Strength of Welded

Joints.

Report No. 2—Calculation and Graphical Representation of the Fatigue Strength

of Structural Joints.

Report No. 3—Fatigue Strength of Butt Welds in Ordinary Bridge Steel.

Report No. 4—Fatigue Strength of Fillet, Plug and Slot Welds in Ordinary Bridge

Steel.

By the American Railway Engineering Association:

Monograph Section, Proceedings, Vol. 43, 1942; Influence of the Fatigue Strength

of Structural Members upon the Design of Steel Bridges.

Bulletin 460—The Shortening of Eyebars to Equalize the Stress.

Bulletin 460—Fatigue Strength of Weldments Used to Reinforce and Repair Steel

Bridge Members.
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By Uie University of Illinois—Engineering Experiment Station.

Bulletin 310—Fatigue Tests of Butt Welds in Structural Steel Plates, W. M. Wilson

and A. B. Wilder.

Bulletin 327—Fatigue Tests of Welded Joints in Structural Plates, W. M. Wilson,

W. H. Bruckner, J. V. Coombe, and R. A. Wilde.

Bulletin 337—Tests of Riveted and Welded Joints in Low-Alloy Structural Steels,

W. M. Wilson, W. H. Bruckner, and T. H. McCrackin, Jr.

Bulletin 344—Fatigue Tests of Commercial Butt Welds in Structural Steel Plates,

W. M. Wilson, W. H. Bruckner, T. H. McCrackin, Jr., and H. C. Beede.

Bulletin 350—Fatigue Strength of Fillet-Weld and Plug-Weld Connections in Steel

Structural Members, W. M. Wilson, W. H. Bruckner, J. E. Duberg, and

H. C. Beede.

Bulletin 361—Residual Stresses in Welded Structures, W. M. Wilson and

C. C. Hao.

With the completion of the originally-foreseen program of the Committee on Fatigue

Testing (Structural), your committee feels that it has terminated its work, even though

the work of the Committee on Fatigue Testing continues along other lines.



Report of Committee 30—Impact and Bridge Stresses

C. H. Sandberg, Chairman, A. N. Laird A. B. Chapman, Vice-
E. S. Birkenwald N. J. Law Chairman,
F. H. Cramer H. T. Livingston C. E. Sloan
J. A. Erskine C. T. G. Looney R. L. Stevens
S. F. Grear R. W. Mabe F. E. Turneaure
A. R. Harris N. M. Newmark J. P. Walton
Meyer Hirschthal W. E. Robey A. R. Wilson
C. S. Johnson G. E. Robinson W. M. Wilson
M. B. Lagaard J. H. Shieber Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Tests of viaduct columns, collaborating with Committee 15.

Progress report, presented as information page 397

2. Tests of steel girder spans with open and ballasted deck, including spans

with precast concrete decks and poured-in-place concrete decks; also tests

on ballasted decks with timber floor; particular attention to be given to the damping

due to the type of deck and the track ballast.

Progress report, presented as information page 397

3. Tests of dynamic shear in steel girder and truss spans.

Progress report, presented as information page 397

4. Tests of impact in columns and hangers of steel spans.

No report.

5. Tests of rigid frame structures of steel and concrete.

Progress report, presented as information page 397

6. Analysis of additional data from impact tests.

No report.

7. Determination of damping factors of steel spans and the variation in amount
of damping with change in loading, by means of tests with an oscillator

and model tests.

Progress report, presented as information page 398

8. Determination of stresses and impacts in timber stringer bridges, collab-

orating with Committee 7.

No report.

9. Tests of steel truss spans with open and ballasted deck, particular attention

to be given to the damping due to the type of deck and the track ballast.

No report.

The Committee on Impact and Bridge Stresses,

C. H, Sandberg, Chairman,

AREA Bulletin 464, January 1947.
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Report on Assignment 1

Tests of Viaduct Columns

Collaborating with Committee 15

During the past season, the strains were measured in the columns and bracing of a

viaduct bent supporting two 70-ft. deck girder spans. The columns were 29 ft. in height

and strain gage readings were taken on the top, bottom and center of the columns.

Readings were secured under diesel and steam locomotives at speeds ranging from 5 mph.
to 100 mph. for the diesel and 85 mph. for the steam locomotives.

Report on Assignment 2

Tests of Steel Girder Spans with Open and Ballasted Deck

During the past season tests have been made on the following girder spans as part

of this assignment:

(a) 40-ft. ballasted deck span with concrete floor—heavy design.

(b) 78-ft. ballasted deck span with precast concrete floor—light design.

(c) 60-ft. open deck span—light design.

(d) 71-ft. 10-in. open deck span—light design.

(e) 60-ft. open deck span—heavy design.

(f) 70-ft. open deck span—heavy design.

Strain gage readings were secured under various classes of power at speeds ranging

from 5 mph. up to the maximum permissible operating speed of the locomotive. Progress

is being made in the analysis of the data.

Report on Assignment 3

Tests of Dynamic Shear in Steel Girder and Truss Spans

The dynamic shear in the girder web plates was measured in connection with the

tests made under Assignment 2. Progress is reported in assembling data on this subject.

Report on Assignment 5

Tests of Rigid Frame Structures of Steel and Concrete

Tests were made on a 15-ft. segmental arch span reinforced with small I-beams.

Strains were measured in the concrete at the spring line and at the center of the span

using the electromagnetic strain gage with a 4-in. gage length. Strains were also measured

in the I-beams at the center of the span. These tests can be considered exploratory for

this assignment,
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Report on Assignment 7

Determination of Damping Factors of Steel Spans and the

Variation in Amount of Damping with Change in

Loading, by Means of Tests with an Oscillator

and Model Tests

A final report on this assignment embracing a detailed account of a series of tests

of a 102-ft. 6-in. through truss span with a motor-operated mechanical oscillator has

been completed, but because of the Association's congested publication schedule, the

printing of this report has been deferred. It is proposed to publish it in AREA Bulletin

467 for June-July 1947.



Report of Committee 11—Records and Accounts

F. B. Baldwin, Chairman,
S. H. Barnhart
B. A. Bertenshaw
W. C. Bolin
E. V. Braden
H. T. Bradley
F. R. Brunner
P. D. Coons
Spencer Danby
V. H. Doyle
J. P. Ferris
D. E. Field
C. C. Haire
H. N. Halper

J. H. Hande
A. T. Hopkins
C. Jacoby
W. R. Kettenring
E. M. Killough
C. A. Knowles
W. M. Ludolph
D. O. Lyle
O. M. Miles

J. B. Michell
B. H. Moore
A. T. Powell
H. L. Restall

H. D. Barnes, Vice-

Chairman,
C. P. Richardson

J. H. Roach
H. B. Sampson
H. A. Shinkle
F. M. Spiegel*
R. H. Stenhouse
D. C. Teal
W. A. Townes
J. R. Traylor
H. C. Wertenberger
Louis Wolf

Committee

* Died November 12, 1946.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Submitted for approval and publication in the Manual are deletions and

revisions to the Glossary and to other forms and records in Chapter 11 .... page 400

2. Bibliography on subjects pertaining to records and accounts.

Progress report, presented as information page 403

3. Office and drafting practices:

(a) Organization; duties and nature of assignments.

(b) Modern mechanical drafting aids.

No report.

4. Study of statistics for railway maintenance; operation and construction.

No report.

5. Construction reports and property records ; their relation to current problems.

Progress report, presented as information page 406

6. Valuation and depreciation:

(a) Current developments in connection with regulatory bodies and courts;

(b) ICC valuation orders and reports;

(c) Development of depreciation data.

Progress reports on (a) and (c), presented as information pages 408, 410

7. Report upon changes in, revisions, and interpretations of ICC accounting

classifications.

No report.

The Committee on Records and Accounts,

F. B. Baldwin, Chairman.

AREA Bulletin 464, January 1947.
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Jfranfe 0. Spiegel

Frank M. Spiegel, who had been a member of the Association since 1927, died on

November 12, 1946. He was born at Indianapolis, Ind., on February 16, 1882, and in

1916, after 9 years' experience as a draftsman and engineer for the City of Indianapolis,

entered the services of the New York, Chicago & St. Louis as an engineer-draftsman,

and was subsequently engaged in structural design with that company until the time

of his death. He had been a member of the Committee on Records and Accounts for

the last 6 years. Through your committee, he also served as the representative of the

Association of American Railroads on sectional committees of the American Standards

Association on drawings and drafting room practice and on standards for graphic

presentation.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

J. B. Mitchell (chairman, subcommittee), F. B. Baldwin, W. C. Bolin, H. T. Bradley,

P. D. Coons, D. E. Field, C. C. Haire, H. N. Halper, C. P. Richardson, J. R. Traylor.

The committee submits the following recommendations for adoption and inclusion

in the Manual.

1. Delete the following terms and definitions from the Glossary of the Manual:

Account

Accounting Adjustment

Additions

Betterment

Budget

Chart

Cost-Keeping

Fixed Property

Gross Charge

Gross Credit

Income Account

Ledger Account

Net Charge

Net Credit

Operating Expenses

—General

—-Maintenance of Equipment

—Maintenance of Way and Structures

—Miscellaneous Operations

—Traffic

—Transportation for Investment.-

—-Transportation Rail Line

—Water Line

Profile

—Progress

Profit and Loss

Property Replaced

Record

Replacement

Report

Retirement Entry

Right-of-Way Map
Statistical Records

Track Chart

Track Map
Voucher

-Cr.

2. Revise the definition of terms now in the Glossary of the Manual, as follows:

Accounting Report.—A report compiled by the Interstate Commerce Commission,

showing the corporate and financial history of a railway company, together with a

statement of the company's accounts, as of its date of valuation, as found by the

commission. 11
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Authority for Expenditure.—An authorization made in writing by an executive officer

of the railway management authorizing an expenditure to create, purchase, change

or retire certain physical property, setting forth in detail the description, reasons,

estimated costs and financial effect of the project. This form is prescribed in Inter-

state Commerce Commission's Valuation Order No. 3, second revised issue. 11

Carrier (noun).—An individual or company engaged in the operation of a transportation

soi vice for hire, classified as a common carrier if serving the public and as a private

or contract carrier if not serving the public. 11

Carrier (adj.).—Qualifies physical property and other assets which are used in or held

for transportation service. 11

Cost.—The actual money outlay incurred in acquiring, creating, operating or maintain-

ing a property, including the money value of the services rendered and other con-

siderations involved. This would include contributions by governmental agencies,

individuals and companies toward non-joint projects. 11

Engineering Report.—A report compiled by the Interstate Commerce Commission in

connection with the federal valuation showing the physical property of a railway

as inventoried (except "land"), classified according to ownership and use by units,

unit prices and totals, purporting to give the estimated cost of reproduction new

and reproduction less depreciation of a railway at a given date of valuation. 11

Equipment.—Motive power and other rolling stock, floating equipment and highway

vehicles used in transportation service. 11

Equipment Completion Report.—A report prescribed by Valuation Order No. 3, second

revised issue, showing for equipment detailed information with respect to additional

units placed in service, withdrawals therefrom, additions and betterments thereto, and

the costs chargeable and creditable to the accounts of the carrier as a result thereof. 11

Facility.—Property physically distinct and capable of rendering a specific service. 11

Federal Valuation.—The survey and reports prepared by the Interstate Commerce

Commission following a mandate of Congress designated as section 19a of the Inter-

state Commerce Act, approved March 1, 1913, requiring the commission to inves-

tigate, ascertain and report the value of all the property owned or used by every

common carrier subject to the provisions of the Interstate Commerce Act. 11

Final Valuation.-—A report of the Interstate Commerce Commission in pursuance of

its work under section 19a of the Interstate Commerce Act, showing its findings

and the single sum values (Final values for rate making purposes), as determined

by the commission after formal proceedings, of the property of a railway company

held for and used in the service of transportation. 11

Gross Cost.—The total cost incurred in any transaction, including the money value of

services rendered and other considerations involved in the production of new property

and additions and betterments to existing property before credits are deducted. 11

Index Number (Prices, Rates, Wages, etc.).—A means of measuring relative changes by

arranging data in comparable form and computing percentages related to a predeter-

mined base. 11

Inventory (noun) .—A list in detail of the units (land, roadway and equipment) com-

prising the physical property of a carrier as of the date of valuation. 11

Inventory (verb).—The act of counting, computing, compiling and recording fixed and

movable property of a railway. 11

Investment in Road and Equipment.—Account 701: Road and equipment property

and Account 702: Improvements on leased property of the general balance sheet

accounts, to which the cost of all carrier property, additions and betterments thereto

and retirements therefrom are debited and credited (Capital expenditures). 11
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Land Report.—A report compiled by the Interstate Commerce Commission in connection

with the federal valuation showing in detail land (both carrier and non-carrier)

and non-carrier improvements owned or used by a railway company, and purporting

to show the value of such lands and improvements as of a stated date. 11

Ledger Value.—The amount at which property is carried in the Investment in road and

equipment account. 11

Non-Carrier.—Qualifies physical property of a transportation company neither used nor

held for transportation service. 11

Operating Expenses.—The expense of furnishing transportation service, including the

expense of maintenance and depreciation of the plant used in the service. See ICC

classification of operating expenses—special instructions. 11

Original Cost to Date.—The cost of original construction (estimated, if not known on

the basis of cost of reproduction new from ICC engineering report) plus all costs

incurred thereafter for additions and improvements, less credits for property

retired. 11

Price Trend.—The general course or direction of price changes over a period of time,

related to a fixed base. 11

Primary Account.—A designated subdivision of a general ledger account as required by

the ICC accounting classification. 11

Project.—A projected course of action or plan for creating or changing physical

property. 11

Retirement.—The removal or abandonment of property which for any reason is taken

out of service for which it was created or installed; fixed property moved from one

valuation section to another. 11

Roadway Completion Report.—A report required by Interstate Commerce Commission,

Valuation Order No. 3, second revised issue, to show for each completed authorized

roadway project the detailed changes in physical property by units and costs, as

included in the Road accounts. 11

Salvage.—Material and its value recovered from property retired or from material used

as a construction aid. 11

Unit Cost.—The cost of any selected pricing unit of property. 11

Valuation Records.—Records showing the inventory, costs and service lives of all the

component parts of a carrier's property, and the supporting data used in their' deter-

mination, including the basic ICC Engineering and land reports and Original cost

to date, and the reports and returns under Valuation Orders Nos. 3 and 24 of

property changes since the basic valuation date; also any subsequent valuations by

the ICC or the carrier. 11

3. Adopt the following additional terms and definitions for inclusion in the Glossary

of the Manual:

Condition Percent.—The ratio between remaining capacity for service and total capacity

for service in each cycle of use. 11

Cost of Reproduction New.—As applied to ICC valuation, it is the estimated cost of

reproducing the property of a carrier using the unit prices or price trends of a

specific period. 11

4. Revise portions of Chapter 11, as follows:

Page 11-1

Specifications 'for the Design Arrangement and Printing of Forms
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Revise Section 24 on page 11-4, as follows:

24. A Forms Committee on Each Railroad

It is recommended that each carrier establish its own "forms committee," which

committee should have authority to design or approve all new forms or changes in estab-

lished forms. Periodic checks should be made of each form to verify its current necessity

and use.

Page 11-24

Joint Facility Records

Revise Item 5 of first paragraph, as follows:

5. ICC valuation brought to date.

Page 11-53

Instructions for Use of Form 1132

Delete fourth and fifth paragraphs on page 11-54.

Revise seventh paragraph on page 11-54 as follows:

Form 1132 contemplates that the report should be divided into appropriate sub-

headings in accordance with the classfication of property retired, viz.:

(A) Property Retired.

(B) Property Removed in Connection with Betterments.

Page 11-81

Cost-Keeping Methods, Statistical Records, and Forms for Analyzing

Expenditures for Assistance in Controlling Expenditures

Revise fourth paragraph as follows:

Carriers are constantly striving to get the maximum worth of the maintenance

dollar. They should be able to show that their expenses are efficiently and economically

handled as a matter of sound business practice.

Page 11-155

Specifications for Preparation of Maps and Profiles

Revise Section 209. Certification, on page 11-157, as follows:

A certificate as to the correctness of all maps shall be executed and shall accompany

such maps when submitted to the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Report on Assignment 2

Bibliography on Subjects Pertaining to Records and Accounts

V. H. Doyle (chairman, subcommittee), B. H. Moore, H. L. Restall, J. H. Roach,

H. B. Sampson, D. C. Teal.

This report is submitted as information.

The committee presents the following bibliography of subjects pertaining to railroad

records and accounts for the period November 1945 to November 1946.
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Books

1. Types of Utility Rate Bases under Depreciation Reserve Accounting, By Wni. S.

Krebs. Published by Washington University, St. Louis, Mo., 1946, 85 pp., price $1.50.

A monograph bringing out entirely new concepts and restricted to rate bases for utilities

operating exclusively under depreciation reserve accounting. Study divided into 3 chap-

ters: 1. Original cost; 2. Reproduction cost and 3. Fair value.

2. Interpretations of ICC Accounting Classifications. 1945 Revisions. Published by

Accounting Division, AAR, Washington, 6, D. C. Loose leaf.

3. Depreciation studies on certain items of depreciable roadway property and equip-

ment for application to group properties. By Engineering Section—Bureau of Valuation,

ICC, Washington, D. C. Studies showing the result of investigations made over a period

of years by the Engineering Section of the Bureau of Valuation. 118 pp.

4. Modern Practical Accounting (advanced). By Earl A. Saliers, a new textbook

containing chapters on Valuation and Depreciation. American Technical Society, Drexel

Ave. at 58th St., Chicago, 111. 368 pp., price $3.50.

Pamphlets

1. Costs of Railroad Equipment and Machinery. August 1, 1946, by Joint Equip-

ment Committee. Published by AAR, Finance, Accounting, Taxation and Valuation

Department. 330 Transportation Building, Washington, 6, D. C, 12 pp., available on

request to AAR, F. A. T. & V. Department.

2. Railroad Construction Indices. Compiled by the Engineering Section of the

Bureau of Valuation, ICC, Washington, D. C, 11 mimeographed pp., August 1, 1946.

Includes map showing division of the country into regional groups for which indices

have been established. These indices were reproduced in part in Engineering News Record,

April 28, 1946.

3. Depreciation Policy and Postwar Expansion. By Lewis H. Kimmel. Published

by the Brookings Institute, April 1946, 66 pp., price $0.50.

4. American Wood-Preservers' Association Proceedings of the 41st annual meeting

in 1945. Vol. 41, 326 pp., illust. Published by the Association, 1427 Eye Street, N. W.,

Washington 5, D. C. Price $6, includes report on tie service records, pole service

records, etc.

5. ICC Uniform System of Accounts for Electric Railways, issue of 1947, effective

January 1, 1947. Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C. 123 pp., price $0.25.

Articles

1. Depreciation of Buildings, Plant and Machinery. By L. Bennett. Mechanical

World 118, pp. 455-8, October 26, 1945, and pp. 513-7, November 9, 1945.

2. The Newfangled Original Cost Accounting Procedure. By Floyd Foster. Public

Utilities Fortnightly, October 11, 1945.

3. Depreciation and Utilities Security Analysis. Review of article by Allan W.
Hastings, which appeared in October issue of Analysts Journal. Public Utilities Fort-

nightly, pp. 715-6, November 22, 1945.

4. Valuation for Rating. Economist, 149, pp. 741-3, November 24, 1945.

5. Problems in Property Accounting Created by War Financing. Paper by Maurice

E. Peloubet. Anniversary Papers delivered at Regional Cost Conference, November 4,

1945.

6. S. E. C. on Accounting for Income Taxes. Journal of Accountancy 80, pp. 494-5,

December 1945.
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7. Engineering Viewpoint of Depreciation Accounting. By P. T. Norton, Jr. National

Association Cost Accountants Bulletin 27, pp. 267-77, December 1, 1945.

8. Accounting for Fully Amortized Emergency Facilities Having Substantial Con-

tinuing Usefulness. By C. G. Blough. Journal of Accountancy 80, pp. 428-432, December

1945.

9. Problem of Rates. Economist 149, pp. 782-3. December 1945.

10. Public Utilities Fortnightly, pp. 44-45, January 3, 1946, (a) Excerpt from report

of Committee on Valuation (R. Sasche, chairman) at annual convention of National

Association of Railroad and Utilities Commissioners of Miami Beach, Fla., December

1945, (b) Report on Depreciation Reserves by Olin Fisher.

11. Accelerated Depreciation. Business Record 3, pp. 44-56, January 1946. Summary
of addresses delivered by P. T. Norton and C. G. Blough before a roundtable conference,

November 20, 1945.

12. Depreciation Allowances in Canada, excerpts from Business Week. Journal of

Accountancy 80, p. 74, January 1946.

13. Retirement Forecast Method of Gauging Depreciation. By M. C. Mason, Public

Utilities Fortnightly 37, pp. 69-79, January 17, 1946.

14. Depreciation Report of the Tax Committee of the American Mining Congress.

H. B. Fernald, chairman, Mining Congress Journal 32, pp. 48-51, January 1946.

15. Accounting problems arising from tax amortization of emergency facilities report

based on case studies, a selective questionnaire survey and interviews. National Association

of Cost Accountants Bulletin No. 6 Research Series, January 1, 1946.

16. The Journal of Accountancy 81, pp. 30-2. Editorial Comment on "Accounting

for Depreciation" and "Depreciation for Federal Income Tax Purposes" and "Cost

Accounting and Fully Depreciated Assets."

17. Ending of Amortization Period as provided in Section 124 (d) (1) of the

Internal Revenue Code. By J. D. Nunan, Jr., Journal of Accountancy 81, pp. 181-4,

February 1946.

18. Conditions affecting railroad values. By A. C. Knies. Commercial and Financial

Chronical 163, p. 1007, February 21, 1946.

19. Fully Amortized Emergency Facilities. By W. Y. Armstrong. National Association

of Cost Accountants Bulletin, pp. 495-507, February 1946.

20. Need the Straight Line Reserve be Excessive? By H. M. Long. Public Utilities

Fortnightly 37, pp. 399-411, March 28, 1946.

21. Cost and Value in Accounting. By W. A. Paten. Journal of Accountancy 81.

pp. 192-9, March 1946.

22. Journal of Accountancy 81, April 1946, p. 351. Review by G. O. May of U. S.

Supreme Court decision in the case of U. S. et al vs. N. Y. Telephone Company, January

28, 1946. Subject "Original Cost and Corporate Cost" pp. 334-6. Letter of comment by
H. B. Fernald on "Amortization of Emergency Facilities."

23. Depreciation Schedule. U. S. Bureau of Internal Revenue, length of life of build-

ings and equipment, construction equipment, bridges, water works, gas and electric

plant. Engineering News 136, p. 601, April 18, 1946.

24. For Hire Carrier Looks at Depreciation. Abstract by H. L. Willett, Jr. Society

of Automotive Engineers Journal 54, pp. 50-1, April 1946.

26. How to Figure Depreciation. By A. E. Grover. Foundry 74, p. 160, April 1946.

26. Needed a Sensible Depreciation Policy for Machine Tools and Other Production

Equipment. By B. Finney. American Machines 90, pp. 111-18, April 25, 1946.

27. Bibliography. National Association of Cost Accountants Bulletin 27, pp. 801-88,

Section 2, May 1, 1946.
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28. Journal of Accountancy 81, May 1946 (a) p. 366 article by G. O. May and

H. T. Chamberlain on "Net Income for the Year," (b) pp. 377-383 article by W. H.

Whitney "Statements of Recost War Period Income and Related Problems."

29. Editorial Review of Pamphlet by L. H. Kimmel on "Depreciation Policy and

Post-War Expansion." Journal of Accountancy 82, pp. 4-6, July 1946.

30. AAR Accounting Division annual meeting at Bretton Woods, June 18-21, 1946.

Railway Age 120, pp. 12S2-7, June 29, 1946.

31. Some Aspects of Railroad Depreciation Accounting for Income Tax Purposes.

By R. C. Staebner, abstract. Railway Age 120, p. 1255, June 29, 1946.

32. Amortization of Costs of War Facilities. By T. W. Graske. Dun's Review, July

1946.

33. Accelerated Amortization of Emergency Facilities. Article in technical papers of

the 20th annual Michigan Accounting Conference.

34. Dynamic Equipment Policy for America. By G. W. Terborgh. Machinery and

Allied Products, 1946.

35. Depreciation, an important post-war cost. Fred Merish, Milk Plant Monthly,

p. 64, August 1946.

36. Needed a sensible depreciation policy for machine tools and other production

equipment. By B. Finney, American Machine. 90: pp. 11-18 April 25, 1946, and abstract

in Management Record 35: pp. 347-9, August 1946.

37. Consolidated Edison may adopt straight line depreciation. By O. Ely, Public

Utilities Fortnightly 38: pp. 296-9, August 29, 1946.

38. The Depreciation Problem. By H. E. Riggs, Public Utilities Fortnightly 38:

pp. 333^4, September 12, 1946, pp. 410-20, September 26, 1946, and pp. 528-38 October

24, 1946.

39. Depreciation, Stimulus to Building. U. S. News 21: p. 58, September 13, 1946.

40. Journal of Accountancy. 82: pp. 274-5, October 1946—Editorial comment on

original cost and utility rate base.

41. Construction cost indexes, labor and material for New York, Atlanta, St. Louis

and San Francisco; years 1920-45 and monthly for 1946 compiled by C. Shute.

Architectural Record magazine, monthly item in that publication.

Report on Assignment 5

Construction Reports and Property Records; Their Relation

to Current Problems

W. C. Bolin (chairman, subcommittee), F. B. Baldwin, H. D. Barnes, B. A. Bertenshaw,

V. H. Doyle, H. N. Halper, C. Jacoby, W. M. Ludolph, O. M. Miles, J. B. Mitchell,

H. A. Shinkle, R. H. Stenhouse, J. R. Traylor, H. C. Wertenberger, Louis Wolf.

This is a progress report presented as information.

Construction reports and property records are exceedingly familiar to all railroad

engineers and to most railroad executives. What becomes of these reports after they are

made and how they affect, either favorably or adversely, transportation costs, and

corporate earnings, are not so generally understood.

A comprehensive report on all of the uses made of these records is beyond the scope

of this assignment. This report is limited to their relation to current problems, and only

a limited number of these will be commented on in this report.
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1. Accounting for Cost of a Railway Acquired by Purchase, Merger, Reorganization,

or otherwise.—A radical departure from accounting practices that had been authorized

and in effect for the past 40 years or more was contained in an order of the Interstate

Commerce Commission issued June 16, 1941, and subsequent orders which modified its

accounting classification with respect to accounting for the cost of a railway acquired

since January 1, 1938, by purchase, merger, reorganization or otherwise, and prescribed

that in accounting for physical property acquired, "original cost or estimated original

cost as found by the Bureau of Valuation" shall be recorded in Account 701—Road and

equipment property.

A new account No. 702 J-4A.—Acquisition adjustment was created to which is charged

the "cost" or consideration given for the property acquired. This account was to be con-

currently debited or credited, as appropriate, to offset asset and liability items recorded

in accordance with the instructions. The orders also provided that past accrued deprecia-

tion on depreciable property be credited to the depreciation reserve accounts.

Probably the most significant of all the uses made of construction reports and

property records prepared by the carriers and reported on valuation returns to the

commission is embodied in the use here made of them in the determination of "estimated

original cost as found by the Bureau of Valuation" and in determining past accrued

depreciation, in complying with the commission's orders.

2. Depreciation Accounting.—This has been in effect since 1907 on equipment; it

became mandatory for 21 structural accounts January 1, 1943, and four additional ac-

counts came under depreciation to a limited extent January 1, 1945. The track accounts

are not under depreciation accounting. Depreciation bases and rates are set by the

Bureau of Valuation using the original valuation and subsequent annual changes as

reported on valuation returns by the carriers. The resulting charge for depreciation is

made monthly to operating expenses.

3. Federal Income and Excess Profits Taxes.—The Bureau of Internal Revenue

recognizes and uses depreciation accounting when applied for by the carrier. The bases

and the rates that are acceptable to the internal revenue department differ from those

approved by the ICC necessitating the keeping of two sets of depreciation records with

resulting confusion and extra work.

4. Bankruptcy, Trusteeship or Reorganizations.—-The court requires the property

records of the company and makes a request of the Interstate Commission for a report

on their finding of the elements of value of property under the jurisdiction of the court.

This report is not accepted as conclusive but becomes an important factor in determining

the financial structure of the reorganized company.

5. Finance Cases, Stock or Bond Issues or Refunding.—The property records of the

carrier are reviewed by the bureau of finance, court or other body involved and are the

basis for the approval of any financing authorized.

6. Taxation: State or Local.—Many state tax commissioners now inform themselves

on the property changes reported to and valuations reported by the ICC and these values

are reflected in the taxable value placed on railroad property. Railroad tax commissioners

should be alert to eliminate from the tax base public improvements, crossing protection

or elimination, track elevation, bridges over navigable streams and similar items con-

structed for public convenience or necessity rather than for transportation purposes.

7. Rate Cases.—Property records are used in rate cases both federal and state.

8. Contractual Relations Between Railroads.—It is common practice to make use

of the property records for agreements between railroads in determining the charge to

be made for the use by one road of facilities of another.
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«. Retirements of Railroad Property.—The construction reports and records required

under the Valuation Act are useful in making retirements from the accounts where the

actual costs are not of record.

10. Cost Data as a Basis for Estimating.—The detailed records kept as required for

valuation afford a basis for estimating the cost of new work. The reports on Railroad con-

struction indices and Construction guide prices issued annually by the engineering section

of the Bureau of Valuation are also useful.

11. Fire Insurance.—The property records maintained by the carrier are of value

in determining the amount of insurance to be carried and in establishing losses that occur.

All foremen, timekeepers and engineers on construction projects are providing the

underlying data for the construction reports and property records as prepared by valua-

tion engineers and accountants. Railroad engineering accounting and traffic officers,

financial institutions, the ICC, the Bureau of Internal Revenue and state tax commissions

have made and are making ever increasing use of the reports that are being made and

of the records that are being kept.

Report on Assignment 6 (a)

Current Developments in Connection with Regulatory

Bodies and Courts

H. T. Bradley (chairman, subcommittee), F. B. Baldwin, H. D. Barnes, S. H. Barnhart,

P. D. Coons, Spencer Danby, V. H. Doyle, H. N. Halper, J. H. Hande, C. Jacoby.
E. M. Killough, C. A. Knowles, D. O. Lyle, J. B. Mitchell, B. H. Moore, H. L.
Restall, J. H. Roach, H. B. Sampson.

Regulatory Bodies

The Interstate Commerce Commission appropriations for the fiscal year, beginning

July 1, 1946, includes $543,680 for its Bureau of Valuation, an increase of $160,361 from

the $383,319 for the previous year. The increased appropriation was to cover additional

forces authorized and to provide for salary increases. On October 1, 1946, the total force

of the bureau numbered 115 employees, or 7 employees more than last year.

During the year 1945, Class I railroads charged to Account 459 Valuation expenses

an amount of $729,269, contrasted with $723,033 for the year 1944. As of October 1946,

practically all Class I carriers (137) had filed 588 returns through the year 1943 and

89 percent (122 out of 137) through the year 1944. In the aggregate, all carriers were

approximately 96 percent* current. The accounting section of the bureau are now 90

percent current in their field check of these returns.

The engineering section of the Bureau of Valuation, having completed revised inven-

tories for practically all carriers through 1932, is engaged in bringing inventories forward

to later dates, and as of October 1, 1946, were approximately 69 percent* current. The
work of the accounting section in bringing to date the summaries of original cost, other

than land, is 93 percent* current, and its development of original cost of land is 34

percent* current. The land section in its work of revising land valuations to current dates

has completed 76 percent* of its work.

No tentative valuations as of current dates were completed and served on railroad

companies, but, at the request of the commission, the bureau compiled elements of value

* Based on 7,250,000 mile-years from basic valuation dates through 1945.
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for carriers involved in reorganization proceedings and other cases. Opportunity is afforded

the carrier to check these estimates of original cost, the cost of reproduction new, the

cost of reproduction less depreciation, and land values, but in only a few instances have

the carriers made a check of the bureau's findings.

Most carriers have participated with the engineering section in the work of bringing

their engineering reports to current dates (1910-14 prices new and less depreciation)

when their reports are reached in the bureau's program. This affords an opportunity to

check the figures and, at the same time, to secure a carbon copy of the detail pencil

sheets which show the cost and depreciation elements on BV Form 643 upon which the

information is collected.

Ex Parte Numbers 148-162. Increased Railway Rates, Fares, and Charges 1942 and

1946.—In its report of June 20, 1946, the ICC found the approximate aggregate value

for rate-making purposes of the properties of Class I railroads to be $19,571,000,000. The

report states that this finding is made as of the end of the calendar year 1944 (January

1, 1945), and is based upon values as of January 1, 1938 (Ex Parte 115), with allowances

for the net amount of subsequent additions and retirements and changes in recorded

depreciation and amortization. An adjustment is also made for necessary working capital,

including materials and supplies and cash, as of Janury 1, 1945. The previous finding

of value as of January 1, 1938, General Commodity Rate Increases, 1937, 229 ICC 435,

450 (Ex Parte 115) was in turn based upon a finding as of January 1, 1937, in the

Fifteen Percent Case, 1937-1938, 226 ICC 41, 61 (Ex Parte 123), the same level of

prices being used in both cases.

In a subsequent hearing held at Chicago, 111., July 23, 1946, valuation testimony

was introduced by the carriers, pointing out that this finding of approximate value was

a radical departure from previous ICC principles and methods in that it failed to give

any effect to the increase in price levels since about 1937, and that it was otherwise

defective in the treatment given to amortization and other matters. The testimony

concluded with the statement that without subscribing to the value so determined by

using the commission's customary methods a figure of approximately $22,164,000,000

would be reached.

Court Decisions

There were no outstanding valuation cases decided by the U. S. Supreme Court

during the year.

In the case of the Los Angeles & Salt Lake R. R. Co. v. Commissioner of Internal

Revenue, Docket 106462, (4 T. C. No. 76) promulgated January 30, 1945, reviewed in

last year's report and appealed to U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals it is noted that the

commissioner of internal revenue and the taxpayer have entered into stipulations,

approved by the court that the petitions for review be docketed and dismissed without

costs to either party.
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Report on Assignment 6 (c)

Bureau of Valuation Depreciation Studies

H. T. Bradley (chairman, subcommittee), F. B. Baldwin, H. D. Barnes, S. H. Barnhart,

P. D. Coons, Spencer Danby, V. H. Doyle, H. N. Halper, J. H. Hande. C. Jacoby,
E. M. Killough, C. A. Knowles, D. O. Lyle, J. B. Mitchell, B. H. Moore, H. L.

Restall, J. H. Roach, H. B. Sampson.

On January 1, 1946, the engineering section of the Bureau of Valuation, Interstate

Commerce Commission, issued booklet of 118 pages* entitled, "Depreciation Studies

on Certain Items of Depreciable Roadway Property and Equipment for Application to

Group Properties." The report is careful to state that it has not been examined or passed

upon by the ICC.

This study consists of four parts, the first three of which relate to estimating de-

preciation for valuation purposes and the fourth part to the determination of past

accrued depreciation for accounting usage. The bureau has long recognized the discrepancy

resulting from applying unmodified straight line depreciation to a continuing property

without any adjustment to compensate for the attained age of the various elements

contained in the property, for the reason stated in the report that the life expectancy

of any unit of property increases in proportion to its age. In the past this defect has

been overcome to some extent by extending the service life of survivors whenever their

age began to approach the average life of the group in which they belong. As a result

of these studies, the bureau now concludes that only SO percent of any given number

of units has been retired when the average service life has been reached and that the

maximum life of survivors ranges from 150 percent to 200 percent of the average life.

The application of this principle results in increasing the condition percent of depreciable

property above that obtained by the unmodified straight line method. In the text of

the report the bureau states that the use of a variable rate to compensate for attained

age is not in conflict with the broad principles of Memorandum 226, 75 ICC 183.

The bureau also finds that the percent of cost new of a property on an original cost

basis should be higher (possibly 4 percent) than on a reproduction basis where uniform

price levels are applied.

The bureau is frank to admit the study is incomplete in its present form and will be

revised at later dates when more retirement data become available. The experience of

property in existence at the average valuation date (about 1917) to the end of 1942

constitutes the major portion of the definite retirement experience used in these studies,

subject to the qualification that the data at both ends of the period are incomplete.

The age of property in existence on valuation date is generally known, but usually no

record of retirements prior to that date is available. In order to overcome this handicap,

it was considered necessary to inflate the property exposed to risk for periods prior to

1915 by using mortality data derived from later experience. Discrepancies arising from

this lack of data will diminish in importance as time goes on. In May 1946, the bureau

issued a request to the 30 carriers who previously furnished service life data to supple-

ment their returns to the end of 1946 and to include installations placed in service from

1917 to 1946, making it available to the bureau early in 1947. Other carriers were also

requested to furnish data in order to expand the amount of property under observation.

* The pages referred to by number in this report are pages in this booklet issued by the Bureau of

Valuation. The same comment applies to the rather frequent references to appendixes, except Appendix
A, following this report, which embraces reproductions of 9 pages in the "B.V." booklet.
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Part I of the study, beginning on page 4, deals with the development of 24 mortality

curves for various classes of property. These curves were compiled by grouping retire-

ments into 5-year age intervals and computing their percentage relationship to property

exposed to risk during the same period. The data used in these studies were compiled

by the Bureau of Valuation or by carriers from Valuation Order No. 3 returns on certain

representative valuation sections covering property included in the basic engineering

report (1914-1919). The percentages of retirements for each age group were accumulated

by adding them to the sum of all prior groups and the resultant totals plotted on charts,

using age as an abscissa and percent of units retired as an ordinate. With these points

as a guide, the mortality curves were drawn by observation and judgment, using a

heavy line for the period of actual experience and a dashed line for the extension thereof.

See Fig. 1 Appendix A (B. V. page 8). This method leaves the outer end of the curve

subject to some speculation, as the only three curves for which complete mortality data

are available (rail, locomotives, and freight train cars) all resemble the traditional "S."

On the other hand, it can be readily demonstrated on a normal railroad, where replace-

ments are made as required, that the average age of any large group of homogeneous

units will usually fall inside that portion of the curve supported by data. Since the

shape of the outer end of the curve has no great effect on the average service life, it has

little effect when applied to units for which the average age is less than the service life.

The bureau's data include retirements from all causes, the most important of which they

consider to result from economic reasons such as abandonments, line changes, inade-

quacies, etc. The bureau assumes these economic influences will operate in the future at

about the same rate they have in the past, and contend such a conclusion involves a

minimum of conjecture. According to their analysis, wear and tear, except on short life

items, are minor causes for retirements. Casualties resulting from fires and storms are

included, but there is nothing in the report to indicate to what extent they influence

the result.

Part II, beginning on page 47, consists of a series of 24 condition percent charts

developed from the service life charts in Part I. See Fig. 2 Appendix A (B. V. page 51).

The heavy solid fine represents the condition percent of survivors and is used without

modification for installations made in a single year. The dashed curve is drawn in order

to provide an adjustment in the condition percent at "the average age of a group of

units which were installed over a period of years." The reason for this adjustment, as

explained on page 49, lies in the fact that the condition percent taken from the chart

for an average date, say 1905, does not accurately reflect the true condition percent of

all the items included therein which may have been installed over a long period of time.

The curves drawn with light lines following the shape of the service life curves are

designated as auxiliary curves and are based on some selected service life. These curves

are to be used where no experience data are available.

In order to make these charts more workable, they have been translated into tables

included in an Appendix G, beginning on page 77. For each item, or element, the solid

curve is shown in the right hand column entitled "Survivor," and the dashed curve is

shown in the left hand column entitled "Average Age ER and VO-3." See sheet 82

Appendix A (B. V. page 82). The method of using these tabulations can be be explained

by the use of a definite example, as follows:

(A) Assume frame buildings constructed subsequent to valuation date 1918 have

an average date of installation of 1927, or an average age of 19 years in 1946. The
condition percent on the average age curve at 19 years is 68.5 percent, as shown on

page 82 under "Frame Buildings with a 63-Year Life."
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(B) Assume engineering report frame buildings, also with a life of 63 years, have

an average date of installation of 1910. They were 8 years old on valuation date, and

36 years old in 1946. Their condition percent at 36 years on the survivor curve is 46.5

percent. At the age of 8 years the difference between the survivor curve (83.5 percent)

and the ER and VO-3 curve (84.5 percent) is 1.0 percent, which should be added to

46.5 percent, making a total of 47.5 percent for an age of 36 years.

The tables included for Equipment accounts 51 and 53, on pages 89 and 90 of the

report, reflect not only condition percent, but percent of cost new, which takes into

account salvage of 5 percent on locomotives and 17 percent on freight train cars. For

Road accounts, salvage is handled as a separate adjustment. No adjustment for the

average age of engineering report or VO-3 items is shown for equipment, since the

curves and tables are intended to be used only for survivors of groups installed in any

one year. The development of only one composite curve for freight train cars, including

wood, composite and steel, may be subject to criticism. This method was adopted after

the bureau had made studies of individual types and concluded only one curve was

necessary.

There is included as an Appendix H, Part II, pages 91 to 96, a schedule of guide

service lives for some 230 elements, or groups, of road property, with notations as to

which chart is to be used for determining their condition percent at any given age. This

statement, except for items included in the 24 mortality curves, is necessarily based on

judgment. See sheet 93, Appendix A (B. V. page 93).

Part III, beginning on page 97, shows the development of a method of a shortened

procedure for computing additional depreciation which has occurred since the last bring-

ing to date by the long form method. The computations are by primary accounts and

are, therefore, approximate. While this method is primarily for use by the bureau in its

work of preparing valuations for rate cases and similar purposes, it should also be useful

to carriers for compiling valuation data required by many state taxing authorities. The

results of this method are embodied in the tables in an Appendix I, page 102 (See

sheet 102, Appendix A) for Road property; an Appendix J, page 103, for Locomotives

and passenger train cars; and an Appendix K, page 104, for Freight train cars and

work equipment.

These tables were developed by studying the experience of 14 roads, selected for

test purposes, in connection with the commission's depreciation accounting order of

June 8, 1942, from which conclusions were drawn as to the average composite deprecia-

tion rate for each primary account. These composite rates were then divided into 100

minus the percent of cost new taken from the last bringing to date, thus giving an

approximate attained age for the account. From this information it was concluded that

each account followed, with reasonable accuracy, the condition percent curve of some

element already developed. For example, Account 6—Bridges, trestles and culverts

—

follows the curve for Stone masonry-west, and Account 16 follows the Brick building

curve. Annual deductions for depreciation and projecting residue property forward foi

5, 10 or 15 years were developed from these curves. Projections for intermediate years

between 5 and 15 may be determined by interpolation. The lower the percent of cost

new for any primary account at the last finding, the lower the annual deduction for

depreciation becomes.

The report goes one step further and gives estimated composite annual rates of

depreciation for Road accounts 3 to 45 taken as a whole when the average percent of

cost new is 75, and again at 65. Such figures may be used for making quick estimates,

but are essentially approximate.
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Part IV, beginning on page 105, relates to the determination of past accrued

depreciation for accounting purposes. The method described in this part of the report

has already been used for the determination of amounts to be set up in Account 702 Yz-C

—Accrued depreciation—road, for properties acquired by purchase, merger, consolidation,

receivership sale or transfer, or otherwise since January 1, 1938. See Fig. 3 and sheet 115

Appendix A (B. V. pages 112 and 115).

The conclusions of the bureau are embodied in an Appendix N on page 117 (See

sheet 117, Appendix A), which is a table showing the accounting depreciation reserve

expressed as a percent of original cost for each element corresponding to the valuation

condition percent or percent of cost new previously developed. These condition percents

may be obtained by (1) the longer and more accurate method of using the tables in an

Appendix G, Part II, as illustrated on sheet 118 (Appendix A) ; or (2) the shorter and

more approximate method of using the percent of cost new developed by the Bureau

of Valuation at the last bringing to date and projecting it forward by the use of an

Appendix I, Part III, page 102 (See sheet 102, Appendix A). This method involves

adjustments for retirements deducted at the average percent of cost new and additions

included at percent of cost new taken from the same chart.

The accounting depreciation reserve varies in two respects from the valuation

depreciation reserve. The first is that depreciation for accounting is deducted at a fixed

annual rate equal to 100 percent divided by the service life, rather than a variable rate

adjusted for attained age. This difference on an old and normal property is about 6

percent. The second difference arises from the use of original cost dollars compared to

cost of reproduction dollars. Generally speaking, the younger units of property with

higher percents of cost new cost more per unit than similar old property with lower

percents of cost new. This difference amounts to about 2 percent or 3 percent so that

the accounting depreciation reserve will usually be equal to the valuation percent of

Cost new plus 8 percent, subtracted from 100.

It is the bureau's position, that, in using the tables in this report, it should be borne

in mind they are based on average conditions. Whenever a field inspection by qualified

agents, or specific knowledge available to an individual carrier, indicates these guide

service lives do not apply, their application should be modified accordingly.

Appendix A

Selected Diagrams and Tables Appearing in Booklet Issued by the

Engineering Section of the Bureau of Valuation, ICC, Bearing

the Title, "Depreciation Studies on Certain Items of

Depreciable Roadway Property and Equipment for

Application to Group Properties"
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(Reproduced from "B.V." page 8)

20 30 40 50 60 10 80

Average Age of Retirements in Years

Fig. 1.—Development of Guide Service Life of Account 16—Frame Buildings.
Engineering Section, Bureau of Valuation, ICC.

Notes.—Guide service life equals 63 years; from estimated weighted average ages
of retirements.

Summary of Service Life Data (Tabulation).

Installations still in service $11,044,820, avg. age 41 years
Retirements 3,843,114, avg. age 36 years

1. Five-Year Intervals (Chart).

Installations $15,797,232= 2251 units
Retirements 3,779,1 13 = 810 units

Guide Service Life—63 Years

2. Rates Where Heavy Retirements Occur (Chart).

1.11 percent X 2 = ~-= 46 + IS =64 years. Indicated life 64 years.

Service Life Data— (See letter symbols on the curve).

A. + $ 3,246,126—$ 18,592 H. + $8,370,191—$422,935
B.+ 6,490,707— 52,599 I. + 6,398,287—308,238
C.+ 8,747,627—201,452 J.+ 4,937,179—296,635
D.+ 10,467,628—369,139 K. 4- 3,095,684—181,103
E.+ 12,554,208—430,026 L. + 2,185,907—119,458
F.+ 12,492,427— 663,524 M. + 1,223,213— 67,981
G.+ 11,327,893— 647,431
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APPENDIX I

GUIDE DEPRECIATION RATES
FOR BRINGING VALUATIONS TO DATE

APPLICABLE TO ADDITIONAL AND SURVIVOR PROPERTY

ROADWAY ACCOUNTS

102

Period
of Years
Projected

:Per Cent
of

iCoat New

100
90
80

70
60
50
40
30

_L

Guide Depravation Rates have been ad.luated for operating replacement! in n^ nttn1nH nr"
.L nni mlmrn

Roadway Account Numbers * - —
10 11 1? : l6 : 17 ; 18 :~19~ 20 21 22 21 * 24 : 26 ; 27 t 29 : 31 35 t 37 t 39 t 44

• •*<i:i>..***«ittt!St
0.10: 0.50: 1.50: 1.20: 2.00: 1.60: 1.20: 1.60: 2.20: 2.60: 2.20: 1.80: 2.00: 1.60: 2.40: 2.80: 2.20* 2.80- 1.60- 3.30: 2.40: 5-70
0.10: 0.30: 1.40: 1.10: 1.80: 1.40: 1.10: 1.40: 2.05: 2.35: 2.05: 1.60: 1.80: 1.40: 2.30: 2.40: 2.05- 2.40: 1.4C: 2.80: 2.30: 5*55

: 0.20: 1.20: 0.95: 1.70: 1.30: 0.95: 1.30: 1.85: 2.05: 1.85: 1.50: 1.70: 1.30: 2.00: 2.10: 1.85: 2.10: 1.30: 2.40: 2.00: 5.40
0.90: 1.50: 1.10: 0.90: 1.10: 1.55: 1.65: 1.55: 1.30: 1.50: 1.10: 1.60: 1.70: I.55, 1.70: 1.10: 2.20: 1.60: 5.15
0.75: 1.10: 0.90: 0.75: 0.90: 1.15: 1.35: 1.15: 1.00: 1.10: 0.90: 1.20: 1.50: 1.15: 1.50: 0.90: 1.60: 1.20: 4.30
n in. 1 m. n ac. r\ ne\. n a*, l n«. 1 on. 1 ns. n on. 1 rm. n Ac. T in. 1 or\. 1 #<r 1 o^. « »<r. 1 rr.. 1 . ~ - ...

45

: 1.05:
: 0.90:
0.70: 0.70; 1.00: 0.85

0.90s 0.75

0.70: 0.85: 1.05: 1.20: 1.05: 0.90: 1.00: 0.85: 1.10: 1.30: 1.05i
0.75: 0.95: 1.15* 0.95: 0.80: 0.90: 0.75: 1.00: 1.30: 0.95;

: : : : : : : * ' : 1

1.30: 0.85: 1.50:
1.30: 0.75: 1.30:

1.10: 2.75:

1.00: 1.25

1.60: 2.20: 2.80
1.40: 2.05: 2.40
1.30: 1.85: 2.10
1.10: 1.55: 1.70
0.90: 1.15: 1.50
0.85: 1.05: 1.30
0.75: 0.95: 1.30

: :

At 75 per cent coat new compoaite annual rate for Accounts 3 to 45 t incluaive, for 5-yaar projection s 0.82. At 65 per cent cost new = 0.70.

10 100
90
80

70
60

50
40
30

0.08: 0.50:
0.08: 0.30:

: 0.20:

1.45: 1.15: 1.90: 1.50: 1.15: 1.50: 2.10: 2.40: 2.10: 1.70: 1.90: 1.50: 2.30: 2.50: 2.10: 2.50: 1.50: 2.90: 2.30: 5.40: 1.50: 2.10: 2.50
1.35: 1.10: 1.80: 1.40: 1.10: 1.40: 1.95: 2.15: 1.95: 1.60: 1.80: 1.40: 2.10: 2.20: 1.95: 2.20: 1.40: 2.55: 2.10: 5.20: 1.40: 1.95: 2.20
1.15: 0.85: 1.60: 1.25: 0.85: 1.25: 1.65* 1.80: I.65: 1.40: 1.60: 1.25: 1.70: 1.90: 1.65: 1.90: 1.25: 2.20: 1.70: 4.60: 1.25: 1.65: 1.90
1.00: 0.75: 1.40: 1.05: 0.75: 1.05: 1.45: 1.55: 1.45: 1.20: 1.40: 1.05: 1.50: 1.60: 1.45: 1.60: 1.05: 1.90: 1.50: 3.80: 1.05: 1.45: 1.60

0.85: 0.70: 1.10: 0.90: 0.70: 0.90: 1.15: 1.25: 1.15: 1.00: 1.10: 0.90: 1.20: 1.30: 1.15: 1.30: 0.90: 1.55: 1.20: 2.80: 0.90: 1.15: 1.30

0.70: O.65: 0.95: 0.80: 0.65: 0.80:

1 0.85: 0.75: : 0.75:

1.00: 1.10: 1.00: 0.85: 0.95: 0.80: 1.05: 1.20: 1.00: 1.20: 0.80: 1.40: 1.05

0.90: 1.05: 0.90: 0.80: 0.85: 0.75: 0.95: 1.20: 0.90: 1.20: 0.75: 1.30: 0.95

1.90: 0.80: 1.00;

0.90: 0.75: 0.90;

At 75 per cent cost new composite annual rate for Accounta 3 to 45, inclusive, for 10-year projection 0.77. At 65 per cent cost new - O.65.

15 100
90
80

70
60

50
40
30

0.06: 0.45: 1.40: 1.10: 1.85: 1.45: 1.10: 1.45: 2.00: 2.25: 2.00: 1.65: 1.85: 1.45: 2.15: 2.35: 2.00: 2.35: 1.45: 2.65: 2.15: 4.60:

0.06: 0.25: 1.30: 1.05: 1.70: 1.35: l.CJ; 1.35: 1.80: 1.95: 1.80: 1.50: 1.70: 1.35: 1.90: 2.00: 1.80: 2.00: 1.35: 2.30: 1.90: 4.05:

0.20: 1.10: 0.85: 1.50: 1.15: 0.85: 1.15: 1.55: 1.70: 1.55: 1.35: 1.50: 1.15: 1.65: 1.75: 1-55: 1.75: 1.15: 2.00: 1.65: 3.45:

: 0.95: 0.75: 1.30: 1.00: 0.75: 1.00: 1.30: 1.40: 1.30: 1.15: 1.30: 1.00: 1.30: 1.50: 1.30: 1.50: 1.00: 1.75: 1.30: 2.90

: 0.8O: 0.70: 1.05: 0.85: 0.70: 0.85: 1.05: 1.20: 1.05: 0.95: 1.05: 0.85: 1.10: 1.30: 1.05: 1.30: 0.85: 1.45

: 0.65: 0.60: 0.85: 0.80: 0.60: 0.80: 0.90: 1.10:' 0.90: 0.80: 0.85: 0.80: 1.00: 1.20: 0.90: 1.20: 0.80: 1.40

: : : 0.70: 0.70: s 0.70: 0.80: 1.05: 0.80: 0.70: 0.70: 0.70: 0.90: 1.20: 0.80: 1.20

1.45: 2.00:

1.35: 1.80;

1.15: 1.55:

1.10: 2.10:

1.00: 1.35:

0.70: 1.30: 0.90: 0.60:

1.00:

0.85:
0.8C:

0.70:

1.30:

1.05:

0.90:

0.80:

1.20
1.20

2.35
2.00

1.75
1.50
1.30
1.20
1.20

At 75 per cent cost new compoaite annual rate for Accounta 3 to 45, inclusive, for 15-year projection » 0.73. At 65 per cent cost new - 0.61

Note: Ratea for Accounta 8, 13, and 38 were assumed 0.00. The above ratea are to be applied to the per ;ent of coat new and not to the conditions per cent.





APPENDIX L

ACCOUNT 16-FRiJffi BUILDINGS - 63 TEARS GUIDE SERVICE LIFE

DEVELOPMENT OF TYPE C RESERVE PER CENT CURVE

COMPARISON OF VALUATION AND ACCOUNTING DEPRECIATION

115

in
Tears

Rate of
Depr'n.

w
20.000
10.000
6.667
5.000

Per Cent

Retired at
Each Age

T3T

0.0
0.6
0.8
2.1
3.2

Surviving
After

Retirement

747

100.0
99.4
93.6
96.5
93.3

Annual
Depr'n.
Rates per
Retirement
Interval

~~7TJ

VALUATION DEPRECIATION
Varying Rate - Column (7)

Summation
of Annual
Depr'n.
Rates in

Column( 5

)

Depr'n.
Rate for
Survivors

777

2.1674
2.0597
1.9953
1.8937
1.7871

Past
Accrued
Det

^Y

10.30
19.95
28.41
35.74

Condition
%

797

100
89.70
80.05
71.59
64.26

ACCOUNTING DEPRECIATION
Fixed Rate 100 » 63.01 = 1.5870 Per Cent Per Year

Reserve
Accrual
Between
Each Age

Retirement
During Each
Interval

Net Reserve
In % of
Original
Installation

Net Reserve
in % of
Survivors

C

5

10

15
X

.12000

.08000

.14000

.16000

W
2.16737
2.04737
1.96737
1.82737
1.66737

7167

7.9350
7.8874
7.8239
7.6573

TO

0.6000
0.8000
2.1000
3.2000

7127

7.3350
14.4224
20.1463
24.6036

7137

7.38
14.63
20.88

26.37

25

30

35

40
45

50

55
60

65

70

75

80
es

90
95

100
105
ioe.2

4.000
3.333
2.857
2.500
2.222

2.000
1.818
1.667
1.538
1.429

1.333
1.250
,176

1.111
1.053

1.000
0.952
0.924

4.3
5.0
5.5
5.5
5.5

5.5
5.5
5-5
5.5
5.5

5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5

5.5
5.5
1.5

89.0
84.0
78.5
73.0
67.5

62.0
56.5
51.0
45.5
40.0

34.5
29.0
23-5
18.0
12.5

7.0
1.5
0.0

.17200
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APPENDIX

Esti^te of Past Accrued Depreciation Road Property Account 701
To December 31, 1942

118

I t e a
: Date : : Service Life : Age In : Condition
: Built : Salvage : Curve : 1942 : «

ACCOUKT NO. 16 - Station and Office Buildings

lb Masonry buildings
2a Truffle passecsor and combination depots
So " sheds, shelters Mid carbodies
3b Platforms, gravel, chatts, screenings, etc,
5 Stock pens
7A Furniture and fixtures - furniture
?b " " office machines

lb Masonry buildings
2s Frsme passenger and combination depots
2c Frame sheds, shelters and carbodies
3b Platforms, gravels, chatts, screenings, etc,
3e wood
6a Track scales - over 100 tons
7a Furniture and fixtures - furniture
8 Pipe lines

Total for Account

1909
1899
1902
1907
1910
1901
1902

1921
1919
1920
1927
1916
1927
1923
1917

51

Brick
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(Reproduced from "B.V." page 51)
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(Reproduced from "B.V." page 112)

too
i'0886

Fig. 3.—Depreciation Reserve Chart—Type C.

Account 16—Frame buildings, guide service life 63 years.

Engineering Section, Bureau of Valuation, ICC.

Chart showing development of depreciation reserve for survivor groups of property

at any age expressed as a percentage of the original cost for accounting, and of 1910-14
costs for valuation. No allowance for salvage, if any.

Note.—Type C groups are composed of items of property whose retirement

characteristics are comparable to those for frame buildings.

The expired life reserve equals the expired life times the fixed rate.

The valuation reserve equals 100 minus condition percent adjusted for salvage.

Accounting reserve is computed by accumulating the reserve at a fixed rate times
the survivors' amounts minus retirements.
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Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

No report.

2. Specifications and principles of design of plain and reinforced concrete for

use in railway bridges, buildings and culverts, collaborating with Committees

1, 5, 6, 7, 13 and 15.

Progress report, presented as information on specifications for concrete and

reinforced concrete railroad bridges and other structures—IH Design page 418

Progress report, presented as information on specifications for design of

concrete transmission poles page 449

3. Progress in the science and art of concrete manufacture.

Report presented as information on air-entraining concrete page 454

4. Specifications for foundations, including excavation, cofferdam, piling, etc.,

collaborating with Committee 1, on soil mechanics, and with Committee 7,

on bearing power of wood piles and pile driving.

No report.

5. Earth pressures as related to masonry structures.

No report.

6. Methods and practices of lining and relining tunnels, collaborating with

Committee 1.

No report.

AREA Bulletin 464, January 1947.
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7. Bibliography and review of current engineering literature pertaining to

railroad masonry work.

No report.

8. Pressure grouting.

No report.

9. Specifications for concrete and reinforced concrete railroad bridges and

other structures.

No report.

The Committee on Masonry,

F. R. Smith, Chairman.

Report on Assignment 2

Specifications and Principles of Design of Plain and Reinforced

Concrete for Use in Railway Bridges, Buildings and Culverts
Collaborating with Committees 1, 5, 6, 7, 13 and 15

A. B. Chapman (chairman, subcommittee), H. A. Dise, Mever Hirschthal, J. E. Kalinka,
A. N. Laird, W. R. Prass, C. P. Schantz.

Part 1

Your committee presents as information the following tentative specifications for

design as a revision of a portion of the design section in Chapter 8 of the Manual. Your
committee, in recognizing the importance of the material contained in this report, invites

and requests critical review, comments, and criticisms of these specifications so that they

may be constructively amended before offering them a year hence for adoption and

publication in the Manual to replace similar material now appearing therein.

These design specifications will cover the field indicated by the topical outline pre-

sented below. The committee has not completed its work on this assignment, with the

result that the material presented herewith embraces only items 301 to 310, inclusive.

Items 311 to 316, inclusive, will be covered in a later report.

Outline

301. General Assumptions.

302. Design Loads for Railway Structures Supporting Tracks.

1. General.

2. Dead load.

3. Live load.

4. Impact load.

5. Centrifugal force.

6. Other lateral forces.

7. Longitudinal forces.

303. Design Loads for Highway Bridges and Buildings.

1. Highway bridge loading.

2. Building loading.
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304. Summary of Working Stresses.

1. Allowable working stresses.

2. Maximum combined stresses.

305. Design of Reinforced Concrete Beams.

1. Notation.

2. Flexure formulas—rectangular beams.

3. Flexure formulas—T-bcams.

4. General limitations for beams.

5. Diagonal tension and shear.

6. Bond.

306. Design of Reinforced Concrete and Composite Columns.

1. General.

2. Spirally reinforced columns.

3. Tied columns.

4. Composite columns.

5. Combination and pipe columns.

6. Long columns.

7. Bending moments in columns.

8. Combined axial and bending stress.

9. Allowable combined axial and bending stresses.

10. Wind or earthquake stresses.

307. Design of Frames, Beams and One-Way Slabs.

1. Span lengths.

2. Computed stresses.

308. Design of Two-Way Slabs with Supports on Four Sides.

1. General.

2. Limitations and notations.

3. Bending moment coefficients.

4. Bending moments.

5. Corner reinforcement.

6. Distribution of unequal negative moments at supports.

7. Minimum slab thickness.

S. Shear in slabs.

9. Distribution of load to supporting members.

10. Bending moments and shears in beam supports.

309. Flat Slab Construction.

1. General.

2. Limitations.

3. Notations.

4. Panel strips and principal design sections.

5. Bending moments in rectangular flat slabs.

6. Minimum reinforcement.

7. Modification of moments in end and corner panels.

8. Slabs over beams or bearing walls.

9. Thickness of slab and drop panel.

10. Beams in flat slab construction.

11. Column capitals, brackets, drops.

12. Points of inflection.

13. Arrangement of reinforcement.
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14. Tensile stress and area of steel reinforcement.

15. Compressive stresses and compression reinforcement.

16. Shearing stresses in flat slabs.

17. Openings in flat slabs.

310. Footings.

1. General.

2. Loads on footings.

3. Critical sections.

4. Calculation of stresses.

5. Combined footings.

6. Plain concrete footings.

7. Pedestals without reinforcement.

8. Transfer of stress at base of column.

9. Footings on solid rock.

10. Difference in elevations of adjoining footings.

311. Concrete Arches.

1. General.

2. Design of arches.

312. Rigid Frame Concrete Bridges.

313. Abutments.

314. Piers.

315. Culverts.

316. Retaining Walls.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR CONCRETE AND REINFORCED CONCRETE
RAILROAD BRIDGES AND OTHER STRUCTURES

III DESIGN

Note: For diagrams and figures, see Appendix A* following these specifications.

301. GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS

The design of reinforced concrete members under these specifications shall be based

on the following assumptions:

(1) Calculations shall be made using working stresses and safe loads rather than

ultimate strength and ultimate loads.

(2) Plane sections normal to the axis remain plane after bending, shearing distortions

being neglected.

(3) Tensile strength of concrete is negligible in resisting bending.

(4) The ratio of the modulus of elasticity of steel to that of concrete, for concrete

of a given strength, is constant in flexural members within the range of working stresses.

The ratio, however, is not considered as fixed in the case of columns or in the case of

compression reinforcement in flexure where, due to plastic flow, the reinforcement will

be more highly stressed than indicated by a constant value of the modular ratio.

(5) In engineering structures such as arches, elastic frame bridges, and similar types

where temperature change is an important factor in the resultant stresses, it is assumed

that the temperature change is uniformly distributed throughout the member affected.

For design purposes the linear coefficient for temperature change may be taken as

0.000006 per deg. F. Mass and exposure conditions shall determine the temperature range.

* This material appears on Manual pages 8-76 to 8-81, inclusive. It is proposed eventually to

incorporate these diagrams and figures in the body of the specifications for design.
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(6) Where shrinkage is considered a factor in design, it may be assumed to range

from 0.0001S to 0.00045, depending upon the size of the member and the moisture

conditions.

302. DESIGN LOADS FOR RAILWAY STRUCTURES SUPPORTING TRACKS

1. General

(a) The following loads shall be used for the design of railway masonry structures,

supporting track:

1. Dead load.

2. Live load.

3. Impact.

4. Centrifugal force.

5. Other lateral forces.

6. Longitudinal forces.

(b) Each member of the structure shall be designed for the maximum stresses

produced by the combination of such loads and forces.

2. Dead Load
(a) The dead load shall consist of the estimated weight of the structural member,

plus that of the track, ballast, fill and other portions of the structure supported thereby.

(b) The weight of unit quantities of materials comprising the dead load, except

in such cases as warrant a detailed investigation of the weights of the specific materials

to be used, by reason of special or unusual conditions or materials, shall be assumed

as follows:

Track rails, inside guards rails, and fastenings—200 lb. per lin. ft. of track.

Ballast including track ties—120 lb. per cu. ft.

Reinforced concrete—150 lb. per cu. ft.

Earth filling materials—120 lb. per cu. ft.

Waterproofing and protective covering—Actual weight.

3. Live Load

(a) The recommended live load for each track is the Cooper E-72 load for main

line structures. See live load diagram in the Specifications for Steel Railway Bridges. On

branch lines and in other locations where the loading is limited to the use of light

equipment, or cars only, the live load may be reduced as directed by the engineer. The

loads shall be proportional to the recommended load and shall have the same axle

spacing.

(b) The live load on structures having a depth of ballast and fill less than 3 ft.,

measured below base of rail, shall be assumed as concentrated longitudinally.

(c) The live load on structures having a depth of ballast and fill, 3 ft. or more,

measured below base of rail, shall be assumed as uniformly distributed longitudinally.

(d) The live load for each track of structures with ballasted deck or under shallow

fills, shall be assumed as uniformly distributed over a width of 14 ft. unless further

restricted by the distance between centers of adjacent tracks or structural conditions.

(e) The lateral distribution of the live load from a single track for structures under

deep fills where there is little likelihood of any future additional tracks, shall be assumed

as uniform over a width equal to the length of track tie, plus the depth of ballast and

fill below the bottom of tie, unless limited by the extent of the structure.

(f) For structures under deep fills carrying more than one track, the distribution

shall be as follows:
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One-half track load shall be distributed over a width equal to Yz the length

of a track, tic plus l/z the depth of ballast and fill below the bottom of the tie.

This load shall be applied to the outer half of each of the two outside tracks.

The distribution just given takes care of one full track load. The load on the

remaining tracks shall be uniformly distributed over the width between the centers

of the outside tracks.

(g) For members receiving load from more than one track the proportions of full

live load on the tracks shall be as follows:

For two tracks,—full live load.

For three tracks,—full live load on two tracks and one-half on the other track.

For four tracks,—full live load on two tracks, one-half on one track, and one-

fourth on the remaining track.

4. Impact Load

To the axle loads specified in Section 3 there shall be added impact forces, applied

at the top of rail, distributed the same as outlined for the axle loads, and equal to the

following percentage of the live load:

j_ 100 KL
L+D

where /= percentage of live load for impact.

D= dead load of member for which computations are being made.

L b= total live load on member for which computations are being made.

K=a. coefficient. (No specific value for K is recommended, but it is sug-

gested that 1.0 represents conservative practice.)

5. Centrifugal Force

(a) On curves, a centrifugal force corresponding to each axle load shall be applied

horizontally through a point 6 ft. above the top of rail measured along a line per-

pendicular to the line joining the tops of the rails and equidistant from them. This force

shall equal the percentage 0.001 \1S*D of the specified axle load without impact.

S= Speed in miles per hour.

Z)= Degree of curve.

(b) On curves, each axle load on each track shall be applied vertically through the

point defined in the first paragraph of this article. The impact forces shall be computed

and applied as specified in Section 4.

(c) The section of the floor on the high side of the superelevated track shall be used

for the low side also.

(d) The table following gives the permissible speeds and the corresponding cen-

trifugal force percentages for curves with the amounts of superelevation shown. It is

based on a maximum speed of 120 mph. and a maximum superelevation of 7 in., resulting

in a maximum centrifugal force of 17.5 percent.

(e) If the conditions at the site restrict the permissible speeds to less than those

shown in Table 1, the centrifugal force shall be taken for the greatest speed expected.

6. Other Lateral Forces

The wind force shall be assumed as 30 lb. per sq. ft. on the vertical projection

of the structure, applied at the center of gravity of the vertical projection; plus a

moving load of 300 lb. per lin. ft. on the train, applied 8 ft. above the top of rail.

The wind force shall be assumed to act horizontally, in a direction perpendicular to the

center line of the track,
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Table 1.

—

Superelevation, Permissible Speed and Centrifugal Force

D
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Modular Ratio n

For use in flexural calculations involving percentage

of tensile steel or tensile stress in the reinforcement when

normal weight aggregates are used.

For lightweight concrete, the values of n should

be double those shown.

f'c n

2000-2400 IS

2SOO-2900 12

3000 and over 10

Concrete

Unexposed Exposed
Conditions Conditions

Flexure fc

Extreme fiber stress in compression 0.45 f' c 0.35 /'„

Bearing /«

Full area loaded 0.25 ft 0.25 f'c

Load on partial area, /„ variable, maximum 0.375/'c 0.25 f'c

Axial compression fc

In pedestals 0.25 f« 0.25 f'c

In columns (see Section 306)

Tension ft

Extreme fiber stress in tension (plain concrete footings only) 0.03 fc 0.025/c'

Shear v c

Beams without web reinforcement and without end anchorage

of longitudinal steel 0.02 f' c 0.02 f' c

Beams without web reinforcement but with end anchorage

of longitudinal steel 0.03 f' c 0.03 f'c

Beams with properly designed web reinforcement, but with-

out end anchorage of longitudinal steel 0.06 f'c 0.06 f' c

Beams with properly designed web reinforcement and with

end anchorage of longitudinal steel 0.12 f' c 0.075/'c

(When v c is in excess of 0.06 f'c web reinforcement should

provide for total shear)

Flat slabs at distance d from edge of column capital, or

dropped panel 0.03 f'c. 0.03 f'c

Footings with longitudinal bars having no end anchorage . . . 0.02 /„' 0.02 /„'

Footings with longitudinal bars having end anchorage 0.03 fc 0.03 fc

Combined footings and foundations designed as beam ele-

ments with properly designed web reinforcement and end
anchorage 0.06 f' c 0.06 f' c

Bond u
In beams, slabs and one-way footings

Plain bars 0.04 f'c but not over 160 psi.

Deformed bars 0.05 f'c but not over 200 psi.

In multiple-way footings

Plain bars 0.03 f'c but not over 120 psi.

Deformed bars 0.037S/' o but not over 150 psi.

Where end anchorage is provided, y2 times these values may be used, but in no case

to exceed 180 psi. for plain bars and 225 psi. for deformed bars.

Reinforcement
Exposed

Conditions

Flexure f s (with or without axial loads)

Structural grade steel bars 18,000 psi.

Intermediate grade steel bars, and hard-grade bars (billet steel, rail

steel or axle steel) 20,000 psi.

Wire mesh or bars not exceeding y2 in. in diameter when used in

one-way solid slabs only—50 percent of minimum yield point

but not to exceed 25,000 psi.

Cold drawn steel wire 24,000 psi.
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Exposed
Conditions

Tension /» in web reinforcement

All grades of steel 16,000 psi.

Compression /', in column verticals

Structural grade steel bars 13,200 psi.

Intermediate grade steel bars 16,000 psi.

Hard-grade steel bars (billet steel, rail steel, or axle steel) 20,000 psi.

Compression in composite and combination columns. See Section 306, 4 and 5

Compressive reinforcement in flexural members. See Section 305, 4-(b)

2. Maximum Combined Stresses

(a) Railway Bridges.—Members subject to stresses produced by a combination of

dead load, live load, impact, and centrifugal force, with other lateral forces and with

longitudinal force, may be proportioned for unit stresses 25 percent greater than those

specified; but the section of any member shall not be less than that required for the

combination of dead load, live load, impact, and centrifugal force.

(b) Highway Bridges.—In the absence of specific requirements by highway author-

ities, the unit stresses used in the design of highway bridges for members subjected to

combined loads may be increased the same as those for railway bridges.

(c) Buildings.—In the design of buildings when wind stresses are considered in

combination with dead load and live load stresses, design unit stresses for concrete and

for steel reinforcement may be increased by Vs, provided, however, that normal design

unit stresses shall not be exceeded for the combination of dead load and live load

stresses only.

305. DESIGN OF REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAMS
1. Notation

The symbols used in the following formulas are defined as follows:

j4„ = effective cross-sectional area of metal reinforcement in tension in beams.

Ac= effective cross-sectional area of metal reinforcement in compression in beams.

Aw = total effective cross-sectional area of metal web reinforcement.

Av= effective cross-sectional area of metal reinforcement in one vertical stirrup.

A b= effective cross-sectional area of metal reinforcement in bars bent up in one plane,

or inclined stirrups in one plane.

/, = tensile unit stress in longitudinal reinforcement.

/',= compressive unit stress in longitudinal reinforcement.

/«,= tensile unit stress in web reinforcement.

f = ultimate compressive strength of concrete at age of 28 days, based on tests of

6-in. by 12-in. or 8-in. by 16-in. cylinders made and tested in accordance with

ASTM Specifications C 31 and C 39.

fe= compressive unit stress in extreme fiber of concrete.

V s= total external shear at any section.

V= total external shear at any section carried by web reinforcement.

v= shearing unit stress.

v c= shearing unit stress carried by concrete.

v, = shearing unit stress carried by vertical stirrups.

v6= shearing unit stress carried by bent bars.

b = width of rectangular beam or width of flange of T-beam.

d= depth from compression surface of beam or slab to center of gravity of longitudinal

reinforcement.
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d' = depth from compression surface of beam or slab to center of gravity of com-

pression reinforcement.

j .= ratio of lever arm of resisting couple to depth d.

k =z ratio of depth of neutral axis to depth d.

b'= width of web of T-beam.

J = thickness of flange of T-beam.

n= E s/E c — ratio of modulus of elasticity of steel to that of concrete.

p= ratio of effective area of tension reinforcement to effective area of concrete in

beams= A,/bd.

p' — ratio of effective area of compression reinforcement to effective area of concrete

in beams = A<fbd.

z = depth from compressive surface of beam or slab of resultant of compressive

stresses,

oc = angle between web bars and longitudinal bars.

20= sum of perimeters of bars in one set.

s— horizontal distance along the axis of the beam between web bars.

sv — horizontal distance along the axis of the beam between vertical stirrups.

Sb= horizontal distance along the axis of the beam between the bending planes of bent

bars, or inclined stirrups.

Se= length of beam measured from face of support over which first bent bar is effective.

/3= angle in plane of V-stirrups between bar and vertical.

M ex bending moment or moment of resistance in general.

u= unit bond stress.

2. Flexure Formulas—Rectangular Beams

Computations of flexure in rectangular reinforced concrete beams and slabs shall

be based on the following formulas:

(a) Reinforced for tension only.

Position of neutral axis,

k= V 2pn-\- (pnY— pn (1)

Arm of resisting couple,

'=1 --r < 2)

Compressive unit stress in extreme fiber of concrete,

fet=J*L^2Pf±- (3)
jkbd* — k (3)

Tensile unit stress in longitudinal reinforcement,

/ 6=
M M

Steel ratio for balanced reinforcement,

P=Y2-T-^ ST" (5)

H£+0
I for both tensi

i neutral axis,

k= |/ in yp+p' -j) + n* (P+ P'y— n(P + P') (6)

(b) Reinforced for both tension and compression

Position of neutral axis,
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Position of resultant of compressive stresses,

ii=
W+w(^)

(7)

k* + ip'n (k--j~)

Arm of resisting couple,

jd=d— z (8)

Compressive unit stress in extreme fiber of concrete,

/„= -M
. (9)

hdr[zk-k^^{k-^){l-^)]
Tensile unit stress in longitudinal reinforcement,

. M 1 — k r,^
fs = Jjbf= nf'-lT-

(10)

Compressive unit stress in longitudinal reinforcement,

r. = »/«
* (id

k

3. Flexure Formulas—T-beams

Computations of flexure in reinforced concrete T-beams shall be based on the

following formulas:

(a) Neutral axis in the flange.

Use formulas for rectangular beams and slabs in Article 305 (2).

(b) Neutral axis below the flange.

Position of neutral axis,

kd= 2ndA.+ bf
(12)

2nA a + 2bt

Position of resultant of compressive stresses,

z==
3kd— 2t I (13)
2kd— t 3

Arm of resisting couple,

jd=d— z (14)

Compressive unit stress in extreme fiber of concrete,

Mkd
bt(kd— y2 t)jd

Tensile unit stress in longitudinal reinforcement,

f.^JL. (16)
A sjd

The above formulas neglect compression in the web below the bottom of flange.

The following are exact formulas where thickness of the flange is small as compared

with the depth of the web:

Position of neutral axis,

u = MRa -H k
\ (is)

- n \ 1 — k )

U- /2ndA.+ {b— b')t* ( nA,+ (b-b')tY nA s + (b— b')t
, _

V V—^ + \
¥~~) -

b'
<
17

>
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Position of resultant of compressive stresses,

(kdf— %t>)b+ [(kd—ty(t + %(kd—t))]b'
( g)

t(2kd— t)b+(kd— t)*b'

Arm of resisting couple,

jd— d— z (19)

Compressive unit stress in extreme fiber of concrete,

/ —.

2Mkd
(20)

[(2kd— t)bt+ (kd— t)
2
b']jd

Tensile unit stress in longitudinal reinforcement,

/.=-^r (2D

4. General Limitations For Beams

(a) Lateral Support.—If the distance between lateral supports for the compression

face of a beam exceeds 24 times the least width of the compression face, the allowable

unit stress shall be reduced. In no case shall the distance between lateral supports be

more than 36 times the least width, at which limit the reduction in allowable unit stress

shall be SO percent. Proportionate reduction shall be made for intermediate ratios of

span to width.

(b) Compression reinforcement in beams.—Compression reinforcement in girders or

beams shall be secured against buckling by ties or stirrups adequately anchored in the

concrete and spaced not more than 16 bar diameters apart. Where compression reinforce-

ment is used its effectiveness in resisting bending may be taken at twice the value indicated

from the calculations, assuming a straight-line relation between stress and strain and

the modular ratio given in Article 304. However, in no case shall a stress in compressive

reinforcement greater than 16,000 psi. be allowed.

(c) T-beams and L-beams

(1) In T-beam and L-beam construction the slab and beam shall be built integrally

or otherwise effectively bound together.

(2) The effective flange width used in the design of T-beams shall not exceed %
of the span length of the beam, nor shall the overhanging width on either side

of the web exceed 8 times the thickness of the slab, or % the clear distance

to the next beam.

(3) For L-beams having a flange on one side only, the effective overhanging flange

width shall not exceed 1/12 of the span length of the beam, nor 6 times the

thickness of the slab, nor V2 the clear distance to the next beam.

(4) When the principal slab reinforcement is parallel to the beam, transverse rein-

forcement shall be provided in the top of the slab. This reinforcement may be

designed to carry the load on that portion of the slab which is assumed to act

as the flange of the T-beam or L-beam.

(5) Provision shall be made for the compressive stress at the support in continuous

T-beam or L-beam construction, considering the web section as a rectangular

beam with both tensile and compressive reinforcement.

(6) The web only of T-beams or L-beams shall be considered in computing the

resistance to horizontal and vertical shears or diagonal tension.
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(d) Extension of Reinforcement

(1) To provide for contingencies arising from unanticipated distribution of loads,

yielding of supports, shifting of points of inflection, or other lack of agreement

with assumed conditions governing the design of elastic structures, it is recom-

mended that the reinforcement be extended at the supports and at other points

between the supports as indicated in (el) to (e6) below. These paragraphs relate

to ordinary anchorage and are the minimum requirements under which normal

working stresses for bond or shear are permitted.

(2) Negative tensile reinforcement at the supported end of a restrained or cantilever

beam or member of a "rigid frame" should be extended in or through the

supporting member in such a manner as to develop the maximum tension in the

bar with a bond stress not exceeding the normal working stress provided in

Section 304.

(3) Between the supports of continuous or freely supported beams, every reinforc-

ing bar should be extended at least 12 diameters, but not less than 1/20 of the

span length, beyond the point at which computations indicate it is no longer

needed to resist stress.

(4) In simply supported beams and freely supported ends of continuous beams, at

least lA of the positive reinforcement should extend into the supports a distance

sufficient to develop Yz the allowable stress in the bars.

(5) In restrained or continuous beams at least % of the positive reinforcement

should extend into the supports and the remainder treated as provided in (3)

above.

(6) In restrained or continuous beams at least % of the total reinforcement provided

for negative moment should extend beyond the point of inflection a distance

sufficient to develop y2 the allowable stress in the bars so extended. Negative

steel not so extended should be treated as provided in (3) above.

(e) End Anchorage.—When the unit stresses selected from Section 304 are those

requiring end anchorage, then, in addition to the ordinary extension requirements outlined

in (d), end anchorage shall be provided as follows:

(1) End stress of 10,000 psi. in the bar so anchored.

(2) End anchorage may be an extension of the bar or a hook.

(3) In either case the additional length of bar should provide the needed anchorage

with normal bond stress, assumed to be uniformly distributed over the additional

embedded surface.

(4) A properly dimensioned hook is one in which the bar is bent in a full semi-

circle around a pin having a diameter not less than 6 times the minimum thick-

ness of the bar for bars not over 1 in., or not less than 8 times the minimum
thickness of the bar for bars over 1 in., plus an extension at the free end of at

least 4 times the minimum thickness of the bar.

(5) Right angle or other abrupt bends, which do not engage a structural steel mem-
ber, are not to be considered as end anchorage unless the radius of the bend

is at least 6 times the minimum thickness of the bar and the total length from

beginning of bend to the free end of the bar is at least 16 times the minimum
thickness of the bar.

(6) All of the longitudinal bars shall be provided with end anchorage, except those

which are bent across the web at an angle not less than IS deg. with the neutral

plane and made continuous with the reinforcement along the opposite face

of the beam.
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5. Diagonal Tension and Shear

(a) The critical section for diagonal tension or shear in beams with two or more

supports shall be taken at the face of the supports.

(b) The critical section for diagonal tension in certain cantilevers and footings will

be considered.

(c) The shearing unit stress in reinforced concrete beams shall be taken as not less

than that computed by the formula:

V= _H- (22)
bjd

(d) When the shearing unit stress as computed by the formula exceeds the stress v c

permitted for beams with longitudinal reinforcement only, web reinforcement shall be

provided for the shear not carried by the concrete.

(e) When the shearing unit stress exceeds 0.06 f' c the web reinforcement shall be

designed to carry the entire shear.

(f) Case I. When v is equal to or less than 0.06 f' c web reinforcement may consist

of either vertical stirrups, stirrups inclined upwards toward the supports and

making an angle of IS deg. or more with the axis of the beam, longitudinal bars

bent upwards toward the supports, and making an angle of 15 deg. or more

with the axis of the beam, or a combination thereof.

Case II. When v is greater than 0.06 f'c web reinforcement shall consist of

bent-up bars or inclined stirrups in addition to vertical stirrups.

(g) The vertical stirrup spacing for Case I is given by the formula:

Sv= iwAv— (23)
(v— v c ) b

with a maximum permissible spacing of 0.375 d.

(h) The bent-up bar or inclined stirrup spacing for Case I is given by the formula:

/,, A b (cos oo -f- sin oc) ,...

(v— Vc) b

with a maximum permissible spacing of 0.375 d +
2 tan oc

and an effective distance s e= 1.5 Sb—
2 tan oc

(i) When a combination of vertical stirrups and either bent-up bars or inclined

stirrups is used, the bent-up bars or inclined stirrups are usually arranged in accordance

with moment requirements, maximum effective spacing, etc., to take as much of the

diagonal tension shear as possible and the remainder is taken by vertical stirrups. Under

these conditions the spacing of the vertical stirrups is given by the formula:

sv =— t
f
-T^r7 -j-j r (25)

vost,— VcbSb— fwAb(coscc + smac)

To be effective the bent-up bars, inclined stirrups or vertical stirrups must be spaced

within the maximum limits fixed for either type used separately.

(j) Similarly the vertical stirrup spacing for Case II with bent-up bars or inclined

stirrups already arranged is given by the formula:

Sv =:
fwAvSb

. (26)
vbsi— f w Ab(cos oc + since)

(k) When bars are bent-up in a single plane, s b is to be measured y2 each way

from the bar at the mid-depth of the beam and should not exceed 0.75 d,
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(1) In general web reinforcement should be so spaced that every 45 deg. line

extending from the mid-depth of the beam, downward and towards the nearest support

to the longitudinal bars, will be intersected by at least one line of web reinforcement

when v is not greater than 0.06 fc or two lines of web reinforcement when v is greater

than 0.06 /'«

(m) When more than one type of web reinforcement is used, and when v does

not exceed 0.06 /",, the total shearing resistance of this portion of the web is assumed

to be the shearing resistance of the unreinforced concrete plus the sum of the shearing

resistances computed for the various types separately. When v is greater than 0.06 /'«

the total shearing resistance is assumed to be the sum of the shearing resistances of the

web reinforcement only (see Section 304-1).

(n) In order to be considered effective stirrups shall be anchored at both ends

by one of the following methods, or by a combination thereof:

(1) Rigid attachment, as by welding, to the main longitudinal reinforcement.

(2) Bending around and closely in contact with a bar of the longitudinal reinforce-

ment, in the form of a U-stirrup or hook.

(3) A hook placed as close to the upper or lower surface of the beam as the require-

ments of fire and rust protection will allow. In estimating the capacity of this

anchorage the stress developed by bond between the mid-depth of the beam

and the center of bending of the hook may be added to the capacity of the

hook.

(4) An adequate length of embedment in the upper or lower y2 of the effective depth

of the beam, whether straight or bent. Anchorage of this type alone should not

be relied upon for stirrups in cases where the shearing stress in the web exceeds

0.06 fc.

6. Bond

(a) In beams in which tensile reinforcement is parallel to the compressive face,

that is, excluding wedge-shaped beams, the unit bond stress is given by the formula:

"=^w <27)

(b) In applying the formula to any section of a beam in which the reinforcement

includes bent bars, those portions of bars which are within a distance of % the effective

depth of the beam from the main longitudinal reinforcement may be counted as

contributing to bond resistance.

(c) In wedge shaped beams having compressive and tensile faces making angles c

and t respectively with the axis of the beam, the unit bond stress is given by the formula

of (a) by substituting Vi for V.

Vt= V— —(tan c+tant) (28)
d

c and t are positive when the components of the resisting compressive and tensile stresses

are opposite in direction to the external shear V on the section, and they are negative

when the components of the residing compressive and tensile stresses arc in the same

direction as the external shear V

.
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306. DESIGN OF REINFORCED CONCRETE AND COMPOSITE COLUMNS

1. General

(a) Reinforced concrete or composite columns intended to carry the maximum
possible load shall have an unsupported length not greater than 10 times the least lateral

dimension.

(b) When the unsupported length is greater than 10 times the least lateral dimen-

sion, the maximum allowable load shall be reduced in accordance with the provisions

of Section 6.

(c) The unsupported length of a column is the clear distance between members

which prevent lateral movement of the column in at least two directions having an

angle between them not less than 60 deg. nor more than 120 deg. The members intended

to prevent lateral movement of the column must be rigid enough themselves and located

in proper positions to serve the purpose. For example, horizontal struts between the

columns of a 4-column tower, midway between the ends of the columns, would have

little effect in preventing lateral movement of the columns, because all the columns

could buckle in the same direction.

(d) Columns shall have a minimum diameter or thickness of 12 in.

2. Spirally Reinforced Columns

(a) Allowable Load.—The maximum allowable axial load, P, on columns reinforced

with longitudinal bars and closely spaced spirals enclosing a circular core is given by the

following formula:

P= 0.225 j'cA a + A s fs (29)

wherein A g= the overall or gross area of the column.

fe t= compressive strength of the concrete, as found by tests of standard 6 by

12-in. control cylinders.

f, t= nominal working stress in vertical column reinforcement, to be taken at

40 percent of the minimum specification value of the yield point, viz.,

16,000 psi. for intermediate grade steel and 20,000 psi. for hard grade or

rail steel. (Nominal working stresses for reinforcement of higher yield

point may be established at 40 percent of the yield point stress, but not

more than 30,000 psi., when the properties of such reinforcing steels have

been definitely specified by standards of ASTM designation. If this is done,

the lengths of splice required by (c) shall be increased accordingly.)

A 3 = pgA g

pg= ratio of the effective cross-sectional area of vertical reinforcement to the

gross area, A g .

(b) Longitudinal Reinforcement—Amount and Spacing.—The ratio p9 should not

be less than 0.01 nor more than 0.08. The minimum number of bars should be 6, and

the minimum diameter of bar should be Y% in. The center-to-center spacing of bars within

the periphery of the column core should not be less than 2^4 times the diameter for

round bars or 3 times the side dimension for square bars. The clear spacing between

individual bars or between pairs of bars at lapped splices should not be less than 1J^ in.

or V/2 times the maximum size of the coarse aggregate used.

(c) Splices in Longitudinal Reinforcement.—Where lapped splices in the column

verticals are used, the minimum amount of lap should be as follows:

1. For deformed bars.—With concrete having a strength of 3000 psi. or above,

24 diameters of bar of intermediate grade steel and 30 diameters of bar of hard
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grade steel. For bars of higher yield point, the amount of lap should be increased

in proportion to the nominal working stress. When the concrete strengths are less

than 3000 psi. the amount of lap should be % greater than the values just given.

2. For plain bars.—The minimum amount of lap should be 25 percent greater

than that specified for deformed bars.

Where changes in the cross section of a column occur, the longitudinal bars

should be sloped for the full length of the column, or offset in a region where

lateral support is afforded by concrete capital, floor slab, metal ties, or reinforcing

spirals. Where bars are offset, the slope of the inclined portion from the axis of

the column should not exceed 1 in 6 and the bars on each side of the offset should

be parallel to the axis of the column.

Welded splices or other positive connections may be used instead of lapped

splices. Welded splices should preferably be used in cases where the bar diameter

exceeds 1% in. An approved welded splice should be defined as one in which the

bars are butted and welded and that will develop in tension at least the yield

point stress of the reinforcing steel used.

(d) Spiral Reinforcement.—The ratio of spiral reinforcement p' should not be less

than the value given by the following formula:

p'- 0.45 \*±. - 1~L£- (30)
LAc Jr.

wherein p
1 1= ratio of volume of spiral reinforcement to the volume of the concrete core

(out to out of spirals).

A g/'Ac=- ratio of gross area to core area of column.

/'» — useful limit stress of spiral reinforcement to be taken as 40,000 psi. for hot

rolled rod of intermediate grade, 50,000 psi. for hard grade and 60,000 psi.

for cold drawn wire.

Spiral reinforcement should consist of evently spaced continuous spirals held firmly

in place and true to fine by at least 3 vertical spacer bars. For columns up to 18-in.

core diameter, the minimum diameter of spiral bars should be % in. For columns larger

than 18-in. core diameter, the minimum diameter of spiral bars should be 5^ in. Anchorage

of spiral reinforcement should be provided by V/2 extra turns of spiral rod or wire at

each end of the spiral unit. Splices, where necessary, should be made in spiral rod or

wire by welding or by a lap of V/2 turns. The center-to-center spacing of the spirals

should not exceed 1/6 of the core diameter. The clear spacing between spirals should

not exceed 3 in. nor be less than \/& in. or V/2 times the maximum size of coarse aggre-

gate used. The column reinforcement should be protected everywhere by a covering of

concrete cast monolithically with the core, for which the thickness should not be less

than V/2 in. nor less than V/ times the maximum size of the coarse aggregate, nor should

it be less than required by the fire protection and weathering provisions.

(e) Limits of Column Section.—For columns built monolithically with concrete

walls or piers, the outer boundaries of the column section should be taken as a circle

V/2 in. outside the column spiral or as a square the sides of which are 1% in. outside

the spiral. In case two or more spirals are used in such a column the outer boundary

should be taken as a rectangle the sides of which are at any point at least V/2 in. outside

of the spirals. For these types of spirally reinforced columns the value of A„ thus defined

should be used in both Formulas (29) and (30).

(f) Equivalent Circular Columns.—As an exception to the general procedure of

utilizing the full gross area of the column section, it should be permissible to design a
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circular column and to build it with a square, octagonal, or other shaped section of the

same least lateral dimension. In such case, the allowable load, the gross area considered,

and the required percentages of reinforcement should be taken as those of the circular

column.

3. Tied Columns

(a) Allowable Load.—The maximum allowable axial load on columns reinforced

with longitudinal bars and separate lateral tics should be SO percent of that given by

Formula (20). The ratio, pg to be considered in tied columns should not be less than

0.01 nor more than 0.04. The longitudinal reinforcement should consist of at least four

bars, of minimum diameter of -Hs i°- placed with a clear distance from the column face

of not less than \y2 in. plus the thickness of the tie, provided that when nearer a corner

than 4 in. this covering shall be increased to 2 in. Splices in reinforcing bars shall be

made as described in Section 2 (c).

(b) Lateral Ties.—Lateral ties should be at least J4 m - m diameter and should be

spaced apart not over 16 bar diameters, 48 tie diameters, or the least dimension of the

column. When there are more than four vertical bars, additional ties should be provided

so that every longitudinal bar is held firmly in its designed position.

(c) Limits of Column Section.—In a tied column which for architectural reasons

has a larger cross section than required by consideration of loading, a reduced effective

area A g not less than J^ of the total area may be used in applying the provisions of

Section 3 (a), but the longitudinal reinforcement should be distributed over the full

column section.

4. Composite Columns

(a) Allowable Load.—The allowable load on a composite column consisting of a

structural steel or cast iron column thoroughly encased in concrete reinforced with both

longitudinal and spiral reinforcement, should not exceed that given by the following

formula:

P= 0.225 Ac f« + U A s + frAr

wherein .4c= net area of concrete section= 4„— A,— A r

A s e= cross-sectional area of longitudinal bar reinforcement.

A r— cross-sectional area of the steel or cast iron core.

f r— allowable unit stress in metal core, not to exceed 16,000 psi. for a steel

core; or 10,000 psi. for a cast iron core.

The remaining notation is that previously used.

(b) Details of Metal Core and Reinforcement.—The cross-sectional area of the metal

core should not exceed 20 percent of the gross area of the column. If a hollow metal

core is used it should be filled with concrete. The amounts of longitudinal and spiral

reinforcement and the requirements as to spacing of bars, details of splices, and thick-

ness of protective shell outside the spiral should conform to the limiting values specified

in Section 2 (b), (c), and (d). A clearance of at least 3 in. should be maintained between

the spiral and the metal core at all points except that when the core consists of a

structural steel H-column, the minimum clearance may be reduced to 2 in.

(c) Splices and Connections.—Metal cores in composite columns shall be accurately

milled at splices and positive provision shall be made for alinement of one core above

another. Transfer of loads to the metal core should be provided for by the use of bearing

members such as billets, brackets, or other positive connections; these should be provided

at the top of the metal core and at intermediate floor levels where required. Ample
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section of concrete and continuity of reinforcement should be provided at the junction

with beams and girders. The column as a whole should satisfy the requirements of

Formula (31) at every section; in addition to this, the reinforced concrete portion should

be designed to carry, in accordance with Formula (29) all floor loads brought onto the

column at levels between the metal brackets or connections. In applying Formula (29)

to a hollow core rilled with concrete, the area of the concrete within the core should

not be included in the area defined as A g . At the column base, provision should be made

to transfer the load to the footing at safe unit stresses in accordance with Section 310-8.

The base of the metal core should be designed to transfer the load from the entire

composite column to the footing, or it may be designed to transfer the load from the

metal section only, provided it is so placed in the pier or pedestal as to leave ample

section of concrete above the base for the transfer of load from the reinforced concrete

section of the column by means of bond on the vertical reinforcement and by direct

compression on the concrete.

(d) Allowable Load on Bare Metal Core.—The metal cores of composite columns

should be designed to carry safely any construction or other loads to be placed upon

them prior to their encasement in concrete.

5. Combination and Pipe Columns

(a) Combination Columns; Steel Columns Encased in Concrete.—The allowable

load on a structural steel column which is encased in concrete at least 2$4 in. thick-

over all metal (except rivet heads) reinforced as hereinafter required, should be computed

bv the following formula:

= Arf>

r \ l + -AiJ\
I lOOAr]

(32)

wherein .4 r = cross-sectional area of steel column.

/', = allowable stress for unencased steel column.

.4 c = total area of concrete section, = A g
—At.

The concrete used should develop a compressive strength, fe, of at least 2000 psi.

The concrete should be reinforced by welded wire mesh having wire not smaller than

No. 10 gage, spaced in the vertical direction not more than 4 in., and in the horizontal

direction not more than 8 in. This mesh should extend entirely around the column at a

distance of 1 in. inside the outer concrete surface and should be lap-spliced at least

40 wire diameters and wired at the splices.

Special brackets should be used to receive the entire floor load at each floor level

The steel column should be designed to carry safely any construction or other loads to be

placed upon it prior to its encasement in concrete.

(b) Pipe Columns.—The allowable load on columns consisting of steel pipe filled

with concrete should not exceed that given by the following formula:

P= 0.225 f. Ac +frAr (33)

The value of f'r should be that given by the following formula:

f'r- I"l8,000— 70—If (34)

wherein f' r= allowable stress in the steel pipe section.

h= unsupported length of column.

i? = radius of gyration of steel pipe section.

F = tensile yield point of pipe material

45,000
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It the yield point is not known, the factor F shall be taken as 0.5

If the concrete strength /'„ is not known it shall be assumed at 2500 psi.

6. Long Columns

(a) The maximum allowable load P' on axially loaded reinforced concrete or com-

posite columns having a length, h, greater than 10 times the least lateral dimension, d, is

given by the following formula:

F= P T 1.3 — 0.03 Al (35)

wherein P=the allowable axial load on a short column as given by Formulas (29)

and (31)

(b) The maximum allowable load P' on eccentrically loaded columns in which hid

exceeds 10 is also given by Formula (35) in which P is the allowable eccentrically applied

load on a short column as determined by the provisions of Section 8-9. In long columns

subjected to definite bending stresses, as determined in Section 7, the ratio hid should

not exceed 20.

7. Bending Moments in Columns

The bending moments in the columns of all reinforced concrete structures should

be determined on the basis of loading conditions and restraint and should be provided

for in the design. When the stiffness and strength of the columns are utilized to reduce

moments in beams, girders, or slabs, as in the case of rigid frames in general, the need

for recognizing column moments is obvious; in other forms of continuous construction

where column moments are unavoidable, they should also be provided for in the design.

In building frames, particular attention should be given to cases of unbalanced floor

loads on both exterior and interior columns and of eccentric loading due to other causes.

Wall columns should be designed to resist moments produced by: (a) loads on all floors

of the building, (b) loads on a single exterior bay at two adjacent floor levels, or (c)

loads on a single exterior bay at one floor level. Resistance to bending moments at any

floor level should be provided by distributing the moment between the columns imme-

diately above and below the given floor in proportion to their relative stiffnesses and

conditions of restraint.

8. Combined Axial and Bending Stress

(a) In reinforced concrete columns subjected to bending moments, the recognized

methods of analysis should be followed in calculating the stresses due to combined axial

load and bending. The maximum fiber stress in compression and (in the case of large

eccentricities of loading) the tensile stress in the vertical bars will govern the design.

The gross area of both spiral and tied columns should be used in the computations.

(b) For preliminary designs it will usually give satisfactory results to compute the

combined fiber stress in compression on the basis of an uncracked section of the column

using Formula (36). (This will result in a fairly accurate design if the eccentricity is

less than Yi the overall column width, and the value of pg n is 0.3 or more.)

fc^±-J ^J_ (36)
A g 1+ (n—l)p,

wherein e— eccentricity of resultant load, measured from the gravity axis.
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c s= distance from gravity axis to extreme fiber in compression.

R= radius of gyration of equivalent concrete section.

The termj-^-may be replaced by the value— for rectangular columns and
\R~ t

— for round columns without appreciable error (£ = overall depth of sec-

tion) . This design may then be analyzed by more accurate methods to insure

that allowable stresses are not exceeded.

9. Allowable Combined Axial and Bending Stresses

(a) For spiral and tied columns, eccentrically loaded or otherwise subjected to

combined axial compression and flexural stress, the maximum allowance compressive

fiber stress, fc is given by the following formula:

io— U — (37)

1 + C—
R'

wherein fa is the average allowable stress on an equivalent axially loaded concrete column.

and C is the ratio of /„ to the allowable fiber stress for members in flexure. Thus,

/ _ 0.225 fc + f.p, ,.
R

.U ~ 1+0.-1),.
(38)

for spiral columns, and 0.8 of this value for tied columns:

c
=^ir77 ««

(b) The allowable tensile stress in the longitudinal reinforcement may equal that

specified for flexural members, provided however that splices in the tensile steel at or

near the section of maximum column moment are capable of developing fully the yield

point strength of the reinforcement.

10. Wind or Earthquake Stresses

When columns are subject to wind or earthquake stresses in addition to combined

axial load and bending, the column section need not be increased unless the allowable

stress given by Formula (37) is exceeded by more than Vs.

307. DESIGN OF FRAMES, BEAMS, AND ONE-WAY SLABS

1. Span Lengths

(a) The effective span of continuous beams and slabs or elastic frames shall be

taken as the center-to-center distance between supports.

(b) The effective span of freely supported beams or slabs shall be taken as the

center-to-center distance between supports, but need not exceed the clear span plus the

distances to centers of the required bearing areas.

(c) The effective span of slabs built integrally with supports capable of fully

restraining the slab, shall be taken as the clear distance between supports.

2. Computed Stresses

(a) The stresses produced in frames and continuous beams by the various applied

loads shall be computed in accordance with the elastic frame theory by any of the

recognized methods of analysis, such as moment distribution, slope deflection, theorem

of three moments, virtual work, etc.
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(b) Rigorous methods of analysis are recommended for continuous girder bridges,

arches, or other statically indeterminate structures carrying moving railroad loading, and

also building frames having radically unequal span lengths, single or double bays, etc.

(c) Approximate methods of analysis may be used for less important structures.

(d) The objective in any case is to recognize that distortions in one member due

to applied loads will produce distortions and consequently stresses in adjoining rigidly

connected members in proportion to the stiffness of the various members.

(e) The stiffness factor of any member is defined as A'
r_SEl

where 5 is a co-

efficient depending upon the shape of the member, E is the modulus of elasticity of the

material, / is the moment of inertia of the minimum cross section of the member, and

L is the length of the member. Where actual deflections or deformations are not involved,

SI
the relative stiffness of the various members may be used. This is K=
For prismatic beams 5= 4. For beams of other shapes, which give a variable moment
of inertia, S may be taken from standard textbooks on statically indeterminate

structures.

(f) Building floors consisting of three or more approximately equal spans (the

larger of two adjacent spans not exceeding the shorter by more than 20 percent), having

approximately equal stiffness, and subjected to uniform loads, may be designed using

the coefficients contained in Table 2.

Table 2.

—

Bending Moment Coefficients for One-Way Slabs
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2. Limitations and Notations

(a) The moment coefficients given in (he table are intended to apply to panels fully

loaded with a uniformly distributed load. For values of m intermediate between those

shown, interpolated values of the moment coefficients may be used.

(b) A slab panel is considered as consisting of strips in each direction as follows:

A middle strip l/2 panel in width, symmetrical about panel center line and extend-

ing through the panel in the direction in which moments are considered.

A column strip y2 panel in width occupying the two quarter-panel areas outside of

the middle strip.

(c) For panels in which the ratio m is less than 0.5, the middle strip in the short

direction of the panel shall have a width equal to the difference between the long and
short spans, the remaining area representing the column strip.

(d) Notation.—Span lengths shall be taken as the center-to-center distance between
supports or as the clear span plus twice the thickness of the slab, whichever value is

the smallest.

S= short span

5w=
long span

w= total load and live load per unit area.

(e) The critical sections for moment calculations are located as follows:

For negative moment,—along the edges of the panel at the faces of the

supporting beams.

For positive moment,—along the center lines of the panels.

3. Bending Moment Coefficients

(a) Bending moments for the middle strip of two-way slabs are shown in Table 3.

(b) For moments in the column strips, coefficients 2/3 of those given in the table

for the corresponding moments in the middle strip shall be used. In determining the

spacing of the reinforcement in the column strip, the moment at any section shall be

assumed to vary from a maximum at the edge of the middle strip to a minimum at the

edge of the panel, but the average moment shall be that computed from the coefficients

as specified.

4. Bending Moments

To get the bending moments multiply the numerical coefficients given by ivS
2 which

gives the moment per unit width of slab.

5. Corner Reinforcement

Experience and theoretical considerations have shown the need of reinforcement

at exterior corners to prevent cracks in diagonal directions. The effective area of such

reinforcement per foot of width shall be equal to that for the positive moment in the

middle strip. This is required in both the top and bottom faces of the slab. By the

effective area of the steel is meant the normal area multiplied by the sine of the angle

which the bar makes with the critical section. In the top of the slab the critical section

js perpendicular to the diagonal; in the bottom of the slab it is parallel to the diagonal.
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sufficiently conservative to cover ordinary cases, but where large adjustment of the

support moments is required, the midspan moments shall be investigated.

7. Minimum Slab Thickness

The slab thickness shall be not less than 4 in. nor less than the value computed by

the following formula:

where t = slab thickness in inches.

5= short span in inches.

*= * -
long span (inches)

N= total length in inches of slab periphery which is continuous with adjacent slabs.

8. Shear in Slabs

The shearing stresses in the slabs shall be computed on the assumption that the load

is distributed to the supporting beams in accordance with Section (9) following.

9. Distribution of Load to Supporting Members

The loads on the supporting members for a two-way rectangular panel shall be

assumed as the uniformly distributed loads within the tributory areas of the panel

bounded by the intersection of 45 deg. lines from the corners with the median line of the

panel parallel to the long side. The total loads on the supports from one panel are as

follows:

w S3

Short support

Long supports -^^r 2 ~ w
1

4 L m J

10. Bending Moments and Shears in Beam Supports

(a) When the slabs are supported on beams, the bending moments shall be obtained

for the load distribution assumed by the methods of mechanics appropriate to the con-

ditions of support, or they may be determined approximately by transforming the load

on the beams from one panel to an equivalent uniform load per linear foot of beam as

follows:

w S
For the short span

For the long span

3

w Sm3
(b) The end shears shall be determined from the total loads as given in Section (9)

above with the usual modifications of the reactions for any difference in end moments.

309. FLAT SLAB CONSTRUCTION
1. General

(a) The design of flat slabs is based upon generally accepted empirical methods,

developed partly by analysis but mainly by tests on models and full size panels in a

wide range of completed structures. Accordingly, the special provisions relating to the

design of flat slabs apply only when certain general limitations are observed.
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(b) In the absence of sufficient test data on flat slabs carrying railroad loading and
considering the relatively few times that true flat slab structures occur subject to such

loading, the committee has no recommendation to make for the design of flat slabs

carrying railroad loading, unless they meet the limitations listed.

2. Limitations

(a) These provisions apply to:

1. Concrete slabs, without beams or girders, built monolithically with the

supporting columns. These slabs may be increased in thickness at the supports

by the use of drop panels, or along the margins to form paneled ceilings.

2. A series of rectangular slabs of approximately uniform dimensions arranged

in three or more rows of panels in each direction, and in which the ratio of length

to width of panel does not exceed 1.33.

3. Slabs with drop panels having a length in each direction of approximately

% of the panel length in that direction. Also to continuous drop panels that form
paneled ceilings, in which the continuous drops have a width approximately %
of the panel width.

4. Slabs with drop panels in which the total thickness of the slabs through

the drops does not exceed iy2 times the thickness of the slabs beyond the drops.

5. Slabs fully loaded with a uniformly distributed load.

(b) Structures having a width of less than three rows of panels, or in which the

adjacent panel dimensions vary by more than IS percent, are outside the scope of these

provisions and require special analysis.

3. Notation

The following notation applies to the design of flat slabs except when otherwise

specifically stated:

M= Sum of the total positive and negative bending moments at the principal

design sections in either direction, the sections being parallel to the margins

of the panels.

c t= Effective diameter in feet of a round column capital, at the underside of

the slab or drop panel. No portion of the column capital should be considered

effective which lies outside of the largest 90-deg. cone that can be included

within the outlines of the column capital. When a square, or other sym-

metrically shaped capital is used, c is the diameter of a circle whose area is

equal to the area of the base of the largest 90-deg. pyramid which can be

included within the outlines of the column capital.

L= Span length, in feet, center to center of the columns along the panel margins,

in the direction in which moments are computed.

In.= Span length, in feet, center to center of columns perpendicular to the direc-

tion of the span for which moments are computed.

w= Total dead and live load in lb. per sq. ft. of loaded area.

d= Effective depth, in inches, of the slab at any point.

/, = Total thickness, in inches, of the slab with or without drops, at the boundary

of the column capitals.

/2— Total thickness, in inches, of the slab beyond the boundary of the drop.

4. Panel Strips and Principal Design Sections

(a) A flat slab panel is considered as consisting of strips in each direction as

follows:
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A middle strip l/2 panel in width, symmetrical about panel center line and extend-

ing through the panel in the direction in which moments are considered.

A column strip J^ panel in width occupying the two quarter-panel areas outside of

the middle strip.

(b) The critical sections for moment calculations are referred to as principal design

sections and are located as follows:

Sections for negative moment along the edges of the panel, on lines joining the

column centers, except that they follow the perimeter of the column capital instead of

passing through it.

Sections for positive moment along the center lines of the panel.

(c) In the two-way system it is assumed that the tensile stresses due to the moment

in the various strips are resisted by the band of reinforcing bars located within the strip.

(d) In the four-way system, or any other system of reinforcement, in which a part

or all of the reinforcement is not parallel to the direction of the span, it is assumed that

the tension due to bending moments at any section of a strip is resisted by the com-

ponents, in the direction of the span, of all the reinforcement included within the

boundary of the section under consideration.

(e) The width of the column head section for computing compression shall be taken

as the width of the drop or half the width of the panel (0.5 L) where no drop is used.

5. Bending Moments in Rectangular Flat Slabs

Table 4 gives the bending moments at the principal design sections for interior panels

in terms of the total bending moment (positive plus negative) in the direction of either

side of the panel, (for the entire width of the panel) which is:

M„ = 0.09 {L— —CY w U
3

Table 4.

—

Bending Moment Coefficients for Principal Design Sections

of Rectangular Flat Slabs

Strip
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used in determining the stiffness factor shall be computed on the basis of a width of

slab equal to the column spacing and a depth equal to the slab thickness plus 1/3 the

depth of the drop.)

Case II. The discontinuous edge of the slab is monolithic with a supporting beam

framed into a column having a stiffness factor less than V/t times the stiffness factor

of the slab, or the discontinuous edge of the slab is supported by a bearing wall, or the

discontinuous edge of the slab is not restrained.

(b) Case I. (1) The negative moment at the first interior column line and the

positive moment at the center of the end panel of the column strip shall be increased IS

percent over the moments given in Table 4.

(2) The corresponding moments in the middle strip shall be increased 30 percent.

(3) The negative moment at the discontinuous edge of both the column strip and

middle strip shall be reduced 20 percent.

(4) The half column strip adjacent and parallel to the discontinuous edge shall be

designed for J4 of the full column strip moment given in the table.

(c) Case II. The positive moments in the strips perpendicular to the discontinuous

edge shall be increased SO percent.

(d) At discontinuous edges the positive and negative reinforcement shall extend to

within 2 in. of the edge of the panel and be anchored in accordance with Section

305-4-e.

8. Slabs Over Beams or Bearing Walls

(a) When there is a beam or bearing wall at the center line of columns in the

interior portion of a continuous flat slab, the negative moment in the middle strip

perpendicular to the beam or wall shall be increased 30 percent.

(b) The column strip over and parallel to the beam or wall shall be designed for

y2 of the full column strip moment given in the table.

9. Thickness of Slab and Drop Panel

(a) Interior Panels.—The total thickness h of the slab with or without drops, shall

be determined by the following formula, with a minimum thickness as given in (c)

.

'='V^.+ V/z in.

where R= y2 fckj— pfsj (for a balanced design)

M esc negative moment in column strip determined from the table.

b = width of drop for slabs with drops or width of column strip for slabs without

drops.

The thickness of U shall be not less than 2/3 of ii

(b) Exterior Panels.—The total thickness of the slabs will vary according to the

modifications in moment coefficients given in the table. (For end spans equal in length

to interior spans, the increase in thickness is approximately 8 percent. A uniform slab

thickness throughout the floor construction may, therefore, be obtained by making end

panels about 8 percent shorter than the interior panels.)

(c) The thickness of the slab at the center of the panel shall be not less than the

following limiting values, regardless of the values determined under (a).

(1) Floor slabs with drop panels 4J^ in.

Floor slabs without drop panels 5 in.

(2) Roof slabs with drop panels iVz in.

Roof slabs without drop panels 4 in.
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(3) Floor slabs: 2500-lb. concrete, end panels 0.030 L
interior panels 0.026 L

(4) Roof slabs: 2500-lb. concrete, end spans 0.025 L
interior spans 0.023 L

(5) For concrete having a 28-day compressive strength other than 2500 lb. per sq. in.,

limitations 3 and 4 may be modified by multiplying the coefficients by

2500

/'*fi
10. Beams in Flat Slab Construction

(a) Marginal Beams Framing into Columns.—Beams or thickened margins shall be

used at all discontinuous edges of fiat slabs. They may be placed above or below the

slab, and shall be cast monolithically with it. Such beams shall be designed to carry,

in addition to the loads directly upon them, a uniformly distributed load equal to J4 the

total dead and live load for which the adjoining panel is designed.

(b) Interior Beams.—When an interior beam framing into columns is required for

some special load, it shall be designed as a T-beam to carry in addition to the special

load, a uniformly distributed load equal to J4 of the total load on the adjacent panels.

When interior beams are supported by girders that frame into columns, the whole

panel shall be framed to avoid uncertainty of moment and load distribution.

11. Column Capitals, Brackets, Drops

(a) The effective diameter of the column capital as defined in Section 3 shall be not

less than 0.2 L, where L is the span length in square panels or the average span length in

rectangular panels.

(b) Brackets on exterior columns may be substituted for capitals, provided the

sloping face or the bracket makes an angle of not more than 45 deg. with the face of the

column, and is not less in width than the column. The value of C is twice the distance

from center of column to the point where the bracket is \y2 in. in depth.

(c) The drop shall have a length in each direction not less than % of the panel

length in that direction. If the shearing stresses at the edge of the drop exceed the

allowable values given in Section 304-(l), the dimensions of the drop or the slab

thickness outside the drop, shall be increased.

(d) If drop panels are used for interior columns, they shall also be used for wall

columns.

12. Points of Inflection

For purposes of design the point of inflection in any line parallel to a panel edge

in interior panels of symmetrical slabs without drop panels shall be assumed to be at a

distance from the center of the span equal to 3/10 of the distance between two sections

of critical negative moments; for slabs having drop panels, the coefficient shall be 0.25.

For end spans the position of the point of inflection is to be modified in accordance

with the mechanics of restrained beams.

13. Arrangement of Reinforcement

The design shall include adequate provision for securing the reinforcement in place

so as to resist not only the critical moments but the moments at intermediate sections.

Provision shall be made for possible shifting of the point of inflection by carrying all

bars in rectangular or diagonal directions, each side of a section of critical moment,

either positive or negative, to points at least 1/15 of the span length beyond the assumed
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point of inflection as recommended in Section 12. Lapped splices shall not be permitted

at or near regions of maximum stress. .At least 4/10 of all bars in each direction shall

be of such length and shall be so placed as to provide reinforcement at two sections

of critical negative moment and at the intermediate section of critical positive moment.

Not less than J4 of the bars used for positive reinforcement in the column strip shall

extend into the drop not less than 20 diameters of the bar, or in case no drop is used,

shall extend to a point not more than 1/12 of the span length from the center line of

the column or the support. Where drop panels are used, at least y2 of the cross-sectional

area of the negative reinforcement in the column strip shall be within the width of the

strip directly above the drop panel.

14. Tensile Stress and Area of Steel Reinforcement

The tensile stress / in the steel and the total area A of the reinforcement for any

critical section of design strips shall be computed by the formula:

fs
.= _Mj__

A sjd

wherein M , s= the moment given in the table for column strip or for middle strip

;

71= the usual ratio of the moment arm of the internal force couple to the

effective depth;

d l= effective depth of slab at the point in question ; that is, the distance from

the centroid of the tensile steel to the compressive face; and,

As s= effective cross-sectional area of the reinforcement which crosses any of

the principal design sections and meets the requirements of Section 4 (e).

The stress so computed shall not exceed the allowable working stress given in Section

304-(l).

15. Compressive Stresses and Compression Reinforcement

Tests indicate that stresses are not uniformly distributed along the width of the

column strip. This has been recognized in Section 9 where provision is made for thickness

of slab. Cases occur, however, as in the end spans, where it is desirable to maintain the

same slab thickness as for interior panels. This can be done by the introduction of

compression reinforcement at the section of maximum negative moment.

16. Shearing Stresses in Flat Slabs

(a) The shearing stress on a vertical section which lies at a distance equal to the

effective depth of the slab beyond the edge of the column capital (or bracket) and

parallel or concentric with it, should not exceed the following values when computed

by Formula 22:

1. 0.03 /'c when at least SO percent of the total negative reinforcement of the column

strip passes through the section.

2. 0.025 f' c when 25 percent of the total negative reinforcement of the column strip

passes through the section.

3. For intermediate percentages, proportional values of the shearing stress may
be used.

(b) The shearing stress on a vertical section which lies at a distance equal to the

effective depth of the slab beyond the edge of the drop panel and parallel with it

should not exceed 0.03 f' c when computed by Formula 22. At least 50 percent of the

cross-sectional area of the negative reinforcement in the column strip should be placed

within the strip directly above the drop panel.
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17. Openings in Flat Slabs

Openings of any size may be cut through a flat slab if provision is made for the

total positive and negative resisting moments as given in the table.

310. FOOTINGS
1. General

Footings may be divided into combinations of simple, continuous or cantilever beams

and proportioned accordingly.

2. Loads on Footings

(a) The load per unit of area on soil foundations shall be computed by dividing

the total load by the area of the footing and correcting for any eccentricity of the center

of gravity of the load with respect to the center of gravity of the base of the footing.

(b) The load on pile foundations shall be computed in the same manner except

that the pile reactions shall be considered as concentrated at the pile centers.

3. Critical Sections

(a) The critical section for bending in a concrete footing which supports a rec-

tangular or square concrete column, pedestal, or wall, shall be taken at the face of the

column, pedestal or wall.

(b) The critical section for bending in a concrete footing which supports a column

other than square or rectangular, shall be taken at the side of a concentric square of

equivalent area.

(c) The critical section for bending in a concrete footing beneath a masonry wall

where bond with the footing is reduced to friction value, shall be taken midway between

the middle and the edge of the wall.

(d) The critical section for bending in a concrete footing which supports a metallic

column base, shall be taken midway between the face of the column and the edge of the

metallic base.

(e) The critical sections for bond shall be taken at the same planes as those for

bending, and the shear used for computing bond shall be based on the same loading

as for bending. Bond shall also be investigated at planes where changes in section or in

reinforcement occur.

(f) The critical section for diagonal tension in footings on soil shall be taken

on the concentric vertical planes through the footing at a distance equal to the effective

depth from each face of the column, pedestal or wall.

(g) The critical section for diagonal tension in footings on piles shall be taken on

the concentric vertical planes through the footing at a distance equal to ^ the effective

depth from each face of the column, pedestal or wall, and any piles whose centers are

at or outside this section shall be included in computing the shear.

(h) In sloped or stepped footings, analyses shall be made of stresses at sections

where the slope or depth changes, outside the critical sections as defined.

4. Calculation of Stresses

(a) Bending, shearing and bend stresses in isolated or combined footings shall be

determined for the critical sections as defined. For the projecting portion of any footing

the bending moment shall be taken as the statical moment of all the forces outside the

critical section. In two-way isolated footings, tensile reinforcement shall be determined

by using 85 percent of the moment thus computed. In one-way footings, such as wall

footings, the full moment shall be used.
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(b) For isolated footings cast as a unit, the section resisting bending in any direc-

tion may be the full critical section cut, except as noted in (c) and (d).

(c) When the top of the footing is sloped, the full critical section may be used

provided the slope of the top is not such as to require special treatment of the projecting

cantilever as a wedge-shaped beam. A slope of 1 vertical to 4 horizontal may be

considered as a satisfactory limit.

(d) For stepped footings, cast as a unit, the section resisting bending shall be limited

to the lower block, or to the area falling within the boundaries of an imaginary sloped

footing which meets the requirements of (c) as to slope and which lies entirely within

the stepped footing.

(e) The reinforcement shall be distributed over the entire width of the section.

(f) In case the reinforcement does not cross at right angles a section at which

bending moment is computed, only the component normal to the section shall be

considered effective.

5. Combined Footings

(a) The critical sections for transverse bending shall be as given in Section 3.

(b) The longitudinal reinforcement shall be distributed over the entire width.

(c) The transverse reinforcement at each column shall be proportional to the

column load and shall be placed uniformly in a band having a width not greater than

the width of the column plus twice the effective depth of the footing.

(d) The critical sections for diagonal tension in combined footings shall be taken

at the faces of the supported members for all beam elements and for all projecting

cantilevers.

6. Plain Concrete Footings

In plain concrete footings the section shall be computed as a monolithic section

of the entire width and depth measured from a plane 2 in. above the bottom of the

footing. The maximum tensile fiber stress in the concrete shall not exceed 0.03 f' c . The

average shearing stress shall not exceed 0.02 j' c .

7. Pedestals Without Reinforcement

(a) The depth of a pedestal or pedestal footing shall be not greater than 3 times

its least width and the projection on any side from the face of the supported member

shall be not greater than Y2 the depth.

(b) When the sides of a pedestal are sloped or stepped the depth shall not exceed

3 times the least width or diameter of the section midway between the top and bottom.

(c) A pedestal footing supported directly on piles shall have a mat of reinforcing

bars having a cross-sectional area of not less than 0.2 sq. in. per ft. in each direction,

placed 3 in. above the top of the piles.

8. Transfer of Stress at Base of Column

(a) The compressive stress in the vertical reinforcement at the base of the column

shall be transferred to a footing or pedestal by extending the bars into the footing or

pedestal, by the use of dowels, or by means of metal bases.

(b) When dowels are used there shall be at least one dowel for each column bar,

and the total sectional area of the dowels shall be not less than the sectional area of

the vertical steel in the column.

(c) Dowels or column bars shall extend into the column, and into the footings or

pedestals the distance required to transfer to the concrete, at allowable bond stresses,

their full working strength. Hooks shall not be considered as adding to bond resistance

in compression.
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(d) The minimum distance from the edge of the column base to the edge of the

top of the footing shall be 3 in., and the area of the top of a pedestal shall be at least

twice the area of the column base.

9. Footings on Solid Rock

Footings on solid rock foundations shall be of the pedestal type only.

10. Difference in Elevations of Adjoining Footings

Except in the case of footings on solid rock, the difference in elevation of the bottoms

of any two footings shall be such that a line drawn between the lower adjacent edges

shall not incline at an angle more than the angle of repose of the soil nor greater than

45 deg. with the horizontal, unless provisions are made by means of retaining walls, or

otherwise, adequately to restrain the soil.

Report on Assignment 2

Part 2

Your committee presents as information the following tentative specifications with

an urgent request for critical review, comments, and criticisms so that they may be

constructively amended before offering them a year hence for adoption and publication

in the Manual to replace the specifications now appearing on page 8-75.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR DESIGN OF CONCRETE
TRANSMISSION POLES

1. General

The design, materials, workmanship and manufacture of concrete transmission poles

shall be in accordance with AREA Specifications for Concrete and Reinforced Concrete

Railroad Bridges and other Structures except as herein amended or modified.

Concrete transmission poles shall be self-supporting and not dependent on the

conductors for longitudinal stability.

2. Types of Poles

All poles considered shall be one of the following types:

(a) Suspension or line poles, placed on tangents in the line.

(b) Angle poles, placed at angles in the line.

(c) Dead-end poles, placed at end of line or crossings.

3. Spacing and Clearance

The spacing and height of all poles shall be determined from the profile and aline-

ment of the proposed line. All clearances provided shall conform to those required by

the laws within the particular locality through which the line is to be constructed.

4. Loads and Forces

The following loads shall be used for the design of poles and supporting structures:

(a) Dead load.

(b) Pull from conductors and attachments.

(c) Wind load.
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5. Dead Load

The dead load shall consist of the weight of the pole and any attachments to the

pole for supporting the conductors.

6. Pull from the Conductor

Pull from the conductors is due to a combination of their dead load, ice load, and

the wind pressure on them, all of which depends upon the particular locality under

consideration. The United States is divided into three zones as shown on the map
Fig. 1.* The loads are as follows:

(a) Dead load of the conductors and attachments may be taken from a recognized

handbook or data furnished by the manufacturer.

(b) Ice load shall be taken as a coating of ice Y?. in. thick making an increase

of 1 in. in the diameter of the conductor in the "Heavy" loading zone; and a

coating of ice Ya in. thick, making an increase of Yz in. in the diameter of

the conductor in the "Medium" loading zone. No ice shall be considered in

the "Light" loading zone. The weight of ice is assumed to be 57 lb. per cu. ft.

(c) Where the conductor is subject to wind load, the resultant load on the con-

ductor may be assumed to be the square root of the sum of the squares of

the wind and dead load of the conductor, including the weight of the ice

in the zones where ice is specified.

(d) The conductors are assumed to take the form of a parabola instead of their

actual form of a catenary. The error is negligible, and the computations are

much simplified. The formulas used in the calculation of tension and sag in

the conductor are:

* From Part 2 of the Fifth Edition of the National Electrical Safety Code.
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For supports at the same elevation

H— WLLc L _ L , &S°_

SS
C

3L

Where H= Tension in the conductor in pounds at center of span, which is the

horizontal component of the tension at any point.

W= The resultant effect of vertical loads and wind, in lb. per lin. ft.

of conductors as defined in Section 6 (d)

.

L= Length of span in feet.

Lc= Length of conductor in feet.

S= Sag of conductor at center of span in feet.

For supports at different elevations the maximum sag and the horizontal

distance from the higher support to the point of maximum sag as measured

vertically between the conductor and the closing line between points of

support can be found as follows:

s_ as„d (L-D) d—Ll d + £ )

V 2 4S„

Where D c= Horizontal distance from higher support to point of maximum sag

in feet.

L= Length of span in feet.

E= Difference in elevation between points of supports in feet.

S„ s= Sag of conductor at center of span in feet measured vertically

from a line connecting points of support.

S= Maximum sag of conductor in feet measured vertically from a

line connecting the points of support.

After locating the point of maximum sag, the formulas for supports at the

same elevation may be applied if each segment of the unsymmetrical parabola

is treated as J^ of a complete parabola.

The change in length of conductor shall be considered for widely varying

temperatures in computing Lc.

7. Wind Load

Wind load on the pole shall be taken as 30 lb. per sq. ft. for the projected area.

8. Unit Stresses

(a) All working stresses used in the design of concrete poles and settings shall

be those as specified in the AREA Specifications for Concrete and Reinforced

Concrete Railroad Bridges and other Structures.

(b) It is recommended that the concrete in the pole be such that it will develop

the minimum strength of 4250 psi. at the age of 28 days.

(c) For suspension or line poles and angle poles with all conductors broken on

one side and the conductors under full ice and wind load, the allowable

working stresses may be increased 40 percent.

9. Details of Design

(a) The general theory of reinforced concrete beams and columns shall apply in

the design of the pole.
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(b) Suspension or line poles supporting two unequal spans shall be designed to

support the conductors when subject to ice and wind loads or the loads due

to broken conductors, which ever provides the maximum condition.

(c) Angle poles without guys shall be designed for the same loads carried by the

suspension or line pole with the addition of the transverse loads due to the

angle in the line. However, if the angle pole is not self-supporting, suitable

guys shall be attached.

(d) Dead-end poles shall be designed to take dead-end pull from all conductors

together with ice and wind loads.

(e) The axis of moments shall be taken at the top of ground.

(f) Reinforcement rods shall be uniformly spaced and no steel shall be placed

closer than 1 in. from the surface of the concrete.

(g) No conductor attachment shall be placed within 10 in. of the top of pole,

(h) Stresses due to lifting, handling and transporting poles shall be considered in

the design,

(i) Prestressing the longitudinal reinforcement in the pole may be considered for

the design,

(j) The top of the pole should not be less than 6 in. in diameter,

(k) Reinforcement steel should be placed to provide maximum strength where the

maximum bending moment occurs, which is near the ground line unless

handling stresses produce greater bending moment.

For uniform deflection throughout the length of the pole the cross-

sectional area of steel should vary with the bending moment, that is, the

amount of reinforcement steel may decrease as the top of the pole is

approached.

10. Manufacture

(a) Cement.—The use of air-entraining cement should be considered in the manu-
facture of poles to be used in the northern sections of the country where the

exposure to weather is severe.

(b) Fine Aggregate.—The fine aggregate shall be graded in accordance with the

AREA Specifications Table of Grading except that not less than IS percent

shall pass a No. SO sieve and not less than 3 percent shall pass a No. 100 sieve.

(c) Coarse Aggregate.—The maximum size of the coarse aggregate shall be 54 *n -

(d) Design of Mix.—The concrete mix shall be designed and proportioned to

develop a minimum compressive strength of 4250 psi. at 28 days using not

more than a total of 5 gal. of water per sack of cement.

(e) Forms.—Steel forms are recommended. Poles shall be cast on unyielding

supports.

(f) Mixing and Placing.—The concrete shall be mixed and placed in accordance

with AREA Specifications. The concrete in each pole shall be placed in one

continuous operation and shall be compacted by high frequency vibration,

and more concrete shall be added and vibrated into place until there is a

surplus at all points. The surplus shall then be screeded off and the upper

face finished to a uniform even texture.

(g) Curing.—Poles shall be cured in accordance with AREA specifications for

various types of cements used. As soon as the concrete has set sufficiently to

permit it, the forms shall be removed from the poles and for a period of not

less than 7 days after the concrete is placed they shall be kept separated,

properly supported, water cured and sheltered from the sun.
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11.

(h) Finish.—All poles shall have a clean, smooth finish, unless otherwise specified.

Poles showing stone pockets, honeycomb, porous spots, shrinkage cracks or

other defects, or which are bent, cracked, broken or otherwise damaged shall

be rejected.

Pole Setting

(a) When a concrete pole is set directly in the earth and is dependent upon the

passive resistance of the soil for stability, the following formulas are recom-

mended for designing and setting:

Pr-

C =

Pr' =

UHh ,
6H

btP bd

Prbdr

3(2H+Prbd)

a2Pr

4cd

Where P r= Maximum passive resistance in lb. per sq. ft. at lower extremity

of pole required from the soil for pole stability.

H= Maximum resultant horizontal force on pole in pounds.

h = Distance from top of ground to point of application of H in feet.

b= Width or diameter of pole in feet.

d= Depth of setting from top of ground in feet.

a b= Distance in feet from top of ground to horizontal axis about

which the pole as a rigid body is assumed to rotate under the

applied load of H.

c= Distance in feet from lower extremity of pole to horizontal axis

about which pole as a rigid body is assumed to rotate under the

applied load of H.

P/ c= Maximum passive resistance in lb. per ft. required from the

soil for pole stability occurring at a point above the axis about

which the pole as a rigid body is assumed to rotate. This value is

developed at a distance 0.5a from the ground surface.

In the application of these formulas, the depth of setting d should first

be assumed for the calculation of P r and Pr', which values shall not exceed

the permissible passive resistance of the soil as calculated from the following

formula:

R = ivh tan- (45°+ —

)

2

Where R= Permissible passive resistance in lb. per sq. ft.

w = Specific weight of earth in lb. per cu. ft.

h= Distance in feet below the ground surface.

©= Angle of repose of soil.

(b) Where passive resistance of the soil cannot be depended on to resist the lateral

forces, the footing shall be designed with sufficient base spread to resist the

horizontal and vertical forces and not overload the supporting material.
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(c) The bearing value of the foundation material should be investigated for

safely sustaining the direct vertical load at the base of the pole.

(d) If the ground conditions are such that the pole may not be safely set

directly therein, a spread footing, pile foundation, or other suitable construc-

tion shall be installed. If poles are used for a foundation, they should be

designed to resist the total forces.

12. Identification

Poles shall be plainly numbered and marked with the name, initials, or trademark

of the owner.

Report on Assignment 3

Air-Entraining Concrete

L. M. Morris (chairman, subcommittee), C. P. Marsh, B. J. Minetti, J. L. Rippey,
H. F. Smith.

Your committee submits as information the following summary of the present

knowledge of air-entraining concrete:

Introduction

A review of the literature for the past five years and discussion of progress in

concrete with men most pre-eminent in this field definitely lead to the conclusion that

air entrainment is the most important development in concrete technology in many

years, and offers the most promising immediate solution to the problem of obtaining

more durable concrete.

Extensive investigations by various experimenters over the decade previous to 1940

provided a rather large amount of information on the influence of various admixtures

in producing more workable concrete. Most of these investigators mentioned the fact

of air entrainment, but apparently attributed the improved results in most of the tests

to some action of the materials themselves rather than to the phenomenon of air entrain-

ment. About 1938 considerable information began to come to light on the use of admix-

tures as well as natural cement blends in pavements in the northeastern states where the

practice of ice removal by the use of chemical salts had resulted in bad scaling of most

pavements so treated. In 1938 the Portland Cement Association instituted an extensive

series of laboratory studies in connection with various experimental paving projects. This

work, combined with numerous other trial projects by other agencies, resulted in the

conclusion that purposeful entrainment of air in concrete was quite benficial, and today

it is being extensively employed not only in pavements but in other structures. Many
other laboratories and experimenters have made investigations of this subject and the

general result has shown unusually good agreement in the marked benefits to be obtained

by the use of air-entraining agents, whether interground with the cement at the time

of manufacture or added as admixtures at the time of mixing on the job.

Two reports made by this committee to the Association in the Proceedings for 1941

gave considerable background in regard to this development. The report on Assignment 8

summarized the information on various admixtures then being used or proposed for use

by investigators. In the same year the report to the Association on "Durability of Con-
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crete" gave a rather complete summary on factors affecting durability, defects leading

to disintegration, important weathering actions and other disintegrating forces, and various

tests for predicting durability. On pages 340 and 341 of this latter report, the subject

of admixtures was stressed and the principle of air entrainment was described in

considerable detail.

The present report, necessarily, must be considered only as a summary of the more

important phases of this subject, principal attention being given to describing the main

advantages, with special emphasis on necessary precautions. Bulletin No. 13 of the High-

way Research Board,1 and papers by Gonnerman,2
Jackson,

3 Wuerpel,4,

8

and American

Concrete Institute Symposiums of 1944E and 1946
8 have been used principally. These and

other references used are shown in the bibliography at the end of the paper. For a very

complete bibliography on this subject, reference is made to Wuerpel's paper.
4

Principle of Air Entrainment

The principle of air entrainment may be stated briefly as follows:

Certain substances when added to concrete in extremely small amounts have the

power of introducing into the mass a larger amount of air than is found in ordinary

concrete. These admixtures when shaken vigorously with water cause the formation of a

foam composed of very small bubbles of air by reduction in the surface tension of the

solution. Unlike the air in ordinary concrete, this additional air appears to exist in the

form of minute disconnected bubbles well distributed throughout the mass. The quantity,

dispersion, and stability of these minute bubbles of air depend upon various factors. It is

well established that the presence of these tiny bubbles of air materially alters the

properties of both the plastic mixture and the hardened concrete. Air-entraining concrete

is considerably more plastic and workable than ordinary concrete. It can be handled

and placed with less segregation. The tendency to bleed or develop "water-gain" after

placing is also reduced. Resistance to alternate freezing and thawing is improved to a

marked degree. The ability of concrete pavements to resist scaling due to the use of

sodium chloride or calcium chloride for ice removal is also greatly increased, a fact

which has been demonstrated both in the laboratory and by numerous pavements in

service.

The entrainment of air, although having a definitely beneficial effect on workability

and durability, tends to reduce the strength of the concrete. At the present time it is

generally agreed that a total air content of from 4 to 5 percent by volume will give

satisfactory improvement in durability without serious loss in strength. This is par-

ticularly true if advantage is taken of the increased workability of the air-entraining

concrete to reduce both the percentage of sand and the water content of the mixture.

However, even under these conditions, any marked increase in air above the recom-

mended amount will still further reduce the strength without commensurate improve-

ment in durability. Consequently, when using air-entraining materials, it is necessary to

make certain not only that the mix as originally designed contains the proper amount

of air, but also that this air content is maintained within reasonable tolerance limits

throughout the progress of the work. Although further experience may necessitate mod-

ification of these recommendations, it seems that a reasonable working range for control

purposes is from 3 to 6 percent total air, these percentages being computed on the basis

of the theoretical weight of air-free concrete of the same proportions.

Power's report on bleeding
9 probably gives the best explanation of the phenomenon

of air entrainment as follows:
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Reduced to its simplest terms, it appears that when concrete is placed it

immediately proceeds to take itself apart. Water works its way upward, cement

and aggregate settle until the larger pieces of aggregate bridge upon one another,

after which the cement particles and finer sand continue to settle away from the

undersides of the bridged aggregate. The spaces beneath the aggregate from which

the cement and fine sand have settled become filled with water, producing the

condition known as "water-gain." Furthermore, some of the trapped pockets of

water find outlets to the surface and in rising produce threadlike passages before

the cement has time to set. When it does set, the mass is solidified in an in-

homogeneous condition, with many water pockets and threadlike capillaries leading

to the surface. These remain as excellent entrance points for water and consequent

weathering action at later periods in the life of the structure.

With a foaming agent present, however, the concrete is intermixed with

countless uniformly distributed tiny air bubbles. The bouyant effect of these air

bubbles is sufficient to retard the settling of the aggregate. These are present in

such countless numbers that they retard even the movement of the sand grains

and cement particles. Settlement of these particles is restrained ; formation of water

pockets and capillaries is reduced or eliminated. The concrete cannot take itself

apart because the instant the tiniest grain of cement or aggregate starts to move

it bumps into an air bubble and is halted. The concrete must remain in a

homogeneous mass until it hardens.

When the concrete has hardened it is true that it still retains the countless air

bubbles and because of the reduced density of the mass its strength may be some-

what reduced. However, the bubbles are not interconnected and each has a shell

of hardened cement paste. Water cannot re-enter such concrete with the same

ease that it can re-enter an unplasticized concrete. Perhaps the air bubbles even

serve a useful purpose of providing expansion chambers which may relieve some

of the pressure of frost action.

Materials

Numerous materials and proprietary products have been investigated for use as

air-training agents. The principal materials or agents which have been used in laboratory

or field tests are listed in the following classifications:

1. Natural wood resins such as rosin and Vinsol resin.

2. Animal or vegetable fats and oils, such as tallow and olive oil, and their fatty

acids such as stearic and oleic acids.

3. Various wetting agents such as the alkali salts of sulfated and sulfonated

organic compounds.

4. Water soluble soaps of resin acids and animal and vegetable fatty acids.

5. Miscellaneous materials such as the sodium salts of petroleum, sulfonic acids,

etc.

Air entrainment in concrete can be secured by the use of an air-entraining cement,

that is, a cement in which the air-entraining agent has been interground with the clinker

during manufacture, or by the use of an air-entraining material added to the batch at

the time of mixing. It is possible also to use a combination of these methods. In addition,

air-entraining concrete has been obtained by blending a plain portland cement with a

natural cement which contains an interground air-entraining agent.
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Air-Entraining Portland Cement

While various agents have been used in laboratory and field investigations, only two-

agents have been approved by the American Society for Testing Materials for use in

air-entraining cements as covered by Specification C 175^*6 T. These two agents are

known as Vinsol resin and Darex AEA. Vinsol resin is manufactured by the Hercules

Powder Company, Wilmington, Del., and consists substantially of the petroleum-hydro-

carbon insoluble fraction of a coal-tar hydrocarbon extract of pine wood. Darex AEA
is a proprietary material produced by the Dewey and Almy Chemical Company, Cam-
bridge, Mass., and is substantially a triethanolamine salt of a sulfonated hydrocarbon.

Specification C 175-46 T prescribes that Vinsol resin shall be added at the mill in

the form of sodium resinate, produced by treating Vinsol resin with sodium hydroxide.

Previously, Vinsol resin was sometimes added to the clinker in the unneutralized con-

dition either in the form of the plain flake or powered resin; but since in this

condition it is inactive and must be made into a soap before it will entrain air, better

results have been obtained by the use of the sodium resinate. When the unneutralized

resin is used, this soap is formed by reaction between the resin and the water-soluble

alkalies which are present in the cement. With these materials, this reaction took place

during the mixing operation. Therefore, under this procedure, the amount of soap formed

and consequently the amount of air entrained depended upon the time required to make
the Vinsol resin available. Darex AEA is water-soluble and is added to the cement clinker

in solution form.

The ASTM has issued Tentative Specification C 176-46 T under which this type

of cement may be purchased. Under these specifications, air-entraining cements must

meet all of the physical and chemical properties of standard portland cement except that

due to their air-entraining properties, the requirements for strength are somewhat lower.

They must also contain sufficient air-entraining material so that when subjected to the

standard mortar test for air content (C 185-46 T) the amount of air entrained will be

not less than 12 nor more than 20 percent.

Air-Entraining Admixtures

Air-entraining concrete may also be obtained by adding the air-entraining agent to

the batch at the time of mixing. Approval by the ASTM of Vinsol resin and Darex for

use in the manufacture of air-entrained portland cements was based on extensive tests,

which showed that these materials would function in the manner desired. So-called

•'Neutralized Vinsol resin" is a water-soluble soap of this type and in this form may be

used as an admixture as well as in the manufacture of air-entraining cement. Darex,

being a water soluble air-entraining agent, may also be used as an admixture as well

as interground with the cement. Instructions for using these two admixtures may be

found in Bulletin No. 13 of the Highway Research Board.

The user should not specify or permit the use of any other air-entraining material

unless it can be demonstrated either through research or field use, or both, that the

proposed material will entrain the specified amount of air without seriously impairing

the quality of the concrete in any way. Bulletin No. 13 suggests a proposed program of

testing for the evaluation of air-entraining admixtures, which appears to be well suited

for the purpose.

Natural Cements

Air-entraining concrete has also been obtained by blending a plain portland cement

with a natural cement which contains an interground air-entraining agent. Most natural

cements, because of their extreme fineness, require the use of small quantities of tallow
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or other grinding aids, some of which in addition to their function as grinding aids also

cause air to be entrained in the concrete. These natural cements are blended with plain

Portland cement at the mixer usually in the proportion of 1:5 or 1:6 by volume. Natural

cements should contain sufficient air-entraining material so that a blend of natural and

Portland cement in the proportions to be used in the work, when subjected to the

standard mortar test prescribed in ASTM Specification C 175-46 T, will conform to the

same requirements for air content as specified for air-entraining portland cements. Air-

entraining natural cements may be purchased under ASTM Specification C 10-37 with

the additional requirement that they meet the test for air content stated above.

Blends of natural and portland cement have been used in various projects, prin-

cipally in certain pavements in the state of New York with the results reported as very

good, especially from the standpoint of resistance to scaling where chemical salts are

used for ice removal. Some writers maintain that blends of natural and portland cement

produce non-scaling concrete due mostly to some quality inherent in the blended cements

rather than to the fact of air entrainment. The use of a blend of natural and portland

cement for air-entraining concrete should be made dependent on meeting a thorough

program of tests similarly as recommended for air-entraining agents proper.

Aggregates

Normal well-graded aggregates of the best quality commercially available should

be used in the manufacture of air-entraining concrete. Air entrainment is not a cure-all,

and no compromise should be made either in the quality or the grading of the aggregates.

The amount of air which will be entrained by a given air-entraining cement or air-

entraining admixture is affected, to a considerable extent, by both the type and grading

of the aggregates. For example, concrete made with crushed aggregates such as stone

and slag will contain about one percent more air than comparable concrete made with

a rounded gravel. This is probably due to the fact that more sand is required when

crushed materials are used. Air-entraining agents have little effect on neat cement paste.

Apparently most of the effect is caused by the sand constituent, and varies in intensity

with the size of the sand particles.

As in normal concrete, it is important that a reasonable uniformity in grading of

materials be maintained throughout the construction of the project. The fact that varia-

tions in grading affect the air content is an added reason for maintaining uniform grading

of materials.

Various Effects of Air Entrainment on the Properties of Concrete

While the various effects described below are mentioned in other parts of this

report, it seems well to summarize them for purposes of clarity. These conclusions are

restricted to the conditions described under "Materials" above, and to the use of air-

entraining agents that have been approved by the ASTM. In the light of present knowl-

edge, the following statements on the effects of air entrainment on the properties of

concrete appear justified:

(a) Entrained air can be considered as a very elastic and stable non-reactive fine

aggregate of high lubricating value, permitting a marked reduction in the water-cement

ratio required for a desired placeability and also a reduction in the sand-total aggregate

ratio. This results in more plastic and workable concrete, especially with the leaner mixes.

(b) Air-entraining concrete can be placed with less segregation than ordinary

concrete.

(c) The tendency to bleed and develop "water-gain" is reduced, decreasing

permeability.
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(d) The air voids provide reservoirs for the relief of pressure created in concrete

due to differential volume movements in the concrete caused by temperature change and

by expansion accompanying the transition of water to ice.

(e) Air-entraining concrete in the unhardened state is more sticky due to the increased

plasticity and cohesiveness.

(f) The foregoing effects probably indicate the principal explanation of the marked

improvement of air-entraining concrete in freezing and thawing tests as well as resistance

to scaling of concrete pavements subjected to the use of chemical salts in ice and snow

removal.

(g) The unit weight of concrete is naturally reduced by air entrainment and

provides an excellent measure of the amount of air entrained.

(h) Air entrainment results in reduced strength, especially in the richer mixes. At

the present time it is generally agreed that a total air content of 4 to 5 percent by

volume will give satisfactory improvement in durability without serious loss in strength,

particularly if advantage is taken of increased workability to reduce the percentage of

sand and water content.

(i) Bond strength, modulus of elasticity and abrasion resistance are also reduced

by air entrainment. Data on these characteristics appear to be as yet quite limited.

(j) For the type of concrete used in pavements and bridges, research data indicate

that each percent increase in the amount of air above the amount which exists in plain

concrete will reduce the flexural strength 2 to 3 percent and the compressive strength

3 to 4 percent. About 4 percent of entrained air is considered to be the optimum quantity

for best results.

(k) The amount of air entrained is affected by several factors. Leaner mixes and

higher slumps entrain more air. Increasing the amount of sand will increase the air

content. Machine mixing will entrain more air than hand mixing. Different mixers and

lengths of mixing time may affect the amount of entrained air.

(1) Data on the use of Vinsol resin and calcium chloride in the same mix indicate

that each admixture exerts its separate effects without any adverse interaction.

(m) With other conditions properly maintained, properly controlled vibration in

the placing of air-entraining concrete will not result in adverse effects on entrained air.

(n) The thermal properties of concrete are not affected appreciably by the entrain-

ment of optimum quantities of air.

(o) The volume constancy of concrete due to moisture or temperature changes is

not affected materially by the entrainment of optimum quantities of air.

Air-Entraining Cements or Admixtures

—

Advantages and Disadvantages

In reaching a decision whether to use air-entraining cements or air-entraining admix-

tures, the fundamental consideration is that the concrete as placed on the job, must have

the proper amount of entrained air. Each method has its advantages and disadvantages.

The arguments advanced by various authorities on the subject are summarized as

follows:

A given air-entraining cement contains a fixed amount of air-entraining agent which

cannot be changed regardless of the amount of air entrained in the concrete. This limita-

tion may be overcome somewhat by making adjustments in one or more of the variables

that influence air content, such as water and sand content, provided such adjustments

do not violate any of the provisions of the basic specifications governing the mix.

When admixtures are used, more accurate control of the quantity of air in the

concrete can be maintained. Such control is necessary, due to the fact that the amount
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of air entrained in any particular case depends upon a number of factors in addition

to the amount of active agent in the cement. The kind and grading of the aggregate,

richness of the mix, consistency of the concrete, type of mixer and mixing time, all affect

the result so that merely fixing the amount of air-entraining agent to be carried by the

cement or even fixing the amount of air which will be entrained in a standard test

mortar, as is done in ASTM Specification C 175-46 T, is not sufficient. By adding the

material at the mixer it is possible for the engineer to take these factors into consideration

and to adjust the amount of air-entraining agent for the particular conditions as required.

Many engineers favor the use ot air-entraining portland cements because in this way
they avoid the necessity of adding a fifth ingredient. They stress the difficulty in main-

taining accurate control on the job of very small amounts of such active materials as

Vinsol resin and Darex AEA. Moreover, the addition of another ingredient at the mixer

requires either the installation of an accurate automatic dispensing device or the services

of a workman, with the ever present hazard of mistakes due to the human element.

However, it should be again emphasized that mere compliance with requirements of

specifications for air-entraining cement does not, in itself, insure that concrete made
with such cement will have satisfactory air-entraining characteristics. This must finally

be determined by actual measurement on the job. Tests for air content preliminary to

construction and routine tests for control purposes during construction are required

regardless of which method is used. The air content should be between 3 and 6 percent

at all times. Any amount less than 3 percent may not give the required resistance to

weathering, which is the primary purpose of air-entraining concrete; whereas an air

content in excess of 6 percent may reduce the strength materially without contributing

any additional durability.

Summarizing, the choice of method will depend almost entirely on whether the

engineer desires to control the air-entraining agent at the mixer or whether he prefers

to make the necessary adjustments in proportions, materials, or mixing procedures which

may be required when using air-entraining portland cement.

Design Problems Associated with the Use of Air-Entraining Agents

When air-entraining agents are used, that is, either air-entraining portland cement

or admixtures added to the batch at the time of mixing, the "redesign" of the mix for

air-entraining concrete involves making the required adjustments in the base or refer-

ence mix as may be necessary to insure the specified air content with the least sacrifice

in strength or other essential properties of the concrete. The adverse effect of entrained

air on strength has been described. From available data, it is known that the use of as

much as 6 percent total air content may decrease fiexural strength to the extent of 12

percent and compressive strength as much as 18 percent, as compared with normal or

plain concrete of the same cement content. It should be emphasized that these reductions

can be expected even after all adjustments permitted by the increased workability of

the air-entraining concrete have been made. However, it should also be stated that these

Strength relationships do not necessarily hold in the case of air-entraining agents used in

conjunction with a strength accelerating agent.

Not only must the mix be redesigned on the basis of theoretical considerations but

preliminary trial batches should be made in the laboratory to aid in securing more
accurate adjustment. Even these adjustments should, in all cases, be verified by trial

batches made in the field under actual job conditions.

In cases where the adjusted design is such that a decrease in strength may be

expected, it is necessary to decide whether the reduced strength can be safely allowed,

and if not, what adjustments in cement content or in structural design will be necessary.
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Due to the comparatively high factor of safety usually provided in concrete structures

and the fact that the strength obtained in normal concrete in such structures is usually

in excess of the minimum requirements, and particularly in view of the marked improve-

ment obtained in both durability and uniformity when air-entraining concrete is used,

it may be that little or no adjustment in cement . content or structural design will be

necessary. If such is not the case, it is possible that dimensions will need to be increased

or additional cement must be used. However, the latter adjustment should not ordinarily

be carried to the point where a cement content of more than 7.0 bags per cu. yd. will

be required.

Reference is made to Bulletin No. 13 of the Highway Research Board for examples

of the redesign of mixes, and allowance for air content when using either air-entraining

Portland cements or air-entraining admixtures. The paper by Cordon,6 U. S. Bureau

of Reclamation, gives rather extensive data for the adjustment and design of air-entraining

concrete.

Other Precautions in the Use of Air-Entraining Concrete

In the case of ready-mixed concrete, the mixing time must be given special attention.

Ready-mixed concrete, by its very nature, is mixed and agitated for a longer time than

job mixed concrete. Periods of IS to 90 min. of combined mixing and agitation are the

rule as compared with the conventional minute or so in the stationary mixer. Cases have

occurred in the past where the amount of entrained air has been increased dangerously

by extended mixing times.

While there have been some unfortunate early experiences in the entrainment of

excessive air in ready-mixed concrete, it appears that practically all of these cases have

occurred when using cements containing interground unneutralized Vinsol resin. More

recent experience indicates that in air-entraining cements as now made (with interground

sodium resinate or Darex) the danger of excessive air contents in ready-mixed concrete

is not a serious problem. Some experiences indicate that the air content may even be

decreased by prolonged mixing.

In the use of air-entraining agents introduced at the mixer, it is very important to

have satisfactory batching equipment. Experience indicates that additions at the mixer

should be made in solution form rather than powder or flake form primarily because

the admixture in solution is more uniformly and quickly distributed throughout the

mixture.

Due to the marked plasticizing effect of air-entraining agents on mixtures of sand

and coarse aggregate containing no cement, as described by Kennedy,5
it is most im-

portant that care be exercised in seeing that the cement content is properly maintained.

The increased plasticity should not be used as an excuse for decreasing the cement

content.

Due to increased plasticity and cohesiveness, air-entraining concrete is considerably

more sticky than plain concrete, particularly in the richer mixes. This condition may

require certain changes in finishing operations. Since, with air-entraining concrete, bleed-

ing is generally reduced and little free water rises to the surface in the finishing opera-

tion, it is necessary to carry out all finishing operations promptly. The use of air-

entraining agents does not permit less care to be used in finishing operations. In fact,

one writer
8

states that keeping the amount of finishing manipulation to a minimum is

even more important for Vinsol resin concrete than for normal cement concrete.

While most of the experience to date with air-entraining concrete has been with

pavements, its excellent resistance to alternate freezing and thawing, entirely apart from

the action of salts used for ice removal, indicates that it should prove advantageous in
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constructing bridges and other railroad structures, particularly under conditions where

the concrete will be subjected to severe frost action. There should be no constructional

difficulties. Furthermore, the reduction in "water-gain" should prove advantageous in

avoiding laitance planes and should result in more uniform concrete throughout the

entire structure.
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To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following assignments:

Foreword.

A brief statement of the work of the committee page 464

1. Stimulate greater appreciation on the part of railway managements of

(a) the importance of bringing into the service selected graduates of colleges

and universities, and

(b) the necessity for providing adequate means for recruiting such grad-

uates and of retaining them in the service by establishing suitable

programs for training and advancement.

Progress report, presented as information page 464

2. Stimulate among college and university students a greater interest in the

science of transportation and its importance in the national economic
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Foreword

The work of this committee in the last several years has, undoubtedly, created a

considerable interest among university and college faculties and the discussion at the

annual meeting in March 1946 indicated clearly that there is a growing interest on the

part of railroad men in the reports that the committee has presented. The impression

in the minds of your committee continues, however, that the railroads, as a whole, are

not taking definite steps to protect their interests in that they are not establishing definite

recruiting plans to secure college trained men and further, the studies show that on many
railroads the average age of their engineer employees is much higher than is desirable.

The information the committee has reviewed this year again emphasizes the shortage

of technically trained men, especially for the future as was well emphasized in the address

at the last annual meeting by Dr. H. T. Heald, president, Illinois Institute of Technology.

The committee feels it is again necessary to emphasize the seriousness of the present

situation from the standpoint of the railroad industry and to urge that active steps be

taken to bring about correction. This can only be accomplished if each railroad makes

its contribution to the solution of the problem.

Report on Assignment 1

Stimulate Greater Appreciation on the Part of Railway

Managements of:

(a) the importance of bringing into the service selected graduates

of colleges and universities, and

(b) the necessitiy for providing adequate means for recruiting such

graduates and of retaining them in the service by establishing

suitable programs for training and advancement

C. H. Mottier (chairman, subcommittee), H. R. Clarke, E. M. Hastings, W. B. Irwin,

F. S. Schwinn, J. M. Symes.

This is a report of progress.

Committee 24 during the past 5 years has considered many phases of the relation-

ship between universities, engineering graduates and railroads, placing its principal

effort on the determination of basic conditions responsible for the failure of the railroads

to attract recent engineering graduates to railroad service. Originally the investigation

appears to have been predicated on the assumption that the universities were basically

at fault and that their curricula should be revised to place greater emphasis on railroad

engineering subjects thereby tending to make the student more railroad minded in

choosing his career. As developed by the committee, however, the consensus of university

faculties places the responsibility directly on the railroads. They contend that apparent

lack of interest on the part of the railroads, as evidenced by their failure to establish

aggressive and systematic employment and training policies for recent engineer grad-

uates, in contrast to the evidence of such interest by other branches of industry, has

largely eliminated the desire on the part of the student to seek railroad employment.

The universities further contend that when the railroads recognize the need for engineer

graduates, and are willing to employ them on a competitive basis with other industries,

and to give them the same opportunities and consideration as do the competing indus-

tries, the schools will produce them suitably trained and in sufficient numbers to meet
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the requirements of the railroads, and the flow of students to the railroads will be

resumed. The investigations of the committee, in a large measure, places on the railroads

the responsibility for their failure to attract engineering graduates to railroad service.

This report is therefore directed primarily towards the railroads.

The specific assignment of this subcommittee involves consideration of the following

factors:

(1) Past employment practice. Its success and failure.

(2) Need for better selection of supervisory personnel.

(3) Availability of properly trained replacements for key men.

(4) Employment plan.

(5) Training and development plan.

Past Employment Practice

Prior to World War I the railroads were in the front rank as employers of civil

engineers. Many engineering students and graduates sought railroad employment annually,

and the problem of seeking engineering employees did not exist. Follownig World War I,

sanitary and highway engineering and industry in general forged to the front and took

many of the newer graduates, but the number still seeking railroad employment was

adequate. The voluntary recruiting plan still met the immediate needs of the time.

At the beginning of the depression many railroads had the largest engineering depart-

ments in their history, employed largely without a systematic recruiting program. The

need for such a program even then was not generally recognized. The depression forced

most railroads to reduce drastically their engineering departments and in many cases,

all or a major part of the younger graduates were laid off in recognition of the principle

that length of service should be recognized in force reductions. Because of poor earnings,

the need for strictest economy, and the absence of large construction projects during

the depression and the later 30's, the railroads in general did not rehire or replace the

laid off younger engineering employees. In the meantime those employed continued to

grow older. Largely as a result of the conditions just described, the interest of the

graduates and universities drifted away from the railroads and many universities dropped

their specialized railroad courses.

When increased activity and earnings of the war period demanded employment of

additional engineers very few were available. Enrollments in engineering colleges were

greatly reduced and those who graduated were absorbed immediately by the war effort,

either in war industries or by the military forces. The railroads now realize that their

lack of aggressive plans for employment of young graduate engineers in contrast to the

employment and training plans of competing industries has largely eliminated the

student's interest in railroad employment and that prompt and aggressive action will be

required to reverse the flow.

As a result of the curtailment during the depression years and the acute shortage

during the war years, only those few railroads which have continued their well estab-

lished and well organized programs have secured replacements in the lower brackets of

engineering employment. It is evident, therefore, that on most railroads there are few

engineering employees in the age brackets which normally would have been employed

within the past two decades and the replacements for many of the men to be retired

within the next 10 or IS years are still to be made. The problem, therefore, is particularly

critical at this time.

That the railroads have been shortsighted cannot be denied. It is evident that there

is a shortage of competent key men for replacements and the period available for training

is brief.
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The problem is further complicated by a change in requirements. The period of

railroad construction with its successive periods of expansion and contraction has been

superseded by a competitive era requiring greater efficiency and leadership.

Better Selection Necessary

Since the close of World War I, the number of men graduating from high schools

has greatly increased and those graduating from colleges and universities within the next

few years as the result of war prosperity and the GI Bill of Rights, will increase mate-

rially the general education level of all groups including railroad employees. As a result

of these conditions the need for better educated and better trained employees in super-

visory positions is evident and the former system of voluntary recruiting of engineering

graduates will no longer suffice.

The college graduate has survived many screenings given at the time of matriculation

and during his college course from which the. railroads may benefit, providing a further

screening is effected by the railroads at the time of employment, for adaptability to rail-

road work, and the human qualities of personality, character and other moral and mental

attributes. The pregraduation screening by the colleges and universities, together with

additional screening by the railroads to fit their specific requirements, will do much to

eliminate many of the misfits which previous run-of-the-mill methods have produced.

In addition to the requirements of the engineering departments and for similar rea-

sons, a critical need exists for trained supervisory officers in other departments which

properly selected engineer-trained employees are qualified to fill as attested by the high

percentage of civil engineers among railroad presidents and operating department heads.

Keener competition, present and future, demands active and intelligent leadership.

Stricter regulation by government agencies and subsidization of competitors demand

the best analytical and executive minds available. Engineering education and training

provide an excellent foundation for such needs.

An Excellent Opportunity for Orientation

The employment of young engineer graduates initially in an engineering department

offers an excellent opportunity for orientation in the railroad industry and for use of

the new employee's education and talents during the period when it otherwise would

be difficult to justify his employment. This period of orientation and training not only

gives the employee an opportunity to become accustomed to his new environment, and

to show his aptitude for railroad service, but also provides a period of observation by

the railroad in order that he may be employed to best advantage and thereby avoid

square pegs in round holes.

Of the 31 large railroads studied in 1940, 76 percent of the mileage was headed

by college graduates, 36 percent being headed by graduate civil engineers. The Penn-

sylvania Railroad and the Southern Railway for many years have followed systematic

programs of employing technical graduates for training as supervisory officers. It was

reported in 1945 that of 85 graduates of the Southern Railway's training plan, who

were then in the employ of the Southern Railway, most of whom were college grad-

uates, one was a vice-president, one a general manager, 9 were division superintendents,

7 division roadmasters, 1 an assistant division superintendent, 7 train masters and 59

were in other official and supervisory positions.

The acute shortage of trained replacements for key men who will retire in the next

few years suggests forcibly the necessity for prompt action. The higher general education

level of all employees, the opportunity to profit by the screening done at universities,

the greater need for men with trained analytical minds to solve the problems resulting
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from keener competition and the highly successful record of many engineers in the rail-

road field and in other industries which have used graduate engineers extensively, give

ample proof that the employment of properly selected technical graduates by the railroads

is very desirable.

Adequate Means of Employment

With the need for prompt employment of specially selected engineering graduates

clearly established, we will consider the second phase of the assignment—the necessity

of providing adequate means of employing and retaining new technical trained employees.

The problem is complicated by a belief among both engineering faculties and

students that railway service offers little or no opportunity for a successful career with

the result that very few engineering graduates seek railroad employment.

A review of conditions which brought about this belief and the resulting lack of

interest, mentioned previously in this report, explains why seme railroads have not

sought such graduates aggressively, preferring to employ those who came to them volun-

tarily. During the same periods many other industries have set up elaborate training

programs, have interviewed the eligible students regularly and have carefully selected

those who fit their needs. In many cases they have offered starting salaries well in excess

of those offered by the railroads, and in most cases offer systematic training. For those

who can qualify they offer regular promotion into management assignments and a

successful future.

While the lack of extensive railroad construction and reconstruction may have

removed some of the former romance and glamour which at one time was associated

with the railroad engineer, it is not believed that this loss is critical. The graduate today

is intensely practical. He realizes that expansion of railroads may be over. He is not

so much concerned with that, as he is with his own opportunity for a successful future.

That future, so far as he is concerned, is materially improved by the acute shortage

of engineering employees in the middle age group and by the opportunities which many
railroads offer to qualified engineering employees for advancement through the operating

and other departments.

Must Have a Plan

The outstanding record of the railroads during the war period has won the admira-

tion of all and has convinced the thinking public that the railroads still have an im-

portant place in our American economy which no other industry is competent to fill.

The philosophy of despair has gone and in its place is a feeling of optimism and con-

fidence. These situations properly presented to both faculty and students will revive

interest. This however will not be enough. A definite plan should be established for the

employment, training and development of the graduate.

The engineering graduate today is concerned with both the prospects for a successful

future and the starting salary. He is interested in experience only if it leads to a future

and is not too easily "sold." The first step then, is for each railroad to adopt a definite

plan which should involve the following principal items:

1. An aggressive employment policy which seeks graduates with certain

specific qualifications as opposed to a policy which merely employs those who
voluntarily seek railroad employment. The former policy may secure the "cream

of the crop" whereas the latter may merely employ those who have not been

sought and who are, therefore, forced to seek employment.

2. A progressive and definite training plan covering selected phases of rail-

way engineering thereby preparing the new employee for as rapid advancement as

his ability merits.
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3. A starting salary as high or higher than that of competing industries with

a graduated system of increases to maintain interest during the training period,

and to insure his retention on the railroads.

4. An assured future commensurate with the employee's ability through a

definite plan of advancement into management positions not limited to the

engineering department.

Following the adoption of the above program the engineering personnel officer of

the railroad, or his designated representative, should contact the personnel director of

selected engineering colleges to explain his program, his initial and long range require-

ments, and the opportunities offered to attract and retain the services of promising young

engineers in the employ of his railroad. He should consult freely the personnel director

as well as leading members of the faculty concerning the qualifications of prospective

employees and should interview personally those who meet his requirements. The initial

interest aroused, the contacts should be developed by conferences and interviews as

frequently as occasion may justify, with a view to actual employment, well in advance

of graduation. Employment of students and instructors during summer vacations will

also be helpful. The employment of university instructors affords an excellent means

of creating a more friendly and sympathetic attitude of university faculties towards

the railroads.

Railway engineering officers and their specially qualified assistants should welcome

opportunities to speak before student groups on subjects of interest to the college student

preparing for an engineering career. Talks on new construction always are popular, but

any subject having a definite bearing on the student's future success in his chosen pro-

fession will create surprising interest. The relative permanence and freedom from political

influence of railroad employment and the numerous examples of railway engineers who
have become successful railway executives are selling points for railroad employment.

Well written articles on railroad subjects in engineering publications, especially those

publications read by the engineering student, offer an excellent medium for creating

a desire for railroad employment. This phase of the problem is being handled by another

subcommittee.

Compensation

The question of a starting salary is important. It is difficult for many chief engineers,

and those responsible for the fixing of employee rates, to disassociate the initial rate

to be paid an engineering graduate today from the $40 to $65 per month which they

were glad to get when they started on the road to fame and fortune many years ago.

The following information on salaries of engineers, quoted from a report of the Engineers'

Council For Professional Development which is a conference of engineering bodies, with

office at 29 West 39th street, New York, N. Y., is of interest in this connection.

At the request of a group of deans of engineering, a questionnaire was sent to 200

manufacturing, utility and railroad companies on May 1, 1946, to secure information

relative to salaries being paid recent engineering graduates. Seventy-five questionnaires

have been returned, and the results appear in the tabulation.

In many instances the information given for a particular classification was the

starting salary for a new employee in that classification.
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Salaries Per Month
Low Average High

For inexperienced graduates $150 $206 $261
(68 returns)

For inexperienced graduates with Masters' degrees ISO 229 288
(56 returns)

For graduates with 3 years of satisfactory experience:

Bachelors' degrees 200 275 350
(53 returns)

Masters' degrees 225 303 450
(44 returns)

For graduates with 5 years of satisfactory experience:

Bachelors' degrees 250 328 450
(48 returns)

Masters' degrees 250 356 462
(39 returns)

In recognition and furtherance of the primary object of the selection and training

of young college graduates to fill assignments, the same care used in the selection of the

employee should be continued throughout his training period. The importance of proper

orientation, not alone of the employee, but of his supervisors and associates as well

cannot be overestimated.

The Plan Must Be Explained

All persons responsible for or associated with the training and development of the

new employee should be thoroughly indoctrinated with appropriate details of the plan

of training in order that all persons may be sympathetic and may exert every effort to

promote its success. The importance of the plan to the future of the railroad should be

explained carefully to all persons involved lest older employees, who have justified their

employment on the basis of service, but who have not had the opportunities of higher

education, may create friction in the organization.

The new employee should be given every reasonable protection and consideration

during his training period but he should not be pampered. A feeling of security and of

enthusiasm for his assignment should be developed and maintained. His training should

be broad and should include an appropriate period on each type of work in which

he is to be trained. He should not be left in one assignment long enough to become

stagnant. He should complete his training before assignment to a permanent position.

At the completion of his training period he should be given good orientation advice

prior to his reporting to his first permanent assignment. He should be reminded of the

investment which the railroad has made in his future with the expectation that he would

profit thereby and hence be a more valuable employee to the railroad. He should be

reminded also that his future depends largely on his ability to work with others, to his

initiative and to his ability to produce results appropriate to his position.

Must Make Provision for Advancement

Consistent with his ability, he should be promoted in the engineering department

and opportunities for promotion in other departments should be sought constantly to

permit a constant flow from the training period into management positions, thereby

benefiting the entire railroad and at the same time keeping his promotion incentive

alive. While we are primarily interested in the employment of engineering graduates

and their advancement as outlined, it is recognized that college graduates from other

than engineering schools are well qualified by their training for railroad employment

and subsequent advancement into management positions.
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More men than can be assimilated readily should not be employed lest the channels

of promotion become overcrowded. Promotion should be based on demonstrated ability

and not on favoritism. Although seniority may be recognized judiciously in making

promotion, it should not be the controlling consideration. The rigid practice of seniority

does not appeal to the young graduate and is frequently cited by him as one reason

why he is not interested in railroad employment.

Even after the most critical selection of personnel some mistakes are inevitable.

Obviously, however, the final decision concerning a mistaken selection should be made

only after an exhaustive study of personalities and other conditions involved. Once the

trainee's failure, however, has been established there should be no hesistancy in his

elimination.

It is recognized that there is a relation between the size of a railroad, the need foi

engineering recruits and the justifiable extent of an employment-training program. In

this, as in all other activities, there is a danger of getting "too much harness for the

horse" but little danger of getting too good a horse. Most railroads urgently need young

engineers. They should seek the best available, but to get them will require a carefully

planned program of employment. The ultimate value of these recruits to the railroads

will depend to a large extent on their treatment and development after employment.

A well operated training program will be very helpful not only in training and preparing

the employee for advancement, but in retaining him in railroad service. The details and

extent of such a plan obviously should be adjusted to fit the needs of the individual

railroad. More elaborate training plans will warrant more elaborate procedures, likewise

simpler plans will require simpler procedures. The general principles outlined above

should form the foundation of a plan to provide trained replacements for key-men with

minimum delay.

Employee Relationship

Regardless of the plan and system employed, however, interest in the welfare of the

employee must be sincere. Many industries, including a few railroads, have diligently

cultivated a favorable reputation for engineer-employee relations but the reputation

of the railroads generally in this respect has declined in the past IS years. This is an

unfortunate situation and one which merits our serious consideration. Favorable employ-

ment policies and employee relationships will develop loyalty and efficiency, and will

reflect credit on the reputation of a railroad. The reputation of a railroad as an employer

of engineers as known to both faculty and students, is passed on from year to year and

becomes an important factor in the graduate's selection of an employer.

Recognition on the part of railway management, including the heads of the engineer-

ing departments, of the true value to the railroad of the civil engineer, and the work

he does is an essential prerequisite to the establishment of an adequate engineering depart-

ment and a program for engineer replacements, as herein discussed.

The engineer must assume his proper position in the railroad family and not until

he is so established on an adequate salary basis can the foundation be laid for a satis-

factory and enduring program for employment and training of engineering graduates.

Without this there is not an adequate incentive for seeking such employment.

We as engineers must assume an increasingly active part in developing greater

recognition of the important role which engineers play in the success of the railway

industry. There is hardly a phase of railway operation in which the civil engineer is not

vitally involved. He is not only responsible for the construction, maintenance and im-

provement of the railroad property, but also contributes substantially to the safety,

economy and efficiency of railway operation. Yet in many instances, the importance
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of his work and his educational qualifications, training and experience are not fully

recognized. We as engineers, knowing the facts, should direct the attention of railway

managements to the need for establishing an adequate salary level for the entire engineer-

ing department which will stimulate the employment of high caliber young graduates

without doing an injustice to equally competent present employees.

A thorough discussion of this subject and a concerted effort on the part of engineers

in positions of authority to follow the suggestions herein presented can do much to

stimulate greater appreciation on the part of railway management of the importance

of bringing into the service selected engineering graduates and of creating a situation

favorable to their employment.

Report on Assignment 2

Stimulate Among College and University Students a Greater

Interest in the Science of Transportation and its Importance

in the National Economic Structure

By Cooperating with and Contributing to the Activities of Student

Organizations in Colleges and Universities

R. P. Davis (chairman, subcommittee), J. B. Akers, T. A. Blair, W. D. Faucette,

Barton Wheelwright.

This is a brief report of progress.

Plans are under way to have representatives from the railroads visit colleges and

universities and address undergraduates. In these talks the importance of the railways

in the transportation field will be stressed as well as the fact that railroads offer an

attractive future for those who are properly trained and are willing to identify themselves

with a railroad as their life work.

These talks may be made more interesting and stimulating to students by showing

motion pictures of railroad operations and construction programs, as well as by descrip-

tions and exhibitions, through the use of maps and plans, of projects that have been

constructed or are in the planning stage. It is important that there be created in the

minds of the students the fact that the railroads are making marked progress in

improvements as to facilities and service.

Nearly all of the accredited engineering colleges have student chapters of the national

engineering founder societies. The officers of these chapters afford an excellent contact

for arranging meetings. It is hoped that railway executives will cooperate with this

committee in making available speakers for these meetings.

Studies are being made of the possibilities of having railroad construction, main-

tenance and operating projects included in the itineraries of the annual inspection trips

made by engineering student groups of most schools. It is recognized that many railroad

people are adverse to trips of this kind but other industries have found such visitations

to be most valuable to them in building good will. Such railroad projects as bridges,

buildings and terminals could be opened up to visitors without incurring any more risk

of accidents than obtains in visting other industrial projects.

This committee hopes to have the active cooperation of railroad management as it

develops its long-range program of interesting more of the superior technical graduates

in entering railroad service.
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Report on Assignment 3

The Cooperative System of Education for Railway Service

Lem Adams (chairman, subcommittee), 0. W. Eshbach, R. B. Kittredge, A. A. Miller.

Last year your committee reported on the railroad officer's point of view concerning

the Cooperative System of Education for Railway Service. For this year's report, in

order to present the fundamental objectives of the colleges that specialize in cooperative

education, your committee outlines herein some of the subject matter from a very able

report of the American Society for Engineering Education as offered by a committee

headed by Dean C. J. Freund of the University of Detroit.*

A cooperative college or school shall be one:

1. In which curricula lead to the bachelor's degrees in engineering, or to both

bachelor's and higher degrees.

2. Which requires or permits all or some engineering students to alternate periods

of attendance at school or college with periods of employment in industry

during a portion or all of one or more curricula. (Certain institutions were

forced temporarily to discontinue cooperative employment because of war

conditions.)

3. In which such employment is constituted as a regular, continuing and essential

element in the educational process.

4. Which requires such employment to be related to some phase of the branch or

field of study in which the student is engaged.

5. Which expects such employment to be variegated in order to afford a spread

of experience.

6. Which specifies minimum hours of employment, and a minimum standard of

performance in such employment, among the requirements for a degree.

In addition to the definition as given above, there are certain specific aims of the

cooperative method which serve as means to the ultimate ends of engineering education.

Some of them are as follows:

1. To impart first hand and actual knowledge of and experience with the execution

in industry of engineering designs, projects and developments.

What is intended is that the cooperative student shall learn how science is

actually applied in his profession and in industry ; that he shall learn how
engineering designs and plans are executed; that he shall become familiar with

machines, structures and equipment by use and observation, and with their

construction, capacities, limitations, standards, power, maintenance, cost, useful

life, operating methods and practices.

Finally cooperative employment makes the student conscious of the active,

the doing and making character of engineering. Engineering is not pure science;

the end result of engineering effort is goods and commodities, not merely

learned reports.

2. To impart understanding of and familiarity with the problems and the view-

points of workingmen and women.

The engineering student will learn much better at first hand, by working with

the men and women of industry, knowing them, living with them, being their

* All the matter (as indicated by indentation) herein is taken from Dean C. J. Freund's article

as published in the Journal of Engineering Education, October 1946 issue, pages 117 to 130, incl.
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friends, being one of them. The best preparation for leadership is for a time

to be subordinate.

3. To assist students, by direct and personal experience in industry, to test their

aptitude for engineering careers.

The cooperative plan is a good test of the sum total of engineering aptitude

While the college classes measure the student's reasoning power, his capacity

for thinking through a problem and his total intellectual qualification, practical

work measures his ability to find his place in a complicated organization and

to adjust himself to work and life as they are found in the industries. Neither

college studies nor industrial employment alone can prove a student's engineer-

ing aptitude; but he can prove his aptitude by combining studies and industrial

employment in the cooperative method.

4. To enable engineering students to adjust themselves to engineering employments

by gradual and easy transition from academic pursuits and mode of life to the

requirements and conditions of industry.

The cooperative system enables the employer more deliberately and thoroughly

to select those engineering graduates whom he will permanently employ. The

usual, fully organized procedure for the employment of engineering graduates

involves preliminary correspondence, the filing of an elaborate application,

possibly an aptitude test of some kind or other, and an interview of 10 or IS

min. in which the applicant cannot possibly deport himself normally because

so much is at stake.

On the other hand, the cooperative student spends half time for as long as four

years in the employer's organization, and the employer has abundant oppor-

tunity to observe his technical ability, his resourcefulness, his diligence, his

reliability, and any other qualifications and characteristics which he may

consider important.

The cooperative graduate reports on the morning after commencement, hangs

up his coat and hat and goes directly to work. If he has been properly super-

vised during his employment periods, he should immediately become a producer,

not merely an investment.

5. To train and otherwise prepare students especially and directly for the admin-

istrative and operating functions which, to a greater or less degree, enter into

most engineering careers.

The cooperative plan obviously does not provide complete executive training,

but it does afford an opportunity for intimate work with men and with equip-

ment, the kind of opportunity which the average continuous engineering student

cannot easily obtain until after graduation and which he probably will not

obtain at all because after graduation the attraction of office work will be too

compelling.

Another advantage is that:

Cooperative students mature early and quickly as a result of their employment

contacts and experiences. An important element of maturity is good judgment.

Another is stability, a faculty for appraising influences and events and for

reacting only to those which are significant.

Under the heading of Administrative and Operating Requirements, Dean Freund

states that:
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1. Educational and training values must be paramount considerations in the

placement of students.

2. Employers and their officials must clearly understand the educational purposes

of the plan, and must derive direct and quite obvious advantages from their

cooperation in it.

Business and industrial institutions are neither engaged in education nor are

they primarily social or altruistic enterprises. They cannot fairly be expected

to support and take part in the plan if they have nothing to gain from it.

Such gain may be either the recruitment of their own technological forces, or

the maintenance of competent engineering personnel in the community in which
they are established.

3. There must be no exploitation of the student by the employer.

Cooperative relations with any employer are in danger of collapse as soon as

the employer sacrifices the educational purposes of cooperative employment to

his immediate employment needs. (On the other hand, the student must meet
all employment requirements and should not be in any way privileged nor

should he expect to be.)

5. Employment of students must be as closely supervised as their academic work
and status. This involves:

(a) Frequent and preferably personal check with each student's employer and,

if necessary, with the student's immediate supervisor.

(b) Regular conference with the student concerning progress, employment
conditions, and character of his duties.

(c) Thorough employment reports and records, including name of employer,

type of work, caliber of performance, hours completed, wages earned, diffi-

culties encountered and solved and additional significant data.

6. A plan must be made for each student's work in compliance with the broad

aims of the cooperative method, his field of study and special vocational aims,

and his capacities, interests and personality, insofar as these can be ascertained.

In most of the cooperative colleges, the student spends equal periods of time in

school and in industry—these being in two or three month periods—and the one position

is filled by two students alternating which, of course, provides the continuous service

on one job.

It would seem from all the advantages as outlined herein, and with the diminishing

supply of engineering graduates for our railroads, that we may well look to the

cooperative colleges for trainees in our railroad engineering forces.
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Report on Assignment 4

Investigate Textbooks and Other Material Available

for Instruction in Railway Engineering, and
Make Pertinent Recommendation Thereon

J. B. Babcock (chairman, subcommittee), P. O. Ferris, E. M. Hastings, S. R. Hursh,
C. T. Morris.

This subcommittee presents the following progress report.

Before making specific recommendations as to textbooks and other material available

for instruction in railway engineering, the subcommittee considered it advisable to make

a study of the courses in railway and transportation engineering now offered in the

universities and engineering schools throughout the United States.

The 1945 and 1946 reports of the subcommittee on Assignment 1 contained the

replies from about 30 college professors to a questionnaire sent out by that subcommittee

in order to get the views of representatives of the engineering schools on the related

subjects of railway engineering courses offered and the indicated interest (or lack of

interest) of railroad officers in seeking college men for employment. These replies con-

tained very frank statements on the subject. Most of the replies showed a sympathetic

interest in the work of the Committee on Cooperative Relations with Universities an;"

a desire to be of assistance to the extent that railway managements indicate a rea

interest in securing technically-trained men for railroad employment.

However, these replies showed clearly that the instruction offered in railway engineer-

ing had been reduced to a considerable extent in a number of colleges and substantially

eliminated in others. A definite trend toward the adoption of courses in transportation

engineering covering all forms of inland transport was also indicated.

In view of the changes which have been taking place in the colleges with respect to

their instruction in railway engineering this subcommittee felt that it should make a

factual study of the present situation together with an appraisal if possible of the

trends indicated. With such information available the subcommittee will be in a better

position to make recommendations as to the need for new textbooks in the field of

railway and transportation engineering and it can better determine the character and

extent of the subject matter which might be included therein.

The subcommittee has therefore made a study of the engineering courses currently

offered in transportation in the engineering schools throughout the country. The results

are based on information obtained from the latest catalogs of over 80 institutions giving

accredited courses in civil engineering. In a few cases the curricula are being revised at

the present time and it has not been possible to include them in the tabulated results.

It was found that almost every college which offers a course in civil engineering

gives a required course in route surveying (or curves and earthwork) or includes the

subject to a more limited extent in its regular surveying courses. For that reason, the

tabulation which follows includes information only as to transportation courses beyond

the stage of route surveying.

Although a number of the universities offer elective transportation subjects in depart-

ments of economics or business administration, such courses have not been included in

this study which deals only with those transportation subjects which are primarily of an

engineering character.

The results of this survev mav be summarized as follows:
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Group I.—Fifteen colleges require courses in transportation, transportation engineer-

ing or railway and highway engineering (combined).

Group II.—Nine colleges offer elective courses in transportation, transportation

engineering or railway and highway engineering (combined).

Group III.—Nine colleges require courses in railway engineering.

Group IV.—Eleven colleges offer elective courses in railway engineering.

Group V.—Thirty-eight colleges do not offer any courses in transportation engineer-

ing or railway engineering beyond route surveying.

The facts developed by this study are presented in more detail in the appendix.

This subcommittee expects to make further progress next year more directly in line

with its specific assignment. The facts developed in this report will be very helpful in

this work. It is intended to present detailed information, in the form of a bibliography,

to show what material is now available for instruction in railway and in transportation

engineering. It will include a study of the content of textbooks, AREA publications and

other sources of information, together with recommendations as to what additional

material would be desirable to provide proper instruction in such courses.

Appendix

Transportation Subjects Included in Civil Engineering Courses

in 82 Universities and Engineering Schools*

Group I.—Colleges with Required Courses in

Transportation, Transportation Engineering

or Railway and Highway Engineering (combined)

Fifteen universities and engineering schools are included in this group. Most of the

courses are for 3 credit-hours for one semester (15-17 weeks), consisting of 2 or 3

classes per week and often including a 3-hour design period. Principal attention is usually

paid to railways, highways and airports with a brief treatment of pipe lines and inland

waterways in some cases. In one or two instances the subject matter is apparently limited

either to railways or to highways, despite the title of transportation engineering.

These required transportation courses are the only engineering courses offered in the

field of transportation in 9 of these colleges. Of the other 6 colleges in this group,

3 require courses in highway engineering in addition to the required transportation

engineering course. Four of the colleges also offer graduate or undergraduate elective

courses in some field of transportation, principally in highways. One or two of the

colleges offer elective courses in airport design.

Group II.—Colleges wth Optional or Elective

Courses in Transportation, Transportation Engineering

or Railway and Highway Engineering (combined)

Nine universities and engineering schools are included in this group. These trans-

portation engineering courses are either included in a transportation option in civil

engineering or are offered as electives where time is provided for technical electives in

the program of the senior year.

* The transportation subjects included are those which are more specialized or advanced from route

surveying. Transportation courses given in departments of economics or business administration are

not included.
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In 7 of the colleges in this group a separate course in highway engineering is required

of all civil engineering students. Several of the colleges in this group offer additional

elective subjects in the separate fields of railways, highways or airports, either as graduate

or undergraduate courses.

Group III.—Colleges with Required

Courses in Railway Engineering

Nine universities and engineering schools are included in this group. Although these

required subjects are entitled railway or railroad engineering the catalog descriptions

show a wide variation in subject matter. In three or four of the colleges in this group

these courses apparently include primarily location surveys, vertical curves and spirals,

computation of earthwork quantities, mass diagram and cost estimates. Most of this

material is covered in courses on route surveying or curves and earthwork in other

colleges. It is believed that several of these courses are a continuation of earlier courses

in railroad construction which dealt primarily with location and construction of roadbed

and structures rather than with current railway maintenance and operating problems.

The fact that much of the subject matter is applicable to highway construction as well

as to railways may be the reason why they are still required. Probably similar courses

are now given in other colleges under the title of transportation engineering or railway

and hiehway engineering (combined).

The catalog descriptions of required railway engineering courses in about five of the

colleges in the group include such topics as maintenance of way, signals, yards and

terminals, locomotive capacity, and economics of line and grade revision. There is, how-

ever, no standardization of subject matter in these courses. The content varies

considerably in accordance with the views of the individual instructors.

All of the colleges in this group require civil engineering students to take a separate

course in highway engineering. In several cases these highway courses include some

material on airports, particularly such elements as drainage and runway surfaces.

Several of these colleges offer additional elective subjects in some field of trans-

portation as graduate or undergraduate courses.

This group includes one college which has a required course in electric railways and

transmission in its civil engineering curriculum. Although this subject bears little relation

to the ordinary railway engineering course the college has been included in this group.

Although one other university does require a short course in railway engineering

for all of its civil engineering students it has been included in Group IV instead of in

this group. This is due to the fact that it offers a considerable number of elective

transportation courses as well as giving a complete program in transportation engineering.

Group IV.—Colleges with Optional

or Elective Courses in Railway Engineering

Eleven universities and engineering schools are included in this group. Nine of these

colleges offer courses in railway engineering either as part of railway or transportation

options in civil engineering or as individual technical electives which may be taken in

the senior year. Two or three of the options in railway engineering or in transportation

engineering include several transportation subjects in a related group. One of these

institutions also offers a complete program leading to a degree in engineering in the field

of transportation engineering with an opportunity for specialization in some particular

field of transportation.
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In one or two of the colleges in this group a number of graduate subjects are offered

in the railway field although no undergraduate railway subjects are apparently given.

Separate courses in highway engineering are required in practically all of the colleges

in this group. In several cases these highway courses include some work, on airports.

Group V.—Colleges Not Offering Any Courses

in Transportation Engineering or in Railway Engineering

Thirty-eight universities and engineering schools are included in this group. In all

but one or two of these colleges a course in highway engineering (sometimes including

airport surfaces) is required in the civil engineering curriculum. Additional courses in

highway engineering and design are also offered as electives in several of the colleges

in this group.

Almost every college in this group gives a required course in route surveys or

includes the subject matter to a more limited extent in its regular surveying courses.
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Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, including recommended changes of, additions to, and

deletions from the Manual, and also revision of the Glossary page 480

2. Physical properties of earth materials.

(a) Roadbed. Load capacity. Relation to ballast. Allowable pressures.

Progress report, presented as information page 486

3. Natural waterways: Prevention of erosion.

Progress report, presented as information page 487

4. Culverts:

(a) Investigate the use and design of wood culverts.

No report.

(b) Describe installations where head walls, wingwalls, inverts and aprons

are required; prepare specifications therefor.

No report.

5. Roadway drainage: Adherence to recommended practice.

No report.

6. Roadway protection:

(a) Stabilization of roadbed: Report on methods used.

Progress report, presented as information page 491

AREA Bulletin 465, February 1947.

479
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(b) Structural support; struts; piling.

Final report, submitted for adoption page 543

(c) Chemical elimination of grass and weeds.

No report.

7. Tunnels: Construction and maintenance.

No report.

8. Fences:

(a) Corrosion-resisting fence wire, collaborating with appropriate subcom-

mittees of Committee A-5 on Corrosion of Iron and Steel, ASTM.

No report.

(b) Investigate extent of use of concrete fence posts.

No report.

(c) Electric shock fences and their adaptability to railroad requirements,

collaborating with the Electrical Section, Engineering Division, AAR.

No report.

(d) Importance of periodical fence inspection.

No report.

9. Signs.

No report.

10. Ballast:

(a) Tests.

Progress report, presented as information page 544

(b) Ballasting practices.

Progress report, presented as information page 547

(c) Special ballasts.

No report.

11. Riprap specifications.

Final report, submitted for adoption page 549

The Committee on Roadway and Ballast,

W. C. Swartout, Chairman.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

A. E. Botts (chairman, subcommittee), H. S. Ashley, L. J. Drumeller, A. T. Goldbeck,

J. W. Hopkins, S. M. Jackson, H. W. Legro, G. W. Miller, G. W. Payne, L. H.

Roden, Edward Wise, Jr.

Your committee has made a careful study of its chapter in the Manual and

recommends the following changes, additions and deletions:
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Page 1-7

II NATURAL WATERWAYS

205. Means of Protecting Roadbed and Bridges from Washouts and Floods

1932

Submitted for reapproval without change.

Page 1-12.1

Substitute the following revisions in the title and paragraphs of similar number in

the Specifications for Cast Iron Culvert Pipe, to conform with revised ASTM Designation

A 142-38.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR CAST IRON CULVERT PIPE

The same as ASTM Specification A 142-38

201. Material

The pipe shall be manufactured of gray cast iron of good quality and of such

character as shall make the metal of the castings strong, tough and of even grain, and

soft enough to admit satisfactorily of drilling and cutting. The metal shall be made

without any admixture of cinder iron or other inferior metal, and shall be remelted in a

cupola, air furnace, or electric furnace.

203. Coating

Change first sentence to read (a) All pipe shall be completely coated inside and

outside by immersion in coal-tar, etc.

Delete 301. (b) ; renumber current 301 (c) as (b).

401. Strength Requirements

Change first sentence to read (a) The pipe shall not fail and shall not develop

cracks when tested under the following loads by the three-edge-bearing method:

Revise current (b) and add new (c) as follows:

(b) Full-length pipe specimens tested for strength shall not be tested to destruction

if they will sustain, without cracking, a load 10 percent in excess of the specified load.

If the purchaser desires that full-length specimens be tested to destruction he shall

specify in the order the number of such tests which will be required.

(c) Ring specimens cut from the spigot ends of pipe shal be tested to destruction.

Note—See Section 12 (b) for a description of types of test specimens.

Add new paragraph 402 as follows:

402. Strength Test Apparatus

Any mechanically driven or hand-power device, which meets the following require-

ments, may be used for the strength test:

(a) It shall be substantially built and rigid throughout so that the distribution of

the load to the specimen will not be affected appreciably by the deformation or yielding

of any part.

(b) It shall provide for an approximately continuous application of load by means

of a head which, during the test, moves at an approximately uniform rate not to exceed

the following requirements:
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Speed
Nominal of Load
Diameter Application,

of Pipe, in. in . per min

.

Under 24 0.05

24 to 36 0.10

Over 36 0.20

(c) It shall provide means for the determination of load with an error not greater

than 2 percent.

Delete current paragraph 403 ; renumber current paragraph 402 as:

403. Three-Edge-Bearing Method

Revise paragraph 404 as follows:

404. Number of Tests

The purchaser may require strength tests in such numbers as he may deem necessary,

provided that if the pipe meets the requirements as to shell thickness and weight, the

number of specimens tested, unless otherwise specified in the purchase order, shall not

exceed one pipe or 5 percent, whichever may be larger, of each size and class ordered.

Change side head of current 405 to 405. Test Specimens, and add the following

clauses:

(b) Test specimens of pipe may be of two types. If the pipe to be furnished has a

laying length of 4 ft. or less the test specimens shall be full-length sections of pipe. If the

pipe to be furnished has a laying length greater than 4 ft., the test specimens shall be

rings cut from the spigot ends of the pipe and shall be not less than 1 ft. nor more than

4 ft. in length. Within these limits the length of ring specimens furnished shall be at the

discretion of the manufacturer.

Delete current paragraph 406 and substitute the following:

406. Testing of Specimens

(a) Full-length pipe specimens shall be tested under a load 10 percent in excess

of the load specified. Shipments represented by full-length specimens which sustain the

specified load without the development of cracks shall be accepted as fulfilling the

strength requirements. Full-length specimens which meet all other requirements of the

specifications and which sustain a load 10 percent in excess of that specified without the

development of cracks shall be accepted for use.

(b) If ring specimens cut from the spigot ends of pipe meet the strength require-

ments, the pipe from which they have been cut shall be acceptable to the purchaser

provided that they are of suitable length and meet all other requirements of these

specifications.

(c) The cost of full-length pipe specimens which fail to sustain the specified load,

or a load 10 percent in excess of that specified, and the cost of ring specimens cut from

the spigot ends of pipe, shall be borne by the manufacturer.

Note: It is recommended that a fidl-length test specimen which has been accepted

for use be marked with a suitable identification symbol and be installed in the culvert

structure in such location as will subject it to the least severe loading.

Delete current paragraph 407; renumber current paragraph 408 as:

407. Retests

Paragraph 504, fifth line, change "tolerances" to "permissible variations."

Change side head of paragraph 601 to:
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601. Workmanship and Finish

Pages 1-13 to 1-17, incl.

1. Specifications for Corrugated Metal Culverts

1936

Submitted for reapproval without change.

Pages 1-19 to 1-24, incl.

C. Jacking Culvert Pipe Through Fills

193S

In the fifth line from the bottom of page 1-19 delete Class B and reword the line

as follows:

If cast iron pipe is to be used, heavy cast iron culvert pipe will be suitable for most
installations.

Pages 1-43 to 1-44, incl.

V Roadway Drainage

1934

Submitted for reapproval without change.

Pages 1-46 to 1-5 1, incl.

504. Subsurface Drainage

1932

Submitted for reapproval without change.

Pages 1-52 to 1-55, incl.

505. Special Problems During Construction

1933

Submitted for reapproval without change.

Pages 1-55 to 1-63, incl.

506. Maintenance

1934

On page 1-61 there are the following changes:

Delete the second paragraph and Fig. 111.

In the sixth paragraph, fourth line, and in the seventh paragraph, first line, substitute

the word pervious for porous.

Page 1-64

VI Roadway Protection

601. Roadbed Protection

1937

Submitted for reapproval without change.

Pages 1-67 to 1-69, incl.

VIII Fences

B. Concrete Fence Posts—Specifications

1932

Submitted for reapproval without change.
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Pages 1-71 to 1-72, incl.

C. Metal Fence Posts—Specifications

1928

Submitted for reapproval without change.

Pages 1-73 to 1-77, incl.

Specifications for Standard Right-of-Way Fences

1935

Submitted for reapproval with the following changes:

Page 1-74

Delete the text under 6. Wood Posts; 7. End Posts, etc., and 8. Intermediate posts,

and substitute the following:

See Specifications for Wood Fence Posts in this chapter.

Page 1-77

Delete Gates for Right-of-Way Fences

1926

Substitute therefor 24. Gates.

803. Stock Guards

1915

Submitted for reapproval without change.

Pages 1-79 to 1-85, incl.

804. Methods of Protecting Against Drifting Snow
and Opening Snow Blockades

1934

Submitted for reapproval without change.

Page 1-85

805. Methods of Protecting Against Drifting Sand

1934

Submitted for reapproval without change.

Page 2-11

Specifications for Pit-Run Gravel Ballast

1936

Submitted for reapproval without change.

Page 2-15

Shrinkage Allowance

1936

Submitted for reapproval without change.
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Page 2-15

Choice of Ballast

1936

Submitted for reapproval without change.

Page 2-15

Cleaning Foul Ballast

1936

Submitted for reapproval without change.

Delete from the Glossary the following terms and definitions:

Anchor Post

Apron

Average Haul
Benched

Bog

Brace

Brace Panel

Center Line

Center Stakes

Classification

Clearing

Cleat

Contour

Corner Post

Ditch

Drain

Drainage

Dust
Elevation or Height

End Post

Estimate (noun)

—Final
—-Progress

Estimate (verb)

Excavation (or Cutting)

Fence

Filler

Foul-Ballast

Foundation Pit

Gate

Gate Brace

Gate Frame

Gate Post

Gate Tie

Gravel

—Pit-Run

—Prepared

Intermediate or Line Post

Panel

Plan

Post

Prepared Gravel

Quantities

Rail

Rock
Sand (Ballast)

Slat

Soft Spot

Staple

Station Grounds

Station Men (noun)

Station Work (noun)

Stay

Stepped

Stone (crushed)

Tamped (or Packed)

Tie

Tile Drain

Trench
Tunnel

Insert the following terms and definitions in lieu of those now in the Glossary:

Alinement.—The horizontal location of a railroad as described by curves and tangents. 1

Chats.—Residue after extraction of zinc, lead, silver, and other ores from the rocks in

which they occur. 2

Chert.—A compact to porous microcrystalline quartz, white, gray to brown or mottled

in color, and usually with a waxy luster. Generally occurs either as white or light-
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colored nodular impurity in limestone or dolomite or as brownish iron-stained gravel

resulting from weathering of limestone or dolomite. 2

Cinders.—The fused residue from coal burned in locomotives and other furnaces. 2

Crib.—1. The space between two adjacent ties. 2 2. A retaining structure. 1

Granite (Disintegrated).—Granite occurring in natural deposits in disintegrated form. 2

Grubbing.—Removal of stumps and roots. 1

Intercepting Ditch.—An open artificial waterway for diverting surface water from the

natural course of flow. 1

Location.—The established position of the center line and grade line of a railroad

preparatory to its construction. 1

Profile.—A line representing the ground surface or an established grade line, or both,

in relation to the horizontal. 1

Right-of-Way.—Lands or rights used or held for railroad operation. 1

Roadbed.—The earth substructure which supports the ballast and track structure. 1

Roadway.—That part of the right-of-way of a railroad prepared to receive the track. 1

Subdrain.—A covered drain, below the roadbed or ground surface, receiving water along

its length through perforations or joints. 1

Subgrade (noun) .—The finished surface of the roadbed below the ballast and track. 1

Report on Assignment 2

Physical Properties of Earth Materials

(a) Roadbed. Load Capacity. Relation to ballast. Allowable pressures

H. W. Legro (chairman, subcommittee), W. J. Cable, J. C. Dejarnette, Jr., J. W. Dem-
coe, Albert Haertlein, F. W. Hillman, L. H. Jcntoft, J. W. Poulter, C. S. Robinson,

J. R. Scofield, R. G. Scott.

This is a progress report, presented as information

Since the introductory report on this assignment, Proceedings, Vol. 46, 1945, the

research work of the Engineering Division, AAR, has been in progress and is entering

the third year of investigation of roadbed stabilization. It is too early to consider con-

clusions as to the effect of stabilization methods on the physical properties of roadbed

soils. It is clear, however, that the effect is marked, as evidenced by substantial savings

in maintenance expense by the railroads which have undertaken the work being studied.

The first progress report of the investigation of methods of roadbed stabilization in the

Proceedings for 1946 deals with procedures which have been adopted by five railroads

for injection of cement slurries of various admixtures into the roadbed.

Study and analysis of the data obtained will extend into and beyond the field of

costs and the resulting reduction of maintenance expense to ascertain what has happened

in the roadbed material to produce a more stable base for the track structure, and the

degree of permanence of the effect. With that knowledge, the development of more

economical methods, greater maintenance savings and predictable stability of structure,

can be expected.

Investigations relative to roadbed stability and allowable pressures have been con-

ducted at various times over a long period by railroads and by this Association, but it

must be frankly said that except for the recording of useful data and the development

of explanatory theories concerning the transmission of pressures in soils, there has been
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little practical application to effect roadbed improvement. The challenge offered by

heavier railway loads and greater speeds has been met by the more obvious necessity

of improving ballast, ties, rail and track fittings. Improvement of roadbed has been

more elusive.

In the construction of new lines practical economy has dictated the use of soils

as found in their natural place along the line of location. After a railroad was con-

structed, efforts at improvement by known methods were precluded by the imprac-

ticability of completely disrupting the track structure, while ordinary drainage methods

resulted in partial improvement only.

The present experiments have so clearly demonstrated that there is at least one

relatively inexpensive means of improving the stability of roadbed, without interruption

to train operation; that the way may now be opened through continued research for

this remaining element of the track structure to meet its part of the challenge offered

by the movement of heavy loads at high speeds.

Development of the research program to find out what has happened in roadbed

material where increased stability has been obtained will call for evaluation of various

roadbeds as to their capacity to withstand applied pressures. It should not be surprising

if it is found that much of the roadbed of the railroads is overstressed, since this is

indicated by excessive expense of maintaining satisfactory line and surface of track. Such

evaluation may suggest the need as well as the method of improving the condition of the

roadbed material.

There probably is a proper balance between rigidity of the rail, rigidity of the tie

and depth and stability of ballast which will result in the most economical construction

designed to keep the subgrade pressure within allowable limits. It is not likely that any

rational method for design of the complete track structure for various requirements of

traffic will be possible until tests have been made involving stress measurements and

subgrade pressure measurements under a wide variety of conditions.

Current research is expected to result in better complete track design, with improve-

ment in the structural base and control of the characteristics of its materials.

Report on Assignment 3

Natural Waterways: Prevention of Erosion

J. W. Hopkins (chairman, subcommittee), W. T. Adams, F. W. Biltz, Blair Blowers,

J. P. Datesman, D. J. Evans, L. H. Jentoft, L. S. Rose, H. M. Tremaine.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

A method of controlling erosion in natural waterways by means of reducing stream

gradients through the installation of check dams has been reported on by your com-

mittee and has been included in the Manual, Paragraph 204, subheading A, pages 1-6.87

to 1-6.93, incl.

In this year's report, which is submitted as information, it is the intent of your

committee to consider prevention of erosion, natural waterways, by three methods:

(1) Riprap, (2) channel relocations, and (3) plantings. All of these methods have to do

primarily with prevention of erosion on side slopes or sides of channels rather than in

the bed of stream or the channel proper. While these methods are discussed separately,

it must be remembered that they are very much inter-related and that for any particular

location, the proper treatment for erosion control or prevention may well be a com-
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Lunation of two or more methods. The physical conditions of the site and the overall

economies of the various methods or combinations of methods should be the determining

factors as to methods employed.

Riprap

Under the glossary of terms in the Manual, riprap is denned as "rough stone of

various sizes placed compactly or irregularly to prevent scour by water." This method

of controlling scour or erosion is one of the oldest methods known to engineers and

it has been used with varying degrees of success for many years. As denned, it covers

methods ranging from installations of loose stone of various sizes merely dumped over

a stream bank, to those of cut stone placed on a prepared bed and grouted in place.

There would seem to be small necessity for attempting to cover in any detail, the method

of protecting banks by piling up loose stone. The material used will be governed largely

by what is available; it may consist of pieces of concrete or masonry obtained from

demolition of bridges, buildings, or other facilities; it may be waste rock obtained from

widening cuts, or it may be commercial stone obtained from a quarry.

A commonly accepted definition of the term riprap covers a method of placing

stones on a prepared bed, in accordance with a definite plan and usually with a specifica-

tion covering both materials and methods. This method is also defined by many engineers

as slope paving. On page 1-8 of the Manual there is a brief description of riprap, recom-

mended as a method of providing permanent protection for embankments from washouts

and floods. There is of course, no conflict between the recommendation for the use of

riprap to prevent scour or washout along an embankment and its use to prevent similar

trouble in a natural waterway. The method employed in either case is the same. It is

suggested that the 3rd paragraph under heading Permanent Protection—2 (a)—on

page 1-8 of the Manual be revised as follows: When conditions justify, protection of

embankment can be accomplished by the use of riprap. Stone for riprap shall conform

to AREA Specifications for this material, and placing shall preferably be done as

outlined.

When it has been decided by thorough field investigation that the use of riprap is

indicated, a source of supply for material must be located and the limits of the work

fixed. A study of soil and other conditions will indicate the angle of slope that should

be maintained, and generally this should not be steeper than the angle of repose of the

soil to be protected and where possible should not be less than a 2 to 1 slope. The base

of the riprap should extend a sufficient depth to prevent undermining of the paving

and should extend not less than 1 ft. above high water elevation, or to the top of the

stream bank, if the stream overflows its banks. Stones used for riprap should conform

to AREA specifications for this material, Classes A, B, C or D, the class to be used

depending on local conditions to be determined by field investigation, considering soil

conditions, height of bank, size and character of stream, etc. Generally riprap should not

be less than 12 in. in thickness, measured normal to the plane of slope. The stones should

be set on edge, in courses, and should be bedded one against the other with ends and

sides in contact and joints broken. The spaces between stones should be packed with

spalls, thoroughly rammed into place and the whole area tamped to an even surface.

After the stones have been laid and tamped, coarse sand, gravel or similar material

should be spread over the surface until all interstices are filled. Where local conditions

indicate that it will be advantageous, a cushion of gravel or other special material should

first be placed on the slope before applying riprap.

If it is necessary that a tight surface be secured, the joints between stones should

be filled with portland cement grout to a depth of at least 4 in. The grout should be
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a 1 to 2 mix of Portland cement and fine aggregate with sufficient water to make it

workable. The surface should be protected from flowing water or any other disturbance

for at least 3 days after placing grout, and grouting should not be done in freezing

weather unless precautions are taken to insure the safety of the work.

The ends of the areas paved with riprap should have cut-off walls, preferably of

grouted masonry or concrete, carried into the slope a sufficient depth to preclude their

being undermined by scouring.

Channel Relocations

The prevention and control of erosion by means of channel relocation has to do

chiefly with changes to eliminate curves at specified locations. Curvature disarranges the

velocities in the stream and interferes with the regular conditions of flow. Usually the

tendency is for the velocity to decrease on the inside or concave side of the stream, which

decrease causes a deposition of material in the stream. Conversely, this decrease in

velocity on the concave side is accompanied by an increase in velocity on the outside

or convex side of the stream and will result in bank cutting or erosion on that side.

Where a change in channel is indicated as a possible solution for erosion control,

the first consideration should be to determine whether there is right-of-way available

on railroad property, and if not, whether right-of-way can be obtained at a reasonable

cost. This, of course, will enter into another most important factor that must be deter-

mined, that is, a comparison of total cost of channel change as compared with any other

feasible method of accomplishing the end sought. The rights of owners of property

abutting on the stream, both upstream and downstream from the location under study

should be carefully considered in order to determine whether or not they will be

affected. A straightening of channel of any extent will result in an increase in stream

velocity which may seriously affect others.

There are various laws, both state and federal, prohibiting any changes in courses

of streams, channel obstructions, etc., unless such changes have been approved by the

governmental department having jurisdiction. These laws usually apply to all streams

except very small ones, and particularly where the drainage basin is entirely contained

within the property of one owner. One eastern state has fixed the limit as exempting

from the state's jurisdiction streams with a drainage area less than J^ sq. mile, and

then only when changes could not result in damage to property of others.

The best solution to the various factors that must be considered, for all channel

changes except very minor ones, is a complete survey of the site, following in general

the outline for field surveys on page 1-6.8 of the Manual under the general heading

Drainage Areas and Water Runoff. This is, of course, a prerequisite for work involving

stream changes that must be submitted to a governmental agency, when it is necessary

that complete plans, profiles, cross sections, etc., be submitted for approval. Also, such

plans are necessary in order to back up judgment as to whether a change in channel

is the best solution for the location under consideration.

Plantings

The protection of slopes by vegetation is briefly covered on page 1-65 of the Manual,

particularly with reference to plantings of grass and application of sod. Experience of

some railroads and many state and county highway departments has shown that it is

both possible and practicable to eliminate surface erosion of stream banks by vegetative

means in almost all sections of the country. It must, of course, be decided first whether

there is sufficient rainfall to support the growth and also that there are no harmful

chemicals present in the soil or atmosphere in sufficient concentration to prevent or kill
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plant growth. Also, subsurface water must be properly controlled. Specific recommenda-

tions for treatment of any site in any area can be arrived at only after a detailed

examination of the site has provided adequate data regarding the type of soil, exposure,

degree of slope, available moisture and existing species of plants.

Guided by these considerations, and from a strictly utilitarian viewpoint, it may be

recommended that regardless of slope distances, slopes with gradients not in excess

of 4 to 1 can be stabilized by establishing a herbaceous cover, that is, grass and legumes.

This cover can best be achieved by the proper application of fertilizer and mulches

at the time of seeding. Slopes as steep as V/> to 1 and up to 15 ft. in height (slope

distance) can be stabilized by the application of a seed and mulch treatment. Some
suitable grass seeds for slope planting are: Kentucky blue grass, sheep's fescue, Canada

blue grass, fancy recleaned red top, and meadow hard fescue.

Where it is practicable to obtain it, native sod from pastures and meadows may be

used in place of the seed and mulch treatment. The use of sod, properly applied, will

often obviate the need for applying any top soil, which is often difficult to obtain.

On slopes ranging between 1 to 1 and 2 to 1, from IS to 30 ft. in height, deeper

and stronger rooted types of vegetation are required for permanent stabilization. On
slopes of this height, shrubs and vines should be used over at least the upper half of

the slope and should be placed in large islands of top soil so as to provide them with

the means to make good root and top growth as soon as possible after planting. Seeding

and mulching should also be used as an additional treatment on slopes of this height

in order to provide an immediate cover that will aid the shrub and vine growth to

become established sooner.

Shrubs and vines with a wide range of distribution, at least in the eastern United

States, and whose use has proved very satisfactory are as follows:

Vines Shrubs

Hall's honeysuckle Coralberry

Matrimony-vine Jersey-tea

Memorial rose Dwarfbush honeysuckle

Fragrant sumac Tartarian honeysuckle

Bittersweet Mapleleaf and arrowwood viheruum

Trumpetcreepcr Sweetfern

Kudzo Forsythia

Rose acacia

Ninebark and sumacs (various)

For slopes ranging from 1 to 1 up to V/i to 1, and over 30 ft. in height, vigorous

rooted species should be planted at least on the upper sections of the slopes. Suitable

plantings are black locust, rose acacia, jack pine and some of the sumacs. Willow shoots,

driven in rows parallel to the line of the slope have proved very efficacious, particularly

in soils that are rather wet.

Probably the best index to the selection of species of vegetation to be used for

slope protection will result from a careful study of the plant growth native to the site

under consideration.

It should be borne in mind that while it may lie well within the province of the

railroad maintenance engineer to recommend plantings as treatment for slopes to prevent

erosion, the selection and application of the plantings, particularly on a job of any size,

would probably warrant the services of an experienced landscape architect or forester.
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Report on Assignment 6 (a)

Stabilization of Roadbed : Report on Methods Used

G. W. Payne (chairman, subcommittee), W. T. Adams, T. A. Blair, A. J. Boase, L. H.
Bond, J. P. Datesman, T. F. de Capiteau, J. C. Dejarnette, Jr., J. W. Poulter,

C. S. Robinson, F. H. Simpson.

The committee has kept in close touch with the progress of the so-called grouting

method of stabilization. Following as Appendix A is a progress report and discussion

of the investigation that is being conducted by the research organization of the Engineering

Division, AAR.

Appendix A

Second Progress Report of the Investigation of Methods
of Roadbed Stabilization

Introduction

This is the second progress report of an investigation begun in 1945 to study roadbed

stabilization, the first report of which appears in the Proceedings, Vol. 47, 1946, pages

324-353. It is part of the research work of the Engineering Division of the AAR and

is being done at the request of the AREA Committee on Roadway and Ballast. As in

1945, this year's investigation was limited almost entirely to a study of roadbed stabil-

ization by pressure grouting and it is only this phase of the investigation that is reported.

It is hoped that 1947 work will include some investigation of supporting values of

subgrades as related to track stability.

This investigation has been conducted under a cooperative agreement between the

Engineering Experiment Station of the University of Illinois and the Association of

American Railroads. The field investigation was made and this report prepared by

Rockwell Smith, roadway engineer of the Engineering Division research staff under

the general direction of G. M. Magee, research engineer, and Dr. R. B. Peck of the

university staff. All analyses of the soil samples were made at the university. Valuable

assistance was received from Dr. T. H. Thornburn, also of the university staff.

Pressure grouting this year has continued on various roads at an increased volume.

A number of roads adopted the procedure for the first time. Service performance of

previous work has in general continued to be very favorable and a log of maintenance

cost statistics has been built up by several roads that has proved to them very fully

the value received from their grout stabilization work.

To increase the information on pertinent costs and to provide national coverage

as to soil types, characteristics of subgrade instability, and methods of correction, a data

sheet has been sent out to 26 railroads requesting information on their future grouting

projects and proposing the establishment of test sections of roadway stabilization on

which costs could be kept both before and after stabilization. The response to this request

has been gratifying and next year's investigation will be largely in connection with these

tests sections. This procedure will permit a correlation between grouting procedure, grout

acceptance, soil conditions, the cost of stabilization, and maintenance saving effected.

Equipment

There have been no new procedures for injecting the grout into the subgrade

developed in the past year. The two methods, pneumatic pressure and hydraulic pressure,

have been used on all the projects observed and no information has been received on the
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use of anything but a cement slurry as the stabilizing agent. Continual improvements

and refinements have been effected in the equipment and additional manufacturers have

entered the field of supply so that grouting equipment, developed under working

conditions, is now readily available.

The two methods mentioned above have shown a decided trend, continued and

increased from last year, to separate themselves for use on different types of stabilization

and under different conditions of labor and management. The pneumatic pressure method

of injection has been used almost exclusively on comparatively short sections of unstable

track, with a small crew, where its minimum of heavy equipment permits good maneuver-

ability. The hydraulic displacement method has been used generally on out of face jobs

and heavy fill work where the grout acceptance has been high. There has been a tendency

toward operating this equipment with a system extra gang. Costs of the stabilizing process

have indicated that with available equipment the use of the displacement method with

a large crew is more economical for continuous and heavy work.

There is also a tendency, not so well denned as the above, for the pneumatic process

to be used on deep ballast pockets containing the coarser and more open ballast and

where the grout injections are to be made into the ballast pockets and not into the

subgrade.

Grouting Slurries

Mixtures of cement and sand for the observed work this year have varied from

proportions of 1:1 to proportions of 1:32 by volume. The mixtures for the pneumatic

work ranged from 1:1 to 1:4 and for the hydraulic work from 1:3 to 1:32. Only one

project utilized a leaner mix than 1:12. Here too a general tendency in present practice

has been apparent. The richer grout has been used in the pneumatic process and the

leaner mixtures in the hydraulic method, with the leanest mixtures used on projects and

areas of less severe instability where the grout acceptance has been relatively low. For

severe conditions such as deep ballast pockets, sliding fills and wet cuts, the cement

content of the slurry was often increased for either method of injection.

The cement for this year's grouting work has been, generally, standard portland

cement. Air-entraining cement was used on several projects, the details of which are

not reported here, with good results, and it has been indicated that the use of this type

of cement was beneficial in reducing separation of the sand and cement in the slurry,

particularly with pneumatic equipment. The gradation of standard portland cement from

20 samples shows an average of 99.5 percent passing the 100 mesh sieve (grain size

0.149 mm.), 96 percent passing the No. 200 (size 0.074 mm.), and 90 percent passing

the No. 325 (size 0.044 mm.). This gradation of the cement adds fines to any sand and

is reported here as the above values are used in computing the gradations of the slurry

mixtures discussed below.

Fly-ash, a product of the combustion of powdered coal in steam plants under forced

draft and collected from the precipitators, has been used to a considerable extent this

year as a filler for the sand. Practically inert as far as permanent set is concerned, fly-ash

when wet exhibits some plasticity and other characteristics of clay and silt. It has proved

of value in increasing "pumpability" of the grout or in reducing the amount of cement

required to produce a grout with the same flow characteristics. Slightly coarser in grain

size than cement, it is finer than the finest sand used. Gradation of one sample is as

follows: Pass 100 mesh sieve, 100 percent; pass No. 200 sieve, 92 percent; pass No. 325

sieve, 86 percent. A chemical analysis shows approximately 44 percent silica, 20 percent

iron oxides, 18 percent aluminates, 6 percent lime, and 8 or 10 other compounds in small
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Fig. 1.—Mechanical Analysis of Sands and Grouting Slurries.

percentages. It has been indicated however that both the grain size and the chemical

analysis, particularly the latter, can vary with the source of the coal.

The sands used for the grout slurries varied considerably over the various jobs both

in grain size and particle shape. Fig. 1 shows the limits of all the sands sampled and

tested from grouting projects, that is, all the sands will fall within the gradations out-

lined by the two curves. Two sands approaching the finer limit were used very success-

fully in proportions of 1 cement to 7 sand without the use of fly-ash, while for other

sands of similar grading, fly-ash contributed considerably in reducing grout line plugs.

The only apparent explanation of this lies in the shape of the sand particles themselves.

No test has been devised that will show these characteristics, but when a sample is

viewed under a microscope, an indication of the probable action of sand in grout may
be obtained. Flat and angular particles are most likely to interlock and produce more

resistance to flow than a spherical-shaped particle. The latter shape is usually found in

wind blown sands and some beach sands.

One of the coarsest sands noted this year was mixed with cement in 1:1 proportions

and the resulting gradation is also plotted on Fig. 1. This resultant gradation contains

more fines below 0.1 mm. diameter than the resultant gradation of the finest sand mixed

in the field proportions of 1 part cement, y2 part fly-ash and 2J^ parts sand. Thus it may
be seen that by combination of materials practically any desired gradation may be

obtained. The maximum size of any sand tested this year is less than a No. 4 sieve, and

most sands have 100 percent passing the No. 10 sieve.

Another coarse sand, mixed in proportion of 1 part cement, 1 part fly-ash and

7 parts sand, as used in the field, has a computed gradation as shown also on Fig. 1.

The computations for these curves are based on the volumetric proportions and to convert

to the weight basis shown on the graph, the following weights per cu. ft. were used:

Cement 94 lb., fly-ash 100 lb., sand 85 lb.

From field experience it now appears that a sand with 100 percent passing a No. 20

and a large percentage passing a No. 40 sieve is desirable in facilitating operations. The

coarsest slurry used this year contained 11 percent passing the No. 200. There is no evi-
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dence that sand of a particular gradation in a cement slurry is more effective than others

in producing stabilization, other factors such as penetration and acceptance being equal.

Testing experience of other agencies, however, has shown that all sands will not react

with cement to the same degree as others. The gradation of the sands apparently does not

effect this difference, it being a function of the type of organic material present. In gen-

eral, sands of the upper soil horizons from conifer areas are the ones most likely to

react questionably, and the use of one percent calcium chloride in the cement usually

corrects any faulty reaction or slow setting.

The quantity of water used in the slurry has varied from 3 to 6 gal. per cu. ft.

of the dry material in the slurry. (For the purposes of this report the volume of grout

has been computed as the sum of the loose volumes of the dry materials.) The water

varied according to the consistency of the grout desired, the gradation of the materials,

and the particle shape of the sand. Experimental work was started this year to devise

a method of test for the consistency of grout by means of which the same flow charac-

teristics may be reproduced in different materials. It is hoped that this investigation can

be reported upon next year. It has been discovered that there is, apparently, an optimum

amount of water to use for any one mixture and that an increase over this amount will

encourage segregation of the constituent materials.

The use of asphalt emulsion in the slurries has been continued this year, its use

having increased as the various roads became convinced of its value in lubricating flow

and suspending the solids. Amounts in use have varied from 0.1 to 0.2 gal. per cu. ft.

of sand. Considerations for the amount of water also apply to asphalt emulsion and

for each sand there should be an optimum quantity. It is hoped that as a result of tests

during 1947 this amount can be determined.

The following discussion on separate projects is divided into two parts. The first

portion consists of short reports on the condition of the projects observed last year,

details of which appeared in the Proceedings, Vol. 47, 1946, pages 326-352, and the

second portion describes grouting operations in 1946 on a number of projects chosen

because of geographic distribution, variety of conditions represented, and methods and

equipment used.

Service Performance of Grouting Projects Reported Last Year
Chicago, Rock Island, & Pacific, Mercer, Mo., to Princeton

Track stabilization work on this section was performed in 1945 and is described in

the Proceedings, Vol. 47, 1946, pages 326-332. This year's report on this project includes

the results of an inspection trip over the grouted areas. Several trenches were dug through

the roadway to determine distribution and action of the grout injections in correcting

incipient failures.

In general, this job has been only partially successful ; squeezes are continuing over

grouted areas, and continual maintenance is required. The immaturity of the roadbed,

(constructed in 1942), and the relatively low grout acceptance are indicated as the

primary factors contributing to the results. It is, however, the opinion of the officers

directly concerned with the condition of this track, that the stabilization has been of

considerable value in reducing maintenance operations. As this roadway was in service

only three years prior to grouting, and subject to the readjustment inherent in a new

track structure, no basis for computation of the labor saved by the grouting is possible.

As noted in the report on last year's work, several test sections were established near

M. P. 383 in which the point spacing and the grout mix was varied. The inspection

revealed no difference in action under traffic for any of these sections but it is this area,
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Fig. 2.—Conditions Encountered on the Rock Island in Two Trenches Dug
Approximately Nine Months After Grouting.

M. P. 382-383, where the stabilization work has been most effective in eliminating and

ameliorating squeezes. The 1:9 grout mix has been as effective apparently as the 1:6 mix,

and the additional injection of grout through an additional point at a flat angle under

each tie does not seem to have given added stability over that obtained by the point

spacing used generally. It has been noted, however, from the records, that grout acceptance

in this mile and over these test sections averaged somewhat higher than the job as

a whole.

The fourth test section mentioned in last year's report at M. P. 391 + 22 over which

a 1:12 grout mix was used, also reveals nothing as to the efficacy of this mixture.

Squeezes and failures are evident to the same extern as they appear on adjacent sections

where a 1:6 mix was used. Grouting in this area has stopped movement in some squeezes

but it has not prevented the occurrence of new squeeze locations, or continued action

in others.

At M.P. 393 -f- 10 the faces of the embankment as well as the roadbed were grouted

and by comparison with adjacent fills, composed of similar soil material the slope work

has been successful. No sloughing or sliding of the slopes has occurred, but the movement

of the track from subgrade instability has not been eliminated.

Fig. 2 shows the conditions encountered in two trenches dug approximately 9 months

after grouting. In both these locations free water was present in considerable quantity,

2 ft. below base of rail at M. P. 382+ 25 and 12 in. below at M. P. 382 + 27. The
subgrade at the first location was fairly well stabilized but a squeeze was in progress

on the left at the second location. In both cases ballast pockets were present. The trench

at M. P. 382 + 25 is only 2 cribs removed from a trench dug in 1945 and illustrated in

Fig. 7, Proceedings, Vol. 47, 1946, page 331.

Conditions of moisture, soils, and new subgrade on this project are very conducive

to the rapid development of roadbed instability, ballast pockets, squeezes and the possible
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resulting plastic flow. The immaturity of the roadway has reacted against a grout

acceptance sufficient in quantity and distribution to cure the failures, both actual and

potential.

Missouri-Kansas-Texas Near Savonburg, Kans.

The grouting work on the Katy done in 1945 is described in the Proceedings, Vol.

47, 1946, pages 332-334. Inspection of this project in 1946 and reports of maintenance

officers show that it is performing excellently and has fulfilled all expectations in reducing

labor required to maintain line and surface. As an example of lessened maintenance a

shallow cut at M. P. 101.9 is cited that prior to grouting required work weekly but in

the year since grouting has been spotted only twice. No maintenance costs are available

prior to grouting on this project but additional areas have been designated for future

stabilization and on these the costs are being kept. This will allow the railroad to assess

statistically the full benefits to be derived from grouting.

The 1945 work was done under contract but future work is expected to be done

by the road's own forces with equipment developed in their shops.

Atchison, Topeka, & Santa Fe Near Olathe, Kans.

The grouting work done last year and described in the Proceedings, Vol. 47, 1946,

pages 334-341, was not inspected this year. According to reports this work has proved

as satisfactory as other Santa Fe stabilization and the work was continued westward in

1946 with five crews operating. The procedure is similar to that described in last year's

report. The grout mix is 1 part cement, 12 parts of sand, 1/3 part fly-ash, plus 0.1 gal.

asphalt emulsion and 4 gal. of water per cu. ft. of sand.

New York Central

Projects discussed in last year's report, in the Proceedings, Vol. 47, 1946, pages 341-

346, were not inspected this year but reports indicate that the stabilization, at the

present writing, has been entirely successful. Work has continued in the same vicinities

during 1946.

Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Near Owego, Iowa

The 1945 grouting work on the Milwaukee is described in the Proceedings, Vol. 47,

1946, pages 347-352. No additional work has been done in 1946 but other sections of

unstable track in the same vicinity have been designated for stabilization. Pneumatic

equipment has been prepared in the shops for future work. The 1945 work was done

under contract rental of equipment.

Inspection of this project and reports of supervisory employees show this stabilization

to have performed very well. The conditions corrected are severe—the heavy plastic

clay soils togther with the prevalence of water and high water table are inducive to very

unstable subgrades. The results accomplished from grouting are apparent by comparison

with the section between M. P. 68 and M. P. 69.3 immediately south of the grouting

project which is designated for future stabilization.

The performance of the grouted sections is somewhat surprising when it is noted

from the records that grout acceptance was relatively low varying from 0.95 cu. ft. to

1.60 cu. ft. per track foot except for one 1500-ft. section where with the addition of an

injection between the rails the acceptance averaged 2.6 cu. ft. per track foot. It was

noted in last year's report that the distribution of grout was, chiefly, in thin seams up

to 0.1 in. thick through the subgrade. To date this has prevented movements of the

clay subgrade with the resultant distortion of track line and surface.
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Costs of pertinent maintenance are being kept both on grouted areas and areas

proposed for future stabilization.

1946 Grouting Projects

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Snyder, Tex., to Justiceburg

General

Stabilization by pressure grouting of the roadway on the Slaton Division of the

Santa Fe continued through 1946 the work started in this vicinity in 1944 and 1945.

The work this year was out of face, in general connecting up the sections of previous

work which had improved the areas of higher maintenance cost.

This roadway was constructed about 1909, and lies in the so-called denuded area

below the escarpment of West Central Texas, in rolling country. This year's work was

principally on fills up to 10 ft. in height with a few cuts also up to 10 ft. deep. Fig. 3

pictures typical track grouted. Previous years' work has been mainly in cuts. This is a

single track roadway, ballasted partly with crushed stone and partly with screenings,

both from a source in New Mexico. The screenings were first placed about 1924; before

that the track was carried on caliche to a depth of 8 to 12 in. The initial stone ballast

application is older and in general was placed on the clay subgrade although there are

some sections that have the caliche. For the area observed in this investigation there were

no sections that had both the screenings and the stone. The gradation of the ballasts

are shown in Fig. 4.

The soils through this area are mapped by the U. S. Department of Agriculture as

the Vernon series and the Abilene series, the former from Dermott northwest (M. P. 743

approximately), the latter from Dermott southeast and the dividing line by coincidence

is very near the dividing line of the screenings and stone ballast. The stone is on the

soils of the Abilene series.

These soils are very similar and both may be described as having a profile of

approximately 18 in. of brown clay loam topsoils and heavy clay loam to clay below,

reddish brown in color with lime accumulations and pockets of sand and caliche. (Caliche

is a combination of calcium carbonate and silica compounds usually cemented together

by the calcium carbonate. It can grade from clay to gravel.) The Vernon soils are

described as having slightly heavier clay in the subsoil. The following table gives data

on a number of samples taken from the subgrade under the track:

Liquid Plastic

M.P. Limit Limit Moisture
Location Position percent percent percent

725 + 4530 top 4 in. clayey subgrade 41.2 27.7 28.0

bottom 4 in. caliche 71.6 28.9 37.2

740 4- 3320 top 2 in. clayey subgrade 39.0 15.4

bottom 4 in. caliche 60.7 24.8

747 4-2003 top 3 in. clayey subgrade 40.0 16.6

747 + 2400 top 4 in. clayey subgrade 29.4 13.5

748 + 3300 top of clayey subgrade 66.1 24.5

748 + 3700 top of clayey subgrade 58.5 27.2

763 + 5000 top of clayey subgrade 61.0 29.0

While moisture contents of these soil samples were not determined in most cases,

their condition at time of sampling indicated very strongly they were above the plastic

limit and that, where ballast pockets had not developed, the essential requirements were

present. This grouting project was undertaken to correct those pockets already developed

and to prevent others now in the incipient stage. The two caliche samples show properties
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Fig. 4.—Santa Fe; Mechanical Analysis of Ballast Materials.

similar to the heaviest clays encountered on this project. It is not probable that the

caliche as originally placed showed these properties. It is more probable that there has

been a breakdown of the original material under the action of traffic. Records of caliche

as a base under highways and airports have indicated the same breakdown.

Grouting Procedure

A Koehring Mud-Jack was used for most of the grouting on this division but a new
machine developed by the W. F. Hebard Equipment Company of Chicago was also used.

This latter machine, like the mud-jack, is equipped with two rams to produce grout

pressure on one or two lines. The Hebard machine is mounted on a heavy track-tractor

and contains as a unit the compressor, the grout mixer, and the pumps. It is designed

for continuous mixing through a pug mill delivering mixed grout to the rams rather

than for batch mixing.

Supplementary equipment included an air compressor, truck for water, hose,

injection points, etc., as required. Five-foot points were used for this year's work.

Previous work included the use of longer points in part. Water was hauled from the

available railroad supply or from adjacent streams and stock ponds.

The mix generally used was proportioned: 1 cu. ft. of cement, 1 cu. ft. of fly-ash,

32 cu. ft. of sand, plus approximately 1/10 gal. of asphalt emulsion and 5 gal. of water

per cu. ft. of sand. The dry materials were proportioned for the 4 cu. ft. mud-jack

batches by shovel measurements as the hopper was charged. This mixture produced a

relatively thin grout to fit the conditions of low acceptance encountered. Sand is from

New Mexico and gradations are shown in Fig. 5.

Injections were made every fourth crib on each side of the track, staggered, with

the points sloping to end under the rail. Hard points were first driven by air hammers,

the injection points set, and driven by air with grout through the line. Operations were

practically continuous, the couplings and uncouplings being made without shutting off

the grout flow. The crew was able to do this with the loss of the grout from only one
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Fig. 7.—Grout Flowing into a Trench on the Santa Fe.

impulse of the ram. Injection was continued until breakout or until the track was raised

approximately J^ in. Two grout hoses served two injection squads on opposite sides of

the track, usually at a distance from each other to prevent interference or combination

of grout flow. Fig. 3 pictures various operations.

Results

Acceptance of grout on the screenings ballasted sections was appreciably less than

that on the stone ballast and the following average acceptance is typical of the project

as a whole.

M. P. 742-743 1244 track feet, screenings ballast, 1156 cu. ft. grout, 0.9 cu. ft.

per track foot.

M. P. 747-748 1287 track feet, stone ballast, 1819 cu. ft. grout, 1.4 cu. ft. per

track foot.

Breakouts during the grouting operations usually occurred on the edge of or within

the ballast section. The grout traveled well, often connecting up 3 or 4 previous injection

holes. A trench through the track was dug prior to grouting and left open during the

grouting to check the location of grout flow. Fig. 6 shows the cross section of this
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Fig. 9.—Cross Section on the Slaton Division of the Santa Fe.

trench and Fig. 7 shows the grout flowing into the trench, from the adjacent injection,

between the caliche layer and the clay subgrade. Fig. 6 shows the distribution of grout

in a section in an adjacent crib, dug three weeks after grouting. These trenches, like

others that follow, show a wet layer between the clay and caliche.

The trench cross section, Fig. 8, also in the screenings ballast, has only traces of grout

between the caliche and the subgrade. The ballast as in the previous section also has

traces of cement and water penetration but this ballast is too dense to allow penetration

to any great extent. Grout distribution as shown in Fig. 9 includes a thin seam between

the ballast and the caliche.

Sections through 1946 work on stone ballast are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. These

sections show that the ballast has been penetrated with the grout except that in the
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Fig. 11.—Cross Section on the Slaton Division of the Santa Fc.

section of Fig. 11 the portion of the ballast under the tie was slightly penetrated only

by the cement, fly-ash and water, the sand having been dropped in the side ballast. Figs.

12 to 14 show the cross sections of trenches dug this year on the 1945 and earlier

grouting work. These sections indicate a greater severity in the subgrade conditions and

depth of ballast pockets with the distribution of the grout which has been effective in

curing the subgrade instability. The cross section of this trench appears in Fig. 13.

This earlier work has already proved its value. Records of maintenance before and

after grouting show a very substantial decrease after grouting. Much of the work on this

year's project is on relatively tight and stable subgrade, but it is hoped the injection

of grout will further tighten this roadway and insure against development of subgrade

instability. The relatively low grout acceptance should produce the desired results accord-

ing to the standard developed by the Santa Fe through their grouting experience.
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Fig. 13.—Cross Sections on the Santa Fe.

Organization

An extra gang of approximately 22 men handled this work, distributed in general

as follows: 1 operator, 1 mechanic, 1 helper, 4 men handling materials and batching,

1 man on water supply, 4 men on each of 2 grout lines, and 3 men on each of 2 squads

driving hardpoints. Production for a full day usually ran over 800 cu. ft. of grout.

Baltimore & Ohio Near North Baltimore, Ohio

General

During 1945 the B. & O. grouted 21,832 track feet of roadway using pneumatic

pressure apparatus and relatively rich mixes. In 1946 stabilization work with hydraulic

equipment and leaner mixes was begun near Van Bibber, Md. At the present writing

5406 track feet have been grouted with an average acceptance of 8.2 cu. ft. per lin. ft.

This work has been satisfactory to date. In September grouting was started on the

Western Lines just north of North Baltimore, Ohio, on the secondary main line between

North Baltimore and Toledo. It is this latter project that will be discussed in this report.

The sections grouted on this division were squeezes and soft track up to 8 rails in length.

The first of these and the one on which the observations were made is immediately north
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Fig. 14.—Cross Sections on the Santa Fe.

of North Baltimore. From reports of local maintenance men this track had given them

no particular trouble until, under increased war time traffic and the use of heavier loco-

motives, squeezes appeared, especially on the inside of the elevated curves. The present

track has crushed stone ballast over cinders. Soundings at the tie ends show water filled

ballast pockets up to 4 ft. deep.

The topography in the vicinity is gently rolling. The soil profile appears to have

been developed from lacustrine clays which are heavy in texture, with high plasticity.

A typical sample from a squeeze has a liquid limit of 44 percent and a plastic limit of

22 percent.

Grouting Procedure

Grouting was done by means of a Koehring heavy duty mud-jack, a compressor

of 105-cu. ft. capacity, a truck equipped with a water tank, for hauling water, injection

points, 200 ft. of heavy duty hose, glad-hand couplings, air hammers and supplementary

equipment.

The grout mixture, after a number of changes, was set at 1 cu. ft. of portland

cement, 1 cu. ft. of fly-ash, 1 gal. of asphalt emulsion, and 6 cu. ft. of sand. Batches as

mixed in the mud-jack consisted of 4 cu. ft., Yz the above quantities to which 12 to IS

gal. of water were added. These proportions gave a smooth flowing grout. The sand

used was purchased from a commercial source with only a small fraction passing a 60

mesh sieve and to produce a readily "pumpable" mixture the quantity of sand had to be

reduced over what had originally been intended.

At the start of grouting some 10-ft. points were used, alternating with the 6-ft.

injection points. The grout acceptance through the 10-ft. point did not exceed and

usually was less than that through a 6-ft. point and the latter was used generally with

only an occasional longer point to prove up any possible change in the subgrade

conditions.
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Fig. 15.—Driving and Pulling Points on the Baltimore & Ohio.

Holes were placed every third crib (approximately 5 ft.) and sloped in from about

1 ft. off the end of the tie. Five-foot hard points were driven with air hammers, fol-

lowed by the injection points also driven by air but under the pressure of water from

the mud-jack. The injection points were at first driven with grout but, as on other

jobs, the cinder subballast did not accept grout readily and acted in such manner as

to cause plugs in the points. The depth of grouting was determined by the action of

the points during driving. After a short experience with the air hammer the driver

could determine when the point had penetrated the pocket and grouting Avas continued

in this position until a breakout. The point was then driven to its limit but usually very

little grout was accepted at full depth. Fig. 15 shows two views of the operations.

Results

In the first 3 days of grouting the equivalent of 250 track ft. was grouted with an

average acceptance of 3.05 cu. ft. This includes the two ends of the unstable track

section, extending two rail lengths beyond the limits of the designated unstable area,

where the acceptance was considerably less than in the center. As an example, 125 ft.

through the most severely unstable condition would average over 4.5 cu. ft. per track

foot.

Breakouts often occurred on the low side of the track at the top of the squeeze

between the ballast and the pushed up clay. At the time of this report 4424 track feet

have been worked with an average input of 2.1 cu. ft. per track foot. Results of the

stabilization have been favorable to date.
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Organization

Section and other local labor was used exclusively on this job. It was the first

grouting experience for the crew and foreman, but in three days the outfit was per-

forming efficiently. A crew of 12 to 14 men was used consisting of the foreman, machine

operator, helper, 2 men on the mixer, 1 man hauling water, 2 men unloading and

wheeling sand, 2 men driving and pulling hard points and 3 men handling the injection

points and grout hose.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy—Three Locations

During the past summer the Burlington has had four grouting crews working at

various locations over their system. Two of these crews used Ransome pneumatic equip-

ment and two were equipped with Koehring mud-jacks. In general the heaviest work

and out of face jobs were done with the hydraulic equipment and the spot work such

as road crossings and localized subgrade failures with the pneumatic equipment. This is

in keeping with usual practice. Observations were made at three locations and as each

location presented different conditions of subgrade weakness and different procedures

a brief description of each project follows. It was intended to include the work with

the pneumatic equipment but time did not permit field observations to be made for

inclusion in this year's report.

Location—Near Quincy, 111.

General

The single-track line in this vicinity traverses the rolling land of west central

Illinois. The soils are heavy clays of glacial origin. In the upper strata a very heavy

light brown clay underlies the topsoil. This clay grades downward into a bluish clay

of somewhat lighter texture. Both types are highly plastic as shown by the following

typical samples taken from the roadway where they occupied their original position

in the soil profile:

Brown Clay Blue Clay

Depth below base of rail 4.0 ft. 4.5 ft.

Liquid limit, percent 63.7 41.3

Plastic limit, percent 23.6 21.8

Water content, percent 32.1 28.8

These samples were taken from a test pit at the end of a tie on the low side of

the track on the curve immediately west of Coatsburg, 111. This pit showed 1 ft. of

gravel, 2.5 ft. of cinders, 1 ft. of brown clay as sampled and blue clay as sampled to an

undetermined depth. The moisture content of the soils when sampled is well above the

plastic limit as shown in the above table.

In this vicinity a number of fills and small cuts over soft track areas have been

grouted. These spots have been troublesome for years. In a number of places 7 by 14 in.

timbers have been placed as alternate cross ties. The ballast is gravel.

The procedure described in the following paragraphs is that which prevailed over

3 cut sections in which the maximum cut was not more than 3 ft. It was reported that

the fills grouted in this area accepted considerably more grout but the investigation on

this division was limited to the action in cuts as only a small amount of such data has

been available previously.

Grouting Procedure

Grouting equipment consisted of a Koehring mud-jack, a 60-cu. ft. air compressor,

a truck equipped with a pump and tank for water, and supplementary equipment. An
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Fig. 16.—Grouting Operations on the Burlington; One View Shows Rubberized
Self-Sealing Tanks.

item of equipment that proved convenient for stabilization work of this nature was

the portable water tanks of elliptical section pictured in Fig. 16. These are rubberized

self-sealing tanks originally designed for airplane wing or bomb bay gasoline tanks.

They will take considerable distortion without permanent deformation.

The grout slurry was proportioned from 1 part of portland cement, 7 parts of sand

plus 2/3 gal. of asphalt emulsion and 35 gal. of water. Batches as mixed were 4 cu. ft.

using Yz bag of cement and the other ingredients in J^ the amounts listed above. The

quantity of water was greater than that usually used for track grouting but this mix

was designed slightly more fluid, because of the tightness of the subgrade through

the cuts, to obtain wider and easier penetration.

The sand, from Seneca, Nebr., has been used generally on all Burlington grouting

work. It works as well as any grouting sand observed, partly because of its smooth

rounded particles and partly because of its gradation as shown in Fig. 17. This gradation

shows the bulk of it passes the 40 mesh sieve with an appreciable amount passing the

100 sieve and some passing the 200.
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Grout injection points were spaced every fourth crib on each side of the track

but staggered so that there was an injection every second crib. The points were driven,

with grout under pressure, by air hammers. Hard points, also driven by air hammers,

were used when required. Six-foot points were used and first driven about 4 ft. for

grouting until a breakout or heaving track occurred after which the point was driven

to its full depth. Usually, very little grout was accepted after the last driving. Two grout

lines were used as conditions permitted, delivering grout to opposite sides of the track

but as far as possible from each other to cut down on interference of flow or heaving track.

Results

A section of track 280 ft. long was grouted one day with an average acceptance

of 1.04 cu. ft. per track foot. This length is over two shallow cuts and the center 80 ft.

of each had an average grout acceptance of 1.5 cu. ft. per track foot. This is a relatively

low grout input. Breakouts when they occurred were usually at the tie ends or on the

outer ballast line but often grouting was stopped when the track began to rise. This was

somewhat indicative that the voids available for grout penetration had been filled and

under such conditions track with small grout acceptance as noted above could perform

satisfactorily. It is possible that a second grouting may be required to overcome subgrade

weaknesses in cuts where the pockets are not fully developed and where the subgrade

and roadbed is tight enough to prevent ready grout acceptance.

Organization

This work was handled by a 10 to 12 man crew, organized similarly to the crew

near Crawford, Nebr., described in the following report.

Location Northwest of Crawford, Nebr.

General

The track stabilization project described in this report is part of a 4 mile out of face

job on the Lincoln, Nebr., to Billings, Mont., main track between Crawford, Nebr., and

Ardmore, S. D. The line is single track over the rather rough country of northwest

Nebraska. Much of the soil formation is mapped by the U. S. Department of Agriculture

as Pierre clay, developed residually from Pierre rock formation. It is this formation

that carries many of the deposits of bentonite in this area of S. D. and Wyo. It is pos-

sible that there is some bentonite in the soils in the roadway. The following show the

limits test on a sample taken 3 ft. below base of rail from an area of unstable track.

Clay from
subgrade

Liquid limit, percent 78.6

Plastic limit, percent 35.2

Moisture content, percent 40.9

The natural soil profile at M. P. 438.25 shows:

0- 8 in loamy sand topsoil

8-32 in heavy bluish grey clay

32-54 in grey and white clay

These soils are typical of those found in the subgrade in this section. The roadway

was widened in 1944 and the ditch cut material was placed on the shoulders.

Throughout the section to be grouted squeezes were common and there was an ap-

parent tendency for the fills to flow outward. Shrinkage cracks along the shoulder were open
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Grout Seam I"

Diagrammatic Sketch Showing Grout Holes

Fig. 19.—Diagram of Grouting Operations on the Burlington, Near Crawford, Nebr.

New 112-lb. rail was laid in the fall of 1946. Annual rainfall is less than 20 in. of which

60 percent falls in April, May and June as an average.

Slow orders are in effect over this section of track every spring and if these can be

removed considerable saving in operation will be effected in addition to the maintenance

saving.

Grouting Procedure

Grout was pumped into the roadway by a Koehring mud-jack. Other equipment

included a 160 cu. ft. tractor mounted air-compressor, also equipped with a bull-

dozer, a truck for hauling water and miscellaneous equipment as necessary. Water supply

was a problem; but a source could usually be found within two miles of the work in a

stock watering pond.

The system of grouting adopted for this project is shown in Fig. 19. Injections were

made every fourth crib but holes were staggered so that there was not a full set of holes

on a single line across the center line. The slope and shoulder holes were grouted first

in that order and a day usually elapsed before the holes nearest the track were grouted.

Hardpoints were driven for these latter injections but for the slope and shoulder the

injection point could be driven directly. All points were driven under grout pressure

and driving was stopped at depths that accepted grout, but driven full depth after a

breakout.

The grouting slurry was proportioned from 1 part portland cement, 6 parts sand,

and 32 to 35 gal. of water. The batch for the mud-jack was V/z cu. ft. using J^ bag

of cement and J^ the above quantities of sand and water. This mixture produced a

relatively thin grout for use on clays. The sand was from Seneca, Nebr., the same source

as the sand, shown in Fig. 17, used at Quincy.
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Results

Fig. 19 shows the distribution of the grout in a half section through the track.

This section does not show any grout toward the outside of the fill but in most areas

considerable acceptance was obtained through the slope and shoulder holes. The acceptance

remained good throughout the work; as an example the 734 ft. from M. P. 438.07 took

4900 cu. ft. of grout which is 6.7 cu. ft. per track foot. As the grout pump was in

continual operation with two grout lines it was not possible to record the grout input

in any one hole. Pumping for 10 min. at certain slope and shoulder locations was not

uncommon.

The procedure adopted in grouting the slopes and shoulders first was very effective

in confining the grout to the roadway. All of the injections nearest the track broke out

within the ballast section while a breakout in the ditch was common before this plan

of operation was decided upon.

The projected work in this area was not completed and it is planned to continue

in the spring. Sufficient work was done to show by next year if value was received and

the results of the grouting so far show every indication of having corrected the unstable

conditions. A record is being kept that eventually will permit full assessment of the

benefits derived.

Organization

This crew was organized as an extra gang, living in camp cars. Average strength was

14 men and the foreman and equipment maintainer. The usual lineup was the operator

and helper on the machine, 3 men handling materials and the batcher, 1 man on water

supply, 3 men on each of 2 grout lines and 2 men driving hardpoints, spotting injection

points, etc. Sand was spotted by work train, and the daily cement requirements were

hauled out in the morning by the truck handling the water supply. This crew handled

350 to 650 cu. ft. of grout daily, usually running from 50 to 100 track feet.

Location Near Beardstown, 111.

General -

The Burlington, in the fall of 1946, started a stabilization project on a series of

sliding fills on the "High Line" north of Beardstown, 111. This track was constructed

about 1926 and is the second track serving this territory although on an entirely different

location from the original track. It is called the "High Line" because most of it lies

considerably above the first track, with a number of high fills. It is used chiefly for

north bound freight traffic. All passenger trains are routed over the original location.

This north-south line traverses rough country adjacent to and north of the Illinois

River at Beardstown and it is in this area that grouting has been done on sliding fills.

Observations were made on the first of these grouted at M. P. 123.19, 269 ft. long and

according to the original cross sections 48 ft. high at its maximum. This fill has been

sliding continually to the west and down the slope, so that the actual fill now approxi-

mates 75 ft. in height. The general view of this location is shown in Fig. 20.

Prior to grouting the Burlington investigated this site carefully. Power borings were

made in the fill at center line and near the end of the ties as shown in Fig. 21. There

was a 17 ft. depth of cinders at the deepest place on the west near the end of the ties

and 6 ft. on the east. Beneath this a heavy plastic clay occurred and it is this material

that is sliding or flowing. The cinders have been placed periodically as required to

maintain the grade. Tests on a sample of clay show a liquid limit of 35 and a plastic

limit of 19 percent.
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Fig. 20.—General View of Grouting Operation on the Burlington,

Near Beardstown, 111.

to' Grout Points
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Fig. 21—Cross Section Showing Data Obtained from Borings on the Burlington,

Near Beardstown, HI.

To procure access to this fill for the grouting equipment it was necessary to bulldoze

a bench on the side of the fill.

With the information obtained from preliminary investigation the grouting arrange-

ment as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 21 was devised and carried out.

Grouting Procedure

The general grouting technique was similar to the other Burlington jobs except that

in the cinders here encountered, the points were jetted down with water prior to grouting.

Because of the severity of conditions the grout slurry was made richer and one batch, for

the mud-jack consisted of 1 cu. ft. of cement, 3 cu. ft. of sand, y2 cu. ft. of fly-ash,
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y2 gal. of asphalt emulsion and 10 to 12 gal. of water. This slurry was somewhat thicker

than that used on the other two Burlington jobs, designed that way because of the

anticipated acceptance and to prevent too free a movement toward a concealed breakout.

Sand for the grout was from the same source as on the other jobs.

In general the points on the slopes and shoulders were driven first and those between

rails and adjacent to the track were left to the last. Injections were made every 10 ft.

along the track and the holes down the slope were staggered. Because of the low

acceptance on the east (left) side a number of injections on S-ft. centers were made.

Results

The holes on the east (left) accepted very little grout; the bulk of the input was

on the west and down the slope. The fill grouted was 269 ft. long, took 3924 cu. ft. of

grout for an average of 14.6 cu. ft. per track foot. The most serious section, 36 ft. long

between stations 755 + 64 and 756 -f- 00 accepted at least twice the average figure for

the fill as a whole. Breakouts occurred from slope and shoulder injections at the base

of the sliding fill in one or two cases as much as 100 ft. from center line. In other cases

breakouts occurred on the slopes. Breakouts from injections adjacent to the track were

limited to the top of the fill.

No estimate of the results obtained from this work can be made until more time has

elapsed. The preliminary investigations and the care taken during the stabilization opera-

tions will contribute to the success of the work. It is hoped that the distribution of grout

can be checked by borings. A record of costs will be kept and full benefits can be

assessed in the future. At the time of this report the grouting work is being continued

on other sections in the same vicinity.

Organization

The crew organization was similar to that discussed for the project near Crawford,

Nebr.

Chicago & North Western

—

Three Locations

The North Western for the past two years has had a planned program of track

stabilization by pressure grouting. The work has covered different conditions of subgrade

failures—such as water pockets, squeezes and slides, and the following reports cover

observations on 1946 work plus a brief description of a subgrade investigation on

1945 work.

Location Near Council Bluffs, Iowa
General

The section covered in this description is part of the 2% miles of fill grouted out of

face this year from approximately 5 to 7J4 miles east of Council Bluffs, Iowa. This is high

speed double track territory and grouting was performed chiefly on the westbound

track. An occasional pocket only was grouted on the eastbound main.

The line here crosses the old flood plain of the Missouri River and its tributaries on

a fill approximately 10 ft. in height. The adjoining land is flat and slow draining. The

eastbound track occupies the original grade which has been widened to the south to

accommodate the double track. Soils for the widening apparently came from cuts at

either end of the embankment and from adjacent borrow. It is in general a mixture

of loess and gumbo.

It is the track on the later portion of the fill that has given trouble for many years.

It gives the appearance of slipping along the original fill slope and subsiding slightly
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Fig. 22.—Chicago & North Western; Mechanical Analysis of Grouting Sand.

in addition to the water pockets and squeezes that have appeared locally. The grouting

stabilization was designed to correct these conditions. Slow orders were often in effect

over this area. Settlement usually occurred slowly but almost continuously.

It is worthy of note also, that after grouting had been completed, new rail welded

into 78-ft. lengths with one section of continuous welds for 2650 track feet was laid

on this grade with new ballast. The ballast at time of grouting was a mixture of gravel

and crushed limestone to which cinders had been added at times to keep the track

to grade.

Grouting Procedure

Two Koehring mud-jacks working together, and one Fairmont pneumatic grouting

machine working independently, were used in this work. As several other descriptions

of mud-jack operations are included in the report the work with the Fairmont pneumatic

apparatus will be discussed here with references to the other only where procedure

differs.

The Fairmont apparatus is a tank with a contained paddle mixer operated by an

air motor. It has a capacity to handle 4 cu. ft. of dry material plus the required water

The supplementary equipment consisted of a 105 cu. ft. capacity compressor and

the necessary hoses, points, air hammers, etc. Water was obtained from the ditch or

from a well point driven alongside the fill.

The slurry for one batch was formed from 1 bag of portland cement, 3 cu. ft. of

sand, y2 gal. of asphalt emulsion and approximately 12 gal. of water. For mud-jack

operations the proportions were 1 bag of cement, 7 cu. ft. of sand, 1 gal. of asphalt

emulsion and approximately 24 gal. of water. One-half the above quantities constituted

a batch considered as 4 cu. ft. The sand, obtained from Blencoe, Iowa, is used on all

North Western grouting. Gradation is shown in Fig. 22.

Grout injections were made every fifth crib on each side of the track but not in the

same crib. Hard points were first driven with air hammers and the injection points were
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driven in the same manner but with water under pressure through the point. The jetting

action of water during driving was of great aid in raising the grout acceptance. Cinder

ballast often reacts against grout during driving, causing point plugs and this was experi-

enced on this project both with the air and hydraulic equipment before the practice

of jetting with water was adopted. It was estimated that approximately 15 gal. of water

were used in driving the 6-ft. points.

In the mud-jack operation (working on softer track) it was not usually necessary

to drive hard points. In usual operations one mud-jack handled the water as the points

were driven, while the other handled the grout. Both displacement cylinders acted through

one grout hose when conditions were favorable but in general one cylinder pumped

grout to the capacity of the loader and mixer.

Air pressure for grout injection was reduced from 90 to 60 psi. when it was demon-

strated that better acceptance could be obtained at the lower pressure. This pressure

was further reduced by manipulating the valve to the grout line, creating an impulse

or surge that appeared beneficial in producing acceptance.

Results

Operations were well organized; the pneumatic equipment and crew grouted 60 to

100 ft. of track per day and the hydraulic equipment 250 to 400 ft. per day with an

average acceptance for the entire job of 4.1 cu. ft. per track foot.

Breakouts often occurred on the inside between the tracks indicating a plane of

weakness or a splitting of the fill at that point. This adds support to the theory that

the newer embankment may be sliding on the original. In other cases grouting was

stopped when the track was raised about J<£ in. Travel of the grout was good, 20 ft.

not being unusual.

Indications at the time of this report, three months after completion of grouting,

are that the movement of this fill has been stopped.

Organization

The crew for these operations was organized as an extra gang; 16 to 18 men including

a foreman and subforeman handled the work satisfactorily. Five men and the sub-

foremen ran the pneumatic outfit with the remainder on the mud-jacks. These latter

included the 2 operators and two helpers, 2 men loading the mixer, 1 man on water

supply and 4 men or more on jetting points, grouting, pulling points, etc.

Location West of Clinton, Iowa

General

The North Western this year has regrouted short fill sections between Clinton and

Low Moor, Iowa, over the area known as the Comanche Swamp. During 1945, 5000 ft.

on the eastbound and 2000 ft. on the westbound main were grouted to correct the water

pocketed condition of the roadway. This work has proved successful in reducing main-

tenance costs and increasing efficiency of operations over this area but certain of the

short fills on sloping ground continued movement downward and outward, tending to

throw the track off grade and line. The purpose of this year's work was to correct this

phenomenon and a grouting procedure was adopted, different from that which, under

the preceeding year's program, corrected the track movements caused by the water

pockets. Fig. 23 shows diagrammatically the conditions encountered and the spacing

of grout injections. The section represented was grouted for a distance of 325 ft. on the

westbound and 90 ft. on the eastbound track.
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Fig. 23.—Cross Section on the Chicago & North Western, Near Clinton, la.

Several sections similar to this have been troublesome for years and often require

large quantities of additional material especially in the spring. It was mentioned that

this particular section has taken 65 carloads at one time to restore the fill to grade.

Cinders have been used previously and the tracks are now maintained on stone ballast.

This is a high speed and heavy traffic line.

Grouting Procedure

Two mud-jacks were used for the injections, one handling the water for jetting

the points and the other pumping the grout. The equipment is the same as used on the

project near Council Bluffs except for the pneumatic grouter. Injections were made every

fourth crib at the locations as shown in Fig. 23. The holes at the bottom of the embank-

ment were grouted first and the holes adjacent the tracks last. The points on the slopes

were usually driven to full depth but those near the tracks were adjusted to fit conditions

encountered during driving. These latter points had to be preceded by hardpoints and

it was noted that for the first 5 to 10 ft. of penetration, the points were driven with

great difficulty, probably a result of last year's grouting, and then penetrated easily

before tightening up again. It was at this point that the grout was injected and in general

it averaged 11 ft. below the track with variations from 8 to 14 ft.

The grout mixture used was 1 bag of portland cement, 3 cu. ft. of sand, T/2 gal.

of asphalt emulsion and 12 to 14 gal. of water. These proportions constituted one batch

for the mud-jack. This was a richer mix than used for the hydraulic equipment near

Council Bluffs, but it was considered advisable to obtain somewhat greater strength from

the slurry for these conditions.

Sand used is from Blencoe, Iowa, and is the same sand that is used on all North

Western grouting work. Gradation is shown in Fig. 22.
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Results

On the fill section mentioned above, where 325 ft. on one track and 90 ft. on the

other were grouted, the average acceptance per roadway foot was 20.18 cu. ft. The holes

on the slope apparently accepted as much grout on an average as the track holes. As the

slope holes were grouted first it was expected that the center holes would not break out

along the slopes. This proved to be the case as all breakouts from injections adjacent

to the track occurred in the ballast section. Together with the grouting last year the

total per linear foot of embankment is over 47 cu. ft. of grout. Indications two months

after grouting are that all movement of the fill has been stopped, but the severity of

spring conditions will establish the correction more definitely. The procedure was designed

to the conditions to be corrected and great care was exercised in the grouting operations.

Organization

The crew organization was the same as operated the same equipment near

Council Bluffs.

Location Near Mondamin, Iowa
General

Fig. 24-a shows the cross section of a trench dug through the roadway on the

Sioux City Division approximately 5 miles south of Mondamin, Iowa. This track was

grouted in 1945 together with another section in the vicinity of California Junction

a few miles south. The latter section of stabilization has been very successful in reducing

maintenance costs for grade and line work. The Mondamin stabilization while showing

sufficient saving to amortize the cost has not been so effective in stopping all mainte-

nance caused by soft track. It was to determine the effect of grout distribution on the

performance of the stabilization work that this trench was dug.

Fig. 24-a.—Cross Section on the Chicago & North Western, Near Mondamin, 111.

As noted from the cross section the grout is distributed on the right (west) while

the left side still has free water with no grout protecting the subgrade. This is rather an

unusual section in that the pocket has developed to the same depth under the entire

track rather than under the rails or at the tie ends. From the conditions encountered

it is conceivable that the heavy clay subgrade can still move, when saturated, upward

and outward allowing the track to settle. It is difficult to understand why no grout was

deposited along the left. Acceptance in this section was 4.6 cu. ft. per track foot and

the most obvious explanation is that the injection point was overdriven through the

pocket into the gumbo which sealed the point against any grout moving upward.

Denver & Rio Grande Western Near Castle Rock, Colo.

General

The D.&R.G.W., in the vicinity of Castle Rock, Colo., ascends a gentle valley

parallel to the front range of the Rocky Mountains. The soils along the valley slopes

are largely sandy, alluvial materials containing deposits of silt and clay.
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Soft spots of short lengths have developed along this section, almost exclusively in

shallow cuts. Investigation of these areas has shown a top ballast of hard black slag

over pea gravel. Under the pea gravel is the original cinder ballast. The subgrade soils

below the cinders usually show a thin layer of clayey sand over a layer of clay 0.5 to

2.0 ft. thick. Below the clay is a medium sand to undetermined depth. (See Fig. 24-b.)

A number of these sections have been successfully stabilized by means of rock filled

drains just outside the ties permitting the water to drain downward into the sand. The

present grouting program was undertaken to stabilize those sections in which the drainage

was not successful and other unstable areas in which no drainage had been installed.

Slog Ballast^

™3* °»o V' br

Slag Ballast

:,/—— Bottom of Trench

Near M. P. 39

Fig. 24-b.—Cross Section on Denver & Rio Grande Western.

Grouting Procedure

The equipment consisted of a company built grout mixer, discharging into a

Ransome grout pot from which injections were made by air pressure. Other equipment

included a 250 cu. ft. capacity air compressor, a pump, water tank, a tractor, and

miscellaneous equipment. Grout points were 1^4-in. pipes, 63 in. long, driven full depth

with a bolt or rivet, as a temporary plug. Injections were made from every fourth tie

end on both sides of the track with the points sloped in at approximately 45 deg.

Grouting was continued until a breakout occurred or the track was raised.

The grout mixture for one batch was proportioned from ^4 bag of portland cement,

2 l/2 cu. ft. of sand, 10 gal. of water and one quart of asphalt emulsion. The sand was

obtained along the right-of-way. It was a fine uniform material and was screened through

a No. 4 sieve to eliminate lumps and sacked for easy handling.

Results

Several trenches were opened disclosing the conditions of soils as described above.

Traces of grout appeared on the upper surfaces of the clay. The soils were medium to

high plasticity clays with consistencies varying from stiff to soft. There was usually

some free water present in the cinders and on the clay. The cross section of one trench

is shown in Fig. 24-b.

This stabilization project as yet does not have sufficient time in service to indicate

its value. The investigation shows rather limited grout acceptance and distribution. Char-

acteristics of the clay are similar to those present in subgrade instability on other projects

but it is worthy of note that the clay on this project is thin and lies over a well drained

sand. Two clay samples tested showed liquid limits of 45 and 65 with plastic limits

of 21 and 30 percent, respectively.
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Organization

Grouting operations were handled by a 10-man crew including a foreman, 3 men
on the mixer and injector, 3 men on the injection points, 2 men driving points and the

section foreman who was fully acquainted with the track conditions spotting the

injections.

Illinois Central—Three Locations

In 1944 and 1945, the Illinois Central grouted 102,156 track feet in 12 separate

projects over widely separated areas on the system. Included in this total are 3215 ft.

through a tunnel on which an inspection was made during 1946 and which is reported

here because of general interest in the special instability problems met and overcome.

The results of the stabilization program have been generally favorable resulting in an

appreciable saving in the labor required to maintain track standards.

The 1946 work has included the successful stabilization of bridge approach fills on

the St. Louis division, stabilization of rail crossing under high traffic frequency in the

Chicago terminal area and stabilization of extremely unstable conditions in the round-

house area of the Carbondale yards. The latter two projects are also described in the

following report. Under a separate heading is included the project on the Litchfield and

Madison Railway over which the Illinois Central has trackage rights and on which its

equipment was used for stabilization.

Tunnel No. 2 Near Robbs, 111.

General

Grouting on this tunnel was completed in January 1945. About y2 the tunnel length

was grouted. This work was in five sections where the subgrade lies in a soft rock

formation. The soft rock slakes into clay under manipulation with moisture, and the

clay had boiled under the pressure of very heavy traffic to an extent that presented

a considerable maintenance problem.

Grouting Procedure

The Koehring mud-jack was used on this project for pumping the grout. It was

mounted together with the air compressor and water tank on a self-propelled car con-

verted from a weed burner. This equipment combination is pictured in Fig. 25-a. Cement

and sand supply were handled from an auxiliary track car attached. This set up facilitated

material supply and the clearance for trains.

Neat cement grout was used for injection, consisting of 1 sack of portland cement

with 9 gal. or more of water. Injections were made both between the rails and at the

end of the ties at a relatively shallow depth, usually slightly below the ballast. Because

of the tightness of the subgrade and low acceptance the grout was thin and many areas

were regrouted after a few weeks. This process increased the acceptance considerably.

The 3215 ft. grouted consisted of five sections, not continuous, running in length

from 50 ft. to 1210 ft. Only those areas where the grade cuts into the soft rock stratum

had shown any subgrade disturbance.

The complete grouting operations on this tunnel used 6136 sacks of cement. The

acceptance in any one hole ranged from J4 sack to 19 sacks. An inspection of this work

in the summer of 1946 showed no indications of mud boils or pumping between the end

of the ties. There were some areas of slight mud flow at the toe of ballast. It is difficult

to evaluate this work at present. It has proved definitely beneficial up to this time and

if the grout in place prevents water from getting in contact with the soft rock a per-

manent cure can be effected. The mud flow outside the track, however, indicates that the
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Fig. 25-a- -Two Views of the Track-Mounted Equipment as Used by the Illinois

Central at Carbondale and Robbs, 111.

traffic is still manipulating the subgrade and causing soil movements, but to a greatly

reduced extent. Additional stabilization and ditch cleaning may be indicated for the

future if this condition continues.

Chicago Terminal

General

Along the lake shore in downtown Chicago, the Illinois Central tracks lie on filled in

ground, and where the suburban tracks cross the freight leads to the Randolph Street

terminal continual maintenance has been required to keep these crossings on grade. To
develop information on the effectiveness of the grouting process in relieving required main-

tenance, a crossing was grouted early in 1945, closely adjacent to the Central Terminal. On
the basis of the results obtained additional work of this nature was done in 1946 and as
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Fig. 25-b.—Grouting Operation of the Illinois Central in the Chicago Terminal.
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this work is of interest both as to equipment and the problem involved it is reported

briefly. Fig. 25-b shows the general layout.

Grouting Procedure

A special pneumatic apparatus, Fig. 25-b, has been developed in the Illinois Central

shops for work of this nature. The component parts are a pressure injection tank with

an air valve permitting continual agitation of the grout and a separate tank with an air

motor turning a paddle mounted shaft for mixing. Control valves permit mixing at the

same time as injection. A quick action foot valve allows immediate shut-off of the

grout line. For the work in the terminal area the mixer was usually located on a platform

alongside a car carrying the materials. Water was obtained from a city hydrant. The

equipment will mix and inject a 6 cu. ft. batch which on this work consisted of 1 bag

of portland cement, 4 cu. ft. of sand, 1 cu. ft. of fly-ash and water up to 18 gal. The

sand is Indiana dune sand with rounded particles and well adapted for grout slurry.

A 105 cu. ft. capacity compressor supplies the air, for mixing, injection and driving

injection pipes.

Injection holes were spaced every 4 to 6 ties along the legs of the crossing and

transversely in such a manner as to provide an injection every 8 to 10 ft. in each

direction. Hard points were driven, prior to the injection pipes. The latter were 1 in.

extra strength pipe, open end, with a bolt or rivet as a temporary plug, 8 ft. long, driven

vertically. The plug was rodded out after driving and the grout line attached with

standard thread couplings. Air pressure at the compressor was 85 lb. per cu. ft. but

during injection the pressure usually fluctuated between 45 and 60 lb. per cu. ft. until

refusal or breakout.

Because of heavy suburban train traffic, about 400 movement daily, in the morning

and afternoon, grouting operations were limited to the hours between 9 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.

Results

On one double crossing, two tracks over two tracks, 49 injections were made which

accepted a total of 2064 cu. ft. of grout. This total is surprising when the number of

movements across the frogs is considered. The usual crossing subgrade is made too dense

by cross compaction to accept much grout on a single treatment. The acceptance obtained

here should contribute substantially to the successful stabilization if grouting will solve

the problem and experience to date has so indicated. While maintenance costs on the

crossings grouted cannot be separated and the performance in the next few years will

be considerably influenced by the new crossings and ballast installed after grouting, it is

expected that this work will prove of value. This area along the lake shore however

is possibly subject to deep seated movements, so far undetermined, that may affect any

relatively surface stabilization.

Organization

This work was handled by a small crew of a foreman and five or six men.

Carbondale Yards
General

The most unstable condition encountered in the investigation of roadbed grouting

was noted in the leads to the roundhouse, adjacent to the yards at Carbondale, 111. This

is a flat area with surface drainage installed, but the tracks have developed deep pockets

in the underlying soft clay which will not permit drainage by the usual methods. Instabil-

ity had advanced to such a degree that the cost of maintenance was excessive. The grout-
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ing stabilization was undertaken to ameliorate this condition if possible and avoid the

necessity of more expensive treatment. It is described here because of the severity of

the instability which may be of interest and because a record of the treatment and

subsequent results may indicate to what extent grouting will correct such conditions.

The tracks grouted were on cinders with the soft underlying clay below at a variable

depth. Some of the properties of this soil arc shown in the following table including

the moisture content as sampled in the field:

Liquid limit, percent 50.0

Plastic limit, percent 23.6

Moisture, percent over 50

The very high moisture content of the clay for a small depth immediately under-

lying the cinders makes it subject to movement outward under a load, exposing addi-

tional clay which, after manipulation by passage of several locomotives, will reach a

comparable state of instability, with the movement of the clay repeated. It is such action

that produces squeezes and there were many present here 2 to 5 ft. beyond the tie ends

and up to 18 in. high. These apparently have to be removed from time to time. Fig. 26

shows conditions at one location observed.

'-very tvet

very wet

^Bottom of Trench

Lead from Round House
p

Fig. 26.—Cross Section Showing a Condition on the Illinois

Central at Carbondale, 111.

Grouting Procedure

The equipment was the same as was used in Tunnel No. 2 previously described.

(See Fig. 25-a.) Koehring grout points were used except the injection end was cut off

and the point was driven containing a bolt or rivet as a temporary plug rodded out

before grouting. Injections were made at the tie ends every fifth to seventh tie, between

tracks and near the frog in turnout areas. Grout mixture was proportioned 1 part of

Portland cement, 1 part of fly-ash, 7 parts of sand plus water in quantities to produce

a free flowing grout, usually about 30 gal.

The sand was produced from an Ohio River source at Cairo, 111. Fig. 27 gives the

gradation.

Results

Grout traveled well; breakouts 20 to 30 ft. along and under the track were com-

mon. In the severe squeeze area travel was often under the track with the breakout

on top of the squeeze. Fig. 26 shows a section of a trench where the grout lies in

appreciable thickness below the cinders and on top of the clay. The grout did not pene-

trate through the cinders and while considerable water was usually forced out ahead of a

breakout the grout did not displace the water present in any great degree. At the trench

in Fig. 26 water was present at a level of 15 in. below top of tie in such quantities as to

prevent the extension of the trench completely under the track.

Results of this stabilization work will be interesting to follow. Costs of maintaining

grouted sections cannot be separated but the action of the stabilized subgrade will be
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Fig. 28.—Grouting Operations on the Litchfield & Madison.
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blue clays, of alluvial origin plus some yellow clay probably from the cut areas to the

north. Test constants of several samples of typical material are shown in the following

table:

No. 1 No. 2

Yelloiv Blue Blue
clay clay clay

Liquid limit, percent 31.2 78.3 81.5

Plastic limit, percent 15.4 29.3 34.2

Moisture, percent 23.8 .... 40.0

From these it can be seen that the blue clay especially is a very heavy clay, highly

plastic. The samples were taken from trenches cut through the fill and the moisture

contents as sampled were well above the plastic limit of the material making it subject

to flow under pressure.

The Illinois Central operates over this section of L.&M. track as part of the entrance

into the St. Louis area. A total of 20 trains a day are regularly scheduled including six

high speed passenger trains of the Illinois Central. The Illinois Central grouting equip-

ment was used for the stabilization work in cooperation with the L.&M.

Grouting Procedure

Equipment consisted of a Koehring mud-jack, a tractor mounted air compressor,

a truck with 1100 gal. tank for hauling water and the usual supplementary equipment.

Standard Koehring injection points were used. The mix was proportioned from 1 bag

of portland cement, 6 cu. ft. of sand, 1 cu. ft. of fly-ash and approximately 30 gal. of

water. When fly-ash was not available cement was substituted in the same amount. One

batch for the mud-jack was l/2 the above quantities. Water was obtained along the

embankment where possible and was hauled from the city system of Glen Carbon when

not available locally. Sand was obtained from Cairo, 111., the gradation of which is

shown in Fig. 29.
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Fig. 29.—Litchfield & Madison; Mechanical Analysis of Grouting Sand.
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Injections were made every sixth crib on both sides of the track about 1 ft. out

from the end of the ties. Five-foot hardpoints usually preceded the 10-ft. injection points.

The points were driven both vertically and sloping under the track as the relative accept-

ance of grout determined both the depth and the angle at which the injections were

made. Sloping points were used on the greater proportion of the project but toward

the north and east end acceptance was greatly reduced and the points were driven

vertically improving the input considerably. Fig. 28 pictures a typical injection.

The injection points were driven with water through the line as has been indicated

as beneficial in cinders and injection of grout made at the depth where water was first

accepted. After refusal or breakout of grout at this depth the point was driven deeper

under grout pressure repeating the procedure until the point was driven full depth. This

method allowed the penetration of grout at different elevations and while in the majority

of injections little additional grout was accepted, there were enough exceptions to make

the continuation of this procedure advisable. One grout line only was used.

Results

Figs. 30, 31 and 32 show the horizontal spacing and the acceptance per hole for

several sections. Daily production varied from 300 to 800 cu. ft. of grout injected daily,

or depending on the acceptance from 40 to 120 track feet with from 2.5 to over 19 cu. ft.

of grout per track foot. The average for the entire job was over 6 cu. ft. per track foot.

Figs. 30, 31 and 32 also show three trenches dug through the roadway to check the

distribution of the grout. These cross sections show, in the first two cases, a deep water

pocket on the blue clay subgrade with the grout distributed on the right only. From

the shape of the fill it appears that movement has been toward the left and with the

distribution as shown it is very possible that the fill was slipping along the general

surface the grout occupies. The third section, Fig. 32, shows a more symmetrical fill with

grout seams on each side and no water. A considerable quantity of the acceptance at this

point went into filling the voids in the coarse cinders. The grout in these voids may not
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at an elevation within a foot of the top of the ties. The effect of this water was not

apparent in the grouted section which maintained its line and surface but it was apparent

on adjacent sections where some lining and spot work were required to restore track

standards.

Figs. 30 and 31 as noted above show no grout distributed on the left and in the

water pocket. This may prove to be of no importance in the stability of the fill through

such areas but it now seems that if failure or partial failure of the stabilization occurs,

the lack of grout penetration into this pocket will be a contributing cause. In this con-

nection if such failures are indicated after a period of service a number of grout injections

through the slope and into this pocket could be of value. Fig. 28 pictures one of the

trenches.

Organization

The grouting crew, composed of local labor, was well organized and efficient. The

set-up was similar to other mud-jack work with a crew of 8 to 10 men and a foreman

and operator.

New York Central—Three Locations

General

Stabilization by pressure grouting on this railroad is done entirely by pneumatic

methods using equipment prepared in the shops for this purpose. As many as 14 separate

outfits have been operating this summer on lines west of Buffalo. It has been the policy

to do spot grouting to cure water pockets and squeezes. During the last two seasons

stabilization operations on other types of subgrade failures have been performed and the

following discussion covers observations on a high fill containing unstable soils, a fill

over swampy ground where the fill itself tends to move on the unstable foundation as

well as over a cut section treated to correct the water pockets and soft track.
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The New York Central uses small crews exclusively, usually 5 to 7 men who are

recruited from local section labor. The equipment is easily portable and in some cases

the regular section crews did grouting work at those times when their services were not

required on regular maintenance.

Location Near Hillsboro, 111.

General

In 1944 and 1945 approximately 1 mile of the eastbound track 5 miles south and

west of Hillsboro, 111., was grouted. This work was extended in 1946 and while no

observations were made on the grouting work itself, 2 trenches were dug through the

1945 section and a brief description of the work is included to further illustrate the

results disclosed by the trenches.

East Bound West Bound

M. P. 200-23

East Bound

,;,,:,,aft frui 1

.Am

M. P. 199-48-j

15' to 20' Fill

Average Grout Acceptance 14 Cu.ft. per Hole

n n r-l 1-1 1-1 ^

k 4T-T4-R-R-

Average Grout Acceptance 20 Cu ft. per Hole

"*r East Bound

\ftmt
M. P. 199-48^ M.P 200-23

Fig. 34.—Cross Sections Showing Conditions on the New York Central at Hillsboro, 111.

The section grouted is on a fill 15 to 25 ft. high across the flats along Shoal Creek.

The fill was built about 1905 and according to available information most of the original

embankment material was obtained from ditch cuts along the right-of-way. This material

is a heavy blue clay. From appearance of the trenches the fill has been widened at times

and this widening material appears to have come from the cuts at either end of the fill.

This latter material is a brown clay loam much more stable than the clay. The test

characteristics and field moisture contents of typical samples of these two soil materials

taken from the trenches are shown in the following table:
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Brown
Blue Clay Clay Loam

Liquid limit, percent 36.5 17.2

Plastic limit, percent 17.7 11.6

Field moisture, percent 24.0 10.4

The field moisture content of the blue clay is considerably above the lower plastic

limit.

This section grouted was not subject appreciably to soft track conditions but could

be classified more correctly as rough track, requiring frequent spotting because of unequal

support received from the subgrade. The east bound track only was affected. This is a

double-track, high speed and heavy traffic section, and grouting was done principally

to eliminate the high maintenance required to preserve smooth riding characteristics.

Ballast is crushed limestone which has become choked with cinders and very dense

under the track. Subballast consists of fine chat over gravel the gradations of which are

shown in Fig. 33.

Grouting Procedure

Grout injections were made every fourth tie on each side of the track and staggered

so that there was an injection every second tie. The procedure was not observed but it

conformed to the usual method of the N.Y.C. which is described later in this report

for the Corunna, Ind., grouting section. The grout mixture was 1 part of cement to

1 part of sand plus approximately 8 gal. of water per bag of cement. Injections were

made 5 to 6 ft. below base of rail. The gradation of the grouting sand is shown in

Fig. 33.

Results

The results of the grouting may be seen in Fig. 34, the cross sections of the two

trenches dug. There is a small amount of grout underlying the coarse ballast but very

little in comparison with the results usual on the N.Y.C. There is, however, none of the

pocketed condition that was encountered in the sections investigated last year and

reported in the Proceedings, Vol. 47. 1946, pages 341-346. Some free water was present

in the gravel subballast and the upper clay subgrade was soft and wet as shown in table

of test results previously discussed. The grout streaks running semi-vertically in the fill

appear to follow a potential slip plane down from the tie ends and from indications this

plane may be that from which the fill was widened at some time. Reports in the year

since grouting are very favorable in the amount of reduced maintenance and it is very

possible that these pipes of grout have been instrumental in stopping the shifting and

adjustment of the fill. In the most favorable light they may have prevented a serious

slide at a time of heavy precipitation. Fig. 35 pictures the lower ballast conditions and

the semi-vertical grout vein.

Grout acceptance over the trench at M. P. 199-4824 averaged 14 cu. ft. per hole

and over the trench at M. P. 200-23 it averaged 20 cu. ft. per hole.

Careful maintenance cost records have been and will continue to be kept over this

section that eventually will peg definitely the benefit derived from this stabilization.

Location Near Corunna, Ind.

General

About 4 miles east of Corunna, Ind., the double-track line traverses the edge of a

swamp for approximately 1300 ft. Along this section additional ballast applications have

been required yearly as the fill subsided. To correct this, deep grouting was started in

1945 and continued in 1946. The continual ballast applications have resulted in very
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Fig. 35.—New York
Central at Hillsboro, 111.;

Grout Seam in the Side of

a Trench. (See Upper
Cross Section in Fig. 34.)

ffor&u$lli

deep ballast section and the portion of the fill above original ground level appears to be

entirely stable. An analysis indicated the trouble was either in the submerged portion

of the fill or in the swampy material below, probably the latter which either was

displacing laterally or compressing vertically with the attendant distortion of the roadway.

The grouting plan was devised to reach the depth at which the trouble originated.

Fig. 36 shows a photographic view of the conditions encountered. Ballast is crushed stone.

Grouting Procedure

The equipment was the pneumatic type that has been developed and improved in the

shops for this work. It is pictured in Fig. 36. Heavy duty 1J4 hi- pipes in 4 and S-ft.

lengths plugged with a rivet or track bolt were used for injection. The bolts or rivets

were rammed out and the pipes withdrawn about 6 in. before grout pressure was applied.

A special foot length of pipe with a collar welded on was used for driving to reduce

as much as possible the impact of the air hammer on the pipe threads. Typical

arrangements are shown in Fig. 36.

Grout pipes were driven vertically at 10-ft. intervals at each side of the ballast

section and between the tracks as shown diagrammatically by Fig. 37. The three holes

across the grade are all on one line at right angles to centerline. Fig. 37 also shows the

depth to which the pipes were driven for injection and the acceptance for each hole
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Fig. 36.—Three Views of Grouting Operation on the New York Central,

Near Corunna, Ind.

for a short section of the project. The depth in each case was determined by the action

of the pipes under the air hammers. Very hard driving was encountered for a depth

of 12 to 16 ft. where a pocket was hit through which driving was easy; with deeper

driving the resistance to penetration usually increased. It was below the first and above

the second hard stratum that injections were made. The second hard stratum was not

always located.

The mix proportions for the grouting slurry were 1 bag of cement to 1 cu. ft. of

sand plus 10 or 12 gal. of water. Batches were usually mixed using 2 bags of cement.

The air compressor, 60 cu. ft. capacity for this job, delivered air at 90 psi. but by

manipulation of control valves and continual action of the air motor on the agitaling

shaft the grout was delivered through the line at pressures considerably lower. The

action of the paddles on the agitating shaft also produced impulses in the grout line

which appeared to be beneficial in producing increased grout acceptance.
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Fig. 37.—General Layout of Grouting Operation on the New York Central,

Near Corunna, Ind.

Results

As noted above Fig. 37 shows the grout acceptance of each hole and the depth

of the injection. This is the first project recorded in which the amount of grout injected

is limited to an amount less than the refusal or breakout quantity. Forty cubic feet has

been set as the input in any one hole.

At the time this work was started in 1945, the first holes accepted over 200 cu. ft.

of grout. The acceptance was then limited to 60 cu. ft. and approximately 350 ft. of the

double-track roadway were treated in this manner. This section held up well over the

winter and to develop information on the quantity needed to produce the desired results

the quantity was reduced to 40 cu. ft. for this year's work. Over 90 percent of the

injections have taken this amount without refusal. Where acceptance is at the maximum

the input is 12 cu. ft. of grout per linear foot of roadway.

Breakouts of the grout were very unusual even in those holes that did not take the

maximum and very little raising of the track occurred. It is expected that this treatment

will be beneficial but with the organization as set up, additional work can be done if

required without any particular cost for moving in the outfit etc. Plans have been made,

tentatively, for a row of grout injections along the north slope where the swamp is

deepest, if fill movements persist. It is expected that borings will be made to reveal

grout distribution.

The sand supply was spotted along the track by train. Water was obtained adjacent

to the track and pumped via pipe line to the site. Cement was hauled out daily as needed

by motor car.
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Organization

The organization of the crews has been discussed previously; 30 to SO roadway feet

of stabilization were averaged daily.

Location Near Vermillion, Ohio
General

Fig. 38 shows diagrammatically the layout in a cut grouted by the N.Y.C. at M. P.

219.21 east of Vermillion, Ohio. This cut is not far from Lake Erie, in a wet area, on a

practically level grade. The ditches are good but drainage is slow and water usually

stands alongside the tracks. The west bound track was grouted in 1945 with good success

and the present work is on the No. 4 track which is used for slow traffic in both direc-

tions. The eastbound track has not shown the soft characteristics of the other two and

will not be grouted. Movement of the track No. 4 is outward and downward.

No. I Track
West Bound
Grouted 1946

No. 2 Track
East Bound
Not Grouted

No. 4 Track
Slow Traffic, Both Directions
Grouted 1946

Crushed Stone Ballast
on

Heavy Shaly Clay Subarade

TYPICAL SECTION
Thru 10' to 20' Cut

Vaterj/

n n n n
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Fig. 39.—New York Central;
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Mechanical Analysis of Grouting Sand.

Results

The grout acceptance for 100 ft. of track is shown in Fig. 38. This is very good

acceptance for a cut section and is indicative of the severity of instability that has devel-

oped. It is also indicative that good results may be obtained from the grouting, as has

been the case on the west bound track grouted last year. It was expected that this section

would be trenched to show the grout distribution but results were not available for

inclusion in this year's report. As on all grouted sections on the N.Y.C., full maintenance

records of pertinent costs are available prior and subsequent to grouting. These will

permit a future evaluation of the benefits obtained.

Organization

The organization of the crew was similar to others as already discussed but for this

project the regularly assigned section crew did the work as time permitted.

Pennsylvania Near Bedford, Ohio

General

The Pennsylvania in 1938 and 1939 placed an experimental cement-bound ballast

slab 1 ft. thick covered with 1 ft. of crushed stone ballast under their east and west

mains on 600 ft. of track adjacent to the Bedford Yards. This experimental project was

placed to determine requirements for stabilization of the track through this area where

subgrade conditions were very unstable. This treatment rendered considerable assistance

in keeping the track in shape for high speed and heavy movements but under the stress

of wartime traffic, cracks have developed and the subgrade is pumping through these

cracks in sufficient amounts to require frequent work to maintain line and surface.

Beyond the ends of the slab these conditions have been considerably aggravated and

it is here that the grouting project was started. Fig. 40 pictures a typical condition of the

pumping that has occurred.
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Fig. 40.—Pumping Condition Encountered in Pennsylvania Track
Over a Heavy Clay Subgrade.
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Fig. 41.—Layout of Grouting Operation on the Pennsylvania Adjacent to Bedford Yards.

Fig. 41 shows a diagrammatical section through the cut that has been troublesome

for years. Drainage and ditches have been installed that perform satisfactorily in inter-

ception of subsurface water and runoff from adjacent terrain but with the heavy clay soils

in the subgrade and the ballast pockets that have been developed they can not drain

the subgrade sufficiently to produce stability. Some of the properties of the soils together

with their moisture contents in place are given in the following table:



Plastic
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preliminary investigation. The information acquired has been valuable in planning the

grouting and the cost is very low if the success or failure of a stabilization job is at stake.

Fig. 43 shows diagrammatically a condition of plastic flow along a slope of an

embankment. This condition occurs when the soil is overstressed and fails in shear but

after initial failure continuous deformation is possible under uniform stress which may
be only the weight of the material itself. This type of subgrade failure is common but

as movement under usual conditions may be slow it does not always constitute a hazard.

Stabilization by pressure grouting of such subgrade has been attempted and results have

been very encouraging in those cases where the problem was correctly analyzed and the

treatment adjusted accordingly. Service record of areas so treated and observed is still

too short for definite conclusions on the efficacy of the treatment. At present it seems

quite possible that the long continued development of ballast pockets in fills may lead

to plastic flow of the slopes.

The detailed description of the individual projects include two that apparently

combine plastic flow with a deeper seated and more serious slide condition. Stabilization

by pressure grouting was undertaken only after a thorough investigation of the probable

factors involved and the procedure was adapted to the conditions. It is quite possible

that the stabilization process can be effective in the betterment of slide conditions when

the causes can be determined and the treatment adjusted accordingly.

Slides are often manifestations of complicated conditions rising from a number of

causes and each slide area should be handled as a separate problem. Service records as yet

do not permit the evaluation of grouting as a remedy but a number of stabilized sections,

in service for several years have shown excellent service.

Information has been received concerning a slide section on which the grouting

stabilization stopped the flow of underground water which was the primary cause of the

slide. The grout reached the flow channels, closing them and forcing the water up to an

outlet on the surface where it was diverted before reaching the affected subgrade. This

section has performed very satisfactorily.

Grouting costs on slides and slips will generally run much above those for stabiliza-

tion of other types of instability because of high acceptance but as the operations are

concentrated in a short area costs per cubic foot of grout injected often will be appre-

ciably less. It has been suggested that the stabilization of other types of instability may

result in greater savings over a period of years but that the removal of a potential hazard

will justify slide work in many cases.

Subsidence in its strictest sense may be considered as the downward movement

of the surface of an earth structure produced by the densification of the materials com-

prising the structure. It seems probable that most track structures above original ground

that have been in service under traffic for a number of years have reached their equilib-

rium as far as compaction is concerned. Using this assumption the source of the move-

ment is below the artificial structure and the movement is caused by the densification

of the underlying material. This can and has continued for years under foundations for

buildings, track and highway swamp crossings, etc., and is caused by the pressure of live

and dead loads forcing out the moisture in the foundation and allowing the densification

process to continue. In swamps there is often a lateral movement of the underlying

material which may be forced by the semi-hydrostatic pressure upward either immediately

adjacent to the structure or at a considerable distance. In such cases the subsidence of

the fill can be rapid. New 10-ft. fills over peak bogs have disappeared over night.

One project that has strong evidence of subsidence is described in the detailed

reports above. The stabilization treatment is made by injections as much as 8 ft. below

the original level of the ground. The short section so treated that has been in service for
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Original Slope

Fig. 43.—Illustrating a Condition of Plastic Flow Along the Slope
of an Embankment.

80 90

Fig. 44.—Classification Chart of Samples Tested in 1946, After A. Casagrande.

a year has shown considerable improvement and if this continues the stabilization will

have been economically successful. Data on distribution of grout, obtained from the

proposed borings will be of great value in future work of this nature.

Soils and moisture are involved in all types of subgrade instability and with few

exceptions, such as fills over peat, clayey soils are the source of the trouble in railroad

subgrades. The most pertinent characteristics of a clayey soil are the plasticity values

and it has been demonstrated that under equal conditions of moisture and loading that

those clays with the highest plasticity perform most unfavorably. Fig. 44 shows the

samples tested this year plotted on a classification chart following the Casagrande method.

In practically all cases the plasticity index (the difference between the liquid limit and
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plastic limit of a soil) is greater than 12 and falls within the range of clays of medium

and high plasticity. This is in accord with the findings last year discussed in the Pro-

ceedings, Vol. 47, 1946, pages 352-353. While it is perfectly conceivable that ballast

pockets and other subgrade instability could develop in lighter textured soils under

sufficient repetition of loads and contributing moisture, the experience in this investigation

strongly indicates that the track structure under present loads is adequate to prevent this.

The manner in which cement grout accomplishes its purpose is still open to specula-

tion especially in those cases where the distribution is in thin seams. It is known from

tests that cement when mixed with soils in small quantities reduces the plasticity and

shrinkage properties of that soil and also that the granular structure is changed. It also

will increase the compressive strength and the cohesion of a soil and probably, with the

change in structure, its internal friction characteristics also. But in the usual pressure

grouting very little dispersion of the grout through a clayey soil can be discovered except

in and closely adjacent to the seams.

These grout seams and layers on the bottom of a ballast pocket may protect the

subgrade from free moisture and also may slow moisture movements within the soil

mass. Most of the clays require manipulation with moisture present to develop the

greatest instability and to the extent the grout tends to prevent this its value is direct.

A theory has been expressed also that the grout, even where only traces can be dis-

cerned, is effective in tightening up the ballast and subgrade, preventing or reducing

volume changes from changes in moisture contents. In cases where the grout penetrates

the ballast developing a section of concrete, the value is direct in increasing bearing power

of the track structure as long as the grout remains effective.

From service records of various jobs it appears that for subgrade injections a rela-

tively lean grout is as effective as a rich one but where it is desired to obtain a direct

increase in the supporting power of the structure by ballast penetration, the richer

mixtures are more effective.

Report on Assignment 6 (b)

Structural Support; Struts; Piling

A report was submitted to the Association last year, as printed in the Proceedings,

Vol. 47, 1946, pages 354 to 358, incl., with the announced intention of resubmitting it

again this year for adoption and publication in the Manual, under the heading of

Retaining Structures.

As no suggestions for improvement have been received, and no revisions have been

made, your committee now recommends the adoption of this material and its publication

in the Manual.
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Report on Assignment 10 (a)

Ballast: Tests

A. T. Goldbeck (chairman, subcommittee), F. W. Alexander, George Auer, Jr., T. A.
Blair, L. H. Bond, H. F. Brown, W. J. Cable, J. E. Chubb, L. B. Craig, B. H.
Crosland, A. P. Crosley, J. P. Datesman, J. C. Dejarnette, Jr., H. L. Exley, J. M.
Fair, Albert Haertlein, F. W. Hillman, L. H. Jentoft, L. R. Lamport, J. M. Podmore,
C. S. Robinson, J. R. Scofield, F. H. Simpson, C. D. Turley, Stanton Walker,
C. S. Wicker.

This report is presented as information.

Although the development of rational design for the entire track structure, including

subgrade, ballast and track, offers many difficulties, its accomplishment, if possible, would
be extremely desirable. A track structure is stressed in a complicated manner by the

heavy wheel loads of traffic. The rails, depending on their rigidity and resisting moment,
distribute the wheel load concentration to the ties, which, in turn, transmit their respec-

tive loads to the underlying ballast. The effectiveness of the ballast as a load distributing

medium depends on:

(a) its depth between bottom of rail and the subgrade, and

(b) on its stability.

Due to the load spreading actions of the rail, tie and ballast, the pressures on the

subgrade are spread over a wide area and if the structure has a balanced design, neither

the rail, the tie, the ballast, nor the underlying subgrade will be overstressed, nor will

any part be overdesigned. That is the objective of "rational design."

A stable ballast is a better load distributing material than an unstable ballast and

it becomes apparent, therefore, that if tests are to be made in the future to investigate

rational design methods, a measure for relative stability of ballasts will be extremely

important. The test which is proposed here is a start in the development of a suitable

test for measuring ballast stability; it is not proposed for use as a requirement for the

acceptance of ballast materials.

Suggested Laboratory Stability Test for Ballast

A laboratory test to determine the stability of ballast should have the following

essential elements:

1. It should be a measure of the resistance of the ballast to distortion when
subjected to load.

2. It should be reproducible.

3. It should be relatively simple to perform.

4. The sample should not be unduly large.

The following method is suggested for investigation:

1. Apparatus.—A shallow bin 3 ft. square and 12 in. deep made of 12-in. steel

channels and set on a concrete base. An overhead I-beam supported from steel channel

uprights will be used as a "reaction" beam for applying load by the use of a calibrated

jack to a 10-in. square steel bearing block. Two 0.001-in. dials for measuring vertical

movement of the block under load.

2. Specimen.—The ballast to be tested for stability should be tamped into the bin

in a standard manner using a flat bottom tamp 10 in. square, weighing 25 lb. and
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exercising care to control the degree and uniformity of tamping. The specimen will

require 9 cu. ft. or roughly 1000 lb. of ballast.

3. Method of Test.—The bearing block should be set level on the ballast at the

center of the bin. The dials for measuring movement should be properly supported and

placed to measure the deflection of the block on opposite sides on the center line so that

an average of the dial readings will show the vertical movement of the center of the

block as load is applied.

Load would be applied in the proper increments and dial readings taken for each

increment. The relative stability will be shown by the movement of the bearing block

under the applied load. If it is thought desirable, repeated loads could be applied or

other variations made to bring out fully the proper way to use the apparatus to make
the results most indicative of the stability of the ballast.

The Los Angeles Abrasion Test

For the benefit of those who may not be familiar with the Los Angeles abrasion

test now specified for the testing of stone, slag and gravel ballast, the following short

description may be helpful. A complete description will be found in Method of Test for

Abrasion of Coarse Aggregate by Use of the Los Angeles Machine, ASTM Designation

C 131-44.

The Los Angeles Machine

The machine, as depicted in the drawing, is essentially a hollow steel cylinder, 28 in.

inside diameter by 20 in. inside length, mounted with its axis in a horizontal position.

Inside the cylinder wall a firm rigid steel shelf is mounted radially on 1 element, extending

the full 20-in. cylinder length and having a width of 3^ in. An opening in the cylindrical

wall is provided to permit of inserting and recovering the sample and the abrasive

charge. During the test this opening is closed by a dust-tight cover. The opening is so

located with respect to the shelf that the cover remains out of contact with the test

sample and abrasive charge during the test.

The Test Sample

The sample consists of 5000 g. of clean, dry aggregate having one of the following

gradations most nearly representing the gradation used on the work.

Table 1.

—

Gradings of Test Samples
Sieve Size
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The Los Angeles Machine.

Number of Weight of

Grading Spheres Charge, g.

A 12 5000 ± 25

B 11 4584 ±25
C 8 3330 ± 20

D 6 2500 ± 15

Method of Test

The sample and abrasive charge are placed in the machine which is rotated 500

revolutions at 30 to 33 rpm. After the test the sample is sieved on a U. S. Standard No. 12

sieve (equivalent to a Tyler No. 10). The sample retained is then washed, dried and

weighed and the loss in weight compared with the original weight is used for calculating

the percentage of loss.

It is to be noted that the machine is so designed that the sample and abrasive

charge are picked up and poured off the shelf during each revolution and thus the test

exerts both impact and abrasive action. Care must be taken to provide sufficient power

to insure uniform rotation and this is aided also by counterbalancing the drum for the

weight of the sample and charge. Likewise, the shelf must not be allowed to become

unduly misshapen through wear or by the peening action of the sample and the charge

of shot. If this happens an excessive percentage of loss may occur,
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Report on Assignment 10 (b)

Ballasting Practices

The following proposed revision of the Specifications for Cinder Ballast appearing

on page 2-1 S is offered at this time for information with the expectation of presenting it a

year hence for adoption and publication in the Manual. The committee solicits any

comments or criticism of this material.

Specification for Cinder Ballast

1. Cinder ballast shall be composed of:

(a) Clinker resulting from the burning of either hard or soft coal in locomotives

or in furnaces, or

(b) Naturally occurring volcanic scoria.

2. Physical properties:

Cinders shall be composed of material which has been subjected to sufficient heat to

bring it into a condition of fusion. It shall be relatively free from unfused ash or

unburned coal.

3. Size:

Cinders shall have a maximum size which will permit of spreading it uniformly on

the roadbed. Pieces larger than approximately 4 in. in least dimension shall be sledged

to a smaller size or discarded.

Note: Conditions for use:

Cinder ballast may be used on branch lines with light traffic; on sidings and yard

tracks near point of production; as subballast in wet, spongy places; as subballast on

new work where prepared top ballast is to be used ; and as subballast where track heaves

from frost.

Proposed Study of Ballasting Practices

A review of the changes and developments of the last few years, insofar as they

affect ballast, indicates the necessity for initiation of a study of ballasting practices

under present day conditions. Some of these changes and developments are listed below:

Higher train speeds.

Greater wheel concentrations (locomotive and car).

Increased cost of labor.

Reduced availability of laborers for section and extra gangs.

Increased cost of materials.

Reduced availability of funds for maintenance.

Stabilization of roadbed.

Mechanical and electric tampers.

Mechanical shoulder ballast cleaning machines.

Increased train speeds require higher standards of track maintenance. Ballast material

should be of such composition and so sized and inserted as to require a minimum of

section labor in spotting and lining. Greater axle loads may require increased depths of

ballast. Increased cost of labor requires further mechanization of section and extra gangs

to reduce man-hours in maintenance. The reduction in the labor reservoir from which

extra gang laborers must be secured creates a demand for further mechanization to
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eliminate, so far as possible, large extra gangs. Increased cost of materials and labor

may justify the use of more suitable but higher priced ballast in situations where low cost

and ready accessibility have dictated the use of a less suitable material in the past.

Reduction in maintenance funds dictates the use of the ballast on which track

of required smoothness for trains of increased speed can be maintained over a period

of years at the least cost, considering the initial cost of resurfacing as well as the cost

of section maintenance.

Stabilization of roadbed not only reduces the labor of spotting and lining track,

but eliminates the necessity for special ballast for soft track, such as cementing rock

screenings so often used in an endeavor to keep water from the soft subgrade.

The general use of pneumatic, electric and mechanical tampers and the more extended

use of unit tampers on sections point to the need for a detailed study of the effect of the

power tamper in disintegrating ballast, particularly when used on light spotting raises.

Such a study would inquire into the desirability of furnishing ballast in the smaller

sizes so generally recommended by section foremen in order to expedite spotting and
reduce disintegration of ballast when being tamped.

All of the above developments point to the necessity for economical mechanical

shoulder ballast cleaning on a definite program. The cleaning, if performed cheaply

enough, should be done at intervals such that the shoulder ballast will at all times afford

free drainage at the bottom of tie ends, and thus prevent churning ties and tend to keep

the crib ballast clean by the washing of the fouling materials into the shoulder during

heavy rains.

Based on the above analysis, four studies have been initiated covering:

1. Depth of ballast required for proper load distribution.

2. Effect of tamping methods on stability; also on breakage of ballast and

evaluation of the results from breakage, a separate study to be made of out of face

surfacing where general raises are made, and for spotting as performed by section

gangs.

3. Influence of size and grading of ballast on drainage, fouling, breakage and

stability.

4. Effect of programmed mechanical shoulder ballast cleaning on track

maintenance.

Your committee recommends the appropriation of funds to continue the inves-

tigation initiated and carried on by Dr. Talbot on load distribution by ballast. Im-

proved measuring devices are now available and the experiments can be carried on

at locations where the roadbed has been stabilized, giving a more definite measure of

load distribution qualities of ballast.

Selected railroads' will be asked to cooperate in the study of tamping methods.

Selected railroads will be asked to cooperate on the study of the influence of size

and grading. The study will cover 3 in., 2J4 in., 2 in., V/z in. and 1 in. maximum size.

The effect of programmed shoulder ballast cleaning will be covered by reports from

railroads that have initiated such a program. One railroad has programmed 1900 miles

of track to be cleaned every second year, and has completed 800 miles of initial cleaning.
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Report on Assignment 11

Specifications for Riprap

L. H. Roden (chairman, subcommittee), George Auer, Jr., B. H. Crosland, A. P. Crosley,

H. L. Exley, J. A. Given, Paul McKay, J. A. Noble.

In 1944, your committee presented as information a tentative draft of Specifications

for Riprap (Proceedings, Vol. 45, 1944, pages 332 and 333), and requested comments

and criticisms thereon. No suggestions being received from the membership other than

from members of the Roadway and Ballast Committee, these specifications, considerably

revised, are now submitted with the recommendation that they be adopted and published

in the Manual.

Specifications for Riprap Stone

1. Scope

These specifications describe riprap stone suitable for protecting foundations of

piers, abutments, and walls from scour and the slopes of embankments from washing

and slipping.

2. Quality Requirements

All stone for riprap shall be preferably of angular and irregular shape, of a quality

that will reasonably withstand the action of water, frost, or other weathering. It shall be

durable under exposure to any acid bearing waters found at or near the work site.

3. Classification

A B C D
Class Weight in lb.

Minimum weight per stone* 20 50 140 250

Maximum weight per stone 140 175 450 To be
specified

50% of pieces shall weigh not less than 50 100 250 To be
specified

4. Inspection

All material shall be subject to inspection by an authorized representative of the

purchaser at the point of production or site of the work.

5. Measurement

Riprap shall be paid for by the net ton, unless otherwise specified.

* Ten percent of total weight may be less than the minimum requirement.
Size: Thickness of stone shall be at least % of the length.
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Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, including recommended revisions of the Manual and the

Glossary page 553

2. Fastenings for continuous welded rail, collaborating with Committee 4.

No report.

3. Plans and specifications for track tools including their repair and reclama-

tion, with recommended minimum limits for reclaimed tools, collaborating

with Committees 1, 22, and with Purchases and Stores Division, AAR.

No report.

4. Plans for switches, frogs, crossings, spring and slip switches, collaborating

with Signal Section, AAR.

Progress report, presented as information and including also new plans

submitted for adoption, and recommended revisions of plans page 557

5. Prevention of damage due to brine drippings on track and structures, col-

laborating with Mechanical Division, AAR.

No report.

6. Design of and stresses in tie plates, collaborating with Committees 3 and 4.

Progress report, presented as information page 568

AREA Bulletin 465, February 1946.

551
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7. Welding of manganese castings in special trackwork, collaborating with

Committee 27.

Final report, presented as information page 586

S. Effect of lubrication in preventing frozen rail joints.

Progress report, presented as information page 589

9. Recommendations on number and placing of anti-creepers for various

conditions.

Progress report, presented as information page 619

10. Investigate reactance value of spring washers, collaborating with Com-
mittee 4.

Final report, presented as information page 635

11. Maximum speed through spring switches when points must be thrown by

train moving on the tangent track, collaborating with Signal Section, AAR.

Final report, presented as information page 648

12. Hold-down fastenings for tie plates; design, use and economy with respect

to minimizing tie wear, collaborating with Committee 3.

Progress report, presented as information page 648

The Committee on Track,

I. H. Schram, Chairman.

Herbert i^octon {©est

Died June 18, 1946

Herbert Norton West became an associate member of the American Railway

Engineering Association in 1929, and was thereafter an active participant in the work of

the Committee on Track, and more particularly of the subcommittee on switches, frogs,

crossings and related track structures.

Born in Wellston, Ohio, 55 years ago
t
Mr. West obtained his college education at the

University of Cincinnati, graduating from the civil engineering department. After a period

of service with the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad he entered the employ of the Weir Kilby

Corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1919, and for a considerable number of years prior to

his death was vice-president in charge of engineering and works.

Active in church affairs he was a member of Hyde Park Methodist Church, where

he was tenor soloist for more than 30 years. He was a member of the Orpheus Club,

Terrace Park Country Club, Ohio Society of Professional Engineers, Engineers Club of

Cincinnati, and two college fraternities, including the honorary engineering fraternity,

Tau Beta Pi.

Quick of wit and keen of mind, he was good company and an able engineer, and

will be greatly missed by all of his associates.
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Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

C. R. Strattman (chairman, subcommittee), L. L. Adams, C. A. Anderson, W. G. Arn,
T. H. Beebe, J. A. Blalock, Blair Blowers, H. J. Bogardus, C. W. Breed, H. R. Clarke,
L. W. Deslauriers, M. H. Dick, J. A. Ellis, J. E. Fanning, A. B. Hillman, C. T.
Jackson, J. de N. Macomb, L. H. Roden, R. R. Smith, Troy West, M. J. Zeeman.

Your committee recommends the following revisions of definitions now appearing

in the Glossary of the Manual.

Curved Lead.—The distance between the actual point of switch and the half-inch point

of the frog measured on the outside gage line of the turnout. 5

Lead Curve.—The curve in a turnout interposed between the switch and the frog. 5

Level.—The condition of the track in which the elevation of the two rails transversely

is the same. 5

Your committee offers the following recommendations for revisions of the Manual.

Pages 5-34 and 5^*2

Recommend V to be inserted instead of S where used to represent speed in miles

per hour, for uniformity.

Page 5-58

Spike Puller—Plan No. 9

Submitted for reapproval without change.

Page 5-67

Rail Tongs for Use with Crane—Plan No. 23

Change second sentence in upper right-hand corner to read as follows:

If open-hearth steel is used it shall conform to ASTM Specification A 235-42,

Class F.

Track Tool Handles—Plan No. 25

Submitted for reapproval without change.

Pages 5-23 to 5-31

SPIRALS

1941

To be deleted, and the following material adopted therefor:

Purpose

A spiral or transition curve should be used in main line track between tangent and

curve or between different degrees of curvature of a compound curve. The form of the

spiral should be such that the degree of curvature increases directly with the length. This

permits a uniform rate of change of elevation of the outer rail on the spiral and promotes

best riding conditions by maintaining throughout the train passage from tangent to curve

the desired relation between amount of elevation and degree of curvature.
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The desirable length of the spiral should be such that the rate of change of elevation

will be 1J4 hi. per sec. for the maximum speed of train operation on the curve, as given

by the following formula:

L lmln ,= 1.17 E V (1)

In which L (mm)= desirable length of spiral in feet.

E= elevation of outer rail in inches.

V— maximum train speed in mph.

The desirable length of spiral between the different degrees of curvature of a com-

pound curve may be determined from the same formula by using for the value of E the

difference between the elevations of the two circular curves.

The Spiral Curve

The following formulas, using the notation given, are recommended for location of

the spiral curve. These formulas are based upon the fundamental relation that the

degree d of the spiral at any point increases in constant relation to the length 5 along

the spiral in stations or d= ks. The term k represents the rate at which the degree of

curvature increases, and its value should be selected so the spiral will attain the degree

of curvature of the circular curve in a length not less than given by formula (1).

Notation

(a) In designations for curve points, the first initial represents the alinement on the

side towards station zero, the second that away from station zero.

Fig. 1.
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(b) Fig. 1 is a diagram illustrating the application of spirals at each end of a

circular curve with the stationing from the left. The notation used in the formulas will

be evident from this diagram and from the following:

D= degree of circular curve.

d= degree of curvature of the spiral at any point.

/= length from the TS. or S.T., to any point on the spiral having coordinates

x and y.

s= length I in 100-ft. stations.

L= total length of spiral.

5= length L in 100-ft. stations.

5= central angle of the spiral from the TS. or S.T. to any point on the spiral.

A — central angle of the whole spiral.

a= deflection angle from the tangent at the TS. or S.T. to any point on the spiral.

b = orientation angle from the tangent at any point on the spiral to the TS.

or S.T.

k t= increase in degree of curvature per 100-f t. station along the spiral.

All functions are in feet or degrees unless otherwise noted.

Formulas

d= ks= hL
;
D = kS=— (2)

100 100

8= 1 ks>=AL ;
A = ljfe5»r=^-A (3)

2 200 2 200

08= — S = !&»
; .4 = — &= LkS* (4)

3 6 3 6

b=z- 3 ; £=1a (S)
3 3

y= 0.582 5 s— .00001264 8
J
s (6)

x= /— .003048 S 2
S (7)

o = 0.1454 A 5 (8)

Xo =— L— .000508 A 2 5 (9)
2

T,= (R+o) tan (-L\+X (10)

ES =(R+ o) exsec (—\ + o (11)

Staking Spirals by Deflections

From formulas (8), (9) and (10), the T.S. and S.T. may be located from the P. I. of

the curve (See Fig. 1). Formula (11) is useful in adjusting the degree D of the cir-

cular curve if it is desired to limit the throw of the center of the curve, or balance the

throw of existing track.

The entire spiral may then be run from the T.S. or S.T. using formula (4) to deter-

mine the deflection angle a from the tangent to any point on the spiral.

Deflection angles with the transit at any point on the spiral other than the T.S. may
be determined from the principle that the spiral at the transit point deflects from a

circular curve having the same degree as the spiral at that point at the same rate as it

does from the tangent at the TS. To continue the spiral from any intermediate transit
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point, the transit is backsighted on the T.S. with an angle set off equal to twice the

deflection angle from the TS. to the transit point. The transit will then read zero along

the tangent to the spiral at that point. For any succeeding spiral point, the deflection

angle for a circular curve having the same degree as the spiral at the transit point and
a length equal to the distance from the transit to the spiral point is then calculated;

to this is added the deflection angle for the same length of spiral but calculated as it

would be from the T.S.

To locate the spiral with the transit at the S.C. or C.S., the deflection angles to set

points on the spiral are equal to the deflection angles for the corresponding points on

the circular curve (extended) less the deflection angles of the spiral from the circular

curve. The deflection angles of the spiral from the circular curve are the same as for the

corresponding lengths of the spiral from the T.S.

In staking by deflection, it is sometimes convenient to divide the spiral into a number
of equal chords. The first or initial deflection ai may be calculated for the first chord

point. The deflections for the following chord points are ay times the chord number
squared.

Staking Spirals by Offsets

The spiral may be staked to the midpoint by right-angle offsets from the tangent

and from there to the S.C. by normal offsets from the circular curve (between the offset

T.C. and the S.C.) . The offset at midpoint equals % o and the other offsets vary as the

cubes of the distances from the T.S. or the S.C.

Applying the Spiral to Compound Curves

In applying a spiral between two circular curves of a compound curve, the length

of spiral is determined from the speed of operation and the difference in elevation of the

two circular curves (Formula 1). The spiral offset o may be found from the formula

given using a value of D equal to the difference in the degrees of curvature of the two

circular curves. The spiral extends for one-half its length each side of the offset point

of compound curvature. The spiral deflects from the inside of the flatter curve and from

the outside of the sharper curve at the same rate as it would from the tangent. The

spiral may be staked by deflection angles from either end. If the transit is located at the

spiral point on the flatter curve, reading zero when sighting along the tangent to the

circular curve, the deflection angles to set points on the spiral are equal to the deflection

angles for corresponding points on the circular curve (extended) plus the deflection

angles of the spiral. If the transit is set at the spiral point on the sharper curve, the

deflection angles are equal to the deflection angles for that circular curve (extended)

minus the deflection angles for the spiral.

As an alternative, the spiral can be staked out by offsets from the two circular

curves. The offset at the middle point of the spiral equals J^ o, and the other offsets

vary as the cubes of the distances from the ends of the spiral.
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Report on Assignment 4

Plans for Switches, Frogs, Crossings, Spring and Slip Switches

Collaborating with Signal Section, AAR
E. W. Caruthers (chairman, subcommittee), L. L. Adams, J. C. Aker, C. A. Anderson,

W. G. Am, E. W. Backes, T. H. Beebe, F. J. Bishop, C. W. Breed, M. D. Carothers,

B. E. Crumpler, H. Q Day, L. W. Deslauriers, J. A. Ellis, J. W. Fulmer, C. E. R.

Haight, A. B. Hillman, A. F. Huber, W. G. Hulbert, C. T. Jackson, G. M. Magee,
L. I. Martin, F. H. Masters, R. E. Miller, J. B. Myers, G. A. Peabody, J. A. Reed,

O. C. Rehfuss, L. H. Roden, G. J. Slibeck, C. R. Strattman, R. P. Winton,
M. J. Zeeman.

Your committee presents as information a progress report on stress measurements

in solid manganese steel frogs prepared by the research staff of the Engineering Division,

AAR. Your committee has also prepared plans, as follows, which it offers for adoption

as recommended practice and publication in the Portfolio of Trackwork Plans:

Plan 621^7 Data and Sections for Rail Bound Manganese Steel Frogs for Rails 112-lb.

and Heavier.

Plan 622-47 Nos. 6, 7 and 8 Rail Bound Manganese Steel Frogs for Rails 112-lb. and

Heavier.

Plan 623-47 Nos. 9, 10 and 11 Rail Bound Manganese Steel Frogs for Rails 112-lb. and

Heavier.

Plan 624-47 Nos. 12, 14 and 15 Rail Bound Manganese Steel Frogs for Rails 112-lb. and

Heavier.

Plan 625-47 Nos. 16, 18 and 20 Rail Bound Manganese Steel Frogs for Rails 112-lb. and

Heavier.

The details of the above plans are similar to those of Plan 623-44-T, showing No. 10

131-lb. RE rail bound frog, which was presented as information in 1944.

Plan 1Z1-M Articulated Manganese Steel Crossings, Angles 90° to 60°, incl.

Plan 783-47 Articulated Manganese Steel Crossings, Angles Below 60° to 40°, incl.

Details on these plans conform to designs satisfactorily used by a number of large

railroads.

Plan 750-47 Designs and Dimensions of Manganese Steel Inserts for Crossings of Angles

14° 15' to 45° for Rails 6" and More in Height.

The design of the manganese steel castings for crossings as shown in the above plan

incorporates the features embodied in the design of the Turnout Frogs listed above.

Plan 751-40 Designs and Dimensions of Manganese Steel Inserts for Crossings of Angles

from 14° 15' to 45° 00'.

Revise to 751^7, deleting the details on this plan applicable to rails 6"

and more in height and revising the title to read "Designs and Dimensions

of Manganese Steel Inserts for Crossings of Angles from 14° 15' to 45°

for Rails Less Than 6" in Height."

Plan 755^1 Manganese Steel Insert Crossings, Angles Below 45° to 35°, Incl.

Revise to 755-47, deleting the note reading "For designs and dimensions

of manganese steel inserts see Plan Basic No. 751," and adding a note reading

"For designs and dimensions of manganese steel inserts, see Plan Basic No.

750 for rails 6" and more in height and Plan Basic No. 751 for rails less

than 6" in height."
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Plan 757-41 Manganese Steel Insert Crossings, Angles Below 35° to 25°, Incl.

Revise to 757-47, deleting the note reading "For designs and dimensions of

manganese steel inserts see Plan Basic No. 751," and adding a note reading

"For designs and dimensions of manganese steel inserts, see Plan Basic No.

750 for rails 6" and more in height and Plan Basic No. 751 for rails less

than 6" in height."

Plan 761-41 Manganese Steel Insert Crossings, Angles Below 25° and Above 14° 15'.

Revise to 761-47, deleting the note reading "For designs and dimensions of

manganese steel inserts see Plan Basic No. 751," and adding a note reading

"For designs and dimensions of manganese steel inserts, see Plan Basic No.

750 for rails 6" and more in height and Plan Basic No. 751 for rails less

than 6" in height."

Plan 223-40 Switch Plates and Rigid Rail Braces.

Revise to 223^7 by changing the dimensions from the top of plate to the

center of holes for gage plate insulation details 3103 and 4103 from l^1"

to iy2 ".

These details will then be identical with similar details recommended by the Signal

Section, AAR.

The committee further recommends that Paragraph 38, Appendix A, Portfolio of

Trackwork Plans, which reads "Holes in manganese steel castings for frogs and crossings

may be 5/16" greater than diameter of bolts" be revised by adding the following "except

that the holes for body bolts in rail bound frogs and crossings and for the internal joints

of solid manganese crossings shall be oval; the horizontal diameter not more than Y^"

larger than the diameter of the bolt."

The Standardization Committee of the Manganese Track Society collaborated with

your committee in the preparation of the above plans.

Progress Report on Stress Measurements on Various

Designs of Solid Manganese Crossing Frogs

Installed in the Crossing of the Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal
and the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at McCook, 111.

In the report of the Committee on Track last year, appearing in the Proceedings,

Vol. 47, 1946, pages 1 to 38, results were given of stress measurements made on four

different designs of solid manganese crossing frogs for the crossing of the Baltimore &
Ohio Chicago Terminal Railroad and the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway at

McCook, 111. These measurements showed that the steel in the flangeways of the crossing

frogs was subjected to a reversal of stress conducive to fatigue failure by the action

of the passing car wheels. When a car wheel was directly over the flangeway, a com-

pressive stress was produced in the flangeway transverse to its length. When a pair of

car wheels straddled the flangeway, a tension stress was produced at the same location.

In order to lower the magnitude of the reversed bending stresses produced by this

flexural action of the frog, it was recommended that a new design of crossing frog be

made in which particular attention was given to providing increased girder strength

across the flangeways. The Taylor-Wharton Iron & Steel Company agreed to design

and produce such a crossing frog.
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Fig. 1.—Plan of the B. & 0. and Santa Fe Crossing at McCook, 111.

This investigation is a cooperative project of the Association of American Railroads,

the Manganese Track Society, and the Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal Railroad.

The test measurements were conducted by M. F. Smucker, assistant electrical engineer of

the Engineering Division research staff, AAR, under the general direction of G. M. Magee,

research engineer, and Randon Ferguson, electrical engineer. All of the direct expenses

involved in making the test, with the exception of the cost of the castings, were assumed

by the AAR.

Description of the Test

The plan of the crossing at McCook is shown in Fig. 1. The new test frog was

installed in the same location that had been used for the previous test. In April 1946,

before the test frog was installed, wire resistance gages were applied to locations

corresponding to those used previously.

Fig. 2 shows the new design of the Taylor-Wharton crossing frog used, and the

location of the various strain gages. After the test casting was installed, the crossing

timbers were tamped up and put in good condition by the B. & O. track forces for the

test measurements. Gages 1 and 12 were placed in a diagonal position where the guard

rail joins the casting, at which location cracks had occasionally been found to occur in

service. Gages 5, 7, 8, 9, 11 and 13 were placed to measure the fillet stresses in the
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SECTION W- W

Fig. 2.—New Design of Taylor-Wharton Crossing Frog.

flangeways in a direction transverse to the length of the flangeway at a height V/z in.

below the running surface. Gages 6 and 10 were placed in the bottom of the flangeways

to measure the stress in the transverse direction. Gages 14, IS, 16 and 17 were placed to

measure the fillet stresses at each corner intersection of the base flange of the frog.

Stress measurements were made for a number of days under regular Santa Fe and

B. & O. trains. Generally speaking, the speed of the B. & O. trains was low, usually about

IS mph. and not exceeding 25 mph. The speeds of Santa Fe trains varied from low

speeds up to as high as 90 mph. for the fast passenger trains.

Discussion of Test Measurements

In analyzing the records, the maximum tension and compression stresses recorded

under the locomotive and tender were determined. Records were also taken under several

cars following the locomotive so the maximum tension and compression stresses recorded

under the cars could be obtained. Maximum stresses under 10,000 psi. tension or com-

pression were not used in working up the data because stresses of that magnitude were

not considered important. The results obtained in the measurements are shown in Fig. 3.

The respective gage locations are indicated at the top of the figure. The results are
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shown separately for B. & O. and Santa Fe traffic, stresses measured under the locomotive

and tender being indicated by filled-in circles, and stresses under the cars by open

circles. The number of test runs included in the measurements are also shown.

In the preceding series of stress measurements it was found that only a few gage

locations gave stresses sufficiently high to be significant. The stresses measured at these

gage locations, compared with those obtained in the preceding series and particularly

with the original Taylor-Wharton crossing frog design, are as follows:

Gage No. 11 is located in the B. & O. flangeway on the fillet that is on the

receiving side for Santa Fe traffic. Comparison of the measured stresses in the

new design with the original design for the Taylor-Wharton crossing frog shows

little difference for B. & O. traffic. For Santa Fe traffic the compressive stresses

are not changed but the tension stresses are reduced almost Yz with the new

design, as a result of the increased girder strength.

Gage No. 5 is located at the fillet in the Santa Fe flangeway receiving the

B. & O. traffic. Compared with the. original Taylor-Wharton design, the stresses

measured under B. & O. traffic are reduced about % in compression, but the tension

stresses are approximately the same.

In general, it may be said that the new design of the Taylor-Wharton frog has

effected a measurable though limited reduction in the flangeway stresses, and on the

basis of the observed stresses may be expected to give good service performance. Upon the

conclusion of the tests, this casting was left in the track and its service performance

will be noted for a period of one year.

Service Performance of Other Test Frogs

Morden-Ramapo Design

As stated in the previous report, upon the completion of stress measurements made in

August 1944, the Morden-Ramapo design of casting was left in place for a service

period of one year. It was removed in September 1945 and replaced with the Bethlehem

design of test casting. At the time of removal of the Morden-Ramapo design, small

flangeway cracks had developed around the B. & O. receiving corner and the Santa Fe

receiving corner. However, the frog was still in good condition and could be expected

to give several years' service.

Bethlehem Design

The Bethlehem design of test casting was installed in September 1945. By February

18, 1946, the following flangeway cracks were found to have developed:

1. A crack along the B. & O. receiving corner, Santa Fe leaving corner,

extending 3 in. in the Santa Fe flangeway and 4 in. in the B. & O. flangeway.

2. A crack around the Santa Fe receiving corner extending 3 in. along the

B. & O. flangeway and V/2 in. in the Santa Fe flangeway.

3. A crack at both of the locations where the guard rails join the casting for

Santa Fe and B. & O. traffic. These locations correspond to gage positions 1 and 12

in this report. Although this casting could have been continued in service for a

considerable time, it was judged that these cracks had progressed to such an extent

that in order to facilitate the tests of all the castings, it was decided to remove the

casting and replace it with the new Taylor-Wharton design. Accordingly, the

Bethlehem design was removed and the new Taylor-Wharton design installed on
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Fig. 5.—View of Underside of Cross-

ing Frog T-Section Support.

The T-sections are welded together where they cross, so the entire frog support for

one crossing is an integral unit. Triangular shaped stiffeners were welded to the T-section

at intervals to prevent the top flange from bending on the stem. The cross section of

the T-section was designed so that the bearing area of the top flange on the ballast

would be substantially the same as is provided with the conventional arrangement of

crossing timbers. The strength of the T-section was made such that the calculated

bending stress in the bottom of the "T" would be 7000 psi. for locomotive driver loading

with 100-percent impact. In making this calculation, it was assumed that a wheel load

directly over the flangeway intersection would be divided equally between the T-section

parallel with the direction of wheel movement and the transverse T-section. It was

decided to use an 18-in. depth of asphalt bound crushed rock ballast to support the

T-section rather than loose crushed rock ballast.

It was desired to install the steel T-section frog support at a location where the

intersection angle was about 90 deg. It was also desired to make the installation at the

same time that a new crossing was being installed so the T-section and crossing could

be fabricated in the shop concurrently, and thus insure a good fit.

The New York Central Railroad kindly agreed to cooperate in making the experi-

mental installation at the double-track crossing of its Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad with

the Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad near 55th St. and Cicero Ave., in Chicago. A view

of this crossing is shown in Fig. 6 with the test frog indicated. At this location, flange-

way cracks have developed in the frogs after a few years of service. The traffic is slow

speed freight movements, but of heavy volume on all tracks. The Ramapo-Ajax Division

of the American Brake Shoe Co., fabricated the T-section at the expense of the Asso-

ciation of American Railroads. This section was to be placed under a solid manganese
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Fig. 6.—View of I. H. B. and C. & W. I. Crossing.

Fig. 7.—Location of Gages on Test Frog T-Section Support.
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type of crossing of the same design as the Morden-Ramapo design described in the

McCook tests. In addition, the Ramapo company fabricated an additional T-section at

its own expense to be used with a reversible insert type crossing. The remaining two new
crossings being placed at the same time (one solid manganese and the other a reversible

manganese insert) were to be supported on a special arrangement of crossing timbers

and crushed rock ballast.

The installation of the crossings and supporting T-sections was made October 14,

1946. The existing crossings were removed with a crane, and after the timbers were taken

up, the old ballast was excavated to a depth permitting 18 in. of asphalt ballast to be

placed beneath the top flange of the T-section. Considerable difficulty was experienced

in removing the old ballast which had become so solidified that it was necessary to use

paving breakers to loosen it. Six inches of asphalt bound ballast was then placed, following

which each crossing, already bolted to the T-section, was picked up by the crane and

set in position. After the connecting joint bars and bolts had been placed the remaining

asphalt bound ballast was placed and the crossing tamped to the desired surface with

air tampers.

A cut-back mix in which the asphalt was liquefied by the addition of a volatile

solvent was used to prepare the ballast. The gradation of the crushed rock used in the

mix was as follows:

Percentage

by Weight
Passing

Square
Sieve Mesh Sieves

% in 100

Yz in 96

No. 4 49

No. 10 28

No. 40 7

No. 200

The crushed rock and asphalt were premixed and delivered to the site of the crossing

installation by truck.

There were no facilities nor was there sufficient time to tamp or roll the mix as it

was placed. Accordingly, it was not possible to compact the mix at the time it was

placed. As a result, it was necessary to raise and retamp the T-section frequently after

it was first placed in order to compact it. The mix was still not well compacted after

several weeks' service and it appears from the experience with this first installation that

the use of a cut-back mix is not well suited for this purpose. The mix tends to set up

on the surface, which apparently prevents the solvent from evaporating from the remainder

of the mix. As a result, the interior portion of the mix remains in a viscous state

incapable of supporting the bearing pressures. It is believed from this experience that

the use of a hot asphalt applied by the penetration method or just the regular grade

of loose crushed rock ballast would have given a better support for the T-section.

Strain Gage Measurements

Before the T-section and solid manganese design of crossing frog were placed, eight

wire resistance strain gages were applied at critical or significant stress locations. The loca-

tion of these gages is shown in Fig. 7. Gages 7 and 8 measured the transverse stress in

the flangeway fillet and the C. & W. I. and I. H. B. receiving corners, respectively.

Gages 1 and 2 measured the bending stress near the extreme lower fiber of the flanges

of the T-sections. Gage 2 measured the bending stress along the C. & W. I. track and,
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Gage 1 along the I. H. B. track. Gages 4 and 3 measured the corresponding bending

stress near the top portion of the flange of the T-section. Gages 5 and 6 measured the

bending stress in the T-section along the top outer surface of the flange in the direction

of the C. & W. I. track and near where the abutting transverse top flanges make corners.

Stress measurements were begun the second day after the crossing installation was

completed and continued for a period of one week. The following significant facts were

shown by the stress measurements:

1. Gage 1 measuring the bending stress in the bottom fiber of the stem of the T-
section in the direction of the I. H. B. track at low speed showed a maximum tension of

14,000 psi. with the driver wheels directly over the flangeway and a compression of

to 4000 psi. when two adjoining wheels were straddling the flangeway. At the higher

speeds, impact raised the tension stresses to about 18,000 psi. The stem of the T-section

ran straight through in this direction. Gage 2 which measured the bending stress at a

corresponding location on the abutting stem of the transverse T-section showed no ten-

sion stress under wheels and only a low compression between wheels. It seems evident,

therefore, that the fillet welds joining the abutting stem of the T-section to the through

stem have failed and as a result the T-section along the I. H. B. track is providing

all the bending strength. If both T-sections were supporting the wheel load, then the

bending stress would be reduced ^ to about 7000 psi. which agrees with the computed

value in the design of the section with no allowance for impact effect.

2. Gages 3 and 4 near the top portion of the stem of the T-sections generally

showed compressive and tension stresses simultaneously with the gages at the bottom

of the stem, but of very low magnitude. This indicates that the T-section and frog were

flexing as an integral unit—otherwise the neutral axis would be lower in the T-section,

so the gages at the top and bottom of the stem would show stresses of reversed direction.

This probably is of little importance and is a condition that may change if wear

eventually occurs between the crossing frog and the fastening clamps.

3. Gages 5 and 6 along the top outer corners of the top flange of the T-section

showed very low stresses. The stresses indicated appeared to be localized stresses from

the ballast pressure rather than stresses due to fiexural action.

4. The flangeway stresses measured by gages 7 and 8 showed that the T-section

was fully effective in removing the flexure of the crossing. Only localized compression

Stresses from the wheel bearing were shown, with practically no tension stress. The

maximum compression stresses were 20,000 psi. compared with 60,000 psi. compression

and 20,000 psi. tension in the McCook tests. The T-section has therefore met all

expectations in lowering the flangeway stresses.

5. Failure of the welds attaching the stems of the T-sections along the C. & W. I.

track may eventually result in high flangeway stresses in the C. & W. I. receiving fillet

of the flangeway although so far these stresses are low.

Conclusions

This experimental installation, although unsatisfactory in some respects, has devel-

oped valuable information from which corrections can be made which it is believed will

provide entirely satisfactory performance of the T-section design. Although the service

period of the installation has been very short as yet, the following has been learned from

the experiment:

1. The method of calculating the bending stresses in the T-section has been verified,

so that in the future computation of stresses can be made with certainty.

2. The T-section is very effective in lowering the flangeway stresses.
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3. Improved welding technique and perhaps construction designed to insure even

lower bending stresses will have to be used in joining the stems of the T-sections to

avoid weld failure.

4. The ability of the flange of the T-section to support the crossing without exces-

sive tamping has yet to be determined as is also the most effective type of ballast

support.

5. Although it is presumed that reduction of the flangeway stresses will prevent

flangeway cracks, this will have to be verified by several years of actual service.

Corrosion Protection of Flangeways

Little information is available on the effect of corrosion on the fatigue strength of

manganese steel. It is known, however, that corrosion materially lowers the fatigue

strength of ordinary steel. Accordingly, two of the flangeways of the adjoining solid

manganese crossing supported on crossing timbers and crushed rock ballast were care-

fully cleaned, all rust was removed by grinding, and one was coated with hot wax
and the other with No-Ox-Id grease. The other two flangeways of the same crossing

were left without any corrosion protection. The location of these crossings is indicated

in Fig. 6. It is proposed to observe the condition of the flangeways periodically to

determine whether the corrosion protection will be of any benefit in preventing the

formation of flangeway cracks.

Report on Assignment 6

Design of and Stresses in Tie Plates

Collaborating with Committees 3 and 4

J. de N. Macomb (chairman, subcommittee), E. W. Caruthers, L. L. Adams, C. A.
Anderson, W. G. Arn, E. W. Backes, Blair Blowers, A. E. Botts, W. S. Boyce,

C. W. Breed, M. D. Carothers, H. R. Clarke, W. E. Cornell, B. E. Crumpler,

J. E. Fanning, J. W. Fulmer, B. F. Handloser, C. T. Jackson, G. M. Magee,

J. B. Myers, M. J. Zeeman.

This is a progress report presented as information.

In the Proceedings, Vol. 27, 1926, pages 659 and 660, appears a report of a sub-

committee of Committee 5—Track, of which J. R. Watt, then general roadmaster of the

Louisville & Nashville Railroad, was subcommittee chairman. This report contains a table

of principal dimensions for tie plates ranging in length from 9 in. to 12 in. for use with

rails with base widths from 4% hi- to 6J4 in.

The following is quoted:

It is thought that the dimensions proposed in this report are the best for general

use and that their use will result in a substantial reduction in the number of rolls

necessary for the manufacture of tie plates. At the present time there are a large

number of rolls for tie plates which vary from each other only in unimportant

dimensions.

In 1936, 1937 and 1946, the AREA adopted the present plans for tie plates from

10 in. to 14 in. in length for use with rails with base widths of 5y$ in. to 6 in.

The present effort toward simplification of tie plate design originated in a meeting

between W. S. Tower, president of the American Iron and Steel Institute, and the late

J. J. Pelley, then president of the Association of American Railroads. As a result of this
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meeting in April 1944 the AISI appointed a Special Committee on Simplification and

Standardization of Tie Plates, of which W. J. Hammond, vice-president of Inland Steel

Company, was chairman, to represent the manufacturers, and the AAR assigned to its

Emergency Committee on Roadway and Track Problems the work of cooperating with

the manufacturers' committee in carrying out this objective. The chairman of this com-

mittee was W. H. Penfield, then chief engineer of the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul &
Pacific Railroad.

In order to advance this work as rapidly as possible, the manufacturers' committee

collected and tabulated the principal characteristics of the tie plate sections and punchings

the manufacturers were equipped to produce. This tabulation contained 310 different

sections from 18 in. to, but not including, 8 in. in length, and with 653 different punchings,

down to and including the 10^2-in. tie plate.

A meeting of the two committees was held on August 23, 1944, at which this

compilation was considered. Subsequently, the manufacturers gathered and compiled data

covering purchases of tie plates for the year 1943, as a measure of the relative use of

the various sections.

This information was presented at a meeting of the two committees on January 9,

1945, and showed that within the length range 18 in. to above 10^2 in., 74 sections of

the existing 164 were produced, with 148 different punchings of the existing 433.

As agreed at this meeting, a questionnaire was sent by F. R. Layng, chairman of the

Engineering Division, AAR, on January 17, 1945, to chief engineering officers of member

roads, requesting them to make a study of their use of tie plates with a view to deter-

mining the smallest number of individual sections and punchings that would serve the

purposes of their railroads. Also, they were requested to report the approximate number

of tie plates, or the tonnage, of each section and punching.

A meeting of the two committees was held on July 10, 1945, at which tabulations

based on the replies to the above questionnaire were considered, and 14 tie plate sections,

varying from 9 in. to 15J^ in. in length and suitable for use with rails with 4 7/16 in.

to b% in. base width, were offered by the manufacturers as possible substitutes for most

of the designs received with replies to the questionnaire.

On July 25, 1945, a circular letter was sent by A. A. Miller, chairman of the Engineer-

ing Division, AAR, to chief engineering officers of member roads, enclosing prints of the

14 tie plate sections above referred to, asking for replies as to whether the requirements

of the individual railroads could be fulfilled with these sections, and, if not, what

modifications would be required.

Tabulations of the information received in replies to the circular letter were presented

at a meeting of the two committees on December 18, 1945. These showed that in addition

to the 14 sections, several additional sections, canted 1 in 40, 1 in 20, and without cant,

were desired.

Attention was directed to the fact that the emergency committee, which had been

representing the railroads in these conferences, had been dismissed by the AAR following

"VJ" Day, and the railroads would be represented thereafter by the AREA Committee

on Track. Subsequent to this meeting the manufacturers added a 15th section to the list.

At a meeting of the two committees, attended also by members of Subcommittee 6

(tie plates) of the Committee on Track, on January 22, 1946, additional studies of the

replies to the questionnaire of January 17, 1945, and circular letter of July 25, 1945, were

considered. These indicate that in addition to the 15 original sections, 10 were desired for

limited use, with some 60 variations, (text continued on page 586)
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Designs of Tie Plates Developed by the American Iron
and Steel Institute

Presented as information by the Committee on Track, with the

recemmendation that the size and location of spike holes

be optional, with a maximum of 8

Table Identifying AISI Tie Plates Appropriate for Use with Rails with Several

Base Widths and Under Various Service Conditions

Base
Width
of Rail

in.
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(text continued from page 569)

Under date of September 6, 1946, Secretary Lacher received a letter from Chairman

Hammond, transmitting a set of 13 designs of tie plates for use with rail base 4 7/16 in.

to 6% in. In his letter, Mr. Hammond expressed the view that the sections and punchings

shown in these designs would afford sufficient variation in details to adequately fill the

majority of the requirements of the railroads. It was further suggested that the Committee

on Track consider the advisability of offering these designs for adoption as recommended

practice.

The contents of Mr. Hammond's letter were considered by the Committee on Track

at a meeting held on September 13, 1946. In a discussion at this meeting it was brought

out that these tie plates were all based on a 1:40 cant, without circular or bevel crown,

the large tie plates double shoulder and all with flat bottom, with or without two

transverse ribs, and with prescribed punchings. It was decided at this meeting to submit

these designs to each railroad represented on the Track committee for comment and

criticism, and that such comments and criticisms would be turned over to the sub-

committee for further consideration by the AISI.

At a further meeting of the Track committee held on December 5, 1946, two addi-

tional tie plate designs were submitted by the manufacturers, making a total of IS as

shown in the table and Figs. 1 to IS, incl.

These IS tie plate designs, prepared by the AISI are submitted herewith as informa-

tion. The railroads have since received notice from the manufacturers that tie plates

conforming in detail to any one of these IS designs will be furnished at base prices, and

that tie plates deviating in any way from these designs will be subject to extra charges.

In addition to the above 15 tie plate designs, 3 are retained for limited use as follows:

Alternate to AISI No. 11 with eccentricity J4 in-

Alternate to AISI No. 3 with eccentricity 3/16 in.

Tie plate, 13^ in., for use with 6-in. rail base, canted 1:20.

The committee is of the opinion that simplification of practice with respect to tie

plate sections is greatly to be desired. The research staff of the Engineering Division,

AAR, under the direction of G. M. Magee, research engineer, is investigating stresses

in tie plates with a view to making specific recommendations leading to basic designs

of tie plates at some later date.

The committee is of the opinion that it is neither practical nor desirable to establish

fixed dimensions for the punching of tie plates.

Report on Assignment 7

Welding of Manganese Castings in Special Trackwork,

Collaborating with Committee 27—Maintenance

of Way Work Equipment

F J. Bishop (chairman, subcommittee), E. W. Caruthers, T. H. Beebe, H. J. Bogardus,

H. Q. Day, H. F. Fifield, W. G. Hulbert, C. T. Jackson, G. M. Magee, J. A. Reed,

O. C. Rehfuss, G. J. Shbeck, R. P. Winton, M. J. Zeeman.

This is presented as the final report on this assignment. Previous reports have

described the service performance of test welds on the special castings on the Chicago,

Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad at Mannheim, 111., and of test welds on turnout
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frogs on the Toledo Terminal Railroad at Toledo, Ohio. The Mannheim test was
discontinued in 1945 and the Toledo test during 1946.

Toledo Terminal Test

As described in previous reports, the Toledo Terminal tests consisted of test welds made
on 11 No. 9 solid manganese turnout frogs. These frogs were installed in the main track

at locations where they would all carry the same traffic, approximately 40,000,000 gross

tons per year. The welding program was planned to determine the effect of peening, deep

pregrinding, and the amount of welding current (Proceedings, Vol. 4S, 1944, page 254).

Five of the frogs were welded with bare nickel-manganese rod, five with bare copper-

molybdenum-manganese rod, and one with coated copper-molybdenum-manganese rod.

Fig. 1 shows the method of making the test weld on each frog and the service

performance of each test weld during the four-year test period. Whenever it was neces-

sary to reweld a frog the same technique of welding was repeated as originally used.

It will be observed that all the new frogs were in service from January 1942, to

November 1943, before any welding was necessary. All of the welds but the one made
with nickel-manganese rod and 90-amp. current were in service until November 1944,

without rewelding. After that date, the service life of the welds has varied greatly on the

different frogs.

It is obvious that those frogs which were so located in track that the point was
facing traffic gave a much longer weld life than did the trailing frogs. It is believed

this is due to the fact that the wing rails were originally too high relative to the point

of each frog so the wing received excessive impact on the trailing frogs. This was
explained in a previous report (Proceedings, Vol. 46, 1945, page 546) and a revised

profile was proposed. This revised profile has been applied to several frogs as noted on
the figure, but the service performance has not been long enough to establish whether

or not it will effectively prolong the weld life.

Comparison of the weld life of the five frogs welded with copper-molybdenum-

manganese rod with that of the five frogs welded with nickel-manganese rod does not

show any outstanding superiority for either type.

The amount of welding current used did not seem particularly important except

that early weld failure did occasionally occur with the 90-amp. welding current.

Pregrinding to a depth of ^ m - to remove the hardened metal before welding did

not show .any advantage, when consideration is given to the longer weld life on the

facing point frogs.

The unpeened welds gave good performance on the facing point frogs. Whether
the weld life of an unpeened weld would have exceeded that of a peened weld on
the trailing point frogs unfortunately cannot be determined from this test.

General Conclusions from Laboratory and Field Tests

The following conclusions are based upon the metallurgical examination of test

welds in the laboratory and on observation of the service performance of test welds in

track over a period of years:

1. It was found very important to remove by grinding any cracked, laminated or

defective metal before applying the welding material.

2. The most desirable welding current for 3/16-in. diameter bare rod is quite

evidently greater than 100 amp. A current of 125 amp. gave good results with the

nickel-manganese rod and 150 amp. with the copper-molybdenum-manganese rod. More
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definite values cannot be stated. The net burning time for one electrode may be used

to determine the welding current, as explained in the Proceedings, Vol. 45, 1944,

page 354.

3. The effect of the composition of the welding rod was not clearly defined in the

field tests. Metallurgical examination of the laboratory test specimens showed greater

freedom from cracks and better weld structure with the copper-molybdenum-

manganese rod.

4. Removal of the work-hardened surface by deep grinding before welding did not

give noticeable benefit.

5. The results from the coated rods were indeterminate. Some tests showed good

results and others did not.

6. Good or fair welds were obtained in the field tests in some cases without peening.

The laboratory tests show definite benefits from peening in hardening the deposit and

minimizing cracks in the weld deposit.

7. The weld applied on a flame cut surface without grinding in the Milwaukee

field test gave good performance. The laboratory study indicated that this practice was

detrimental to the metal structure. Welding on a flame cut surface without removing

the heat affected metal by grinding to a depth of % in., or more, is not recommended,

pending the development of additional data.

8. Many of the castings in the Milwaukee field test that gave the best performance

were welded at temperatures at or considerably below freezing. This indicates that good

welds can be obtained in cold weather.

9. Weld failures are thought to be progressive fractures which develop if an internal

stress raiser is present which increases the internal shearing stresses sufficiently to start

failure. Shrinkage cracks, blow holes, or inclusions may provide such a stress raiser.

With manual arc welding, it is difficult to see how these weld defects may be entirely

avoided. The skill of the welder in minimizing these defects may be expected to be an

important factor in securing a long weld life.

Report on Assignment 8

Effect of Lubrication in Preventing Frozen Rail Joints

C. W. Breed (chairman, subcommittee), Lem Adams, L. L. Adams, Blair Blowers,
W. S. Boyce, E. J. Brown, M. D. Carothers, E. D. Cowlin, M. H. Dick, J. P. Hiltz,

C. T. Jackson, T. R. Klingel, J. de N. Macomb, G. M. Magee, F. H. Masters,
R. W. Mauer, J. S. McBride, M. K. Ruppert, R. R. Smith, Troy West.

This is the first progress report of tests of rail joint lubrication, submitted as

information, and includes a report of a laboratory investigation and the first annual

inspection of a field service test.

Laboratory Tests of Rail Joint Lubrication

Introduction

In 1937 a comprehensive investigation of rail joint wear, elastic action and fatigue

strength of the assembled rail joint was initiated. Since that time rolling load fatigue

tests have been made with rail joints in the Talbot Laboratory of the University of

Illinois and service tests of joint bars as well as bolt tension tests which involved the
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study of the loss in bolt tension in relation to the inward movement or pull-in of the

joint bars due to wear of the joint, have been conducted at several locations in the main

tracks of a number of railroads.

It was found in the rolling load tests that the inward movement (pull-in) of the

joint bars was very small for a large number of cycles of loading. This indicated rail

joint wear in track was little affected by the mere flexing of the joint under the passing

wheels.

In the joint bar service tests and also the bolt tension tests since 1937, which were

conducted under very variable service conditions, it was found that the rate of pull-in

of the joint bars was much greater than had been observed in the rolling load tests. With

new rail joints the initial rate of joint wear as obtained from the amount of the pull-in

of the joint bars was rapid and this was attributed to the crushing and abrading of the

Fig. 1.—View of Rail Joint Slippage Machine Showing Motor Drive.

mill scale on the rail and bars and also to adjustment of the bars to a better fit with the

rail. Following this initial period the joint wear decreased. In later years the rate of wear

increased appreciably. The rate of pull-in of the bars did not increase in direct proportion

to the tonnage carried. From the bolt tension service tests the average annual joint bar

pull-in averaged from 0.015 to 0.025 in.

It was concluded from the foregoing tests that joint wear in track might be consid-

erably influenced by the alternate opening and closing of the rail gap as a result of

temperature changes in the rail.
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Fig. 2,—View of Rail Joint Slippage Machine Showing Assembled Joint.
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Objective of Tests

To further study rail joint wear with and without lubrication and determine, if

possible, the principal causes therefor, and thus find a way to minimize it and thereby

prolong the life of the joints, a rail joint slippage machine was designed and built to

open and close the rail gap once a minute. This would permit the study of rail joint

lubrication by producing wear on the joint bars and rail due only to the slippage action

of the joint. From the magnitude of the slippage force required to open or close the

joint in relation to the bolt tension the relative tendency of the joints with different

lubricants to become frozen in track could be judged. It was realized that these tests,

because of the absence of the wheel loads, weather and time, would not solve the problem

under service conditions, but would develop, information on the most promising types

of lubricants which could be used in a service test installation.

Description of Test Equipment

From plans prepared by the research staff, the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Rail-

road constructed the rail joint slippage machine in its shop at Aurora, HI. The machine

was installed in the laboratory of the engineer of tests at that point. Two views of the

machine are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The machine is driven by a 2-hp., 440-volt, 60-cycle,

3-phase induction type motor which is geared down to open and close the rail joint

once a minute. This low speed of operation was required to avoid raising the temperature

of the joint assembly to such an extent that the heat generated would have an important

effect on the performance of the joint as well as the several lubricants tested. The crank

of the machine was designed for a stroke of }i in. However, the actual slippage of the

joints tested was initially less than 0.30 in. and this decreased as the slippage force

increased. The slippage force, or the force required to open or close the rail gap, was

obtained by measuring the deflection of the weigh bar at its midlength, which is shown

at the rear end of the machine in Fig. 2. The weigh bar was calibrated in an Olsen

testing machine for both opening and closing of a joint. For operating the machine while

unattended a protective device was installed to avoid overloading and damage to the

crankshaft and connecting rod bearings. This consisted of a line starter with a remote

control push button working in combination with a control circuit that would be opened

by a microswitch when a slippage force in excess of 65,000 lb. was applied to the weigh

bar. This machine, which was briefly mentioned in the Proceedings, Vol. 45, 1944, page

371, has been run over 122,000 cycles.

In these tests the bolt tension was measured with a caliper extensometer and the

inward movement of the joint bars was determined with a joint bar caliper, the same

as had been used in the several service test installations.

Rail Joints Used

In a majority of these tests 112-lb. AREA 4-hole head contact joint bars were used

with rail ends, 27 in. in length, which had been sawed and drilled for the joint bars at

the steel mill and cropped from standard lengths of rail. Supplementary tests were made

with 112-lb. 4-hole headfree joint bars without overfill. Standard 1-in. by 6-in. track

bolts were used in all joints. A few of the joints were tested with Hubbard Super-Service

spring washers but the majority of the joints had Triflex springs.

Lubricants Used

Several lubricating materials were selected to include, (1) at least one of each type

of compound, (2) those recommended by the committee members, (3) the more im-
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portant ones already in use on rail joints, and (4) miscellaneous tests of strictly an

exploratory nature. The following list contains the principal lubricating products used.

No complete description is being given for the materials since all are well known and

most of them have been used in track.

Petrolatum (highly refined, pure petroleum jelly).

Petrolatum (dark), an inexpensive commercial grade of petrolatum.

No-Ox-Id "A" Special (petrolatum base with rust inhibitor).

Texaco No. 904 graphite grease (approximately 12 percent graphite carbon)

.

Texaco Rust Proof "L" (petrolatum base with rust inhibitor).

Texaco No. 45 (liquid asphalt).

Crater 1-X Compound (a tacky petroleum product containing a rust inhibitor).

RMC plastic joint packing (oil impregnated white pine wood flour, molded in

1-ft. lengths and wrapped in thin paper)

.

Leadolene No. 385 (high-pressure lubricant with lead base).

Meropa No. 8 (high-pressure lubricant with lead base).

Test Procedure

Two methods were used for comparing the merits of the several lubricants. The
first series was with new joints with two variations as to procedure. Each of one group

of head contact joints was tested two to three days; some being regreased, some with

only the original application of grease and others with no lubricant. One-day tests were

also made with both new head contact and headfree joints and several lubricants. By
using a new joint for each lubricant the differences in the joint bar fit and areas of

contact on the fishing surfaces affected the consistency of the results. The second series

of tests was made with both laboratory worn head contact and headfree bars. Each of

the lubricants was tested on the same joint in rotation until each had been tested twice.

In these tests the influence of using a different joint for each lubricant was eliminated

but the effects of testing the lubricants in various stages of the wear cycle of the joint

were present. As the head contact joint bars pull in a better fit is obtained, areas of

contact increase in size and the wedge action becomes more effective. In practically all

of the various phases of the test, at least one test was made without lubrication. Each

lubricant was applied to the fishing surfaces of both the rail and joint bars. When
regreasing, the joint was disassembled and thoroughly cleaned, and in some instances

the old lubricant was burned off with a blow torch. In all the lubrication tests after

joint 13, the initial bolt tension was 15,000 lb. and the tension was restored to that

amount at certain intervals as indicated. In all of the tests the fishing surfaces on the

joint bars were ground down for a 1-in. width at the rail gap to prevent the rail ends

from gouging the bars and affecting the slippage forces.

Discussion of Test Data

Because of the many variables affecting joint wear and of the limited number of

joints tested with each lubricant, the data covering the pull-in of the joint bars displayed

considerable irregularity and are unsuited for precisely gaging the relative merits of the

several lubricants. It is hoped this information will be developed satisfactorily in the

service test of rail joint lubrication.

A good lubricant for rail joints in track is considered to be one that will permit

the joint to open and close with a moderate slippage force for a large number of cycles,

preserve the metal and minimize the wear on the fishing surfaces of the rail and joint

bars. In this report the yardstick chosen for judging the performance of the various
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Fig. 3.—Lubrication Tests—New 112-lb. AREA 4-Hole Head Contact Joint Bars.
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lubricants is the ratio of the slippage force required to open or close the rail gap in an

assembled joint to the total tension of the bolts in the end of the rail joint which had

the smaller tension. In practically all instances the rail in the end of the joint with the

lower bolt tension showed the greater longitudinal slippage in the bars.

New Head Contact Joints 2 to 13

In these tests with the exception of joints 2, 8 and 13, the initial bolt tension was

13,000 lb. which after decreasing to 8000 lb. was maintained at the lower value. The
initial bolt tension for joints 2, 8 and 13 was 9000, 13,000 and 27,700 lb., respectively.

The data for these joints are shown graphically in Fig. 3.

Without lubrication it was found the slippage force was initially moderate, but

increased rapidly with successive cycles until quite high values were reached. With the

use of lubricants, in general the initial slippage force was reduced by about one-half, but

gradually increased with successive cycles, and usually the effect of the lubricant was
largely dissipated after about 500 cycles. If, however, the joints were regreased the

lubricant then was effective over a larger number of cycles. If in the service test installa-

tion of rail joint lubrication it is found that regreasing of the joints is effective over a

longer period of time than with the initial application, that will be a distinct advantage

from a maintenance standpoint.

Some of the lubricants were more effective than the others. For the petrolatum and
No-Ox-Id "A" Special tests the curves in Fig. 3 show comparatively small slippage ratios

and the slippage forces were moderate except for joint 13. Leadolene, Texaco No. 904

graphite grease and Texaco No. 45 may properly be classed in the second group. In this

group the slippage ratio was always below 3 but some of the slippage forces were in

excess of 30,000 lb. The group of highest slippage resistance included RMC plastic joint

packing, Crater 1-X Compound and Meropa.

Joint 9 which had the mill scale removed from the fishing surfaces of the rail and

joint bars by flame cleaning was tested without lubrication to 475 cycles and then dis-

assembled and greased with No-Ox-Id "A" Special. This joint required a much higher

Table 1.

—

One-Day Lubricating Tests Using a New Joint tor Each Lubricant
112-lb. AREA 4-hole head contact joint bars Triflex springs,

15,000-lb. tension, 1-in. bolts.

Lubricant
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slippage force for the first 100 cycles without a lubricant than for the joints tested

without lubrication but with the mill scale left intact. However, as the cycles increased

this difference disappeared. The mill scale has some tendency to reduce the slippage

force until it becomes worn off. After joint 9 was greased with No-Ox-Id "A" Special

the slippage force and ratio dropped markedly and the advantage of lubrication was

quite pronounced. Joint 10, flame cleaned and lubricated with Texaco No. 904 graphite

grease, gave lower slippage ratios than joint 4 with the original mill scale and the same

lubricant, indicating some benefit from the flame cleaning if a lubricant is used.

One-Day Tests with New Head Contact Joints

In this test each lubricant was used on a new 112-lb. AREA 4-hole head con-

tact joint with the usual mill scale. Each joint was slipped in the slippage machine for

24 hours (approximately 1400 cycles) and the bolt tension was maintained by starting

with a tension of 15,000 lb. and retightening the bolts to that amount at 10, 100 and

200 cycles. The test conditions were kept the same for each joint so as to eliminate

variable influences except for the unavoidable differences in the several new joints. In

the earlier tests with joints 2 to 13 the test procedure varied to some extent and it was

believed by adopting a uniform test routine the results would afford a more accurate

comparison of the lubricants. From the results of these tests, shown in Table 1, the

lubricants can be separated into three groups with respect to slippage forces and ratios;

the lowest values being obtained with No-Ox-Id "A" Special, Texaco No. 904 graphite

grease, Texaco Rust Proof "L" and Texaco No. 45 ; the next lowest rating includes RMC
plastic joint packing; and falling in the highest group were Leadolene, Crater 1-X

Compound and Meropa.

One-Day Tests with New Headfree Joints

This phase of the laboratory work, involving new 112-lb. 4-hole, headfree joints, was

primarily for the purpose of comparing the two types of joints rather than the lubricants.

Preliminary tests had shown the slippage forces for headfree joints were smaller

than for contact joints, thus confirming the general opinion that a more severe test on

Table 2.

—

One-Day Lubricating Tests Using a
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Table 3.

—

Spring Washer and Lubrication Tests

New 112-lb. AREA 4-hole head contact joint bars, 1-in. bolts.
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Table 4.

—

Successive One-Day Lubricating Tests with Worn Joint 12*

112-lb. AREA 4-hole head contact joint bars, Triflcx springs, 15,000-lb.

tension, 1-in. bolts.

Lubricant
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Successive One-Day Tests With Laboratory Worn Head Contact Joint 12

In these tests six lubricants were used in rotation on the same joint until each had

been tested twice. It was believed by eliminating the influence of differences in the

characteristics of the various bars, introduced by using a separate new joint for each

lubricant, a better comparison of the six lubricating materials could be obtained. The

initial bolt tension was 15,000 lb. and the tension was restored to this value at 10, 100,

200 and 300 cycles. These data are given in Table 4. In the first series, comprised of

the first item listed for each kind of lubricant, the results showed three distinct classi-

fications. Petrolatum which had the lowest slippage force and ratio was the most favor-

able. RMC plastic, Texaco No. 45, and Texaco No. 904 graphite grease were in the

second lowest group, while Crater 1-X Compound and Leadolene had the higher slippage

resistances. In the second series of tests petrolatum again was the most favorable, and

there were no important differences in the results for the other five lubricants. It is

probable that the wear on the fishing surfaces affected the results to an important extent.

As the joint is opened and closed the fishing surfaces became rougher and this provides

more space for the lubricants to remain on the surfaces in contact. This may account

for the improvement in the performance in the second series, especially in the case of

Crater 1-X Compound and Leadolene. Test No. 13 of the last series, with no lubrication,

was discontinued at 27 cycles as the slippage force had reached 67,000 lb. The advantage

of lubrication on worn head contact joints is clearly shown.

Successive One-Day Tests with Laboratory Worn Headfree Joint 1

Table 5 is a summary of the test data which were obtained by the same procedure

as followed in the tests made with joint 12. In these tests there were very few important

differences in the slippage forces and ratios except in the first series (first item listed

for each lubricant) RMC plastic and Crater 1-X Compound developed fairly large

slippage forces as early as 100 cycles. Generally, the corresponding values of slippage

forces and ratios at the end of the tests were smaller for the headfree than for the head

Table 5.

—

Successive One-Day Lubricating Tests with Joint
112-lb. 4-hole headfree joint bars, Triflex springs, 15,000-lb. tension, 1-

1*

in. bolts.

Lubricant
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contact joints (Tables 5 and 4). The advantage of lubrication on the laboratory worn

headfree joint, as indicated from the slippage forces and ratios, was only moderate,

while with worn head contact joint 12 it was quite large.

Miscellaneous Tests with New Head Contact Joints

In Table 6 the results are shown for joint bar fishing surfaces metallized with

copper and zinc, and the use of Texaco water pump grease. The test with sprayed brass

on joint 17 was included in Table 3. In the first test with joint 18 the joint bars and
rail ends were flame cleaned, the joint bars sand blasted and the joint bar fishing

surfaces were sprayed with a coating of copper. For the second test the joint bars were

cleaned by sand blasting and zinc was used to replace the copper on the fishing surfaces.

In the first test with the copper coating the slippage force, after reaching 39,000 lb. at

25 cycles dropped to 10,000 lb. at 1628 cycles which was the end of the test. The bolts

had not been retightened during the test and the slippage ratio of 3.85 at the end of the

test would be considered large. At the close of the test it was found that at the end of the

joint which had developed the greater rail movement the copper had worn off and

Table 6.

—

Miscellaneous Lubricating Tests with New Joints
112-lb. AREA 4-hole head contact joint bars with 1-in. bolts.

Joint No. 18
First Teat
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Table 7.

—

Miscellaneous Lubricating Tests with Worn Joints

112-lb. AREA 4-hole head contact joint bars, Triflex springs,

15,000-lb. tension, 1-in. bolts.

Joint No. 12

Flaked Graphite (Dry)
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Summary

The relative performance of the principal lubricants tested on both new and worn

112-lb. AREA 4-hole, head contact joints is summarized and classified as to lubricating

efficiency from the slippage ratios in Table 8. Predominant in the most favorable group

is petrolatum and greases with a petrolatum base such as No-Ox-Id "A" Special and

Texaco Rust Proof "L." Texaco No. 904 graphite grease also may be classed in the first

group. The second most favorable group includes Texaco No. 45 and RMC plastic joint

packing. Crater 1-X Compound, Leadolene and Meropa No. 8 may be classified in the

least favorable division.

The test results definitely show that lubrication of a new rail joint was beneficial

for about 500 cycles of opening and closing of the rail gap, and after regreasing, the

benefits extended over a larger number of cycles.

There was no advantage in flame cleaning joint bars and rail ends unless a lubricant

was used.

Headfree joints require much smaller slippage forces to open and close the rail gap

than head contact joints.

Lubrication on new and laboratory worn joints is more effective in reducing the

slippage force and ratio with head contact bars than with headfree bars.

The miscellaneous tests with sprayed brass, copper and zinc, water pump grease and

flaked graphite (dry) were unfavorable.

Hand oiling a laboratory worn head contact joint without removing the joint bars

was beneficial for about 200 cycles.

Conclusions

These laboratory tests which were made in the absence of wheel loads and weather

do not justify a commitment as to the types of lubricants or preservatives that should be

the most effective in minimizing rail joint wear and the occurrence of frozen joints

in track.

The flexing of a joint in a rolling-load machine produces very little wear on the

fishing surfaces and a conservative estimate would be that slippage of a joint in the

laboratory probably accounts for about half the wear that was found in track. There-

Table 8.

—

Summary or Laboratory Performance or Lubricants

Tested on 112-lb. AREA 4-hole head contact joints.

Classification
of

Lubricants as to

Slippage Force
to Bolt Tension

Ratios
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fore, it seems evident from the results of several phases of the rail joint investigation

that track corrosion is probably the major factor in causing joint wear and the occur-

rence of frozen joints. The fishing surfaces corrode and the rust is rubbed off by the

flexing of the joint and the longitudinal movement of the rail in the joint. Constant

repetition of this cycle accelerates the joint wear in track. Lubrication is expected to

minimize corrosion until it is worn off or weathered away. The results of the test clearly

show that lubrication is only effective for a limited number of cycles and should be

repeated periodically to avoid large slippage resistances and frozen joints in track.

Information on the length of the permissible period between regreasing will be obtained

from the field tests of the various lubricants.
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Service Tests of Rail Joint Lubrication

This installation was made in the westward main track of the Chicago, Burlington &

Quincy Railroad in July 1945, and is described in the Proceedings, Vol. 47, 1946, pages

523-526, incl. The test section consists of 5 miles of track laid with 131-lb. RE rail, 6-hole

joints and slag ballast. The joint bars in the north rail are headfree without overfill,

while in the south rail they are reformed head contact. Each rail is divided into 10

one-half mile test stretches as shown in Fig. 1. One-inch track bolts with Hubbard

Super-Service spring washers were used except as indicated in the figure. The track has

carried 20 million gross tons of traffic for the period from July 4, 1945, to August

15, 1946.

These data, which were taken by members of the research staff, consisted of the

measurement of: (1) the rail joint gap widths over the 5 miles of track, including 20

half-mile test stretches of rail, to compare the relative uniformity of expansion at the

rail joints; (2) the out to out readings at 6 positions on all of the joints to deter-

mine the joint bar pull-in or joint wear for each test condition; and (3) the bolt

tension in 15 joints of each Y2 mile of rail to check the uniformity of tension applied

and the annual loss in tension. The Burlington furnished information covering the loose

and broken bolts found in each l/2 mile of rail during the test period. An inspection

of the condition of the various lubricants was made by the removal of one pair of joint

bars in each Yz mile of rail (except one) in October 1946.

Rail Joint Gap

The rail joint gap data were taken for all joints on July 5, 1045, January 17, 1946,

and August 1946, and are summarized graphically as to the percentages of joints in the

several increments of joint gap width in Figs. 2 to 7, incl. In Figs. 2 and 3 the measure-

ments of July 5, 1945, for the north and south rails, respectively, show the expansion

about the same as it was when the rail was laid. The rail was laid without expansion

shims and a large percentage of the joint gaps was in the increment from 0.00 to 0.04 in.

In Figs. 4 and 5 the results are shown for January 17, 1946, when the rail tem-

perature varied from 27 to 33 deg. F. A perfect uniformity of joint gap opening would

(text continued on page 613)
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(text continued from page 603)

mean that 100 percent of the joints with any given lubricant would be within the range

of the average joint gap opening for the entire section. It is apparent, however, that

such a condition did not exist. In every test section the joint gaps were found to vary

from zero opening to the full Y% in. permitted by the drilling clearance. In most sections,

a few joints were found where the joint gap exceeded Y% in. indicating that the bolts

had been bent by the contracting force of the rail. There was no significant difference

in the performance in this respect between the various types of lubricants used or,

in fact, whether any lubricant was used. Continued service performance may of course

develop differences not displayed during this first year of the test.

By comparing the average joint gap widths in Figs. 4 and 5 for the corresponding

sections of the two rails, with one exception, the value for the headfree joints is greater

than for the head contact joints. In the east half of mile 72 the average gap in the

headfree joints was twice as large as in the corresponding head contact joints. It was

developed in the laboratory test of rail joint lubrication that the slippage force required

to open or close new 4-hole head contact joints was from 2 to 3 times as large as for the

headfree joints. This comparison partially explains the greater average width of the head-

free joints. With the exception of the east half of mile 68, the percentage of the joints

with 0.00 to 0.04-in. rail gap is smaller in the headfree joints than in the corresponding

section with head contact joints.

Fig. 10.—Views of Head Contact Joints in the South Rail.

Left views.—In west half of mile 68 with petrolatum (dark). Right views.—In east

half of mile 71 with RMC plastic joint packing.
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Fig. 11.—Views of Head Contact Joint in the South Rail of West Half

of Mile 12 with Liquid Asphalt Rail Coating.
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Table 1.

—

Percentage of Bolts tn IS Joints of Each
Test Stretch with Bolt Tension Less Than

5000 lb. After 13 Months' Traffic

South Rail
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Table 3.

—

Service Report of Loose and Broken Bolts*

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad rail joint lubrication test

July 5, 1945 to August IS, 1946.

South Rail

H.C. Joints
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the fact the sections with recessed nuts and no spring washers had the lowest pull-in

of the bars in each rail, the percentage of bolt tension lost was the largest.

A study of the bolt tension data revealed that at the end of the period from July

1945, to August 1940, there were a number of bolts with less than 5000 lb. tension, which

amount is considered the minimum desirable for the proper support of joints with the

symmetrical type bars. This information is summarized in Table 1. While these data arc-

not intended to reflect the merits of lubrication, they do show thai the tension applied

in 1945 was insufficient to maintain all bolts above a tension of 5000 lb. This indicates

that an average of 20,000-lb. bolt tension for the first year's life of new rail is not too

high. The absence of the spring washer in the section with the recessed nuts is partly

responsible for the greater loss in the bolt tension. There was no definite relation between

the percentage of bolts with less than 5000 lb. tension at the end of the test period and

the average pull-in of the bars, or with the amount of tension applied.

Observations

An inspection of one joint in all but one of the test sections, involving the removal

of the bars, was made in October 1946. This information is summarized in Table 2.

The following additional observations are of interest. Petrolatum and No-Ox-Id "A"

Special (containing petrolatum) have a low melting point of about 150 deg. F. There

was no evidence of the materials melting and running off the rail joint bars. In one joint

there was a little accumulation of petrolatum in the lower rail fillet but the rail web

was well covered.

The RMC plastic joint packing was in excellent condition except that the top fishing

surfaces were not lubricated sufficiently when the packing was compressed in the space

behind the bars. It seems that another lubricant should be brushed on the top fishings

when the packing is applied. The liquid asphalt rail coating made the poorest showing

because of the excessive weathering away. It is believed this preservative may have been

too thin when applied.

It was observed throughout the 5-mile section that the nuts and bolt ends on the

gage side of the rail were cleaned of lubricant, probably by the draft under the trains

producing a sand blasting effect. Outside of the rail some of the original lubricant was

on the nuts and the exposed portion of the bolts. In the joint bar test on the Penn-

sylvania Railroad near Valparaiso, Ind., an appreciably greater number of frozen nuts

was found on the inside of the rail than on the outside.

Representative photographs of three head contact joints in the south rail are pre-

sented in Figs. 10 and 11. In all the views, westbound is to the left. Fig. 10 includes

two views each of one joint with petrolatum (dark) lubrication and another with RMC
plastic joint packing. The condition of the lubricants was good except for the top

fishing with the RMC plastic joint packing. Two views are given of a head contact

joint with liquid asphalt rail coating in Fig. 11. Most of the top fishing surfaces and

the bottom surfaces of bars on the leaving rail end were dry and weathered. Most of the

lubricant had also weathered away from the leaving rail end.

This report of the service test on the Burlington, which covers the number of loose

and broken bolts found by the railroad forces and the AAR research staff in the 13-month

test period, is summarized in Table 3. No joints were pulled in two. The total of 16

loose or broken track bolts over 5 track miles is considered good performance, especially

for the first year's service life of the rail when the joint bar pull-in was moderately large.

This test has been of insufficient duration to warrant any conclusions as to the

relative performance of the various lubricants.
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Report on Assignment 9

Recommendations on Number and Placing of Anti-Creepers

for Various Conditions

E. E. Martin (chairman, subcommittee), L. L. Adams, J. C. Aker, A. L. Bartlett, T. H.
Beebe, F. J. Bishop, E. J. Brown, W. E. Cornell, B. E. Crumpler, M. H. Dick,

J. E. Fanning, H. F. Fifield, J. W. Fulmer, A. B. Hillman, G. M. Magee, J. S.

McBride, J. B. Myers, L. H. Roden, M. K. Ruppert, R. R. Smith.

Your committee submits as information a progress report on service tests of various

methods of rail anchoring which have now been under observation for more than three

years at two locations on the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad, and one

location on the Illinois Central System.

Both Milwaukee tests are in main line tracks, gravel ballast territory, one location

being one-directional traffic track and the other in two-way traffic track. The Illinois

Central test is in main track, stone ballast territory and carries traffic in one

direction only.

This report shows information based on measurements and observations of rail

creepage, tie movement, and joint gap openings during the past year for each method

of anchoring as well as accumulated data from previous inspections, the first of which

was published in the Proceedings, Vol. 45, 1944, page 373-376.

The field and office work in connection with this assignment is conducted by the

research staff of the Engineering Division of the Association of American Railroads,

assisted by the engineering forces on the respective railroads.

It is proposed to continue the tests during 1947.

Rail Anchorage Test on the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul &
Pacific Railroad Near Mauston, Wis.

This test installation is in the westbound track of the double-track main line of the

Milwaukee Railroad between M.P. 203 and M.P. 212 near Mauston, Wis. The track is

laid with 131-lb. RE rail, 4-hole joint bars and 24 ties to the panel, and the ballast is

gravel with a large proportion of sand. A detailed description of the track structure and

traffic characteristics is given in the Proceedings, Vol. 46, 1945, pages 571 and 572.

Revisions in Anchorage Methods

In last year's report mention was made of the adverse effect of methods A and B
in miles 204 and 205 on the line and gage of the track caused by skewing of the anchored

ties. Methods A and B had all anchors boxed and placed against consecutive ties near

the receiving end of the rail, and differed only in that the former had ten anchors per

rail while the latter had eight. In March 1946, on mile 204, method A anchorage was

changed to I, the same as on mile 212, and on mile 205 the anchorage was changed from

A to 1-2, the latter being similar to method I except the back-up anchors were boxed.

Prior to last year's report, method I had been substituted for methods C and D on miles

206 and 207, respectively. In this report the 3 test miles (204, 206 and 207) previously

changed to method I anchorage have been discontinued except that the rail creepage is

shown continuously over the 9-mile section of track.
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Discussion of Test Data

Rail Creepage

The rail creepage measurements were made from reference stakes set at J^-mile

intervals as described in previous reports. Fig. 1 shows the total rail movement from

September 22, 1943, to June 25, 1946, for the nine-test miles, while Fig. 2 gives the

corresponding data for the last test period from August 7, 1945, to June 25, 1946. It will

be noted that all of the original methods of anchorage have been replaced except in miles

211 and 212 having methods H and I, respectively. The present arrangement of anchors

in a panel of track is also shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for the 6 one-mile sections retained

in the test.

Test Section 1-2

This method was installed in March 1946 and the rail creepage data in Fig. 1 will

be considered as initial conditions.

Test Sections E-2, F-2 and G-2

Each of these methods was installed in November 1944 to replace the original

anchorages which had proved inadequate and unsatisfactory. From the two sets of

measurements taken subsequently to the time of installation, these three methods can

be judged by referring to Fig. 2. The rail movement in these three sections was very

moderate for the last test period except in method G-2 the south rail showed a greater

movement westward. The rail creepage shown in Fig. 2 for sections E-2 and F-2 with

extra anchors, compares favorably with sections H and I with eight forward anchors

per rail length. In methods E-2 and G-2 the two ties per panel with the back-up anchors

boxed showed no indication of a churning movement in the ballast. In method F-2

where the back-up anchors were not boxed, they had moved away from the ties

approximately one inch.

Test Sections H and I

These two methods continued to show the best performance as to total rail move-

ment from September 22, 1943, to June 25, 1946, (Fig. 1), and were equally as good

as methods E-2 and F-2 for the last test period rail creepage shown in Fig. 2. The only

difference in methods H and I is the addition of two back-up anchors in method I. These

back-up anchors were not boxed in and had moved away from the ties as much as V/2 in.

Joint Gaps

As was done in previous reports, the joint gap openings in each mile have been

grouped by percentages in the several increments of joint gap width and this information

for June 25, 1946, when the rail temperature was above 100 deg. F., is shown in Fig. 3.

There are no important differences in the uniformity of joint gap openings in the 6 test

miles reported, although methods E-2 and F-2 had the larger percentage of joints in the

first increment (0.00 to 0.04 in.)

.

Conclusions

Considering the performance of the anchorage methods in respect to holding the

rail against creepage and maintenance of line and gage during the test period from

August 7, 1945, to June 25, 1946, test sections E-2, F-2, H and I have shown equally

good results. Some local condition in section G-2 probably caused the larger westward

movement of the south rail. Methods H and I of the arrangements initially installed, have

shown superior performance throughout the 33-month test, and with only 8 and 10

anchors, respectively.
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Rail Anchorage Test on the Illinois Central System
Near Kankakee, 111.

This rail anchorage test is in the northbound main track (No. 3) of the three-track

main line of the Illinois Central between Kankakee and Manteno, 111., which carries

traffic in only one direction, but differs from the Milwaukee Road test near Mauston,

Wis., in that moderately coarse stone ballast is used instead of gravel. The track is laid

with 112-lb. RE rail and 4-hole joint bars. A more detailed description of the track

structure and character of traffic carried may be found in the Proceedings, Vol. 46, 1945,

pages 576 and 581.

Test Sections Discontniued

In March 1946 the Illinois Central reported that the ties had skewed so much in

sections A, B and C, especially in section B with the 4-4 receiving end of rail method

of anchoring, that the gage and line of the track were no longer satisfactory for the

operation of its high speed trains (100 mph. for diesel passengers and 80 mph. for steam

passengers), and requested discontinuance of these methods of anchorage.

Discussion of Test Data
Rail Creepage

Final measurements of the amount of rail creepage and joint gap openings were

made in March 1946 in sections A, B and C which were discontinued. The other 6 miles

were checked in June 1946 and the rail creepage data for all of the 9 one-mile sections

of track are shown in Fig. 4 for the period from October 26, 1943, to June 18, 1946.

In this service test no changes in arrangement of the rail anchors were made until after

the data were taken in discontinued sections A, B and C. Anchorage methods B and C
and the north J^-mile of section D showed the greater rail movement and in sections B
and C the maximum rail creepage amounted to 7 and 5 in., respectively. Methods F
and G have shown the least amount of rail movement. Methods E, H and I are also

performing satisfactorily as to rail creepage since it was never over 2 in. Method G is

installed in the only mile in which most of the rail movement was against the traffic.

Fig. 5 shows the rail movement for the period from June 5, 1945, to June 18, 1946. The

rail creepage was very moderate for the last test period in sections E, F, G, H and I, but

quite large in Section B.

Joint Gaps

The joint gap measurements for all of the joints in the nine-mile test are summarized

in Fig. 6 by indicating the percentage of the joints of each mile in each of the increments

of joint gap width. The rail temperature varied from 67 to 108 deg. F. The greatest

uniformity of joint gap opening was in section E where over 95 percent of the joints

were in the first two increments of joint gap width. Even where the rail temperature

was 100 deg. F., or more, there were an appreciable number of joints in a few of the test

miles with gaps of % in., or more.

Tie Movement

These measurements were made in each panel of track through J4-mile of track near

the middle of each test section to determine the amount of tie movement and skewing,

and are shown in Fig. 7. When the final measurements were taken in sections A, B and C
in March 1946, the effect of the skewed ties on the gage and line, particularly in section B,

was very detrimental to the track in that the gage and line were very irregular. A large
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rail movement had occurred in section B which greatly increased the tie skewing, the

average for the east and west rails being 2.7 and 4.2 in., respectively. The gage and line

were also adversely affected in sections A and C, but to a lesser extent. The average

skewing of the ties in section E was 2.3 in. for both rails, a moderate increase since

last year's report. The amount of tie movement in sections F, G, H and I was not in

excess of 1 in. and is considered very good.

Conclusions

Anchorage methods F, G, H and I continue to show the most satisfactory per-

formance as judged from the test measurements. Methods A, B and C became unsatis-

factory from a maintenance standpoint and were discontinued in March 1946. These

three methods of anchorage involved placing all the anchors against consecutive ties near

the receiving end of the rail.

Rail Anchorage Test on Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific

Railroad Between Burlington and Kansasville, Wis.

This installation is in the single-track main line of the Milwaukee Road between

Burlington and Kansasville, Wis., and is the only rail anchorage test where traffic is in

both directions. The track is laid with 112-lb. RE rail with 4-hole joint bars, and the

ballast is gravel containing a large amount of fine material. A full description of the

track construction and traffic is given in the Proceedings, Vol. 46, 1945, page 586.

On mile IS the original method A anchorage was changed to F in November 1944.

Since last year's report showed considerable rail movement in that mile it was decided

to change method F to F-2 by adding four anchors per rail length, thus increasing the

number of anchors from 4-4 to 6-6. All anchors were boxed on the same ties under both

rails and evenly distributed in the panel.

On mile 24 anchorage method G was changed to G-2 by adding two anchors per rail

to resist the westward rail movement since there had been considerable creepage west-

ward, especially in the south rail. This changed the 4-4 anchor arrangment to 6 westward

and 4 eastward. All anchors were set square with the rails and against ties centered about

the quarter-panel points, but none was boxed.

Section H on mile 25 was changed to method H-2. The H anchorage method had

eight westward and no eastward anchors set square with the rail and distributed evenly

in a panel of track, and most of the rail movement had been westward. In order to

reduce the back and forth movement of the rail under each train which had caused

considerable tie movement, two eastward anchors per rail were added and boxed in.

Method I in mile 26 was changed to 1-2 by adding two eastward anchors to each

rail, thus providing eight westward and four eastward anchors to the rail. In that mile

all of the north rail movement had been eastward.

All of these revisions were made in May 1946 at which time the ties in the miles

affected were straightened and respaced where they were skewed or bunched.

Discussion on Test Data
Rail Creepage

Fig. 8 shows the total rail movement in each of the nine miles for the period from

November 23, 1943, to July 9, 1946, and Fig. 9 gives similar information for the last

test period from June 14, 1945, to July 9, 1946. Both figures also show the method

of anchorage now in effect on each mile. Considerable rail creepage has occurred in one
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or both rails of miles 18, 20 and 26, and to a smaller extent in mile 19 (Fig. 8). In those

four miles the north rail has moved east and the south rail, west. In the west half of

mile 20, with method C anchorage, the north rail had a large eastward movement since

last year's report (Fig. 9). The north rail in mile 26 has continued its movement to the

east. Methods E and F have shown the best results in respect to total rail movement

for the entire test period. The rail movement for the period from June 194S to July 9,

1946, (Fig. 9) was smallest in methods B, D, E and F, and largest in methods C and H
(recently replaced with H-2). However, in section H both rails moved eastward and

compensated the moderately large westward movement shown in last year's report.

Joint Gaps

In Fig. 10 the measurements of the joint gap openings taken July 9, 1946, are

shown. The rail temperature ranged from 83 to 107 deg. F. Mile 24, with G-2 anchorage,

showed the greater uniformity of joint gap openings. An appreciable number of joints

were open more than % in. even with the rail temperature above 100 deg. F.

Observations of Tie Movement

On mile 19 with method B, the anchored ties showed evidence of churning.

The anchored ties in the west half of mile 20 with method C anchorage were badly

skewed.

Methods D, E and F on miles 21, 22 and 23 were in good condition, except with

the E method there were a few locations where the unanchored ties had bunched as

shown in the upper view of Fig. 11. At the location of M.P. 21.4 shown in the figure,

the ties had shifted eastward while both rails in section E (Fig. 8) had moved westward.

It seems that shifting or bunching of ties is directly related to the rail movement where

trains operate in both directions, as practically no bunching of ties has occurred in the

tests with traffic in only one direction. The back and forth movement of the rail is

probably caused, principally, by the reversals of traffic. This reciprocating movement of

the rail produces a ratchet-like action with the rail base binding on the tie plate shoulders

in one direction and sliding freely in the opposite direction. It is believed that the addition

of four anchors to the rail, two in each direction in section E would reduce the tendency

of the ties to become bunched.

On mile 25 method H was changed to H-2 in May 1946 by adding two eastward

anchors and boxing two ties per panel. Three weeks after the anchorage was changed

the Milwaukee Road reported the boxed ties are churning badly and the ballast had been

pushed away from both sides of them. A view of one of these ties is shown in the lower

portion of Fig. 11. In mile 25 last year's report showed mostly westward rail movement
while in this report (Fig. 8) the south rail creepage was partly east and partly west and

the north rail showed only eastward movement. The two eastward anchors arrested the

westward movement of the rail to a large extent but were of insufficient number for the

proper maintenance of the track. Anchorage method H-2 was discontinued after taking

the measurements of July 9, 1946.

Conclusions

The problem of anchoring rail in track carrying traffic in both directions is consid-

erably different from that on tracks with traffic in only one direction. In a majority

of the miles in this test the south and north rails have moved in opposite directions.

It therefore seems logical to anchor the rail to resist creepage in both directions. Further,

for the best conditions of maintenance, staggered anchoring seems undesirable because
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Fig. 11.—Views of Rail Anchorage Tests, C. M. St. P. & P.,

Burlington to Kansasville.

Top.—Bunched ties, Mile 22, with anchorage method E.

Bottom.—Churning of "boxed tie," Mile 25, with anchorage method H-2.

of the excessive tie skewing and the adverse affect on the line and gage of the track.

Also, for greater efficiency in resisting the rail movement immediately, the rail anchors

should be boxed. However, an adequate number of anchors should be used to arrest

creepage in both directions and to avoid having the anchor ties churn and lose their

tamping. To obtain maximum rail restraint with the minimum number of anchors they

should be spaced evenly throughout each half panel, as in most of the methods where

consecutive ties were anchored the resistance of one crib of ballast proved to be insufficient

to hold the anchored tie in place. Method F has given the best results in mile 23 but was

not satisfactory in mile 18 where this method was used from November 1944 to May 1946.
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Report on Assignment 10

Investigate Reactance Value of Spring Washers,

Collaborating with Committee 4

C. W. Breed (chairman, subcommittee), J. C. Aker, H. J. Bogardus, E. D. Cowlin,

L. W. Deslauriers, J. P. Hiltz, T. R. Klingel, G. M. Magee, E. E. Martin, J. S.

McBride, M. K. Ruppert.

This is a final report presented as information.

Reactive Properties of Spring Washers and Assembled Rail Joints

Foreword

In the bolt tension and joint bar service tests conducted at several locations in the

main tracks of a number of railroads since 1937, a study was made of the annual loss

in bolt tension in relation to the inward movement or pull-in of the joint bars. These

observations indicated the assembled rail joint had reactive properties which retarded

the loss in bolt tension. By comparing the relation between the pull-in of the joint bars

and the loss in bolt tension with the reactive spring pressure curves for the types of

spring washers used it was found that the reactive characteristics of rail joint aided in

sustaining the bolt tension. Further, in one of the bolt tension service tests where no

spring washers were used the reaction or spring-back of the joint was much more than

the elongation required to initially stress the 1-in. bolts to the tension used. In setting up

bolt tension in 1-in. bolts an elongation of 0.005 to 0.006 in. is required for a tension

of 20,000 lb. After a year's traffic the bolts still had some tension left where the joint

bars had pulled-in as much as 0.020 in.

It was decided to investigate the reactive characteristics of spring washers and

assembled rail joints in the rail joint slippage machine in conjunction with the tests being

made on rail joint lubrication.

The purpose of these tests was to investigate the reactive characteristics of spring

washers and of the assembled rail joint without and with several types of spring washers

to determine the capacity of each combination for sustaining bolt tension for the largest

amount of joint bar pull-in.

Description of Test Equipment

The rail joint slippage machine was used to open and close the rail gap in assembled

rail joints once a minute, and is described in the report on Assignment 8 covering the

"Laboratory Tests of Rail Joint Lubrication." This slippage action of the joint would

produce wear on the joint (pull-in of the joint bars) and permit the relation between

the pull-in of the bars and the remaining bolt tension to be determined by progressive

measurement of each. The bolt tension was measured with the caliper extensometer, and

the inward movement of the joint bars was checked with the joint bar caliper, the same

as had been used in the service tests.

Rail Joints Used

Rail ends, 27 in. in length, with joint bar drilling by the steel mill and new AREA
4-hole 112-lb. head contact joint bars were used in all of the tests for determining the
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reactive properties of the assembled joint. The 12 kinds of spring washers used in these

tests were donated by the manufacturers. Brief supplemental tests were made with the

N.Y.C. 6-hole, 127-lb. Dudley head contact joint bars with a short toe. Standard 1-in.

by 6-in. heat-treated track bolts were used in the 112-lb. AREA joints and 1-in. by 5J4
in. bolts in the 127-lb. joints. The Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation and the New York
Central Railroad donated the 112-lb. and 127-lb. material, respectively.

Test Procedure
Spring Washers

Preliminary tests showed there was considerable variation in the reactive spring

pressure curves for different specimens of the same type and make of spring washer.

It was therefore deemed necessary for good results to select four washers of each type

with a Brinell hardness as near as possible to the middle of the manufacturer's working
range in order for the test to be representative. Also for consistent results, the same
spring washers included in the tests in the compression-tension machine were also used

in the assembled joint. Each specimen was subjected to 3 preliminary loads of 20,000 lb.

and released after each application to its free height, and the data for the load-release

curves were taken during the release of the fourth load. The procedure was in accordance

with the AREA Specifications for Spring Washers, pages 4-37 to 4-39 of the Manual.

Assembled Rail Joints

To obtain the reactive characteristics of assembled joints they were set in the rail

joint slippage machine and the rail gap was opened and closed a sufficient number of

cycles to reduce the bolt tension in one end of the joint to a small amount, after beginning

with a bolt tension of 20,000 lb. in each of the 4 bolts. The early tests indicated too much
time would be required to wear down the joint bars and rail to produce a pull-in of the

bars of 0.05 to 0.10 in. A plan was adopted to accelerate these tests by coating the fishing

surfaces of the joint bars with a mixture of shellac and carborundum No. 60. This

reduced the time required to produce the desired inward movement of the joint bars

to one day for each joint. The inward movement of the joint bars was measured for

each bolt by taking measurements in punch marks located on the top and bottom ribs

of the joint bars directly above and below the center line of each bolt. Because of the

rapid breaking down of the carborundum coating it was necessary to measure the bolt

tension and pull-in of the joint bars at Ms, /4, H, %, H, 1, 1^2, 3, 5, 10, 25 and 75 cycles

and at the end of the first part of the test.

In the second part of the test the slippage of the joint was reversed to the end of

the joint which had previously shown the lesser amount of pull-in of the bars. This was

accomplished by resetting the bolt tension to 20,000 lb. in the end desired to perform the

slippage and a higher tension was applied in the other end of the joint. The second part

of the test was then carried out the same as in the first part, except the data for only

two bolts were used. Therefore, the mean reactive characteristics of each joint were

based on 6 releases of 20,000 lb. bolt tension. The bolt tension extensometer measured

the stretch in the bolts to 0.0002 in. which was equivalent to a range of bolt tension of

681 to 756 lb., depending upon the effective length of the standard 1-in. track bolt for

several thicknesses of spring washers. The bolt tension constants for a division on the

dial were determined for a 1-in. bolt in a compression—tension machine for the range in

effective bolt lengths used in these tests, the effective length of a bolt being the grip plus

the solid thickness of the spring washer plus Yi of the nut thickness. Measurement of the

inward movement of the joint bars was made to the nearest 0.001 in.
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Discussion of Test Data

In Table 1 a summary of several physical characteristics of the 12 kinds of spring

washers tested is presented. For convenient grouping the washers are listed in order of

decreasing reactive spring pressure at the release point of 0.031 in. For a 1-in. track bolt

the AREA specification requires a minimum of 2800 lb. load when the platens have

been released 0.031 in. after making the fourth application of a 20,000-lb. load on the

washer. The spring washers fall in 4 distinct groups as to reactive spring pressure at the

specification point, viz; the highest one, Triflex springs, the next highest group composed

of the Reliance Hy-Crome Pressure Springs, Hubbard Super-Service, National Double-

Coil Hipower and the National Super Collar Grooved, the third group includes the

Reliance Hy-Pressure Hy-Crome, the National Standard Collar Grooved, the Verona,

AREA and the Reliance Standard Hy-Crome, and the fourth or lowest group (below

the AREA specification point) consisting of the Pennsylvania Railroad specification by

Verona, the Reliance Hy-Reaction Hy-Crome (also to Pennsylvania specifications) and

the National Improved Hipower spring washers. The data shown in columns 3 to 8, incl.,

of Table 1 show the loss in deflection of the spring washers for the first cycle and for

4 cycles of application and release of the 20,000-lb. load. These data serve to show that

most of the permanent set (which is, in a measure, an indication of an overstressed

condition) occurred in the first cycle of deflection. Likewise, in columns 9, 10 and 11

of the table, most of the loss in reactive spring pressure at the 0.03 1-in. release point

takes place in the first cycle. With the exception of the Triflex spring all of the spring

washers are of the coil type. All are single coil except the National Double-Coil Hipower.

Both types of the Hipower spring washers have short kinks known as convolutions. The

Triflex spring is of rectangular shape and bears on the joint bars near its ends. It is

designed to "go solid" at a 15,000-lb. load with contact also at the center of the spring

above and below the bolt.

In Fig. 1 the mean reactive spring pressure curve for the release of a 20,000-lb. load

to zero is shown for each of the 12 kinds of spring washers tested. Each curve is the

mean for 4 washers.

Assembled Rail Joints

The results from these tests are summarized in Table 2. The remaining bolt tension

for several amounts of inward movement of the joint bars is given for the 112-lb. AREA
4-hole head contact joint with each type of spring washer, and without washers. For an

inward movement of joint bars from 0.01 5 to 0.025 in., which was the range in the

average annual joint bar pull-in of the various bolt tension service tests, the bolt tension

with a majority of the spring washers was above the minimum of 5000 lb. considered

necessary for the symmetrical type of joint bar to function satisfactorily in track. Some

of the spring washers with a lower reaction failed to keep the tension above the 5000-lb.

value at 0.020 to 0.025 in. pull-in of the joint bars. Without spring washers the bolt

tension for a joint bar pull-in of 0.020 in. was less than 1000 lb. In general the charac-

teristic reactive spring pressure curve for each washer was reflected in the corresponding

curve for the assembled rail joint. From these data it is apparent spring washers mate-

rially aid in sustaining the tension above the minimum required amount, and generally,

the higher reaction washers are more effective in retarding the loss in bolt tension.

High Versus Low Reaction Spring Washers in Assembled Joints

Some of the earlier tests of spring washers were made with new AREA 112-lb.

4-hole head contact joint bars with a lubricant instead of the coating of carborundum

and shellac. A few kinds of washers were tested separately in new joints. Two of these
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tests are presented graphically in Fig. 2 to show the relative performance of high and

low reaction spring washers with respect to the number of cycles of opening and closing

of the rail joint gap. The rail ends used in these joints had been sawed and drilled at the

steel mill and cropped from standard lengths. The test was made with the material as

received from the steel mill, with the usual mill scale intact. In the first cycle of opening

and closing the rail joint gap, the initial bolt tension of 20,000 lb. had dropped 33 and

47 percent in the joints having, respectively, high and low reaction washers. This was

brought about principally by the crushing and abrading of the mill scale on the fishing

surfaces of the joint. This rapid loss in bolt tension seems to confirm the previous recom-

mendation to tighten new joints initially to a tension ranging from 20,000 to 30,000 lb.

If the higher bolt tension sets up greater stresses in the rail than is desired, the excess

bolt tension will be dissipated by 1 or 2 day's temperature change in the rail in track.

The test with the joint which had the low reaction spring washers was completed at

600 cycles with an average bolt tension of about 4000 lb. which was below the minimum
of 5000 lb. required for properly maintaining joints in track with symmetrical bars. Also

at 600 cycles it will be noted that the total pull-in of the joint bars for the high and low

reaction washers was, respectively, 0.028 and 0.021 in. At 2800 cycles the average bolt

tension in the joint with the high reaction spring washers was in excess of 8000 lb. and

the total pull-in was 0.036 in. Judging from the shape of the curves the high reaction

washer became most effective in retarding the loss in bolt tension just below 12,000 lb.

while the corresponding value for the low reaction spring washer was 8000 lb.

Comparison of the Reactive Characteristics of New 112-lb., 4-Hole

Joints with Head Contact and Headfree Joint Bars and Triflex Springs

This information is an interesting by-product of the phase of the laboratory tests

involving the comparison of the performance of various lubricants on new head contact

and headfree joints with Triflex springs. These data were taken from a 24-hour test

of each of the 8 new joints (4 of each type) which were opened and closed in the rail

joint slippage machine approximately 1450 cycles. In the upper portion of Fig. 3, mean

Table 2.

—

Assembled Rail Joint Reactive Characteristics

112-lb. AREA 4-hole head contact joint bars, 1-in. track bolts,

(initial bolt tension, 20,000 lb.)

Inward
Movement

of
Joint Bare

In
.001 In.
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curves are shown for the remaining bolt tension in the two sets of joints, while in the

lower part of the figure the curves give the corresponding information for the joint wear

or pull-in of the joint bars, the scale for the latter ordinates being shown in the lower

right portion of the figure. In each joint the initial bolt tension applied was 15,000 lb.

and the bolts were retightened to that amount at 10, 100 and 200 cycles. In the 4 appli-

cations of 15,000-lb. tension the head contact joints had a total loss in bolt tension

of 14,400 lb. and the corresponding value for the headfree joints was 5100 lb., or 35

percent of the former. The greater part of the advantage of the headfree joints accrued

in the first 200 cycles of the test. However, after 200 cycles the loss in bolt tension of the

headfree joints was approximately J4 as much as in the head contact joints. Most of

the difference in pull-in of the 2 types of joint bars occurred during the first 200 cycles,

the head contact bars having pulled in 0.031 in. against 0.017 in. for the headfree design,

or a difference of 0.014 in. which had increased to 0.015 in. at the end of the test. Since

all of the joints were tested with the same four Triflex springs, the differences shown

can be attributed, principally, to the characteristic elastic action of the two types of

joint bars acting in assembled joints.

Supplemental Tests to Determine the Reactive Properties

of the 127-lb. N.Y.C. 6-Hole Head Contact Joint Bars with a Short Toe

For many years this joint, as well as its predecessor with a long toe, has been used

in track without spring washers. Because of the slender design of this joint bar it was

believed that it would be subjected to more inward bending of the web of the bar in

vertical planes at the bolts for a given bolt tension than the stiffer design of the 112-lb.

AREA 4-hole head contact joint bars. This excess in deformation should result in an

increase of the reactive properties of the 127-lb. rail joint which would assist in retarding

the loss in bolt tension.

Two types of tests were made to compare the reactive properties of the two designs

of rail joints. The first series of tests was to determine statically the difference in bending

of the joint bar webs in vertical planes at the bolts of the two designs, and the second

series of tests involved the adopted method for obtaining the reactive spring pressure

properties of the joints by the method of utilizing a coating of carborundum and shellac

on the fishing surfaces of the bars, the same as had been done with the 112-lb.

AREA joints.

Static Tests

These measurements were made with assembled rail joints of each design without

spring washers to ascertain the amount the joint bar webs deformed in vertical planes

at the bolts when the bolt tension was released by hand wrenching from 20,000 to

1000 lb. Punch marks were made on the new joint bars directly above and below each

bolt on the top and bottom ribs of the bars for measuring the outward release of the

bars and another set was located on each side of each bolt along their horizontal center

line to determine the movement of the web of bars at the bolts. In the release of the

bolt tension, the excess of the outward movement of the joint bar webs at the bolt over

the average change in out-to-out movement of the top and bottom ribs at each bolt

represented the bending of the bars in vertical planes through the bolts. A comparative

test with one of the AREA 112-lb. 4-hole head contact joints was made in a similar

manner. Because of the difference in the effective length of the bolts the total stretch

of the bolts for 20,000 lb. tension was 0.0040 and 0.0054 in., respectively, for the N.Y.C.

and AREA joints. The release curves are shown in Fig. 4, for both joint designs. The

dotted curves show the outward movement of the joint bars as obtained from the
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Table 3.

—

Assembled Rail Joint Reactive Characteristics

127-lb. N.Y.C. 6-hole head contact joint bars with
short toe, 1-in. track bolts.

(initial bolt tension, 20,000 lb.)

Inward
Movement
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.

purposes the washers, except possibly the Double Coil Hipower, were in a state of being

solid and thus adding little reaction when used in the assembled joint. Obviously, a spring

washer serves ineffectively after it has gone solid, and contributes very little toward

sustaining bolt tension while remaining solid. The long travel of several of the spring

washers for loads below 2000 lb. is of little value in supporting the joint properly,

although it may be of some advantage if this low tension will keep the bolt from shaking

in the hole and battering the threads, or prevent it from working out. If the bolt tension

in track is always maintained above 5000 lb., which is the minimum required for the

symmetrical type of joint bar to function properly, then the portion of the recovery

curves below 5000 lb. is not used. Under average conditions where a 20,000-lb. bolt

tension is applied in track, less than Yz of that amount will be lost during a year's traffic.

Under those circumstances only the least beneficial part of the release curves (above

10,000 lb.) is actually used or recovered. Therefore, to obtain a more favorable recovery

curve for a spring washer so as to place its best attributes in the actual working range

of bolt tension in track (above 5000 lb.) a higher reaction than is in general use is very

desirable for the proper maintenance of joints.

The characteristic spring pressure curve for each kind of spring washer tested was

reflected in the corresponding curve for the assembled joint and, generally, the higher

the reaction of the spring washer the greater the tendency was to retard the loss in bolt

tension for a given amount of joint bar pull-in. In Table 2 at 0.005 in. inward move-

ment of the joint bars there were no large differences in the remaining bolt tension with

or without spring washers. At 0.010 in. the joint without spring washers had lost

considerably more tension than most of the joints with spring washers. At 0.015 in.

the joint without washers had only 2600 lb. average bolt tension and the different

reactive characteristics of the 12 kinds of washers were in evidence. At 0.020 in. the

joint without washers had 800-lb. bolt tension while most of the other joints had more

than the minimum of 5000 lb. required for service conditions. If in a year's traffic the

average joint bar pull-in is 0.015 to 0.025 in. the maximum pull-in on some of the joints

will be twice as great. With these conditions loose bolts will occur, especially with the

spring washers which had a lower reaction.

In Fig. 2 the comparative bolt tension sustaining qualities of the high and low

reaction spring washers in assembled joints is effectively demonstrated. The tension had

dropped in the joint with the low reaction washers to 5000 lb. at 400 cycles, while at

2800 cycles the bolt tension in the other joint was in excess of 8000 lb. for a joint bar

pull-in of 0.036 in.

The loss in bolt tension in headfree joints is smaller for a given number of cycles

of opening and closing of the joint than in head contact joints.

The slender design of the N.Y.C. 127-lb. 6-hole head contact joint, because of its

greater web deflection at the bolts for a given bolt tension, effectively retards the loss

in bolt tension more than the AREA 112-lb. 4-hole head contact joint bars.

Service Tests of Bolt Tension

These tests were concluded in 1943 and summarized in the Proceedings, Vol. 45,

1944, pages 356 to 372, incl. The test on the Erie Railroad near Griffith, Ind., was the

only one in which a comparison in the performance of high and low reaction washers was

made. This installation consisted of 112-lb. 6-hole headfree angle bars, 1-in. heat-treated

bolts and the test extended from July 1939, when the rail was laid, to June 1943. Triflex

springs, Hi-pressure Hy-Crome and Improved Hipower spring washers were used. For

the initial tightening and 4 retightenings of the bolts during the 4-year test, the average

tension applied was 14,200 and 15,000 lb., respectively, for the joints with Triflex springs
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and Improved Hipower washers. During the 4 year period the joints with the Triflex

springs lost 24 percent of the total tension applied while the corresponding figure for

the low reaction washer was 32 percent. From the ratio of the 2 percentages the relative

loss in bolt tension with the Triflex springs was 25 percent less than with the other type

of spring washer. The effectiveness of the high reaction washers was not fully brought

out because the remaining bolt tension was never below an average of 9700 lb. In other

words the superior part of the recovery curve for Triflex springs (below 10,000 lb.) was
not used.

Recommendations

It is the general practice of most railroads to retighten track bolts annually. Gen-

erally, the annual pull-in of the joint bars under a year's traffic will average at least

0.01S in. and in some of the joints the pull-in will reach 0.030 in., while for others it will

be below the former figure. Further, for the symmetrical type of rail joint to function

satisfactorily in track and to avoid accelerated joint wear because of loose bolts, the bolt

tension should not be permitted to fall below 5000 lb. Also, for the proper support of

the rail joint the current AREA recommendations provide that in the initial tightening

of bolts in new joints a bolt tension of 20,000 to 30,000 lb. should be applied and there-

after a tension of 15,000 to 25,000 lb. (averaging approximately 20,000 lb.) should be used.

Therefore, in order to meet the foregoing requirements for maintaining bolt tension in

rail joints and to promote better joint maintenance with possibly some extension of their

service life, a spring washer with at least 5000 lb. reactive spring pressure at the release

of 0.030 in. is highly desirable. From the standpoint of track maintenance a spring washer

with a permanent travel of 0.10 to 0.12 in. when released from a load of 20,000 lb. to

zero should be satisfactory. The upper 5 kinds of spring washers listed on Table 1

either meet or exceed the requirements set forth.

New Design of Spring Washer

For perfect elastic action of the assembled rail joint in track a spring washer that

would go solid at the applied bolt tension of, say 20,000 lb., would be required. Further,

in order to effect economy in retightening the bolts it would be highly desirable to have

a minimum reaction of 5000 lb. at 0.060 in. release to permit of tightening the bolts

biennially instead of annually. The Triflex spring which is designed to go solid at 15,000 lb.

and has a reaction of 6000 lb. at the release of 0.060 in. is the nearest approach to

meeting the above requirements. From Fig. 1 it will be observed the National Double-

Coil Hipower spring washer has more travel than the others when the load is released

from 20,000 to 15,000 lb., but loses this advantage over the Triflex spring at approximately

12,500 lb.

At the present stage of the art of manufacturing single coil spring washers it is

claimed by one manufacturer that a coil washer of sufficient cross sectional area to give

a reaction of 6500 lb. at the release of 0.031 in. (from an initial load of 20,000 lb.) is

about as large as it is practical to coil to the diameter required for a 1-in. track bolt.

If a spring washer having the reactive features suggested could be manufactured at a

reasonable cost it would be a valuable contribution to the maintenance of rail joints.
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Report on Assignment 11

Maximum Speed Through Spring Switches When Points Must Be
Thrown By Train Moving on the Tangent Track

Collaborating with Signal Section, AAR

C. T. Jackson (chairman, subcommittee), L. L. Adams, C. A. Anderson, W. G. Am,
E. W. Backes, A. L. Bartlett, T. H. Beebe, Blair Blowers, C. W. Breed, E. J. Brown,
M. D. Carothers, H. F. Fifield, J. W. Fulmer, A. F. Huber, G. M. Magee, E. E.
Martin, F. H. Masters, R. W. Mauer, J. S. McBride, J. B. Myers, M. J. Zeeman.

This is a final report submitted as information.

Replies to a questionnaire sent members of the Track committee show that there

are very few cases where the points are thrown by a train moving on the tangent track

and that in such cases the speed is the same as that allowed for a movement through

the turnout.

In most cases the alinement has been changed so that it is not necessary to slow

the trains in either direction, the points being thrown when the movement is through

the turnout.

Because of the differences in the types of construction used, including weight of rail,

length of points, reinforcing and bracing, and also on account of the differences in classes

of power, the committee is of the opinion that a maximum speed cannot be fixed and

that each road will have to make its own decision, taking into consideration the type

of construction and class of power.

Report on Assignment 12

Hold-Down Fastenings for Tie Plates; Design, Use and Economy
With Respect to Minimizing Tie Wear

Collaborating with Committee 3

Blair Blowers (chairman, subcommittee), E. W. Caruthers, L. L. Adams, C. A. Anderson,

W. G. Arn, E. W. Backes, J. A. Blalock, A. E. Botts, E. J. Brown, E. D. Cowlin,

M. H. Dick, J. E. Fanning, C. E. R. Haight, H. H. Harman, J. P. Hiltz, G. M.
Magee, E. E. Martin, J. B. Myers, R. R. Smith.

This is the first progress report of a service test of several arrangements of hold-

down spikes being conducted by the Illinois Central System. It is submitted as

information.

Tests on 131-lb. RE Rail

Description of Test Track

This installation covers three miles of the Illinois Central System's middle main

track between M.P. C-42 and M.P. C-4S located north of Manteno, 111. The track,

which carries high speed traffic in both directions, was laid in 1943 with new 131-lb.

RE rail and 6-hole headfree joint bars, and surfaced with a moderately coarse stone

ballast. All ties were renewed with 7-in. by 9-in. by 8-ft. 6-in. timber. Creosoted pine,

gum and oak ties were inserted out of face on miles C-43, C-44 and C-45, respectively.

The north half of each mile was plated with 7^4-in. by 13-in. by 27/32-in. (thickness
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Table 1.

—

Service Test of Mechanical Wear of Ties with Two Designs of Tie
Plates and Three Kinds of Ties in the West Rail of the Middle

Track of the Illinois Central System

Between M. P. C-42 and M. P. C-45, north of Manteno, 111. Tangent Track—traffic

in both directions. New 131-lb. RE rail with 6-hole joint bars laid in 1943.

All ties 7 in. by 9 in. by 8 ft. 6 in. renewed in 1943

Mile
Kind of

Cross Ties
Number and Kind
of Anchor Spikes

Tie Plate Penetration in 0.001 in.

October 1944 to September 1946

At Outer End
of Tie Plates

At Inner End
of Tie Plates Avg.

7^4-in. by 13-in. by 27/32-in. double shoulder tie plates, rolled circular crown,
1:40 ± cant, flat bottom, level shoulder extensions, eccentricity J4 m ->

AREA Plan No. 5

C-43
C-43
C-43
C-43
C-43
C-43
C-43
C-44
C-44
C-45
C-45
C-45

Creo. pine
Creo. pine
Creo. pine
Creo. pine
Creo. pine
Creo. pine
Creo. pine
Creo. gum
Creo. gum
Creo. oak
Creo. oak
Creo. oak

None
4 S. S.*
2 S. S
4 S. S. with double coil washers
2 S. S. with double coil washers
4 Cut spikes
2 Cut spikes
None
2 S. S. with double coil washers
None
2 S. S. with double coil washers
2 Cut spikes

48
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were taken on 22 ties under one rail length in the west rail. Table 1 is a summary of

the tie plate penetration measurements for the period from October 1944 to September

1946, in which the track carried 44 million gross tons of traffic. The average tie plate

penetration measurements for the 19 sets of conditions considered are of very small

magnitude, and any appraisal of the relative merits of the several arrangements of

anchor spikes as to their effectiveness in reducing the mechanical wear of ties would

have to be of a tentative character. Generally, two or four cut spikes were the least

effective and two or four screw spikes with double-coil washers were the most effective

in reducing the mechanical wear of the ties.

Tests on 112-lb. RE Rail

Description of Test Track

This test is in Track No. 3 of the Illinois Central System's three-track main line,

carries northward traffic and is located near M.P. C-45, about 1J^ miles north of

Manteno, 111. Track No. 3 was relaid with new 112-lb. RE rail in the fall of 1944 and

resurfaced with moderately coarse stone ballast. Elastic spikes of design No. 91 were

used as anchor spikes for both rails on 390 new creosoted gum ties out of face. These

were installed in December 1944. Two elastic spikes per tie plate were driven in diagonally

opposite holes and the free ends of the elastic spikes were positioned parallel with the

rail. For comparative purposes a panel of track (22 ties) was later installed at the

north end of the elastic spike installation with 2 rail and 4 anchor cut spikes per tie

plate. A similar panel of track at the south end was equipped with two rail and two

anchor cut spikes per tie plate. All ties in this test were creosoted gum with a 9-in.

width where the anchor cut spikes were used, and both 8-in. and 9-in. ties were used

with the elastic spikes. Several of the smaller ties were split through the prebored holes

for the elastic spikes. All tie plates used were the I.C.R.R. standard 734-in. by 13-in. by

27/32-in. (thickness at the outer shoulder) plates with double shoulders, flat rail seat

and bottom, 1:40 cant, tapered shoulder extensions, >Hs-in. eccentricity, 15/16-in. dia.

holes for the anchor spikes, and branded 419.

The elastic spike No. 91 has been specially designed for use as a tie plate anchor.

It is made of two plies of 5/16-in. by {Ms -in. steel bars to form a 5^-in. square cross

Table 2.

—

Service Test of Mechanical Wear of Creosoted Gum Ties with Three
Arrangements of Anchor Spikes in Track No. 3, Northbound Main, of the

Illinois Central System near M.P. C^3, North of Manteno, III.

New 112-lb. RE rail with 6-hole joint bars laid in 1944, tangent track.

13/i-in. by 13-in. by 27/32-in. double shoulder tie plates, flat seat, 1:40 ± cant,

flat bottom, tapered shoulder extensions, eccentricity ^ in., 15/16-in. dia.

holes for anchor spikes. Branded 419
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section, except that in the zone where the spike extends through the tie plate hole, the

two members are spread apart 3/16 in. for the purpose of completely filling the hole

and eliminating the play which is believed to contribute to abrasion of the tie. According

to the reactive spring pressure data furnished by the manufacturer, when the free end

was deflected upward 0.01, 0.04 and 0.35 in. the pressures on the tie plate were 100,

200 and 1000 lb., respectively. In August 1945 the hold-down pressure of 40 elastic

spikes in 10 consecutive ties was measured with a specially designed dynamometer and

the average pressure was 600 lb., which is equivalent to a mean deflection of the free

end of the spikes of 0.20 in.

Discussion of Test Measurements

Initial tie plate penetration measurements were taken in two track panels of elastic

spikes and in the other two panels having two and four anchor cut spikes, respectively,

in August 1945, and the readings were repeated in September 1946. For the test period

reported the track carried 14 million gross tons of traffic, consisting principally of freight

trains. These data are summarized in Table 2. Although the average tie penetrations were

quite small (ranging from 0.014 to 0.023 in.) there is some evidence to indicate that

the elastic spikes are more effective in minimizing mechanical wear than either the 2

or 4 anchor cut spike test panels.
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To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. Revision of Manual.

Progress report, including revisions recommended for adoption and pub-

lication page 655

2. (a) Further research, including details of mill practice and manufacture

as they affect rail quality and rail failures, giving special attention to trans-

verse fissure failures and other defects in the head, web and base, collab-

orating with Rail Manufacturers' Technical Committee.

Progress report, presenting thirteenth progress report of the rails inves-

tigation page 809

(b) Specifications for thermal treatment of rail, such as control cooled,

Brunorized, etc.

No report.

3. Compilation of statistics.

(a) All rail failures, making special study of transverse fissure failures.

(b) Compilation of statistics for determining the performance of control

cooled and Brunorized rail in service with respect to rail failures, with

the view toward evaluating the higher price paid for treated than for

untreated rails.

Progress report on entire assignment, presented as information page 673

4. Cause and prevention of rail battering and methods of reconditioning

rail ends.

No report.

AREA Bulletin 465, February 1947.
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5. Economic value of different sizes of rail.

Progress report, presented as information page 689

6. Continuous welding of rail, collaborating with Committee 5.

Progress report, presented as information page 691

7. Service tests of various types of joint bars.

Progress report, presented as information page 693

8. Investigate joint bar failures and give consideration to the revision of

design and specifications.

Appendix 8-a, fifth progress report of the rolling-load tests of joint bars,

presented as information page 7 14

9. Corrugated rail—causes and remedy. Effect upon riding qualities of tracks

and upon the costs of track and equipment maintenance.

Progress report, embracing second progress report on corrugated rail page 729

10. Development and characteristics of fractures under engine burns in rail,

together with investigation as to the effectiveness of welding up engine

burns of oxyacetylene or electric methods.

Progress report, presented as information page 734

11. Investigate causes of shelly spots and head checks in rail surfaces for the

purpose of developing measures for their prevention.

Progress report, presented as information page 750

Appendix 11-a, report of field stress measurements by the research staff .. page 753

Appendix 11-b, fifth progress report of the shelly rail studies at the Uni-

versity of Illinois page 756

Appendix 11-c, progress report of the shelly rail studies at the Battelle

Memorial Institute page 766

12. Investigate recent developments affecting rail design.

Progress report, presented as information page 767

Appendix 12-a, stress measurements on 131-lb. RE rail in tangent and

in a 6-deg. curve page 768

Appendix 12-b, stress measurements on 90-lb. ASCE and 112-lb. RE rail

in 18-deg. curves page 794

Appendix 12-c, report of fatigue tests of rail webs at the University of

Illinois Page 804

The Committee on Rate,

C. B. Bronson, Chairman.
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TLoui* gager

Louis Yager, assistant chief engineer of the Northern Pacific Railway, died at the

age of 69 in the Northern Pacific Hospital, St. Paul, Minn., November 22, 1946.

He was a past-president of the American Railway Engineering Association, and for

many years a member of Committee 4—Rail, serving as chairman of various subcom-

mittees and as vice-chairman of the committee on Rail. He was a keen student of all

phases of the railroad industry and his professional attainments as an engineer, as well

as his personal character, made him a valuable and highly esteemed member of this

committee.

The committee records its personal regard for Mr. Yager and its appreciation of his

professional attainments. His loss will be felt by both the Rail committee and the

Association.

Reference is made to the more comprehensive memoir appearing elsewhere in

this volume.

Report on Assignment 1

Revision of Manual

L. T. Nuckols (chairman, subcommittee), C. B. Bronson, J. E. Armstrong, W. C. Barnes,

C. H. Blackman, W. J. Burton, Armstrong Chinn, J. L. Gressitt, G. F. Hand,
G. W. Harris, E. M. Hastings, F. S. Hewes, Maro Johnson, F. R. Layng, G. M.
Magee, R. J. Middleton, E. E. Oviatt, A. N. Reece, E. C. Vandenburgh, J. C. Wallace,

Barton Wheelwright.

Your committee recommends the revision, the deletion, or the reapproval of the

following items in the Manual:

Page 4-13

Standard Location for Tension Test Specimens and for Boring

for Chemical Analyses

1936

To be deleted.

Page 4-15

Specifications for Drop Test Machine
1910

Revise sentence beginning on line 5 of item 5 as follows:

The pedestals shall be adjustable to spans varying from 3 ft. minimum to 4 ft. 8 in.

maximum between centers.

Page 4-17

Specifications for High-Carbon-Steel Joint Bars

1936

Submitted for reapproval without change.
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Page 4-21

Specifications»for Quenched Carbon-Steel Joint Bars
1936

Submitted for reapproval without change.

Page 4-29

Specifications for Heat-Treated Carbon-Steel and Alloy-Steel Track Bolts

1946

Revise first and second sentences of item 13 on page 4-31 as follows:

The threads on bolts may be rolled or cut. Threads on bolts and nuts shall conform

to the American National form of thread as shown on page 12 of the American Standard

Screw Threads, B1.1—1935.

Page 4-33

Design for Track Bolts

1936

Submitted for reapproval without change.

Page 4-55

Building Up of Rail Ends in Track
1936

Submitted for reapproval without change.

Rail Sections and Joint Bars and Assemblies

On the recommendation of the Committee on Rail and with the approval of the

Board of Direction, a letter ballot was issued to the membership on August 19, 1946,

submitting for adoption three new rail sections to replace the 112-lb. RE and 131-lb. RE
sections and five new joint bar sections and assemblies to replace two sections now in

the Manual.

The letter of transmittal to the members, the accompanying explanation and the

letter ballot are reproduced on following pages, the vote on the various propositions being

shown on the ballot. Endorsement and approval of this proposition in its entirety was

received from the Association of American Railroads on October 19, 1946.
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AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING
ASSOCIATION

Letter Ballot on Revisions of 112-lb. RE and 131-lb. RE
Rail Sections and Joint Bars

Chicago, 111., August 19, 1946.

To the Members:

Since the Annual Meeting in March the Committee on Rail has

developed revisions of the present 112-lb. RE and 131-lb. RE rail

sections and the joint bars therefor which are now recommended for

adoption. The following pages include drawings of the new rails and

joint bars and provide a full explanation of the reasons why these

revisions are being offered.

In order that the railways may have the benefit of these recom-

mendations before they place their rail orders for 1947 delivery, the

Board of Direction has directed that the recommended sections be

submitted to the membership for approval by letter ballot. In the

event that a majority of the members voting approve the recom-

mended sections they will be submitted to the Association of Ameri-

can Railroads for endorsement and approval.

Your attention is called to the fact that two sections are recom-

mended to replace the present 131-lb. RE section, namely, the 132-lb.

RE and 133-lb. RE. Although it is recognized that this constitutes

a departure from the established policy of offering but a single sec-

tion of a given weight, this matter was carefully considered by the

Rail committee, and because a considerable number of heavy traffic

railroads desire a rail having a deeper head than the 132-lb. section

originally proposed, it is the opinion of the committee that both of

these sections should be made available. It is urged that you con-

sider this in casting your ballot.

Please indicate your vote on the attached ballot and return it

to the secretary's office not later than September 15, 1946.

W. S. Lacher,

Secretary.
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Explanation to Accompany Letter Ballot on Adop-
tion of Revisions of the 112-lb. and 131-lb.

RE Rail Sections and Joint Bars

Development of 115-lb. and 132-lb. Rail Sections and Joint Bars by
the Engineering Division Research Staff

The last three reports of the Rail committee have included studies relating

to the form and dimensions of the webs of the 112-lb. RE and 131-lb. RE rail

sections under Assignment 12—Investigate Recent Developments Affecting Rail

Design. Stress measurements made several years ago revealed the occasional

occurrence of high localized stresses in the upper part of the web and the upper

fillets, particularly on the gage side, which were accounted for by eccentric

loading of the rail when the wheel bearing comes near the gage corner. In the

ensuing investigation extensive stress measurements were made in the field

to determine the frequency of these high stresses with relation to the amount

of traffic carried; laboratory tests were made to determine the fatigue strength

of the steel in the rail web ; and stress measurements were made with rails

having various modified web designs to determine the extent that localized

web and fillet stresses could be lowered by changes in design.

Recommended Revision of 112-lb. RE Rail and Joint Bar Design

As a result of this investigation the rail design shown in Fig. 1 and weigh-

ing 114.7 lb. per yd. is recommended by the Rail committee to replace the

present 112-lb. RE section. This section is the same as shown in the report of

the Rail committee in Bulletin 458, page 455, designated Study Section H,

except that the lower corners of the head have been retained. The various

considerations responsible for the primary features of this section are as

follows:

General Proportions.—The general proportions of the present 112-lb. RE
rail are considered to be efficient with respect to fiexural bending strength and

stiffness. Neither test measurements nor service performance have indicated

that a revision of general proportions is desirable.

Design of Upper Web and Fillet.—Measurements have shown that for the

same conditions of loading, the maximum localized stresses in the upper web

and fillets with this recommended 115-lb. design are only 74 percent as great

as for the present 112-lb. RE rail. Considering the fatigue strength of the web

steel as 60,000 lb. per sq. in. in compression (See Appendix 12-C, Bulletin 458),

then a service loading condition which would produce a localized stress of this

amount in the recommended section would produce a stress of 80,000 lb. per

sq. in. in the 112-lb. RE section. Since very few stresses of this magnitude

were recorded in track with the 112-lb. RE section, it is believed that the

proposed section offers an adequate strengthening of the upper web and fillets.

Other modifications designed to reduce these localized stresses were con-

sidered, but none was thought as desirable as the revision recommended. An
increase in depth of the rail head would lower the localized stresses, but would

require more metal for equivalent results. A decrease in width of the rail head

might be expected to reduce the amount of eccentricity of loading. However, it

was concluded that this would be undesirable because of the resulting increase
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in bearing pressure and internal shearing stresses produced by the wheel on a

rail of such design and also because of the reduction in the lateral stiffness

of the rail head and the amount of metal available for side wear on curves.

Design of Lower Web and Fillet and Base Flanges.—A slight increase in

radius of the lower web fillets is also recommended. In the tests high stresses

were found in the lower web fillets on curved track where the vertical loads

were combined with high lateral loads. These fillet stresses and the longitudinal

localized stresses in the rail base over tie plates with rolled crown rail seats

were high enough to cause serious concern.

Head Contour.—The recommended head contour has been modified so that

it simulates the normal outline of a rail that has become worn in service. The

present 112-lb. RE contour is subject to heavy bearing pressure and initial flow

at the gage corner until it becomes worn to fit the average wheel contour. It

is expected that the recommended contour will eliminate this initial flow and

delay the development of rail shelling and head checks to some extent. It may
also be expected to produce a more central loading on the rail head, thus

reducing eccentricity of bearing and the resulting fillet and web localized

stresses.

Design of Joint Bar

The recommended rail section can be used only with joint bars of the head-

free design. In the service tests and rolling-load tests of various designs of

joint bars conducted for the Rail committee, the headfree joint bar has given

as good results as the head contact type of bar in terms of fatigue life, effec-

tiveness of the joints, rate of wear, and amount of joint batter. The headfree

design may have some advantage with respect to a lower rate of bolt tension

loss and lower resistance to expansion movement of rail ends. The principal

advantage of the headfree design, however, is the fact that its use permits the

desired thickening of the upper web and lengthening of the fillet radius. Fig. 2

shows the design of headfree joint bar that has been developed for use with the

recommended 115-lb. RE rail section. This design is based on the results of the

service tests of joint bars. It has only a little less moment of inertia and sec-

tion modulus than the present AREA bar design for the 112-lb. RE rail but is

considerably lighter, as shown by the comparison of physical properties in

Table 1. It is believed that cracks which have sometimes developed in the top

of joint bars at midlength are not due directly to sectional properties because

these cracks have also developed in the heaviest designs of joint bars.

In the recommended design of joint bar, the face-to-face distance has

been held to a minimum to shorten the span of the bolts between the webs

of the two bars of the joint. This will tend to increase the resistance of the

bolts to bending and breakage when expansion forces bring the rail web to a

solid bearing against the bolts.

The recommended design of joint bar (Fig. 2) will not accurately fit the

112-lb. RE rail, but might be used to join this rail to the recommended 115-lb.

RE rail at the ends of relays, etc.

(text continued on page 669)
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T

_L

Head
Web
Base

Area
Sq. In.

3.91

3.05

4.29

Total 11.25

Percent

34.8

27.1

38.1

100.0

Moment of inertia 65.6

Section modulus, head 18.0

Section modulus, base 22.0

Ratio m.i. to area 5.83

Ratio s.m. head to area 1.60

Ratio height to base 1.20

Fig. 1.—Recommended Section of 115-lb. RE Rail.
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(text continued from page 659)

Head Design.—The lower corner of the rail head could be eliminated in the

proposed design, as shown in Study Section H of the current report of the

Rail committee, with a saving in weight of 1.3 lb. per yd. However, these

corners have been retained because of their advantages in the construction of

frogs, switches, crossings, and insulated joints, and in increasing the lateral

stiffness of the rail head.

Recommended Revision of the 131-lb. RE Rail and Joint Bar Design

Fig. 3 shows the recommended revised design for the 131-lb. RE rail. This

design weighs 132.1 lb. per yd., an increase of 1.3 lb. compared to the 131-lb.

RE section. Substantially the same considerations apply to this revised design

as to the 112-lb. RE section. With the wider head of the 131-lb. RE section it

was found possible in the revision to effect a considerable reduction in the

maximum stress in the upper web and fillets by introducing compound fillet'

curves of longer radii and still accommodate head contact joint bars as well

as headfree bars.

The recommended designs of headfree and head contact joint bars for this

rail section are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. A comparison of the

properties of these joint bars with designs in use with 131-lb. RE rail is also

given in Table 1. The head contact joint bar shown in Fig. S may be used

with either the recommended 132-lb. RE rail, or with the present 131-lb. RE
rail, and may be used satisfactorily to connect these two rail sections at the

end of rail relays, etc. The headfree joint bar design shown in Fig. 4 will not

accurately fit the 131-lb. RE rail.

Development of 133-lb. RE Rail Section by the

Pennsylvania Railroad

Paralleling the development by the Engineering Division research staff of

the 115-lb. and 132-lb. sections, the Pennsylvania Railroad, having experienced

a large number of web failures in 131-lb. RE rail, carried out an investigation

of this section and other sections of similar and greater weight.

This investigation involved laboratory tests on 14 rail sections including

several experimental sections. The primary development was the Pennsylvania's

new 140-lb. PS section which was designed for use in heavy tonnage terri-

tory on divisions having a preponderance of heavy curvature. Following the

development of the 140-lb. section the same principles of design were applied

to develop a rail of approximately the same weight as the 131-lb. RE rail

for use on divisions having less tonnage and curvature, but where tonnage and

alinement are still such as to cause rapid head wear and where, due to the

development of web failures, a rail of materially greater web strength than the

131-lb. RE section is desired.

The result is the recommended 133-lb. RE rail section shown in Fig. 6.

The principal difference between the 133-lb. and the 132-lb. rail sections

lies in the greater depth of head of the former. This was obtained at a slight

sacrifice in moment of inertia (86 as compared with 8S for the 132-lb. section)

and of fishing height. The loss in fishing height was partly made up by adopting

a head fishing angle of 1 in 3 (IS deg. 26 min.), like the 18-deg. angle of the

old 130-lb. PS section.
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Stresses in the upper part of the web of the 133-lb. rail were found to be

materially lower, a condition which is due to the effect of the heavier head

in spreading the load over a greater length of web. Both direct stress and
bending stress in the web are thereby materially reduced.

A primary advantage of the 133-lb. rail for territory where head wear is

a factor is the greater amount of metal in the head, permitting longer life in

the first application and providing better rail for relaying after the first

application. The thin head of the 131-lb. RE section has been one of its out-

standing defects in curved track on heavy traffic roads. Rail of this section

removed from main line tracks after 12 to 16 years of service has, in many
instances, been found to be unfit for relaying in branch line territory due to

the thinness of the head. The 133-lb. section with 3/16-in. deeper head is

intended to remedy this defect.

Principles of web design similar to those used in the 132-lb. section have

been applied in the 133-lb. section, including a thickening of the upper por-

tion of the web and the use of an increased fillet radius to reduce stress con-

centration. The web of the 133-lb. rail is slightly thicker at the minimum sec-

tion and at the center line of bolt holes than the 132-lb. rail. The base of the

131-lb. RE rail and the lower web fillet radius are retained in the 133-lb. rail,

no trouble having been experienced with these parts of the 131-lb. RE rail.

The top contour of the head is practically the same as that recommended
for the 132-lb. section. A side inclination of 4 deg. has been adopted giving a

slightly narrower top surface of the rail head and thus reducing the tendency

to eccentric loading.

The greater top fishing angle is expected to reduce the tendency of the

joint bars to "freeze" and this, combined with a lower bolt position, reduces

the tendency of head contact bars to "cock."

While there is a preponderance of opinion in the Rail committee in favor

of the 132-lb. section because of the advantage of the greater fishing height

and the retention of the interchangeability with the present 131-lb. RE section,

and because the head section and range of web stresses are believed to make
it adequate for roads with moderate traffic, a considerable number of the

members representing roads confronted with conditions of traffic and curva-

ture that lead to rapid head wear have expressed a preference for the 133-lb.

section because of its greater head thickness and lower web stresses.

It is recognized that the roads favoring the 132-lb. section are generally

those that have had little or no difficulty with the 131-lb. RE, while those

that have had difficulty with the 131-lb. RE are generally favorable to the

more pronounced changes of section provided by the 133-lb.

Since a number of members representing the users of a considerable ton-

nage of rail favor the adoption of the 133-lb. section, it is the opinion of the

Rail committee that this section should be adopted by the AREA as an alter-

native section to the 132-lb. section.

Summarizing, the advantages of the 133-lb. section as compared with the

131-lb. RE, which it is intended to replace, are:

1. 28 percent lower stress in the top web fillet under eccentric vertical load.

2. More metal in the head to withstand wear.

3. Extended life of the rail in the worn condition.

4. Greater top fishing angle (18 deg. 26 min. as compared with 14 deg.),

to reduce:
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(a) tendency of the bar to cock.

(b) rate of takeup of the bar at the top.

(c) wedging action of the bar.

5. A slightly narrower running surface, with a corresponding decrease in

eccentricity of load.

The recommended design of headfree joint bar for this rail section is

shown in Fig. 7, and of the head contact bar in Fig. 8, and a comparison of

properties is given in Table 1.

Patent Situation with Respect to Recommended Sections

The recommended designs of rails and joint bars have been examined by

the patent counsel of the Association of American Railroads and are consid-

ered clear of infringement of existing patents, and the AAR will furnish patent

counsel to handle the defense of any suit brought against a member road for

the alleged infringement of any patent which has been issued, or any rail

patent which may subsequently be issued, subject to the standing rule that the

defendant member road is responsible for damages and profits in the event of

unsuccessful litigation. It is considered that none of the designs of rail or joint

bars recommended is patentable because the prior art discloses the features

of the recommended designs to be broadly old.

Member roads desiring a copy of the opinion of patent counsel of the

AAR on this matter may obtain it upon request to the Patent Division, AAR,
59 E. Van Buren St., Chicago 5, 111.

LETTER BALLOT

American Railway Engineering Association

REVISIONS OF RAIL AND JOINT BAR SECTIONS SUBMITTED BY THE
COMMITTEE ON RAIL FOR ADOPTION

August 1946

APPROVED DISAPPROVED
1. Withdrawal from the Manual of the 112-lb. RE rail 570 80

section, Fig. 403, page 4-10 of Manual.

2. Adoption and publication in the Manual of the 596 46

115-lb. RE rail section, shown in Fig. 1.

3. Withdrawal from the Manual of the joint bar 564 85

and assembly for the 112-lb. RE rail, Fig. 411,

page 4-27 of Manual.

4. Adoption and publication in the Manual of the 603 45

joint bar and assembly for the 115-lb. RE rail,

shown in Fig. 2, retaining all of the details of

Fig. 411, page 4-27 of Manual, except to change

the assembly, section, table of physical properties

and the title to those shown in Fig. 2, and to

change the length of track bolt to 5}£ in.
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APPROVED DISAPPROVED
5. Withdrawal from the Manual of the 131 -lb. RE 566 85

rail section, Fig. 404, page 4-11 of the Manual.

6. Adoption and publication in the Manual of the 514 134

132-lb. RE rail section, shown in Fig. 3.

7. Withdrawal from the Manual of the joint bar and 563 87

assembly for the 131 -lb. RE rail, Fig. 412, page

4-28 of the Manual.

8. Adoption and publication in the Manual of the 514 134

headfree joint bar and assembly for 132-lb. RE
rail shown in Fig. 4, retaining all of the details of

Fig. 412, page 4-28 of the Manual, except to

change the assembly, section, table of physical

properties and the title to those shown in Fig. 4,

and to change the length of track bolt to 5^4 in.

9. Adoption and publication in the Manual of the 478 166

head contact joint bar and assembly for 132-lb.

RE rail as shown in Fig. 5, retaining all of the

details of Fig. 412, page 4-28 of the Manual,
except to change the assembly, section, table of

physical properties and the title to those shown
in Fig. 5, and to change the length of track bolt

to 5% in.

10. Adoption and publication in the Manual of the 506 144

133-lb. RE section, shown in Fig. 6.

11. Adoption and publication in the Manual of the 453 191

head contact joint bar and assembly for 133-lb.

RE rail shown in Fig. 7, retaining all of the

details of Fig. 412, page 4-28 of the Manual,
except to change the assembly, section, table of

physical properties, height of center line of holes

on the rail drilling detail, and the title to those

shown in Fig. 7, and change the length of track

bolt to 5^4 in.

12. Adoption and publication in the Manual of the 498 149

headfree joint bar and assembly for 133-lb. RE
rail as shown in Fig. 8, retaining all of the details

of Fig. 412, page 4-28 of the Manual, except to

change the assembly, section, table of physical

properties, height of center line of holes on the

rail drilling detail, and the title to those shown in

Fig. 8, and to change the length of track bolt to

5^4 in.

13. Adopt and publish in the Manual the following

changes in the table on drilling of rails, page 4-12

of the Manual

—
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APPROVED DISAPPROVED
(a) First column—weight of rail, pounds change 576 66

112 to read 115.

(b) First column—weight of rail, pounds change 556 86

131 to read 132.

(c) Add to the table—under the three columns

—

503 139

133 RE 3 inches.

14. On page 4-12 of the Manual, drilling of rails, 519 116

under Par. 2, first line, change 131 to 133.

15. On page 4-12 of the Mmu?l, in the footnote 560 71

below Fig. 406, change 112 and 131 to 115, 132,

and 133.

Report on Assignment 3

Rail Failure Statistics

W. C. Barnes (chairman, subcommittee), C. B. Bronson, L. T. Nuckols.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

These statistics present the rail failure data reported by the roads to December 31,

1945, on AREA forms 402-C and 402-L, special emphasis being given the performance

of control cooled rail. All tables and figures are based on form 402-C except where

otherwise noted.

In this report the term transverse fissure includes those due to shatter cracks and

those due to other subsurface defects except where noted.

Table 1, prepared from reports on form 402-L and form 402-E for years prior to

1945, lists the transverse fissured rails reported as having occurred each year from 1936

to 1945, inch, service and detected separately, in rails of all ages, made by all processes,

segregated as to roads. In this table a zero indicates that the road reported no transverse

fissure failures, while a dash indicates no report received for that year. Because of the

lack of information as to the track miles of rail of all ages reported on by each road,

this table should be used for comparison of failures of individual roads from year to

year rather than for comparison of failures as between different roads.

The reported transverse fissure failures in 1944 appear as 5707 service and 30,813

detected, or a total of 36,520. This is a reduction of 1269 service and 1165 detected

failures from the totals reported for 1943. This is the second year in which a reduction

has been shown.

As there have been only 50 transverse fissure failures reported in all contract control

cooled rail to December 31, 1945 (see Table 5) it is evident that substantially all of the

failures shown in Table 1 must have occurred in other process rails. It is to be expected

that failures in rails of all ages, made by all processes, will decrease as the percentage of

control cooled rail, with its low failure rate, increases.

The rapid increase in the use of control cooled rail is shown diagrammatically in

Fig. 3, the percentage that the mileage of control cooled rail bears the total rail having

increased from 14 percent in 1935 to 91 percent in 1939 and 99 percent in 1944. CC rail

represents 82.4 percent of all rail reported in rollings of 1935-1944, incl.

Fig. 1 charts the data from Table 1 of this report and from reports of previous years.

Table 2 lists the tons and track miles of control cooled and all other process rails

rolled in the years 1935-1944, inch, which are included in these statistics.
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to year, and that the curve for control cooled rail should show approximately what to

expect in the way of increase in failure rates of any normal rolling as it increases in age.

The very irregular curve for other process rails indicates that variations in quality

of the rollings of different years are so great that the effect of increased age is obscured.

Fig. 5 is a mill rating chart showing the failure rates per 100 track mile years of

open-hearth control cooled rail only, all types, by mills, in rollings 1038-1944, inch,

from date rolled to December 31, 1945, unweighted for traffic. In future reports the data

will be extended until ten years' rollings are included. Insufficient tonnage has been

reported for the inclusion of Dominion rollings.

Report on Assignment 5

Economic Value of Different Sizes of Rail

C. M. Chumley (chairman, subcommittee), J. E. Armstrong, W. C. Barnes, C. H. Black-

man, C. B. Bronson, W. J. Burton, J. L. Gressitt, G. F. Hand, C. B. Harveson,
E. M. Hastings, L. S. Jeffords, G. M. Magee, E. E. Mayo, L. T. Nuckols, R. E.

Patterson, A. N. Reece, J. G. Roney, W. D. Simpson, F. W. Thompson, Barton
Wheelwright, J. G. Wishart.

Your committee submits a progress report as information. It is based on replies

from engineering officers of 31 representative railroads to a questionnaire calling for

information on the age of rail replaced in recent years, the reasons therefor, and for

opinions on the annual gross tonnage which will justify increased weight of rail. The

latter division of the inquiry was confined to three weights, viz., 90-lb., 112-lb. RE
and 131-lb. RE sections, although some IS different weights are in use on the roads

reporting. These roads operate a total of 207,373 miles of main track, of which 97,798

miles are designated new rail territory.

Detail data bearing on the main question are shown on the accompanying table.

Comment on these data and other information received follows.

The principal reasons for replacing rail are given as:

1. To obtain relay rail.

2. Too worn and too light weight for good riding at high speed.

3. Development of failures.

4. End batter.

5. Head wear on curved alinement.

The order of listing is not intended to emphasize the reasons for replacement but

it is brought out in the letters received that from 25 to 90 percent of relieved rail is

reused in secondary or branch line main track, the average proportion of such use on

all lines reporting being about 65 percent. Head wear is reported to be a minor factor

except in curve territory. Elsewhere, reasons given above force the removal long before

head wear is of sufficient importance to become a factor.

The average age of rail recently replaced is 18.5 years, ranging from a minimum
of 12 to a maximum of 26 years. This relatively high average may be due to economic

conditions prevailing during the 1930's, to the building up of rail ends, or to a combination

of these and other causes.
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Not all of those who answered the questionnaire estimated the annual gross tonnage

justifying heavier weights of rail, but the number so doing and their estimates of the

average million gross tons that would justify rails of weights heavier than those indicated

are as follows:

90-lb. 112-lb. 131-lb.

Number of estimates 12 20 19

Minimum estimate 3 mgt* 5 mgt* 7 mgt*
Maximum estimate 10 mgt 25 mgt SO mgt
Average estimate 5.9 mgt 9.6 mgt 18 mgt

* Million gross tons.

The fact that a considerable number of replies failed to include estimates and the

extremely wide range of the estimates indicate that there are other factors than tonnage

alone which govern the selection of weights of rail sections. Among these factors are a

reduced number of man-hours to maintain the heavier section for a given density,

speed at which trains are operated and alinement.

Annual gross tonnage over rail of same weights in track is reported as follows:

90-lb. 112-lb. 131-lb.

Roads reporting 15 16 19

Average gross tons, minimum 2 mgt 5 mgt 7 mgt
Average gross tons, maximum 19 mgt 30 mgt 43 mgt
Average 7.5 mgt 13.8 mgt 22.5 mgt
Excess actual tonnage over estimated justifiable 1.6 mgt 4.2 mgt 4.5 mgt

It will be seen that each of the three sections (90-lb., 112-lb., 131-lb.) is carrying

an annual tonnage in excess of that which it is estimated will justify a heavier rail

section, by the 31 roads reporting. This may mean a number of things:

1. The estimates of tonnage sufficient to justify a heavier rail section should be

further analyzed.

2. The roads are behind in laying the heavier rail section.

3. Other factors beside tonnage have an important part in selection of rail section.

This report is intended only as a record of current opinion and practices of a number

of representative railroads. The committee will welcome comment and suggestions.

Report on Assignment 6

Continuous Welding of Rail,

Collaborating with Committee 5

I. H. Schram (chairman, subcommittee), S. E. Armstrong, W. C. Barnes, C. H. Blackman,
C. B. Bronson, C. J. Code, P. O. Ferris, G. W. Harris, F. R. Layng, H. S. Loeffler,

G. M. Magee, R. J. Middleton, C. E. Morgan, L. T. Nuckols, E. E. Oviatt, J. C.

Ryan, R. T. Scholes, R. P. Winton.

This is a progress report presented as information.

A complete summary of the installations of continuous welded rail revised to date

appears on a folded insert. An abbreviated summary follows. Your committee reports

additional failures of continuous welded rail in ten of the installations.
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bars. For the end-hardened south rail, the decrease in joint camber in all locations has

been small probably due to the small amount of rail end batter. In fact, in some loca-

tions the 1946 values are slightly higher than the original 1937 values, which doubtless

means that the rail surface back 17 in. from the rail end has worn more than the

combined wear, batter, flow and droop at l/2 in. from the rail end.

Fig. 2 gives corresponding average values for 30 joints on each rail for each of the

12 locations on the Pennsylvania. For the unhardened control cooled north rail, the

locations still in service show considerable variation in decrease of camber over the

9-year period. The values show that none of the types of bars is particularly outstand-

ing, and that the headfree bars in locations J and K have the greatest decrease in joint

camber. For the field end-hardened south rail, all the locations still in service show only

small changes in camber over the 9-year period. The frequent reversal of traffic over the

test locations on the Santa Fe has doubtless minimized batter differences at the two rail

ends of a joint and this probably accounts for the somewhat different camber at the two

rail ends of a joint reported for the Santa Fe and the Pennsylvania.

Rail Surface Profiles

Rail surface profiles were taken along the center line of the running surface of the

rail between points 20 in. back from each rail end. The reference points of the measuring

instrument are located on the upper surface of the rail base so that head surface wear

of the rail is included in the measurement and any changes (wear, flow, batter, camber

of joint bar, and bending or droop of the joint) occurring on the running surface of the

rail can be determined for successive years. Readings are taken by a dial gage mounted

on a straight edge, at 22 intervals along the rail surface. The changes in values at the

points back 20 in. from the rail ends may be considered a fair indication of the rail head

wear between periods of measurement. In Figs. 3 and 4 are plotted average values of

rail surface profile measurements made in 1938, 1941, 1944, 1945 and 1946. The 1938

values have been used as a base because the present type of instrument was not developed

in 1937 at the time the test locations were installed.

In Fig. 3 are plotted the average rail surface profiles for IS joints on each rail for

each of the test locations on the Santa Fe. Considering the difference in rail profile at

points back 20 in. from the rail ends, the average rail head wear for the 8-year period

between August 1938 and September 1946 amounts to 0.035 in. The outstanding feature

of the average profiles for the end-hardened south rail is that the 1938 and 1946 profiles

for each of the nine test locations are approximately parallel throughout their 40-in.

length. This means that the rail head wear is the only major element that has affected

these profiles except for the slight batter at the rail ends. On the unhardened north rail,

the batter at the middle few inches is quite marked for all locations and apparently it is

causing a varying amount of droop to develop for the seven locations equipped with 24-in.

bars. For the north rail, locations Q and R equipped with 36-in. bars have 1946 profiles

which show little droop and only a moderate amount of batter. As stated previously

the frequent reversal of traffic over the Santa Fe test locations probably accounts for the

different profile at the two rail ends of a joint reported for the Santa Fe and the

Pennsylvania.

In Fig. 4 are shown the average rail surface profiles for 15 joints on each rail for

each of the 9 test locations still in service on the Pennsylvania. The average rail head

wear at points 20 in. back from the rail ends amounts to 0.043 in. for the 8-year period

between September 1938 to July 1946. On the end-hardened south rail, the average

profiles for 1938 and 1946 are reasonably parallel throughout their 40-in. length except

for batter at the rail ends. Only locations A and J show a definite droop. On the un-
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End-hardened South Ro. I Ur.bardened North Rail
Distance from Rail End in inches Distance from Roil End m Inches

20_ 12 8 4 O 4 812 20 20 12 8 4 O 4 8 12 20
\Loc. M/Mili 97-98\

Leaving Receiving Leaving Receiving

Fig. 3.—Rail Surface Profile for 1938, 1941, 1944, 1945 and 1946

on the Santa Fe; Average for 30 Joints on Each Location.
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End-hardened South Roil

Distance from Rail End in Inches

20 12 8 4 O 4 8 12 20 ZO_

Unhardened North Rail
Distance from Roil End in Inches

12 8 4 4 8 12 20

Leaving Receiving Receiving

Fig. 4.—Rail Surface Profile for 1938, 1941, 1944, 1945 and 1946 on the

Pennsylvania; Average for 30 Joints on Each Location.
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hardened north rail, none of the 1946 profiles can be considered parallel to its companion

1938 profile with the possible exception of the leaving rail for location H. A considerable

batter has developed on the north rail, accompanied by a droop of the joints in addition

to that part due to rail wear and rail batter. This rail end droop is much more noticeable

on the receiving rail. The profile for location H shows the least change over the 8-year

period while location J, headfree angle bars, presents the greatest change.

Rail Joint Deflection

In August 1946 tests were conducted on the Santa Fe and Pennsylvania to obtain

deflection measurements indicative of riding conditions for all rail joints on both rails

in each location. A combination passenger and baggage car fitted with a six-wheel roller

bearing truck was made available by the Pennsylvania Railroad, for mounting the deflec-

tion measuring apparatus. The electrical amplifying and recording equipment and storage

batteries for power supply were installed in the baggage compartment.

Fig. S is a view of the deflection measuring apparatus on one side of the car truck.

A "deflection base" bar is suspended from the journal box cover of one outer wheel

of the truck by a "pin support" and from the other outer wheel by a "slotted support"

to permit longitudinal movement. The "guide" attached to the middle journal box

restrains lateral vibrations of the bar. The vertical movement of the middle wheel rela-

tive to the "deflection base" bar deflects a flexible cantilever strip "deflection indicating

beam." A wire resistance gage near the support of the latter beam measures the stress

produced as a result of the deflection of the cantilever strip. The wire gage on the

deflection indicating beam for each rail is connected to an amplifier that increases the

output sufficiently to record on a magnetic galvanometer in an oscillograph. The ampli-

fiers were calibrated to produce a desired ratio of record deflection to rail joint deflection.

The rail joint deflection records were obtained with the car operated at a speed of

approximately 10 mph.

After the records were obtained, the amount of joint deflection was measured at

each consecutive joint on each test location. The results obtained for each test location

were expressed as the percentage of joints having joint deflections from to 0.10 in.,

0.11 to 0.20 in. etc., as shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

Fig. 5.—Deflection Measuring Apparatus Mounted on Car Truck.
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In Fig. 9 are plotted the average inward movements at the midlength of 30 joints

on each rail at each of the Santa Fe test locations. The plottings show that for each

of the locations the yearly rate of change in "pull in" is still moderately uniform. For

the head contact bars the average yearly ''pull in" at the top midlength of the bars

ranges from 0.016 in. to 0.027 in., with a smaller rate for the bottom midlength of the

bars. For the two locations with headfree bars only a small yearly "pull in" is obtained

at the tops of bars, while the bottoms of the bars have an average yearly rate of

about 0.02 in.

Similar out-to-out measurements for the Pennsylvania are shown in Table 2 and

Fig. 10. From Table 2 it is seen that the total average inward movement at the tops

of the head contact bars over the 9-year period ranges from 0.11 in. to 0.34 in., and at

the bottoms of the same bars ranges from 0.04 in. to 0.2S in. For the two locations with

headfree bars, the inward movement at the tops ranges from 0.03 in. to 0.13 in. while

the values for the bottoms range from 0.11 in. to 0.26 in.

In Fig. 10 the rate of change of "pull in" for 1946 is slightly less than for the past

two or three years for most of the locations. For the head contact bars the average

yearly "pull in" at the top midlength of bars ranges from 0.020 in. to 0.036 in. with a

markedly smaller rate for the bottom of the bars.

Table 1.

—

Average Change m Out-to-Out Measurements on Joint Bars from 1937

to 1946 in Each Test Location on the Santa Fe

Values are the combined movements of the two bars. Negative sign means movement
towards rail. Each value is the average for 30 joints on each rail.

Values are in inches.

Location and Type of Bar

M. Mile 97-98; A-12
24-in. H. F. angle

N. Mile 98-99 ; AREA
24-in. Wedge

O. Mile 99-100 AREA
24-in. C. B. H

P. Mile 100-101 ; AREA .

.

24-in. C. B. H. & B._

Q. Mile 101-102; AREA _

.

36-in. C. B. H. &B._

R. Mile 102-103; AREA _

36-in. F. B

S. Mile 103-104 ; AREA . _

24-in. F. B

T. Mile 104-105; B-34
24-in. C. B. H

U. Mile 105-106; B-35
24-in. H. F

Average
Average

Rati

Top Of Bars

Leaving
end

Mid
length

Traffic

Receiv-
ing end

03
04
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It will be noted that the values for nearly all the locations in Figs. 9 and 10 are

larger on the unhardened north rail where the rail batter is appreciably greater. The

average values at the bottom of Tables 1 and 2 indicate in general that the inward

movement is somewhat greater at the midlength than at the ends of the bars.

The maximum amount of theoretical "pull in" for various types of head contact bars

ranges from 0.38 in. to 0.50 in., and in 1946 an inspection was made to determine the

number of bars with ends bearing against the upper rail fillet. Sixty joints were inspected

in each location equipped with head contact bars on the Santa Fe and Pennsylvania test

tracks. Bars with one or both ends bearing against the upper rail fillet were found in

every location. The results on the Santa Fe range from 1 percent in location R, AREA
36-in. full bearing bars, to 57 percent in location T, B-34 24-in. C. B. H. bars; and on the

Pennsylvania the values range from 10 percent in location G, F-4 36-in. full bearing

bars, to 62 percent in location F, B-19 36-in. C. B. H. bars. This condition is more

prevalent on the unhardened rail in most of the locations, particularly on the

Pennsylvania.

Bolt Tension on the Santa Fe

In August 1946 the bolt tension was measured in 24 joints of each test location and

then the bolts were tightened by hand wrenching in all the joints of the test locations

Table 2- -Average Change nsr Out-to-Out Measurements on Joint Bars from 1937

to 1946 in Each Test Location on the Pennsylvania

Values are the combined movements of the two bars. Negative sign means movement
towards rail. Each value is the average for 30 joints on each rail.

Values are in inches.
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North Unhardened Rail D South End-hardened Rail
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.200

.100

2..200

.100

.200

.100

<S.200

.100

.200

.100

Fig. 9.—Average Annual Change in Out-to-Out Distances of Joint Bars for 60
Joints in Each Test Location on the Santa Fe; End-Hardened

South Rail, Unhardened North Rail.

In 1945 and 1946 considerable difficulty was experienced in the tightening of the

bolts on both the Santa Fe and the Pennsylvania. The bolts installed with the threaded

ends on the gage side of the track are rusty while the bolts with the threaded ends on

the outside of the track are being lubricated by the grease dropping from the journal

boxes of the rolling stock. These opposite conditions prevent tightening the bolts in a

joint to either a uniform tension or to the desired tension. It was impossible to loosen

or tighten the nut because of rust on approximately 10 percent of the bolts in each
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.200

.100

.200

* .100

t'.200

.100

.200

« .100

.200

.100

.200

.100

Fig. 10.—Average Annual Change in Out-to-Out Distances of Joint Bars for 60

Joints in Each Test Location on the Pennsylvania; End-Hardened
South Rail, Unhardened North Rail.
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20

15

10

5

O

20

Loc. A
AREA 36- in. F.B.

Loc. B
AREA 24-in.F.B.

Removed Nov. 1943

July

Loc. C
B-19 36-in. F.B.

Loc. D
B-19 36-in. C.B.H.SB.

Loc. E
B-19 24-in. C.B.H.SB.

Removed Nov. 1943

Loc. F
B-19 36-in. C.B.H.

July

Loc. C
F-4 36-in. F.B.

Loc. H.

F-4 36-in. C.B.H.SB.

Loc. I

A-39 36-in. Angle F.B.

10

5

O

25

20

15

10

LOC. J
A- 13 36-in. H.F Angle

Loc. K
B-43 36-in. H.F. Top of columns shows tension

as set at beginning of test

periods.

Top of hatched columns shows

remoining tension at end of

test periods.

Average of 20 joints for

each location.

So
•^5

3| * 5

» ~ -"» 2i

Fig. 12.—Loss in Bolt Tension Under Traffic for Stated Periods on the Pennsylvania.

observed only in the head of the bars and near the rail ends. The number of cracked bars

removed from service prior to the 1946 inspection is negligible except for location T
which is reported as 24. There was a total of 97 chipped rail ends with approximately

75 percent appearing on the south end-hardened rail.
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Only 2 cracked bars were found on the Pennsylvania and they were in location K,

B-A3 36-in. headfree bars. Prior to the 1046 inspection two bars had been removed from

service due to cracks. A total of 24 chipped rail ends were observed with substantially

the same number occurring both on the north and south rails and on the leaving and

receiving rail ends.

Thickness Gage Measurements

Thickness gage measurements were made this year at the rail ends on the top and

bottom of the bars. Observations were obtained on IS joints on each rail in each

location.

On the Santa Fe the results show in general for the tops of the bars that greater

thickness gage spaces occur at the leaving rail end than at the receiving rail end; for the

bottoms of the bars the converse obtains. No marked difference in values is apparent for

the north and the south rails, however the thickness gage space at the tops of bars

compares with that at the bottom in a ratio of about 1 to 2.

The measurements on the Pennsylvania differ from those on the Santa Fe in two

respects; the thickness gage spaces are appreciably greater on the north unhardened

rail, and the ratio of the space at the tops of bars to that at the bottoms of bar increases

to about 1 to 3.

Bar Surface Profiles

Profile measurements were taken on selected joint bars of each test location before

they were first installed, on the top, bottom and lateral fishing surfaces of the joint bars,

the latter being identified as that surface on the head of the joint bar wrr'ch is nearest

to and approximately parallels the rail web. The reference points of the profile instrument

were located on the lateral fishing surface and readings taken by 3 dial gages on a

straight edge at 17 intervals along the fishing surfaces between points 9 in. from the

midlength of the joint bar. The profile gives information from which can be determined

any change in fishing surfaces due to wear, batter, flow and bending. It is presumed that

the changes are largely due to wear.

Fig. 13 shows the average change in profile for six joint bars on each rail for each

of the Pennsylvania locations B and E from 1938 to 1943 when they were removed.

It will be seen for the joint bars of location B that the average wear of 0.01S in. is fairly

uniform along the top fishing surface and that the average change along the bottom

fishing surface is barely appreciable except at the leaving end of the joint bars on the

end-hardened rail. In location E the average change on the top and bottom fishing

surfaces is greater for the joint bars on the unhardened rail. The top and bottom fishing

surfaces of the joint bars in location E are relieved (C. B. H. & B.) for that portion

which lies between points 4 in. and 8 in. from the midlength of the joint bar. If these

relieved portions are not considered, there is only a slight variation in the magnitude

of the changes or wear along the fishing surfaces, although there is some indication that

the wear might increase rapidly from points 9 in. from the midlength to the ends of

the joint bars.

Rating of Service Performance of the Various Types of Joint Bars

A rating and classification of the service performance of the various types of joint

bars from test measurements is shown in Table 5 for both test tracks. Four factors are

considered: Joint camber (droop and batter) as taken from Figs. 1 and 2 for the

unhardened rail; area of wear and batter between the 1938 and 1946 profiles for the

unhardened rail as taken from Figs. 3 and 4; amount of clearance between bars and
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Distance from Midlength of Bars in Inches

IO 5 O 5 10

0.025

Fig. 13.—Wear on Top, Bottom and Lateral Fishing Surfaces of Bars
on the Pennsylvania from 1938 to 1943. Values Are

Averages for 12 Bars on Each Location.

rail web reflected by the change in out-to-out distance of the bars at midlength as taken

from Figs. 9 and 10; and the relative or percentage loss of the applied bolt tension as

shown in Tables 3 and 4 and Figs. 11 and 12. The method of rating the bars with respect

to each of these individual factors was to evaluate the best performance as 1, next best

as 2, etc., grouping two or more types of bars in one rating if the performance of each

was judged to be substantially equal. In column 6 the rating points for the four factors

are totalled, and in column 7 the various types of bars are grouped into classifications A,

B, C, D, E and F in order of their service performance, A being the best. Although the

factors in columns 2 and 3 which indicate the smoothness of the running surface and

riding quality of the rail joint are considered to have more importance than the factors

in columns 4 and 5 which indicate or are affected by the amount of joint bar and rail

end fishing surface wear, all four factors are weighed equally in the computation of the

service classification. The classifications have been determined separately for each of the

two test tracks and therefore the values in column 7 are not suitable for comparing bars

on the Santa Fe with bars on the Pennsylvania.

In order to conform with the system employed for the past two years, rail joint

deflection as determined with the special test car was not considered in the rating of the

service performance of the bars for 1946. The rating of the bars based on the average

joint deflection for both rails in each location is given in Table 6. This rating in general

agrees well with that for rail surface profile in column 3 of Table 5.
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Table 5.

—

Rating of Service Performance of Various Types of Joint Bars
as of Skptember 1946.

—

Pennsylvania and Santa Fe

Best service performance is denoted by 1 and A. Columns 2 and 3

are for unhardened north rail only
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Conclusions

The service tests have consisted of the installation of 9 different types of joint bars

for 112-lb. RE rail on the Santa Fe and 12 different types of joint bars for 131-lb. RE
rail on the Pennsylvania, with periodic inspection and measurements of certain charac-

teristics which are judged to be indicative of service performance. The following

conclusions seem justified by the results to date.

End-Hardened Rails

The entire service performance of all the various types of joints on the end-hardened

rails for both the Santa Fe and Pennsylvania is outstandingly better than that on the

unhardened rails. Not only has rail end batter been reduced by the end hardening, but in

addition the service life of the joint bars has been substantially prolonged.

Rail Head Wear

The rail head wear at a point 20 in. from the rail end of the 112-lb. RE rails on the

Santa Fe averages 0.035 in. for 112 million gross tons of traffic. The similar wear on the

131-lb. RE rails of the Pennsylvania averages 0.043 in. for 154 million gross tons of

traffic. These low rates of rail head wear mean that these rails should not have to be

removed from tangent track for many years due to rail head wear. As would be expected

no difference was observed in the rate of rail wear beyond the rail joint with the various

types of bars.

Length of Joint Bars

The relative service performance on the Pennsylvania indicates that the service life

of 36-in. bars is greater than 1.5 times that of 24-in. bars. On the Santa Fe the results

show that a longer service life may be expected for unhardened rail when equipped with

the longer joint bars; however a definite comparison can not be made at this time. The

data show that the 36-in. bars provide a much smoother riding surface after 9 years

of service in the Santa Fe track.

Controlled Bearing Bars

To date, there is no appreciable difference in the performance of the controlled

bearing head and base bars and full bearing bars of similar design. The controlled bear-

ing head only bars in locations O and T on the Santa Fe are developing a significant

number of head cracks.

Headfree Bars

The performance of headfree bars is as good as the average performance for head

contact bars of comparable section and length.

Angle Bars

Although there are some differences in the relative performance of the different

designs of angle bars included in the test, in general the short toe designs of bar are

giving equal or superior performance.

Section Area of Bars

In the Pennsylvania installation the relatively light weight section F-4 bar (loca-

tions G and H) is giving as good or better performance than the other much heavier bars.
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Special Types of Joints

The Evcrtite bars of location L were removed from the Pennsylvania track, in April

1941 because of unsatisfactory performance. Frequently the two middle bolts of the 24-in.

wedge type joints of Santa Fe location N have become loose before the periodic yearly

bolt tightening. A large proportion of these joints are in good condition; however, some

of the individual joints of this location are showing a high rate of rail batter on the

unhardened rail.

Report on Assignment 8

Investigate Joint Bar Failures and Give Consideration to the

Revision of Design and Specifications

Ray McBrian (chairman, subcommittee), J. B. Akers, W. C. Barnes, H. J. Bogardus,

C. B. Bronson, W. J. Burton, C. M. Chumley, C. J. Code, P. O. Ferris, F. S. Hewes,

S. R. Hursh, L. S. Jeffords, G. M. Magee, E. E. Mayo, C. E. Morgan, R. E. Patter-

son, B. H. Prater, J. C. Ryan, R. T. Scholes, W. D. Simpson, J. G. Wishart.

A progress report of the rolling-load tests of joint bars being conducted at the Uni-

versity of Illinois under the direction of Professor N. J. Alleman is submitted as

information in Appendix 8-a which follows:

Appendix 8-a

Fifth Progress Report of the Rolling-Load Tests of Joint Bars

By N. J. Alleman

Special Research Associate Professor of Engineering Materials, University of Illinois

Introduction and Acknowledgment

This is a report on the tests of joint bars conducted during the past year in the

Talbot Laboratory, University of Illinois, as a part of the work of the Engineering

Experiment Station in cooperation with the American Railway Engineering Association

Committee on Rail under Assignment 8—Investigate joint bar failures and give consid-

eration to the revision of design and specifications. Ray McBrian, engineer of standards

and research, Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad, is chairman of the subcommittee

for this assignment. The work is sponsored and financed by the Association of American

Railroads. Acknowledgment is made of the services of Lewis Franklin and Elmer Hunt,

mechanicians in the Talbot Laboratory shops; Gordon Gregory and Henry Lessing,

student test assistants and Russell Jensen, special research associate.

Testing Machines and Test Specimens

With the installation of two more 33-in. stroke rolling machines in 1945, similar

to the one described in the Proceedings, Vol. 40, 1939, page 649, it has been possible to

conduct an increased number of tests the past year.

The dimensions of the test joint and method of loading, described in the Proceed-

ings, Vol. 44, 1943, page 38?, are unchanged. In all tests when the wheel is at the cantilever
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end of the stroke, bar bending stresses are SO percent in value and reversed in sign from
those obtained with the wheel load at the joint gap.

Previous joint bar reports have covered joints assembled with 112-lb. RE rail and

4 types of 24-in. bars, B34 and AREA both full bearing type, J16 headfree and K2
headfree with overfill and easement. Results herein reported cover 14 tests on 131-K14
headfree bars, 5 tests on 112-lb. TR rails and bars, 4 tests on 112-K16 headfree 36-in.

bars and 4 tests on 112-B34 shot-peened bars.

Table 1 lists the chemical analyses and physical properties of the heats from which

the bars were obtained. These data were supplied by the manufacturing mills. Bars were

obtained from various railroads, and through hardness surveys with a King portable

Brinell hardness tester, bars were selected of approximately the same mean hardness.

Results of Rolling-Load Tests

Individual test results on the 27 joints tested since the previous report was published

are tabulated in Table 2. In all tests the tension in the 1-in. diameter heat-treated bolts

was set and maintained at 15,000 lb. Periodic checks were made as tests progressed.

The criterion for bar performance has been selected as the number of cycles of

loading to propagate a fatigue crack to y2 of bar height, and cycles for failure are so

Table 1.

—

Chemical Analysis and Physical Properties of Bars

Bar Type
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Table 2.

—

Rolling-Load Tests on Rail Joints

Maximum positive bending moment: 44,400-lb. load—400,000 in.-lb.; 55,500-lb. load

—

500,000 in.-lb.

Maximum negative bending moment is 50 percent of positive moment.
Bolt tension: 15,000 lb.

Bolts: 1 in. diameter, heat-treated, prestressed.

Joint
No.

Wheel
Load
lb.

Cycles for
Failure

Bar Failure
N-North S-South

Hardness
BHN

Had End
H-Hot Sawed
C-Cold Sau'd

Pinching on
trailed Bar

Top Base

9(1

94

89
100

93
96
97
105

83
84
86

92

101
102
103
104

7
29
49

55, 500
55, 500
62, 000
55, 500
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recorded for each joint in Table 2. The hardness value given for each joint listed in

Table 2 is that obtained on the fishing surface of the bar which failed. Also in the table

the conditions of the rail end are noted, C for cold-sawed and H for hot-sawed. Cold-

sawed indicates that the joint was formed by sawing a single length of rail, thus varia-

tions of rail fishing heights contacting each bar were reduced to a minimum. The assorted

short lengths of torch cut TR rail obtained from the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

Railroad were sawed off square and paired after measurement with a S-point fishing

height gage.

Short lengths of hot-sawed rail ends were obtained for test purposes from two mills.

The condition of individual rail ends was quite varied. A few ends carried sharp fins,

particularly on the top fishing surface. On many rails the grinding operation to remove

fins was carried far enough actually to bevel the end on the fishing surfaces and on a

few rails there was evidence of a milling operation, possibly to square up the rail end.

Profiles were taken on the upper and lower fishing surfaces for all hot-sawed rails.

If headfree bars were used the upper fishing surface profile was taken in the upper

web fillet.

Bar Hardness Readings

Upon receiving a shipment of bars at the laboratory each bar is tested with a

standard Brinell machine upon the upper and lower surfaces near midlength. As far as

possible, bars of like hardness from the middle of the hardness range are paired for test.

In general this means that the test bars fall in the range of 200-250 Brinell.

Table 3 lists the readings obtained on individual bars of each joint tested.

Tests on 131-K14 Headfree 24-in. Bars

The support spacing under the rail joints and the wheel load used for most tests

are arranged to give a positive bending moment (lower bar surface in tension) of

400,000 in.-lb. and a negative moment (upper bar surface in tension) of 200,000 in.-lb.

as a result of studies by Dr. A. N. Talbot for the Special Committee on Stresses in

Railroad Track in which these values were suggested as a criterion in the design of

joint bars.

When tests were started on 131-lb. RE rails and bars the question was brought up

as to whether to use the same bending moment, thus subjecting the bars to a stress of

75 percent of that obtained on the 112-lb. bars, or to load them to a higher bending

moment so as to obtain the same stresses as in 112-lb. bars. Three tests were made on

joints 77, 78 and 87 with cold-sawed rail ends in which the wheel load was increased

to 55,500 lb. so as to subject the 131-lb. bars to the same stress values as were obtained

on the 112-lb. bars. Thus direct "fatigue life" comparisons may be made between 112-lb.

and 131-lb. bars. The average cycles for failure for the above mentioned three tests was

591,500. Joint 80 was tested at 62,000-lb. load due to an error in setting the loading

spring. Fig. 1 shows a photograph of the top fishing surfaces of the bars of joint 87,

131-K14, 4-hole bars. Rail end gouges may be noted as well as the location of the

fracture on the top fishing surface at a rail end. The break was completed by sawing

the bar to examine the fracture.

Two tests, joints 90 and 94, were made with the light 44,400-lb. wheel load used

for the 112-lb. rail and joint tests. Joint 90 ran 1,321,000 cycles before a base failure

occurred and joint 94 ran 2,000,000 cycles when the test was discontinued with no failure.

An examination of the bars after the test revealed top surface cracks under the rail

ends on both bars.
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Table 3.

—

Brineix Hardness on Fishing Surfaces of Bars

Readings 1-in. to right of midlength of bar
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parison of test results of 24-in. and 36-in. bars, on cold-sawed rail, reveals a small

increase in cyclic life for the longer bars.

Tests on 112-lb. TR Rails and Bars

The 5 tests made on TR rails and bars gave an average number of cycles for failure

of 684,500. Despite the variation of Brinell hardness of 91 points, the cycles for failure

for four of the tests were not greatly different. The highest cyclic life was obtained on

joint 84, the surface hardness at the fracture being 221.

Fig. 2 is a photograph of the bars of joint 86, TR rail. Gouging on the upper bar

surface is in evidence, although it does not appear to be so severe as that noted on

112-lb. headfree bars bearing on RE rail. The fatigue crack, outlined with Magnaflux,

extends from the lower surface to a bolt hole. The photograph indicates that the width

of top surface bearing near the gap is approximately |4 in > as compared with approxi-

mately l/z in. on 112-lb., J16 and K2 headfree bars. As in all rolling-load tests bearing

is heavy near bar midlength and light near the ends. The increased width of bearing

Fig. 1.—Top Surface Bearing on Bars of Joint 87; 131-K14 Headfree Bars;

Wheel Load 55,500 lb.

Fig. 2—Top Surface Bearing on Bars of Joint 86; 112-lb. TR Rail; Wheel Load
44,400 lb.; Fatigue Crack Outlined with Magnaflux.
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Fig. 3.—Fatigue Cracks on Bars of Joint 99, Cracks Outlined with Magnaflux.

results from the increase of the head fillet radius from Y% in. on the RE rail to 11/16 in.

on the TR rail.

It may be noted that all TR bars failed from the lower surfaces. An examination

of the results of tests in previous joint bar reports show that 75 percent of the 112-K2

headfree shell steel bars failed from the lower surface. In tests to date about 75 percent

of the 131 -lb. bars have failed from the top surface. Top surface failure indicates that

rail end gouging is severe enough to start and propagate a crack to failure before one

develops on the lower surface.

Tests on 112-K16 Headfree, 36-in. Bars

Four tests were made on this group of bars, two with hot-sawed ends and two with

cold-sawed ends. The hot-sawed ends were subsequently milled by the manufacturer thus

removing much of the rail end distortion which results in "pinching" of the bar fishing

surfaces. As noted in Table 2 no pinching was found on the lower rail surfaces and only

0.004 in. on the upper surfaces. The average cycles for the four tests, 543,900, is slightly

less than that as found for the TR rails.

The photograph of both bars of joint 99, 112-K16 headfree bars, Fig. 3, shows the

cracks outlined with Magnaflux. The crack causing bar failure is seen extending from

the lower surface of bar 99N up to a bolt hole. As in almost all cases, the crack causing

failure originated on the fishing surface in a localized region of intense bearing and

galling. On the upper surface of bar 99N a crack ^ in. long may be seen % in. to the
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Fig. 4.—Top Surface Crack and Rail End Gouge on Bar 99S (X 8).

right of the rail end gouge. This crack originated in a region of heavy bearing and

extends up on to the top surface of the bar. On the upper bar, 99S, a crack 1 in. long

is seen to extend from a rail end gouge and spread across the upper bar surface.

An enlarged sectional view of the crack and rail end gouges of bar 99S is shown

in Fig. 4 (X8). One-fourth inch was machined off of the inner flange so that the sec-

tional view shown is at the middle of the bearing area. The crack started in the lip

of gouged metal at a rail end. To the right of the crack a gouge and series of lips is

found to have been formed at a rail end, as the joint gap opened during the progress

of the test. An examination of bars in track shows this characteristic lip at rail ends but

it is often sheared off or moved from its original location due to the relative movement

of the rail and bar.

A micrograph (X SO) of the surface of the above specimen is shown in Fig. 5. Some

decarburization of surface metal is noted and a dark area which appears to be a lap

may be seen at the extreme left and Y\ in. from the surface. Two long lips of metal

appear to have been pushed loose from the bar surface by the contacting rail end as the

gap opened during the test.

Tests of Shot-Peened 112-B34 Full Bearing Bars

Through the courtesy of the American Foundry Equipment Company 8 joint bars

were shot-peened with the object of improving the fatigue life. Bars were placed on

edge in a jig with their longitudinal center line passing through the longitudinal center

line of the blast. Each edge was given two passes through the blast at a linear speed

of 2.16 ft. per min., two bars processed at a time. New shot (S-SSO) was used and the

arc height on the Almen C2 test strip after two passes was 0.046 in. The shot was fed

to the 19%-in. by 2%-in. wheel through a 1%-in. orifice at the rate of approximately

275 lb. per min. The wheel speed was 2250 rpm.
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Fig. 5.—Microstructure (X SO) at Rail End Gouge on Top Surface of Bar 99S.

The first pass under the blast effectively removed all surface scale. Vertical and

lateral profile readings on the bars before and after peening revealed that surface

compressive stresses set up by peening caused no change in profile.

Rockwell and Brinell surveys were made on the upper and lower fishing surfaces of all

8 bars before shot-peening. No hardness tests were made on the peened surfaces.

Joint 101 ran 1,331,600 cycles before a bar failed from the top surface at a rail

end. Joint 102 failed after 443,900 cycles with both bars cracking from the top surface,

one at a rail end and the other at a location l l/2 in. back from a rail end. Fig. 6 shows

the top surfaces of both bars of joint 102. Joint 103 ran 2,000,000 cycles with no bar

failure. Examination after disassembly revealed a J4 hi. crack on the top surface of the

north bar at a rail end gouge mark. Joint 104 failed from a top surface crack at a rail

end after 1,406,600 cycles.

The average cycles for the shot-peened bar were 1,295,500, as compared to the

average cyclic life of 436,500 for similar 112-B34 bars not peened. Shot-peening appears

promising as a means of increasing joint bar life.

In assembling a joint with peened bars it has been noted that the out-to-out readings

on the bar flanges are greater than with unpeened bars, due to the raised fishing surfaces.

An increased number of cycles are also required to stabilize the peened bars during

which period bolt tension losses are comparatively high.

Rate of Crack Growth

The rate of crack growth from the lower surface of bars appears to be rapid as

compared to growth of cracks originating on the upper surface. In many cases top surface

cracks have been detected early in the life of a test, but in no case has a bottom surface
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crack been detected before it has spread across the lower flange. As rate of crack growth

is dependent on tensile bending stress it is expected that lower surface cracks once

formed would lead to rapid failure.

Lateral Bar Deflections and Out-to-Out Measurements

Lateral deflection readings were taken on both bar flanges of each joint before

bolting, after bolting and at regular intervals during the progress of each test. The gage

carries a dial mounted at the center of a 22 in. span, hence the readings indicate lateral

flange deflection, usually elastic, at midlength with respect to the bar ends. Tightening

of bolts during joint assembly bows the bars inward at midlength if the rails are cold-

sawed and this movement is increased as a test progresses. On headfree bars the elastic

deflection on the lower flanges is usually greater than on the upper flanges.

After 250,000 cycles the average total inward deflection at midlength for the 5 TR
tests was 0.019 in. on the top flanges and 0.028 in. on the lower flanges. Measurements
were taken on the 36-in. 131-K14 bars, joints 81, 82, 89 and 100, with two deflection

gages, of 22 and 34-in. span. The average inward deflection at midspan after 250,000

cycles was 0.005 in. on the top flanges and 0.018 in. on the lower flanges as measured

with the 22 in. gage and corresponding readings with the 34 in. gage were 0.026 in. and

0.046 in. respectively.

Out-to-out measurements, that is, distance between the outer bar flanges at mid-

length, indicated that after 250,000 cycles of testing the total inward movement on the

upper flanges of headfree bars was less than 0.010 in. and the corresponding inward

movement of the lower flanges varied from 0.024 to 0.084 in.

Effect of Quenching Temperature on Bar Hardness

It is believed that the extreme variations in hardness encountered in bars from the

same lot are due, in part, to the quenching temperature. Bars sheared to the proper

length are heated in a gas or oil fired furnace, and emerging from the furnace go to a

punching press and then to a straightening press, and are subsequently discharged end-

wise into an oil bath. The operation is carefully timed and the furnace temperature

adjusted so the bars are quenched at from 1475 to 1550 deg. F.; however, delays in the

operations between furnace and the quench may result in the quenching of individual

bars from below the critical temperature.

AREA specifications for quenched carbon-steel joint bars allow the carbon content

to range from 0.35 to 0.60 percent; however by agreement the range of 0.42-0.50 per-

cent is usually maintained. The critical temperature for steel SAE 1045 (AISI-C1045) is

given in tables at Ar3 =1405 deg. F. (cooling) and Ac3— 1450 deg. F. (heating) and

the recommended quenching temperature is 1450-1550 deg. F.

In order to ascertain the hardness values that may be expected from quenching at

various temperatures specimens were oil quenched as shown in Table 4. Specimens were

prepared by sawing a 36-in., 131-lb. headfree, 0.44 percent carbon bar into 6-in. lengths

and peening a thermocouple into a small hole on the end of the upper flange of each.

Table 4
Quenching

Specimen Temperature
Number deg. F.

89S-1 1400

89S-4 1325

89S-5 1250

89S-6 1175

S9S-2 Air cool

Oil
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After holding the bars at 1625 deg. F. for one hour individual specimens were

withdrawn and air cooled to the desired quenching temperature as judged by the peened

couple. Hardness readings were then taken on the top bar surfaces. The highest hardness,

Brinell 250, was recorded on the specimen quenched from 1400 deg. F. and the hardness

on specimens quenched from lower temperatures ranged down to 172 Brinell. Hardness

on the air cooled specimen was 161.

It is apparent that a joint bar of 0.45 percent carbon-steel oil quenched from the

recommended temperature range may be expected to show a Brinell value of not less

than 250. Bars softer than 250 may be assumed to have been quenched from below the

critical temperature or to be deeply decarburized.

Fig. 6.—Top Surface Cracks and Bearing on 112-B34 Shot-Peened Bars of Joint 102.

Brinell and Rockwell Depth-Hardness Surveys

In order to study the correlation of Brinell and Rockwell surface and subsurface

hardness, a section was cut diagonally from the lower flange of a 131-K14 joint bar.

The test surface was machined and finish ground at a 1 in 8 taper with the original bar

surface in order to make possible an increased number of readings at small differences

in depth.

A depth-hardness survey using Rockwell and Brinell machines is shown in Fig. 7.

The surface Brinelled 212 and maximum hardness by the Brinell method was found to

be 234 at approximately 0.02 in. from the surface. At the surface a Rockwell C hardness

of 10 was found. (Brinell= 10 X Rockwell C, approximately) An increase of hardness

with depth was noted, reaching a maximum of C18 at 0.015 in. from the surface. A
constant Rockwell hardness of C18 was recorded to a depth of 0.14 in.

If the above test bar may be considered a representative bar it is seen that removal

of 0.010 in. of surface in preparing a test surface may result in an increase of Brinell

hardness of about 13 points. This test bar appears to be decarburized to a depth of

approximately 1/32 in. It is clearly apparent that the Rockwell C Hardness test gives

a more accurate picture of surface hardness than does the Brinell test; however, rough

surface condition and heavy scale on bars accounts for wide variations in Rockwell

readings and it is felt that a Rockwell reading on a rough hot-rolled surface does not

give an accurate indication of bar surface condition.

Further results regarding the relationship between Brinell and Rockwell surface

hardness and joint bar life are included in the study of the 112-B34 shot-peened bars.

Rockwell C-Brinnell Survey on Surfaces of 112-B34 Bars

As previously mentioned Rockwell and Brinell readings were taken on the upper

and lower surfaces of the 8 B34 bars before shot-peening. Presuming that the effect of
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BAR 89S-I OIL QUENCHED

TEST SURFACE TAPER GROUND 1-8

BAR FISHING SURFACE

TEST SURFACE

200

13 14 15 16 17 18

ROCKWELL "C" HARDNESS

210 220 230
BRINELL HARDNESS

240

Fig. 7.—Depth Hardness Survey on Lower Flange of Joint Bar.

shot-peening is constant for the 4 shot-peening tests an attempt was made to correlate

Rockwell C readings with joint bar life. The results of hardness tests and cycles for

failures are given in Table S.

On hardened steel a Brinell hardness of 230 should correspond to a Rockwell reading

of C20. The Rockwell impression for C20 hardness is 0.006 in. deep and the cone angle

of the diamond penetrator is 120 deg. The Brinell impression for 230 hardness is approxi-

mately 0.016 in. deep and the bottom of the impression is flat. It is evident that the

Rockwell is the more sensitive tester and by means of it a more accurate picture of

surface hardness may be obtained.

For joint 101, Table 5, the Brinell readings were 228-239 and the Rockwell readings

on the same surfaces were C16-C18. A study of the readings on joints 102, 103 and 104

reveals that for bars from this particular heat a Rockwell reading of about C7 should

be expected when the Brinell reading is less than 200; Brinell 220 corresponds to approxi-

mately Cll and for Brinell 240 we may expect a Rockwell of C16. More tests of this

nature are necessary to correlate Rockwell hardness with joint bar life.

Further studies of Rockwell and Brinell hardness are being made on 131-AREA and

131-K4 angle bars.
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BAR NO. 26
BARS: INLAND XI3I-28

H.T H.F 36 IN

4 6 12 16 20 24 28
DISTANCE IN INCHES FROM LEFT END OF BAR-FACING OUTER WEB

32 35
SURFACE

LOCATION OF TENSION SPECIMENS

Fig. 8.—Brinell Survey Along Fishing Surfaces on Bars 26 and 33.

Variation of Physical Properties in Two 36-in. Bars

The hardest and softest bars were selected from a batch of 131-K14, 36-in. bars

received from one mill, as judged by Brinell hardness measured on the fishing surface

near midlength, to study the variation in hardness and tensile properties along the bars.

Fig. 8 portrays the variation in Brinell hardness along the upper and lower fishing

surfaces of both bars. The average hardness on both flanges at midlength of bar 33 is

190 Brinell against 265 Brinell for bar 26. This difference of 75 points of hardness prob-

ably indicates that the softer bar was quenched from a lower temperature than was the

harder bar. On both bars the lower surface was found to be harder than the upper

flange except for one location near the left end of bar 26 and at midlength of bar 33.

As the highest bar stresses are at midlength the hardness and fatigue strength at this

location is much more important than at other locations.

Results of tensile tests on specimens cut from upper and lower flanges of both bars

from regions adjacent to the fishing surfaces are included in Table 6. The location of

each specimen along the bar is shown in Fig. 8. Inasmuch as the tensile specimens are

necessarily from the interior of a bar the tensile results represent bar properties in

this region.

The highest strength values and maximum hardness values in bar 26 were found

to be at midlength. The lowest elongation and reduction of area values were accordingly

at the same location. Rockwell readings were taken on flat surfaces machined on the

shoulders of the broken tension specimens. Readings on individual specimens varied

several points in hardness because the test surface prepared on each specimen was not

at a uniform distance from the original bar surface.

Tensile strengths of specimens from the lower flange of bar 33 were several thousand

pounds per square inch higher than those from the upper flange as the Brinell tests in

Fig. 8 would indicate. Yield point values in the upper flange ranged from 65,200 to 70,500

psi. and in the lower flange from 70,000 to 71,500 psi. The AREA specification for

minimum yield point is 70,000 psi.
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Table 6.

—

Results of Tension and Hardness Tests on Bars 26 and 33
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Observations of Tests for the Year

1. Joint bars for 131 -lb. RE rail subjected to a wheel load increased in proportion

to the increased section modulus of the bars, thus giving equivalent bending stress, render

approximately the same joint bar life as the 112-lb. bars.

2. The cyclic life of the 131-K14 36-in. bars tested was somewhat longer than that

of 24-in. bars of the same type.

3. Top surface bearing at the rail end is wider on TR bars with the ll/16-in.

fillet radius than on 112-lb. headfree bars with ^j-in. fillet radius. The average cyclic

life of TR bars was greater than that found with 112-B34 bars.

4. Rolling-load tests on one lot of 112-B34 bars show an increase of cyclic life

resulting from shot-peening.

5. Variations in hardness from bar to bar of the same heat may result from variations

in quenching temperature.

6. Surface decarburization usually found on joint bars is readily detected in the

Rockwell test.

Report on Assignment 9

Corrugated Rail—Causes and Remedy

Effect Upon Riding Qualities of Tracks and Upon the Costs of Track
and Equipment Maintenance

Maro Johnson (chairman, subcommittee), S. E. Armstrong, W. C. Barnes, H. J.Bogardus,
C. B. Bronson, E. E. Chapman, C. J. Code, J. L. Gressitt, S. R. Hursh, G. M. Magee,
Rav McBrian, C. E. Morgan, L. T. Nuckols, R. E. Patterson, A. N. Reece, F. S.

Schwinn, F. W. Thompson, R. P. Winton, J. G. Wishart.

This report on Assignment 9 is a continuation of the investigation begun by Pro-

lessor R. E. Cramer last year. For that reason it is called a second progress report,

although this is the third report of the subcommittee, a previous report based on a

questionnaire having been published in the Proceedings, Vol. 43, 1944.

It seems that Professor Cramer has definitely established the greater hardness of

the surface of the apex of corrugations in the tracks he has so far investigated. The

committee during the next year hopes to determine the conditions under which slippage

indicated by Professor Cramer's investigation occurs. In the meantime it will be glad

to receive suggestions bearing on this phase of the subject.

Second Progress Report on Corrugated Rails

By R. E. Cramer
Special Research Associate Professor of Engineering Materials, University of Illinois

Last year an initial report on the causes of corrugation in railroad rails was pub-

lished in the Proceedings, Vol. 47, 1946, pages 427-430. It was found that the bright

high spots of corrugated rails were hard spots caused by wheel slippage heating the steel

to a quenching temperature. This produced a quenched martensite structure on the rail

surfaces which was very hard.

During the past year an inspection trip was made over 40 miles of the Illinois

Central main line, double-track territory, south of Dyersberg, Tenn., where it was found
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that nearly half of the rails were corrugated producing what the local track men call

"roaring track." Several stretches of corrugated rails were continuous for 2 or 3 miles

in tangent track. There was no appreciable corrugation on the curves of this territory.

In general, the corrugation was more severe in the older rails, especially in rails of over

10 years' service. There was comparatively little corrugation in rails which had been

in track less than 5 years.

A typical rail from this track was cut into 6 lengths and sent to the university

laboratory for study. Fig. 1 shows the corrugations on this rail. The spacing of the

bright hard spots varies from \y2 to 6 in. and at some places on the rail there are

narrow continuous bands of hardened steel extending through several of the corrugation

spots. The average difference in profile between high and low spots was 0.00S to 0.006 in.

with a few bright spots 0.008 to 0.012 in. high.

Several specimens containing bright spots were cut out of this rail to test for hardness

and for examination with the metallographic microscope. Fig. 2 at 10X magnification,

shows the many concentric cracks which form in a standard Brinell impression made

with a 10-mm. ball and 3000-kg. load. The Brinell reading obtained on this bright spot

was 286, compared to 260 on an adjacent area which was not bright. This test shows

that the hardened layer on the surface of the rail is quite thin and cracks when tested

with a standard Brinell test. For this reason hardness tests were made on the bright

spots using the Vickers Diamond Brinell Tester which uses a 10-kg. load on a small

diamond pyramid. With this method of testing, maximum hardness readings were obtained

near the centers of the bright spots which varied from 538 to 635 Vickers Brinell hardness

numbers. These hardness readings represent 504 and 570 standard Brinell numbers. Such

high hardness values are only obtained in plain carbon steels when they have been

heated and quenched to produce a martensite microstructure. Fig. 3 shows a photo-

micrograph of a hard layer at 200X magnification. In this specimen the martensite layer

is only about 0.003 in. thick.

Laboratory Tests to Produce Hard Spots

The following experiment was planned to study the effect of wheel slippage in

producing hard spots on new rails. Specimens were sawed from the treads of new rails

about 6 in. long and 1 in. thick. These were tack welded onto brake shoes as shown

in Fig. 4. Each brake shoe was then mounted in the university's brake shoe testing

machine and pressed against a spinning steel car wheel for different lengths of time,

at different pressures and different rates of spinning the car wheel, followed by cooling

in air.

Fig. 5 shows the size of the spots made on 5 specimens and Fig. 6 shows Vickers

Brinell hardness tests made on these same specimens. It will be noted that the maximum
hardness was obtained, on specimen No. 3, run at 30 mph. for 5 sec. at 15,000-lb.

pressure. The hardness obtained on this type of test would depend on the maximum
temperature to which the specimen was heated and the rate at which it cooled through

the critical range near 1300 deg. F. The specimens with larger spots had more heat

developed, so their rate of cooling was not fast enough to produce maximum hardness.

Metallographic examination showed that the hardened zone on all specimens was thicker

than the hard zones usually found on corrugated rails from track. These tests show

that high hardness can be caused by spinning wheels heating rail steel to the quenching

temperature of the steel followed by the rapid cooling caused by the adjacent cold steel.

It is interesting to try to imagine how rails become hardened in track. It seems to

the writer that enough spinning of locomotive drivers could take place to make some
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corrugated spots, when heavy loaded trains are increasing their speed under full steam

pressure. After rails have been in track for a number of years they could become
covered with hard spots caused in this manner. The hard spots do not rust as fast or

flow under wheel loads like the unhardened areas. After a considerable time in track,

the difference in height between the high and low spots becomes appreciable and results

in what is known as "roaring track."

Fig. 1.—Corrugated Rail Cut in Six Lengths.

Note.—Bright hard spots with various spacings and bright continuous narrow
streaks running through several spots.

Fig. 2.—Brinell Impression in Hard Spot.

Mag. 10X. Note concentric cracks in Brinell impression.
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RAIL NO

15 SEC

60 MPH

J LBS

Fig. 5.—Rail Specimens Wheel Burned on Brake Shoe Testing Machine.

Time, speed and pressure given in picture.

448 378 392

384 378 348

3 05 297 365
'295 293 3*8

SLOB

276 295 281 866
886 768
89 759 80S

408

314 314 322

350 357 310
478

434

Fig. 6.—Vickers Brinell Hardness Reading.

Specimens cut from corresponding rail numbers shown in Fig. 5.
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Report on Assignment 10

Development and Characteristics of Fractures Under
Engine Burns in Rail

Together with Investigations as to the Effectiveness of Welding Up
Engine Burns by Oxyacetylene or Electric Methods

J. B. Akers (chairman, subcommittee), J. E. Armstrong, VV. C. Barnes, C. H. Blackman,
C. B. Bronson, E. E. Chapman, C. M. Chumley, H. R. Clarke, C. J. Code, G. W.
Harris, C. B. Harveson, Maro Johnson, F. R. Layng, H. S. Loeffler, G. M. Magee,
E. E. Oviatt, G. A. Phillips, B. H. Prater, J. G. Roney, R. T. Scholes, F. S. Schwinn,
F. W. Thompson, E. C. Vandenburgh, R. P. Winton.

This is a progress report, presented as information.

The rolling-load tests have progressed quite slowly due to the heavy strains imposed

upon the machines by the nature of the tests. Redesign work has been done and through

the application of roller bearings, heavier shafting, V-belt drives, and the addition of

adequate labor to insure maintenance, this problem has been solved. The Association

of American Railroads has appropriated sufficient funds for the purchase of an additional

rolling-load machine. The construction of this machine is now in progress. The new

machine, while similar in general design to those previously constructed, is sturdier and

will operate at 150 rpm., enabling a greater number of specimens to be tested in a

shorter period of time. It is expected that delivery of this machine will be made by

March 1947.

With the additional machine capacity provided and adequate labor available, it is

anticipated that the rolling-load portion of this investigation may be expedited during

the year 1947. This work will include the processing of as many specimens as possible

through the machines in order to build up a sufficient volume of data. Various methods

of welding the rails will be investigated and an offer to help on this phase of the inves-

tigation has been received from two of the major electrode manufacturers. Progress

reports covering the rolling-load and metallurgical investigations follow.

Progress Report of Rolling-Load Tests on Engine-Burned Rails

Introduction and Acknowledgment

Rolling-load tests on engine-burned rails were originally begun in 1943 in the

Southern Railway laboratory, Alexandria, Va., with two rolling-load machines, one with

a 7-in. stroke loaned by the Sperry Products Corporation, and another with a 12-in.

stroke loaned by the Union Carbide and Carbon laboratories. Supplementing rolling-

load tests carried out in the Southern Railway laboratory, part-time use has been

obtained of one 12-in. stroke machine located in the Metal and Thermit research labora-

tory, Rahway, N. J. Acknowledgment is made of the help of A. R. Ciufreda of that

company under whose immediate direction this portion of the work has been done.

Rolling-Load Tests, Test Specimens and Results

Twenty-eight specimens were initially obtained from the tracks of the Southern.

They were selected on the basis of four classifications:

Group 1. Representing control specimens free from engine burns.

Group 2. Representing engine-burned specimens without fractures beneath the

burns which are not welded.
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Group 3. Representing specimens which were engine burned and subsequently

welded.

Group 4. Representing specimens engine burned with fractures beneath them and

not welded.

After the first IS specimens were run, it was noted that there was a considerable

scatter in the test results which was attributed to the fact that these specimens had
been taken from track and that there was a considerable variation in the previous fatigue

life to which they had been subjected. The decision was, therefore, made early in 1945

to attempt to reproduce engine burns experimentally. For this purpose two new control

cooled 100-lb. rails were laid in track and the wheels of a securely anchored Mikado
type locomotive were caused to spin on them for a period of approximately 5 sec.

Twenty specimens were obtained from this test of which ten were sent to Northwestern

Technological Institute for metallurgical examination, a report of which follows. Of the

remaining ten specimens, five were tested without any further treatment and the

remaining five were cleaned and built up by welding.

Cycles in Mi

0.5 1.0

lions

1.5 2.0 2.5

Group I

Specimens
Controls

No Burns

Group II

Specimens
Engine Burns

Unwelded

Group III

Specimens
Welded

Engine Burns

Group IV
Specimens
Engine Burn

With Detected

Fractures
Unwelded

1 1 1
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Group I

Specimens
Controls
No Burns

Group III

Specimens
Welded

Engine Burns

Group II

Specimens
Engine Burns

Unwelded

Group III

Specimens
Welded

Engine Burns

Cycles in Millions

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

1 L^
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Table 1.

—

Record of Rolling-Load Tests

Rail
Test Description of Specimen
No.
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it attained a size equal to 20 percent of the head section. With the stress values under

which the specimens are tested, failure occurred before an additional 75,000 cycles.

Figs. 1 and 2 summarize the test results by types of specimen. Since the test machines

vary in stroke, the results by groups have also been separated by machines. In addition,

the specimens obtained from the control cooled rails have been shown separately.

Although the sample of data is small, the results so far obtained in the comparison

of the fatigue life in the rolling-load machines of unwelded and welded driver burns

included in groups 2 and 3, indicate that the welding of engine-burned rails is an

improvement over leaving them unwelded.

Rail Structure Changes Caused by Engine Driver Burns

By Professor V. C. Williams*

Chairman, Chemical Engineering Department, Northwestern Technological
Institute, Evanston, 111.

The purpose of this report is to describe the preparation, testing, and results of

examination of rail structures damaged by spinning locomotive driving wheels giving

rise to visible effects called "driver burns."

Discussion

A brief visual examination of a driver burn indicates that the rail steel, on the

surface just under the spinning driver, has been sufficiently raised in temperature to

allow metal flow. The heat, which results from friction and causes such drastic surface

evidences, is sufficient to warrant the conclusion that it creates profound physical and

morphological changes in the zone of the burn. Rolling-load tests have confirmed this

conclusion by showing notable reductions in the fatigue or stress-cycle characteristics as

compared to normal rails.

Metallurgical examination of representative driver burns as well as treated sections

was undertaken and has been divided into three general headings.

A. Physical effects

B. Macroscopic effects

C. Microscopic effects

The samples were from two sources. One set was prepared by the Southern Rail-

way at Alexandria, Va., under the direction of R. H. Beverley. These samples are

numbered in accordance with the numbers assigned by that group and also include the

additional designation "SR." Samples in this group include new rails containing purposely

produced driver burns which have not been subsequently rolled upon, and similarly

produced driver burns which were torch removed and rewelded. The other set of samples

included similarly produced driver-burned rails which had been rolled in standard rolling-

load test machines until failure. These samples were furnished by the Metal and Thermit

Corporation of Rahway, N. J., and are described with "MT."

Table 1 lists the samples and other descriptive information.

Physical Results of Driver Burns

Hardness tests using a Rockwell machine were undertaken to ascertain the surface

and sectional distribution of "burning" results. In preparation of the section the extreme

hardness of the driver-burn surface was first noticed as it was impossible to cut it with

a machine hack saw. The finally adopted procedure was to use a high speed car-

* Acknowledgment is made for valuable assistance rendered by W. S. Dougherty, W. A. Harding, Jr.,
Howard A. Koch, Jr., and Eugene Moriarty in preparing and photographing specimens.
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borundum abrasive cut-off wheel which was operated water flooded in order to prevent

temperature hardness drawing of the experimental face. The samples were lightly

polished and hardness maps prepared. Typical maps are given in Figs. 1 and 2.

Fig. 1 (sample 7 SR) illustrates the hardness traverse in a transverse section of the

rail when observed from a position directly in front of the driver of the locomotive.

The drawing is directly to scale and the positions of the hardness testing points are

indicated as black circles. It can be noted that the hardness in the depth of the rail is

approximately 23C. Near the surface two distinct color bands are observable in which

a very sharp increase of hardness results. The major color band corresponds to a zone

having a net hardness of 35C, which increases at the surface of the actual burn point

to Well over 55C. In all cases, the increase is so sharp from zone to zone that a striking

parallel exists with the flame hardening process for surface treatment of metals.

Table 1.

—

List of Samples Tested
Sample
Number Mark Treatment*

1 SR 0-1 B
2 SR 1-2 BW
3 SR 2-3 B
5 SR 4-5 B
6 SR 5-6 BW
7 SR 6-7 B
9 SR 8-9 B

11 SR 10-11 B
12 SR 11-12 BW
13 SR 12-13 B
15 SR 15-16 B
17 SR 17-18 B
19 SR 19-20 B
20 SR 20-21 BW
21 SR 21-22 B
23 SR 23-24 B
25 SR 25-26 B
27 SR 27-28 B
28 MT 16-17 BR
29 MT 18-19 BR
30 MT 22-23 BR
31 MT 24-25 BR
'2 MT 26-27 BR

* B = Fresh engine burned.
BW = Burned and welded.
BR = Burned and rolled until failure.

In order to observe the surface hardness contours, rail 21 SR was prepared by light

polishing to remove scale. The hardness map of Fig. 2 is a startling revelation of the

extent to which the burn has treated the surface. Two zones have a hardness of Rockwell

65C or higher which corresponds to the hardness of martensite.

The latter is a microconstituent of steel having the highest hardness and is obtained

only by a rapid quenching from above the critical temperature range. Photomicrographs

confirmed the presence of martensite and warranted postulation of the history of a

driver burn as follows:

(a) Friction heat from the spinning driver raises the temperature of the rail

surface and a portion of the steel just below the burning zone to a temperature

above the critical range of the steel, which in this case is about 1375 deg. F.

(b) Some heat flows into the rail head, due to the high conductivity of

the steel,
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(c) Immediately after the driver leaves the burned portion or stops, the

surface is air or contact quenched by the contingent medium. This quenching is

at a rate fast enough to correspond to critical quenching, leading to a martensitic

structure.

(d) Accumulated temperatures below the critical range, and therefore ineffec-

tive in changing the structure, cause heat flow into the structurally altered zones

and result in tempered martensite elements being developed.

Macroscopic Results of Driver Burns

The dimensional changes associated with the formation of martensite are so striking

that the surface might show evidence of quench cracks. These would in turn account

for the low fatigue strength of burned rails as such cracks would be foci for fatigue

failures leading to so called "detail fractures." The relative grain motion of the two

parts on opposite sides of the focal quench crack causes mild polishing and the charac-

teristic appearance of the detail fracture. The motion, of course, occurs in the process

of rolling by test machines or under road conditions.

Macroetching accents physical discontinuities in a metal surface and is done by

immersing the specimen in standard concentrated hydrochloric acid, diluted 1:1, and

holding for about 30 min. at 160 deg. F. Photographs are usually made at a magnification

of 2X- Several of the driver-burned specimens were studied by this technique.

On one specimen (sample 27 SR), a transverse section was taken at a point midway

in the driver burn. This section showed a good internal structure with a slight fiber

effect at the head-web section. No surface cracks extended into the metal underlying

the burn. It was subsequently found that this is the region of fewest quench cracks.

Rockwell "c"

10 20 30 40 50
Rockwell C
10 20 30 40 SO

Hardness Traverse
of

Rail Section

Fig. 1.—Variation of Hardness Within the Rail Head Resulting from

an Engine Driver Burn.
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Inches
2.0 i.o

Limit of Driver
Burn

'19 -27 .31

.22 '26 '26

2.0

3.0 *»

Fig. 2.—Variation of Hardness on
the Rail Running Surface Resulting

from an Engine Driver Burn.

Sample IS SR showed several fine cracks within the region of the burn at the ends,

almost at the juncture with the nonburned metal. One fine crack extends out from the

burn area.

In sample 29 MT a surface crack of great proportion extended from the burn into

the nonburned metal. The dimensional growth due to martensite formation apparently

caused a longitudinal fissure of considerable magnitude.

Fig. 3 shows sample 25 SR in which two major cracks which have "bled" etchant

appear in the burn zone, but there are many other finer quench cracks in the field.

A large variety of cracks appear in both the burned zone (upper left) and unburned

zone of Fig. 4 (sample 28 MT). This macroetch indicates the worst condition of all

those presented, since within the burned area there are a number of cracks at various

angles and one which is transverse to the rail axis; the latter should prove to be

especially detrimental.

Sample 20 SR a welded burn, had a quench crack extending from the repaired

zone. This indicates that perhaps a larger area should be flame cleaned before welding

than just the area of the actual burn.

Fig. S shows a welded burn (sample 6 SR). The appearance of the weld zone indi-

cates that careful control must be exercised to prevent weld inclusions. The "flaky"

appearance is some evidence of oxide inclusion. Cracks extending from the weld are also

present and further substantiate the claim made for a greater zone of repair.
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Fig. 3.—Engine Driver Burn, Specimen 25 SR, Etched to Bring Out Cracks.
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Fig. 4.—Engine Driver Burn, Specimen 28 MT, Showing a Large Variety of Cracks
in Both the Burned and Unburned Zone.
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Zones o/

Quench Cracks

Fig. 6.—Illustrating the Regions of

Different Grain Structure Resulting
from an Engine Driver Burn.

Fig. 7-a.—Showing that Portion of

the Area of an Engine Driver Burn
in which Quench Cracks were Found
most Frequently in the Specimens.

Rolling Failure

Specimen

Fig. 7-b.—In Specimens Broken in

the Rolling-Load Machine, Progressive

Fractures Started from One End of the

Engine Driver Burn in the Region most
Subject to Quench Cracks.

Microscopic Results of Driver Burns

To determine the microscopic results of driver burns, metallographic specimens were

prepared, using standard polishing procedures on samples cut transversely from the top

center portion of the rail head. The samples were etched in 5 percent nital (nitric acid

in ethanol) and photographed in a horizontal metallographic microscope at various

magnifications.
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Fig. 8.— (At Left) Rail Specimen IS SR, Burned, at 500 Magnification. Surface martensite

of a Typical Burned Structure, Directly at the Surface of the Rail. Fig. 9 (At Right)

Fine Pearlitic Structure Resulting from Slower Quenching Just Below the

Martensitic Surface in the Same Rail Specimen.

Fig. 10.—(At Left) Same Rail Specimen as Figs. 8 and 9, Showing Normal Coarse
Pearlitic Structure Within the Rail Ball and Typical of Rail Before Burning.

Fig. 11 (At Right) Rail Specimen 17 SR, Burned, Magnified S00 Times.
Surface Martensite, but Several Fine Dark Lines are Possible Cracks.
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Fig. 12.—(At Left) Rail Specimen 17 SR, Burned, at 500 Magnification. Mixed Fine

Pearlite, Martensite Showing Fine Quench Cracks as Single Short Dark Lines

(Massive Black Patches are to be Ignored. Fig. 13 (At Right) Rail Specimen

19 SR, Burned, at 70 Magnification. Major Quench Crack Near Surface

(Transverse) in Zones Illustrated in Fig. 7a.

Fig. 14.—(At Left) Same Rail as Fig. 13, but at 500 Magnification Showing Martensitic

Background. Fig. IS (At Right) Rail Specimen 6 SR, Burned and Welded,

Magnified 500 Times. Typical Dendritic Weld Metal Deposit

at Surface of Weld Repair.
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Fig. 16—(At Left) Same Rail as Fig. IS, Magnified 225 Times, Showing Inclusion

of Oxide Material in Weld Metal. Fig. 17 (At Right) Structure Below Surface

of the Same Rail, Magnified 500 times, Showing the Extent of Regranulation.

V^t^tV^Tf^F*:

wmM

Fig. 18.—(At Left) Rail Specimen 28 MT, Burned and Rolled, Magnified 70 Times.

A Large Failure Crack Resulting from a Quench Crack Shows, But This is also

Surrounded by Many Fine Quench Cracks. The Zones Illustrated in Fig. 6

Show Distinctly. Fig. 19 (At Right) Same Rail at 225 Magnification.

An Internal Quench Crack in This Rail Showing a Branching Crack.
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The specimens confirmed the hard zones noted in the physical testing. In some cases

three separate and distinct regions were observed as indicated in Fig. 6. Right at the

surface an area of martensite prevailed and beneath this there was a region of temper

martensite. Below these zones and in the head of the rail the normal comparatively soft

pearlitic structure of good rail existed. By a proper choice of cutting position it was

possible to observe many fine quench cracks, and a series of photographs shows the

damage to the rail structure. These cracks were confined mainly to two zones as shown

in Fig. 7a. Corroboratory evidence as to these zones was given by the rolling test

specimens, as without exception breakage had occurred at the end of the driver burn,

as illustrated in Fig. 7b. All visual observations concur in this conclusion and support

the hypothesis that failure is due to quench cracks caused by the volumetric increase or

dimensional changes resulting from the formation of martensite.

The captions for the photomicrographs include the sample number, treatment,

magnification and description.

Summary and Conclusions

1. A driver burn of a rail causes extreme hardness because of the development of a

martensitic structure. This constituent develops from the process causing the burn,

namely, (a) friction heating and (b) rapid quenching.

2. The martensite transformation apparently creates quench cracks because of the

volume change.

3. The quench cracks greatly reduce the fatigue resistance and the rail may fail

in a shorter time.

4. Attention should be given in the repair of driver burns by welding, to removing

parent metal containing quenching cracks beyond each end of the burned area in addition

to the burned metal, before weld metal is applied. Study should also be given to means

of making the weld to obtain a minimum of oxide inclusions.

Report on Assignment 11

Investigate Causes of Shelly Spots and Head Checks in Rail

Surfaces for the Purpose of Developing Measures

for Their Prevention

F. S. Hewes (chairman, subcommittee) , S. E. Armstrong, W. C. Barnes, C. H. Blackman,
C. B. Bronson, E. E. Chapman, Armstrong Chinn, C. J. Code, P. O. Ferris, J. L.

Gressitt, G. F. Hand, C. B. Harveson, Maro Johnson, F. R. Layng, G. M. Magee,
E. E. Mayo, Rav McBrian, R. J. Middleton, L. T. Nuckols, G. A. Phillips, B. H.
Prater, J. G. Roney, R. T. Scholes, I. H. Schram, Barton Wheelwright, R. P. Winton.

This report is offered as information.

The reports previously presented by this subcommittee appear in the Proceedings,

as follows:

Vol. 44, 1943, pages 597-610

Vol. 45, 1944, pages 446-469

Vol. 46, 1945, pages 643-659

Vol. 47, 1946, pages 432-448
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As explained in each of these reports, the investigation was divided into three groups

of subjects, the first being handled directly by the subcommittee, the second by the

research staff of the Engineering Division, AAR, and the third by the University of

Illinois. During the last year an additional assignment, known as Group 4, has been

placed in the hands of Battelle Memorial Institute. This consists of a critical metallurgical

investigation.

In general, this subdivision of the work has been continued during 1946, with the

addition of an investigation by the Battelle Memorial Institute, jointly financed by the

AAR and the manufacturers. Funds have been provided by the AAR for the work

to be done by Group 2 and by the AAR and the manufacturers for Groups 3 and 4

for 1947.

As the subcommittee continues its investigation and study of this subject, it has

been unable as yet to find the solution, but the most promising development so far

appear to be the 3 percent chrome steel, the modified head contours and heat-treated

rails. Field tests of many kinds have been started but have not been in progress long

enough to furnish conclusions. The following comments are offered relative to progress

made so far, in the order of the groupings given above.

Group 1

Item (a)—A study of data submitted indicates no definite relationship between the

chemistry and shelling, except insofar as the hardness of the running surface of the rail

is affected.

Item (b)—A study of data submitted reveals no definite trend.

Item (c)—The Delaware & Hudson ran a test on two similar curves, one with

lubricators and the other without. This test was in progress about four years, but both

curves developed shelling and flaking spots to approximately the same degree and test

has been discontinued.

Item (d)—Experience on the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific and the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe indicates that transposing shelly high rails to the low rail,

if done in time, is well worth while.

Item (e)—Tests on the Milwaukee, the Norfolk & Western, and the Pennsylvania

have shown that rail slow-rolled in non-shelling locations and relaid in shelling locations

possesses very little, if any, greater resistance to shelling than ordinary rail.

Item (f)—The Norfolk & Western in May, June, and July, 1941, laid in nine

locations with curvature from 3 to 12 deg. where severe shelling of rail had been encoun-

tered, four heats of special high-carbon rail, with carbon ranging from 0.84 to 0.91

percent, but otherwise conforming to usual specifications. Tests have been discontinued

on five of these locations, four due to shelling and one due to straight rail renewal.

After five years' service in the remaining four locations, it appears that this high-carbon

rail will not eliminate shelling but retards it more than ordinary carbon rail. However,

the high-carbon rail has a tendency to head check and this in turn causes gage corner

flaking or minute shelling. The sharpest curves did not flake or shell nearly as much

as the lighter curves.

In April 1944, this railroad relaid in shelling territory fifteen 130-lb. PS rails that

had been removed in an out of face rail renewal in other locations and which were

normalized and had 1/32 in. machined from the head contour. These rails showed flaking

and considerable shelling and were removed after \y2 years' service.

This same road in August 1944 installed some 3 percent chromium rail, 131-lb. RE
section, in shelling territory, on a 6-deg. curve. In April and July, 1945, it installed five
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similar tests on 4, 5, 6 and 7-deg. curves. The rail in the above locations is in excellent

condition, except that a few rails in the 7-deg. location have shelled and were removed

for analysis.

The Duluth, Missabe & Iron Range in April 1943, installed 112-lb. Lorain heat-

treated rails on the high and low sides of half of a 4-deg. curve where shelling had

been encountered. The other half was relaid at the same time with standard 112-lb. rails.

An adjoining 2-deg. curve was similarly handled but on the high rail only. For the

4-deg. curve, the heat-treated rails show slight checking and flaking ; the standard rails,

considerable flaking and evidence of initial shelling. For the 2-deg. curve, the heat-

treated rails show light flaking and no shelling but the standard rails are shelling and

will be renewed soon.

The Pennsylvania in January 1946, laid on half of three curves of approximately

5 and 6 deg. in severe shelling territory, control cooled 131-lb. standard rails and the

other half, rails that were hot bed cooled. So far, the latter are shelling more than the

control cooled, indicating that present day trouble with shelling is not chargeable to

control cooling.

Item (g)—Inspections have been made or reports received covering the general

experience of the following roads during the year:

Norfolk & Western Duluth, Missabe & Iron Range

Pennsylvania Delaware & Hudson

Chesapeake & Ohio

Group 2

Part 2 of the assignment is covered by a report prepared by G. M. Magee, research

engineer, which follows as Appendix 11-a (page 753) but attention is directed to the

following additional remarks:

Item (a)—The Norfolk & Western in May and June 1942, laid at six locations of 2

to 12-deg. curvature, 131-lb. new rail with modified head contour where there had been

considerable gage corner shelling. The modified section has a 7/16-in. gage corner radius,

and a 12-in. head radius, these being connected by a 2^2-in. radius easement curve.

This contrasts with the standard dimensions of }i, 14 and 1 in., respectively. The

modified section is retarding shelling slightly better than the standard.

The same road has a test of an equal number of new 131-lb. high-carbon rails and

new 130-lb. PS rail installed in one location in December 1942, both high and low rails,

where extensive shelling had been experienced in the past. The PS section has a head

radius of 12-in. and a 7/16-in. corner radius, compared with those of the standard

131-lb. RE given directly above, and the head is a little deeper. The specifications were

the same for both sections. Both sections have developed a slight amount of flaking

but no shelling so far.

Similar service test installations made on this road and the Pennsylvania in 1944

are described in the Proceedings, Vol. 47, 1946, page 434, but they are of too short

duration to warrant comments.

Item (e)—Shelling has been observed on rails laid on a 1:20 cant on the Norfolk &
Western and on a 1:40 cant on the Chesapeake & Ohio. The Delaware & Hudson has

had a test of rail laid to both cants in service for about five years. No difference in

shelling or flaking has been observed.

The Norfolk & Western in March 1944 installed a test of new 131-lb. RE rail on

tie plates with no cant, on 4-deg. curve. The gage corner is severely beaded and the rail

is flaking.
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Group 3

The third portion of the assignment is covered by a report prepared by Professor

R. E. Cramer, which follows as Appendix 11-b (page 756).

Group 4

The fourth portion of the assignment is covered by a report prepared by G. K.

Manning, which follows as Appendix 11-c (page 766).

Appendix 11-a

Field Investigation by Engineering Division Research Staff

This is the fifth report on that portion of the work which has been assigned to the

Engineering Division research staff and which is being directed by E. E. Cress, assist-

ant research engineer, under the general supervision of G. M. Magee, research engineer.

The first three reports included studies of rail and wheel contours and other track condi-

tions that might have a bearing on the development of rail shelling.

Last year's report described stress measurements made during 1945 in the upper web
and upper and lower fillets and along the top edges of the rail base of 131 -lb. RE outer

rail laid in a 6-deg. curve on the Norfolk & Western Railway. Data were presented for

the outer rail only of the eastbound and westbound tracks. Shelling had been experienced

in the outer rail of the curve on the westbound track carrying the loaded coal cars, but

not on the eastbound track carrying the empties. In addition, strain gages were placed

on the end of the rail head within the joint gap on the outer rail of the curve in the

westbound track to determine data on the residual strains and dynamic strains produced

by the passing wheels. Further analysis of the data has developed information of interest

with respect to the amount of wheel loading and eccentricity of bearing, which is

presented in this report.

Stress measurements made on the inner rail of the curve and on tangent track are

reported under Assignment 12a—Developments Affecting Rail Design.

Applied Vertical Wheel Loads and Position of Centroid of Wheel Bearings
on Outer 131-lb. RE Rail of 6-Deg. Curve as Calculated from Measured

Vertical Web Stresses—Norfolk & Western Railway—1945

Previous tests have shown that the measured vertical stresses on the inner and

outer faces of the rail web just below the upper fillet may be used to determine the

amount of wheel loading and the eccentricity of loading. These locations of measurement

correspond to gage position 3 on the gage side and 13 on the field side (see Figs. 1 to 8,

Appendix 12a). The average of the measured stresses or direct stress at these two gages

for any wheel has been found to be directly proportional to the wheel load. The differ-

ence between these two measured stresses may be used to determine the amount of

eccentricity of the centroid of wheel bearing. A lateral load has no appreciable effect on

these measured stresses (See Proviso and Northwestern University tests, Proceedings,

Vol. 46, 1945, page 660; Vol. 47, 1946, page 449).

A typical calculation is shown in Appendix 12-a whereby the direct stress is con-

verted back to the load applied to the rail head and the magnitude of the bending stress

is proportioned to the amount of eccentricity of the applied load on the rail head. For
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the above mentioned static tests where the amount of applied load and its amount of

eccentricity is known, the stress conversion factors produce calculated loads and

eccentricities quite close to those actually applied.

This method of converting stress back into applied loads and the amount of eccen-

tricity of loading were applied to the stresses in gages 3-13 on the outer and inner rails of

the 6-deg. curve under the individual wheels of locomotives, tenders and loaded cars

passing over the gages. It was found that for fully 2/3 of the individual test runs reduced

in this manner, the calculated loads on all the wheels of a locomotive summed up to

from 95 to 105 percent of the total nominal weight of the locomotive.

Table 1 is presented for the purpose of showing how the magnitude of vertical loads

and the position of the centroid of wheel bearings may affect rail shelling on the outer

rail of the 6-deg. curve. In the table, only wheels are selected that have a heavy cal-

culated load or a calculated centroid of bearing pressure nearest the gage corner of the

outer rail of the curve. The centroid of bearing pressure is measured in inches from the

middle of the rail head; a plus value is towards the gage side of the rail and a minus

value is towards the outer side of the rail. An eccentricity of + 1.0 in. means that the

calculated centroid of bearing pressure is 1 in. inside the middle of the rail head. This

does not necessarily mean that all of the wheel load is concentrated at this point; the

Table 1.

—

Applied Vertical Wheel Loads and Position of Centroid of Wheel
Bearings on 131-lb. RE Rail Head as Calculated from Measured Vertical

Web Stress in Gages 3-13 on 6-Deg. Curve of N. & W. Ry.

Only wheels selected that have a heavy load or a centroid of bearing pressure near

the gage corner of the outer rail of the curve.

Calculated wheel loads in 1000 lb.; Eccentricity in inches from middle of rail head,

+ is towards the gage side,— is towards outer side of rail head.

1200 class engines (2-6-6-4) have 72,000-lb. axle driver loads; coal cars are 55 and

70-ton cars.
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flange could be touching the gage corner of the rail and another bearing could exist

elsewhere on the rail head, but the resultant total pressure would have to be at the

position reported.

Most of the coal traffic was hauled by Class A, numbers 1210 to 1234 (2-6-6-4)

single-expansion articulated locomotives with 130 or more loaded coal cars per train.

Most coal trains were running from 25 to 38 mph. The front truck, driver and trailer

axle weights of the 1200 class engines are 30,500, 72,000 and 55,000 lb. respectively. The
coal is carried in 55, 70 and 90-ton cars, the latter cars having 3 axles per truck.

As determined from the web stresses, only the front truck wheels and fourth driver

of these locomotives, and the front wheel of either truck of a tender or a coal car are

the wheels on the outer rail that have the centroid of bearings ranging from + 0.7 to

+ 1.1 in. inside the middle of the rail head. None of the other wheels of the locomotives,

tenders or loaded coal cars has centroids as near the gage corner of the outer rail as the

wheels mentioned and shown in the table. The flanges of these wheels must be against

the outer rail of the curve, but the centroid of wheel bearing is rarely as much as 1.0 in.

inside the middle of the rail head. Therefore although some of the load enters the rail

at the gage corner, a large portion of the load must come at another bearing nearer the

middle of the rail head. A motion picture camera, focused at close range on the outer

rail head for a considerable number of wheels on all types of equipment, showed light

space between the inner portion of the rail head and the wheel tread, thus indicating

that some wheels present a bearing at the flange and another bearing towards the middle

of the head. The camera indicated that some wheels may have had contact between

wheel and rail only at the gage corner; however, the pictures of this condition are not

too definite. Had the curve been as sharp as 10 deg., then there would have been enough

camera angle to have been sure that this condition definitely did or did not exist.

The wheels discussed above do not have particularly high calculated loads. The third

driver (rear driver of first unit) produced a very high calculated wheel load on the

outer rail. For the five runs in the table, this load ranges from 59,000 to 74,000 lb., but

the load on the inner wheel of the axle is so small that the axle weight is not unrea-

sonably above the nominal. The centroid of pressure of this third outer driver is near

the middle of the rail head. It will be noted that the calculated load on the fourth driving

axle is about the same amount under nominal weight that the third driving axle is

above nominal.

With the exception of the third driver, few drivers have a calculated load on the

outer rail as high as 40,000 lb. Very few of the coal cars produce a calculated wheel load

on the outer rail of greater than 20,000 lb. for the speeds at which the trains were

running. For the coal cars there seems to be relative little transfer of vertical load from

one wheel to the other wheel of an axle.

Conclusions

Stress measurements were made on the rail web and fillets in these tests on the outer

rail of the 6-deg. westbound curve which carries loaded coal car traffic and which has

developed shelling. Similar measurements were made on the adjacent eastbound 6-deg.

curve which carries the same locomotives but mostly empty coal cars and which has

not developed shelling. No significant differences were found between the maximum
stresses obtained on these two curves to explain the occurrence of shelling on one and

not on the other. The measured stresses were higher under the loaded cars than under

the unloaded cars, but the magnitude of maximum stresses at all gage locations was

only about half as great under the loaded coal cars as under individual wheels of the

locomotive.
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From the measured vertical web stresses it is possible to make reasonably accurate

calculations of vertical wheel loads and the position of the centroid of wheel bearings

on the rail head for any individual wheel. The front truck wheels, the fourth driver

(first driver of the second unit) of the 2-6-6-4 locomotives and the front wheel of

either truck of a tender or loaded coal car are the only wheels on the outer rail of the

6-deg. curve with a calculated centroid of wheel bearing as much as 1 in. inside the

middle of the 131-lb. RE rail head. The calculation indicates that few if any wheels

have their total load concentrated at the gage corner of the outer rail. None of the wheels

mentioned above have particularly high calculated wheel loads. The third driver of the

2-6-6-4 locomotives (rear driver of the first unit) produces a very high calculated wheel

load on the outer rail but its centroid of wheel pressure is near the middle of the rail

head and therefore may not be conducive to shelling.

Appendix 11-b

Fifth Progress Report of the Shelly Rail Studies

at the University of Illinois

By R. E. Cramer
Special Research Professor of Engineering Materials, University of Illinois

Organization and Acknowledgment

The shelly rail studies at the University laboratory are financed equally by the AAR
and the American Iron and Steel Institute Technical Committee on Rails.

The writer wishes to acknowledge the help of R. S. Jensen, special research associate,

Proal Judson and Jean Louvier, student assistants, and M. C. Moore, mechanician in the

laboratory shops. Special acknowledgment is made of the assistance of the rail mill

representatives who prepared the alloy steels used in the tests.

Laboratory Rolling-Load Tests to Produce Shelling

During the last few months of 1945, several specimens of alloy steel were received

for rolling-load tests to study their resistance to shelling. The chemical analyses, Brinell

hardness and some physical tests of these steels, are given in Table 1. The heat-treated

specimens were short lengths of rails and very little material is available for physical

tests until the rolling-load tests have been completed.

Rolling-load tests in the cradle-type rolling machine have been completed on nine

of these specimens together with two standard carbon rail specimens. The results of

these tests are plotted graphically in Fig. 1 which gives the number of cycles of a

50,000-lb. wheel load required to produce shelling cracks in each specimen. Photographs

of the shelling cracks for some specimens are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

The as-rolled alloy steels numbered 123, 126 and 128 were made in small induction

furnaces and rolled into bars 1% in. by 3 in., while the other steels were regular production

ingots which were rolled into rails. In order to test the bar stock it was machined to fit

into the head of a standard rail and a gage corner was machined on the side in contact

with the wheel of the rolling machine. A similar specimen was made from the head of the

carbon steel rail No. 799 which rolled only 611,700 cycles. There is some question as to

whether these inserted head specimens should be compared directly with steels which

are tested as full section rails.
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The silico-manganese and heat-treated low alloy steels were available in blooms suit-

able for rolling into rails for test purposes. It will be noted from Table 1 that the silico-

manganese rails had a Brinell hardness around 350 as rolled while it was necessary to

quench the low alloy rails to obtain the hardness desired, which was from 285 to 341

Brinell.

The heat-treated low alloy rails are much superior to any of the other specimens

shown in Fig. 1 and compare very favorably with the 3-percent chromium rails and

heat-treated carbon steel rails which were reported in AREA Proceedings, Vol. 47, 1946,

pages 444 to 447. In the latter report, the 3-percent chromium rail stood up for 5,000,000

cycles and the laboratory heat-treated carbon steel rolled 4,560,000 cycles before complete

failure.

The two tests made on the silico-manganese spring steel rails were discouraging as

these specimens developed a brittle type of fracture after only 983,000 cycles and 657,000

cycles, respectively. Photographs of both of these failures are shown in Fig. 4. It will

be noted that the origins of the horizontal fatigue cracks were about y2 in. below the

tread of the rails and Y$ in. inside the head from the gage sides.

The rolling-load tests of the as-rolled alloy steels, Nos. 123, 126, and 128, tested as

inserted heads, were also discouraging as the best of these ran approximately one million

cycles in the cradle-type rolling machine. These alloy steels could, of course, be heat-

treated to produce physical properties which would give much better rolling-load tests.

RAIL NO

1084

1087

1085

1086

820

123

1090-1

126

1090-2

799

128

KIND OF STEEL

HEAT TREATED LOW ALLOY 341

HEAT TREATED LOW ALLOY 356

HEAT TREATED LOW ALLOY 331

HEAT TREATED LOW ALLOY 360

STANDARD CARBON RAIL 267

LOW ALLOY AS ROLLED 336

SILICO-MN. SPRING STEEL 348

LOW ALLOY AS ROLLED 353

SILICO-MN. SPRING STEEL 355

STANDARD CARBON RAIL 283

LOW ALLOY AS ROLLED 270

CYCLES OF 50,000 LB. WHEEL LOAD
TIMES 1,000,000

BRINELL
NO.

Fig. 1.—Summary of Rolling-Load Tests Made in the Cradle-Type Machine.
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Fig. 2.—Shelling Cracks Developed in Cradle-Type Rolling Machine.

All specimens etched in SO percent, hot hydrochloric acid.

799 Carbon steel rail, rolled 61 1,700 cycles

123 Low alloy steel, rolled 1,101,700 cycles

126 Low alloy steel, rolled 843,000 cycles

128 Low alloy steel, rolled 357,800 cycles

1090-1 Silico-manganese steel rail, rolled 983,300 cycles

1090-2 Silico-manganese steel rail, rolled 657,000 cycles
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^^ 820 ^
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B

Fig. 4.—Two Specimens of Silico-Manganese Spring Steel Rails.

Rolled in cradle-type rolling machine at 50,000-lb. wheel load. Note.—Horizontal shelling

cracks started inside rail heads before steel had flowed appreciably.
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Fig. 5.—Detail Fracture From Head Check.

Supplied by Maro Johnson, principal assistant engineer, Illinois Central Railroad.

(a) Detail fracture at gage corner of rail head. The appearance of fracture is due to

shadows and is of no other significance.

(b) Top of rail after etching in acid. There appears to be a wheel burn near the gage

corner with several head checks of considerable size.
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A \

Fig. 6.—Detail Fracture From Shelly Spot.

Lab. failed rail No. 453. Rolled in 1937. Supplied by L. T. Nuckols,
chief engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway.

(a) Large detail fracture which started near the gage corner of rail.

(b) Gage corner of rail after etching in acid. Shelling can be seen near the fractured end.

There are also a number of head checks along the gage corner.
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Fig. 7.—Detail Fracture From Shelly Spot.

Lab. failed rail No. 440, Supplied by L. T. Nuckols, chief engineer,

Chesapeake & Ohio Railway.

(a) Detail fracture starting at horizontal crack below gage corner of rail.

(b) Surface of rail after etching in acid showing that a small piece has broken out
of the gage corner near the fractured end. The fine cracks on opposite side of rail

tread indicate an area hardened by wheel slippage.
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Table 1 gives the physical properties which have been determined on the alloy steels

in the as-rolled condition, the silico-manganese spring steel as rolled, and the heat-treated

low alloy rails. It will be noted that all the physical properties of the medium alloy

steels and heat-treated low alloy rails are superior to that of the carbon rail steel. The

silico-manganese steel had good hardness and strength properties, but was very low

in ductility as indicated by the percent elongation and percent reduction of area. The

fatigue strengths of all these steels are also superior to the carbon rail steel.

Examination of Shelly Rails from Service

It is interesting to examine the various types of shelly rail failures received from

service. Fig. S shows a detailed fracture from a head check different from the typical

V-type usually found in rails on curves. These straight cracks are in an area which has

been hardened by wheel slippage as indicated by numerous small heat checks in the

same area. Fig. 6 shows a type more often found in rails from service. At the fractured

end of this rail a small shelling area had developed which produced the large detail

fracture. Fig. 7 shows another condition of the gage corner of a rail which also resulted

in a detail fracture.

Observations of Newly Laid Rails in Test Track Curves

In 1943, four test curves on the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway were selected where

shelling had developed and the rails were to be relaid with new carbon rails. Each year

these new rails have been examined by the writer with the railway representatives.

Brinell hardness tests have been made each year of the new rails. Table 2 summarizes

the observations for four years. It will be noted that the shelling developed on the 5

and 6 deg. curves at 45 million tons of traffic while one 3 deg. curve did not develop

shelling until it had 86 million tons of traffic.

Appendix 11-c

Program of Study on Shelly Rails at Battelle Memorial Institute

Sponsored by the Association of American Railroads

and the American Iron and Steel Institute

A study was initiated at Battelle Memorial Institute on June 1, 1946, for the purpose

of making a critical metallographic examination of shelled rail and of attempting to

correlate the mechanical properties of rail steel with shelling. Six railroads have sent

some 30 examples of shelled rail to Battelle for examination. Preliminary examination

of a few of these specimens has suggested that shelling may begin at the rail surface

on the gage side of the head more frequently than has been recognized in the past. The

metallographic examination of shelled rail will be continued on other shelly rail specimens.

Tensile and unnotched Charpy tests are also being made on rails returned from service,

some of which had given satisfactory service and some of which had shelled. Strips

cut from the head and web of these rails are given different amounts of cold reduction,

and then tested. The object is to determine if the work-hardening characteristics of

satisfactory rail are any different than the work-hardening characteristics of rail which

shelled readily.
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Report on Assignment 12

Investigate Recent Developments Affecting Rail Design

C. J. Code (chairman, subcommittee), J. E. Armstrong, S. E. Armstrong, W. C. Barnes,

H. J. Bogardus, C. B. Bronson, W. J. Burton, H. R. Clarke, P. O. Ferris, G. F. Hand,
F. S. Hewes, S. R. Hursh, L. S. Jeffords, G. M. Magee, Ray McBrian, R. J. Middle-
ton, C. E. Morgan, G. A. Phillips, B. H. Prater, F. S. Schwinn.

This is a progress report presented as information.

A year ago the subcommittee presented:

1. A preliminary report on stress measurements in 131 -lb. RE rail on the Norfolk

& Western Railway.

2. A report on study and tests on modified rail sections.

3. A report on the fatigue strength of rail web specimens.

During the past year the foremost item of the subcommittee's work has been brought

to a conclusion with recommendation to the Rail committee for the adoption of three

new rail sections, the US-lb. RE, the 132-lb. RE, and 133-lb. RE, designed to reduce

the stresses in the upper web fillets and upper portion of the web found in the 112-lb.

RE and 131-lb. RE sections. The action taken by the Association, and details of the

adopted sections have been reported by Subcommittee 1.

Further analysis has been made by the research staff of the stress measurements

made on the N. & W. Ry. in 1945. Interesting and valuable information has been devel-

oped, with particular respect to the magnitude and frequency of the stresses found, and

the relationship between these stresses and the wheel loads which produce them. The

results of this work by the research staff are reported in Appendix 12-a.

During June 1946 the research staff made tests on 90-lb. ASCE and 112-lb. RE rail

in 18-deg. curves on the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton Railroad. A summary of these tests

is reported in Appendix 12-b.

Study of fatigue strength of rail web steel has been continued at the University

of Illinois by R. S. Jensen. The results of this work are reported in Appendix 12-c.

While the primary object of the assignment of your subcommittee has been accom-

plished in the development and adoption of the new rail sections, not all the questions

involved have been answered. Field stress measurements on the new sections are needed

as a check on the improvement obtained. This work will be carried out by the

research staff.

Very little information is as yet available on stresses in the rail web within joint

bar limits, yet many rail failures develop in this zone. Laboratory and field investigation

of this subject will be carried out under the direction of the research staff.

There seems to be some discrepancy between the known field data on stress mag-

nitude and frequency where fillet cracks have developed, and laboratory data on the

fatigue strength of web steel. Further work on the fatigue strength of rail web steel

as it is affected by corrosion is' necessary, not only to attempt to explain this discrepancy,

but also to check on the effectiveness of corrective measures designed to reduce corrosion.

A continuation of the laboratory studies by Mr. Jensen is therefore included in the

program of the subcommittee.
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Appendix 12-a

Stress Measurements on 131-lb. RE Rail in Tangent and in a 6-deg.

Curve Under Regular Traffic—Norfolk & Western
Railway—1945

Summary

The results from the Norfolk & Western Railway tests made during 1945 confirm

the conclusions reached in the Proviso, Lathrop and laboratory tests made during the

past four years. In the N. & W. Ry. tests, stresses were measured under regular traffic

in the upper and lower web fillets, in the upper portion of the web and along the top

outer edges of the base of 131-lb. RE rail in tangent track and in a 6-deg. curve. Stress

measurements were also made on the supporting tie plates.

Rail Stresses

As the stresses measured in the outer rail of the 6-deg. curve are below the endur-

ance limit of rail steel, it would not be expected that fatigue cracks would occur at any

of the positions at which gages were located.

On the inner rail of the 6-deg. curve occasional localized compressive stresses in the

upper web fillet and upper portion of the web on the gage side reached 80,000 psi.

While this range of measured stress is considerably above the endurance limit of rail

steel, the frequency of occurrence of these high stresses as measured on the N. & W. Ry.

is not considered great enough to cause upper fillet or upper web cracks in the useful

life of the inner rails of these curves, unless the depth of the head becomes considerably

reduced by wear and flow.

A high lateral load in combination with a high vertical load will place all or almost

all of the bearing pressure between rail base and tie plate near the outer edge of the rail

base. This is the predominant cause of high stresses in the lower web fillet and longi-

tudinally along the top outer edge of the base of the inner rail. Directly over the middle

of new rolled crown tie plates, the lower outer fillet stresses at two test locations reached

71,000 and 66,000 psi. compression, and the frequency of occurrence was rather high.

Directly over the same design of tie plates that in 5 years' service had become worn

to a flat bearing length of 2 or 3 in., comparable compressive stresses at two locations

were reduced to 44,000 and 29,000 psi.

Longitudinal tensile stresses along the top outer edge of the rail base of the inner

rail of the 6-deg. curve directly over the middle of the new rolled crown tie plates, at

two locations reached 73,000 and 96,000 psi. These maximum tensile stresses in the inner

rail are not only very high but their frequency of occurrence was also very high; 13

percent of the stresses were greater than 65,000 psi. under all locomotive and tender

wheels. Directly over the worn rolled crown tie plates, comparable tensile stresses at two

locations were 44,000 and 34,000 psi.

Although the high stresses found in the lower outer web fillet and along the top

outer edge of the rail base of the inner rail of the 6-deg. curve directly over the new

rolled crown tie plates exceed the endurance limit of rail steel, few if any rail failures

in track have been reported as a result of these high stresses. Presumably this is because

these high stresses are reduced about half when the rolled crown tie plates become worn.

Rail stresses measured in tangent track under regular traffic did not exceed the

endurance limit of rail steel at any of the positions at which gages were located. The

stresses were low in the lower portion of the rail, indicating that no high lateral forces

were produced by the individual wheels.
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Calculated Wheel Loads and Eccentricity of Loading

A method has been developed to calculate applied individual wheel loads on each

rail from the measured vertical direct stress in the upper portion of the rail web. The

position of the centroid of wheel bearing on the rail head for individual wheels has also

been determined from the bending stress in the web of the rail. The applied wheel loads

and the position of wheel bearing are given for all the wheels of several locomotives

passing over the inner and outer rails of the 6-deg. curve. In fully two-thirds of the

test runs, the applied loads of all the wheels sum up to within five percent of the total

nominal weight of the locomotive. It is thought that the calculations give reasonably

accurate applied wheel loads, possibly more accurate than any known method of

determining the actual wheel loads on the rail.

One driving axle of the heavy locomotives running at slow speed often produced

an applied load as high as 60,000 lb. on the inner rail and about 20,000 lb. on the

outer rail of the 6-deg. curve. It is most significant that at every wheel where the

vertical applied load is quite high, the high bending stress in the lower web fillet denotes

that a high lateral force against the rail is also present. When the applied load on one

wheel of a driving axle is far above nominal on one rail of the curve, the other wheel

of the axle is correspondingly lighter. Transfer of load from one wheel of an axle to

the other was found to be far greater than could be caused by a combination of the

transverse inclination of the track, the centrifugal force and the counterbalance effect.

The theory explaining the transfer of load as a result of a lateral pressure exerted by

the locomotive frame against the journal box and the resulting lateral pressure of the

rail against the driving wheel is repeated from an earlier report. The stress data confirms

this lateral pressure as being a major cause for the transfer of a substantial portion

of the load on one wheel on an axle to its companion wheel. Some transfer of load

from one driving axle to another occurs through the equalizing system.

With heavy locomotives running at higher speeds on the curve, one driving axle

often produced an applied load as high as 60,000 lb. on the outer rail with a corresponding

load of about 15,000 lb. on the inner rail.

On the inner rail, the heaviest applied driving wheel loads almost always have their

eccentricities of bearing well towards the gage corner of the rail head. This combination

of high load and eccentricity produces high upper fillet and rail web stresses. One of

these heavy, eccentrically applied loads must also cause far more damage to the inner

rail surface than many nominal wheel loads. At high speeds, the outer rail of the curve

receives high individual driving wheel loads, but fortunately these wheels for the

locomotives tested have an eccentricity of bearing near the middle of the rail head.

The high applied driving wheel loads developed on curved track as a result of the

lateral forces may be expected to produce undesirable effects upon the locomotive as well

as upon the track. An investigation is being planned jointly by the Engineering and

Mechanical Divisions to determine what measures may be taken to reduce these

lateral forces.

Purpose of Test

Part 1 of the subcommittee's investigation reads, "Obtain such additional field

measurements as necessary and analyze them to determine the range of stresses and

frequency of their occurrence throughout the webs of both 112 -lb . and 131-lb. RE rail

sections." Former reports have given information on the 112-lb. RE rail in track but

little information has been reported on the 131-lb. RE rail. Extensive stress measure-

ments were made on the inner and outer rails of a 6-deg. curve and on tangent track
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under regular traffic on the N. & W. Ry. during May, June and July 1945. Stresses were
measured with SR-4 wire resistance gages in the upper and lower web fillets, in the

upper web and longitudinally along the top outer edges of the base on the 131-lb. RE
rail. The tests were made on the westbound track on tangent locations and on a 6-deg.

curve where the traffic is about 60 million tons per year, composed mostly of coal

traffic carried in 55, 70 and 90-ton cars. Outer rails formerly in this curve have tended

to develop shelling as badly as on any curve of the railway. The rails tested were laid

new in February 1945 and had not developed head checks, flaking or shelling at the time

of the tests (test locations A, B & C, each location one rail length apart). Tests were
also made in the eastbound track of the same curve on the inner rail head in 1934 and
on the outer rail laid in 1936. This rail had not been susceptible to shelling. The same
locomotives return on this track but many of the cars are empty coal cars (test locations

D, E & F). The test location was selected as an ideal location where information could

be obtained not only on this subject as affecting rail design, but also on the subject of the

cause of rail shelling. That portion of the data as directly pertaining to rail shelling

was presented in Appendix 11 -a (Proceedings, Vol. 47, 1946, page 435) and further

analysis of those data is given in this current report in Appendix 11-a.

The committee is greatly indebted to the N. & W. Ry. and particularly to W. P. Wilt-

see, chief engineer, and his staff for their cooperation in making every facility available

for the conduct of the test.

The investigation has been assigned to the Engineering Division research staff and
is directed by E. E. Cress, assistant research engineer, under the general supervision of

G. M. Magee, research engineer. Random Ferguson, electrical engineer, and M. F. Smucker.
assistant electrical engineer, conducted the field tests. Funds were provided by the

Association of American Railroads.

The Test Locations and Track

The location selected for the test is 14 miles west of Williamson, W. Va. The tangent

and curved track test locations are on level grade. The elevation of the westbound and
eastbound 6-deg. curve was 5% in. and 5$4 in

>
which correspond to speeds at equilibrium

elevation of 36 and 38 mph. The rail gage was slightly tight at all test locations. The
tie plates on the curve were 8 in. by 18 in., eccentricity % in., rolled crown rail seat,

weighing 34 lb. This is the standard tie plate of the railroad used on all main line curves

sharper than 4-deg. The tie plates on the tangent were 8 in. by 13

y

2 in. All tie plates

had a cant of 1:20. The actual cant of the rail at end test location was reasonably close

to 1:20, averaging 1 in 18. The treated oak ties were 7 in. by 9 in. by 8 ft. 6 in. The
ballast was crushed limestone to a good depth. The tracks were maintained to a generally

high standard.

Measurements Made Under Regular Traffic

The stress measurements were made under the wheels of 186 regular freight and

passenger locomotives and tenders and under a portion of the heaviest cars. Stresses

under some 2000 of the loaded coal cars were recorded. Most of the westbound coal

traffic was handled by 2-6-6^ single-expansions articulated locomotives, class A, numbers

1210 to 1234, with 130 or more loaded cars per train. These coal trains were running

westbound; usually at from 25 to 38 mph. These modern 1200 class engines had nominal

axle weights on the front truck of 30,500 lb., 70-in. drivers of 72,000 lb. and trailers of

55,000 lb. The passenger trains were hauled by 4-8-4, 4-8-2 and 4-6-2 engines with

axle loads from 72,000 to 60,000 lb. Because none of the regular trains was operating

(text continued on page 778)
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N 8 W R 1945 Gage S'de

Stress in 1000 psi. - Inner Foce

Loc. A, Worn R C Tie Plates

Stress - Outer Face

+20 +40 +60 +80

All engine a tender wheel

350 wheels

% ^ ConT
'

in 20 G^gTzO
»0 -20 +40 1 \0 +20 +40

N. aw. R. 1945 Gage Side Loc. A, Worn R G. Tie Plates

Stress in 1000 psi.- Inner Face

-80 -60 -40 -20 +20

Fig. 1.—Range of Measured Stresses in 131-lb. RE Rail on 6-Deg. Curve-

Location A—Worn Rolled Crown Tie Plates—N. & W,
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N. aw R 1945 Goge Side

Stress in 1000 psi. - Inner Foce

-80 -60 -40 -20 +20 +40

All engine a lender wheels

520 -heels

Outer Rail

6° Curve

Westbound

—o Loc. B New R.C.Tie Plole

-• ., C .. .. .. ..

Stress - Outer Face

+20 +40 +60 +80

%

N. SW. R. 1945 Gage Side

Stress in 1000 psi - Inner Face

-80 -60 -40 -20 +20

Inner Rail

6° Curve

Westbound

o o Loc B, New R c Tie Plates

•— • ii C » •• •• ••

Stress - Outer Foce
-20 +20 +40 +60 +80

All engine a tender wheel

520 wheels

Fig. 2.—Range of Measured Stresses in 131-lb. RE Rail on 6-Deg. Curve-
Locations B & C—New Rolled Crown Tie Plates—N. & W.
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N aw R 1945 Goge S'de

Stress in 1000 PSi.- Inner Foce

-80 -60 -40 -20 +20

J

AM engine a tender wheel

700 wheels

O o Loc 0, Worn R C Tie Plotes

. . .. E,

A -A » F, •• » .. i.

Stress - Outer Foce

-20 +20 +40 +-60 +80

N 6 W R 1945 Goge S'de Loc 0, worn R C Tie Plotes

Stress m 1000 psi - inner Foce

-80 -60 -40 -20 +20

All engine a tender wheel

380 wheels

Fig. 3.—Range of Measured Stresses in 131-lb. RE Rail on 6-Deg. Curve-
Locations D, E & F—Worn Rolled Crown Tie Plates—N. & W.
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Gage Side of Rail

-85 -65 -45 -25 -5*5 +25
Outer Side of Roil

-45 -25 -5+5 +25 +45 +65 +85

n—
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Outer Rail- 6° Curve
Wes'bound

N 8W Ry - 1945

LOC A
. Roi> goges ove' middle of worn
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Gage Side of Rail

-85~-65 -45 -25 -5+5 +25
60

Outer Side of Rail

-45 -25 -5+5 +25 +45 +65 +-85

-75 -55 -35 -I5-5+5-H5 +35
Stress in 1000 psi.

-55 -35 -15-5+5+15 +35 +55 +75 +95
Stress in 1000 psi.

Gage Side of Rail

-85 -65 -45 -25 -5+5 +25
60

40

•20

Outer Side of Rail

-45 -25 -5+5 +25 +45 +65 +85
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-65 -65 -45 -25 -5t5
60

40

120
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N a W R 1945 Goge Side

Stress in 1000 psi.- Inner Foce

-80 -60 -40 -20 +20

Loc. Hal, Both Roils

Stress - Outer Face
20 +20 +40 +60 +80

AM engmc a tender wheels,

1000 wheels
Complete doto on tangent)

Fig. 7.—Range of Measured Stresses in 131-lb. RE Rail on Tangent Track

—

Locations H & I—Worn Rolled Crown Tie Plates—N. & W.

60

40

| 20
o

% o
-60

Gage, Side of Rail

-85 -65 -45 -25 -5+5 +25
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(text continued jrom page 770)

at low speeds that would produce maximum stresses in the inner rail of the curve,

shifter locomotive 1452 (2-6-6-2) was run past each test location several times at

5 mph. These 1400 class Mallet locomotives had nominal axle weights on front truck

of 23,000 lb., 57-in. drivers of 59,100 lb. and trailing trucks of 49,500 lb. For any given

test schedule, records were usually taken under 15 to 20 trains before the gage connections

were changed to a new rail location.

Electrical Testing Apparatus

All stress measurements were made with the Baldwin-Southwark SR-4 electrical

wire resistance strain gages with an effective length of Ya in.

Two new 8-channel wire gage amplifiers with self contained power supplies were

first used in this test. These amplifiers were designed and developed by H. C. Roberts

and built by W. M. Heilman, both formerly of the research staff.

The amplifiers are of the carrier type and stress frequencies can be recorded up to

1000 cycles per second. The amplifiers are so designed that no galvanometer deflection

occurs until strain is present, a tensile strain produces a deflection in one direction and

compressive strain produces a deflection in the opposite direction. The amplifier output

varies essentially in a straight fine relation with change in stress, thus greatly simplifying

the reduction of data. The amplifiers were set in this test for a calibration of 1.00-in.

deflection on the record equal to 40,000 psi. stress. Two 12 -element magnetic oscil-

lographs, operating from a single remote control, simultaneously recorded the stresses at

16 gage positions in each test schedule.

Location of Gages

Strain gages were placed at positions on the rail cross section where it was known

that the most significant stresses would be determined under the variety of loading

conditions existing in track. On the curve eight stress gages were attached to the outer

rail and two on the tie plate, all at one cross section directly at the middle of the tie

plate. Similar gages were attached to the inner rail directly across the track and were

connected to the second oscillograph. For the location of gages see Figs. 1 to 8. Pairs

of gages were placed at the midlength of the fillet arc in the upper and lower web

fillets and at a height of 4% in. on the upper portion of the rail web to measure strains

in a vertical direction. A pair of gages was placed along the upper outer corners of

the base flange to measure strains in a longitudinal direction. Additional gages were

placed on the bottom of the tie plates at two critical points of strain; these tie plate

gages were operated for only a portion of the test runs.

Stresses were measured on the inner and outer rail of the 6-deg. curve westbound

track at locations A, B & C, one rail length apart; on the eastbound outer rail at loca-

tions D, E and F, and on the inner rail at location D only. On the westbound tangent

track, stresses were measured on both north and south rails at location H, and also at

location I a rail length away.

A group of stress gages were placed within the joint gap on the end of the rail

head of one outer rail of the 6-deg. curve to measure the strains at various locations over

the cross section of the rail end. These results were published in the Proceedings, Vol. 47,

1946, page 439.

Results of Tests

In Figs. 1, 2 and 3 are plotted the range of measured stresses in the outer and

inner 131-lb. RE rails at the 6 track locations on the 6-deg. curve. For any gage only

the few highest and lowest stresses under individual wheels of the locomotives and
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tenders are plotted to show the range of stress that occurs at a given gage location.

The average of the three highest stresses at each gage will be considered as the upper

range of stress and this value will be used in the discussion and tables rather than the

one maximum stress value. For the same locations on the curve, in Figs. 4, 5 and 6

the range of measured stress and frequency of occurrence are shown. Individual stresses

measured at each gage line under all the wheels of the locomotives and tenders are

grouped into brackets of 10,000-psi. variation, and the percentages are plotted in the

figures. The percentages of the total values falling within the several brackets add up to

100 percent of the measured stresses. At the higher stress values where the frequency

of occurrence is low, the percentages between stated values are written on the diagrams.

Similar results on the four tangent track locations are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

Later in the report a method is given of converting the measured vertical stress

at the two sides of the upper portion of the web into the individually applied wheel load

in pounds and the position of its centroid of pressure on the rail head. Also shown is an

analysis of what may possibly be considered in effect a transfer of vertical load from

one wheel to the other on the same axle when lateral forces are applied to the wheels

of an axle.

Outer Rail of a 6-deg. Curve

The results of the stress data under the locomotive and tender wheels for the

outer rail of the 6-deg. curve are given in Figs. 1 to 6 and Table 1. The maximum range

of stress in the upper web fillets (gages 2-12) is from — 50,000 to +9000 psi. The

range in the upper web (gage 3-13) is from — 47,000 to -f- 14,000 psi. The range in

the lower outer fillet is from — 55,000 to + 2000 psi. The range in the outer flange

of the base (gage 19) is from — 9000 to + 48,000 psi., this being the only gage at

which high tensile stresses were recorded. It will be seen from the top portions of Figs. 4

to 6 that the locomotive and tender wheels produced only a small percentage of stresses

greater than 35,000 psi. in compression or tension.

In the middle portion of Table 1 and in Table 2 is given the range of stress for

the wheels of freight and passenger cars passing over the outer rail. For the outer rail,

the stresses recorded under the cars were low at all rail gages under all conditions. In

fact it can be stated that their range in stress is about half as great as for the wheels

of the locomotives and tenders. Enough loaded cars passed over the eastbound track

to raise the maximum values shown at locations D, E and F in Table 1 to values as

high as the westbound track where heavy loads predominated.

The endurance limit of uncorroded, unstamped rail web steel, the range at which

a specimen may be expected to be stressed for an infinite number of times without

producing failure, is from about — 59,000 to -f 12,000 psi. (Appendix 12-c, this report).

From the stresses reported in the outer 131-lb. RE rails of the 6-deg. curve, it would not

be expected that fatigue cracks would occur during the service life of the rail at any

of the positions at which gages were located.

That portion of the data as directly pertaining to rail shelling was presented in

Appendix 11-a (Proceedings, Vol. 47, 1946, page 435) and further analysis of those data

is given in Appendix 11-a of this report of the Committee on Rail.

Inner Rail of a 6-deg. Curve

High vertical compressive stresses were recorded in the upper web fillet and upper

portion of the web on the gage face of the inner rail of the 6-deg. curve. At track loca-

tion A (Fig. 1 and Table 1) these stresses under an occasional driving wheel reached a

maximum of somewhat over — 80,000 psi. At location B maximum stresses were not as
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high and at locations C and D maximum stresses were not nearly as high as at location A.

An individual wheel producing a high compressive stress on the gage face (gage 2 and 3)

also produced the highest tensile stress on the outer web face (gages 12 and 13). These

combinations of simultaneous stresses mean that the centroid of bearing of the wheel

pressure is very near the gage corner of the rail. While the curves were well maintained

and little or no differences could be observed in the bearing surface on the inner rail

at the four test locations, the centroid of some wheel bearings must have been closer

to the gage side of the rail at locations A and B than at locations C and D. Other indi-

vidual wheels produced small and equal compressive stresses on the two sides of the web,

indicating that the centroid of bearing of these wheels occurred at the middle of the rail

head. Still other wheels were bearing far outside the middle of the rail head and pro-

duced a reversal of the stresses mentioned in the first case above. As discovered in former

tests, the important factors which produce high stresses in the upper fillets and upper

portion of the web are the magnitude of the vertical load and the amount of eccentricity

of wheel bearing. These stresses are not affected to any practical extent whether the ver-

tical load is combined with a lateral load or acts alone; also whether the rail is supported

on a flat seated or rolled crown tie plate. While the range of stress measured in the upper

fillet and upper portion of the web at the gage face is considerably above the endurance

limit of rail steel, the frequence of occurrence of these high stresses (Figs. 4, 5 and 6) does

not appear great enough to cause upper fillet or upper web cracks within the useful life of

the inner rails of these curves unless the depth of the head becomes considerably reduced

by wear or flow. It is understood that the N. & W. Ry. has experienced no fillet cracks

in its 131-lb. RE rail in ordinary track. In only the inner rail of one 10-deg. curve

located at a place where many trains are pulling out of a yard at about S mph. are

fillet cracks found in open track. Fillet cracks have been found in road crossings and in

tunnels where corrosive action is present.

At test locations A and D the large 8-in. by 18-in. rolled crown tie plates originally

laid in the track in 1940 were left in place. Their rail seats in contact with the rail base

had become worn until a flat bearing length of 2 to 3 in. at the mid-width of tie plate

obtained. At locations B and C new tie plates were installed of the same design, but

selected to provide the fully crowned rail seat. They produced a narrow contact bearing

between tie plate and rail base. In the lower outer web fillet (gage 17) of the inner rail

at locations A and D, moderate maximum stresses of — 44,000 and — 29,000 psi. respec-

tively were recorded. However, for gage 17 at locations B and C maximum stresses of

— 71,000 and — 66,000 psi. were recorded directly over the narrow bearing on the tie

plate. At these locations the stress under all the wheels of the locomotives and tenders

averages — 37,000 psi., while similar values at location A average — 15,000 psi. The

highest stresses at any location are undoubtedly produced by wheels having a high

outward lateral load.

A high lateral load in combination with a vertical load will place all or almost all

of the bearing pressure between rail base and tie plate near the outer edge of the rail base

(see Proceedings, Vol. 46, 1945, Fig. 21, page 690). This is the predominant cause of the

high stresses in the lower outer fillet. Concentration of the reaction at the outer edge

of the base bends the whole outer flange of the rail base upward as a cantilever beam
about a vertical line somewhat inside the lower outer fillet, thus producing a high com-

pressive stress in the lower outer fillet and in the top of the outer flange of the base.

A wheel that produces a maximum stress in the lower outer fillet (gage 17), produces a

zero or very low stress in the lower inner fillet (gage 7).

The maximum longitudinal tensile stresses along the outer flange of the rail base

(gage 19) over the worn rolled crown tie plates were + 44,000 psi. at location A and
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TABLE 8.—SUMMARY OF RANGE OF MEASURED VERTICAL v\TEB, FILLET AND
LONGITUDINAL BASE STRESSES UNDER ALL FREIGHT AND PASSENGER CAR
WHEELS ONLY AT LOCATIONS ON THE OUTER AND INNER RAILS OF A

6-DEO. CURVE AND ON TANOENT TRACK - 131 -LB. RE RAIL -

N. & W. RY. - TRAIN SPEEDS 5 TO 45 MPH.

Values are the average of the 3 highest stresses measured at each
location. Stresses In 1000 lb. per sq. in.; -Sign * compression,
+ Sign = tension. •• Xndioatea stress so low as to be of no sig-
nificance. * Over middle of worn rolled crown tie plate, 5 Over
middle of new fully rolled crown tie plate.

Stress Location
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TABLE 3.—SUMMARY OF RANGE OF MEASURED VERTICAL WEB, FILLET AND LONGITUDINAL BASE STRESSES UNDER
LOCOMOTIVES, TENDERS AND CAR WHEELS AT LOCATIONS ON THE OUTER AND INNER RAILS OF CURVED AND
TANGENT TRACK ON THE N.&. W.HY. (1945) AND THE C.B.fc Q.RR. (1944) - TRAIN SPEEDS 5 TO 50 MPH.

Values are the average of the 3 highest stresses measured at each location. Stresses In 1000 lb.
per sq. In.; - sign compression; + sign tension. * Over middle of worn rolled crown or flat
seated tie plate. 5 Over middle of new fully rolled crown tie plate.

Stress
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respectively. Corresponding ranges of stress under the inner rail were to + 24,000 psi.

for gage 10 and to + 42,000 for gage 20.

Tangent Track

Rail stresses were measured under regular traffic at the same eight rail gage posi-

tions directly over the middle of tie plates at four track locations on tangent track.

The results are given in Figs. 7 and 8 and Tables 1 and 2. The total range in stress in

the upper web fillets was from — 45,000 to + 8000 psi. In the upper portion of the

web at the gage face the range in stress was from — 52,000 to + 1000 psi., and in the

outer face it was from — 36,000 to + 17,000 psi. These values indicate that the eccen-

tricity of bearing of individual wheels had an extreme range from about 1 in. inside to

l/z in. outside the middle of the rail head.

In the lower portion of the rail at the lower web fillets and at the upper edges of

the base of rail the measured stresses are low; the total range of stress was from

— 25,000 to +21,000 psi. These values must mean that no high lateral forces were

produced by the individual wheels; and that the 7 year old 8-in. by 13^-in. rolled

crown tie plates were worn to a bearing contact width of at least 2 or 3 in.

The range of stress in the 131-lb. RE rail in tangent track is not great enough at any

gage position measured to approach the endurance limit of rail steel.

Calculated Applied Wheel Loads and Eccentricity of Loading
from Measured Web Stresses

It is now possible to compute the magnitude of an individual vertical wheel load

and the amount of eccentricity of its bearing on the rail head with reasonable accuracy

from the simultaneous measured vertical stresses at the two faces of the upper portion

of the rail web (gages 3 and 13). The important factors which produce high stresses at

the upper portion of the rail web are the magnitude of the vertical load and the amount

of eccentricity of wheel bearing; the addition of a lateral load exerts no practical influ-

ence. The direct stress (average of gages 3 and 13) at this web section is directly pro-

portional to the magnitude of the vertical wheel load, and the bending stress (half the

algebraic difference between gages 3 and 13) is directly proportional to the amount of

eccentricity of the wheel bearing.

A vertical load (average driver weight) applied at the middle of the rail head would

be expected to produce direct vertical compressive stresses of from — 11,000 to — 16,000

psi. in both gages 3 and 13 (see Figs. 1 to 8) at the two faces of the upper portion of the

web of the 131-lb. RE rail. The same vertical load applied at the gage corner of the

rail head should produce vertical stresses of — 59,000 psi. in gage 3 on the gage face

and -f- 29,000 psi. in gage 13. Note that the direct stress at web section 3-13 still adds

up to — 15,000 psi. (half the algebraic sum of the stresses in gages 3-13). The same

eccentric load applied at 24 m - inside the middle of the rail head would produce stresses

about half way between the two sets of above values. An eccentric load applied outside

the middle of the rail head would produce stresses of reversed amounts at the two gages

to the above sets of values; however the direct stress still adds up to the same value.

If the direct stress in gages 3-13 exceeds — 20,000 psi., it means that the wheel

carries much more than half the nominal axle load. This effect can be explained by the

addition of a lateral couple acting on the axle and pair of wheels; its possible effect will

be discussed later in this report.

There is no vertical direct stress in the rail web until a wheel has approached to

within 5 in. or less of the gage position, then the stress increases very rapidly until the

wheel is directly over the gage. With this type of load distribution, the direct vertical
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web stress under any wheel is not affected by adjacent wheels as are longitudinal bending

stresses in the rail base.

To obtain the relation between the measured direct stress at web section 3-13 and

applied wheel load weights, the direct stress for all the 12 driving wheels of the 1200

class locomotives at 12 test locations on the curve and tangent were averaged for 40

test runs. An average direct stress of — 14,400 psi. was found for the average driver

weight of 36,000 lb. For 30 runs with locomotive 1452 an average direct stress of

•— 11,600 psi. was found for the average driver weight of 29,500 lb. The average driver

weights for all drivers for 70 test runs must have been very close to the nominal driver

weights. The relations so found mean that the measured direct stress in gages 3-13 under

any wheel can be multiplied by 2.5 to obtain the actual applied load on any wheel as

it passes over these gages. This conversion from direct stress to applied wheel load can

also be made from Fig. 9. It will be shown later in the report that applied driver loads

on the curve range from 10,000 to 74,000 lb.
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Position o< Centroid of Wheel Bearing

across Rail Head in In.

Fig. 10.—Amount of Eccentricity of
Loading as Determined from Measured
Vertical Stresses at Two Faces of Web
Section 3-13 of 131-lb. RE Rail—Labora-
tory Tests.

pressure as measured in inches from the middle of the rail head; a plus value is toward

the gage side of the rail and a minus value is towards the outer side of the rail. The

stress—eccentricity relationship agrees so perfectly with controlled loading conditions

that it must be applicable equally as well to these field stress measurements. However,

when the centroid of a wheel bearing is reported at a given position it does not neces-

sarily mean that all of the wheel load is concentrated at this point; the flange of the rail

could be touching the gage corner and another bearing could exist elsewhere on the rail

head, but the resultant total pressure would have to be at the position reported.

Following through an example of converting measured vertical web stresses into

applied wheel load and eccentricity of loading: the third driver of locomotive 1224, run

105 at 34 mph. produced stresses of — 34,000 psi. at gage 3 and — 12,000 psi. at gage 13

at the outer rail of the 6-deg. curve. The resulting direct stress is — 23,000 psi. which

from Fig. 9 indicates an applied driver load of 57,000 lb. The ratio of the stress at gage

3 to the direct stress is + 1.48; Fig. 10 indicates that the centroid of wheel bearing is

at + 0.2 in. The inner wheel of the same driving axle produces stresses in the inner

rail of + 10,000 psi. at gage 3 and — 22,000 psi. at gage 13. These stresses indicate that

the applied driver load is 15,000 lb. with the centroid of pressure located at — 1.3 in.

outside the middle of the rail head.

Another example is the second driver of locomotive 602 (4-8-4), run 57 at 25

mph. producing stresses in the outer rail at gages 3 and 13 of + 7000 and — 20,000

psi; the applied load is 16,000 lb. with an eccentricity of — 1.0 in. The inner wheel of

the same driving axle produces stresses in the inner rail at gages 3 and 13 of — 80,000 and

+ 32,000 psi.; the applied load is 60,000 lb. with an eccentricity of + 1.2 in.

It is most significant that at every wheel where the applied load is quite high on

either the inner or outer rail of the curve, the compressive stress is also very high in

the lower outer web fillet (gage 17) of the rail. This means that an applied vertical

wheel load considerably above normal is undoubtedly accompanied by a high outward

lateral force. When the applied load on one wheel of a driver axle is far above nominal

on one rail of the curve, the other wheel of the axle is found to be correspondingly

lighter. The probable explanation of the transfer of load from one wheel of an axle
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to the other is given in the Seventh Progress Report, Committee on Stresses in Railroad

Track, Proceedings, Vol. 42, 1941, page M 164, parts of which will be quoted as follows:

It may be well at this point to review in part the mechanics involved in the

transfer of vertical load from one rail to the other.
1 The purpose of an analysis is

to show the possibility of what in effect may be considered a transfer of load

from one wheel to the other on the same axle when lateral forces are applied to

the wheels or the axle. The lateral forces may be applied by the locomotive or car,

or the corresponding lateral reaction forces may be applied by the rail through

such a source as poor alinement. In Fig. 11 vertical and lateral forces and reac-

tion forces are shown as acting on a pair of locomotive wheels or car wheels.

b is the assumed horizontal distance between centers of bearings of the wheels

on the rails. The total vertical load transmitted to the axle is given as 2W, and

H+H'

2W

Fig. 11.—Vertical and Lateral Forces

Applied to a Pair of Locomotive or Car
Wheels.

the actual individual vertical loads applied at the two rails are given as W and

W '. H''

-f- H" is the sum of the lateral (horizontal) forces applied to the axle

and wheels by the bearings of locomotive or car, considered to be applied at the

level of the axle. The position of the points of application of H' -\- H" is uncer-

tain but for purposes of demonstration the distance above the rail may be taken

as equal to r, the radius of the wheel. At the top of the rail are corresponding

lateral reaction forces {H' and H") transmitted from rail to wheel through fric-

tion, or for one wheel possibly partly by a wheel flange.

Taking moments about the right rail bearing, for equilibrium,

Wb— W'b — (H' +H") r=
whence

W' = W—(H' + H")- (68)

Similarly, taking moments about the left rail bearing,

W" = W+(H' + H")-i- (69)

1 A discussion of the possible transfer of load from one side to the other on curved track was given

by Dr. S. Timoshenko in the Proceedings, Vol. 26, 192S, page 13SS in connection with the Fourth

Progress Report of the Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track.
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It is apparent from these two equations that the application of a lateral

force to the axle or pair of wheels may change the relative pressures on the rails

from equal magnitudes to unequal amounts. Regardless of the relative values of

the lateral forces H' and H' ', the vertical reaction forces acting on the rail (W
and W ') will depend on the magnitude of the lateral force H' and W ' applied

at the level of the axle, and an increase in the vertical pressure on one rail beyond

half of the vertical load 2W will be accompanied by a corresponding decrease in

the pressure on the other rail.

The report cited above also develops the lateral frictional forces between wheel and

rail. While it relates primarily to the transfer of load due to inequalities on tangent track,

it is applicable to axles on curved track. On curved track the division of load between

the inner and outer rails by reason of transverse inclination of track and centrifugal

force must be considered. In the Proceedings, Vol. 24, 1923, page 362, equations 29 to

32 give consideration to these factors on the whole body of a locomotive or car. At low

speeds, the superelevation results in more than half of the load being transmitted to the

inner rail. At higher speeds the centrifugal force acts to increase the proportion of load

taken by the outer rail. For the speed corresponding to the superelevation it would be

expected that the rails receive equal loads.

Lateral forces in pounds on the base of rail were measured on a turnout (Proceed-

ings, Vol. 47, 1946, page 671). From those results it seems reasonable to assume that for

a driving axle on the 6-deg. curve, the reactance force H' ' exerted by the inner rail

against the inner wheel might be as high as 20,000 lb., and the reactance force H' exerted in

the same direction by the outer rail on the outer wheel might be 5000 lb. (both forces

being in the same direction). Assume 2W= 72,000 lb., H' + H"= 25,000 lb., r=35in.,

r
and 6 = 58.5 in. From these assumptions, the lateral couple ± (H' -f- H") -r-can add

15,000 lb. load at the inner rail wheel and subtract an equal amount at the outer rail.

At very slow speed and assuming a superelevation of 5J4 in. and a center of gravity

height of 72 in., then, due to the superelevation of the outer rail, equations 29 to 32

show that at the inner rail, W"— 1.22 W or 44,000 lb. and at the outer rail IV'= 0.78

W or 28,000 lb. Then adding the lateral force couple, the inner rail wheel load would be

59,000 lb. and the outer rail wheel load would be 13,000 lb. This example is presented

to show that the reported variations in wheel loads may be possible without consideration

of transfer of load through the equalizer system.

For driving wheels at high speed, the effect of counterbalance would add or sub-

stract from the loading condition discussed above. For the speeds in the tests, the

counterbalance effect should not greatly effect the amount of the applied driving wheel

loads.

Table 4 shows the average applied driver loads for groups of test runs with 1200

class engines and locomotive 1452 on the outer and inner rails of the 6-deg. curve. For

the 1200 class locomotives, average axle loads sum up reasonably close to the 72,000 lb.

nominal axle load, except for the fourth driver in the 30 to 42 mph. speed group of 15

test runs. It is seen that the third driving axle averages 53,000 lb. on the outer rail and

20,000 lb. on the inner rail for these groups of speeds. An average of 17 runs at 5 mph.

with locomotive 1452 gives applied driver axle loads close to the nominal axle weights

of 59,000 lb. Note that the fourth driver axle produces loads of 18,000 and 41,000 lb. on

the outer and inner rails respectively. Tables 5 and 6 show that for individual engine

runs at any of several test locations, wheel and axle loads vary considerably from the

average loads given in Table 4.
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In the top portion of Table 5 are two consecutive test runs at 5 mph. with locomo-

tive 14S2, showing the applied wheel loads and eccentricity of loadings. The applied

loads and eccentricities for individual wheels are so similar for the two runs that it is

difficult to understand how a locomotive could pass the same test spot twice with

tracking characteristics so similar in applied loads and especially with centroids of bear-

ing pressures at the same positions on the rail head. The fourth driving axle produces

applied loads of 15,000 and 54,000 lb. on the outer and inner rails, respectively. The

inequality in the loads on the two wheels is explained by the superelevation of the track

and the addition of a lateral force couple due to the high lateral force on this fourth

inner driving wheel. The applied axle load of about 10,000 lb. more than nominal is

probably produced through the equalizing system. The central portion of Table 5 shows

two runs with the same locomotive backing up at slow speeds over the test location.

There is greater uniformity of applied wheel load distribution along each rail than with

this locomotive moving forward. No driving axle varies from the nominal weight to any

great extent.

The lower part of Table 5 records runs with two modern 4-8-4 type locomotives

of the 600 class at moderate speed. Two driving wheels of each engine produced high

applied loads on the inner rails, and one axle load is reported as 85,000 lb. The second

driving wheel of locomotive 602 produced an applied load of 60,000 lb. on the inner

rail with an eccentricity of +1.2 in.; this combination produced a web stress of

— 80,000 psi. in gage 3.

Table 6 shews six runs on the 6-deg. curve with 1200 class locomotives at speeds

of from 13 to 37 mph. The first three and last three of these drivers are in rigid

frames with an articulation between the third and fourth drivers. Run 36 at 13 mph.

was the only run recorded at slow speed. Since the total engine applied loads add up to

120 percent of nominal, all calculated loads were multiplied by 0.83 so they would sum

up to nominal. This is the only run in any of the data presented where any adjustment

was necessary in the established ratio between direct web stress and applied loads. The

fifth driving wheels produced reported applied loads of 16,000 and 72,000 lb. on the

outer and inner rails, respectively. Had runs been made with the 1200 class engines at

5 mph., it is probable that fully as high or higher applied loads would have been found

under one driving wheel on the inner rail. Run 46 at 23 mph. produces an applied load

of 59,000 lb. under the fifth driver on the inner rail.

For the three runs at 33, 34 and 37 mph. in Table 6 the third drivers on the outer

rail produced applied loads of 59,000, 58,000 and 61,000 lb. accompanied by inner wheel

loads of 19,000, 15,000 and 10,000 lb. respectively. For these runs near the speed of

equilibrium elevation, the greatest applied driver load has shifted from the inner to the

outer rail of the curve. Not included in the table because all wheels sum up to only 0.85

of nominal is one run with locomotive 1225 at the top speed of 42 mph. Its third

driving axle produced applied loads of 74,000 and 10,000 lb. on the outer and inner

rails, respectively.

For a loaded coal car on the 6-deg. curve, the applied wheel loads along each rail

are reasonably uniform. The proportion of load between the two wheels of an axle is

affected by the elevation and the centrifugal force, but for most axles there seems to be

little effect of unbalanced wheel loads due to a lateral force couple. Applied wheel loads

and eccentricities were calculated for 30 loaded coal cars. On the inner rail of the

curve it was found that 95 percent of these wheels had an eccentricity of bearing out-

side the middle of the rail head; 68 percent of the wheels had an eccentricity from

— 0.6 to — 1.5 in. On the outer rail, 70 percent of the wheels had an eccentricity rang-
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TABLE 4.—APPLIED DRIVER LOADS ON 6-DEG. CURVE AS CALCULATED FROM MEASURED
VERTICAL WEB STRESSES IN GAGES 3-13 ON 131-LB. RE RAIL - N. & W. RY.

Values are the average for several test runs In each speed group.
Loads in 1000 lb.; 1200 class loco. 2-6-6-4; 1452, 2-6-6-2.
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TABLE 6.—APPLIED VERTICAL WHEEL LOADS AND POSITION OF CENTROID OF WHEEL
BEARINGS ON 131 -LB. RE RAIL HEAD AS CALCULATED FROM MEASURED VERTICAL

WEB STRESS IN GAGES 3-13 ON 6-DEG. CURVE - N. & W. RY.

Applied loads In 1000 lb.; Eccentricity in inches from middle of rail
bead, + is towards the gage side, - is towards outer side of head.

1£00 Class nominal F.T. 31, Drivers 432, Trailer 110, Engine 573.
*0nly run for which applied weight was corrected to nominal weight.
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eccentricity well towards the outside of the outer rail head. There is a surprising sim-

ilarity in the eccentricity pattern of each engine of a class, considering the probable

differences in individual wheel contour wear.

C. J. Code, engineer of tests—maintenance of way, Pennsylvania Railroad, has re-

cently completed similar tests on curved track. Applied wheel loads and eccentricities of

bearings have been calculated in a manner closely similar to those described here;

results obtained agree reasonably well with results set forth in this report.

On the tangent track (also canted 1:20) the eccentricity of bearing of a majority

of wheels was somewhat inside the middle of the rail head, the average being at l
/i in.

inside. The extreme range for individual wheels was from about 1 in. inside to y2 in.

outside the middle of the rail head.

From the consistency of the data, there seems to be good reason to think that the

reported applied wheel loads on the curve are reasonably close to actual loading con-

ditions. If this is true, heavy locomotives running at slow speed can produce individual

driving wheel loads as high as 60,000 to 70,000 lb. on the inner rail of a 6-deg. curve.

One of these high loads with its eccentricity usually well towards the gage side of rail

head, must cause far more damage to the rail surface than many nominal wheel loads.

At high speeds the outer rail receives high individual driving wheel loads, but fortunately

these highest wheel loads for the locomotives tested have only minor eccentricities of

bearing.

Conclusions

The range of stress measured in the 131-lb. RE rail in tangent track and in the

outer rail of the 6-deg. curve under regular traffic on the N. & W. Ry. did not exceed

the endurance limit of rail steel at any of the positions at which gages were located.

On the inner rail of the 6-deg. curve at the upper web fillet and upper portion of

the web on the gage side, occasional localized compressive stresses are considerably above

the endurance limit of rail steel.

On the inner rail of the 6-deg. curve at the lower outer web fillet and along the

top of the outer edge of the base of rail directly over the bearing on new rolled crown

tie plates, the ranges of measured stress are considerably above the endurance limit of

rail steel, and their frequency of occurrence is high under locomotive and tender wheels.

At the same rail positions directly over the wider bearing on worn rolled crown tie

plates, the range of stress is well within the endurance limit.

A method has been developed to calculate applied individual wheel loads on each rail

from the measured direct stress in the rail web. The position of the centroid of wheel

bearings on the rail head has also been determined from the bending stresses in the

rail web.

One driving axle of the heavy locomotives running at low speed often produces an

applied wheel load as high as 60,000 lb. on the inner rail and about 20,000 lb. on the

outer rail of the 6-deg. curve. With the locomotives running at higher speeds on the

curve, another driving axle often produced an applied wheel load as high as 60,000 lb.

on the outer rail with a corresponding load of about 15,000 lb. on the inner rail. When
the applied load on one wheel of a driving axle is far above nominal on one rail of the

curve, the other wheel of the axle is correspondingly lighter. Transfer of load from one

wheel of an axle to the other was found to be far greater than could be caused by a

combination of the transverse inclination of the track, the centrifugal force and the

counterbalance effect. It is most significant that at every wheel where the vertical ap-

plied wheel load is quite high, the high bending stress in the lower web fillet denotes

that a high outward lateral force against the rail is also present. The stress data estab-
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lished the fact that a lateral force couple acting on the axle and its attached wheels

comprises the major cause of the transfer of vertical load on the axle from one rail

to the other.

On the inner rail of the curve, the heaviest applied driving wheel loads almost

always have their eccentricities of bearing well towards the gage corner of the rail head.

This combination of high load and large eccentricity produces high upper fillet and rail

web stresses and must be taken into account in rail design. One of the very heavy,

eccentrically applied wheel loads must also cause far more damage to the inner rail

surface than many nominal wheel loads.

At higher speeds the outer rail receives high individual driving wheel loads, but

fortunately these wheels of the locomotives tested have an eccentricity of bearing near

the middle of the rail head and therefore may not contribute to rail shelling.

Appendix 12-b

Summary of Report on Fillet and Web Stress Measurements
on 90-lb. ASCE and 112-lb. RE Rail in 18-deg. Curves-

Detroit, Toledo & Ironton Railroad—June 1946

Purpose of Test

In the past few years fillet cracks have developed in the upper web fillet on the

gage side and in the lower web fillet on the outside of the 90-lb. ASCE inner rails of

very sharp curves (15-deg. to 25-deg.) on the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton Railroad in

southern Ohio. On a few of the sharp curves, this rail was replaced in 1945 with 112-lb.

RE rail. The railroad officers desired to know whether the type of power used was
causing the failures and if the substitution of heavier rail could be expected to eliminate

fillet cracks on these sharp curves. With these objects in mind, the research staff of the

Engineering Division of the Association of American Railroads made field measurements

under regular traffic of fillet and web stresses on the inner and outer rails of an 18-deg.

curve laid with 90-lb. ASCE rail and on a similar curve laid with 112-lb. RE rail.

Randon Ferguson, electrical engineer, and M. F. Smucker, assistant electrical

engineer, conducted the field tests in June 1946. E. E. Cress, assistant research engineer,

directed the work and wrote the report, all under the general supervision of G. M. Magee,

research engineer.

The engineering officers of the D. T. & I. have made the results of the tests available

to the Rail committee.

The Test Locations and Track

The test locations for the 90-lb. ASCE rail were selected on an 18-deg. curve laid

with rails branded 1926 and 1928. They were not badly worn. The track grade is 1.10

percent. The ties were in good condition and at standard spacing. The tie plates under

the inner rail were 19 in. long. They were made by extending standard length plates by

welding on an additional length of plate; the outer shoulder was 6^4 m -> and a guard

rail was attached to the inner shoulder of the plates. Unfortunately many of the plates

Were badly bent where welded, thus affecting the distribution of pressure from rail to tie.

The tie plates under the outer rail were 7 in. by 9¥$ in. All tie plates had fiat rail

seats. There were tie rods between the rails at intervals of about 5 tie spaces. The eleva-

tion of 4% in. corresponds to a speed of equilibrium elevation of 19 mpb.
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Another curve of approximately 18-deg. and laid in 1945 with 112-lb. RE rail was

selected for the companion tests. The track grade is 1.00 percent. The ballast was cinders

overlying a considerable depth of slag. Under the inner rail, alternate special tie plates

Were made by welding a 7^2-in. by 11-in. double shouldered tie plate on top of a ^2-in.

by 8-in. by 19*4 -in. base plate. The J^-in. base plate extends 1^4 m . beyond the tie plate

on the outside of the rail and 6^2 in. beyond the tie plate on the inside of the rail to

hold the guard rail. The other tie plates were 7'J4 in. by 11 in. All tie plates have rolled

crown rail seats. There were tie rods at intervals of about 5 tie spaces. The elevation

of 3 in. corresponds to a speed of equilibrium elevation of 16 mph.

A summary of the single track conditions for the two test curves located about a

mile apart is given as follows:
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sections. Gage 2 was located in the upper web fillet on the gage side of the rails. Vertical

gages were attached to both faces of the upper portion of the web of the rails at gage

positions 3-13. No gage was placed in the upper outer web fillet opposite gage 2 because

it is known that the range of stress in this fillet is about the same as in gage 13 just

below it. It is to be expected that gages 2, 3 and 13 measured localized vertical stresses,

the magnitude of which must be ascribed almost entirely to the amount of the applied

wheel loads and their eccentricity of loading on the rail head; the localized stress in these

gages will be only slightly affected by the addition of a lateral load. Gage 17a was placed

at the bottom of the lower outer web fillet at its juncture with the straight portion of the

upper flange of the rail base. Experience has shown that the localized stresses may be

expected to be somewhat greater at this point than at locations slightly higher up in the

central portion of the fillet. The stress in gage 17a will be only slightly affected by the

position of the eccentricity of the wheel load, but will be greatly affected by an outward

lateral force on the rail. All gages were located directly over the middle of the tie plates

because the stress in gage 17a will be much greater at this position than at positions

between ties.

Measurements Made under Regular Train Traffic

The stresses were recorded under the wheels of the regular freight and passenger

trains both northbound and southbound over the single track at speeds of from 2 to

23 mph. As the southbound freight engines could not pull their entire train up the grade,

in the doubling operation the light engines backing over the test section were also

recorded.

In the four schedules of tests, 13 runs were recorded under engines of the 400 class

(2-8-0), with 25,000 lb. nominal weight on the front truck and 223,000 lb. on the 62-in.

drivers. There were 34 runs with engines 701-2-3-4-5 of the 700 class (2-8-4), with

54,000 lb. on the front truck, 248,500 lb. on the 63-in. drivers and 46,000 and 63,000 lb.

on the trailer axles. There were 26 runs with engine 811 (2-8-2), with 50,000 lb. on the

front truck, 248,500 lb. on the 63-in. drivers and 71,000 lb. on the trailer.

The deflections were scaled from the records for each stress gage for each wheel

of the locomotives and tenders and only for the one maximum stress under the train wheels.

Results of Tests

In Figs. 13 to 16 the measured fillet and vertical web stresses produced by each

wheel of the 700 class locomotives moving forward are plotted for the inner and outer

90-lb. ASCE and 112-lb. RE rails of the two 18-deg. curves. In each of the figures, the

stresses at gages 2, 3, 13 and 17a are plotted along separate vertical lines for each wheel.

The stresses recorded at one track location are plotted with black circles and at the

second location, a rail length down the track, are plotted with open circles. Eastbound

and westbound runs are not separated, neither are differences in speed, as the range was

only from 8 to 21 mph.

Figs. 17 and 18 show the frequency or percent of measured stresses between stated

values for all engine and tender wheels for the two rail sections.

Table 7 gives the range of measured stresses in the two rail sections on the 18-deg.

curves for the class 400, class 700, class 800 locomotive wheels, tender wheels and freight

car wheels. The range of stress values reported in the table for the 700 class engines will

not necessarily be the average of the three highest stresses shown in the figures because

other runs with these engines backing up also produced high stress values.
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18-deg. Curve with 90-lb. ASCE Rail

For the inner rail, the 700 class and 811 engines produce a range of stress in the

sharp inner upper web fillet (gage 2), inner upper web (gage 3), and sharp outer lower

fillet (gage 17a) from well over — 120,000 to about +12,000 psi. This range of stress

would be expected to produce fatigue failures at any of these three gage locations after a

few hundred to a few thousand applications of these maximum stresses. The maximum
range of stress at the outer upper web (gage 13) from —48,000 to +50,000 psi. is

also high.

Very high stresses in the inner rail were produced by the main (third) drivers of all

tested 700 and 800 class locomotives moving forward. The same engines backing over

the curve produced excessive stresses fully as high or higher than when moving forward;

however, the maximum stresses were produced by the second drivers instead of the

main drivers.

In Fig. 17 the frequency or percent of measured stresses between stated values is

plotted for all engine and tender wheels measured. Where a considerable percentage of

the stresses lay outside a 71,000 psi. range, failures must be expected to occur. The life

of the rail will depend upon the number of times and the amount the fatigue limit is

exceeded.

The first few wheels over a new rail that produce a localized stress greater than the

yield point of the steel must produce a permanent set in the rail at that point. Addi-

tional applications of very high stress will tend to raise the range at which yielding and

permanent set occurs. Measured compressive stresses in the fillets at gages 2 and 17a

as high as 150,000 psi. produce little or no permanent set because of many previous

applications of the same magnitude. There is also the possibility that the first extremely

high compressive stresses to which the steel was subjected resulted in permanent set

and consequent residual tension in the fillet. If this were so, what appears as a com-

pression of 150,000 psi. in the gage measurement might in fact be partial release of the

residual tension and the remainder only be compression. This is a possibility that has

only been suggested by the high compressive values determined in this test and as yet

has not been thoroughly studied in the laboratory.

For the outer rail, the 700 and 800 class engines produce stresses that are above

the endurance limit of the steel. However, the frequency of occurrence is much less than

for the inner rail. Some failures might be expected after a moderate period of time

especially in the lower outer fillet (gage 17a). These engines produce the high stresses

under the front truck, first driver and rear trailer wheels. There are relatively small

differences in the higher stresses whether the engines are moving forward or backing up.

The 400 class engines tested might possibly cause failures in the lower outer fillet

(gage 17a) of either inner or outer rails after a long period of time. Some of the tenders

tested might possibly cause failures in the lower outer fillet (gage 17a) of the inner rail

after a long period of time. From the range of stress measured under freight car wheels,

they would never be expected to cause fillet cracks.

18-deg. Curve with 112-lb. RE Rail

For the inner rail of the curve, the 700 and 800 class engines produce a range of

stress in the inner upper web fillet (gage 2) of from — 101,000 to + 9000 psi. This

range of stress might be expected to develop fillet cracks at say 10,000 to 50,000 repeti-

tions of this magnitude. These engines produce ranges of stress in gage 3, 13 and 17a

that are greater than the endurance limit, but failures would not be expected for many
thousands of applications at these magnitudes. The maximum stress of — 77,000 psi. in

the lower outer fillet (gage 17a) while high, is a great reduction from that occuring in
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Fig. 13.—Measured Fillet and Web Stresses in Outer 90-lb. ASCE Rail of 18-Deg. Curve

Under 700 Class Locomotives Moving Forward at 8 to 17 mph.—D. T. & I.—1946.
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Gage Side of Rail - Stress in l.OOOpsi Outer Side of Rail - Stress in l.OOOp.s i
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INNER RAIL
18* CURVE

All Engine a Tender
Wheels

(60-140 -120 HOO -80-60-40-20 *20«40*60 Runs 43 to 74 -120-100-60-60-40-20 *20*40*60

Fig. 17.—Frequency of Measured Fillet and Web Stresses in 90-lb. ASCE Rail on 18-Deg.

Curve—Locations C & D—All Locomotive and Tender Wheels—D. T. & I.—1946.
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the 90-lb. ASCE rail. This denotes that the base of the heavier rail is greatly stiffer than

the base of the lighter rail. The highest stresses are produced under the main (third)

driver with these engines moving forward and under the second or main drivers in the

backing runs. Maximum stresses in the two operations are of about the same values.

On both curves, a very large part of the main driving axle load of all 700 and 800

class engines comes at the driving wheel on the inner rail and a proportionately smaller

load comes at the wheel on the outer rail. To give a typical example of this transfer

of load on the main axle; run 40 with engine 703 running southbound at 13 mph. pro-

duced a vertical web stress under the main driving wheel on the inner 112-lb. RE rail

of — 71,000 psi. in gage 3 and of +24,000 psi. in gage 13. These values indicate that the

centroid of the wheel pressure was near the gage corner of the rail head. The direct

stress of — 23,500 psi. in web section 3-13 indicates a vertical load on the inner rail of

about 53,000 lb. The same axle on the outer rail produces simultaneous web stresses in

gages 3 and 13 of —2000 and — 6000 psi. The direct web stress of — 4000 psi. indicates

a vertical load on the outer rail of about 9000 lb. The stress of — 79,000 psi. in gage 17a

indicates that this main driving wheel exerts a very high outward lateral force on the

inner rail. The addition of a large lateral force couple added to the vertical load on the

axle could explain this loading condition (see Appendix 12-a).

A separate counterbalance test for engines of the 700 and 800 class was made on

tangent track at 63 mph. and no excessive rail stresses were measured. As the highest

speed recorded under these engines on the 18-deg. curves was 21 mph., the effect of

counterbalance on these reported stresses at this speed would only be 1/9 as much, this

being negligible for all practical purposes.

For the outer rail of the curve, the maximum range of stress in the inner upper web

fillet of the new rail is as great under comparable classes of equipment as in the same

fillet of the lighter rail. These maximum fillet stresses reach —90,000 psi. under the 700

and 800 class engines. The gage corner of this new rail has not been flange worn, thus

producing a greater eccentricity of loading for guiding wheels than with the flange-worn

lighter rail. Failures could later start in this fillet unless considerable flange wear occurs.

It is doubtful if failures would ever occur at any other place in the outer rail under any

of the equipment tested.

The frequency of measured stresses between stated values is plotted for both rails

of the curve in Fig. 18. The percentages may be compared with the lighter rail shown

in Fig. 17.

General

The speed of the test runs ranged between 2 and 23 mph. on the curves. Runs were

separated into 2 speed groups, above and below 10 mph. Little difference was found

in the maximum stresses in the two groups of speeds.

The cant of rails in sharp curves might well be kept reasonably close to 1 : 40 because

large deviations would further concentrate the wheel bearing at the rail head corners,

thus increasing the eccentricity of loading and the resultant rail stresses.

It might be well to confine the elevation of sharp curves to a moderate amount to

relieve the load on the inner rail. However, the amount of superelevation will not

greatly affect the large transfer of load to an intermediate driving wheel on the inner

rail caused by the high lateral force against the inner rail and the resultant lateral

force couple which causes unequal loading between the wheels of this axle.

If a false flange is allowed to wear on the treads of intermediate driving wheels,

even higher eccentricities of loading might be developed on the inner rails of curves.
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Had new rolled crown tie plates been used on the sharp curve under the 90-lb.

ASCE rail, they would have tended further to concentrate the already very high local-

ized stresses in the lower web fillet and rail base. The new rolled crown tie plates under

the 112-lb. RE rail on the sharp curve undoubtedly contributed to the high compressive

stresses reported in the lower outer fillets directly over the more concentrated bearing

surface, but would not affect the stresses in the upper portion of the rail.

It has been found that upper web fillet stresses under eccentric loads are inversely

proportional to the length of the fillet radius. The 90-lb. ASCE rail has upper and lower

web fillet radii of J4 in -5 localized stresses in these very sharp fillets would be expected

to be high even under favorable conditions of loading. The upper web fillet radius of

Y% in. in the 112-lb. RE rail must also be considered as a sharp fillet radius.

The new llS-lb. RE rail has upper and lower web fillet radii of 34 in- and its upper

web portion has been somewhat thickened. Tests reported in the Proceedings, Vol. 47,

1946, page 449, compare the stresses in this rail with those in the 112-lb. RE rail. In the

upper web fillets, upper portion of the web and lower web fillets, the stress factors

under eccentric loading would be 0.74, 0.87 and 0.90 respectively, of those of the 112-lb.

RE rail. Taking the ranges of measured stress developed in the 112-lb. RE rail on the

18-deg. curve and multiplying by these factors, line 14 of Table 7 shows the range

of stress that might be expected under similar conditions in the 115-lb. RE rail. The

considerably reduced stress, while not within the endurance limit of rail steel, is reason-

ably close to it. It is believed that this rail may not develop failures for at least 100,000

applications of the maximum stress. The outer head corners of the 115-lb. RE rail have

been lowered, and it is probable that this new head contour will preclude eccentricities

of loading as large as those observed in the 112-lb. RE rail, thus reducing the maximum
stresses to values less than those given in line 14 of Table 7.

Summary

The measured localized stresses in the 90-lb. ASCE inner rail of the 18-deg. curve

under the 700 class (2—8^4 ) and 811 class (2-8-2) locomotives are so extremely high

that a new rail of this section might be expected to develop cracks at either the upper

web fillet on the gage side or at the lower outer web fillet after the passage of a few

hundred to a few thousand of these engines. Some failures in the outer rail under these

engines could occur after a moderate period of time, especially in the lower outer

web fillet.

The 400 class (2-8-0) locomotives and all tenders tested on this curve with this

light rail would never be expected to produce cracks in the upper portion of the rail.

Cracks might start in the lower outer web fillets after the passage of many thousands

of these units. Heavily loaded freight cars would never be expected to cause cracks.

The measured stress range in the 112-lb. RE inner rails of the 18-deg. curve under

the 700 class locomotives and engine 811 might be expected to develop upper inner web

fillet cracks at 10,000 to 50,000 passages of these engines. Some failures in the upper

inner web fillets of these outer rails could occur after a moderate period of time, unless

the rail becomes flange worn enough to reduce the eccentricity of loading. It is doubtful

if failures would ever occur at any other place in the outer rail under any of the classes

of equipment tested.

High rail stresses in both 18-deg. curves were measured under each of the 700 and

800 class engines. Each of these individual engines moving forward produced the maxi-

mum stresses in the inner rail under the main (third) driving wheel. At speeds under

15 mph., the main driving wheel delivered fully 4/5 of the main axle load to the inner
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rail with the driving wheel on the outer rail carrying only about 1/5 of the axle load.

A high outward lateral force is exerted by this driving wheel against the inner rail and

the resultant lateral force couple could cause the unequal loading between the wheels of

the axle. With these engines backing up, fully as high maximum stresses and resulting

loads occur on the inner rail under the second driver and sometimes under the main

driver. Maximum stresses in the outer rails occur under the front truck, first driver

or rear trailer wheel with engines moving forward or backing up.

The new 115-lb. rail if laid in the 18-deg. curves could be expected to serve for

a long time. Fillet cracks might occur after the passage of at least 100,000 of the 700

and 800 class locomotives. It would be expected that upper web fillet stresses in this rail

would be reduced to about 74 percent of those in the 112-lb. RE rail and to about

SO percent of those in the 90-lb. ASCE rail under similar loading conditions.

Had rolled crown tie plates been used on the sharp curve under the 90-lb. ASCE
rail, they would have tended to further concentrate the already very high localized

stresses in the lower web fillet and rail base.

Appendix 12-c

Fatigue Tests of Rail Webs

By R. S. Jensen

Special Research Associate of Engineering Materials, University of Illinois

The study of the fatigue strength of rail webs has been continued; as reported in the

Proceedings, Vol. 47, 1946, pages 464-466, fatigue tests were made on T-shaped specimens

cut from the web of a 112-lb. RE rail, under a range of stress which simulated as nearly

as possible stress conditions encountered in service, namely, a bending stress ranging

from a maximum compressive stress at the surface to a tensile stress 20 percent as great.

Fig. 1 shows the two vibratory type fatigue machines which were used for these tests.

Since the fatigue failures were in compression, the cracks progressed very slowly, and

the criterion of failure was taken to be the number of cycles when the crack could be

first detected.

In addition to the unstamped specimens and the specimens with stamped numbers

reported upon last year, eight T-shaped specimens were cut from the same piece of

112-lb. rail and were shot peened by the American Foundry Equipment Company of

Mishawaka, Ind. Before shot peening, the surface was in the as-rolled condition. Since

shot peening leaves residual compressive stresses in the metal near the peened surface,

there was some question as to whether the beneficial effects of shot peening on ordinary

reversed bending fatigue strength would extend into the range of high compressive

stresses such as these T-shaped specimens underwent. However, these tests indicated

that shot peening raised the endurance limit approximately 32 percent over that for the

unstamped specimens with the surface as rolled. The upper curve of Fig. 2 shows an

endurance limit at 10 million cycles of 78,000 psi. for these shot peened specimens,

compared to an endurance limit of 59,000 psi. for the unstamped specimens with the

surface as rolled.

To get some measure of the reduction in fatigue strength resulting from corrosion,

it was suggested that fatigue specimens be cut from a corroded or rusty rail and tested

in the same manner to determine the amount of weakening due to a rusty, pitted surface.
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Fig. 1.—Vibratory Type Fatigue Machines.

A short piece of very rusty rail was obtained from which specimens were cut for these

tests. The curve for these data, shown in Fig. 2, indicates an endurance limit of 57,000

psi. at 10 million cycles, or a reduction of slightly less than 2>y2 percent below that for

the non-corroded specimens.

To observe the effect of water corrosion on fatigue strength, several specimens were

tested with tap water dripping continually on them. The fatigue curve (Fig. 2) shows

an endurance limit of 56,000 psi. at 40 million cycles, which is approximately the same

as for the rusty rail specimens.

Since the fatigue machines operate at 800 cycles of stress per minute, or slightly

over 1.1 million cycles per day, the specimens are not greatly affected by such a mild

corroding agent as water in the relatively short length of time that they are undergoing

the fatigue tests. Figs. 3 (a) and (b) show a specimen from the rusty rail and a specimen

corroded by tap water, respectively.

At the suggestion of R. P. Winton, testing engineer M. of W., Norfolk & Western,

corrosion fatigue tests were made on specimens with a solution of sulfuric acid dripping

on them. These tests were made to simulate conditions in tunnels where the smoke and

moisture combine to form an acid solution which collects between the rail and the joint

bars and contributes to early fatigue failure behind the joint bars. It was thought that

since corrosion and fatigue were closely allied, and since the speed of the fatigue machines

was much greater than the repetition of stresses occurring in service, the speed of cor-

rosion should be increased accordingly. Therefore a very active solution of sulfuric

acid, namely a 36 percent solution, was decided upon for these tests. This solution was

allowed to drip at the rate of 10 drops per min. on the specimens. The fatigue curve

for these tests (Fig. 2) is unique in that it becomes vertical instead of horizontal at

approximately 1 million cycles. Since the acid solution was very active, the specimens

were vigorously attacked, and after 22 hours (approximately the time for 1 million

cycles) the steel had been deeply etched and partially eaten away by the acid. In fact,

it was very difficult to tell whether the lines were actually cracks or deeply etched grooves

on the surface of the rail web specimen after about 20 to 22 hours. Figs. 3 (c) and (d)
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Fig. 3.—Specimens Used in Fatigue Tests of Rail Webs.

All specimens etched in hot SO percent hydrochloric acid.

(a) Specimen from rusty rail.

(b) Specimen tested with water corrosion.

(c) Specimen tested with acid corrosion.

(d) Specimen tested with acid corrosion.
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Fig. 4—S-N Diagrams for Fatigue Tests of Web Specimens Under
Completely Reversed Flexural Stress.

show specimens tested under the acid corrosion. The specimens were allowed to run

after the first crack was detected to see whether the crack spread, consequently specimen

(c) was under the acid for 17 hours and specimen (d) for 25 hours.

The possibility of extending the corrosion fatigue life of rails in tunnels, highway

crossings, and other places where head and web separations occur in a relatively short

time by some protective coating on the rail is being considered. With this in mind three

sets of specimens have been prepared and are to be painted with corrosion resistant

paints with a zinc chromate base. These specimens will be tested under acid and the test

results may give some idea of the practicability of such coatings.

In addition to the T-shaped specimens, which were tested under a range of stress

from maximum compression to 20 percent as great tension, a group of web specimens

were cut from the same new rail and tested in completely reversed bending. These

specimens had rectangular cross sections, and one surface was left in the as-rolled

condition.

Fig. 4 shows the fatigue curve for these tests with an endurance limit at 20 million

cycles of 33,000 psi. A few of the specimens from this same rail were polished on all

surfaces and tested in completely reversed bending; the data appears in the upper curve

of Fig. 4. The endurance limit of 20 million cycles for the polished specimens is 48,500 psi.

or an increase of 47 percent over the specimens with as-rolled surface.

It may be of interest to know that a fatigue crack was started in a T-shaped

specimen under compressive stresses only. One specimen was tested with the stress on

the top surface ranging from 350 psi. compression to 100,000 psi. compression. The crack

started at 247,000 cycles.
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Thirteenth Progress Report of the Cooperative

Investigation of Failures of Railroad Rails

in Service and Their Prevention

Conducted by

The Engineering Experiment Station, University of Illinois

In Cooperation with

The Association of American Railroads

and

The American Iron and Steel Institute

By R. E. Cramer
Special Research Professor of Engineering Materials, University of Illinois

I Introduction

Purpose of the Investigation

Since control cooling of railroad rails came into general use at all rail mills in 1936,

a procedure has been established to study and properly classify all failures reported as

transverse fissures in control cooled rails. It has been found that several of the reported

transverse fissures are wrongly classified; however, in a few cases such failures have been

found to develop from defects other than shatter cracks, the usual cause of transverse

fissures.

Investigations have also been made of end-hardened rails in service. New methods

of end-hardening rails are now being developed at several rail mills. Some laboratory

tests have been made of these end-hardened rails and other tests are planned.

An investigation to develop a rail steel to resist shelly rail failures is also a part

of the cooperative investigation. The report on this latter work is published as a part

of Assignment 11 of AREA Committee 4—Rail.

Advisory Committee

The sponsors of this work are represented by advisory committees consisting of the

following engineers:

American Railway Engineering Association—Committee on Rail:

C. B. Bronson, Inspection Engineer, New York Central System (Chairman)

W. C. Barnes, Engineer of Tests, Rail Committee, AREA
E. E. Chapman, Mechanical Assistant to Assistant to Vice-President, Atchison

Topeka & Santa Fe Railway

H. R. Clarke, Chief Engineer, Burlington Lines

J. L. Gressitt, Chief Engineer System, Pennsylvania Railroad

G. M. Magee, Research Engineer, Engineering Division, AAR
L. T. Nuckols, Chief Engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway

I. H. Schram, Chief Engineer, Erie Railroad
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E. C. Vandenburgh, Chief Engineer, Chicago & North Western Railway-

Louis Yager,* Assistant Chief Engineer, Northern Pacific Railway

American Iron and Steel Institute—Technical Committee on Rails:

L. H. Winkler, Metallurgical Engineer, Bethlehem Steel Company (Chairman)

F. W. Bendell, Manager, Railroad Materials Bureau, Chicago District, Carnegie-

Illinois Steel Corporation

J. Hart Reece, Superintendent, Metallurgical and Inspection Department, Colorado

Fuel and Iron Corporation

R. W. Steigerwalt, Metallurgical Engineer, Railroad Materials and Forgings,

Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation

J. R. Trimble, Assistant Manager, Department of Metallurgy, Inspection and

Research, Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad Company
T. S. Washburn, Assistant Manager, Metallurgical and Inspection Department, Inland

Steel Company

Acknowledgment.—The writer wishes to acknowledge the valuable services of M. C.

Moore, mechanician in the laboratory shops and of Proal Judson and Jean Louvier,

student assistants, who have helped in the laboratory tests.

II Examination of Control Cooled and Brunorized Rails

Which Failed in Service

From September 1945 to September 1946, 46 control cooled rails were sent to the

University laboratory for examination and classification. Table 1 summarizes the ca>i?e

of failures and Table 2 lists each rail separately.

Table 1.

—

Summary of Control Cooled Rail Failures

Transverse fissures from porosity 22

Detail fractures from shelly spots 8

Head and web separation 4
Fracture from base seam 2

Detailed fracture from head checks 2

Compound fissure from porosity

Web crack at stamped figure 7

Welded engine burn—no failure

Bolt hole failure

Detailed fracture from wheel burn
Shelly rail failure

No defect found 2

Total 46

It will be noted from Table 1 that a few control cooled rails are developing trans-

verse fissures or compound fissures from porosity, but no rails failed during this period

from improper control cooling or shatter cracks. The detail fractures from shelly spots

and head checks had mostly been incorrectly classified as transverse fissures while the

web and base failures were sent to the laboratory for special investigation of each failure.

Fig. 1 shows the details of a rail, No. 419, reported last year as a transverse fissure

from porosity in which only one cavity was found in the rail where the fissure had

started. One face of this fissure was sent to the mill which produced the rail, and the

metallurgists there found that the nucleus of the fissure had originally contained a short

Died November 22, 1946.
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Fig. 1.—Transverse Fissure from Silicate Inclusion.

Photographs furnished by Metallurgical Laboratory, Edgar Thomson
Plant of Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation.

Lab. failed rail No. 419. Edgar Thomson, control cooled, 131-lb. RE rail. Heat No.
211300-E-9; rolled 7-1937. Supplied by E. E. Oviatt, chief engineer,

New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad.

(a) Transverse fissure with unusual nucleus.

(b) Nucleus of fissure magnified 2.6 times.

(c) Longitudinal section cut through nucleus of fissure. Nearly actual size.

(d) Same as (c) magnified 3.25 times.

(e) Micrograph 65 mag. Unetched. Silicate inclusion. Probably a piece of insulating

brick. No other unusual inclusions were found in this rail.
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Fig. 2.—Transverse Fissures from Porosity.

The porous spots show very plain in (a) and (b). However, (c) and (d) could easily

be mistaken for shatter crack nuclei. The only certain check on doubtful cases

is to slice a longitudinal section of the rail head for etch tests.

silicate inclusion. This was possibly a very small piece of insulation brick which became

trapped in the steel.

Fig. 2 shows four transverse fissures from porosity. The top two, (a) and (b), are

rather obviously from porosity, but many experienced observers would have judged

that (c) and (d) had developed from shatter crack nuclei. Etched slices showed porosity

in both rails. Figs. 3 and 4 show typical etch slices from rails which developed transverse

fissures from porosity.

It is evident that porosity is a newly recognized cause of transverse fissures which

have been found in control cooled rails sent to the laboratory for examination. Most

of the 62 transverse and compound fissures from porosity which have been studied have

come from two rail mills which reheat their blooms for final shaping of the rails. How-

ever, at least one fissure from porosity has been found in rails from each of the other

two United States mills which reheat their blooms and also from one Canadian mill

which reheats its blooms. No fissures from porosity have been found in rails from the

three mills which do not reheat their blooms. This is rather strong evidence that the

overheating of the blooms is the cause of the porosity. It appears that overheating the

blooms causes the steel to tear apart during rolling leaving a porous condition inside

the rail heads. The outer surfaces of the blooms are cooled by air and the mill rolls

to the proper rolling temperature so that the porosity is confined to the interior of the

rail heads.
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Fig. 3.—Transverse Fissure from Porosity.

Lab. failed rail No. 431. Supplied by W. D. Simpson, chief engineer,

Seaboard Air Line Railroad.

(a) Transverse fissure with porous nucleus.

(b) Etched slice from rail head showing porosity throughout the center portion of the
rail head.
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Fig. 4.—Transverse Fissure from Porosity.

Lab. failed rail No. 430. Inland control cooled, 131-lb. RE rail. Heat No. 18116-C-l,
rolled 3-1937. Supplied by L. T. Nuckols, chief engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway.

(a) 80 percent transverse fissure with nucleus at two porous areas.

(b) Etched longitudinal slice showing porosity throughout center of rail head.
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Fig. 5.—Rail with Picture Frame Zone at All Surfaces.

A fatigue crack can be seen at the fillet between the head and web. Tests have determined
that the metal in the picture frame zone is of good quality rail steel.

Since the cause of porosity was discovered by the mill metallurgists, much attention

has been given to this problem by the mills, and it is likely that few such rails have been

produced since 1944.

Miscellaneous Laboratory Tests

One of the head and web separation failures was sent to the University laboratory

by Walter Bohnstengel, engineer of tests of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.

Fig. 5 shows an etched cross section of this rail with a fatigue crack at the fillet between

head and web. It will be noted that this rail has a light colored band surrounding the

head and base about % in. in thickness, but which is about 1/32 in. in thickness along

the sides of the web. This structure has been called a "picture frame structure" by some

railroad engineers. The question was raised whether this structure might have had some

influence on the formation of fatigue cracks underneath the rail head.

Metallographic examination of cross sections including the picture frame band and

the interior metal which appears dark and porous in the macro-etched photograph,

Fig. 5, shows that the main difference depends upon the size of the non-metallic in-
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PROCEEDINGS
Report of the opening session of the meeting on Tuesday

morning, March 18, 1947 ; the closing session on Thursday,

March 20; and other business not related to the

presentation of the committee reports

Opening Session, Tuesday Morning, March 18, 1947

The opening session of the forty-sixth annual meeting of the American
Railway Engineering Association, held at the Palmer House, Chicago,

March 18-20, 1947, convened at 10:05 a. m., J. B. Akers, chief engineer,

Southern Railway System, Washington, D. C, president, presiding.

President Akers: The meeting will kindly come to order.

This is the forty-sixth annual meeting of the American Railway Engineering Asso-

ciation and it is now declared open for business. This meeting is also the concurrent

session with the Construction and Maintenance Section of the Engineering Division

of the Association of American Railroads.

The first order of business is the reading of the minutes of the last annual meeting.

Inasmuch as these minutes have been printed and a copy has been furnished to each

member, unless there is objection, the reading of the minutes will be dispensed with.

As there is no objection, the minutes stand approved as printed.

Address of President Akers

We owe a debt of gratitude to the founders of the American Railway Engineering

Association. They were truly pioneers and we have only to read the roster of the early

years to appreciate the reason for the soundness in the Association. They were the

leaders of their profession, and in passing on, have become our inspirational heritage.

The Association has functioned successfully through the years, whether in peace or

in war. Its position now is one of unquestioned leadership in railway maintenance and

operation. Therefore, you and I are heirs to a responsibility, and it is our duty to main-

tain the high professional record of the Association. For several years it has been my
privilege to work closely with the officers, Board of Direction and the chairmen of

committees, and I find that they have been a loyal and effective group. So I am
confident they accept that responsibility and work hard to fulfill it.

Membership

The report of the secretary will be given you in a few minutes, but I must say

in advance that our membership has shown a steady growth in each of the last 5 years,

and stood at 2216 on February 1, and is the largest since 1932. We are not looking

for increasing membership just for the sake of numbers, but always welcome the new
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members in the hope and expectation that they will add to the effectiveness of the

work of the Association; that they will bring forward new thoughts and ideas, pushing

farther into the hazy realm of things little understood at present.

Finances

The Association is in good condition financially. The report of the treasurer will

give you the figures in detail. Due to a change in the time of mailing out bills, and also

to rising costs of operation, we had an excess of expenditures over receipts for the cal-

endar year of 1946. Like every organization and business, our cost of operation has

increased and we estimate that our receipts will fail by about $9500 to cover expenditures

in 1947.

Your Board of Direction has watched the mounting costs with some misgiving for

the past year, and again gave consideration to it yesterday. A committee was appointed

to make a study and report within the next 60 days. It seems probable that you will

be given opportunity to vote on a change in the Constitution authorizing an increase in

annual dues.

I want you to know that we have postponed this action as long as we should. The

recommended increases will be as moderate as can be, and wholly in the interest of

the Association.

The Manual

The breadth of experience of our members during nearly a half century is recorded

in the Manual of Recommended Practice, the authoritative statement of the con-

clusions of the years. There has been a gratifying and sustained demand for our Manual,

and it is looked upon as the authoritative word where railroads are operated and main-

tained. It has become so extensive that it must be now printed in two volumes for

ready use. It has been reprinted to replenish our stock, and there is a substantial backlog

of orders to be filled.

Our committees are primarily responsible for what is in the Manual, and it is a

measure of our professional standing.

It is of great interest to each member to insure that conclusions reached, and pub-

lished in the Manual, constitute in a professional sense the best current practice in rail

transportation. The conclusions are published as "recommendations," and their adoption

is not binding on members of the Association. Adoption is not mandatory, yet our

recommended practices have grown in use year by year, and are becoming standard

practice on many railroads.

We are happy to observe this growth in use, but that in itself is a challenge to us.

We must see to it that conclusions published in the Manual are truly representative of

the best practice; that it is unquestionably sound professionally; that when practices

become outmoded, they are replaced by that which is valid. How will we do that? By a

zealous attention and care on the part of all members; by keeping an open mind when

considering the traffic in fresh ideas, the unexpected opinions, the fresh solutions, the

ingenious compromises. I am impressed by Mr. Kettering's statement that "there exists

limitless opportunities in every industry. Where there is an open mind, there will always

be a frontier."

Our membership includes 2200 individuals associated on a voluntary basis for the

avowed object of the advancement of knowledge pertaining to the scientific and econom'c

location, construction, operation and maintenance of railways. Each one of us will

recognize his responsibility in preserving the validity, and the "up-to-date-ness" of the

Manual.
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The maintenance of the Manual is in our hands for a few years, and it will be a

true reflection of the effectiveness of our work. If it is good, we will have the satis-

faction of seeing its recommendations adopted as standard even more widely than at

present. It is in our interest to adopt the recommendations on our railroads, or to so

modify them that we can do so.

Committee Work

The war years brought about a decline in the number of members actually par-

ticipating in the work. The younger men in the Association were called away to war.

Committee meetings were held at infrequent intervals. Emergency specifications were

the rule, but those days are now past, and we look forward with confidence.

The reports presented this year are voluminous, and are the result of painstaking

work on the part of the committees and the research staff. There are approximately

290 more pages than in the reports of last year, indicating a fine recovery of committee

activities since World War II. It is the largest output since 1930, and you will find it a

"quality product."

The work of committees holds the interest, and is a very satisfying thing. We must

always place the accent on committee work. Since our membership is scattered so widely

throughout the United States and Canada, in fact all over the world, it is manifestly

impractical for all members to serve on committees, and attend meetings, however much
they might desire to do so. Still it is through an active participation that we individually

keep abreast of developments. The result must represent the composite judgment and

experience of the whole membership. The bulletins containing the reports are issued

months in advance of the annual meeting and it is the sincere hope of the Board of

Direction that those members who are not so situated that they can serve on committees

will study the reports, and give your opinions to the chairmen of committees through

correspondence. Opinions should be expressed carefully and in detail, with drawings

if necessary.

The underlying strength of the Association is in its committee work and it is

definitely in our interest to carry that forward in the best manner possible.

A substantial portion of our membership is in the grade of junior officers and

engineers who perform the actual work of planning and designing. It is our observation

that these young men are perhaps not permitted to attend committee meetings or annual

meetings to the extent that would be desirable for the healthy growth of the Association.

It is our earnest hope that the various railroads will permit these younger men to

attend meetings as much as possible. I am sure it will increase the value of those men

to your organization. I have come to believe that these younger men bring a great deal

of knowledge and enthusiasm into our groups, and that they reap handsomely from

association with others of greater experience.

Research and Development

We have said year by year that we will stress committee work more and more,

and carry on increased research and development. We sincerely believe that through

research and development there are wide opportunities for advancement that will open

doors for us, and make it possible for us to render better service. That must be done if

knowledge in railway engineering is to grow. Our annual meetings have been likened to

the links in a chain which has continued for nearly a half century. We must pursue

the truths, and values, and the wisdom of the years through study and research.
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Research and development, made possible by the cooperation and support of the

Association of American Railroads, has been actively carried on by this Association for

many years. We have approval of a recommended budget of $209,428 for 1947 for this

purpose, and it is a considerable increase over former years. The results of our research

are impressive.

In cooperation with the steel industry it has produced a steel rail free of transverse

fissures. We have newly designed rail sections that will overcome deficiencies of earlier

designs.

Research is in progress to determine the true effect of impact on bridge structures.

We can now measure the actual stresses in bridge members under load. Stabilization of

roadbed through the injection of grout and sand and other methods is being developed.

The effect of electric current on concrete will be determined and a means found to

obviate electrolytic action. Many other studies are in progress. I can't name them all for

lack of time. The work is in the safe hands of capable engineers with specialized

knowledge, and there have been handsome returns of a monetary nature. I commend

to you a careful furtherance of this activity.'

Engineering Education

There has been a great increase in the demand for men with education along

engineering lines. It is unfortunate that the number of students in railway engineering

has not kept pace with that in other branches, such as aviation, chemical and mechanical.

It has been said that the railroads do not offer sufficient attraction; that there has not

been sufficient practical training of engineering graduates for promotion in the railroad

field. We must agree that if the American railway system is to continue as a modern

and efficient mode of transportation, it certainly presents a wide range of opportunities

for engineers, whether their interest lies in management or in operation. It is often said

that relatively few specialized courses for railroads will be incorporated in the regular

curricula of colleges. The reports of Committee 24—Cooperative Relations with Uni-

versities, bear out the fact that railroad employment is not particularly attractive to

engineering graduates at present. Why is this? Why can't we reverse that trend? I think

we can, by providing more opportunities for their advancement, and by seeing to it that

professional growth on the railroads is comparable with that offered in other industries.

We must see to it that adequate recognition is given for training and capability. I

believe this is happening now in some sections of the land. I commend the problem

to you and hope you will offer your aid and encouragement to Committee 24 which

is working on this subject.

Let us not view this subject of "Opportunity for Engineers" from a defeatist angle.

Work, attention to detail, observation, correct analysis and loyalty are still the prime

requisites for success—just as they always were. Many opportunities are there, and

those best qualified by education and experience will walk off with them. Luck plays

small part in it.

I am sure that the whole membership would wish me to express appreciation to the

National Railway Appliances Association for its resumption of exhibits. This exhibit is

at the Coliseum, as you know. You will find the display very timely and full of interest.

I take this opportunity to express my appreciation and thanks for the fine coopera-

tion and help rendered by the secretary and his staff. They are an alert group and

deserve the thanks of the whole membership. The Board of Direction and other officers

have given support and encouragement, and have freely devoted valuable time to our

work. I am most grateful for such help and inspiration.
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There has been full cooperation throughout the Engineering Division, of which

your president is chairman. I record here my thanks and appreciation for this cooperation,

and for the support of the vice-president, Operations and Maintenance Department

of AAR. (Applause)

President Akers: The next order of business is the reports of the secretary and

the treasurer.

Secretary's Statement*

Secretary Lacher: The form and content of the secretary's report are determined

by the requirements of an historical record. Consequently, it is not appropriate that

I should read it or read even parts of it to you. Instead I will confine myself to

remarks concerning a few items, especially those that are more unusual in nature.

First as to the membership: During the last 2 years we have increased our mem-
bership a little more than 100 each year; 103 in the year ending February 1946, and

109 in this last year.

There are no particular fortuitous circumstances that we can cite as responsible for

this increase in membership except perhaps the high state of activity of the railroad

industry in recent years. It may be due, in part, to the return of men from service in

the war, taking up their positions again, although we did carry a great many of those

men on our rolls during the war.

Of course, before there can be any increase in the membership, it is necessary to

offset the losses in membership due to death, resignation or other causes, and those

losses amount to somewhere between 80 and 100 each year. In other words, we have

to take in 80 or 100 men before we begin to increase our membership, which means

in this last year we had about 185 applicants who were accepted for membership.

Some explanation, perhaps, should be offered with respect to resignations. There has

been a large number of resignations, but, of those resignations, a considerable proportion

is among men who have retired from railway service and whose membership in the

Association does not date back far enough so that they can enjoy the privilege of Life

Membership.

Forty members were lost by reason of death and, among those, were a number

that deserve special mention. Three of them were charter members—R. H. Aishton who,

by the way, was president of the American Railway Association for many years;

C. A. Paquette, and John R. Leighty. There were also two past-presidents: L. W. Bald-

wain and Louis Yager; a director, G. A. Haggander; three past directors, J. B. Hunley,

B. R. Kulp and W. D. Pence, and the president of the Association of American Railroads,

J. J. Pelley.

Besides these, I must make special reference to four members who performed remark-

able service for the Association, as chairmen or very active members of committees:

John Foley, L. S. Rose, O. E. Selby and H. M. Stout—each of them in a separate and

distinct field.

Your president commented in detail on the finances of the Association, so I will not

burden you with any repetition of the matter on that subject.

For complete reports of secretary and treasurer, see pp. 1007-1016.
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So far as the publications are concerned, the most important event of the year

was the second reprinting of the Manual which was completed in January, months after

we had promised we would have it ready. It was a big job. In addition to a reprinting

to provide copies that we needed, because our stock was exhausted, I think we have

improved the Manual by editorial changes, principally changes in what editors speak

of as style, in order to bring it more nearly into line with other technical publications

and the style standards of other engineering societies.

We speak of the Manual as having been reprinted and completed. Exception must

be taken to that statement with respect to the glossary, since the glossary remains to be

re-edited and inserted in the Manual. We hope, after action has been taken on the

recommendations of the committees offered this year with respect to the glossary, that

the glossary can be revised, put together and issued as a part of the 1947 supplement.

The next most important event with respect to publications was the publication

of the February Bulletin—a major operation. Only three committee reports appear in

that Bulletin, but they total 350 pages, much of the text being very difficult material

to handle, a great many illustrations, both drawings and halftones, and a large number

of tables, a most exacting kind of publication work.

In theory at least, the bulletins are supposed to be in the hands of the members

in adequate time for thorough reading and study before the members come to the

convention, but in the case of this last bulletin, that is a theory rather than an actuality.

We cannot expect that many people have had a chance to read many pages of the

material in that bulletin.

For that reason, the Board of Direction has under consideration a revision of policy

with respect to the publication of the committee reports, especially the reports of the

research work, with a view to a correction of this situation, to greatly reduce the burden

on the secretary's office. It will also simplify the problem of having the research staff

prepare the reports of their work on research.

In addition to that, we hope to have the material that is offered to the members

in such shape that they can more readily review what is being offered and thus offer

constructive criticism of it at the meeting.

We are sorry to have to state that the Year Book or March Bulletin, was not

printed in time to reach you before you left your homes to come to the meeting. There

are two reasons for this—the primary reason is that the printer seems to be unable to

keep up with the schedule that was considered a very practical matter heretofore. The
other is the enormous number of changes that we had to make in our membership list.

There are always a great many changes, but this year there were many more than

usual. We ascribe the situation primarily to the fact that the return of men from

the armed forces has resulted in a great deal of readjustment of railway personnel. It is

only because of the alertness and painstaking care of the staff that the membership list

is anywhere near as accurate as it is.

Your president has referred to the increase in the activities of the committees and

the increased size of the reports. That is manifest also in the moderate increase of personnel

of committees. We have some 700 members, an average during the past year, as com-
pared to 680 men serving on committees a year earlier. The committees were able to

hold more meetings during 1946, 44 as compared with 32 in 1945, and 30 in 1944. But

inasmuch as that means an average of only two meetings per committee per year, we
feel there is still an opportunity to increase that number of meetings in the interest

of more effective committee work.
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In the secretary's report there is a table which offers an analysis of the contents

of the committee reports; that is, so many items of Manual material, so many of

information, so many of statistical data, and so on. We have had that in the report

long enough now so that it affords an opportunity to indicate some trends.

For example, at the beginning of the war, 1942, 37 items were offered by the com-

mittees as material for adoption and publication in the Manual. By 194S that had

dropped to 11, and 1945 was the low point in that connection. It is back now to 34

items to be offered at this meeting. Judging from what we have learned from reading

of the minutes of committee meetings and contact with committee chairmen, the tendency

is upward, so that we can expect more Manual material a year hence, which means

that, now that we have the Manual reprinted, we are going to have large supplements

to remove a lot of the sheets we have just had printed. Of course, that is what we must

expect with a type of organization such as we have.

Your president introduced an innovation last year in calling a meeting of all the

committee chairmen shortly after he took office to afford an opportunity for him to

talk to them about the policies of the Association with respect to committee work and,

also, to afford the chairmen of several of the board committees, the Board Committee

on Outline of Work, the Board Committee on Personnel, the Board Committee on

Manual, to have a first-hand contact with the committees. The reaction to that meeting,

not only on the part of the administration, but also on the part of the committee

chairmen, was one that indicated that his is going to be a "first up" item in each

administration from now on.

It affords a contact that we should have with the committee chairmen; it gives

them an opportunity to get acquainted with each other. It also puts first things first,

because, certainly the committees are more important than anything else in this

Association. (Applause)

President Akers: You have heard the reports of the secretary and treasurer. What
is your pleasure?

V. T. Boughton (Engineering News-Record) : I move they be accepted.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Presentation of Plaque to F. R. Layng

Past-President E. M. Hastings: Mr. President, ladies, members of the Association:

I presume that anyone who has been a member of the Association for any number of

years already knows what I am about to do. During the war, the Association was

unable to secure the plaque that is presented to a retiring president. And for two of the

annual meetings, the retiring presidents were presented with a scroll, to be replaced

by a plaque at a later date when they could be secured.

One of our presidents was not privileged to hold an annual meeting. It was in

March, as you all remember, of 1945.

The plaques have been secured. Substitution has been made for the scrolls, and

now we are to present the plaque to the past-president that did not have an annual

meeting.

Mr. Layng, would you mind stepping forward, please?

You stand, sir, where others have stood, and I think I know exactly how you feel;

I shall be gentle.
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The Association honored itself when it elected F. R. Layng as its president after

his years as director and as vice-president. Of course, it honored Mr. Layng but it

honored itself.

Mr. Layng has been one of the fine, outstanding members of this Association through

the years. He is my close personal friend. Consequently, it gives me a great deal of

pleasure to have him stand here before you this morning and let me say to him that he

stands out, as others have done in the past, among this long line of distinguished men

who have held the high office of president of this Association.

Mr. Layng stands out particularly because of his fine, personal characteristics,

a man of splendid attainments, a man who is a friend to man, a man who is a Christian

gentleman.

The American Railway Engineering Association here records its grateful

appreciation to Frank R. Layng for his able administration of the affairs of the

Association during his term as President 1944-1945.

Mr. Layng, I think I voice the sentiment and the view of every member of this

Association who knows you and has watched you through the years, when I say to you

that the American Railway Engineering Association is indeed fortunate that you passed

this way and that you continue in its ranks as one of our fine workers and stalwart

supporters.

I congratulate you, sir. (Applause)

Past-President Layng: Thank you very much, Mr. Hastings. You well said that

you sympathized with me, because you have had this same experience. I can only say

that I deeply appreciate the kind words you have said, and I only hope that I

deserve them.

I do want to mention one thing, while I have the opportunity, and that is this:

I had the unique distinction of conducting an annual meeting in print. This was a

thought that was suggested by our good friend Neal Howard of Railway Age and

Railway Engineering and Maintenance.

I want to take this opportunity of paying my tribute to Mr. Samuel O. Dunn and

his company and his staff for their loyal and remarkable support of the work of this

Association. I often think of them as our publicity agents. This little daily Railway Age

which we have each year is an example of what I mean.

Then, in addition to that, as you well know, they get out a convention number

that goes on the desk of every railway executive. So if these men, the heads of our indus-

try, fail to note what we are doing because they do not take time to read our bulletins—
they get a digest of it. I think that is an invaluable service.

So, I do want to take this opportunity of expressing my appreciation, and I know

I speak for all of you, for the fine work and the fine support they have given us.

(Applause)

President Akers: As I stated previously, the American Railway Engineering Asso-

ciation functions as the Construction and Maintenance Section of the Engmeering

Division, AAR. It is our privilege this morning to be addressed by the assistant to the

president of the Association of American Railroads. His duties pertain primarily to

public relations of the Association. In the exercise of that responsibility, he has occasion
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to familiarize himself with the branches of the railway industry. He is the author of a

number of books, and in his treatise on the railroads which bears the title, "This

Fascinating Railway Business," he has evidenced not only a broad knowledge of the

physical properties of the railroads but also a sympathetic attitude toward the problems

which confront us.

Accordingly, I take great pleasure in introducing to you this morning Colonel

Robert S. Henry. Colonel Henry! (Applause)

Address of R. S. Henry

Assistant to President, Association of American Railroads, Washington

I was listening to Mr. Akers' presidential address and was struck by two statements

in it. One was that this Association was composed of 2239 individuals—that is an im-

portant fact—banded together, putting their brains to work jointly and cooperatively

for the improvement of the railroad business. And the other statement was there were

approximately 100 exhibits at the Coliseum of new and improved appliances and

methods of doing railway engineering work—another important fact.

Still a third thing about his talk that struck me was the statement, which is too

true, I am afraid, that we have not of late years attracted into the railway engineering

profession and practice our full share of the abler young men emerging from the

engineering schools and colleges.

There is a tie-up among these three facts, as I see it. Young men coming out of

school like to be associated with an industry which in their judgment, their impression

at least, is a progressive industry going forward and offering opportunity.

There is and has been for a long while an impression that the railroad industry is

full grown, that the railroad industry is static, that, with the possible exception of

streamlined trains and gadgets in the passenger service, there is not much new in the

railroad industry.

What Is New in the Railroad Industry?

We are asked all the time, "What is new in the railroad industry?" When most

people ask us that question, they are not thinking about the fundamentals of tractive

power and practices that have made and are making and will continue to make the

American railroad system the greatest transportation system in the world. They are

concerned with the things which touch their individual lives. They are concerned with

new color schemes in passenger cars, new seats, new styling of interiors, things which

are valuable, of course, valuable as symbols of progress and modernity, but which are

of less fundamental importance than the things which have been done over the years

to make these railroads the efficient mass transportation instrument which they are.

Most people would never think of looking for anything new around a railroad

track. Nobody now living can remember when he didn't see railroad tracks and, to the

naked eye, the railroad track today, doesn't look greatly different from the railroad

track of 25 years ago. Yet you know and we know, people who are close to it know,

that it is a very different thing. Of course, it still has the fundamental thing that

makes it unique in all the services on the face of the earth, the raised parallel steel

rail which guides the flanged wheels of long trains, of cars pulled behind a single unit

of motive power, something you can do only on a track. You can run trains on tracks
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and you can't run trains anywhere else on the face of the earth. I mean at any speed

or with any capacity. I have seen on the highways—I am sure you have, what would

seem to be rudimentary effort in the direction of running trains, but it won't succeed;

it can't be done.

So the railroad track, the fundamental, unique thing about the railroad track has

not changed since they first had tracks, even before they had locomotives. They had

tracks as far back as the time of Queen Elizabeth, tracks of a sort. And during the last

25 years the naked eye can't see much change, and yet you know in that period the

average weight of rail in the track—to take just one item—has increased 19 percent.

When you measure rail by stiffness and its strength and its serviceability, I am
assured by men who know more about it than I do, that the average of today's rail

in track is at least twice as strong as the average rail of 25 years ago. And that still is

just the beginning of the improvement. Steel is not only stronger because of its section

and design but the metallurgy of it is so improved, it is only one-fourth as liable to

break in service as it was back in those days. The wearing qualities have improved and

the joint structure has been improved, if anything, even more than the rail itself.

On top of all that come the new AREA sections which, by adding from one to

three pounds of steel per yard to the rail, but adding it at the right places, have

brought about a still further improvement of at least 20 percent in the strength of rail

at the important point where web and ball join. Yet to the naked eye it is still just

a rail, despite all the research which has gone into it and all the progress which has

been made on it, but that the change in the rail is just the beginning of the changes

in track.

Twenty-five years ago we still had a lot of untreated ties in main line tracks. Today

the untreated tie in main line tracks is almost unknown. In fact, 88 and a fraction

percent of all the ties in all tracks are treated.

Our yards are better designed and equipped with retarders, and flood lights. Our

signals retain that automatic feature which has made the railroad signal system the

world's safest and most dependable traffic control system. This system is being amplified

with such devices as the centralized traffic control method by which the train auto-

matically reports its location to the controller of traffic, who by slipping a lever or

button, has his instructions out to the train at the point where they are to be executed

and at the time when they are to be executed, and at the same time facilitates the

movement of the train by throwing and setting switches the way they should be set.

Nothing new on the railroads! Why, there is no system of transportation in which

there are more new things. The difficulty is, so much of what is new on the railroad

lacks the glitter of high visibility, it lacks the glamour with which some of the new

things are surrounded. I don't think we can ever make track improvement as glamorous,

for example, as airplanes, although even the airplane, after a while, comes to be just

—

well, you remember when a plane flew overhead, everybody would bolt out of the house

to stand and stretch their necks backward and crane up at it. That is not so many

years ago. So, even the plane loses glamour in the course of time, and we all come back

finally to the fundamental importance of the transportation which we produce.

The Engineer

Wellington, in his "Economics of Railway Location," makes a statement which

I like to remember. He said, "An engineer," (of course, he was talking about a good

engineer; I don't suppose Wellington would have admitted there was any other kind)

"is one who can do well with one dollar what any bungler can do, after a fashion,

with two."
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From that day to this, and even before that, the engineer has had to think about

money. That is especially true of the railroad engineer. Of course, I know there are

engineers who apparently don't have to worry about arithmetic or the dollar mark.

The engineers who build these $250,000-a-mile rivers that we are building up and down
the Mississippi valley (laughter) obviously don't have to think about any economic

return on the money they spend, or don't have to worry too much about where the

money is coming from. They are spending the money of a very rich and prodigal

—

well, at least prodigal government, I don't know how rich it is; at least it acts rich

whether it is or not. (Laughter)

The engineers who are called upon to build some of our magnificent air terminals

don't have to worry about either the source of the money or the economic justification

of the terminal they build. So it goes through most of the transportation engineering field.

The railroad transportation engineer, the engineer who builds the ways on which

railroad transportation is conducted—and I don't have to tell you this, because you can

tell me—has to worry about the economic justification of the expenditures he makes,

and sometimes he has to worry even more about where he is going to get the money
with which to do it.

Improvements in 25 Years

We have seen great things happen on the railroads in the past 25 years. We have seen

all of these improvements I spoke of, and they have cost money, railroad money, if you

please. Thirteen billion dollars has been spent, roughly half on way and structures and

a little more than half, perhaps, on equipment.

That wasn't government money lavished on the railroads; that was railroad

money, and it was spent the hard way; it was spent for results. The engineer had to be

able to demonstrate in advance pretty nearly the results which he expected to secure

before he could get the money to spend on it.

Where did that money come from? I said a moment ago it was railroad money.

Where did the railroads get it? Did they get it from higher passenger fares and higher

freight rates? No, indeed, because passenger fares and freight rates today average less

than they did 25 years ago.

Did they get it from cutting wages, paying less for help? You know the answer

to that without stopping to think. The average wage on the railroads today is not far

from double, it is 85 percent, or thereabouts, higher than it was 25 years ago.

Did they get it from tax relief? There is another one that is easy to answer,

because taxes take a great deal more out of the railroad, out of the revenue today than

they did 25 years ago.

Where did it come from? Thirteen billion dollars! Did they get it from increasing

their indebtedness? No, they owe less money now than they did then. During the early

years of that great program of improvement, in the 1920's, in a period when the railroads

spent on improvement about eight billion dollars, they did increase their indebtedness

by $1,750,000,000.

Decreased Indebtedness

Since 1932 there has been a steady decrease in railroad indebtedness. Three billion

dollars of railroad indebtedness has disappeared since 1932. Most peop'e have the impres-

sion, and we thought ourselves until we got it all together and checked it up, that the

greater part of that has been wiped out by the receivership and bankruptcy route. That

isn't true. For every dollar which has been wiped out by receivership, three dollars have

been paid off in that period. And in the same period, in those years, the railroads have
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spent (remember the old rule of thumb that we used to hear: Dollar for dividends

and dollar for improvement?) for every dollar that has been paid out in dividends, in

the period about which I am speaking, two dollars was spent on improvements.

Where did the money come from? A lot of it came from the gain in efficiency

which these improvements made possible. The actual reduction in the operating cost

of producing 1000 ton-miles of transportation has been from a cost of about $10.50,

25, 26 or 27 years ago, to $7 or less for a number of years. And that great gain in

efficiency is due largely—I started to say almost entirely, and that is not too strong

a statement—to the expenditure of an average of over $500,000,000 a year for 25 years,

in building better plant, better equipment, to make possible better methods of operation.

That is where most of the money has come from, and there is no better place from which

it could come. But some of it, I am sorry to say, has come out of the hides of the

railroad security-holders.

The year 1946, the year just closed, the railroads moved the heaviest traffic ever

handled in peacetime. In many respects it was a heavier traffic than we ever handled

even in wartime.

During the weeks in which the coal mines operated during that year—of course,

there were some 10 weeks in which they didn't operate—the railroads hauled more coal

per week than ever had been hauled before. They handled the greatest agricultural

production of all time. They are hauling less than carload freight, manufactured and

miscellaneous articles, at a record-breaking rate. But, despite that fact, the railroads

earned for the capital invested in them—and I mean not just stockholders but the bond-

holders and everybody who has put money into the railroads—only 2J^ percent on

their net investment, after depreciation.

Low Rate of Return

Twenty years before that, 1926, and in 1929, the two peacetime years which nearest

approached 1946 in volume of traffic, the railroads earned more than 5 percent on their

net property investment, after depreciation. With the greatest volume we ever handled,

we earned only about half what we had earned 20 years ago, when this great program

of improvement first got going well under way.

We earned only about half the 6 percent which nine people out of ten would

consider a minimum profit for a business in which there are such risks as there are in

the railroad business. That is an important fact. It is a painfully important fact. It is

important to all of us who are in the railroad business, obviously. It is important to the

people who use the railroads, because it is to their interest that this efficiency and this

improvement in service, this cutting of costs through investment in better tools and

better appliances and better methods should continue. It is vitally important to this

nation which has learned in the last few years, if it has learned anything, that we can

neither do business successfully nor carry on war successfully without adequate and

dependable rail transportation—a nation which lives, literally lives, in peacetime out of

the railroad freight car and which depends upon railroads to handle nine-tenths of all

its war potential, when war comes upon us.

Eating the Seed Corn

Lord Macaulay said—and he has been derided in some circles, yet his prophecy

is terrifyingly true at times—the time might come in the history of this country when,

as some savages have done in times past, in time of famine, we would eat the seed corn.

We are painfully close to that in the railroad business. The seed corn which has

made possible these tremendous improvements in railroading in the last 25 years, im-
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provements which are so great that, because we have lived with them from year to year,

we don't always see them—we have to stop and throw our minds back a little to see

them—was the investment of $500,000,000 a year of railroad money in better railroads.

Unless that investment is given a fair and equal chance to earn as much as money

can earn in ordinary business investment, in other channels, it can't be expected to con-

tinue. We haven't completely consumed the seed corn, but we have eaten up about

half of it.

The time has come when, if we are going to continue to have the sort of railroad

service, privately owned and business managed, in this country which we have had,

and which has produced for us results unknown elsewhere in the world, we have got to

get around to seeing that the people who put their money into providing the machinery

and the tools which alone make that sort of service possible, have a fair chance to earn

a reasonable and adequate return, because that is the seed corn of the future of

transportation. (Applause)

President Akers: On behalf of the Association, I want to thank you, Colonel Henry,

for your interesting and informative remarks. You have a way of expressing yourself

that we like very much. Let me tell you, sir, you will always be welcome here.

Until two years ago your Association had two committees, known, respectively,

as the Committee on Signals and Interlocking and Committee on Electricity. These two

committees presented to us reviews of current developments in these two important

fields and, also, an account of the activities of the Signal Section and the Electrical

Section of the Association of American Railroads.

Since it has seemed better to obtain this information first-hand from representatives

of the sections, the committees were disbanded. And, in accordance with the custom

established last year, we will hear from the chairmen of the two Sections.

Our first speaker is Mr. L. B. Porter, chairman of the Signal Section, Engineering

Division. Mr. Porter is superintendent telegraph and signals of the Chicago, Milwaukee,

St. Paul & Pacific Railroad. Mr. Porter! (Applause)

Address of L. B. Porter

Chairman, Signal Section, AAR, Milwaukee, Wis.

It is my pleasant task to talk to you briefly about present and future signaling for

modern railroads. In doing so I would like also to outline some of the problems con-

fronting those in the signal field; the need for closer co-ordination between departments

and the beneficial results from research and technical advancements in the art.

World War II was naturally responsible for intensive development of navigational

aids and safety devices for air transport, largely if not entirely at government expense,

and much publicity has attended some of this development. On the other hand, the

railroads forged ahead with little outside assistance, and their achievements in spite of

great obstacles are too well known to require mention.

With the resources and energies of the railroad industry so taxed and the signal

supply industry engaged in other wartime activities, it would be natural to expect that

established forms of signaling would have to be followed quite closely. This was not

the case, however, and in carrying out heavy programs of new construction to increase

the safety and efficiency of train operation many new labor and material saving

methods and improvements in signal systems were worked out.
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The signal supply industry rendered invaluable assistance in designing new equip-

ment, simplifying control schemes, working out refinements, adapting systems to the

operating requirements and in furnishing field service and engineering talent. For their

development efforts, consistent optimism, faith, and vision, they are deserving of full

recognition and our highest appreciation. Government didn't do the job. Private

industry did.

Current Developments

Technical journals and other publications carry many announcements and articles

describing the experimental work that is being done and the new developments that are

taking place in the aircraft, radio, television, electronics, and communication fields. The

following news leaders are quoted from a recent issue of Telecommunication Reports:

Aerial Block System to be Tested Between New York and Rochester

Aviation Already Aware of Safety—Navigational Requirements

Almost Entire Route Under Control of Ground Radar Operators

Illinois Bell Gears for Television Transmission

These are typical of the many reports that are appearing which indicate the tre-

mendous volume of research work that is being carried on. As you know, some of the

reports of new developments in a particular field are entirely too optimistic and even

misleading as to their possible application in other fields. It is of particular interest to

note that the. air lines, usually thought of as a symbol of things modern, are now con-

sidering the adoption of a method of operation long since proved and perfected by the

railroads—the block system. The railroads and their suppliers, however, are closely

watching the progress of modern thinking in all fields so that they can utilize any ideas

which their own research and experience indicate may advance the cause of safe,

speedy and efficient railroading.

The use of radio for transmitting centralized traffic control codes was recently

demonstrated. From the initial tests that have been made, it would appear to have

great future possibilities from both signaling and communication viewpoints. The Signal

Section's Electronics Committee has an assignment calling for an investigation of the

possibilities.

Thermal units to detect hot journals on passenger coaches of streamlined or other

trains are a recent development. An overheated condition is indicated on a signal panel

in the car which shows the truck that is in trouble. New "Journal Box" speed governors

have been developed for diesel-electric locomotives which are finding usage in various

ways in conjunction with automatic train control. Another new device is a mechanical

time lock for hand-operated switches which will enforce the wait period now generally

required by rule before main line switches may be thrown.

The Function of Railway Signaling

The function of railroad signals is to transmit information to employees in charge

of the operation of trains and to detect and indicate unsafe conditions. While safety was

undoubtedly the main purpose for which signals were originally installed, and the funda-

mental principles of present day signaling are centered around this primary purpose,

more and more emphasis is being placed on the facilitation of train movements and the

economics of operation.

This has resulted in continual expansion of the field of signaling until today, modern

railway signaling offers many systems each specifically designed to meet some particular

operating requirement and at the same time, provide maximum safety.
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The railroads are engaged in modernization programs most of which have as their

main objective the use of diesel-electric power and the furnishing of better and faster

freight and passenger service. Heavy expenditures are required for the new equipment,

the additional facilities that are necessary and the building up of the railroad to take

care of the operation.

It is, of course, highly essential to obtain the fullest possible utilization of diesel

power, and modern signaling is an important factor in this, as well as in increasing

the safety of operation. The trend is strongly towards centralized traffic control where

the traffic justifies it. During 1946 a total of 1143 miles of track were equipped with this

system as compared with 1734 miles in 194S and 1326 miles in 1944. Over 10,000 miles

of CTC are now in service and many roads such as the Santa Fe, Union Pacific,

Burlington, Rock Island, Seaboard Air Line and others have extensive mileage under way.

As you know, this system provides for train operation by signal indication without

train order or timetable superiority. It has many advantages some of which are:

Eliminates numerous costly delays.

Saves many stops, making it possible to increase the train load.

Gives the dispatcher up to the minute information, making close or non-stop

meets possible.

Increases the average speed of freight trains and makes it possible to secure

more gross ton-miles per train-hour with reduced operating costs.

Increases the track capacity.

Increases the safety.

The CTC installations continue to increase in size, and there has been an increasing

tendency to locate the control machines at division headquarters. This trend is so pro-

nounced that recently two rather large CTC machines have been moved from within

the territory to the headquarters location. In one instance the machine was moved

approximately 140 miles and in the other approximately 170 miles. Plans are now in

progress on some other railroads to make moves similar to these.

Coded track circuits continue to be used almost exclusively on new work, par-

ticularly in CTC installations. One of the very important features of the coded track

circuit is that it permits the handling of the signal system with no line wires or with a

very great reduction in the number of wires required. Another important advantage is

that track circuits can be operated safely in greater lengths with the code than with the

previous conventional form of steady energy circuit, while reducing the number of cut

sections, insulated joints and track wiring.

Improvements have recently been worked into the automatic block system whereby

the dispatcher is furnished visual information on the movement of trains and the control

of certain key signals is placed in his hands. Thus, meets can be set up by signal indica-

tions and by providing for hand, power or spring operation of siding switches or differ-

ent combinations thereof, depending on the grade, direction of traffic to be favored and

other conditions, additional flexibility, and facility in handling train movements can

be secured.

It should be borne in mind, however, that it takes only a few stops or unnecessary

delays per day to a diesel-operated train to pay for power operation of sidings. The

modified automatic block system as described is adapted to lines having fairly light but

important traffic.
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More Signaling in Prospect

The conference and hearing held by the Interstate Commerce Commission last year

would indicate that the roads may be required under the Signal Inspection Act to

provide additional signaling and safety devices on their lines where trains are operated

at speeds of SO or more miles per hour. Some 28,600 miles of unsignaled track would

be involved and approximately 101,500 miles of track would presently be signaled on

which additional safeguards might be required. Pending legislation would give the ICC

jurisdiction over train communication systems as well as signaling.

It must be borne in mind that there is no one system of signaling which can be

installed as a cure-all. Signaling has grown up. Hence, it is pertinent to good engineering

that studies be made which will consider collectively all contributing factors, density

of train movement, nature of the traffic, maximum and minimum speeds of operation,

physical characteristics of the line; and so on. before a decision can be reached as to

the manner of operation and the specific signal system best suited to a particular terri-

tory, railroad, subdivision or branch. Also, insofar as is possible and practical, consid-

eration must be given to the probable future demands upon the line being studied, as

this has a direct bearing on the long term economic return which can be rightfully

looked for.

Such studies require the cooperation of the operating, engineering, motive power,

traffic, and executive departments. That signaling, applied with proper forethought does

produce the desired results is evidenced by operation and economic accomplishments

recorded through the years.

Much of the signaling of the country is in need of renewal and rehabilitation.

Modernization programs are called for as in the case of rolling stock, roadway, bridges,

and buildings and shop machinery. Obsolete and worn signal and interlocking apparatus

will have to be replaced. The replacement of track circuit equipment, wiring and switch

fittings may in some cases be handled in connection with rail renewals. There are other

major jobs, however, such as the replacement of semaphores with colorlight type signals

and the complete rebuilding of interlockings that should not be deferred.

More Grade Crossing Protection

During the past year there has been renewed activity in the installation of protec-

tion at highway-railroad grade crossings which was held at almost a standstill during

the war years. It now appears that governmental agencies are programming work of

this nature in preference to some of the larger highway projects previously considered.

In 1946, installations of protection were carried out at 800 crossings, 604 being financed

by the roads, 124 entirely from public funds, and 72 jointly from railroad and

public funds.

The Public Roads Administration favors the use of short-arm gates combined with

the standard AAR flashing light signals, and instructions to that effect were sent to state

representatives some time ago. The reduction in accidents and the lifting of speed

restrictions by municipalities where that type of protection has been provided would

seem to justify the additional expense and complication. It is, of course, particularly

effective in multiple-track territory. Adequate protection may in some cases mean the

postponement of grade separation.

It is recognized that manual supervision is required at many locations. Under such

conditions one attendant in a tower, with a suitable indicator panel and with semi-

automatic operation provided, can control a number of crossings. During periods when

manual attendance is not required the operation can be made fully automatic. Due to
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the high wage rates now prevailing, the conversion of manual protection to automatic
will in many cases result in substantial economies and also afford greater safety. Many
of the old gate installations are in need of replacement.

Communication

Progress is being made in train communication, although it is still more or less in

the development or experimental stage. The Federal Communications Commission has
recognized our requirements in that respect and for space radio has assignd 60 clear

channels to the railroads, as well as shared channels in the television range. Several
roads now have licensed equipment, and land stations and mobile units. Two systems

are in general usage—space radio and inductive carrier. Each has its own salient features

and here again we should not jump to conclusions as to which system should be installed

in a given area until a comprehensive study has been made to determine which system

is best suited to that area.

Main-line installations, employing one or the other of these forms of voice com-
munication to supplement existing facilities, have proved that increased operating effi-

ciency can be rightfully anticipated. The equipping of classification yards with radio

communication has proved of inestimable value in coordinating the activities of the

mobile units with the "hump." Another interesting application has been the equipping

of car ferries and railroad tugboats with radio. Their activities may now be directed

with unprecedented efficiency. We will, I am sure, see more and wider usage of this

type of equipment, even to the providing of the individual with walkie-talkies for other

than train operation usage.

There have been improvements and progress in other forms of railroad com-
munication such as multiple-channel carrier systems superimposed on present wires

for telephone, telegraph, and teleprinter use; radio for bridging gaps in communication

lines when service has been interrupted due to storms, washouts, slides, wrecks, or

other conditions; loud speaker systems for yards and stations; inter-office systems and

sound recording with wire or tape equipment.

Western Union Telegraph Company, after considerable experimentation, is now
installing a substantial mileage of trunk line beamed microwave radio as a transmission

medium for communication circuits with channels that will be made available for

railroad use.

There have been important developments recently in the electronic equipment

associated with automatic cab signaling. In the early days it was necessary to have

four vacuum tubes in the engine-carried amplifier for the operation of a three-indication

cab signal system. These tubes were of the type which required a voltage of approxi-

mately 350 on the plate circuits. With the recent developments, it is now possible to

have a four-indication cab signal system with an electronic amplifier which has only one

vacuum tube. This tube does not require the high voltage plate circuit that was previ-

ously necessary, but the new one operates directly from the 32-volt source of the

headlight generator.

In the field of car retarders, interest continues high. One yard, westbound Pitcairn on

the Pennsylvania, was placed in service last year. At present, three yards, all of the

Baltimore & Ohio, are under construction, two at Willard, Ohio, and one at Cumberland,

Md. In addition, a number of other yards have been authorized and construction will

be started this year. Increasing interest in car retarders is being shown by other rail-

roads, indicating a continued trend in the expansion of these efficient facilities.
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Closer Cooperation

This opportunity to talk, shop and to go over our signal problems with you is wel-

comed as it may help to clear some of the issues. Time will permit of only brief mention

of some of the matters on which closer coordination and cooperation would be

advantageous:

1. CTC installations usually involve considerable track work such as the elimina-

tion, relocation, or extension of sidings; refitting of switches; drainage; grading;

banking; placing of insulation and other details.

It is also desirable to schedule new signal construction with track pro-

grams of rail renewal, reballasting, rail-end treatment, moving of switches,

rearrangement of yards and like work in order to avoid duplication of effort

and later changes.

Emphasis is placed on the need for study and assistance in determining

the siding requirements and giving the operating officers convincing proof that

fewer sidings are needed with CTC than under the old system and that their

elimination means substantial savings in track and signal maintenance and that

the retirements will help to pay for the new installation.

2. Opportunities for effecting greater economies are presented through the use of

CTC and the conversion of double track to single track with sidings properly

located. The experience of a number of roads that are successfully handling

heavy volumes of traffic on single track affords proof that there are sections

of second track that could be retired without serious loss of operating

efficiency.

Projects of this kind result in substantial economies and when properly

timed may avoid heavy expenditures for track renewals. The Signal Section

has worked up considerable factual data on the subject which are now avail-

able. Peace time competition, mounting costs and decreasing business may
result in more consideration being given in the future to the possibilities

along this line.

3. Considerable difficulty is experienced in maintaining interlocked switches in

proper adjustment to meet the obstruction tests prescribed by the ICC. In

order to accomplish this, heavier fittings, additional bracing, and improved

type rods are called for in some instances. Collaboration in the design of the

end rails and locking features of drawbridges and in the application of in-

sulated joints in crossovers and on crossing frogs is desirable in meeting ICC
requirements. Cooperation in planning electric and gas heater installation for

snow melting is desirable.

4. A greater use of trucks and labor-saving tools by signal maintenance and con-

struction forces will result in increased economy and efficiency. Camp cars with

modern applicances and conveniences should be provided for regularly assigned

road crews. Additional motor car set-offs are needed at many points. Auto-

mobiles for supervisors will permit of their maintaining closer contact with their

men which will be reflected in more dependable signal performance.

5. Under new agreements being entered into between the railroads and Western

Union the former are taking over the maintenance of communication and

signal lines. This means additional responsibilities calling for larger organizations

and new equipment and greater cooperation.
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In closing I would like to say that because of the accomplishments which have been

mentioned and the utilization of new techniques that are being developed, I feel sure

you will join me in acclaiming for railway signaling a bright future. It is the aim of

the Signal Section, AAR, to cooperate to the fullest extent in maintaining safe, depend-

able, and economical rail transportation. We feel that modern signaling provides an

efficient means to that end. (Applause)

President Akers: Thank you, Mr. Porter. We are very much indebted to you and

the Signal Section for your excellent report. Thank you, also, for your suggestions for

further cooperation. I am sure our Outline of Work Committee will pay attention

to that.

We will now hear from Mr. K. H. Gordon, chairman of the Electrical Section,

Engineering Division. Mr. Gordon is assistant electrical engineer of the Pennsylvania

Railroad. Mr. Gordon! (Applause)

Address of K. H. Gordon

Chairman, Electrical Section, AAR, Philadelphia, Pa.

It is indeed a pleasure to represent the Electrical Section, Engineering Division, Asso-

ciation of American Railroads, before you today; to tell you something of its activities

and to bring to you some of the newer aspects of the use of electricity by railroads.

Our annual meeting last October was one of the best we have ever experienced

from the standpoint of attendance, from that of the quality of the reports, and for the

value of the discussion. I should like to commend to you a review of our committee

reports and our proceedings each year as they are published.

The use of electricity to perform the many and varied tasks which it can best

perform, the every day tasks as well as special ones, has by no means reached its peak.

Many of its uses, such as for welding, tie tamping, and the operation of tools; for

lighting; for communication; have become commonplace to you. You are familiar,

for instance, with the information as to stresses in track, bridges, and other structures

which has been obtained by the use of the strain gage and electrical measuring instru-

ments. But there are many other uses with which you may not be so familiar, which

have been or will be covered in detail by our reports. We are anxious to be of service

to you, and we believe that the quality of our work and our reports would be improved

by the knowledge that they were of interest to you.

Committee Reports

The reports of last year contain two specifications and two recommended practices

which will appear in our manual if they are approved by letter ballot and by the

Association. These are:

Specifications for electric heaters for track switches.

Specifications for rail-head pin-type bonds for electric traction purposes. (The

Signal Section specification was adopted by reference).

Recommended practice for the prevention of electric sparks that may cause fires

during the transfer of inflammable liquids or inflammable compressed gases.

(A revision of the manual).

Recommended practice for the prevention of electric sparks that may cause fires

in tanks or tank cars due to the proximity of wire lines.
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In addition they contain quite a variety of information concerning power supply,

electric heating, illumination, and substations. But, rather than attempt a detailed review

of these reports, I would prefer to outline for you some of the more recent developments

in the use of electricity by railroads. Some of these are covered by our reports; some

would fall within the scope of our activities though not covered; and some are under

the jurisdiction of other divisions and sections. All are, I believe, of considerable general

interest.

An interesting development in power supply is the use of relatively high voltage

distribution circuits in large shops. Prefabricated unit substations are available, complete

and ready for installations near the electrical load centers. In some installations, material

economies may be realized, chiefly by the reduction in the amount of copper required.

The increasing use of trainmen's electric hand lanterns has brought about the

development by one railroad of an ingenious device for measuring the life remaining

in batteries turned in by employees for replacement. The battery is inserted in a receptacle

in the cabinet of the device, and after about one minute, a meter reads the hours of life

remaining. If this amounts to eight hours or more, the employee is required to reuse it.

At one distribution point, within a period of one week, 52 batteries were tested, of which

31 were returned to service, with a resulting total saving of 781 hours of battery life.

"Electronics"

The term "electronics" has been one to fire the imagination during the past few

years. In fact, many people have felt that the idea of what could be accomplished elec-

tronically in the post-war years, has been considerably over-rated. And when we think

of the word, most of us are inclined to think basically of the small tube such as is used

in radios, as the principal agent in the performance of electronic wonders. We may think

of electronic control of power but are less likely to think of large quantities of electric

energy as converted electronically. And yet, the mercury-arc rectifier is an electronic

device. Millions of kilowatt-hours are converted from alternating to direct current by

this device for the operation of trains in direct current electrifications, for the operation

of street railways and trolley buses, for the manufacture of aluminum, and for many
other purposes where the use of direct current is essential. It is believed by many elec-

trical engineers that the availability of this device in its modern form will result in the

use of direct current motors in the many applications where their inherent characteristics

are superior, and where alternating current motors have been used because no supply

of direct current was readily available.

Research

The field tests of electrolytic corrosion of steel in concrete are continuing under the

able direction of Mr. G. M. Magee. These tests have so far shown that asphalt water-

proofing is quite effective in preventing electrolytic corrosion; that the thickness of

concrete or the use of admixtures has little effect; and that the use of steel encasement

resulted in deterioration of the concrete for the particular conditions of the test. In

addition to the electrolytic corrosion of the steel, it was found that the concrete sur-

rounding the steel had deteriorated in the tests, and a study of the deteriorated concrete

indicated that this was due to sulfate attack. Accordingly, the tests are being extended

to determine the benefits from using sulfate-resisting cement, the effect of a completely

enclosed steel encasement, the electrolytic corrosion of stainless steel, the effect of using

emulsified asphalt in the concrete, and to develop practical means of pouring concrete

in asphalt-lined forms.
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Illuminations

The subject of electric lighting is always one of great interest. Although there have

been no spectacular new developments, the extension of the use of mercury vapor

lamps in shop lighting and of fluorescent lamps in offices and shops has received con-

siderable attention. As an example of what can be accomplished with the newer forms

of lighting, an office installation of fluorescent lights has been described, wherein with

a 30 percent reduction in wattage, three times as much light was produced at the desk

level as had been provided by the incandescent fixtures previously used.

The growing demand for flourescent lighting on passenger cars brought about the

need for a means of producing a satisfactory supply of alternating current on these cars.

There are also other desirable uses for alternating current, such as electronic air filters,

fan motors, drinking water coolers, and electric razor outlets. A simple motor generator,

operating from the car battery, would appear to be a ready solution. However, there

is considerable variation in battery voltage, and this would result in varying the speed

of the direct current motor, with consequent fluctuations in both the frequency and

voltage of the alternating current output. Also, with such a system, the sudden rush

of current when a motor is started, would in many cases, cause the voltage to drop

to the point where the fluorescent lights would go out. One manufacturer has produced

a unit known as the Amplidyne Booster Inverter, for this purpose. It consists of a rotary

inverter, operated from the direct current side from the car battery, to produce alternat-

ing current on the output side. On the same shaft is mounted an amplidyne. This device,

while consuming very little energy itself, has the ability to buck or boost the input

voltage in such a manner that the direct current voltage supplied to the inverter is held

practically constant. Its response is very rapid and it is possible to start a one-horsepower

motor on a five-kilowatt set without noticeable effect on the fluorescent lamps operated

from the same set. A more detailed description of an installation of this type is to be

found in the March 1 issue of Railway Age.

Communication

There is much that could be said about developments in the use of electricity in

railroad communication systems, but time will permit only a brief mention of what

some of them are, rather than a detailed description of any of them. Those which

I would particularly bring to your attention are:

The use of high frequency carrier currents by means of which an almost

unlimited number of messages can be transmitted simultaneously over existing

wire fines.

The use of the teletypewriter exchange system in which teletypewriters are

connected through exchanges and trunk lines in the same manner that telephones

are connected for a conversation. A great deal could be said about the value of

this system in reporting the movements of cars in freight and passenger trains

for the information of the public and in the manipulation of crews, engines, and

cars, as well as for the transmission of written messages.

The use of loud speakers at passenger stations for announcements and paging;

in yards for transmitting instructions to employees for their guidance and use

in pursuing their duties; on wreck trains for directing the activities of the wreck

force; on passenger trains for announcements relating to various phases of the

train operation or for entertainment.

Facsimile communication, by means of which a facsimile of written train

orders, for example, may be transmitted from operators to crews of trains at
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locations where they were formerly received by telephone and copies made by

conductors or enginemen.

Radio telephones on tug boats to provide communication with the tug boat

dispatcher, which can also be used for communication with subscribers on nearby

telephone exchanges.

Mobile radios for communication with yard engines, motor trucks and auto-

mobiles.

Train telephone systems for communication between train and wayside office,

between two trains, or between the ends of a freight train. These are of two

general types; space radio on specially assigned frequency bands, and the induc-

tive system in which the rails and the wayside wires are used as parts of the

circuit through inductive coupling. The latter requires no allocation of frequency

by regulatory authority.

There are many other uses of electricity in communication, in rolling stock, and in

wayside applications which are worthy of mention, but those I have outlined are suffi-

cient to emphasize the fact with which you are all familiar; that electricity does play an

exceedingly important part in the operation of our railroads. (Applause)

President Akers: On behalf of the Association, I wish to extend to you and the

Electrical Section, Mr. Gordon, our thanks for the informative statement which you

have given us this morning.

I want to call to your attention, gentlemen, the continued reference to the study,

development and research that the Signal Section and the Electrical Section have engaged

in. It is merely another proof that that is to be done, if we are to advance and

keep abreast.

Award of Honorary Membership

President Akers: The constitution of the American Railway Engineering Association

provides for the conferring of honorary membership upon persons of acknowledged

eminence in railway engineering or management. It also limits the number of honorary

members to ten.

The conferring of two honorary memberships at our last meeting increased the total

to six, and today we will confer one additional honorary membership on Past-President

Daniel J. Brumley. Unfortunately, the state of Mr. Brumley's health is such that he is

unable to be with us this morning, and Mr. C. H. Mottier, who was for some years

intimately associated with Mr. Brumley on the Illinois Central, has consented to

represent him.

Past-President Armstrong will kindly escort Mr. Mottier this way.

Past-President Armstrong: Mr. President, anyone who knows D. J. Brumley would

welcome the opportunity of presenting him for a certificate of honorary member-
ship in this Association. This privilege has been conferred upon me. My one regret, and

I know that it is shared not only by Mr. Brumley but by his host of friends, is that due

to circumstances beyond his control he is unable to be present in person. Mr. C. H.

Mottier, vice-president and chief engineer of the Illinois Central System, stands in

his stead. • - - - •
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Daniel Joseph Brumley was born at Belmore, Ohio, on March 19, 1865. Tommorrow

is his 82nd birthday. He spent just less than half of these years in active railroad service

and for exactly half of them has been a member of the American Railway Engineering

Association.

He graduated from Ohio State University in 1895 and entered railroad service

immediately as assistant section foreman on the Louisville & Nashville Railroad. For a

few months in 1896, he was an assistant engineer with the Columbus & Hocking Valley

Coal & Iron Company, and then returned to the Louisville & Nashville to hold succes-

sively, within the next five years, the positions of assistant supervisor, section foreman,

rodman, and assistant engineer. For a short time in 1901 he was engineer maintenance

of way of the Mexican National Railroad at Laredo, Tex., but again returned to the

Louisville & Nashville to serve for three years as roadmaster. In 1904 he became a

division engineer on the Indianapolis Southern Railway.

In 1905 he started 30 years of service with the Illinois Central Railroad. He became

successively principal assistant engineer, engineer of construction, engineer maintenance

of way, assistant chief engineer, valuation engineer, chief corporate engineer during the

period of federal control, and finally chief engineer Chicago Terminal Improvements.

From the latter position, at the age of 70, he retired in 1935.

Although the history of Mr. Brumley 's railroad life leaves few days unaccounted for

and indicates that during the 40 years from 1895 to 1935, he had little relief from the,

current railroad burdens of the day, he found time to become interested in many other

activities. He was president of the Chicago Engineers' Club in 1926. He was president

of the Western Society of Engineers in 1932-33. He has taken a continuous interest in

the civic affairs of Flossmoor, 111., the Chicago suburban community where for many

years he and his wife have resided.

Mr. Brumley's major avocation has been the American Railway Engineering Asso-

ciation. He became a member in 1906 and served continuously on committees for 38

years from 1907 to 1945. He has been a member of Committee 11—Records and Ac-

counts, a member of Committee 1—Roadway, a member, and for six years vice-chairman

of Committee 18—Electricity, a member, and for one year chairman of Committee 25

—Waterways and Harbors, and a member of Committee 26—Standardization.

In 1922 he was elected a director of the Association, and served the usual three years

in that capacity. In 1925 he was elected second vice-president, in 1926 advanced to first

vice-president, and in 1927 became president of the Association. His innate modesty is

well exemplified by his presidential address in March 1928, from which one might gathei

quite erroneously that the outstanding success of the Association during the preceding

year had been in no way attributable to his personal efforts.

To have been president of the American Railway Engineering Association is a high

honor to any man. It is indicative of what that man has done for the Association prior

to his election to that position. Mr. Brumley, at the expiration of his presidential year,

had served the Association faithfully and well for a period of 22 years. He has not

been content with this however. For the following 16 years be continued his committee

work. He was the editor of the Association's first loose-leaf Manual issued in 1936. In his

quiet way he has persistently worked for, and advanced the interests of the Association

he so dearly loves.

Mr. President, I have the privilege and honor of presenting, in absentia, for his

certificate of honorary membership in the American Railway Engineering Association,

an outstanding member of this Association, Daniel Joseph Brumley.
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President Akers: With the authority vested in me by the constitution of the

American Railway Engineering Association and its Board of Direction, I hereby confer

on Mr. Brumley honorary membership in this Association and present to Mr. Mottier

the certificate of honorary membership, with the request that he assume responsibility

for placing it in Mr. Brumley's hands as a token of our esteem and our high regard

for him. (Applause)

C. H. Mottier: It is indeed a distinct pleasure for me to represent Mr. Brumley on

this occasion. As has been suggested, I was very close to Mr. Brumley for quite a

number of years. I worked for him and with him. In fact for the last IS years that he

was with the Illinois Central, from 1920 to 1935, I believe I was closer to Mr. Brumley

than any other individual on the Illinois Central. And during that period I learned

of his very fine qualities. I learned to admire him and gained a real affection for him.

Last Sunday evening he called me and asked me to receive this certificate. He sent

me, shall I call it, a speech or an address, or at least something to say on this occasion,

and I am going to read it to you.

Mr. Brumley's Statement

Forty-one years ago A. S. Baldwin, then chief engineer of the Illinois Central

Railroad, invited me to be his guest at all the sessions of the American Railway Engineer-

ing and Maintenance of Way Association, now AREA, held at the Auditorium Hotel

in Chicago.

The Association's organization, the scope of its work, method of operation and

standing in railway engineering were little known to me. The seven business sessions

and the annual dinner made it very clear that the AREA, as my friend Elmer Speng

expressed it, "was the workinest engineering organization I ever saw in action."

The roster of its membership included engineering and operating officers of railways

in the United States and Canada, consulting engineers, deans and professors of engineer-

ing colleges, writers for engineering periodicals and representatives of manufacturers

engaged in producing materials used in the construction and maintenance of railways.

At that time it had a membership of about 500.

The subjects reported on at the annual meeting were those encountered daily in the

professional work of the members, such as the standard size of cross ties, ballast for

different classes of track, hump yards, impact formula, easement curves, overhaul, piped

rail, concrete failures, roundhouses, water treatment, ballast deck, wood bridges, etc. The

current annual reports seemed to represent the combined effort of a group of specialists

whose assignment to committee work was based on a first-hand working knowledge of

the subject presented for the consideration of the Association. There was ample dis-

cussion as the reports were presented before approval, or referred back for further

study and report.

As I listened to these excellent reports and constructive discussions, I reached the

firm decision that every railway engineer in responsible charge of work, in justice to

himself and his employer, should be an active member of the AREA. The scope of

committee work was so varied that the new member could select a committee assign-

ment which would fit in with his immediate problem. Committee work, if industriously

pursued by the members, could be made a continuing education along the lines of

research into that phase of engineering which roused his interest during his student days.

Such committee work could well be considered a postgraduation research course in
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railway engineering conducted under the direction of the Association and under existing

field conditions. The pursuit of such work might not lead to the issuance of an engraved

certificate, but it would yield large returns in accomplishment, widen the horizon of

engineering experience and create a wholesome and sympathetic respect for the fellow

engineer's task.

The sturdy progressive engineers who saw the necessity for an exchange of railway

engineering data, and the adoption of a uniform recommended practice, did a splendid

job in bringing the AREA into being. From the outset the work was of the highest

type and has thus continued through all the years. There emerged from the thorough

work done, the Manual of Recommended Practice, first edition in 1905. Some of the

material in the first issue appears in the current revised edition. The founders of the

Association conceived the Manual to be the carefully considered judgment of the mem-
bers and to serve as a guide for the solution of railway engineering problems. It has

proved to be of great value in World Wars I and II and has found its way to every

country of the world. Several years ago I found several copies of the Manual in the

offices of the TVA where the conclusions of the AREA were taken as the last word in

railway engineering practice.

On the first day of the 1906 annual meeting I made an application for membership.

While I knew the AREA could get along without me, I was confident it could be very

helpful to me. The very full and complete discussion of overhaul on that first day was

exceedingly helpful to me in the interpretation of an overhaul provision in a construc-

tion contract under which my company was building a railroad from Indianapolis to the

coal fields of southern Indiana. Probably this discussion helped me enough to justify

the payment of dues for the succeeding 30 years.

The AREA has been progressive. After the first general study of subjects was com-

pleted much greater refinements were instituted, such as the bearing power of soils, the

development of an appliance that would seek out and mark the location of a defect

in a rail in track, impact in steel bridges, larger roller bearings, stresses in track, the

cooperative effort of rail manufacturers, railway engineers and our great university

research men to produce rail of heavier sections without flaws, and many other projects.

The work of the AREA is now well started on numerous research investigations and

gives great promise of improving railway structures to meet the needs of greater axle

loads, higher speeds and economy of maintenance.

My connection with the work of the Association has always been an inspiration

and a source of great pleasure to me. What little I may have contributed to the growth,

solidarity and standing of the AREA is nothing more than many other members would

have done. We all are interested in serving our Association, as we know by so doing we

are serving the best interests of the railways in general and are probably adding a bit

to our engineering stature.

It is with profound regret that I find I cannot be present at the time the presenta-

tion is made. It comes at a time—just two days preceding the date when I reach the

mature age of four score years plus two. I am deeply appreciative of the high honor you

have conferred on me and I thank you most sincerely and heartily.

Mr. Mottier: Mr. President, as I said in the beginning, it gives me great pleasure

to receive this certificate, and I will guarantee to you and the membership that it is

delivered safely to Mr. Brumley. (Applause)
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Address by Champion McD. Davis

President, Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company, Wilmington, N. C.

Presented at the annual luncheon on March 19, 1947

While this occasion represents my first opportunity to attend a meeting of the

American Railway Engineering Association, and while I may be somewhat of a stranger

to the AREA, this Association is no stranger to me because I think I know the AREA
and its work. I am particularly conversant with the contributions which the Association

has made to advance the art of railroading, of the carefully prepared reports compiled

by its committees, and of the acceptance of those reports as authoritative patterns which

have been used to make the physical plant of the American railroads the greatest in

the world.

President Akers' invitation to me to be present today, plus your willingness to listen

to me, constitute a very real compliment, particularly to a layman, and I take pride in

the privilege of being with you.

I have read with interest the Proceedings of many of your former annual meetings

and particularly the luncheon addresses. It is my recollection that the speakers at those

luncheons have usually been engineers, or at least gentlemen with distinct engineering

background. One such speaker in recent years was R. L. Groover, now assistant chief

engineer of the Atlantic Coast Line. He was at that time on loan to the government in

the capacity of associate director, Division of Railway Transport, ODT, and substituted

as speaker for the late Joseph B. Eastman, who had accepted the invitation to address

you, but whose fatal illness intervened.

Therefore, I received and accepted Mr. Akers' invitation with some little wonder-

ment, realizing that no one could expect me to contribute anything to the solution of

your engineering or technical problems. I shall, therefore, endeavor to discuss somewhat

generally the part engineers may be called upon to play in support of railroad manage-

ment in solving the broad and varied problems confronting the railroad industry.

Fifty-Four Years of Railroad Experience

I have referred to my lack of engineering background, and it is hoped you will

pardon a somewhat personal reference intended to show my present deep interest in

roadway maintenance, rehabilitation and construction.

Prior to 1939, my railroad experience, which began 54 years ago, had been largely

in the traffic department, both passenger and freight, which is the department having

to do with the fixing of rates or charges for transportation, and which has greatest con-

tact with the users of rail transportation—-"customers," as I have always referred to

them. Also, during World War I days, I was on the regional director's staff for the

Southern region, comprising some 57,000 miles of railroad. I served in that drafted

capacity until the end of federal control, but have never looked back upon federal

control, to which I made some minor contribution, as anything but America's greatest

mistake in railroad management and operation.

In 1939, my jurisdiction with the Atlantic Coast Line was broadened to include all

departments, and my first responsible contacts with the engineering and mechanical

departments commenced at the beginning of a cycle in which rehabilitation of our

power and equipment, track and structures presented a problem of paramount

importance.
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Parenthetically, I might admit that for the prior quarter of a century on the

Coast Line the attention given the physical plant had not been as well balanced as

might have been desired, due to the disturbance of economic cycles beyond our control.

During the Florida boom days of the middle 1920's, large sums were expended by the

Atlantic Coast Line for power and equipment, and for track and structures, so as to

bring the property to a level of needed capacity for transporting the business then offered.

Rehabilitation Necessary

Much of the capacity added during Florida boom years became surplus with

descent upon us of the national depression of the early 1930's, and, continued lean years

following, forestalled further expenditures for improvement. As a result, in 1939, when

the physical condition of the property became one of my problems, considerable rehabilita-

tion was a necessity in view of the then upward trend of business, entirely without

thought of the tremendous impact of the then impending, but not entirely forseen,

war emergency.

At that time a most urgent need was the renovation of our ownership of rolling

stock, and it has been said that during the period 1939-1944 the Coast Line spent a

greater portion of its operating income for new equipment than did any large Class I

railroad in the country.

Since December 1939, the Coast Line has purchased and installed 118 units of

diesel motive power and approximately 12,000 freight cars. We were able to acquire

only a comparative handful of passenger cars prior to the cessation of the building of

passenger carrying equipment during the war, but we kept alive, or "on the books,"

an order for a small number—21 lightweight passenger cars placed in May 1941—which

cars we have just now begun to receive.

In June 1946, an order was placed for 74 additional lightweight passenger cars,

including 42 sleeping cars providing only enclosed accommodations, and with the most

modern car refinements to be obtained. That order, incidentally, was our proportion

of a total order for 117 cars placed by the railroads interested in three complete trains

in the joint through routes operated in connection with the Coast Line between New

York and the Southeast, including Florida.

Importance of Track

Because of the necessity for large expenditures for equipment, we did not begin

our roadway rehabilitation program until late in 1943. By that time I had become

tremendously impressed with a fact of which I had formerly been only generally sensitive;

namely, that the fundamental element of a railroad is track, and that regardless of what

modernization, improvement and refinement of power and equipment or other facilities

may be accomplished, the advantages thereof can largely be lost if the basic track

element does not measure up.

I do not have to remind you that although a railroad organization has to be

composed of many important departments, none of them can function successfully

without the physical plant, made up of roadbed, drainage, ballast, cross ties, rail, and

refinements of those components needed to sustain the railroad system, the construction

and maintenance of which is your particular responsibility. The Atlantic Coast Line is

now well into its roadway rehabilitation program, which was described in an article in the

Railway Age of March 2, 1946, as "probably the largest roadbed and track rehabilitation

program in the country."

While we are perhaps behind some of you in the volume of what we are doing,

you may be interested in a general description of our program, which began in late 1943
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with the adoption of the 131 -lb. RE section rail as standard, which we may soon

supplant with the 132-lb. section, replacing 100-lb. rail.

Since that time and through December 31, 1946, we had accomplished:

Placement of 672 track miles of new 131-lb. rail, control cooled, end hardened,

of 39-ft. lengths, with 6-hole joint bars, completely anchored on double-shouldered

tie plates 7^4 * 14 in.

Replacement of lighter rail sections on 433 track miles with 100-lb. relay rail.

Application of 1,937,000 cu. yd. of granite ballast.

Replacement of 6,499,000 cross ties. Many of these were of our new standard

length of 9 ft.

Endless amounts of roadbed strengthening, drainage improvements, slope

extension and right-of-way leveling.

Our total mileage is a little less than 5600 miles.

Our program has not progressed near as rapidly as we desired, due to inability to

obtain our full requirements of rail and other materials and, during the war years, to the

shortage and inferiority of labor. The current outlook is that the first phase of the

rehabilitation, which includes the double-track main lines between Richmond, Va., and

Jacksonville, Fla., and the largely single-track main line between Jacksonville and Tampa,

Fla., should be completed in 1949.

Modern Signaling

Along with the track rehabilitation program goes a program of modernization of

signals which we are just now beginning. The signaling between Richmond and Jackson-

ville will be completely replaced with the most modern type of signaling equipment

best suited to our needs on individual segments of the line, including CTC on certain

segments, with automatic block signaling, involving searchlight signals and coded track

circuits, on other segments of road not of bottleneck nature.

We proposed to extend the same modernization of signaling between Jacksonville

and Tampa, the segment of it from Orlando, Fla., to Tampa, representing added signaling,

since that portion of the line is not now equipped with signals. Further, added signaling

will be installed on our Western division line between Waycross, Ga., and Atlanta, Ga.,

and Birmingham, Ala.

Because of my very keen interest in our rehabilitation program, I could go on for

hours reciting details of what has been accomplished on the Atlantic Coast Line and

what we hope to accomplish, but I will not weary you with further facts or statistics.

My purpose has been to indicate my keen personal interest. I may say, also, that

my concern with our rehabilitation program has not been confined to the problems

of what should be done and where the money can be found to finance the work, but

I have personally followed closely and constantly the progress of the work on the

ground, almost like a child with a new toy. When I look at the roadway and structures

phase of our railroad, I am fascinated by the improvements being made, and by seeing

a modern physical plant gradually take form.

Importance of the Engineer

However, when I look at the overall railroad management picture, my thinking

naturally is largely in financial terms, and after noting from the last complete figures

available for 1945 that Class I railroads spent $1411 million for maintenance of way
and structures, representing 16 cents out of each gross revenue dollar, I realize very

vividly the importance of the railway engineers in the railroad economy and how
valuable is the work of the AREA.
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Through almost superhuman efforts of individual members, and through a com-

pletely coordinated system of cooperation, functioning under the Association of American

Railroads, the Office of Defense Transportation and the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission, our railroads accomplished a modern-day miracle of transportation in successfully

handling the traffic of the recent war years.

Such a mammoth movement of personnel and materials would have seriously taxed

our abilities in times of ample supplies and labor; but when we consider that it was all

accomplished with insufficient forces, inadequate replacements, and closely rationed

materials, we accept with justifiable pride the praises heaped upon the railroad industry,

by government and public alike, in recognition of a performance exceeding their fondest

expectations.

Many of you labored long hours and improvised schemes for the distribution of

men and materials so as to keep your lines safe for vital movements, while all the time

you realized there were no opportunities for needed improvements. I therefore lift my
hat to you gentlemen.

The battles were won, and today we find ourselves in a fast moving, highly com-

petitive transportation period. The public—our customers—whose praise is yet ringing

in our ears, will continue to patronize and encourage us only so long as we provide

modern, progressive transportation, keeping pace with ever advancing developments.

Herein lies the challenge to the engineers of our industry, and I feel confident the AREA
is alert and ready to form the spearhead for advancing standards and methods in

keeping with latest practical developments.

Two Basic Problems

Viewing the rail transportation picture as a whole, it seems to me that we are

confronted with two basic problems, namely:

1. The procurement and the retention of a fair share of the freight traffic

and passenger travel available to all transportation agencies, and

2. Handling that fair share at such cost and rate levels as to yield a sufficient

margin of profit to enable the railroads to continue to improve the service they

offer and thus retain their rightful place in the nation's transportation economy.

There are many angles to each of those problems, including public relations, labor

relations, rate levels, technological improvements, etc., all of which concern the

railway engineering profession to a greater or lesser degree. There is, however, one

particular angle, the technological angle, of each of those two problems for the solution

of which railroad management must lean heavily, in fact must depend almost wholly,

upon its engineers, both roadway and mechanical, as well as our friends the railroad

appliance manufacturers.

For the railroads to obtain and retain a fair share of the traffic and travel which

will move via all transportation agencies, it is essential that our physical plant, including

track and structures, as well as power and equipment, be continually maintained in keep-

ing with efficient and modern developments. The public is entitled to demand the most

expeditious, efficient and safe transportation possible, including the most desirable com-

forts and travel diversions possible for passengers. To meet that demand we must not

only take advantage of all presently known developments but must also constantly cast

about for further new, unforeseen improvements. Through this field of research and

analysis we depend on the leadership of the engineers.

Individual railroads through their engineering staffs can develop and adapt advanced

methods and practices to their particular problems and make adjustments in keeping
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with their economy. However, it is their collaboration with the AREA that produces

pratical standards and specifications applicable to problems of the entire railroad indus-

try throughout the nation. Unification of methods and materials under AREA recom-

mendations has proved efficient and economical. All railroads should unselfishly coop-

erate with the AREA by permitting use of their plants for tests and by extending the

services of their engineering personnel in solving difficult problems. In that manner

our technical advancement will be assured.

Strive for Greater Efficiency

Insofar as the problem of profitable operations is concerned, we must constantly

strive for greater efficiency, and must face the fact that wage levels and material price

levels will probably continue high, and that we must exert our utmost ingenuity ever to

seek more efficient methods, and that is where our engineers stand out prominently in

this vital picture. I need not elaborate on that angle of the problem because it is a well

known and historical fact that the railroad industry has been able progressively to meet

increased costs of conducting its business by continuously increasing efficiency of opera-

tion. The transportation departments and other departments must continually conform

to advancements and put into practice the lessons of more efficient operation, but it is to

the engineering departments, both roadway and mechanical, that we must look to

provide the machines and facilities for successfully doing the job.

In closing, I should like to express my deep confidence in the ability of the AREA
and its members to meet the problems which will confront us in the future. The record

of past technical accomplishments amazes a nontechnical layman like myself, as, for one

example, the development of CTC, which has resulted in adding about two-thirds more

capacity to certain sections of track and the operation thereover of trains at substantially

reduced cost.

It is with considerable temerity that I have undertaken to address this most out-

standing body of a specialized and technical profession, and I hope that the usual

engineering standards of precision and accuracy will not be applied to my remarks.

I consider it a distinct honor to be with you and regret that coincidence of dates

with our monthly board meetings in New York tomorrow prevents my being with you

for more than this luncheon session. My admiration and respect for your Association is,

I assure you, unbounded, and I shall continue in future, as in the past, to follow its

accomplishments with keen interest.
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Report of the Tellers

Presented at the annual luncheon on March 19, 1947

We, the Committee of Tellers, find the results of the count of the ballots as follows:

For President

Armstrong Chinn 1076

For Vice-President*

F. S. Schwinn 1065

For Directors (Three to be elected)

T. A. Blair 500
W. D. Simpson 478
H. S. Loeffler 436
C. G. Grove 371
W. J. Hedley 367
R. J. Gammie 333
A. N. Laird 322
F. G. Campbell 270
W. G. Powrie 239

For Members of Nominating Committee (Five to be elected)

A. B. Chapman 744

E. C. Vandenburgh 658
G. W. Miller 634
A. B. Stone 585

J. E. Bernhardt 516
H. G. Carter 492

W. J. Strout 471

C. J. Code 457
W. E. Heimerdinger 423

V. R. Walling 355

Respectfully submitted,

The Committee of Tellers.

H. F. King, Chairman B. Elkind H. E. Silcox
B. T. Anderson S. H. Hailey W. R. Swatosh
C. M. Bardwell C. D. Horton R. E. Wachter
R. C. Bardwell O. E. Mace R. E. Warden
W. O. Boessneck G. E. Martin K. J. Weir
W. M. Dunn W. A. McGee A. R. Wilson

J. J. Dwyer H. L. McMullin

* Under the provisions of the Constitution, C. H. Mottier advances from junior vice-president

to senior vice-president.
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Installation of Officers, March 20, 1947

President Akers: We will now interrupt the presentation of committee reports for

the purpose of installing the new officers. This, you will recall, is a change from past

practice. The installation of officers usually occurred at the close of our meetings, but

we wanted to bring it forward to Thursday morning with the hope and expectation,

and now the realization, that there wculd be many more people present.

Before proceeding with that formality, I would like to inquire if there is any other

business to come before the meeting.

Past-President Clarke: Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen: There are various

reasons which urge men to work. For some it is financial gain in order that they may
provide more liberally for their families. In other cases it is a desire for personal position

and recognition. For still others no question of profit or fame is involved; they are ready

and willing to give freely of their time, ability, and energy, because they believe in the

value of the work they are doing.

That is the motive which has inspired the men who through the years have given

their best to this Association, as you have done, Mr. Akers. Because you were convinced

that the objectives of the American Railway Engineering Association were worthwhile;

that it could contribute much of value to the railroad industry, of which it is a part,

and to the individual members who, by their interest and support, have made the

Association possible, you have given us wise guidance and inspiring leadership.

On behalf of the officers, directors, and members, it is my privilege to say to you,

"Well done," and to present to you this plaque of ever enduring bronze, which in the

years to come will serve as a constant reminder of the esteem in which we, your

associates, hold you. The inscription on the plaque reads as follows:

The American Railway Engineering Association here records its grateful

appreciation to James Burnside Akers for his able administration of the affairs

of the Association during his term as President 1946-1947.
.

(Presentation of plaque) (Applause)

President Akers: Thank you, Mr. Clarke. I have seen these plaques given out here and

I had hoped that maybe I would receive one. I am pleased, indeed, to get it. I will be

pleased, also, to keep it in my office or at my home, and it will always give me renewed

inspiration.

I want to tell you that this year has been a very pleasant one for me. I have enjoyed

the service to this Association. I have enjoyed working with the Board of Direction,

Mr. Lacher, secretary, and his staff—in fact everybody. I get so enthusiastic about our

committees, I can't help but brag about them. The members of Mr. Magee's staff are

efficient people. The members of our committees are capable people. It is astonishing

to me how well we are doing in obtaining men for committee work who are so well

acquainted with our problems. That is the reason, gentlemen, that our Manual means

so much, the reason that this Association means so much.

I sincerely appreciate your kindness, the attention of all of you at the meetings

and for your attendance at the luncheon yesterday. We have had a record attendance

this year for which we are indebted to you. You are the people who make up the

Association, and its success or failure depends on people like you and me—all of us

put together.
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While I am on my feet, I want to add a little more in the way of thanks and

appreciation. I have spoken of Mr. Lacher and his official staff. I want to thank, also,

the Committee on Arrangements. It did a fine job. I would like to have Arthur Pierce

stand up. I want you to see the chairman of the Committee on Arrangements, A. B.

Pierce. (Applause) He has been one of my best friends for many, many years.

Thank you, Arthur, you and your whole group.

I want to thank the hotel. The hotel authorities have done a fine job for us, and

I took the opportunity yesterday to tell Mr. King. I want to add my word of apprecia-

tion again for the National Railway Appliances Association which has done so well

for us. The exhibitors have had a fine display. It has been well attended. I also want

to thank the publications. They have given us excellent service here. Thank you very

much. I want to continue in the service of the Association and will do so with great

pleasure. (Applause)

I will now ask Past-Presidents Layng and Miller to escort President-Elect Chinn

to the rostrum.

(Past-Presidents Layng and Miller escorted President-Elect Chinn to the rostrum.)

President Akers: Mr. Chinn, you are about to take on a duty which I know you

will find pleasant and agreeable. The position of president of this Association may not

carry with it any authority to order people around. You can't do that; you have no

pick-handle with which to do it. But if it continues the way I have always found it

and observed it in the past, you will receive thorough cooperation.

I take pleasure in presenting to you the gavel which is your badge of authority

and I wish for you a very happy and successful administration.

(President Chinn assumed the chair.)

President Chinn: Thank you, Mr. Akers. You and my fellow members have just

conferred on me the highest honor the Association can bestow, and I want you to know

that I am deeply appreciative.

I also want you to know that I am fully conscious of the responsibility that goes

with the honor. I assure you that, with your help, I will do my very best to discharge

that responsibility in keeping with the high purposes of this Association.

We are passing through some very uncertain times, uncertain in national affairs,

uncertain in international affairs. But in these times of uncertainty there is one thing

about which we can be very certain, and that is that, come what may, in war or peace,

our country, this nation of ours, will always need transportation, and a great deal

of transportation. And our railroads make up the only agency that has yet been devised

for providing the mass transportation this nation of ours must have for its welfare and

the welfare of the people.

We are, therefore, a part of a very vital industry, one in which each one of us can

take a very personal pride. As Colonel Henry so well stated in his address last Tuesday,

the railroads are not static; they are advancing; they are constantly improving, and we
and our Association are in no small measure responsible for that advancement. It there-

fore behooves us to continue our work and our study, looking toward the further

improvement of our railroads, so that, no matter what the circumstances may be, no

matter what traffic load we may be asked to carry, we will be able to handle it

efficiently and safely.

To that end, I ask your continuing and enthusiastic cooperation. (Applause)

In the discharge of my duties during the coming year I am going to have the

assistance of some very able men, and I would like to present some of them to you now:
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Senior Vice-President, Mr. C. H. Mottier, who is also vice-president and chief

engineer of the Illinois Central. (Applause)

Junior Vice-President, Mr. F. S. Schwinn, who is assistant chief engineer of the

Missouri Pacific Lines. (Applause)

We also have three new directors. I don't know whether they are all here; I have

seen some of them. I will call their names: Mr. T. A. Blair, assistant chief engineer of the

Santa Fe System. (Absent) Mr. H. S. Loeffler, assistant chief engineer of the Great

Northern. (Applause) Mr. W. D. Simpson, chief engineer of the Seaboard Air Line.

(Applause)

Mr. Akers made mention of the one committee of this Association that works

behind the scenes. Most of the committees, as you know, come up to the speaker's

platfrom and you have the opportunity then of seeing them and hearing what they

have done, but the Arrangements Committee works behind the scenes, so to speak.

It has to be very efficient if our meetings are to be successful, because there are hundreds

of details that have to be attended to. It usually works so efficiently, I suppose most

of you do not even realize what it is doing. I have appointed as the chairman of the

committee for the next year's meeting that I am sure is going to do a grand job

—

Mr. G. P. Palmer, regional engineer of the B. & O. C. T.

We will now proceed with the committee reports.

Presentation and Discussion of Committee Reports

Discussion on Economics of Railway Location and Operation

(For Report, see pp. 123-187.)

(President Akers presiding)

Chairman F. N. Nye (New York Central) : Since our last convention Committee 16

has lost, through death, its former veteran member, Luther Sampson Rose who died

May 17, 1946. Members of Committee 16 desire to express their sincere regret at his

passing after a long, productive and colorful career in the railroad industry.

A brief memoir to Mr. Rose is given on page 124 of the committee's report.

During the year just past Committee 16 has considered nine subjects. Progress

reports are made on four of them, submitted as information or for approval by the

Association prior to publication in the Manual.

The subcommittees assigned the other subjects have made progress on their studies

during the year but as yet are not prepared to publish reports.

The report on Assignment 1—Revision of Manual—will be presented by the chairman

of that subcommittee, Mr. E. E. Kimball.

E. E. Kimball (Schenectady, N. Y.) : The subject discussed is track capacity and

train performance under the heading of Economics of Railway Operation. The original

studies on which the report is based were made 20 to 25 years ago but the Manual

contains only references to a few examples where the principles have been applied.

Right now railway managements are experimenting with a number of new develop-

ments and are investigating new ideas for improving the service and operating efficiency

of their lines. It is therefore appropriate to restate the fundamental principles in order

that the early studies will not be lost sight of, and also because they are particularly

applicable and helpful at this time when it is important to obtain accurate data on the

relative costs and economic advantages of a number of alternative plans before making

final decisions.
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For those who are not familiar with the report, it should be explained that the

object is to outline a method for systematically analyzing train operations so as to be

able to determine those conditions which handicap performance or interfere with the

handling of increasing amounts of traffic.

Most of the essential elements of a railroad relate either to road (right-of-way) or

to the equipment. For example, investments are divided principally into two classes,

called Road and Equipment, and the same is true as regards expenses. It is therefore

quite natural to find that the conditions which influence train performance are either

associated with the road or with the motive power. Since motive power is the one

thing that makes a train perform at all, it is not quite apparent how the characteristics

of the road may have as much or more to do with train performance than the charac-

teristics of the motive power. In order to explain this fact, it has been necessary to

devise some way to express track capacity and motive power capacity so that they can

be combined.

The report is introduced with a discussion of track capacity but it may be decided

to include it in Chapter I—Economics of Railway Location, in the final draft. For this

reason we will not take the time to discuss that part of the report unless someone has

a question to ask about it later. Motive power characteristics are discussed in Chapter

II—Power.

One of the best ways to show or describe train performance, particularly freight

train performance, is by means of charts which are referred to as the log of train per-

formance charts, Fig. 1. They consist of a series of numbered dots that show the average

road time per 100 train-miles by months, p'.otted against the train-miles in one part

and against gross ton-miles by months in another part or companion chart. The average

monthly performance for a year is represented by a check mark "V," which gives the

average road time, average train-miles, or average gross ton-miles per average month.

It usually happens that a straight line can be drawn through the check marks in

the direction shown, so that about half of the dots will be on one side and half on the

other side of the line. The point where the straight lines intersect the horizontal axis

will represent the shortest time any (freight) train can be expected to take for 100 miles.

When comparing nerformances at different periods, it is helpful to draw the straight

lines because in this way corrections can be made for differences in the volume of

traffic weight of trains, etc., as explained in the report.

In order to explain the real significance of performance charts and show how road

and motive power characteristics fit together, assume that actual performance data for

a 100-mile section of railroad are available and that the locomotives in service are

designed for operating speeds of 80 mph.

On this basis, any train running at 80 mph. will cover the 100 miles in 1.25 hours,

or 75 min. If the speed limit on 85 miles of the 100 miles is 75 mph. and on the remain-

ing 15 miles it is 50 mph. then any train observing the speed limits will require 1.43

hours or 86 min. to cover the 100 miles, which is at the rate of 70 mph.

Due to the time lost in slowing down from 75 mph. to 50 mph. and getting back

to 75 mph., it is even impossible for a light locomotive to cover the 100 miles in 86 min.

without exceeding the speed limit on some part of the line. Assume this lost time

amounts to 0.2 hours, or 12 min., then the shortest time required by a light locomotive

to cover the 100 miles is 98 min., or 1.63 hours, which is at the rate of about 61 mph.

When it comes to hauling trains, the time required to cover the distance is still

longer and will depend upon the profile and alinement of the line, the horsepower

characteristics of the locomotive and weight of train. When these factors are known,

it is possible to calculate the required time for various weight trains, or actually to test
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the locomotive with various weight trains to see how long it takes, based on having

a clear track. Thus the calculated time required for a 3000-ton train is 2.07 hours,

2.35 hours for a 4000-ton train, 2.65 hours for a 5000-ton train, 2.94 hours for a 6000-ton

train, and so on, based on Fig. 3.

If it is proposed to double-head all trains, then it is easy to show that 6000-ton

trains can be operated over the line with two locomotives in the same time that it takes

a single locomotive with a 3000-ton train, or that two locomotives will haul a 6000-ton

train over the line in 0.87 hours less time than a single locomotive will haul a 6000-ton

train. In this case the improvement in train performance would be 0.87 hours (2.94-2.07)

based on operating 6000-ton trains and double-heading.

However, if it is proposed to replace existing locomotives with a different type

having superior horsepower characteristics, then it is necessary to calculate the times

for various weight trains based on the new characteristics as explained in the report.

Likewise, if it is proposed to modify the profile or alinement of the tracks or raise

the speed limits, it is necessary to make new calculations. Thus it is possible to compare

the relative effects of motive power changes or line changes upon train performance,

assuming that every train is given a clear track to run on.

In practice, every train cannot be given a clear track, neither can it be assumed that

all locomotives will always perform uniformly. For these reasons and others too numerous

to mention, it is impossible to predict accurately how long any particular train will

take to complete its run.

From records of a large number of trains, it will be found that only a small

percentage of them perform as well as nearly as well as the calculated or test perform-

ance, because most of the trains lose time on account of imperfect operation of motive

power or are delayed by other trains or incidental circumstances here and there along

the way. About the only practical way to take care of this condition is to find the

average time based on the average number of trains operated during a given period

and the average weight of train. Thus, in the example assumed in the report (based on

an actual case) the average weight of train is 4000 tons, the number of trains in an

unspecified period is 10, and the average time 4 hours, which is 1.65 hours longer than

the shortest or calculated time of 2.35 hours for a 4000-ton train.

It is interesting at this point to determine whether or not the average train per-

formance for a given volume of traffic can be improved by increasing or decreasing the

weight of train. For example, if the average train weight is reduced from 4000 to 3000

tons, the number of trains will have to be increased from 10 to 13-1/3. Data obtained

from actual experience support the theory that the average interference time is propor-

tional to the number of trains operated in a given period. Thus, if the average inter-

ference time for 10 trains is 1.65 hours, it will be 2.20 hours for 13-1/3 trains. Likewise,

in the case of 5000 and 6000 trains, the interference time based on 8 and 6-2/3 trains

will be 1.32 and 1.10 hours, respectively. The shortest time for a 3000-ton train is found

to be 2.07 hours and for 5000 and 6000-ton trains 2.65 and 2.94 hours, respectively.

Hence, the average road time for 3000, 4000, 5000 and 6000-ton trains will be as follows:

Trains Hours

3000-ton 4.27

4000-ton 4.00

5000-ton 3.97

60C0-ton 4.04

Thus it would appear that a small gain could be made in performance by increasing the

weight of trains from 4000 to 5000 tons.
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If the volume of traffic is reduced one-half, then the average time will be as follows:

Trains Hours

3000-ton 3.17

4000-ton 3.23

5000-ton 3.31

6000-ton 3.49

In this case a small gain could be made in performance by reducing the weight of train

from 4000 to 3000 tons.

If the volume of traffic is doubled, then the average time will be as follows:

Trains Hours

3000-ton 6.47

4000-ton S.6S

5000-ton 5.29

6000-ton 5.14

In this case a considerable reduction in average road time can be made by increasing

the weight of train from 4000 to 6000 tons, but the time will still be more than an

hour longer than normal. This brings up the question, "Is it generally possible for a

railroad in competition with other railroads or other forms of transportation to increase

its traffic if the performance suffers thereby?" Usually, new traffic under these conditions

will not materialize. Usually, increased traffic results from improved performance. Conse-

quently, the problem facing the railroads is how to better train performance, regardless

of increasing difficulties that come from increased traffic.

Some of the measures which can be considered are as follows:

Adoption of more powerful locomotives

Increasing track capacity

Better utilization of track facilities

Various combinations of above

To illustrate the effect of adopting more powerful locomotives, assume that, instead

of handling double the volume of traffic with single locomotives, the operation is changed

and all trains are double-headed. Then double the volume of traffic can be handled in

the same number of trains as at present and without any change in train performance.

In the meantime, while the traffic is growing, double-heading or the equivalent will

improve the performance and thus help to encourage new traffic.

As an alternative to double-heading, assume it is feasible to double the track capacity

by doubling the number of passing sidings or installing double the amount of passing

tracks. For any given volume of traffic, doubling the track capacity will theoretically

reduce the interference time by one-half because it is then possible to give a free track

to more trains and, also, to shorten delays due to the fact that sidings are closer together.

In this way it is possible to operate double the number of trains without affecting the

average performance. In the meantime the average performance for intermediate increases

in traffic will be improved, which is a condition that is conducive to building up of traffic.

One other alternative which can be considered is based on the same theory as

increased track capacity; that is, on the theory of reducing interference time. Modern

signaling possesses this ability, because it provides greater safety and expedites train

movements automatically by signal indications rather than depending entirely on train

orders for dispatching trains.
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In this case it is possible to obtain greater use out of the track and thus be able to

operate more trains without increasing the amount of passing track and without increasing

the average road time.

The foregoing cases are examples of a few quick applications of the principles of

train operation which can be made, once data pertaining to a base period are available.

The method is particularly applicable whenever an investigation is to be made of the

actual effect of any particular improvement. This can be done by selecting two repre-

sentative test periods, one before and one after the improvement is made, and plotting

train performance charts for the two periods as described in the report.

The method will be found helpful in studying the effect of changes in operating

methods, for example, the over-all effect of introducing high-speed streamlined passenger

trains or a few fast freight trains, or intensive supervision, etc. Data obtained from such

studies will supply much needed information regarding estimated and actual results that

can be used in later studies.

The report is not concerned with the financial aspects of the problem because the

only satisfactory way to deal with them is to use an actual case. If anyone has difficulty

in applying the principles to an actual case, the committee will be glad to assist in any

way that it can. The committee will also appreciate any opportunity to discuss the

report with anyone who has any question or suggestions to submit.

Chairman Nye: The report on Assignment 3—Methods or formulas for the solution

of special problems relating to more economical and efficient railway operation—will be

presented by the chairman of that subcommittee, Mr. B. T. Anderson.

B. T. Anderson (Union Switch & Signal Company): The report on Assignment 3

—

Methods or formulas for the solution of special problems relating to more economical

and efficient railway operation—is a continuation of the report made last year on a

formula for siding length for freight trains.

The increasing length of freight trains, due to the use of heavier motive power

and improvement in track and signaling, has resulted in longer sidings for increased

operating efficiency.

The committee found nine factors involved in the siding length, such as number

of cars per train, length of car, length of locomotive and tender and caboose, stopping

distance in a siding, slack in cars, and signal clearance.

The detailed discussion appears in the Proceedings, Vol. 47, 1946, page 52. This

formula has been tried out in railroad practice for several years, and it is now submitted

with the recommendation that it be adopted for inclusion in the Manual.

I move that the formula for siding length for freight trains be adopted for inclusion

in the Manual.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Nye: The next report of Committee 16 is on Assignment A—Effect of

higher speed on railway revenues, operating expenses and charges to capital account.

The report of this subcommittee will be presented by its chairman, Mr. J. A. Schoch.

J. A. Schoch (Westinghouse Electric Corporation) : Our subject is a very broad one,

and volumes could be written about it. Your committee has attempted to establish the

major items affected and the trend in changes with increase in train speed.

Since the characteristics of passenger and freight service are so different, the study

has been divided into two parts, and our discussion this morning will be limited to

passenger service.
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The major factors which affect both capital and operating costs are:

Profile and alinement of track

Weight of train

Type of motive power

Type of service

Number of high speed trains

Utilization

Maximum train speed

For the profile and alinement of track, we chose a 470-mile stretch which is repre-

sentative of general profile if mountainous sections are excluded.

For the weight of train we chose a 16-car train, each car weighing 60 tons. Allowing

five tons per car for an average load, the train weight is 1040 tons, exclusive of motive

power.

For motive power we chose the diesel-electric type. Developments now being pur-

sued will produce more outstanding improvements in motive power than have appeared

during any corresponding period in the history of the railroads. This is a subject for

study in itself. However, diesel power was chosen because it is at present the generally

accepted type of motive power for the streamliner.

As to type of service, high-speed trains operate and run from less than 50 miles

to more than 100 miles. In this study we chose an average run of 120 miles, with an

average length of station stops of 5 min.

As to the number of trains-—with the study being based on a unit train basis,

the cost of preparing the track would, theoretically, be no different, whether there was

one train or a number of trains. For this particular study we have chosen 13 trains,

taking the cost of preparing the track and prorated it to the 13 trains.

To show the effect of utilization, we have varied the train-hours between 4000

and 6000 hours, and the maximum train speed was varied between 80 and 120 mph.

The major changes in capital account, insofar as the rolling stock is concerned, are

of motive power only, since increased horsepower is required. For the given train that

we have assumed, of 1040-ton trailing load, for 80 mph. top speed, the motive power

capacity is approximately 4500 hp. For that same train, with a maximum train speed

of 120 mph., the locomotive capacity required is 12,000 hp.

The other major item of cost is that of preparing the track for the increased speed.

The items of operating expenses that are affected are:

Engine crew expense

Cost of fuel

Motive power maintenance

Car maintenance

Track maintenance

Engine crew expense varies, due to increased weight on drivers, with the higher

capacity motive power.

Fuel, of course, likewise goes up, due to higher motive power capacity.

In like manner, the cost of maintaining motive power increases with capacity. Track

maintenance, of course, increases at the higher speed.

Fixed charges have been determined on the basis of 7.5 percent of capital investment.

Since it is difficult to determine the effect on railway revenues, we attempted to

arrive at the number of additional passengers required to pay the additional costs at the
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higher speeds. You will note that it requires about two more passengers per car for the

maximum range speeds considered, namely SO mph. and 120 mph.

We also considered a number of alternates from the basic conditions assumed,

namely:

Change in profile and alinement

Change in train weight

Change in number of trains

Change in streamlining

Change in train size

Change due to other factors

Change in profile and alinement will, of course, affect the motive power since,

to provide a given schedule, the passenger motive power will be determined by the

profile and of course, the cost of preparing the track is almost entirely influenced by the

amount of curvature and grade and so forth.

A change in train weight is of major importance in operating costs with increase

in speeds. It was found that with 4000 hours' operation annually, and maximum train

speeds of 80 mph., an expenditure of 54 cents was justified in order to reduce the weight

one pound. If the maximum speed is increased to 120 mph., that cost can be almost

tripled. The relation still holds for 6000 hours, but the justified expenditure becomes

76 cents at 80 mph., instead of 54 cents.

It is of equal importance to reduce the weight of the locomotive as well as the

trailing tonnage since very few, if any, passenger trains operating today require more

than 200 tons. You can readily see that there is still much to be gained in reducing

the weight of the motive power pulling the train.

From this study the following conclusions can be drawn:

High speed passenger trains can be very profitable if potential travelers are

available.

Much improvement work, particularly curve reduction, must be done to make

tracks suitable for speeds of 100 mph. or more.

Increased expenditures are justified to bring about further reduction in weight of

cars and locomotives.

The utmost in streamlining does not appear to be economical.

The maximum train size that traffic justifies is most economical.

An analysis of other factors which influence first cost and operating expenses will

show possibilities of marked reductions in cost.

This is an age in which a great deal of emphasis is placed on saving in time. Higher

train speeds are a certainty. In 1930, there were only a few trains operating on 1100

route miles of track, making a schedule speed from terminal to terminal of a mile or

faster. In 1936, there were 644 such trains operating over 40,200 route miles and, 1942,

the number had increased to 1529 trains operating over 85,870 route miles. In the

future, the desires and needs of the passenger will dictate the speeds at which trains will

be operated.

Chairman Nye: Our concluding report is on Assignment 8—Coordinated highway

service and its effect on the economics of railway operation. Mr. Allen, chairman of this

subcommittee, unfortunately isn't present today. So, I would like to say a few words

on his behalf in connection with that assignment.

The report consists of comments, conclusions and recommendations, together with

the summary of a comprehensive report made by the Subcommittee on Motor Transport
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of the Railroad Committee for the Study of Transportation of the AAR. That com-

mittee very kindly allowed us to publish that report and thus set forth the facts much
better, perhaps, than we could have done in connection with that assignment, and we
have published that section of the report in toto.

I think it is well worth your inspection and careful consideration, and I would like

to point out what is indicated on page 174, namely the scope of it. It covers the primary

factors common to the development of all highway transport, the effect of the war on

highway transport, future or outlook for highway transport, nature and extent of

present coordinated highway-rail operations, general study of highway freight transport,

general study of commercial highway passenger transport, and private passenger

automobiles.

I need not emphasize to you gentlemen of the railway industry that motor carrier

competition is our sternest competition. We feel its impact very strongly in our freight

business, and that, after all, is a very substantial part of the railroad carrier field. The
railroad industry has been alert to that form of competition and is attempting to meet

it by the improvement of its own services. In this connection, we have taken a leaf out

of the motor carrier book and adapted motor vehicle service to our own rail line

operations, in many cases.

That portion of the report I think you will find particularly interesting, because no

doubt your own roads are using highway transport to a greater or less degree, and,

no matter how much they are using it now, it seems likely that in the future such use

will be expanded.

As Mr. Henry pointed out this morning, the railroad industry is unique in that

it is well suited to mass transportation because a single power unit can handle a whole

train of cars, hauling thousands of tons, by virtue of the flanged wheel operating on a

track. But when it comes to branch line operations, particularly in the peddling of way
freight and less carload lots, the railroad suffers a disadvantage, and it is there that

we find the brightest outlook for motor coordinated service.

I commend the AAR report to your careful consideration.

That concludes the presentation of Committee 16.

President Akers: Thank you very much, Mr. Nye, for this excellent report of your

committee.

Unless there is further discussion, the committee will be discharged with the thanks

of the Association. (Applause)

Discussion on Highways

(For Report, see pp. 217-222.)

(President Akers presiding)

Chairman A. P. Button (New York Central) : Of the six assignments listed, progress

has been made on four, but not in sufficient amount to justify a report at this time.

On Assignment 3—Comparative merits of various types of grade crossing protection

—there is a progress report. Mr. Palmer, chairman of that subcommittee, will present

the report.

G. P. Palmer (Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal) : Your committee submits the

following progress report as information. For a number of years we have been keeping
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tests on the use of reflcctorized material on crossing signs. For the past year we have

continued the tests on reflectorized signs other than button signs, with the following

results:

The so-called Scotchlite reflector: This is a flexible resin backing to which glass

spheres are bonded and then cemented to wood or metal crossbuck sign. We had signs

installed on Central Avenue in Chicago on December 10, 1940, and also at 109th Street

in Chicago, in April 1941, and several signs were also installed for test at Stearns Road,

Chestnut Ridge Road, and Maddock Road on the New York Central. All of these have

been under test, as you will note, for seven years or more, and the results are shown in

the report.

We also tested what is known as an Alzak sign, installed on March 3, 1941, in

Chicago. That sign still seems to be as good as it has been for the past year. We also

installed a Cuneo sign in Lawndale that did not turn out so well. And a Mirolite sign

at Lawndale Avenue that has also lost its effectiveness.

We feel that the tests that we have made on reflectorized material, particularly

Scotchlite, have been carried on long enough so that we do not recommend carrying

any further tests on this type of material. However, the signs that are in use will be

continued in use. Naturally, we are going to watch them to see what happens to them.

Instead of making an annual report as we have for the past several years, it is our

recommendation that we now consider the different types of automatic and manual

crossing protection, which are really the main subject of this assignment. That is the

recommendation of the subcommittee for the coming year.

President Akers: This report will be accepted as information.

Chairman Button: The report on Assignment 6—Plan of barrier for dead-end streets

—is shown with diagrams. Mr. Jaynes, chairman of the subcommittee, is not present

today, and I will briefly outline the figures.

Fig. 1 is a barrier consisting of railroad rails up-ended on 3-ft. centers, extending

5 ft. above the ground surface, with a stop sign on one of the rails. That is recommended

for general use.

Fig. 2 illustrates the wooden barrier recommended for use in closing grade crossings

and where conspicuous and substantial barriers are required.

Fig. 3 is a concrete wall barrier recommended for use where differences in grade

planes exist and where highways descend sharply toward railroad.

There has been some comment to the effect that the posts do not extend far enough

into the ground. So far as the wooden barrier is concerned, we feel that the 3 ft., to

which the posts are sunk is sufficient, as this type of barrier is not intended to take

the thrust of a truck.

However, so far as the concrete barrier is concerned, we suggest an amendment

to that drawing by a note reading:

"Where soil or frost conditions require, the foundation shall be carried lower."

These drawings, with the amendment to Fig. 3, are recommended for inclusion in

the Manual.

(His motion for adoption was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Button: My term as committee chairman now terminates. Although

accomplishments during the past three years have not been all that was hoped for,

nevertheless some worth-while results have been had, and I appreciate greatly the efforts

of the membership. My association with Committee 9 during the past three years has
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been very pleasant. I greatly appreciate your cooperation and efforts. I am honored to

have been chairman of your committee.

Mr. W. J. Hedley has been named as the new chairman of Committee 9. I ask your

support and cooperation for him. This ends our report.

President Akers: Thank you, Mr. Button. You and your committee are to be

congratulated on the excellent work done. We think it is good.

The committee is now discharged with the thanks of the Association. (Applause)

Discussion on Waterways and Harbors

(For Report, see pp. 258-267.)

(Vice-President Chinn presiding)

Chairman Benjamin Elkind (Erie) : We have had seven subjects assigned and are

offering reports on four of them.

The report on Assignment 1 will be offered by Mr. W. G. Nusz.

W. G. Nusz (Illinois Central) : Your committee has reviewed all the words and

definitions in the glossary in an effort to delete those which are sufficiently defined to

serve the purpose in dictionaries of collegiate grade.

The definitions to be deleted are shown on page 259 of Bulletin 462.

I move that the 16 definitions shown on that page, beginning with Anchorage and

ending with Spud be deleted from the glossary.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Elkind: I am sorry that Mr. R. W. Marye of the Charleston & Western

Carolina Railway is not here to present his report on Assignment 2. However this report

—Study of metal and other protective casings for pier structures under water—outlines

briefly the purposes, the types of pile protection to be used, other than wood preserva-

tion, and the difficulties encountered in the installation of them.

Unfortunately, a statement is made in the report that the greatest infestation of

wood piles by marine borers is to be found in areas between high and low water. The

committee finds that no general statement will cover all conditions along our extensive

coast line. The committee had expected ihe opportunity to develop this feature further

and include it in a subsequent report. As the work of this committee will be suspended,

the committee takes this only opportunity to correct that statement.

It has developed that the statement might apply to the South Atlantic and the

East Gulf Coast, from Norfolk, Va., to Pensacola, Fla., but not on the North Atlantic

Coast where the greatest infestation occurs somewhere between the bottom and the

low water line, while on the Pacific Coast it varies from a point a short distance below

the mudline to above the high water cut-off, depending upon the type of piles and

protection used and the kind of marine borers encountered.

This report is presented as information.

Vice-President Chinn: It will be so accepted.

Chairman Elkind: The report on Assignment 6—Recommended minimum clearances

on inland waterways, particularly on large canals—should be presented by Mr. J. D.
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Moffat of the Pennsylvania Railroad. However, he is unable to be here. The committee

recommends that the material on Clearances for Structures over Navigable Waters pub-

lished in the Manual on page 25-13 under date of 1939 be reapproved as material in

the Manual. I so move.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Elkind: The report on Assignment 7 will be presented by Mr. F. D.

Kinnie.

F. D. Kinnie (Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe) : Subcommittee 7 of Committee 25

has completed its assignment and submits for the consideration of the Association its

final report. The report is submitted as information only, and I feel it speaks for itself.

I would be taking up your valuable time in attempting to elaborate on it.

Vice-President Chinn: It will be so accepted.

Chairman Elkind: This concludes the swan song of the Committee on Waterways

and Harbors. I wish to take this occasion here and now to thank each member of the

committee for his earnest effort and his helpful cooperation in carrying out the work

of this committee during my term as chairman. I enjoyed very much my association

with them.

Vice-President Chinn: Thank you, Mr. Elkind.

Mr. Elkind, the Committee on Waterways and Harbors enjoys an enviable record

in the pioneering work it carried on in the field of economics of water transportation.

The field of your endeavors has been deemed of such importance to the railroads as to

lead to the organization of another committee under the direct auspices of the Associa-

tion of American Railroads, which possesses resources for a more intensive pursuit of the

objective originally sought by your committee.

In view of these circumstances, it has been deemed advisable by the Board of

Direction to suspend the work of your committee for the time being. Therefore, in

closing, I wish to express to you the sincere thanks of the Board of Direction for the

able manner in which you have directed the work of your committee during this con-

cluding year, and for the excellent work which your committee has done in bringing

this work to a close.

Thank you, Mr. Elkind. The committee is dismissed with the thanks of the

Association. (Applause)

Discussion on Water Service and Sanitation

(For Report, see pp. 189-215.)

(Vice-President Chinn presiding)

Chairman E. M. Grime (Northern Pacific) : Of the nine assignments given to the

committee, we are prepared at this time to report on seven. The first assignment is that

of Revision of the Manual. I will ask Mr. H. F. King, chairman of that committee,

to present the report.

H. F. King (Erie) : Your committee recommends one change in the Manual: On

page 13-16.1, under the heading, Specifications for Hydrants and Valves, the present

subject matter reads as follows:
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Adopted by the American Water Works Association June 24, 1912, and revised

June 9, 1916; reprinted by permission in 1922 Proceedings of the AREA, Vol. 23,

pp. 520-1112.

It is proposed to substitute the following:

The American Water Works Association adopted Specification 7F1 for valves

April 28, 1938, and Specification 7F3 for fire hydrants January 3, 1940.

I move that that change be adopted.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Grime: Assignment 2 is: Cause of and remedy for pitting and corrosion

of locomotive boiler tubes and sheets. This report will be presented by Mr. Coughlan,

chairman of the subcommittee.

R. E. Coughlan (Chicago & North Western) : During the past year your committee

has continued to observe the performance of the various materials previously reported

as preventives of intercrystalline corrosion of riveted boilers. This study has now been

extended by reason of the use of welded boilers on various railroads.

It is the intention of the committee to report fully at a later date on the results

obtained in actual service of some 25 welded boilers now on different railroads. There-

fore, this report is now offered as information.

Vice-President Chinn: It will be so accepted, and we will look forward with interest

to your further report.

Chairman Grime: The next assignment given the committee is that of the progress

being made by federal or state authorities on regulations pertaining to railway sanitation,

collaborating with the Joint Committee on Railway Sanitation, AAR.

Mr. Van Hovenberg, chairman of this committee, is unfortunately absent. The

report will be presented by a member of the subcommittee, Mr. R. C. Bardwell.

R. C. Bardwell (Chesapeake & Ohio): This is a report of progress.

The sanitation research project personnel of the Association of American Railroads

is confident that the problem of handling and disposal of toilet wastes from passenger-

carrying railroad cars will be solved within the year. Both the retention method, and one

of maceration and disinfection prior to discharge of wastes on the right-of-way are

being developed. Technical reports have been completed covering a review of patents.

An epidemiological study entitled, "An Inquiry into the Public Health Hazard of Sewage

Disposal from Railway Conveyances" has been made by Dr. K. F. Maxcy of Johns

Hopkins, and the findings therein are essentially negative. An investigation into the use

of car toilets and the nature and quantity of toilet wastes has recently been completed.

The revised Interstate Quarantine Regulations which have been for some time

the subject of discussion between the Joint Committee on Railway Sanitation of the

Association of American Railroads and the United States Public Health Service will be

made effective in the near future.

This report is presented as information.

Vice-President Chinn: It will be so accepted.

Chairman Grime: Assignment 5—New developments in lime-soda ash water softening

plants and equipment—will be presented by Mr. Seniff, chairman of this subcommittee.
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R. W. Seniff (Alton) : Your committee submits its following final report as informa-

tion concerning new developments in this field. This report is summarized as follows:

It appears that the outstanding improvement in cold lime-soda ash softening of

locomotive boiler feed water has been the use of the suspended sludge bed. This process

involves the mechanical agitation of the sludge which is formed during the water treat-

ment, by either a rroionzed agitator or some hydraulic means, or a combination of

both, for the purpose of suspending the sludge in a layer several feet in thickness and

using it as a treating agent by passing the water which is being treated through this

sludge bed.

The chemicals (lime, soda ash and a coagulant) are proportioned into the raw

water as it enters the reaction chamber which is designed to cause the uniform dis-

tribution and flow of the water through the sludge, which acts as an accelerator for the

chemical reaction. Each particle of sludge is believed to act as a nucleus for the deposit

of the precipitate from the incoming water.

Some of the commonly accepted advantages of the suspended sludge bed method

as applied to lime-soda ash water treatment are:

1. The acceleration of the chemical reaction which permits shorter retention

time and smaller settling tanks. Old type equipment can frequently be increased

in capacity or efficiency by substituting this method for the gravity sedimentation

tanks by simply building the necessary equipment into the existing tank.

2. More complete chemical reaction resulting in decreased sludge carry-over

and in a softer effluent.

3. Reduction in the quantity of chemicals required to produce a given degree

of softening.

4. Less commonly recognized is the ability of an active sludge bed to trap,

either by adsorption or absorption, certain organic materials such as sewage and

oil to a sufficient degree to make the method of interest where it is necessary

to treat sewage polluted water for boiler feed.

Comments of some of the committee members who have had experience with these

new developments are included in the report together with a graph showing how the

capacity requiremnts of the reaction tanks have been reduced in the past 40 years by

new developments.

This is a final report submitted for information.

Vice-President Chinn: It will be so accepted.

Chairman Grime: The chairman of Subcommittee 7, covering the subject of

cathodic protection is present and will present his report. Mr. Hislop!

T. W. Hislop, Jr. (New York Central) : This is a report on Assignment 7—Relative

effectiveness of cathodic protection and painting in preventing corrosion of the interior

of steel tanks. It is a report of progress and is offered as information.

(At this point Mr. Hislop read excerpts from the report of Committee 13 appearing

on pages 196 to 201.)

Vice-President Chinn: If I understand correctly, this is presented as information.

Mr. Hislop: Presented as information.

Vice-President Chinn: It will be so accepted.
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Chairman Grime: Subject 8 covering the matter of plastic pipe and fittings will

be presented by the chairman of that subcommittee, Mr. H. E. Silcox.

H. E. Silcox (Chesapeake & Ohio): Report on Assignment 8—Plastic pipe and

fittings for small water lines, conveying of chemical solutions, etc. During World War II

an effort was made to provide a substitute in the pipe and tubing field for such strategic

materials as aluminum, stainless steel, nickel, copper, brass, tin and rubber, the use of

which was highly restricted and a very limited supply of which was allocated for use

in the water service and chemical field.

Plastics in the form of standard pipe which can be threaded with regular thread-

ing tools, and tubing which can be flared and used in a manner similar to copper tubing

have proved very serviceable for handling acid waters and various chemical solutions

for the treatment of locomotive boiler waters. The plastic pipe is hydraulically smooth;

deposits do not tend to adhere to the surface and it is corrosion resistant.

The pipe and tubing have a wide range of desirable properties; being chemically

resistant, they are adaptable for handling chemicals which are corrosive to ordinary

metals. Lines of such pipe laid in cinder fill after 3^2 years' service show no pitting either

outside or inside.

In laying the standard plastic pipe under ground, the lengths should be coupled

with standard slip couplings to allow for expansion and flexibility.

According to a canvass of the railway field, the obvious advantages peculiar to plastic

pipe in counteracting corrosion troubles which cannot be successfully overcome with

metal pipe, should not be negated.

This report is submitted as information.

Vice-President Chinn: It will be so accepted.

Chairman Grime: The last assignment for this committee this year is that of new

developments in water conditioning for diesel locomotive radiators and flash boilers.

This report will be presented by Mr. M. A. Hanson, chairman of the subcommittee.

M. A. Hanson (Alton) : Report on Assignment 9—New developments in water

conditioning for diesel locomotive radiators and flash type boilers. I will give you a brief

abstract of the report.

If a diesel locomotive is to be operated economically and successfully, corrosion,

scale and sludge in the cooling system cannot be tolerated since, if corrosion is not pre-

vented, the eventual replacement of all parts of the locomotive in contact with the cooling

water will be required. Also, if scale or sludge is allowed to build up in the cooling system

the cooling capacity of the system will be reduced to the degree that the engine cannot

be operated under full load without overheating.

No definite data are available on the results of the use of high hardness or high

T.D.S. waters in diesel cooling systems; therefore, the following recommendations for

the prevention of corrosion, scale and sludge in the diesel cooling systems apply only to

waters of a maximum of 23.2 gpg. T.D.S.

:

(He read recommendations 1 to 6 on pages 209 and 210.)

Mr. Hanson: This type of treatment and control has been used on a number of

railroads with good success by hand dosing of the necessary supplementary chemicals.

However, as the number of diesel locomotives in service increases, the difficulties of

securing uniform dosages increase, particularly when the cooling water is added in small

increments to replace water lost by leakage.
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The only type steam generator being considered in this report is the Clarkson type

steam generator as it is the only design in extensive use on diesel locomotives. In the

field of small high output boilers the problem of water conditioning must be considered

in connection with the design of individual boilers as relatively small changes in design

and operation can greatly modify the water conditioning required.

To date there have been relatively few installations of water conditioning equipment

solely for steam generators on diesel locomotives. Most commonly the existing water

conditioning equipment previously installed for locomotive steam boilers has been used.

This very frequently has not given satisfactory coil life on railroads having high

T.D.S. and/or high hardness waters and with low hardness waters high in silica, par-

ticularly if coupled with the high steam demand requiring capacity operation of the

steam generator. Distilled water without after treatments has not been satisfactory. The
various compound feeders installed on the locomotive units in general have not given

satisfactory proportioning and/or have required excessive maintenance.

(He then read excerpts from pages 211 to 215 of the report, stating that the material

was offered as information.)

Vice-President Chinn: It will be so received.

Chairman Grime: That completes the report for the Committee on Water Service

and Sanitation.

Vice-President Chinn: Mr. Grime, may I congratulate you for the very interesting

report prepared by your committee during your year as chairman. While I understand

that circumstances require your retirement as chairman, I am sure that the committee

will appreciate your continued participation in its work.

The committee is now excused with the thanks of the Association. (Applause)

Discussion on Maintenance of Way Work Equipment

(For Report, see pp. 337-366.)

(President Akers presiding)

Chairman Edgar Bennett (Southern) : Our committee work assignment consists

of 10 subjects. We offer general revisions of the Manual, one progress report which

includes a revision of the Manual, one final report for adoption, three .final reports

presented as information and three progress reports presented as information. On one

subject we have no report; it is being carried over.

Our first subject is Revision of Manual, and Mr. C. H. R. Howe will present this

report.

C. H. R. Howe (Chesapeake & Ohio) : Your committee recommends the revision

or the reapproval of the following items in the Manual: First is a list of terms in the

glossary, mostly self-explanatory or commonly understood, which we propose for deletion.

It is also recommended that the definition of Diesel Engine now on page 14 be

transferred and placed under the heading Engines, now printed on page 16 of the

glossary.

It has been further recommended that the definition of Rail Saw be revised to read:

A power machine, provided with a saw of either tooth of friction type,

used to cut steel rails,
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A second item relates to Standardization of Parts and Accessories for Railway Main-

tenance Motor Cars. It is desired to permit the use of the process of welding in the

specification of gasoline tanks.

It is therefore recommended that item 3 be revised to read as follows:

Gasoline tanks should be made of not less than 22 B.W. gage terne plate,

be cylindrical or oval in shape with convex ends, and seams locked and soldered,

(and it is now desired to insert the words) or welded.

There is no change in the remainder of the specification.

Concerning the next item, Methods of Maintaining Motor Cars—this is submitted

for reapproval without change. Since this matter was considered by the committee, our

subcommittee on Assignment 3 has prepared a handbook of Instructions for Care and

Operation of Maintenance of Way Equipment. Inasmuch as this contains a section

covering the maintenance and operation of motor cars, it is thought desirable to

withdraw this present article which appears in the Manual at page 27-9 and consolidate

it with that section in the proposed handbook.

These changes recommended by our committee we submit for the approval of the

Association.

Chairman Bennett: I so move.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Bennett: Our next assignment is No. 2—Standardization of parts and

accessories for railway maintenance motor cars. Mr. R. K. Johnson will present this

report.

(R. K. Johnson, Chesapeake & Ohio, read the report on Assignment 2 and his

motion that the items submitted be approved and printed in the Manual was seconded,

put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Bennett: Our next assignment is No. 3—Manual of instructions for care

and operation of maintenance of way equipment. Mr. N. W. Hutchison will present

this report.

N. W. Hutchison (Chesapeake & Ohio) : The report of this subcommittee consists

of Instructions for the Care and Operation of Maintenance of Way Equipment printed

in Bulletin 461. It is presented as final, with the recommendation that the instructions

contained in Bulletin 461 be adopted for publication in handbook form as a supplement

to the Manual. In view of this recommendation, the instructions were set to a narrow

column width to facilitate reprinting in the form of a handbook approximately 4J/2 in.

by 9 in. in size.

The material for this report was collected from a variety of authentic and reliable

sources, mainly from manufacturers' instruction manuals and from railroad instructions.

Although certain specific instructions may be contrary to majority opinion, in general,

these instructions coincide with the accepted practices.

To the experienced mechanic or machine operator, many of the instructions are

definitely elementary. However, the object of the handbook is to pass on to the inex-

perienced the knowledge stored up in the minds of the experienced. Consequently, if it is

to serve the purpose intended, it must, of necessity, be elementary.

In spite of the many precautions taken to insure that these instructions be simple,

easily understood and accurate, it is inevitable that errors will be found. Association
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members are asked to cooperate in reporting to the chairman of Committee 27 any

revisions that seem essential.

It is the judgment of your committee that these instructions should be printed in

pamphlet form, which can be obtained at a price not exceeding 50 cents per copy, in

quantities of 25 or more. We have made a survey of the probable demand and, to date,

more than 5000 copies are desired by member railroads, in view of which the extra

printing seems justified.

I move that the Association approve the Instructions for the Care and Operation

of Maintenance of Way Equipment as printed in Bulletin 461; and, further, that the

Association approve the proposal that these instructions be printed in pamphlet form

for general distribution.

(The motion was seconded.)

President Akers: I don't know how many of you have had an opportunity to read

over these instructions. It is a big job, a job well done, and we want to congratulate

the men of the subcommittee, in particular, who did the work. In addition to the correct-

ness of the matter contained in it, Mr. Lacher tells me it is nearly perfect as to diction,

publication style, etc. The printing and issuance of this handbook, I may tell you, has

already been approved by the Board of Direction.

(Mr. Hutchison's motion was then put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Bennett: In the absence of Mr. Zavatkay, I am going to ask Mr.

Hutchison if he won't briefly refer to the report on Assignment 4—Portable conveyors.

Mr. Hutchison: This report is submitted as a progress report for information only.

Your committee realizes that there is a wide field of definite economy in the application

of portable conveyors to railroad work, especially in the handling of bridge and building

and roadway materials where such materials may be unloaded from cars for storage

in the open or in material depots, or for loading material for shipment, or for use on

construction projects to reduce the expense of handling by manual labor. This equipment

has a definite place in maintenance of way work.

On page 342 there are two examples of cost of using portable conveyors of certain

types. On page 343 you will find specifications for a variety of conveyors that can be

used for various types of work.

President Akers: The report is received as information.

Chairman Bennett: The next is Assignment 5—Snow removal equipment. Mr. A. W.
Munt will tender his report.

A. W. Munt (Canadian Pacific): This progress report on snow removal equipment

is presented as information and has been prepared with a view to giving anyone inter-

ested in equipment for handling snow a basic knowledge of such machines, outlining the

various types and sizes available, and the purpose for which they are used. Experience

has proved that snow removal equipment will do the bulk of the work more efficiently

and economically than the slow, inefficient method of handling snow with hand shovelers.

The report consists of a description of each machine, the various attachments used

with it, the manner in which it is used and the purpose for which it is mainly employed.

Some of you are no doubt familiar with a number of the machines which have been

in use on railroads for many years. I would, however, like to draw your attention to

the truck-mounted snow blower described in paragraphs 2, 3, 4 and 5 and the snow

loader and melting tank unit described in paragraphs 6 to 19, inclusive.
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From personal experience with the use of the snow blower, I am convinced that

this machine will load snow into cars and trucks or blow snow into vacant areas faster

than any other machine available. It will efficiently handle practically any density of

snow up to five feet deep. It is particularly adaptable for loading snow in yards or

blowing snow from roadways where there are vacant areas adjacent to the track.

From observations of the snow melter unit in actual operation, it is apparent that

the use of this machine will effect substantial reductions in the cost of handling snow.

Due to the fact that the snow is melted as it is picked up, the problem of snow disposal

is practically eliminated as it is only necessary to dump the water from the tank, which

can be done in a few minutes. The machine also eliminates the use of work trains,

trucks and hand shovelers and occupies only a single track while operating. It will

handle practically any density of snow at a cost of approximately 10 cents per cu. yd.

as compared to 60 to 70 cents by other methods. The machine can be used to best

advantage in congested yard track and station areas.

President Akers: This report is received as information. It gives you an idea of the

extensive work that this Committee on Work Equipment has been doing. Personally,

I think it is a work of experts.

Chairman Bennett: Our next is Assignment 6—Railway owned automotive equip-

ment. Mr. Jack Largent will give this report.

Jack Largent (Missouri Pacific Lines) : Your subcommittee submits this report as

information and recommends that the subject be discontinued.

President Akers: The report will be so received.

Chairman Bennett: The next is Assignment 7—Concrete handling equipment. Mr.

F. H. Rothe will offer this report.

F. H. Rothe (Pennsylvania) : This report has been prepared and is submitted as a

final report for information. Concrete handling equipment is such a broad and diversified

field, that this report can cover the subject in generalities only. To select the machinery

for a specific project, it is necessary to study the topography of the area, transportation

facilities and the volume of material to be handled to complete the project.

After consideration of these features of the project, we should be ready to start

selecting the equipment to handle the concrete. Most of the machinery mentioned is well

known except the pumpcrete machine which has not been used as extensively as some of

the other equipment, except for placing concrete under water.

President Akers: The report will be received as information.

Chairman Bennett: Our next assignment is listed as No. 8—Diesel engines. Due to

the fact that so much development is in progress in the use of small units of diesels,

we thought it advisable to carry this subject over. We expect to give you a report on

diesel engines at the next meeting.

Our next is Assignment 9—Power jacks. Mr. J. N. Todd will give this report.

J. N. Todd (Southern) : This report is submitted as information and appears on

page 362. However, one of the photographs appears on the preceding page. This report

merely describes a machine that has been found very useful for many purposes. Some

roads use them ; many have them.

It is presented as information only.
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President Akers: The report will be received as information.

Chairman Bennett: Our next is Assignment 10—Machinery and equipment for

stabilizing roadbed. Mr. C. E. Morgan of the Milwaukee will give this report.

C. E. Morgan (Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific) : This report is a progress

report, and we have asked that the subject be carried over for a final report next year,

due to the newness of the subject and the experimental work which is going on.

(Mr. Morgan read the report on Assignment 10, with the exception of the last two

paragraphs.)

Mr. Morgan: At the bottom of page 366 is listed a typical supply of equipment

necessary for grouting operation. This is for information. We will have a final report

next year.

President Akers: The report will be so received. As you. know, interest in this sub-

ject is growing every year. New things are showing up. So, the committee wishes to

carry it over, and we are pleased to do so.

Chairman Bennett: That concludes the reports on assignments of Committee 27.

President Akers: Mr. Bennett, your committee has brought to us a work which

is exciting unusual interest among railroad officers. You and your committee are to be

complimented for the painstaking work which has been done in preparing the instructions

and the other reports. We thank you very much.

The committee is discharged with our appreciation. (Applause)

Discussion on Economics of Railway Labor
(For Report, see pp. 327-335.)

(President Akers presiding)

Chairman J. S. McBride (Chicago & Eastern Illinois) : Reports are presented on four

of the seven subjects assigned to the committee, and we report progress in study on two

other subjects.

The first subject is Revision of Manual. It will be presented by the subcommittee

chairman, Mr. G. M. O'Rourke.

G. M. O'Rourke (Illinois Central) : Your committee recommends the revision or

the reapproval of the following items in the Manual:

On page 22-2, under the heading, Employees, delete the seventh paragraph which

reads as follows:

The adoption of a plan of employee representation will, through improve-

ment of the spirit of cooperation, serve largely to stabilize labor and reduce the

problem of obtaining new employees.

I move this deletion.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. O'Rourke: On page 22-3, under the heading, Mechanical Equipment, revise the

second paragraph in this section, the first at the top of the page, to read as follows:
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The labor economy of using on-track and off-track roadway machines has

been demonstrated and their use is recommended.

I move this revision.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. O'Rourke: That completes the report of this subcommittee.

Chairman McBride: The report on Assignment 2—Analysis of operations of rail-

ways that have made marked progress in the reduction of labor required in mainte-

nance of way work—will be presented by the subcommittee chairman, Mr. W. H. Vance.

W. H. Vance (Missouri Pacific) : This subcommittee has been very active for a

number of years, during which time it has visited various railroads that have made

marked economy in labor by the use of special methods, special machines or otherwise.

In 1943 the committee had an assignment to visit the Denver & Rio Grande Western

Railroad which, since 1937, had made rather unusual progress, it was stated, in using

off-track machines. The war effort, of course, interfered, but finally in 1946 the committee

visited that railroad and was afforded opportunity to study these applications including

the study of cost records and methods of keeping costs. We think that what we learned

is of real value to many of the men who are interested in work equipment.

This railway, as is known, passes through a mountainous territory and presents

many problems in the use of off-track machinery that probably some of our lines do not

encounter.

In addition to dump trucks and various other maintenance of way off-track machines,

the maintenance forces have the crawler draglines with shovel attachments of Y% to

1% cu. yd. capacity; and crawler tractors from 35 to 85 hp. equipped with bulldozer

and trail-builder blades, winch, front-end loader, overhead loader and carryall scraper.

They have a tractor-mounted loader of the overhead type; tractor-mounted tie tamper

compressors, and pneumatic-tired off-track weed mowers.

These machines are used for various purposes. Among applications which are usual,

are the restoring, widening and strengthening roadway embankments; ditching and cut

widening; and ditching, stream channel cleaning and channel changes, both on and off

the right-of-way. Some of that work in the tortuous streams was very interesting. It

included embankment construction and cut excavation in connection with line changes,

slide cleaning and washout filling, filling bridge openings, snow removal, and assisting

at derailments—clearing track and clean-up work. Particular use is made of bulldozers and

winches on that work, because they can be placed in any position at the wreck, whereas

the wrecker has to work from the end. The D. & R. G. W. now lays rail almost

exclusively with off-track crawler cranes.

In common with many other railroads, the accounting and payroll work on that

railroad is done at a consolidated office. It was found impossible to keep the cost data

in shape for an operating man to know ahead of time what he was doing, and a cost

group was established in the office of the chief engineer. This was done for the purpose

of letting the engineering department have data available in sufficint time to estimate the

current maintenance costs, to control the maintenance costs, and exercise adequate

supervision.

The daily reports go directly from the foremen or the machine operator. The reports

are made in quadruplicate. The accounting office uses one copy, which is the original;

the chief engineer gets a copy, and the division engineer has a copy. From these they

really know what is being accomplished.
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They have also found that information useful in making comparisons of work units

on the various districts, and so on. In that way they have been able to revise their

territories or make other changes that resulted in real economies.

(Mr. Vance then read the conclusions on page 331.)

President Akers: This is an example, gentlemen, of taking a subject which a lot of us

consider as more or less dull and dry and making something very interesting of it.

Chairman McBride: The next report is on Assignment 3—Economies to be effected

by more intensive supervision of gangs by supervisory officers. This report will be pre-

sented by the subcommittee chairman, Mr. W. G. Powrie.

W. G. Powrie (Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific) : The report on Assignment

3 is a final report submitted as information.

President Akers: The report will be so received.

Chairman McBride: The next report is on Assignment 5—Labor economies to be

derived by stabilizing roadbed by grouting methods. Mr. G. M. Strachan of the Santa Fe

is chairman of this subcommittee but he has asked me to make his report for him.

Because of the interest displayed in recent years in stabilizing roadbed, the com-

mittee has obtained information from five of the large roads as to the saving in labor

resulting from such stabilization. Some grouting was done as far back as 1936 but it

has been performed on a much larger scale within the past three or four years.

On the Pennsylvania in 1945, 14,622 ft. of track was stabilized by grouting at a

cost of $1.35 per track ft., and resulted in a saving of 4552 man-hours to November 1

of that year.

In 1944 the Santa Fe grouted 5 miles of single track "out of face," and reduced labor

in spotting this track from 151 man-hours per mile per month to 28 man-hours per mile

per month, in additional labor saved on this stretch of track. The speed restriction of

50 miles for passenger trains and 40 miles for freight trains was removed.

The Santa Fe also has one mile of track that had previously been tile drained,

which drains had ceased to function. Grouting reduced the labor of spotting this mile

from 246 man-hours per month to 114 man-hours.

On 4^4 miles of track grouted on the Illinois Central in 1944-45, information re-

ceived from section foremen indicates a labor-saving in spotting track varying from

nothing to 75 percent, with an average of about 40 percent. This same road reports

13,870 ft. of track on two sections that would go down, in the soft spots, as much as

J4 to V/z in. in a week, but that since grouting in 1944 this track has not required

attention for as long as 10 months.

The New York Central also reports various savings in the years 1941 to 1945, as

shown in the table on page 334.

The Baltimore & Ohio reports that tests before and after grouting at five locations

show savings in man-hours on line and surface maintenance ranging from 30 to 75

percent.

Two of the roads state that, while the results have been satisfactory, they desire to

observe track for a longer period before determining whether the cure is permanent.

(Chairman McBride then read the conclusions on page 335.)

Chairman McBride: This is a final report and is submitted as information.

President Akers: The report will be so received.
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Chairman McBride: This concludes the report of Committee 22.

President Akers: Mr. McBride, the convention is sincerely appreciative of the

efforts of your committee. Your report has been very informative.

The committee is now excused with our thanks. (Applause)

Discussion on Ties

(For Report, see pp. 375-379.)

(President Akers presiding)

Chairman C. D. Turley (Illinois Central) : The committee is reporting on Assign-

ment 1—Revision of Manual; No. 2—Extent of adherence to specifications; No. 3

—

Substitutes for wood ties; No. 4—Tie renewals and costs per mile of maintained track.

The subcommittee on Assignments 5, 6 and 7 have continued their studies and

investigations and we hope will be able to report next year.

The first report on our program today is that of our Special Committee on Memoirs.

Mr. W. J. Burton is chairman and will submit the report.

W. J. Burton (Missouri Pacific): One year ago the report of this committee was

presented by its chairman, John Foley. Two months later Mr. Foley died. In his passing

the railroads and this Association lost an unusually valuable and effective worker, the

cross tie industry, its most outstanding leader, and those of us on the Tie committee,

a capable teacher, wise counselor and, above all, a thoughtful, dependable and lovable

friend. In attempting to pay adequate tribute to Mr. Foley, I assure you the wish

comes from the heart.

Mr. Foley was born in New York City and was graduated in forestry at Biltmore

Forest School, after attending Columbia. He began railroad work with the Pennsylvania

in 1907. By the time of World War I, he had become recognized as a timber authority

and was loaned by his railroad to the U. S. Railroad Administration as associate man-

ager, Forest Products Section. At that time there was no one tie specification in general

use. Our Association had its specification but no one used it. Ties varied from good to

bad with a preponderance of the latter. Renewals were high and, in general, there was

much waste.

Mr. Foley was instrumental in causing the Railroad Administration to issue a tie

specification to be used by all railroads. This standard was not received any too

cordially but, in this respect, it was like other orders of the Administration. However,

for the first time, all railroads used the same standard, and this was a most important

step. The specification recognized the fairness of payments graduated according to

quality and sizes of individual ties, and this was even more important.

When federal control ended, the first impulse was to get rid of everything connected

with the Railroad Administration as quickly as possible, and in this desire the Tie

committee was almost a unit. However, one of its active members, Louis Yager, while

assisting in Washington, had become acquainted with John Foley and had recognized

the latter's outstanding ability. Mr. Yager persuaded the Tie committee chairman, Frank

Layng, to permit him to invite John Foley to attend a Tie committee meeting. At that

time, Mr. Foley was not a member of the AREA, and was quite unknown to the Tie

committee members other than Mr. Yager. No doubt Mr. Layng will tell you that this

permission was given with a great deal of misgiving. However, Mr. Yager appeared with

Mr. Foley at a meeting in Buffalo on a cold, raw day in 1920. When the meeting was
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called to order, the icy chill was about as great inside the room as outdoors, but Mr.

Foley proceeded to discuss tie specifications in such a kindly but, at the same time,

expert way that those of us who had resented the intrusion of a Railroad Administra-

tion representative, were won over, and the atmosphere of the room became very

cordial. I recall Mr. Foley's comments about the old AREA specification requirement

that ties must be made from live, growing trees. Mr. Foley very quietly pointed out

that a growing tree might contain decay and a dead one might be perfectly sound, and

that the heartwood is dead, and that, in any event, the tie inspector could not tell by

looking at the tie whether the tree from which it had been made was alive or dead.

He did not preach to us, nor exhibit his superior knowledge in any but the most modest

way. The result of this meeting was that John Foley was asked to join the AREA so that

he could become a member of the Tie committee. Thus began Mr. Foley's quarter of a

century of service to the Association.

His first assignment was as chairman of the subcommittee on Revision of the

Manual, and the present AREA tie specifications resulted. They followed the plan of the

Railroad Administration's specification, but contained modifications justified by

experience.

A little later Mr. Foley suggested the inspection trips to tie yards which have

become such an important feature of Tie committee activity. These inspections to

determine the extent of adherence to specification also serve to keep the membership in

touch with tie production and the problems arising in connection with it. They have

had an important part in the very substantial improvement in cross ties which has taken

place in the last 20 years. Under Mr. Foley's guidance, the committee members were

afforded a unique opportunity to learn more about ties and, at the same time, to become

very well acquainted with each other. We have all looked forward to these reunions.

The benefits to the railroads resulting from Mr. Foley's service can hardly be over-

estimated. When he joined the Association, tie quality and tie life were at low ebb

and the annual renewal cost of ties was high. Now the reverse is true, in spite of

higher speeds, heavier loads and more traffic. He had a large part in helping to make

this change.

We of the Tie committee are also conscious of a great personal loss. John was a

perfect gentleman, a true, tried and loyal friend.

President Akers: Thank you, Mr. Burton. John Foley was particularly well known

here. He rendered 25 years of unselfish service which was very effective. Mr. Hastings told

me a moment ago that he would like to add a word in Mr. Foley's praise. We will permit

him to do that now, if he will.

E. M. Hastings (Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac) : Mr. President, my good

friends of the Association: John Foley was my personal friend. I knew him long before

he came into the American Railway Engineering Association. But since his membership

in the Association and his outstanding work on the Tie committee, you can find through

the years of that service the evidences of John Foley's work. It certainly should be an

inspiration to you younger men who are now coming into our Association, or who have

not been in so many years. It should be an inspiration to you to look over the work

of a man like John Foley. Oh, there have been others, but we are talking this morning

about John. How true it is as those homely lines of Longfellow's express:

Lives of great men all remind us,

We can make our lives sublime;

And departing, leave behind us,

Footprints on the sands of time.
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All too often we talk about those footprints that have been made and the accomplish

ments of the men who made them, after they have gone on and can no longer hear our

voices. May we not think about that, then, as we look at those who are now doing

the work of this Association, inspired by those that have gone on, and tell these men
that are now at work what we think about the things that they are doing?

Flowers placed today before men who are working, I know, are greatly appreciated,

and how much better it is to say now to those who are at work than to wait until

they have gone to their eternal rest? Pity it is that we could not this morning say what

we would like John Foley to hear! Somehow, then, it seems to me it may be in spirit

he may hear it. (Applause)

President Akers: We would like to hear from Mr. Layng about Mr. Foley.

F. R. Layng (Bessemer & Lake Erie) : Mr. Burton has referred to the small part

I had in connection with Mr. Foley's joining our Association. I look back on that experi-

ence with a great deal of satisfaction. I don't know of anything that I have had a

part in, in the work of this Association, that gives me more satisfaction than that,

because, as a result of what we did in Buffalo, a substantial contribution was made to

the work of this Association through the work and the life of John Foley.

What Mr. Burton has said and what Mr. Hastings has said and what I could say

will tell but a small part of the story. It does remind me, however, that, in addition to

the technical and professional advantages we get in participating in the work of this

Association, one of the most valuable things we get are the friendships we form here.

I wouldn't take anything for the friendships that I have made through the years among

you fine men. I value them more than you know. John Foley was an oustanding

example of what I refer to. (Applause)

Chairman Turley: This committee greatly appreciates the remarks of these gentle-

men who were, as we were, good friends to Mr. Foley.

Assignment 1—Revision of Manual: The committee limited its efforts this year

to items adopted and published in the Manual prior to 1930. We will continue the

work this coming year. On page 3-19, under the heading, Marking Ties for Service

Records, revise item 2 which reads as follows:

Dating nails should be driven into the tops of the ties.

We wish to stipulate that they be driven into the outer thirds of the tops of the ties,

to avoid the heart checks which are much more predominant in the center of the tie

than in the outer thirds.

The nails were also to be driven 6 in. inside the inner flange of the rail and upon

the line side of the track.

Due to the use of larger tie plates, in order to provide proper clearance, it is neces-

sary to place the nail farther out, and the committee recommends 10 in. So, we recom-

mend that the following be substituted:

Dating nails should be driven into the outer thirds of the tops of the ties,

10 in. inside the inner flange of the rail and upon the line side of the track.

Item 5, line 2, should be revised by substituting aluminum for zinc as the material

from which the nails are made. This material is not satisfactory since it corrodes and

is hard to read.

On page 3-19 the material on Installation and Keeping Records of Cross Tie Test

Sections, is submitted for reapproval without changes. The same recommendation applies

to the Specification for Tie Plugs on page 3-21, and the Fundamentals to be Considered

in Designs of Substitute Ties on page 3-27.
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On page 3-28 under the heading, Conservation of Timber Supply, revise item 2

reading as follows:

Ties should be protected from failure against mechanical wear by means of

tie plates.

The committee feels that this should be covered more thoroughly, and we recommend

the following:

Ties should be protected against mechanical wear by a well maintained and

properly designed track structure. Items which tend to retard the destruction of

ties by mechanical wear are: (1) size of rail; (2) type of rail joint; (3) con-

tinuous welded rail; (4) tie plates of correct type and size, securely fastened to

the tie; (S) adzing and boring of ties; (6) rail anchors; and (7) track maintenance.

The committee recommends that these changes be made, and I so move.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Turley: Assignment 2—Extent of adherence to specifications: Mr. W. D.

Simpson, chairman of the subcommittee, will present the report.

W. D. Simpson (Seaboard Air Line) : This committee has reported to you for 22 years

about the extent of adherence to your specifications for ties. We feel proud to have

been able through those years to have reported to you the gradual and, finally, the general

acceptance of the Association specifications by practically all roads. We have derived

much satisfaction from that and believe that the committee's visits to various parts

of the country to observe practices and to offer advice about the observations made

have been of help.

The committee has again been able to engage in travel to resume that work. Two
trips were made during the year. As mentioned in our report, the committee is. en-

couraged that so many roads were able to maintain the quality of their inspection and

found it unnecessary to accept inferior or substandard ties.

Again, the committee advises that you maintain the quality of the inspection of your

ties and adhere to the Association specifications which have been proved over many

years to be sound and practical and to produce economy. This report is submitted as

information.

President Akers: The report is so received.

Chairman Turley: Assignment 3—Substitutes for wood ties: Mr. W. E. Gardner,

chairman of the subcommittee, will present the report.

W. E. Gardner (Wabash) : The report of Subcommittee 3 is a progress report and

is submitted as information.

President Akers: The report is received as information.

Chairman Turley: Assignment 4—Tie renewals and costs per mile of maintained

track: This report has been presented from year to year. It is a compilation of informa-

tion reported by the American railroads to the Interstate Commerce Commission and

information presented by the Canadian roads to this Association.

It has been quite helpful to railway officers to know how you are getting along on

your railroads. The best way to answer the question is to find out how well others

are doing and then compare results. Of course, it is necessary to know conditions under

which these railroads are maintained and operated.
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With this information available, I am sure that all of you have found it helpful.

With the fine cooperation of all the roads, we have tried to keep the information as

nearly correct as possible, and we hope that it will become more and more valuable

to you. The tables containing this information were printed in the July bulletin in order

that you would receive it as early as possible. This report is presented as information.

Chairman Turley: That completes the report of Committee 3.

President Akers: This committee is complimented on its work. The work of the Tie

committee has always been very satisfactory and it continues that way. The committee

is excused with the thanks of the Association. (Applause)

Discussion on Yards and Terminals
(For Report, see pp. 223-257.)

(President Akers presiding)

Chairman G. F. Hand (New York, New Haven & Hartford) : I regret to have to

inform you of the death of one of the members of Committee 14, F. E. Townsend,

chief engineer of Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Scale Division, who died on October IS last.

A memoir has been prepared which will be presented by Mr. D. J. Strauch, of Fair-

banks, Morse & Company.

(Mr. Strauch read the following memoir.)

Jfcrbtnanb (Ebtoarb QTotonsentJ

Ferdinand Edward Townsend, a member of Committee 14—Yards and Terminals,

died on October IS, 1946. The son of John Francis and Tracie Lindig Townsend, he was

born May 25, 1893, in Lewisburg, Pa. His early life was spent in Lewisburg where he

attended elementary and secondary schools. He then attended and was graduated from

Williamson Trade School in Philadelphia, Pa. He entered the employ of E. & T. Fair-

banks & Co., as a pattern maker May 1, 1914, and the only break in his service to this

firm, which is now Fairbanks, Morse & Co., was during his military service in the first

World War. He was a lieutenant in the field artillery.

He advanced to chief draftsman and finally chief engineer and was an authority

on scales of all types. He had several patents, the last and perhaps the most interesting

was one on an airborne scale for determining the load distribution of airplanes. A large

number of them were used by the U. S. Army in World War II.

On August 2, 1914, he was united in marriage to Miss Bernice Roundy, and their

entire married life was spent in St. Johnsbury, Vt., where they had a host of friends.

Mr. Townsend's sincerity and dependability had gained much for him in the business

world and his loyalty to his employer and friends was beyond question.

He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Bernice R. Townsend; his mother, Mrs. Tracie

L. Kiel; and his sister, Mrs. Jessie Zebley.

He was an active member in the Masonic bodies, an outdoor enthusiast, and

participated in many sports. He was also a member of the National Scalemen's Asso-

ciation and the Newcomen Society of England.
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Chairman Hand: The report of the Yards and Terminals committee covers a

number of matters which I believe will be found very interesting.

The report on Revision of Manual includes recommended revisions in the glossary

and revision of Section IV, Locomotive Terminals, to include that portion of Chapter 23,

Locomotive Terminals, taken over by Committee 14. This material has been revised to

bring it up to date and to incorporate it in Chapter 14. This report will be submitted

by Mr. Lyford, chairman of the subcommittee on Manual.

L. L. Lyford (Illinois Central) : The report is made in two parts, the first part of

which is a revision of the terms and definitions in the glossary.

(Mr. Lyford read the first paragraph on page 224.)

Mr. Lyford: It recommends the following changes: First, delete the terms and

definitions of the words shown beginning with Assisting Gradient and ending with the

words Yard—Poling.

Revise the definition of the terms shown beginning with the words Platform

—

Trucking and ending with the words Yard—Storage.

Third, include the word Float Bridge and its definition in the next printing of the

glossary.

Fourth, reapprove definitions of terms shown at the middle of page 225, beginning

with the term Car Retarder and ending with the term Yard—Zone.

I move that these recommendations be approved and the glossary portion of the

Manual be revised accordingly.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Lyford: The second portion assigned to this subcommittee on Manual revision

was the inclusion of such material from Chapter 23—Shops and Locomotive Terminals,

as properly belonged to the Yards and Terminals committee.

There was some difficulty in arriving at a proper division as between the Building

committee and the Yards and Terminals committee. Questionable items were referred

to the Board of Direction, as a result of which the Yards and Terminals committee were

directed to include the subject matter found on pages 225 to 237.

It is the intention that the present Manual material under Locomotive Terminals,

which consists of only three or four paragraphs, be deleted and, in lieu thereof, there

should be included the following material under Locomotive Terminals. The material

has been grouped in nine general classifications, with some further subdivisions and

subheadings. I will read the headings and pause for a moment after each for comments

or suggestions.

(Mr. Lyford read the paragraph headings under IV Locomotive Terminals on

pages 225 to 237.)

Mr. Lyford: This material has been arranged so as to fit in with the present

numbering of the paragraphs in the Manual.

I move that the material printed in Bulletin 462 under the subject, Locomotive

Terminals, be approved for printing in the Manual.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Hand: The report on Assignment 3—Scales used in railway service

—

will be presented by Mr. Harrison, chairman of that subcommittee.

M. J. J. Harrison (Pennsylvania) : The three pages of material beginning on page

237 contain, with a brief preamble, the proposed revision of Section 55 of Chapter 14

of the Manual.
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This revision is presented at this time for the purpose of bringing our Manual not

only up to date but into conformity with the material adopted by the National Con-
ference on Weights and Measures, which has been changed or altered by that group since

the original Section 55 was adopted by this Association.

The material offered in the three pages mentioned will accomplish that purpose. It

presents in the Manual, for those who use that publication, information which is not

readily available from other sources.

I move the substitution and printing in the Manual of the proposed Section 55

and the deletion of the corresponding material now in the Manual.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Hand:- The report of Committee 14 would not be complete without the

work of Mr. E. E. R. Tratman who, as a charter member of your Association, has

compiled a bibliographical section of your committee's report, and he has done it again

this year.

This bibliography is very valuable to those engaged in terminal design. Mr. Tratman
will present that report.

E. E. R. Tratman (Wheaton, 111.) : This is a routine report that has nothing

special in it, but it is hoped it will be useful. There seems to have been very little

published in the last year on terminal matters, but I hope that in the long peace we will

have a good long series of articles on terminal development.

Chairman Hand: Like every other committee, Committee 14 has what I call

wheel-horses. Mr. Tratman is one of those that we depend on for specific work year

after year. I know very well that he would not be happy himself if he did not do

that work.

The next report of the committee is Assignment 6—Effect of lengthening of locomo-

tive runs on location and arrangement of locomotive servicing facilities. This is a final

report submitted as information, and it will be presented by Mr. Austill, chairman of

that subcommittee.

H. Austill (Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis) : This report is presented

with conclusions. It is a report of information.

President Akers: The report will be so received.

Chairman Hand: Mr. Austill made quite short work of that report, which actually

represents quite a little investigation. I know that all of you at one time or another

have had your executives ask you the effect of lengthening locomotive runs on design,

whether a water station is required or should be retained, or whether a new water

station or coaling station for main-line operation is necessary. I think the finding in this

report of Mr. Austin's is very informative.

The next report we have is Assignment 7—Facilities for servicing streamline trains

in coach yards. This will be presented by Mr. Merriman, chairman of that subcommittee.

Mr. Merriman has done an excellent job. This will be a final report with recommenda-

tions for revision of Section 25, Coach Yards, of the Manual.

C. E. Merriman (Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe) : This report is in two parts. The

first part appears in Bulletin 462 and is submitted as information. Your committee

has studied coach yards where streamline trains are handled, in an effort to determine

what, if any, special facilities are required for servicing this particular type of

equipment.
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(Mr. Merriman read the material appearing under General on pages 248 and 249,

with the exception of the last paragraph.)

Mr. Merriman: A study of the more recent developments in coach yard facilities

shows that growing thought is being given to efficiency and exactness in maintaining

modern passenger equipment in order to increase its availability. Although streamline

equipment has undoubtedly accelerated this development, improved facilities and prac-

tices are equally important in servicing standard equipment.

A review of the coach yard section of the Manual showed that there was not only

need for some revision of present material but that the section should be expanded

to include some of the later developments which have proved to be worthy of

recommendation.

Therefore, as the second part of the report, your committee recommends that

Section 25, Coach Yards, of the Manual, beginning on page 14-17 and extending through

page 14-18 and part of page 14-18.1, be revised in accordance with the following

recommendations as shown on pages 252 to 257 of Bulletin 462.

Since the Manual now contains material on this subject, and this report is largely

a rearrangement of that material, I will dispense with the verbatim reading and read

only the paragraph headings, pausing for comments or suggestions.

(Mr. Merriman read the paragraph headings on pages 252 to 257.)

Mr. Merriman: I move that this material in part two of the report be adopted

for inclusion in the Manual, to replace the existing Manual material.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Hand: As a matter of information, in connection with Assignment 8

—

Communication systems in yards and terminals—your committee has assigned a member

of Committee 14 to sit in on meetings of Committee 4 of the AAR Communication

Section to advise regarding the requirements of Committee 4 and to keep Committee 14

informed. Any report by Committee 14 on this subject is held in abeyance for the present.

This completes the report of Committee 14.

President Akers: Thank you very much, Mr. Hand. You and your committee deserve

the thanks of the Association for the comprehensive material you have brought forward.

The committee is discharged with the thanks of the Association. (Applause)

Discussion on Buildings

(For Report, see pp. 289-325.)

(Vice-President Chinn presiding)

Chairman H. C. Lorenz (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis): Before pro-

ceeding with the presentation of this report I should like to contemplate the recent

death of H. G. Dalton, structural engineer. I am sure that all members of this Asso-

ciation deeply regret his passing, particularly those of Committee 6 with whom he was

most recently associated.

He was a helpful member of this committee and contributed much of his time

and energy toward the solution of our common problems. Because of his friendly manner,

he will be missed by all his friends in the Association.

I therefore propose a moment of silence in memory of our departed associate.
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Vice-President Chinn: We will observe a moment of silence.

(Silent tribute to memory of H. G. Dalton.)

Chairman Lorenz: Committee 6, at the beginning of 1946, was assigned eight sub-

jects for consideration ; subjects 4, 6, 7 and 8 having been newly assigned. We are

reporting on subjects 1, 6 and 7.

The first subject, Revision of Manual—Part 1, covers necessary revision in certain

items, which will be presented in detail by Mr. Church.

H. M. Church (Chesapeake & Ohio) : Your committee has given careful study to

the specifications for buildings. The first paragraph has reference to pile foundations.

There has not been any material change in the specifications except to add a concluding

sentence that was omitted originally.

I move that this paragraph be revised as indicated.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Church: Under section III, Sewers and Drainage, Cast Iron and Concrete Pipe,

the paragraph has been revised, but the changes are entirely in line with the ASTM
.specifications which are in general practice.

I move that this revision be approved.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Church: Under section XVIII, Plumbing, similar comment is made.

I move that the revision be approved.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Church: Under Built-Up Roofing, a revision of the specification is proposed

that involves quite a change in the wording but it is entirely in line with the ASTM
specifications. No explanation is needed. So I move the adoption of the revision shown.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Church: Under paragraph 8, Passenger Stations, the last paragraph has been

revised and I move the adoption of this feature of the specification.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Church: Under Location and Design of Sign for Passenger Stations, there is a

minor revision and I move its adoption.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Lorenz: We now come to revision of Manual—Part 2: For the benefit

of those not adequately informed, Chapter 23 is to be eliminated from the Manual.

The material has been divided between Committees 6 and 14, for revision and inclusion

in their respective chapters.

Part 2—Revision of the Manual provides for this transfer and revision on the part

of Committee 6. This report will be presented by Mr. Dorland.

A. G. Dorland (Elgin, Joliet & Eastern) : Of all the material in Chapter 23, any-

thing that we are not covering here is either deleted entirely or handled by Committee 14.

Most of it has been handled by Committee 14.

If there is no objection, I will just read the headings. The first is Enginehouse

Design. On the next page I have a revision of one paragraph, paragraph (e), about the

middle of that page, is to be revised to read:
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Fire protection shall be installed in the structure to meet requirements of the

railroad and local or state codes, with due consideration for the requirements of

the underwriters.

(Mr. Dorland read the balance of the headings, calling attention to a typographical

error in the first sentence under Locomotive Sanding Facilities, on page 295, which should

read: The entire text, pages 23-39 * * * instead of: The entire text, pages 23-29 * * *.)

Mr. Dorland: I move the adoption of this material in the order as printed, with the

one correction that the committee suggests.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Lorenz: Report on Assignment 6—Use of recently developed building

materials in railway buildings. While all the items of material covered in this report are

not of recent development, certain aspects of all this material are of recent development,

and the report should be helpful in arriving at proper materials to employ.

Mr. Webb, chairman of this subcommittee, will present the report. Committee 6

included in this assignment of recently developed building materials a short statement

on air-entrained concrete. Committee 8 was definitely assigned the subject of air-

entrained concrete. As a result, there are two simultaneous reports which are not entirely

in accord. Committee 6 therefore has agreed to withdraw its report on this matter and

recommends that, during the coming year, the two committees coordinate their efforts

in preparing a report which will be acceptable to both committees.

Vice-President Chinn: I understand that is the subject matter that begins on page

313 under the heading Air-Entrained Concrete, and carries through to the middle of

page 316.

Chairman Lorenz: That is correct.

Vice-President Chinn: It will be handled accordingly, Mr. Lorenz.

W. E. Webb (New York, Chicago & St. Louis) : Assignment 6—Use of recently

developed building materials in railway buildings. This is a final report presented as

information.

(Mr. Webb read, beginning with the second paragraph of the report on Assignment

6, down to and including the paragraph immediately preceding the topical heading

Corrugated Glass, omitting Air-Entrained Concrete from the list of building materials.)

Mr. Webb: I wish to call your attention to three errors which occur in the account

of structural aluminum and one in the statement on precast concrete shapes.

On page 307, at the bcttom, the modulus of elasticity of aluminum should be

10,300,000 lb. per sq. in.

On page 308, under Products Available, the table of structural shapes available

indicates maximum sizes and should read:

Angles up to .6 in. by 6 in. by 11/16 in. and so forth through

the table.

On page 309, under Construction Units, item 3 should read:

Industrial sash, including:

Pivoted ventilators ) ( Prefabricated in bars

Multiple ventilators ( ) and assembled at the site.
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That is, the bracketed note should refer to both items.

On page 311, in the sixth line of the last paragraph on Precast Concrete Beams and

Roof Slabs, it should read:

flat type slab standard dimensions being 5 ft. length, 2 ft. width, V/2 in. thickness.

The deletion of the article, Air-Entrained Concrete, has been referred to. This is a

deletion of the subject from the list as well as the text in the report on Assignment 6.

This report is presented as information.

Vice-President Chinn: It will be so accepted, Mr. Webb.

Chairman Lorcnz: The next report is on Assignment 7—Ventilation of railway shop

buildings. It will be presented by Mr. Snyder, chairman of the subcommittee.

R. H. Snyder (Southern): The report on this assignment, Ventilation of railway

shop buildings, particularly for diesel locomotives, is a final report and is offered as

information.

As we all know, ventilation of a building means the movement of a volume of

impure air from within the structure to the outside. This report covers the recom-

mended air changes required to accomplish proper ventilation of the various types of

shop buildings, including diesel shops, for light and heavy repairs, enginehouses, machine

shops, washer, locker rooms, etc.

In this report we have refrained from offering formulas. Instead we submit methods

from which a knowledge of the amount of air to be expelled from the shops and so on,

will enable us in our own way to determine the amount of air needed properly to

ventilate buildings.

Chairman Lorenz: That completes the report of Committee 6.

Vice-President Chinn: Mr. Lorenz, your committee is now excused with the thanks

of the Association for the valuable work it is carrying on. (Applause)

Discussion on Track

(For Report, sec pp. 551-651.)

(President Akers presiding)

Chairman I. H. Schram (Erie): We had 12 subjects this year and will report on

nine of them. On three subjects we will not report; two of them because the tests and

research work in progress have not been advanced far enough to give any useful infor-

mation. Three of our subjects will be finished this year.

Our report is quite lengthy, about 100 pages, because of the large amount of

research work that is being done now under the auspices of the committee. Our sub-

committees have done a great deal of work, and the AAR research staff has also. This

information is given in considerable detail and we believe that it will be valuable

reference material for our libraries.

The first report is that on Revision of Manual, which will be given by Mr. Stratt-

man, the chairman of that subcommittee.
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C. R. Strattman (New York Central) : Your committee recommends the following

revisions of definitions now appearing in the Glossary of the Manual.

Curved Lead

Lead Curve

Level

There are only slight changes in that, to conform with what is now in the Portfolio of

Track Plans.

I so move the adoption.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried. He then offered three motions

proposing approval of the changes on Manual pages 5-34, 5—4-2, 5-58, 5-67, as set forth

on page 553, and these motions were duly seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Strattman: On pages 5-23 to 5-31, in the material on spirals, we have found

some irregularities and errors. Your committee proposes to delete the entire matter on

spirals now appearing in the Manual and submit the new material beginning at the

bottom of page 553 and extending to the bottom of page 556.

I move that the present material in the Manual on spirals be deleted, and this be

inserted in its place.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Schram: The next subject is Assignment 4—Plans for switches, frogs,

crossings, and so on. This will be given in two parts. The first part, which is on the

subject of design, will be given by Mr. Caruthers, the chairman of the subcommittee.

When he has finished, Mr. Magee will offer some data on research.

E. W. Caruthers (Pennsylvania) : Your committee has prepared plans as follows,

which it offers for adoption as recommended practice and publication in the Portfolio

of Trackwork Plans.

(Mr. Caruthers then presented for adoption the new plans and revisions of existing

plans as listed on pages 557 and 558, and his motions for their approval and publication

were seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

E. M. Hastings (Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac) : I would like to ask Mr.

Caruthers a question. I will preface it by saying I voted for the adoption of all of

these changes and the new plans. In connection with the last paragraph of your report,

to the effect, that the Manganese Track Society has collaborated—and wc know they

have through the years—is it expected that we will, within any reasonable time in the

future, be able to secure frogs manufactured in accordance with these plans which wc

have just adopted and just revised?

The reason I ask the question is because in the closing months of last year I have

been endeavoring to secure manganese guard rails on AREA Plan 510-40—that indicates

it was approved some several years ago—for the longer guard rail; that is, a guard rail

recommended upon that plan, for use with frogs of No. 14 and above, without success.

I have been unable to get the manufacturers of the solid manganese guard rail to

manufacture anything but the short guard rail, which I believe is referred to as the

6-tie guard rail, about 8 ft. or 8 ft. 3 in. long, with a guarding face of 3 ft. (36 in.).

What we need for the longer frogs in mainline turnouts, if we are to use the one-

piece guard rail, is a guarding face, certainly, not less than 54 in. The recommendation

on the plan, which the Manganese Track Society collaborated with our Track com-

mittee in preparing, calls for a guarding face of 5Sy2 in. We do not have anybody who

will make them.
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I have just recently, however, secured an agreement with one of the companies

that they will make them if we pay for the pattern. We adopt these plans from year

to year with the collaboration of the Manganese Track Society, but is there any assurance

that we are going to get the member companies of the Society to manufacture the

material for us, especially if we have only a few items to order?

You know Hastings has for years been talking to you about compliance and

adherence to the recommendations of the AREA, and as chairman of your old Standard-

ization committee, I used to stand there where Gene Caruthers is now, and plead with

you to use the recommended practices of the Manual.

Now this year, and for the last few months, I want to use one of them and I can't

get them. (Laughter)

President Akers: Can you answer that, Mr. Caruthers?

Mr. Caruthers: I don't know whether I can answer it completely. I think if Mr.

Hastings will give the manufacturers a little opportunity to adjust their equipment, he

will be able to obtain the material he desires. But, as for the increase in the length of the

guard rail, I think that is a subject that the committee had better take under advisement

for next year's work.

Mr. Hastings: You understand, Mr. Caruthers, you already have a recommended

plan approved by the Association—it has been in the Portfolio since 1940—for the

longer guard rail.

Mr. Caruthers: I think that is due to a lack of demand, in all probability. If I

understand the problem, it means larger flasks in the foundries, to meet that requirement.

Mr. Hastings: That is correct.

Mr. Caruthers: At the present time they are not equipped to produce them. It is

probably a lack of demand. They have not felt they should go to the expense of

preparing the suitable equipment until there is a reasonable demand. If there is sufficient

demand, I believe it will come about, and I think you probably have started the ball

rolling and will find you won't have any difficulty within a reasonable length of time.

President Akers: Mr. Hastings, do I understand you can get the guard rail varying

from our standard by an inch or so?

Mr. Hastings: Yes, sir. One manufacturer has offered to make them for us this year,

not in accordance with the standard plan, but varying from it, as I recall, about 3 in.

in length. That is all right, but the guarding face is reduced from this recommended

plan of 55% in. to 54 in. I am not exactly satisfied with even the 1%-in. reduction,

because I think if it can be made it could be made 55^4 or 55 as easily as it could be

made 54.

President Akers: Gentlemen, it seems to me that Mr. Hastings' point is well taken.

What he wants is material of a standard which we have adopted here several years ago.

The manufacturer has a pattern varying by fractions of only an inch or so.

If we and the Manganese Track Society agree on what is good and what should

be done, then Mr. Hastings thinks we ought to be able to get it.

I hope that the Track committee, if they can, will give us some help along that

line, so that people who want to follow our standards can do so.

Thank vou, Mr. Hastings, for bringing that up.
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H. F. Fifield (Boston & Maine) : I suggest that somebody from the steel companies

get up and tell us why they cannot give this to us after eight years.

C. H. Blackman (Louisville & Nashville): Mr. Hastings has brought up something

that I wanted to bring up and I want to add to it. We have here been adopting quite;

a number of plans that most of us have not had time to look at. Back home I have a

track material designer who is an expert but he has not had time to look at these plans

and decide whether they arc right or wrong. When he begins to order material, he is

going to make little changes in these designs, and one little change stops the manufac-

turer from being able to supply material according to a standard.

If everybody were asked to bring to the attention of the Track committee these

little changes that they think are necessary, the Track committee could then decide

whether it is an improvement on their design and adopt it, or else explain to that

particular road why it is wrong and why they should not use it, and we would come

nearer to standardization. The trouble is that most of us make these little changes,

and I will say the president is not averse to doing that on his own road. They make
these little changes, and apparently do not go back to the committee to get the

committee to adopt the changes.

President Akers: Thank you, Mr. Blackman. There is one point that we all should

bear in mind; neither the Track committee nor its subcommittee knows what Mr.

Blackman or I may have in mind unless we tell them and give them an opportunity

to answer it, if there is an answer. They can very probably tell us we ought to take

something that is J4 m - instead of something that is 7/16. We vary only by fractions.

That is one of the main reasons why we would like to get the standardization as

nearly correct as we can.

There was a suggestion from Mr. Fifield, that perhaps there is some representative of

the industry who might be willing or wish to make a reply.

Mr. Caruthers: Mr. Huber is here. He represents an organization that manufactures

both the rail parts and the manganese parts.

A. F. Huber (Ramapo Ajax) : All of our guard rails are made at our American

Manganese Steel plant, and our foundiy people have consistently refused to make the

longer guard rail. We have asked them, I guess, for 10 or IS years. It is not only a

question of pattern, it is a question of the strengthening of the guard rail afterwards.

I do not know whether we will ever be able to convince them that they should make a

longer rail. Of course, there is the matter of cost, too ; at least they tell us the price

would be so great, nobody would buy it.

President Akers: May I suggest that the Track committee take it under advisement.

Chairman Schram: The Track committee will take up the subject next year, to be

considered by this same subcommittee.

G. M. Magee (AAR) : The purpose of this investigation is to determine the cause

and, if possible, remedy for cracks which have developed in the flangeways of railroad

Crossing frogs.

The first part of the investigation consisted of applying our resistance strain gages

within the flangeways of crossing frogs and determining the stresses that were developed

under actual service conditions. These stress measurements developed a very interesting

fact. We showed that the crossing frogs were being flexed upward between car wheels

and downward when the wheel was directlv over the flangewav.
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By virtue of the very shape of the flangeway, a weakness exists insofar as its girder

strength is concerned. It develops a very admirable condition for fatigue failure when

the stresses developed are high enough. The stress measurements did show further that

quite high compression stresses and tension stresses of lower magnitude were developed.

The next step seemed to be to determine whether the flexural strength of the

casting could be improved, so that the range of stress would be reduced, with the thought

that this would eliminate fatigue failures. Accordingly, the manufacturers were asked

to develop different fundamental designs for castings for this purpose. Four of these

types of designs were selected as being sufficiently different to justify tests.

The tests were made at the crossing of the Baltimore & Ohio, Chicago Terminal

with the Santa Fe at McCook, 111. Each of these experimental designs or castings were

put in and stress measurements made under the same service conditions. Comparisons

of these stresses showed that there was some difference in the different designs; some

were more favorable than others.

Following these tests, it was decided that each casting would be left in service

at the same location for a year's period ; then it would be removed, and the next

casting would be put in, and so forth, until all four had served a year in each location.

This has been done, and at the present time the third casting is in service at that point.

The first casting removed did a pretty good job; some cracks developed in the

year's time. The second casting developed a rather badly cracked condition within seven

months' time, and it was not felt worth while to continue it in service longer for the

purpose of the test.

The casting that is in now has been in about three or four months and is in good

shape, without any cracks. It remains to be determined whether it will develop cracks

within a year's service.

Another phase of the investigation was to determine whether it might be possible

to support the casting on a frog support and to provide the flexural strength in this

support, thus removing the bending action from the casting itself. If you will turn to

page 564, there is a photograph showing a steel T-section designed to accomplish this

purpose. The section consists of steel and is T-section in shape, having a wide top flange

and a deep stem. The four supporting T's for one crossing are welded together in one

integral unit, and the crossing fastened to it tightly with special clamps. The whole

T-section is then set and supported on asphaltic-bound ballast as shown in Fig. 6.

This installation was made at Indiana Harbor Belt-Chicago & Western Indiana

crossing here in Chicago. It has only been in service for a short time. We have deter-

mined, however, that very substantial reductions have been made in the flangeway

stresses. They have been almost eliminated. Whether or not this will result in eliminating

flangeway cracks, we do not know, but it seems logical to think that it would.

We have reason to believe that our welds have separated. In further work we will

have to work out a better way making the welds at the intersection of the T-section.

However, even with the welds separated, the crossing support seems to be doing an

excellent job.

Another thing that is rather interesting is the tamping up of the support. We know

that in tamping the crossing, all that is necessary is to jack it up to the desired surface,

and then trowel in a small amount of fine ballast mixed with emulsified asphalt in the

voids under the top flange. There would be no necessity for tamping tools or very much

work involved in resurfacing.

We feel it is a very interesting experiment, but it is still a decided experiment and

it remains to be seen how practical or successful it will work out. This is offered as

information.
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President Akers: It will be so accepted.

Chairman Schram: The next subject, Assignment 6—Design of and stresses in tie

plates. We will have the report given by Mr. Macomb, the chairman of the subcommittee.

J. de N. Macomb (American Iron and Steel Institute) : Pages 568, 569 and the

first three paragraphs of 586 contain an account of the steps taken by the special com-

mittee of the American Iron and Steel Institute and the emergency committee of the

Association of American Railroads (later Committee 5—Track—AREA) in an effort

to simplify tie plate designs.

The report shows that, when this investigation was begun in the spring of 1944,

the steel mills were equipped to produce 310 different sections from 18 in. to, but not

including, 8 in. in length and with 653 different punchings down to and including the

10^2 -in. tie plate.

Fifteen designs of tie plates developed by the American Iron and Steel Institute are

presented as information, with the recommendation that the size and location of spike

holes be optional, with a maximum of 8 holes.

These designs shown on pages 570 to 585, inch, have the following characteristics:

Length 10 in. to lSyi in., incl. Width of base of rail with which used—4-7/16 in. to 6K
in. The 13 larger tie plates double shoulder; the two smaller tie plates, single shoulder.

All sections canted 1:40. All sections without crown. Sections with bottoms flat or

flat with two rounded ribs. The two single-shoulder and 11 of the 13 double-shoulder

sections have inclined ends. Two double-shoulder sections have flat ends. The inclined

end sections have Y% in. eccentricity. The flat end sections have %. in. eccentricity.

These 15 tie plate designs are submitted herewith as information. The railroads

have since received notice from manufacturers that tie plates conforming in detail to

any one of these 15 designs will be furnished at base prices, and that tie plates deviating

in any way from these designs will be subject to extra charges.

In addition to the above 15 tie plate designs, three are retained for limited use,. as

follows: An alternate to AISI No. 11, with eccentricity of % in.; alternate to AISI

No. 3 with eccentricity 3/16 in. Tie plate 13^4 in. for use with 6-in. rail base, canted 1:20.

Since the report was written, the manufacturers have added the 13%-in. tie plate

for use with 6-in. rail base, canted 1:20 to the AISI designs as No. 16. The manufac-

turers propose to continue to produce the other two alternate sections for a limited time

until the rolls can be changed to the corresponding AISI sections.

The committee is of the opinion that simplification of practice with respect to tie

plate sections is greatly to be desired. The research staff of the Engineering Division,

AAR, under the direction of G. M. Magee, research engineer, is investigating stresses

in tie plates, with a view to making specific recommendations leading to basic designs

of tie plates at some later date. The committee is of the opinion that it is neither

practical nor desirable to establish fixed dimensions for the punching of tie plates.

During the progress of this study it has been the hope of the manufacturers that the

punchings as well as sections could be simplified and standardized, but in view of the

last paragraph of the committee's report, the manufacturers are not pressing the feature

of punchings at this time. The report is offered as information.

Mr. Fifield: Mr. Macomb and I have been on this committee for a long time, and

we fought this thing out for many years, but I cannot understand, when the steel

companies have rolls already made, why we have to pay extra? We figure that if we

have a longer tie plate we don't have to lag the tie plate except on curves. When you

have the rolls, why do we have to pay an extra for getting that tie plate?
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Mr. Macomb: In this investigation it was found that there were 25 different designs

of bottom; that is, generally different designs. As far as rolls are concerned, in detail,

it would have run to a great many more. The time has arisen when it is necessary,

from the matter of operating and supplying, to reduce that vast number.

The manufacturers' committee has reduced the bottoms to either a flat bottom or

flat bottom with two ribs. There has been a multiplicity of bottoms. The one you refer

to is not among those that has been retained.

Mr. Hastings: I think, if I understand Major Macomb correctly, the steel companies

will roll any of the IS, I believe it is, designs now offered.

Mr. Macomb: Now 16.

Mr. Hastings: Sixteen, is it? Without any extras. For the time being they will roll

from the rolls now in existence until they have been changed to meet these designs. Is

that correct?

Mr. Macomb: Of course, there must be a transition period during which the rolls

are being put in shape. I cannot say what is going to happen in the way of the

application of extras in the future. I think that no extras will be applied until such time

is the rolls were available to produce these sections.

Mr. Hastings: That answers that question. Thank you, Major. One other thing

I note in the new designs is that there is no design for a 14-in. tie plate with the flat ends.

Mr. Macomb: For 6-in. rail base?

Mr. Hastings: Yes.

Mr. Macomb: And double shoulder? You are referring to AREA section No. 6?

Mr. Hastings: That is right.

Mr. Macomb: That section was used to such a very limited extent that it was not

included in these IS or 16 sections. I might say, in that connection, there was no effort

to make IS sections or 16, or any other number. The objective was to offer sections of

such variety as to cover the great majority of the requirements of the railroads at

this time.

At this time the new rails and track material being laid arc principally rails with

6 or 5^-in. base. Therefore S tie plate sections were supplied for each of those. The other

sections are in much smaller numbers. The section to which you refer, in the replies to

the tabulation hardly appeared at all.

Mr. Hastings: Thank you, Major.

President Akers: If I may be permitted to ask a question, I would like to do so

for the benefit of the membership. That is to inquire what research, what investigation,

what reasons actuate the adoption of sections by the Steel Institute that arc not in

conformity with those adopted by AREA?

Mr. Macomb: May I ask exactly in what respect you mean they are not in con-

formity with the AREA? You mean the details of individual sections?

President Akers: Details of eccentricities, flat tops, maybe, as Mr. Hastings suggests,

things of that nature.
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Mr. Macomb: The AREA sections have an eccentricity of Y% in. That has been used

in the AISI sections. In the AISI sections, the 14-in. double shoulder for 6-in. rail base

and the 13-in. double shoulder for Sy^-in. ra'' base arc exactly the former AREA emer-

gency sections D and C. Some of the other sections in the AISI list are not included

in the present AREA list at all.

In some cases there may be slight variations, but in making up these sections, an

attempt was made to provide a complete series; for instance, the thicknesses are in pro-

portion to the distance from the field shoulder to the field end. In doing that, there

might have been slight departures from some of the existing sections. I would have to go

into them one by one in order to answer your question.

President Akers: I think that is satisfactory, Major Macomb. Some of the things

we question lie in the basic proposition of the adoption of tic plates or any track mate-

rials. This Association has felt that the design of track materials is largely in its hands,

and I believe we would wish it to continue that way.

We will probably find through Mr. Magee's investigations and your committee's

investigations that changes may be desirable. Naturally, no one here wishes to see

designs, sections, properties or anything relating to them, frozen. We have been assured,

gentlemen, that this sort of thing will not be frozen. I do not know how close it is

to that.

The only reason I am bringing this up is not, certainly, to criticize you, Major,

because we have a very high regard for you. It is merely placing before the members

facts, which I think they should have. If there is anything you can answer as to that

basic question, either you or Mr. Schram, I believe it would be helpful.

Mr. Macomb: What basic question do you refer to?

President Akers: Prospective changes to agree with what might be found by

research.

Mr. Macomb: In regard to prospective changes, if you will read the report, the

first paragraph refers to the standardization of tie plates that was done 20 years ago.

At that time the tie plates recommended extended up to 12 in. in length.

Then 10 years ago the committee proposed the sections which are now in the

Manual, and the conditions progressed, and those sections extended up to 14 in. in length.

The one Mr. Hastings spoke of just now was the last one of that series.

Since then, when the manufacturers looked over their situation, they found that tie

plates up to \Sl/2 in. in length were being generally produced, and, of course, that

the 15^2-in. section is for a very large rail with a wider base than any of the others.

It is apparent that this progress will continue, that at some future time it will be

desirable to come in with revisions of these tic plates. Very likely there will be a

demand by that time for tie plates still larger. I think that has been the experience of the

railroads, and I don't know why it shouldn't be in tie plates.

There will be no effort to stifle anything of that kind. As those conditions develop,

changes will come, and they will have to be recognized.

President Akers: Thank you very much, Major Macomb.

Mr. Hastings: Maybe it would not have been necessary for so much study to have

been devoted to boiling down the multiplicity of sections, of plates, and multiplicity of

other things, if the individual railroads had not insisted that they must have something

just a little bit different from the others, if sometime ago we had more universally

adopted the recommended practices of this Association?
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When the tie plate designs were adopted (I think it is pcssibly some 10 years ago),

if all of us had just gone along and used those plates without any material changes,

maybe we would not be faced today with the situation that is right before us. We are

getting to the point now where it seems to me we have offered here as information a

series of plans given us by the American Iron and Steel Institute, and they are not

the recommended practices of the American Railway Engineering Association, nor are

we asked to adopt them as such.

What becomes of what we have already done, and why can't the Track committee,

with the Steel Institute, if it is necessary to revise the plans, come to us with a set of

plans that can be AREA standard plans?

I am just a little fellow. I don't buy many tie plates; I buy as many as I need, and
I would like to get the ones that I want, and have been buying for years the American
Railway Engineering Association plate. But I am told if I take it in the future, when the

rolls are changed to meet this 14-in. plate, I must take this one or pay an extra. I don't

like it because it isn't an AREA standard.

Chairman Schram: The question which Mr. Hastings brought up has been a matter

for discussion in the Track committee, but we did not think that we should offer these for

adoption this year. We thought we should take more time, and give attention to the

long-term policy of the Association; in other words, make sure that we used the

information that had been developed by our research on the design of our tie plates.

But we did think that the whole Association should know about these proposed 16 plans,

and we did not know of any better way to do it than to present them as information

so everybody would understand what would happen when an extra was asked for by the

steel companies. The subject is not closed at all; it has been a very active one. I assure

you the Track committee is going to keep on with its efforts to get it all straightened

out and finally end with some recommended practice that will be generally accepted

by the railroads of the United States.

Mr. Hastings: Thank you, Mr. Schram. Let us hope that will not be too long

postponed so we do not have to pay too many extras.

President Akers: With that understanding, Mr. Schram, we thank you for the report

of information.

E. W. Backes (Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation) : May I contribute a little more

to what the Major said. I think your question seemed to raise the issue as to whether

the steel manufacturers were setting or proposing to set railroad standards. I can assure

you that is not the case. In this particular instance, these sections are the result of the

combined study of both the representatives of manufacturers and railroads. These 16

sections were submitted to the Track committee as information. At the same time, it was

indicated that these 16 did not have to be the ones. The interest of the manufacturers is

simply to cut down from the 200 or 300 sections to some reasonable number of sections

that will make it possible for us to produce tie plates at a price you afford to pay.

I think you agree, if we continue to have rolls and equipment available for 200

or 300 sections, it is going to make tie plates more expensive. I think I can say for the

manufacturers that we will make any 15, 20 or 10 sections the railroads decide they

want. The point has been, let us arrive at a minimum number of sections that will

satisfy the railroads.

I agree very heartily with what Mr. Hastings said. I think the nearer that we as

manufacturers come to some definite understanding as to what you as railroad men
need, the better we can satisfy you and the cheaper we can make the products you have

to have.
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President Akers: Thank you, Mr. Backes. That is very satisfactory. We certainly

want to see the 300 or more sections cut down, as they should be.

Chairman Schram: Assignment 7—Welding of manganese castings in special track-

work. This report will be given by Mr. Bishop. I might say this is one of the subjects

we hope will be concluded this year.

F. J. Bishop (Akron, Canton & Youngstown) : As Mr. Schram has said, after seven

or eight years of research, we have finally come to the presentation of this final report.

We want to thank those who have contributed so richly to the work which is

indicated here on a very few pages. The manufacturers of manganese castings made
all the castings that we desired for the research program, and the manufacturers of

welding rods were glad to contribute their products. The Milwaukee Railroad is entitled

to considerable credit for the contribution made to this job, not only by the main-

tenance of way officers but also the laboratory technicians.

Since 1939 some voluminous reports have been presented. They are, of course,

rather technical.

Rather than read the conclusions which we present in this report, which conclusions,

by the way, were presented two years ago in practically the same form they are today,

I would suggest anyone interested in this subject refer back to those reports. This report

is presented as information and as the final report.

President Akers: The report is so accepted.

Chairman Schram: Assignment 8—Effect of lubrication in preventing frozen rail

joints—will be presented by Mr. Breed.

C. W. Breed (Chicago, Burlington & Quincy) : This is a progress report of tests

conducted for the purpose of determining the best type of lubricant to be used with

rail joints. The tests have consisted of two series: one comprising laboratory tests con-

ducted with a specially designed joint bar slippage machine, and the other, field tests

installed to determine the performance of lubricants under actual service conditions.

In the laboratory various lubricants were tested to determine the resistance offered to

slippage of the rail ends within the bars and the extent to which this resistance was

affected by bolt tension, and also to determine for how many cycles of slippage the

lubricant would be effective. From these laboratory tests, various lubricants were

selected which appeared to show the most promise.

A field test was then installed in July 1945, on the Burlington's Denver Line

between M.P. 67 and M.P. 72 for the purpose of finding which of the several lubricants

most effectively prevented frozen joints and minimized wear on rail ends and joint bar

fishing surfaces over a number of years. The laboratory and field work is being carried

out by members of the Engineering Division research staff under the supervision of

Mr. Magee.

The track chart on page 604 shows the location and kind of lubricant being tested.

In October 1946, IS months after the test was installed, one joint from each test was

inspected by removing the bars and noting the condition of lubrication. The results of

the inspection are shown in the table on page 616.

Your attention is called to observations regarding the test on page 618. The test

has been of insufficient duration to warrant any conclusions as to the performance of the

various lubricants. The report is offered as information.

President Akers: The report will be accepted as information.
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Chairman Schram: The next report will be on Assignment 9—Recommendations on

number and placing of anti-creepers for various conditions. Unfortunately, Mr. Martin,

the chairman of the subcommittee, could not be present. The report will therefore be

submitted by Mr. Magee.

G. M. Magee (AAR) : This report consists of a record of the periodic measurements

being carried out on the rail anchorage test, which is being conducted by the Engineering

Division research staff for the subcommittee.

The purpose of the investigation is to determine the most efficient and effective

methods of placing anti-creepers on rail. These tests have been explained previously.

Briefly, they have consisted of service installation of nine different methods of anchorage

on three different railroads, including both gravel and stone ballast, and one-way and

two-way traffic.

Tests have now been in for about three years, and during that period several of

the types of installations have been taken out of service because they did not give

satisfactory performance. The tests have not been of sufficient duration to justify final

conclusions at the present time.

There are a few rather definite indications, however, that are pointed out. The

methods of anchoring, whereby the anchors were placed only on one end of the tie,

have not generally been satisfactory because of excessive skewing of the ties.

In anchoring one-way traffic, it is quite evident that most of the anchorage should

be placed to hold the rail against moving in the direction of traffic. If back-up anchors

are to be used, it seems evident they should be boxed in on the tie; otherwise, the

creepage of the rail carries the back-up anchors away from the tie and they do not become

effective until the rail is moved in the other direction by whatever amount they are

away from the tie face.

In anchoring for two-way traffic, the indications are that the anchors should be

distributed along the length of the rail and boxed around the ties. It is quite important

that enough anchors be used so there will not be a continual back and forth movement

of the rail with a reversal in the direction of traffic.

The report is presented as information.

President Akers: The report is accepted as information.

Chairman Schram: The next is Assignment 10—Investigate reactance value of

spring washers. Mr. Breed will present the report.

Mr. Breed: The report on Assignment 10 is presented as information and as a final

report. This is a summary of observations of the relative reactance value of spring

washers in connection with field bolt tension tests which began in 1937 and laboratory

slippage tests on the testing machine designed by Mr. Magee and shown on pages 590

and 591.

The report ends with recommendations as to initial tightening of track bolts and

tension for subsequent retightening and a new design of spring washer.

(Mr. Breed read the recommendations on page 647.)

Mr. Breed: This report is offered as information.

President Akers: The report is accepted as information.

Chairman Schram: The next is Assignment 11—Maximum speed through spring

switches when points must be thrown by train moving on the tangent track. It will be

given by Mr. Jackson, chairman of the subcommittee.
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C. T. Jackson (Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific): From the nature of the

assignment, it is obvious that we refer to movements over the main track. It would only

be on the main track where the points would be thrown by a train moving on the

tangent or through the tangent portion of the turnout.

After a questionnaire had been sent out and the answers returned, it developed
that there were very few cases of this kind on any one railroad.

In the next to the last paragraph of the report we find the words, "either direction."

That should have read "both directions," so that the paragraph would read:

In most cases the alinement has been changed so that it is not necessary to

slow the trains in both directions, the points being thrown when the movement
is through the turnout.

During the earlier studies, the subcommittee gave thought to the possibility of

making tests mathematically to determine the stresses that were involved in the points

and other parts of the turnout. But when wc found there were so few movements of

this kind, and considering the expense and the difficulty of getting the railroad to

furnish a locomotive to make a test of this kind, the committee decided that it was not

worth while. This is a final report and is submitted as information.

President Akers: The report is so accepted.

Chairman Schram: Assignment 12—Hold-down fastenings for tie plates; design,

use and economy with respect to minimizing tie wear—will be given by the chairman
of the subcommittee, Mr. Blair Blowers.

Mr. Blackman: Before we get away from that other assignment, it seems to mc
the committee has sidestepped the question. The question is rather important on our

railroad because we have several cases where we have abandoned old interlocking

plants at the end of double track and substituted spring switches. It is rather expensive

to change the alinement, and we are interested in knowing what is a safe speed through

spring switches on straight track, where we must throw the switch.

President Akers: I believe it would be in order for you to talk to the committee on

Outline of Work. With the explanation you offer, I have no doubt it will continue

the subject after conferring with the committee chairman.

Do you wish to reply, Mr. Jackson? Perhaps you can answer the question.

Mr. Jackson: I did not read our report because I did not want to take up the

time but the last paragraph of the report, I think, answers your question.

(Mr. Jackson read the last paragraph of the report on Assignment 11.)

Mr. Jackson: There are just so many things to determine that the committee has

no way of definitely stating that, in all cases, you may have a maximum speed of a

certain number of miles per hour. We just think it is impossible.

Blair Blowers (Erie): This is the first report of your committee on this assign-

ment. At meetings held during the past year it was decided to conduct tests of 12 types

of hold-down fastenings, also flat and tapered tie plate ends. The test installations are

to be made on heavy duty track on both tangents and curves.

A test already in service on the Illinois Central System of certain types of hold-

down fasteners will also continue. The first progress report of this test is submitted as

information and is shown on page 648. Although this test has only been in service

a little over three years, some interesting results have already been obtained, as you
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will note from the tables on pages 649 and 650. It is expected that some, if not
all, of the test installations will be made this year. This report is offered as information.

President Akers: The report is so received.

Chairman Schram: That completes our report for this year.

President Akers: Thank you very much.
Gentlemen, you have observed the extent of the study and research, and the careful

work that is being done by this committee. I want to congratulate Mr. Schram and his

committee on the good work they have done.

I also wish to take this opportunity, Mr. Schram, to express to you the sincere

thanks of the Association on the occasion of your retirement from the chairmanship of

the committee after three years of valuable service in directing the work of one of the

most important committees of the Association. The committee is excused with our
thanks. (Applause)

Discussion on Cooperative Relations with Universities

(For Report, see pp. 463-478.)

(President Akers presiding)

President Akers: Gentlemen, we look at the work of Committte 24 as very im-

portant. We would like to solicit the help of anyone who has ideas on the subject, to

advance them. We need all the information, all the help we can get. I am sure you.

appreciate the importance of it.

(Chairman F. R. Layng, Bessemer & Lake Erie, read the Foreword appearing on

page 464.)

Chairman Layng: Through the years our Association has made marked progress

in the methods of procurement, use and conservation of materials. Your committee now
is emphasizing that there is still another field where procurement, selection and con-

servation of another and, probably, the most important element in railroad organization

is needed, and that is this matter of men.

To put it another way: We are exploring and, to some extent, feeling our way, in a

new field—human engineering. I presume, if we knew the truth, we would find this

at least equally important as the field of materials.

I have confessed to you that your committee is working in a new field. I know

that I have and I think the other members of the committee have devoted much of our

time and efforts to materials and their proper use. We have not, in the past, given ade-

quate thought and consideration to the human element. In a sense, we are now compelled

to do so by the conditions under which we live today.

Your committee is trying to bring to you the result of its studies in this field. We
need your help; we need your suggestions; we need your encouragement.

I said last night at the President's dinner, that I was somewhat discouraged with

the results of the two years' work that I have participated in as chairman of this com-

mittee. We have made some progress but not nearly enough. I suggest to you that the

seriousness of the situation demands much more rapid progress than we have made.

As a committee, we cannot do other than call these matters to the attention of

railroad management. This, we are trying to do. Probably the truth is that we have
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made somewhat more progress than we know. We do know of some progress, particularly

here in the Chicago area, and I think the trend is spreading.

I want to leave with you this thought—that each one of you can do much to spread

the gospel that we are preaching.

The first subcommittee report is on Assignment 1. The chairman is Mr. C. H. Mot-
tier, vice-president and chief engineer of the Illinois Central Railroad. I will now ask

Mr. Mottier to present that report.

C. H. Mottier (Illinois Central) : This is the first time I have stood on this platform

as a member of Committee 24. Last year I criticized the committee and told them that

I thought they had hold of the wrong end of the handle. The committee had spent

considerable time trying to solve the problem from the university end, whereas, I thought

their efforts should be directed at the railroads. The first thing we have to do is to

convince ourselves that there is a need of employing new graduates. Certainly, we cannot

convince our management on this point if we did not believe it ourselves.

I suggested that we should first start on the chief engineers. I also emphasized the

necessity of salary adjustments, as we could not expect to hire young engineers at rates

less than are currently being paid by our competitors. I also expressed the view that,

if the railroads properly faced the issue they could hire young engineers, and, if they

created a demand for such men, the universities would produce them.

At the conclusion of my remarks Mr. Layng asked me to become a member of

Committee 24. I agreed to serve on the committee and told him I intended to do some-

thing about this problem. In his opening comments Mr. Layng referred to some work

we have been doing in the Chicago area. I will refer to this later. The solution of this

problem requires action, and we must help solve it. At the organization meeting of the

committee last summer, I again stated that we did not need to worry so much about

the universities as we did about what the railroads were willing to do. Mr. Layng asked

if I had ever heard what Jonah said to the whale, when he vomited him up? I replied

in the negative. He said, "Jonah told the whale if he had kept his mouth shut he

wouldn't have gotten into so much trouble." (Laughter) Mr. Layng then added, "I am
going to make you chairman of the subcommittee so you can tell us what to do about it.''

I am of the opinion that, if you are an engineer, or if you are interested in railway

management, you should read this report. I think it deals with one of the most important

subjects now before the American railroads.

On page 465 we refer to a situation which exists on most American railroads. I can

use my railroad as an illustration. Prior to the depression we had a large engineering

organization. The depression came along, and we reduced drastically by releasing prac-

tically all of our younger men. There were very few men left in the engineering

department of the Illinois Central with less than 18 years' service.

For the next IS years we were one step ahead of the sheriff and, needless to say,

we did not hire many engineers. In the intervening 10 or IS years, the men that we had

were getting older. During the war we needed men but we could not hire them. I think

this same situation existed on many other American railroads.

A year ago I doubted if it would be possible to employ many new college graduates.

In our report we make the statement:

"The problem is complicated by a belief among both engineering faculties

and students that railway service offers little or no opportunity for a successful

career with the result that very few engineering graduates seek railroad

employment."
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In recent months. I have somewhat changed my view on this point doe to the

experience we have had recently.

After last years convention I invited to my office the chief engineers of all of the

railroads in the Chicago area. We discussed this problem, and dffjdfd on the «=»*an»< we
should pay young graduates. The Illinois Central in the past year has iiiilojiul 19

engineering college graduates, a are still with us. They were all good <M«frwl*

and carefully selected. As evidence of this we hired the two top students of the college

of engineering of the University of Illinois, and one of these - he valedictorian

of the university.

If the railroads employ men of this caliber, it will brine; results. Our experience

indicates to me that engineering graduates can be employed if we want them and go
after them properly.

On page 4co we discuss the desirability of better selection. When '.

i work

a comparatively small number of boys were high school graduates. Today practkaljr

everyone finishes high school. All of our universities are full to capacity with young men

getting an education under the GI Bill of Rights. As a result, we are going to have to

maintain a higher educational standard in our engineering departments.

In the report we develop four main essentials:

"1. .An aggressive employment policy which seeks gradnates with certain specific

qualifications as opposed to a policy which merely employs those who voluntarily seek

railroad employment.'"

In other words, we should go after the best and not be content to employ those

that are left over or cannot get a job some place else.

A progressive and definite training plan covering selected phases of railway

ensineering. thereby preparing the new employee for as rapid advancement as his ability

men -

"3. A starting salary as high or higher than that of competing industries with a

graduated system of increases to maintain interest during the training period, and to

insure his retention on the railroads."

- An assured future commensurate with the employee's ability through a

plan of advancement into management positions not limited to the ens

department."

We discuss compensation. I made the point last year that too many chief engineers

think in terms of their starting salaries. I mentioned the fact that I began work a.

a month. That evening another chief engineer told me that I got off to a trying start.

as he started at $40 a month. If you expect present-day graduates to accept employment

at extremely low salaries you will be disappointed.

We have included in the report a summary of 75 replies to questionnaires collected

by the Engineers' Council for Professional Development. These indicate an average

startins salary for inexperienced grac i 1H per month, with a high of S261.

We Chicago chief engineers studied this problem and decided that if we got the

cream of the crop we would have to pay around $2tiC as a starting salary and we agreed

to so as hish as $275

The Illinois Central the past year employed two graduates with some previous

rxperience. one at 5285 and the othe

i

We employed eight inexperienced graduates

at S260. and the remainder at from S24C We were able to employ the best men

available at the S260 rate.

We make numerous observations in the report that I think are pertinent and worthy

of your study, but I can not take time to dJsoHR Aon, I «, however, read the fast

four or five paragraphs in the report dealing with employee relationships. Proper rela-
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lions with our employees, particularly our supervisory employees arc most important.

We spend a lot of money in buying tools and work equipment and we should, but we
should not overlook the importance of our personnel. It involves human relationships,

human engineering, humanics. It was mentioned by Colonel Henry this morning. The
president mentioned it in his opening address and the chairman of our committee also

mentioned it. It is tremendously important.

There is some good material in the employee relationship discussion on page 470.

I am going to take the liberty to read it to you. (Mr. Mottier then read the material

under Employee Relationship on pages 470-471.)

Chairman Layng: I think we ought to take the time now to discuss this subcom-
mitee report rather than to wait until the entire report has been presented. So, I invite

you now to comment on the report of subcommittee 1.

A. A. Sirel (AAR) : I read with much interest the committee report recommending

the adoption of a plan for training engineering employees of the railroads. If this plan

is adopted and faithfully followed, it will mean a new era of training for engineering

graduates. They will then have a stimulated interest in their work. The committee is to

be congratulated for the thorough study which has revealed the shortsighted policy

which has prevailed on some railroads in this regard.

At the risk of being misunderstood, I would like to illustrate the substance of the

committee's conclusion by an example of haphazard training that was observed in a

railway engineering organization during a period of more than 10 years. An engineering

graduate came into the bridge department of this railroad after some experience else-

where. No time was lost in inducting him into the practices and policies of the organ-

ization; he was placed behind a drawing board at once and given an assignment. He
applied himself diligently to the work, hoping that he would be given an opportunity

to acquire an all-around engineering experience. However, no such opportunity was

offered.

Men were employed on the same type of work for years but with little variation.

If a man had enjoyed experience of a year or more in the drawing room of a steel

fabricator, he was rated as an expert structural steel detailer. Without such experience

he was but infrequently afforded an opportunity to work on structural steel designing

or detailing no matter how long he remained in the organization.

Furthermore, the draftsmen were completely isolated from any contact with actual

construction. No opportunities were afforded for gaining field experience, nor were the

draftsmen encouraged to visit construction jobs for the purpose of broadening their

outlook. Further than this, there appeared to be a well-defined disinclination on the part

of the head of the department or the supervisors to discuss matters of practical problems

on the basis of their own experiences.

I would like to believe that the railway engineers who now direct the policies of the

engineering organizations possess a much more sympathetic attitude toward the desire

on the part of young men in their organizations to gain the widest possible knowledge

in the field of railway engineering. In closing, I want to thank you for your patience in

listening to a recital of the kind of a situation I am sure we all want to avoid.

Chairman Layng: Thank you very much. We are very glad to have had you

comment on this report.

E. M. Hastings (Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac): Speaking to you for a

moment, and not as a member of Committee 24, of which I have been a member since

it was reactivated in 1940-41, just about the conclusion of my term as president of your
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Association, but I want to comment just briefly because of the statements of and the

splendid analysis that has been presented to you by Mr. Mottier; from the viewpoint of a

present member of the Engineers' Joint Council, in which I hold membership at this

particular time because of the presidency of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

The Engineers' Joint Council has been working for some little time past, in fact

since its creation, on a problem which it terms 'The Economic Status of the Engineer."

That Committee on the Economic Status of the Engineer, of the Engineers' Joint

Council has a subcommittee, which is the Committee for the Survey of Employer
Practices Regarding Engineering Graduates.

Those of you who do not know just what the Engineers' Joint Council is or how
it is constituted, let me tell you that it is a council composed of the president, the imme-
diate past-president and the executive secretary of the American Society of Civil En-
gineers, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers, the American Institute of Chemical Engineers, and the American Society

of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, and have just recently taken into their council,

although yet not a full member, the National Society of Professional Engineers.

There has just been written a subcommittee report for the Survey of Employer
Practices Regarding Engineering Graduates which will be published in the engineering

journals of the several societies which I have mentioned, probably in the month of April.

It was discussed at the last meeting of the Engineers' Joint Council in New York
on the 21st of February, at which meeting I was present.

Since that meeting I sent to the chairman of this subcommittee the complete reports

of Committee 24 of the American Railway Engineering Association, from the re-creation

of the committee in 1940-41 up to the present time, sending him, at the same time, the

report which is being presented to you today as advance information, with the advice

that he should not use it in any publication until it had been presented to this meeting in

Chicago.

I had a letter from him just before I left home to come here, thanking me for

sending the information and saying, Mr. Chairman, he was surprised to note the extent

to which the American Railway Engineering Association had gone in the compilation

of information and in the effort to secure a better recognition of engineering graduates

on the American railroads.

I just want to say this to you, not because it should or would make any of you feel

pessimistic about the outlook, nor do I want to present any information that seems

to be discouraging, but there is an outstanding fact in this subcommittee report, as far

as the committee has gone at the present time, and it covers questionnaires that have

been canvassed as late as the late fall of 1946; that the rail transportation systems stand

almost at the bottom of the list in their employment of engineering graduates in the

proportion to their employees. They are in what is termed by this subcommittee as

Group D. There are four groups, A, B, C and D. In the A group are the colleges and

universities in their employment of engineers and, of course, the percentage is large.

It grades down through the various industries, but we find the rail industry classified

down along with the manufacture of soap and rubber, textiles and food. We need to get

up higher. We need to advance ourselves into these other groups.

We can do it if the engineering officers of the railroads of this country will follow

along the line that has been laid down for us by Chairman Mottier and will be enough

concerned about it in our own localities to call the groups together and point out the

desirability of the employment of engineers.

You know, we are going to have the greatest crop of engineers of all classes,

mechanical, electrical, chemical, mining and metallurgical and civil, coming out from
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our institutions within the next year or two that we have ever had before, I expect, in

the history of the country.

What are we going to do with this group? How are they going to be absorbed in

industry? The Engineers' Joint Council is studying that very carefully at this time.

I am asking you who are interested in the affairs of the great engineering societies of

the country, in addition to your profound interest in the American Railway Engineering

Association, to watch for these reports and carefully read them. They will present, no

doubt, some rather astounding and illuminating facts.

Chairman Layng: Thank you very much, Mr. Hastings.

Mr. Hursh, a member of our committee, will you speak to us?

S. H. Hursh (Pennsylvania) : The remarks preceding those of Mr. Hastings should

have some comment. When you look at this gathering, you see that there are not many-

young men. All of you here could help solve the problem of Committee 24 by getting

more young men from your respective railroads to take an active interest in this Asso-

ciation. It was remarked that when a man is hired as a draftsman, he remains a drafts-

man. All of us can help correct that tendency. If you know a promising young man

employed as a draftsman but with ability beyond that, you can in some manner call it

to the attention of that man's superior, if you know something about him that his

superior has apparently not found out.

That applies to every man here, be he a master carpenter, division engineer, super-

visor, superintendent, or chief engineer. Some railroads are small and the heads of the

organization get to know the individuals. Other railroads are quite large and individuals

may know only the men in their immediate department or in their branch of the service.

They may not get acquainted with men outside their immediate organization, except

during a major disaster, when everybody pitches in to help. At such times you may be

attracted to some outstanding young man, as a result of which you find out who he is

and watch him.

The erasure of the blot on our escutcheon in not taking proper care of the young

engineer is in our own hands. If we are, through Committee 24, going to create an

interest for railroading in the young graduate engineer, we have to start at home. We
have to study the young graduate engineer and develop him. He may not lean toward

bridge work or track work; he may be transportation minded. You can tell his super-

intendent of your observations, or, if you don't want to go to the superintendent, call

him to the attention of the trainmaster. In any event, get him out of engineering and

try him as yardmaster, or assistant yardmaster or assistant trainmaster.

We need as much engineering talent on the transportation side as we do on the

engineering side. We will find young engineers who, while they may have started in the

bridge department, may make good in the transportation end or in the accounting or

traffic departments. Making the best use of the young engineer depends on our making up

our minds that we are going to develop them and not keep them in a rut.

If you are the boss, think it over. Try to get the young men more interested in

joining this Association. From these younger men we older men can get good ideas

for attracting young engineers to the railroad industry. We need them now. We are

going to need many more. Unless we do our part, the industry is not going to get them.

Chairman Layng: Mr. Miller, have you a word for us?

A. A. Miller (Missouri Pacific) : I do not know that I can add anything to what has

already been said and written about this matter. One thing seems most certain—there

is a leaven very strongly at work and good results can be expected.
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The task involved is to convince railroad management of the obvious and funda-
mental importance of the work in hand which primarily has to do with an adequate
number or percentage of college students being taught and trained for careers on rail-

roads, and insuring to such men (so far as that is possible in any business) that there are

not only opportunities on railroads for them but that they will be provided adequate
returns on "their investment."

Not long ago a man, not in the engineering profession nor any profession, but one
who I would say is a success in business, said to me substantially this:

'"I have always had the greatest respect and admiration for the engineering profes-

sion
;
they always seem to be so normal, well balanced and are good listeners ; and when

they speak they usually are discussing some truth or fact."

My reply to him was about as follows:

"I think you have said something; you would make a good engineer, I think, for

you seem to appreciate good and real values. Truly the engineer deals mostly in truths

and facts and seldom is found to be selfish or taking a 'personal protective' viewpoint.

His life as a rule is bound up in the kind of thinking which rebels at being removed from
facts and truths."

Here we have a statement by one who appreciates values but can do little or

nothing about having those values generally recognized and compensated for; and the

reaction by one who has become disturbed by the situation after assuming for a long

time that in the course of events "appreciation, recognition and clear constructive think-

ing" would set in and the white caps of apathy and indifference would be reduced.

Some of us older ones have done too much assuming and have not sold railroad

management on the obvious; we have not safe-guarded the ethics involved by constantly,

persistently and effectively pointing out the requirements to preserve the ethics in the

engineering profession which is precious and priceless, and worth all efforts to save it.

Forces which mean no good to the ethics referred to are abroad and at work and

must be effectively countered to permit more and more people to say as the man previ-

ously referred to said to me: "I have always had the greatest respect and admiration

for the engineers and engineering profession."

If any here have not read the comments by Mr. Mottier which have been made
from time to time during the past several years, it would be well to do so. Adding to

those comments what he has said today, we have some facts and truths which will aid

in our clearer thinking about this matter. On his railroad, among others, there has been

something done in a substantial way about this matter.

We older ones and railroad management have a problem to tackle and it is our duty

to get the right answer for the good of all and most particularly for the young men who
may take our places.

The Committee on Cooperative Relations with Universities does not have the

power or authority to compel anything being done. It brings to light the facts, reactions

of men in authority, truths about the situation which obtain, etc., and tries to mold

"railroad management, thinking and processes into a design and strength which will

effectively meet requirements, recognize trends and act from a proper base.

We older ones can do much to aid this committee if we individually and collectively

resolve here and now to take back with us to our home base a determination, an intent

and the purpose to do something about it on our home grounds.

Chairman Layng: We have back home with us a man who has been a member of

this committee for many years. He has been in the Army for several years. We welcome

him back. I am going to ask him if he won't give us a word of greeting. I refer to
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Professor W. C. Sadler, professor of civil engineering of the University of Michigan,

Ann Arbor.

W. C. Sadler (University of Michigan) : It has been some time since I have stood up

here and made a report. Although not now on a railroad payroll, I like to look upon

myself as being a railroad man. I went away to college in 1909 and entered as a fresh-

man in railroad courses. I followed that particular profession from 1909 to 1947, but

I have not spent all of the time in railroad employment. I have been in charge of rail-

road courses at the University of Michigan since 1925, in addition to railway consulting

service. **
\

I have a little bit different concept of this problem than some of you have, for I see

the student's point of view. I see representatives come to Ann Arbor from General

Motors, from DuPont and from the other large companies, signing up some of the

best students in electrical, mechanical, chemical engineering in October for the following

June's graduates. On the other hand, the railroads expect to do their hiring in May
or June.

There is another thing I want to speak about. I was very much interested in what

Mr. Mottier said about getting the number one and the number two men from the

University of Illinois. That is line, but it isn't always the number one man and the

number two man who later become general managers of railroads. Railroading requires

more than mere scholarship.

A few months ago I got a very enjoyable letter from a former student of mine

who had just been made general manager of one of the eastern railroads. I know the

man well. There was not a week in the last two years of his college work that he was

not taking a course with me. He was not a straight "A" student, but he had potential

executive ability. The very fact that he has progressed as far as he has, as young as

he is, shows that there is fine material in universities, material which does not necessarily

carry the label of top honors in the engineering colleges. There are good men in the

"B" category. "The hare did not win all of the races."

I think the type of man you are looking for is deeply interested in railroading, and is

not entering it because there is a dollar sign hung out, or because there is more money

in this field than in other fields. They are coming to railroading because they like it.

They are coming to railroading because they like to be a leader of men. The railroad

attitude is the test. Of course, the pay is important, as Mr. Mottier told us.

That is what we are trying to do at Michigan; it is what other schools are trying

to do for you. You have only done part of your work when you offer good-sized salaries

to senior students at these various universities in May and June.

There is another thing you can do. I have reference to summer employment of

students. You give one of our sophomores a job in June for three months—and I am
not talking about Michigan alone, I am talking about all schools—and you give him

a job the second June, and we will have nothing to say about where he goes the third

June. I know that. You will hire him yourself.

There are men in this room who have taken sophomores and juniors from Ann

Arbor. You have also taken men from other schools for two summers. We teachers

never see them again, as far as the question of finding a job for them is concerned.

While you were trying out these boys, they were studying your railroad.

Do you get 100 percent of them? No, you don't. You don't want 100 percent, but

you do want those fellows who believe in what you and I believe in—railroading as a

profession.

I have something else to say. A lot of these students look to their instructors and
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their professors for advice. One of the railroad representatives was over in Ann Arbor

not so very long ago and told of the wonderful opportunities with his line. He was

really out to get some men. He told what he would pay, told them how big his rail-

road was, how many tons it handled, and the many interesting parts of the count ry

which it served.

The students were interested. They put their names in. Before they did anything,

however, they came around to see their instructors. They asked, "What do you think

about it? Suppose that you were 21 or 24, would you go with that railroad? Does that

appeal to you, what he told us?" It pays you to have understanding teachers in

engineering colleges.

So, you have something else to do. You not only have to get the students inter-

ested, but you have to do a little selling with the faculties of the colleges of engineering

and, particularly, in civil engineering.

I am not talking to you concerning myself. My day has gone by, as regards that.

I already have the railroad interest. I am talking to you about some of the younger

fellows who are teaching railroad engineering and haven't had too much practical

experience in railroad engineering. Our younger instructors do not make too much money

between September and June, but they have a lot of ability. We would not hire them

on our university staffs if we didn't think so. There are places where they can fit into

your organization during the summer, making reports for you, and so forth. It is very

much to your advantage to hire these instructors for summer work. Also they will do a

better job of teaching.

So, if you will accept the suggestions that I made, of giving summer employment

to the University of Iowa students, if they are on your line, or the University of

Illinois or Wisconsin or whatever schools you are interested in, and if you yourselves

will make inquiries whether some of the younger members of the civil engineering staff

of the schools that you are interested in can be used somewhere in your organization in

the summer, then you will really be sowing for the future. Then you will really be

assisting Committee 24 in its objectives.

I appreciate being here with you.

Chairman Layng: Thank you very much.

H. S. Loeffler (Great Northern) : If not too late, I would like to make a few remarks

on Mr. Mottier's very excellent report.

I would like to add one more thought, and that is, if you have in your organization

men that can design steel structures, why not call them structural engineers, not merely

draftsmen? If you have in your organization, men in your architectural department that

can design structures, important buildings, shops, enginehouses, why not call them archi-

tectural engineers, not draftsmen? If you have in your organization men that can relocate

railway lines, do other important civil engineering work, why call them chainmen or

rodmen? Why not call them instrumentmen, junior engineers, senior engineers, civil

engineers? That, I would certainly recommend be done to improve the status of the

engineers, by giving them a title that they fully deserve, a title that truly represents the

work that they are doing.

Chairman Layng: I think there is real meat in what you have said. Something
can be done along that line.

Assignment 2—Stimulate among college and university students a greater interest

in the science of transportation and its importance in the national economic structure.

Professor Davis, chairman of this subcommittee, is unable to be here today.

You know that the faculties of our universities and colleges are overburdened.
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Professor Davis has taken a very definite interest in the work, of this committee, and

we must not criticize him for being unable to be here. He is doing a fine piece of work

on this assignment. He has written to 45 different schools asking for engagements that

will look forward to his assigning someone to go to those schools, talk to their student

engineers, give them a picture possibly of some important piece of work on his railroad,

and then raise in their minds the importance of the transportation industry, especially

the railroad industry, and create a desire on their part to know more about it.

Already some 10 universities or colleges have been visited. Within the next few

months I think that we will reach many of these 45 schools. I want to commend this

subcommittee on the fine work it is doing.

Assignment 3—The cooperative system of education for railway service. The chair-

man of this subcommittee is Mr. Lem Adams. I will ask him to present a brief report.

Lem Adams (Oxweld Railroad Service Company) : Your subcommittee briefed a

report from the American Society for Engineering Education. Dean Freund, dean of the

school of engineering at the University of Detroit, with his committee, worked for several

years on getting together the full information on what a cooperative university or

college stands for. Your committee feels that you will be interested in reading this brief

extract from that report. This entire article may be found in the Journal of Engineering

Education, October 1946.

Chairman Layng: Assignment 4—Investigate textbooks and other material available

for instruction in railway engineering, and make pertinent recommendation thereon.

Professor Babcock, chairman of this subcommittee, is unable to be here.

I am going to ask Mr. S. R. Hursh of the Pennsylvania Railroad, a member of the

subcommittee, to brief this report for you.

S. R. Hursh (Pennsylvania): As Mr. Layng told you, I am just pinch-hitting here.

T didn't write the report; I only commented on it after Professor Babcock developed all

the information. After reading this subject, you appreciate it is a rather ticklish subject

to handle.

Here we are, a bunch of engineers, in the railroad profession, making the inference

that the colleges are not giving students the proper training. There have been adverse

comments by certain railroad officers because some of the young men that came to work

for their railroads did not pan out. Some people seem to think it was because the

colleges were not giving the proper training.

You all recall what eduueation with respect to railroading you got in college. You

probably studied Allen, Kerr, or North, took some hydraulics, plane surveying, and

structures, but very little on railroading. You learned railroading by working at it after

you graduated from college.

Before we could make recommendations to the engineering schools, we found out

what they were teaching. In recent years the airplane, the automobile, the truck and the

bus, have developed tremendously. This has resulted in much emphasis on highway

work in engineering curricula. That is all right for those who wish to work for the state

highway department; we are interested in railroad work.

Here is a brief summary of the full report of Committee 24, as it appears in Bul-

letin 464 for January 1047. I wish you would read the full report.

"An analysis of the required and the elective courses indicates clearly the following

trends

:

"(1) Route Surveying (or Curves and Earthwork), applicable to both railways and

highways, is required in practically all Civil Engineering curricula." That still holds good

in every college that has an accredited course in civil engineering.
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"(2) Instruction in Railway Engineering has been reduced to a large extent or

eliminated entirely in many colleges." That is something to think about.

"(3) There is a definite trend toward the adoption of a required or an elective

course in Transportation Engineering dealing with all forms of inland transport. Usually

this is the only transportation subject offered, but in some cases a separate course in

Highway Engineering is also required.

"(4) Where courses in Railway Engineering are offered there is no uniformity of

subject matter. In a few cases, the material includes such topics as maintenance of way,

signals, yards and terminals, motive power, train resistance and tonnage rating. In other

cases the subject matter is apparently limited to location, grades, et cetera, and is

applicable also to highways to a considerable extent.

"(5) In almost every Civil Engineering curriculum, Highway Engineering is included

either as a separate subject or in a Transportation Engineering course. The present trend

is toward including material on Airports in the Highway Engineering course or in a

separate course.

"The results of this study are given in the Appendix to the report of the sub-

committee. The following is a summary covering ninety universities and engineering

schools (including several which were not available when the report was printed)

:

'Group I. Eighteen colleges require a course in Transportation Engineering covering

Railways, Highways and Airports (and often including Inland Waterways and Pipe

Lines)

.

"Group II. Ten colleges offer an elective course in Transportation Engineering.

"Group III. Ten colleges require a course in Railway Engineering.

"Group IV. Eleven colleges offer elective courses in Railway Engineering.

"Group V. Forty-one colleges do not offer any courses in Railway Engineering or in

Transportation Engineering. Almost all of the colleges in this group give a required

course in Highway Engineering." That is our greatest competitor.

That briefly is the information developed during the past year by the committee.

We hope, during the current year, to develop what we in the engineering branch of

railroading believe the engineering student should be taught before he comes to work
for a railroad. You will recall, from the summary I read, the emphasis in engineering

education has been on highways and airports. Pipe lines are now coming to the front.

Most of the boys now in engineering schools know little, or nothing, about railroading

as a profession.

The glamour of being a civil engineer and going out with transit and rod to locate

a line is gone. The first time most of the students now in college rode on a train was
when Uncle Sam took them from their draft board to an Army camp. It is to those boys

that we have to try to sell the railroad game and to see if we can, by working with the

engineering schools (and they have given us excellent cooperation), teach them some-

thing that will help them immediately when they come to work for a railroad.

If there are any suggestions that any member of this Association, from any railroad,

may have to offer, that he thinks would be helpful to the engineering student today, or

would have been helpful to him when he was going to school, I know Committee 24

will be glad to receive them. (Applause)

Chairman Layng: This completes the report of Committee 24. All of this material

is offered as information.

President Akers: No committee of the organization has a more important task than

yours. We all thank you for the excellent report that has been made. We can see that

you are making progress.

The committee is discharged with the thanks of the organization.
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Discussion on Rail

(For Report, see pp. 653-818.)

(President Akers presiding)

Chairman C. B. Bronson (New York Central) : The report is voluminous due to

the fact there is a large quantity of very important research work of far-reaching value

and upon which many thousands of dollars have been expended. The time is limited, and

each subcommittee chairman has been requested to make his remarks and report as

brief and concise, touching only the high spots. Immediately following the various reports

there will be three brief addresses illustrated by lantern slides, by Professor Cramer of

the University of Illinois, Mr. Manning of the Battelle Memorial Institute, and Mr.

Jensen representing Professor Alleman of the University of Illinois.

The committee records with profound regret the passing away of Mr. Louis Yager,

November 22, 1946. His services to the Association, including the Rail committee, were

of untold value. His character and judgment were superb.

The first subcommittee report is on Revision of Manual, which will be presented

by Mr. Nuckols.

L. T. Nuckols (Chesapeake & Ohio) : Your committee made a study of all the

material appearing in the Manual and now makes the following report:

(He then read the report of his subcommittee appearing on pages 655 and 656

down to the center heading, Rail Sections and Joint Bars and Assemblies, on page 656,

and his motions embracing the committee's recommendations were seconded, put to a

vote and carried.)

Mr. Nuckols: Adoption of the new rail sections and joint bars and assemblies was

handled by letter ballot, with which you are all familiar. In order that a permanent

record of these changes may appear in the Proceedings, the letter of transmittal to the

members and the accompanying explanation, on pages 657-673, are part of the report

of this committee.

Chairman Bronson: Assignment 2—Progress report, presenting thirteenth progress

report of the rails investigation—will be presented later by Professor Cramer. The

report on Assignment 3 brings out in a very forceful manner the marvelous record of

control cooled rails, particularly from the standpoint of the fissures as well as other

defects. This report will be presented by Mr. W. C. Barnes, engineer of tests of the

Rail committee.

W. C. Barnes (AREA) : As these statistics are self-explanatory, I will only call to

your attention some of the data which are of special interest.

Table 2 shows the total tons and track miles of each year's rollings. Of the total of

50,851.59 track miles reported rolled in 1935 to 1944, incl., approximately 84 percent

was control cooled, and in the rail reported rolled in 1944, control cooled rail was

approximately 89 percent.

Your attention is also called to Table 7 which compares the failure rates of rail

made by various processes and shows the remarkable improvement in the failure rate

of control cooled rail for all types of failures as compared with those in other processed

rail. This is shown graphically in Fig. 5.

Table 5 shows that control cooled rail to the date of this report prevented the

formation of transverse fissures from shatter cracks, formerly the predominant cause, in

42,562 track miles in rail now in service, with the exception of 5 in rails rolled in 1936 and
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1937 which were ascribed to the then use of unsuitable cooling box covers. The 45 remain-

ing fissure failures on record developed from inclusions or porosities, but even this number

is insignificant, in view of the mileages that have been in service from 1 to 10 years.

The cause of porosities has been determined, and steps are being taken to obviate

their occurrence.

Table 5 for the first time separates other head failures from vertical split heads

and horizontal split heads, and also segregates web failures as to their location inside

or outside of the limits of the joint bars. These statistics are presented as information.

President Akers: Thank you for that fine statistical report.

Chairman Bronson: The report on Assignment 5—Economic value of different

sizes of rail—will be presented by Mr. Chumley, the chairman.

C. M. Chumley (Illinois Central): This assignment—Economic value of different

sizes of rail—has been on the docket of the Rail committee for some time. Last year

your committee endeavored to approach it from a practical viewpoint by securing the

results of experience and the opinion from engineering officers of 31 representative rail-

roads, operating a total main track mileage of 214,665 miles, of which 97,798 miles is

designated as new rail territory.

For the sake of brevity, I will call attention only to the main points of the report.

Through our questionnaire we endeavored to obtain the reasons for renewing main

line rail, the disposition of same, and the average tonnage that would economically

justify rails heavier than the three prevailing weights, namely 90, 112 and 131-lb.

From the information obtained, we found that the principal reasons for replacing

main line rails are:

1. To obtain relay rail.

2. Rail worn and of too light a weight for good riding at high speed.

3. Development of failures.

4. End batter.

5. Head wear on curved alinement.

As to disposition, it was found that, on the average, 64.7 percent of the relieved

rail is used in relaying of secondary and branch line main tracks; the remainder for

the construction of industry tracks, and for relaying side and yard tracks, or was

converted into scrap.

It was also found that the average age of rail that is now being replaced is 18.5 years.

The minimum appears to be 12 and the maximum 26. The assumed average annual

tonnage justifying heavier than 90-lb. rail was found to be 5.9 mgt;* heavier than

112-lb., 9.6 mgt., and heavier than 131-lb., 18 mgt.

The annual gross tonnage actually handled during the last few years by the roads

reporting was in excess of the tonnage criteria for heavier rail as follows: For 90-lb.,

1.6 mgt.; for 112-lb., 4.2 mgt; for 131-lb., 4.5 mgt.

This is attributed to:

1. The estimate of tonnage sufficient to justify a heavier rail section should,

perhaps, be further analyzed.

2. The roads are behind in laying the heavier rail section, due principally to

difficulty in obtaining new rail.

3. Other factors beside tonnage have an important part in selection of rail section.

• Million gross tons.
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This report is intended only to compile the current opinion and practices of a number

of representative railroads.

President Akers: The report is received as information.

Chairman Bronson: Assignment 6—Continuous welding of rail—will be presented

by Mr. Schram.

I. H. Schram (Erie) : This is a progress report and merely continues the practice

we have followed since this subject was started, of giving each year a summary of the

failures that have occurred during the past year in one table, and summary to date in

another table. We are not ready to submit any recommendations. The report is submitted

as information only.

President Akers: It is so received.

Chairman Bronson: Assignments 7 and 8 are correlated and refer to joint bars.

The first covers service tests of various types of joint bars, and the second one is the

investigation of joint bar failures. These will be presented consecutively by Mr. Ray
McBrian, chairman of the subcommittee.

Ray McBrian (Denver & Rio Grande Western) : The report on Assignment 7 is an

annual report on the service tests of the various types of joint bars.

This report covers the service performance of the various types of bars installed on

the Santa Fe and the Pennsylvania Railroad in 1937. The report also covers a test made

by Mr. Magee on deflection, indicative of riding conditions, made on both test tracks.

Probably the most important feature to date is the difference in performance of the

end-hardened and nonend-hardened rail.

This report is presented as information.

President Akers: It will be so received.

Mr. McBrian: The report on Assignment 8—Investigate joint bar failures and give

consideration to the revision of design and specifications—comprises the fifth progress

report of the rolling-load tests of joint bars. I will not attempt to make any summary,

as later Mr. Russell Jensen of the University of Illinois will discuss this work to date.

The report is submitted as information.

President Akers: It is so received.

Chairman Bronson: Assignment 9 is a tough one, the subject of corrugated rail

—

causes and remedy. It is a subject of great interest. It will be presented by Mr. Johnson,

the chairman.

G. M. Magee (AAR) : Mr. Akers, I wonder if I could make a comment on this

other report.

President Akers: Yes, sir.

Mr. Magee: In connection with the service tests of joint bars, Mr. McBrian referred

to measurements that were made with the deflection bar. One point was developed that

I thought especially interesting.

If you look at Fig. 6 on page 700, there is an oscillograph showing the amount that

the joints are low. This particular record shows where the 4-hole bars join with the

6-hole bars at the same cross section at M.P. 131. If you will note at the right-hand side
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of the milepost, the variations or waves in that line are not very high on the 6-hole

bar, but the very first joint that is encountered on 4-hole bar shows a very large dip,

and each successive joint shows that dip on the end-hardened rail. I think it is of

especial interest in connection with the question of the length of joint bar.

President Akers: Thank you, it certainly is.

Maro Johnson (Illinois Central): Assignment 9: Last year the committee reported

on some tests of corrugated rail which showed the corrugations or black spots on the rail

were harder than the adjacent low spots. The theory was advanced that these hard

spots were the result of the slipping locomotive drivers.

This year a further investigation of rail in track confirms this conclusion, in the

illustrations of the rail showing the characteristic black spots and hard spots.

The second part of the report covers the laboratory test at the University of Illinois

which shows the possibility of producing hard spots on rail through wheel slippage,

there being a material increase in the hardness of the spot where the wheel was applied,

even in so short a period as five seconds.

The report is presented as information.

President Akers: It will be so received.

Chairman Bronson: Assignment 10—Development and characteristics of fractures

under engine burns in rail. It so happens that our president is the chairman of that

subcommittee, but in view of his arduous duties as presiding officer, arrangements have

been made to have Mr. L. S. Crane who is associated with our president, present the

report.

L. S. Crane (Southern) : Initially, this subject came to the Rail committee due to

the fact that a number of railroads were having difficulty with progressive types of

fatigue originating in engine burns.

Fatigue tests were undertaken in an effort to determine why the rails failed and to

get some information about the fatigue resistance of the rail, when engine burned. For

this purpose we selected some specimens in track: First, those which were clear; second,

those which had engine burns in them; and third, some specimens in which we had

cleaned the engine burns out and welded them up.

When we began running load tests for fatigue tests on specimens, we found consid-

erable spread in our results which we attributed to expiration of fatigue life of the rail

at the engine burns after they had been produced, which we had no way of assessing.

For that purpose we spun the drivers of a Mikado locomotive on some new rail, by

holding it with three other locomotives, with the brakes on, in order to produce engine

burns artificially. Incidentally, I might say it does not take very long to produce a pretty

nasty burn, about five seconds.

With these specimens, we then reran the series of tests with clear specimens of rail,

with engine-burned specimens, and with some welded specimens. The results of these

fatigue tests are given in Fig. 2. While we do not have very many data, they do indicate

that unwelded engine burns do have their fatigue resistance badly lowered by the

development of the engine burn.

In addition to the fatigue investigation, we also made a similar investigation along

metallurgical lines, in an effort to find out exactly what was causing the development

of these fatigue cracks. That work was carried out at Northwestern University under

the direction of Professor E. C. Williams and is included in this report.
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In that investigation, Professor Williams found that, when the drivers were spun,
there was an initial heating of the rail surface above the critical point, followed by a

quench due to the massed metal of the adjacent rail which was cold, and the develop-
ment of an extremely hard structure known as martensitc.

This martensitic structure, incidentally, due to the increased volume, produces
quench cracks within the area of the engine burn, which serve as points of stress con-
centration, and give us a good explanation as to why the heat cracks begin and progress

in burns.

Therefore, knowing that the rails are weakened by engine burns, and knowing the

cause for them, the suggestion immediately arises that we should attempt to remove
the damaged metal and replace it with weld metal.

We arc now engaged in an effort to locate types of electrodes and techniques which
will produce a satisfactory weld. We have, as our fatigue data indicates, made some
progress but, due to lack of personnel and to difficulty in maintaining the machines, we
have been required to redesign and just recently have been able to obtain a newer
machine which operates at a high rate of speed.

We hope that within the coming year we will be able to progress a number of

additional specimens through these machines, thereby obtaining an enlarged amount of

data from which we may be able to draw some more pertinent conclusions.

This report is presented as information only.

President Akers: More like a confession, Mr. Crane really does the work on the job.

You can tell by the way he talks about it. (Laughter)

Chairman Bronson: The next report will be Assignment 11—Investigate causes of

shelly spots—which will be presented by Mr. Hewes.

F. S. Hewes (Atchison, Topcka & Santa Fe) : This year's report of Subcommittee 11

is offered as information. This is our fifth annual report on this assignment.

As in previous years, the investigation during the past year was divided into three

groups; the first being handled directly by the subcommittee; the second by the research

staff of the Engineering Division, AAR; and the third by the University of Illinois.

On June 1, 1046, we added a fourth group, a critical metallographic investigation of

shelly rails, by Battelle Memorial Institute.

Group 1 during the year handled cither field inspections or reports from the

following roads: Norfolk & Western; Pennsylvania; Duluth, Missabe & Iron Range;

Delaware & Hudson, and Chesapeake & Ohio. Of the various items listed for this group,

most attention has been given to the 3 percent chromium rail and the heat-treated rails.

In addition to Group 2 investigations, shown in Appendix 11-a, further investiga-

tions were made of the modified head contours outlined in item (a). The new rail

sections for 115, 132 and 133-lb. already have the modified head contours as tested under

this assignment.

Appendix 11-a was prepared by Mr. Magee and Mr. Cress and covers further

analysis of stress measurements made in 1945 on the Norfolk & Western. The stresses

were higher under the loaded cars than under the empties, but the stresses under the

loaded cars were only about half as great as under the locomotives. Calculations were

made for vertical wheel loads and for the position of the centroid of wheel bearings on

the rail head. The calculations indicate that few, if any, wheels have their total load

concentrated at the gage corner of the outer rail of curves.

Group 3 is handled by the University of Illinois staff under Professor Cramer and

is shown as Appendix 11-b. He has made physical tests and analysis of alloy steels,
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silicomanganese and heat-treated low alloy steels. In the rolling-load tests, the heat-

treated low alloy rails are much superior to the others tested this past year and compare

very favorably with the 3 percent chrominum rails and heat-treated carbon steel rails

reported a year ago.

Professor Cramer has also continued his study of shelly rail failures received from

service, Figs. 5-7.

He is periodically inspecting and measuring the hardness of standard rails on four

curves laid on the Chesapeake & Ohio in 1943. Table 2 summarizes the observations for

four years.

Group 4, Appendix 11-c, was started last June by Battelle Memorial Institute,

Columbus, Ohio, under Mr. Manning. This report records only some of the necessary

preparations for his study. Shelly rail specimens have been sent to Battelle for

investigation.

We do not yet have the solution to our assignment, but the most promising develop-

ments so far appear to be the 3 percent chromium rails, heat-treated rails and modified

head contours.

This report is offered as information, with the recommendation that the subject

be continued.

President Akers: The report is so accepted.

Chairman Bronson: Assignment 12—Investigate recent developments affecting rail

design—will be presented by Mr. C. J. Code.

C. J. Code (Pennsylvania) : During the past year the foremost item of the sub-

committee's work has been brought to a conclusion, with a recommendation to the Rail

committee for adoption of new rail sections, the details of which, together with action

taken thereon by the Association, have been reported to you by Subcommittee 1.

The research staff has made further analysis of 1945 stress measurements on the

Norfolk & Western. Full details as to procedure and results are reported in Appendix

12-a. Valuable information has been developed with respect to the magnitude and

frequency of stresses found and the relationship between stresses and wheel loads. The

subject will be summarized for you by Mr. Magee.

In the past few years fillet cracks have developed on the low rail of sharp curves

on the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton Railroad in southern Ohio. The research staff of the

Engineering Division has made field stress measurements under traffic and the officers

of the D. T. & I. made the results of these tests available to the Rail committee, and

they are reported in detail in Appendix 12-b. Mr. Magee will summarize the results

of this work for you.

Research work into the fatigue strength of rail web steel has been continued at the

University of Illinois, and the results to date are reported in Appendix 12-c. They will

be summarized later by Professor Cramer.

While the primary object of the assignment of your subcommittee has been accom-

plished, not all the questions involved have been answered. Field stress measurements on

the new sections are needed as a check on the improvement obtained. Such work will

be carried out by the research staff.

Little information is as yet available on stresses in the rail web within joint bar

limits, yet many rail failures develop in this zone. Laboratory and field investigation. of

this subject are being carried out under the direction of the research staff.

Referring particularly to web failures outside of joint bar limits, the gap between

(he known field data on stress magnitude and frequency, on the one hand, and laboratory
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data on the fatigue strength of web steel, on the other hand, has not been completely

bridged; that is to say, we have not yet been able to definitely correlate the stress his-

tory of a rail which has failed in service with the number of cycles of stress of a given

magnitude producing a failure in the laboratory. Failures in service apparently develop

at a number of cycles of stress considerably less than required to produce a similar

failure in the laboratory. Corrosion of the rail web in service is undoubtedly a factor.

Further work on the fatigue strength of rail web steel as it is affected by corrosion is

necessary, not only to explain rail failures more exactly, but to check on the effective-

ness of corrective measure designed to reduce corrosion. A continuation of the laboratory

studies by Mr. Jensen is therefore included in the program of the subcommittee.

The report, including the appendixes to follow, is presented as information.

President Akers: It is so accepted.

Mr. Code: I will now ask Mr. Magee to report on Appendixes 12-a and 12-b.

G. M. Magee (AAR) : The development of the wire resistance strain gage in recent

years, whereby we can measure the stress on flat or curved surfaces on a gage length

as short as % in., at very high speeds of train operation, has opened up an entirely new

field to engineers in studying the stresses to which our materials are subjected in service

and determining methods of improving designs.

For the last several years we have been making an intensive study of the design

of rail, because that is one of the most important elements of track structure. In this

study, this type of equipment has been used. The stresses reported here are really the

final measurements made which have culminated in the designs of the new 115, 132 and

133-lb. RE rail sections that have been adopted.

I don't think it is necessary to go into very much detail on the stress measurements

made on the Norfolk & Western. Generally speaking, the stresses measured on the

tangent rail and on the high rail of the curve were not so high as to indicate probability

of fatigue failure. On the low rail of the curve, stresses were measured in the upper inner

fillet and in the lower outer fillet, which were of sufficiently great range of stress to make

fatigue failure a possibility.

It is believed that the new sections have lowered the stresses in these two locations

to where they will be well within the fatigue limit of rail steel for ordinary conditions.

One thing of particular interest that was developed in these tests was a method of

measuring the wheel loads, using the two gages placed on each side of the rail web

near the upper fillet. It was found that the wheel loads could be determined with

remarkable accuracy from these stress measurements.

It was particularly interesting to find that on the low rail curves, we would fre-

quently measure a wheel load of as little as 20,000 lb. on the cuter rail and 60,000 lb. on

the inner rail, or a 75,000 or 80,000-lb. axle load.

The measurements also showed that this transfer of the load from one wheel to

another was due to the very high lateral force applied to the wheel flange from the rail.

We now have under way proposals for a joint investigation with the Mechanical

Division in an effort to determine whether anything can be done in locomotive design

that will be helpful in lowering these high lateral forces exerted on the low rail of curved

track and which might be expected to materially lessen the damage it receives from this

high transfer of load.

I do not believe I will make any comments on the tests on the D. T. & I., in view of

the shortness of time, as really nothing has developed that is particularly different from

what has been previously stated in prior reports.
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Chairman Bronson: In concluding our work, it seemed very fitting to recognize the

outstanding work that has been performed by our various research projects being

conducted by both Battelle and the University of Illinois.

There will now be three addresses, illustrated with lantern slides, presented in the

following order; first by Mr. Jensen, on Joint Bar Studies representing Professor Alle-

man of the University of Illinois, who was unable to attend. Second, Professor Cramer
of the University of Illinois, covering the Thirteenth Progress Report on Rail Investiga-

tion and Other Allied Subjects. Finally, Mr. G. K. Manning, covering the shelly rail study

now being conducted at Battelle Memorial Institute.

(Mr. Jensen and Professor Cramer presented short synopses of these published

reports with selected lantern slides of illustrations appearing therein. Mr. Manning's paper
follows the conclusion of this discussion.)

Chairman Bronson: This concludes the report of the Rail committee.

President Akers: We just heard an excellent report. It impresses on all of us the fact

that there is a great deal of research, study and development going on in all of our

committees. I want to congratulate you.

The committee is excused with our thanks.

A Metallurgical Study of Shelly Rail

By G. K. Manning
Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio

A study of shelly rails was started at Battelle Memorial Institute in June 1946. Some

40 examples of shelly rail were shipped to Battelle by several different railroads. Since

we were starting fresh on the job, we had no inhibitions about following new lines of

attack in studying the problem. A few of these have proved quite interesting to us, and

I think, perhaps, they will be interesting to you. I am very happy to have this

opportunity to tell you something about them.

One of the first things we observed from these shelly rail specimens was the frequent

appearance of a cold-worked lip of metal on the gage side of the rail in the general

proximity of the shelly spots. This cold-worked lip varied somewhat in position relative

to the head of the rail, but its location always was found to correspond with the lowest

point of contact between the rail head and the wheel flange. Shelly spots when present

came to the rail surface at the under side of this lip.

Fig. 1 is a photomicrograph taken at a magnification of 100 diameters of a transverse

section through a shelly spot. The shelly crack is the diagonal curved line. The left-hand

edge corresponds to the gage side of the rail head. The magnification is such that, if the

entire rail head were shown in this picture, the picture would extend for several hundred

inches to your right. The striated metal on the left is part of the cold-worked lip which

I referred to. This metal has been so deformed and kneaded back and forth by the

action of the wheels that its original microstructure is no longer apparent. Fig. 2 is a

similar section of the same rail taken at a location just outside of the shelly spot. Again,

the cold-worked lip of metal is quite apparent, but this time no large crack is associated

with it. If you look closely on the under side of this lip, you will see a small crack

that is just beginning to form.
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Fig. 1.—Section through a

Shelly Spot.

100X Picral etch

Fig. 2.—Section Adjacent to a

Shelly Spot.

100X Picral etch
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Fig. 3.—Section Several Inches

from Shelly Spot.

100X Picral etch

Fig. 4. (below)—Photomicro-
graph of a Rail Which Shelled.

Note ferrite at the grain boun-
daries.
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Fig. 3 is a similar picture of the same rail, but taken at a location still farther

removed from the shelly spot. The cold-worked lip is incompletely formed and no crack

was present at this location. These same conditions have been found to be present

along quite a number of shelled rail specimens which we have received. Such a situation

suggests the possibility that such cold-worked lips may be the actual cause of some

shelly spots. It may be that such a lip acts as a stress raiser which causes the formation

of a fatigue crack on the under side of the lip. At the present time, we do not know
that this is true, but we intend to find out. Field tests are planned with new rail. The

gage side of the rail head will be watched and ground as frequently as necessary to

prevent the development of such cold-worked lips. The time which elapses before shelling

occurs should indicate just how important the formation of this lip is to the development

of shelly spots.

How Important Is Lip Formation?

If this lip formation is an important cause of shelling, then it is possible to imagine

still another solution for the problem. It may be that a steel which work hardens very

quickly will not permit the formation of such a lip, and will, therefore, be more resistant

to shelling. Hatfield maganese steel has such characteristics, but, unfortunately, the use

of large tonnages of this steel is not practical. It may be that a suitable ferritic steel

can be developed which will work harden much more quickly than the currently used

steel. A few exploratory tests are now being made on a laboratory heat to determine

whether it is possible to increase appreciably the work-hardening rate of a 0.75-percent

carbon, 0.80-percent manganese steel.

We were very fortunate in being able to obtain from the Norfolk & Western Rail-

way several pairs of rail specimens. Both rails of each pair had been laid in track at

the same time in locations which were adjacent to one another. Consequently, both

of the rails of each pair had carried the same gross tonnage and both had been exposed

to the same service conditions. One rail of each pair had shelled and the other had not.

Metallographic examination of these pairs showed some differences in microstructure

which are illustrated by the next two illustrations.

Fig. 4 is a photomicrograph taken just below the gage corner of a rail which shelled.

The rail was located in the high side of a 6-deg. curve, and it had carried 152,000,000

gross tons when removed from track. The microstructure is composed of pearlite and

a conspicuous amount of free ferrite. The free ferrite is represented by the white area

in this view.

Shelled Rail Not as Hard

Fig. 5 is a similar photomicrograph of the other rail of this pair. This rail did not

shell, though subject to the same service conditions as the rail shown in the previous

slide. The microstructure is composed entirely of pearlite. Notice that there is no free

ferrite present. This unshelled rail was found to be slightly higher in carbon content and

slightly harder than the shelled rail. Examinations of other pairs of shelled and unshelled

rail showed that the same differences existed. The shelled rail in each case, either contained

free ferrite or was composed of slightly coarser pearlite than the unshelled rail. The

shelled rail was also, in each case, slightly lower in hardness than the unshelled rail.

The conclusion one might be tempted to draw from such conditions as this is that

all that is necessary to eliminate shelling is to raise the carbon content slightly and,

thereby, increase the hardness of the rail slightly. However, I think it would be a

mistake to interpret the results in this way. Past experience suggests that, had the good
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it is true, but, again, we intend to find out. We hope that, in the near future, it may be

possible to make some field tests with rails which have been fully hardened and then

tempered.

The things which I have mentioned do not represent finished research work. We
are just getting started on the problem. However, I hope to have given you something

of a picture of the way in which we intend to handle the problem: First, we go to the

laboratory and by examinations and tests come up with what appears to be a reasonable

hypothesis. This hypothesis must then be applied to field tests and either be proved or

disproved. If, in the process, not one but several reasonable-appearing hypotheses are

developed, so much the better. And if as the result of field tests it is proved that several

possible solutions exist, that is good too. It is by studying all aspects of the problem

that we will eventually be able to arrive at the most satisfactory and most economical

solution to shelling.

Discussion on Uniform General Contract Forms

(For Report, see pp. 268-288.)

(President Akers presiding)

Chairman W. R. Swatosh (Erie): We had three subjects assigned and are offering

reports on all three. The committee will first report on Assignment 1—Revision of

Manual. Mr. O. K. Morgan of the Piedmont & Northern, chairman of the subcommittee,

is unable to be present, due to other pressing engagements. Therefore, I will outline

briefly the recommendations of his committee.

The Manual now contains on page 20-1 a section entitled Form of Proposal, ap-

proved for the Manual in 1914. It is the consensus of the committee that this form can-

not be considered as a form of agreement. Therefore, the committee recommends that

this section be eliminated from the Manual, and I so move.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Swatosh: The committee presents a revised Form of Construction Con-

tract to take the place of the one now appearing on pages 20-1 to 20-10 in the Manual.

The text of the revised form is the same as that now contained in the approved Form

of Contract except that new clauses have been added and several of the existing clauses

revised to conform to the language contained in the new clauses. The revisions conform

more closely to present laws affecting terms of employment between contracting parties

and also are in closer harmony with current insurance requirements.

The form is presented for adoption, with the recommendation that the present

form in the Manual be eliminated therefrom and the revised form printed therein.

I so move.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Swatosh: The Manual contains on page 20-11 to 20-20 a Form of Cost-

Plus Percentage Contract which the committee recommends be revised as follows:

On page 20-11 delete the third paragraph and replace with two new paragraphs as

contained on pages 278 and 279 of the Bulletin, and revise sections 7, 28, 37 and para-

graph (f) of section 39 of the contract, contained on pages 20-12, 20-15, 20-17 and

20-18, respectively, and replace them with new paragraphs 7, 28, 37 and paragraph (f)

of section 39 as contained on pages 279 and 280 of the bulletin,
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With these revisions, the contract will be in closer harmony with laws affecting

terms of employment between contracting parties and, also, current insurance

requirements.

I so move.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Swatosh: The committee recommends reapproval of the text appearing

under the heading Form of Bond contained on page 20-10 in the Manual.

I so move.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Swatosh: Since the preparation of the report on Assignment 2, sub-

committee chairman, Mr. Hugh Everett, Jr. of the Southern Railway System, has

rejoined the armed forces and, accordingly, has resigned from Committee 20, although

he expects to continue his membership in the Association. As he is unable to be present,

I will submit his report.

The preparation of form of agreement for advertising signs on railways, including

signs in coaches, has been on the committee's agenda for some time. In the course of its

study, it was developed that, in order to complete its assignment, it would be necessary

for the committee to prepare an agreement combining individual advertising in railway

coaches with advertising in railway coaches to be handled exclusively by an agency.

This course was adopted because the Manual now contains an approved form of

agreement for advertising signs on railway property.

The report is submitted as information.

President Akers: We invite you to go over this form of contract, have your law

departments do so. Anyone who has any comment to make, either way I should say,

let the chairman know. It is a big help to the committees when they know what

comment there is ahead of time.

Chairman Swatosh: The report on Assignment 3—Form of construction contract for

minor projects—will be presented by Mr. L. A. Olson of the Pere Marquette Railway.

(L. A. Olson, Pere Marquette, read the report on Assignment 3, down to the draft

of form.)

Mr. Olson: I think there are probably some very good suggestions that can come

from the Association. We would be very happy to receive any of them.

This report is submitted as information only.

President Akers: It will be so received.

Chairman Swatosh: This concludes the report of Committee 20.

President Akers: Thank you, Mr. Swatosh.

Because of the valuable work carried on by the Committee on Uniform General

Contract Forms through the years, the present status of Committee 20 is that of a

stand-by organization whose duty it is to keep us up to date on changes as they are

found necessary in the existing contractual relations, rather than to develop contracts

for new relationship. In other words, your committee has already covered the field. It is

therefore of no little gratification to us to learn of the valuable work that your com-

mittee has done during the year in bringing certain important documents into line with

current requirements.

Your committee is excused with the thanks of the Association. (Applause)
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Discussion on Waterproofing

(For Report, see p. 380.)

(President Akcrs presiding)

Chairman G. E. Robinson (New York Central): The report consists of one recom-

mended revision of the Manual.

On page 29-14 of the Manual we propose to add to the first paragraph under the

heading of Specific Cases, a sentence reading as follows:

Special attention should be given to the drainage and to the position of the

fill in order to prevent the pocketing of water.

I move this revision be accepted.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Robinson: That completes the report of this committee.

President Akers: Thank you, Mr. Robinson, for your report of progress. The plans

which your committee have set up for research work will be watched with interest.

The committee is excused with the thanks of the Association.

Discussion on Records and Accounts

(For Report, see pp. 399-416.)

(President Akers presiding)

Chairman F. B. Baldwin (Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe) : Before taking up this

year's reports of Committee 11, we wish to pause a moment to pay tribute to two

members of Committee 11, who have passed away during the year. Frank M. Spiegel died

last November 12. Notice of his death appears on page 400. C. D. Johnson, assistant

engineer capital expenditures, Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad, died on Christmas

day. He was a member of this committee for some time prior to last June, when he

resigned because of poor health. The committee feels greatly the loss of these men.

The committee had seven assignments. Reports of progress or reports as information

are being made on four of the seven.

The committee's first report is on Assignment 1—Revision of Manual. It will be

given by Mr. J. B. Mitchell, chairman of the subcommittee.

J. B. Mitchell (Great Northern) : The first three parts of this report have to do

with the revision of glossary terms in the Manual. There are several terms that have

been deleted. Practically all of the others have been revised, and two new terms added.

They are all shown on pages 401 and 402.

I move the adoption of these revisions.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Mitchell: In addition to that, the report contains recommendations for six

revisions of the descriptive matter in the Manual on pages 1, 4, 24, 53, 81 and 1SS of

Chapter 11. They are also shown on pages 402 and 403 of the report.

I move the adoption of these revisions.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)
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Chairman Baldwin: The next report is on Assignment 2—Bibliography on subjects

pertaining to records and accounts. In the absence of Mr. Doyle, the chairman of the

subcommittee, I will present the report.

The report gives references to literature which has appeared during the year. It is a

list of books, pamphlets and articles which will be found of considerable importance to

members who are interested in the subject of records and accounts. It pertains this

year mostly to the items of accounting, depreciation and amortization, which have been

subjects of interest throughout the year.

The report is given as information.

President Akers: The report is so received.

Chairman Baldwin: The next subject on which we have a report is Assignment 5

—

Construction reports and property records; their relation to current problems. The

report will be presented by Mr. Bolin, chairman of the subcommittee.

W. C. Bolin (Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal): To those engineers primarily

engaged on construction projects, and to some railroad officers, there frequently arises

a question as to the value of all the reports and records that railroads are required to

furnish, and whether many of them could not be dispensed with.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has been vested with authority to prescribe

uniform accounting for all railroads. The records and accounts which they require have

through years of experience produced the uniform accounting classification now in effect.

The statistics called for in the Carriers' Annual Report to the Commission are those

which experience has found to be of value and necessary.

This Association and various accounting associations, as well as individual rail-

roads, are continually seeking ways to simplify or eliminate reports and records that

have ceased to serve a useful purpose or which are duplicated by other records. Any
report that has survived in spite of efforts to eliminate or simplify it must have a pretty

sound reason for its continuance.

In this report we direct your attention to a few of the important uses in relation

to current problems made of the property records. It should be obvious to all that

the property records are compiled from construction reports and that the value of the

record is dependent on the accuracy and completeness of the construction reports. Not
only is it an accounting requirement that the accounting be kept on a current basis, but

the carrier penalizes itself every time statistics are used which are incomplete.

Particular attention is directed to two fairly recent changes in accounting practices

prescribed by the commission. The cost now recorded in road and equipment account for

reorganized railroads is the original cost or estimated original cost as found by the

Bureau of Valuation. The difference between this cost and the amount the carrier has

invested in the property is carried in an acquisition adjustment account. The use or non-

use in compilation of statements of the moneys recorded as an acquisition adjustment

has a far-reaching effect and should not be lost sight of.

Depreciation accounting now mandatory for certain structural accounts results in a

monthly charge to operating expenses. This is a constant recurring charge, regardless of

the condition of business. The proper and prompt accrual of both debts and credits to

this account is of prime importance.

This is a progress report and is presented as information.

President Akers: The report is so received.
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Chairman Baldwin: The next subject for which we have a report is Assignment 6

—

Valuation and depreciation. The report will be presented by Mr. Bradley.

H. T. Bradley (Missouri Pacific Lines): The subcommittee on Assignment 6

—

Valuation and depreciation—has prepared two reports, which arc published on pages

408 to 416, incl.

Assignment 6 (a)-—Current developments in connection with regulatory bodies and

courts—deals largely with activities of the ICC Bureau of Valuation. In the aggregate,

on October 1, 1946, carriers were approximately 96 percent current in filing 588 returns.

Due to this fact and other reasons, the bureau was able to prepare a valuation, that is,

elements of value for all Class I roads and leased lines as of January 1, 1946, and is now

engaged in preparing similar valuations as of January 1, 1947.

In Ex Parte 148-162 the commission found the approximate aggregate value of

all Class I roads to be $19,571 million as of January 1, 1945. Carriers, in testimony,

contended this value should have been at least $22,164 million.

A fair rate of return seems to be a very live subject at the present time.

The report presented under Assignment 6 (c) is an attempt to describe briefly

a study of 118 pages prepared by the Bureau of Valuation entitled "Depreciation Studies

on Certain Items of Depreciable Roadway Property and Equipment for Application to

Group Properties." This document was issued January 1, 1946.

Our report is boiled down to 4 pages and 8 charts, so that, necessarily, only the salient

features could be covered. The bureau's study is a pioneer effort to base service lives on

factual data drawn from railroad retirement experience for the period 1915 to 1942. This

study will be amplified and refined as more data become available.

The study has attracted considerable attention both in this country and abroad. The

bureau continues to describe its results as the straight line method but embodies an adjust-

ment for attained age. The study is divided into four parts, three of which relate to de-

preciation for valuation purposes, and the fourth part to a determination of past accrued

depreciation for accounting usage.

Fortunately, the application of the bureau's findings are relatively simple, although

their development is quite involved. If one is concerned with this development, he can get

a fair idea from our report. If additional information is required, he can go back to the

original study, copies of which are still available at the Bureau of Valuation in

Washington.

These reports are both given as information.

President Akers: The reports are so received.

Chairman Baldwin: That is the last prepared report. However, on Assignment 7

there has been some little development since the committee's report was made, and

I would like to ask Mr. Barnes, chairman of the subcommittee, to make a brief statement

with regard thereto.

H. D. Barnes (Chicago & North Western) : During the year there were no changes

in the accounting classifications of interest to engineers, and the subcommittee was not

called upon by Mr. Bunnell, vice-president, AAR, to review proposed accounting rulings

or orders. The subcommittee, therefore, has no report for the year. However, two events

have occurred since the committee's reports were prepared to which attention should

be called at this time.

The accounting classifications governing investment in road and equipment; operating

revenues and operating expenses; income profit and loss, and general balance sheet

accounts, prescribed by the ICC, revised to January 1, 1947, were published by the AAR
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Accounting Division, in loose-leaf form only. The commission, in 29140, decided Febru-

ary 10, 1947, found that expenditures for labor and material and expenditures for

pressure grouting to arrest water pockets and mud heaves, were properly chargeable to

operating expenses, Account 202—Roadway maintenance.

Chairman Baldwin: That concludes the report of Committee 11.

President Akers: This committee works in a highly specialized field. At the same

time it is a field which is of great importance to the railroads and to all of us. They are

able to produce this information for us in a very readable form; even I can understand

it. So, I think it is fine.

We are fortunate, too, to have a group on the committee who know their way
around. They know the governmental bodies. They know where to get information,

and what they present is thoroughly up to date. We thank you for an excellent report

and now excuse the committee with our thanks. (Applause)

Report on Impact and Bridge Stresses

(For Report, see pp. 396-398.)

(President Akers presiding)

Vice-Chairman A. B. Chapman (Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific) : This

committee report covers nine assignments. Most of our work is done in collaboration

with other committees. The first assignment is: Tests of viaduct columns, collaborating

with Committee 15.

(He read the report on Assignment 1, stating that it was presented as information.)

President Akers: The report is so received.

Vice-Chairman Chapman: Assignment 2—Tests of steel girder spans with open and

ballasted deck, including spans with precast concrete decks and poured-in-place con-

crete decks; also tests on ballasted decks with timber floor; particular attention to be

given to the damping; due to the type of deck and the track ballast.

(He read the report, stating that it was presented as information. He also read the

report on Assignment 3 and it was also received as information.)

Vice-Chairman Chapman: On Assignment 4—Tests of impact in columns and

hangers of steel spans—there is no report at the present time.

Assignment 5 covers Tests of rigid frame structures of steel and concrete, and

I might say here that the committee is feeling its way, trying to find out what to do

and how to do it. If any of you have any suggestions, the committee will gratefully

receive them. This report is submitted as information.

On Assignment 6—Analysis of additional data from impact tests; there is no

report as yet.

Assignment 7—Determination of damping factors of steel spans and the variation

in amount of damping with change in loading, by means of tests with an oscillator and

model tests. This has been carried out by the AAR test party, and a very voluminous

study and report is being prepared. This report is presented as information.

E. M. Hastings (Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac): Many of us, I know,

are greatly interested in the work that is being done by this committee. We have been

watching it for the several years since the committee was established.
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The question that I would like to ask of Mr. Chapman this morning refers to the

report on Assignment 2. I pick that one out because of its tremendous interest to many

of us. Approximately when do you think that something may be published on the

analysis of these data, so that we will know more about the effect of these high operat-

ing speeds which you refer to here as being up to the maximum permitted for the

locomotive, on the open deck spans of heavy design, particularly?

Vice-Chairman Chapman: Mr. Magee is building up an organization to cover that

and complete the report. Mr. Magee is not here, or I would ask him to answer your

question.

President Akers: This committee has a big program ahead of it. We arc fortunate

in having received substantial appropriations from AAR to carry on the work. It will

require several additional men and more equipment. I believe it would be of much

benefit to the membership if we could have a statement about some of the work that

you have in view. Could you give us that, Mr. Chapman?

Vice-Chairman Chapman: Mr. Lacher just called my attention to a fact I should

have stated before—that we are endeavoring to organize two test parties to cover

these field tests and, also, one party in the office to keep up the work as the tests are

completed. If any of you men know of good men for that, I am sure Mr. Magee would

welcome any suggestions you have.

E. J. Ruble (AAR) : With particular reference to Mr. Hasting's question, we have

completed reading of the film records of about SO percent of the spans shown in this

report, and we have tabulated completely two of the spans. So, we still have considerable

work to do on these spans. It was our thought that we should get the data analyzed

completely before we went ahead and tested any more spans, so that any desired change

in our testing program could be carried out in the work on the other spans.

Whether that answers the question or not, I don't know. If it does not, I will be

glad to answer any other questions.

Mr. Hastings: It does not completely answer the question but it is looking in that

direction. The question that I raised was the progress being made in the analysis of

the data in the report on your Assignment 2. The report on that is being looked forward

to with a great deal of interest by many of us, particularly the analysis of the data on

the 60-ft. and 70-ft. open deck spans of heavy design.

The question that I raised was, may we expect, during this next year, some concrete

results from your field data which will be of real service to us?

Mr. Ruble: The committee requested that we employ more structural engineers to do

this work. A great deal depends upon whether we are able to obtain the proper men.

But I believe we will have three or four of these spans completed by next year, and

we could make a preliminary report on them.

Mr. Hastings: That is helpful, sir, but let it be clearly understood that I am not

seeking the job. (Laughter)

President Akers: What Mr. Hastings means is that we are all very much interested

in this subject and, at the same time, we know that the work is of a character that

cannot be rushed.

Thank you very much, Mr. Ruble. We appreciate your explanation.

Vice-Chairman Chapman: Assignment 8—Determination of stresses and impacts in

timber stringer bridges, collaborating with Committee 7. I wish to state here that Mr.
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Magee's field party has made some tests on timber stringers. I thought it was quite im-

possible when I first heard of it. I did not think timber would react and could be tested

like steel can, but it can. The preliminary tests have shown that we will be able to deter-

mine stress in timber stringers, ties and other members quite accurately. Mr. Magee is

working on that problem now. They have made some tests, and they have been quite

enlightening. There is no report on that at the present time.

Assignment 9—Tests of steel truss spans with open and ballasted deck, particular

attention to be given to the damping due to the type of deck and the track ballast.

There is no report on this assignment.

That concludes the work of Committee 30.

President Akers: Your committee is carrying on a most valuable piece of work,

and we are indebted to you for this brief review of the progress that is being made and

the important investigations being conducted under your supervision.

It is especially unfortunate that Mr. Sandberg cannot be with us today, for this

meeting concludes his service as the chairman of the Committee on Impact and Bridge

Stresses. I wanted to congratulate him on the expanded program of research work
which the committee has sponsored during his term as chairman.

The committee is dismissed with the thanks of the Association. (Applause)

Discussion on Masonry

(For Report, see pp. 417-462.)

(President Akers presiding)

Chairman F. R. Smith (Union Railroad) : During the past year I have enjoyed my
first experience as chairman of a committee of this Association. I feel rather humble

to have the honor and privilege of presenting our report with such a fine and qualified

group of men as we have on Committee 8.

During the year we have had six subjects, No. 5 being a new assignment. All others

have been standing for several years. During the past year we have had three very

interesting meetings, exceptionally well attended. Great interest has been shown by most
of our members, and I know that during the ensuing year more will be accomplished

than we accomplished during the past year.

Subcommittees assigned subjects on which no ' reports are being presented at this

time have made marked progress, but because of the broad scope of most of the subjects,

many of them are not ready for presentation this year.

This year we are reporting on only two of our assignments, two subjects under

Assignment 2—Design—and one subject under Assignment 3—Concrete manufacture.

The report on Assignment 2 will be presented by Chairman Chapman who, with

the members of his subcommittee, is to be highly commended for the energy and effort

expended in the assembling of these important data.

A. B. Chapman (Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific): We report on Assign-

ment 2—Specifications and principles of design of plain and reinforced concrete for use

in railway bridges, buildings and culverts, collaborating with Committees 1, 5, 6, 7, 13

and IS. The progress of the report has not been such that we have collaborated with

the other committees so far, but we will do so when we have something to present

that we think is worthy of presentation to the entire AREA and to the other

committees.
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This report is the result of three or four years work. It would seem that we have

not done very much, but it is quite a difficult subject. We find it very difficult to get

everyone together on it, and we are not all through yet. This report is presented as

information. We would like to receive discussion, but due to the difficult subject we

have before us, the technical part of it, we would much prefer if any members have

criticism, good, bad or indifferent, that they give it to us in writing.

President Akers: We will receive the report as information.

Mr. Chapman: Part 2 of Assignment 2 of this committee is a progress report

presented as information on Specifications for design of concrete transmission poles.

I would like to have Mr. Schantz present that.

C. P. Schantz (Pennsylvania) : This subject of design of transmission poles has

been something new to the committee, and it is rather difficult to find any past designs

that would cover some of the problems of concrete pole design. We would like to have

any criticisms that you have to offer. It has been submitted as information.

The design of the foundations, particularly the setting of the poles in the ground,

has been rather a difficult subject, and we are not too sure of this part of the design.

We will welcome any criticism from some of these so-called experts on foundation con-

ditions for the type of materials that the poles are set in. We believe that the design

submitted is rather conservative. We are of the opinion that it can be improved on.

Mr. Chapman: That concludes the report on Assignment 2. It is submitted as

information.

Chairman Smith: Your committee appreciates the importance of the material con-

tained in the report presented by Mr. Chapman and Mr. Schantz. We urgently request

critical review and comments from any of you who might be interested in design. We
further ask that you kindly refer the reports to designers in your home offices, so we

may have the benefit of advice for amending these reports before offering them next

year for adoption and publication in the Manual.

I wish to compliment Mr. Morris, chairman, and members of Subcommittee 3 for

the excellent report prepared on air-entraining concrete. This report will now be

presented by Mr. Morris.

L. M. Morris (Pennsylvania) : Your committee's report on air-entraining concrete

prepared in coordination with Committee 6—Buildings, is presented as information.

Due to the limited time available we shall present here only a very brief abstract

of this report.

It is generally agreed that air-entraining concrete is the most important develop-

ment in concrete technology in many years. Originally suggested as a means for over-

coming salt scaling on pavements, it has now been found that, in addition, resistance to

freezing and thawing is greatly improved by the use of certain air-entraining agents.

The effectiveness of air-entrainment appears to be due to the fact that numerous

minute air bubbles or voids are incorporated in the concrete, resulting in a concrete

which is more plastic and workable, placeable with less segregation, subject to less

bleeding, and resistant to alternate freezing and thawing to a marked degree.

The entrainment of air, although having a definite beneficial effect on workability

and durability, tends to reduce the strength of the concrete. It is therefore very im-

portant to insure the proper amount of entrained air, which it is now rather generally

agreed should be between 3 and 6 percent. Any amount less than 3 percent may not give
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the required resistance to weathering, while an air content in excess of 6 percent may
reduce the strength materially without contributing any additional durability.

Air is entrained in concrete by two principal methods: first, by the use of air-

entraining portland cement, a cement in which the air-entraining agent has been inter-

ground during manufacture, and, second, by adding the air-entraining agent directly to

the concrete at the time of mixing. The choice of method depends on various factor.-,

but it must be emphasized that the control must be such that the proper amount of air

will be entrained in the concrete.

While most of the experience to date with air-entraining concrete has been with

pavements, its excellent resistance to alternate freezing and thawing, entirely apart from

the action of salts used for ice removal, indicates that it should prove advantageous in

constructing bridges and other railroad structures, particularly under conditions where

the concrete will be exposed to severe frost action. There should be no constructional

difficulties. Furthermore, the reduction in "water-gain" should prove advantageous in

avoiding laitance and should result in more uniform concrete throughout the entire

structure. This report is presented as information.

President Akers: I am sure everyone will find the report very interesting, and
will wish to read the entire article.

Chairman Smith: As previously stated, Assignment 5—Earth pressures as related to

masonry structures—was a subject assigned last year. Your committee requested this

assignment of the Board of Direction after Dr. Ralph Peck had agreed to accept mem-
bership with Committee S—Masonry and, further, after he had agreed to accept the

chairmanship of Subcommittee 5. Although all of our assignments are extremely im-

portant and timely, we believe Dr. Peck is going to bring to us suggestions and ideas

that are more revolutionary than the Masonry committee has experienced for many years.

While there is no formal report to present at this time, I am going to ask Dr. Peck,

who needs no introduction here, to review briefly for you his proposals regarding earth

pressures as related to masonry structures. Dr. Peck!

R. B. Peck (University of Illinois) : The subcommittee on earth pressures has

started its work by a reexamination of the present Manual material on retaining walls

and abutments. That information is largely made up of theoretical methods for com-

puting the pressures of cohesionless materials. There is a lack of information about the

behavior of cohesive backfills. In the last IS or 20 years there has been an increasing

realization among engineers that there are other factors that influence the stability and

the life of both retaining walls and structures that are important, some of them, perhaps,

even more important than the computed pressure of the earth itself.

To get information as a basis for our study, we have sent out questionnaires that

undoubtedly many of you have received already, concerning long-time movement or

outright failures of retaining walls and abutments. The committee wishes to thank each

of you very much who has replied to that questionnaire, as many of you have.

We have received a large amount of information which will be very useful, but

which will take some time to digest. I would also like to say, what we forgot to mention

when we sent out the questionnaire, that when the data are digested and presented for

your information in the form of a report, we will carefully refrain from identifying the

particular retaining walls referred to therein. So, if you are holding back for that reason,

you may rest assured that you need not.

The information has given us already a very firm conviction that the foundation

for retaining walls, the provisions for drainage and the type of backfill material are
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likely to have a much greater influence upon the behavior of the structure throughout

its life than the computed values of the earth pressure.

It will require some time, I believe, to digest that information in such a way

that we can produce rules for design that will be satisfactory. But it is our aim to get

something that will be simple enough for use in both the field and in the design office,

but that will not leave out of consideration these factors that we all know to be of

great and, sometimes, of prime importance.

President Akers: Thank you very much, Dr. Peck.

Chairman Smith: The reports from Committee 8—Masonry are now concluded.

I want to take this opportunity to express my sincere thanks and appreciation to every

member of Committee 8—Masonry, for the kind cooperation and assistance accorded

me during the past year as their new chairman, while furthering our purposes and those

of the American Railway Engineering Association.

President Akers: Thank you very much, Mr. Smith. The Association is indebted

to you and your committee for a very excellent and painstaking report. The committee

is now excused with our thanks.

Discussion on Iron and Steel Structures

(For Report, see pp. 389-395.)

(Vice-President Chinn presiding)

Chairman E. S. Birkenwald (Southern) : The members of Committee IS express

sincere regret occasioned by the death of three of its valued members: John B. Hunley

on March 2, 1946; Oscar E. Selby on March IS, 1946, and G. A. Haggander on April

14, 1946. Mr. Hunley was a past director of the Association; Mr. Selby was a past

chairman of the committee, and Mr. Haggander was a director of the Association and

a past chairman of the committee.

Committee IS reports on three of six assignments: Assignment 1—Revision of

Manual; Assignment 4—Relation between fatigue of metals and bridge design; and

Assignment 6—Shortening of eyebars to equalize stress.

The report on Assignment 1, submitted for adoption and publication in the Manual

will be presented by Mr. C. E. Webb, chairman of the subcommittee on Revision of

Manual.

C. E. Webb (American Bridge Company): Due to the various criticism received

during the last month, our subcommittee had a meeting yesterday and has revised parts

of the report. So I think it would be well if I read it in its entirety.

Under the glossary, we propose to submit definitions which I will read.

(Mr. Webb read the additions to the glossary on page 390, and his motion for

their adoption was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Webb: The following changes are recommended in the Specifications for Steel

Railway Bridges. I will present them by various articles. First, Emergency War Specifi-

cations, sheets E-15-1 and E-15-2; delete in their entirety. Those are the specifications

which had the higher unit stresses used during the war. I move that this part of the

specifications be deleted.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)
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Mr. Webb: Under Information To Be Given Bidders, Question 6—page 15-2, we

are changing the word "painting" to "paint." I move that this change be made in the

Manual.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Webb: On the next article, 205, we are making a slight change. We are

changing the words "under the" in the first line to "per" and deleting the word "one"

before "rail" in the second line, making the article read as follows:

In open deck structures where two or more longitudinal beams per rail are

properly diaphragmed and symmetrically spaced under the rail, they may be

considered as equally loaded.

I move the article be adopted as read.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Webb: The next article is also changed from the way it is printed, in that

we are deleting the words "in the case of steam locomotives" in the second line of

paragraph (b) and inserting after "hammer blow" the words "from reciprocating motive

power."

Then carrying on down to (c) The total impact: That is being deleted as it is

misleading. The next paragraph is changed so that we delete "for steam locomotives"

in the second line and substitute "of live load for motive power with hammer blow"

and then we add after "60 percent" the words "of live load for motive power."

I have given you the changes. Now, the corrected articles are as follows:

(b) The direct vertical effect:

Downward forces, distributed equally to the two rails and acting normal

to the top-of-rail plane, due to hammer blow from reciprocating motive power,

track irregularities, speed effect and car impact, and equalling the following

percentage of the axle loads:

(Mr. Webb then read paragraphs (1) and (2) in which there were no changes.)

Mr. Webb: The final paragraph in that article:

The total impact included in the design consisting of roll and vertical effect

shall not exceed 75 percent of live load for motive power with hammer blow or

60 percent of live load for motive power without hammer blow.

The heading (c) The total impact, is being deleted.

I move that Article 206 be adopted as read, and printed in the Manual.

(The motion was seconded.)

G. E. Robinson (New York Central): I wonder if the convention understands that

this is not merely an editorial change, the change which is proposed here in Article 206,

and my remarks apply also to the change in Article 108 appearing on page 393. This is

not merely an editorial change in the Manual. It amounts to something in your design,

and particularly in the rating of your bridges. I have the effect plotted up here and

what it means is this: Your impact which may, under the present specifications, run as

high as 120 percent, is cut down to 75. In rating old bridges it worked out in three

particular spans in this manner: One span was a 97-ft. 6-in. through girder, in which

there was no change in the rating of the girders. The floor beams would be raised from

E 71.9 to E 77,7; the stringers from E 110 to E 131. Those are Cooper E ratings,

of course.
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In another girder, which is a deck girder, 76 ft. long, the result would have been,

in the case of one locomotive, to have changed the permissible speed from 25 mph. down

to 10 mph. In a second locomotive it had the same effect. A third locomotive now per-

mitted at 25 mph., would have to be prohibited entirely, and the same applied to a

wrecking crane.

For a third span, 60 ft. in length, it would not have changed the speed of the

particular type of locomotive operated. For a second type the change would drop the

speed from 45 to 20 mph., and the effect on the wrecker was from 35 to 25 mph.

I think this material is of sufficient importance to the structural men so that it

should be presented as information for a year to let the membership find out just what

it means before the change is made in the Manual.

Chairman Birkenwald: The changes that we are proposing arc the direct result

of the tests that have been made up under the direction of Committee 30. There have

been, perhaps, some 1000 tests made, and we are quite sure what we are proposing is

reasonable. In fact, some railroads have applied the results of the tests and have saved

money by so doing.

The other change that we have made in the formula for impact is that we have

introduced a formula to cover truss spans. We have found that the tests made back

in 1910-1911 by Turneaure are now being substantiated by the electromagnetic strain

gages on truss spans. These tests have not been published but sufficient data have been

gathered to indicate that the data obtained back in 1910 are substantially correct.

The net result is that the impact formula for truss spans increases the loading

in new bridge design so as to produce an increase of 2 or 3 percent in the cost of

the span.

We have also changed the impact formula for motive power without hammer blow.

This also is based on the series of tests that have been made by the AAR, some of which

have been published under the auspices of Committee 30 and, also, some that provide

enough data to give an idea of what was happening, but which have not yet been

covered in a report.

I think that the members should know of this and realize that the change we have

made is not one that has been made on the moment, but that this matter has been

under consideration for a long time. I personally have no objection to holding over

this particular section an additional year. However, even though it does, I am quite

sure that, on the basis of the tests that have been made, we are confronted with what

we have.

S. Blumenthal (Canadian Pacific) : I have a question to ask which deals with the

practical side of this impact business. I am vitally interested in the rating of spans

and preparation of bridge rating charts.

Where this change in the impact formula reduces the rating of bridges, we encounter

a psychological angle. We have a number of rulings that have been in force for a good

many years. Certain engines have been permitted to operate, and others have been

permitted to operate with restrictions. These engines have been operating, some of them,

maybe for 20 years or more. If we apply this proposed increase in the impact per-

centage, some of these engines would have to have additional slow orders placed on

them or be ruled off altogether.

How are we going to explain this to the operating men who are not engineers and

do not understand this? The bridges have been perfectly safe. There has been no evi-

dence of distress or evidence of incipient failure or anything like that.
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Our original rating sheets were prepared on the old formula. We have had to

change it twice. We had it

300

and then we had it

L+ 300

30,000

U + 30,000

and now we come along with what we call a new AREA impact formula, and we find

that certain ratings may be increased as much as 20 percent.

I am not talking about the scientific angle; I am talking about human relations.

That is something that I would like the committee to give very careful consideration

to before making any radical changes in the impact formula.

Mr. Webb: Thank you for those remarks. However, as stated by Mr. Birkenwald,

these new formulas have the support of reliable test data.

H. S. Loeffler (Great Northern): A good many years ago I had considerable experi-

ence in making tests on bridges for the Great Northern Railway. At that time we used

the instruments which were previously mentioned as being designed and used by

Professor Turneaure.

After working on that subject for considerable time, and working up the reports,

I concluded that we were using more impact, that is, the formula that was being used

gave considerably higher impact effects than actually were observed in these tests.

In my opinion, Committee 15 has done a very excellent job in developing the

formulas which are now presented for adoption by the Association. They have simplified

the formulas, and they have reduced the impact to a reasonable extent. I would

recommend the adoption of the formulas as presented.

C. J. Geyer (Chesapeake & Ohio): From this discussion, I am not exactly clear as

to whether the proposed change in the formula will be restrictive on our existing

equipment. I would like to be sure of that point.

Chairman Birkenwald: The spans that will be affected in the way of restrictions

will be truss spans from, say, 100 ft. A 100-ft. truss span is not a very long one. There

are not very many of them, but it might have some effect all the way up to 400 ft.

However, there is a personal equation involved in the interpretation of the specifica-

tions and rating. The present rating rules in the Manual are quite out of date; they

are too severe; in fact, I would say they are idealistict. We hope to change this in the

near future.

One of the items is the question of wind. The rating rules specify that you should

use the full wind load before you consider the question of live load and impact. How-

ever, if you had a 30-lb. wind on your bridge, I doubt if you would operate. In fact,

if you had a 15-lb. wind, which would be 75 mph. velocity, the chances are
;

you would

be going at slow speed.

In view of that. I believe that the changes that we may make in the future in the

possible reduction of wind pressure will compensate for the increase in impact. That is

particularly true of longer spans.

I think with the exception, possibly, then, of a range of between, maybe, 110 to

175 or 200 ft., there would be very little change so far as the rating is concerned. As a

matter of fact, your short spans (the majority of spans throughout the United States

and Canada are short spans) will be materially benefited, because the impact has been

reduced and, therefore, will allow higher ratings. Does that answer you?
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Mr. Geyer: I still understand that this will be restrictive on certain bridges. We
have bridges with us, and we have engines with us. They cannot be replaced shortly.

Our traffic at this time is unusually heavy. We can't stand any restrictions, if it is

possible to avoid them at this time. I want to know to what extent this would be

restrictive, without applying it to all of our bridges on the line.

I don't find any fault with the proposal as a study, but it would be very serious to

the railroads to have at this time, as a recommended practice in the Manual, a formula

which we did not follow and probably could not follow as a practical matter. I would

like to see this held over and presented as information and for further comment.

Mr. Loeffier: Mr. Geyer seems to be under the impression that the adoption of

these formulas will make it necessary to replace bridges. It is my understanding that

the adoption of these formulas will permit the operation of somewhat heavier power

over existing bridges. I am wondering if there isn't someone on the committee who can

give us a little more information on that.

Mr. Webb: As Mr. Birkenwald explained in his remarks, the proposed formulas

lower the impact factor on short spans but increase it on the longer bridges, especially

beyond 100 ft.

Mr. Robinson: I may be able to give some more specific data on the subject here

I have in front of me a graph which shows impact values for the existing specifications

and the proposed. There is a decrease on the short spans up to 40 ft., and an increase

above that point. The increase amounts to various percentages. For a 70-ft. span, for

instance, it is 8 percent; at 120 ft. it is 10 percent.

Mr. Webb: This Article 206 applies to the design of new bridges and not to the

rating of old bridges. We are mixing the two together here. In designing new bridges

you follow page 391. On the next page we come to rules for rating existing bridges, which

tell you how to take care of impact there.

J. E. Armstrong (Canadian Pacific): If I understood Mr. Birkenwald's statement

correctly, there is to be a further revision in the wind load element of bridge loading

which, if I understood him correctly, would reduce the total over-all effect of impact

on wind load. Was that correct? Do I understand you correctly?

Chairman Birkenwald: That is being considered for rating rules only; not for design

but for rating rules. The rating rules would be what you would use for determining

what power can go over an existing bridge.

The article that we have under consideration, as explained before, is for design

only, and it should, I think, include the heavier wind load in order to give you,

perhaps, a little extra capacity in the span to take care of the future. Does that answer

your question?

Mr. Armstrong: Another question. Would there be any advantage in holding off

on this impact formula until impact and the wind load could be considered together,

and in that way help some of us in a rather desperate situation, perhaps, in attempting

to apply the design formula for bridge loading?

Chairman Birkenwald: I don't know that there is any particular advantage in

holding off. I think you will find that, so far as the rating rules are concerned, there are

very few bridge engineers who use them as they are printed. They use their own personal

judgment in the matter. They make exceptions where they know that it is inconsistent.
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Mr. Armstrong: I know.

Mr. Webb: I might suggest that we hold this over for a year. Personally, I would

rather see something go through that everybody is agreed to. We have had lots oi"

criticism. Then there would be no chance for saying, "Well, I had to change my mind;

I had to make different rules." I would rather see rules that we can all follow.

With the consent of my second, I would withdraw my motion, and ask that this

be held off for one year and presented as information.

(The second was withdrawn.)

Mr. Webb: This will be presented for information, and we will welcome criticism

from anyone who uses these specifications.

On page 15-8, Article 208, delete the third paragraph and substitute the following.

I will read this, due to the fact we changed two or three words:

Each pair of stringers, girders, or truss members shall be made of equal

section and shall be proportioned to resist the maximum forces on either the high

or low side of superelevated track. In designing a stringer, girder, or truss member
on the low side for live load, no allowance for impact forces shall be included;

however, when designing for a reduced speed, full impact shall be allowed, less the

relief from centrifugal force at such speed.

In that case we have deleted the words "due to the foregoing provisions" in the fourth

line; made the last sentence part of the second sentence, changing the period (.) to a

semi-colon ( ; ) and made a small "h" in the word "however" and inserted the word
"full" before "impact" in the fifth line.

I move the changes as read in Article 208 be adopted and published in the Manual.

V. T. Boughton (Engineering News-Record) : In view of the fact we accepted the

previous information only as information, we can't put this in the Manual now,

can we?

Mr. Webb: This is a different article. We are talking about 208. That can go in the

Manual. The other was 206 that we are offering as information.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

(Mr. Webb read from 418, page 15-16, down to and including 824, page 15-35, on

page 392.)

Mr. Webb: Table 1501—page 15-36: There are changes in the various percentages

which would be added to the weight. This has been proposed due to the regulations and

specifications of ASTM.
XII—Steel Castings, page 15-47 to 15^9

Delete 1201 to 1216 and substitute the following Article 1201.

That completes the revisions as to design.

I therefore move that the articles cited, which appear on page 392 and the first

9 lines on page 393, be adopted and published in the Manual.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Webb: The committee recommends the following changes in the Rules for

Rating Existing Iron and Steel Bridges. We will refer only to the changes. In 107 we

make a substitution regarding axle loads.

108. Determination of Impact, has been revised, but, as it is printed in this Bulletin,

I would like to call your attention under (c) , in the second line, to the omission between

the word "equals" and the words "as much" of "0.4." The sentence should read in part:

Impact at 10 mph. or under equals 0.4 as much as that provided in Article

206 * * *.
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There is also a revision in the note, the two lines regarding synchronous speed; these

should read as follows:

Note: Synchronous speed in revolutions per second of locomotive drivers is

equal to the frequency of the span in vibrations per second, namely:

I move that the revisions to the Rules for Rating Existing Iron and Steel Bridges

as read be adopted and published in the Manual.

(The motion was seconded.)

Vice-President Chinn: I think, Mr. Robinson, you had some comment to make

on this. Do you want to say anything further?

Mr. Robinson: It seems to be fairly evident, from the discussion that was had on

paragraph 206 that, as Mr. Webb said, about half of my remarks applied to this section

on rating rules. I believe that, since paragraph 206 was held over for another year,

most certainly this section should also be held over for another year.

Mr. Webb: I will withdraw my motion. We need all the study we can get on this.

We are making quite a radical change. If you try this out another year, you might be

sure of yourself.

Vice-President Chinn: Does anyone disagree with Mr. Robinson's position? Do I

understand that you arc now offering this as information only and will bring it up again

next year?

Mr. Webb: That is right.

Vice-President Chinn: Your motion is withdrawn.

(The motion and second were withdrawn.)

Vice-President Chinn: It will be accepted as information.

Mr. Webb: I appreciate these comments, because it is up to the editing committee.

Everybody has a little different version. I know editing is not as easy as we sometimes

think.

Chairman Birkenwald: The final report on assignment 4, presented as information,

was to have been given by Mr. Jonathan Jones of Bethlehem Steel Company, chairman

of the subcommittee on Relation between fatigue of metals and bridge design.

It is a brief report. The principal virtue of the report is that it furnishes those who
are interested in the fatigue of metals, and bridge design, with a bibliography of all known

information on this subject.

The committee has tried to boil this down so that you can find out where these

things were, much better than the committee could express it itself.

This report on Assignment 4 is presented as information.

Vice-President Chinn: It will be so accepted.

Chairman Birkenwald: A progress report on Assignment 6, presented as information,

will be given by Mr. Chapman, chairman of the subcommittee.

A. B. Chapman (Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific): The shortening of eyebars

by heating the members with torches probably was first used on the Milwaukee Road.

The Santa Fe used it at about the same time.

A number of years earlier, eyebars in bridges were shortened with charcoal heaters,

although we knew nothing of it until after experiments were made on the Milwaukee

Railroad.
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From those experiments in shortening eyebars, the AREA took it up, and the AAR
made numerous tests on the effect of shortening eyebars with torches. I do not know

how many railroads have shortened eyebars but it is quite a considerable number. On
our railroad, we have shortened possibly 500 eyebars in truss spans that were very loose

and in poor condition to restore them to stiff structures.

We are continuing this study of the determination of the stresses imposed in eyebars.

That has not yet been completed. We have determined a method of counting the number

of vibrations of eyebar to determine, in a general way, the tightness of the bar. But

there are so many conditions prevailing with eyebars, whether they are fixed at the end,

clamped together, and how they fit on the pin, and various other considerations, that

wc have as yet been unable to present what we think is any correct method of deter-

mining the stresses in eyebars other than by strain gage readings.

However, the frequency of vibrations of bars after they are shortened does give us

a good indication of how much stress the bar has taken in relationship to the adjacent

bars, but it amounts to little more than determination by "feel" at the present time.

If there are any questions on the method of shortening eyebars by heating and

upsetting, I will be glad to endeavor to answer those.

S. Blumenthal (Canadian Pacific) : Possibly Mr. Chapman did not mention the fact

that these stresses he is referring to, checked by this vibration method, are dead load

stresses, not live load.

Mr. Chapman: That is correct, Mr. Blumenthal.

If there are no other questions, that concludes my remarks.

Vice-President Chinn: Thank you, Mr. Chapman.

Chairman Birkenwald: This was presented as information.

Vice-President Chinn: It will be so accepted.

Chairman Birkenwald: This also concludes the report of Committee IS.

Vice-President Chinn: Mr. Birkenwald, your committee is noted for the thorough-

ness of its work. You are excused with the thanks of the Association. (Applause)

Discussion on Clearances

(For Report, see p. 388.)

(Vice-President Chinn presiding)

Chairman J. E. South (Pennsylvania): Committee 28—Clearances, was assigned

three subjects.

Subject 1—Revision of Manual: Inasmuch as practically all of the material appear-

ing in the Manual under Chapter 28 was adopted 10 or more years ago, your committee

is now proposing to resubmit the clearance diagrams in their entirety.

(Chairman South read the report on Assignment 1.)

Chairman South: I move that these figures and notes just read be reapproved for

use in the Manual.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman South: On subjects 2 and 3, the committee is not prepared to report at

this time.
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That concludes the report of the committee.

Vice-President Chinn: Thank you, Mr. South. Here, again, we have an example of a

standby committee, and we thank Mr. South for keeping us up to date on an exceedingly

important phase of railway engineering.

The committee is excused with the thanks of the Association. (Applause)

Discussion on Wood Bridges and Trestles

(For Report, see pp. 381-387.)

(Vice-President Chinn presiding)

Chairman S. F. Grcar (Illinois Central) : Committee 7 has a very short report this

year. Subjects 1, 2, and 3 cover more or less standing assignments, and there are no

reports to make, but the subcommittees will be kept in service.

Under Assignment 4—Improved design of timber trestles—the committee has no

report, but we have printed a paper by W. H. O'Brien relating to laminated timber for

bridges. Some tests are being made. There are three installations of stringers on the

Southern, the Chesapeake & Ohio, and the Texas & Pacific.

This matter of laminated stringers or heavy timbers is something for the future,

when we can't get the large timbers. The laminated material is very expensive at the

present time, but it may be something for the future.

Subject 5 covers specifications and design of fastenings for trestles. This will be

presented by Mr. W. O. Nelson, chairman of the subcommittee.

W. O. Nelson (Baltimore & Ohio) : The report of committee on Assignment 5

—

Specifications and design of fastenings for timber trestles, including metal joint connec-

tors. These specifications are rather brief. They conform to the policy of the Association

of making reference, as far as possible, to ASTM specifications. They replace certain

material in the Manual shown on pages 7-5 and 7-6 which has in recent years become

partly obsolete.

In the transcription from the original draft of these specifications a line was omitted

to which I will now call your attention. On page 386, under Wrought Iron, there is a

specification for wrought iron bars and shapes. It should read as follows:

Wrought iron plates shall conform to current ASTM specifications A 32.

Then on page 387, next to the last line, there is a typographical error. The last

word on that line, now reading "down" should read "shown."

With these corrections, the specifications as originally presented and submitted to

the convention last year and appearing in the Proceedings, and now reprinted in the

current bulletin, need no further reading at this time. I make a motion that these

specifications be adopted for publication in the Manual, replacing pages 7-5 and 7-6.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Grear: This represents the only constructive report we have this year.

Subject 7—Design of creosoted timber pile piers for long spans—was reported on

last year. We made a preliminary plan which required some revisions. In trying to

make revisions we didn't agree very well, so we have no report on that subject,

although progress is being made on it. We hope to have a report on that for next year.

Before the committee is dismissed, I would like to have Mr. Keith make some

remarks about the personnel losses of this committee.
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Vice-President Chinn: We will be glad to hear from Mr. Keith.

L. P. Keith (National Lumber Manufacturers Association) : Before reading Lhc

memoir to Mr. Hogue, I would like to call attention to the fact that in the last two
years, possibly three, we have lost three of our great authorities on the engineering

use of wood. John A. Newlin of the Forest Products Laboratory passed on three years

ago. During the year we lost John Foley, forester of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and
chairman of the Central Committee on American Lumber Standards, and in November,
Chester James Hogue. Mr. Hogue was a member of Committee 7 from about 1919

until the time of his death. He died on November 4, 1946.

(Mr. Keith read the memoir to Mr. Hogue on page 382.)

Chairman Grear: All three of these men were of great assistance to the Committee
on Wood Bridges and Trestles.

That concludes the report of this committee.

Vice-President Chinn: Thank you, Mr. Grear. I congratulate you on a good repoit.

Your committee is dismissed with the thanks of the Association. (Applause)

Discussion on Wood Preservation

(For Report, see pp. 367-373.)

(President Akers presiding)

Chairman C. S. Burt (Illinois Central) : The report of this committee is indeed

quite short, in that we are reporting material on only two subjects. Dr. Hermann von

Schrenk's subcommittee is offering supplementary information this year to augment the

very extensive report presented by his committee last year on termite exposure tests

down at Florissant, Mo.
Mr. Walter Arnold will offer an interesting report giving results of tests conducted

to determine the effect of incising forest products.

The subcommittee on service test records of treated woods has compiled additional

data pertaining to service test records on treated cross ties, supplementing information

printed during previous years. However, this material was not made available in time

for publication. So, the report of Mr. A. J. Loom's subcommittee will be published in

the Proceedings as a supplement to the report on wood preservation.

Notwithstanding the brevity of the report we are presenting here, there are a

number of important problems that command the attention of your committee.

What was then deemed as a final report on creosote-petroleum solutions was pre-

sented some two years ago, leading to the adoption and publication of a very brief

specification for the use of creosote-petroleum solutions. However, in the opinion of

your committee, this subject is of such importance as to warrant its continuation, with

a view toward further study.

For example, we are confronted with the problem of the use of creosote-petroleum

solutions in which the proportion of creosote is less than SO percent. While creosote is

recognized as the outstanding preservative, there are certain phases of its use which we
believe require continued study.

Due to the shortage of this important material, just now may not seem the oppor-

tune time to propose the writing of a new specification for creosote oil, yet your com-
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mittee very definitely has this in mind. While that subcommittee does not have a report

to offer just now, I hope there will be time a little later on for just a few brief remarks

on that whole subject by the subcommittee chairman.

The shortage of creosote oil also raises the question of the use of substitute materials

for treatment purposes. This also is demanding the attention of this committee. The same

is true with reference to the use of material not only for wood preservative but also

as a fire retardant. Possibly that study is of more importance today than it ever has

been before. It seems to apply also to recently developed and promoted artificial methods

of seasoning wood before treatment.

In the absence of Dr. Hermann von Schrenk, I am going to call on a member of

his committee, an associate of his in St. Louis, Dr. A. L. Kammerer, to present the report

for subcommittee 5—Destruction by termites and possible ways of prevention.

A. L. Kammerer (St. Louis, Mo.) : Dr. von Schrenk very much regrets he was

unable to be here today. This committee has no new material to offer this year. Last

year the committee presented results and conclusions on an inspection of termite exposure

tests at Florissant, Mo., which have been carried out since 1939 to test the effectiveness

of a large number of preservatives in connection with destruction of wood by termites.

Most of the chemicals used were applied as soil poisons; that is, they were poured into

the ground, in trenches made around the 2 by 4 test stakes. The stakes were pine. In a

number of cases the stakes were impregnated with preservatives, either by pressure

processes or non-pressure processes, and then driven into the ground.

Since last year's report was presented, the committee's attention was called to certain

apparent inconsistencies in the inspection data as reported. This referred particularly to

copper naphthenate pressure-treated stakes.

A re-examination of the original field records revealed there were a number ol

errors in transcription in tabulating the copper naphthenate inspection data, namely

in Lots 1, 2, 3 and 4 on pages 164 and 165 of the 1946 report. In order that the record

may be correct, these corrections are being reported on pages 368 and 369 of the present

report. A further slight correction was made in the second paragraph of the conclusions.

This correction was mentioned by the chairman in presenting the report last year.

This exposure test is being continued at Florissant, and there will be inspections and

reports of inspections from year to year in the future.

Chairman Burt: For the report on Assignment 7—Incising forest products—we will

hear from Mr. Walter Arnold, chairman of that committee.

W. P. Arnold (Koppers Company, Inc.) : During the past year an investigation

was made by this subcommittee to determine the effect of incising on the penetration

into white fir, eastern spruce and yellow birch cross ties. Each tie treated was incised

for half its length. After treatment two sections were taken from each half tie as

illustrated in the report.

Examination of the sections, again shown in the report, demonstrates that no

improvement is secured in these species by incising. The white fir used in these tests

should not be confused with Douglas fir with which definite benefit is obtained through

incising and which method has been adopted as standard for many years by this

Association.

President Akers: The report is received as information.

Chairman Burt: It was suggested a few moments ago that we do have other

outstanding problems under study. I believe we have a few minutes more at the disposal
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of the committee, and I am going to take advantage of the opportunity to give you,

through the chairmen of two or three of these subcommittees, a very brief word on what

they are doing with these various subjects.

There was no opportunity to hold a meeting of Subcommittee 9—Review the

specifications for creosote with particular respect to limitations of residue above 355

deg. C, and other revisions resulting from changes in processes of manufacture—but

Mr. L. B. Shipley, chairman of that committee, will present a statement which

represents his personal opinion.

L. B. Shipley (Bernuth, Lembckc Company): It now seems evident that, barring

coal strikes here, the creosote situation is improving. The domestic production is approxi-

mating that of prewar years and already creosote is coming through from England.

Before long the available supplies of domestic and imported creosotes should satisfy

fully the even more than normal demands for standard grades of creosote.

During the recent war years supplies of standard grades of creosote became critical

and considerable quantities of nonstandard creosotes, creosote-coal tar solutions, creosote-

petroleum solutions, and other materials were used.

An important feature of the assignment is concerned with changes in the processes

of manufacturing creosote. We have found that, during the recent war years, there were

no decided changes in the processes of manufacturing standard grades of creosote. On the

other hand, the creosotes produced were used in many cases along with nonstandard

materials, and while this situation persisted there was little opportunity to make a

detailed study of creosote specifications. With the war period now apparently over, and

conditions becoming more normal, the problems before our subcommittee should be

considerably clarified, and there is a good prospect of developing some real tangible

results.

Chairman Burt: Another of our outstanding subjects is Assignment 10—Development

of specifications for the treatment of wood to make it fire-resistant, including: (a)

Methods of treatment; (b) chemicals; (c) wood preservatives and amount thereof to

be added to fire-resistive salts; (d) performance test methods; and (e) interpretation

of test results. Again, it happens that Dr. Hermann von Schrenk is chairman of that

subcommittee. I am going to call on a number of his committee and one who is chairman

of the ASTM committee with the same assignment, Mr. W. H. Fulweiler.

W. H. Fulweiler (Philadelphia, Pa.) : Subcommittee 10 has not presented a report

this year, but that does not mean it has not been doing any work. There are at the

present time at least three committees of national associations who are earnestly study-

ing this problem, and they have interlocking membership so that the results of each

committee's work is available to the other committees. These three are as follows:

Subcommittee 10 of the AREA, Subcommittee 12 of Committee E-7 of the ASTM,

and also Committee E-5 of the ASTM that confines itself exclusively to the development

of the methods of testing.

When your Subcommittee 10 got up its first proposed specifications, we only had

one method of laboratory test, the crib test. Since that time the ASTM has made a

tentative study of the tube test, but at the same time, as a result of the study, it has

been found that certain difficulties are involved in the sampling to insure representative

test specimens. This is a real problem, as all of you who have studied the idiosyncrasies

of wood species know. It is particularly difficult in a test of this sort where we have tc

reproduce an average sample in a few small stakes,
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Committee E-5 has been asked to give consideration to another method of testing.

When we started on this work we felt there were at least two, and possibly three funda-

mental points that should be covered in our fire-retardant work: First, the actual reduc-

tion in the combustibility of the material; second, the reduction in the rate at which

fire would spread over the surface of the treated material; and, third, (and for some

uses this is very important) the rate of penetration of the fire through the wood. That

becomes of importance where the wood is used as partitions and in doors, and things

of that sort.

Wc arc now working on the tube test. We have asked Committee E-S to try to

develop a test that will indicate the rate of fire spread but be of such dimensions and of

such a nature that it will be possible to carry on this work in the average plant labora-

tory. Because wc have to have tests that can be carried out in 24 hours, we can't ask

the treaters of material to hold a tram loaded with stuff for a week. Obviously that

would put them out of business. So, we have to have a quick test. I don't know what

luck Committee E-S will have. At least we are telling them our desire and hope that

they may be able to do something.

We are going to circularize the National Bureau of Standards, the Forest Products

Laboratory and the Underwriters Laboratories for available test results which they can

suggest, or for any data whereby, it will be possible to observe for example, the length

of the flame formed, the rate at which the flame goes up, or the distance from the end

of the specimen to which it is charred. Such data may very well provide a sufficiently

good index of the rate of flame spread, so that we will not need an additional test.

While there are a number of these flame spread tests, the ones that are recognized,

for example, the one at the Underwriters Laboratories, require a huge room. We cannot

have that kind of a test in a treating plant. We have to have something simpler. That

is one of the difficulties we are up against. We are not disheartened, but we have certain

details that have to be worked out. I think it is better to proceed slowly and be sure

of our ground than hand the Association something that another year's work would not

prove to be based on solid fact.

Chairman Burt: We are pleased again to have a few words from Mr. Walter

Arnold on Assignment 11—Preliminary conditioning of forest products for treatment by

artificial methods of seasoning.

Mr. Arnold: Subcommittee 11 was newly formed and has not had the opportunity

to investigate relative merits of various methods used or proposed for artificially season-

ing wood for treatment. The report this year pertains to abbreviated descriptions of

principal methods.

The usual method of seasoning of wood is drying by evaporation of moisture. The

drying may be accelerated by artificially elevating the wood temperature, lowering

surrounding relative humidity or increasing the rate of movement of air or vapor over

the wood. To obtain adequate treatment, green wood may be air seasoned or otherwise

conditioned by methods commonly referred to as artificial seasoning. However, since it is

not always necessary to remove moisture from wood to condition it for treatment, that

term has generally been replaced with conditioning (for treatment). Two methods of

conditioning have been used commercially for many years, steam conditioning and

heating in oil under vacuum, sometimes referred to as the Boulton process.

The steam conditioning process, briefly, consists of steaming green wood for periods

of time, generally from about 5 to 18 hours at about 20 lb. per sq. in. pressure. Fol-

lowing the steaming and release of pressure, vacuum is created in the treating cylinder,

evaporating the moisture,
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Under the heating-in-oil method, wood is conditioned in the treating cylinder which

is vented to a condenser under partial vacuum. By thus reducing the boiling temperature

of water below the temperature of the oil, moisture is evaporated from the wood.

Two newer methods have been developed recently. One of these methods consists

of heating the wood in oil under pressure. The wood is submerged in oil in the treating

cylinder at low pressure and at temperatures above the boiling point of water. After

several hours, the pressure is released, the oil is removed from the treating cylinder

and a vacuum is drawn. The storing of heat in the wood at relatively high temperature

induces quick evaporation of considerable water when pressure is released and under the

subsequent vacuum.

The other method consists of a process of conditioning by heating in vapor. Under

this method, the wood is subjected to hot oil vapor in the treating cylinder. The process

is preferably conducted under partial vacuum. Boiling liquid is continuously maintained

below the wood in the treating cylinder. The hot vapors at a temperature of about

270 deg. F. pass up through the wood, heating it and evaporating its water. Oil vapor

and water pass from the top of the cylinder into condensers and separators in which

the water is drained off. The condensed oil is reheated and recirculated through the

cylinder. Relatively rapid evaporation of water is secured by this method.

In addition to the methods mentioned, accelerated seasoning of wood by means

of the familiar method of kiln drying is sometimes used to condition wood for treatment.

Kiln-conditioning has been used for large cross-sectional materials such as poles, piles

and large timbers. However, the time required is a disadvantage with this method.

Chairman Burt: Thank you, Mr. President, for permitting us to use so much extra

time. We do look forward to having a great deal in our report this next year on these

items you have just heard something about.

That completes our report on Committee 17.

H. S. Loeffler (Great Northern): I just want to make a few brief remarks on

Assignment 5—Destruction by termites and possible ways of prevention. While I am not

familiar with previous reports on this assignment, I understand that the material

covered generally applies to new construction. If that is the case, I think the future

work on this assignment should include some material on the matter of protecting

existing structures.

The work of termites on untreated timber structures, I believe, is confined mostly

to the warmer parts of the United States, particularly the southern and western portions.

It may be news to many of you that termites are actually at work as far north is

Duluth, Minn. In certain locations, where conditions favor the work of termites, in

buildings that are continuously heated the year round, termites, in some instances at

Duluth, have become very active.

I would recommend that the future work of this committee include some material

on the protection of existing untreated timber structures that have been attacked by

termites.

President Akers: I wonder if Mr. Burt has a reply he wishes to give.

Chairman Burt: I would like to thank Mr. Loeffler for that suggestion and to

assure him that that will be passed on to the subcommittee for its careful consideration.

That completes our report of the Committee on Wood Preservation.

President Akers: Thank you and your committee for the good work you are doing.

The work of this committee is an indication of the research and development and study
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we talk about so much. We will look forward with anticipation to next year's report from

you. The committee is discharged with the thanks of the Association. (Applause)

Report on Assignment 2

Service Test Records of Treated Wood

(Received too late for publication with the report of the Committee on Wood
Preservation, which begins on page 367.)

A. J. Loom (chairman, subcommittee), T. H. Friedlin, O. E. Hager, H. L. Holdcrman,

R. S. Hubley, R. P. Hughes, T. H. Strate, C. H. Wakefield.

Your committee presents as information the following statistical data based on

inspections of tie service test installations:

Inspection reports for 1946 submitted by the U. S. Forest Products Laboraton.

covering the University Avenue and Fair Grounds (Madison, Wis.) and Hartford,

Wis., test tracks of the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad.

Statement showing various special tests as of January 1, 1946, on the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.

Report of 1946 inspection of test ties on the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul &

Pacific Railroad.
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STATEMENT SHOWING SPECIAL TESTS OF THE ATCHISON,
TOI'EKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY AS OF JANUARY 1, 1»46

Station Year
inserted

Original
number
inserted

Now in

track

Hewn Southern Yellow Pine Zinc Chloride
Newton, Kans., EB 1904 6,357
Newton, Kans., EB. 1905 9,250
Turner-Holliday, Kans 1918 4,645

Sawn Southern Yellow Pine Zinc Chloride
Newton, Kans., EB 1904 2,517
Newton, Kans., EB 1905 40
Turner-Holliday, Kans 1918 672

Hewn Southern Yellow Pine Creosote
Clements, Kans- 1904 165
Ponca City, Okla 1904 191
Perry. Okla 1904 27
Marceline, Mo 1905 304
Melvern, Kans... 1906 24,181
Mission-Hutchinson, Kans. 1909 106
St. John-Sylvia, Kans 1910 40,480
Lewis, Kans 1910 13,433
Justiceburg, Texas 1911 1,456
Newton, Kans., EB 1913 149
Texico-Lubbock, Texas 1913 100,175
Walton, Kansas 1917 10, 708
Turner-Holliday, Kans 1918 5, 812
Chilocco, Okla 1919 10,277
Chilocco, Okla 1919 3,259

Sawn Southern Yellow Pine Creosote
Marland, Okla 1904 278
Perry, Okla 1904 348
Garnett, Kansas 1905 383
Argonia, Kansas . 1905 571
Mission-Hutchinson, Kans 1909 69
St. John-Sylvia, Kans 1910 9,312
Texico-Lubbock, Texas 1913 160,907
Newton, Kans., EB 1913 151
Walton, Kansas 1917 1,340
Turner-Holliday, Kans.. 1918 976

Sawn Southern Yellow Sap Pine Creosote
Justiceburg, Texas 1911 374

Hewn Southern Yellow Heart Pine Creosote
Justiceburg, Texas 1911 374

Hewn White Oak Creosote
Justiceburg, Texas 1911 376

Hewn Red Oak Creosote
Justiceburg, Texas. 1911 223
Texico-Lubbock, Texas... 1913 166
Newton, Kansas 1913 150
Walton, Kansas 1917 4,263
Turner-Holliday, Kans 1918 2,750

Sawn Red Oak Creosote
Plevna, Kansas 1907 51
Justiceburg, Texas 1911 281

Hewn Gum Creosote
St. John-Sylvia, Kans 1909 1, 282
St. John-Sylvia, Kans 1910 13, 014
Justiceburg, Texas 1911 364

None
None

267

None
None

51

Non*>
None
None
None

81
5

14, 427
3,434

32
6

28, 882
313

1,681
4,899
2,874

None
1

6
3
8

1,703
66, 905

27
218
496

107

None

None
50
26

294
1,849

None

913
9,912

91

Ties
removed
from
track

Percent

100.00
100.00
94.25

100.00
100.00
91.96

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
99.67
95.28
64.36
74.44
97.80
95.97
71.17
97.08
71.08
52.33
11.81

100.00
99.71
98.43
99.47
88.41
81.71
58.42
82.12
83.73
49.18

100.00

100.00
69.88
82.67
93.10
32.76

100.00
99.29

28.78
23.84
75.00

Average •

life to
1-1-46
Years

13.25
13.50
13.46

13.52
12.88
13 . 57

19.72
24.89
23.04
14.51
24.65
27.31
28.74
27.89
24.40
22.72
27.15
21.39
20.97
21.75
25.25

21.65
22.78
20.00
16.90
23.19
23.57
27.73
25.30
22.77
22.48

17.49

30.81

24.65

25.64
26.71
24.99
22.24
25.55

15.59
23.77

34.06
33.48
28.66
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STATEMENT SHOWING SPECIAL TESTS OF THE ATCHISON.
TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY AS OF

JANUARY 1, HM<i (Continued)

Ties
Original removed Average

Station Year number Now in from life to
inserted inserted track track 1-1-46

Percent Years

Sawn Gum Creosote
Hutchinson, Kans 1907 392 9 97.70 24.37
Hutchinson, Kans., M. L 1907 230 17 92.61 24.64
Plevna, Kansas 1907 262 11 95.80 21.61
Justiceburg, Texas 1911 338 24 92.90 23.33
Newton, Kansas 1913 147 31 78.91 23.79
Chillicothe, 111 1926 310 310 0.00 19.00

Sawn Douglas Fir Creosote
Barstow, California .. 1910 12,900 64 99.50 16.86

Sawn Reech Creosote
Justiceburg, Texas 1911 307 45 85.34 26.90
Smithshire, 111 1912 386 111 71.24 26.23
Marceline, Mo 1912 107 5 95.33 27.80
Tecumseh, Kans 1912 161 None* 100.00 16.52
Newton, Kansas 1912 157 24 84.71 25.42

Hewn Engelmann Spruce Creosote
Pinta, Arizona 1928 878 849 3.30 16.85

Sawn Engelmann Spruce Creosote
Pinta, Arizona 1928 1,023 879 14.08 16.44

Sawn Western Yellow Pine 50% Creosote 50% Petroleum
Texico-Lubbock, Texas 1913 8,223 7.769 5.52 31.34

Hewn Southern Yellow Pine 7 Pounds Mixture 70 SI Creosote 30%
Petroleum

Mission-Hutchinson, Kans 1923 27,504 24,770 9.94 21.80
SaffordviUe. Kansas 1923 12,838 7,277 43.32 20.51
Saffordville, Kansas 1924 107 66 38.32 20.79
Mission-Hutchinson, Kans 1925 51 51 0.00 20.00

Sawn Southern Yellow Pine 7 Pounds Mixture 70% Creosote 30%
Petroleum

Mission-Hutchinson, Kans 1923 11,811 10,838 8.24 21.78

Sawn Red Oak 7 Pounds Mixture 70% Creosote 30% Petroleum
Mission-Hutchinson, Kans 1923 1,044 537 48.56 20.42

Hewn Gum 7 Pounds Mixture 70% Creosote 30% Petroleum
SaffordviUe, Kansas 1924 151 122 19.21 20.06

Sawn Gum 7 Pounds Mixture 70% Creosote 30% Petroleum
Saffordville, Kansas 1923 2,777 2,132 23.23 21.02
Saffordville, Kansas 1924 152 129 15.13 20.72
Chillicothe, 111 1926 308 308 0.00 19.00

Hewn Southern Yellow Pine 8 Pounds Mixture 70% Creosote-Coal Tar
Solution 30% Petroleum

Chillicothe, 111 1925 2,036 2,034 0.10 20.00
Chillicothe, 111 1926 2,313 2,313 0.00 19.00

Hewn Cottonwood 5 Pounds Creosote
Lucy, New Mexico 1923 75 28 62.67 20.41

Sawn Cottonwood 5 Pounds Creosote
Lucy, New Mexico 1923 75 41 45.33 20.83

Hewn Cottonwood 7 Pounds Mixture 50% Creosote 50% Petroleum
Lucy, Mew Mexico 1923 75 58 22.67 21.60

* Note: 100 ties removed 1930 account change in line. Ties were good for futher service.
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STATEMENT SHOWING SPECIAL. TESTS OF THE ATCHISON.
TOPEKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY AS OF

JANUARY 1, 1946 (Continued)

Tiea
Original removed Average

Station Year number Now in from life to
inserted inserted track track 1-1-46

Percent Years

Sawn Cottonwood 7 Pounds Mixture 50% Creosote 50% Petroleum
Lucy, New Mexico 1923 75 62 30.67 21.36

Hewn Southern Yellow Pine 8 Pounds Mixture 50% Creosote 50%
Petroleum

SaffordviUe, Kans 1924 8,281 5,503 33.65 20.54
Mission-Hutchinson, Kans 1928 361 358 0.88 17.00
Mission-Hutchinson, Kans 1929 26,661 26,445 0.81 16.97
Mission-Hurchinson, Kans 1930 131 126 4.68 15.00

Hewn Southern Yellow Pine 8 Pounds Mixture 50% Creosote 50%
Petroleum (X) Ties

Wellington, Kansas 1930 1,371 1,371 0.00 15.00

Sawn Southern Yellow Pine 8 Pounds Mixture 50% Creosote 50%
Petroleum

Mission-Hutchinson, Kans 1927 24 24 0.00 18.00
Mission-Hutchinson, Kans 1928 3,177 3,177 0.00 17.00
Mission-Hutchinson, Kans 1929 5,869 5,848 0.36 15.99

Hewn Oak—Jit Ties—8 Pounds Mixture 50% Creosote 50% Petroleum
Wellington, Kansas 1930 2,835 2,834 0.04 15.00J

Sawn Gum 8 Pounds Mixture 50% Creosote 50% Petroleum
SaffordviUe, Kansas 1924 138 113 18.12 20.30

Sawn Lodgepole Pine 8 Pounds Mixture 45% Creosote 55% Petroleum
St. John-Sylvia, Kans 1938 2, 878 2, 876 . 07 7 . 00
Texico-Lubbock, Tex 1939 1,592 1.685 0.44 5.98
Texico-Lubbock, Tex 1940 300 299 0.33 4.99

Sawn Western Yellow Pine 8 Pounds Mixture 45% Creosote 55%
Petroleum

Pinta, Arizona 1928 2,176 2,139 1.70 16.91

Sawn Western Yellow Pine 8 Pounds Mixture 45% Creosote 55%
Petroleum Steamed Two Hours 20 Pounds Pressure

Pinta, Arizona 1928 440 423 3.86 16.82

Sawn Western Yellow Pine 8 Pounds Mixture 45% Creosote 55%
Petroleum Steamed Two Hours 30 Pounds Pressure

Pinta, Arizona 1928 452 436 3.54 16.89

Hewn Southern Yellow Pine 8 Pounds Mixture 45% Creosote 55%
Petroleum

Pinta, Arizona 1928 1,834 1,831 0.16 16.99

Hewn Engelmann Spruce 8 Pounds Mixture 45% Creosote 55%
Petroleum

Pinta, Arizona 1928 906 904 0.22 16.99

Sawn Engelmann Spruce 8 Pounds Mixture 45% Creosote 55%
Petroleum

Pinta, Arizona 1928 1,202 1,149 4.41 16.81

Hewn Mexican Ponderosa Pine 8 Pounds Mixture 45% Creosote 55%
Petroleum

Texico-Lubbock, Tex 1942 64 64 0.00 3.00

Hewn Mexican White Pine 8 Pounds Mixture 45% Creosote 55%
Petroleum

Texico-Lubbock, Tex 1942 66 66 0.00 3.00
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STATEMENT SHOWING SPECIAL TESTS OF THE ATCHISON,
TOPEKA * SANTA FE RAILWAY AS OF

JANUARY 1, 1946 (Continued)

Ties
Original removed Average

Station Year number Now in from life to
inserted inserted track track 1-1-46

Percent Years

Hewn Western Yellow Pine 8 Pounds Mixture 25% Creosote 75%
Petroleum

Acomita, New Mexico 1924 994 965 2.92 20.93

Hewn "Western Yellow Pine—Reject Ties—8 Pounds Mixture 25%
Creosote 75% Petroleum

Wellington, Kansas 1930 1,520 1,519 0.07 15.00

Hewn Southern Pine 8 Pounds Mixture 25% Creosote 75% Petroleum
Acomita, New Mexico 1924 979 855 12.67 20.60
Whiteface, Texas 1925 557 557 0.00 20.00
Abo, New Mexico* 1925 296 296* 0.00 20.00
Scholle, New Mexico* 1925 59 59* 0.00 20.00

Hewn Gum 8 Pounds Mixture 25% Creosote 75% Petroleum
Whiteface, Texas 1925 254 254 0.00 20.00
Mountainair, New Mexico# 1925 38 38* . 00 20 . 00
Scholle, New Mexico* 1925 104 104* 0.00 20.00
Willard, New Mexico* 1925 29 29* 0.00 20.00

Sawn Western Yellow Pine 8 Pounds Mixture 25% Creosote 75%
Petroleum

Pinta, Arizona 1928 503 431 14.31 16.19

Sawn Western Yellow Pine 8 Pounds Mixture 25% Creosote 75%
Petroleum Steamed Two Hours 20 Pounds Pressure

Pinta, Arizona 1928 447 357 20.13 15.94

Sawn Western Yellow Pine 8 Pounds Mixture 25% Creosote 75%
Petroleum Steamed Two Hours 30 Pounds Pressure

Pinta, Arizona 1928 455 398 12.53 16.50

Sawn Western Yellow Pine—Reject Ties—8 Pounds Mixture 25%
Creosote 75% Petroleum

Wellington, Kansas 1930 10,772 10,770 0.02 15.00

Hewn Southern Yellow Pine 8 Pounds Pentachlorophenol-Gas Oil-
Residuum Oil Solution

Texico-Lubbock, Texas 1942 485 485 0.00 3.00

Hewn Gum 8 Pounds Pentachlorophenol—Gas Oil—Residuum Oil Solution

St. John-Sylvia, Kans 1943 246 246 0.00 2.00
St. John—Sylvia, Kans 1945 143 143 0.00 0.00
Turner-Holliday, Kans 1943 98 98 0.00 2.00
Turner-HoUiday, Kans 1944 1 1 0.00 1.00

Hewn Ohla Untreated
Stafford, Kansas 1910 132 None 100.00 19.77

Sawn Ohla Untreated
Stafford, Kansas 1910 108 1 99.07 21.00

# These ties moved from Boise City, Okla., in 1944.
* Not inspected in 1946. Both 1945 and 1946 renewals will be shown after inspection in

1947.
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Discussion on Roadway and Ballast

(For Report, see pp. 479-549.)

(President Akers presiding)

Chairman W. C. Swartout (Missouri Pacific): May I say first, to avoid repetition,

in several places through the report you will note various of the subcommittees say

''No report." That does not imply that the subcommittees have not done their work.

Rather it has seemed better in some cases to observe the policy stated in the presentation

of the report on wood preservation, that instead of presenting something which in a

couple of years' time we may find desirable to revise, we give the matter further study.

However, the general work of Committee 1 has been broad and very extensive.

Before the report is completed, I think you will agree with me.

The first subcommittee to report is Subcommittee 1—Revision of Manual. The

report will be presented by Mr. Botts.

A. E. Botts (Chesapeake & Ohio) : Your committee has made a careful study of

its chapter in the Manual and recommends the following changes, additions and

deletions:

(He then submitted the item on Waterways on page 481 and all of the items on

pages 483 and 484 and the two at the top of page 485, and his motions for the approval

of the recommendations made were carried.)

Mr. Botts: Substitute the following revisions in the title and paragraphs of similar

number in the Specifications for Cast Iron Culvert Pipe, to conform with revised ASTM
Designation A 142-38.

The subcommittee recommends that this change be made, and I so move.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Mr. Botts: This committee also attempted to work on the glossary. There is shown

a list of 60 terms which now appear in the glossary credited to the Roadway and

Ballast committee. We recommend the deletion of these 60 terms or definitions because

the committee feels their meaning is either a matter of common knowledge or the

.standard dictionary meaning is sufficient for our needs.

Following this list of words we are dropping is a list of 15 words or terms which

we believe should be added to the glossary.

I so move that this action be taken by the Association.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Swartout: The next report will be on Assignment 2. That is purely a

research job, in which the progress from year to year is necessarily slow. This year

we have a progress report, which will be presented by Mr. Legro.

H. W. Legro (Boston & Maine): In this report of progress the committee wishes

to emphasize its belief in the potentialities that lie in the research work of the

Engineering Division that is now being carried on at the request of this committee.

You will note that in the accompanying second progress report in Appendix A

the hope is expressed that the 1947 work will include some investigation of supporting

values of subgrades as related to track stability. This committee has the feeling that an

incongruous situation may be disclosed which may be described roughly as follows:

Thus we may have, on some lines, E-70 bridges, E-70 rail, E-70 ties, E-70 ballast

but a roadbed capable of efficiently carrying only E-SO or E-60 loads. We hope the

investigation will be a long step toward the development of rational design for the

complete track structure, including roadbed.
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President Akers: The report will be received as information.

Chairman Swartout: The next report is also a report for information—Prevention

of erosion. It will be presented by Mr. Hopkins.

J. W. Hopkins (Bessemer & Lake Erie): The assignment for Subcommittee 3 for

this year is on the prevention of erosion in natural waterways. There are, of course,

a number of methods by which this may be done. One method reported on by the

committee in 1944 on reduction of gradients by means of check dams was adopted

as Manual material. This year's report is a progress report only and presents three

additional methods, namely by placing riprap, by channel relocation, and by plantings.

President Akers: The report will be received as information. It is a very interesting

report, too, by the way.

Chairman Swartout: As the Association knows, some years ago we started an

investigation of methods of stabilizing roadbed by cement grouting. This was an entirely

new method of approach, and the railroads that initiated the programs had to feel their

way. Also, this committee has had to feel its way.

The report on that will follow the completion of the general report of the committee.

However, there is a report of Subcommittee 6 in which there is some matter to be

submitted for the Manual. That will be presented by Mr. Payne.

G. W. Payne (Missouri Pacific): Assignment 6 (b)—Structural support; struts;

piling.

(He read the report on assignment 6 (b).)

Mr. Payne: I move that the material as found in Proceedings, Vol. 47, 1946, pages

354 to 358, incl., be adopted for publication in the Manual.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Swartout: The next is the report on ballast. The report for the entire

subject will be presented by Mr. Goldbeck.

A. T. Goldbeck (National Crushed Stone Association) : Subcommittee 10 on Ballast

is divided into three sections: section A on tests; section B on ballasting practices;

section C on special ballasts; but for the sake of brevity the work of these sectional

committees will be grouped for the oral presentation of this report.

Your subcommittee recognizes the desirability of rational design for the entire

track structure so that there will be a proper balance between the various component

parts including the ballast. The effectiveness of ballast as a load distributing medium

depends in part on its thickness and in part on its stability (subgrade waterproof

properties of the ballast) . It would seem then, that if, in the future, tests are developed

looking toward the rational design of track structure, it will be imperative that there

shall be some recognized method for measuring the stability of ballast. Accordingly,

your committee has suggested a laboratory test for ballast stability which, in brief,

depends upon the measurement of indentation of a bearing block into the ballast under

different load increments. Roughly 1000 lb. of ballast placed in a shallow bin 3 ft.

square will be required for the test. Load is applied on a square bearing block, 10 in.

on a side. The more stable the ballast, the higher will be the load required to produce

a given indentation. This test is described merely as information at the present time.

For the benefit of those who may not be familiar with the Los Angeles abrasion

test, it was thought well to include a description of this test together with an illustration
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of the testing machine. No further mention need be made of this particular method for

determining the quality of ballast at present.

A revision of the specification for cinder ballast appearing on page 2—IS in the

Manual is offered as information, with the expectation of presenting this specification

for adoption a year hence.

The sectional committee on ballasting practices has presented a report in which

it has pointed out that it is desirable to initiate a study of ballasting practices which

are aimed at improvements to take care of present-day conditions involving higher train

speeds and wheel load concentrations; increased labor costs; cost of materials; reduced

availability of laborers and of funds for maintenance; the growing practice of stabiliza-

tion of roadbed; use of mechanical and electrical tampers; and of mechanical shoulder

ballast cleaning machines.

This sectional committee reports that four studies have been initiated:

(a) Depth of ballast required for proper load distribution.

(b) Effect of tamping methods on stability ; also on breakage of ballast and evalu-

ation of the results from breakage. A separate study to be made of out-of-

face surfacing where general raises are made, and for spotting as performed

by section gangs.

(c) Influence of size and grading of ballast on drainage, fouling, breakage and

stability.

(d) Effect of programmed mechanical shoulder ballast cleaning on track main-

tenance.

Finally, the committee makes a recommendation looking to the activation of the

foregoing investigations involving requests for appropriations by the AAR, the coop-

eration of selected railroads to make studies of tamping methods, also to carry out

studies of the influence of size and grading. It is believed that the effect of programmed

shoulder ballast cleaning may be studied from reports by railroads who have engaged

in this activity.

This is a brief summary of the report of the subcommittee which is presented as

information only.

President Akers: The report will be received as information.

Chairman Swartout: We have one more subcommittee report. For several years

we have been struggling with a very simple specification. It seems that the simpler

they are, the harder we find it to agree on them, because everybody knows so much
about them.

We now wish to offer Specifications for Riprap, to be read by Mr. Roden.

(L. H. Roden, Chesapeake & Ohio, read the first paragraph of the report of

Assignment 11.)

Mr. Roden: Mr. President, I move that the Specifications for Riprap on page 549

be approved for publication in the Manual.

(The motion was seconded, put to a vote and carried.)

Chairman Swartout: This concludes the formal reports of Committee 1. However,

probably the most interesting and informative subject is yet to come.

President Akers: The general investigation of roadbed conditions has been con-

ducted under a cooperative agreement between the Engineering Experiment Station of

the University of Illinois and the Association of American Railroads, and it has been
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under the general direction of Mr. G. M. Magee, research engineer, AAR, and one of

our members, Dr. R. B. Peck. Dr. Peck is research assistant professor of soil

mechanics at the University of Illinois. I take pleasure in introducing Dr. Peck who
really needs no introduction here. We will be pleased to hear from him now. (Dr. Peck's

address follows.)

Soil Mechanics as Applied to Roadbed Stabilization

By R. B. Peck
Research Assistant Professor of Soil Mechanics, University of Illinois

The field investigation of methods of roadbed stabilization made during 1946 has

been reported on pages 491 to 543, inch It is not the purpose of my remarks this

morning to repeat any of the information contained in that report, but rather to

acquaint you with a few impressions and sidelights of the investigation proper. When-

ever a detailed investigation is made of an engineering problem, those who are acquainted

with the work are likely to get certain feelings and opinions concerning the causes ot

the problem that they are studying. These opinions and feelings often cannot be fully

substantiated by the technical information at hand, but they sometimes lead to a clearer

understanding of the problem and to a quicker solution.

Is Drainage a Cure For Soft Spots?

The first question that strikes any person who becomes acquainted with unstable

roadbed conditions is whether or not drainage can be used to prevent or cure soft spots.

It is known by every casual observer that soft spots are associated with excessive

moisture and it seems quite logical to expect that they could be eliminated or at least

made less objectionable by some system of drainage. In looking through the issues of

such a magazine as Railway Engineering and Maintenance for the past 30 years, one

cannot help notice the regularity with which articles appeared under such titles u?

"Railroad X Installs Drains to Cure Unstable Track." Most of these articles arc

descriptions of drainage facilities, and their authors confidently predicted that the drains

would end the trouble. However, in spite of the large number of articles describing

the construction of drainage provisions, almost no articles appeared that indicated the

success of such measures. Occasionally some disillusioned individual would even write

a letter to the editor complaining that drainage had not succeeded.

These periodic attempts to cure unstable track by drainage seem to call for an

explanation. Why is it that in many instances the installation of elaborate drains was

not successful? This question can hardly be answered until the nature of the instability

is understood.

One fact to which as yet there seems to be no exception is that all soft spots and

all ballast pockets are underlain by plastic clay subgrades. Fig. 28 of the 1945 progress

report* shows the values of the Atterberg limits of samples of clay taken from unstable

subgrades in 1945. As we pointed out last year, all of the points representing the test

results fall in the regions devoted to clays of medium to high plasticity. Fig. 43 of the 1946

report** shows a similar diagram on which are plotted points representative of the

* Proceedings, Vol. 47, 1946, p. 3S3.
** See p. 542 of this volume.
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soils from unstable subgrades investigated in 1946. The points are also located within

these same regions. Hence, it appears that we are dealing with a phenomenon that

occurs only in clays and it seems that the properties of clay soils must have some special

significance.

How Soft Spots Form

Fig. 1 shows my personal conception of the way in which at least many soft spots

and ballast pockets begin to develop. The material in the upper part of the figure

represents ballast and the ballast rests upon a subgrade of clay. At the zone of contact

between the clay and the ballast a very small quantity of water softens the upper part

of the clay layer, perhaps only to a thickness of 1/16 in. Yet, under the kneading action

of the traffic, the continual motion of the ballast on the clay is able to transform this

soft upper skin of clay into a thin soupy mixture. This mixture works its way gradually

up into the ballast. The very soft layer of soupy clay at the bottom of the ballast

section has an extremely low resistance to sliding, and sliding or squeezing movements

can be initiated in it. As times goes on, the ballast may work its way down into the

upper part of the clay, especially when new ballast is tamped under the ties. In this

WATEe Accumulation

Soupt Clay- water M/xwee

* Si toi*6 Zor*E

Fj<i/e/-Y So*r Ciay

1/hdisturbed Cla y

Fig. 1.—An Explanation of the Cause of Soft Spots.

manner, ballast pockets arc formed. However, I believe that the ballast pockets represent

advanced stages of unstable track development and that the instability and the main-

tenance problems begin as soon as the very thin layer of the soupy clay is formed.

As evidence in favor of this btlicf, Fig. 2 illustrates the condition at a very inter-

esting section of track on the Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad near Castle Rock,

Colo. You will notice that the ballast rests upon a comparatively thin layer of silty

sand underlain by a still thinner layer of highly plastic clay/ The average thickness of

the plastic clay is about three inches, although in some sections it is as thin as one inch.

Beneath the very plastic clay, which has a liquid limit of 70 percent, is a somewhat

thicker deposit of a much leaner clay having a liquid limit of only 55 percent. Beneath

the leaner clay is free-draining sand to a considerable depth. Although the ditch line

is near the elevation of the upper clay layer, the water level in the sand beneath the
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Fig. 2.—Roadbed Condition on the Denver & Rio Grande Western near Castle Rock, Colo.

clay is actually at a considerable depth below the ground surface because the entire sand

subgrade is drained by a rather deep arroyo a few hundred feet down the track.

Wherever the plastic clay was encountered, even in a very thin layer, the track required

frequent maintenance.

Small Amount of Clay Causes Trouble

It is obvious that the amount of clay required to produce an unstable track con-

dition must be extremely small, because the quantity of plastic clay at any of the

unstable sections on the Rio Grande was itself very small. If any large amount of clay

had to be softened to produce unstable track, the thin layer of plastic clay would long

since have been used up and disappeared. Yet, large quantities of ballast have been

placed beneath the ties only to be squeezed laterally and eventually to be scraped off tho

shoulders. Hence, we must assume that sliding along the surface of the clay required

a very small quantity of softened clay, and consequently a very small quantity of water.

If drainage can be used to stabilize a section of track such as this, it seems fairly

obvious that the water has to be removed from the upper surface of the clay. It is this

water that softens the clay surface and creates the potential zone of sliding. Yet the

quantity of water required to produce instability is so small that the drainage system

would have to be almost perfect to avoid leaving tiny pools of water here and there

on the surface of the subgrade. I doubt very much if any system of drainage could

remove all of the water from the top of a clay surface with so many depressions

caused by the presence of the ballast.

The most perfect system of drainage that one could probably devise for a roadbed

is satisfied by nature at this section on the Rio Grande. The entire clay layer is under-

lain by an unsaturated sand that should serve more effectively as a drain than any

artificial drainage system. Yet it does not work. At least, for the 17 years that the

present section foreman has cared for this section of track it has been unstable, and

with increasing traffic it has grown worse. One can only conclude from these observations

that it is not possible to drain even a thin layer of clay.

As a matter of fact, it has long been known that clay soils cannot be drained by

gravity in the ordinary sense of the word. The voids between the mineral particles in a

mass of clay are so small that water is held in them by capillary attraction and the

capillary forces due to the surface tension of the water are greater than the forces of

gravity that tend to pull the water out of the voids. Furthermore, even a very slight

amount of rainfall would be sufficient to supply water to the voids of a clay soil far

more rapidly than the water could possibly be pulled through the clay into a system

of drains, on account of the extreme resistance to the flow of water in the fine passages.
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Fig. 3.—Relation Between Air-Space Ratio and Effective Grain Size.

Although it is true that a very large percentage of the total volume of a clay may
consist of water, that water is contained in a myriad of tiny chambers in such a form

that it is extremely difficult to remove.

Fig. 3 shows the relation between the air-space ratio and the effective grain size

of various soils found above the water table in the east-central part of the United

States (after K. Terzaghi). The air-space ratio represents the proportion of the total

volume of voids that is not occupied by water under normal conditions of gravity

drainage in the field. It can be observed that fairly coarse sands when drained contain

a very large percentage of air but that as the effective grain size of a soil decreases, the

relative volume of air in the soil becomes smaller and smaller. The effective size of a

clay soil is less than 0.002 mm. According to the chart, such a soil remains permanently

saturated under normal conditions of gravity drainage and precipitation. This informa-

tion has been known for many years but its significance has not been appreciated in

connection with the drainage of subgrades.

The preceding comments indicate that drainage is unlikely to be a satisfactory

cure for unstable track and ballast pockets associated with clay subgrades. The reason

is simply that clay cannot be drained by any practicable means. Since drainage is not

successful, one wonders what may be the action of cement grout in alleviating roadbed

instability. There seems to be no doubt that the injection of grout is beneficial in many

instances. There is also little doubt that much of the grout that enters the roadbed 's

distributed in more or less flat seams, many of which are likely to be located on top of

the clay at the bottom of the ballast. We can at least hazard a guess at the present

time that one action of the grout is to prevent mixing of the water and the clay at
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the boundary between the ballast and the subgrade. Any barrier to the development of

the thin skin of soupy clay would undoubtedly be beneficial. We do not know whether

this is the most important function of the grout. It may improve the roadbed in some

other manner, possibly by chemical action. Yet, I feel fairly certain that the action

of the grout in preventing the formation of the thin clay slurry is at least one of the

important ways in which the grout does its job. The relative importance of this and
other factors is to be investigated during the coming year by a series of tests in the

laboratory.

Where Drainage Is Effective

The foregoing remarks are not intended to imply that drainage as such is not

useful or desirable. Unquestionably, drainage, especially in fine sands and other semi-

permeable soils, is extremely beneficial in improving the general stability of the roadbed.

By lowering the free water surface to a considerable distance below the base of rail

the buoyant effect of the water is eliminated with a consequent gain in both the

strength and the rigidity of the supporting soil. Railroad men have instinctively realized

this fact for generations and it is probably this instinctive realization that led them to

try to drain even such impervious soils as clay. Yet it cannot be said that the proce-

dures for draining fine sands and coarse silts have been entirely successful. Many
French drains have been installed and many thousands of feet of perforated pipe have

been placed that have become clogged after a period of a few years. The failure of

these installations to function is not due to any inherent defects in the drains them-

selves, but rather to the lack of suitable provisions for preventing the clogging of the

drains.

The left side of Fig. 4 shows a portion of a French drain consisting of rather large

stones in contact with a comparatively fine-grained soil. As water flows from the right

to the left it washes grains of the fine soil into the pores of the French drain and

eventually clogs the drain. The reason for the undesirable migration is that the grains

of the drained material are appreciably smaller than the pores of the drain itself. The

migration could be prevented by inserting a layer of intermediate size between the two

materials as shown on the right side of Fig. 4. Such an intermediate layer is known as a

filter. The principal requirements for a filter are that the voids in the filter should be-

so small that they cannot be invaded by the fine-grained material that is being drained,

and the filter material itself must be large enough that it cannot invade the voids of

the French drain.

Grain Sizes of Filter Layers

The requirements for the grain size of filter layers have been investigated rather

extensively in connection with the construction of earth dams. The requirements for

earth dams are more severe than those for the drainage of ordinary roadbeds because

once a filter is installed beneath a dam no maintenance is possible. Yet, these require-

ments constitute at present—our only source of information. The rules for constructing

filters are based on the grain size distribution of the soils involved. The necessary

terminology is explained in Fig. 5 which shows a grain-size curve for a given material.

The diameter of the grains is indicated by the symbol D and a particular diameter such

as Ds5 represents the diameter such that 85 percent of all the grains of the soil are

smaller than As... Commonly the quantity D*.-. is called the 85-percent size.

Fig. 6 shows the requirements for filters for earth dams (after K. Terzaghi). The

grain-size curves of all the different materials likely to be in contact with the filter are
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shown in the shaded area on the right. According to the results of various experiments,

the 15-percent size of the filter layer should be at least four times as large as the

15-percent size of the coarsest material to be drained. On the other hand, the 15-percent

size of the filter layer should not be less than four times the 85-percent size of the

finest soil to be drained. Hence the grain-size curve for the filter would have to lie more

or less within the shaded area on the left side of the diagram. Any material that satisfies

this requirement would be a satisfactory one to be in contact with the fine soil to be

drained. The material of the French drain itself should also be checked according to

the same criteria to see if the filter material is adequately protected against invading

the drain. If the requirements cannot be satisfied with one filter layer, a graded filter

can be constructed which consists of several layers each coarser than the one preceding it.

It is not my intention to propose that French drains be surrounded with carefully

placed material satisfying the requirements of graded filters for dams. It is, however,

my belief that the fife of most French drains could be prolonged indefinitely by even

rather crude attempts to insert one or more materials of intermediate size between the

drain and the soil from which the water is to be taken.

In connection with perforated well casings for the drainage of excavations, it has

been found that the diameter of the holes should be approximately that of the 60-percent

size of the soil to be drained, to prevent the inflow of sand into the wells. Since the

hydraulic gradients surrounding a drainage well from which the water is pumped are

very high compared to those around a perforated pipe, the perforations in a drainage

pipeline could undoubtedly be very much larger. There are various rules upon which

the choice of the size of holes in perforated drains is based and some experimental

studies have been made, but I am inclined to believe that a considerable amount of

further information would be beneficial in this connection.

The preceding comments represent a more or less random discussion of a few

points in connection with roadbed stability and track drainage. They indicate certain

weak spots in our knowledge and are intended to serve as suggestions for work that

might profitably be given more serious attention by research men as well as practicing

engineers in the future.

Chairman Swartout: That concludes the presentation of Committee 1 for this year.

Vice-President Chinn: Thank you, Mr. Swartout. The committee is discharged with

the thanks of the Association and appreciation for a very able report. (Applause)
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The Shortening of Eyebars to Equalize the Stress

Preliminary Report of Committee 15—Iron and Steel Structures

The report presented here covers an investigation carried out on behalf of the

Committee on Iron and Steel Structures as part of its work on assignment No. 6—The

shortening of eyebars to equalize stress. As a result, a method has been developed to

shorten eyebars by heating with oxyacetylene torches, which takes less time and is

more economical than any other method heretofore used. The subcommittee assigned to

this particular subject consists of: A. B. Chapman (chairman, subcommittee), H. A. Disc,

A. G. Rankin, C. H. Sandberg, G. L. Staley, J. P. Walton, A. R. Wilson, W. M. Wilson

and L. T. Wyly.

In addition to the description of the cyebar shortening method, the report also

includes the following:

1. A table showing the variation in live load stresses in eyebar truss members.

The strains in the eyebars were measured by the Engineering Division research

staff of the Association of American Railroads in various length trusses ranging

from 129 ft. to 518 ft. The percent of total live load carried by each eyebar is

shown in this table. The greatest variation was on the floor beam hangers of a

400-ft. truss span where the inside bar was carrying 97 percent of the total load.

2. The results of fatigue tests, included in the program of the Welding Re-

search Council on the recommendation of the AREA, on eyebars that had not

been shortened and eyebars that had been shortened. The results of these tests

indicate that the flame shortening of the bars does not materially affect the

fatigue strength of the bars; whereas comparable tests on representative eyebar

specimens shortened by other more costly methods showed that the fatigue

strength of such specimens varied from 35 percent to 50 percent of the fatigue

strength of the original eyebar. This research has therefore validated as safe

practice, the most economical of the several methods, and has resulted in con-

siderable economy to those railroads that have used the method and it is esti-

mated that if the method was used by the railroads in tightening all the loose

eyebars, the resulting saving would be about one million dollars per year.

3. The results of tests on the effect of temperature on the physical properties

of steel indicate that the maximum ultimate strength of structural steel is attained

at a temperature of about 500 deg. F. but the yield point remains constant from

room temperature up to about 300 deg. F. and then decreases.

The modulus of elasticity decreases very slowly with an increase in temper-

ature up to about 600 deg. F., and apparently becomes equal to zero at about

1400 to 1600 deg. F.

4. The approximate dead load stress in any eyebar carrying axial stress can

be found mathematically after determining the natural frequency of vibration of

the eyebar.
•

Foreword

The pins and pin holes in the eyebars of many old pin-connected truss bridges have

been subjected to a high rate of wear resulting from the operation of heavy locomotives

at high speeds. In some spans of this type, many of the eyebars have become so loosened
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Fig. 1.—General View of Loose Evebars in a Draw Span.

through wear that they are carrying very little, if any, of the total stress in the member.

(See Fig. 1.) These eyebars have been known to rattle for several minutes after the

passage of a train.

Various methods have been used in the past in an effort to tighten loose eyebars.

Probably the most common of these was a method involving the cutting of the member

and the welding or riveting of plates or bars to it in such a manner that a turnbuckle

could be applied for take-up and adjustment. (See Fig. 2.) This method is not only

relatively expensive, but will develop in fatigue not more than 35 percent of the fatigue-

strength of the original section of the eyebar.

Another method which has been used to shorten eyebar tension members is to cut a

short section out of the bar and then draw the two sections of the bar together so that

the heads come in contact with the pins. The two sections of the eyebar are then spliced

by welding on or welding and riveting on plates on both sides of the bar. The objection
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Fig. 2.—Loose Eyebars Adjusted by the Application of Plates and Turnbuckles.
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Fig. 3.—Clamps Erected on an Eyebar.

to this method is that very little dead load or initial stress can be placed in the bar and

here again the detail will develop in fatigue not more than SO percent of the fatigue

strength of the original section of the eyebar.

The method which appears to be the most practical for tightening loose eyebars is

to heat a small section of the bar to a cherry red and then upset this heated part by

special clamps. This method for tightening loose eyebars was first used on American

railroad bridges in 1916.

An especially built charcoal furnace, enclosing the eyebar to be shortened, was used,

and after heating a short length of the bar, it was upset by means of clamps and clamp

bolts similar to those shown in Fig. 3. The principal objection to this method was that

the charcoal furnace was cumbersome and it required considerable time to heat the bars.

However, this method was used for several years by several of the railroads with results

which have withstood the tests of increased locomotive weights and higher speeds.

During the past few years several of the railroads have used oxyacetylene torches

instead of the charcoal furnace to heat the required area of the eyebar, see Figs. 4, 5

and 6. The use of these torches has not only reduced the time required to heat the.

eyebar to the desired temperature, but also insures a more uniform temperature of the

heated area.
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Stress Variation in Eyebar Truss Members

The Engineering Division research staff of the Association of American Railroads

has conducted tests on several truss spans during the past few years. The strains under

moving live loads were measured in the various truss members by means of electro-

magnetic strain gages with oscillograph recording.

In measuring the strains in eyebar members, two gages were placed on each bar,

one on each edge, and the average strain recorded by the two gages was used to deter-

mine the stress in the bar. It was found necessary to use two gages on each bar as con-

siderable variation has been found in the strain on the two edges of any one bar. Since

24 gages are used in all tests of this type, it has been possible to secure simultaneous

readings on members consisting of as high as 12 eyebars.

The variations in stress between the eyebars of any one member, as found during

the tests on eight pin-connected trusses varying in length from 129 ft. to 518 ft., are

shown in Table 1. For example, the floor-beam hanger of the 518-ft. span consists of

Fig. 4.—Heating an Eyebar with Oxyacetylene Torches.

two 6-in. by 1-in. eyebars. The outside bar of this member is carrying 83.0 percent of

the total live load stress while the inside bar is only carrying 17.0 percent. In the floor-

beam hanger of the 400-ft. span, the outside bar is only carrying 3.0 percent of the total

live load stress while the inside bar is carrying 97.0 percent. The bars carrying the smaller

percentage of the total live load are quite loose on the pin when there is no live load

on the span and it is quite obvious that the total dead load stress is carried by the

ticht bars.

It is quite apparent from the oscillograph records that the tight bars carry all

of the live load until they elongate a sufficient amount to bring the pin in contact with

the head of the loose eyebar. As soon as the pin bears on the head of the eyebar, the

loose bar starts taking nearly its proportion of the remaining stress.

Results of Fatigue Tests of Eyebars

On the recommendation of the Committee on Iron and Steel Structures, the Asso-

ciation of American Railroads has participated in the financing of the extensive research

program of the Welding Research Council to determine the fatigue strength of welded
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Table 1.
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Fig. 5.—Checking Temperature of an
Eyebar with a Pyrometer.

Fig. 6.—Tightening Clamp Bolts to Up-
set the Heated Area of an Eyebar.

structures. The laboratory testing for the Committee on Fatigue Testing (Structural) of

the Council, has been done at the University of Illinois under the direction of W. M.
Wilson, research professor of structural engineering.

One of the subjects being studied by the Committee on Fatigue Testing (Structural)

is the strength of various details used in maintenance or reinforcement of old bridges.

Three of the details which were tested by Professor Wilson are shown in Figs. 7, 8 and 9.

The two groups of specimens shown in Fig. 7 were tested in the study of eyebars

which had been upset after heating to a temperature of 1600-1800 deg. F. The object of

these tests was to determine whether or not the heating and upsetting of wrought iron

and steel eyebars affect the strength of the member.

Shortened and unshortened specimens cut from the same bar which had been re-

moved from an old bridge, and having the same geometrical form were tested in fatigue

on approximately the same stress cycle so as to facilitate a comparison of the results.

The specimens from the heat-treated bar were cut so that the transition from the treated
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to the untreated portion was within the constant-width portion near the center of the

specimen.

The results of the tests on the wrought iron eyebars are shown under the test series

44Y and 44X. The specimens of series 44Y had not been shortened and the average

fatigue strength of these specimens was found to be 32,700 lb. per sq. in. at 500,000 cycles

and 28,400 lb. per sq. in. at 1,000,000 cycles. The specimens of series 44X had been

shortened and the average fatigue strength was found to be 30,500 lb. per sq. in. at

500,000 cycles and 26,400 lb. per sq. in. at 1,000,000 cycles. In these tests, the value of

the fatigue strength was 7 percent less for the shortened than for the unshortened

wrought-iron specimens.

The results of the tests on the steel eyebars are shown under test series 44B and

44A. The specimens of series 44B had not been shortened and the average fatigue strength

of these specimens was found to be 36,400 lb. per sq. in. at 500,000 cycles and 31,500 lb.

per sq. in. at 1,000,000 cycles. The specimens of series 44A had been shortened and the

average fatigue strength was found to be 37,200 lb. per sq. in. at 500,000 cycles and

32,400 lb. per sq. in. at 1,000,000 cycles. The fatigue strength of these specimens at

2,000,000 cycles would be 27,000 lb. per sq. in. for the steel eyebar not shortened and

28,000 for the steel eyebar which had been flame shortened. In these tests, the value of

the fatigue strength was somewhat greater for the shortened than for the unshortened

steel specimens, however, this slight increase in fatigue strength might be due to the

slight increase in yield point and ultimate strength of these bars. It should be noted that

the full size bars were first flame shortened and then the edges of the specimens were

machined to the size shown in Fig. 7. As a result of this procedure only the two sides

of the upset part of the bar act as possible stress raisers.

The results of the limited number of tests that have been made on specimens of

this type, together with fatigue tests of butt welded connections, give good reason to

believe that the shortening of wrought iron and steel eyebars by upsetting them while

they are at a high temperature has no significant effect upon either their static or fatigue

strength.

The three groups of specimens shown in Fig. 8 were tested in the study of the

fatigue strength of fillet-welded joints and have details similar to those provided where

the eyebar is cut and plates and turnbuckles are welded on to the cut eyebar as shown

by the pictures in Fig. 2.

Each specimen was fabricated from new steel plates and consisted of two 12-in. by

fjj-in. plates welded to a 12-in. by 54-in. plate. The specimens of series EZ had longi-

tudinal fillet welds on the sides of the plates while the specimens of series 1 had both

longitudinal welds on the sides of the plates and transverse welds at the ends of the

plates. The corners of the outside plates of the specimens of series EW were cut at

45 deg. and the longitudinal fillet welds were continued around the ends of the plates.

The tests on series EZ and EW were exploratory but they do indicate that there is no

appreciable reduction in the average fatigue strength by welding across the ends of the

plates.

The results of these fatigue tests are shown in the table of Fig. 8. The average

fatigue strength of the specimens of Series 1 was found to be 9600 lb. per sq. in. at

2,000,000 cycles which is only 35 percent of the fatigue strength of the steel eyebars

which had not been shortened. The average fatigue strength of the specimens of series

EZ and EW was approximately the same as for Series 1.

The three groups of specimens shown in Fig. 9 were tested in the study of eyebars

which had been cut, shortened and then spliced by welding and riveting on plates to

both sides of the eyebar. The right hand portion of each specimen represents one-half
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of an eyebar splice that has been used in repairing railroad bridges. In each instance,

the dimensions of the plates, rivets and welds are the same for the specimen as for the

eyebar splice to which it corresponds.

The lowest average fatigue strength of these specimens was found to be 9400 lb.

per sq. in. at 2,000,000 cycles which is only 35 percent of the fatigue strength of the

steel eyebars which had not been shortened. The maximum average fatigue strength of

these specimens was found to be 13,600 lb. per sq. in. at 2,000,000 cycles which is only

50 percent of the fatigue strength of the unshortened steel eyebars.

Effect of Temperature on the Physical Properties of Steel

The Joint Research Committee of the American Society for Testing Materials and

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers published a report in ASTM Proceedings

for 1932 on the Effect of Temperature on the Properties of Metals. The diagram shown

in Fig. 10 was taken from this report and shows clearly that the maximum tensile

strength of this steel is attained at a temperature of about 500 deg. F. The yield point

remains constant with an increase in temperature up to about 300 deg. F. and then

decreases with a further increase in temperature.

Tension tests made on annealed steels of various carbon content varying from 0.1

percent to 1.3 percent indicate that the tensile strength of all the different specimens

increased with an increase in temperature above room temperature up to 500 or 600

deg. F. and then decreased with a further increase in temperature.

The effect of subnormal temperatures on ferrous alloys is usually determined by

short time tests, generally by impact determinations such as Charpy or IZOD impact

tests. The properties so determined are of importance in evaluating the worth of a

structural steel used in very cold climates. The data so far published on the tensile

strength of steels at subnormal temperatures indicate that the tensile strength again

increases with a decrease in temperature from room temperature.

General Procedure in Flame Shortening of Eyebars

The detail of the clamp plates, rods and trammel used in the tightening of loose

eyebars is shown in Fig. 12. The general procedure which has been followed by the

railroads in the flame shortening of the eyebars is as follows:

1. The paint is removed from those areas where the clamp plates are to be fastened

and from the 12-in. length of bar to be heated, midway between the upper and lower

clamp plate areas.

2. The clamp plates are bolted to the eyebar, allowing ample length of thread on

the clamp rods so that the nuts will have plenty of room to turn when the eyebar is

upset. The nuts on the clamp rods are kept loose as the eyebar will expand during

heating.

3. Inclined eyebars have block and falls line attached about six feet above clamp

plates to take possible sag out of the bar and to insure that no sag results after the

eyebar is heated. Care is taken not to put too much uplift on the bar.

4. A canvas shield is provided to protect the heated area of the eyebar when there

is a strong wind.

5. The decrease in the length of the eyebar is measured with trammel points (see

Fig. 12) by placing punch marks or scratches on the bar above and below the clamp

plates before the bar is heated.

6. The train line-up is checked and one hour is allowed between trains for the

heating, upsetting and cooling of the eyebar.

7. Both sides of the bar for a length of 12 in., midway between the upper and

lower clamp plates, are heated simultaneously with two torches to a cherry red or a
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temperature of 1600 to 1800 deg. F. The heat is applied uniformly on both sides of the

bar, which is done by moving the torches in the same direction as the heating progresses.

An Oxweld No. ISO tip, or one with equal flame flare, is used when oxygen with

acetylene or other suitable gas is used for the heating medium.

8. The temperature of the heated area is measured with a pyrometer. The best

results have been obtained with an Alnor Pyrocon single-point contact pyrometer regis-

tering up to 2000 deg. F.

9. When the 12-in. area is fully heated to 1600 to 1800 deg. F., the nuts on the

clamp rods are tightened simultaneously and the heated area upset a very small amount.

Considerable care should be taken, especially on large eyebars, to make sure that the

interior of the bar is fully heated. It is essential that the nuts on both clamp rods arc

tightened the same amount. By side push on the eyebar close to the head, it can be

determined if the heads are tight against the pins.

10. The required amount of eyebar shortening, as measured by the trammel points

and punch marks, may be as little as 3*2 in., or it may range up to about 1J4 in. It has

been found from experience that less kinking of the eyebar will result if the reduction

in length is kept below J4 in - for one heating.

11. If the eyebar shows a tendency to buckle, a 2 or 3-ft. length of 8-in. steel

channel should be placed on each side of the bar and cinched with heavy "C" clamps,

striking with a maul if necessary to straighten the bar.

12. If it is desired to keep the initial or dead-load stress in the eyebar low, the

No. ISO tips arc quickly replaced by No. 60 tips and a 3 or 4-in. length of the bar in

the middle of the 12-in. heated area is kept at a temperature of 1600 to 1800 deg. F. for

3 or 4 min. This short section of heated bar allows elongation in this area while the

remainder of the heated area is cooling and contracting.

13. The eyebar may be quenched with water when the temperature of the bar is

below 1000 deg. F.

14. Traffic is resumed over the bridge after the heated area has cooled to 300 deg. F.

It can be seen from Fig. 10 that structural steel reaches its maximum ultimate strength

at about 500 deg. F. but the yield point begins to decrease at about 300 deg.

Determining Stress in Eyebars

In order to determine accurately the dead load or initial stress in the eyebars, strain

gage reading should be taken before the bar is shortened and again after the shortening

has been completed and at least one train has passed over the bridge to be sure that the

eyebar is properly seated on the pin. The dead load or initial stress in the eyebar can

then be determined from the difference in the strain-gage readings. Readings should be

taken on both edges of the bar and the stress based upon the average strain in the two

edees. If only one eyebar of the member is shortened, then there are no means of accu-

rately determining the dead load stress in the remaining bars.

The live load stresses and the distribution of stress among the eyebars of the

member can be accurately determined by measuring the strains with electromagnetic

strain gages with oscillograph recording, but this method required considerable time to

erect the equipment and, hence, could only be employed on the more important

structures.

The approximate dead load stress in the eyebar can be determined by measuring

the frequency of vibration of the bar about its minor axis and then substituting the

results in an equation for the frequency of a bar with specified end conditions and

carrying axial tension. A mathematically exact solution for the case of an ideal hinged-end
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bar in which shear and rotary inertia are negligible, and based on the analysis given by

S. Timoshenko in "Vibration Problems in Engineering," pages 364-366, is as follows:

/ L V t
2

f= 0.00293^ I-t-J —24,700,000 /~£\

where

/ = unit stress in eyebar, pounds per square inch,

N = number of complete oscillations per second,

L = effective length of eyebar in inches,

t = thickness of eyebar in inches,

i = number of loops in which bar is vibrating, which equals the number of the

harmonic being excited or one greater than the number of nodes (not counting

the ends). If i equals unity, the equation becomes

/= 0.00293 N*La— 24,700,000 (±)"

The stresses in the eyebars obtained by this equation, in terms of frequency of

vibration about its weak axis, for various thickness and length of bars are shown in

Fig. 13. The stresses in bars whose thickness or length are not shown in this diagram

can be readily estimated from these curves. It is understood that the stresses obtained

by using this equation or diagram will be only approximate, but for any particular

eyebar it should indicate whether the dead load stress is small or quite large. The method

of measuring the frequency of vibration of the bars, however, does give a good measure

of the tightness of adjacent bars in the same panel as equal length bars having the same

cross section, with same end conditions and same frequency of vibration carry equal

stress. If higher harmonics arc excited, the same figure can be used for obtaining a

solution, simply by using — in place of L. Phvsically, this means that the second fre-
i

quency of a hinged-end bar of length L is the same as the first frequency of a hinged-end

bar of length — , and so forth.

While it is believed that in most cases the above formula will give good results, it is

possible that in some instances the end fixity of the eyebar will affect the result appre-

ciably. Unfortunately, an exact solution of the case of a bar with both ends fixed and

subject to axial tension is not available. Seebeck's Second Approximation formula as

given in Lord Rayleigh's "The Theory of Sound," Vol. I, page 301, is derived by assum-

ing that when the ends are fixed, the transverse stiffness of a vibrating string or wire

changes the shape of the deflection curve only slightly from that which would be assumed

if the string or wire were perfectly flexible. The approximate formula cannot, therefore,

be expected to give good results when the ratio— is large or the tensile stress / is small

When solved for /, Seebeck's Formula is as follows:

r7 „/z,v ? ? n/= W 0.00293 2V
3

I
~J

J —24,700,000 /j

\

f —20,000,000p— 3160 4r

For i = 1, this equation becomes:

1 1/ 0.00293 W V— 44,700,000 ^—3160 ^ I
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For ib= 2, the equation becomes:

/= 1
1/ 0.000733 N* L-- 118,800,000 -=—3 160 -j\

The fundamental or first mode of vibration of a bar of length L with one end fixed

and the other end hinged is the same as the second frequency of a bar of length lL

having both ends fixed. Thus, substituting 2L for L in the above equation for *=2, the

stress in a fixed-hinged bar of length L and fundamental frequency N is found to be:

/= L/0.00293 iVJ L2— 29,700,000 ^r_ 1S80 -i-

As has been pointed out, the above formulas for bars with fixed-fixed and fixed-

i

hinged ends will not give good results for low values of / or high values of ^ . It is

t

therefore recommended that for / less than 3000 lb. per sq. in., or -^-greater than 0.006,

the hinged-end formula be used.

The frequency of vibration of the eyebar or the number of complete oscillations

per second can be measured in the following manner:

1. Remove the clamp plates and bolts.

2. Clip a sheet of paper or cardboard to a small piece of wood clamped to the

edge of the eyebar.

3. Vibrate the bar by hand about its weak axis.

4. Hold a pencil on the paper or cardboard and then draw the pencil lengthwise

along the eyebar for a definite interval of time, say a 10-sec. interval. The

pencil will then record the number of oscillations for this interval of time.

Conclusions

The following conclusions have been drawn from the description and general method

of procedure for shortening loose eyebars described in this report:

1. Many eyebars in old pin-connected trusses are not taking their proper proportion

of the load in the panel, and in some cases one bar of a two-bar member has carried

as much as 97 percent of the total load in the member.

2. The flame shortening of eyebars does not have any apparent effect on the fatigue

strength of the bars.

3. It is possible to attain only about 35 percent of the original fatigue strength of

the eyebar by cutting the bar and introducing welded plates and turnbuckles.

4. It is possible to attain only about SO percent of the original fatigue strength of

the eyebar by cutting the bar and splicing with rivet and welded plates.

5. The equipment required in the flame shortening of eyebars is standard for bridge

and building gangs, with the exception of the clamps and the pyrometer.

6. The flame shortening of eyebars eliminates costly train delays as only one hour

is required to complete the work on one bar.

7. The approximate dead load stress in the eyebar can be determined from an

equation based on the vibration of a bar with hinged ends carrying axial stress. The

dead load strains in several eyebar members that have been shortened should be accu-

rately measured to determine the actual stresses in these bars as well as the accuracy

of the mathematical solution.



A Method of Calculating the Maximum Stress

in the Web of Rail Due to an Eccentric

Vertical Load

By C. J. Code

Engineer of Tests—Maintenance of Way, Pennsylvania Railroad, Altoona, Pa.

Basis of the Method

This method of calculating maximum web stress in a vertical plane in railroad

T-rails due to a vertical eccentric load is principally empirical, and is based on a series

of tests conducted at the Altoona laboratories of the Pennsylvania Railroad, using

Stresscoat to determine the location of maximum stress, and wire resistance strain gages

to determine the magnitude of the stress.

The stress referred to is actually the measured strain, multiplied by the modulus

of elasticity, and is not the true stress which would have been obtained by a rosette

measurement and calculation. In other words a uni-axial stress is assumed, and the

discrepancy due to the vertical component of strain attributable to the longitudinal

stress at this point is neglected. The error is small, as shown by rosette measurements,

and is of little importance, assuming the maximum strain theory of failure. This theory

seems to be justified in this case, since failures seem to be due to compressive stresses

or strains, beyond the yield point of the material. The line of failure is definitely

perpendicular to the line of maximum compressive strain.

The method of calculation gives the stress due to a 20,000-lb. load applied in a

direction parallel with the vertical axis of the rail at a point Y^ in. from the longitudinal

center line of the rail. Stresses were measured at the middle of a simple 48-in. span,

but field measurements show stresses determined in this manner to be in good agreement

with actual stresses in track due to a wheel load with the same eccentricity. The cal-

culated stresses may be adjusted to other magnitudes of loading by simple proportion,

and to other eccentricities of load by adjusting that part of the stress due to bending

in proportion to the relative eccentricity of the applied load.

Stress measurements show that the web of the rail is subjected to a column type

of loading, that is, to a combination of axial compression and bending. The stresses are

affected to a marked extent by concentration factors connected with the relationship

between the fillet radius at the top of the web and the thickness of the web. They are

also affected by the thickness and torsional rigidity of the rail head.

If the geometrical properties of the rail web, that is, thickness, radius of curvature,

and fillet radius, are held constant, the stress is reduced by giving the rail a thicker

head and increased by giving the rail a thinner head. This had been observed in

maintenance experience, as rails with Ihe head worn thin have been particularly subject

to web failure.

The maximum stress is always found near the bottom of the top fillet curve, and

is compressive, being a combination of direct compressive stress and bending stress.

Holding the geometrical properties of the head constant, the stress is not inversely

proportional to the thickness of the web, as might be expected. Attempts to reduce the

stress in the web by thickening of the web have not been successful, unless the thickening

of the web has been accompanied by an increase in the fillet radius, so that the ratio

of fillet radius to web thickness is held relativelv constant.

Bulletin 461, September-October 1946.
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Existing tables and charts of stress concentration factors such as those given in

Timoshenko, Strength of Materials, Vol. II, page 339, for the bending of a flat plate

with fillets, do not fully meet the needs of this problem. New curves of concentration

factors based on experimental results serve to iron out otherwise unexplainable dis-

crepancies in the test results, and make it possible to present a method of calculation

which meets the needs of the problem and coincides with the results of experimental

measurements with a maximum error of approximately 5 percent.

Four curves are presented, two for use in calculating bending stress and two for

calculating direct stress.

For calculating bending stress one curve gives stress concentration factors plotted

against ratios of fillet radius to web thickness. One curve gives the bending moment

immediately below the load in a section of the rail 1 in. thick, plotted against the

torsional rigidity of the head.

For calculating direct stress, one curve gives stress concentration factors, and one

curve gives the total load on a 1-in. section of the rail web, plotted against the moment

of inertia of the rail head.

In order to apply the method it is first necessary to prepare an accurate full scale

drawing of the rail section under consideration, and from this drawing to determine

the dimensions and properties of the rail

Method of Calculating Stress

A. Bending Stress

1. By mechanical integrator or other convenient method determine:

(a) Moment of inertia of head about horizontal axis.

(b) Moment of inertia of head about vertical axis.

(c) Area of head.

The sum of (a) and (b) gives the polar moment of inertia of the head, and from

this figure and the area, the torsional rigidity of the head may be calculated by the

approximate method given in Timoshenko, Strength of Materials, Vol. II, pages 265

and 266. (See also Vol. I, page 270.)

~-^= C= , taking G = 12,000,000 for steel.
6 4 1 1 -//>

2. (a) On an accurate drawing of the section, draw a line from the center of the

upper web fillet circle to the point of intersection of the lines representing the top

fishing surfaces. Where this line intersects the outline of the rail is assumed to be the

critical section. Measure accurately or compute the web thickness at this point.

(b) The ratio of the fillet radius to the thickness at the critical section gives the

ratio — which determines the concentration factor.
a

3. From chart No. 3 determine the bending moment in the web corresponding to

the torsional rigidity C. Multiply this by the concentration factor from chart No. 1,

corresponding to the ratio -— determined under 2 (b).
a

4. From the drawing, or by calculation, determine the thickness of the web at the

bottom of the upper web fillet. Using this as d, calculate the section modulus of a 1-in.

section of the web from the formula using 6 = 1 in.
6

5. Divide the bending moment multiplied by the concentration factor by the section

modulus to get the bending stress at the critical section.
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B. Direct Stress

1. (a) Using the moment of ineritia of the head about a horizontal axis, obtain

from chart No. 4 the corresponding direct load on a 1-in. section of the web.

(b) Determine from chart No. 2 the concentration factor corresponding to the

ratio — previously determined.
a

(c) Divide the direct load by the thickness of the web at the critical section and

multiply by the concentration factor to get the direct stress.

C. Total Stress

The sum of the bending stress plus the direct stress gives the total vertical com-

pressive stress at the point of maximum stress on the side of the web nearest the load,

under a 20,000-lb. load with 24-in. eccentricity.

For other loads the stress can be determined by applying direct proportion to the

stress under a 20,000-lb. load.

For eccentricities other than }i in., apply direct proportion to the bending stress only.

The results may be expected to be within 5 percent of the true stress (strain X
30,000,000) as obtained by test
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Article I

Name, Object and Location
1. Name

The name of this Association shall be the AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING
ASSOCIATION.

2. Object

The object of the Association shall be the advancement of knowledge pertaining

to the scientific and economic location, construction, operation and maintenance of

railways.

3. Means to be Used
The means to be used for this purpose shall be:

(a) The investigation of matters pertaining to the object of the Association

through Standing and Special Committees.

(b) Meetings for discussion of reports and papers.

(c) The publication of papers, reports and discussions.

4. Conclusions

The conclusions reached shall be recommendatory.

5. Location

The office of the Association shall be located in Chicago, Illinois.

Article II

Membership

1. Classes

The membership of this Association shall be divided into five classes: Members,

Life Members, Honorary Members, Associates and Junior Members.

2. Qualifications

A. General

(a) An applicant to be eligible for membership in any class other than that of

Junior Member shall be not less than twenty-five (25) years of age.

(b) To be eligible for election to or retention of membership as a Member or an

Associate, a person shall not be engaged directly and primarily in the sale to railways

of appliances, supplies, patents or patented services.

B. Member
A Member shall be:

(a) An Engineer or Officer in the service or on the retired list of a railway cor-

poration who has had not less than five (5) years' of experience in the location, con-

struction, operation or maintenance of railways.

Graduation in engineering from a school of recognized standing shall be considered

as equivalent to three (3) years of active practice, and the satisfactory completion of
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each year of work in such school, without graduation, shall be considered as equivalent

to one-half year of active practice.

(b) A Professor of Engineering in a university or college of recognized standing.

(c) An Engineer or Member of a public board or commission who in the discharge

of his regular duties deals with railway problems.

(d) An Engineering Editor of a magazine which deals primarily with railway

matters.

C. Life Member

A Life Member shall be a Member who has paid dues for thirty-five (35) years, or

who has been retired under a recognized retirement practice and has paid dues for not

less than twenty-five (25) years.

D. Honorary Member

(a) An Honorary Member shall be a person of acknowledged eminence in railway

engineering or management.

(b) The number of Honorary Members shall be limited to ten (10).

E. Associate

An Associate shall be:

(a) An Engineer of a railway which is essentially an adjunct of an industry or

which is used primarily to transport the products and materials of an industry to and

from a railway which is a common carrier.

(b) A person qualified by training and experience to co-operate with Members

in the object of this Association but who is not qualified to become a Member.

F. Junior Member

(a) A Junior Member shall be not less than twenty-one (21) years of age and

shall be an engineering employee of a railway corporation who has had not less than

three (3) years of experience in the location, construction, operation or maintenance of

railways.

Graduation in engineering from a school of recognized standing shall be considered

as equivalent to three (3) years of active practice, and the satisfactory completion of

each year of work in such school without graduation, shall be considered as equivalent

to one-half year of active practice.

(b) His membership in this Association shall terminate at the end of the calendar

year in which he becomes thirty (30) years of age.

(c) He may make application for membership other than as a Junior Member at

any time when he becomes eligible to do so.

3. Transfers

The Board of Direction shall transfer from one class of membership to another,

or may remove from membership any per.-on whose qualifications so change as to

warrant such action.

4. Rights

(a) Members and Life Members shall have all the rights and privileges of the

Association.

(b) Honorary Members shall have all the rights and privileges of the Association

?xcept those of holding elective office, provided, however, that Members or Life Member
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who are elected Honorary Members shall retain all the rights and privileges of the

Association.

(c) Associates and Junior Members shall have all the rights and privileges of thr

Association, except those of voting and holding elective office.

Article III

Admission, Resignation, Expulsion and Reinstatement

1. Charter Membership
The Charter Membership of this Association consists of all persons elected to mem-

bership before March 15th, 1900.

2. Application for Membership

(a) A person desirous of membership in this Association shall make application

upon the form provided by the Board of Direction. In the event that Junior Membership

is desired, the application shall so state.

(b) The applicant shall give the names of at least three Members of this Asso-

ciation to whom personally known. Each of such Members shall be requested by the

Secretary of the Association to certify to a personal knowledge of the applicant with an

opinion of the applicant's fitness or otherwise for membership.

(c) If an applicant is not personally known to three Members of this Association,

the names of at least three well known persons engaged in railway or allied professional

work to whom personally known shall be given instead. Each of such persons shall be

requested by the Secretary of the Association to certify to a personal knowledge of the

applicant with an opinion of the applicant's fitness or otherwise for membership.

(d) No further action shall be taken upon the application until replies have been

received from at least three of the persons named by the applicant as references.

3. Election to Membership

(a) Upon completion of the application in accordance with Section 2 of this Article

the Board of Direction through its Membership Committee shall consider the application

and make such investigation as it may consider desirable or necessary.

(b) Upon completion of such consideration and investigation, each member of the

Board of Direction shall be supplied with all the information obtained, together with the

recommendation of the Membership Committee as to the class of membership, if any,

to which the applicant is eligible and the admission of the applicant shall be canvassed by

letter ballot among the members of the Board of Direction.

(c) In the event that an application has been made under the provisions of Section 2,

Paragraphs (a) and (b) of this Article, a two-thirds affirmative vote of the entire Board

of Direction shall be required for election.

(d) In the event that an application has been made under the provisions of Section 2,

Paragraphs (a) and (c) of this Article, a unanimous affirmative vote of the entire Board

of Direction shall be required for election.

4. Subscription to the Constitution

A person elected to membership in this Association shall subscribe to its Constitution

on the form prescribed by the Board of Direction. If this provision has not been com-

plied with within six months of notice of election the election shall be considered null

and void.

5. Honorary Member
A proposal for Honorary Membership shall be endorsed by ten or more Members of

the Association and a copy furnished each member of the Board of Direction. The
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nominee shall be declared an Honorary Member upon receiving a unanimous vote of the

entire Board of Direction.

6. Resignation

The Board of Direction shall accept the resignation, tendered in writing, of any
person holding membership in the Association whose obligations to the Association have

been fully met.

7. Expulsion

Charges may be preferred in writing by ten or more Members against a person hold-

ing membership in the Association. The person complained of shall be served with a

copy of such charges and shall be given an opportunity to answer them to the Board of

Direction. After such opportunity has been given, the Board of Direction shall take

final action. A two-thirds affirmative vote of the entire Board of Direction shall be

required for expulsion.

8. Reinstatement

(a) A person having been a Member, an Associate or a Junior Member of this

Association and having resigned such membership while in good standing may be

reinstated by a two-thirds affirmative vote of the entire Board of Direction.

(b) A person having been a Member, an Associate or a Junior Member of this

Association and having forfeited membership under the provisions of Article IV, Sec-

tion 3, may, upon such conditions as may be fixed by the Board, be reinstated by a

two-thirds affirmative vote of the entire Board of Direction.

Article IV

Dues

1. Entrance Fee

(a) An entrance fee of ten dollars ($10.00) shall be payable to the Association with

each application for membership other than Junior Membership. This sum shall be

returned to an applicant not elected.

(b) No entrance fee shall be payable to the Association on account of Junior

Membership.

2. Annual Dues

(a) The annual dues for each Member and each Associate shall be ten dollars

($10.00).

(b) The annual dues for each Junior Member shall be five dollars ($5.00)

.

(c) Life Members and Honorary Members shall be exempt from the payment

of dues.

3. Arrears

A person whose dues are not paid before April 1st of the current year shall be

notified by the Secretary. If the dues are still unpaid on July 1st further notice shall

be given and a delinquent Member shall lose the right to vote. If the dues remain

unpaid October 1st the person shall be notified on the form prescribed by the Board of

Direction, and shall no longer receive the publications of the Association. If the dues

are not paid by December 31st, the person shall forfeit membership without further action

or notice, except as provided for in Section 4 of this Article.
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4. Remission of Dues

The Board of Direction may extend the time of payment of dues, and may remit

the dues of any Member, Associate or Junior Member who, for good reason, is unable

to pay them.

Article V

Officers

1. Officers

(a) The officers of the Association shall be a President, two Vice-Presidents, nine

Directors, a Secretary and a Treasurer.

(b) The President, the Vice-Presidents and the Directors, together with the five

latest living Past-Presidents continuing to be Members, shall constitute the Board of

Direction, in which the government of the Association shall be vested, and shall act as

Trustees and have the custody of all property belonging to the Association. The

President, the Vice-Presidents and the Directors shall be Members.

(c) The Secretary and the Treasurer shall be appointed by the Board of Direction.

2. Term of Office

The term of office of the President shall be one year, of the Vice-Presidents two
years and of the Directors three years. The term of each shall begin at the close of

the Annual Convention at which elected and continue until a successor is qualified.

All other officers and employees shall hold office or position during the pleasure of the

Board of Direction.

3. Officers Elected Annually

(a) There shall be elected at each Annual Convention a President, one Vice-

President and three Directors.

(b) The candidates for President and for Vice-President shall be selected from

the members or past members of the Board of Direction.

4. Conditions of Re-election of Officers

A President shall be ineligible for re-election. Vice-Presidents and Directors shall

not be eligible for re-election to the same office until at least one full term has elapsed

after the end of their respective terms.

5. Vacancies in Offices

(a) When a vacancy occurs in the office of President the duties shall be performed

by the senior Vice-President.

(b) When a vacancy occurs in the office of either Vice-President the Board of

Direction shall select a Vice-President from the members or past members of the Board

of Direction. A Vice-Presidency shall not be considered vacant when one of the Vice-

Presidents is filling a vacancy in the Presidency.

(c) A vacancy in the office of Director shall be filled by the Board of Direction.

(d) An incumbent in any office for an unexpired term shall be eligible for re-

election to the office held; provided however, that anyone appointed to fill a vacancy as

Director within six months after the term commences shall be considered as coming

within the provisions of Article V, Section 4.
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6. Vacation of Office

(a) When an elected officer ceases to be a Member of the Association, as provided
in Article II, the office shall be vacated.

(b) In case of the disability of or neglect in the performance of duty by an officer,

the Board of Direction, by a two-thirds affirmative vote of the entire Board, shall have
the power to declare the office vacant.

Article VI

Nomination and Election of Officers

1. Nominating Committee

(a) There shall bo a Nominating Committee composed of the five latest living

Past-Presidents of the Association, who are Members, and five Members who are not

officers.

(b) The five Members who are not officers shall be elected annually for a term

of one year, when the officers of the Association are elected.

(c) The senior Past-President who is a member of the Committee shall be the

Chairman of the Committee. In the absence of the senior Past-President from a meet-

ing of the Committee the Past-President next in seniority present shall act as Chairman.

2. Method of Nominating

(a) Prior to December 1st of each year the Chairman shall call a meeting of the

Committee at a convenient place, at which nominees for the various elective office?

shall be selected as follows:

Number of Candi-

Nutnber of Candi- dates to be

dates to be named elected at the

by the Nominating Annual Election

Office to be Filled Committee. of Officers.

President 1 1

Vice-President 1 1

Directors .
° 3

Nominating Committee 10 5

(b) The Chairman of the Nominating Committee shall send the names of the

nominees to the President and Secretary not later than December 15th of the same year,

and the Secretary shall report them to the members of the Association on a printed

slip not later than January 1st following.

(c) At any time between January 1st and February 1st any ten or more Members

may send to the Secretary additional nominations for any elective office for the ensuing

year signed by such Members.

(d) If any person nominated shall be found by the Board of Direction to be

ineligible for the office for which nominated, or should a nominee decline such nomination,

the name shall be withdrawn. The Board of Direction may fill any vacancies that may

occur in the list of nominees up to the time the ballots are sent out.

3. Ballots Issued

Not less than thirty days prior to each Annual Convention, the Secretary shall issue

a ballot to each voting member of record in good standing, listing the several candidates

to be voted upon. When there is more than one candidate for any office, the name*
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shall be arranged on the ballot in the order that shall be determined by lot by the

Nominating Committee. The ballot shall be accompanied by a statement giving for

each candidate, his record of membership and activities in this Association.

4. Substitution of Names
Members may erase names from the printed ballot list and may substitute the name

or names of any other person or persons eligible for any office, but the number of names

voted for each office on the ballot must not exceed the number to be elected at that

time to such office.

5. Ballots

(a) Ballots shall be placed in an envelope, sealed and endorsed with the name of

the voter, and mailed to or deposited with the Secretary at any time previous to the

closure of the polls.

(b) A voter may withdraw a ballot, and cast another, at any time before the polls

close.

(c) Ballots not endorsed or from persons not qualified to vote shall not be counted.

(d) The ballots and envelopes shall be preserved for not less than ten days after

the vote is canvassed.

6. Closure of Polls

The polls shall be closed at twelve o'clock noon on the second day of the Annual

Convention, and the ballots shall be counted by tellers appointed by the Presiding

Officer.

7. Election

(a) The persons who shall receive the highest number of votes for the offices for

which they are candidates shall be declared elected.

(b) In case of a tie between two or more candidates for the same office, the

Members present at the Annual Convention shall elect the officer by ballot from the

candidates so tied.

(c) The Presiding Officer shall announce at the convention the names of the

officers elected in accordance with this Article.

Article VII

Management

1. President

The President shall have general supervision of the affairs of the Association, shall

preside at meetings of the Association and of the Board of Direction, and shall be

ex-officio a member of all committees, except the Nominating Committee.

2. Vice-Presidents

The Vice-Presidents, in order of seniority, shall preside at meetings in the absence

of the President and shall discharge the duties in case of a vacancy in the office.
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3. Treasurer

The Treasurer shall receive all monies, deposit the same in the name of the

Association, receipt to the Secretary therefor and invest all funds not needed for current

disbursements as shall be ordered by the Board of Direction. The Treasurer shall pay

all bills, when properly certified and audited by the Finance Committee, and make such

reports as may be called for by the Board of Direction.

4. Secretary

The Secretary, shall be under the direction of the President and Board of Direction,

the Executive Officer of the Association and shall attend the meetings of the Association

and of the Board of Direction, prepare the business therefor, and duly record the

proceedings thereof. The Secretary shall see that the monies due the Association are

collected and without loss transferred to the custody of the Treasurer, and shall personally

certify to the accuracy of all bills or vouchers on which money is to be paid. The Sec-

retary is to conduct the correspondence of the Association, keep proper record thereof,

and perform such other duties as the Board of Direction may prescribe.

5. Auditing of Accounts

The accounts of the Treasurer and of the Secretary shall be audited annually by

an approved accountant under the direction of the Finance Committee of the Board

of Direction.

6. Board of Direction

(a) The Board of Direction shall manage the affairs of the Association, and shall

have full power to control and regulate all matters not otherwise provided in the

Constitution.

(b) The Board of Direction shall meet within thirty days after each Annual

Convention, and at such other times as the President may direct. Special meetings

shall be called on request, in writing, of five members of the Board of Direction.

(c) Seven members of the Board of Direction shall constitute a quorum.

(d) At the first meeting of the Board of Direction after the Annual Convention,

the following committees, each consisting of not less than three members, shall be

appointed by the President from the Board of Direction and they shall report to and

perform their duties under the supervision of the Board of Direction.

Finance

Publication

Outline of Work of Committees

Personnel of Committees

Membership

Manual

7. Duties of the Committees of the Board of Direction

(a) Finance Committee

The Finance Committee shall have immediate supervision of the accounts and

financial affairs of the Association; shall approve all bills before payment, and shall

make recommendations to the Board of Direction as to the investment of monies and

other financial matters. The Finance Committee shall not have the power to incur

debts or other obligations binding the Association, nor authorize the payment of money
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other than the amounts necessary to meet ordinary current expenses of the Association,

except by authority of the Board of Direction.

(b) Publication Committee

The Publication Committee shall have general supervision of the publications of

the Association. The Publication Committee shall not have the power to incur debts

or other obligations binding the Association, nor authorize the payment of money except

by authority of the Board of Direction.

(c) Committee on Outline of Work of Committees

The Committee on Outline of Work of Committees shall prepare and present to the

Board of Direction a report of the subjects to be investigated, considered and reported

upon by the standing and special committees of the Association during the ensuing year.

(d) Committee on Personnel of Committees

The Committee on Personnel of Committees shall prepare and present to the Board

of Direction a list of chairmen, vice-chairmen and members of the standing and special

committees of the Association for the ensuing year.

(e) Membership Committee

The Membership Committee shall make investigation of applicants for membership

and shall make recommendations to the Board of Direction with reference thereto.

(f) Manual Committee

The Manual Committee shall study and recommend to the Board of Direction as

to the manner in which the material adopted for addition or deletion from the Manual

shall be handled.

8. Standing Committees

The Board of Direction may appoint standing committees to investigate, consider

and report upon questions pertaining to railway location, construction, operation and

maintenance.

9. Special Committees

The Board of Direction may appoint special committees to examine into and

report upon any subject connected with the objects of this Association.

10. Discussion by Non-Members

The Board of Direction may invite discussions of reports from persons not members

of the Association.

11. Sanction of Act of Board of Direction

An act of the Board of Direction which shall have received the expressed or implied

sanction of the membership at the next annual convention of the Association shall be

deemed to be the act of the Association.

Article VHI

Meetings

1. Annual Convention

(a) The Annual Convention of the Association shall be held in the City of

Chicago, Illinois. The convention shall open on a Tuesday in the month of March to

be determined by the President.
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(b) The Secretary shall notify all members of the Association of the time and

place of the Annual Convention at least thirty (30) days in advance thereof.

(c) The order of business at the Annual Convention of the Association shall be:

Reading of the Minutes of the last meeting

Address of the President

Reports of the Secretary and the Treasurer

Reports of Committees

Unfinished Business

New Business

Installation of Officers

Adjournment

(d) This order of business may be changed by a majority vote of Members present.

(e) The proceedings shall be governed by "Robert's Rules of Order" except as

otherwise herein provided.

(f) Discussions shall be limited to members and to those others invited by the

Presiding Officer to speak.

2. Special Meetings

Special meetings of the Association may be called by the Board of Direction and

special meetings shall be so called by the Board of Direction upon written request of

thirty Members. The request shall state the purpose of such meeting.

The call for such special meeting shall be issued not less than ten (10) days in

advance and shall state the purpose and place of the meeting. No other business shall

be taken up at such meeting.

3. Quorum
Twenty-five (25) Members shall constitute a quorum at all meetings of the

Association.

Article IX

Amendment

1. Amendment

Proposed Amendment of this Constitution shall be made in writing, shall be signed

by not less than ten Members and shall be acted upon in the following manner:

The amendment shall be presented to the Secretary, who shall send a copy to each

member of the Board of Direction as soon as received. If a majority of the entire

Board of Direction so votes the matter shall be submitted to the Association by letter-

ballot.

The Board of Direction shall canvass the ballots which have been received within

sixty days after the date of issue of the letter-ballot and if two-thirds (%) of the votes

so received are in the affirmative the amendment shall be declared adopted and shall

become immediately effective.

The result shall be announced at the next Annual Convention.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
(Revised to March 1947)

GENERAL RULES FOR THE PREPARATION, PUBLICATION AND
CONSIDERATION OF COMMITTEE REPORTS

(A) Appointment of Committees and Outline of Work

Standing Committees

1. The following are Standing Committees:

1. Roadway and Ballast.

3. Ties.

4. Rail.

5. Track.
6. Buildings.

7. Wood Bridges and Trestles.

8. Masonry.
9. Highways.

11. Records and Accounts.

13. Water Service and Sanitation.

14. Yards and Terminals.

15. Iron and Steel Structures.

16. Economics of Railway Location and Operation.

17. Wood Preservation.

20. Uniform General Contract Forms.

22. Economics of Railway Labor.

24. Cooperative Relations with Universities.

27. Maintenance of Way Work Equipment.

28. Clearances.

29. Waterproofing.

30. Impact and Bridge Stresses.

Special Committees

2. Special Committees will be appointed from time to time, as may be deemed

expedient, in the manner prescribed by Article VII, Section 9, of the Constitution.

Personnel of Committees

3. The personnel of all committees shall be revised annually. It is desirable that 10

percent of the membership be changed each year. Members who do not attend meetings

of the committees during the year or render no service by correspondence will be re-

placed. The terms of chairmen and vice-chairmen shall be three years in each position.

Outline of Work
4. As soon as practicable after the reports of committees for the current year have

been filed with the secretary, the Board of Direction will assign to the committees,

subjects which in its judgment should preferably be considered during the succeeding

year, provided, however, that such assignments may be subject to revision until the close

of the annual convention. Such assignments should not be deviated from except in

extreme cases and then not until approved by the Committee on Outline of Work.

(B) Preparation of Committee Reports
General

5. The objectives of the Association are advanced through the work of the com-

mittees in two ways— (1) the development of useful information pertinent to their assign-

ments to be presented to the Association "as information," and (2) the formulation of

recommended practices to be submitted for adoption and publication in the Manual.
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(a) Whether the report on any particular assignment should take the form of

"information" or a "recommended practice," depends largely on the nature of the assign-

ment. Some assignments will be fulfilled completely by the presentation of information;

others call for information in support of appended recommendations that are submitted

for adoption. In still other cases, the primary objective is a comprehensive statement of

recommended practices, but the development of these recommended practices may entail

investigation or research work, the results of which are of such importance as to war-

rant their presentation as information prior to the submission of the recommendations.

In some cases, also, it may be advisable to submit as information matter in the form of

recommended practice, with a view to inviting suggestions and criticisms that may serve

as the basis for revisions prior to the resubmission of the matter for adoption a year later.

Planning the Work
6. In pursuing the work on any assignment, the first step is necessarily one of fact

rinding, including (a) a study of available literature on the subject, particularly reports

of previous investigations, (b) a compilation of current practice, especially recent changes

in practice, and (c) resort to original tests or experimentation, after a canvass of all

other sources of information indicates that research work is necessary.

Collection of Data

(a) Committees are privileged to obtain data or information in any proper way.

If desired, the secretary will issue circulars of inquiry, which should be brief and concise.

The questions asked should be specific and pertinent, and not of such general or involved

character as to preclude the possibility of obtaining satisfactory and prompt responses.

They should specify to whom answers are to be sent, and should be in such form that

copies can be retained by persons replying either by typewriter or blueprint.

(b) Requests for appropriations for the conduct of research work should be sent

to the secretary with a supporting statement setting forth: (a) the nature of the infor-

mation sought; (b) how the railroads are adversely affected by the lack of this informa-

tion; (c) the estimated cost of the investigation; (d) the estimated time to complete the

work; (e) the basis for assuming that the investigation will produce the data desired;

and, (f) an estimate of the savings to be realized or other advantages to accrue from the

successful completion of the investigations. A request for funds to continue or complete

an investigation shall include a statement of the results obtained to date.

Reports

7. Committees should pursue their investigations on all assignments but are expected

to present progress or final reports for publication only on those assignments regarding

which pertinent information has been developed.

(a) Committees are privileged to present the results of any special study or investi-

gation they may be engaged upon in connection with their assignments that may be

considered of sufficient importance to warrant presentation.

(b) Reports of information, supplementing previous reports of progress, may include

a brief review of matter previously presented, but should avoid extended repetition ot

such matter.

(c) Matter offered for adoption and publication in the Manual should be submitted

in full, regardless of its publication in previous years unless the matter being offered

appeared in substantially identical form not more than one year before being submitted

for adoption.
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(d) Illustrations accompanying reports should, when possible, be prepared so that

they can be reproduced on one page. The use of inserts should be avoided.

(e) One of the most important duties of each committee is to examine its own
subject matter in the Manual each year and submit such revisions of or supplements to

the Manual as are deemed necessary to keep it up to date. New matter for publication

in the Manual and revisions thereof must be submitted in the form and manner specified

in the General Rules for Publication of the Manual.

Form of Reports

8. Committee reports shall be prepared in accordance with the Style Standards for

Committee Reports appearing on following pages.

(C) Publication or Reports

Dates for Filing and Publication of Reports

9. For the convenience of those attending the convention, the reports of committees

to be presented at any session of the annual convention will be published, so far as pos-

sible, in the same bulletin. To carry out this plan requires a careful scheduling of the

filing of reports and the publication of bulletins, and the arrangement of the convention

program. It is of utmost importance that chairmen file complete reports of their com-

mittees on or before the dates specified on the schedule furnished them.

Written Discussions

10. Written discussions of published reports will be transmitted to the chairman of

the interested committee who will read or present them by title or in abstract at the

convention. Written discussions will be published in the Proceedings as a part of the

discussion of the committee reports.

Verbal Discussions

11. When necessary to insure accuracy, the speaker's remarks will be submitted to

him in writing before publication in the Proceedings, for the correction of diction and

errors of reporting, but not for the elimination of remarks.

Seauence ^^ Consideration of Committee Reports

12. The sequence in which committee reports will be considered by the convention

will he determined by the Board of Direction.

Method

13. Reports offered as information will be presented by title or by a brief outline of

the contents. Comments or criticisms may be offered from the floor upon invitation from

the presiding officer.

14. Matter submitted for adoption and publication in the Manual may receive

consideration by one of the following procedures:

(a) Reading by title.

(b) Reading, discussing and acting upon each conclusion separately.

(c) By majority vote, discussion will be had on each item. Clauses not objected to

when read will be considered as voted upon and adopted.
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Action on Reports

15. No formal action is to be taken by the convention on matter submitted as

inlormation, whether in the form of a progress or final report.

Action on matter submitted for adoption and publication in the Manual will be

one of the following:

(a) Adoption as a whole as presented.

(b) Affirmative action on the amendment of a part or parts of the matter presented,
followed by adoption as a whole, as amended.

(c) Adoption of a part, complete in itself, and referring of remainder back to the
committee.

(d) Recommittal with or without instructions.

Note.—An amendment which affects underlying principles, if adopted, shall of itself

constitute a recommittal of such part of the report as the committee considers affected.

The Chair will decline to entertain amendments which in his opinion are primarily

a matter of editing.

(E) Publication of Abstracts by Technical Journals

The following rules will govern the releasing of matter for publication in technical

journals:

Committee reports, requiring action by the Association at the annual convention,

will not be released until after presentation to the convention ; special articles, contributed

by members and others, on which no action by the Association is necessary, are to be

released for publication by the technical journals after issuance in the bulletin; provided,

application therefor is made in writing and proper credit be given the Association,

authors or committees presenting such material.

GENERAL RULES FOR PUBLICATION OF THE MANUAL
Title

1. The title of the volume will be "Manual of the American Railway Engineering

Association."

2. The Board of Direction shall have the authority to withhold from publication

any matter which it shall consider as not desirable to publish, or as not being in proper

shape, or as not having received proper study and consideration.

Contents

3. The matter adopted by the Association for publication in the Manual shall be

considered Recommended Practice, but shall not be binding on the members. Recom-

mended Practice, as defined by the Board of Direction (May 20, 1936) is a material,

device, plan, specification or practice recommended to the railways for use as required,

either exactly as presented or with such modifications as may be necessary or desirable

to meet the needs of individual railways, but in either event, with a view to promoting

efficiency or economy, or both, in the location, construction, operation or maintenance

of railways.

Requisites for Adoption

4. The Manual will include only such matter as has been made the subject of a

special study by a standing or special committee and embodied in a committee report

after it has received a two-thirds majority in a letter ballot of all Members of the

committee (Associate members are not entitled to vote), and shall include only such
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matter as has been published not less than 30 days prior to the annual convention, and

submitted by the committee to the annual convention, and which, after due consideration

and discussion, shall have been voted on and formally adopted by the Association. Subjects

which, in the opinion of the Board of Direction shall be reviewed by the Association

of American Railroads, may be referred to that association before being published in

the Manual.

5. When and as required, recommendations for the adoption or revision of Manual

material shall be submitted to letter ballot of the Members of the Association under the

following limitations:

(a) That the letter ballot shall be taken only after the Board of Direction has

recognized the necessity for such emergency action, and

(b) That the propositions submitted by the committee shall have the approval

of a special committee of the Board' of Direction appointed by the President

for that purpose, both as to the substance of the material offered and also

as to the circumstances attending the consideration of the material by the

committee.

6. All conclusions included in the Manual must be in concise and proper shape for

publication, as the Manual will consist only of a summary record of the definitions,

specifications and principles of practice adopted by the Association, with a brief reference

to the published Proceedings of the Association for the context of the committee report

and subsequent discussion and the final action of the Association.

Revision

7. Any matter in the Manual may be amended or withdrawn either by vote at

any subsequent annual convention or by letter ballot, provided such changes are pro-

posed in time for publication not less than 30 days prior to the annual convention, and in

the following manner: (a) upon recommendation of the committee in charge of the

subject; (b) upon recommendation of the Board of Direction; (c) upon request of five

members made to the Board of Direction.

8. Revisions of or additions to the Manual authorized by action at each convention

will be published annually in the form of loose-leaf sheets which will be made available

to all holders of the Manual. These supplemental sheets will be accompanied by instruc-

tions for insertion of the new sheets and the withdrawal of sheets that have been super-

seded, as well as those that have been withdrawn by action of the Association.



REPORT OF THE SECRETARY
March 1, 1047.

To the Members:

This report comprises a record of the first full year of the Association's operations

following the termination of the groat war. Several well defined but somewhat conflict-

ing trends are disclosed. Measured by the number of meetings, the attendance at meet-

ings and the size of the reports, the activities of the committees have been accelerated,

but it is still apparent that the demands imposed on the members by their regular

duties have not abated to an extent that permits them to devote as much time to com-

mittee work as they could give to it in years gone by. That there is a sustained interest

in Association membership is evidenced by the increasing volume of applications for

admission. The number of new members accepted in the 12 months ending with Febru-

ary 1, 1047 is the largest in any recent year. On the other hand, the increase in tin-

revenues resulting from the larger membership and the augmented demand for the Asso-

ciation's publications has not kept pace with the rise in disbursements that has followed

the advancing prices for everything the Association buys.

Membership

The membership record for the period February 15, lojo, to February I, 1<M 7, was

as follows:

Members on rolls as of February 15, 1045 2,107
New members 185

Reinstatements 17

2,309

Deceased 40
Resigned 16

Dropped 1 3

Transferred from Junior to full Member 4 93

2,216
Net gain 109

Membership as of February 1, 1047 2,216

The classification of the membership February 1, 1 04 7, as compared with correspond-

ing dates in the four previous years was as follows:

1943 1944 1945 1946 1947

Life 182 182 197 246 277
Member 1,406 1,485 1,515 1,564 1,618
Associate 249 257 2S9 262 287
Junior 38 38 33 35 34

1.065 1.062 2,004 2,107 2,216

The total of the membership as of February 1, 1947, was 2216, the largest since

February 1932, while the increase in membership during the past year, 100 members,

exceeded that of any year since 1928. This increase is larger by only six members than

that for the year ending in February 1046; however, it is necessary to bear in mind that

the additions to membership in the earlier year were influenced to an appreciable extent

by the applications received from the Chinese trainees, whereas the additions to mem-
bership in the year ending in February 1047 were not subject to any unusual influence.
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During the year ending in February 1947, the Association suffered the loss of 40

members due to death. Included among these were three charter members, R. H. Aish-

ton, C. A. Paquettc and J. R. Leighty; two past-presidents, L. W. Baldwin and Louis

Yager; a director, G. A. Haggander; three former directors, J. B. Hunley, B. R. Kulp

and W. D. Pence; the president of the AAR, J. J. Pelley; and four members whose

service to the Association as leaders in committee work had been of extraordinary value,

namely, John Foley, L. S. Rose, O. E. Selby and H. M. Stout.

Finances

The financial statement of the Association for the calendar year of 1946, which

appears on a following page, may be summarized as follows:

Receipts $28,835.77

Disbursements 34,582.91

$ 5,747.14

Loss from sale of bonds 86.50

Excess of disbursements over receipts $ 5,833.64

Prior to last year it was the practice to mail the bills for dues to the members on

December 1, or one month before they became due, but for the purpose of reducing

the load on the Association office and to simplify the task of the auditors, the Board

of Direction authorized a change in the mailing date from December 1 to January 1.

As a consequence, the dues formerly collected during the first month after bills were

mailed, were credited in 1947 and, therefore, did not appear in th 1946 receipts, and as the

dues heretofore paid during December amounted to as much as $5000 to $6000, it would

appear that deficiency in the receipts during 1946 could be attributed to this change in

billing practice.

However, it must be recalled that for a number of years in the past the operations

of the Association have shown a comfortable excess of receipts over disbursements

—

from $2000 to $6000 annually, so that even though the deficit can be readily explained,

there remains the fact that the showing is not as good as in previous years by a con-

siderable margin. The answer is to be found, of course, in the mounting costs of opera-

tion which are besetting the AREA as well as other institutions of a like character. The

effect of these increases in prices did not become apparent until rather late in 1946;

consequently, the full implication of the decreasing value of the Association's dollar

will not be disclosed in the accounts until the end of 1947.

Comparison of Receipts and Disbursements tor an 11-Year Period

Receipts Disbursements Net Gain

1935 $29,001 $30,110 $1,109*

1936 28,643 34,662 6,019*

1937 36,523 32,200 4,323

1938 28,422 23,394 5,028

1939 28,189 23,847 4,342

1940 28,272 26,451 1,821

1941 32,433 29,384 3,049

1942 31,500 26,692 4,808

1943 28,736 23,809 4,927

1944 30,492 26,534 3,958

1945 32,305 29,305 3,000

1946 ... 28,836 34,583 5,747*

• Deficit.
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Publications

The number of pages in the seven bulletins ending with Bulletin 465, February

1947, was 1014, or 233 pages more than in the seven bulletins ending with February

1946, but 291 pages less than in the seven issues ending with February 1945. The dis-

parity compared with two years ago is due to the unusual size of the bulletins pub-

lished in the summer of 1945, because so far as committee report material is con-

cerned, the number of pages produced in the last year was much above the normal

of recent years. The last six bulletins contained a total of 836 pages of committee

reports, or 292 pages more than in the reports published a year earlier. In fact, this is

the largest volume of committee reports to be presented in any year since 1930.

Following the trend of recent years, the preponderance of the material offered

represents the work of members of the research staff of the Engineering Division, AAR,

and of the faculty of the University of Illinois in presenting the results of the last

year's work on the various research projects on which they have been engaged. How-
ever, this year there has been a considerable increase in the size of the reports prepared

by the regular members of the committees.

Notwithstanding this new trend, the disparity is still great, as evidenced by the

size of the three reports which include substantially all of the material on research.

These three, covering the work of the Committees on Roadway and Ballast, on Rail,

and on Track, contained a total of 350 pages, compared with 486 pages produced by

the other 19 committees combined, and since all three of these large reports were

published in the concluding (February) bulletin, the Association's office was confronted

with an almost impossible task of editing and proofreading. An effort was made two

years ago to overcome an unsatisfactory printing schedule by a rearrangement of the

dates for the filing of the reports of the various committees; however, it is obvious

that more drastic measures must be adopted.

Contents of Bulletin 460, June-July 1946

The Shortening of Eyebars to Equalize the Stress

Preliminary Report of Committee 15—Iron and Steel Structures

Fatigue Strength of Weldments Used to Reinforce and Repair Steel Bridge Members

—W. M. Wilson

Prelinvnary Report of Committee 3—Ties

Memoir—Lewis Warrington Baldwin

Contents of Bulletin 461, September-October 1946

Handbook of Instructions for the Care and Operation of Maintenance of Way
Equipment

Advance Report on Assignment 3 of Committee 27—Maintenance of Way Work
Equipment

A Method of Calculating the Maximum Stress in the Web of Rail Due to an Eccentric

Vertical Load—C. J. Code

Memoir—William David Pence

Vol. 47 of the Proceedings (1946) contained 786 pages compared with 910 pages

in Vol. 46 and 770 pages in Vol. 45.

No material change has been made in the content or format of the AREA News

since its inception in 1944. The total number of pages published in the 12 issues ending

with December 1946 was 74, or 6 more than in 1945.
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The second reprinting of the Manual in loose-leaf form was completed in January
of the present year, thus bringing to a close a project that was started early in 1945.

It is unfortunate that the need for the reprinting occurred at a time when the members
of the committees were forced to curtail their attention to Association matters, in spite

of the clearly evident need for a review of the entire contents to make sure that

necessary revisions would be authorized. However, the committees were unable to

develop all the required revisions in time for action on them in March 1945, so that

the reprinting had to be deferred until 1946, and in spite of the most earnest efforts,

it was impossible to complete the project until early this year.

Actually, three elements of the task remain to be completed. One is the transfer

of the material from Chapter 23—Shops and Locomotives, to Chapter 6—Buildings,

and Chapter 14—Yards and Terminals, as authorized by the Board of Direction and

arranged by mutual agreement between Committees 6 and 14. The details of this

transfer are being submitted for approval in the current reports of these two com-

mutes. The other two comprise complete revisions of the glossary and the alphabetical

index, both tasks of major proportions.

Still to be taken into account are the further revisions of the Manual now pending

in the reports currently offered by the committees, as well as the proposed recasting

of considerable portions of certain chapters to which committees are already devoting

much time and effort. Thus, we are confronted with evidence of what might be termed

deferred revisions of the Manual and which must be accepted as a by-product of war

conditions. They will result in the printing of large supplements in the near future,

notwithstanding the expense recently incurred in the reprinting.

In justice to the secretary's staff special mention should be made of the tremendous

task involved in the reprinting, which embraced extensive revisions designed to effect

a uniformity of style not fully realized in the first edition and to conform more nearly

to usages currently observed by the publications of other engineering associations and

periodicals. In brief, the work involved was definitely comparable with that entailed

in the publication of the original loose-leaf Manual, when a special staff was created

to carry on the work.

Because the reprinting of the Manual took place during a period of markedly rising

costs, the Board of Direction, after a thorough analysis of these costs and their effect

on the finances of the Association, authorized an increase in the prices to be charged

for the Manual. The new price to members (first copy only) is $8, an increase of $1

The price to railroads and railroad employees who are not members was advanced from

$11 to $12. The price to all others was increased from $16 to $20. By comparison

Record of Manual Supplements

New Sheets Old Sheets Net
Supplement Issued Withdrawn Increase

1937 110 69 41

1938 151 121 30

1939 128 95 33

1940 185 139 46

1941 148 120 28

1942 144 149 —5
1943 176 1S8 18

1944 131 109 22

1945 44 45 —1
1946 127 147 —20

Total 1,344 1,152 192
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with the charges for the manuals of the various divisions and sections of the AAR,
taking into account the number of pages of text and illustrations involved, the price

schedule for the AREA Manual of Recommended Practice is still lower than that of

any of the others.

Work of the Committees

There has been no change in the number of the standing committees nor in their

respective responsibilities. However, the 22 committees had more members during the

last year, held more meetings and produced appreciably larger reports. During 1946, 701

members served in a total of 849 places on 22 committees, compared with 680 members

in 820 places in 1945. Two committees held no meetings, 3 had one meeting each, 11

held 2 meetings, 5 held 3 meetings and one committee held 4 meetings, or 44 meetings in

all, compared with a total of 32 meetings in 1945 and 30 in 1944.

This greater activity of the committees is reflected in a greater output in the form

of reports, as stated in the discussion of publications. In spite of the volume of report

material devoted to research, it should be noted that the committees have been able to

submit a greater variety of material in other categories, as is developed in the table

below. For example, it discloses an appreciable increase in the number of subjects offered

as new or revised Manual material.

Classification of Material in the Reports

1942 1943 \944 1945 1946 1947

Revisions of the Manual—minor 6 4 6 6 10 13

Revisions of the Manual—major 12 4 6 7 11

New Manual material—minor 2 2 1 2

New Manual material—major 11 9 10 2 3 3

New Manual material—tentative 5 5 2 2 1 5

Information 37 41 45 33 32 33

Information—with brief conclusion for Manual 2

Reports on research work 10 11 12 12 14 15

Reports on service tests 4 4 2 4 5 6

Statistical data 6 7 5 3 2 2

Analytical studies 5 5 2 2 2 2

Bibliographies 3 2 3 2 2 2

Brief report of progress 17 5 18 7 7 13

War emergency provisions and reports 13 4 4 1

116 112 115 76 86 107

Research Work

The primary facts concerning the program for research work during the current year

and progress made in expanding the scope of the investigations are brought out in the

two tables, one showing the details of the allotment to the Engineering Division in the

last three years and the other giving the annual totals appropriated for the years 1933

to 1947, inclusive. As in the past years the allotment for 1947 embraces projects which

Total Allotments for Research, Engineering Division, 1938-1947

1938 $ 78,158 1943 $ 98,445

1939 77,650 1944 109,050

1940 69,250 1945 138,110

1941 95,150 1946 159,510

1942 87,932 1947 209,428
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Engineering Division Allotments FOB Research

1945 1946 1947

Budget Budget Budget
Committee on Rail

Transverse fissure investigation $ 6,000 $ 6,000 $ 5,000

Investigation of shelly spots 7,000 13,000 13,000

Rail investigations committee 6,938 6,938 7,713

Service tests of joint bars 2,980 2,980 3,200

Rolling-load tests of joint bars 5,000 7,000 7,000

Investigation of driver burns 2,000 11,000 6,000

Rail design investigation 15,000 15,000 15,000

Total $ 44,918 $ 61,918 $ 56,913

Committee on Track

Stresses on tie plates $ 10,500 $ 10,000 $ 10,000

Bolt tension and joint lubrication 4,500 4,500 4,500

Corrosion from brine drippings 1,000 1,000 1,000

Stresses in manganese frogs 5,000 5,000 5,000

Tests of rail anchorage 3,000 3,000 3,000

Tie plate fastenings 10,000

Welding of manganese frogs 1,000 1,000 ....

Total $ 25,000 $ 24,500 $ 33,500

Relation Between Track and Equipment

Rail and wheel gage and contour $ 10,000 $ 10,000 $ 10,000

Relation, wheel load-wheel diameter 5,000 5,000 5,000

Flat spot investigation 10,000 10,000 10,000

Total $ 25,000 $ 25,000 $ 25,000

Structural Projects

Impact investigation $ 16,000 $ 16,000 $ 45,000
Waterproofing investigation 10,000
Floorbeam hangers 5,000
Fatigue strength of joints 5,000 5,000 5,000

Total $ 21,000 $ 21,000 $ 65,000

Miscellaneous

Research office $ 11,092 $ 11,092 $ 13,015

Electrolysis study 1,000 1,000 1,000

Roadbed stabilization 10,000 15,000 15,000
Boiler feedwater study 100

Total $ 22,192 $ 27,092 $ 29,015

GRAND TOTAL $138,110 $159,510 $209,428

have either an immediate or an indirect bearing on the work of AREA committees.

It will be noted also that the appropriation for 1947 is 31 percent more than for 1946

and almost double that for 1944.

Compared with the appropriation for 1946, the budget for 1947 shows a moderate

reduction in the allotment for work on rails, an increase of $9,000 for the Committee

on Track to cover an investigation of tie plate fastenings, and an increase of $44,000

in the allotment for what are termed structural items. This covers funds for an accelera-

tion of the program for the impact investigation and allotments for the study of floor-

beam hangers, riveted and bolted joints and a further study of waterproofing.

W. S. Lacher,

Secretary.
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Beceaaeb fflembtxn

R. H. AlSHTON
Retired Chairman, Board of Directors, American Railway Association, Evanston, 111.

W. E. Baker
Draftsman, Pennsylvania Railroad, 7350 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

L. W. Baldwin
Chief Executive Officer, Missouri Pacific Lines, St. Louis, 3, Mo.

G. R. Barry
Assistant Engineer Maintenance of Way, Pennsylvania Railroad, Indianapolis, 4, Ind.

E. S. Butler
206 Maplewood Ave., Bogota. N. J.

John Carmichael
Superintendent of Stores, Western Maryland Railway, Hagerstown, Md.

H. G. DALTON
Structural Engineer, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad, Chicago, 6, 111.

J. W. Ernst
Chief Draftsman, Union Pacific Railroad, Omaha, 2, Nebr.

G. W. Feagln
Retired Locating Engineer, Louisville & Nashville Railroad, 404 West Market St., Athens, Ala.

John Foley
Retired Forester, Pennsylvania Railroad, 413 Oak Lane, Wayne, Pa.

H. M. Gallagher
Consulting Engineer, J. F. Coleman Engineering Company, 2439 Palmer Ave., New Orleans, 15. La.

R. D. Garner
General Manager and Chief Engineer, General Vermont Railway, St. Albans, Vt.

G. A. Haggander
Assistant Chief Engineer, Burlington Lines, Chicago, 6, 111.

H. F. Hamilton
Retired Assistant to Chief Engineer, Great Northern Railway, St. Paul, 1, Minn.

C. J. Hogue
In charge, Technical Service, West Coast Lumbermen's Association, 364 Stuart Building, Seattle, 1. Wash.

J. B. HUNLEY
Retired Consulting Engineer, New York Central System, 819 Michigan Ave., Evanston, III.

C. D. Johnson
Assistant Engineer Capital Expenditures, Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad, Denver, 1, Colo.

Charles Kaighn
Retired Chief Engineer, Midland Valley Railroad, Muskogee, Okla.

B. R. Kulp
Chief Engineer, Chicago & North Western Railway, Chicago, 6, 111.

J. R. Leighty
Retired Special Engineer. Southern Railway, St. Doe, De Kalb County, Ind.
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R. S. McCormick
Retired General Superintendent and Chief Engineer, Algoma Central & Hudson Bay Railway,

321 East Spruce St., Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.

A. C. Melville
Chief Chemist, Bird-Archer Company, Box 640, Cobourg, Out.

R. H. Moore
General Manager, American Crcosoting Company, 401 West Main St., Louisville, Ky.

C. A. Paquette
1735 Fullertcn Ave., Chicago, 14, 111.

J. J. Pelley
President, Association of American Railroads, 17th & H Sts., N. W., Washington, 6, D. C.

W. D. Pence
Consulting Engineer. 120 South La Salle St., Chicago. 3, 111.

W. C. Pruett
Superintendent, Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad, Wichita Falls, Tex.

D. K. Roll
Supervisor of Signal Construction, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, Huntington, 19, W. Va.

L. S. Rose
Retired General Manager, Peoria & Eastern Railway, 334 Warren Ave., Cincinnati, 20, Ohio

G. H. Seitz
Resident Engineer, Reading Company, Reading, Pa.

O. E. Selby
Retired Principal Assistant Engineer, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway,

Cincinnati, 2, Ohio

F. M. Spiegel
Structural Draftsman, New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad, Cleveland, 1, Ohio

F. E. Townsend
Chief Engineer, Fairbanks, Morse & Company, Scale Division, St. Johnsbury, Vt.

R. A. Van Houten
Crivitz, Wis.

P. J. Watson
President, Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis, St. Louis, 3, Mo.

H. N. West
Vice-President, Weir Kilby Corporation, Cincinnati, 12, Ohio

T. B. Whitney
Milford, Pa.

H. E. WOODBURN
Superintendent, Dayton Union Railway, Dayton, 2, Ohio

E. WOODINGS
President, Woodings-Verona Tool Woiks, Verona, Pa.

Louis Yager
Assistant Chief Engineer, Northern Pacific Railway, St. Paul, 1, Minn.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR CALENDAR YEAR ENDING
DECEMBER 31, 1946

Balance on hand January 1, 1946 $107,356.17

RECEIPTS
Membership Account

Entrance Fees $ 1,790.00

Dues 14,091.45
Binding Proceedings 926.00

$16,807.45
Sales of Publications

Proceedings $ 1,637.22

Bulletins 1,957.45

Manuals 1,997.53

Specifications 1,037.53

Track Plans 1,082.26

7,711.00

Advertising

Publications 1,807.58

Interest Account
Interest on Investments 2,425.41

Less Interest Paid on Bonds Purchased 82

2,424.50

Miscellaneous 2,424.59

Total $28,835.77

DISBURSEMENTS

Salaries $13,201.05

Proceedings 5,333.22

Bulletins 5,225.65

Stationery and Printing 1,395.75

Rents, Lights, etc 780.00

Supplies 98.76

Postage 743.56

Refunds, Dues, etc ." 2 1 .00

Audit, Year 1945 250.00

Pension 1 ,200.00

Social Security and Unemployment Taxes 393.19

Manual 2,702.86

Track Plans 190.32

Committee and Officers Expense 73.25

Annual Meeting Expense 1,125.40

News Letter 1,127.50

Miscellaneous and Extraordinary 721.40

Total $34,582.91

Excess of Disbursements over Receipts 5,747.14

Loss on Sales of Bonds 86.50

Gross Excess of Disbursements over Receipts 5,833.64

Balance on hand December 31, 1946 $101,522.53
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER
To the Members:

Balance on hand January 1, 104o $107,356.17

Receipts during 1046 $28,835.77

Paid out on Audited Vouchers 34,582.01

Loss on Sale of Bonds 86.50

Excess of Disbursements over Receipts 5,833.64

Balance on hand December 31, 1946 $101,522.53

Consisting of

Bonds at cost 00,588.51

Cash in Northern Trust Company Bank 8,856.26

Cash in Royal Bank of Canada 2,052.76

Pettv Cash 25.00

$101,522.53

We have made an audit of the accounts of the American Railway Engineering

Association for the year ending December 31, 1946, and find them to be in accordance

with the foregoing statements.

Carl Bick,

Paul Mitchell,

Auditors.

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET

December 31, 1046

Assets 1946 1045

Due from Members $ 551.50 $ 617.50

Due from Sales of Publications 81.10 107.35

Due from Advertising 174.00 145.00

Furniture and Fixtures 452.42 332.02

Publications on hand (estimated) 700.00 720.00

Investments (cost) 90,588.51 91,854.32

Interest on Investments (accrued) 605.10 620.81

Cash in Northern Trust Company Bank 8,856.26 14,280.08

Cash in Royal Bank of Canada 2,052.76 1,187.77

Petty Cash 25.00 25.00

Manuals (on hand) 3,051.66 2,536.30

Track Plans 730.00 1,124.00

Paper Stock 546.90 980.00

Total $108,415.36 $114,540.05

Liabilities

Members' Dues Paid in Advance $ 252.50 $ 6,044.00

Surplus 108,162.86 108,505.05

Total $108,415.36 $114,540.05
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TLttoi* Harrington J&albtoin

Died May 14, 1946

Lewis Warrington Baldwin was born on his father's estate, eight miles from

Annapolis, at Waterbury, Anne Arundel County, Md., on February 26, 1875.

The Maryland Baldwins had come to America from County Bucks, England, prior

to 1700. Anne Arundel County has ever since remained the family seat.

Richard Baldwin, father of Lewis Warrington, besides attending to his 500 acre

farm, operated a country store and a canning factory. He was also active in the com-

munity life, holding various local offices. Mrs. Richard Baldwin, mother of Lewis War-

rington, was Sophronia Jane Furlong, daughter of Henry Furlong, D. D., rector of a

Baltimore church.

Of the nine children born to Richard and Jane Baldwin, Warrington, as he was

always called, was the youngest. He attended the public school at Waterbury and then

St. John ;

s College at nearby Annapolis.

Lewis Warrington Baldwin

While a student at St. John's Warrington decided to become an engineer. This

choice was greatly influenced by two of his older brothers who were civil engineers,

particularly by his brother Henry, a graduate of Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

whose career included service as chief engineer of the C. & E. I., the C. & A., and the

Erie Railroads, as well as vice presidency of E. I. du Pont de Nemours. Warrington also

had the example of an uncle, Christopher Columbus Baldwin, who had been president

of the L. & N. Railroad in the early 1880's.

1019
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After finishing a course at St. John's College in 1892, Warrington entered Lehigh

University and 4 years later, at the age of 21, was graduated with the degree of Civil

Engineer. At Lehigh he had played right guard on the varsity and was awarded his

"L." He was a member of Beta Theta Pi Fraternity.

During the last two years at Lehigh University, Warrington spent the summer
vacations working with a survey party on the Illinois Central Railroad.

When he was graduated in 1896, engineering jobs were far from plentiful, but be-

cause of his having worked during the previous summers, young Baldwin was able to

go to work immediately on the Illinois Central Railroad as a chainman.

For the first couple of years progress was step by step through the time honored

survey positions. In 1898 the Illinois Central Railroad began an extension westward to

Omaha, and Mr. Baldwin was assigned to this work as resident engineer. When the job

was completed he was made track supervisor on the Springfield-St. Louis line and the

following year he was sent to the Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad as division

engineer. Serving in track maintenance work, he became roadmaster in 1904, following

which at his own request he was made a trainmaster. This was followed by four years

as a superintendent, and then in 1910 he was made engineer maintenance of way for the

I. C. and the Y. & M. V. Railroads.

Again at his own request for transfer to the transportation department, he was

appointed superintendent of the Kentucky division of the Illinois Central Railroad. Two
years later, in 1915, he was promoted to general superintendent of the Illinois Central's

Southern lines. After less than a year in this position, and at the age of 40 years, he

was made general manager of the Illinois Central controlled Central of Georgia Railroad.

He continued with the Central of Georgia until 1918, having become vice president in

charge of operation in 1916.

In 1918 in the World War I period when the United States government took over

the operation of the railroads, Mr. Baldwin was made assistant director for the Southern

region. Shortly thereafter he was moved to Philadelphia as assistant director of the

x\llegheny region and in October 1919 was made its regional director. Upon restoration

of the railroads to private operation on March 1, 1920, Mr. Baldwin returned to the

Illinois Central Railroad as vice president in charge of operation. His work on the

Illinois Central attracted outside attention and in March 192.?, he was elected president

of the Missouri Pacific Railroad.

A man of great energy and force, with an extraordinary capacity for work, Mr.

Baldwin soon inspired the entire Missouri Pacific organization by examples he set and

direction that he gave. It was one of his "musts" that if at all possible a personal call or

contact be made instead of a letter written. He was uncanny in the "search" for traffic,

which the railroad badly needed, and he soon put over the idea that securing traffic was

everybody's business and not merely the duty of the traffic department. He unrelentingly

stressed good service and on-time performance. Above all he created a spirit of coopera-

tion between the several departments and branches of the service, making every one

feel proud of being a member of the Missouri Pacific family. This spirit, extending to all

classes of employees, became strong rapidly under his inspiring and forceful leadership.

In 1924, Mr. Baldwin was able to secure acquisition by the Missouri Pacific Railroad

Company of the Gulf Coast Lines which extended from New Orleans to the lower Rio

Grande Valley and Brownsville, and with the latter came the International Great North-

ern Railroad. The I.-G.N. had been built, and at one time operated, as part of the

Missouri Pacific System but control had passed with the Gould regime. Its reacquisition
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insured continuance of the Missouri Pacific Railroad's historic position in Texas and to

the Laredo gateway, while the Gulf Coast Lines afforded entrance to the rapidly develop-

ing and very productive areas along the south Texas Gulf coast. The combined proper-

ties then became known as the Missouri Pacific Lines and together with the affiliated

Texas and Pacific gave the system a total of about 12,000 miles of railroad.

A very extensive program of physical improvement of all of the properties was made

possible by the improved earnings which had resulted from the better employee relations,

the better service and the increased solicitation which Mr. Baldwin brought about.

Physical condition was maintained at a high standard so that when the greatly increased

traffic of World War II was to be handled, the Missouri Pacific Lines were ready and

able to give outstanding service in spite of labor and material shortages. Some idea of

the increased traffic capacity created under Mr. Baldwin's stewardship is given by the

fact that Missouri Pacific Railroad ton-miles in 1944 were four times and passenger-

miles five times greater on the same mileage than when he arrived on the property early

in 1923. The operating ratio in 1044 of 57.1 percent compares with 84.8 percent in the

last year before his becoming president of the railroad.

In spite of his very active participation in all features of Missouri Pacific manage-

ment, Mr. Baldwin also took a very active part in the affairs of St. Louis. He had

helped in almost every worthwhile public enterprise or endeavor. He was especially inter-

ested in the Boy Scouts. He served as chairman of Region 8 for some 20 years and regu-

larly attended meetings of the National Council, Executive Board. He was very proud

of having been awarded the Silver Buffalo medal by the National Council.

Mr. Baldwin was interested in good music and was a past president of the St. Louis

Symphony Society.

He also served as president of the St. Louis Chapter, Sons of the American Revolu-

tion. Other memberships included the Illinois Mining Institute, the American Society of

Civil Engineers and Missouri Pacific Post No. 141, American Legion.

Club memberships included the St. Louis Country, Noonday, Log Cabin and

Racquet Clubs of St. Louis, the Bankers Club of New York and the Chicago Club of

Chicago.

In 1038 Lehigh University awarded the degree of Doctor of Engineering to Mr.

Baldwin. Shortly before his death he had been delegated by his Alma Mater to be its

representative at the inauguration of Dr. Arthur H. Compton as Chancellor of Washing-

ton University ; Mr. Baldwin had returned to St. Louis especially to carry out this assign-

ment, which, however, his doctor did not permit.

He became a member of the American Railway Engineering Association in 1901 and

served as president from March 1Q31 to March 1932.

Soon after coming to St. Louis. Mr. Baldwin became identified with St. Peter's Epis-

copal Church, and for many years preceding his death, he was senior warden.

In 1903 Mr. Baldwin married Marye Dodge of Centralia, 111. Mrs. Baldwin, two

sons and a daughter survive him. He was devoted to his family.

Following an illness of several weeks which, however, did not stop him from keep-

ing in detail touch with Missouri Pacific operations through reports which he insisted on

having daily, Mr. Baldwin passed on May 14, 1946.

The simple Episcopal service was held at St. Peter's Church in St. Louis. Burial was

in the cemetery of the Baldwin Memorial Church at Severn Cross Roads, Anne Arundel

County, Md.
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3S "0t SatlSfied l° ,Ct We" enouSh aI°™' « there were amchance for improvement. His profound and intimate knowledge of all phases of railroad-ing impressed everyone. His keen understanding of men and his sympathy with theirdifncuh.es marked mm as a leader. His friends and associates have admired him overhe years and loved him as a man. He very definitely brought great substance and last-mg benefits to the railroad industry.

A. A. Miller, Chairman,

W. G. VOLLMER
F. E. Bates

R. C. White
E. M. Durham, Jr.

R. H. Aishton
F. L. Thompson

Committee on Memoir.
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Died June 16, 1946

William David Pence was born in Columbus, Ind., November 26, 1865, the son

of David and Nancy Hart Pence. He was a student at the University of Illinois from

1883 to 1886 and received his degree in Civil Engineering in 1895. He married Charlotte

Gaston in 1888 who died in 1938. Three daughters survive him, Ada Pence (Mrs. Sumner

H. Slichter), Helen Charlotte Pence (Mrs. A. J. B. Wace), and Esther Nancy Pence

(Mrs. A. F. Britton). Mr. Pence was devoted to his family.

After leaving college in 1886 he accepted service with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe System and from 1886 to 1892 was engaged in all kinds of engineering work on the

main line as well as subsidiary roads in the southwest, particularly Texas. This wide

experience in railway surveys, design, construction and maintenance specially fitted him

for the teaching profession.

William David Pence

Moflat Studio

He was prominently associated with three great universities for 22 years from 1892

to 1014; instructor, assistant professor, and associate professor of civil engineering at

the University of Illinois, 1S92-1S99; professor of civil engineering at Purdue University,

1899-1906; and professor of railway engineering at the University of Wisconsin, 1906-

1915. While identified with the latter, he served also as chief engineer of the Wisconsin

Railway Commission and the Wisconsin Tax Commission, 1906-1913.

On March 1. 1913, Congress passed the Valuation Act, authorizing the Interstate

Commerce Commission to value the railroads in the United States and to issue reports

of its investigations. The commission organized the Bureau of Valuation and appointed

1023
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five engineers, one of whom was Mr. Pence, to constitute the engineering board which

had general charge of the engineering work. The country was divided into five districts

—

eastern, central, southern, western, pacific—and each district included approximately

50,000 miles of railroad. Mr. Pence was placed in charge of the central district and

prepared valuation reports on many railroads, among which were the Chicago & North

Western, the New York Central, the Illinois Central, the Michigan Central, the Pert-

Marquette, the E'gin, Joliet & Eastern, the St. Louis Southwestern, the Texas & Pacific,

and the Pullman Company. He was a member of the engineering board from May 1,

1913, to October 31, 1921; thereafter in consulting practice.

Mr. Pence was a charter member of the American Railway Engineering Association

and served for a period of 12 years during the Association's formative period as editor

of its publications. He was a member of the Committee on Roadway from 1902-1915,

and was elected a director for the three-year term beginning with March 1915.

He was a member of the Indiana Engineering Society of which he served as president

from 1903-1905; member of the American Society of Civil Engineers; the Western

Society of Engineers ; the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education ; Alpha

Tau Omega ; Sigma Xi, Tau Beta Pi.

In 1901 he was awarded the Octave Chanute Medal of the Western Society of

Engineers for his paper on Thermal Expansion of Concrete. He was author of Stand

Pipe Accidents and Failures in the United States, 1895; Surveying Manual (with Milo S.

Ketchum) 19C0, 1904, 1915, 1932; also technical papers dealing with structural analysis,

public regulation, railways, terminal air rights and other engineering problems.

Mr. Pence for many years had his home in Evanston, 111., but at the time of his

death on June 16, 1946, he was visiting his daughter Mrs. Slichter at her summer home

in Madison, Wis. He was ill only a few hours; burial was at Columbus, Ind.

He was a Christian gentleman of the Presbyterian faith.

E. F. Wendt, Chairman,

W. S. Lacher

J. S. Worley
Committee on Memoir.
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Died October 31, 1946

Richard Henry Aishton was born in Evanston, III., June 2, 1860, son of Richard

Henry Aishton and Drusilla (Ward) Aishton. He was educated in the public schools of

Evanston, and entered railway service in the engineering department of the Chicago &

North Western Railway in 1878. He remained in the engineering department until 1895,

during which time he held the positions of axman, rodman, levelman, assistant engineer,

superintendent of bridges and buildings, and division engineer. He then transferred to

the operating department and was assistant superintendent from 1895 to 1897, division

superintendent from 1897 to 1899, general superintendent from 1899 to 1902, and assist-

ant general manager from 1902 to 1906. He was appointed general manager on January

Richard Henry Aishton

24, 1906, and served in this capacity until November 1, 1910, at which time he was

elected vice-president in charge of operation and maintenance. He was elected president

of the Chicago & North Western, May 23, 1916.

On January 18, 1918, upon the creation of the U. S. Railroad Administration, he was

appointed regional director of the Western region, and in this position had jurisdiction

over all of the railroads in the United States west of Lake Michigan and the Illinois-

Indiana state line to the Ohio River and west of the Mississippi River from the Ohio

River to the Gulf of Mexico. On June 11, 1918, this territory was divided into threa

regions, and Mr. Aishton was appointed regional director of the Northwestern region,

with headquarters at Chicago, and on this date he resigned as president of the Chicago &

North Western. He continued to serve as regional director of the Northwestern region

until the end of federal control, which occurred February 29, 1920.
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He was elected president of the American Railway Association in 1920, with head-

quarters at Washington, D. C, and held this office until April 1933 when he assumed
the newly created office of chairman of the board, which position he held until September

1934 when that association was dissolved and succeeded by the Association of American

Railroads. He was then 74 years old and had spent more than 56 years in railway

service. In addition to being president of the American Railway Association, he had also

served as chairman of the Executive Committee of the Association of Railway Executives

from 1924, and general chairman of the Presidents' Conference Committee on Federal

Valuation of Railroads in the United States from 1928 until the time of his retirement.

After his retirement he returned to his home in Evanston, where he resided until the

time of his death.

Mr. Aishton was a charter member of the American Railway Engineering Association

and a member of the Committee on Rules and Organization from 1902 to 1906, incl.,

serving as vice-chairman of this committee for the two years ending with March 1906.

He was a member of the Committee on Conservation of National Resources from 1911

to 1920. He was actively interested in the affairs of the Association, not only as a member
but in his capacity as president of the American Railway Association, which enabled him

to pay close attention to its affairs and encourage and stimulate its activities.

Mr. Aishton contributed a great deal to the success of the Chicago & North

Western, with which he was connected for so many years. During this period its mileage

increased from 2078 to 8094 miles. Later president and chairman of the American Rail-

way Association he was instrumental in a large measure in fostering the advancement

made by the railways of the entire country during that period.

On October 11, 1881, Mr. Aishton was married to Rosa B. Whitbeck of Shenango

Forks, N. Y. They had three sons—Tom W. (deceased), Fred W. and Richard A., and

one daughter, Edith (Mrs. Peirce C. Ward). Mr. Aishton was a member of the Unitarian

Church of Evanston. At the time of his death he was a member of the Indian Hill

Golf Club and the Union League Club of Chicago.

G. W. Hand, Chairman,

W. S. Lacher

E. C. Vandenburgh

Committee on Memoir.
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Died November 22, 1946

Louis Yager, son of Frederick Richard and Mary (Eberlein) Yager, was born at

Germantovvn, Wis., July 12, 1S77. While Louis was an infant the family moved to

Preston, Minn., and his boyhood was spent there. When only 16, he was graduated

from the Preston High School and was class valedictorian. The next two years were

spent teaching in a country school, but in spite of this intermission, he was the youngest

of his class at the University of Minnesota, where he was graduated with the civil

engineers of 1000. He was elected to Sigma Xi.

Upon graduation, Mr. Yager entered the service of the Northern Pacific Railway,

and, except for two years in Washington with the U. S. Railroad Administration, in

1919 and 1920, his entire career was with that company.

Louis Yager

Starting as rodman, Mr. Yager advanced to assistant engineer, supervisor of bridges

and buildings, engineer of construction, division engineer, engineer maintenance of way
and, in 1922, to assistant chief engineer.

Among his important assignments on the Northern Pacific was the reconstruction

of drawspans between Duluth and Superior, the construction of the 55-mile line between
Glendive and Sidney, Mont., and terminal studies of the Twin Cities and at Duluth.

In 1919-1920, as chief maintenance of way engineer of the U. S. Railroad Admin-
istration, at Washington, Mr. Yager in making a study of the relationship between
volume of traffic and maintenance of way cost, developed what became internationallv

known as the "Yager formula."
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In 1902 Mr. Yager married Hester Elizabeth Whiteley who survives him. One of the

most outstanding facts of his life was his devotion to his wife and Mrs. Yager's devotion

to him.

Upon becoming a member of the American Railway Engineering Association in 1911.

Mr. Yager was assigned to the Tie committee. He served until 1921 when he transferred

to the Committee on Economics of Railway Operation. In 1922 he was appointed to the

Rail committee, on which he was active until his death. He was especially interested in

the transverse fissure investigation, the development of the detector cars and improve-

ment of rail sections. He was vice-chairman of the Rail committee in 1937 and 1938,

of the Stresses in Track, committee in 1940, and of the Committee on Research

Administration from 1941 to 1943.

In 1923 Mr. Yager was elected director of the Association and in 1927 he was

elected second vice-president, advancing to the presidency in 1929. During his year as

president, accompanied by Mrs. Yager, he went to Japan as delegate from the Asso-

ciation to the World Engineering Congress. Mr. Yager was also a member of the

American Society of Civil Engineers and the Engineering Society of St. Paul.

He served as Deacon of the House of Hope Presbyterian Church at St. Paul. Other

memberships included the Masonic Scottish Rite and Shrine bodies, and the St. Paul

Athletic Club.

Mr. Yager died suddenly on November 22, 1946, a day after returning to St. Paul

from a business trip. He was buried at Brainerd, Minn.

Louis Yager was a man of inherent mental courage and honesty. He was one of the

great engineers who instinctively applied the soundest principles in his efforts. His

probity was well known to all; the results of his studies were accepted as such

thoroughly dependable conclusions that they influenced notably the practices of the

railway with which he was so long connected. His was an outstanding personality,

aggressive, active and efficient. His mind was alert, analytical and logical and in his con-

tacts he was cooperative, willing and always ready to accept new assignments and per-

form them well and promptly. To his legion of friends and associates whose admiration

he commanded, Mr. Yager was known as a fine, unselfish character, with a high sense

of honor, honesty of purpose and devoted to the profession in which he achieved dis-

tinction. Always a gentleman and a devoted husband, and considerate and thoughtful of

others, Mr. Yager was a rare combination of the acute and efficient scientific mind with

those more personal traits of character found in the best of life-long friends.

W. J. Burton, Chairman,

Bernard Blum,

G. D. Brooke,

W. D. Faucette,

G. W. Harris,

Committee on Memoir.
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Advertising signs on railways, form of

agreement. 280

Air-entrained concrete, 454

Aishton, R. H., memoir, 1025

Akers, J. B., address, 821

Aluminum, structural, 306

Alleman. X. J., joint bar investigation, 714

American Iron and Steel Institute, tie plate

plans, 570

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, frog tests,

558

—joint bar tests, 693

—pressure grouting, 333

—roadbed grouting, 496, 497

B

Baldwin, L. W., memoir, 1019

Ballast, cinder, specifications for, 547

—tests for, 544

Baltimore & Ohio, pressure grouting, 335

—roadbed grouting, 504
Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal, frog

tests, 558
Barriers, dead-end streets, 218

Battelle Memorial Institute, shelly rail

study, 766

Bibliography, records and accounts, 403
—yards and terminals, 240
Boiler feedwater study, 190

Bridges, specifications for steel, 391

Bridges, steel, rating of, 393

Brumley, D. J., honorary membership, 842
Building materials, 300
Buildings, discussion, 882

—report, 289

Casings for pier structures under water,
259

Cathodic protection and painting, effective-

ness of, 196
Chicago & North Western, roadbed grout-

ing, 514
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, roadbed

grouting, 507
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific,

anti-creeper tests, 619, 629
—roadbed grouting, 496
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, roadbed

grouting, 494
Chinn, A., installation as president, 852
Cinder ballast, specifications for, 547
Clarkson, steam generators, water for, 210

Clearances, diagrams, 388
—discussion, 937
—report, 388
-waterways, 261
Closures in flood control levees, 262
Code, C. J., calculation of stress in rail

web, 987
Columns, viaduct, tests, 397
Concrete, air-entrained, 454
—design, principles of, 420
—flat slab construction, 441
—footings, 447
—of concrete transmission poles, 449
—of two-way slabs, 438
—precast building units, 310
—specifications for, 418
Concrete and steel structures, tests of, 397
Concrete beams, design of reinforced, 425
Concrete handling equipment, 360
Concrete transmission poles, specifications

for design of, 449
Constitution, AREA, 992
Contract forms, advertising signs, 2S0
—construction, general, 269
—construction, minor projects, 284
—cost plus, 278
Construction contract, form, 269
Construction reports, relation to current

problems, 406
Conveyors, portable, 341
Cooperative relations with universities, dis-

cussion, 897
—report, 463
Corrosion, diesel colling systems, 203
Corrosion of boilers, 190
Corrosion of tanks, cathodic protection,

196
Court decisions, 409
Cramer, R. E., investigation of corrugated

rail, 729
—progress report on rail failures, 809
Crossings, highway, protection, 218
Crossings, manganese, tests of, 557
Crossings, manganese, plans for. 557
Culvert pipe, specifications for cast iron.

481
Curves, spiral, mathematics of, 553

D

Dalton, H. G., memoir, 882

Davis, C. McD., address, 846
Denver & Rio Grande Western, roadbed

grouting, 518

—use of work equipment, 32S
Depreciation, ICC regulations, 410
Depreciation study by ICC, 413

Design of timber trestles, 382



Index

Detroit, Toledo & [ronton, rail measure-

ments, 794

Diesel locomotives, water treatment, 203

E

Economics of Railway Labor, discussion,

872

—report, 327
Economics of Railway Location and Op-

eration, discussion, 854

—report, 123

Economies realized by grouting roadbed,

332
Economies expected from intensive super-

vision of maintenance gangs, 331

Election of officers, 851

Electrical section, address on, 839

Engineering schools, cooperative courses,

472
—courses of study, 471

—means for recruiting engineers, 464

—textbooks used, 475
Enginehouses, requirements, 292

—drop pits, 295

Equipment, snow removal, 344

—concrete handling, 360
Equipment, conveyors, portable, 341

—power jacks, 362
—grouting, 363
Erosion, natural waterways, prevention of,

487
Eyebars, shortening of, 969
—stress variation, 973

—fatigue tests of, 973

Grouting equipment, 363

Grouting roadbed, 491

H
Henry, R. S., address, 829

Highways, discussion, 861

—report, 217

Highway crossing, signs, 218

Highway freight transport, 181

—motor transport, 168
Highway trucks, used on railroads, 357

Hogue, C. J., memoir, 382

Illinois Central, anti-creeper tests, 624

—pressure grouting, 334
—roadbed grouting, 520

—tie plate tests, 648
Impact and Bridge Stresses, discussion, 925

—report, 396
Incising, forest products, 370
Interstate Commerce Commission, depreci-

ation regulations, 410

—depreciation study, 413

Iron and Steel Structures, discussion, 930

—glossary, 390
—report, 389

Jacks,, power, 362

Jensen, R. S., fatigue tests of rail webs,

804

Fatigue of metals, relation to bridge de-

sign, 394
Foley, John, memoir, 376, 875
Forest products, incising, 370
Freight transport, highway, 181

Frogs, manganese, 557
—stress measurements, 558
—welding tests, 586

Lacher, W. S., secretary's report, 1007

—statement, 825

Layng, F. R., presentation of plague, 827

Levees, closures at railroad crossing, 262

Litchfield and Madison, roadbed grouting,

525
Locomotive runs, lengthening of, 247

Locomotive terminals, requirements, 225

Los Angeles abrasion test, 545

Lubrication of rail joints, 589

Girder spans, steel, tests of, 397
Glass for buildings, 300
Glossary, iron and steel structures, 390
—maintenance of way work equipment,

338
—records and accounts, 400
—waterways and habors, 259

—yards and terminals, 224

Gordon, K. H., address, 839

Grading equipment, economies realized,

328
Grouting, labor economies derived from,

332

M
Manganese steel frogs, tests, 558

—welding tests, 586

Maintenance equipment, manual of in-

structions, 1, 340
Maintenance of Way Work Equipment,

discussion, 868

—glossary, 338
—report, 337
Manual for care and operation of mainte-

nance equipment, 1, 340
Marine borers, casings for piers, 259



Index

Masonry, discussion, 927

—report, 417

Memoirs, Aishton, R. H., 1025

—Baldwin, L. W., 1019

—Dalton, H. C, 882

—Foley, John, 376, 875

—Hogue, C. J., 382

—Pence, W. D., 1023

—Rose, L. S., 124, 875

—Selbv, O. E., 390
—Spiegel, F. M., 400
—Townsend, F. E., 879

—West, H. N., 552

—Yager, Louis, 655, 1027

Metals, fatigue of, relation to bridge de-

sign, 394
Missouri-Kansas-Texas, roadbed grouting,

496
Motor cars, standardization of parts, 339

Motor transport, highway, 168

N

New York Central, pressure grouting, 334

—roadbed grouting, 496, 530
Norfolk & Western, rail design study, 768

—shelly rail study, 753

O'Brien, W. H., service test of laminated

timber, 382

Paints, cement base for buildings, 316
—silicone resin, 304
Pence, W. D., memoir, 1023

Pennsylvania, joint bar tests, 693

—pressure grouting, 333
—roadbed grouting. 537

Piers, protection from borers, 259
Pipes, plastic for water service, 201

Plastic pipe and fittings, 201

Portable conveyors, 341
Porter, L. B., address, 833

Power jacks, 362
Precast concrete shapes, 310
President's address, 821
Pressure grouting, roadbed, 332, 491

R

Radiators, diesel locomotive, water con-
ditioning, 203

Rail, control cooled, failures, 810
—corrugated, study, 729

—design studies, 767

—discussion, 908
—engine burned, 734
—rolling-load tests, 734

—failure report, University of Illinois,

S09
—failure statistics, 673
—fatigue tests on webs, 804
—head checks, 750—115, 132 and 133-lb. sections, 657
—report, 653

—shelly spots, 750
—shelly spots, tests at University of Il-

linois, 756
—value of various sections, 689
—welded, continuous, 691
Rail braces, 558
Rail joints, assembled, properties of, 635
—effect of lubrication, 589
—115, 132 and 133-lb. sections, 657
—rolling-load tests, 714

—service tests, 603, 693
—tests of lubrication, 589
Rail web, calculation of stress, method of,

987
Railroad Committee for Study of Trans-

portation, study of motor transport,

167

Railway revenues, effect on, 154
—charges to capital account, 150
—operating expenses, 152

Rating steel bridges, revisions, 393
Records and Accounts, discussion, 922
—glossary, 400
—report, 399
Regulatory bodies, 408
Reports, construction, relation to current

problems, 406
Riprap stone, specifications for, 549
Roadbed, physical properties, 486
—structural support, struts, piling, 543
Roadbed stabilization, economies real'zed.

332
—investigation of methods, 491

—machinery and equipment, 363
—pressure grouting, 332, 491
Roadway and Ballast, discussion, 957
—glossary, 485
—report, 479
Rose, L. S., memoir, 124

Sanitation, federal regulations, 191

Scales, tolerances, 237

Secretary's report, 1007

—statement, 825

Selby, O. E., memoir, 390
Shop buildings, ventilation of, 319

Sidings, length of, 145

Signal section, address on, 833

Snow removal equipment, 344
Spirals, mathematics of, 553

Spiegel, F. M., memoir, 400
Spring washers, properties of, 635

Steam generators, Clarkson, water for, 210

Steel and concrete structures, tests of, 397



Index

Steel girder spans, tests of, 397

Streamline trains, servicing facilities for,

248

Switches, spring, speeds through, 648

Tellers, report of, 851

Terminals, see Yards

Termites, destruction by, 368

Ties, adherence to specifications, 378

—discussion, 875

—renewal statistics, 379

—report, 375

—specifications, adherence to, 378

—substitutes for wood, 378

—tie plate fastenings to reduce wear, 64S

Tie, renewal statistics, 379

Tie plates, fastenings for, 648

—plans for, 568

—stresses in, 568

Tile, enamel steel, 305

Timber, laminated, service, test of, 382

Toledo Terminal, tests of welded frogs,

587
Townsend, F. E., memoir, 879

Track, discussion, 885

—glossary, 553

—report, 551

Track capacity, determination, 125

Trackwork, plans, 557

—tests of welded castings, 586

Train performance studies, 125

Train speeds, economics of, 145

Trains, siding length formula, 145

—streamline, servicing facilities for, 248

Transport, highway motor, 168

—highway freight, 181

Treasurer, report of, 1016

Trestles, specifications and des ;gn of fas-

tenings for, 386

—timber, design of, 382

Trucks, motor, on railroads, 357

U

Uniform General Contract Forms, discus-

sion, 920

—report, 268

University of Illinois,- corrugated rail, re-

port, 728

—fatigue tests of rail webs, 804
—joint bar investigation, 714

—rail failure report, 809

—shelly rail, progress report, 756
Universities, cooperation with, 463, 897

Ventilation of shop buildings, 319

Viaducts, column tests, 397

W
Washers, spring, 635
Water Service and Sanitation, discussion,

864
—report, 189

Water treatment, lime-soda developments,

192

Water treatment for diesel locomotives,

203
Waterproofing, discussion, 922

—report, 380
Waterways, clearances under bridges, 261

—prevention of erosion, 487

Waterways and Harbors, discussion, 863

—glossary, 259
—report, 258
West, H. N., memoir, 552

Williams, V. C, investigation of engine

driver burns, 739

Wood Bridges and Trestles, discussion, 938

—report, 381

Wood Preservation, discussion, 938

—report, 367
Wood ties, substitutes for, 378

—renewal statistics, 379

Work equipment, economies realized on

Denver & Rio Grande Western, 328

Yager, Louis, memoir, 655, 1027

Yards, bibliography, 240

—coach, for streamline trains, 248

Yards and Terminals, discussion, 879

—glossary, 224
—report, 223














